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WASHINGTON, DC 20110 

october 9, 1987 

Hon. William Proxmire 
Chairman 
Committee on Banking, Housing, and urban Affairs 
Dirksen Senate Office Building, Washington, DC. 

Dear Mr. Chairman: 

We submit this compilation of recommendations from various 
interested sources for a new national housing policy. 

On August 12, 1987, we invited a wide variety of organizations 
and individuals concerned about housing to recommend "building 
blocks" or components of a comprehensive bill. That invitation 
elicited a remarkable, nationwide process of consultation, 
producing many exciting ideas. 

We recommend that the committee approve the printing of this 
compilation as a public document for distribution to those 
interested in housing policy. 

We believe the need for decent, affordable housing has never 
been more urgent. Young families find the dream of home 
ownership drifting beyond reach. Too many poor families are 
limited to unfit housing at high rents. For the first time in 
memory, rising numbers of homeless families are on the streets of 
America. 

It is time to begin moving housing back to the place it 
deserves on the list of national priorities. The nature of 
housing and the way housing is financed require a coherent and 
sensitive set of public policies if Americans are to have 
adequate housing. 

Such an approach will require a fresh, new framework for 
housing policy -- one that will meet the country's needs in the 
next decade. We expect to intrOduce major housing legislation 
early next year to establish that framework. The bill must have 
both a manageable number of objectives eliciting wide support and 
a set of clear themes appropriate to current conditions. 

Development of that legislation will require an extraordinary, 
broad-based, and bipartisan effort. We are very encouraged by 
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the favorable response already received from leading individuals 
and organizations in the field. 

Two independent efforts which should be particularly helpful 
are being conducted at this time. MIT's Department of Urban 
Studies and Planning is forming a network of housing 
professionals from around the country. Twenty major papers have 
been commissioned to assess current housing conditions and the 
lessons of recent years. These papers will be presented and 
reviewed in conferences to be held in the Capitol and will be 
published in book form. 

In addition, James Rouse and David Maxwell are forming a 
Housing policy Task Force of experienced practitioners in housing 
development and related fields. The task force will meet for a 
series of intensive sessions with the goal of recommending
strategies for making decent, affordable housing available to all 
Americans. 

For its part, the Senate Housing Subcommittee will be working 
to focus attention on housing policy and to refine ideas into 
appropriate legislation. The Senate and House Housing 
Subcommittees intend to hold extensive joint hearings next year, 
both in Washington and in various regions of the country. We 
will press for passage of a bill in this Congress, and look for 
implementation early in the next Administration. 

The climate is right for a responsible and effective housing 
policy. We hope this compilation will serve as a useful guide in 
making that policy a reality. 

We thank the many who contributed to this effort, and we look 
forward to working with you on housing legislation in the coming 
months. 
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october 9, 1987 

Honorable William Proxmire 
Chairman 
Committee on Banking, Housing, and Urban Affairs 
U. S. senate 

Washington, D. C. 20510 


Dear Mr. Chairman: 

I join with the distinguished Chairman of the Senate Housing 
Subcommittee on Housing and Urban Affairs, Alan Cranston, and its 
Ranking Member, Alfonse D'Amato, in submitting a compilation of 
suggestions by various housing groups on what they believe would be 

i 
J 	 the major recommendations on a new and far-reaching housing bill. I 

commend the work of the Senate Subcommittee Chairman and the Senate 
Housing Subcommittee in calling on many interested groups to assist 
in setting new directions for our Nation's housing policy. 

The housing needs of this Nation have been ignored for the 
past six years, and we are seeing the results of the failure to 
address housing needs in the increasing homelessness and in the 
prospects of losing hundreds of thousands of assisted housing units 
with no federal resources to continue to provide the necessary 
subsidies to keep the housing for low and moderate income people. 

While I do not endorse all of the recommendations that will 
be contained in these recommendations, I believe that they will 
initiate the legislative response to begin meeting the housing needs 
of our Nation. 

nCerelY'

Ir· J/~'~• Gonza~tHenry
Chairman 
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Early in August, AAHA (along with other organizations involved in 
housing issues) received an invitation from Senators Cranston (D-CA) and 
D'Amato (R-NY) of the SubcOlllllittee on Housing and Urban Developaent to 
sutmit a position paper on the future direction of federal housing policy. 
The Senators expressed concern over the future of housing programs in light 
of major budget cuts in recent years and predictions of substantial 
shortfalls in lCM- and moderate-income hOUSing in the near future. AAHA was 
asked to sutmit by October Sth a broad-reaching analysis of the housing 
situation with innovative solutions to address tomorrow's housing problems. 

This request coincided with increasing expressions of concern by AAHA 
members about federal housing programs. After consultations between 
President Edgar G. Kilby and the Reverend J. W. Carroll, Chairman of the 
Housing and Assisted Living COIIIIIittee, I'll'. Thomas W. Sl_r (*) was asked 
to chair an Elderly Housing Reform Study Group to formulate AAHA's position 
for the Senate Housing SubcOlllllittee. Kembel'S of the study group included: 

The Rev. J. W. carroll (*) I'll'. Timothy Martin 
I'll'. Pat Conroy Ms. Diana L. KcIver 
The Rev. Norman Crook Kr. Thomas Perkins (*) 
Kr. John Hood (*) Ms. Martha sachs 
I'll'. William C. Kelly, Jr. I'll'. James P. Shaner 
Ms. Kay King Ms. Nancy Spring 

(*) Indicates that these individuals are also members of the HouSing and 
Assisted Living COIIIIIittee. 

The Elderly Housing Reform Study Group met at AAHA's national offices 
in washington, D.C. on September 17-18, 1987 for two intensive days of 
discussions on AAHA's poSition paper. Kembel'S of the study group came (most 
at their own expense) with prepared issue briefs on various topics of 
concern to AAHA members. Information from those papers and discussions was 
caabined with concerns expressed by AAHA members directly to the national 
steff and through a recent national survey of members to put together AAHA's 
position paper. A draft of this paper was sent for call1lltnts and suggestions 
to members of the study group and to members of the Housing and Assisted 
Living COIIIIIittee who were not members of the study group, including: 

Ms. Patricia Bloomer I'll'. Edgar Kilby 
I'll'. John Crocker Ms. Juliet Rodriguez 
Ms. Jane Hoover I'll'. David Schreiner 
The Rev. Robert Inhoff 

Steff members involved in the preparation of this position paper 
included: Or. Donald L. Redfoot, a consultant who drafted the papeO I'll'. 
Michael Rodgers, Deputy Executive Vice President for Policy f I'll'. Larry 
McNickle, Director of Housingf and Ms. Mary webb, Housing Analyst. 

Kembers of the study qroup and steff invite further call1lltnts and 
suqqestions frCllll interested AAHA members. Please direct call1lltnts to Michael 
Rodgers or Larry MCNickle at AAHA's national offices, (202) 296-5960. 
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IWmIERS8IP IN CREM'DIG ClJIIIIIITIIS 'lM.T CMB: 

MI!ZTIIIl 'DIE lDJSDG NBBDS at .IIGDG .MI!R[CIlNS 

This year, the 50th anniversary of federal involvement in the provision of 
housing offers an opportunity to review past accomplishments as well as to make 
a renewed conmit:ment to address the remaining housing needs of all Americans. 
Despite significant successes over the past half century, a growing sense of 
crisis clouds the future of lIIIIJly federal housing programs. HcIIIIelessness is a 
growing national problem, affecting families of all ages. The existing 
federally assisted housing stock is deteriorating and in need of modernization 
due to age and neglect. waiting lists at many assisted housing sites have 
lengthened into years due to increased demand. /'Ieanwtdle a crisis is predicted 
in the next few years as the number of assisted uni ts is drastically reduced 
due to years of federal budget cuts, expiring contracts, and prepayments of 
subsidized loans. 

The American Association of HOllIeS for the Aging (AIIHA) congratulates the 
Subconmitttee on Housing and Urban Affairs for its bipartisan leadership in 

11; 

looking ahead to the future housing needs of the nation. As a representative 
of the nation's nonprofit providers of housing and services to the elderly, 
AHAA.~ forward to a continuing dialogue with the Subcl:mmittee and with 
other group~ we try to forge a comprehensive policy addressing the needs of 
Americans of all ages, incOllles, disabilities, and family statuses. 

Federal leadership is urgently needed which is conmitted to addressing the 
housing needs of the nation and guided by a clear and comprehensive national 
housing policy. is urgently needed. A strong national policy must establish 
the priority of housing that is available, affordable, and suitable to 
Americans of all ages, incOllle levels, family statuses, and disability levels. 

Of particular concern to AIIHA is that the special housing needs of older 
Americans receive deset'ved attention in this national housing policy. The 
numbers of elderly are increasing at a rate of over half a million per year 
creating special delllllJlds that will continue to be a major factor in planning 
future housing and community development policy. The elderly currently occupy 
nearly half of federally assisted housing units. As residents of assisted 
housing age in place, the need to develop effective linkages between housing 
and social services will beCOllle increasingly urgent if we are to promote 
independent living by older people in the cOl1JDlln.ity. llaxillizing the ability to 
live with dignity and independence sbould be the comerstone of federal housing 
policy. For the aging, that goal will require developing a range of housing 
and support service options to lleet the needs experienced by individuals as 
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they age. Federal housing policy _t eapend beyaId the narrow understaming 
of housing as wbricks and mrtarW to include the special needs of residents. 
'l'his understanding will require ~tal c:hIIInges in existing housing policy 
to achieve the buic values and natimal goals of il'ld.ividual independence and 
~ty interdependence. 

A strong national policy linkill9 housing to a range of support service 
options for the elderly is not only more hulllanitarian, but ultillllltely more 
cost...ffective. with Medicaid expenditures for nursing home care exceeding $18 
billion per year, strong econamic pressures are forcill9 the exploration of 
cost...ffective alternatives to institutional lonq-teCII care. The mst reliable 
estimates indicate that at least one quarter of the 1.5 million people 
currently residill9 in nursing haaes could live in the community if appropriate 
houaill9 and support services were available. &1or:llJUS potential savings can be 
made in program costs while more effectively serving the human needs of older 
people. Programs like the Congregate Housing Services Program (OISP) have 
already demonstrated impressive cost...ffective approaches to linking essential 
support services to housing assistance in order to prevent unnecessary 
institutionalization. These innovative alternative housing arrangements should 
be cultivated and expanded. 

Financing the housing needs of older people will require a federal housing 
policy which prallOtes an effective partnership among public, private, and 
nonprofit sectors. The federal goverl'lEllt has at its disposal a range of 
resources and approaches that could play a significant role in fostering this 
partnership, including: grants and loans, mrtgage insurance, and tax 
incentives. 

Nonprofit organizations have a special role to play in addressill9 the 
housing and service needs of older people both because of their experience and 
their mission to service older people. The lonq-teCII involvement of nonprofit 
organizations is built on vast experience in developing innovative approaches 
to the chall9ing needs of succeeding generations of older people. In contrast 
to the departmental fragmentation of housing and social services that 
characterizes most federal programs, nonprofit providers have been committed to 
addressill9 the physical, social, emotional, and spiritual needs of the whole 
person. This comprehensive approach to providing housill9 and support services 
appropriate to the needs of the individual is mre suited to addressill9 the 
needs of older people and should be recognized and supported by federal housing 
policy. 

A number of approaches could be used to strengthen the role of nonprofit 
organizations in partnership with the public and private sectors. The Section 
202 program should be expanded and restructured as a forgivable, long-tet'lll loan 
that would allow greater latitude in income targeting. Greater flexibility on 
tax credits and tax exempt bonds could provide a valuable stillW.US to 
for-profit investors interested in partnerships with nonprofit organizations. 

Finally, addressing the future housing needs of the nation will require 
more effective management from the Department of Housing and Urban Developaent 
(HUD). Cost...ffective and efficient management has ironically often been 
thwarted by penny wise and pound foolish cost contail'lEllt measures that have 
eqlhasized short-tet'lll Savill9s while building in long-tet'lll costs. For exaq>le, 
HUD-mandated cuts in building IIIIlterials and safety equipment have necessitated 
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expensive maintenance and retrofitting in later years. Lack of cOlllllUllity 
spaces and requirements for effiCiency units have tied the hands of project 
manaqers and required expensive adaptations of buildinqs as residents aqe in 
place. Pressures to cut costs when coupled with decentralization of 
decision-making have created a capricious system of BUD intervention in 
management decisions and resulted in counterproductive costs and needless 
delays in project developments. 

'lbe American ASsociation of HaD!!S for the Aqinq (AAHA) was founded in 1961 
to provide leadership for nonprofit providers of housing and long-term care to 
the nation's elderly. AAHA's 3,200 IIIII1IIbers, mostly religious, labor, and 
fraternal organizations, are united by the qoal of promoting "COIIIIIUIlities that 
care" for older Americans of all races, creeds, and national origins. 
Representinq SaD!! of the nation's longest established providers of housinq and 
services to the elderly, AAHA's IIIII1IIbers continue to serve more than half a 
million people on a regular basis. 

Based on the wealth of experience represented by our IIIII1IIbership and looking 
forward to the future, AAHA would offer four basic <]Oals to guide housinq 
reforms - especially as they affect older AllWricans. Each general qoal is 
followed by a di8CllSsion of the existing situation and specific proposals. 
'lbese goals and proposals are presented in the spirit of furthednq an 
effective partnership ImIOIl9 public, private, and nonprofit sectors - a 
partnership to which AAHA is call1litted as crucial to IIII!t!tinq the challenge of 
promotinq COIIIIIUIlities that care for tomorrow's older citizens. 
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OOIIL t1 - '!be federal gcwerr.ent should r_ ita cx.mt.nt to a 
COIIprehenaive national housing policy that recognizes the special needs of 
older perIODS. '!be goals of a national housill9 policy should include: 

- AVi!lilabil~to all "'-rieans;- :fOimI: for individuals and failies at all incc.t levels; and 
- tab _ or all ages, disability levels, and f.-1ly staa-s. 

SPIiOnc RJllCXIIIIIIiHW: 

1. The federal government should reassert its leadership role in the proviSion 
of low- and IOOderate-income housing by substantially increasing the IlUII!ber of 
units of assisted housing thrOU9h programs nm by the Department of Housing and 
Urban Developnent (HUD) and the Farmer'S Home AdIIIi.nistration (FDIHA). 

-$ 2. In recognition of the special housing and service needs of elderly 
reSidents of federally assisted housing, the position of ASsistant Secretary 
for Elderly Housing should be established within the Department of Housing and 
Urban DevelopDl!nt (HUD). '!be responsibilities of the Assistant Secretary for 
Elderly HOusing would include: 

IodiIinistration of the Section 202 program, the Congregate HOusing 
Services Program (OISP) and other HUD programs targeted to the special shelter 
needs of the elderly. 

- NIvocacy with HUD and other federal executive departments, other levels 
of government, and the private sector for the special shelter needs of the 
elderly. 

COOrdination of social services to elderly residents of assisted 
housing with other federal departments (especially the Department of Health and 
Human Services) and other levels of government. 

OYersight of HUD regional and local offices to assure that decision
makers at those levels have appropriate training in the special problelllS 
associated with elderly housing. This oversight responsibility would also 
include an appeals process to resolve problelllS in elderly housing. 

3. Federally assisted housing programs for the elderly should strive to meet 
the target of creating new units for 1\ of the elderly population per yeat! at 
least 10\ of these units should be provided through the Section 202 program. 

4; Short and long range actions are critically needed to insure that older 
tenants are not displaced through prepayment of existing contract nor that 
rents become unaffordable thrOU9h the expiration of existing rent subsidy 
program. As part of any reform of these existing program, there is a need for 
continuity of assistant for existing older tenants, such as a Transitional Rent 
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SUbsidy Program which protects eXisting tenants. 

5. COIIIIIUIlity development and housing programs should prOlllOte strong 
neighborhoods without displacing older residents through the adaptive reuse of 
eXisting COIIIIIUIlity structures as an efficient ..ans to _ting the needs of 
aging individuals and aging cOlllllUlllties. 

OOIU. 12 - fIOu&ing policy for the elderly 8hould pn.ote i.ndeptmdent living 
aalrI9 older people by proriding options in living arr~ta to _t the 
range of needs for hDusing and support services. 

SPBCIrIC RI!'CC ZIiBI.'IlI\.TIOIS: 

1. Meeting the future needs of the elderly will require effective linkages 
across federal departmental lines to coordinate housing, social services, and 
JEdical care. Greater coordination between BUD and the Department of Health 
and Human Services (HIlS) as well as greater coordination with state and local 
levels of governJEnt would be prOlllOted by a BUD Assistant Secretary for Elderly 
Housing. Of particular iq;lOrtance are increased linkage between the aging
network of the Administration on Aqing (J\OI\) with elderly hDusing projects, 
including a priority for nutrition sites located in or near elderly housing 
projects. 

2. In recognitions of the distinct needs of the elderly and handicapped, 
separate housing and supportive service programs should be developed for each 
group. 

3. Local sponsors of elderly housing - public, private, and nonprofit 
should retain maxi_ flexibility to develop different approaches to linking 
housing and support services consistent with their awn philosophies, the needs 
and desires of their residents, and available resources. Salle sponsors lIII1y
wish to put priority on providing independent housing, while other sponsors lIII1y 
chose to be entirely devoted to congregate hDusing targeted to the very frail. 
SilDilarly, some sites IIII1Y wish to euploy professional staff to provide 
services, while other sites lIII1y wish to use professional staff prillll1rily as a 
catalyst to prOlllOte the development of voluntary peer support networks. 'ltIere 
are successful IOOdels for each of these approaches, and sponsors should have 
the flexibility, guidance, and resources to create different types of 
cOlllllUllities incorporating different IDixes of hDusing and services. 

4. Innovative housing and service arrangements that provide alternatives to 
nursing home care should be strengthened and extended. Specifically: 

- 'ltIe highly successful Congregate HouSing Services progrlllll (OfSP) should 
be perl!ll1nently authorized and significantly expanded to serve low- and 
moderate-income elderly and handicapped in a variety of settings. 

- New legislation should provide the necessary incentives to pursue a wide 
range of housing options for the elderly, including: home sharing; elderly 
cottage housing opportunity (ECH:l1 units; equity-based congregate housing; and 
continuing care retirelEnt COIIIIIUIlities ICCRC's). 
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CDL t3 - A range of federal filalciDg apticns for bousiDg end services 
sbDuld foster a partnership irM:ilvillg all levels of CjOIIe~, private aec:t.or 
inYe8tor. end developer., end ~it apansor•• 

SPIIOf'IC ~OG: 

1. Create the following subtitles under the section 202 progr_ to provide 
different financing options: 

I. 	 A National Elderly Housing Trust Fund to administer a revolving 
account of funds to finance federal elderly housing prograas. 

II. 	 A long tem, low interest loan connected to rental subsidies (the 
current systell\). 

III. 	A forgivable loan progrUl coupled rental assistance or operating 
subsidies where necessary. The construction loan would be forgiven 
over a forty year period in proportion to the relative I'IIIIIiler of 
residents _ting age, incc.B, end disability target.. At least 20\ 
of units would be reserved for very-low-incaae residents or 40\ for 
low-incc.B residents. otherwise, housing &pOI'IBOr. should retain 
targeting flexibility to encourage the income integration of elderly 
residents. 

IV. 	 Grants or loans for modernization and rehabilitation of older section 
202 and section 236 sites and for adaptation of existing sites to 
needs precipitated by the aging in place of residents, including the 
provision of nearby facilities to _t supportive service needs. 

2. Each of the above financing options shculd be available to the following 
speCific progrUlS to be administered under section 202: 

A. 	 Nonelderly handicapped housing. 
B. 	 Elderly housing. 
C. 	 Rural housing for the elderly. 'l'bis progrlllll would be created by 

transferring the FIIIRA, section SlS progrUl for elderly housing to 8UD 
with appropriate funding transfers. 

3. Increase the tax incentives and decrease tax disincentives for invesbllent 
in low- and moderate-income housing as well as increase the flexibility of tax 
eXHipt bonds to allow the growth of partnerships between nonprofit providers 
and for-profit investors. 

4. Expand the proposed hcae equity demonstration progrlllll to free up individual 
assets to finance housing, support services, and other basic needs. The 
federal government should play a role in encouraging these wreverse IIIOrtgage
loans by saf89Uilrding both parties to hcae equity transactions. Con8uIIIer 
protections as well as financial guarantees to lenders will both be needed to 
make these loans viable. 

S. Establish a demonstration project that would pool housing and long-tem 
care resources from the federal government to provide a package of housing and 
long-term care insurance. 
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6. In an effort to make continuing care retirement communities (CORC's) more 
affordable to lower income individuals, IIUD should establish a demonstration 
project to pool individual assets with federal housing and long-term care 
subsidies to finance a continuum of services through nonprofit CCRC's. 

roM. 14 - IIUD adIIIinistration sbould focus on the efficient and cost-effective 
provision of housing. 'lbis goal is best accc.plished through clear and 
consistent regulations with a responsive <lppIIals process, ~t training 
and up-to-date procedural MDUals for III) officials and housing adIIinistrators, 
technical assistance to housing -anagers and sponsors, and the efficient 
processing of construction and rehabilitation applications. 

1. Promote cost-effectiveness through program flexibility. Target 
construction costs should be negotiated by IIUD and the sponsor in a manner that 
reserves control to sponsors over the best way to use available resources. 
Specifically: 

a. calculate developaent costs on the basis of a negotiated constuction 
index rather than the current system based on fair market rates (PMR's).

b. Eliminate rules on the size and types of apartments provided, 
restrictions on the size of public and shared spaces, and controls on design 
and construction materials. 

2. I1anagers at existing projects should be permitted to renegotiate current 
agreements and requirements over the size and types of units as well as over. 
the amount of space devoted to community uses. These managers should be free 
to adapt uni ts and spaces to the changing needs of residents and the changing 
demands of the market. 

3. Flexibility should be provided for differential rates for different types 
of units. For example, rents on existing efficiency units should be reduced to 
25\ of the resident's income in order to fill these units and address the 
equity problems over requiring the same rents for unequal apartments. 

4. Establish firm time guidelines for sponsors and IIUD administrators. IIUD 
offices and individuals should be rated by productivity gains in meeting 
schedules. 

5. Provide training and specific guidelines for IIUD technical processors to 
minimize delays due to capriciousness in interpreting regulations. 

6. Provide clear and responsive administrative appeals processes for 
unfavorable decisions by IIUD field and regional offices through the Assistant 
Secretary for Elderly HOusing. 

7; Produce clear, up-to-date procedural manuals and provide training and 
technical assistance to aid field offices and housing sponsors on general 
housing management issues as well as issues specific to the ~nt of 
elderly housing. 
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8. Establish a "fast-track" processing system in which sponsors who agree to 
keep their development costs to specified maximums will have reduced processing 
requirements. 
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pJ\R'.IH!:RSHIp IN CREM'ING CDIIUaTIES 'l'BM' CARE: 
IIIlI!:'l'II«i 'l'HE IlJUSllIJ NBDlS OF .I\GIlG .MBRIClINS 

This year marks the 50th anniversary of involvment by the federal 
government in the provision of housing to low- and moderate-income Americans. 
Part of President Roosevelt's New Deal, the Housing Act of 1937 began a 
long-term federal conmitment to meeting the nation's housing needs. This 
conmitment, first expressed by the Housing ACt of 1949, called for "a decent 
home and a suitable living environment for every American family." 

Despite Significant past successes, a grOWing sense of crisis clouds the 
future of federal housing policy. HOmelessness is growing and extending to 
yaung families and older people; waiting lists for admission to federally 
assisted housing units have lengthened into years; and projections of housing 
needs indicate major shortfalls in low- and moderate-income housing in the near 
future. Despite these problems, federal budgets for housing have been slashed 
by roughly 70\ coqlared to levels appropriated in the late 1970' s. These 
budget decreases, when coupled with contract expiration and prepaYlD'nt of 
loans, may mean that the munber of federally assisted housing units will 
substantially decrease in the near future. 

In order to avert a major housing crisis, the federal government must 
reassert a strong leadership role in defining the future direction of a 
national housing policy. Many of the current problems stem frOID a general lack 
of conmitment and leadership at the federal level. The federal government 
cannot and should not solve the nation's housing crisis alone, but it III\1st 
provide the leadership for forging a partnership involving all levels of 
government, the private sector, and nonprofit organizations. Responding to the 
varied needs of people of different ages, incomes, disabilities. and family 
statuses will require creativity. flexibility. and conmitment on the part of 
all who participate in a partnership of caring that must form the foundation of 
sound policy on housing and community development. 

Continuing a role that dates to colonial times, nonprofit community-based 
organizations have a vital part to play in meeting the future housing and 
service needs of the nation's elderly and handicapped. As a representative of 
the nonprofit providers of housing to the elderly, the American Association of 
Homes for the Aging (MHA) is pleased to be a part of the dialogue on the 
future of America's housing policy. 

MHA was founded in 1961 to provide leadership for nonprofit providers of 
housing and long-term care -to the nation's elderly. MHA's 3200 member 
organizations include religious, labor, fraternal, and other community 
organizations who are united by the goal of prOlDOting "communities that care" 
for older Americans of all races, creeds, and national origins. Representing 
some of the nation'S longest established providers of housing and services to 
the elderly, MHA'S members continue to serve rore than half a million people 
on a regular basis. 

Based on the wealth of experience represented by our membership and looking 
forward to the future, MHA offers four basic goals that should guide housing 
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refoms - espeeially as they affect older Americans. Each general goal is 
followed by a back9round discussion and 9iven specificity by concrete 
proposals. These 904ls and proposals are presented in the spirit of 
furtherin9 a partnership aJDon9 9overnment, the private sector, and nonprofit 
or9anizations - a partnership that we believe is crucial to meetill9 the 
challenge of promotin9 communities that care for tomorrow's older Citizens. 
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OOI\L 11 - 'lb! federal C)IM!~t should r_ its ca.i~t to a 
CCIIprehensive national housing policy that recognizes the special needs of 
older persons. 'lb! goals of a national housing policy should include: 

- Availablility to all Mericana; 
- Affoidibili, for individuals and famlies at all ina.! levels; and 
- SUitali1hty or all IlCJI!S, disability levels, and fa.i1y statuses. 

Availability - SUlllMrizing recent research on assisted and unassisted 
housing, scholars at MIT have forecast a housing shortage of roughly 12 million 
units early in the next century. This study noted that not only are w not 
building units fast enough to meet demand, but that ware also losing units of 
assisted and unassisted low-incaDe housing at an alarming rate. A recent 
Congressional Research Service (CRS) study found insufficient housing for 
low-incaDe families and individuals in all 48 metropolitan areas they examined. 

Assisted units are being lost because of two factors: the expiration of 
rental subsidy contracts and the prepayment of subsidized mortgages. In a 1986 
study of the Section 8 rental subsidy program, the General Accounting Office 
(GAO) estimates that without additional budget authority, project-based units 
receiving assistance would decline from 1.9 million in 1985 to between 174,000 
and 842,000 in 2005. Tenant-based programs, which have 5-year contracts, would 
be completely eliminated by 1991 if no contracts are extended. 

The prepayment of subsidized and insured mortgages is also likely to remove 
many units of housing from the assisted market. 'lb! Congressional Budget 
Office (CBO) has estimated that the Section 22l(d)3 ·program for providing below 
market interest rates (BI'IIR) to developers could lose 76,000 units, roughly 
half of the total funded by the program, by 2001. A 1986 GAO report notes that . 
165,000 insured units of Section 236 housing and roughly an equal I'IUIItIer of 
uninsured units could be lost from the assisted inventory by FY 1995. 
Additional tens of thousands of Section 8 new construction and Farmers HaDe 
Administration (f'IIIIIA) 515 units could be lost due to prepayment. 

The shortage of low-incaDe housing and the loss of assisted units are 
likely to have a particularly negative impact on the elderly and other groups 
with special housing needs. In the first place, the MIT study found that 
shortages are already especially acute in housing for the young and the old. 
Providers of specialized housing for the elderly and handicapped note that 
waiting lists are often 5 years or more. 'lb! loss of assisted units is also 
likely to disproportionately affect long-term residents who have aged in place, 
placing an even greater burden on assisted housing for the elderly. 

One of the most cost-effective and irmovative approaches to mking low
income housing available to the elderly in their neighborhoods is through the 
adaptive reuse of existing structures. Schools, factories, hotels, convents, 
and other types of buildings often provide an ideal space and location for 
elderly housing. By renovating ccmamity landmarks, adaptive reuse has IIIIIde 
valuable contributions both to neighborhood preservation and community 
developDl!nt. Adaptive reuse also promotes the DOst efficient use of the 
community's resources by adapting under-utilized public structures to housing 
needs. 
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Affordability - When the Section 8 rent subsidy proqram was enacted in 
1974, Congress defined 25\ of family inCOGe as a reasonable level of 
expenditure for housing for lower income people. This percentage was increased 
to 30% in 1983. Even under this less generous definition of affordability, 
many law-income people are unable to find affordable housing. Research at MIT 
indicates that the proportion of renter household paying IIIOre than 35% of their 
income for housing increased fran 25.1% to 37.2% in the decade from 1974 to 
1983. 

Again the young and the old were especially likely to suffer because they 
are disproportionately likely to be poor or near poor. While many very-law
income elderly receive assistance, many IIIOre older people have incomes just 
over the qualifying line -- making them "too rich" for federal assistance but 
too poor to pay for needed housing and aupportivservices themselves. 
Approxi!lllltely 2.3 million elderly households IIllIit spend over 35% of their 
incomes for housing. Among elderly women living alone, the average amount of 
inCOGe spent on housing exceeds fifty percent. 

The problem of affordability is further exacerbated by the extremely narrow 
targeting of housing assistance proqrams. By lilliting assistance to those with 
incomes below 50% of local median illCOllle, many poor and near poor people are 
not eligible for assistance, especially in law-inCOGe areas. For the elderly 
and handicapped who have special housing needs, targeting on income alone often 
lIIIIkes specialized housing prohibitively expensive. 

SU1tabi~ - A COIIIPrehensive housing policy IIllIit recognize differences 
in housIngS for different target groups based upon factors such as income, 
age, family status, and disability level. A COIIIPrehensive federal housing 
policy is the best way to balance the differing needs of various groups and 
coordinate strategy for meeting the housing needs of all Americans in the most 
rational and cost-effective III!Inner. 

Housing needs change significantly over the life span. Elderly homeowners 
who purchased hOllIeS as young parents to meet the spatial needs of raising 
children can find themselves ·overhoused" as they age when declining income and 
health !1liiy make maintenance and repairs more difficult. This is a particular 
problem for widows who are often very old and living alone. Older renters and 
homeowners alike are often confronted with increasing difficulties in lIIIIMqing 
their current home environments as they age in place. Too often they find 
themselves trapped in unSUitable living situtations because affordable and 
suitable alternatives do not exist. Providing adequate hOUSing for the elderly 
will require both the construction of a range of housing for different 
disability levels and the adaptation of existing housing to meet changing needs 
as residents age in place. 

Provision for the special needs of the elderly is not at the expense of 
other age groups. The provision of housing to meet the specific needs of older 
people can free housing stock more suitable for younger families. This is 
especially beneficial to community development when younger residents are more 
able to !IIIIintain properties than widowed or disabled older people who feel 
trapped in homes because affordable alternatives are unavailable. 
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1. The federal government should reassert its leadership role in the prOllision 
of low- and moderate-income housing by substantially increasing the number of 
Wlits of assisted housing through programs r\Dl by the Department of Housing and 
Urban Developnent (HUD) and the Farmer's Home Administration (P'IIIHA). 

2. In recognition of the special housing and service needs of elderly 
residents of federally assisted housing, the position of Assistant Secretary 
for Elderly Housing should be established within the Department of Housing and 
Urban Developaent (HUD). The responsibilities of the Assistant Secretary for 
Elderly Housing would include: 

lldilinistraticm of the Section 202 program, the Congregate Housing 
Services Program (CllSP) and other HUD programs targeted to the special shelter 
needs of the elderly. 

- J!dvocacy with HUD and other federal executive departments, other levels 
of government, and the private sector for the special shelter needs of the 
elderly. 

CoordinaUcm of social services to elderly residents of assisted 
housing with other federal departments (especially the Department of Health and 
HuIIIan Services) and other levels of government. 

OVersight of HUD regional and local offices to assure that decision
makers at those levels have appropriate training in the special problelllS 
associated with elderly housing. This OIIersight responsibility would also 
include an appeals process to resolve problems in elderly housing. 

3. Federally assisted housing programs for the elderly should strive to meet 
the target of creating new Wlits for n of the elderly populaticm per yellI1 at 
least 10% of these Wlits should be prOllided through the Section 202 program. 

4. Short and long range actions are critically needed to insure that older 
tenants are not displaced through prepay.nt of existing ccmtract nor that 
rents become unaffordable through the expiration of existing rent subsidy 
program. As part of any reform of these existing program, there is a need for 
continuity of assistant for existing older tenants, such as a Transitional Rent 
Subsidy program which protects existing tenants. 

5. COmmunity developaent and housing programs should promote strong 
neighborhoods without displacing older residents through the adaptive reuse of 
existing cOlD.lnity structures as an efficient Mans to Meting the needs of 
aging individuals and aging communities. 

http:prepay.nt
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OOIIL 12 - HOuSillCJ policy for the elderly should prc.:>te independent livillCJ 
a.JI'I9 older people by providillCJ options in living arr~ts to _t a range 
of needs for housing and services. 

'ftle ability to live with dignity and indepelldence should be the comersta. 
of federal policy for the a<jing. lnawropriata housing or the lack or 
supportive services can be obstacles to this indepelldence. In conjunction with 
a coherent and comprehensive housing policy, the nation requires a policy on 
aging to coordinate housing, health, and social services to promote a 
dignified, independent, and lDeaningful old age for all Americans. 

As families and communities change over tilDe and as individuals physically 
j 	 age, housing needs change. Aging individuals lIIUst frequently cope with 

physical decrements and social losses silllUltaneously with the declines of their 
econoadc resources. These losses can present a .ajor threat to the 
independence of older people. Housing policy lIIUst, therefore, address the 
lIIUltiple needs of older individuals. Current policy discussions on housing and 
the long-term care of the elderly provide an opportune moment to focus on the 
critical need to coordinate policies on housing, services, and long-term care 
if we are to adequately address the needs experienced by older individuals. 

The failure to coordinate hOUSing and long-term care poliCies has created 
two interrelated problems: I) federal housing policy is. for the IIICSt part, 
targeted to the fully independent and has failed to recognize the S1.IppOrt 
service needs of those who have problems with activities of daily living (AOL) 
and 2) long-term health care policy has been too narrowly focused on 
institutional care when lower levels of in-home assistance would more 
adequately promote independent living. Instead of incorporating services to 
maximize the degree of independence to which the individual is capable, recent 
changes by HUD have, in effect, required resident to be fully independent or 
leave assisted housing. Little has been done to adapt facilities as residents 
age in place. 

Aging in place is a problem affecting not only the elderly resident but 
also family, friends, service providers, and housing managers. The average age 
of residents at many housing sites for the elderly is in the late 70's and 
early 80's taxing existing fo~l and info~l services and placing enormous 
burdens on managers who are often ill-equipped to handle the increased need. 
In a recently completed survey, AAHA IDelUbers were asked to identify the two 
most severe problems they have experienced in the past few YlIars. 
OVerwhelmingly, the most frequently cited problems had to do with residents 
aging in place. 

Though nursing homes provide an important function, most experts recognize 
that institution-based solutions to long-term care problems are over-utilized 
because options are unavailable. The most credible research estimates that 20\ 
to 30\ of the residents in long-term care institutions are institutionalized 
unnecessarily. An even higher percentage could undoubtedly live in a less 
restrictive environJDent if a minimum of in-home S1.IppOrtive services were 
provided. The definition of long-term care lIIUst be broadened to include 
housing needs as an important dimension of meeting the needs of the whole 
person. 
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The impetus for linking housing and services is not just more humane; 
the enormous cost of institutional long-term care provides a powerful financial 
incentive for providing alternative services which allow older people to remain 
in lower cost housing. Approximately 1. 5 million older Americans currently 
reside in nursing homes, a number almost as high as the IlUI1lber of elderly 
residents in federally assisted houSing. The cost to the federal government of 
this nursing home care in 1986 was $17.6 billion. The General Accounting 
Office (GAO) estimated in 1983 that Medicaid paid for approximately 45% of the 
cost and 57% to 82% of the patient days in nursing homes. AnOther one million 
older people reside in board and care facilities, III)st paying their bills 
through the Supplemental Security Income (SS1) program. Though nursing homes 
and board and care facilities are generally ignored in discussions of housing 
policy, these facilities provide a "home" to lIIimy of the nation's older people. 

Escalating costs and critical shortages of nursing home beds in lIIimy 
sections of the country have created pressure to initiate innovative 
alternatives to institutional long-term care. A IlUI1lber of successful IIIJdels 
linking hnusing and long-term care services to fill the gap between fully 
independent living and institutional living have been developed by government 
and nonprofit organizations. The federal government has been experimenting 
with limited in-home services through the Medicare and Medicaid programs. The 
Social services Block Grant (SSBG) and Title III of the Older Americans Act 
(OAA) also provide meals and a range of communities and in-home services which 
facilitates assisted housing option as an alternative to institutional care. 

One of the III)st successful a.:xiels for developing linkages between federal 
housing programs and needed social services has been the Congregate HOusing 
Services Program (OlSP). Recognizing that most long-term service needs are for 
non-medical services to assist in the activities of daily living (ADL), the 
OlSP has provided nonmedical, in-home services to residents of federally' 
assisted housing in an attempt to prevent unnecessary institutionalization and 
improve the quality of life for residents who find it difficult to function in 
total independence. The results from an independent evaluation found that the 
institutionalization rate can be cut almost in half by the introduction of 0ISl' 
services. The CHSP has also made it possible to deinstitutionalize lIIimY 
nursing home residents, since administrators at sites with CHSP services were 
six times more likely to admit nursing home residents as those who did not have 
such services to offer. 

Nonprofit organizations have often taken the lead in coordinating hnusing 
and levels of service appropriate to the needs experienced by individuals. In 
contrast to the bureaucratic fragmentation of housing and services 
characteristic of federal programs, nonprofit providers are concerned with 
addressing the physical, social, emotional, and spiritual needs of the whole 
person. Based in religious, labor, fraternal, and other organizations, 
nonprofit organizations have successfully developed linkages to a variety of 
COIIIIUlity services, public and private. Nonprofit organizations have pioneered 
the development of a range of hnusing and services appropriate to the level of 
need experienced by aging individuals. For e~le, nonprofit organizations 
developed continuing care retirement communities (CCRC'S) loIhich have 
successfully provided the security of a community with a continuum of services 
appropriate to individual needs without creating an unduly restrictive 
in6titutional environment. 
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In sum, federal housinq policy 11IUst recoqnize that by buildinq housinq 
projects, we are also buildinq communities of people with a variety of needs. 
Plannin9 for the future needs of the elderly calls attention to the need to 
link federal housinq programs with service programs provided by all levels of 
government. rederal housinq policy should also promote linkages to nonprofit 
or9anizations, providinq flexibility for nonprofit sponsors to develop 
different mixes of services consistent with different philosophies about the 
kinds of communities they want to create and the differin9 needs of the people 
they serve. Though different models have been effective, the overridinq goal 
of the link1age of houSin9 and services should be to promote the recovery of 
function and the maximum independence of the individual. 

SP'I!X!IPIC RI!XXII'II!H:lI<Hl: 

1. Meetinq the future needs of the elderly will require effective linkages 
across federal departllM!nta1 lines to coordinate housin9, social services, and 
medical care. Greater coordination between HUD and the Department of Health 
and Human Services (HHS) as well as 9reater coordination with state and local 
levels of government would be promoted by a HUD ASsistant Secretary for Elderly 
Housinq. Of particular importance are increased linkage between the a9in9 
network of the Administration on Aqin9 (~) with elderly housinq projects, 
inc1udin9 a priority for nutrition sites located in or near elderly housinq 
projects. 

2. In recoqnitions of the distinct needs of the elderly and handicapped, 
separate housinq and supportive service programs should be developed for each 
9rOUP· 

3. Local sponsors of elderly housin9 - public, private, and nonprofit 
should retain maximum flexibility to develop different approaches to linkin9 
housin9 and support services consistent with their own philOSophies, the needs 
and desires of their residents, and available resources. SOme sponsors my 
wish to put priority on providinq independent hOUSin9, while other sponsors my

J 	 chose to be entirely devoted to conqregate housin9 targeted to the very frail. 
Similarly, some sites my wish to employ professional staff to provide 
services, while other sites my wish to use professional staff prilNlrily as a 
catalyst to promote the developaent of voluntary peer support networks. There 
are successful models for each of these approaches, and sponsors should have 
the flexibility, guidance, and resources to create different types of 

} 	 communities incorporatinq different mixes of housin9 and services. 

i 	 4. Innovative housin9 and service arrangements that provide alternatives to 
nursinq home care should be stren9thened and extended. specifically: 

- The highly successful Con9regate lIOusinq Services Program (CHSP) should 
be permnently authorized and significantly expanded to serve low- and 
moderate-income elderly and handicapped in a variety of settinqs. 

- New le9islation should provide the necessary incentives to purlllll! a wide 
range of housinq options for the elderly, inc1udinq: home sharinql elderly 
cottage housinq opportunity (EOI)) units; equity-based conqregate housinq; and 
continuinq care retirement communities (CCRC's). 
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OOM. 13 - A range of federal financing options for hausing and services 
should foster a partnership involving all levels of gove~t, private sector 
investors and developers, and nonprofit sponsors. 

The Historical partnership 

A review of the history of American housing policy reflects the roles and 
responsibilities of three sectors: 1) public, 2) private. and 3) nonprofit 
ot:ganizations. Each of these sectors has particular approaches to offer a 
partnership with the other two. Government has used an array of methods 
including direct grants and loans, mortgage subsidies and guarantees, and tax 
incentives - to promote politically favored housing options. Private 
enterprise has responded to the ebb and flow of economic currents, government 
policy, and consumer demand to give America the highest percentage of 
homeowners in the industrialized world. Religious, labor, fraternal, and other 
nonprofit organizations have played an important role in providing housing for 
poor, the sick, and the elderly that predates the founding of the country. 

'11le cooperation of goverrunent and private efforts to provide housing 
for elderly and indigent members of the camrunity dates to the founding of 
American colonies. Colonial ccmmunities would often provide lIIOOey from the 
COllllCn fund on an ad hoc basis for the housing of poor and elderly IIII!IIIbers, 
often with relatives or neighbors. As needs grew, the mid-nineteenth century 
saw the growth of almshouses and 'poor farms", many of which continue to exist 
as county homes for the aging. Direct government involvement in the provision 
of housing during the first three-fourths of our nation's history was entirely 
at the local and state levels, laying the groundwork for substantial 
involvement in the provision of housing of those levels of government to this 
day. 

Religious and camrunity organizations began to playa larger role in the 
latter part of the nineteenth century through the establishment of homes for 
the aging. '11lese early homes for the aging relied primarily on charitable 
donations (often encouraged by tax laws and policies) and the assets of the 
residents to provide for the needs of their aging medlen. By the 1920's, 
nonprofit homes for the aging were among the largest providers of housing and 
services to the elderly. In response to changing needs of older residents as 
they age in place, nonprofit homes for the aging also pioneered the integration 
of multiple levels of housing and services through life care or continuing care 
retirement ccmmunities.(CCRCs). 

Perhaps the most successful federal intervention in housing policy has been 
through the provision of tax incentives to promote private homeownership. 
Deductions and deferrals of income taxes for housing purchases annually 
accounts for a far larger subsidy to homeowners than the various forms of 
housing subsidies provided to low-income renters. The result is that the U.S. 
has moved from having a majority of the population as renters prior to world 
War II, to a situation where nearly two-thirds of the population own the homes 
in which they live. 

Homeownership is especially likely among the elderly, roughly three-fourths 
of whom own their homes. '11le homes of older persons are, however, more likely 
to be substandard and in need of repair, creating special problems for many 
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elderly homwowners, especially older widows living alone on fixed incomes. 
Elderly homeowners are, moreover, more likely to be "house-rich" and 
"income-poor,· with substantial home equity but little income to maintain their 
homes or pay for needed services. 

Federal involvement in providing housing to the nation's low-income renters 
began 50 years ago with the Housing Act of 1937. As part of Roosevelt's New 
Deal, this act established the public housing program where direct grants are 
provided to local housing authorities for the construction of new housing units 
for low- and moderate-income families. In 1949, the Congress extended its 
housing cClllllitment by establishing a national policy of a "decent home and a 
suitable living environment for every American family." 

In the 50 years since the first federal housing efforts, housing programs 
have greatly expanded and evolved to meet the changing needs of the American 
population. Perhaps the greatest change has been the increasing emphasis on 
addressing the housing needs of the nation's elderly. Before 1956, only 10\ of 
federally assisted housing units were occupied by elderly residents. By the 
mid-1980's this figure had increased to over 45\ of assisted units - a total 
of rouqhly 1.5 million units occupied by older residents. There are four major 
reasons for this increasing focus on housing for the elderly: 1) the 
disproportionate poverty of older people; 2) the disproportionate likelihood 
that older people lived in substandard housing; 3) the aging in place of 
long-term residents of federally assisted housing; and 4) the enactment of 
programs designed to meet the special housing needs of older people. 

Recognition of the special housing needs of the elderly came with the 
enactment of several programs in the late 1950's and early 1960's. The Section 
202 program in 1959 and the Farmer's Home Administration (FHA) Section 515 
program in 1962 both provided direct, low-interest loans to organizations who 
provide low-rent housing for the elderly and handicapped. The public housing 
program was amended in 1965 to create special housing for older residents. 

Though other federal programs provide more assisted housing for older 
people, Section 202 has been viewed as a centerpiece of federal policy for 
addressing the housing needs of older Americans. Working exclusively through a 
partnership with nonprofit cOlll1l.U'lity organizations such as churches, unions, 
and fraternal organizations, Section 202 has successfully operated with only 
two defaults in its history. As a loan prcigram, the net cost to u.s. Treasury 
has been negligible despite the hundreds of thousands of older people who have 
benefited. 
en negligible despite the hundreds of thousands of older people who have 
benefited. 
in its history. As a loan program, the net cost to u.s. Treasury has been 

negligible despite the hundreds of thousands of older people who have 
benefited. 

The Section 202 program has undergone several metamorphOses since its 
creation. The first decade of the program frCIII 1959 to 1969 successfully 
produced approximately 45,000 units of housing with only one default by a 
sponsor. Responding to the high interest rates of the late 1960's and to 
critics who charged that the program was primarily benefiting middle class 
people, loans through the Section 202 program were phased out. 
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Replacinq the Section 202 proqram for a brief time was the Section 236 
proqram, which subsidized private loans for low-income hausinq. Complaints of 
inadequate assistance levels, excessive expense, and unacceptably high default 
rates led to the demise of Section 236 in 1974. Today, 245,000 units (46\ of 
the Section 236 units still occupied) house approximately 318,000 elderly 
residents. 

'Itle Section 202 proqram was revived by the Housing Act of 1974. 'Itle 
proqram was, however, substantially reshaped by linkinq the units created to 
the newly created Section 8 rental assistance proqram. 'ItIe purpose of the 
proqram was thereby fundamentally redefined frOlll being a proqram for the 
elderly to being another form of low-income rental aSSistance with a special 
tarqet of the low-income elderly and handicapped. In total, nearly 200,000 
units of Section 202 hausinq are currently occupied by elderly and handicapped 
residents. 

In larqe part, the Section 8 proqram was created in 1974 to take advantaqe 
of the existinq stock of hausinq in the private market to provide rental 
assistance to those with low incomes. A proqram to prOlllOte the construction of 
new units added during the high interest years of the late 1970's was 
discontinued in 1983 due to high costs and administrative probll!llS. Today, 
those uni ts tied to the Section 202 proqram are the only new construction 
projects prOlllOted by the Section 8 proqru. Section 8 proqrams to assist 
tenants in existing and rehabilitated units currently provide the bulk of new 
federal housinq assistance. 'ItIe various proqralllS under Section 8 currenUy 
provide assistance for 1.9 million units, 49\ of which (approximately 947,000 
units) are occupied by elderly residents. 

Since 1981, the current Administration has fundamentally redefined the role , 
of the federal government in prOViding hausing assistance with major 
consequences for the private sector and community orqanizations. Motivated by 
the twin concerns of reductnq the budget and lllinilllizinq the direct federal role 
in the provision of housing, new budqet authority for federal housing 
assistance has decreased by roughly 70\ over levels enjoyed during the late 
1970's. Tarqetinq of the remaining aid has been tightened to include only the 
very low income (less than 50\ of the local median inccae) in contrast to the 
earlier low income standard (less than 80\ of the local median inccae). 

'ItIe Reagan Administration has been cOlllllitted to market solutions to the 
nation's housing problems. Administration analyses claim that the existing 
hausinq stock is adequate for meeting current housing needs and that the 
private market is the most efficient means of allocating housing resources. 
Existing forms of hausinq assistance have been phased out in favor of vouchers 
to those who cannot afford adequate housing due to income restraints. Vouchers 
are advocated for the dual advantaqes of relyinq on market !1e9Otiations to 
minimize costs while allowing individual recipients the maxiaB free&. to 
choose the type and location of the hausinq most suitable for them and their 
families. 

Unfortunately, our nation's ability to _t the housing needs of the future 
has been qreatly weakened by massive reductions in housing proqra.s in recent 
years. Because most housing proqralllS are authorized and funded for 15 years, 
expiring contracts and mortgaqe prepayments by private develQpers could lead to 
a serious crisis in the provision of low-rant housing. contracts for FIIIIIA 
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Section SlS rental units are already expiring, and the first of the Section 8 
subsidies will expire in the next few years. These contract expirations could 
result in the loss of hundreds of thousands of low-rent units. Many units 
guaranteed and insured loans under the sections 236 and 22l(d) 3 programs as 
well as units subsidized under the Section 8 new construction program and the 
FmIIA 515 program will beccme eligible for prepayment in the next few years,
freeing developers from the obligation to rent to low-inccme tenants. 

Recent research indicates that the loss of existing units coupled with the 
loss of tax incentives for the production of new units could result in a 
shortfall of several million units of low-inccme hOUSing in the coming decades. 
The growing problem of hemelessness and the lack of appropriate hOUSing and 
service options for many Alllericans of all ages forebode a serious crisis in 
housing policy in the near future. 

The three major sectors in the development of housing -- publiC, private, 
and nonprofit -- all have a role in addressing the increasing need for housing 
and long-term care for the elderly. Each of these actors has strengths and 
weaknesses to offer in partnership with the other two. Gove~nt has the 
advantage of large financial resources and the forum for creating a 
comprehensive policy. To date, however, the mutual isolation of housing and 
long-term health care policies has resulted in fragmented bureaucracies to meet 
the needs of the elderly. Housing and redevelopment projects have, moreover, 
too often ignored the needs of the COIIIIIJ1'Ii ties they serve. Through rigid
targeting to very-low-inccme residents and building concentrated housing
projects, federal housing has too often isolated the poor rather than 
integrating them into the community by building on the community's resources. 

partly in response to these problems, the current Administration has sought 
to minimize the federal role in favor of a market model to allocate housing. 
The reduction of tax incentives and the elimination of grants, loans, and other 
subsidies, however, as proposed by the Administration, has vi rtually eliminated 
the incentive for private developers to invest in low-inccme housing. Though 
vouchers may have the laudable effect of using the market to increase 
individual choice. they do not create any new housing -- particularly. the 
specialized housing needed by elderly and handicapped residents. Most 
residents of elderly housing are very old and many are frail, leaving them at a 
competitive disadvantage if required to compete in the tight housing market for 
low-inccme housing. Housing vouchers also do not provide services needed by 
many elderly residents and do not create the community that is a vital part of 
social support, especially in later years. 

Despite differences in approach, government and market oriented approaches 
to providing housing to older people share several problems eminating from the 
fact that neither approach treats shelter in the broader context of meeting the 
individual's social and service needs. Shelter must link people to 
communities. Housing programs may provide a roof over one's head, but if they 
fail to build COIIIIIJ1'Iities they fail to meet fundamental human needs. 

Housing provided by nonprofit organizations has the advantage of building 
on existing COIIIIIJ1'Iities that provide an integrated approach to meeting the 
needs of the whole person -. physical, economic, social, and spiritual. But 
while these groups have created innovative new models, they lack the financial 
resources to meet the housing and service needs of the elderly alone. 
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Section 202, A SUccessful Partnership 

A successful federal housinq policy must build on existinq caamities 
through a partnership of government, private developers, and caamity 
organizations. The Section 202 program is a highly successful model of such a 
partnership where government can foster appropriate housinq and services at 
negligible expense to itself by providinq loans to nonprofit community 
or:;ganizations. These organhations begin with a COIIIIIitment to serving the 
whole individual through "caamities that care." Their programs begin with 
the recognition that the physical, social, and spiritual needs of the 
individual are all included in the need for shelter. 

Linking of the Section 202 program to the Section B rental assistance 
program has, however, had several negative, unintended consequences. As 
enacted by Congress in 1974, the Section B program provided direct rent 
subsidies to private developers. In order to contain costs and not c:capte 
unfairly with nonsubsidized rental housing, the maxia& allowable rent was 
established as 110% of the local fair market rent (I"MR), with exceptions up to 
120\ allowed. Because sponsors are limited in the IlIOrtgages they seek by the 
rents they will receive, the allowable rent is used as a cost containment 
lIIIIasure on new construction. Even though there are no CCIIIparable rents in IlIOst 
ccamJ!lities for Section 202 housing, Congress did not take any action to 
establish separate rules for Section 202 sponsors. Ironically, though this 
calculation was designed for the Section B new construction program, section 
202 is the only program still usinq FMR's to limit construction costs. 

In the 1970's this did not create undue hardship since Section 202 projects 
were routinely granted an additional 5% for special deSign features as well as 
the full 20% allowed under the law. More recently, however, the Administration 
has set a firm goal of allowinq rents of no IlIOre than 105% of the I"MR. One 
effect of this restriction is that new Section 202 projects are financially 
infeasible in large parts of the country. Accordinq to researcll by The Conroy 
and McIver Group, a consulting firm specializinq in section 202 projects, only 
20% of the 363 established Fair Market Rent areas in the country do not 
experience cost problems when projects are limited to 105\ of the I"MR for that 
area. In 66 areas, it would be virtually illp)ssible to build a section 202 
buildinq without significantly compromising underwritinq criteria or without a 
significant contribution from the sponsor or locality. 

Other lIIIIasures mandated by HU!) since the linkage to the Section 8 program 
have also substantially altered the nature of the Section 202 program. 
Admissions have been limited to very-low-income residents because of targetinq 
restrictions, essentially transforming the mission of section 202 sites from 
their prilllllry focus on independent livinq for low- and moderate-inc:a. elderly. 
Cost containment lIIIIasures have been rigid and counterproductive. For elCl!lq)le, 
a requirelllllnt that projects include at least 25% efficiency units, has been 
lIIIlintained despite protests by residents and sponsors because of the 
unpopularity of such units with older residents and despite the lack of 
evidence that costs are reduced by this method. Projects are also restricted 
to usinq 5\ of their space for community spaces, eliminating the possibility of 
prOViding III/lny services as residents age in place. 
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Finally, linking the Section 202 loan program to the Section 8 rental 
assistance program has also created political problems by maximizing the 
apparent appropriations requi red each year. The Section 202/8 linkage has 
created a curious system of double accounting where the federal government is 
appropriating money to repay itself. In additional to all of the management 
problems this system has created, the political disadvantage results from the 
appearance of both the loan and its repayment as appropriations despi te the 
fact that the cost of the loan portion has been virtually zero to the Treasury. 

One solution to these problems would be the creation of a National Elderly 
HOUSing Trust fund. Instead of repaying loans to the Treasury, Section 202 
repayments would go into the trust where they could be reallocated in new 
loans. This would remove the apparent double cost of the loan and its 
repayment through a rental subsidy. Removing the trust from the regular budget 
would give a clearer picture of the negligible cost of the loan program. 

A more comprehensive system of financing reform that would eliminate many 
of the problems caused by the Section 202/8 linkage was passed by the House of 
Representatives in 1983. under this proposal, which failed to pass the Senate, 
the Section 202 loan would be replaced by deferred payment, noninterest bearing 
"construction advances." Housing assistance would be converted into a loan 
that would be forgiven over a forty year period if the sponsor continued to 
meet targeting requirements, thus assuring the continued supply of housing to 
the elderly poor. 

This system of financing could be used to increase targeting flexibilty by 
forgiving loans and providing operating subsidies in proportion to the numbers 
of residents meeting age, income, and disability targeting requirements. 
Targeting could be patterned after the Housing Development Assistance Grants 
(HollAG) program which requires either 20% of the residents to have very low 
incomes or 40% to have low incomes. Rents would continue to be 30% of renter 
income, up to a reasonable rent ceiling for higher income residents. 
Facilities serving large percentages of very low income residents may require 
further rental assistance or operating subsidies that could be financed from 
the Section 8 program. 

This relatively simple system would have numerous advantages. The double 
accounting system where the government appropriates money both for the loan and 
for its repayment would be eliminated. Income integration of elderly residents 
would be promoted, and many near poor elderly would be eligible for housing. 
The inappropriate and troublesome system of calculating rents and construction 
costs through the Fair Market Rent system would be eliminated. HUD's 
intervention in management deciSions by sponsors would be minimized. 

Other rinancinq Options 

In addition to the Section 202 program for the elderly, the federal 
government has a range of financing mechanisms that could be used to promote a 
oore effective partnership among public, private, and nonprofit organizations 
needed to meet the housing and service needs of the eldely. Tax policy can be 
a vital tool to encourage partnerships between private investors and nonprofit 
providers. Incentives provided by the tax system should allow greater freedom 
to nonprofit general partners to put together a package of government subsidies 
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and private investment. Requirements on tax exempt housing bonds and SOl(cI3 
nonprofit bonds should also be relaxed to allow nonprofit developers to put 
together packages of financing from public. charitable, and investment sources. 

The federal government can also play a useful role in helping to release 
the private home equity assets of individual older people. By providing lender 
guarantees and consumer safeguards, home equity can be converted into cash to 
meet the housing and service needs of many older home owners who are asset 
rich, but cash poor. 

Dollars currently spent on long-term care should also be considered as part 
of the financing strategy for elderly housing. Long-term care insurance for 
residents of assisted housing could be negotiated, with costs contained by 
pooling the risks of elderly housing residents and by the negotiating strength 
of the federal government. 

Similarly, the federal government should consider innovative approaches to 
integrating housing and long-term care such as funding continuing care 
retirement communities (CCRC's) for lower income people. Similar to 
contractural arrangements with Social Health l'iaintenance organizations 
(S/KMO's), long-term care and housing could be provided for older people on a 
continuum of care by multi-level providers such as ceRC's. Government 
subsidies could supplement private assets to meet a continuum of financial need 
as well as a continuum of service needs. 

SPECIJ.l'IC RECIJIIlMI!NI)M(H;: 

1. Create the following subtitles under the Section 202 program to provide 
different financing options: 

1. 	 A National Elderly Housing Trust Fund to administer a revolving 
account of funds to finance federal elderly housing programs. 

II. 	 A long term, low interest loan connected to rental subsidies (the 
current system). 

III.A 	 forgivable loan program coupled rental assistance or operating 
subsidies where necessary. The construction loan would be forgiven 
over a forty year period in proportion to the relative number of 
reSidents meeting aqe, income, and disability tarqets. At least 20% of 
units would be reserved for very-low-income residents or 40% for 
low-income residents. Otherwise, housing sponsors should retain 
tarqeting flexibility to encourage the income integration of elderly 
residents. 

IV. 	 Grants or loans for modernization and rehabilitation of older Section 
202 and Section 236 sites and for adaptation of existing sites to needs 
precipitated by the aging in place of residents, including the 
provision of nearby facilities to meet supportive service needs. 

2. Each of the above financing options should be available to the following 
specifiC programs to be administered under Section 202: 

A. 	 Nonelderly handicapped housing. 
B. 	 Elderly housing. 
C. 	 Rural housing for the elderly. This program would be created by 
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transferring the FIDHA Section 515 proqram for elderly housing to !IUD 
with appropriate funding transfers. 

3. Increase the tax incentives and decrease tax disincentives for investment 
in low- and moderate-income housing as well as increase the flexibility of tax 
exempt bonds to allow the growth of partnerships between nonprofit providers 
and for-profit investors. 

4. Expand the proposed hane equity demonstration proqram to free up individual 
assets to finance housing, support services, and other basiC needs. 'ltIe 
federal government should playa role in encouraging these "reverse mortgage" 
loans by safeguarding both parties to hane equity transactions. ~r 
protections as well as financial guarantees to lenders will both be needed to 
lllil.ke these loans viable. 

S. Establish a demonstration project that would pool housing and long-terlll 
care resources from the federal government to provide a package of housing and 
long-terlll care insurance. 

S. In an effort to make continuing care retirement communities (CCRC's) more 
affordable to lower incane individuals, !IUD should establish a demonstration 
project to pool individual assets with federal housing and long-terlll care 
subsidies to finance a continuum of services through nonprofit CCRC's. 

J 

J, 
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OOIU. 14 - IIlJD adIIIinistration should focus on the efficient and cost-effective 
provision of housing. This goal is best acco.plished through clear and 
consistent recJUlations with a responsive appeals process, unageEllt training 
and up-to-date procedural MlIIJ/Ils for IIlJD officials and housing adIIinistrators, 
tectmical assistance to housing unagers and sponsors, and the efficient 
processing of construction and rehabilitation applications. 

'!he role of the Department of Housing and Urban Develo~nt should be to 
facilitate the develo~nt of housing suitable to the needs of all Americans. 
HUD can accomplish this goal most effectively tightening its own procedures and 
focusing on strengthening supportive services to housing managers and sponsors. 
Procedural efficiency can be promoted through clear regulations that are 
consistently applied across the nation wi th recourse where necessary to a 
responsive appeals process. Technical assistance from the central HUD offices 
should include training on management issues for HUD officials and for housing 
managers along with up-to-date procedural manuals that aid managers and 
sponsors. Field offices should be an extension of these supportive services. 
'!hrough familiarity with local needs and specific housing projects, field 
offices should be able to interpret HUD regulations and provide support to 
sponsors wanted to extend housing services in their areas of jurisdiction. 

Unfortunately, recent changes at HUD have often transformed the 
relationship between HUD and sponsors from partnership and support into an 
adversarial relationship. '!hrough an overly narrow focus or. controlling 
short-term construction costs, HUD has increasingly extended its role to 
intervening in day-to-day decisions made by managers and sponsors. TOo often 
this intervention has been short-sighted and counterproductive to the goals of 
cost-effective and efficient production of housing. '!his intervention is most 
problematic in the processing of applications where HUD has established an 
obstacle course of regulations and screening steps that have added to the 
short-term and long-term costs of construction and management. 

Short-term costs in construction have been added by administrative delays 
at many sites. Despite HUD regulations requiring Section 202 projects to begin 
construction within 18 months of funding, HUD's national median processing time 
was 23 months in 1983. In planning and construction, time delays cost 
substantial amounts of money. Assuming a six per cent annual inflation rate, 
costs on a typical $2 million construction job increase $10,000 for every month 
of delay. On top of inflationary costs are the added costs for the sponsor's 
staff, the architect, consultants, attorneys, and others involved in the 
development of a project. 

Decentralization of the decision making process at HUD since the late 
1970's has added to problems with the expedient processing of housing 
applications. Each application must go through several reviews to meet cost 
containment goals at local, regional, and national levels. Decentralization 
has given field and regional offices substantial discretion in approving 
funding proposals with the result that the approval process has become 
c.apricious and counterproductive. Local and regional offices of HUD have 
routinely intervened into management decisions actually adding to the 
short-term and long-term costs of construction and management. In the name of 
cost containment, local and regional offices have demanded the use of cheaper 
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lllaterials that short-sightedly build in increased lllaintenance costs over the 
lifetime of the building. 

Long-term costs are increased by HUD-mandated design changes, such as the 
elimination of sprinkler systems, that do not conform with local fire and 
safety codes and have led to require expensive retrofitting at a later date. 
other required changes such as the elimination of community spaces or elevators 

J 	 ignore predictable changes in the resident population as individuals age in 
place and require greater services and a barrier-free environment. 

f!U[) has exacerbated the problems of cost-containment and decentralization 
by reorderin~ its management reward system to emphasize cost containment rather 
than processlng efficiency. Under pressure to limit construction costs, local 
f!U[) managers are perversely rewarded for needless interventions and costly 
delays rather than actual increases in productivity. 

SPBCU'IC IIBCXJIIIII!H:WCHI: 

J 1. Promote cost~ffectiveness through program flexibility. Target 
construction costs Should be negotiated by f!U[) and the sponsor in a manner that 
reserves control to sponsors over the best way to use available resources. 
Specifically: 

! 
a. calculate developaent costs on the basis of a negotiated constuction 

index rather than the current system based on fair market rates (FMR's). 
b. Eliminate 	 rules on the size and types of apartments provided, 

restrictions on the size of public and shared spaces, and controls on design 
and construction materials. 

2. Managers at existing projects should be permitted to renegotiate current 
agreements and requirements over the size and types of units as well as over 
the amount of space devoted to community uses. 'l1lese managers should be free 
to adapt units and spaces to the changing needs of residents and the changing 
demands of the market. 

3. Flexibility should be provided for differential rates for different types 
of units. For example, rents on existing efficiency units should be reduced to 
25\ of the resident's incaae in order to fill these units and address the 
equity problems over requiring the same rents for unequal apartments. 

1 
! 

4. Establish firm time guidelines for sponsors and f!U[) administrators. f!U[) 
offices and individuals should be rated by productivity gains in meeting 
schedules. 

5. Provide training and specific guidelines for f!U[) technical processors to 
minimize delays due to capriciousness in interpreting regulations. 

6. Provide clear and responsive administrative appeals processes for 
unfavorable decisions by f!U[) field and regional offices through the Assistant 
Secretary for Elderly Housing. 

7. Produce clear, ~t(Hjate procedural manuals and provide training and 
technical assistance to aid field offices and housing sponsors on general 
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housinq lIIIIllaqement issues as well as issues specific to the lIIIIllaqement of 
elderly housinq. 

8. Establish a "fast-track" processinq system in which sponsors who aqree to 
keep their development costs to specified maximums will have reduced processinq 
requi rements. 
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Meeting the nation's commitment to fta decent home and a suitable living 
environment for every Americanft will require strong federal leadership over the 
long haul. The goals and proposals put forward in this statement are an effort 
to contribute to a dialogue that should continue for some time to come. We at 
AAHA hope that a clear and comprehensive housing policy will emerge fr~ these 
discussions that is forward looking to the housing needs of the next generation 
of Americans. Because of foreseeable demographic changes and the nature of 
federal housing programs, the shelter and service needs of the elderly must be 
a central concern of policy planners. 

Nonprofit organizations should have a important voice in these discussions 
and a continuing role to play in addressing the housing needs of the nation in 
partnership with public and private sectors. The historical experience of 
nonprofit organizations in providing for the housing and service needs of the 
elderly spans the history of the nation. Nonprofit providers have been at the 
forefront in developing new and innovative approaches to the changing needs of 
succeeding generations of aging Americans. With a commitment to meeting the 
needs of the whole person -- phYSical, social, psychological, and spiritual - 
nonprofit organizations have a particularly timely message for those dealing 
with the problems of the elderly. 

As a representative of the nonprofit organizations serving the housing and 
service needs of the elderly, AAHA would like to congratulate the bipartisan 
leadership of the SubcOll'lllittee on Housing and Urban Affairs for creating this 
forum for discussing the future of the nation's housing policy. After years of 
neglect, this forum opens a door that has been closed too long to innovative 
and forward-looking approaches to meeting the housing needs of all Americans. 
AAHA stands ready to move through that door to the future based on a more 
effective partnership of public, private, and nonprofit sectors and cOlllllitted 
to building "cOl1lllUnities that care" for future generations of Americans. 
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PROPOSALS FOR COMPREHENSIVE LEGISLATION TO REFORM AND EXPAND FEDERAL 

HOUSING ASSISTANCE PROGRAMS FOR OLDER AKElICANS 


1. INTRODUCTION 

The following discussion papers provide the outline of the principal 
proposals for comprehensive legislation which the American Association of 
Retired Persons recommends for the restructuring of current federal policy and 
programs which provide housing and housing-related assistance to elderly 
househOlds. 

The proposals are based upon the premise that elderly housing must be 
recognized as a distinct and specialized area within federal housing policy 
and that it must be integrated more closely with broader federal policy to 
assist the elderly, particularly in the area of long-term care. Given 
continued limitations on federal spending for the foreseeable future, the cost 
and the effectiveness of initiatives in elderly housing and residential 
services can no longer be evaluated from the perspective of past or current 
housing programs alone. but must increasingly be assessed in comparison to the 
cost of alternative forms of assistance provided to older persons through 
other federal programs. 

The proposals are intended to begin the process of integrating federal 
housing assistance more closely with other forms of assistance provided to 
older persons by federal, state and local programs. Emphasis is placed on the 
provision of supportive services in a variety of residential settings and, to 

j 	 the extent possible, the initiation of case management services to assure 
f 	 proper placement of dependent persons and more appropriate and cost-effective 

provision of needed services. In addition. the proposals seek to provide new 
priorities in the allocation of limited housing assistance among the elderly, 
giving greater attention to older persons who live alone and have multiple 
functional disabilities. Rates of poverty and substandard housing conditions 
are higher for this group of older persons than for any other segment of the 
population. 

I 

The proposals are further intended to promote greater cost-efficiency in 
existing federal housing programs, to increase sharing of program costs with 
state, local and charitable sources of funding, to improve the quality of 
housing provided with federal assistance and to improve the management of 
housing assistance provided to elderly persons at all levels of program 
administration. 
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II. SUMMARY OF LEGISLATIVE PROPOSALS 
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The proposed comprehensive elderly housing legislation would consist of 
eleven separate proposals, each relating to a separate program, initiative, 
issue or set of issues. These include: 

* 	 Kajor reV1Slons in three existing housing assistance programs (The 
Section 202, Congregate Housing Services and rental housing voucher 
programs). 

Three new initiatives for the development of congregate housing 
facilities and other supportive housing arrangements. 

* 	 Two mortgage insurance initiatives to assist elderly homeowners use 
the equity in their homes to help pay the cost of needed health care, 
supportive services or other living expenses either while they remain 
in their homes or move to more supportive residential facilities. 

Proposed amendments to current law to correct a number of long
standing administrative problems for existing HUD elderly housing 
projects. 

* 

Proposals to address the serious problem of the potential loss of 
thousands of low-income rental units due to expiration of Section 8 
rental assistance contracts. 

* 	 A proposed reorganization of HUD's administrative structure to provide 
for a separate division headed by a Deputy Assistant Secretary for 
Housing to administer elderly housing assistance and related programs. 

AARP is also in the process of developing one additional program 
initiative which it intends to submit to Congress as a supplement to the 
legislative proposal. The proposal provides an additional rural housing 
demonstration initiative to encourage the development of supportive housing 
through the use of manUfactured housing units in miXed-use rural retirement 
communit ies. 

III. NEll PROGRAK INITIATIVES 

A key element in the legislative proposal is the restructuring of 
assistance under two key HUD programs, rental housing vouchers and congregate 
housing services (CHSP), and the use of this assistance to provide incentives 
to encourage innovative housing project development or renovation by local 
public agencies and non-profit corporations. In the proposed initiatives, 
financing of a project, together with land acquisition, planning costs and 
some service program costs, would be provided from local funding sources. 
Federal mortgage insurance, rental vouchers and CHSP would provide the 
additional assistance needed to make a project economically feasihle or to 
make rents affordable for low-income elderly households. 
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Rental vouchers, CHSP and other assistance available under current federal 
programs would be used to encourage and assist the development of innovative 
elderly housing arrangements under the following new program initiatives or 
demonstrations: 

Federal/State Congregate Housing Demonstration Program 

; HUD would be authorized to negotiate agreements with State agencies to 
assist the development of not less than 20 special congregate housing 
facilities designed to serve larger concentrations of frajl elderly 
persons than permitted under the current CHSP program. Under such 
agreements BUD would provide mortgage insurance, rental vouchers and CBSP 
assistance for selected projects, while state agencies would provide 
project financing and supplemental financial assistance, as well as 
coordinate state health care, social services and other program assistance 
on behalf of qualified residents. Projects would be targeted to lower 
income elderly who require greater assistance than currently available in 
assisted housing facilities or those seeking deinstitutionalization from 
nursing facilities. 

Local "Adaptive Reuse" Supportive Housing Initiative 

HUD would be authorized to provide assistance to local initiatives to 
rehabilitate abandoned, surplus, donated or historic properties for the 
purpose of providing congregate housing, rental housing or supportive 
group homes or shared housing arrangements for low-income elderly and 
handicapped persons. Federal assistance would be provided on a 
competitive basis to approximately 100 projects sponsored by local public 
agencies or non-profit organizations and is intended to leverage 
significant commitments of funding for projects from local public and 
private resources. The three-year demonstration seeks to encourage 
innovative use of existing properties while assisting in providing 
facilities within a community that can accommodate the transfer of frail 
older persons who cannot reside at home without significant or costly 
assistance or who require some degree of custodial supervision. 

Rural ElderlY Bousina Rehabilitation Demonstration 

The proposal provides assistance under existing HUD and FmBA programs 
to encourage the renovation of eXisting properties in rural communities to 
provide supportive housing facilities for elderly and handicapped 
persons. The proposal creates a three-year demonstration under 'mBA's 
Rural Housing Preservation Grant Program to provide flexible matching 
grants, and BUD rental voucher and CBSP assistance, to rural governments 
for use in assisting projects that will renovate eligible properties to 
provide rental housing and supportive group housing arrangements that are 
affordable to low income persons. The program would assist approximately 
65 projects selected on a competitive basis, with priority given to 
proposed projects that provide the greatest benefit to very-low income 
persons, that leverage the greatest amount of non-federal assistance and 
which achieve needed rehabilitation at the lowest possible cost. 
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IV. REFORM OF THE SECTION 202 HOUSING PROGRAM 

Another major element of the legislative proposal is·a comprehensive 
reform of the Section 202 elderly and handicapped housing program. The 
proposal would restructure the current construction financing and subsidy 
arrangements for the program to significantly reduce federal costs, while 
improving the quality of housing produced under the program, providing greater 
flexibility in project design and management and improving service programs 
provided for residents. 

The key to the proposal is the replacement of the current duplicative 
financing procedure of providing market-rate financing and section 8 subsidies 
to support 
extends a 

projects 
loan to 

under 
the pr

the program, a procedure in which HUD essentially 
oject and then pays itself back through the costly 

Section 8 program. Under tbe proposal, financing would be provided in the 
form of deferred-payment loans, whicb a sponsor would repay to HUD after 
twenty years, unless the project is retained for use as low-cost rental 
bousing for elderly and handicapped persons. Loans would be forgiven by HUD 
after a total of 40 years of continued operation as low income rental housing. 

Since project operating budgets and rents would not have to accommodate 
the sizeable cost of amortized debt payments, a project's unit rents, 
determined as a portion of a project's operating budget, would more closely 
approximate tbe rent payments required of residents (lO percent of adjusted 
income). This eliminates tbe need for the sizeable Section 8 payments on 
bebalf of every resident in a facility, and would require greatly reduced rent 
deficit payments to cover only the difference between tbe unit rent and the 
rent payments by residents witb very low incomes. Tbe result is a potential 
savings of nearly $1.l billion in annual long-term budget authority from what 
otherwise would be required under the current program in long-term 
expenditures and costly Treasury borrowing to pay Section 8 subsidies over the 
twenty year term of tbe project contracts. 

Tbe proposal also revises tbe project selection criteria for tbe program 
to provide a more competitive process for awarding assistance by requiring one 
or more major cost-reduction features to be incorporated in a project 
proposal. These include use of less costly housing rehabilitation, provision 
of land, materials, services, rental subsidies, commitments of future services 
or other financial or in-kind contributions to tbe project. The change would 
reduce federal expenditures, wbile increasing the financial involvement of 
sponsors, providing for greater public support for a project and increasing 
cost sharing with local public agencies and charitable organizations. 

V. EXPIRATION OF SECTION 8 SUBSIDY CONTRACTS 

The comprehensive legislation also includes proposals to address the 
potential problem of tbe loss of bundreds of tbousands of units of affordable 
rental bousing for low-income elderly and handicapped persons as a result of 
tbe the expiration of 20-year Section 8 rent subsidy contracts. The current 
Administration has stated that it does not intend to renew these contracts, 
nor is it likely tbat any incoming administration will be able to obtain 
sufficient funding to renew tbese contracts in tbeir current form. 
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The proposals would permit an extension of subsidy contracts on a less 
costly basis than the current Section 8 contracts. A differing approach is 
proposed for the older Section 202 and Section 236 projects than for the 
newer, post-1974, Section 202 project, due to their very different financing 
and subsidy arrangements with HUD. 

For the newer Section 202 project contracts, which pose the most serious 
long-term financing problem, the proposal would require a debt and subsidy 
restructuring similar to that proposed in Part VI for new Section 202 
projects. This would involve the forgiveness of outstanding mortgage debt 
over a twenty-year period following the expiration of the 20-year contracts, 
together with rent deficit payments based on greatly reduced project operating 
budgets. The result, like that under the revised Section 202 program, is that 
debt can be forgiven and adequate operating deficit assistance provided for 
substantially less cost than continuing current Section 8 subsidy contracts. 

VI. COST ESTIMATES 

The proposed reforms in the Section 202 program would provide sufficient 
savings in annual budget authority to offset much of the cost of the combined 
proposals in the comprehensive legislation. The major cost savings in the 
proposal would come from replacing Section 8 payments under the program with 
greatly reduced rent deficit assistance. As noted above, this could reduce 
annual long-term Section 8 costs under the program by as much as $1.3 
billion. Even if the Treasury were to absorb the entire cost of providing 
deferred-payment loans under the program as a direct expenditure, potential 
savings under the program could still amount to between $700 million and $800 
million each year. 

The cost of the new housing development initiatives included in the 
comprehensive legislation would involve principally expenditures for rental 
housing vouchers and CHSP assistance, together with the relatively limited 
costs of providing federal mortgage insurance and program administration. 
Rental vouchers assigned to projects constructed or renovated under the 
initiatives would require approximately $41 million in budget authority to 
fund five-year contracts in the initial year of the initiatives. Subsequent 
year funding of vouchers under the three-year demonstration programs would 
require and additional $39 million. 

As summarized' in Part III, expenditures for the CHSP program, including 
assistance to renew cqrrent contracts, to provide expanded assistance and to 
fund assistance under the proposed initiatives, would amount to $64 millioa 
for the first year of the program and $178 million over three years. This 
figure, added to the $80 million in rental vouchers assistance for the 
proposed initiatives, would provide a total cost in new budget authority of 
$258 million. This figure could easily be accommodated within in first year 
savings in long-term expenditures under a reformed Section 202 program. 
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A major increase in expenditures in the proposed legislation would be the 
cost of doubling the size of the current rental voucher program. This would 
involve approximately Sl billion in new budget authority to fund 50,000 
additional five-year voucher contracts. The portion of this cost attributed 
to the proposed 40 percent set-aside for assistance to elderly households 
would be approximately S400 million a year. Once again, however, the cost of 
providing 20,000 new rental vouchers for the elderlY, together with the cost 
of the new program initiatives, an expanded CBSP program and other costs 
associated with the proposed mortgage insurance initiatives and overall 
program administration, could be accommodated in a single-year savings from 
changes proposed in the Section 202 program. 

The potential costs associated with proposals to extend rent subsidy 
assistance under current Section 8 contracts is far more difficult to assess, 
principally due to the lack of adequate data on the number of projects 
potentially affected, the combined amount of annual Section 8 payments to such 
projects and their estimated outstanding mortgage balances. While the cost of 
these proposals would be substantial, even a broad estimate would be difficult 
without more comprehensive data from BUD. 
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PROPOSALS FOR COKPREHENSIVE LEGISLATION TO REFOR! AND EXPAND FEDERAL 

HOUSING ASSISTANCE PROGRAMS FOR OLDER AMERICANS 


PART I. 

A. 
B. 

PART II. 

PART III. 

PART IV. 

A. 
B. 

PART V. 

PART VI. 

PART VII. 

CONGREGATE HOUSING DEVELOPMENT INITIATIVES 

FEDERAL/STATE CONGREGATE HOUSING DEMONSTRATION 
LOCAL "ADAPTIVE REUSE" HOUSING DEMONSTRATION 

RURAL ELDERLY HOUSING REHABILITATION DEMONSTRATION 

REAUTHORIZATION AND EXPANSION OF THE CONGREGATE 
HOUSING SERVICES PROGRAM 

FEDERAL MORTGAGE INSURANCE INITIATIVES 

HOME EQUITY CONVERSION MORTGAGE INSURANCE PROGRAM 
MUTUAL BENEFIT MORTGAGE DEMONSTRATION PROGRAM 

RENTAL HOUSING VOUCHER PROGRAM CHANGES 

REFORK OF THE SECTION 202 HOUSING PROGRAM 

EXPIRING SEC 8 CONTRACTS IN OLDER FACILITIES 

PART VIII. MISCELLANEOUS ELDERLY HOUSING PROGRAM AMENDMENTS 

PART IX. ADMINISTRATION OF HUD ELDERLY HOUSING POLICY 
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PART I. CONGREGATE HOUSING INITIATIVES 


FEDERAL/STATE CONGREGATE HOUSING DEKONSTRATION PROGRAM 


I. PURPOSE 

The proposal would provide assistance for the development and operation of 
specialized congregate housing facilities designed to serve a large number of 
low-income elderly and disabled individuals who require a coordinated program 
of supportive services to maintain a maximum degree of independence. 
Assistance provided to eligible housing sponsors would be administered by 
designated state agencies responsible for coordinating assistance from 
federal. state and local sources under broad guidelines established by HUD. 

The proposal addresses the need for increased coordination between federal 
housing, health and public assistance programs in meeting the service needs of 
older persons in a manner that avoids inappropriate use of current resources 
and provides alternatives to unnecessary and costly institutionalization. 
Such coordination can best be achieved at the State level using the incentives 
provided under the program to promote improved targeting and management of 
funding from various federal programs. 

Facilities developed under the demonstration program are intended to serve 
larger concentrations of VUlnerable individuals than permitted under the 
current CBSP program. Evaluations of CHSP suggest that increased cost 
efficiency and more adequate application of the congregate housing concept is 
possible in projects with larger numbers of persons at risk of 
institutionalization. A significant portion of tbis "at risk" population is 
improperly served by federal assistance. Tbe CBSP evaluations estimate that 
at least 13 percent of the residents of federally assisted bousing may be 
potentially subject to institutionalization witbout proper supportive 
services. Studies also indicate tbat as many as 3S percent of nursing bome 
residents do not require the advanced level of services tbey receive. 

The proposal is intended to provide special facilities at an intermediate 
level designed to help reduce the cost of services provided to the frail 
elderly in residential settings. eliminate unnecessary service costs for those 
prematurely placed in nursing facilities. and permit more appropriate 
allocation of both independent living and intermediate care units. 

II • PROPOSAL 

A. 	 Federal Assistance 

1. 	 HUD would be authorized to negotiate agreements with State bousing 
agencies, housing finance agencies. or otber public agencies 
designated for this purpose, to provide assistance to public 
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ageneies and private, non-profit corporations to facilitate tbe 
developaent and operation of not less than 20 specialized 
congregate housing facilities to assist low-incoae, aobility
impaired individual. to remain in .eai-independent residential 
arrangeaents. 

2. 	 BUD would provide aortgage insurance for the projects under the 
Sec. 221(d) (3) prograa using guidelines currently applicable to 
the developaent of Retireaent Service Center projects [current 
underwriting guidelines for the letireaent service Center program 
would have to be revi.ed to reflect the 100' project financing 
under Section 22lld)(l), reduced escrow and reserve requirements 
due to co..itaent of BUD and State subsidies, revised low-income 
occupancy requirement. and increased flexibility in providing 
bealtb-related service space]. 

3. 	 Additional co ..itments by BUD under such agreements 

would include: 


a. 	 lental housing voucber. for units occupied by persons witb 
incomes below 50 percent of area aedian incoae, up to a 
maximum of 60 percent of total units in a facility. 

b. 	 CHSP assistance applicable to approved costs for services 
provided to qualified residents. (see CHSP proposals, Part 
VIII). 

c. 	 Reimbursement of a portion Inot exceeding 60 percent) of the 
administrative costs incurred by the designated State agency 
in developing and administering the program. 

B. 	 State Agreeaents 

1. 	 Financing for projects assisted under the demonstration program 
would be provided by State housing finance agencies with tax
exempt bonds authorized under Sec. 103(a) of the IRS Code. 

2. 	 Additional co..itments by States under agreements with the 
Secretary may include: 

a. 	 Coaaitment of funds to assist »roject developaent in a manner 
that will reduce development and long-tera financing costs 
(e.g., mortgage subsidies, land acquisition, site development, 
planning grants, etc.). 

b. 	 Commitment by the State housing agency of funds to provide 
rental subsidies for lower-income resident. not receiving or 
not qualified to receive federal housing vouchers. in an 
aaount and for a term deterained by the Secretary. 
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c. 	 Agreeaent by the State Departaent on Aging to provide resident 
asse••ment and ca.e aanageaent service.. .ervice plan 
developaest a••istance and local service. coordination for a 
faeility through .taff of the appropriate area agency offiee. 
a. well a. commitaent to provide a priority for residents of 
an assisted facility in allocating available a••istance for 
meals and services under Title III of the Older laeriean. 
Act. Such service. would be incorporated in State long-term 
care plans either in place or under developaent at the time of 
application for assistance. 

d. 	 Commitment of funding by the State Medicaid agency. either 
under regular BCFA guideline. or a co.-unity service 
"waiver"program. to provide per.onal care. visiting nurse and 
other appropriate services to qualified Medicaid-eligible 
residents. 

e. 	 Agreement by the State welfare agency to coordinate available 
assistance under federal, state and local programs on behalf 
of eligible clients residing in a project. 

C. 	 Eliaible Projects 

1. 	 Projects eligible for Federal assistance under the program would 
provide rental housing for income-eligible elderly and handicapped 
persons Who require a coordinated program of supportive services 
within a semi-independent residential environment. 

2. 	 Proposed projects and individual units would have to conform with 
standards of design, fixtures and amenities for elderly housing 
construction required in regulation for the BUD Section 202 
program, except that project sponsors may choose not to provide 
kitchen facilities in individual units where approved by the 
Secretary. 

3. 	 Project construction would be undertaken in an economical manner 
and would not eaploy elaborate or extravagant design or materials. 

4. 	 Eligible projects must provide a program of services to residents, 
provided either by staff of the facility or under contract, which 
is appropriate to aeet the needs of potential residents of the 
project. 

a. 	 Service programs would include meals (at least one prepared 
meal each day). nutrition assistance, transportation. 
recreation housekeeping and, as needed, personal care and 
health-related services provided on a visiting basis. 

b. 	 Services would be provided at cost to residents, or at below 
cost where public or Charitable assistance is made available. 

c. 	 Service programs would incorporate case management services 
provided either by staff of a project or by local public 
agencies. 
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D. 	 Eligible Project Sponsors 

1. 	 Eligible lponsorl of congregate housing facilities under the 
progr.. would be puhlic agencies aDd private nOD-profit housing 
corporations with experience in providing housing for elderly and 
handicapped persons and in providing services in residential 
settings. 

2. 	 Eligible sponsors should also have succe.sful records of 
coordinatiDg public, private and charitable fUDding to meet the 
cost of hou.ing development and .ervice delivery. 

E. 	 Re.ident Eligibility and Admi.sion. 

1. 	 Eligible residents would be well, low-income persons over age 62 
with multiple fUDctional disabilities that inhibit perforaaDce of 
personal activities of dailY living, or bandicapped persons under 
age 62 with physical disabilities that inhibit daily activities. 

2. 	 DetermiDations of eligibility would be aade using tbe s..e 
assessment procedures and eligibility criteria provided in tbe 
CBSP program. 

3. 	 Priority in .electing froa among eligible applicants would be 
provided to persons; 

a. 	 Seeking deinstitutionalization from nursing or persoDal care 
facilities; 

b. 	 At bigh risk of institutionalizatioD and residing in federally
assisted or state-assisted residential projects; 

c. 	 Living alODe with little foraal or iDforaal .ources of 
assi.tance or support. 

4. 	 A aiDiaum of 40 percent of available units in a facility would be 
available for perSODS with iDcoaes below 50 perceDt of area aedian 
incoae (iDcentive for admission of additioDal very low iDcome 
perlons would be provided iD BUD's co..itaent to provide housiDg 
vouchers on behalf of such re.ideDts for up to 60 percent of total 
unit. iD a project). 

5. 	 A aaxiaum of 20 percent of the units in a project would be 
available for use by qualified per.ons with incoaes between 80 
percent aDd 110 percent of area aedian iDcoae, who would pay 
aarket rate reDt. e.tabli.hed for the area by HUD. 
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l. 	 Project Selection 

1. 	 The BUD Secretary shall select from among competing State 
applicants according to priorities established in regulating 
relating to the nature of the projects proposed, the adequacy of 
proposed programs of lervicel, and the amount and type of 
assistance coaaitted by State agencies. 

2. 	 In allocating assistance under the program the Secretary would 
seek to achieve adequate regional distribution of projects While 
permitting individual states to develop sufficient projects to 
allow efficient allocation and coordination of resources. 

G. 	 Report to Congress 

1. 	 BUD would be required to make periodic reports to Congress 
regarding persons lerved in projects developed with alsiltance 
under the program, together with estimates of the cost of 
providing needed services to luch persons and the comparable costs 
of providing such services in other residential facilities and in 
intermediate care facilities. 

2. 	 lor the purpose of such reports, BUD would identify individuals in 
federally-assisted elderly housing projects and intermediate care 
facilities in the area of a project who have corresponding
functional disabilities to residents of the project to serve as 
control groups for determining cost differences in providing 
services to such persons in the various residential and service 
settings. 

III. PROGRAM SIZE ARD FEDERAL COSTS 

The program would assist a minimum of 20 advanced congregate housing 
projects sponsored by local public agenciel and non-profit corporations. The 
total number of unitl assisted by the program would range between 2600 and 
3600, depending upon the lize of proposed projects. 

Costs to the federal government during the initial stages of the 
demonstration program would involved prinCipally the coaaitment of funding for 
an estimated 1500-2000 rental housing vouchers, under five-year, renewable 
contracts; approximately 1000 coaaitments of assistance under the CBSP program 
(as revised in proposals in Part III); and the administrative costs associated 
with the provision of federal mortgage insurance, reiabursement of State 
agency costs and general program oversight and evaluation. 

10 
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PART I. CONGREGATE HOUSING INITIATIVES 

LOCAL "ADAPTIVE REUSE" HOUSING DEMONSTRATION PROGRAM 

I.~ 

The proposal would authorize HUD to provide assistance available 
in existinq aortqaqe insurance. rental housinq voucher and CHSP proqraas 
(as revised by these proposals) to encouraqe and assist local initia
tives to rehabilitate abandoned. surplus. donated or historic properties 
for the purpose of providinq supportive residential facilities for 
low- and aoderate-incoae blderly and handicapped persons. Federal 
assistance would be provided. on a coapetitive baals. for projects 
sponsored by local public aqencies and non-profit orqanizations. and 
is intended to leveraqe cotUlitaents of resources for projects froa 
local public and private sources. The proposal anticipates siqniflcant 
local public involveaent in a project. Such involveaent aay involve 
provision of qrants, aortqaqe financinq. aortqaqe subsidies. rental 
assistance. planninq and architectual assistance. tax abatements or 
supportive services to residents. 

The proposed three-year deaonstration proqrsa is intended to 
encouraqe innovative use of exlstinq propertIes. while assistinq in 
providinq facilities within a coaaunity to accoaodate the transfer 
of frail older persons who either cannot reside at hoae without siqnifi 
can', "r ." Jstly assistance. or who require so_ deqree of custodial 
superVISIon. Eliqlble projects would include rental housinq for seal
independent older edults. conqreqate housinq facilities and supportive 
qroup hOllIeS or shared housinq arranqeaents. Projects sssisted by the 
proqraID would not only help to iaprove established neiqhborhoods. but 
would permit lonq-time residents to remain in the neiqhborhood near 
fsaily, friends and faailiar services. 

II. 	 PROPOSALS 

A. Federal Assistance 

1. 	 The HUD Secretary would be authorized to provide assistance 
to qualified rehabilitation projects sponsored by public 
aqencies and non-profit orqanizations intended to convert 
non-residential properties into supportive housinq 
arranqeaents for elderly and handicapped persons. 

2. 	 Assistance would be provided to projects selected throu"h' 
competitive application under procedures established 
in requlation by the Secretary. 
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3. 	 The Secretary would provide coordinated assistance to 
selected projects under the followinq proqra.s: 

a. 	 Mortqaqe insurance for qualified rehabilitation loans 
under the Section 221(d)(3) proqraa. 

b. 	 Rental assistance for qualified tenants under the rental 
housinq voucher proqraa. 

c. 	 Supple.ental assistance for supportive services under 
the Conqreqate Housinq Services ProqrBII (CHSP) for 
qualified residents in appropriate facilities. 

d. 	 Other assistance as provided in appropriations and 
considered appropriate by the Secretary. 

4. 	 Mortqaqes insured under the proqra. would have to be secured 
by the property to be rehabilitated, have a principal 
obliqation not exceed the sua of the estiaated cost of 
rehabilitation and the estiaated value of the property 
before rennovation, and aeet other appropriate requireaents 
set forth in Sec. 221 of the National Housinq Act. 

;. Projects and residents eliqible to receive assistance under 
the housinq voucher and CHSP proqra.s aust aeet appropriate 
requireaenta established in requlations for each proqram. 

8. Eliqible Projects 

1. 	 Projects eliqible for assistance under the proqraa include 
a variety of residential arranqeaents for persons requirinq 
so.. deqree of assiatance with the perforaance of aajor 
activities of daily livinq. Such projects would include: 

a. 	 Multi-unit rental housinq with services available 
to residents requirinq SO&e assistance with daily 
activities. 

b. 	 Con9raqate livinq facilities with service proqraas 
capable of providlnq a variety of services to aost 
residents of the facility. 

c. 	 Group hoaes or shared housinq arranqeaents with services 
provided by one or aore full or part-tiae staff and 
by outaide aervice providers. 

2. 	 Eliqible projects auat have at least fiVe separate residential 
units after rehebilitation. 

3. 	 80th the project and individual units aust confora with 
standards of deslqn, fixtures and BIIenities for elderly 
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f 	 housing required in regulation by the Secretary for rehabil 
itation projects under the Sec. 202 prograa. 

4. 	 Individual units within a project are not required to include 
kitchen facilities for sadler projects of-shared housing 
with central dining or shared dining areas. Larger projects 
should include limited kitchen space, even where shared 
or congregate dining space and services are provided. 

5. 	 No more than 15 percent of the total space in a project 
aay be used for shared or ca..on space for residents. 
In larger projects the Secretary may approve additional 
co..on space for use in providing facilities to provide 
services to residents snd to persons in the co-.unity and 
for retained office space for appropriate public agencies 
or service providers. 

C. Eligible Properties 

1. 	 Propertiea eligible for assistance .ust be suitable for 
rennovation for residential houisng and, in the estiaation 
of HUD, capable of aeetinq both locsl codes and federal 
program standards through the proposed program of repair 

;.i or rehabilitation. 

2. Eligible properties would include, but not be limited to, 
strveturli!>~ -.t"-;,"ic·:,sl!" used. in whole or in part, for: 

a. Public buildings and Schools 

b. Hotels, Rooming Houses, Dormitories 

c. Co..ercial and office buildings 

d. Hospitals and medical facilities 

e. Factories, warehouses and tenainals 

f. Churches and church-related properties 

g. Large private dwellings 

3. 	 Eligible projects must occupy all of the property to be 
rennovated or, in the case of larger properties (i.e, 
factories, warehouses, etc.). aust occupy a separately 
defined portion of a larger rehabilitation project. 

4. 	 Local agenCies and non-profit sponsors aay obtain assistance 
in rennovatinq acre than one property as part of a program 
to provide group residences or shared housing at several 
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locations in a co..unity. Each property would have to 
.eet standards required by the Secretary for rehabilitation 
and all relevant progra. requira.ents. 

5. 	 Projects .ay involve properties included on a national, 
state and local register of historic building or properties 
and .ust confor. to rehabilitation require.ents and standards 
established by the Depart.ent of the Interior and local 
historic preservation agencies. 

6. 	 Properties assisted under the proqrSll IlUst be owned by the 
sponsoring organization or controlled by the sponsor through 
long-ten. lease or other arrange.ents with a public or 
private entity. 

a. 	 Properties .ay be acquired by the sponsor for purpose 
of rennovation either by purchase, private donation 
or transfer by a public agency (e.g., abandoned 
or conde.ned properties, properties on local tax roles, 
properties acquired by e.inent do.ain, etc.). 

b. 	 Project sponsors .ay acquire control of a property 
or a separate portion of a larger property through 
long-ter. lease or use contracts with public agencies 
or private organizations. The ter. of any such lease, 
contract or agree.ent would not be less than 20 years. 

c. 	 Eligible proper~'.~s woulJ also include properties owned 
by a public agency but .ade available for the project 
under a long-term manage.ent agree.ent with the sponsoring
agencies or non-profit or9anization. 

D. Role of Local Governments 

1. 	 Local governe.nts, through designated agencies, would be 
eligible to participate in projects assisted under the 
progra. as: 

a. Project sponsors. 

b. Co-sponsors with non-profit organizations 

c. Owners of property used in a project either through 
long-ter. lease, .anage.ent agree_ent or other arrangeaent 
with project sponsors. 

2. 	 Government agencies would also be encouraged to assist projects 
through a variety of forms of assistance, including: 

a. 	 Donation or transfer of property. 
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b. 	 Financing of .ortgages or rehabilitation loans with 
tax-ex_pt bonds or other funding. 

c. 	 Direct grants or low-interest or deferred pa~nt loans 
to sssist in project planning or rehabilitation costs 
(using federal CDBG. rental rehabilitaton grant funds 
or other federal, state or local proqr.. funds). 

d. 	 I'Iortgage reduction pa~nts. 

e. 	 Technical assistance . 

.fe.. Regulatory relief. include tax abate.ent. lifting of 
zoning restrictions on property use and density. "incentive" 
arrange.ents in zoning rulings encouraging private 
developers to .ake property available for low-inc~e 
housing, or to provide funds or assistsnce to projects 
providing low-incoae housing. 

g. 	 Rental subsidies to residents 

h. 	 l'Ianag_nt of local 'agency sssistance to coordinate 
services to residents of a project and to provide 
case aanage.ant services. 

i. Ca.ait..nts to fund services to residents in a project. 

3. 	 Local agencies, as project sponsors. co-sponsors or owners 
of properties to be rennovated••ay .."..+:r.'l" 'S'Ort'.\ln of larger 
projects for purposes of proviaing; 

a. 	 Co..unity facilities serving elderly persons in the 
project and in the broader co..unity (e.g .. senior 
centers. nutrition sites. etc.). 

b. 	 Office space for agencies or proqr..s serving elderly 
persons (e.g., office on agi09, etc.). 

E. 	 Eligible Residents 

1. 	 Eligible residents .ust be age 62 or older, or be physically 
handicapped. 

2. 	 Eligible residents .ust have inca.es below 110 percent of 
the .edian inca.e for the area in which a project is located. 

3. 	 A .ini.ua of SO percent of units ..de available in a project 
nst be occupied by persons with inc_es below SO percent 
of area -.:lian inco.e. 

I
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4. 	 Not aore than 20 percent of the total units in a project 
.ay be occupied by persons wi th inco_s bet_en 80 percent 
and 110 percent of area .edian inco_. 

5. Residents eligible for rental assistance under the housinq
voucher pr09r~m must have inca.es not exceedIng 54o percent 
of area .edian inco_. 

6. 	 Eligiblity for CHSP assistance would be li.ited to incoae
qualified residents of appropriate projects who are deter.ined 
to have aultiple functional disabilities under procedures 
established in regulation for the CHSP progra.. 

F. Service Require_nts 

1. 	 Eligible projects aust provIde a package of services to 
resident~ provided eIther by staff of the facility or through 
contract. which is appropriate to aeet the needs of potential 
residents of the project. 

2. 	 Service packages would include _ala and nutrition assistance. 
transportation. recreatIon and housekeepi09 assistance 
and. as needed. personal care and health-related services 
provided on a visiting basis. 

3. 	 Services aust be provided at cost to residents. or below 
cost where public or ch'!lritabl~ assistan..,., is -::" .•.dd..". 

4. 	 Service prograas would incorporate case aanage_nt services 
provided either by staff of a facilIty or by local public 
agencies~ 

5. 	 Additional co__rcial-style services (e.g •• laundry, beauty/ 
barber shops, convenience shops, etc.) aay also be incorpor
ated within a project as appropriate. 

G. 	 Project Selection 

1. 	 In selecting froa among coapeting applications for assistance 
the Secretary would take into consideration, amo09 other 
things: 

a. 	 Assessaents of need for supportive housing arrangeaents 
aaong elderly persons residing in areas where projects 
are to be located. 

b. 	 Experience of project sponsors in providing housi09 
and housing-related services to elderly persons. 
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c. The degree to which projects assist low-inco.e persons, 
particularly persons with very low inco.es. 

d. Innovative use 
.aterials. 

of existing Properties and original 

e. The degree to which rennovation is achieved at the 
lowest possible cost per unit. 

f. The degree of participation and support for the project 
provided by local govern.ents. 

g. The adequacy of proposed service plans and service 
co.altaents by the sponsors and other providers. 

h. The ..ount of non-federal assistance provided fro. 
state, local and charitable sources of assistance. 

i. C~it..nts to continue service to low-inca-e residents 
beyond the .int.al requir"'nts of the prograa. 

2. 	 The Secretary would atte.pt, to the extent possible, to 
provide the broadest possible distribution of assistance 
aAong type of projects and aaong geographic regions. 

H. Additional Requir..ents 

1. 	 Projects assisted under the prograa would continue to serve 
low- and .aderate-inco.. elderly and handicapped pet'sons 
for not less than 15 years (or for a longer period as .ay 
be required to qualify for assistance under state or local 
prograas). 

2. 	 Resident participation in the operation of projects assisted 
under the progra- would be encouraged through creation 
of resident councils and by other actions. 

Ill. PROGRAM SIZE AND COST 

The Secretary would be required to assist approxiaately 40 projects 
each year under the progr.. , and not less than 100 projects over the 
three-year deaonstration. 

While anticipated projects will vary widely in size, the average 
size of projects assisted by the prograa is likely to be between 35 and 
45 units per project. Between 50 percent and 60 percent of the units 
.ede available in rennovated projects are likely to be occupied by persons 
eligible to recieve assistance under the rental voucher prograa, since 
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this is the principal incentive offered by the prQ9raa to encourage local 
financial participation. 

The proportion of residents potentially qualified for CHSP assistance 
would be IlUCh lower. but would depend upon the delivery option selected 
for the CHSP prograa. Assistsnce provided in the fora of a voucher would 
have wider application aaong various residential arranga.ents and would 
produce greater deaand than the alternative deficit payaent approach 
that would apply princIpally to congregate facilities. 

Costs to the federal governaent during the Initial stages of the 
deaonstration prograa would thus involve principally the ca.ait.ant of 
between 800 and 900 rental vouchers per year. between 300 and 500 unit 
ca.ait8ents for CHSP assistance and the aini..l adainistrative costs 
asaociated with the provision of co..it8ents of federal aortgage insurance 
and general prograa oversight. 
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PART 11. RURAL ELDERLY HOUSING REHABILITATION DEMONSTRATION PROGRAM 

I. PURPOSE 

To provide assistance under existing pr09r..s adIIiniatered by the 
Fa....r. Ho.e AclJainistration (FIIHA) and the Oeparti,ent of Housh>g and 
Urban Oeveloptlent (HUD) to encourage the rennovation of existing 
structures in rural co..unlties to provide supportive housing facilities 
for elderly and handicapped persons. The proposal creates a three-year 
deaonstration pr09raa under FlIHA's Rural HousIng PreservatIon Grant 
pr09r" to p .. ovide flexible .atching grants to rural 9Ove......nts to 
be used to help ..educe the cost of ..ehabilitating eligible properties 
to provide rental housIng that is affo..dable for lowe.. inc~e persons. 
Eligible projects under the p"09r.. would include a variety of supportive 
housing a .. range_ntssponaored by local public agencies and nonprofit 
organizations. including ..ental p .. ojects, cong.. e.;rate housing facilities 
and s.aller group hOlIeS and sha..ed housing a .. rang_nts. Additional 
assistance would be available to qualified residents in projects assisted 
by the p"09r.. under HUD's rental housing voucher and Cong"egate Housing 
Services Pr09r.. (CHSP). 

The de.onstration pr09.... i. intended to ..evive the Driginal intent 
of FlIHA's rural housing preservation P .. 09.... of prOllOting a co.petitive 
grant P .. 09.... designed to encourage innovative rehabilitation of rursl 
p .. operties for low-tncOlle housing at the lowest possible cost and with 
the g .. eatest poS8ibie degree of local finsncial participation. The 
proposal would ..evise the current P .. 09.... to give greate.. attention 
to rennovation of surplus non-residential p .. Dpe .. ties. including schools. 
co..e..cial buildings and .eaical facilities, to provide specialized 
..ental facilities fo.. the elde.. ly and handicapped. It would also 
encourage p .. oject sponsors to p .. ovide a coordinated plan of services 
fo.. ..esidents and requi .. e extended co.ait_nts to _intain P .. ojects 
as ..ental housing fo .. lower incOlHl persons. 

The P .. 09.... lIOuld assist approxi_tely 65 p .. ojects during the 
deaonst..ation pe.. iod ..itlr funds set-aside fo.. allocation by FlIHA's 
national office. Prio..ity lIOuld be given to proposed p .. ojects that 
p .. ovide the g .. eateat benefit to low-inca.e pe..sona. pa..ticula..ly pe..sona 
with ve.. y low inca.es. that leve..age the greatest a.ount of non-fede..al 
assistaqnce and which achieve neces....y ..ehabilitation at the lowest 
possible cost. 
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I I • PROPOSAL 

A. 	 Federal Aaaiatance 

1. 	 Section 533 of the Housing Act of 1949 would be _nded 
to authoriae the Secretary of Agriculture (hereafter -the 
Secretary·) to aet aside funding under the Rural Housing 
Preservation Grant Progr.. to conduct a three-year d_on
atration, in cooperation with HUD, to encourage the rennovation 
of existing structures in rural ca..unities to provide 
supportive housh.g arr&n9_nts for elderly and handicapped 
persons. 

2. 	 Not less than 15 percent of funding appropriated for the 
Rural Housing Preservation Grant progr_ for each of three 
consecutive fiscal years _ld be set-aside for allocation 
by the Secretsry undar the d..-onstration progr... 

a. 	 Assistance would be provided to not less than 20 projects 
in any fiscal year, and not less then 65 projects during 
the de.onstration progr... 

b. 	 Assistance would be _de available by the Secretsry 
to projects selected through a national coapetition 
under spplication and selection procedures established 
in regulation. 

c. 	 Funding reserved for the deaonstration progr_ would 
be exe.pted frca the regional allocation fo...ula provided 
in section 533(c)(I) and would reaain available until 
expended for purposes of the ~nstration progr... 
(subsection (c)(l) would per.it unused funds for the 
grant progr.. to be shifted to the Sec. 504 b_ repeir 
progr... ] 

3. 	 Assistance provided under the ~nstration would be .ade 
available in the fo... of grants to units of local governaent 
(county. town. village or coabinations thereof) for use in 
providing financial assistance to qualified housing renovation 
or rehabilitation projecta sponsored by local public agencies 
or private non-profit corporations (or co-aponaored by a 
local public agency and a non-profit corporation). 

4. 	 Aaaistance provided by grant recipients to qualified projects 
would be designed to reduce the cost of.rennovation to provide 
rental units that are affordable to low- and aoderate-incoae 
persona, and _y include: 

a. 	 Direct grants 
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b. 	 t--interest loans 

c. 	 Interest reduction pav-ents 

d. 	 other co~arable financial assistance. 

5. 	 Projects selected by the Secretary to receive qrants under 
the de.onstration progr.. would be eligible for ~itional 
assistance with funding set-aside under KUD's rental housing 
voucher progr.. and Congr"'IJate Housing Services Proqr... 
(CHSP). subject to the following conditions: 

a. 	 Assistance -.de availsble under the rental voucher proqra. 
would be allocated only for units occupied by persons 
with very low inco.es (below 50 percent of area .edian 
inco.e) and only in projects where the PaHA Secretary 
deter.ines that assistance provided to the project is 
insufficient to reduce rents to a level that is affordable 
to tenants with very low inco.es. 

b. 	 CHSP assistance would be available to participating 
projects on behalf of qualified re.idents only where 
a project. ~ts sll appropriate requireaent. e.tablished 
in requlation for the CHSP proqr... 

1) Qualified re.ident. would be inco.e eligible person. 
who are deter.ined to have .ultiple functional 
disabilities under a••e....nt procedure••et forth 
in requlation for the CHSP progr.... 

2). 	Assistance -.de aqvailable to qualified residents 
in projects as.i.ted under the da.onatration would 
be U.ited to re.idents occupying not _re than 
30 percent of the total units ..de available in 
a project. 

c. 	 As.istance available under both proqr... would be provided. 
under contract with MUD, for a period of five yeers. 
Such assi.tance would be subject to renewal for up to 
ten additional years, upon application to the HUD Secretary. 

B. 	 Eligible Protects 

1. 	 El i9ible projects under the d.-natration progr_ would be 
tho.e which propose to renovate exi.ting properties to provide 
a variety of supportive housing- arrange.ant., including- . 
congre9ate hou.in9 facilities, intended for u.e by elderly 
or handicepped persona who require so-o d"'IJree of supervision 
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or assistance with activities of daily livinq, but are otherwise 
able to care for theaselves. 

2. 	 For purposes of the demonstration prograa, "supportive" 

housinq arranqeaents would include: 


a. 	 Conqregate housinq facilities providinq rental units 
that aay or aay not have kitchen facilities; that provide 
at least one prepared .eal a day in a central dininq 
area, and which offer a prograa of services, either 
on site or through contract, to aeet the need for additional 
servicea by residents. 

b. 	 Rental housing facilities with structural features and 
liaited services intended to provide eaergency assistance 
and basic support for elderly and handicapped residents. 

c. 	 Saaller group hoses or shared housinq arranqeaents with 
liaited supportive services available through staff 
in residence or by outside service providers. 

3. 	 Eligible projects aust have at least five separate .residential 
units after rennovation or rehabilitation and aay include 
coason or shared space for use by all residents. 

4. 	 Proposed projects and individual units aust confora with 
stsndards of design, fIxtures and a.enlties for elderly 
housing required in requlation for rehabilitation projects 
under the MUD Section 202 prograa, except where specific 
exceptions aay be granted by the Secretary. 

5. 	 Projects assisted under the prograa BUst involve rennovation 
or rehabilitation which is undertaken in an econoaical aanner 
and which does not involve elaborate or extravagant design 
or asterials (except that special fixtures or equipaent 
required for use by frail elderly or handicapped persons 
would not be considered elaborate or extravagant). 

6. 	 Eligible projects aust provide a ainiaal level of services 
for residents required in regulation by the Secretary as 
appropriate for the type of housinq to be developed. 

C. 	 Eligible Properties 

1. 	 For purposes of the demonstration prograa, properties eligible 
for rennovation or rehabilitation with assistance under 
the prograa would include both existing residential properties 
and non-residential properties capable of rennovation for 
residential rental housing for elderly and handicapped 
persona. 
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2. 	 Properties to be assisted under the prograa .ust be suitable 
for conversion or rehabilitation for residential rental 
housing and, in the estiaation of the Secretary, capable 
of .eeting both local codes and federal prograa standards 
through the proposed proqraa of rennovation or rehabilitation. 

l. 	 Non-residential properties to be converted to residential 
facilities .ay include structures previously used, in whole 
or in part, as public buildings, schools, churches, ca.aercial 
Or office buildings. hotels or aotels. hospitals or ~ical 
buildings and other structures considered appropriate for 
the purposes of the proqraa by the Secretary. 

4. 	 The Secretary .ay approve projects involving .ore than one 
property as part of a single application to provide group 
residences or shared housing at .ore than One location within 
a ca..unity or jurisdiction. Each property would have to 
_et eligibility require_nts and rehabilitation standards 
required under the proqra•. 

5. 	 Projects aay involve properties included on a national. 
state or local register of historical buildings or properties 
and .ust confor. to rehabilitation require.ents and standards 
established by the Depart..nt of the Interior and local 
historic preservation agencies. 

J 
6. 	 Properties assisted under the proqraa .ust be owned by the 

~ponsoring public agency or non-profit orqaniaation or controlled 
. by 	the sponsor through lonq-te~ lease or other arranqa.ent 
with a public or private entfty. 

a. 	 Properties .ay be acquired by the sponsor either by 
purchase, private donation or transfer by a public agency.J 

b. 	 Project sponsors .ay acquire long-ter. control of a 
property throuqh lease or use contracts with public 
agencies and private entities. The ter. of any such 
lease or contract would not be less than 15 yeara. 

D. 	 Proqraa Requlr..ents 

1. 	 To be eligible for grant a$sistance under the de.onstration 
proqraa a unit of local govern.ant .ust agree: 

a. 	 To provide financial or other assistance for a proposed 
project. separate fro. financial assistance provided 
with grant funds received under the proqrs.. that is 
designed to reduce the cost of project rehabilitstion 
or rennovation in order to further reduce unit rents 
to levels thst are affordable to low- and .oderate
ineo.e residents. 
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1). 	Such assistance aay include direct financial aasistance 
in the for. of grants. low-interest or deferred 
payaent loans. interest subsidies or unit rent subsidies; 
contributions of property. aaterials or services; 
regulatory relief. including tax abateaent; and 
and other foras of assistance acceptable to the 
Secretary. 

2). 	The aaount of assistance to be provided. including 
the aaount of direct funding and the estiaated value 
of donated property. services or regulatory actions. 
aust be at least equal to the aaount of grant assistance 
received under tbe progr.... 

b. 	 To assist in the provision of services within a project 
through coordination of progr... assistance available 
to qualified residents through local agencies. 

c. 	 To supervise rennovation or rehabilitation of a project. 
including providing for all necessary inspections. and 
to aonitor coapliance with other progr... requireaents 
by project sponsors. 

2. Sponsors of projects assisted under the prograa BUst agree: 

a. 	 To aaintain assisted properties as rental housing for 
use by lower-incoae elderly and handicapped persons 
for ~ -"r;~<l of not less than IS years (or for a longer
,,,,.-.00 aU ll8y be required for eligibility for assistance 
under state or local prograas). 

b. 	 To pass on to residents in the fora of reduced rents 
the reduction in project developaent costs resulting 
fro. assistance received under the progr.... 

c. 	 To aaintain the progr... of services to residents proposed 
in project applications for a period of IS years. except 
where otherwise provided by the Secretary. 

E. 	 Eligible Residents 

1. 	 Eligibility to occupy units in projects aasisted under the 
demonstration prograa would be liaited to persons-

a. 	 Age 62 or older, or persons under age 62 who are physically 
handicapped. 

b. 	 Are capable of living independently with the support 
provided by services generally available to residents 
of a project. 
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c. 	 With incaaes below 110 percent of the aedian incoae 
for the area in which a project is located. 

2. 	 A ainlaua of 40 percent of units ..de available in a project 
sust be occupied by persons with incoaes below 50 percent 
of area aedian incoae. 

3. 	 Not sore than 20 percent of the total units available in 
a project aay be occupied by persons with inco..s between 
80 percent and 110 percent of area sedian Inco... 

F. 	 Project Selection 
, 

1. 	 The Secretary would Issue proposed regulations, not lateri 	 than 90 days following the effective date of enacting legislation, 
providing for a coapetltlve grant progr.. adalnistered on 
a national basis by FaHA in cooperation with HUD.i 

2. 	 Units of local govern..nt seeking assistance under the prngraa 
sust subait applications describing the proposed project, 
the project sponsor, anticipated sources of funding and 
other infonaation required by the Secretary. 

3. 	 In evaluating the serits of coapeting applications for 
assistance the Secretary would be required to take into 
consideration, a.ang other things: 

a. 	 Assess.e~ta ~~ ~eed for supportive housing arrangeaents 
aaong elderly and handicapped persons in the area to 
be served by proposed projects. 

1 	 b. !xperience of project sponsors in providing housing 
through conversion or rehabilitation and in providing 
residential services to frail or disabled persons. 

c. 	 Innovative use of existing properties and original aaterials. 

I 
d. The adequacy of proposed service plans snd service 

caaait..nts by project sponsors and other service providers. 

e. 	 Caaait..nt by project sponsors to continue service to 
low-incase persons beyond the sinisal requireaents of 
the progr... 

4. 	 The Secretary would assign priority ..ong eligible project 
proposals on the basis of: 

s. 	 The extent to which projects assist low-inco.. persons. 
particularly persons with very low inco.es. 

2S 
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b. 	 The de<Jree to which the proqr.. of rennovation or rehabil 
itation is achieved at the lowest possible per unit 
cost. 

c. 	 The extent of participation aDd support for the project 
provided by local govern.ental agencies. 

d. 	 The ..ount of non-federal assistance provided froa state, 
local aDd charitable sources of assistance. 

5. 	 In selecting fro. aaong ~peting applications the Secretary, 
to the extent possible, would provide for the broadest distri 
bution of assistance aaong types of jurisdictions (county, 
city. town. etc.). ..ong g809raphic r89ions aDd ..ong types 
of facilities eligible for assistance. 

Ill. PROGRAI'I SIZE AND COST 

A. 	 Anticipated funding for the de.onstration proqr.. under the 
FaHA rural preservation grant progr.. would aaount to 81.5 aillion 
each fiscal year, or $4.5 sillion for the three-year pr09r... 
Appropriations for the progr.. are currently $10 aillon aDd 
are not expected to increase aeasurably in the near future. 
The proposal sets aside 15 percent of this aaount annually. 

B. 	 Projects assisted under the proqr1a would r~~ge in size fro. 
five units to approxiaately 50 units. with the average project 
providing between 18 and 24 units. As....ing that the Secretary 
provides assistsnce to an average of 20 projects each yesI', 
the total nusher of units sade available under the proqr.. would 
total between 360-4&0 units per year (or approxiaately 1000
1400 unita over three years). 

C. 	 Assistance provided to selected projects frca funding set aside 
under the FaHA grant proqr.. would average $75,000 per project. 
However, the Secretary would have authority to provide greater 
or lesser aeounts of assistance based upon the size of proposed 
projects snd the proposed pr09r.. of rannovation. The aaount 
of assistance provided would be aatched (at a ainiaua) with 
assistance provided locally. 

D. 	 Assistance provided under HUn's housing voucher pr09r.. would 
be ..de available to an estiaated 35-40 percent of the units 
provided in assisted projects. With a current averaqe cost 
per voucher of 84100 per year (which is probably aore than would 
be needed in eost projects), annual costs for vouchers provided 
would be between S6l5.000 and $830.000 per year. When coaputed 
over the five-year voucher contract period. total budget authority 
for housing vouchers under the progr.. would aaount to between 
83 million and 84aillion each year. 
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E. 	 Assistance provided by HUD's CHSP prograa would average less 
than 20 percent of residents in all projects, aaountiD9 to between 
70 and 100 persons assisted each year. Assuain9 an average 
cost per year of $2160 for assistance to qualified persons under 
CHSP (see CHSP cost estie-tes, Part V), assistance provided 
under the de.onstration progr.. would average between $l~O,OOO 
and $200,000 per year. Total bud9Bt authority (ca.puted for 
five-year contracts) would aaount to approxi..tely 8760,000 
and $1 .illion annually. 
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PART Ill. REAUTHORIZATION AI'ID EXPAI'ISION OF THE CONGREGATE 


HOUSING SERVICES PROGRNI (CHSP) 


1. PURPOSE 

To reauthorize the Conqr..,ate Hou.inq Services Proqr_ (CHSP) in a 
.anner that bui Ids upon the experience and data of the CHSP deaonstration 
proqr_. penti ts an ·interia~ expanaion of aaalatanee in anticipation 
of broader application in future yeara and providea aaalatanee to 
participanta in the conqregate houainq initiativss propoaed in the broader 
legialation. fbia propoaal _ka to preaerve the current atructure of 
the CHSP proqrea. .a a HUD-scblinistered auppl_ntsl .aaiatance proqr_ 
for quslified residents of federsUyaaalated elderly housinq facilities. 
while chanqinq only the aanner in which aaalatance la provIded to .ake 
it aore flexible and to reduce acbliniatrative costa. 

The propoaal rejecta other appr08ch~s that would aake aajor structural 
or acbIiniatrative chanqea in CHSP. particularly that of convertinq it 
to a Stateacbliniatered aatchinq grant proqr_. Such an approach aiqht 
result in the provrea beinq reduced ..,ain to a deaonatration atatus or 
aerged with other aaaistanee into a broader housinq block qrant that aay 
be acminiatered. in 88fty inatancea. in a ..nner that is leaa attentive 
to the aerviee needa of frail older paraona. 

11. FORI'! OF ASSISTAl'lCE 

CHSP would continue to provide aaaiatanee to eligible HUD-assiated 
facili tiea to help defray the coat of providinq aervieea to qualified, 
functionally-iapaired reaidenta. The fora of aaaiatanee would be chanqed 
in a ..nner intended to atre_line acbIiniatration. If a broed national 
proqr_ of aervice assistanee is anticipated. the detailed, alaost 
personalized approach in which assistance has been provided under CHaP 
in the past _at be Bade aore effiCient and autoaatic. Also, participatinq 
facilities need to predict levels of assistance under the progrea over 
a lonqer period of ti... This could be achieved through either of two 
foras of aaalatance: a service deficit paywent attributable to the service 
coata of qualified reaidents. or a reaidential aervica voucher provided 
on behalf of qualified residents. 

A. 	 Option 1: Service Deficit PaY!ents 

1. 	 Assistance would be provided by HUD to eligible facilitie. 
to pay costs of aerviees provided to qualified reaident. 
which are not _t froa other revenue SOUrCes (resident fee 
paywenta. public proqreaa aaaiatanca. Insurance. contributions 
etc.). 
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2. 	 The a.ount of assistance provided would be deterained annually 
based on projected service budgets subaitted to HUD. 

3. 	 Assistance would be provided in an a.ount corresponding to 
the excess cost above anticipated revenue attributable to 
a qualified resident, up to a aaxiaua a.ount established by 
the HUD Secretary. 

4. 	 In deteraining aaxiaua payaents under the prograa, the HUD 
Secretary would take into consideration potential fee payaents 
by qualified residents and anticipated payaent froa funding 
by public and charitable sources in coapliance with prograa 
requireaents (see below). 

B. 	 Qption 2: Residential Services Vouchers 

1. 	 Assistance would be provided as a set payaent directly applicable 
to the cost of providing services to qualified residents. 

2. 	 The aaount of assistance provided with each voucher would 
be established at the outset of the prograa (the "base rate") 
using data on average costs of service delivery under CHSP. 
In establishing the base rste, HUO would take into consideration 
average anticipated fee payaents by participating residents 
and estiaated payaents froa other public and private funding 
sources. 

3. 	 The base rate for the prograa would be adjusted annually 
according to a nationally recognized index of service costs 
selected by the Secretary and would be used both for new 
contracts and adjustaent of existing contracts. 

4. 	 Total assistance provided to a facility would equal the value 
of the voucher aultiplied by the nuaber of qualified residents. 

III. AMOUNT OF ASSISTANCE 

A. 	 The tera of the assistance provided under contracts by HUD would 
be five years under either fora of assistance and would be renewable 
upon application by the housing sponsor. 

B. 	 The HUD Secretary would establish in regulations. as a percentage 
of residents in a facility, ainiaua and aaxiaua nuabers of qualified 
residents that can receive assistance, taking into consideration 
the ainiaua nuaber of participants necessary, together with other 
sources of payaent, to assure the availability of services and 
cost-efficient provision of services, as well as the need to preserve 
the overall ataosphere of independent living in a facility. 
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C. 	 The nuaber of residents assisted in s facility would be deter.ined 
by HUD and estabUshed in a contract. ""sistanee would be aasiqned 
to a facility on behalf of qualified residents and could be trans
ferred to another eligible resident in the event of death or 
transfer of an original participant. Any funds not used on behalf 
of an eligible resident would be refunded to KUD. 

Ill. RESIDENT ELIGIBILITY 

A. 	 Resident eligibility would be established. as under the current 
CHSP prograa. by deter.inations of professional assesssent co..ittees 
that an individual (who is qualified by incose for residency in 
a facility) is incapable of perfor.ing .ultiple personal activities 
of daily living and is in need of assistance (current CHSP policy 
require three or sore areas of functional incapacity). 

B. 	 The HUD Secretary would establish standardized asses.sent for.s 
and procedurea for asking detersinations of eligibility and provide 
guidelines for the coaposition of professional asseassent cos.ittees 
consistent with current CHSP practice. 

C. 	 Preferences for allocating aasistance ssong eligible residents 

or applicants say be establiahed and would include: 


1. 	 Persons in greatest need of aasistance due to detersinations 
of aultiple functional disabilities: 

2. 	 Persons living alone without sources of inforsal support fro. 
a spouse or relatives: snd 

3. 	 Persons wi th very low incoses. 

IV. ELIGIBLE FACILITIES 

A. 	 Eligible facilities include public and non-profit sponsored HUD
assisted facilities for the elderly and handicapped (those assIsted 
under HUD's public housing. Sec. 202. Sec. 236. Sec. 231. Sec.a 
and Sec. 221(d)(3) progress) having a siqnificant portion of their 
resident population detersined to be potentially incapable of 
independent living without appropriate services. 

B. 	 Eligible facilitiea would also be required to: 

1. 	 Establish a voluntary profeasional assesssent procedure and 
case .anaq...nt systea either separately or in cooperation 
with local area agencies on aging or other agency or organization. 
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2. 	 Provide a coaprehenaive service plan capable of ..eting the 
aervice needs of residenta with varying levela of functional 
disability. 

3. 	 Obtain additional assiatance fro. state and local avenciea 
and charitable entitiea to help reduce the coat of providing 
servicea to residenta. The Secretary ahell establIsh aInI~ 
acceptable levela of such aatching aaalatance, taking intoi 

1 	 account direct payaenta, aervicea and in-kind contributiona, 
and ahall give priority in allocating aaaistance to facilitiea 
with diveraified and Innovative service prngraaa and fInancing. 

V. 	 SERVICE PROORAI'IS 

Congrevate ..rvicea progr..a in facilitiea aasisted under the progr.. 
~st provide one prepared ...1 a day, aeven daya a week, and ~st provide 
aaaiatance to residenta in preparing or aecuring' additional food adequate 
for propar nutrition. Prograaa ~st ai80 provide, aa required by reaidenta, 
aaaiatance in houaekeeping, peraonal care, transportation and other aervicea 
eaaential to independent living. 

I 

! 
1 VI. RESIDENT SERVICE f'E£S 

A. 	 Each facility ahall establiah a achedule of feea for aeala and 
aervices that is reaaonable and doea not exceed actual coata. 
The Secretary ahall eatabliah aaxi~ feea, aa a percentage of 
in.,.,.., that CHSP participanta can be charged for ..ala, peraonal

I 	 care, housekeeping and other aervicea, and for all coabined aervicea. 
l 

f 
i 8. 	 Reaidenta not receiving CH8P aaaiatance aay purchase all aervices 


offered in the facility at the full fee ainus any aaalatance for 

which they qualify or any aaalatance applicable to all reaidenta. 


I 
t C. The Secretary ahall encourage cost reduction activitiea to reduce 

I faes for all reaidenta, including use of aurplua ca.aodities 


prngr_, group purchaaing arrang_nta, co.petitive bidding of 

contracta and uae of volunteera •• 

D. 	 The Secretary ahall periodically review aervice feea in aaaiated 
facilitiaa to deteraine If they are reaaoneble and if assistance 
is properly used. 
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VII. PROGRAn SIZE 

The propossl prov ides per.snent resuthor izat Ion of CKSP. whi Ie 
projecting authorization levels for an "interia- progrp of three years. 
Initial year funding would include replaceMnt of existing contracts in 
the 63 current CHSP progrps. allocation of assistance for facilitIes 
developed under the various congregate housing initiatives in the proposed 
legislation and provision of assistance applicable to sa.e 2000 residents 
(slightly aore than the nWlber served in the current CHSP progrUl) for 
expansion to new progrUlS in existing HUD-assisted facilities. In the 
succeeding two years the annual level of assistance would decline s~ewhat, 
but increase increaentally in te.-.s of avaUsble assistance for new CHSP 
prograas in existing facilities. The Ulount of new assistance proposed 
for these years r_lna 1 iai ted in anticipation of continued budgetary 
liaitationa and only gradual expansion in HUD's ability to proceaa larger 
aaounts of aasistance. 

Proposed allocation of expanded CHSP assistance can be aua.arized 
as follows: 

First Year Allocations 

a. ReplaceMnt of current contracts 2000 units 
b. Aaaiqned to Deaonatration Prograas 2000 units 
c. Expansion for New ProgrUls 2000 units 

Total 6000 units 

Second year Allocations 

a. Assigned for Continuing Deaonatrations 1000 units 
b. Expansion for New Proraas 3000 units 

Total 4000 units 

Third Year Allocations 

a. Assiqned for Continuing De.onstrations 1000 units 
b. Expansion for New Progra.s !'t000 unitt! 

Total 6000 units 

Total for Three Years 16,000 units 
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VllI. PROGRN'I C08T 

Data froa HUO's CHSP evaluation estlaate the average federal share 
of the coat of providing aervices under CH8P aa being 86.80 per day per 
participant (8204 per _nth). HUO' a analyaia criticises espenaea under 
the prograa as exceasive, particularly in the areaa of asals and adain
iatration. In reaponae, HUO reviaed prograa requireaenta laat spring 
to reduce the nuaber of required _ala froa two to one per day. Conaidering 
this change, and the stronger requireaenta for auppl_ntal aource.. of 
funding to reduce federal costs, it is conceivable that average pa:raent 
levels to facilities under either a deficit pa~nt or a voucher approach 
would be below this average level. If the aaount of asaiatance, per 
participant, were estiaated at 86.00 per day (8180 per _nth) for qualified 
participants in a progru initiated next year, the initial year costs 
of the prograa could be auaaarized as follows: 

6000 units of asaistance @82160 a year 

Annual coat 812.96 aill ion 
contract Authority (5 Years) 864.80 aiUion 

Asauaing a 3 percent inflation adjustaent in the aaount of the payaent 
allocated for each participant in each of the two following years, prograa 
could be eatiaated to be: 

8ecund year--4000 units of asistance 

Annual coat 
Contract Authority (5 Yeara) 

,I Third year--6000 unita of aasistance 

Annual cost 
Contract AuthorIty (5 Years) 

@82224.80 a year 

$ 8.90 aUUon 
844.50 aiUion 


@82291.54 a year 


$13.75 aiUion 

$68.75 ai 11 ion 


Total contract Authority (3-Year Proqraa, $178.05 aillion 

j 

I 
Note on Delivery Options: While the approach of providing deficit pa:raents 
for costa of services provided to qualified reaidents ia closest to the 
aethod currently e.ployed in the CHSP prograa, it is potentially the aoat 
costly. Like the pre-1984 _thod of reiaburaing for coata of I'\edicare 
services. it eaaentially a'lreea to pay for any uncovered coats up to a 

j set liait, offering little incentive for coat control. The fised payaent 
aethad of a voucher IISy provide incentives for aany providers to reduce

1 coata or aeek additional sources of fundinv. For providers with low costs 
it could offer a reward for efficiency which. hopefully, would be converted 
into additional services to reaidenta (however. thia is not always 9Uaran
teed wi th f ixed-payaent progr_). The voucher approach hu the added 
political advantage of appearinv to build upon HUO's experience with 
housing vouchers and providinv a fo~ acceptable to Republicana. 
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PART IV. FEDERAL KORT;A;E INSURANCE INITIATIVES 

BOKE EQUITY COHVERSION KORT;A;E INSURANCE DEKONSTRATION PROGRAK 

I. PURPOSE 

Bome equity conversion would enable older homeowners to convert the equity in 
their homes into additional cash resources while they continue to reside in 
their own dwellings. Besides permitting the elderly to live in familiar 
surroundings, home equity conversions can potentially finance home maintenance, 
in-home health care or other needed supportive services. 

Bome equity conversion mechanisms have heen used on a limited basis in the 
past, but there is now substantial interest in the concept among older 
homeowners. Bowever, lenders have been unwilling to offer such mechanisms as a 
regular financial service because they are considered new and untested. 
Conventional long term mortgages once faced the same problem, but became 
generally accepted once federal mortgage insurance was provided. 

The proposed home equity conversion mortgage insurance program would encourage
financial institutions and older homeowners to use this innovative mortgage 
concept by extending federal mortgage insurance protection to lenders to protect 
them from loss in instance. where borrowers outlive the equity in their homes. 
It would also provide numerous safeguards for elderly borrowers including full 
disclosure by lenders, required counseling on the various alternative options 
available and potential risks and annual mortgage statements. 

II • PROPOSAL 

The proposed progran is identical to the home equity conversion prOV1Slon 
included in B.R. 4 and S. 825, whiCh are now under consideration by the 
Bouse/Senate Banking Conference Coaaittee. It would establish an insurance 
demonstration under the Federal Housing Administration (FHAI which would be 
authorized to insure up to 2,500 home equity conversion mortgage. through 
September 30, 1991 on homes that do not exceed BUD's Section 203(bl(21 mortgage 

. limits. Insurance coverage would be limited to $67,500 in most areas and 
$90,000 in designated high-cost areas. 

The proposal would protect participating elderly homeowners from being forced 
to leave their homes by provisions which would defer their repayment obligation 
until either after their death or the voluntary sale of their home. Potential 
borrowers under the program would be provided information on possible 
alternative options to home equity conversion, including other housing, social 
service, health and financial options. Full disclosure of all financial 
implications of the mortgage transactions would also be required, including any 
tax consequences, any adverse consequences for their estate or heirs, and 
possibilities for assistance or relief from federal, state or local programs. 
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III. PROGllK COST 

The proposal would be largely self-financing. The cost to tbe federal 
governaent would be confined principally to program administration. Possible 
insurance losses would be paid fro. a risk pool funding from premium. paid by 
participating elderly hoaeowners. 

, 1 
I 
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PART IV. FEDERAL MORTGAGE INSURANCE INITIATIVES 


KUTUAL BEJEFIT MORTGAGE INSURANCE DEMONSTRATION PROGRAK 


l.~ 

The proqr.. provides federal aortgSge insurance for purchases by 
low-inco.e ho.ebuyers of qualified single-fa.ily dwellings of frail 
elderly owners under ter.s n890tiated to be .utually beneficial in ..eting 
the initial financial obligations of hoaeownership for the younger boas
buyer and the long-ter. housing and health care needs of the elderly 
owner. 

l'Iutual Benefit I'IortgSges (1'IBI'Is) would be negotiated between an owner 
and buyer·. wi th the advice snd sssistance of an approved local public 
agency or non-profit organization, to per.it a beneficial structuring 
of the principal financial asset of the elderlY owner in a aanner best 
suited to .eet future housing, health and service needs. Since aost 
"-owners assisted under the proqra. would have aultiple functional 
disabilities, the negotiated procedure offers protection froa fraud or 
loss of equity in the sale of their ha.e, psrticularly in cases where 
the owner has diainished capacity or lacks assistance froa fa.ily. At 
the .... ti.., I'IBI'Is per.it a structuring of pav-ents intended to assist 
younger boaebuyers by providing lower pav-ents in the ini tiel yeers of 
a aortgage when anticipated inca.. is lower. or when additional inco.e 
is needed to aske rep"l.rs to the property at the ti.. of occupancy. 
Since. insured _rtgayes would be ownetofinanced. both parties to the 
transaction would benefit fro. the eliaination of financing fees, interest 
points. 189al fees and other potential costs of traditional financing 
arrall9_nts. 

HUD would be authorized under the proqr.. to provide assistance to 
low-incoae hoaebuyers where it is deter.ined that total hoaeownership 
costs are excessive. Assistance could be provided under one of two options. 
either s) through the current Section 235 boaeownership asalstance proqra.. 
or b) under a specisl fund establisb8d by HUD for the purpo_ of the 
deaonstration to provide suppl_ntal assistance when neces..ry payaents 
exceed 40 percent of the hOliebuyer!s inco.e. HUD would also be authorized 
to advance pav-ents to tha elderly owner if. durill9 the active ter. of 
the aortg8ge, tha owner should require additional inca.. to ..et increased 
service or health care needs. Assistance provided to younger hoaebuyers 
would be funded by the Treasury, while pav-ents advanced to elderly owners 
would be recovered In later pav-ents or upon disposition of the property 
at the death of the owner or refinancill9 of the aortgage. 

While offering elderly owners the ability to structure aortgage payaents 
to aeet their future incaae needs. with the optional benefit of acceleratad 
pav-ents fro. HUD should their needs increase. the progra. provides the 
elderly owner/seller with a federal guarantee that aortg8ge payaents 
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will be made and any unsued equity from the sale of their h.-e would 
be available to their heirs after their death. The arrange_nts offers 
the 'lovernaent a _ans of assistin'l in structuring the assets of frail 
elderly persons in a manner best suited to meet lon'l-tera care needs, 
thus avoidin'l a quick "spend-down" or transfer of assets to quslify for 
federal asslatance. The proqr_ is intended to permit the federal 
'loverllllent to assist both hoaeownership aaon'l low-incoae f_Uies and 
extended care amon'l the elderly at a fraction of the cost of available 
assistance proqraas. The proposal offers the additional benefit to federal 
policy of encoura'lln'l the most efficient use of the stock of existing 
housing. 

II. PROPOSAL 

A. 	 Mortga'le Insurance Authority 

1. 	 HUD would be authorized to insure aort'lages executed by local 
public a'lencies or non-profit or'lanizations on behalf of 
qualified elderly hoaeowners selling a personal residence 
to eli'lible low- and aoderate-incoae h.-ebuyers. 

2. 	 Mortqa'les insured under the proqr_ would be held jointly 
by HUD and the owner, as co-aortgaqees, with financing provided 
by the owner. 

3. 	 Mort'la'les insured under the pro'lr_ aay not involve a principal 
obli'lation in~x~e8S of the m~ximua dollar _ount established 
for single-family dwellings under Sec. 203(b)12) of the 
National Housing Act. 

4. 	 The local aqency or non-profit organization would structure 
the mortga'le and process applicationa for aort'lage insurance 
and ho_ownership asaistance under guidelines established 
in regulation by HUD. 

a. 	 Eli'lible local a'lencies would include housin'l authorities, 
offices on aqln'l, social services agencies or other 
a'lencies designated for purposes of the proqr_. 

b. 	 Eli'lible non-profit organizations would include 
qualified low-income housing or elderly advocacy 
organizations, sponaors of HUD-assisted elderly housin'l 
facilities or other organizationa with experience 
providing houaing-related assistance to elderly or 
low-ineoae persons or with HUD aort'lsge insurance 
proqrams. 

5. The a'lency or non-profit orqanization would act as the a'lent 
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of the elderlY hoaeownerlseller in negotiating the teras 
of a .ortgage to assure protection of the owner's financial 
interests, but would also-

a, 	 Seek to,prc.ote the interests of the hoaebuyer in obtaining 
the aost heneficial te~s possible under the aortgsge; 

b. 	 Counsel both the owner and the buyer of the financial, 
tax and other i~lications involved in the aortgage trans
action, as well as the possible benefits and disadvantages 
of various options and arranqeaents. 

6. 	 The agency or non-profit organization would reaain responsible 
for aonitorinq the aortgage agreeaent, would be responsible 
for disposition of the property in the event of a default 
and. under certain circu.atances, aay retain reaponsibility 
for collecting snd transferring pav-ent under the aortgage. 

7. 	 Where a property is in deteriorated condition and requires 
rehabilitation to aeat established standards. the Secretary 
would also be authorized to insure .ortgages executed by 
the public agency or non-profit organization, with teras 
structured by agreeaent with the elderly hoaeowner,where 
the agency or organizations intends to aake needed repairs 
to the property and then resale it to a qualified low-incc.e 
ho.ebuyer [a process siailar to that currently provided in 
the Sec. 235 prograa. in Sec. 235(j»). 

a. 	 The tera.. provided '.. , tual.t'1ed hc.ebuyer would be 
structured siailarly to the original te~s negotiated 
with the elderly owner. 

b. 	 Any additional pav-ents to be paid by the hoaebuyer to 
cover the cost of repair to the property would be incorpor
ated in the aortgage pav-ent and paid to the agency or 
non-profit organization, whic~ in tur~would aske pav-ent 
to the original owner in coapliance with the teras of 
the .ortgage. 

B. 	 Eligible Properties 

1. 	 Mortgsges insured under the prograa .ust be aecured by properties 
which are either single-feaily dwellings or condoainium units 
with an appraised sales price not exceeding 90 per cent of 
the aedian sales price for existing housing in the area, 
as deteralned by HUD. 

2. 	 Properties aust .eet standards established by HUD. or aust 
be capable of aeeting such stsndards at reasonable cost to 
qualified hoaebuyers. 
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3. 	 Properties must be owned outright by the owner. or have minimal 
outstanding liens that can be satisfied with the downpayment. 
HUD would be authorized to make payments to satisfy such liens 
where the Secretary: 

a. 	 Waives the requireaent of a downpayment by the buyer: 

b. 	 Deter.ines thet the amount of outstanding debt. after applIc
ation of the downpayment. is ainiaal; 

c. 	 Deteraines that the elderly hoaeowner requires the incoae 
froa the downpayment to pay for immediate housing or health
related expenses. 

Payments advanced by HUD to pay outstanding debt on a property 
would be recovered either by reduction in mortgage payments 
to the owner or upon later disposition of the property. 

4. 	 Owners of properties to be converyed with mortgages insured 
under the prograa aust: 

a. 	 Be at least 62 years of age; 

b. 	 Have been deterained to be functionally unable to perfora 
one or more basic activities of daily living (as determined 
under guidelines established for the CHSP program).I 

t 
c. 	 Require placeaent in a aore supportive residetial environaent 

[to include congregate housing fa~ilities, assisted living 
or supportive group living arrangements. and extended care 
facilities (but not skilled nursing facilities»). 

5. Priority among elderly property owners who apply for assistance

I under the program could be given to properties owned by persons: 

a. 	 At high risk of institutionalization. but not receiVing 
adequate supportive services in the home; 

b. 	 Who are without a spouse or iaaediate family to offer direct 
support or to help arrange personal and financial affairs; 

c. 	 Who have aultiple functional disabilities and are over 
15 years of age. 

D. 	 Eligible Homebuyers 

1. Individuals or fsailies qualified to purchase homes with mortgages
J assisted under the program aust have incoaes below 120 percent, 

of area median incoae and are deterained by HUD to be an acceptable 
risk for mortgage insurance purposes. 
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2. 	 Priority aaong eligible hoaebuyers would be given to individuals 
or faailies who are involuntarily displaced froa rental units 
due to converaions, who are first-time hoaebuyers, or who have 
not owned a hose in three years. 

E. 	 Teras of Sale 

1. 	 Total payaent due under the aortgage contract [the "amortized 
rate"] would be the aaortized value of the principal obligation 
over a 30-year tera at a rate of interest deterained by MUD 
to adequately reflect the mortgage aarket. 

2. 	 Actual payments under the mortgage would be negotiated between 
the property owner and the buyer, with adjustment either higher 
or lower than the amortized rate to .eat the needs of the owner, 
the buyer, or both parties. 

a. 	 Payments above the aaortized rate. either initially. at 
a later time or throughout the mortgage tera, would be 
peraitted where MUD deteraines: 

1). 	 The elderly owner requires higher inco.. than provided 
at the amortized rate; 

2). 	 The buyer is capable of paying higher payments: 

3). 	 Additional payments would be reflected in a reduced 
tera, lower subsequent payments or contributions to 
equity. 

b. 	 Payments below the amortized rate, either in the initially 
period of the aortgage or with a qraduatedd schedule over 
a longer period. could be provided to sccoaaodate the lower 
initial inco.. of younger buyers or to accoaaodate the 
need to make i ..ediate repairs to the property. 

3. 	 Participating public agencies and non-profit organizations 
would assist owners and buyers in structuring payment teras 
that will provide the greatest possible benefit to both the 
owner and the buyer, while seeking to protect the interests 
of both partiea. 

4. 	 The Secretary aay require downpayments as part of the teras 
of sale of insured properties, which would not exceed ~ percent 
of the purchase price, but aay waive this requirement, with 
the agreement of the owner, when the income of a potential 
hoaebuyer is below 80 percent of aedian inca.e, or where the 
property requires i..ediate and extensive repairs. 
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5. 	 The .artgage aay incl~de a five-year ban on resale or refinancing 
of a property converyed with an insured .ortgage without the 
consent of the owner/seller. 

6. 	 The .ortgage wo~ld be aasuaable upon resale by another qualified 
ho.eb~yer. 

7. 	 If the property is sold or refinanced at any ti.e in which 
the ~npaid balance of any pay.ents below the a.ortized rate 
re.ain o~tstanding. the a.o~nt of deferred par-enta. pl~s any 
intereat (so-called negstive a.ortlzation) would be added to 
the principal a.o~nt d~e on the property to the owner/seller. 

G. 	 Mortgage Processing and Closing Costs 

1. 	 The cost to local agencies and non-profit organizations of 
ad.inistering the proqra.. and any costs associated with .ortgagei 
preparation and processing. shall be rei.~rsed by HUD. under 

J quidelines p~blished in requlation. in an aaount not exceeding 
60 percent of total costs in~rred by such agency or organization. 

2. 	 Closing costs attributed to the seller (including assess.ent 
fees. inspections. possible realty fees. etc.) would be paid 
fro. the downpay.ent or other f~s of the owner. or .ay be 
paid by HUD and recovered in later payaents or ~pon disposition

i 	
of the property.j 

3. 	 Closing costs attri~ted to the buyer (including taxes. title 
fees. insurance. property inspections. etc.) would be puld 
by the b~yer. Participating local agencies or non-profit 
organizations co~ld provide assistance in .eeting s~ch costs. 

H. 	 Assistance to Ho.e~yers 

1. 	 MUD wo~ld be authorised to provide assistance to qualified 
ho.ebuyers under the progra. where the Secretary deter.ines 
that par-ents under the a.ortised rate. or ~nder any lower 
negotiated payaent schedule. sre excessive for the potential 
ho.eb~yer. 

2. 	 Assistance provided by HUD co~ld be .ade available under oneJ 
of two possible options: 

a. 	 The current Section 235 ho.eownership assistance proqra. 
(Sec. 235 provides direct payaenta to holders of .ortgages 
on behalf of qualified ho.ebuyers in an a.o~nt not exceeding 
the lesser of either a) the balance of total .onthly ho.eowner
ship costs (principal, interest. insurance. taxes • .ortgage 
ins~rance pre.iwa) after substraction of 20 percent of 
hoaebuyer's .onthly incoae. or b) the difference between 
payaents due ~er the .ortgage and an alternative payaent 
where the aortgage is calculated at an Interest rate of 
one percent.) 
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b. A specisl boaeownership assistance fund created for the 
purposes of the deaonstration prograa, under which: 

1). 	 Assistance would be provided when total hoaeownership 
costs (principal, interest, taxes, insurance. aortgage 
insurance preaiua) exceed 40 percent of the buyer's 
inc...e. 

2). 	 Assistance would consiat of euppleaental payaents 
to the elderly owner/seller on behalf of the hoaebuyer 
up to the aaount of the payaent due under the aortgage 
after application of 40 percent of the boaebuyer's 
aonthly inc..... 

3). 	 Assistance would be provided for 5 years and. with 
HUD's approval. could be renewed for an additional 
5 years. 

I. 	 AdVance Payments to Elderlv Owners 

1. 	 If after the sale of a property, the elderly owner should require 
additional incoae above the aaount provided in aonthly payaents 
under the aortgage to pay for increased eare or service costs, 
HUD would be authorized to advance payaents to the owner for 
such purpose, 

2. 	 The Secretary shall deteraine the level of additional payaents 
to be aade to the owner naceaaary to aeet regular coats of 
care or services, or to aeet any eaergeney needs of the owner. 

3. 	 Any payaents advancad to the owner would be recovered by HUD 
either in later payaents on the aortgage once the balance due 
the owner is exceeded. or upon disposition of the property 
upon resale or refinancing. 

J. 	 ~rtiage Pay!ents to Elderlv Owners 

1. 	 The portion of all payaents received by Elderly owners that 
representa interest on the aortgSge (and that portion of any 
additional payaents advanced by HUD representing interest) 
would be considered ineoae to the owner and would be taxable 
under appropriate provisions of the IRS Code. 

2. 	 The owner's reaaining equity in the ho.e, represented by future 
payaents on the aortgage debt. would not be counted as an 
asset for purposes of deteraining eUgibi 11 ty for assi.stance 
under HUD prograas snd. to the extent provided in agree.ents 
with other federal agencies. for eligibility for assistance 
under othar federal prograas. 
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3. 	 The a.ount of any payaent negotiated under an insured aortgage 
could not be reduced below the a.ortized rate to a level that 
would qualify the owner, through such reduction in potential 
incaae from the sale, for benefits under ~icaid. SSI or 
a state incoee assistance program. 

K. 	 Property DispOsition 

1. 	 In tbe event of the death of the elderly homeowner, HUD would 
be authorized to: 

a. 	 Continue to hold the mortgage and to permit payments under 
the aortgage to continue to be made to the owner's heirs. 

b. 	 To sell the aortgage, with continued payments being .ade 
to the owner's heirs. 

I, 
j 

c. 	 To permit the buyer to refinance the mortgsge, with theJ 
\ 	 outstanding balance, after adjusteent, paid to the owner's 

heirs. 

2. 	 HUD would be authorized to recover any funds advanced to the 
elderly owner, or paid on behalf of the owner at the time 
of the sale of the property, before any continued monthly 
payments, or a lump-au. settlement of the mortgage, would 
be paid to the owner's heirs. 

3. 	 If the owner designates no heirs, or no heirs can be identified, 
then HUD, as co-mortgagee, would be entitled to continue receiving 
payment under the aortgage. 

J, L. Progra. Implementation 

1. 	 The progra. is intended as a three-year deaonstration of: 

a. 	 The potential benefits for both buyer and seller of mutual 
benefit aortgaqe arrangements. 

1 b. The potential savings possible under mutual benefit mortgage 
arrangements in comparison to assistance provided in other 
forms ~o low-income homebuyers and physically-impaired 
elderly persons. 

2. 	 The HUD Secretary would be authorized to insure up to 1000 
mutual benefit mortgages under the program in any fiscal year.

i 
3. 	 The Secretary would have discretion as to the ..nner in whichI 

assistance would be made available under the demonstration,
! providing such assistance either:f 

I 
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a. 	 Throu9h agencies and non-profit or9anizations located 
in .atropolitan areas throu9hout the nation selected by 
MUD on the basis of coapetitive application. 

b. 	 Throu9h agencies and non-profit or9anizationa located 
broadly throu9hout not leaa than five states selected 
by MUD as approprIate for the purposes of the progTaB. 

4. 	 MUD would be requIred to publiah proposed regulations for 
the progrea within aix Bontha after the date of enact.ant. 
Yinal rules would be published within nine Bontha of enact.ent. 

5. 	 MUD would be required to BU~it to Con9ress. at the b&ginnin9 
of the fiscal year followin9 the date of enactaent. a report 
describinq the actions undertaken by the Departaent to eatablish 
the deaonstration pr09rea. the rationale for the aethod selected 
to provide asaistance under the progrea, and all actions 
to be undertaken to provide public notice of the availability 
of asaistance under the proqrea. 

6. 	 MUD would be required to sullelt annual reports durlnq the 
deaonatration period providinq Inforaation r&gardinq: 

a. 	 The nUBber and types of aort9age arrangeaents Insured; 

b. 	 The eaount of hoaeownership asaistance provided; 

c. 	 Asaeaaaenta of the savin9a realized by both elderly owners 
and low-incose hoaebuyers under autual benefit aort9age 
arrangeaenta. 

d. 	 Eatiaates of the benefit of autual benefit aort9age 
arranqeaents in proaotinq hoaeownership eaonq younger 
low-inco.. feailies; and 

e. 	 Assessaent of potential long-tera aavin9s to federal 
aasaitance pr09reaa for the elderly. 

7. 	 Upon the concluaion of t~e deaonatration, MUD would be required 
to continue aonitorin9 aortgage agreeaenta under the proqraa 
and to provide periodic reports to Con9ress. 

The principal coata to the federel 90vernaent under the propoaed 
deaonatration proqra. can be au.aarized aa follows: 

A. 	 Hoaeownerhip aaaiatance provided to qualified hoaebuyers (in aBOunts 
intended to aake up the difference between 40 percent of the hoae
buyer's incoae and the n&gotiated payaent on the aortgage). 
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B. 	 Payaents advanced to Elderly owners in need of additional inco.e 
above the ..ount provided in par-ents under the aortgage fr~ 
future payaents under the aortgage (this would involve the cost 
of carrying any advance par-ents .ade. or any fee par-ents .ade 
at the ti.. of the loan closinq. until they are recovered in later 
par-ents on the .ortgage or upon disposition of the property). 

I c. Reiaburse.ant of eligible ad.inistrative expenses of participating 
local aqencies and non-profit organizations (up to 60 percent 
of such costs).i 

D. 	 Ad.inistrative costs associated with issuance of federal aortgage 
insurance (not offset by .artgag8 insurance pre.iuas) and with 
general proqra. ad.inistration and oversight.

!, 
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PART V. RENTAL HOUSING VOUCHER PROGW CIIAlfGES 

I. PURPOSE 

The proposal would expand and restructure the current HUn rental housing 
voucher program to improve allocation of rental subsidy assistance to qualified 
elderly renters and to alsilt the elderly in uling such alsistance to obtain 
housing that is both adequate and appropriate to their needs. The proposal is 
intended to address the principal concernl of advocates for the elderly that 
the current rental voucher prograa 1s oriented principally toward younger 
househOlds. that it provides little incentive to expand the stock of affordable 
rental housing or to make needed improvements in existing units, and that it 
offers little help to older, less mobile persons in finding housing that i. 
both more affordable and more suitable to their needs. 

Major changes in the current rental voucher prograa would include a 
doubling of the number of "free standing" vouchers available to assilt low
income renters each year, a specific set-aside of assistance for elderly 
persons and joint administration and allocation of voucher assistance set-aside 
for elderly households by public housing agencies and Area Agencies on Aging. 

II. PROPOSALS 

A. 	 The proposal authorizel an expanded houling voucher assistance 
program that would provide at lelst 100,000 new uncommitted, or 
"free standing" rental housing vouchers annuilly to qualified low
income households. 

1. 	 The authorization would not include vouchers allocated by the 
HUD Secretary for special purposes, including displacement 
assistance, subsidy replacement. demonstration prograas and 
other uses established by Congress or the Secretary. 

2. 	 Rental vouchers provided under the program would have a term of 
five years and could he renewed upon application to BUD. 

3. 	 Rental voucher payments would be adjusted annually to reflect 
increases in general rental costs. 

8. 	 Of the totll aaount of new uncommitted rental vouchers authorized in 
any fiscal year. not less than 40 percent would be reserved for 
Issistance to elderly individuals or to households headed by persons 
over age 62 [This is approximately the level of rental assistance 
currently received by elderly persons and households under current 
HUD prograa.). 

1. 	 The set-aside of rental vouchers for elderly households would 
apply to regional and local allocations of vouchers as well as 
to the 
limited 

national program {although the Secretary would have 
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'I autbority to adjust allocations among areas witb unusually bigh 
t or low concentrations of eligible elderly bousebolds).i 

r 	 2. Regional and local allocation of vouchers. including tbe amounts 
set aside for elderly assistance. would not include projectI 	 based voucbers allocated directly by HUD to individual bousing

J 	 facilities as part ot special project development programs or 
demonstration programs. or for replacement of expiring rental 
subsidy contracts. 

c. 	 Tbe rental voucbers set aside to assist elderly bouseholds in eacb 
locality would be jointly administered by public bousing agencies 
and Area Agencies on Aging, or where sucb agencies do not exist byJ 	 equivalent local agencies designated for tbis purpose.

t 
1. 	 Public housing agencies would continue to exercise general

~ responsibility locally tor tbe administration of bousing voucher 
i programs and for processing all documentation with BUD. 

2. 	 Witb regard to voucbers set aside to assist the elderly, 
bowever, public housing agencies would cooperate witb area 
agencies in providing information, placement and otber 
assistance necessary to assure tbat elderly persons receive 
appropriate bousing assistance under tbe program. Specific 
areas of responsibility retained by public bousing agencies in 
tbis regard would include: 

a. 	 Maintaining a list of available low-rent bousing suitable 
tor occupancy by older persons. witb information indicating 
any special features or available services appropriate for 
older persons. 

b. 	 Providing inspections of available rental properties and 
periodic inspections of properties occupied by assisted 
tenants to assure program compliance by property owners. 

c. 	 Processing applications for assistance (or renewals I and all 
other required documentation witb HUD area offices. 

3. 	 Area Agencies on Aging would assist in tbe administration of 
rental voucber assistance reserved for elderly housebolds 
tbrougb tbe following activities: 

t 
a. providing initial interviews witb elderly persons applying 

tor assistance, assisting in tbe preparation of applications 
for assistance. submission of necessary income verification 
information and providing general counseling to potential

f applicants regarding bousing assistance and related service,S 
I available witbin tbe area. 

! b. providing assessments of the pbysical capabilities of 
J, elderly applicants and any required structural or supportive 
t service require.ent •• 
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c. 	 Recommending placement of elderly applicants in the most 
suitable units available to accoaaodate special housing or 
service requirements. 

d. 	 Maintaining waiting list of eligible elderly applicants 
organized by housing need and priority las permitted by HUD) 
to assure timely and proper placement when vacancies occur. 

4. 	 Staff of local Area Agencies would exercise such 
responsibilities as consultants to the local ~ublic housing 
agencies and as representatives of elderly clients applying for 
assistance. While public housing authorities retain local 
authority for overall administration of the program, they would 
be obligated, to the extent possible, to accept recommendations 
of area agency staff in matters relating to priorities for 
assistance, housing placement, service requirements and other 
recommendations relating to elderly applicants. 

5. 	 ActiVities undertaken by area agencies involving voucher 
assistance would be part of broader agency programs providing 
housing information and assistance to older perSOns in the 
community. 

a. 	 Procedures for authorizing area agencies to provide services 
under the program, and to receive reimbursement for such 
services, would be established in regulation by the 
Secretary in consultation with the Secretary of HHS. 

b. 	 The Secretary would provide for training and technical 
assistance in BUD programs and procedures for participating 
Area Agency staff. 

6. 	 The Secretary would establish in regulation a method of dividing 
fee payments for the administration of voucher assistance for 
elderly households between the two participating agencies. 

D. 	 The rental voucher program would continue to give priority for 
assistance to persons with incomes below 50 percent of area median 
income. However, in allocating assistance set aside for elderly 
households within this priority. additional priority would be given 
to persons with multiple functional disabilities that inhibit 
performance of daily activities and to persons who live alone with 
limited assistance or support of family or friends. 

E. 	 Housing considered appropriate for elderly persons assisted under 
the program would be units determined to be safe and well maintained 
and which provide appropriate access and security for older persons. 

1. 	 Such units would include single-family dwellings or separate 
parts of single-family dwellings, multi-unit rental facilities, 
group housing or shared housing arrangements, single room 
occupancy hotels and other units considered appropriate by 
public housing agencies. 
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f 2. 	 Eligible units would include units in federally-assisted housing 
projects not subject to rent assistance contracts (e.g., SectionI 	 231, 22l(d) projects, etc.) or unassisted units in projects

t 	 receiving limited assistance under rent subsidy contracts (e.g.,
! Sec. 236 projects). 

J III. PROGRAM COSTS 

I 
Estimated costs of providing an expanded rental bousing voucher program 

of 100,000 vouchers annually would be approximately twice the cost of RUD's 
current program providing approximately 50,000 vouchers in the current fiscal 
year. 

The average amount of assistance provided with each voucber has been 
I 	 estimated for the current fiscal year as $4.100 per year (S20,500 over the five

year contract period). Current year costs of providing 50,000 vouchers for the 
five-year contract period amount to Sl.025 billion. At current year estimates,f the proposed 100,000 voucher program would cost approximately $410 million per 
year, or $2.050 billion for the five-year contract period. 

Administrative fees paid to public housing agencies and. under the 
proposal to Area Agencies on Aging, would also be twice the $25 million 
appropriated annually for administration of the voucher program, or roughly $50I 	 million each year ($250 million during the five-year contract period). 

~ 
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PUT VI. mOD OF THE SECTIOIf 202 HOUSIJlG PROOlAK 

I. PURPOSE 

The Section 202 housing program for the elderly and handicapped has been 
the federal governaent's most successful housing initiative. It has provided 
approxiaately 350,000 units of decent and affordable housing for low-income 
elderly and handicapped persons in more than 3000 projects located in all 
parts of the country. The program has experienced only one default in the 
nearly thirty years since in inception in 1959 and has few projects in 
serious financial difficulty. 

As the federal governaent's only remaining major housing construction 
program, the Section 202 program has come under increasing criticisa as being 
too costly in its provision of both construction financing and costly rental 
subsidies. Federal cost containaent requireaents have made the housing 
provided under the prograa increasingly unattractive to potential residents 
and federal regulation has made projects burdensome to adainister. The need 
for basic change. in this iaportant housing program is generally recognized. 

A. currently structured, the SectiOn 202 prograa involves a costly and 
duplicative financing mechanism through which HUD extends to project sponsors 
a conventional, aaortized loan for the full development cost of a project, 
then pays off the full principal and interest payments with Section 8 
subsidies. In essence, BUD is both 3aking the loan for a project and paying 
itself back. This redundant payment scheae absorbs a significant amount of 
budget authority in BUD's budget in the year it authorizes a project and then 
requires unnecessarily high annual expenditures (and Treasury borrowing) to 
provide Section 8 subsidies over twenty years. 

BUD has never attempted to address this financing problem directly. 
Instead, it has sought to cut costs for the Section lOl program by such means 
as reducing the size of units and the quality of project construction, 
manipulating rent schedules and annual rent increases, under funding project 
operations and reserves and attempting to sell project mortgages. While 
reducing costs slightly, these actions have undermined the financial 
viability of many projects, reduced resident satisfaction and threatened the 
long-term availability of valuable housing assets for low-income elderly and 
handicapped households. 

The proposal would continue to provide eligible housing sponsors with 
development financing in the form of direct BUD loans. but under 
significantly altered terms. Payment on the ioan would be deferred for 
twenty years, after which it would either be repayable with interest to the 
government or forgiven over an additional twenty-year period in which the 
sponsor agrees to continue serving low-income elderly and handicapped 
persons. There would no longer be need for the sizeable Section 8 payments, 
since rental charges would not reflect the aajor co.t of debt financing 
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t 	 (which is often as auch as 7S percent of Section 8 payments made to Section 
202 projects). Instead, BUD would provide operating deficit payments, where 
necessary, to cover the difference hetween rent payments (which would 
continue to he 30 percent of incoae) and a significantly reduced unit rent 
hased on project operating costs. This would represent a suhstantial savings 
annually froa what would otherwise have heen required to pay Section 8 
subsidies over twenty years. 

The reform proposal is also designed to address the design and operating 
problems that have plagued Section 202 projects in recent years, encouraging 
aore innovation in design and services, as well as providing increased 
aanagement flexibility. It also proposes to reduce federal expenditures by 
encouraging cost-reduction activities and greater cost sharing by state and 
local agencies and charitable organiZations. by providing increased emphasis 
on housing rehabilitation and hy encouraging greater financial involveaent by 
potential project sponsors. 

The proposal continues the current orientation of the Section 202 program 
of providing housing for elderly persons who are capahle of living 
independently and of assisting only non-profit housing sponsors. It also 
continues the current priority of serving prinCipally very-low-income elderly 
and handicapped persons. 

II. PROPOSALS 
A. 	 Proiect Financing 

j 1. 	 The BUD Secretary would be authorized to enter into contracts , 	 with qualified non-profit housing sponsors to provide 
construction financing assistance in the form of deferred-payment 
loans for approved project development costs. Such costs would 
not included funding for costs attributed to other financing 
sources in the project application (see helow, Project 
Selection). 

2. 	 Loans for project financing would he for a term of 20 years, 
during which no payment would be required of the housing sponsor. 

3. 	 At the expiration of the 20-year term. the Secretary would he 
authorized to forgive 1/20th of the outstanding balance of the 
loan fo~ every year in which the sponsor agrees to maintain the 
project for use by low-incoae elderly and handicapped persons and 
to continue ~ther contract agreements required by the Secretary. 
The debt would be forgiven in its entirety at the end of 40 
years. 

4. 	 If after the expiration of the 20-year term of the loan a sponsor 
chooses to repay the loan and convert the project to other uses 
other than rental housing for low-income elderly and handicapped 
persons. the sponsor would be required to pay to BUD an amount 
equal to the full amortized value of the outstanding halance of 
the loan, plus "negative" amortization on interest on deferred 
debt payments. 
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B. 	 Operatina Budaet and Unit Rents 

1. 	 The Secretary would be required to approve an initial annual 
operating budget for each project assisted under the progr ... 

2. 	 The annual operating budget would incorporate all Hnecessary and 
reasonable" costs of operating and maintain a project, including 
contributions to operating and replacement reserves. 

3. 	 Unit rents would be established for each project on the basis of 
a proportional distribution of annual operating costs among all 
units, Adjustments would be made, as currently, for larger units 
or for any units having special service features. 

4. 	 Unit rents would he adjusted annually to reflect the most recent 
data available on rents and operating costs in the market area. 
In approving rent increases, the Secretary would also consider 
the level of increase generally anticipated in the incomes of 
qualified elderly residents. 

C. 	 Tenant Rent Payments and Excess Revenue 

1. 	 Eligible residents of a project would continue to pay 30 percent 
of adjusted income for rent as currently required. 

2. 	 Rent payments by tenants that exceed the unit rent (as determined 
on a per unit allocation of the operating budget) would be 
retained by the project sponsor for the purpose of: 

a. 	 Offsetting deficits elsewhere in the project (other unit 
rents, vacancies, unanticipated costs, etc.), or 

b. 	 Funding additional operations or replacement reserves as 
permitted by the Secretary. 

3. 	 In projects where total rent payments consistently exceed the 
project's operating budget, particularly as a result of cost
efficient management, the Secretary could waive the 30 percent 
income-to-rent requirement for tenant rent payments to permit 
lower rent payments by residents of the project. 

D. 	 Operating Deficit Assistance 

1. 	 The Secretary would be authorized to enter into contracts with 
project sponsors to provide operating deficit payments to 
projects in which total rent payments are insufficient to aeet 
annual operating costs, and the resulting deficit is not aade up 
by other sources of revenue (see below, Project Selection). 

a. 	 The amount of operating deficit assistance would be 
determined by the Secretary and would be attributable. on a 
per unit basi.. to unit. occupied by tenants income incoaes 
belOW SO percent of area aedian income. 
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b. 	 The Secretary would bave tbe option of providing additional 
operating deficit assistance for units occupied by personl 
witb incomel between 50 percent and 80 percent of median 
income for projectl in areas determined by tbe Secretary to 
be bigb COlt areas or wbicb bave very low area median income. 

} 	
or wbere warranted by overall project financel. 

c. 	 Tbe total amount of deficit alliltance provided could not 
exceed tbe anticipated operating deficit for tbe year. 

d. Operating deficit payment contracts would be renewed annuallyf and may conlilt. at tbe Secretary'l discretion, of payment I 
i made eitber on an annual, periodic or montbly basis.
i 
t 	 2. For projectl experiencing ainiaal operating deficits. tbe 
i 	 Secretary aay, in lieu of providing sublidy paymentl. permit 

admilsion to tbe project of elderly or bandicapped perlons witb 
incomes between 80 percent and 110 percent of median income,j 	 capable of paying market rate rents establisbed by tbe Secretary. 

! 

a. 	 Eligible residents must be determined to required tbe 
services or amenitiel provided in tbe project to maintain an 
independent life-style. 

b. 	 Admission of tenants in tbis income category could not exceed 
10 percent of tbe total units in a project. 

E. 	 Tenant Eligibility and Admissions 

1. 	 Eligible resident I of an assisted project must bave ~djulted 
incomel below 80 percent of area median income, except wbere 
otberwise permitted by tbe Secretary (lee above Sec. D (2)). 

2. 	 Hot leIS tban 70 percent of tbe total number of units in a 
project would be occupied by persons witb incomes below 50 
percent of area median income. 

3. 	 The Secretary would be required to encourage admission of a 
larger proportion of very-low-income residents by making 
available sufficient operating deficit aSlistance to cover all 
units occupied by such residents, up to 100 percent of tbe total 
units in a project. 

4. 	 Additional priority in admission of income-eligible elderly and 
handicapped persons would be provided to: 

a. 	 Persons witb multiple functional dilabilities who require tbe 
services available in tbe facility to maintain an independent 
living style; or 

b. 	 Persons living alone with little or no public assistance or 
informal support from family or friends. 
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F. 	 Project Size and Desian 

1. 	 Application for assistance would be made by eligible sponsors for 
a specific number of units considered appropriate to accoaaodate 
the potential resident population identified in a market survey 
(but not more than the total units assigned under the progra. for 
the market area). Distinctions would be aade in an application 
between single-occupancy and double-occupancy units (instead of 
the current designation among efficiency, one-bedroom and two
bedroom units). 

2. 	 BUD would establish an overall size liaitation for a selected 
project based on the approved number of single-occupancy and 
double-occupancy units, plus coaaon space a.ounting to 10 percent 
of the total proposed floor space of a project. 

3. 	 BUD would also establish overall cost liaitations for the project 
based upon per unit construction or rehabilitation costs for the 
area attributable to single-occupancy and double-occupancy units 
and aultiplied by the total number of approved units. 

4. 	 Within the broad size and cost limitations established by BUD, 
the project sponsor would have flexibility to adjust the style or 
size of units included in the project as deterained desirable to 
potential residents in a aarket survey, except that all units 
approved double occupancy aust be one-bedroom units. If 
determined to improve aarketability, the sponsor could provide 
increased nu~bers of efficiency units, one-bedroom units or 
intermediate-size units. Additional coaaon space above the 10 
percent level could also be provided by reducing the size of all 
or some units or, alternatively, a sponsor could seek to enlarge 
all or some units by reducing coaaon space. 

5. 	 The Secretary would encourage innovative and attractive design 
and allocation of space, except that such design aust incorporate 
special construction design and service features required by the 
Secretary as necessary to meet the needs of the elderly and 
handicapped and must not incorporate elaborate or extravagant 
design features or materials. 

6. 	 Tbe Secretary would also be required to encourage construction or 
rehabilitation in accordance with life-cycle, cost-effective 
energy conservation performance standards established by the 
Secretary to ensure the lowest total development and operating 
costs over the estimated life of the facility. 

G. 	 Project Cost Limitations 

1. 	 In estimating unit cost limitations to determine overall cost 
limits for a project to be developed under the program, the 
Secretary would take into consideration: 

a. 	 The special design, construction and operating features 
required to be incorporated in housing for elderly and 
handicapped tenants. 54 
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b. 	 1 reasonable estimate of the necessary costs of designing. 
developing and maintaining a project in the market area. 

c. 	 fte cost of meeting energy conservation perforllancestandards 
required by the Secretary. 

2. 	 Unit cost lillitations established for projects serving elderly 
and handicapped households would be distinct from unit cost 
deterllinations applicable to other types of housing assisted by 
BUD. 

3. 	 fte Secretary would be required to adjust unit cost limitations 
establi.hed for the prograll not less than annually. to reflect 
change. in the general level of construction costs as measured by 
a recognized national index of con.truction costs [Boeckh's 
Index, Dodge Construction Index, etc.] selected by the Secretary 
for this purpose, or by a broad index of national construction 
costs e.tabli.hed by the Secretary for this purpose. 

B. 	 Project Selection 

1. 	 In selecting froll among- eligible project applications, the 
Secretary would give priority to project proposals incorporating 
one or more of the following cost-containment features. 

a. 	 Proposals to provide housing through rehabilitation of 
existing structures where the Secretary determines that 
prograll standards can be achieved through-rehabilitation at 
lower cost than new construction. 

b. 	 Proposals that elillinate or significantly reduce the cost of 
land acquisition for a project either by lIeans of donations 
of land, purchases at substantially below market value. or by 
long-term lease either from a public agency or from private 
owners under "incentive" zoning arrangements required by 
public agencies. 

1). 	loy land provided or obtained lIust be deeded outright to 
the project sponsor. or in the case of a public agency, 
may be leased at no cost or lIinimal cost to the sponsor 
for a term of not less than 40 years. 

2). 	Land lIade available under incentive zoning arrangements. 
under which developers convey use of a property for low
income housing. must be leased to the sponsor at no cost 
for a terll of not less than SO years. 

c. 	 Proposals to provide a rental subsidy fund. with finanCing 
provided either by the sponsor. state or local programs or 
other charitable sources, or a combination of such sources. 
to assist rent payments (up to the unit rents) of low income 
residents in a project. Subsidy commitllents would be for a 
minimum proportion of units and for a duration which the 
Secretary would establish in regulation. 
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d. 	 Proposals that provide grants or other assistance to the 
sponsor from public agencies, foundations or other charitable 
sources to fund project development costs (including project 
planning, design, site preparation, legal fees, etc.) which 
the Secretary determines are sufficient to reduce federal 
long term financing and deficit subsidy costs for the 
project. 

e. 	 Proposals involving commitment of funds and services by the 
sponsor, other charitable sources or public programs to 
provide a program of services within the project for the 
benefit of low-income residents. 

1) 	 Services provided must be in addition to those required 
to be incorporated in the structure and routine operation 
of the project. 

2) 	 Services may include transportation, recreation, 
housekeeping, meals, personal care or other services that 
may be required by residents either on a temporary or a 
continuing basis. 

3) 	 Commitments of funding and in-kind services must be 
sufficient to meet minimal requirements for such services 
(both in terms of amount and duration) established by the 
Secretary. 

2. 	 All applications for assistance would have to incorporate at 
least one cost-reduction feature in the project proposal to 
be considered for assistance under the program. Highest 
priority would be given to project proposals incorporating 
more than one cost-reduction feature. 

3. 	 Cost reduction priorities would not replace existing 
priorities for the Section 202 program established by 
Congress or the Secretary. 

4. 	 The Secretary could waive the requirement of incorporating 
cost-containment features in areas with significant demand 
for low-cost rental housing, which have been underserved by 
the Section 202 program in the past or which the Secretary 
determines to have limited public or charitable sources of 
assistance. 

III. PROGRAM SIZE AND COST 

The program envisioned by the proposal would be approximately the same 
size as the current Section 202 program in terms of providing 12,000 units,of 
specially designed housing for relatively independent low-income elderly and 
handicapped persons. 
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Given the cost-reduction and cost-sharing incentives in the proposal. it 
is likely that annual budget authority tor the program would be considerably 
below the $592.661.000 provided tor Section 202 in current year 
appropriations. A conservative estimate of the potential savings in long
term construction financing under the proposal would be from 15 percent-20 
percent of current budget authority, amounting to between S90 million-$120 
million annually. The actual level of program savings. however. would depend 
upon decisions to be made by potential project sponsors and the general 
availability of non-federal resources. 

Considerable savings would also be realized in the change from Section 8 
subsidies to deficit assistance payments. Deficit assistance payments would 
apply only to units occupied by residents with very-low incomes (except where 
otherwise permitted by HUD) and would only cover the difference between what 
the tenant pays 130 percent of income) and an operating unit rent. which in 
many instances would be 25-30 percent of the level of rents subsidized with 
Section 8 payments. 

Deficit assistance payments could reduce per unit subsidy costs from the 
current average Section 8 payment in Section 202 projects of $556.50 per 
month ($6,678 per year) to as little as SlOO-$150 per month ISl,200-$1.800 
per year) for very low income tenants, with payments declining substantially 
as resident adjusted income exceeds $5,000 a year. 

On this basis. it is possible to project expenditures for subsidy 
assistance as approximately $16 million per year for the entire program, and 
$320 million during the twenty-year contract period. This represents a 
substantial reduction in cost from the S80 million in Section 8 subsidies 
provided each year under current Section 202 contracts, which amounts to $1.6 
billion in total expenditure over the twenty-year contract period. 

The proposal is designed to produce overall savings under the Section 202 
program of approximately $1 billion in combined financing and rental subsidy 
assistance over the twenty-year contract term ot the prograa. This level of 
projected .aving. a••ume. that the Trea.ury will absorb a large portion of 
the construction financing provided under the program to projects which 
maintain the low-income character of the project for the full 40-year 
period. The proposal has the additional benefit of providing relatively low 
.ubsidy a••i.tance payments that would be less co.tly to continue after the 
expiration of the twenty-year initial contract period than the sizeable cost 
that will be required to replace Section 8 contracts under the current 
Section 202 program that will begin to expire in the mid-1990•• 
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PART VII. EXPIRING SECTION 6 SUBSIDY CONTRACTS IN NON-PROFIT HOUSING 

FACILITIES FOR THE ELDERLY AND HANDICAPPED 

I. PURPOSE 

1'0 p...ovide fo... the ...enewal of expi ... i1>9 Section 6 ...ental assistance 
cont...acts in non-p...ofit sponso...ed facilities fo... elde... ly and handicapped 
pe... sons in o...de... to p...ese...ve such housill9 fo... use by low and ....de...ate 
incOlle ...esidents. The p...oposal p...ovides diffe... ill9 ...enewal app...oaches 
for olde... and neWer (post-1914) facilities based on the .....ked diffe...ence 
in their subsidy a ......anqe_nts with HUD. For the fo.--.... the app...oach 
is one of .Ini.izinq potential cost to the fede.... l qove~nt of contlnui1>9 
assistance while provldi1>9 additional fundinq to help uP9rade facilities 
in need of ...epal.... For newer p ...oject.. the p ...opos.l .tt..pts to .eet 
the substantial potenti.l cost of renewinq subsidy cont...acts in a .anner 
deslqned to .lni.Ize lonq te.... fede...al expendltu...es and bo......owinq costs. 

II. ~ 

It is unlikely that Conqress will authorize sufficient fundinq to 
extend all expi ... lnq Section 6 ...ent subsidy contr.ct. in thei ... cu...rent 
fo..... To do 90 would be to add siqnificantly to the aJIOunt Conq...e •• 
bo...r,;.,.." annually to fund qove...naent ope...ations. One alte...native would 
be to continue the current adainist...ation·. policy of al10winq cont ...act. 
to expire. offe... inq five-yea... housi1>9 vouche.... whe.... nece••ary and as 
available. The app...oach is clearly the least co.tly option fo... the 
Treasu...y and ..y p...ovide sufficient fund.. in the .ho...t te..... fo... s_ 
olde... Sec. 236 and Sec. 202 p...ojects whe...e the loan ...ate. a ...e low. whe...e 
only • po...tion of the units we...e .ctually .ub.idhed and whe...e ~.....ket 
rate" ...ente...s had been pe.... itted. Howeve.... this .pp...oach would be clea... lY 
inadequat& for newe... project. that are he.vily depeadent on Section 
6 .ub.idie•. 

The fin.nci.l and tax incentive. p ...oposed in H.R. 4 to encou...aqe 
_ .... of a ••i.ted p ...oject. to ret.in unit. fo... low-incoae u.e cle....ly 
iapractic.l fo... non-profit .ponso.... of Sec. 202 elde...ly pro~ta. The 
financi.l incentives P...oposed a ...e wholly inadequ.te to repl.ce the cu... rent 
rent.l sub.ldie.. while the tax c ...edit. and othe... tax incentive. c.nnot 
be used by non-profits (since syndication of a P...ope...ty i. p...ohibited 
under Sec. 202). 

Non-profit projects ...equire sose fo.... of continued sub.idy to pe....lt 
continued ope....tlon fo... low incoae tenant. beyond the 2O-year coaai"-nt· 
pe... iod. Sc.e project...y ...equi ...e additional ...i.t__ (0... defer.... l 
of loan ...epayeents) to pe....lt repair. needed to _Iataln the prope...ty 
in .ound condition. 
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Ill. PROPOSALS 

A. Expiring Sec. 8 Contracts in Older Elderly Housing Projects 

1. 	 Assistance would apply to explnng Section 8 rental assistance 
(conversion) contracts in older Section 202 and Section 236 
projects which hold loan contracts or mortgage subsidy contracts 
at low interest rates (Sec. 202, 3~-3.5~; Sec. 236, subsidized 
to l~). have a limited proportion of renters paying "market" 
rents, and have a fixed percentage of units receivinq Section 
8 rental assistance. 

2. 	 With respect to such projects, the Secretary would be required 
to provide rental housinq vouchers for each unit subsidized 
under existIng contract aqreesents. 

3. 	 Such vouchers would be assiqned to the project, not to individual 
tenants, for a ters of five years, and would be renewable at 
the owners request and continued eli9ibility of the project 

, 	 for ten additional years. The vouchers assi9ned to the project, 
and any renewals, would not be included in the rental voucherj allocation set-aside for elderly assistance for the market 
area in which the project is included (see Housing Voucher 
proposala, Part VI). 

4. 	 The Secretary would also be required to provide additional 
assistance to qualified projects experiencing lon9-ter. operatinq 
deficits that are not corrected with the assistance provided 
by rental vouchers, or those in serious need of structural 
repair or isproveaent. Such assistance say be provided through 
any of the followin9 actions, or any coabinations of actions: 

:. 	 Provide operatill9 deficit •••tstance under Sec~ 201 of 
1918 Housin9 and Co..unity Developaent Act Aaendments, 
provtdin9 operating deficit assistance for "troubled" 
·mul~if..ily rental project. (Sec. 202 eliqibility for 
such assiptance would be provided in miscellaneous elderly 
housing ...ndaents. Part III). 

b. 	 Assign eddttional housing vouchers to the project beyond 
those required to replace units under existing contracts. 
The Secretarv would be authorized to provide such assistance 
on an annual basis, for periods of less than five years. 

c. 	 Defer all or a portion of a project's annual mortgage 
pa-r-ent, wher. project .artg..,..s are held by HUD (principallv 
Sec. 202 projects). 
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d. 	 Perait projects with units occupied by tenants paying .arket 
rate rents to retain the ~excess revenue- fro. such rent 
pav-ents above the ba.e rent for units (rather than returning 
this aaount to HUD). 

S. 	 To qualify for auch a•• istance. and to reaain eligible for such 
assistance, project sponsor••ust aqree to _lntain the low
and ~erate-inco.e character of the project. continuing to 
serve all existing residenta and agreeinq to retain the .. ix 
IUIOnq eligible tenant incoae groups that had been provided 
in prior contract agr....nt•. 

B. 	 Expiring Sec. 8 Contracts in Post-1974 Sec. 202 Projects 

1. 	 Assi.tance would apply to expirinq Section 8 rental assistance 
contracts for projects approved by the Secretary under the 
revi.ed Sec. 202 proqraa (post 1974) in which all project units 
are sssiated with Section 8 assistance. 

2. 	 With respect to such projects, the Secretary would be required. 
upon appropriate appllcation by project sponsors, to forgive 
debt repayaents on the inaured _rtgage loan for any year in 
whicb s sponsor aqr_s to ..lntsln the project for use by low-
and ~erate-i_ tenants. The a.ount to be forgiven 
aNlually would be equal to 1120 of the outstandinq balance 
of the _rtgage at the ti.. of application. 

3. 	 The Secretary would be further required to contract wi tb such 
sponsors to provide, in place of the full Section 8 subsidy 
(which covered debt repayaeftt in sddition to _st operating 
_intenance and reserve costs) an operatinq subaidy representing 
the difference be~ resident rent payaenta (30. of inco.. 

•as provided in Section 8) end a _Uer -operatinq- rent for 
the unit. 

a. 	 . OpeMitinv renta would be estabUsbed for esch unl t by the 
Secretary upon approval of an _1 aperatinq budget 
s~itted by the project. 

b. 	 For projects with contracts dated prior to October 1. 1981. 
the Secretary would continue to perait residence by eligible 
tsnants capable of P4lyinv _rket rents. which would be 
estabU.hed by the Secretary. The -.at of operating 
deficit payaents provided to the project would be reduced 
by any excess reveDUe fre. such rent P4lYII8Dts above the 
operatinv rent attributable to the ~lts. ' 
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c. 	 OperatinlJ bvdlJet deficit pav-nta would continue to be 
paid for any year In which a project'a aortlJalJe debt 
payaent. are forlJiven by the Secretary. 

4. 	 To qualify for a••i.tance. and to reaain elilJible for a••i.tance. 
4 project sponsor aust alJrae to aaintain the low- and aoderate
incoae character of tha project by contimdnq to .erve all 
existinq re.identa In the project and to aalntain the s.... 
aix a.onq elilJible tenant Incoae qroup. required in prior contract 
49reeaent•. 

(Note: The propo••l would have the Treasury absorb tha cost of the 
a~ized MortqalJe debt rep.yaent. either initially for the entire debt 
or the annual asount for each year a project i. elilJible. and to provide 
a qreatly reduced subsidy payaent repre.entlnq a portion of the operatinlJ 
budqet for the project. In technical teras. the co.t to the IJOvernaent 
would be siailar aa under Section 8--the cost of debt repayaent plus 
operation.. However. the propoaal carrie. the advantage of reducin9 
the hiqher adainistrative and borrowinq cost. over tias involved wi th 
the auch larqer section 8 pav-nt.. Thi. would represent even qreater 
saving. should riainlJ Intereat ratea .i9lliflc::antly increaae the co.t 
of Trea.ury borrowlnlJ In future year•• ) 

,i 
c. Section 202 Operating A.ai.tance Fund 

1. 	 The Secretary shall estabUsh a contlnuinq fund to provide 
operatinlJ deficit payaent. for eligible Section 202 project. 
receivinq as.i.tance under Part B. 

2. 	 Fundin9 for the Operatinq Assiatance Fund would be provided 
frca aonthly pav-nt. on HUD-held aortgalJe. for all Sec. 202 
project. with Section 8 contract. that have not reached their 

• 	 20-year expiratlon. Tha fund would be eatuUabed with aortlJalJe 
payaents for the flr.t aonth of the fisc::al year followinq 
enactae~t of authorizing le;ialation. 

3. 	 AMounta contained in the Operatinq As.Latance Fund would be 
used only for the followlnq purpo.ea: 

a. 	 Payaent of operatlnq deficit aubaidles for projects with 
expired Section 8 aaaiatance contract., aa provided in 
Part B, and 

b. 	 Proviaion of .hort-t.ra. below-aarket Intere.t rat. loan. 
for property i.prov_nt to proJGC1; aponsor. receivlnq. 
operaUnq subaidie. frca the Fund, ......r. tha Secretary 
deter.Aneta thet zuffici_t _z f...... exLat for thLa 
purpoae. The Secretary -.1d peracrlbe in re<JUlation 
the tena8 and conditions for the loaDS. 
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(Note: The purpose of the Operatill9 Assilltance Fund is to set aside 
fundinq in advance to provide continuinq subsidy assistance for 
Sec. 202 projects. This would reaove the uncertainty about the availability 
of continued subsidy assistance. per.it long-ter. plannill9 and iaproveaent 
of projects and encourage most project sponsors to continue serving 
lower-incoae elderly persons for an extended period beyond the expiration 
of the Section 8 contract. 

The proposal has the added advantage for housing policy of re..oving 
extended subsidy co_itaents fra. estiaates of "new" fundill9 for HUD 
pr09raas in annual budgets and appropriations which could be subject 
to across-the-board cuts in budgets Or appropriations resolutions. 
Funding of the annual subsidy aqre.....nts would consti tute a technical 
transfer between funds, rather than requests for new funding. Thi s 
would per.it expenditures on behalf of existing subsidy coaaitaents 
in future years without visibly increasing the nuaber of new increaental 
units assisted by HUD. thus aaking both new assistance and subsidy 
replaceaent pr09raas less vulnerable to reduction. 

The approach does have the problea of requirill9 HUD to set-aside 
funding that would otherwise be used in the budget as a receipt to off
set obligations due on Treasury borrowing to fund the HUD aortgage or 
other operations. This would provide a technical addition to current 
deficits for the purpose of reducill9 expenditures and likely deficits 
in the aid-to-late 1990s. While this aay be l09ical. the problea of 
reducing current-year deficits ..ay preclude it. An option aight be 
to divide repayaents equally between the Operating Assistance Fund and 
HUD's repayaent account to spread the cost out over a longer period. 
This approach .ight require additional Treasury payaents to suppleaent 
the Fund in future years. 1 
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PlItT VIII. KIscn,t.l!lOUS ELDERLY BOUSIRG PROGIllf lIIDDlIBIITS 

I. PURPOSE 

1 nuaber of serious proble.. in BUD's procelling of new projects or 
adainistration of existing facilitiel for the elderly and handicapped aust be 
addrelled in any co.prehensive elderly housing legislation. The proposed 
aaendaentl to change exilting prograas or BUD procedurel are intended to 
rectify long-standing proble.. relating to calculation of rent increasel, 
adaission policies, unit preferencel, tenant rent payaents, project repair 
and project cancellation policies. laendaentl to enhance the standing and 
qualificationl of adainistrators of elderly houling facilities are allo 
propoled. 

II. PROPOSALS 

1. Chanaes in Calculation of Fair Bartet Rent Increales 

The proposal addrelsel the probleal for owners of Section 202 
projects created by BUD'I aanipulation of the fair aartet rent 
calculation procels al a balil for adjulting rents (and correlponding 
Section 8 payaents) and its delay in providing fair aartet rent 
adjustaent factors for updating rentl. 

It wOuld aaend Section 8(c)(1) to require annual updating of fair 
aartet rentl based on the aOlt accurate data available to BUD and 
adjusted forward to reaain current for the fiscal year. 

It would allo aaend Section 8(c)(2) to require a leparate 
schedule of fair aartet rentl and adjultaent factors for elderly 
houling facilitiel which would tate into account any additional 
"actual and necellary" COlts of operating and aaintaining facilitiel 
with Ipecial featurel required to aeet the needs of elderly and 
handicapped residentl. 

B. 141illiop Reltrictions on Low Inco.. Perlonl 

The proposed aaendaent would change current law to prevent BUD 
fro. restricting all new adaillionl in allilted houling projectl with 
Section 8 contractl dated after October I, 1981, to perlonl with very 
low incoael (inco.el below 50 percent of area aedian incoae). 

, It would continue to give priority for adaillion to very low 
inco.e perlons, but would perait adaillion of low inco.e perlonl 
(incoaes between 50 percent and 80 percent of area aedian incoae) in 
Section 202 projectl and other facility-baaed prograas up to a liait 
established for each prograa by the secretary. Total adaissioDI of 
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low income persons, when combined for all BUD assistance programs, 
would remain below the 5 percent level required in 1981 legislation. 

C. 	 Flexible Operating Assistance for Older Section 202 Projects 

The amendment would make Section 202 projects, which are at least 
15 years old, eligible for operating deficit assistance under the 
Section 201 "Troubled Projects" operating subsidy assistance 
program. Assistance under Section 201 is provided in amounts 
determined by BUD to be necessary to help restore financial soundness 
or to maintain the low- and moderate-income character of a project. 
Currently Section 202 projects do not qualify for BUD assistance 
either for operating assistance or for major repair or renovation. 

D. 	 Reduction in Tenant Rent Payments for Elderly Persons in EfficiencY 
Units 

The amendment addresses the increasingly difficult marketing and 
financial problems for Section 202 facilities created by BUD's 
minimum requirements and clear priority for efficiency units. 
Elderly residents express resentment at paying the same rent (as a 
percentage of income) for efficiency units as for larger one-bedroom 
units and either delay entering a facility, where possible, to obtain 
a one-bedroom unit or move to one-bedroom units as soon as possible 
after initial assignment to an efficiency. 

The amendment would reduce rent payments in elderly projects with 
Section 8 rental assistance from the current 30 percent of income to 
25 percent of income for elderly or handicapped residents occupying 
efficiency unit.. The reduction in rent would apply to all persons 
occupying efficiency units, not just to persons moving into such 
units after enactment. 

The proposal seeks to provide some element of choice for elderly 
residents between putting more of their income into housing (in the 
form of a larger unit) or retaining a larger portion for other uses. 

E. 	 Clarification of Section 8 Shared Bousing Assistance Provisions 

The amendment would change Section 81p) to clarify that 
assistance provided for shared housing arrangements cannot be 
construed as providing a basis for requiring sharing of units by 
unrelated individuals in multifamily elderly housing projects, or for 
creating any priority for admission, either to such projects or to 
any type of unit within such projects, by unrelated persons willing 
to share a unit. 

F. 	 Limitation on Recapture of Funding Reservations for Section 202 
Projects 

The amendment addresses the problem created in recent years by 
BUD's inconsistent application of a 1984 policy memorandum requiring 
cancellation of Section 202 funding reservations for projects where 
construction had not begun. or could not soon begin within 18 months 
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of the initial funding reservation. At the tiae BUD instituted this 
policy average processing tiae for Section 202 project. eas 24 
aonths, with auch of the delays attributable to processing problea. 
in IUD's regional offices. !bese proble.. continue to stlll 
processing of projects and threaten cancellation of projects even 
though sponsors aay have already co..itted considerable fund. to the 
project. 

!be saendaent eould prohibit BUD fro. cancelling any Section 202 
project re.ervation prior to 30 aonth. folloeing the date of the 
initial funding reservation and eould provide auto.atic extensions 
beyond that tiae where the cau.e of a delay can be attributed to 
BUD's action (or inaction) or to legal action involving a project. 

G. Elderly Hou.ina Project Adainistrator.: Statu. and Trainina 

!be propo.als are intended to elevate the status of elderly 
hou.ing project adainistrators as a distinct area of specialty within 
BUD project aanageaent, to a.sure proper recognition of the 
specialized functions and qualifications required of adainistrators 
worting with frail elderly and handicapped persons, and to enhance 
the overall capability of elderly project adainistrators through 
increa.ed education and training opportunities. 

1. BUD would be required to aaintain a separate designation for 
Section 202 project adainistrators (separate froa independent fee 
agents> and establish separate accreditation standard. and 
procedures for the.e adainistrators. BUD would he further 
required to provide training opportunities to perait current 
project adainistrators to aeet these standards. 

2. BUD would be prevented froa iaposing liaits on the level of 
coapensation paid to adainistrators of elderly projects Which are 
based solely on estiaates of coaparable aanageaent costs if 
contracted for with an independent fee agent or aanageaent 
coapany. In deteraining the reasonablenes. of such coapensation, 
IUD would have to assess whether .uch coapensation i. adequate to 
attract and retain the quality of full-tiae aanagsaent needed to 
adainister the project and having appropriate experience in 
assisting elderly and handicapped persons. 

3. IUD would he required to accept the costs of education or 
training in broader issue. of aging, long-tera care aDd service 
proYi.ion. in addition to training in housing aanag ..ent. as 
allowable adainistrative expenditures for elderly housing project 
adainistrators and tey staff. except that total education, 
training and related cost. aay not exceed two percent of a 
project's annual budget. 
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PllIT IX. lDKINISTltlTION OF BUD ELDERLY BOUSING POLICY 

I.~ 

To provide within BUD's administrative structure and procedures a separation 
of supportive housing arrangeaents for populations with special needs froa other 
areas of departmental activity in recognition of the distinct and specialized 
character of such housing arrangements and of the need for staff experienced in 
meeting the housing and service needs of elderly. physically disabled and 
mentally impaired individuals. 

The proposal initiatives the process of enhancing the position of elderly and 
handicapped housing programs within BUD and of integrating aore closely all 
current departmental programs and future initiatives directed toward providing 
supportive living arrangements for elderly, handicapped and hoaeless persons. 

The proposal also begins the process of integrating BUD assistance for the 
functionally-iapaired elderly aore closely with assistance provided under other 
federal ·and state programs by means of iaproved consultation and coordination 
with other federal agencies and regular con.ultation with panel. of expert.. For 
this purpose. the propo.al create. a national advisory council of recognized 
experts in the field. of gerontology. physical and aental disability and housing 
policy to assist BUD in developing and analyzing program assistance for elderly 
and handicapped persona. 

II. PROPOSALS 

A. 	 OFFICI OF ELDERLY lIP SPPPOBTIYI BOUSI.G 

1. 	 There would be created within BUD's Office of the Assistant Secretary 
for Housing-FHA Commissioner a new Office of Elderly and Supportive 
Housing (hereafter referred to as "the Office"). 

2. 	 The Office would be headed by a new Deputy Assistant Secretary for 
Ilderly and Supportive Rousing, who would be appointed by, and 
respon.ible directly to. the A ••i.tant Secretary. 

3. 	 The Office would be generally responsible for all programs and 
activities within the Department pertaining to housing-related 
as.i.tance to elderly, handicapped and homeless person •• 

4. 	 The Office would have staff meahars recoaaended by the Deputy 
Assistant Secretary. and approved by the Assistant Secretary, with 
expertise in providing housing for elderly and handicapped persons or 
providing services in residential settings. Such staff would include 
members at the regional offices of the Department to assure 
coordination of housing and service programs at the regional level. 
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5. 	 The Office would have the following re.pon.ibilitie.: 

a. 	 To adainister existing assi.tance progr... within the Depart.ent 
for the elderly. handicapped and ho.ele•• and any new prograa 
initiatives or deaon.tration. authorized by Congre.. or the 
Secretary. 

b. 	 To coordinat. a••i.tanc. provided in other d.part.ental prograa.
that provide a••i.tance to elderly. handicapped and hoa.le•• 
per.ona (including public housing. hou.ing voucher•••ortgage 
insuranc•• etc.). 

c. 	 To coordinate such progra .. or initiative. with related hou.ing, 
services or other a.sistance prograaa adaini.tered by other 
Federal agancie. or by State and local agencie•• 

d. 	 To provide for training and technical assi.tance for BUD elderly
project .anager. and per.onnel in i ••u.. relating to the care of 
older per.on., including re.ident physical and .ental a.s••••ent 
procedure. and case .anage.ent procedure., and provide for 
training in BUD prograas and procedure. for .taff of Area 
Agencies on Aging and other agencies who are involved in BUD 
progr.... 

e. 	 To .ake reco..endationl to the Assi.tant Secretary concerning 
research activitie., de.onstrations and evaluations which are 
undertaken or Ihould be undertaken by the Depart.ent. 

f. 	 To reprelent the ASlistant Secretary with re.pect to issues or 
.atters affecting elderly, handicapped or ho.elesl houling before 
other governaent agencies, industry groups. .eabership 
aSlociations, the Congress and the public. 

g. 	 To coordinate. on behalf of the Depart.ent, the .aking of an 
annual report to Congress relating to houling for elderly, 
handicapped and hoaeless perlons (.ee below, Part 8). 

6. 	 The Deputy A••istant Secretary for Elderly and Supportive Bousing 
would be designated by the Assistant Secretary within 60 days 
following the .ffec~ive date of enacting legillation. 

8. AJ!lf!1AL &IP9IT TO CONGRESS ON ELDEILY AND SUPPORTIVE IIOUSING 

1. 	 The BUD Secretary would be required to sub.it to Congress, by the 
fir.t day of Deceaber of each year, an annual report on hou.ing for 
elderly, handicapped and hoaele•• perlons. 

2. 	 Annual reports are to include, but not be li.ited to, the following: 

a. 	 A delcription of all progr..1 and actions (with corresponding 
COltS) undertaken by the D.part.ent in the proceeding fiscal year
with re.pect to a••istance provid.d to eld.rly, handicapped and 
ho••le.s perlonl. 
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b. 	 A d••cription of .ddition.l .ction. und.rt.k.n or .cheduled to be 
und.rt.k.n (with ••ti••t.d co.t.l in the curr.nt fi.c.l y••r. 

c. 	 AD .n.ly.i. of the .ff.ctiv.n••• of .uch progr... or action. in 
r.ducing in.titutionalization or pra.oting d.in.titutionaliz.tion 
..ong .ld.rly and handic.pp.d p.r.on.: in r.ducing rat•• of 
ho••l •••n•••: and in providing co.t ••ving. for oth.r fed.ral 
progr.... 

d. 	 AD ••••••••nt of ••rt.t condition. p.rt.ining to .uitabl. hou.ing 
.It.rnativ.. for .ld.rly .nd h.ndicapp.d per.on., including 
e.tt.at•• of availability .nd d•••nd for .uch hou.ing. 

e. 	 R.ca...nd.tion. for l.gi.l.tion, regul.tion., r••••rch or oth.r 
n.ed.d .ction. p.rtaining to hou.ing and a••i.t.nc. progr..s for 
.lderly, handicapp.d and ho..l.ss p.r.on•• 

c. 	 NATIONAL ADVISORY COUICIL ON ELDERLY AND SupPORTIVE BOUSING 

1. 	 Th. BUD S.cr.tary .h.ll ••tabli.h (a. provid.d in s.c. 7(1) of the 
BUD Act of 1965) an Advisory Council on Ild.rly and Supportive 
Housing to .ssist in the d.v.lo,..nt of d.part••nt.l policy and 
initi.tive. relating to housing .ssistanc. for eld.rly, handicapped 
and homeless persons. 

2. 	 The Advisory council would consist ot not less th.n ten per.ons, at 
le.st half of which should be r.presentatives of organiz.tion. 
representing the housing and broader .ssistance interests of elderly, 
h.ndicapped or ho.eless persons. Additional .ember. should inclUde 
individuals with recognized espertise in fields of gerontology, 
physical or .ental disability, housing develop.ent and finance, 
.ervice delivery and social welfare policy. 

3. 	 The Advi.ory Council would ev.luate current depart.ental prograas and 
regulations, and would propose or an.lyze r.ca..endation. for policy 
change. or progr.. initi.tives. 

4. 	 The As.ist.nt S.cretary would solicit reca..endation. for individu.l. 
or organiz.tion repre.ent.tives to serve on the Advi.ory Council, and 
would be required to de.ign.t•••mber. to the Advi.ory Council not 
lat.r than 120 d.y. following the .ftective date of .n.cting 
legislation. 
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AFt-CIO Proposed Housing Program 

I. Housing for homeless families 

In order to meet growing needs for shelter by homeless families with children, who are 
often housed in hotels, at great public expense, an alternative memod mat would 
probably provide more suitable shelter at less public cost is proposed. 

Tha t would be a program of fede raj grants equal to '0 percent of cost of federally 

I 
approved low-cost shelters, with states to contribute at least 2' percent of me cost 
and me balance to come from local governments. The shelters would have to include 
low-cost private units with bathroom and minimal cooking faCilities. 

2. Low-rent housing needs 

(a) Preservation of present stock of public and private low-rent hOUSing 

There are approximately one million rental housing units in privately owned 
projects whose use is currently restricted to low-rent occupancy, with federal 
subsidies, under a contractual agreement which will expire in coming years. 
Contract expirations will occur between now and 199.5 for about 332,000 such 
units that were built under Federal 22J(d)(3) and other Below Market Interest 
Rate and Section 236 programs. There are another 721,000 units, under Section 
I, that have contract expiration dates ranging between 199' and 202'. Many 
project owners may find it profitable to discontinue low-rent occupancy after 
me restricted use contract term expires, in order to modernize and rent me 
apartments at high rents; or convert the units to condominiums; or, where me 
land has become valuable, to sell me property to someone who would demolish it 
and rebuild for commercial use. In order to keep mese projects in low-rent 
housing use to the greatest extent possible, me Congress should aumorize 
extension of contracts for subsidized occupancy restricted to low-rent use. As 
an added incentive to owners to accept such contract extensions, mere should be 
government intermediate-term loans available for major repairs and equipment 
renewal where it is needed. 

(b) Increased construction of new public housing and continued use of old projects 

The stock of some 1.3 million public low-rent housing units, most of which were 
built when construction costs were much lower, is a valuable national asset 
which should be preserved for low....ent use. Even where modernization 
requirements entail additional federal financing, me public housing projects, for 
the most part, entail the lowest subsidy costs for hOUSing low-income people. 
That will be true espeCially for those projects on which me mortgage bonds have 
been paid off. There are now many projects in mat status among mose owned 
and run by 3,200 local public housing authorities. After the liD-year bonds have 
been repaid, with the help of federal subsidies, a local aumority may sell a 
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project. In addition, the Reagan Administration has undertaken a demonstration 
program of sale of projects to tenants. Any sales, whether to tenants or to 
others, depletes the economical permanent stock of public units to meet low
income needs. 

The growth of unmet low-income housing needs is reflected in the growth of 
homelessness, which increased as the construction of subsidized low-rent housing 
was reduced to practically zero. It is essential that there be a return to 
authorizations for '0 to 100 thousand public housing units a year. 

(c) 	 !.ease private units for , to I' years in local markts which have a better than 
3 percent vacancy rate of the size (number of bedrooms) of units needed. 

There are some market areas where there are very high vacancy rates in private 
rental housing. In such instances, where the unit size mix is appropriate to meet 
local needs and the rents are relatively comparable with the monthly cost for 
newly built housing, leasing of units under Section 8 should be the program 
vehicle. For that purpose, Congess would have to authorize increased Section 8 
funds. 

3. l.ow- and moderate-income elderly and non-elderly housing needs 

(a) 	 Continue the Section 202 program of direct government loans to non-profit 
sponsors of housing for the moderate-income elderly and handicapped on an 
expanded basis. 

(b) 	 In addition, authorize a parallel program of loans to non-profit organizations to 
provide rental housing for non-elderly occupants whose incomes are too low to 
support payment of market rents. Financing for such housing could be provided 
under a "special assistance" program, described in number 6, below. 

4. Moderate-income homeownership assistance 

(a) 	 Enact and increase support of the Nehemiah housing opportunity program (which 
may be enacted in the pending 1987 housing actl; this program for non-profit 
sponsors -- modeled after the New York City Nehemiah program and the similar 
80s ton program projects sponsored by the local Bricklayers and Laborers unions 
-- would allow a $1',000 government second mortgage, repayable only when the 
house is sold; in the New York and 8oston projects, there have also been city 
land contributions; the extent of local land contribution would be a factor in 
project selection under the federal program. 

(b) 	 For moderate-income homeownership (with incomes not in excess of 130 percent 
of median income) expand the existing but largely dormant Section 23' program 
which requires owner debt service payments equal to the lower of either 
2.5 percent of income, or what the mortgage payments would be with a 
911 percent mortgage. 
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~. 	 Farm housing programs should be continued; and to the extent that new programs an': 
made available in urban areas, then': should be parallel provisions adopted for farm 
housing programs. 

6. 	 Private non-elderly low- and moderate-income housing should be financed through a 
government "special assistance" mortgage portfolio against which participations are 
sold. 

It would be a vehicle to finance moderate·income, non-elderly housing needs of 
households with incomes above eligibility levels for public housing; housing projects by 
non-profit sponsors for non-elderly; and authorized farm housing and moderate-income 
homeownership assistance programs for people who still have an affordability problem 
and are ineligible for subsidized low-income programs. The program might be 
operated by either the Government National Mortgage Association (Ginnie May), or a 
special new government agency created for the purpose, or for a fee by the Federal 
National Mortgage Association (FNMA) as a designated agent of the government. 

Under the program, households with incomes that are below a private housing 
affordability level would be eligible for "speCial assistance" homeownership loans or 
for occupancy in rental buildings financed with a "special assistance" mortgage. The 
mortgages would be available to finance only new construction homes or projects that 
have sale prices or rents below the median for new housing built in the local market 
area during the preceding year. Income eligibility and maximum sales prices and rents 
would all be established by HUD/FHA. All eligible mortgages would be either FHA
insured, VA-guaranteed, or insured by Farmers Home Administration. The mortgage 
interest rates would be established by HUD/FHA but under a statutory formula that 
covered the current yield on )O-year Treasury bonds plus an allowance of a fraction of 
one percent to cover administrative costs to the government and permitted loan 
origination costs, including a lenders fee of up to a stipulated amount or percentage of 
the loan amount. Loans could be made by approved FHA, VA, or Farmers Home 
Administration lenders who could then sell the loans at par to the government for 
inclusion in the "special assistance" portfolio. The government would from time to 
time sell participations in the portfolio to recoup the funds. 

Since all the loans in the portfolio will already be insured or guaranteed by a 
government agency, then': would be very little, if any, additional costs in plaCing a 
guaranty on the participations. In fact, if the participations are guaranteed, they 
might be sold to yield slightly less than the mortgage portfolio, to cover the 
administrative costs and provide additional insurance against losses. 

HBS:ehb 
9/17/87 
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I. NAnONAL HOUSINC NEEDS 

In the United States the housing stock meets high standards, and has 

improved enormously over the years since World War II. Meanwhile, a growing and 

mobile population has been sheltered in housing that surpasses the standards in 

much of the rest of the world. Nevertheless, there are still 24 milllon occupied 

ownership and occupied rental units, representing almost 30 percent of the entire 

national housing stock, which are either substandard, crowded, or overly costly to 

their occupants. There are almost 3 million households who live doubled up with 

others, and there are large numbers of homeless people. 

Home ownership has become a widely held status in the United States over 

the last several decades, giving millions of people an important economic stake in 

society. Nevertheless, in recent years, home ownership has been more difficult to 

achieve for many, due to adverse and uncertain economic conditions, and the 

percentage of all households owning their homes has declined. Young, first-time 

potential home buyers have been particularly vulnerable. Their ability to buy 

homes has declined. 

While, for many decades, housing improved both in quality and quantity, 

along with the generally rising living standards of the people in our industrial 

society, things may now be turning around for the worse for many people, 

especially those at the lower income rungs of society who are not sharing the 

prosperity of society at large. This decline in living standards is reflected in 

worsening housing conditions for the low income stratum of society, including 

minorities, some of the elderly, handicapped, female-headed households, and 

others. 
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2. MILLION WITH HOUSINC PROBLEMS 

Based on its most recent comprehensive housing data, the Department of 

Housing and Urban Development (HUD) estimates that about 24 million households 

(29 percent of the total) have housing problems of one kind or another. Fourteen 

million, a disproportionate number of them renters, occupy units where there is an 

excessive cost burden. Renters are considered to be cost burdened when paying more 

than 30 percent of income for gross rent or housing expenses. 

Another two million are in crowded housing units. A crowded housing unit has 

over I person per room used for living purposes, excluding bathrooms, halls, 

pantries, and so on. 

Another 8.9 percent of the entire housing stock, about 7.' million units, are 

physically inadequate, based on a number of measures of physical condition, 

including defects related to plumbing, kitchen, maintenance, public hall, heating, 

electrical equipment and sewage. 

Thousand Units 

Occupied Housing Units 

Excessive Cost Burden 

Crowded 

InadeCJ.late 

Total with housing problems 

84,842 

14,42' 

2,230 

7,'61 

24,216 

17% 

3% 

9% 

29% 

Note: The table categories are seen as mutually exclusive, although some 
units may have more than one characteristic as shown on the table. The 
inadequate units include some cost burdened and crowded units. The 
crowded and cost burdened units are all physically adequate, however. 

Source: Housing Production in 1982 and 1983 and the Stock of Housing in 
1981. Tables E-9, E-I0. April 1987. Office of Policy Development and 
Research. U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development. 
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SEYEREL Y INADEQUATE HOUSINC 

A smaller number, 2.9 million or 3.4 percent of the total occupied units, is 

classified as "severely inadequate." Many of these 2.9 million units are more likely 

than those classified as "inadequate" to need actual replacement, rather than 

repair. In addition, over half of these severely inadequate units are occupied by 

persons of very low income. 

Who lives in severely substandard housing? looking more closely at the 2.9 

million units of the housing stock which are severely inadequate, it is clear that 

substandard housing is a social safety-net issue. Renters, the poor, minorities, 

women who are heads of households, and the elderly are more likely to be 

occupants of this worst housing than the entire population at large, 

For example, blacks make up 9 million households or I I percent of the 

total number of 8.5 million households living in housing units. Yet, blacks occupy 

800,000 or 28 percent of the total of 2.9 million severely inadequate units. ThisJ 
dimension of housing need, showing the relative occupancy of severely inadequate 

housing by households of different characteristics, is shown in the table below. 

,J 

I 
t Household 

Characteristics 

Renters 

Very Low Income 

Hispanics 

Blacks 

Share of aU housing 

{percent} 


3.5 


27 


.5 

11 

Female Head Households 28 


Elderly 21 


Share of severely 
ina~1e housinS 

percent> 
.59 

.57 

9 

28 

36 

24 

Source: Based on tabulations contained in Housing Production in 1982 and 1983 
and the Stock of Housing in 1981. Tables E-9, E-IO. April 1987. Office of 
Policy Development and Research, U.S. Department of Housing and Urban 
Development. 
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THE HOMELESS AND THOSE DOUBLED UP 

In addition to the problems of excessive cost and physically inadequate 

housing, there are significant numbers of homeless people in our society, and those 

who are potentially homeless, living doubled up with relatives or others. These 

people include people deinstitutionalized from mental hospitals, the unemployed, 

and others who can't find permanent homes, as well as those who are working, but 

who can't afford housing of their own and live with others. Some of the latter are 

young people who cannot begin their own independent lives since they cannot 

afford the high cost of housing. 

Estimates of the number of actual homeless vary considerably, although 

there seems to be wide agreement that the number of homeless is increasing, and 

that the facilities and other resources available to serve the homeless are 

inadequate. Estimates of the number of homeless range from a 1983 U.S• 

.Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUn) report, citing 2'0,000 to the 

figure of 2 to 3 million, cited by the National Coalition for the Homeless, based on 

recent surveys. 

As the Committee for Food and Shelter recently noted, "General 

observations about the nature of the homeless population point to the varied 

backgrounds and characteristics of the population. Perhaps the only common 

element in their lives is the fact of their homelessness. The homeless are no longer 

only the Skid Row bums and the Bowery alcoholics. They are white, black, Asian, 

Hispanic. They are migrant workers and immigrants. They are families with 

children and they are runaway children. They are the unemployed, the working 

poor, the underemployed working in temporary or part-time jobs at minimum wage. 

Most have no health benefits. They are battered women, the elderly, substance 

abusers, and the chronically mentally ill." 
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There are a growing number of hidden homeless people, sometimes referred 

to as "couch people," since they are doubled up with friends, acquaintances. or 

relatives. 

Earlier this year, for example, it was estimated that there were perhaps 

100,000 doubled up families, including up to 200,000 children, in New York City 

alone. 

Such estimates are backed up by national population statistics published by 

the U.S. Census. The census has found, for example, that there were '0',000 

unrelated subfamilies living with others as of March 1986. There were over 2.2 

million so-called related subfamilies, such as young couples living with parents, and 

mother-child families living with relatives. Altogether, there were over 2.7 million 

related and unrelated subfamilies. This number had roughly doubled from 1.4 

million such families ten years earlier in 1976. 

The number of doubled-up families, which grew by about 100 percent over 

the decade, grew much faster than the number of all households, which grew by 

only 21 percent over the same period. This is a problem which is becoming more 

serious. The number of unrelated subfamilies was a particularly fast growing 

group, as was the growth of the mother-child group. reflecting the growth in the 

number of the poor in the country, and the growth in the number of households 

headed by women. 

March 19" March 1976 
(thousands) <thousands) 

AU Households 88,4'8 72,867 

Unrelamd Subfamilies '0' 189 

Relamd Subfamilies 2,2'6 1,190 

Total Subfamilies 2,761 1,379 

Sources U. S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census. Series p
20, No. 412, Issued November 1986. 
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An additional indicator of the shortage of housing for the poor is the 

existence of long waiting lists for assisted housing, reflecting the growing number 

of the poor as well as the reliance on the existing low-income housing stock to 

Shelter those in need of housing and the related curtailment of production under 

government assistance programs. 

A Council of Large Public Housing Authorities survey done in the middle of 

1986 Showed that in a few places, the number of households lining up for public 

housing actually exceeds the number of units in the whole public stock: for 

example, New Orleans rents out 13,000 public housing units and has over 21,000 

households waiting in line for them. More commonly. according to the Council, 

there is a several year wait for units, given the historical turnover rates, as 

indicated by the following data on numbers of units and applicants on waiting lists. 

WAITING LISTS FOR PUBLIC HOUSING 
Waiting Total Units 

Akron 1,720 4,784 

Baltimore 13,875 17,679 

Buffalo 3,039 5,069 

Chicago 44,000 49,155 

Greensboro 1,177 2,220 

Philadelphia 8,400 20,580 

Pittsburgh 2,957 9,850 

Sacramento 2,755 2,791 

Source: Council of Large Public Housing Authorities 
telephone survey, July 1986. 

The National Association of Housing and Redevelopment Officials 

(NAHRO), in the May/June 1987 issue of its official publication, estimated that 

more than a half million families may be on the nation's assisted housing waiting 

lists. 
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This figure includes families waiting for public housing units and Section 8 housing 
, 

aid, according to NAHRO.
J 

n.. THE PROBLEII OF APFORDABILJTY 

Increasingly, in recent years, more and more people have had a problem of 

J affording decent housing. As noted in the previous ,section, the problem of run

down, unsanitary, and unhealthy housing has by no means been completely licked. 

A big culprit is now affordability. A growing share of renters pay too much for 

housing. Potential home owners have had problems in purchasing homes due mainly 

to the high interest rates and high COsts in some areas during the decade of the 

1980s. 

Some successful program approaches have been developed to address the 

problem of encouraging home ownership for moderate income people, even in very 

high cost areas, and for providing decent rental housing to meet the shelter needs 

of lower income people. 

MODERATE INCOME PEOPLE AND HOME BUYING 

Home mortgage interest rates have declined from the peak levels of the 

early 1980s, making homes more affordable to many would-be purchasers. It can 

be estimated that for each one percentage point drop in interest rates, between 

j one and two million additional families become capable of affording a home, all 

other things being equal. Mortgage interest rates dropped from the B perCent 

range in 1982 to the 10 percent range last year. 

The gain in affordability from lower mortgage rates, however, has been 

partially offset by a rise in the price of ~omes, including rapidly rising land prices. 

New home prices, for example, rose by,' percent during the low inflation year of 

78-541 0 - 87 - 5 
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1986, putting the purchase of a home out of the range of many. Affordability was 

further hurt by the runup in mortgage interest rates beginning in the Spring of this 

year. Commitment rates on conventional mortgages jumped by over one 

percentage point between March and May of this year. In addition, this year 

inflation has resumed a significant rate of increase, so that average weekly 

earnings adjusted for price changes, have been about one percent below a year ago. 

Consequently, home affordabllity has been reduced and the seasonally adjusted rate 

of new housing starts has declined significantly. 

At the present time, the purchase of a home is a difficult accomplishment 

for many families on limited incomes, in view of the ,still-high level of mortgage 

interest rates, and the rising prices of homes. Young, first-time home buyers are 

particularly at a disadvantage, in view of their limited incomes. 

This July 1987, the median price of a new home was $107,000 nationally. If 

a young family of modest income were trying to buy a home, they would have 

difficulty. 

If, for example, a family wanted to buy a $90,000 home with a fixed rate 

30-year mortgage of $72,000, (equal to 80 percent of value) at 10•.5 percent 

interest, first they would need a down payment of $18,000. Then they would need 

an annual income of about $4.5,.500 to pay the monthly mortgage debt service and 

the related expenses of home ownership including hazard insurance, real estate 

taxes, maintenance and heat, and utilities with 2.5 percent of their income. If they 

devoted one quarter of income to the purchase, only about I in " families could 

afford to make the $947 monthly payments, and they are already likely to have a 

house which meets their needs. In 1986, the national median income was over 

$29,000. Although nominal median incomes are higher than they used to be, 

younger families, first time buyers, are still more likely than others to 
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have incomes in the lower ranges and thus are less likely to have the incomes 

needed to afford homes. 

Thus, at present there is a gap between what moderate income home 

buyers can afford to pay and the cost of home ownership. It is no wonder, then, 

that younger households are increasingly finding themselves priced out of the 

market. in the course of the 19805, the rate of home ownership for the population 

at large has deClined, due to the severe recessionary economic conditions, lagging 

incomes, high interest rates, and weak economic growth. After World War n, the 

rate of home ownership rose steadily in the U.S. until the 19805. The ownership 

rate, however, has been decllnlng steadily since 1980-81 when it was between " 

and" percent. In the first quarter of 1987, '3.8 percent of all occupied housing 

units in the U.s. were occupied by their owners. According to the latest 

government housing survey. there are almost 8' million occupied housing units in 

the nation. If the home ownership rate were only 2 percentage points higher than 

at present, roughly one and one-half million more households would own homes. 

The home ownership rate of younger families has particularly suffered 

during the 19805, as can be seen in the attached table on home ownership rates, 

for example, the ownership rate of householders between ages 30-34 declined 

steadily from .59.3 percent in 1981 to '4.7 percent in 198', 

BRIDGING THE OWNERSHIP GAP 

Two important programs show how the moderate income home ownership 

cost gap can be bridged: the Nehemiah program in New York City, including 

similar programs elsewhere, and the successful Section 23' home ownership 

assistance program. 

J 
! 
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The Nehemiah program in New York City combines a variety of subsidies 

to bridge the cost gap for moderate income home buyers in a high cost geographic 

area. A partnership of private and public sector participants provided a variety of 

types of assistance, including land and part of the financing, to reduce the costs 

which lower income buyers must bear to achieve home ownership. A local not-for

profit sponsor formed by church groups and public agencies at the state and local 

levels to produce the needed housing. The Federal housing authorization legislation 

for 1987 contains incentives to encourage this type of approach in the hope that it 

can be expanded and repliCated in other places outside New York where there is 

need for housing, but little in the way of financial support. 

Federal assistance has sometimes served to partially support such efforts 

to encourage home ownership by way of not for profit entities, although in indirect 

ways. The provision of land at below market prices by municipalities, for example, 

has sometimes been a crucial ingredient for success. 

In the high cost area of Boston, the Bricklayers and Laborers unions formed 

a nonprofit housing company to build home ownership housing for lower income 

people, using land provided by the city and based on loans from a local bank which 

holds union pension funds. The $69,000 houses had 2 bedrooms, bay windows, living, 

and dining rooms with II-foot ceilings. Another partnership project with the city 

is being built in the Charlestown Navy Yard area. 

During the 1970s the Section 23.5 program of home ownership assistance, 

which was authorized in 1968, operated to provide hundreds of thousands new and 

existing houses to lower income families. From fiscal 1969 through fiscal 1976, for 

example, production under the original Section 23.5 program totalled almost 

400,000 new and substantially rehabilltated units, of which 390,000 were new units 

and the remainder were substantial rehabilitations, according to the Tenth Annual 
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Report on the National Housing Goal published in 1979. In each of fiscal years 

197 I and 1972 there were a total of over 100,000 Section 235 new construction unit 

reservations. Under the Section 235 program lower income home buyers were 

provided with interest subsidies on private loans insured by the government. 

Federal subsidy substantially reduced the monthly payments they made. The down 

payments were small and the amount of monthly payments to principal and interest 

were limited to 20 percent of income. As income rose, the subsidy was reduced. 

The existing home program was the subject of some problems during the 

early 19705 and was subject to a moratorium as to new commitments under the 

Nixon Administration. It was reactivated in October 1975 with the release of 

contract authority to subsidize additional units of single-family housing and 

condominiums. The reactivated Section 235 program differed considerably from 

the old suspended program in several respects to eliminate the problems that arose 

under the original program. However, the overall goal remained that of widening 

home ownership opportunities for those somewhat below the level that could 

ordinarily otherwise become homeowners (95 percent of geographic area median) 

remained. 

Important changes in the program included adjustments in income 

eligibility requirements; higher downpayment requirements; site limitations 

permitting no more than 40 percent subsidized units in any subdivision to avoid 
1 

1 concentration of subsidized units; a reduction in the maximum amount of subsidy 

involved; and deletion from program eligibility of existing units not undergoing 

substantial rehabilitation. 

Statistics gathered covering activity under the revised program for fiscal 

1978, and published in HUO's 1978 Statistical Yearbook, showed, for example, that 

Section 235 served a diverse range of racial and ethnic groups. 67 percent of 

mortgagors for the year were whites, not of Hispanic origin. The rest were blacks, 

American Indians, Alaskan Natives, Asian or Pacific Islanders, Hispanics and 
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others. For the year, about '0 percent of the new homes under the program were 

in urban locations. 47 percent were in suburban locations; the balance of about 2 

percent were in rural areas. HUD statisticians classified 9'.1 percent of the 

structure as being of excellent condition; 3.8 percent were in good condition. Low 

down payments have made the program accessible to lower income buyers. The 

average loan-to-value ratio was 92.3 percent, showing that down payments in 

general amounted to about 7 to 8 percent. 

The program was further restructured by the 1983 Housing and Urban

Rural Recovery Act which, among other things, set up a revolving fund financing 

mechanism and authorized program activity based on a la-year interest reduction 

subsidy. Under the restructured program, homeowners are required to contribute a 

minimum of 29 percent of adjusted income toward monthly mortgage payments. 

Assistance payments are calculated on the basis of the difference between the 

current FHA maximum interest rate and a minimum of 4 percent. 

Actual approval of additional Section 235 units never achieved the levels of 

the early 19705 and the program has languished in recent years, despite the 

significant program modifications adopted to help the program operate more 

effectively. There Is no new reservation activity projected for 1988. 

RENTAL HOUSING FOR LOW INCOME PEOPLE 

Critics of the Federal programs designed to produce rental housing for low 

income people point to the large number of people paying a disproportionate share 

of income for housing as evidence that affordabiUty and not availability Is the main 

problem in rental housing. Further, critics point to the high rental vacancy rate at 

present as evidence that there is sufficient rental housing to meet lower income 

peoples' needs. These arguments are true up to a point. Rental housing needs in 
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areas where there is a large supply of vacant housing can be met through existing 

! 
housing, provided that sufficient assistance through such programs as Section 8 and 

; housing vouchers is available. To meet tight area needs, it will be necessary to 

build: public housing and Section 202 housing for the poor and those with special 

problems, since the private market fails to meet these needs and since the 

resources of states and localities are insufficient to properly address these 

problems. 

It should be pointed out that rental housing is not as widely available to 

lower income people as Is generally supposed despite h,igh vacancy rates in rental 

housing for the nation generally. 

The rental vacancy rates for the second quarter 1986 and the second 

quarter 1987,7.' percent, were higher than any second quarter since 1967. The 

comparable second quarter rate was '.0 percent in 1981 and 1979. These were low 

points. 

At the present time, rental vacancy rates in many instances are lower than 

the 7.' percent national average. In the Northeast region, for example, where the 

rental vacancy rate is 4.0 percent, there would be far less choice in seeking rental 

accomodations than in other parts of the country. So too, it would be difficult to 

find rental units in larger apartments, and units with low rents. The rental vacancy 

rate for 6-room units is 3." percent. It would be easier to find rental units in the 

South, where rental vacancy rates are 10.6 percent, due, in some instances, to 

overbuilding and in some other instances, to hardships based on the collapse of oil 

prices, and problems stemming from the agricultural sector. More abundant would 

be higher rent units, smaller units, and units lacking some plumbing faCilities, , according to vacancy rates for these types of accommodations. The rental vacancy 
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rate of units renting for more than $'00 per month is 9.7 percent. This can be seen 

in the statistics in the selected categories in the table below. 

Selected Second Quarter 1917 
Categories Rental Vacancy Rate 

United States 7.' 

Northeast 4.0 


South 10.6 


Inside Metro Areas/with all plumbing 7.1 


1 and 2 rooms in unit 10.9 


HoomS in unit '.0 

6-r00ms in unit 3.4 


Rent $JOO-$n9 11.9 


Rent $500 or more 9.7 


Lacking lOIRe plumbing facilities 13.9 


Source: U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census. 
Current Housing Reports. Housing Vacancies, Second Quarter 1987. 
H-III-87-Q2. 

m. THE NEED FOR SUBSIDY FUNDS 

At the present time, a number of housing needs for those of lower income 

in the United States are going unmet. 

Young families are increasingly finding themselves shunted aside, and not 

.allowed to share in the American dream of home ownership. The middle class may 

no longer be the open, growing, property-owning segment of society that it has 

been in the past. Rather, society may increasingly be more polarized and home 

ownership a less democratic and widely-enjoyed status than is desirable. 

\ 
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The housing available for the poorest citizens is insufficient to meet their 

needs. Resources lIhould be allocated in the future to meet the needs of these 

people. There is a need to deal with the potential growth of the homeless 

population suggested by the large number of households who live in government 

assisted units who are in danger of losing their apartments, by the number of 

people on public houling waiting lists and by the growing numbers of those who are 

living in crowded or doubled up living conditions. 

Assistance in the years to come will have to come from all segments of 

society to address national housing problems, including the federal government, 

states and localities and the private sector. 

No other sector of the economy apart from the federal government, 

however, has the resources to address the national housing problem and to prevent 

its becoming worse. And no other sector has done more to shirk responsibility for 

national housing problems in the past several years. Accordingly, it is appropriate 

that the national government lead the way in addressing the problem and to support 

the efforts of other governments and the non-governmental groups and individuals 

in meeting the needs of our citizens. 

9/14/37 FP/dl 

, 
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Percent Of u.s. Homeownership by Age of Householder 

Age 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 

Total 65.4 64.8 64.6 64.5 64.1 

Less than 25 20.7 19.3 1U 17.9 17.4 

25-29 41.7 38.8 38.3 38.8 '.fI.7 

30-34 59.3 57.1 55.4 54.8 54.7 

35-39 88.9 87.6 88.S 88.1 65.7 

40-44 73.7 73D 72.8 72.3 71.8 

45-49 78.2 78.0 75.2 74.6 74.9 

50-54 78.3 78.8 78.8 78.4 77.4 

55-59 80.0 80.0 80.1 80.1 79.1 

80-84 80.0 80.1 79.7 79.9 79.8 

85-89 77.8 78.0 78.7 79.3 79.4 

70-74 75.4 75.2 75.3 75.5 78.7 

75orrnont 89.8 71.0 71.9 71.5 70.4 
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Dear Senator 

In response to your request, and on behalf of the American Institute 
of Architects, I am honored to submit the AlA's views on the future 
federal role in national housing policy. 

The end of the Reagan era coincides with a growing recognition that 
this nation needs to reinvigorate its responses to varied even 
desperate housing needs that persist throughout the country. At 
the same time, the experience of the last six years has shown that 
a simple return to the path of the 1970's will not suffice. The 
future of federal housing policy requires not only new program 
approaches but also realignments in traditional relationships 
among all levels of government and between government and private 
sector. At the same time, it must be accepted that the federal 
government continues to bear an important housing responsibility 
on which the success of new approaches and new partnerships depend. 

We appreciate this opportunity to participate in the important and 
exciting work on which your subcommittee has embarked to reshape 
the nation's hnus~~" f·,·c·· 

We look forward as well to sharing our perspective with your 
committee in hearings you may hold this year or next. 

Sincerely, 

Donald J. Hackl, FAIA 
President 

t 

, 
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Toward a New Future in Housing Policy 

Introduction 

As the Reagan Administration nears its end, the time has come to 
assess the changes it has wrought on national housing policies. 
The American Institute of Architects believes it will be 
necessary to establish new legislation to guide the next 
administration in addressing housing needs. The purpose of this 
paper is to set forth what the AlA believes to be the key 
elements that should be included in this legislation. 

The Changed World of Housing 

The world of housing policy is much different today that it was 
on Inauguration Day 1981. Federal support for housing, either 
through direct subsidies or indirectly through the tax code have 
diminished substantially, except for the homeowners mortgage tax 
deduction, which continues to grow. Since 1981, housing programs 
administered by the Department of Housing and Urban Development 
and by the Farmers Home Administration have experienced cuts 
greater than any other domestic program area. 

These cuts reflect a dramatic shifl 1n the federal government's 
attitute towards the place of housing in the list of spending 
priorities. As the deficit has soared, and priorities such as 
defense have claimed greater shares of federal revenues, housing 
assistance in its various forms have taken a back seat. 

New construction and substantial rehabilitation programs have 
been virtually wiped out, -- with the end of the Section 8 programs 
for those purposes, the end of new funding for the Section 312 
rehabilitation program, the end of the 6NMA Tandem Financing 
program, significant reductions in the Section 8 moderate 
rehabilitation program and the public housing construction 
program, and sharp cutbacks in the range of programs delivered by 
the Farmers' Home Administration for rural residents and 
farmworkers. 

The historically small Section 202 program of loans for the 
development of housing for the elderly and handicapped is today 
the premier federal construction assistance program, yet it is 
responsible for only about 10,000 - 12,000 new units a year for 
the entire nation. The Housing Development Action Grant Program 
(HODAS) is a good effort to boost housing supplies in tight 
rental markets, but it is too small and produces only two units 
for low and moderate income people for every ten it builds. 
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Tax incentives for multi-family housing production, most 
notably tax-exempt mortage revenue bonds, syndications, and 
depreciation, have been curtailed. By comparison, in 1980, the 
federal government reserved almost 130,000 units of new 
construction and substantial rehabilitation under HUD programs 
alone. 

In the place of major federal commitments to construction, 
the Reagan Administration and the Congress have concentrated 
on the existing housing stock to provide the resource for 
housing assistance through the use of vouchers and Section 8 
certificates. Not only is the number of such units low, but 
their success in the marketplace presumes adequate availability 
of suitable housing. In addition, housing assistance in the 
existing housing stock cannot encourage an expanded housing 
supply or improve housing quality. 

As federal support for housing has declined, so have housing 
opportunities and housing conditions. Today, as many as 7 
million people pay 50 percent or more of their incomes in rent. 
People living in structurally deficient apartments have increased 
in number. Although the building industry has brought five 
million new multi-family units on line between 1975 and 1985, 
a greater number have deteriorated. As costs for housing have 
risen dramatically, homeownership has become barely a Qlimmer 
of hope for millions, even with reduced inte-~st rates, and, 
on the average, new home buyers pay 44 percent of income for 
mortgage payments. 

These unfortunate results of the federal government's withdrawal 
from the housing field have shifted responsibilities to local and 
state governments and the private sector, particularly private 
non-profit entities. They have had no choice but to accept 
those responsibilities, knowing at the same time that they have 
no capacity to replace in full what the federal government has 
withdrawn. Still, in grappling with their new housing burdens, 
states and local governments along with important segments of the 
private sector have revealed themselves to be an essential 
resource for housing. States in particular have entered the 
arena in new force, and this emergence of new housing resources 
represents a large silver lining in the dark clouds that the 
administration's approach to housing has caused to gather. 

Future Challenges 

As we look ahead to the next administration and to the next 
century, we find numerous challenges that future housing policy 
must confront. We find a nation with large numbers of ill-housed 
people and communities ill-equipped to help them. Housing costs 
are escalating, even as over-all inflation has abated, denying 
homeownership to the majority of young families. Special groups, 
such as the elderly, the handicapped, and the displaced continue 
to suffer not only from the shortage of housing but also from the 

I, 
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shortage of housing options. Lurking on the horizon is the 
potentially disastrous displacement of hundreds of thousands 
from federally-assisted buildings where assistance contracts 
are coming to an end. 

The Future of Housing Policy - Principles 

It is clear to the AlA that the experience of the last six years 
has not resulted in much progress in meeting national housing 
needs. But it has dramatically changed the nature of the debate 
about how progress ought to be achieved. In the context of this 
debate, the AlA believes that new legislation should incorporate 
several principles, as follows: 

First, we recognize the continuing importance of a meaningful 
federal role in assuring decent, affordable housing in 
reasonable supply. The condition of housing is a national 
concern, for good hOLlsing provides the basis for wholesome 
communities. social stability, and prosperous economies. While 
the federal'deficit may preclude a significant broadening of the 
federal government's housing role, it is clear that only the 
federal government has the financial depth to handle effectively 
certain forms of assistance such as long-term rental assistance. 

Second, the additional respons1bilities thrust on states, 
localities, and the private sector open the door to an excellent 
partnership with the federal government in addressing housing 
needs. As it becomes clear that funds for preserving and 
expanding the housing supply for lower income people will not be 
available in sufficient amounts from a single source, the 
combined resources of government and the private sector provide 
the only route to ensure better housing opportunities. 

Third, new legislation should rest on the firm foundation of 
existing programs that have demonstrated success and cost
effectiveness, It is a canard that housing programs are 
failures. Most have worked well; some have not. All need to be 
reviewed periodically to ensure that they remain up to date. 

Fourth, states and localities must have the flexibility to 
fashion responses to their particular housing needs. 

Fifth, new legislation must direct itself to the broad spectrum 
of housing problems, both rental and homeownership, and encompass 
housing quality, availability, and affordability. In localities 
with housing shortages, concentration solely on a'ssistance in the 
existing housing stock will be far less successful than a 
combination of such assistance and measures to boost the overall 
housing supply. 

Having offered these principles, we should point out that there 
are few new ideas in housing, only old ideas whose time has come. 
The bottom line, as always, is cost, and the essential question 
is, as always, who pays? With these concepts in mind, the AlA 
would like to submit several ideas, some of which we believe 
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catch the prevailing winds of this time in the history of 
American housing. 

The 	Future of Housing Policy - Legislation 

As a centerpiece of the new legislation, we propose that the 
Congress establish a national trust fund for housing. 
The 	fund should allow states and localities wide latitute in 
sol~~ng hous~ng problems determined at the state and local level. 
Mon~es should be made available for both homeownershi nd trenhousing purposes, should aid in new construct10n as ~l; as a 
rehabilitation and should permit state and local governments to 
offer a diversity of assistance forms, including interest rate 
reductions and second trusts. A portion of the trust fund's 
capital could come from certain existing programs, such as the 
HODAB and Rental Rehabilitation programs, and the remaining 
funds in the Section 312 Program, as the purposes of these 
would be assumed in the trust fund approach. 

Additional funds should come from direct annual appropriations, 
as well as from dedicated revenue sources. Jurisdictions 
receiving the funds could assist renter hoelseholds earning 
up to 90 percent of median income, and eligible homebuyers 
earning up to the levels permitted under the Section 235 
homeownership assistance program. Allocations of trust fund 
monies would occur by needs-based formula to the largest communities,J 
and to states for distribution to smaller communities, much like 
the Comml.tnity Development Block Brant Program operates now. A 
principle of any trust fund program shol.,ld be matching funds 
from private, local, and/or state sources, in order to 
recogni~e the federal government's funding limits, to extend the 
program's reach, and to foster the partnership that should form 
the basis of housing policy in this country. In addition to a 
trust fund concept, new legislation should: 

1. 	 Maintain the Section 202 Program for the elderly and 
handicapped in recognition of the special need it must 
fill and its overall success in filling it. In addition, 
new legislation should revise HUD's cost containment 
guidelines which restrict project quality. 

2. 	 Maintain the Community Development Block Grant and Urban 
Development Action Grant Programs, in light of the 
comprehensive development purposes of the former, and the 
economic development focus of the latter. 

~. 	 Target for special attention public housing in need of 
rehabiliation, in order to preserve this vital housing 
resource which consists of over a million units nationwide. 

4. 	 Expand the Section e moderate rehabilitation program. 
This program is essential to preventing or minimizing 
displacement that would necessarily result from substantial 
rehabilitation. 
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5. 	 Maintain and expand the Section 8 existing housing and 
housing voucher programs as tools to make existing 
rental housing affordable for people with very low 
incomes. It is clear, however, that the voucher 
program is unsuited to housing markets beset by very 
high costs and low vacancy rates. In these places, the program 
may reduce housing costs but cannot make housing affordable. 

It is not unusual in tight rental markets for vouchers to go 
unused, particularly by larger families. 

Thus, vouchers and Section 8 existing housing assistance should 
be targeted more accurately to the areas where each program can 
work 	most effectively. In addition, assistance under these 
programs must continue in order to protect those whose contracts 
are 	e><piring. 

6. 	 The AlA believes that steps must be taken to prevent 
the wholesale loss of units that were originally 
deSigned and built for low income populations under 
the Section 8 new construction and substantial 
rehabilitation programs. Units built before 1980 
may get out of the Section 8 program before expiration 
of the full term of the Section 8 contract. 

This alarming potential problem has already received 

Congressional attention, underscored by a General 

Accounting Office study. 


Incentives must be found to encourage current and subsequent 
owners to retain the properties for low ~ncome residents, or 
the nation faces the spectre of widespread hardship resulting 
from displacement or the immense financial and logistical 
burden of subsidizing the construction of replacement housing 
or of aiding in the difficult process of relocation. 

Retention of these apartments could be encouraged through 
extension of remaining tax incentives or direct assistance in 
rehabilitation and in refinancing to bring down project costs. 

7. 	 Restore historic preservation tax credits for landmark 
properties used for low-income housing. The AlA believes 
that historic buildings Can and should be a housing resource 
but since there are special costs involved in combininQ 
historic preservation with the creation of housing for-
people of modest incomes, it makes sense to revisit the Tax 
Reform Act of 1986 and its restrictions on the historic 
preservation tax credit. While the credit was retained, it was 
reduced to 201. from 251.. As a result, historic preservation 
activities have declined, and to the extent these endeavors 
entailed the incorporation of housing into preservation 
projects, we have lost a I5mall but important opportunity for both 
expanding the housing supply and for stabilizing older areas. 
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While not within the legislative purview of the Banking 
Committee, this tax issue cannot be overlooked and should be 
addressed in separate legislation. 

8. 	 Do not disturb the basic features of the FHA insurance 
payment for homeownership. FHA works well and does not 
need "fixing" through new or higher fees, or privatization. 

9. 	 Finally, in this era of rapidly changing technology, the AlA 
believes it is important for the federal government to support
basic research into buildings as complex technical systems. The 
federal government has sharply cut back its support of buildings 
research, particularly with respect to energy conservation, to 
the point that the United States is falling behind trading 
partners in the development and application of new efficient 
building components that life cycle costs through reduced 
energy consumption. 

The Department of Energy Appropriation for the building and 
community systems programs declined from $98,300,000 in 
FY1980 to $30,450,000 in FY1987. 

A recent report on energy conservation appropriations noted 
that U.S. expenditures on buildings compare with the amounts 
spent on research on razor blades. The Japanese spend 31. of their 
construction industry sales on building research compared to 
0.011. for the U.S. construction industry. 

The future of American housing lies in partnership and in the 
pragmatic approach for problem-solving that has served this 
nation well for 200 years. We hope this paper will help develop 
legislation that advances these goals. 
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Senators Alan Cranston and AIfonse M. D' Amato and the Senate Subcommittee on Housing 
and Urban Affairs have given this country a great opportunit:y -- the opportunity to rethink 
and redirect our national housing policy. The American Planumg Aaociation is pleased to be 
invited tojoin in this important effort. 

, 	 The Federal retrenchment from support of housing programs during the past six years has. in 
our opinion, proven two things: 

J 
1. That Federal support is absolutely essential to meet the housing needs of 
low- and moderate -Income households; and 
2. That tremendous capacity exists at the state and local levels to design and 
implement creative housing programs which are responsive to local 
conditions, needs and opportunities. 

Our new housing policy mllllt recommit Federal resources toward housing needs, and must 
take advantage of the demonstrated state and local capacity to produce and maintain housing 
for low- and moderate-income households. 

1. BASIC PREMISES 

The American Planning Association's recommendations for a new housing policy are based 
on the following premises: 

A. 	Decent housing in a suitable living environment is a basic human right to which all 
Americans are entitled. 

B. The private sector is, and will continue to be, the primary provider. owner, and 
J manaJer of housing; government's role is catalytic, supplementary, and regulatory,
\ ensunng that the cumulative effect of individual hOUSIng market decisions does not 

deprive any segment ofsociety of the opportunity to live in decent housing. 

C. 	The Federal government must increase and redirect the resources which it currently
devotes to housing, seeking partnerships with state and local governments and with 
the private sector to maxilJllze the impact of the limited funds which can be made 
available. 

D. A primary role of the Federal government is to address the root causes within our 
economic system which create the gap between housing cost and the ability to pay for 
so many American households. 

E. 	It is at the state and local levels that we are best able to desigo and implement
programs to J)roduce and maintain housing which is affordable to low- and moderate
IIlcome households. 

F. 	It is more cost effective to maintain existing housing and its affordability than to 
produce new housing. 

G. 	Sound planning, which can coordinate the vast array of local housing programs and 
providers toward common objectives. is a critical ingredient of an effective housing 
strategy. 

n. RECOMMENDED FEDERAL ROLE 

Based upon the above premises, the American Planning Aasoeiation recommends the 
following four-fold role for the Federal ~ernment in meeting the housing needs of low- and 
moderate-income households: 
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A. Insure that very low·income households have the minimum resources 
necessary to afford decent housing. 

We recommend that the rental housing certificate program be retained and expanded 
as needed. Consideration also may be given to combining housing certificates with 
shelter allowances under the welfare system to provide a single more efficient and 
more equitable financial support program for the most needy of our society. Programs 
must be designed and administered such that homeless persons are not excluded from 
eligibility. 

B. 	Remove systemic incentives to speculation and overconsumption, and provide 
incentives for affordable housing production and maintenance. 

In its regulation and stimulation of the national economy, the Federal government 
must not contribute to those forces which tend to continuously drive up the cost of 
housing. To the contrary, steps should be taken to stimulate construction and 
maintenance of affordable housing. We recommend the following as the types of 
taxation and regulatory actions which should be taken to support a new national 
housing policy: 

1. 	Extend the tax benefits ofhomeowners hip to lower income homeowners by allowing 
the taxpayer to choose either the full homeowner deduction or a partial tax credit 
for mortgage interest and property tax payments. 

2. 	 Remove the homeowner tax deduction for second homes. 

3. 	 Extend the straight· line depreciation period for rental property. 

4. 	 Permit depreciation allowance for owners of 5 or more rental units only if they 
submit every 3 years a certification from a local government, or, in the absence of 
local capacity, from a licensed engineer or architact that the units comply with a 
model housing code. eco,,;ni:reci by the Council of American Building Officials; and 
only if they submit evidence upon sale that tenant associations were given the right 
of first refusal to purchase. . 

5. 	 Establish a high capital gains tax for shott-term resale of rental property which 
declines on a sliding scale to the present capital gains tax rate as the length of 
ownershi p increases. 

6. 	 Remove impediments to utilization of the low-income housing tax credit. 

7. 	 Classify tax exempt revenue bonds used to finance housing for low- and moderate
income households as essential function bonds. thereby eliminating the provisions 
which subject such bonds to state allocation caps and to the Alternative Minimum 
Tax. 

8. Provide controls and incentives in regulation ofcredit institutions to insure that an 
adequate share of private credit continues to be directed toward construction and 
rehabilitation of affordable housing. 

9. 	 Reject all proposals to privatize the Federal Housing Administration and Federal 
agencies which provide a secondary market for housing finance. 

C. Preserve the affordability of existing Federally subsidized housing. 

Tbe current policy of the Federal government is to divest itself of a direct role in 
producing and managing low-income housing. This withdrawal should not be so 

2 
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precipitous as to threaten the existing stock of housing for low-and moderate-income 
households. Furthermore, we should not allow the 1.4 million units of housing which 
are currently available to needy households through HUD-assisted programs, such as 
Section 8, Section 221(d)(3) and Section 236, to disappear as private developer 
contracts expire. Therefore, we recommend that the Federal government: 

I. 	Sell no existin~ public housing project until a thorou~h study has demonstrated 
that the finanCIal and management ca~ability will eXist to assure the long-term 
availahility of such units to tenants sinular in income to present tenants. Existing 
public housing should be modernized and rehabilitated before it is turned over to a 
local government, a tenant association, or a nonprofit organization. 

If turned over to a tenant asaociation, the Federal tl'overnment should assist in the 
formation of a limited equity co-op or mutual hOUSIng asaociation to guarantee the 
long-term affordability of the units. 

2. 	 Require all private owners of existing Federally subsidized housing to provide a six
month notice to tenants and to local government of their intent to convert the units 
to market rate housing and to ~ve the right offirst refusal to purchase the property 
to the building's tenant aSSOClation, a local government, a public authonty, or a 
nonprofit organization. Ifdisplacement should occur, the pnvate owner should be 
required to provide relocation assistance. 

In addition, the Federal government should provide the financing and technical 
assistance which may be needed to create a VIable limited equity co-op or mutual 
housing asaociation to guarantee the long-term affordability of the units. 

D. 	Delegate to state and local governments the responsibility and resources to 
produce and maintain affordable housing. 

Durintl'the past six years, state and local governments have valiantly attempted to fill 
the VOId created by the withdrawal of the Federal government from housing'programs. 
The vast array of creative programs fashioned by public and nonprofit a~encles to meet 
the specific needs of their constituencies has demonstrated that hOUSIng production 
and maintenance programs are most effectively designed and implemented at the stste 
and local levels. Moreover, it is at the local level that authority rests for the re~lation 
ofhousing production and maintenance, through tools such as subdivision ordInances, 
zoning codes, development and design standards, and code enforcement. 

i 

The existence ofpublic and private agencies which are implementing effective housing 
programs at the state and local levels offers an unprecedented opportunity to leverage 

I limited new Federal funding to maximum impact. We, therefore, recommend two new 
incentive housing block grant programs, to states and to local governments, as follows: 

• 1. 	 Create a new state incentive housing block grant program . 

A portion of the funds should be allocated to every state hased upon relative need. 
The remainder of the funds, which should become the major portion of the block 
grant program over time, should be allocated on an incentive basis to states to the 

I extent that they have raised matching funds for low-and moderate- housing 
! through mechanisms such as state housing trust funds, general obligation honds, or 
1 	 general fund appropriations. (It is recognized that direct Federal support will be 

required to meet the housing needs oflow- and moderate-income Native American 
households residing within Indian reservations and villages, and may be required 
to meet the housing needs of rural households through a strengthened Farmers 
Home Administration.) 

3 
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2. Expand the Community Development Block Grant (CDBG) Program. 

The CDBG program should be expanded to include a local housing block grant 
element which would provide additional funds to match funds raised locally for low
and moderate-income housing. The expanded program might be called the Housing 
and Community Development Block Grant Program, reflecting a requirement that 
the major portion of the total funds (sa}" not less than 70 percent) be devoted to 
housing for low-and moderate-income households. As with the \lresent CDBG 
program, funds should be allocated directl:y to metropolitan cities and urban 
counties, and through the states to amaller cities. 

3. Permit state and local governments to directly utilize housing block grant funds, or 
to allocate them to private and non-profit housing developers and to housing 
authorities. for a wide range of activities which benefit housing for low- and 
moderate·income households. Included would be grants and loans for construction, 
rehabilitation and improvement ofhousing, home ownership and rental assistance, 
code enforcement, provision of emergency shelter and technical assistance/seed 
money for non-profit community based sponsora. Block grant funds should be 
allowed to be combined with other hOUSIng funds, as in the provision of "gap 
financing" to leverage bond proceeds and conventional financing. 

4. 	 Require each state or local recipient to prepare and adopt a housing \llan before the 
incentive funding is released, and to update such plans at five-year Intervals. The 
proposed planning process is intended to direct the expenditure of limited funds to 
the most effective actions. to coordinate the vast array ofpublic and private actions 
toward common objectives. and to provide a mechanism for pUblic participation and 
review. The state plan should contain sub-plans by market regions, which could be 
prepared by or in cooperation with existing regional planning agencies. All plans 
should be part of and/or consistent with the comprehensive plans for each 
jurisdiction. Each plan should address. at a minimum. the following: 

a. 	Analysis of current housing problems and issues, including gaps between supply 
and demand. mismatches between cost and ability to pay, overcrowding. and 
physical condition. 

b. 	 Long-range forecast of housing demand by ~ and price range. These forecasts 
should take into account a fair-share allocation among communities of housing 
for low-and moderate-income households. The fair-share approach should be 
develoJled as part of the state plan and be incorporated in a consistent manner in 
all local plans. 

c. 	 Estimate of specific housin~ needs during the next five years to serve all 
segments of the population. Including low- and moderate-income families, the 
elderly, the handicapped, and the homeless. The estimate should include a 
reasonable commitment toward meeting the long·range fair-share allocation. 

d. 	 Analysis of obstacles to development, maintenance, and improvement of 
housing for low- and moderate-income households. including local land use and 
bUilding codes. cost and availability of mortgage loans, lack ofdevelopable land, 
etc. 

e. 	 Long-range goals and short-range objectives. The objectives should be in the 
form ofspecific. quantified (where possible) targets for the next five years. 

f. 	 Recommended action strategy. The set of recommended actions to achieve the 
five-year objectives should lie specific as to responsible agency. funding source. 
and targeted output. 

4 
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g. 	 Citizen participation. The process and products of citizen participation in 
preparation ofthe plan should be documented. 

h. 	 Displacement and other negative impacts. The plan should seek to minimize 
and/or mitigate its effect upon displacement and its other negative impacts upon 
the overall environment. It should include an adequate relocation assistance 
program. 

J 
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ABOUT THE AMERICAN PLANNING ASSOCIATION 

The American Planning Association (APA) is a national organization of 21,000 members, 

including public and private planners and elected and appointed officials at all levels of 

government as well as educators, students and interested citizens. APA members belong to 

45 chapters covering every state and Congressional district. They can also belong to 15 

divisions focusing on such functional areas as Housing and Human Services. 


The primary objective of APA is to advance the art and science of planning for the improved 

development of the nation and its states, regions and communities. 


APA was formed in 1978 through the consolidation of the American Institute of Planners, 

founded in 1917, and the American Society of Planning Officials, founded in 1934. 


Within APA is the American Institute of Certified P~ers which focuses on professional 

development. Members of A1CP are distinguished by having met ezperience requirements 

and by having passed an eumination on planning principles and practices. 


The American Planning Association and its chapters have wholeheartedly supported 

legislation at the national and state levels to make housing affordable for all Americans and, 

in particular, for low- and moderate-income families. 


APA's research activities have also been directed towards providing state and local 

governments with practical measures that they can adOl!t to increase the affordability of 

housing. In recent years, AP A has developed and disseminated information on such topics as: 


Planning Agency Ideas for Encouraging Low- and Moderate-Income Housing. 1977. 


Integration in Housing; A Plan for Racial Diversity in Two Villages. 1978. 


!!!.£!yllll!!H!r" Zoning Regulations: An Update. 1980. 


Low- and Moderate-Income Housing: Part 1. Increasing the Supply and Accessibility. 1980. 


Low- and Moderate-Income Housing: Part 2. Conserving What We Have. 1980. 


Accessory Apartments: Using Surplus Space in Single-Family Houses. 1981. 


Zero Lot Line Development. 1982. 


Changing Development Standards for Affordable Housing. 1982. 


Increasing Housing Opportunities for the Elderly. 1983. 


Affordable Single-Family Housing: A Review ofDevelopment Standards. 1984. 


Shared Housing: An Affordable Alternative. 1985. 


Inclusionarv Zoning Moves Downtown. 1985. 


Regulating Manufactured Housing. 1986 . 
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This statement on National Housing Policy was prepared by a Special Committee of the 
American Planning Association and was reviewed and commented upon by its Board of 
Directors, its Chapter Presidents and its Division Chairs. 
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AN EVALUATION OF THE 

NATIONAL MANUFACTURED HOUSING CONSTRUCTION 


AND SAFETY STANDARDS ACT OF 1974, 42 U.S.C. 5401 et ~. 


AND THE HUD REGULATIONS IMPLEMENTING THE ACT 

24 C.F.R. §3280, THE CONSTRUCTION AND SAFETY STANDARDS AND 


24 C.F.R. §3282, THE PROCEDURAL AND ENFORCEMENT REGULATIONS 

FOREWORD 

The National Manufactured Housing Construction and 

Safety Standards Act of 1974, 42 U.S.C. S5401, et seq. 

("Act") (Attachment 1), was implemented by Construction and 

Safety Standards and Procedural and Enforcement Regulations 

promulgated as of June 15, 1976 (Attachment 2). In the 

ensuing ten years, approximately three million manufactured 

housing units have been produced by the industry. It is 

appropriate, therefore, to consider the effectiveness of the 

regulatory scheme at this juncture. This analysis will 

attempt an evaluation, admittedly from the standpoint of the 

producers of manufactured housing. Most of the data used is 

based upon examinations of records and documents within the 

custody of the Department of Housing and Urban Developmentj 
and the records of private companies. 

By the early 1970's production of mobile homes had 

risen to 566,920 units per year. Production and sales, 

however, have never again reached such a high level. 

Indeed, since the enactment of the Mobile Home Act, 

,II 
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production has been nearly static, without any appreciable 

increase. 

Both industry and the public joined in supporting 

the adoption of the 1974 Act. The industry saw the 

preemption provision of the Act as a possible solution to 

expensive and time consuming efforts necessary to comply 

with mUltiple building codes in the states and local 

jurisdictions. There also had been consumer complaints 

regarding some industry products. These influences 

encouraged Congress to establish a nationwide building code 

for mobile homes. The original Construction and Safety 

Standards were essentially similar to the American National 

Standards Institute ("ANSI") Standard Al19.l, which had been 

developed jointly by various voluntary standard agencies. 

(Attachment 3.) 

Both ANSI Al19.l and the new HUD Code incorporated 

by reference thousands of standards for materials and 

components, as did the building codes of the individual 

state and subordinate entities. Consequently, the 

Construction Code was published by HUD in December of 1975 

with the understanding on the part of both industry and the 

Department that the regulations were not the last word, but 

rather that they represented an evolving scheme which would 

be modified from time to time as needed. The Procedural and 

Enforcement Regulations particularly were recognized as 
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being awkward and in need of revision. The latter 

regulations, for example, have never distinguished between 

major, substantive, or significant deviations from the Code 

and insignificant deviations which do not affect the 

quality, durability, or liveability of a home. Furthermore, 

it was generally recognized by all concerned that mobile 

homes were affordable housing for low and middle income 

Americans, and that this feature had to be maintained at all 

costs. Attached are copies of the Act and the aforesaid 

implementing Regulations. 

BACKGROUND AND ENACTMENT 

A. Overview 

'Manufactured Home' means a structure, 
transportable in one or more sections, which, in 
the traveling mode, is 8 body feet or more in 
width or 40 body feet or more in length, or, when 
erected on site, is 320 or more square feet, and 
which is built on a permanent chassis and designed 
to be used as a dwelling with or without a 
permanent foundation when connected to the 
required utilities, and includes the plumbing, 
heating, air-conditioning, and electrical systems 
contained therein; except that such term shall 
include any structure which meets all the 
requirements of this paragraph except the size 
requirements and with respect to which the 
manufacturer voluntarily files a certification 
required by the Secretary and complies with the 
standards established under this title. 

The National Manufactured Housing Construction and Safety 

Standards Act adopted this definition of a mobile home, now 
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called a manufactured home, 42 U.S.C. §5401. Composing the 

definition of a mobile home was a difficult task. Mobile 

homes have long been confused with recreational vehicles and 

travel trailers. Indeed, many of the companies now 

producing manufactured homes developed in the 1930's as 

producers of travel trailers as well as mobile homes. 

Furthermore, at one point in the development of the 

manufactured housing industry, the same national trade 

association represented both recreational vehicles and 

manufactured housing. By trial and error, howev-er, 

manufacturers of mobile homes have evolved a design and plan 

for housing units built entirely inside factories which may 

be transported without damage to the home site. 

This uniquely American approach to the problem of 

housing, particularly in rural areas, has solved a need for 

housing which exists throughout America. Consequently, the 

demand for manufactured housing rose dramatically from an 

annual production level of approximately 1300 unit.s per year 

in 1930 to approximately 100,000 units per year in 1960. By 

1966, approximately 200,000 units per year were shipped. In 

the period 1968 through 1973, the shipments never slipped 

below 300,000 and rose as high as 576,000 in 1972. In 1974, 

however, production dropped to 329,300 and in 1976 to 

212,690. Since the adoption of the Mobile Home Act, 

production has never again risen above 300,000. 
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The sudd~n decline in sales in 1974 and 1975 

J resulted in a decrease in the number of manufacturers from 

approxima:ely 330 to approximately 220. The number of 

manufacturing plants also declined from about 800 to 500 

J during the same period. Today, there are no more than 170 

mobile home manufacturers in the United States with 

approximately 400 manufacturing facilities. 

The manufactured housing industry has demonstrated 

a genuine concern since its inception that its products be 

manufactured to acceptable levels of safety and quality. 

During the early 1950's, the industry trade association 

instituted a long-term program of self-regulation in an 

effort to implement a recognized national construction code. 

Subsequently, in the late 1960's, with the assistance of the 

National Fire Protection Association (NFPA) and the American 

i 
National Standards Institute (ANSI), the All9.1 Standard for 

I mobile home body and frame design and construction was 

published. In the states which adopted ANSI AI19.1, the 

manufacturers were provided technical assistance through 

trade association experts knowledgeable of the standard. 

While pursuing this type of voluntary self-regulation, the 

various manufacturers also promoted enforcement legislation 

in each state where homes were produced and shipped. 

By 1972, 36 states had adopted the ANSI A119.1 

standard. Many of these states, however, did not have the 
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resources necessary for effective enforcement. Similarly, 

because the ANSI standard was not mandatory in all states, 

because problems of upgrading legislation in each state were 

sizeable and, finally, because many states exercised 

different levels of enforcement of the same standard, the 

mobile home industry supported the development of a 

pre-emptive national standard. 

The significance of a single national standard can 

best be illustrated by remarks placed in the Congressional 

Record on behalf of the industry in response to an inquiry 

by Senator Brock, one of the sponsors of Senate Bill 3604 in 

1972. 

A single standard for mobile home 
construction will allow manufacturers to market 
their products on a national basis without having 
to build to a variety of state and local 
standards. If states are permitted to promulgate 
standards which differ or exceed a Federal 
standard they are, in effect, forcing 
manufacturers to build as many different products 
as there are states. A single standard will allow 
producers to make a universal product. This 
approach accommodates the elimination of costly 
production line changes which otherwise add to the 
cost of the home. A preliminary benefit of any 
standardization is tne resultant reduction of unit 
cost. Any Federal standards should seek to 
realize and pass this benefit to the home buying 
public. (Cong. Rec. 5.7782, May 15, 1972). 
(Emphasis added.) 

senator Brock thereupon noted: "Rather than face a myriad of 

State requirements and regulations with varying inspection 

and enforcement procedures, a uniform code will offer the 
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consumer a quality, reliable product wherever he purchases," 

(g.) 

Although both the industry and Congress thus 

recognized the need for a uniform code of standards in the 

early 1970's, confusion still prevailed over the nature and 

status of mobile homes as homes rather than vehicles. 

Terminology was used in early bills proposing federal mobile 

home regulation which was actually better suited to travel 

trailers, recreational vehicles, campers, and even 

automobiles. In part, this identity problem stemmed from 

the fact that manufactured housing was considered by some 

states and the Federal Trade Commission to be personal 

property rather than real property, even" though the home was 

affixed to real property, and never moved again. Indeed, to 

this date, the public remains confused about the very 

different engineering and purposes of mobile homes, 

recreational vehicles and travel trailers. 

The practical impact of this type of confusion is 

evident from the remarks of Representative Louis Frey of 

Florida on May 2, 1972 introducing the first Bill in the 

House of Representatives addressing the regulation of the 

mobile homes industry, H.R. 14716: "The legislation which 

I offer today is modeled to a certain extent on the Motor 

Vehicle Safety Act of 1970. • (Cong. Rec. H.3985, 

May 2, 1972.) Similarly, of the four House Bills introduced 

78-541 0 - 87 - 6 
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in 1972 regulating the production of mobile homes, two 

provided for a standard regulating both recreational 

vehicles and mobile homes under the same Bill. When the 

House failed to support mobile home legislation in 1972, 

however, Representative Frey introduced an amended version 

of this Bill, H.R. 5224 in 1973. Unfortunately, the 

misconception of mobile homes as vehicles was continued by 

this legislation, which treated recreational vehicles as 

part of the mobile home industry and relied upon the 

National Traffic and Motor Vehicle Safety Act of 1966 

("Motor Vehicle Safety Act"). Consequently, with the 

exception of minor variations, the present Act was 

substantially derived from identical sections of the Motor 

Vehicle Safety Act. (Attachment 4.) 

Sections 602 and 604(a) of the Act, for example, 

were taken directly from the Motor Vehicle Safety Act. 

Compared below is the language of the "Purpose" section of 

the Motor Vehicle Safety Act of 1966 and the Statement of 

Purpose to HB14716 and SB3604. 

• • . That Congress declares that the purpose 
of this act is to reduce the amount of insurance 
costs, property damage, personal injury, and death 
resulting from mobile home accidents without any 
substantial increase in the retail price of mobile 
homes. Therefore, Congress determines that it is 
necessary to establish practical Federal safety 
standards for mobile homes in interstate commerce; 
to authorize mobile home safety research and 
development; • •• (HB14716) 
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* * * 
Congress hereby declares that the purpose of 

this chapter is to reduce traffic accidents and 
deaths and injuries to persons resulting from 
traffic accidents. Therefore, Congress determines 
that it is necessary to establish motor vehicle 
safety standards for motor vehicles and equipment 
in interstate commerce; to undertake and support 
necessary safety research and development; • • • • 

15 U.S.C. 51381. 

Similarly, Section 603 of the original Senate and House 

Bills read as follows: 

The Secretary shall establish by order 
appropriate Federal mobile home safety standards. 
Each such Federal mobile home safety standard 
shall be practicable, shall meet the need for 
mobile home safety, and shall be stated in 
objective terms. 

This language is almost identical to Section 1392 of the 

National Traffic and Motor Vehicle Safety Act, which reads: 

The Secreta,ry shall establish by order appropriate 
r,~deral motor vehicle safety standards. Each such 
Federal motor vehicle safety standard shall be 
practicable, shall meet the need for motor vehicle 
safety, and shall be stated in objective terms. 

15 U.S.C. 51392. 

Despite the fact that The National Manufactured 

Housing Construction and Safety Standards Act was patterned 

upon the Act regulating Motor Vehicle Safety, both of its 

sponsors, Representative Frey and Senator Brock, wished for 

mobile homes to be treated as housing. (~Congressional 

Record H.3985, May 2, 1972; Congressional Record S.7782, 

7783, May 15, 1972.) This emphasis coincides with the 
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express purpose of the Act "to establish minimum uniform 

safety standards.- This phrase is virtually identical to 

the -purpose- section of the One and Two Family Dwelling 

Code which states: 

The purpose of this code is to provide minimum 
standards for the protection of life, limb, 
health, property environment and for the safety 
and welfare of the consumer, general public and 
the owners and occupants of residential buildings 
regulated by this code. (1979 Ed., Chapter I, 
Section R-I02-Purpose.) 

This language, moreover, is substantially the same as that 

used in the "Purpose" section of the Uniform Building Code 

and the Southern Building Code. 

Although the sponsors of the Act believed that 

mobile homes should be treated as housing, there was 

contrary sentiment expressed in both the Senate and the 

House. During 1972, for example, Senator Thomas Eagleton 

attempted to amend the Food, Drug and Consumer Product 

Safety Act to include the manufacture of mobile homes 

because such homes ostensibly were a manufactured product 

which might endanger lives. In early 1973, Representative. 

Moss of California and Representative Eckhart of Texas, 

attempted to clarify the scope of the Consumer Product 

Safety Act to include mobile homes and recreational vehicles 

as consumer products. These attempts to amend Senator 

Brock's Bill, however, failed. 
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The consequences of the misconceptions engendered 

by these efforts are still being felt today. HUD has made 

statements both formally and informally which would tend to 

show that the employees charged with administering the Act 

believe that mobile homes may be classified as "dangerous" 

products. Indeed, as the federal mobile home inspection 

system has been expanded, reference has constantly been made 

to the Act's Statement of Purpose which seeks "to improve 

quality and durability," as well as to the language of 

Section 604(a), which provides that standards shall meet the1 
J "highest" standards of protection taking into account 

existing state and local laws. This language was introduced 

by Senator William Proxmire on October 4, 1973 in S.2538. 

However, the intent of this language, which remains in the 

mobile home legislation, is not clear until the legislative 

history of Senator Proxmire's Bill is considered. The 

phrase "to improve quality and durability" was based upon 

Senator Proxmire's analogy of mobile homes to motor 

vehicles. In his statement to the Senate supporting S.2538, 

Senator Proxmire stated: 

Automobiles are now subject to Federal safety 
regulations. There are some similarities between 
a mobile home and a car: both are built for 
interstate salel both are sold on conditional 
sales contracts, both can have defects stemming 
from design and bad workmanship. But now forced 
recalls are mandatory on cars with defects. Not 
so for mobile homes. The fact that both 
automobiles and mobile homes both use the highways 
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is not a demanding similarity because the homes 
are meant to be semipermanently situated. 
Recreational vehicles are not covered by this 
legislation because they are on the move and are 
not used normally as permanent housing. 

The purpose, then, of the legislation being 
introduced today is to improve the safety and 
durability of mobile homes, and thus reduce 
deaths, injuries, property damage and insurance 
costs connected with the design and construction 
of mobile homes. (Cong. Rec. S. 18594, Oct. 4, 
1973.) (Emphasis added.) 

Whether or not Senator Proxmire believed that 

mobile homes and automobiles were similar, the Statement of 

Purpose of S.2538 was followed by a statement which' 

provided: "mobile homes will be supplied with a minimum 

warranty to insure adequate levels of quality and durability 

in mobile homes." It is a fair inference, then, that when 

Senator Proxmire spoke of improving quality and durability 

in mobile homes, he recognized that that phrase should be 

considered in terms of assuring adequate levels of quality 

and durability as the phrase was used in building codes. 

Senator Proxmire stated that standards to improve the level 

of mobile home safety, quality and durability to adequate 

levels would be based on research, testing, and evaluation 

conducted during the first year after the enactment of the 

legislation. (Cong. Rec. S.18594, October 4, 1973.) He 

further stated that in setting such standards, the Secretary 

"would consider, ••• whether any standard he set would 
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increase the cost of owning a mobile home beyond the value 

of the expected benefits to the public." (1£.) 

When the final Bill was enacted, Senator 

Proxmire's provision for a minimum warranty to ensure 

adequate levels of quality and durability was deleted, while 

the language that the purpose of the Act was to "improve the 

quality and durability of mobile homes" remained. Thus, if 

read outside of the context of its original meaning, the 

present language in the Statement of Purpose, "to improve 

the quality and durability" can be interpreted as a clear 

directive for HUD to periodically upgrade the The National 

Manufactured Housing Construction and Safety Standards Act 

without statutory limitation. This interpretation is 

favored by HUD personnel, regardless of whether current 

levels of quality and durability are adequate and 

acceptable, and regardless of whether they are equivalent to 

existing standards for site-built homes. Such an approach 

discriminates, however, against manufactured housing because 

it ignores the original Congressional intent that any 

standard developed be reasonable, needed, and cost 

beneficial to low income consumers. 42 U.S.C. §5403(f). It 

is precisely for this reason that industry has objected to 

the enlargement of the inspection and quality control system 

and the constant pressure from HUD to improve quality and 

durability to meet the absolute highest standards. It is 
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obvious, then, that some action is needed to dispell the 

confusion which has been engendered by the unconscious 

comparison of mobile homes with motor vehicles in the 

original legislation. 

The use of the term "highest standards of 

protectionn must itself be understood in the context of the 

legislative history of the Bill which was ultimately 

adopted. When Senator Proxmire's Bill 5.2538 was introduced 

on October 4, 1973, there was a provision under Section 4(d) 

stating nnothing shall prohibit state or political 

sub-divisions from establishing a construction and safety 

standard that is identical to or more stringent to the 

federal standard. n Senator Proxmire was particularly 

concerned about federal preemption because he believed that 

Wisconsin had "recently passed a strong law which promif'efdl 

to increase "mobile home safety." (Cong. Rec. 5.18513, 

October 4, 1973). Thus, when Senator Brock in his statement 

said nthese standards shall meet the need for mobile home 

safety, durability and quality and shall meet the highest 

standards of protection, taking into account existing state 

and local laws" (Cong. Rec. 5.22341, December 19, 1973) 

(emphasis added), it was obvious that the language was 

included so that the federal standard would meet the highest 

of local standards then in place, not the highest 

conceivable building standard. 
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The term "highest standards" was included in 

Section 604(a) of the Act to ensure that the standards 

developed during the first year after passage of the Act 

would be at least as high as ~~~~~ state standards at 

that time. The term "highest standards" must be considered 

in the context of the state and local laws being enforced at 

the time the Act was passed. Following implementation. of a 

pre-emptive federal standard, adoption of additional more 

stringent state or local laws was prohibited. The "highest 

standard" language was not meant to drive construction codes 

j.nto super-safe functional levels, but was instead intended 

to ensure that the federal code was at least as high as any 

existing state code. 

Failure to clarify this language will result in 

future misinterpretations by HUD employees and HUD's 

contract agents as to the intent of Congress with respect to 

HUD's direction to establish standards. If such a 

direction is interpreted as establishing a goal that mobile 

homes be built to eventually meet the highest possible 

building standards, mobile homes cannot and will not meet 

the need for low cost, affordable housing in America. Such 

a standard, moreover, would discriminate against 

manufactured housing, insofar as site-built homes are not 

subject to ever more rigorous and unrealistic standards. 
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B. Research, Development, Testing and Evaluation 

Although HUD is now engaged in enlarging its 

research, testing, and evaluation functions, the original 

intent of that portion of the Act which refers to research 

and testing was far different than is now being asserted. 

(Cong. Rec. S.18594, Oct. 4, 1973.) It was the intent of 

Congress that research, testing and evaluation be conducted 

primarily during the first year after passage of the Act. 

(Id.). Additional research, testing, and evaluation was to 

be conducted as necessary to ensure minimum standards of 

safety, quality and durability meeting reasonable levels of 

protection considering relative costs. Research and 

development were not to be conducted for the sake of mere 

inquiry, nor to maintain the quality and durability of homes 

beyond a reasonable level. The quality and durability 

language of the Statement of Purpose, however, has led to 

unnecessary and excessively costly inspections and needless 

standard-making on the part of HUD. 

C. The Availability of Affordable Housing 

The industry is concerned that manufactured 

housing continue to be produced in a cost-effective manner 

so that this source of affordable housing will be available 

to all Americans. In this respect, it is interesting to 
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compare the spiraling cost of conventional housing to that 

of manufactured housing. A large number of American 

families are currently unable to purchase a conventional 

site-built house. Manufactured housing, however, has 

remained affordable and available for low and moderate 

income families. It is estimated that approximately 250 

man-hours are required to build a manufactured home on a 

production line which runs day and night as long as needed 

and is invulnerable to the weather. Due primarily to this 

production efficiency, the average sales price of a 

manufactured house can be one-fourth or one-fifth the 

average sales price of a site-built home. In 1980, the 

average cost per square foot for a manufactured house was 

$17.80, although site-built homes had risen to $36.00 per 

square foot. The United States Department of Commerce 

indicated that in 1979, the average cost of a manufactured 

house was $17,600 compared to the average price of a 

site-built home of $71,900. These figures rose in 1981 to 

$19,000 and $88,300, respectively, and to $21,500 and 

$97,600 in 1984, $21,800 and $100,800 in 1985 and $22,400 

and $111,900 in 1986. Thus, approximately 80 percent of the 

houses sold for under $40,000 in the United States are 

manufactured in factories. 
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D. Conclusion 

The National Manufactured Housing Construction and 

Safety Standards Act of 1974 has been successful in ensuring 

that mobile homes are built to levels of quality, safety, 

and durability equivalent to or better than conventional 

homes. At the time that federal mobile horne safety 

legislation was first considered by Congress, the safety, 

quality and durability of mobile homes had been criticized. 

Any such legitimate criticism has now been remedied through 

application of the Act. Unfortunately though, unfair and 

uninformed criticism continues today, based in part, on the 

argument that purported inadequacies of the ANSI standard 

were incorporated into the HUD standard. But, as noted 

earlier, the greatest inadequacies of the ANSI code 

consisted in state enforcement procedures, rather than the 

substance of the code itself. 

The most comprehensive summary of the state of the 

art in mobile horne design and construction was made by Dr. 

Arthur Bernhardt in 1978, in his report to HUD, "Building 

Tomorrow: The Mobile/Manufactured Housing Industry," MIT 

Press, Cambridge, MassachUsetts, 1978: 

The mobile horne from an engineering point of view, 
is a more sophisticated structure than the 
conventional horne. It is engineered to satisfy 
the same loading conditions of a conventional horne 
while selling at a fraction of the cost. At the 
same time, it must meet the greater, sharper, and 
unpredictable, dynamic conditions caused by 
over-the-road movement. 
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The claim that the mobile home is of inferior 
construction is not justified. The basis of this 
claim is caused by a one-to-one comparison of 
structural members in a conventional home and a 
mobile home. Such a comparison, however, is 
meaningless because of the difference in structure 
design principles used. Mobile home design 
principles are more efficient than those used in 
the structural design of the conventional home. 
(Bernhardt [Unpublished Study for the U.S. 

Department of Housing and Urban Development] 

"Manufacturing," pages 86, 93.) 


The HUD standards included certain improvements over the 

ANSI standard, but homes built to the HUD standard are 

equivalent in every way to homes built to conform to any 

building code currently enfor~ed in the United States. 

American ingenuity has thus developed a unique 

product which satisfies the need for affordable housing by 

building each unit in a factory on a steel chassis which can 

transport the home to the site. This concept satisfies the 

need for rural housing, particularly where large scale site 

housing cannot be made available. Unfortunately, there 

remains a prejudicial attitude about manufactured housing 

because of its origins. It was started at a time when 

manufacturers were building both recreational vehicles and 

mobile homes. But those two lines of products diverged 

sharply and the idea of building a house in a factory has 

resulted in production efficiency and cost savings. 

Unfortunately, some of these misconceptions found their way 
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into the National Manufactured Housing Construction and 

Safety Standards Act. Despite such misconceptions, though, 

the phrases which were used in such statements as the 

Statement of Purpose of the Act were clearly not meant to 

require an unlimited improvement in quality, durability and 

safety without consideration of cost and the need for 

affordable housing. 
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ASSOCIATION OF LOCAL HOUSING FINANCE AGENCIES 

Proposed New National Housing Policy and Program

October 5, 1987 


I • 	 THE PROBLEM 

A. 	 Magnitude of the Problem 

The number of low-income households is increasing while the 
supply of decent and affordable housing stock is declining, a 
situation which has reached crisis proportions. Evidence 
reveals that: 

1. 	Between 1974 and 1983, the number of rental households 
earning under SlO,OOO increased by 3 million to an 
estimated 12 million. At the same time the number of 
rental units affordable to these households declined by 2 
million to 9.3 million. 

2. 	Two-thirds of the 23 million very-low-income households (50 
percent of median income or less) currently pay excessive 
rents (more than 35 percent of income) or live in 
physically inadequate structures. 

3. 	EXpiring federal contracts and low-income occupancy 
restrictions have put at risk a substantial number of the 
1.9 million privately~owned, federally-assisted. low-income 
rental units under the Section 8, Sr,-';lon 236, and section 
221(d)(3) programs; some estimates indicate that as many as 
900,000 units could be lost from the low-income stock by
1995 as their mortgages are "prepaid." 

4. 	 Estimates of the number of persons who do not have a 
permanent address or means of shelter vary between 350,000 
and 3 million. 

5. 	 Many low- and moderate-income potential first-time 
homebuyers are priced out of the conventional mortgage
market. 

B. 	 Recent Response to the Problem 

The federal government's recent response to the low- and 
moderate-income housing crisis has been to: 

1. 	 Reduce by over 70 percent (from S30.2 billion in FY 1981 to 
S7.4 billion in FY 1987) direct federal expenditures to 
meet the housing needs of low- and moderate-income persons. 

1 
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2. 	 Eliminate or curtail tax incentives to stimulate new 
production and rehabilitation of affordable housing for 
low- and moderate-income persons including: 

a. 	eliminate the incentive for private investors to 
invest in low-income rental housing; 

b. 	replace previous investment incentives with a new 
low-income housing tax credit which, in the absence of 
additional subsidies, is of insufficient value to 
stimulate significant production of new rental housing; 
and 

c. 	dramatically reduce the ability of state and local 
governments to provide tax-exempt financing to 
stimulate affordable housing opportunities for low- and 
moderate-income renters and first-time homebuyers. 

II. A POSSIBLE NEW RESPONSE 

The federal government should reaffirm as national policy "the 
goal of a decent home and a suitable living environment for every
American family" first enunciated in the Housing Act of 1949. To 
achieve this goal, Congress should reaffirm the annual production 
benchmark of at least 600,000 units mandated in the 1968 Housing Act 
but abandoned over the past several years. 

Pursuant to this policy the federal government, in partnership
with local and state governments, the private sector, and t~~ ~O~
profit community, should stimulate affordable housing opportunities
for low- and moderate-income persons. 

Furthermore, Congress should rely on the lessons learned from 
past federal policy and programs and build upon the considerable 
capacity and expertise existing within local and state governments,
the private sector, and non-profit organizations, all of whom have 
accepted greater responsibility for the provision of housing as the 
federal government has stepped back. 

A. 	 Assuming Roles to Provide Affordable Housing 

1. 	The federal government should provide direct federal 
expenditures, provide appropriate tax incentives, and 
provide credit supports to stimulate affordable housing 
opportunities. 

2. 	State governments should implement federal housing programs 
as appropriate but should never serve as the exclusive or 
primary deliverer of federal housing programs below the 
federal level; provide capital and other assistance from 
their own resources to local governments, to the private 
sector, and to non-profit organizations to create affordable 
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housing; and remove any legal constraints on the ability of 
local governments to provide affordable housing 
opportunities. 

3. 	Local governments (and their desiqnated agencies) should: 
implement federal housing programs as appropriate, usually 
serving as the primary deliverer of federal housing programs
belaw the federal level; to the extent possible provide local 
capital and other assistance to themselves, to the private 
sector, and to non-profit organizations to create affordable 
housing opportunities; and enact policies (such as 
inclusionary zoning, impact fees, and linkage programs) which 
increase affordable housing opportunities. 

4. 	In partnership with local governments and their desiqnated 

agencies, the private sector should be relied upon to the 

extent feasible to construct, own, and manage affordable 

housing for law- and moderate-income persons. In addition, 

the non-profit sector, where appropriate and feasible, 

should be utilized by local governments and their 

desiqnated agenCies to provide affordable housing

opportunities through construction, ownership, and 

management. The financial, management, and creative 

resources of each participant in these partnerships should 

be leveraged in a way that results in the greatest benefit 

to those in need of affordable housing. 


B. Learning from Past Experience 

A new national housing policy should incorporate lessons 
learned from previous federal housing policies and programs. 

1. 	Mixed-income developments foster a positive housing 
environment and have helped eliminate the stigma attached to 
publicly assisted housing. 

2. 	High-density public housing developments, with heavy 
concentrations of householdS with similar, very low incomes, 
are not conducive to a positive housing environment and are 
often socially counterproductive. Conversely, public
housing units located on scattered sites have had much more 
success in gaining neighborhood acceptance. 

3. 	Despite the fact that deep rent-subsidy programs targeted to 
the very-law-income persons are very costly, they are the 
only way to respond to the housing needs of such persons and 
should be maintained and adequately funded as separate 
programs. 

4. 	Flexible block grants to local governments have worked 

very successfully in the community development area 

and should serve as a model for housing programs. 


3 
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5. 	Many local and some state governments have developed
expertise in financing affordable housing which should be 
capitalized on in future programs. 

6. 	Many local and some state governments have become very
innovative in creating and packaging federal and other 
resources to stimulate affordable housing opportunities. 

III. PROGRAM PROPOSALS 

A. Rental Housing production 

Congress should enact a new Housing Production Incentives 
Program (HPIP) to assist directly local governments and their 
designated agencies (and, where appropriate, state governments)
in constructing, acquiring, and rehabilitating housing for low
and moderate-income persons. The private or nonprofit sectors 
could also receive federal assistance -- through local 
governments -- for these same activities. 

The program should be adequately funded and should at least 
include funding now authorized for public housing construction, 
Housing Development Action Grants, Rental Rehabilitation Grants, 
Section 312 Rehabilitation Loan Repayments, and Section a 
Moderate Rehabilitation. 

Funds could be used for capital grants for development,
acqUisition, and rehabilitation activities; direct loans; loan 
guarantees; interest rate subsidies; rent subsidies; operating
assistance; and for programs designed to meet special housing
needs such as transitional housing and shelters for the 
homeless, housing for large families, and housing for the 
elderly. Each grantee would select one or more of these 
activities for funding under the Housing Production Incentives 
Program based on the relevant affordable housing needs in its 
jurisdiction. 

Most of the funds would be distributed as entitlements 
directly to metropolitan cities and urban counties which would 
designate a lead agency with a demonstrated capacity to carry 
out a housing production program; the balance of funds would be 
distributed to states or to the Department of Housing and Urban 
Development for use in areas not receiving entitlements. A 
minimum entitlement amount would be established, below Which the 
funds would revert to the state or HUD pool. 

Eligible properties would include existing, newly constructed, 
and rehabilitated housing with at least 20 percent of the units 
available to those whose incomes do not exceed a specified 
percentage of the area median income and with tenants paying no 
more than 30 percent of their income for rent. [Congress should 
acknowledge and address the fact that the income targeting 
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requirements stipulated in the 1986 Tax Act make housing programs 
unworkable in many urban areas, and can only be accomplished 
through a more valuable low income tax credit and/or additional 
subsidy.] The market rate rents applicable to the balance of the 
units would help subsidize rents on the set-aside units. 

Properties so assisted must retain occupancy restrictions 
for at least 20 years. 

HPIP grantees would develop a comprehensive housing plan
identifying local low- and moderate-income housing needs. and the 
specific activities which available resources would fund to 
respond to those needs; adopt relevant policies providing for 
affordable housing such as inclusionary zoning, impact fees. 
density bonuses. linkage programs; demonstrate how they 
would leverage federal funds with those from non-federal sources; 
and demonstrate capacity to carry out a housing production 
program. 

Grantees would insure, to the maximum extent possible, that 
activities undertaken would avoid displacing existing tenants; 
assistance would be provided to those involuntarily displaced. 

B. 	 Deep Subsidy Program/Public Housing Modernization and 
Operation 

Apart from the Housing Production Incentive Program. Congress
should continue to provide separately operating subsidies and 
modernization funds for existing public housing units as well as 
funds for Section 8 Existing Certificates and Housing vouchers, 
since these are established, on-going programs. 

C. 	 Tax-Exempt Bond Provisions 

Congress should define as "governmental" tax-exempt bonds 
which are issued for multifamily rental housing projects meeting
specified targeting requirements. consequently. these bonds would 
not be subject to the unified volume cap or the alternative 
minimum tax, thereby facilitating their use in conjunction with 
the Housing Production Incentives Program. Such a definition 
recognizes that providing affordable rental housing for low- and 
moderate-income persons is indeed a legitimate and traditional 
function carried out by local government. 

Furthermore, Congress should continue to require that at least 
20 percent of the units in any bond-financed multifamily rental 
housing project be set aside for households whose incomes do not 
exceed 50 percent of the area median (or·40 percent at 60 
percent), adjusted for household size. As mentioned above, the 
income targets must recognize the wide variations in local housing 
markets and production costs across the country and result in 
economically viable projects. 

.. 	 5 
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To enhance the effectiveness of the HPIP and bond program, 
congress should add value to the low-income housing tax credit, as 
described below. 

D. Low-Income Housing Tax Credit Provisions 

The current low-income housing tax credit requires that 20 
percent/40 percent of the units in an eligible project be set 
aside for those with incomes at 50 percent/60 percent of the 
median, and provides a 4-percent credit on the set-aside units 
financed with tax-exempt bonds or receiving federal funds or a 9
percent credit if conventionally financed. As structured, the tax 
credit is of insufficient value, absent any additional subsidy, to 
achieve the required targeting or to stimulate sufficient 
production of new affordable rental housing. To overcome this and 
other shortcomings in the credit, Congress should: 

1. 	Increase the value of the credit by providing either a 3
percent credit for all units in the project, with an 
additional 5-percent credit on the set-aside units (not
figured on a present-value basis); or a 7-percent credit for 
the set-aside units in projects financed with tax-exempt
bonds and an ll-percent credit for the set-aside units on 
conventionally-financed projects. 

2. 	Permit the carry-over of tax credit authority for up to three 
years to accommodate projects which cannot be placed in 
service during the year in which tax credit authority is 
available for allocation. 

3. 	Eliminate (or at least extend for 5 years) the December 31, 
1989 sunset of the tax credit. 

E. Other Real Estate Provisions 

Congress should allow multifamily rental housing projects 
meeting ~argeting provisions enumerated in this proposal to be 
depreciated over 19 years at a 175-percent declining balance. 
This would distinguish such projects from the rest of 
residential rental real estate and provide further incentive to 
invest in such projects. 

F. Preservation of Existing Low-Income Housing Stock 

congress should provide incentives to help insure that the 
existing low-income housing stock subsidized or insured under 
the Section 8, Section 236, and Section 221(d)(3) programs be 
retained in the low-income stock. Specifically, it shoUld: 
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1. 	Create the Housing Production Incentives Program detailed 

above to provide local governments with a source of needed 
preservation incentives as well as with funds to replace any 
lost units. 

2. 	Allow local agencies the right of first refusal to purchase

projects that are slated for conversion to market-rate 

rents. 


3. 	Improve the value of the low-income housin~ tax credit for use 
with these projects. 

4. 	Require any projects receiving rehab financing to extend the 
occupancy restrictions for the duration of the mortgage. 

5. 	Increase the allowable rate of return (currently capped at 6 
percent). 

G. Homeownership opportunities for Lower-Income Individuals 

The eXisting Mortgage Revenue Bond Programs, and in certain 
areas the Mortgage Credit Certificate Programs, have served as 
an effective, efficient means of assisting low- and moderate
income first-time homeowner buyers. Therefore, congress should 
eliminate (or at least extend for 5 years) the sunset of the 
Mortgage Revenue Bond (MRS) and Mortgage Credit Certificate 
(MCC) programs to provide homeownership opportunities to first 
time homebuyers; increase the income limits for the MRS and MCC 
programs to 120 percent of median in non-targeted areas; and 
require by statute that, to the extent feasible taking into 
account prevailing interest rates and local housing market 
conditions, MRS and MCC issuers serve persons of lower income 
before those of higher income. 

The federal government should administer the Nehemiah 
Housing Qpportunity Grant Program to provide homeownership
opportunities through non-profit organizations for families in 
distress~d areas. 

H. 	 Role of Federal Housing Credit Agencies 

1. 	Secondary Mortgage Market Participants
Congress has not provided a clear mandate for, and the 
administration has opposed the active participation of FNMA 
and GNMA in affordable housing programs through adequate 
credit support. Consequently, these agencies have not 
participated sufficiently to meet the credit needs of local 
housing finance agencies. Furthermore, FHLMC has not 
participated at all, in spite of the fact that savings and 
loan institutions and savings banks are among the most 
active real estate lenders, but lack the ratings required to 
serve as credit enhancers. 
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Therefore, a new federal housing policy should: 

a. 	contain a clear mandate that the major federal housing
credit agencies - FNMA, GNMA and FHLMC provide credit 
support for both tax-exempt and taxable housing
obligations of local governments. Beyond this, 
the mandate should place a high priority on providing
credit support for affordable housing financings. 

b. 	FNMA, GNMA, and FHLMC should impose security and 
underwriting requirements on ~ax-exempt bond-finance 
single-family programs that are less stringent than those 
applied in conventional secondary market programs. These 
agencies should develop underwriting criteria for 
multifamily programs with input from local bond issuers 
and financial institutions. 

c. 	Loan guarantee fees related to affordable housing 

programs should be priced at cost, including risk 

consideration, rather than at "market value." 


d. 	Congress should not encumber these agencies' programs
with overall credit authority caps or excessive user 
fees. 

2. 	Federal Housing Administration 
To counteract the deterioration of the agency over the past
six years, Congress should renew FHA's mandate to 
participate fully in housing insurance and guarantee
?r?gr,ms. Congress should not privatize FHA nor restrict 
its operations with volume limits, additional user fees, or 
income targeting, but should instead revitalize the agency.
Specifically, the mand~te should: 

a. 	 Increase professional staffing at FHA in the area of 
multifamily insured programs;

b. 	 Maintain FHA's role in single-family mortgage insurance, 
given the demonstrated inability of the private mortgage
insurance (PHI) industry to serve moderate-income 
homebuyers. The FHA should not increase fees to the 
levels charged by PMI companies or limit the income of 
borrowers utilizing FHA insurance; such actions would 
weaken the ability of FHA to balance its risk 
portfolio and to serve moderate-income borrowers; 

c. 	 Revise the FHA insured mortgage limits to mirror the 
limits applicable for mortgage revenue bond programs (90 
percent of the area average purchase price). This would 
recognize the wide variation in local housing markets 
and allow for more timely adjustments to the limits; and 

d. 	 Revise the FHA policy which delays payments of claims on 
multifamily insurance defaults to allow more time for 
defaults to be cured. This policy increases the 
required debt-service reserve funds or GNMA collateral 
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requirement, causing a hardship for local bond 
issuers. Congress should revise this policy for those 
cases when FHA insurance is used with a tax-exempt or 
taxable bond to finance low- and moderate-income housing 
projects. 

3. 	New Credit Support Program 
One of the most critical problems in financing rental housing
which is affordable to low- and moderate-income households is 
the high cost of debt financing and the dearth of equity
capital since enactment of the Tax Reform Act of 1986. To 
provide a ready market for these higher risk, non-enhanced 
loans and to generate a source of equity investment for such 
projects, Congress should establish a new secondary market 
credit support program to buy and securitize below-market 
first and second mortgages for low- and moderate-income rental 
projects. Under this program local housing finance agencies
and/or local lenders approved for such a program would 
underwrite mortgage loans using standardized lending criteria. 
These mortgages would then be purchased by an arm of GNMA or 
other appropriate agency, guaranteed and in turn packaged to 
be sold in the private securities market as a means of raising
debt and equity capital, thus helping to make up a gap in the 
project's financing. The debt service of the project would be 
reduced to accommodate the reduced rents on units set aside 
for lower income households, with the remaining debt service 
raised through equity participation and if needed other 
government subsidy such as through the proposed HPIP. The 
t'x~ent of tile targeting would be commensurate with the amount 
of equity sold or available subsidy_ 

IV. CONCLUSION 

AdoPti?n of this proposal would: 

o 	 Create two new mechanisms to provide affordable housing: 
the Housing Production Incentives Program and a new 
credit support program; 

o 	 Recognize a continuing federal role in housing

policy/programs; 


o 	 Utilize the capacity developed by local and state 

governments, the private sector, and non-profit

organizations; 


o 	 Reward non-federal resource commitments; 

o 	 Recognize and leverage limited federal funds; 
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o 	 Minimize federal approvals; 

o 	 Build upon the lessons learned from previous programs; and 

o 	 Allow for a flexible. tailored approach to housing 
needs/solutions. 

ABOUT THE ASSOCIATION OF LOCAL HOUSING FINANCE AGENCIES 

ALHFA is a non-profit association of professionals in the housing 
finance industry. Regular members are some 130 city and county
agencies which finance affordable housing for low- and moderate-income 
persons through a variety of means -- tax exempt bonds, taxable bonds, 
Federal grant programs and state and local subsidies. Affiliate 
members are those organizations and firms providing technical 
aSSistance to local agencies. 

10 
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TOWARDS A NEW FRAMEWORK FOR HOUSING POLICY 

The Council for Rural Housing and Development (CRHD) is 

pleased to have the opportunity to submit its thoughts on a 

national housing policy for rural America to the Senate Committee 

on Banking, Housing and Urban Affairs and its distinguished Task 

Force. By way of background, CRHD is a national association of 

over 175 member organizations, including 14 state associations, 

actively involved in the construction and management of rural 

rental housing through the Farmers Home Administration's Section 

515 progrclm. 

I. THE NEEDS OF RURAL AMERICA ARE WELL SERVED BY FmHA 

The housing needs of rural Amer ica are very much different 
from those of urban America. Very low incomes, reduced service 
availability, and a dearth of existing housing stock in rural 
areas impelled Congress in 1963 to adopt the Section 515 program. 
This loan program has been extremely effective in providing 
decent, safe and affordable rental housing in rural areas. It 
has an extremely low default rate of less than one percent, and 
now provides over 370,000 units of housing to over 750,000 
family, elderly, and handicapped citizens across the U.S. at a 
construction cost which averaged less than $33,000 per unit in 
1986. 

In fact, the General Accounting Office (GAO) recently 
released a report ("Rural Rental Housing: Cost Information on 
FmHA's Section 515 Program and other Rural Housing Options") 
which substantiates the success of the Section 515 program in 
serving the needs of very-low income households. GAO reported 
that the program is benefitting mostly very low income households 
in rural areas; almost half of the households contacted by GAO 
paid reduced rents after moving into Section 515 apartments; and 
of three rural housing programs analyzed -- Section 515, the 
Section 502 homeownership program and housing vouchers -- Section 
515 was found to be the least expensive way to serve very low 
income tenants. 

2300 M Street, Northwest, Fourth Floor. Washlngton, D.C. 20037 (202)955·9~ .. 
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Because of the acute differences between rural and urban 
housing needs, CRHD believes the rural and urban housing programs 
should remain separate. The Farmers Home Administration provides 
an excellent existing structure for delivery of housing to rural 
America. We would be vehemently opposed to replacing FmHA with 
an alternative housing agency or moving the responsibility for 
FmRA housing programs to the Department of Housing and Urban 
Development (HUD). "Urban" is HUD's middle name, while FmHA is a 
tradition in rural communi ties. Its delivery system and field 
offices reach deep into the community, an important element in 
developing and maintaining very small projects in remote 
locations. 

II. LOOKING AT ALTERNATIVES 

To develop CRaD's position on future rural housing programs, 
the president of CRHD appointed a special task force with the 
charge to look at every possible option in addition to the 
present Section 515 program. The task force made an extensive 
canvass of possible methods of providing rural housing other than 
Section 515. 

Special scrutiny was given to a housing block grant program 
as CRHD understand that several housing organizations are 
forwarding this proposal. We concluded that while a block grant 
program may be appropriate for urban areas, it would not be an 
effective mechanism for providing housing in rural areas. The 
success of a block grant program rests on existing government 
agencies to administer the program. Rural localities do not have 
the professional staff, knowledge, or expertise necessary to 
administer complex housing programs. Most rural areas would be 
incapable of even completing the required application. 
Furthermore, a block grant program, if it were to involve an 
allocation formula similar to any of those currently in effect, 
would not provide small rural communities meaningful allocations. 
The amount of money available would not be sufficient to provide 
any significant new construction of housing. In short, a block 
grant program would not work in rural communities because they do 
not have the capability to administer the resources and because 
such a program would not provide resources in sufficient amounts 
to small communities to get any housing built. 

III. RETAIN AND IMPROVE SECTION 515 

A. Loan Guarantee Program 

As a result of our analYSis, we concluded that the Section 
515 program should be retained in rural areas. However, there 
are certain improvements that can be made to the Section 515 
program to make it even more housing effective and cost 
effective. For example, for the past several years, CRHD has 
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advocated a demonstration program to explore an alternative 
funding mechanism. Instead of FmHA making direct loans, in the 
case of multifamily housing, it would be possible in many areas 
for non-federal lenders to make the direct loan to the developer 
with an FmHA loan guarantee analogous to the loan insurance 
provided by the Federal Housing Administration. There is a very 
important caveat, however, To produce affordable rental housing, 
the Farmers Home Administration would still have to subsidize the 
interest rate on those loans. 

Since this is a radical departure from present practice, it 
is not recommended that this change be made all at once. 
Instead, it should be attempted on a demonstration basis with 10% 
of the funds allocated to Section 515 being utilized under the 
loan guarantee experiment. If the experiment proved successful, 
the program could be broadened to encompass a significant portion
of Section 515 multifamily loans over several years. 

Statutory authority already exists for guaranteed loans, 
pursuant to Section 517 of the Housing Act of 1949, authorizing ,! 	 the Department of Agriculture to insure the payment of loans made• 	 by lenders other than the United States. Likewise, the interest 
credit mechanism set forth in Section 521(a) seems workable with 
direct loans. Pursuant thereto, FmHA pays the difference between 
the subsidized rents and market rate determined by the Secretary 
of the Treasury taking into consideration the average market 
yield on outstanding U.S, market obligations with comparable 
matur i ties. (Whether this formula produces a true market rate 
should be examined.) However, Section 52l(a) provides for an 
interest credit mechanism which may not be applicable if the 
government is not the di rect lender, necessitating a statutory 
ch~nge to permit FmHA to make the interest differential payment
directly to the lender. 

In all events, Farmers Home should be the lender of last 
resort. Accordingly, if neither a pr ivate lender or state or 
local agency is willing to make the loan, even with a loan 
guarantee, then on a standby basis, FmHA should do the lending. 

B. Better 	Serving the Rural Poor 

The Farmers Home Administration on October 1, 1986 increased 
the required tenant contr ibution to rent from 25% of income to 
30% of income. This increase, coupled with changes in how tenant 
incomes are calculated for purposes of determining rents, has 
resulted in acute project vacancies throughout the country.
Eliminating all deductions in income for families and increasing 
the rent-income ratio has often produced rents comparable to 
those charged in alternative conventional housing in the market 
area. Often, the alternative conventional housing also includes 
amenities prohibited in federally assisted housing. Where there 

,f 
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is no alternative affordable housing, some families are forced to 
move to substandard housing because the increase in the rent 
income ratio has left them bereft of disposable income for 
necessities. Obviously, 30% of a $25,000 income leaves much more 
over for the necessities than does 30% of a $12,000 income. 
Unfortunately, it is the family of four where both adults are 
earning minimum wage that is hardest hit. The following examples 
illustrate this problem: 

EXAMPLE 1 


Husband and wife with no children. 

Both work 40 hour weeks and make minimum wage of $3.35 

per hour. 


New Regs Old Regs 

Combined Gross Annual Income $13,936 $13,936 
Minus FmHA Adjustments o (5%1 697 
FmHA Adjusted Annual Income $13,936 $13,239 

RENT 	 (Adjusted Annual Income ~ 12 

x30% - $70 utility allowance) 


EXAMPLE 2 


Husband and wife with 2 children (ages 14 and 15). 

Both work 40 hour weeks and make minimum wage of $3.35 

per hour. 


New Regs Old Regs 

Combined Gross Annual Income $13,936 $13,936 
Minus FmHA Adjustments for 2 minors 960 1.297 
(and 5% deduction)
FmHA Adjusted Annual Income $12,976 $12,639 

RENT 	 (Adjusted Annual Income ~ 12 
x 30% - $70 utility allowance) 

One way to resolve the problem of decreased disposable 
income would be to base the 30% contribution on after tax income. 
A second alternative would be to calculate rents at 25% on income 
at or below the very-low level (i.e., 50% of median) and at 30% 
for the remaining income above 50% of median. 



, 
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Market rent rates currently set by the Section 515 program 
are not always indicative of true market rents in rural areas. A 
truer reflection of actual market rents would best be obtained 
through a local market survey. 

The 30% of income to rent policy needs to be adjusted for 
rural areas in order to make rural housing more competitive and 
to ensure that tenants retain enough disposable income to provide
for necessities and market rents need to be established at an 
appropriate competitive level in each rural community. 

C. Targeting Use of Rental Assistance 

In order to reach as many low-income tenants as possible,
rental assistance (RA, the deep subsidy making up the difference 
between 30\ of a tenant's income and the project's basic rent) is 
necessary. The most logical way to allocate RA to a project is 
to mirror the percentage of RA needy population in the project 
area. For example, if 50% of the local population has incomes 
below that required for 30% of income to meet basic rent, then 
that same percentage of units in a Section 515 project in the 
area should be eligible for rental assistance. This would help 
to tie the occupancy in units to the true market. Such a policy 
would reflect local needs and allow for the housing of those who 
most need to be housed. In any event, if RA is not available, a 
viable project should still be approved. 

The Housing and Urban Rural Recovery Act of 1983 (HURRA '83) 
requirement that 95% of RA go to families with incomes of 50% of 
median or below should be eliminated. This requirement severely 
restricts the use of RA in many areas experiencing vacancy
problems where RA is greatly needed. Ideally, rural areas should 
be served on an individual basis based on demonstrated need 
determined by market studies. 

Consistent with RA allocations based on market need, units 
for the elderly should receive funding priority. Although 
present policy prioritizes this segment of the population, only 
rental assistance can make it a reality. The elderly population 
in rural areas, as elsewhere, is ever increasing; housing them 
generally requires the availability of 100% rental assistance 
because of their very low incomes. 

Finally, steps shOUld be taken to ensure that rural areas 
receive their fair share of any housing voucher program. 

D. Incentives to Induce Private Participation to Produce 
Stock 
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Historically, there has never been a low income housing 
program with enough economic incentives to induce private sector 
participation. This fact was recognized in the Tax Reform Act of 
1986 with the creation of the low income housing tax credit. By 
and large, we believe that the credit will prove to be workable 
in conjunction with the Section 515 program. We realize that the 
Banking Housing and Urban Affairs committee does not have 
jurisdiction over the tax credit program, but we do request that 
you inform the Senate Finance Committee of the following changes 
needed in the tax credit program. 

At present, only taxpayers with adjusted gross incomes of 
less than $200,000 per year can use the credit in full and tax
payers with adjusted gross incomes over $250,000 cannot use the 
credit at all. Use of the credit is effectively limited to $7500 
per taxpayer. CRHD proposes that the income cap be removed in 
its entirety so that all taxpayers can utilize the credit. We 
realize that this would result in wealthy taxpayers utilizing 
the credit. However, the mitigating factor is the $7500 use 
limitation, which would be a very small portion of a wealthy 
taxpayer's liability to the Internal Revenue Service. We 
recommend retention of the $7500, except that it should be 
indexed by the C.P.I. to account for inflation. 

The Committee and the task force are well aware that the 
most pressing issue facing the low income housing community tOday 
is preservation of the low income housing stock. The difficult 
task is to balance the owner's contractual right to prepay with 
the need to preserve low-income occupancy in a particular 
project. CRHD believes that the two goals can be reached if the 
government assumes its proper responsibility of compensating the 
owner for the fair market value of the project. This principle 
is well-recognized in H.R. 4, authorizing the buy-out of owners 
with pre-December 21, 1979 Section 515 contracts having the 
immediate right to prepay. 

In the alternative to the H.R. 4 mechanism, another 
reasonable approach would be to allow Section 515 owners, upon
the owner's commitment to retain the project as low income 
housing for another twenty years, to receive a subsequent loan 
for the fair market value of the equity in the project at the 
time that the twenty-year lock-in expires, or for purposes of 
pre-December 21, 1979 contracts, when the owner wishes to 
exercise his right prepay. Such an approach provides a viable 
alternative to the non-profit buy-out envisioned in H.R. 4. It 
is estimated that the cost of converting 5,000 eligible Section 
515 units in this manner would be approximately $37 million. 

Finally, in order to maintain housing stock, a maintenance 
and rehabilitation program should be adopted to prevent
deterioration and default. FmHA should be author ized to make 
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subsequent loans for that purpose, analagous to similar measures 
contained in this year's housing legislation for the FHA 
programs. 

E. Homeownership Incentives to Tenants 

A national housing policy should not only provide affordable 
housing, it should encourage increased tenant welfare. One way 
to accomplish this end would be to set aside that portion of a 
tenant's rent currently constituting overage (rent paid in excess 
of basic rent) in an escrow account to be used at a future date 
as the downpayment for a home. If a tenant were to move out of a 
project with no intention of purchasing a home, this sum would be 
returned to the Rural Housing Insurance Fund. Such a 
homeownership program would provide a real incentive for tenants 
to leave subsidized housing. 

F. Assuring Ayailability of Low Income Housing In All 
Communities 

There are some communities, rural and otherwise, that 
thwart the location of low income housing within their boundaries 
by restricted building codes, zoning and the like. In such 
cases, we recommend that these communities not be eligible for 
desired federal assistance, such as Farmers Home, Community
Development loans, business and industry loans, and grants from 
other federal agencies. We do not believe that the federal 
government should make its scarce funds available to communities 
that discriminate against low income housing. 

III. CONCLUSION 

It is critical to realize that the proposals outlined here are 
not intended to be a disjointed set of elements within the 
framework of a rural housing policy. Each of the elements are 
parts of a whole, which when taken together, form a comprehensive 
and workable philosophy for housing our Nation's rural poor. 

Each aspect of the program leads.to or complements another. It 
follows logically that the best designed and thought out 
technical program will fail if incentives are not in place to 
attract developers. Thus, tax benefits become an integral part 
of the program. At the same time, no benefit will make a program 
successful if the technical requirements of the program are not 
feasible. It is for this reason that a reworking of rent 
calculations and the provision of homeownership incentives are 
included. Taken together, these steps will both encourage 
occupancy of rural rental housing by making it affordable, and 
lead to short term tenancy in favor of homeownership. This would 
be particularly effective in reducing the mentality of subsidized 
apartment living from generation to generation. 

Clearly, the policy recommendations outlined here are broad and 
general in nature. Of course, we look forward to working with 
the Committee and its staff in translating these proposals to 
legislative reality, in an effort to create a truly comprehensive
and workable housing program for our rual citizens. 

http:leads.to
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CLPHA RECOMMENDATIONS TO THE CRANSTON/O'AMATO COMMITTEE 

A. Reaffirm and eXGand the national housin~ goal. CLPHA asks Congress to 
reaffIrm the 1 49 NatIonal HousIng Goa Of decent, safe, and sanitary
housing for every American household, and add the words "affordable 
~OUSid9." It should be made clear that this goal also applies to those 
ouse or to be housed under federally-assisted housing programs.

These households, too, should have acceptable and affordable housing. 

B. Identify in detail and prioritize the needs for housing assistance. 

The need for low-income housing assistance in this country is large and 
continues to grow. 

Reports prepared recently by Dr. William Apgar of the Joint Center for 
Housing Studies of Harvard/MIT contain the following findings and 
conclusions. 

o During the period 1974-1983, average rents in the private rental 
housing stock increased more rapidly than the incomes of 
low-income households. The rents at the lower end of the rent 
scale -- the only units accessible to low-Income households - 
experienced rent increases greater than the average increases in 
the rental stock as a whole. 

o 	 The rent burden (rent-to-income-ratio) of low-income households 
increased substantially during this period (for those not living
in assisted housing). A 9rowing number of low-income households 
currently pay over 30, 40 and even 50 per cent of their incomes 
for rent. As Table 1 shows, the pro~ortfon of households tn the 
lowest income 9rout that was ~aYingOS or more of its income for 
rent 9rew from 33. I In 19740 41.91 in 1980 and 47.31 in 1983. 
Over one quarter 126.811 of all households in the lowest Income 
class paid over 751 of theIr Incomes for rent in 1983. 

o 	 The private rental housing stock available (in terms of price) to 
low-income households shrank during the period under study.
Although there was a significant increase In the "assisted" 
housing stock during the period 1974-1983, it barely compensated
for the shrinkage in the private market stock, and was not enough 
to actually ~x~an~ the supply available to low-income households. 
(See Figure. ven though rental vacancy rates were high in 
certain areas of the country in 1986 (see Figure 2) .ost of these 
vacant units were not available to low-income househOlds. 

o 	 The absolute number of low income households is 9rowing. The 
number of renter househOlds with real income less fhan $10,000 (in
constant dollars) increased from 8.4 million in 1974 to 11.9 
million in 1983. Only about one quarter of these households were 
receiving any form of housing assistance in 1983. 
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o Although in the early and mid-1970's there was an adequate rental 
housing stock, available at reasonable costs, that could allow 
rental assistance programs to work relatively well in most housing
markets, b the mid-1980's this was no 10n er true. Nor Is it 
expected y r. gar 0 e true n t e uture. ather, the 
problem Is expected to get worse. This serlous1, calls Into 
~uestion HUD's current p011Ct of proRosing renta assistance as 

he sole future vehicle forederalousfng assistance programs. 

It should be I matter of federal policy that housing assistance be 
prioritized and directed and allocate~accordlng to where the needs are 
greatest. 

Changes occur in the American population over time, including changes
In that segment of the population which is the target group for housing 
programs. The number of elderly persons is increasing, and the number 
of very elderly and frail elderly persons is especfa11y increasing.
Average household size is decreasing for the nation as a whole: but In 
some regions the average size of poor households is growing. The 
number of homeless families is increasing. The number of doubled-up
families is increasing. The number of identified special needs 
households Is increaSing. 

We ask that Congress establish and provide funding for an on-going,
nonpartisan research program to evaluate the changing housing needs of 
the American population, especially low-Income, elderly and special
needs households, and to issue objective, regular and detailed reports 
to the public. This function Is not currently being carried out by
HUD. 

Many observers have pointed out that the elderly In America are served 
very well by governmental assistance programs, Medicaid and Social 
Security; and have suggested that now Is the time when more programs
for children need to be adopted. 

While CLPHA is very concerned for the children in public housing, we 
also recognize that many children In America are not in need of 
additional federal assistance. ---

The funds simply do not appear to be available to provide additional 
age-based programs, whether for the old or for the young, to all 
members of any specific age group. ---

Instead, CLPHA strongly recommends that priority be given, In all 
federal programs including housing, to low-income households, since 
this Is clearly where the needs are greatest. 

All age-based programs should be made sensitive to the incomes of 
program recipients. 

We also ask that Congress put low-income housing programs on the 
·protected" list of those exempt from automatic cuts under the 
GramM/Rudman/Hollings Deficit Reduction Act. 
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C. Endorse a strong role for the public sector, and the federal 
Rovernment, and provIde adequate fundIng accordlns1y• The private
ouslng market does not provide adequate, afforda Ie housing for many 

households. The private sector needs to make a reasonable profit, or 
at least to break even, on the housing it provides. Many low-income 
households, however, cannot afford to pay enough to guarantee this, as 
demonstrated in the expiring use crisie (see Section E belowl. For 
these households, some type of publiC help is still needed. 

The federal government is that level of government which is potentially 
most equitable and efficient at tax collection and distribution. The 
federal government should therefore continue to provide major funding 
for hOUSing programs. State and local governments should be encouraged
to contribute as much as they can to augment such programs, but they 
can never be expected to substitute universally for federal low-income 
housing ass'istance. -- 

Fit~ing for low-income housing assistance, i.e. for those households 
w Incomes in the bottom 20~ of the housenoTO income distribution, 
should be no less, on an annual outlay basis, than 50~ of the annual 
housln, tax Subsldles provIded to all other AmerIcan households through 
federa tax deductions (e.g. local pro~ertt tax; home mortga~e
Interest; and tax exempt bonds for mid 1e- ncome housin9,.uch
non-low-Income houslng su6sidiesare currently estimate to run at over 
$40 billion per year. 

O. "Ladders up from Poverty. " 

Economic ladders need to be established to offer incentives and 
rewards to low-Income households for earning additional Income if they 
can. Housing assistance, like other assistance, should be tapered off 
gradually as household Income Increases, rather than being cut-off 
absolutely at a particular Income level. The absolute cut-off of 
benefits such as day care and Medicaid represents a de facto tax rate 
that is extremely high and falls heavily on those trying to work their 
way out of poverty. 

In public hOUSing, we suggest that the following be considered. 

1. Homeownershlp assistance should be provided to appropriate public 
housing residents to enable them to move out of public housing and Into 
their own homes, when they have the Income to operate and maintain 
these homes over the longer term. 

2. Eligibility of such households for Medicaid and other related 
programs such as day care should, be maintained as household Income goes 
up, In order to avoid the diSincentive inherent in a sharp cut-off of 
benefits. 

3. Programs such as the public housing "Gateway" program sponsored by
CLPHA should be adopted, to assist public housing reSidents In their 
efforts to improve their own economic condition. 
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J 

E. The Expirin9 Use Crisis. 
An 1mme fate crisis exists in terms of potential expirations of a 

variety of federal housing assistance programs funded In previous 
years. The most immediate crisis Is the one of defaults in 
HUO-asslsted housing (and HUO's attempts to auction these units off 
without subsidy), as well as the expirations of use restrictions on 
previously subsidized developments. In addition, there is a massive 
projected expiration of Section 8 assistance In the next 5 years. 
A large increase In new federal housing aSSistance over the next 5-10 
years will be needed in order to deal with these variOUS crises. 

Efforts shOuld be coordinated. Blue Ribbon Commission? Special
Congressional panel established? 

In many Instances, public acquisition and ownershl~ of some or all 
units in individual developments Of this type may be t e best solution, 
and PHAs should be given the tools and the funding to take on this job
whenever it is deemed appropriate in the opinion of the PHA. The 
expiring use crisis demonstrates the serious problems that exist with 
private-sector low-income housing. 

Our greatest concern, however, is that the expiring use crisis will 
soak up funds which are essential for public housing. We are also 
concerned that the crisis may "dump" many low-income households out of 
their units at exactly the time HUO Is trying to demolish or dispose of 
the existing public housing stock. 

F. Maintain strong sup~ort for existln¥ pUbliC housing. There must be 
strong, contfnuingederal support or existing public housing and 
rental assistance programs. The major areas for this support are: 

(a) operating subsidies; 

(b) modernization; 

I 
J 

(c) 

(d) 

major redevelopment/reconstruction; 

new development (including acquisition, 
rehab); and, 

new construction, and 

Ie) rental assistance. 

G. Operating subsidies. The current formula and procedures used to fund 
public housing operating subsidies have many shortcomings. One major 
oversight In the formula, which has caused enormous shortfalls In 
funding for PHAs, Is the lack of a realistic basis for recognizing 
the PHAs' actual insurance costs. This needs to be corrected. 

A number of other substantial changes, however, many much 
significant, also need to be made. 

more 

The basis of all of these changes should be the fundamental principles
that Congress originally laid down when It established the operating 
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subsidy system in the mid-1970's, namely that the operating subsidy 
should be adequate to cover the difference between: 

(a) the reasonable costs of a well-managed PHA; and, 
(b) PHA income from rents and other sources. 

When the present Performance Funding System (PFS) was established in 
1975, it was intended by Congress and HUO at that tiMe that PFS should 
be periodically changed and revised in response to changing conditions, 
the changing circumstances of PHAs and improved information, in the 
future. 

Such a major revision has never been carried out, however. It needs to 
be initiated now, and put into place within the neKt two years. 

One direction ClPHA suggests Congress consider is to have the General 
Acccounting Office (GAO) carry out an evaluation of present problems of 
the PFS and make recommendations for changes. 

The changes need to reflect the goal of recognizing public housing as 
both: 

(a) a professional real estate management operation; and, 
(b) 	 an institution that must respond to a variety of special needs 

of its tenant population. 

The environment in which public housing operates has changed greatly
since PFS was established over a decade ago. The client groups have 
changed. Occupancy has changed. Regulations have changed. Costs have 
changed. Expectations have changed. 

A revised PFS needs to provide the PH As with adequate funding to carry
out the many new tasks society expects them to do. 

Short-term "fixes". In the short term, operating subsidies especially 
need to be adjusted in the following ways: 

o 	 revised inflation factor; 
o an 	 appeals process; 
o 	 recognition of the added costs of housing certain groups such as 

large single-parent households, the frail elder1y,-nousiholds
with disabilities, and certain housing configurations such as 
scattered-site units; and, 

o 	 provide incentives to more efficient management

of the public housing stock. 


H. 	 Modernization 
Bringing eXlsting public housing up to livable standards and returning
viable units to ocupancy should be primary aims for the future of the 
public housing program. 

Four years ago, the Congress appropriated over $4 million for a study 
of modernization needs in public housing, including an analySiS of 
those developments needing major redesign and redevelopaent. As of 
September 3D, 1987, no final reports of that study had yet been 
completed and issuedliy HUO. 
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A preliminary draft of the "national needs estimate" from the study
indicated that the total modernization "backlog" could well be over SZO 
billion for the nation's 1.3 million housing units, which would be just 
over $15,000 per unit on the averaae. When the final results of the 
study are issued, they are expecte to Show, however, that the great 
majority of the current public housing stock has modernization needs of 
under $15,000 per unit -- which means it is in relatively good
condition -- while a limited proportion of all of the nation's 10,000 
public housing developments would cost significantly more per unit to 
modernize, redevelop and/or restore to full occupancy. 

The Comprehensive Improvements Assistance Program (ClAP) enacted by
Congress and initially funded in federal Fye1 has made good progress in 
restoring the pub Hc housing stock to good condition. Much more needs 
to be done, however. 

Some PHAs have now ·CIAP-ed" most or all of the developments which 
needed the ·comprehensive" approach mandated by ClAP. These PHAs are 
now ready to move on to a more flexible and routine annual approach to 
modernization. Other PHAs have been less successful in past
competitions for ClAP funds, and still need "compo mod" money in 
substantial amounts to begin cutting into their modernization 
"backlog", Other PHAs have very small (per unit) modernization needs, 
and would like a routine annual funding allowance for modernization, 
with the possibility of accessing some type of national pool, from time 
to time, for extraordinary needs or major systems replacement, 

RECOMMENDATIONS 

I, More flexible types of ~stems for funding modernization in the 
future are needed, s,stemslch offer more predlcta6illtf and more 
local control over t e types Of work to be carried out. lexi6ility, 
~redictability and local control are the watchwords we would ask 
ongress to provide In any future changes to the modernization program. 

2. CLPHA would like to partiCipate in efforts to modify the public 
housing modernization program, and has made many such recommendations 
to HUD and the Congress in the past. However, CLPHA recommends that a 
fundamental principle to be observed in any transition to a new or 
revised system be that first priority in fundin, must be given to work 
needed to rsduce the existing backlog Of modern zation needs; and If 
the Congress determines that additional funding can be provided above

( 	 What is needed to,reduce the backlog on a reasonable timetable, such 
"extra" funding COUld be tar~ted to a routine annual replacement
allowance to deal with new m ernlzation needs as they arise laccrue)
in the future. 

3. Retain and Modify ClAP in Fyaa. CLPHA recommends that the ClAP 
program be retained and modified in the following ways in Fyee. 

(a) Ex~and Special pur~se Modernization. The allowable uses of 
specia purpose modern~atlon funds should be expanded as per the 
proposed Flake Amendment to H.R. 4. In addition, special purpose
funds should be usable for interim modernization of developments 
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awaiting major redevelopment. 

(b) Redefine Emergencl Modernization. Emergency modernization 
should include all wor needed to protect the health and safety of 
residents, including work whose lack of funding would contribute to 
a worsening of an impending emergency. 

(c) Technical Changes. Several technical changes in the way the 
program is administered should be made, including the folowing: 

o begin any time limits on obligation of funds with ACC 
execution, not with final application approval. 
o develop realistic modernization cost guidelines, 
instead of applying dated development guidelines to 
modernization; and apply guidelines only to modernization 
work at hand, instead of to the total of all work ever done 
at a development. 
o clarify to HUO regional and field offices regulations 
which have been misinterpreted, and institute training 
sessions for PHAs. 
o cease forcing PHAs to use operating reserves for 
modernization (although such use should always be 
considered). 

4. Hazardous Materials. Congress should direct HUO or the National 
Institute of BUIlding Sciences (NIBS) to Make estimates of the need for 
lead paint, asbestos and radon abatement in publiC housing, and provide
the needed funding for such abatement. These major efforts cannot be 
addressed simply by making them priorities within existing 
modernization programs, without providing the additional funding 
needed. 

Congress should also direct HUD to contract for a technical assistance 
center, supervised by a board of PHA executive directors, to offer PHAs 
technical assistance in assessing PHA problems with hazardous 
materials, developing optimal abatement strategies. and implementing
such strategies. 

5. A revised system in FYB9. CLPHA recommends that the following 
types of revisions be made fn the modernization funding system in the 
future. If it is possible to develop these changes in time to be 
adopted by Congress for the FYB9 funding year, this would be desirable; 
otherwise the changes might have to wait for FY90. 

(a) Backlo~ Needs. Continue to fund "backlog" needs through an 
amended CIA (Section 14) modernization program, considerably
simplified to make it more flexible, credictable and subject to 
local control over the activities to e undertaken. The 
allocation system for this program would be based upon a study to 
be mandated by Congress (that would be carried out by HUD, 
preferably by the Office of Public Housingl. and the program would 
not be adopted until such an allocation system, based upon
identified needs. had been authorized by the Congress. The 
results of the HUD/Abt study of modernization needs in public 
housing may possibly be usable to allocate such backlog funds at 
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least to the HUD Field Office level, for 51 such Field Offices 
across the country. 

J (b) Newly accruing (On-gOing) modernization needs. To the extent 
that additional fund,ng can e provided by Congress, CLPHA 
recommends that a new annual replacement allowance be provided to 
PHAs. The watchwords again are flexibility, predictability and 
local control. It is possible that the annual amounts to be 
provided under such a replacement allowance could be based upon a 
percentage of the capital value of the developments to be 
nominated for inclusion in the program. In addition, developments
which receive the annual replacement allowance should also be 
eligible for a national "pot" of funds for extraordinary items or 
major systems replacement. Such a national "pot" could either be 
a new source of funds or else periodic eligibility by such PHAs 
for access to the modernization "backlog" pot. 

The new replacement allowance program should be targeted primarily 
at developments that meet one or more of the following criteria: 

(i) are new; 

(ii) have been recently modernized; or, 

(iii) have relatively low (per unit) modernization needs. 

Based upon the funding available, HUD could offer a certain 
dollar-per-unit amount to PHAs under a replacement allowance, and 
PHAs could nominate certain of their developments for such an 
allowance under a multi-year (e.g. 5-year) contract. The PHA 
would continue to apply for modernization funding for its other 
developments under the revised "backlog" program. ----- 

CLPHA recommends that no more than 51 of the total funding
available for modernization be issued through the replacement 
allowance program in its first year. That ratio would be 
increased gradually in the future as the existing backlog of 
modernization needs in public housing is reduced. 

6. HUD/Abt Study. CLPHA asks Congress to direct HUD to complete this 
study, issue the results, and make the date base available for public 
use. This is very important. 

, 
J I. Develofment. CLPHA proposes that major funding be provided for a 

revltal zed and reformed development program. Figure 1 shows the 
continuing decrease in units available to low-income households. 

1. 	 iUjPosti: to expand the supply of low-income housing, including: 
a pu licly-owned housing; and (b) non-publicly-owned housing

dedicated to low-income use. Eligible recipients would be Public 
Housing Authorities. Low-income means "public housing eligible". 

2. 	 Application ·process: HUD would issue a Notice of Funding
Availability (NOFA) and PHAs would apply. 
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3. 	 Eligible uses: Funds could be used for a variety of eligible 
purposes (somewhat similar to the CDBG program) in the discretion 
of the PHAs, including:

(a) conventional public housing development (acquisition,
rehabilitation or new construction);

(b) contribution by the PHA to a "deal" being packaged by someone 
elso (e.g. non-profit, CDC or private developer) to leverage an 
increase in the number of low-Income units; [*]
(c) commitment of funds for long-term rental assistance (operating 

subsidy) to a non-PHA as an incentive to build, rehabilitate or 
acquire units for long-term low-income occupancy; OR, [*J 
(d) provision of assistance to a low-income household living in 

public housing to achieve homeownership outside of public housing, 
thereby freeing up a unit of public hous~ 

Use of funds for condos and coops would be explicitly permitted and 
encouraged. 

4. 	 De-Regulation. The development process needs to be substantially
deregulated, or else it will not work, no matter how much it is 
revised statutorily. PHAs should be able to get the money, and use 
it much more in their own discretion. For example, PH As should be 
able to quickly change the use of the money in response to changing
local housing market conditions, without HUD's approval. (HUD 
would of course continue to have audit responsibilities to ensure 
that all use of funds complied with statute and regulations.) 

5. 	 Names. The development program would have three sections, each 
with its own name: 

(a) the Elderly HOUSing Program;
(b) 	 the Family Housing Program; and, 
(c) the Special Needs Housing Program. 

Congress WOuld specify the amount of the development appropriation 
to be used for each purpose. PHAs would be allowed to combine 
units under the various programs on a single site, or as part of a 
single development project. A new way of calculating the operating 
subsidy eligibility Allowable Expense Level (AEL) would be needed 
for the three types of developments. (But this would not affect 
the AEL for units previously funded under the present PFS.) 

6. 	 Amount/level of funding to be requested. For purposes of CLPHA's 
recommendations at this t1me, we refer only to the level of need 
there appears to be nationally for low-Income housing assistance. 
(See Section B above,) 

[*] 	for purposes of 4(b) and 4(c), "long-term" would be 30 years. 
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7. 	 Size of development.
CLPRA endorses a strong statement of principle that in general
there be a limit on the size of new low-income family developments, 
e.g. ·for example, in most communities, the best size for new 
family developments would be from 10 to 100 units," while 
acknowledging that in some cities the limit could be higher*.
CLPHA endorses the provisions of present statute strongly 
discouraging any more family high-rise developments unless there 
are no practical alternatives, e.g. where construction of 
~-hlgh-rise family units would exceed cost guidelines. 

8. 	 Bedroom distribution. CLPHA supports the elimination of the 
present statutory requirement that development funds go ¥nlY to 
large units (e.g. 3+BR). While there is an urgent need or such 
units, there is an even larger need for lBR and even IBR units. 
Projects consisting solely of 3+BR are much more difficult to 
manage and maintain, and consequently become less viable, too. 

9. 	 Rather than establishing rigid cost guidelines for development, HUD 
should rely on the competitive bldd1ng process, on an individual 
project basis, perhaps supplemented by a panel or Jury review that 
would include persons in addition to HUD staff. Cost figures
should be looked at ·per square foot" rather than ·per unit". 

10. 	 If the Nehemiah program is adopted by Congress, there should be a 
set-aside to the PHAs to help encourage homeownershlp among
currently existing residents of public housing, who could move out 
and free up an existing public housing unit. 

11. 	 ClPHA endorses continued use of tax-exempt financing by PHAs and 
state and local Housing Finance Agencies to develop additional 
housing; and tax-exempt financing should also be restored for 
public housing development. 

12. CLPHA endorses the Low-Income Tax Credit Program and it should be 
made more workable (along the lines of the Assn. of Local Housing
Finance Agencies proposals). Among these proposals are: 

(a) remove 25' passive loss restriction for individuals; and, 
(b) use in conjunction with tax-exempt financing (9' credit),

and loosen up criteria for the 9'. 

13. 	 Planning and local needs. 
la) An eligible use for development funds should be to fund local 
planning efforts aimed at preparing "inclusfonary zoning" and other 
similar proposals that would help expand the local low-income 
housing supply. 

* For example, in larger cities such as New York and Philadelphia, family 
high-rise might be specially defined as buildings.!!!!!.!!! stories. 
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(b) CLPHA endorses the principle that each PHA's approach to 
meeting local housing needs should be flexible and reflect local 
housing market conditions. For example. a PHA should always
evaluate whether or not it would be feasible to meet local needs 
using rental assistance. acquisition. etc •• before deciding to do 
new construction. [Note. however. that sometimes. although units 
might be available for acquisition. the age and quality of such 
units might make them more expensive. in the long run. than new 
construction.] Figure 2 shows that the vacancy rate in the rental 
housing market varies widely by section of the country. indicating a 
need for different approaches in different regions. It is important 
to note that a high rental vacancy rate. however. does not always 
mean that new low-income housing development is not needed. since 
most of these vacancies are usually in higher rent units. 

(c) PHAs should be funded to hire their own planners to carry out 
the above tasks. and also to help find sites for new development
that are responsive to the "impaction" issue. New and rehabilitated 
housing should be designed to fit well into the surrounding 
neighborhood environment - and should strengthen (and be coordinated 
with) local neighborhood improvement efforts. 

(d) PHA's should be required to participate in. and sign off on, 
local Housing Assistance Plans (HAPs). Input to HAPs should be 
based to a large degree on PHA waiting list information. 

14. 	 If long-term operating subsidy is provided to new low-income 
housing development not undertaken by the PHA (e.g. by non-profits),
such subsidy should go through the PHA. 

15. 	 CLPHA encourages PHAs to work to ensure a better "fit" between 
households and housing units in public housing. in terms of size of 
household/unit. This could increase the number of larger units 
available for use by large families. 

16. 	 Public Housing Design.
PubllC houslng deslgn has changed and been vastly improved since the 
1950's and 1960's. yet much remains to be done. 

(a) 	 Need to change HUO regulations that now require minimum 
standards only. 

(b) 	 Need to sponsor information exchange on new directions in 
improved public housing for families. the elderly. and 
special needs groups. 

J. 	 Major Redevelopment/Reconstruction 

(1) Substantially 	expanded funding should be provided for the purpose of 
major redevelopment. Adequate funding for a major redevelopment
project should include enough funding for replacement housing where 
needed. . 

(2) 	 Targeting: attention would be targeted especially to large 
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developments and those with serious vacancy problems, e.g. for 
hi-rise, those with over 15' vacancy rate, and for low-rise, those 
with over 30' vacancies), or other serious problems resulting in the 
development being severely stressed according to the PHA. 

(3) 	 Plans. PHAs should be required to submit a statement to HUO, for 
developments identified in (2) above, which would include: 

- the name, size and characteristics of the development and its 
occupancy history; 

- a preliminary survey of the physical and other conditions of the 
development and an estimate of its mod./redevelopment needs; and, 

- the PHA's proposed future general strategy for addressing the needs 
of this development. 

The plan would explicitly recognize that strategies for addressing 
the needs of these special developments might require a long-term 
mUlti-year implementation schedule (e.g. 10 years). Multi-year
planning grants would then be awarded by HUO to undertake the major
kinds of detailed planning and other activities that would be 
required to address these needs. 

(4) 	 The viability question should be addressed more professionally.
HUO's present procedures require more bureaucracy, but not 
necessarily more good judgement. 

(5) 	 In addition, the definition of 'special purpose mod." should be 
expanded to include interim modernization for developments where 
major redevelopment is being planned. 

K. 	 Reshaping the role of public housing. 

Although it was once occupied primarily by the "working poor", public 
housing has increasingly come to have a negative stereotype in many
communities as housing of last resort for those who ·won't work to 
support themselves," especially for those dependent on welfare. Public 
housing has also come to be increasingly minority occupied. The role 
and 	 image of public housing needs to receive serious attention. 

Some PHAs see their goal as being to achieve sound, stable, long-term 
communities in public housing; while others fear that such ·stability·
will only result in ghettoization and the spread of a long-term culture 
of poverty. 

Some principles need to be established, redefining the role of public 
housing., e.g.: 

1. 	 Reduce the isolation of ~UbliC housing.
The nattonal houstng policys that houstng assistance should go to 
those who need it most. Yet this should not mean that assisted 
units should be isolated from the rest of the community.
Major efforts must be made to overcome the isolation of public 
housing. 
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The local community should be responsible for providing adequate 
security in public housing, but PH funds should be devoted to 
supplementing and targeting these efforts. 

Service croviders (e.g. day care, health care, education, etc.)
need to e encouraged to reach out and enroll more of their clients 
from those living in public housing, and in some cases establish 
service centers in public housing developments (subsidized by the 
PHA without a loss of operating subsidy). 

2. Encourage u~ward mobility economicall~. 
Households rece vlng hOUSIng assistance s ould be helped to improve
their own abilities to seek and take advantage of economic 
opportunities, for example through job training. (See ·ladders· 
section 0 above.) ·Up and out" strategies should be encouraged and 
supported by the structure of housing assistance programs, to the 
extent that viable alternative housing opportunities are available. 
Consideration should be given to establishing a maximum time limit 
for continuous occupancy of family public housing, with limited 
exceptions for emergencies. 

3. Integration. 
Integrated publiC housing communities should be the goal, 

and this should be achieved not only by desegregation policies and 
tenant selection policies, but also by approval of plans for 
maintaining existing racial balance. This is one of the most 
critical issues in public housing today, yet the current 
Administration's policies are muddled and self-contradictory. This 
is a highly complex issue and needs a variety of sensitive 
implementation policies and procedures. 

4. Expanded role for residents. 

The role of the reSIdents themselves must be expanded, in 

preserving and maintaining the quality of life in their own 

developments. 


l. Improving the Housing Development and Management System. 

The present structure for governing, overseeing, regulating and 
managing the country's assisted housing programs is cumbersome, rigid
and bureaucratic. It Is not goal-oriented. Authority and 
responsibility are widely divided. The system has become almost 
totally unworkable. No large private real estate operation would be 
run this way. 

The rules for the public housing program are made and approved by HUD's 
Office of Public Housing, with advice of the HUD General Counsel. 

The interpretation of the rules, and oversight of individual PHAs on a 
day-to-day basis IS carried out by HUD Regional and Field Offices. 
These offices do not report directly to the Office of PubliC Housing,
but to the Undersecretary of HUD. They are widely perceived as being
responsive primarily to the political and policy mandates of any
incumbent Administration of HUD. 
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Local PHAs are responsible for managing the public housing units within 
theIr jurlsdictionj yet they must operate within very rigid guidelines 
and regulations laid down by HUO's Office of Public Housing, as 
interpreted in a wide variety of ways by the HUD Regional and Field 
Offices. The PHAs have little authority or autono~ of their own. 

The "actors· in the process, whether at HUD Central, in the Regional 
and Field Offices or in the local PHAs, see themselves by and large as 
competitors, each trying to achieve their own objectives, and usually 
at the expense of the others. Sometimes there is cooperation. Equally
often, however, there is a lack of communication and a failure to 
cooperate in achieving what should be common goals. 

RECOMMENDATIONS 

1) 	 De-Re~ulation (short-term, immediate)
We as the congress to dlrect ROD to take all steps pOSSible,
consistent with statute, to de-regulate public housing. This 
should be entirely compatible with the current Administration's 
alleged organizational philosophy. 


What we mean by de-regulation is that HUD, for now, should 

establish rules and regulations for the public housing programs,

and then should carry out reviews and audits to check that PHAs are 

obeying statutes and rules. 


HUD should withdraw, however, from the process of approving or 

disapproving every major (and many minor) decisions which must be 

made by the PH As in the course of their day-to-day operations. 


The present degree of HUD "oversight" and interference in routine 

local administrative decision-making processes is intolerable, and 

highly detrimental to the professional and efficient management of 

the public housing stock. 


2) 	 Mafor change in the system
(a The management of the public housing delivery system needs to 
be completely overhauled. There should be a Single Public Housing
Administration, established for the purpose of ensuring 
professional management and administration of the nation's 
vitally-needed public hOUSing stOCk, which now includes over 1.3 
million unit,. The policy direction of the agency should be 
established by an ~pointed Board of Directors. All of these 
officials should have a long and outstanding experience in the 
management of the public housing stOCk, and should understand the 
problems facing local PHA managers. 

Ib) Public housing should be run as a professional real-estate 
operat ion. 

Ic) The staff of the agency that administers publiC housing 
programs Iwhether at HUD or in a new agency) should be revitalized 
and augmented. Staff should be required to demonstrate extensive 
knowledge in housing management skills. Promotions should be on a 
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merit basis, with PHAs Involved In the performance-evaluation 
process. 

(d) The new agency must be held accountable. not only for 
rule-making. but also for the condition of the nation's assisted 
housing units. The agency must work cooperatively with local 
agencies In the pursuit of a common goal: to house low-Income 
people that need such housing. under decent. safe. sanitary. 
affordable conditions. 

(e) local Authorities (PHAs) need greater fleKlblllty and autonomy
In: 


(II establishing their own budget priorities;

(Ii) personnel and salary policies; 
(iii) establishing program directions and needs; 
(iv) carrying out programs such as modernization and development. 

M. 	 Rental Assistance. (For ClPHA historical review of Section 8 and 
Voucher eKperlence, see AppendlK III.) 

1. ClPHA strongly supports eKpanded funding for additional 
(Incremental) Section 8 "existing" and "mod. rehab." units; and is 
o~posea to any expansion of the so-called ·Voucher" program at this 
t me, pending a full assessment Of the "voucher option", lncludlng but 
nor-llmlted to whatever further reports HUD may release of the Abt 
Voucher Demonstration evaluation. (See attached ClPHA summary of the 
first and only evaluation report released to date, in Appendix II.) 

If. as the result of such an assesment, It is concluded that there are 
advantages associated with the greater flexibility In rents (and
rent-Income ratios) allowed under the Voucher program. then such 
greater flexibility should be Introduced as modifications to the 
Section 8 "existing" and "mod. rehab." programs, with Congressional
authorization. These changes need not be made by thrOwing out the 
current Section 8 "existing" and "mod. rehab." programs, which In most 
respects are highly successful In their present form and should be 
preserved as much as possible. They can simply be modified. 

2. 	 Rent reasonableness and limits on rent-Income ratios. If such 
modifications are Introduced In the future, It may be desirable to put
limits on the range of allowable rent-Income-ratios, by household size; 
and In any event to allow PHAs to evaluate "rent reaso.nableness". 
However, before an evaluation has been conducted, It Is premature to 
specify exactly what these provl~lons should be. 

3. 	 It Is clear that vouchers have the potential for costing more on an 
average, per-unit basis, that Section 8 certificates, since ~ 
Section 8, If a certificate-holder pays less than the Fair Market Rent, 
the subsidy equals the difference between 30S of Income and the actual 
rent, whl Ie under Vouchers, the subs Idy always equals the dIfference
DetWeen 30S of Income and the payments standard. 
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4. The present administrative provisions of the Section 8 "existing" 
and "mod. rehab." programs should by and large be continued under any 
future, modified program. These erovisions should also be extended to 
certificates currently under the Voucher" program. The list of such 
administrative provisions includes but is not necessarily limited to 
the following: 

(al Maintain the present wax of calculating Fair Market Rents 
(FMRsl. Any "payments standard under a modified or voucher program 
should be required to equal 100' of the FMR. and HUD should continue to 
allow annual cost amendments to the ACCs and provide additional funding
for such amendments accordingly. Update FMRs and payments standards 
annually. 

(b) The procedure for allocating money under any modified or 
voucher program should be the same as currently used for Section 8, 
i.e., tenant contribution should not be deducted from the calculation, 
so that PHAs can build up project reserves in the same manner as 
currently. 

Ic) Continue to allow exception rents and allow similar exceptions 
to payments standards, backed up by additional funding where required. 

(d) Maintain the same provisions regarding adjustments to the 
subsidy of individual certificate-holders as currently with Section 8. 

leI Restore the administrative fee for Section 8 "existing" and all 
vouchers to 8.St. Vouchers are not cheaper to administer. 

If) Maintain the current provisions for damage payments and PHA 

payment of rent when a unit is vacated. 


5. 	 Require HUD to calculate true voucher costs more accurately. 
Congress shOUld dlrect ROD to show, when lt reports to Congress, what 
the costs are of the number of Vouchers actually fundable by the 
Housing Authorities, given the money provided by HUD, not the 
theoretical cost of the number of units that HUD says tne PHA OUg~t to 
be able to fund. Any cost comparisons between Section 8 and vouc ers 
should also be made uSlne the same methodology with regard to whether 
or not the tenant contrt utton is included in the calculations. 

6. 	 Term of Budget Authority and ACC. In order to allow greater 
flexibility 1n the Congressional authorizing and appropriating process, 
it may be useful to reduce the term of the Budget Authority {and ACCs)
for the Section 8 "existing" program (and for any modified program In 
future years). 

ClPHA could support a five-year term for the Section 8 "existing" 
program. One of the difficulties with thls however. is that it might
contribute to the problem in the early 1990t s when massive amounts of 
current Section 8 budget authority are already scheduled to expire. 

Also. the ACC term should be counted from the time of amendment 

authorizing additional units under the ACC, not from the initiation 
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FIGURE 2 

SOURCE: 	 RECENT TRENDS IN REAL RENTS, by William C. Apgar. Jr •• 
witb tbe assistanee of Ruijue Peng and Jennifer Olson, Joint 
Center for Housing Studies of MIT and Harvard University, 1987. 
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1 	
date of the first ACC. The latter is current HUD practice. 

7. All program modifications should be brouftht about through the usual •
1 

Notlce and comment process requlred under t e Admlnlstratfve Procedures 
Act IApAI. the use Of NOFAs for rulemaking, as a way of sidestepping 
these requirements, is unacceptable. 

8. 	 Variety of program aperoaches need to be maintained. Although there 
should be only one "certlflcate" program in the future, CLPHA 
recommends that Congress also continue funding housing programs that 
expand the supply of physical structures in areas where these program
approaches are needed. (See Section I. above.) In particular, even 
though rental vacancy rates may be high in some areas of the country 
(see Figure 2), new development may still be needed if these units are 
unavailable to low-income householdS. 

9. 	 Expirations of Budget Authority. CLPHA is extremely concerned about 
the massive eXplratlons of Budget Authority scheduled to occur in the 
late 1980's and early 1990's for Section 8 and voucher programs. This 
makes it all the more important to begin to plan for this crisis 
immediately. CLPHA recommends that Congress establish a crisis study
committee to begin developing recommendations for steps to be taken as 
this Budget Authority expires, in order to anoid the loss of housing 
assistance by thousands of low-income households across the country 
within the next few years. (See Section E above.) 

N. Rents and Incomes in Public Housing 

Two important changes have occured in statute since 1980, affecting the 
rents residents pay in public housing. 

Eligibility. The eligibility limit for admission to public housing has 
been dropped from 801 of an area's median income ("low income") to SOl of 
the median ("very low income"). Making this change has set into motion a 
process which will, if not amended, eventually result in public housing
becoming an entirely ·very low income" program. 

Rent-income ratio. In addition, the rent-income ratio has been raised from 
a maximum of 251 to a mandatory 301. 

Since these changes have been made, a growing number of PHAs have found 
that a significant proportion of their residents in the -50 to 80 percent
of median" income category have moved out of public housing, or are 
strongly conSidering doing so. The reason is that the difference between 
public and private housing rents is no longer great enough to make public
hOUSing attractive to many of these households. 

Many PHAs see these households as providing a core group of a stable, 
socialized community in the public housing developments. If the PHAs 
continue to lose this whole category Of reSidents, many PHAs believe there 
will be increasing social destabilization, and that the developments will 
become increasingly difficult and costly to manage. As rents go down and 
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costs go up, the average subsidy level would have to Increase. 

RECOItlENOATIONS 

1. Ellg~bllity limits for assisted housing programs should be restored 
to SOS of median Income. Economic integration is necessary for 
long-term viability In public housing. 

2. ClPHA endorses the provisions of H.R;4 which allow up to 25S of all 
units to be used for households between 50S and 80S of median Income. 

3. The calculation of adjusted tenant income Cfor rent-determination 
purposes) should be revised to provide larger deductions (at least lOS)
for earned income Cand for health costs of the elderly). The former 
will provide an increased incentive for residents to seek and to 
maintain employment. 

4. In the case of a household living in public housing whose income 
exceeded the initial occupancy eligibility limit, It would be eligible
for the homeownership funds listed In Section I.4Cd) above, as long as 
its income did not exceed 100S of median. 

5. Rents 
ClP~orses seeking ways to reduce the effective rent-Income ratio 
for all households, but especially for large low-income families, either 
by reducIng the mandated 30S rent-income ratio, or else by Increasing
allowable deductions. 

6. Housing Authorities should be allowed to grant a maximum rent (rent 
cap) to some limited proportion of the residents, based either upon:
(ar a lllaximum rent, linked to private market comparables; or (b) a rent 
which reflects actual cost to the PHA. 

7. ClPHA also recommends that PHAs be given discretion to reduce rents 
(rent-income-ratios) in any development with serious vacancy problems,
to help in marketing the units In that development. 

0. Homeownershfp in Public Housing. 

The need for assisted housing for low-income IndivIduals and households 
is growing, not shrinking, for a variety of reasons, IncludIng: Cal the 
increasing disparity between the Income of the lowest income groups and 
that of the general population; and Cb) the elimination of most of the 
major tax preferences for rental hOUSing In the recent "tax reform" 
amendments. 

As a result, the wafting lists for public housing have never been 
longer: and an ever growing proportion of both those living In public
housing and those on the waiting lists consists of "yery low income" 
households. 

Homeownership is generally beyond the reach of low and very low Income 
households, without very deep subsidies; and the provision of fery deep
subsidies to a limited number of households, While others cont nue to 
suffer without any housing assistance, Is poor public policy. 
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In addition, low-income households find it very difficult to support
the "carrying costs· of operating their own housing, when owned, such as 
fuel, utility. maintenance costs and taxes. 

HUD has cited the British example of selling large amounts of public
housing to its residents as a model for this country. However. some of the 
many reasons why the British model has very limited applicability to the 
U.S. are the following. - 

I} At the time when the sale of public hOUSing in the U.K. began,
nearly a third of the population lived in publiC housing, much of which 
had been build since WWII and had been better maintained than in the 
U.S. 

2) The units that were sold were generally in garden
apartment/row-house types of structures, not in walk-ups or high-rises
which are the more prevalent type of structure in America. 

3) There were essentially no upper income limits for eligibility to 
live in public housing in the U.K. Any household that wanted to live 
there could. Therefore, the median income of households living in 
public housing in the U.K., relatively speaking, was much higher than 
in the U.S.; and the households that purchased their own units had a 
much higher income, relatively speaking, as well. 

4) The units that were purchased tended to be those in the best 
physical condition, and had been the best maintained over the life of 
the program, generally in large part by the occupants themselves. 
There was therefore a well-documented pattern of "skimming" in which the 
best units were sold to the higher-income residents, while the units 
that remained in the public housing stock were those of poorer quality, 
occupied by lower-income residents. The benefits realized through the 
sale of public housing, in other words, went largely to the residents 
with the smallest needs. 

In addition to the above reasons why the British experience is not directly
applicable to the U.S., HUD is currently involved in what is now a 
relatively unsuccessful Homeownership Demonstration of its own In public
housing. Before the Homeownershlp Program is expanded, the results of this 
Demonstration need to be received, reviewed and analyzed by the Congress
and the low-income housing community. 

CLPHA policy recommendations 

1) CLPHA supports the idea of federal financial support to 
lower-income households to assist them in purchasing their own housing
in the private market, espeCially existing or rehabilitated housing
(rather than new construction). CLPHA would like to work with Congress
to develop the provisions of such new programs. (See Section I.3.d 
above)"' ; 
2) Homeownership programs should be as equitable as possible. and 
should provide a moderate level of subsidies to the greatest number of 
people, not very deep subsidies to only a few, such as would occur 
under certain amendments under consideration by the Congress. 
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3) CLPHA supports homeownership in public housing under the following 
conditions: 

a) The sale is voluntary on the part of both the PHA and the 
resident. 

b) Any unit sold must be replaced on a one-for-one basis by an 
actual, physical housing unit unless the PHA and the local government
both certify that such physical units are no longer needed and 
therefore either: (i) do not require any replacement; or (ii) may be 
replaced by non-project-based housing assistance (e.g. Section 8 or 
voucher certificates). 

c) Units to be sold must be in standard condition at the time of 
sale. This may require modernization of units prior to sale. 

d) In order to purchase a unit, a household must be able to show 
that the total carrying costs of the unit will not exceed 25' of the 
household's after-tax annual income; and there must be evidence of 
continuing employability and Income on the part of the household 
"head(s}". 

el Resale provisions must be tightly written to prevent 'wlndfall" 
profits from the resale of" the units. An example that might be 
considered is the FmHA "502" homeownership program, which provides
that the government has a lien on the unit that would enable some 
percentage of the increased value of the unit to be recaptured by the 
government at the time the unit Is re-sold. 

4} Any Homeownershlp Amendments that do not contain provisions 

resembling those listed above would be strongly and unequivocally

opposed by CLPHA. 


P. Homelessness and the Need for More Low-Income Housing 

Hundreds of thousands of Individuals and families currently live, but 
barely survive. in the nation's streets. In cars, in overcrowded hotel 
rooms. or crowded into other temporary accommodations. In a recent survey 
by the U.S. Conference of Mayors, It was found that in one year alone. 
1986. the number of families with children seeking emergency shelter grew
by 20 percent. The survey further found that the lack of permanent housing 
was the most common cause of homeless ness. 

Witnesses at a recent Congressional hearing also identified the lack of 
permanent housing as a major cause of the current epidemiC of homelessness. 
These witnesses included such diverse groups as the National League of 
Cities, National Assn. of Counties. Council of Jewish Federations. Catholic 
Charities. Salvation Ar~ and the United Way. the agency charged with the 
administration of the FEMA Emergency Food and Shelter Program funds. 

The reasons for homelessnes$ and the needs of the homeless are as 
diverse as the population Itself. Some are alcoholic Individuals. male and 
female, young and old. Some have mental or emotional problems, Including 
but not limited to those whose problems have been severe enough to require 
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previous institutionalization. Some are handicapped. Some are chronically 
ill physically. Most have more limited job skills than the general 
population. Most are very poor, with few if any assets. In the case of 
families, many have recently gone through some traumatic disruption of 
family life, often including the loss of a major wage-earner through death 
or the break-up of the family. Most are "well socialized," but some are 
not. Many are young mothers. Many are minorities. 

Their needs range from comprehensive physical and mental health 
assistance, to employment assistance, to day care and assistance in finding 
a new place to live. The common thread is the need for a roof over one's 
head, since without some kind of stable living situation it is difficult if 
not impossible to effectively provide other types of assistance. [In
addition, some programs require a permanent address as a condition of 
eligibility.] 

A great variety of efforts are needed to address these problems, public 
and private, by individuals, groups and organizations, working together.
There is no single key to the solution. 

The crisis in homelessness is expected to worsen in the future, for a 
variety of reasons. 

Most significantly, the gap betwen average housing costs and the 
incomes of the very poor continues to grow. The people in the lowest 

J segments of the income distribution nationally cannot afford to obtain 
housing without assistance. (See Table 1 above)

Recent changes In the tax codes have eliminated many of the tax 
incentives for rental hOUSing, which has led to predictions by industry 
sources as well as HUD Secretary Pierce that the shortage of affordable 
rental housing will get worse in the future. {see Section B above I 

Despite the clear and close linkage between the shortage of affordable 
housing and the increase in homelessness, federal assistance for assisted 
housing has been cut by 701 in the last five years. The availability of 
low-cost housing in the private market is also shrinking. (See Figure 1.1 

RECOMMENDATIONS 
11 Many approaches to dealing with the problems of the homeless are 
needed. However, the backbone of all of these ap~roaChes, for which 
there is no Subst1tute is expanded federal ass's ance for more 
permanent housing for low-income families and individuals. only in this 
way can adequate funding be prov1ded to address the long-term, permanent
housing needs of those who may be temporarily homeless for a variety of 
reasons • 

,• 	 21 Such assistance needs to be provided to PHAs and other groups that 
are addressing a variety of special housing needs in their communities 
such as housing for: 

o the physically and mentally handicapped; 
o young mothers; 
o alcoholitsj 
o the deinstitutionalized mentally ill; and, 
o those in need of special education, job training and/or day care. 

3) Operating subsidies for publiC housing should be supplemented in 
cases where PHAs are providing hOUSing to special needs households. In 
addition, operating subsidy funds should be allowed to help subsidize 
the rents of essential service providers that wish to locate some of 
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their operations in public housing developments. [HUO currently forbids 
this by regulation.) In addition, PHAs that increase their percentage
of single-room-occupancy (SRO) under HUO's proposed new rule, in order 
to serve ·special needs· individuals, should be granted a higher level 
of per unit operating subsidy in recognition of those needs. (Also see 
Section G above) 

4) Adequate modernization funding should be provided to enable the 
return 	of vacant public housing units to occupancy. 

5) The Section 8 certificate program should be expanded and some of the 
certificates set aside to help meet the special short-term needs of the 
temporarily homeless. 

6) In order to prevent evictions from both private and public housing
for nonpayment of rent, HHS should require every state to participate in 
the AFDC Emergency Assistance Program, and to remove restrictions on the 
duration of such assistance. 

7) Clearly, more is required than simple physical buildings in order to 
address the problems of the homeless. Homelessness, in fact, is usually 
a symptom of other problems. 

Preventing homelessness is more effective than trying to "fix· it once 
1£ has occurred. 

Public, private and community efforts need to be made: 
o to maintain Single-Room Occupancy (SRO) buildings; 
o to prevent loss of funds by doubled-up AFDC families; 
o 	 to assist those displaced by downtown or neighborhood renewal and 

gentrification activities; and, 
o 	 to require housing for the mentally ill who have been "dumped"

through defnstitutionalization programs. 

Coalitions must be established among all groups to establish a national 
housing policy and get housing production programs moving again. these 
programs shOUld be extended to support a variety of "nontraditional· 
housing types in the community, such as SROs, whose demise contributes 
to homelessness. 

In some cases, public hgusing units may be converted into shelters, with 
City Council and HUD approval. 

However, to the extent that PHAs become involved in the problems of 
homelessness, they will need increased federal. state and local funding 
assistance so they may begin to address the special needs associated 
with the homeless. Services must be provided, along with shelters, 
'temporary housing and assistance in finding permanent housing resources. 

The activities that PHAs routinely perform every day is one of the 
biggest deterrents to a household becoming homeless, namely, providing 
an alternative place to live for a low-income household. Homelessness 
is on the increase, and it is not an accident that this trend 
corresponds to the enormous cuts in the federally assisted low-income 
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housing programs over the past six years. 

Q. Tenant management in public housing 

Virtually all PHAs recognize a need for "tenant involvement" in guiding
and steering the management and renovation of the developments in which 
they live. (See also Section K.4 above.) From time to time, the idea of 
tenant management of public housing developments is also recommended. This 
concept has many meanings for many different people. For some it means the 
development is turned over entirely to the residents, on a contract basis, 
and the tenants either carry out themselves, or arrange to have otherwise 
provided, all required management and maintenance functions, including the 
modernization of the units. A more limited concept of tenant management is 
where the reSidents contract to perform certain specifically-defined 
management functions on a routine basis, or supervise the performance of 
such limited functions by a sub-contractor. 

Historically, some of the most well-known examples of tenant management
of the ·comprehensive" type have occured where conventional management by
the Authority had failed and the development itself had sunk into severe 
disrepair and social anarchy. Under these circumstances, not only was 
anything better than the current Authority's management, but the residents 
themselves were the only ones adequately positioned to carry out the 
sometimes drastic measures required to return the developments to viability
and habitability. 

In less extreme Circumstances, tenant management experiments have been 
more circumscribed, and relate to specific problems the development may be 
facing, e.g.: (a) security; (b) rent collections; (c) tenant selection; (d)
evictions; and (e) setting priorities for maintenance and modernization 
activities to be carried out by the Housing Authority. 

CLPHA Policy Recommendations 
1) The general functions of management, maintenance and modernization 
of public housing developments are the responsibility of the Housing
Authorities. However, when mutually agreeable to both Authorities and 
residents, there are circumstances w~en selected management functions 
may be advantageously contracted to tenant organizations either to carry 
out themselves or to sub-contract to other providers. 

2} Tenants should always be involved in helping to establish priorities
for management, maintenance and modernization activities in the 
developments in which they live. 

3} No Authority should be forced into accepting tenant management for a 
development except in extreme cases where an emeraenci has been 
determined to exist due to the failure of the Aut orl y to perform even 
the basic management services that the development needs. 

4) Under ordinary circumstances, when a PHA contracts with a tenant 
organization to carry out certain management, maintenance or 
modernization functions, it shall.be under the same terms, standards and 
criteria applicable to other developments where there is no tenant 
management, i.e. the funding levels for various activities shall not be 

http:shall.be
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increased (or decreased) because there is tenant management. 

S) Any operating or modernization funds going to developments with 
tenant management shall be channeled through the Housing Authorfty, not 
be provided dfrectly to the tenant organization by HUD. 

In general, tenant management is an optfon whfch PHAs and resfdents may
currently pursue under existing statute and regulations. Proposals under 
consfderatfon by Congress that would mandate such activities or provide
fundfng dfrectly to TOs for managemen~itfes are opposed by CLPHA. 

MisCL3-6 

) 
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APPENDICES 

TIlE RAPID INCREASE IN RENT BURDENS 

Perhaps the most striking feature of the 
1974-83 period in the rental housing market 
was the steady, rapid increase in rent burdens, 
i.e., in rents plus heating payments as a percent
age of household income. The median rent 
burden went from 20 percent of income in 
1970, to 27 percent in 1980, to 29 percent in ,.. 1983. Funhermore, the share of households 
with rent burdens below one quaner of (heir, 
income dropped from 60 percent in 1974 to 40 
percent in 1983. The share of households with 
rent burdens above seventy-five percent of 
income rose from 8 percent to 13 percent. 

The changes in the rent burden distribution 
for (he poorest households were particularly 
dramatic. In 1974, the median rent burden for 
households in the lowest income class was 3S 
percent of income. By 1983, the median rent 
burden for households in (his income class had 
risen to 46 percent of income, and over one
quarter of the households in this class had rent 
burdens above three quarters of income. The 
median rent burden in the second income class 
rose from 21 percent of Income in 1974 to 27 
percem of income in 1983. In addition, this 
income class experienced a large increase in 
the number of households with rem burdens 
between 2S and 50 percent of income. By 
1983, almost half of the households in this 
class had rent burdens of this magnitude. These 
shifts are illustrated in Exhibit 18. 

While rem burdens rose in all locations, the 
increase was somewhat higher for residents of 
central Cities, where rent burdens were tbe 
most onerous to begin with. The median rent 
burden for blacks remained about 3 percemage 
polms higher than for whites. 

These results must be interpreted with greal 
care for two reasons. First, some households 
fall temporarily imo the lowest income class 
because of illness or the loss of a job. For these 
households, high rem burdens do not persist 
but do add to the difficulty of recovering from 
unfortunate circumstances. On the other hand, 
high rem burdens represent an ongOing prob
lem for (he long-term poor. 

Second, these rent burdens are based on 
households' cash income and therefore 
exclude income in kind, such as food stamps 
and Medicaid. Between 1974 and 1980, the 
in·kind benefits received by households, par· 
ticularly low-income households, increased 
significantly. As a result, the figures cited above 
overstate the increase in rent burdens as a per
centage of tOtal income. While the exact incre
ment to income from in·kind benefits is diffi· 
cult to determine, one study estimates that 
including all such benefits reduces the median 
rem burden in the lowest one-fifth of the 
income distribution from 62 percem to 39 per· 
cem.' For the second fifth, the drop in median 
rem burden would be from 30 percent to 27 
percem. In-kind income does make a differ
ence, but even accounting for in·kind transfers, 
rem burdens in Ihis lowest income class are 
now at extremely high levels. 

It is important to note, however, that in-kind 
transfers Slopped riSing In 1980. Indeed, lhe 
real market value of non-cash transfers 
declined 4 percent between 1980 and 1983. 
The value of non-cash lransfers per household 
declined by even more because lhe number of 
recipients also increased over Ihls period." The 
above resuhs therefore understate the increase 

7" Nalional Assoctalion ojHome Bui/den, "Loo" and Mod
erale-lncome Huusill8_" 

S ~ US Censu.s Bureau. "Estimates Of FQerlJI Includillg 
/be IIaIue Of Non·caw Benejits, 1984" 

SOURCE: 	 "Home Ownership and Housing Affordability in the United 
States: 1963-1985," the 1986 report, by the Joint Center 
for Housing Studies of MIT/Harvard. 
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in rent burdens betW!:en 1980 and 1983. 
Reccnt increascs in relllS as a fractiun of 

income could, in principle. reOect improve
mcms in housing quality. The evidence docs 
no! support this possibilit)'. The number of 
households - particularly .u the bottom 0( the 
incomc distribution - residing in structurally 
ilUdcqu'luc housing, has risen sharply. further-

same period. mil rem for households in the 
$20,000-30,000 income cbss rose iust 2.3 per
cem and those for remers with incomes abo\'C 
530.000 \VCre unChanged. The higher rent bur· 
dens for low-income households therefore pri· 
marily reflect a rapid growth in the amount 
these houschold~ must pay lOr housing 0( any 
gh'Cn quality. 

more, 1\ appears that rcms h;l\'c illcrca.~d the 
most rapidl}' for lowcr·inco",,: households. 
One recent study found that bctw~:en 1974 and 
1983. remer households with 1974 incomes 
below 55,000 saw a medi:m incccase in real 
rent 0(9.9 percem and renter households with 
1974 incomes between 55,000 lind 110,000 
saw a median increase 0(9.6 percem.- O~'Cr the 
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APPENDIX II 
7/27/87 

SllIIMARY OF THE FIRST REPORT FROH THE VOUCHER DEKONSTRATION: A 
So".,., COHPARISON OF VOUCHERS IIITH SECTION 8 CERTIFICATES. 
8<noklon .. MA 


B..ff~ 


c.....br'69i 

ChK~ 1. Success rates" 

C!Q"~'''II 
C,",,,eland Over-all success rates for vouchers were about the same as 

CoI .. mblll OH for 'Section 8 certificates: just ant' 60%. This fInding contradicts 

C,hlfl'lH»rO tiC the theoretical expectation for the voucher demonstration,. By remov
HoNll""..... PJI. 

ing restrictions 011 rents and rent burdens, vouchers were supposed 

J,jo'$o!yenV to offer a greater housing choice and. therefore have a higher success 

1\.IlU~ c,,~ MO rate* According to the report, ttproponents of a housing voucher pro
l6:l V.r<JiIi' 
Lol.I'&"1Ik,> 	 gram tend to see its greater bousing choice as allowing reCipients to 


more clolely IUtch their housing to individual hauling needl~ *.This
a 

view would expect that (vouchers) will lead to higher applicant success 
rates." (1) In fact. this did not happen. 

Mon11lt,lm..y Cntv M(; 


Nil.... B.d!ord 
 2. Rent burdens. Under all currently existing low-income housing
"".""Hown 
N..... YQf.. assistance programs. including Section 8 "existing" and public housing. 
Nt!w,,,k the tenant contribution i& mandated statutorily to be 30% of Income* 
Qha .. Co"j The distribution of rent burdens for voucher reCipients in the demon
Okt..I'IlJI'Ni ell .. 

Om... 	 stration waa as follows: (2) 
pn,l4<Itl;;Jn. 	 Rent/income ratio % of 
P~IJbwiV' 

reci~ients
Porlland M£ 
;ollw,"r>1;" Under 30% 46.39% 
lllor:h,~, 

30-40% 27.74% 

$I LOI.I'I 40-50% 14.10% 

!M F .... , 


St.tflll'N'''IO 

50%+ 11.76%
51 P<lI<trli:w.fg 

Sbn F."n"KIl 	 Total Ioo.6iii 
~"I" 
roltao 3. Shopping incentive. One of the _jor advantages cla1IUd by
Wutlon\llon DC 
WoIm"'lI!on 	 voucher proponents i& that, unlike the case of Section 8 certificates, 


a voucher household that moves to find auitable housing will _ke a 

special effort to find such aa housing at rent levels below .the pre

vailing Fair Market Rents (!'!!b). .ince it gets to "keep the differ

encetll - whereas in the case of Section 8 certificates the admin-

Istering authority keeps the difference. There 1s no data in the 

report that _kes the comparison between the renta of IIOvers and the 

local Fair Market Renta. and since there aurely would havs been had 

the shopping incentive been proved to exiat. it can be reaaonably 

concluded that there was no auch proof. The report does state: "It 

does not appear that the reduced out-of-pocket coats offered by 

(vouchers) to recipienta who rent below the FKR.s ia in fact leading 

recipients to economize in rent. II What this seelU to indicate is a 

relative lack of unita available to mover. below current Fair Market 

Rent levels. 


(1) Source: page 7. 
(2) Source: page 161 (categorie. co.bined) 

509 C Streot NE Wuhlngton DC 20002 12021 543-4900 
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4. Cost of vouchers. 
The average subsidy payment for vouchers ($299/month) is $23 higher 

thsn that for certificatea ($276/month). This is because the savings which 
occur when a household rents below the FMR goes to the household, while such 
savings go to the government under the certificate progra.. [Note that this 
effect is different from the "shopper's incentive" discussed above. A house
hold that stays in place can realize a "windfall profit" while staying in place, 
if its rent is below FMR, without doing any "shopping" at all.] 

Conceivably the average cost per voucher (to the gove~nt) could 
increase at a slower rate than certificates in the future, but this would 
be because the voucher, as presently designed, is allowed a subsidY increase 
only twice in five years, while the certificate subsidy is increased annually. 
The "aavings" would come at the eXpense of the tenanes. 

5. Rent increaaes. 
During the course of the Demonstration, forty six per cent (46%) of 

the voucher households that did not move experienced rent increases of +$25/month 
or more. and 16% experienced increases of +$lOO/month or more. This is a poten
tial danger sign, indicating that vouchers may stimulate rent increases. 

6. Success rate by demographic groups. (*) 
Households that had to move to meet program requirements hed much 

lower success rates than those who stayed in place; and the former were much 
more likely to be very low-income; or minority; or dependent on welfare for 
some part of their income; or a combination of all of these. There appeared 
to be no difference between the success rates using vouchers or certificates 
among demographic groups: 

Success rates 
Vouchers Certificates 

White 75.6% 71.2% 
Black 57.0% 56.1% 
Hispanic 46.6% 47.1% 

7. Housing quality. The report did not provide any information on housing 
quality. Therefore. it is impossible to .ell whether voucher recipients 
paying above fKR are getting better housing for their money or simply paying 
more for the same quality. This apparently is to be the subject of further 
research. 

(*) Note that lived in adequate housing initially had higher success 
rates than those who did not; whites had higher success rates with both 
vouchers and certificates than did blacks and other raceS. 
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_-------Council of Large Public Housing Authorities 

........ APPENDIX III..._. SECTION 8 AND VOUCHERS 

............ MA 
-C_...... 
0..... A. DlPnlt!llCES I!lVEE" SECTIO" e AR'D VOOCB!1lSc........ 


--
~ 
~O« there .re tllQ .. jor trpn of dlffuenc.. bet...el1 Seetlol1 8 
r;..""""-v,t< -.:daUI1I- eartHl.,.tu .l1d Vouehera. t:h. fint 1a • conceptual
H~.'A 

dUferel1ce. under Section 8. Ullta al1d rent/lne.... nUoe ere 

....... C.. capped .Dd eubatd:r depel1de Oil .ut; ullder Vouehera th... ar. 110 

Itaoft_C<ty,HO.... v_ cape and the aubatdr 1a find. the aeeolld tn. of dHhnlle. 1a 

I..- all adailll.treU,.. OIIe. BUD haa dull"..d rulea for adaldetubs 

"- the Voucher prolr.. that an dUf..r-"t froa th. adalnllnaUn
-...... rul..a f"r S.ctiOI1 8. IUD' a voucher 1N1.. tend to ..It. Vouch... 


cheaper. accordll1l to BUD; but thl. la larldr b.teau.. of BUD'e 
-............. C... adallll.treU... fi.t. DOt b..e.u.. Vouchera an ill fact 1l1h.nntly
............ "" 
 Ie•• expea.l-.•. ..........-,..... ........ the aoat laporunt .da1ftln..t1... dHf..relle.a .....a follo"a 
OO..C.... (for .ore d"t.n ••••tt.ehe.l1t A).
oo.w.-.C"" 
0...... 1. IInd.r Vouch.... th.. pa,..ent It.lldud nart. out at. but 

...-	 doea DOt nec••••rtly ke..p up vlth. FKR (thl. "r h.... be.n ........... 

,-s..nd ~!: 	 chanl"d br • 1I0FA publ1.hed 0" 2/19)..._. 2. the S.cUo" e ACC .11ova co.t ...ndauta; the Voucher ACC 
so<_ doe. Dot. 

J. Pundlnl reaen.tlona for SeeUo" e .nd Vouehera .re .ade 
--,.ut differentlr. Prellal".rr Indlcatlo... a.e that Vouche. fulldinl 

50 ~.... 
51 
$t'4M~1 r ..en.Uo". "r Ilot allow for ."GUlh project r ...rv•• , .1Id PRA.e
""" F,.""""o rill ha". to hlu. fever Voucher. to ...r for .uba1dr l"ereea•• ill 

T...... the finel :r••" of the ACC. 

So.... 

W~IIMDC 4. U"d.r Sectlol1 e, eKc.ptlol1 r.llta of up to 110% of FKR a••
"'-"" 	 .llov.d: uDder Vouehe.. there .r••0 eu.pUolIa to the ...,.....t 


aUllderd. 

5. SeetioD e aubddiu call be illcn..ad .nnuellrl Voucher 

.ubaldl.1 C.II olll:r be ille"....d tvie. lD 5 reara. 
6. U.lIl1atraU... f ••• are M,her for ..cUa e than for 

Vouchen. 
7. the PHA ca. p.r _or. d..... cl.l•• to the landlord DIId.r 

SeeUoll e tball uDdu Vo....ha.. , aDd ceD alao uta"""" a landlord 
for ....paid rDllt "".Il • DIIlt i. ".cetd. 

ther. are ..... addiUoual i_ponaot f.ct. abollt the .r tba 
Vouchar pro,... 11 bel... l'lJIl. firat, IUD'. faDdl... aUocatl_ 
for VOllch.n "'. be,ed 01\ It. ..tta,t. of tile coat of tUG bedroOll 
UIllu and the .,tl.at.d t .....t cOlltrlbuUo•• leUII•• tile ,,,.,,,,a 

509 C SIraI ME WIiIIIIIngIooI DC 20002 C202'I S43-49OO 
'-----MaIn 0IIIc0: 5evon ~ SIraI a-~ 02108161'1) 742.0820----
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IInlt badroOil 11" lI.uaU,. atld. lip balt11 lar.ar thea tllO bedr_, aad 11'1/'1) 
.oaetill.. allcllClllata. tha tauot cOlltdblltloll, PIlAIan 0111,. able to fllild 
70 to 80% of tha ouabar of lIIlit. 11'1/'1) ori.lull,. .tltad tha Iud.et Authorit,. 
wollid cover. 

Secood, Tha ACC tara for Vouchar. ia 0111,. , ,a.r.. Thl. ..ka. It 
dlfflcll1t to pl.1l for th.lr .da11l1.trltioo lad viii C.II" 1.1'.' Iluaber. of 
Vouch.r. to .Kplra 10 tha a.rl,. 1990., Vball the .flr.t b.tch of Sectloo 8 
ACCI. b••ull ill the ald-1970., viII 11.0 ~plra. rlull,., the ruleaaklt11 for 
Vouch.n h•• ban 'on. thrOlllh HOrAi. DOt the atladnd proc.dure r.qull'1d 
ullder the Adahiltr.ttva Proclldura. Act (APA). 

II. AUTHORIZING AJtD APrROPUATIOBS 'II!rlO1tY or VOUCll!ltS 

1. Allthorl••tloll. 
Voucher. ¥ere or1&ln.11,. .uthorl,.d b,. the Rou.lt11 .ad Urban-Rur.l 

Recovary Act of 1983. 11'1/'1) h•• a.t.bll.he. ~vo c.t••orla. of Vouch.r.: (.) 
Rlnt.l Rehab Vouchar•• Vblch .1', .lal1lr to Sectloll 8 Ho'ar.ta lehebl 10' 
(b) Frae.t.o.loa Voucher•• which .1" l1ka Sectloll I aKl.t1t11. Praa.t.adioS 
Voucher••re u.ed ln four va,.•••••hovn balow: 

1. Sall1 Rur.1 Da.oo.trltloo- I d ..oo.tr.tlon pro.rea de.laned to t ••t 
how Vouchar. work In .alll rurll .1'•••• 

2. Larsa PIU. Deaoo.tratton- .nother d..ooatrltton to .how hov Voucher. 
vork io larae urban 11'.". 

3. Yormul. VOllch.r.- th••a .ra .1vao to f..l11•• , not aa • p.rt of a 
d£:o~$trltloo. but •• juat .ooth.r VI,. of allb.ldlz10. raot.l hIlualoS' 

4. Opt out. lOIn ..n....eot••od PIU. ' ..olltlon Voucher.- the.e 're 
slvan out to feail1e. Involved 10 .ub.ldl.ed houalt11 ~lch 1. diacootio..ed 
(236, 515, etc.). a••0 locaotlva for prlv.te,developer. to bu,. aad develop 
HUD-owne' l.od, .na to feaille. 11vlo1 10 publlc hoUlitll unit. which .re 
deprolr...ed, re.pectlvel,.. 

2. Approprl.tlon. 
The follovtnl table .hov. tha nuabar of Vouchen for which fund. ¥ere 

.pproprl.ted In FY84-S7 .tId the Adalnl.tr.tlon propo.Il for FYIS: 

Reot.l Salll lur.l Larle FlU. Opt Out, Lo.n 
Reh.b Deao Deao roraul. Mni'Deaolltlon 

FYS4 
n85 

10,000 
30.000 3,000 

',000 
4.!OIl 1.000 

FYS6 
n87 

14,585 
10,000 

20.914 
16,500 

961 
1.000 

n88 79.000 14,000 

C. TIll LARGE PIU. DBKONSTIATIOR 

Thl. ,rolrea, rllll b,. Abt Alaoclata., ta.t. Voucher. by 1....1t11 thea to 
hou.ehold. at the .... tlal that • Slctioa • Clrtlficata of 1.1111 bedrOOll 
.1,e 1. ta.ued to .nother hou••hold. Thl '.el.loo on Vbtch houa.hold let. 
which tled of, ...b.ld,. 1. totall,. r.adoa l .nd IKtlnaiv. d.t. II kapt 00 the 
lub.equaot I.parl.oca of hIlth hou'lhol'•• 

http:propo.Il
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Th. flr.t d..oa.tr.tloo 'oueh.r. Vir. ' ••Uld to PRA. 10 April. 1985. 
loon th.r••ft.r the 20.BAa 10 the de-oBltr.tloa'had r.c.lv.d rouabl, 200 
Vouchen ••ch. DIlt. will ba coll.cted IUltil .000.tla. bat ••o Hoy_bar. 
1987 .nd Hoy..bar, 1988, vII.n th. flBll r.port lhodd ba raad,. Th. flrlt 
draft of the fir.t raport of fladll11' 11 curraotl" bab. rnl_d b, BUD• 
•ad II .....cted to b. ral....d to tb. pubUc .,. AprU. 

Th••tud,' •••tho4olOl' .hould th.or.tlc.ll, .11ow lt to accur.t.l, 
t ••t Vouch.r., tut th.r, .r.' two c.yeat. 00. ,hauld ta.p 1 • .tad. 'lr.t, 
BUD ••, ..t •••ly.l, .dlt thl r••ult. of thl Da.oa.tr.tlo. b.for. r.l•••llll 
thea, .0 th.t thl, will IUppon BUD'. owo d.t.mlaatioo to prov. that 
"Vouchln !!Orlt." (Botbar factor 11 BUD .mtwi.tllll • eo.. PRA. hay.
r.c.otl, r.ported that BUD offlcl.l. hlYl tbr••t...d thllr CIAr fuadllll 
will ba r.duc.d ..II•• thl,"..It. thl 'oucblrl 1. thllr Da.oo.tr.tloa !!Orkl)
&lcoad. lt ,. po••lb1. th.c. for • y.rl.t, of ad.tol.cr.tlYl r.lIODI. In, 
••Jor prob1... with Voucblr. will ..nlf••t' t~••ly.. onl, 1. thl fourth or 
fUth ,ear of chI ACC, but the d.t. frOll tha Itud, will oal, covar Chi 
fir.t 3 ,ear•••t thl .o.t. 

Th. I.rl, rl.dtl of the Vouch.r d ••on.tr.tlon lndlc.t. th.c thl l.ck 
of Clp' oa r.ot .nd rlnt/lncOllI r.tl0 dOl. In '0.& clrcu.at.nel. .110w 
t.o.nt. to .0.1 lnto bett.r oalt. In-bettlr 10c.tlon. th.n !!OUid b. 
po••lbl. undlr &lctlon 8. IoVlv.r, ••ub.t••tl.1 nu.kr of tln.nt••nd up 
",1111 oy.r 401of their 10c.I for renCl ••ad '0.& ", I • .uch .1 60%. 
I.c.u•• thl'Vouchlr .ublld, 1. fl••d, .0•• t.o.ot••r. r.Vlrd.d for 
chool1l11 chl.p unit'l hOVly.r••Olt of th••• are peop1. vIIo ..rl liYilll b 
In .cc.pt.bl1 unit bafor. tb. proar.., aot .....rt .hopper.". 

SOlIe VIr" pr.I181n.r, r••ult. frOll the Voucb.r beaon.tr.tlon will be 
pr•••otad b, p.n.11.t••t thl CLPBA.I.tlllll.t thl .ad of '.bruary. 
bc1ud1ll& the Dlracton of Lea... 1I0ul1111 for thl Ionoo, H • ., York Cit, .ad 
Oaahl IIoUiln. Authorltl••• 

D. IIW'- WHAT DID 11' IEALLY SHOll! 

V"chln do .ot work I...11 for 1u'l f_l11... .borltl... tbl VI" poor. lad 
,.op1. 11ylft1 ln .ub.t.ad.rd boa.lft1. 

Thl b ...rlaantal 1I0ul1111 All_nel 'roar_, • $160 .t111u npulalnt vIIleh 
cOll"rld difflrlot ..tbod. of lub.ldll1na low 1.co.e bou.lna, 1. of tan clt.d b, 
BUD •• bnln. proyed t1lat 'oucblr. worlt. Altbollllb tblrl _, be .~ .dnnt.a" 
to 'ouch.n. thl fo110111na d.te fro. IlIA••bow that Chi, do IIOt WIIIrlt Vlll for 
ly.rynn.1 
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lucc... rataa la !RAP for dlff.r.at Iroae' 

'ITTSIURGB 
a.-bar n.-her .ucc.,. 

."
n.-bar 

PBOUU: 
n.-bar .ucc••a 

HOUSEHOLD SIZII 

• pp1yl ... 
for 
aab.llll 

flalli ... rat. 
acc.pt.bl. 
aDlt 

• pp1yi ... 
for 
,"balg 

fiD4i... r.t. 
acc.pt.bl. 
_it 

2 panoDl 
3-4,anoaa 

153 
209 

100 
123 

651 
591 

171 
245 

119 
154 

671 
631 

5-6 p.noD.
7 or .or. 

16 
35 

44 
13 

511 
371 

19 
59 

45 
19 

511 
321 

JlACI! Oil I!TIIIIIcm 
OF HOUSI!ROLO READ 
ao ..... inority 
black 

448 
144 

266 
65 

591 
45% 

439 
41 

289 
16 

66% 
39% 

hllp.dc 
INCOHI! 

182 86 47% 

Tii";iiiO or Dor. n 5 431 
8,000 
6,000 

- 9.999 
- 7,999 63 34 54% 

27 
136 

15 
88 

56% 
65% 

4,000 - 5.999 190 119 631 239 156 65% 
2.000 
1,000 

- 3,999 
- 1,999 

264 
73 

145 
33 

55% 
45% 

174 
75 

97 
30 

56% 
40% 

gUALITY OF HOUSING 
AT OIlTSET 
Meetl prolr_ 
.tanduda 
Doca DOt _.t 

39, 39 100% 57 57 100% 

prolr...t.ndard. 229 69 30% 240 106 44% 

NOTE: The data Ihtc4 hera COD.. froD the portion 01 IIIAP vIItch 11 DO.t ai.Uar 
to t04ay'a Vouch.r•• tha hOIl.ial I'P pa,..nt. with ho~ta. quality .tandard. in 
Pitt.burlh aad Pho.nis. Ther••ra, howev.r, .trni1icaat diff.r.nc•• b.twe.n 
thia p.rt.of IlHAP .all tod.y'. Voachera. Motht... ta IIIAP r....bl.1l Sectioa 8 •• 
clo,.ly a. thi. part r....bl•• Vouchar•• 

SOURCE: leudy .ad HadUllan Partlcll!!tion undlr Alt.nat...... Roady 
Allowance erolr... 1 . Z.tdlnc. frOD the Boa.ial Allowanc. Deaand IIse.ria.nt. 
Abt AI.ociate., Camhrtdll , 1980. 

http:IIse.ria.nt
http:diff.r.nc
http:dlff.r.at
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Part I 
COSCAA Housing Policy 

As a cornerstone of a responsible national housing policy, 
OOSCAA proposes a new partnership between the federal and state 
governments to help meet the acute housing needs of low- and 
moderate-income households. OOSCAA's proposed state Housing 
Incentive and Partnership Program (SHIPP) provides federal funds 
to encourage states to contribute their own resources to help 
solve housing problems. Because both the nature of housing 
problems and the appropriate organizations to deliver housing 
resources vary enormously across the country, states are in the 
best position to blend federal resources and their own resources 
and capabilities with those of the private sector, the nonprofit 
community, and local government to address housing needs. The 
SHIPP envisions an even stronger state commitment to design, help
fund, and implement housing policies and programs. Part II of 
this policy statement gives a detailed description of 
the SHIPP. 

COSCAA's housing policy envisions the SHIPP as the primary
national housing program for low- and moderate-income housing 
production. However, OOSCAA's housing policy includes two other 
major elements. First, the federal government must continue its 
role in rental assistance by adequately funding rental assistance 
payment programs. Second, the federal government must maintain 
primary responsibility for ensuring that existing low- and 
moderate-income housing be sustained as fully and as adequately 
as possible for low- and moderate-income households. Thus, the 
federal government, working cooperatively with state and local 
government, the private sector, and the nonprofit community, must 
provide the financial resources necessary for dealing effectively 
with at-risk, privately-owned subsidized housing and to repair
and maintain existing public housing. 

Additionally, COSCAA advocates making federal housing 
programs that are not folded into the SHIPP more efficient. 
recommends changes in tax policy to make the low income housing 
tax credit more effective, continue the use of mortgage revenue 
bonds, and facilitate the use of state and local government 
general obligations bonds for housing. and encourages the 
maintenance of federal insurance and secondary market activities. 

A. Prologue 

The need for affordable housing in the United States is more 
acute than at any other time in the last 20 years. In 1983 an 
estimated 29 percent of the country's household experienced one 
or more of these serious housing problems: overcrowding,
excessive costs, or substandard dwellings. The economic growth 

1 
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of many communities is threatened by the absence of ,housing
affordable by workers. The time has come for a renewed major
commitment to providing affordable housing for low- and moderate
income households. COSCAA believes that providing safe, 
sanitary, and decent housing for every American is essential for 
the health and well-being of our families and communities. 
Housing is a basic necessity that must be affordable if 
individuals are to have an opportunity to develop their talents 
and become productive citizens. 

To help meet the nation's housing needs, COSCAA proposes
that the federal government form a new partnership with states by
creating a state Housing Incentives and partnership Program 
(SHIPP), a program that would challenge states to combine 
creatively a variety of housing resources in response to each 
state's unique housing needs. 

In the last six years over 100 new housing programs have 
been initiated by states using state funds. The experience of 
states in housing shows that state housing programs can 
effectively leverage public and private funds to increase the 
supply of affordable housing. However, state resources alone are 
not SUfficient to solve the problem. A significant federal 
financial commitment also is required. 

The basic objective of the SHIPP is to provide a federal 
financial incentive so that every state contributes its own 
resources to help solve housing problems. These resources 
include not just additional dollars but also the expertise of 
people, from state and local government, the private sector, and 
the nonprofit community, who know best the state's housing
problems and how to solve them. What is antiCipated is a 
stronger state commitment to design and implement a coherent 
statewide housing policy. 

States are in the best position to design and implement 
housing assistance programs that must effectively respond to the 
wide variations in housing markets across the country. From 
Alaska to Arizona, from Texas to Minnesota, and even within 
states, conditions of supply and demand, price and income, 
require that housing programs be attuned to speCific
circumstances if public funds are to be used wisely. In some 
areas or times, homeownership programs may be best; in other 
areas or times, rental programs may be most needed. By stressing 
flexibility, the SHIPP encourages the creation of cost effective 
housing programs responsive to unique situations, including the 
proper mix of ownership and rental programs. 

In addition to disbursing funds, states are in the best 
position to deal most effectively with a wide range of issues 
that affect housin9 affordability. Issues such as land use 
regulations, building code standards, real estate tax policies,
and equal opportunity in housing, for example, have traditionally
been the domain of state and local governments. The SHIPP can 
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function as an incentive for states to work with local 
governments to take positive actions in all of these areas, 
actions that will result in more affordable housing. state 
governments look at a much broader housing market than do local 
governments. Additionally, states are often more removed from 
the intense details of site-related politics than are localities. 
states are in the best position to assess problems and establish 
priorities. 

The availability of substantial federal funds for housing 
programs to be administered by the states can generate new grass 
roots support for housing programs. stronger and better 
organized housing constituencies would most certainly appear in 
states where past public support for housing has not been 
salient. The SHIPP can create and energize a partnership between 
state and localities that in the long run would strengthen state 
and local involvement in and commitment to housing. States can 
energize the appropriate mix of local, nonprofit, and private 
sector participants -- whose relative strengths and capabilities 
vary enormously across the country -- to help meet housing needs. 

states also are in the best position to achieve for the 
first time a coordination between the development and 
implementation of housing policy and the development and 
implementation of policies concerning welfare shelter allowances, 
job training, day care services, and other related services. The 
present arrangement of separate delivery systems for welfare 
shelter assistance and housing assistance, for example, is 
ineffective and inequitable. States can take creative steps to 
address these problems with the opportunity provided by the 
SHIPP. 

COSCAA believes that homeownership and equal housing 
opportunities should be basic goals of national and state housing 
policies and that the SHIPP can help further those goals. 
community revitalization and neighborhood stabilization are 
enhanced by a sense of ownership, whether it takes the form of 
single family units, limited equity cooperatives, mutual housing 
associations, or greater tenant participation in the management 
of rental housing. Housing funds are an important resource that 
can be used to preserve neighborhoods and prevent the 
displacement of the poor. The SHIPP is intended to support those 
objectives. 

Regarding equal housing opportunity, states should support 
existing federal fair housing laws and work to adopt at least the 
equivalent of federal law as state and local pol icy. Where 
stronger enforcement mechanisms are needed to make equal housing 
opportunities a reality, those mechanisms should be adopted at 
the federal, state, and local levels. 

One of the nation's most dramatic housing policy issues in 
1987 is the ever increasing number of homeless families 
throughout the country. Partly because of the absence of enough 
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affordable housing units, thousands of persons are being denied 
the opportunity to develop their abilities and contribute to 
their faaily's and society's well-being. This nation's housing
policy must address these needs. It is time to invest enough 
resources in housing to meet one of the basic, fundamental needs 
of human beings, the need for shelter. 

The problem of hOlllelessness is directly related to another 
basic housinq issue, the issue of long-term affordability. The 
threat of increasing homelessness is very real as federally
assisted units become eligible for conversion to market-rate 
housing. A commitment to long term affordable housing is an 
essential part of COSCAA's proposal. Spending additional funds 
to increase the supply of affordable housing may result in 
little achievement if in five or ten years residents can no 
longer afford to live in units initially assisted with public
funds. Long term affordability must be a goal of federal, state, 
and local housing policy. 

The SHIPP uses federal funds to challenge states to become 
full partners in initiatinq, administering, and helping fund 
programs that will increase the supply of affordable housing for 
low- and moderate-income Americans. COSCAA believes states are 
ready to accept that challenge. 

B. State Housing Incentive and Partnership Program (SHIPP) 

COSCAA recommends that the primary federal funding program
for the production of rental and homeownership housing for low
and moderate-income households be the State Housing Incentive and 
Partnership Program. SHIPP would channel funds to the states for 
a variety of housing production-related activities for low- and 
moderate-income households in a way that would encourage 
increased state financial commitment to help meet housing needs. 

SHIPP would be funded primarily through new funds 
appropriated by congress, although COSCAA understands that 
several small-scale housing programs may be eliminated and their 
appropriations folded into the SHIPP. with initial funding at $4 
billion the SHIPP would provide an effective and much needed 
complement to the Community Development Block Grant Program. In 
no way shOUld the SHIPP even partly replace the CDBG program. 

In the first year, 20 percent of the SHIPP funds would be 
allocated to the states on a housing needs basis. Fifty-five 
percent of the SHIPP funds would be allocated to states on a 
housing needs basis but would be accessed only by those states 
that contribute a threshold amount of own-source revenues to 
housing. This threshold amount would be based on a state's 
capacity to provide such financinq. Twenty percent of the SHIPP 
funds would be made available on a pro-rated basis to those 
states whose own-source financial commitment exceeded their 
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threshold amount. Five percent of the funds would be reserved 
for a Secretary's discretionary fund. 

States would use the funds for a multitude of activities 
related to providing housing for low- and moderate-income 
households. Twenty percent of the funds would have to be used 
for households with incomes of 50 percent or less of median, 80 
percent of the funds would have to be used for households with 
incomes of 80 percent or less of median, and 100 percent of the 
funds would have to be used for households with income of 110 
percent or less of median. 

States would have the ability to distribute funds among 
state agencies, local governments, public housing authorities, 
nonprofit organizations, and the private sector to achieve the 
purposes of the SHIPP. The governor would designate the state 
agency responsible for administering the SHIPP. states would be 
required to undertake a public process in developing their plan 
for administering the SHIPP, would be required to prepare a 
statement of housing needs and how its administration of the 
SHIPP would address these needs, and would be required to prepare 
reports on its implementation of the SHIPP. 

Part II of this policy details the SHIPP. 

C. Federal Rental Assistance Programs 

The federal government must continue assuming full financial 
responsibility for present and future rental assistance programs, 
such as Section 8 certificates, vouchers, and the rental 
assistance program of the Farmers Home Administration. Although 
some states may elect to use part of their SHIPP and state 
resources to fund rental assistance programs on a limited basis, 
rental assistance programs are much more appropriately funded by 
federal resources. 

As part of increased state involvement in housing and 
efforts to forge a coherent statewide housing policy, states 
should have the option of assuming the primary responsibility for 
allocating, if not administering, new rental assistance funds as 
well as current rental assistance funds when these are being 
ineffectively used. This includes the Existing Section 8 
certificates, vouchers, and the FmHA's Rental Assistance program. 
States should work with public housing authorities and other 
organizations to develop the most effective statewide delivery
and monitoring system possible. Additionally, as states gain 
experience in administering the SHIPP, they should increasingly 
have the option to administer and then fully use in a flexible 
manner federal housing programs such as FmHA 502, FmHA 515, and 
HUD 202. 
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D. Existinq Public Housin9 stock 

, COSCAA recO<;Jnizes that housin9 managed by local public
housin9 authorities plays an important role in providin9; affordable rental housin9 for low-income families. In hundreds 
of communities public housin9 provides an essential focal point 
for social services necessary to he1pin9 low-income families 
acquire the skills and resources necessary to enter the private
housing market. 

As it was ori9inally desi9ned, the public housin9 pr09ram
required no on-90ing operatin9 subsidies. Beginnin9 in the late 
1960s, however, a series of changes to the basic prO<;Jram
destroyed its financial integrity. While some of these changes 
were sound in concept, the system put in place to compensate for 
them did not provide PHAs with adequate means to continue running
financially viable housing projects. 

Several changes are necessary for PHAs to regain their 
financial integrity. PHAs shOUld be allowed to rent a greater
portion than 5 percent of their units to households that have 
incomes between 50 and 80 percent of median. The current income 
limit of 50 percent or less of median income unduly restricts 
rent receipts and tends to concentrate very low-income, multi
problem households in a small geO<;Jraphica1 area. 

Congress should direct HUD to review closely both the 
performance funding system (PFS) formula and the allowable 
expense levels used in the formula. Also, while the PFS does 
make allowances for "costs beyond the control" of authorities, 
time limits should be set for HUD to respond to requests from 
PHAs for this type of waiver. 

Third, PHAs should be required to collect and manage reserve 
funds to cover major rehabilitation expenses. With PHAs managing 
reserve accounts, the need for a modernization program will 
gradually be reduced. However, until reserve accounts are built 
up, the federal government should maintain responsibility for 
adequately funding the modernization program. 

Conversion of units to resident ownership should be 
permitted, but only if the conversion is accompanied by
replacement rental units. Tenant management programs should also 
be encouraged as a means of empowering tenants. 

COSCAA recognizes that new public housing units are 
desperately needed to house homeless families, as well as 
families livin9 in over crowded conditions or paying more than 50 
percent of their income for rent. Additional public housing 
units can be most effectively produced throu9h the use of SHIPP 
funds. 
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E. Existing Subsidized Housing Stock 

If nothing is done, up to 3.5 million rental units occupied
by low- and moderate-income households may be removed from the 
housing inventory over the next sixteen years, cutting the supply 
of low income housing from 12.9 million units to 9.4 million 
units. At the same time that these affordable housing units are 
disappearing, the number of households needing low rent units is 
projected to increase by 5.3 million. If nothing is done, in 
sixteen years 8.8 million additional households may be in need of 
affordable housing 18.7 million Americans faced with the 
threat of homelessness. 

To avoid the dramatic impact on families and communities of 
persons being evicted from their homes, OOSCAA urges the federal 
government to act decisivelY to maintain the existing federally
supported housing stock for low-income persons. The most cost 
effective method of housing low income persons is to maintain the 
housing units in which they now live. 

Congress should ensure that extensive displacement of low
or moderate-income persons does not occur until Congress and 
other interested parties have a comprehensive agreement about the 
scope of the problem and solutions that will protect the tenants 
and other interests involved. 

Intermediaries such as nonprofits, PHAs, states, and local 
governments should be used as much as possible to help derive and 
implement solutions. Each rental housing development has its own 
unique set of conditions affecting its marketability and the 
amount of funds required to preserve it as housing for low-income 
persons. Intermediaries can be very effective in achieving the 
goal of long term affordability. 

congress should consider the relative merits of the 
following examples of ways to deal with the long term 
affordability problem. 

1. A right of first refusal by tenants or nonprofit 
organizations identified by tenants to purchase federally
SUbsidized properties from their current owners when such owners 
opt to prepay their current mortgages can be established. The 
right to purchase the properties can be extended to state and 
local governments when the tenants either fail to exercise or 
waive their right. 

2. Federal funds can be appropriated to provide grants or 
loans to nonprofit or governmental organizations to assist in the 
purchase of the properties. In return for this assistance, the 
purchaser would pledge to maintain the housing for low-income 
persons for the life of the buildings. 
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3. The current tax treatment of financial gain realized on 
the sale of low-income properties can be changed so that current 
owners have more incentive to sell to new owners who agree to 
maintain the units for low- and moderate-income use. 

F. More Efficient Federal Programa 

COSCAA believes that the delivery system of those federal 
housing programs that are not folded into the SHIPP should be 
made more efficient and responsive to the particular needs of 
individual states and to those administering the programs. Every 
effort should be made to allocate federal housing resources in a 
manner that is consistent with state priorities and in a manner 
that encourages the appropriate federal-state-local-nonprofit 
private partnership. 

COSCAA recommends that all administrative and regulatory
requirements of existing federal housing programs be 
comprehensively reviewed with the objective of minimizinq the 
administrative cost burden and eliminatinq program duplication. 
To achieve this qoal Conqress should direct HUO and FmHA to 
establish a national commission on federal housinq administrative 
requirements. States and localities and aqencies that administer 
the programs at the local level should be well represented on the 
commission. 

Two examples illustrate the administrative burden imposed on 
states and other service providers. First, the Section 8 
Existinq Housinq Program can take 20 paqes of paperwork to 
qualify one person for a certificate. Second, the Section 8 
certificates and voucher programs both subsidize the rent 
payments of low-income persons and have many similarities. Yet 
to administer the programs, the service provider must prepare two 
different sets of landlord and tenant information packages, two 
different sets of computer programs for issuinq checks, and two 
different traininq packaqes for local administrators. 

COSCAA urges that maximum effort be invested in reducinq
administrative costs by minimizing paperwork requirements. 

G. To: Policy 

1. Low Income Housinq Tax Credit 

The legislation authorizinq the low-income housinq tax 
credit should be amended to make the credit a more workable tool 
for developinq low income housinq and to ensure its compatibility
with the SHIPP. congress should consider the followinq examples. 

a. Under current law a project must be placed in service in 
the specific year in which it has been granted a credit 
allocation. If the project is not completed and in service by 
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the end of the year, the credit allocation is lost -- both to the 
project and to the state which provided it. congress should 
consider changing the law to allow the credit to be carried over 
to the next calendar year when at least half of the cost of a 
project has been incurred by the end of the allocation year and 
when the project is placed in service the following year. 

b. The tax credit statute currently denies credit on the 
acquisition cost of an existing project if the project has 
changed hands within the preceding ten years. congress should 
consider making the credit usable with any federally-assisted 
housing that is financially distressed or in danger of being 
converted to upper income housing. The entire inventory of 
federally-related housing should be viewed as a present or 
potential resource for lower income persons and a prime target
for the use of the credit. 

c. The statute sets limits on the income of low-income 
tenants at 50 percent or 60 percent of the area median, 
depending on whether the "20-50 test" or "40-60 test" is used. 
Rents are restricted to 30 percent of the applicable income 
ceiling. In the poorest areas of the country, particularly in 
rural areas, these restrictions combine to produce permissible 
rents so low as to make it financially impossible to support 
construction costs. congress should consider permitting the use 
of the higher of the state nonmetropolitan or county median 
income as the basis for determining rent levels. 

d. Congress should consider allowing states to set the 
value of the tax credit when the credit is allocated rather than 
having to wait until the project is placed in service. 

2. Mortgage Revenue Bonds 

The use of mortgage revenue bonds, which have proven to be 
effectiVe in offering homeownership opportunities to limited 
income, first time home buyers, should be extended beyond the 
current sunset date as proposed in H.R. 2640 and S. 1522. 

3. General Obligation Bonds 

No restrictions should be set on the use of state or local 
government general obligation bonds to finance housing 
activities. These bonds, which are backed by the full faith and 
credit of states and localities and are retired by general funds, 
should not be constrained by the federal government. 

H. Insurance and Secondary Market Activities 

COSCAA supports maintaining and strengthening the federal 
loan insurance and quarantee programs of the Federal Housing 
Administration and the Veterans Administration, which have 
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enabled millions of Americans who otherwise would not have been 
able to purchase a home to achieve the dream of homeownership. 

COSCAA opposes efforts to privatize or to restrict or 
encumber the operation of these proqrams, such as through the 
imposition of restrictive volume limits, additional user fees, or 
income targeting. 

The federal and federally sponsored secondary market 
institutions -- the Government National Mortgage Association, the 
Federal National Mortgage Association, and the Federal Home Loan 
Mortgage Corporation -- have greatly increased the availability
of mortgage capital and reduced homeownership costs for millions 
of Americans. These institutions provide nationwide access to 
residential mortgage credit at a uniform cost and at all stages 
of the credit cycle. COSCAA strongly opposes any attempt to 
"privatize" unnecessarily or weaken any of these secondary 
mortgage institutions. Attempts to increase the cost of 
securities issued by FNMA and FHLMC through the imposition of 
user fees would diminish homeownership opportunities and reduce 
economic growth. other restrictive proposals would be counter 
productive and undermine the expressed public purpose of these 
institutions. 

1. Conclusion 

The housing policy COSCAA proposes would substantially
improve the quality of housing for low- and moderate-income 
households. It would orchestrate the most appropriate 
partnerships among the federal, state, and local governments, the 
private sector, and the nonprofit community. The policy builds 
on the housing initiatives of the recent past and seeks to make 
safe and decent housing a realistic goal once again for all 
Americans. 
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Part II 
State Housing Incentive and Partnership Program 

A Statutory Outline 

A. Authorization 

The Secretary is authorized to make grants to states and 
Indian tribes to carry out activities in accordance with this 
title. There are authorized to be appropriated for purposes of 
assistance under this title $4,000,000,000 for fiscal year 1989, 
$4,500,000,000 for fiscal year 1990, and $5,000,000,000 for 
fiscal year 1991. [Most of these funds would be new 
appropriations, but COSCAA understands that congress may
eliminate several small-scale housing programs and fold their 
appropriations into the SHIPP.] 

B. Definitions 

The term "state" means any state of the United States, or 
any agency or instrumentality thereof approved by the Governor, 
and the District of Columbia and the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico. 

The term "general purpose local government" means any city, 
town, township, parish, village or other general purpose
political subdivision of a state; Gaum, the Northern Mariana 
Island, the Virgin Islands, and American Samoa, or a general 
purpose sUbdivision thereof: a combination of political
subdivision recognized by the secretary, and the Trust Territory
of the Pacific Islands. 

The term "Secretary" means the Secretary of Housing and 
Urban Development. 

The term nonprofit housing organization" means a 501(c) (3) 
organization that has the provision of housing services as one of 
its purposes of incorporation. 

The term "instrumentality of local government" or 
"instrumentality of state government" means a special district or 
special authority establiShed for a public service pursuant to 
local or state legislation. 

The term "initial allocation" means the portion of State 
Housing Incentive and Partnership Program funds allocated among 
the states without any requirement for a state contribution. 

The term "incentive allocation" means the portion of State 
Housing Incentive and partnership Program funds allocated among
only those states that contribute a threshold amount of own
source revenues for housing. 
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The term "partnership allocation" means the portion of State 
Housing Incentive and Partnership Program funds allocated on a 
pro rata basis only to those states that have exceeded their 
threshold contribution amount. 

The term "threshold contribution amount" is the minimUIII 
amount of own-source revenue that a state must contribute to 
housing annually to receive its annual portion of the incentive 
allocation. 

The term "own-source revenue" means direct appropriations 
from a state's general fund, authorizations to issue state 
general obligation bonds, and state levied fees and special taxes 
dedicated to housing. 

C. Statement of Activities and Review 

Prior to the receipt in any fiscal year of a grant under 
this act, the grantee shall have prepared a final statement of 
housing objectives and use of funds and shall have provided the 
Secretary the required certifications. 

The statement of the projected use of funds shall consist of 
the policy the state will use in distributing funds, including
administrative funds, to local general purpose governments, to 
nonprofit housing organizations, to private for-profit 
developers, to local instrUlllentalities and agencies, and/or to 
state instrumentalities and agencies. This policy shall 
reference the general extent and kind of housing needs that exist 
in the state, especially as those needs affect persons of low
and moderate-income. The policy shall also (1) outline the 
state's housing priorities, (2) briefly describe the state's 
overall strategy for addressing its housing needs, including the 
relationship to non-housing resources and policies, and (3) 
provide information on how the state will attempt to minimize the 
displacement of persons as a result of activities assisted with 
these funds and on how the state will assist those actually 
displaced as a result of these activities. 

The grantee shall in a timely manner (1) furnish citizens 
and general purpose local governments information concerning the 
amount of funds available for proposed housing activities as well 
as the grantee's plans for minimizing the displacement of 
persons, (2) publish a proposed statement to provide citizens, 
local governments, and other interested parties the opportunity 
to review and comment, (3) hold one or more public hearings, (4) 
provide citizens and local governments reasonable access to 
records regarding the past use of funds under this act, (5) 
provide citizens and local governments with reasonable notice of 
proposed substantial changes in the final statement, (6) make the 
final statement available to the public, and (7) provide a copy 
to the secretary along with the required certifications. 
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Before receiving funds under this act, the grantee must 
certify to the secretary that (1) the grantee is in full 
compliance with the review requirements identified above and (2)
the grant will be conducted and administered in conformity with 
Public Law 88-352 and Public Law 90-284 and that the grantee will 
affirmatively further fair housing. 

D. Reporting Requirements 

Each grantee shall submit to the secretary, at a time 
determined by the secretary through the process identified 
herein, a performance and evaluation report on the use of the 
funds made available through this act, together with an 
assessment by the grantee of the relationship of such fund usage
with the grantee's final statement. The report on fund usage
shall include information on the number and types of households 
served, including the income levels of those served. The report
shall be made available to the public so that citizens and local 
governments have a chance to comment on the report prior to its 
submission as the grantee may determine. The report shall 
include a summary of any comments received from citizens, local 
governments, and other interested parties. 

The secretary shall consult with national associations of 
states, local governments, and other housing interests to develop
uniform recordkeeping, performance reporting, and auditing
requirements. Based on the secretary's approval of these 
recommendations, the Secretary shall establish such requirements
for use by the states. 

The Secretary shall make such reviews and audits as may be 
necessary to determine whether the grantee has carried out its 
activities in a timely manner, whether the grantee has 
distributed its funds in conformance with its final statement, 
whether the grantee has carried out its certifications in 
compliance with this act and other applicable laws, and whether 
the grantee has made such reviews and audits as may be necessary 
to satisfy the requirements of this act and other applicable
laws. 

E. Revolving Loan Fund 

states receiving funds under this act may draw down funds in 
a lump-sum basis to establish, either directly or through a 
reCipient, one or more revolving loan funds in private financial 
institutions for the purpose of financing rehabilitation 
activities. These rehabilitation activities must begin within 45 
days after receipt of such lump sum(s) and substantial 
disbursements from these funds must begin within 180 days after 
receipt of such lump sum(s). 
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1"• Program InoOllle 

states may require as a condition of any amount distributed 
through this act that a recipient shall return to the state 
income realized from the amount distributed. 

G. Setaslde of FUnds 

The funds authorized under this act shall be divided into 
four parts as follows. 

1. Twenty percent of the first year's funds shall be made 
available to all the states for their distribution and/or use for 
activities identified in this act. This portion of the funds 
shall be called the "initial allocation." The Secretary shall 
distribute in a state the amount of the initial allocation if a 
state elects not to distribute and/or use its initial allocation. 

The amount of funds in this allocation shall remain the same 
in the next and subsequent fiscal years notwithstanding any 
increase in overall funding authorization for this act. 

2. Fifty-five percent of the first year's funds shall be 
made available to those states that certify the expenditure of 
state own-source revenue in an amount equal to or greater than 
their threshold contribution amount. This portion of the funds 
shall be called the "incentive allocation." 

The amount of funds in this allocation shall increase with 
each increase in funding authorization in the next and subsequent
fiscal years by 11/15 of the amount of increase in funding 
authorization in each year. 

3. Twenty percent of the first year's funds shall be made 
available on a pro-rata basis to those states that certify an 
expenditure of state oWn-source reVenue in an amount greater than 
their threshold contribution amount. This portion of the funds 
shall be called the "partnership allocation." 

The amount of funds in this allocation shall increase with 
each increase in funding authorization in the next and subsequent 
fiscal years by 4/15 of the amount of increase in funding
authorization in each year. 

4. Five percent of the first year's funds shall be made 
available to the Secretary to be used at his or her discretion 
for the following activities. 

Up to one-half of this discretionary fund may be used by 
the Secretary to assist states in undertaking their 
responsibil ities under this act. Provided, however I that the 
maximum amount of funds that may be used for this assistance 
shall decrease to 40 percent in fiscal year 1990 and to 30 
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peroent in fisoal year 1991 and thereafter. Suoh assistanoe may 
include qrants made directly to states and/or throuqh oontraots 
to provide (1) technioal assistance in planninq, developinq, and 
administerinq funds provided throuqh this aot, (2) teohnioal 
assistanoe to prepare states for administerinq funds provided 
throuqh this aot, inoludinq states that have temporarily deolined 
to aooept their initial allooation, and (3) data and information 
that will be useful in the implementation and evaluation of this 
act. 

The Seoretary may use up to 75 peroent of the disoretionary
fund to provide finanoial assistanoe to projeots that show qreat
potential for demonstratinq innovative and oost effeotive 
buildinq materials or oonstruotion prooesses, for projeots that 
may otherwise take an inordinate peroentaqe of a state's 
allocation under this aot, for projeots that show unique and 
potentially transferable partnership arranqements, or for other 
innovative and oreative projeots that otherwise show potential
for reduoinq housinq costs or meetinq unique housinq needs. 

In makinq deoisions about housinq projeot applioations to 
fund, the seoretary shall heavily weiqh the aotions taken by the 
state in whioh the project is looated to address the qoals and 
meet the purposes of this aot, other than the state's own-source 
finanoial oommitment. The Secretary shall espeoially oonsider 
state aotions that potentially lower housinq oosts throuqh
requlatory related aotivities, particularly those affeotinq the 
availability and cost of land for affordable housinq, and to fair 
housinq and other measures that reduoe disorimination in the 
sale, rental, lease, or oonstruction of housinq. 

The seoretary is also authorized to make qrants from the 
discretionary fund to Gaum, the Virqin Islands, Amerioan Samoa, 
the Northern Mariana Islands, and the Trust Territory of the 
Paoifio Islands. 

The Seoretary is also authorized to make qrants from the 
disoretionary fund to Indian tribes. 

H. State Threshold contribution 

To reoeive funds from eaoh fiscal year's inoentive 
allocation, the qovernor must oertify the amount of state own
source revenue that the state will spend on housinq durinq the 
same period of time that the state distributes and/or uses funds 
from its inoentive allooation. This amount must be equal to or 
qreater than the threshold oontribution amount determined for the 
state. Eaoh state's threshold oontribution amount shall be based 
on a measure or measures of its ability to pay. The states' 
total aqqreqate threshold oontribution amount shall equal 10 
percent of the total amount of funds in the incentive allocation, 
or $220 million. The states' aqqreqate threshold amount shall 
not inorease with any increase in the aqqreqate total of the 
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incentive allocation. However, any decrease in the aggregate
incentive allocation shall result in a pro rata deduction of the 
states' total threshold contribution amount. 

[NOTEl Table I illustrates three possible threshold 
contribution amounts for each state based on representative tax 
system capacity, per capita income capa~ity, and a combination of 
the two. Although data were not available for PUerto Rico and 
the District of Columbia, they are intended to be eligible 
grantees of funds through this act. The appendix provides a more 
thorough explanation of Tables I.) 

Each state's threshold contribution amount must be provided
from own-source revenues, such as direct appropriations from the 
general fund, authorizations to issue general obligation bonds, 
and state-levied fees and special taxes dedicated to housing.
However, any fees or special taxes levied on the housing assisted 
through this act shall not be inclUded in determining the state's 
threshold contribution. 

While each state's threshold contribution must be spent on 
housing, these expenditures need not meet the eligibility
requirements or other constraints of this act. state 
expenditures for developing state housing plans, undertaking
housing market research, housing policy analysis, and housing
needs studies, providing housing technical assistance, and 
administering housing programs may be considered in determining 
the state's threshold contribution. 

Within 90 days of the expenditure of the last of the state's 
incentive allocation funds, or within the three-year anniversary
date of the award of incentive allocation funds to the state, 
whichever comes first, the governor shall send to the Secretary a 
statement certifying that the state has met the own-source 
revenue requirements related to the state's receipt of incentive 
allocation funds. However, the Secretary shall grant one six
month extension to this date upon receipt of a written request 
for an extension by the governor. 

If the amount certified by the governor is less than the 
state's threshold contribution amount, the Secretary shall 
withhold an amount equal to 1.S the shortfall amount from the 
state's receipt of its next portion of the distribution of 
initial allocation funds. All such withheld amounts shall be 
pooled and distributed on a pro rata basis to all the other 
remaining states as an increase in their initial allocation 
amounts. 

I. Allocation Of FUnds '1'0 The states 

The initial allocation and the incentive allocation shall be 
allocated to each of the states on the basis of a formula 
representing housing needs. The formula should use the latest 
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(OIUA) 
data available from which housing needs of all the states can be 
adequately measured and should be weighted so as to reflect the 
intensity of the various components of housing need. However, no 
state's portion of the initial share shall be less than the 
amount of funds obligated or allocated to the state during the 
average of the last two years for which data is available trom 
the programs terminated be this act. 

[NOTE: Table II illustrates four possible allocations to 
each of the states. The allocation formulas are based on four 
measures of housing need: cost burden, housing cost, physically
inadequate housing, and crowding. Although data for PUerto Rico 
and Washington, D.C. were not available, they are intended to be 
eligible grantees. The appendix provides more information on the 
allocation formulas.] 

If a state does not qualify for receipt of its portion ot 
the incentive allocation, that amount shall be distributed on a 
pro rata basis to all the states that do qualify. To qualify for 
this extra incentive allocation, the governor has 90 days from 
notice of its availability given by the Secretary to certify that 
the state's threshold contribution amount will be increased 
proportionate to the percentage increase in the state's incentive 
allocation represented by the pro rated extra incentive funds. 
On the expiration of the 90 days, any incentive allocation funds 
unqualified for shall be pooled and added to the partnership
allocation and distributed to states accordingly. 

The partnership allocation shall be allocated to a state on 
the basis of the proportion that the state's contribution in 
excess of the threshold contribution amount, including the amount 
as determined through any 90-day reallocation of incentive 
allocation funds as noted above, is to the aggregate of all 
states' contribution in excess of their threshold contribution 
amount. However, no state's partnership allocation share may be 
more than 12 percent of the total amount of partnership funds 
available for allocation. Such excess funds shall be 
reallocated on pro-rata basis among states whose share of the 
partnership allocation does not exceed 12 percent. 

States receiving partnership allocation funds shall be 
Subject to audit certification procedures and reduction of 
initial allocation funds similar to those required for incentive 
allocation funds. 

J. Eligible Activities 

Funds received through this act may be used or contracted to 
be used by states as grants, loans, interest SUbsidies, and/or
loan guarantees and insurance. 
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Funds may be used to finance the repair or rehabilitation 
of publicly or privately owned residential properties, to finance 
the construction, reconstruction, or acquisition of privately or 
publicly owned residential dwellings, to finance the repair,
rehabilitation, reconstruction, or acquisition of publicly or 
privately owned properties for use as privately or publicly owned 
residential properties, to purchase land to be used for privately 
or publicly owned residential properties, to develop land to be 
used for privately or publicly owned residential properties
provided that such development is limited to on-site development, 
to reduce mortgage payments for owner occupants, to provide down 
payment or other assistance to first-time homebuyers, to reduce 
rental payments by tenants in privately owned residential 
properties, to facilitate reverse annuity mortgages to those 65 
years of age and older, to provide seed money loans to nonprofit
organizations, to provide mortgage insurance, and to provide
overnight shelters for the homeless. 

Up to two percent of the initial allocation and up to one 
percent of the incentive allocation may be used by states, local 
governments, and non-profit organizations to pay for the pro rata 
share of the cost of administering programs and projects funded, by this act. The distribution of these administrative funds; 	 shall be determined by the state after consultation with local 
governments and non-profit organizations. 

states receiving funds from the incentive allocation or the 
partnership allocation may set aside up to 10 percent of these 
funds in a governor's discretionary account. In addition to the 
eligible activities identified above, the governor's
discretionary account may be used to provide housing counseling
services and day-care and other services necessary for low-income 
or special needs populations to make effective use of their 
housing, to pay for the pro-rata share of the costs of off-site 
infrastructure, to strengthen and carry out fair housing and 
other housing anti-discrimination activities, to provide
transitional housing and related services to the homeless, to 
provide permanent or transitional non-institutional housing for 
the mentally ill, the physically handicapped, alcohol and drug
abusers, and other special needs populations as defined by the 
Secretary, and to provide congregate housing for the frail 
elderly. 

For states receiving funds from the partnership allocation, 
up to one-half of the governor's discretionary fund may be used 
to finance housing research or housing demonstrations that 
otherwise do not meet the eligibility and income requirements of 
this act provided, however, that the research or demonstrations 
are designed specifically to encourage, promote, or test housing
practices that may further the purposes of this act and/or may be 
used to provide technical assistance to local governments,
nonprofit organizations, or other potential recipients of housing
funds provided through this act. 
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For purposes of this section a 501 (C) (3) not for profit
corporation is considered a private organization. 

K. Income Requirements 

One hundred percent of the households directly benefiting
from the housing provided through this act shall have incomes not 
higher than 110 percent of median income. A minimum of eighty 
percent of the households directly benefiting from the housing
provided through this act shall have incomes of not more than 80 
percent of median income. A minimum of twenty percent of the 
households directly benefiting from this act shall have incomes 
of not more than 50 percent of median income. 

For purposes of this act, median income in jurisdictions
located in metropolitan areas shall be the median income of the 
county in Which the jurisdiction is located. Median income in 
jurisdictions outside of metropolitan areas shall the median 
income of the nonmetropolitan portion of the state. The 
secretary shall adjust median income for household size. 

L. Distribution Within A State 

The governor shall identify the state official to receive 
initially funds from this act and to manage the funds according 
to the requirements of this act. 

Funds provided through this act may be used by state 
agencies, by instrumentalities of states, by general purpose
local governments, by nonprofit organizations, by private for 
profit organizations, and by instrumentalities of local 
governments to provide housing that meets the purposes and 
requirements of this act. A state may use and/or distribute 
funds provided through this act to meet its housing goals and 
needs as it determines provided that the state meets the review 
and activities requirements specified in this act. 

states may entitle one or more local general purpose 
governments to receive a portion of the funds provided to the 
state through this act. If a state entitles one or more local 
governments to receive funds, the entitled jurisdiction is 
responsible for undertaking all the obligations for Which the 
state would otherwise be responsible. 

The entitlement by the state of one or more local 
governments shall not replace or lessen the state's requirement
relative to meeting its threshold contribution amount in order to 
receive a portion of the incentive allocation or to exceeding its 
threshold contribution amount in order to receive a portion of 
the partnership allocation. 
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A state may require a local jurisdiction to contribute own
source revenues to be entitled to receive a portion of a state's 
incentive allocation or partnership allocation provided, however, 
that a local government's required own-source contribution shall 
not be more than one-half the per capita amount contributed by 
the state to receive its incentive allocation. 

The entitlement of one or more local governments by a state 
shall not preclude the expenditure of funds received by the state 
through this act in such local jurisdictions. , 

The state shall require an applicant submitting a proposal 
to the state for financial assistance under this act to notify
the chief elected official of the jurisdiction in which the 
project is located of the major characteristics of the proposal 
within 15 working days of submitting the proposal to the state. 
Prior to funding the proposal, the state shall respond in writing 
to the written comments or questions submitted by the chief local 
elected Official. 

M. Nondiscrimination 

No person in the united states shall on ground of race, 
color, national origin, or sex be excluded from participation in, 
be denied the benefits of, or be subjected to discrimination 
under any program or activity funded in whole or in part with 
funds made available through this act. 

N. Remedies For Noncompliance 

If the secretary finds after reasonable notice and 
opportunity for hearing that a grantee has failed to comply 
substantially with any provision of this act, the secretary,
until he or she is satisfied that there is no longer any such 
failure to comply, shall (1) terminate payments to the grantee, 
or (2) reduce payments to the grantee by an amount of such 
payments that were not expended in accordance with this act, or 
(3) limit the availability of payments to programs, projects, or 
activities not effected by such failure to comply, and/or (4)
refer the matter to the Attorney General of the united states 
with a recommendation that an appropriate civil action be 
instituted. 

o. Reporting Requirements 

Not later than 180 days after the close of each fiscal year 
in Which the assistance under this act is furnished, the 
Secretary shall submit to the Congress a report that shall 
contain a description of the progress made in accomplishing the 
objectives of this act and a summary of the use of funds provided
through this act during the preceding fiscal year. 
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APPENDIX 

Notes to Table I and II 


Table I; state Threshold contribution 

COSCAA believes that a state's threshold amount, the amount 
of own-source resource that a state is required to contribute to 
housing to receive a share of the incentive allocation of SHIPP 
funds, must be based on a state's ability or capacity to pay. 

The most accurate currently available measure of a state's 
fiscal capacity is the "representative tax systems "(RTS). The 
U.S. Advisory Commission on Intergovernmental Relations (ACIR),
which has long advocated the use of the RTS, annually calCUlates 
each state's RTS. 

Briefly, the RTScombines all sources of tax revenue into a 
composite index of state tax capacity. The RTS provides a 
comprehensive measure of each state's overall tax base by
estimating the amount of revenue that each state would raise if 
each used an identified set of tax rates. Because the same rates 
and used for every state, estimated tax yields vary only because 
of differences in the underlying bases. The RTS is neutral among 
high and low tax states in its calCUlation of tax capacity.
Table I uses the 1984 RTS as determined by ACIR. 

The second measure of capacity used by Table I is state per
capita income. Although per capita income is not a very good
indication of capacity, it is a widely known, often used, and 
readily available measure. Table I uses the 1986 state per
capita income as determined by the U.S. BureaU of Census. 

The third and final measure of state capacity used by Table 
is a combination of RTS and per capita income weighted equally. 

The basis for determining the state threshold amount is the 
per capita own-source revenue appropriated for housing in the 
state of Maryland in 1986. Specifically, the threshold amount 
for each is based on the premise that each state should be able 
to put forth an amount of own-source revenue for housing
approximately one-third of the per capita amount appropriated by 
Maryland in 1986, adjusted by state's ability to pay. Thus, 
Maryland's RTS and per capita income are used as an index of 1.0. 
The amounts so determined for each state are adjusted so that the 
sum total of all state threshold contribution amounts 
approximates 10 percent of the incentive allocation. 

Table U: AllOCAtion of SHIPP Funds to states 

COSCAA believes that the allocation of funds to states 
should be based solely on housing needs. The latest available 
data on housing needs is the 1983 annual housing survey of the 
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U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development (BUD). One 
interpretation of the data suggests that 8.9 percent of all 
occupied units are physically inadequate, 2.6 percent are 
crowded, and 12 percent are cost-burdened. (See, Iredia Irby, 
"Attaining the Housing Goa!?" Housing and Demographic Analysis 
Division, Office of Economic Affairs, BUD, July 1986). Another 
interpretation suggests that the housing affordability problem 
affects 24.3 percent of all households and not 17 percent. (See, 
Anthony Downs, Low-Income Housing Problems and Policy 
Considerations: A Discussion Report written for the Urban Land 
!D§~, The Brookings Institute, Washington, D.C., June 1987, 
p.6.) 

Depending on the interpretation of the 1983 annual housing 
survey data, the distribution of problem units is either 60 
percent cost-burdened, 32 percent physically inadequate, and 8 
percent crowded, or 68 percent cost-burdened, 25 percent 
physically inadequate, and 7 percent crowded. 

Unfortunately, BUD's annual housing survey cannot be used on 
a state basis because its methodology limits analysis only to the 
more populous states. Thus, Table II generally uses data from 
the 1980 census. 

In Table II, Formula I, Formula II, and Formula III each use 
the same four variables, but the variables are weighted 
differently. 

Formula I approximates the first interpretation of the 
distribution of housing problems: "Cost-burden" represents a 
state's share of renters paying more than 30 percent of their for 
gross rent and homeowners paying more than 35 percent of their 
income for principal, interest, insurance, taxes, and utilities. 
The variable is weighted 70 percent for renters and 30 percent 
for homeowners. "Cost-index" is a ratio of a state's weighted 
average fair market rent to the national weighted average fair 
market rent, 1985, for two bedroom units. This variable is used 
both to update in a surrogate fashion the 1980 data on Cost
burden and as a variable in and of itself. Together the two 
variable account for 60 percent, 40 percent for Cost-burden and 
20 percent for Cost-index, of the weight of formula I. 

"crowding" is the share of a state's households, renter and 
homeowner, who are living at a density of more than 1.01 persons 
per room. It is based on the 1980 census. 

"Inadequate Condition" is the state's share of housing that 
is physically inadequate. In part this is a surrogate variable 
comprised of three factors: (1) renters in poverty living in pre 
1940-units (weighted 50 percent), (2) renters and owners without 
plumbing (weighted 25 percent), and (3) owners in poverty 
(weighted 25 percent) . 

!• 
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According to one interpretation of the 1983 annual housing 
survey, Formula I may underweight the cost-burden problem, but 
COSCAA's policy calls for the federal government to fund adequate
rental assistance payment programs, so this under weighing is not 
serious. 

Formula II reduces the weight given to the Cost-burden and 
cost-index variables and increases the weight given to the 
Inadequate Condition variable. This reflects not only the 
federal responsibility for rental assistance payment programs but 
also the fact that Inadequate Condition is probably the most 
accurate of the four housing problem variables. 

Formula III reduces the weight given to crowding and gives 
more weight to Inadequate Condition. This reflects the fact that 
crowding is the weakest variable -- it may change radically over 
a short period of time and may tend to represent in part
traditional patterns of living rather than housing problems per 
se. 

Formula IV keeps the same weights as Formula III but 
slightly alters the Cost-index variable by including a factor 
that represents a weighted ratio of a state's cost of 
constructing a unit of public housing compared to the weighted
national average (New York state is adjusted so that New York 
city comprises only 40 percent of the state's average). This 
factor is based on HUD's Cost containment standards for typical
residents of public housing. The Fair Market Rent index is 
weighted 75 percent and the Construction Cost containment 
standard is weighted 25 percent. 

For most states, the four formulas give fairly similar 
allocations. The exceptions occur among several states whose 
housing affordability problems are relatively very small and 
whose physically inadequate housing conditions problems are 
relatively very large. All the formulas allocate funds based 
solely on measures of housing needs. 

Taken together, Table I shows that states with low fiscal 
capacity have to put up a lesser amount of own-source dollars on 
a per capita basis and Table II shows that states with more 
severe housing problems receive more SHIPP funds on a per capita
basis, other things being equal. 
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ExecUtIVe Summary 

A half-century has passed since the Congress first 
committed the resources of the nation to expanding 
homeownership opportunities and improved housing quality. 
This historic commitment to housing has recently been tested as 
housing expenditures have suffered dramatic reductions and the 
use of the tax incentives has been curtailed. The efforts of 
Senators Cranston and D'Amato are thus both timely and 
valuable. A reaffirmation of the nation's commitment to housing 
is in order. More important still, is the opportunity to reassess " 

the strategy for meeting the policy goals. 

State Housing Finance Agencies (HFAs) bring an important 
perspective to this task. Over 900.000 homes for predominantly 
first-time homebuyers and over almost 650.000 units of rental 
housing been financed for by HFAs. Responding to opportunities 
and their public purpose mandate, HFAs are both providing an 
essential conduit for mortgage capital and participating as an 
entrepreneurs in the housing market. The latter HFA role has 
necessarily evolved as federal efforts to stimulate private sector 
activity have diminished. 

To a greater extent than any time in the past two decades, a 
public role in housing is needed. Although this nation fs generally 
the best housed in the world, due largely to the strength of a 
robust housing industry. the private sector alone cannot meet 
the full housing needs of the nation. Evidence of this is the 
declining rates of homeownership. Families who only a decade 
ago could expect to purchase a home now find the "American 
Dream" to be just that ... a dream. Moreover, increasing numbers 
of poor Americans cannot find affordable rental housing. A high 
rent burden exists at a time when the overall supply of low-rent 
housing Is declining. It is not surprising then that homelessness 
has emerged as a national embarrassment. Equally troubUng is 
the sight of "ordinary working-people" who find themselves 
unable to afford housing which the market provides, yet ineligible 
for or unable to secure housing program assistance. 
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A Basis for Public Involvement in Housing 

Public sector involvement in housing has made a difference 
in expanding housing opportunities and improving the quality 
and availability of housing. Whereas once. bastc housing quality 
was the paramount policy concern. the nature of the housing 
problems have changed. Housing affordabUity and the related 
problem of availability represent the fundamental housing 
concerns today. As was necessary a half-century ago. a 
concerted effort on the part of the public and private sectors is 
needed today. 

, 
J The fundamental national housing policy goals have 
f 	 remained virtually unchanged over the decades . . . expanding 

opportunities for homeownership and ensuring an 
affordable/available supply of safe. decent. sanitary rental 
housing. But. after a period marked by declining federal 
involvement in housing•. diminished federal capability, and the 

j 
1 	

prospect of tight resources in the coming years. careful thought 
must be given to devising the strategy for reaching these goals 
and the implementing vehicles. 

A Strategic Approach 

The Council of State Housing Agencies recommends a new 
strategic approach based upon fundamental principles. First. 
increased public resources are needed. Any ideas that cheap 
solutions exist are fancy. Second, the base of existing federal 
housing programs must be improved as a foundation for future 
efforts. Third, new resources and existing programs must be 
integrated and coordinated for maximum impact. No longer 
should direct expenditure. tax expenditure. and credit and 
secondary market support programs be viewed in isolation. To do 
so squanders the potential for a geometrically expanded impact. . Fourth. program flexibility is vital. The diverse nature of housing

J 	 problems across the county renders inadequate any generic 
national solutions. Finally. federal resources must leverage state 
and local resources. and the public resources must leverage 
private for- and non-profit resources. 

ii 
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States As Program Delivery Vehicles 

State fmancial resources are limited. They are not equal to 
the problem. Nonetheless, federal resources in the form of new 
and improved existing programs can be combined with state 
resources. Thus a key element of the housing strategy should be 
an expansion of the state role. This expansion begins with a more 
effective use of state housing finance agencies (HF As). The 
traditional role of HFAs as conduits of capital in the national 
housing finance system should be strengthened. Moreover, 
HFAs are experienced in administering and allocating federal 
resources. Lastly, as an innovative and creative delivery vehicle, 
their carrying capacity can be efficiently expanded, allowing a 
greater portion of federal resources to go more directly to meet 
state and local housing problems. 

New Housing Initiatives 

CSHA recommends that Congress create a Housing 
Affordability Fund through annual appropriation. Funds should 
be awarded to states on a formula basis to expand 
homeownership and improve rental housing. Uses of the funds 
should be prescribed and participant eligibility should conform 
with the tax-exempt bond programs which states operate. A 
special "Challenge Grant" portion should be created to encourage 
additional state resources. reward innovative programs. and 
target special housing problems. 

To demonstrate the opportunity to integrate and coordinate 
resources. an HFA/ Farmers Home Administration (FmHA) 
Demonstration Program Is recommended. HFAs would assist 
FmHA by providing services in support of FmHA programs. The 
housing and financial skills of HF A staffs would thereby augment 
FmHA field office operations. 

CSHA also recommends passage of Congressional 
legislation aimed at expanding the Nehemiah Plan nationwide, 
creating an Individual Home Account ... the "Homebuyer IRA." 
and expanding nationwide the HUD Distressed Project 
Demonstra-tion. 

iii 
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Building Upon the Existing Program Foundation 

The fundamental principals set-forth above should guide 
the strategy for delivering existing federal housing programs 

l 	 directed toward expanding homeownership opportunities and 
.~ 
I 	

rental housing afford ability / avallability. Improvements to these 
programs are needed both in response to changing housing 
problems and to alleviate problems created by recent changes in 
federal law. 

Perhaps nowhere is the latter problem manifest more 
clearly than in the federal tax-expenditure programs. Too 
frequently, the full programmatic impact of changes are not 
anticipated or understood. Mortgage Revenue Bonds {MRBsl. 
Multifamily Development Bonds (MFDBs) and the new Low
Income Housing Tax Credits (LIHCs) each suffer from twin goals 
of Congress to limit the revenue expended and to increase 
program targeting. The result are programs which are too 
constrained to accomplish the desirable program targeting goals. 
CSHA recommends changes to these programs to improve their 
effectiveness. 

Secondary market and credit support programs are vital to 
continued smooth functioning of the housing markets. These 
institutions facilitate flow of private capital to housing markets 
which would otherwise not be served. Especially when operated 
in tandem with MRBs, MFDBs. and LIHCs, federal secondary 
market and credit support programs further the national 
housing goals. Recommendations to improve these programs are 
also proposed. 

Finally, CSHA proposes major changes in existing federal 
direct expenditure programs which have suffered dramatic 
reductions in recent years. A hybrid Rental Assistance program 
derived from the existing Section 8 Certificate and Voucher 
programs Is proposed. Nowhere will the need for combined 
program approaches built around direct expenditures be more 
important than in the up-coming efforts to arrest the declining 
assisted rental inventory . 

No reading of the current situation can ignore the limited 
potential of individual programs relative to the magnitude of the 
nation's housing problems. Progress will be made in meeting the 

iv 
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nation's housing polley goals only if efforts and resources are 
coordinated and combined. States are prepared to deliver 
programs and contribute resources. but need the flexibility to 
craft appropriate program solutions. A firm. significant 
commitment of federal resources is needed. both to leverage those 
of states and locals. and especially those of the private sector. 
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With the creation of the Federal Housing Administration 
fIfty years ago. Congress established housing as an issue of 
national concern. Now, as the national housing policy is 
revisited. it is important to reaffrrm those basic policy goals. It is 
even more important to devIse an updated strategy for 
implementing the national housing policy., 

J An Historic Commitment to Housing 

In 1934. recognizing that many families were Josing their 
homes and others had lost any hope of ever owning one. 
Congress passed landmark legislation creating the Federal 
Housing Administration. Throughout the New Deal. a variety of 
housing programs were developed which still shape the public 
sector's involvement in housing. 

In 1949, Congress clearly articulated the nation's housing 
goals: 

"[That] the general welfare and security of the Nation 
and the health and living standards of its people 
require housing production and related community 
development suffIcient to remedy the serious housing 
shortage. the elimInation of substandard and other 
inadequate housing...and the realization as soon as 
feasible of the goal of a decent home and a suitable 
UviDg environment for every American family•••" 

In an effort to implement this national housing objective, 
Congress employed a strategy that relied upon the following 

! premises: 
J 

• 	 private enterprise should be encouraged to serve 
as large a part of the total need as possible; 

• 	 governmental assistance should be utilized 
wherever feaSible to help private enterprise serve 
more of the need; 
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.. state and local entities would be encouraged to 
assist by undertaking programs of housing and 
community development; 

.. governmental assistance should be provided to 
eliminate substandard and inadequate housing 
and neighborhoods and to assure that adequate 
housing is available to families who cannot secure 
it in the private sector; 

.. governmental assistance should be available for 
decent, safe and sanitary farm dwellings where 
the farmowners' credit and resources are 
insufficient to secure them on their own. 

These national housing goals, and the basic approach to their 
implementation, have been reaffirmed by Congress at several 
junctures over the last five decades. 

Housing "Have-Nota" 

When the first national housing policy statements were 
articulated in the Great DepreSSion, the policy makers felt 
government had to act where "private enterprise" was unable. The 
programs created to implement this policy covered the entire 
spectrum of housing needs beyond the private sector housing 
markets; including expanding homeownership opportunities, 
stimulating private rental production of low- and moderate
income units, assisting lOW-income renters, providing public 
housing. and more recently. providing some funding to house the 
homeless. 

Despite the appearance of a robust housing indUStry. the 
private sector by itself still cannot meet the entirety of the 
nation's housing needs. As Dr. James Brown. the Director of the 
Joint Center of Housing Studies at the Massachusetts Institute 
of Technology and Harvard University, has testlfted to Congress, 
there exists a growing segment of the nation's population who 
are "hOusing have-nots." 

The assertion that there are "housing have-nots" is based 
upon the private sector's limited ability to meet the full housing 
needs of the nation. The needs of the very low-income are all too 
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apparent. People affected by this problem are frequently the 
blue-collar tradesmen, teachers and low-level white collar 
workers who are simply trying to get ahead. We are witnessing 
an erosion in housing affordability that directly affects families 
who only a decade ago had promising prospects. 

In graphic form, Chart 1 below illustrates that where the 
ability of the private sector ends. public resources are needed. 
Farther down the income scale, a greater amount of public sector 
involvement and resources are needed either to encourage private 
sector activity, or ultimately to provide needed housing. 

Chart 1 
.~===c~~~==~~==~~ 

In many ways, the array of housing programs which have 
been created reflect a tacit understanding of the public sector role. 
For example, funds from the mortgage revenue bond program are 
available in certain targeted (economically distressed) areas to 
prospective homebuyers whose incomes are as high as 140 
percent of median. Any prospective first-time homebuyer with 
an income of up to 115 percent of the state or area's median can 
receive mortgage revenue bond assistance with their home 
purchase. Thus a family with a combined $30,360 income in a 
small town in Texas can take advantage of this program. Public 
policy goals are met because many of these young families could 
not purchase a home without the assistance of lower-interest 
rates and an available loan source. 

Likewise, households with incomes of only 80 percent of 
the median income have traditionally been eligible for assistance 
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in securing suitable rental housing. Unfortunately, in recent 
years. the income limits on many federal assistance programs 
such as Section 8 Rental Assistance have been lowered to 50 
percent of median income. 1111s change in eligibility has meant 
that a family with an income of $10.500 retains eligibility for 
rental assistance in rural Arkansas. while the family next door 
with an income of only $16.000 is now ineligible. 

Implicit in the crafting and evolution of housing programs 
over the years has been a recognition that the public sector's role 
begins at the point where private market activity alone is unable 
to meet housing demands. Much of the debate has focused upon 
the type and level of public support that is needed to serve those 
with lower incomes. As incomes decrease, the economic viability 
of private sector involvement decreases as well. Today, it is 
important to refocus national housing policy on the whole 
spectrum of housing needs unfulfilled by the private sector, a 
broader spectrum than has been recently acknowledged. 

National HouslDg PoUcy Goals 

Today, our fundamental housing policy goals remain as 
easily recognizable as they were fifty years ago. 

Second 
safe. decent. sani 

Expandillg opportunities for homeownership, ~ 

Nonetheless. changing perceptions are coloring our view of 
national housing policy. Over the years there has been a growing 
recognition that many Americans have special housing needs 
which the public sector must consider. These people include the 
homeless. the elderly. the handicapped. and migrant farm
workers. 

The following concerns make the efforts to implement a 
national housing policy more difficult. 

+ 	 Programs have been targeted so narrowly that many 
households find themselves both ineligible for 
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assistance and simultaneously unable to access the 
private housing market. This current policy trend 
represents a form of programmatic "triage" that is an 
inadequate strategy for meeting the nation's housing 
goals. 

+ 	 Our society has historically placed an extremely high 
value on homeownership and on safe and decent rental 
housing. If families cannot afford to purchase or rent 
quality homes. this important social value is placed in 
jeopardy. 

Fifty years of housing program history affirm that 
government can be a catalyst for improving the nation's housing 
opportunities. Hence. it is necessary to reaffirm the nation's 
housing goals. Beyond reaffirmation. it is essential that we 
reassess our strategies for implementing these goals. This 
reassessment must consider the delivery of housing programs. 

! 
I 	 Unlike the past. implementing strategies must consider an 

increasing role for the states. 

An Increasing Role for the States 

As domestic matters gained more and more prominence in 
the post-war era. states began to take an active role in housing 
policy. an area that histOrically had been the exclusive purview of 
federal and local governments. The need for state involvement 
became more and more apparent throughout the 1950's so that 
by the early 1960's they began to form housing finance agencies 
(HFAs). The mission of HFAs was to facilitate the flow of mortgage 
capital into the state. This money would then be used to provide 
below market mortgages to developers of low-income rental 
housing. The early HFAs were so successful that the Housing Act 
of 1968 encouraged states to create them as a means of 
leveraging federal rental housing dollars. States were also able to 
provide mortgage capital for low- and moderate-income first-time 
homebuyers through these agencies. 

Today 48 states, the District of Columbia. Puerto Rico and 
the Virgin Islands have housing finance agencies. Their collective 
roles as providers of low- and moderate-income housing continue 
to grow. illustrative of this is the statistical growth over the slx
year period from 1980 to 1985. By 1980. HFAs had cumulatively 
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provided only 210,800 single family mortgage loans. Through 
1985 the HFAs had provided 889.866 such loans. Seventy-six 
percent of the mortgage loans issued by HFA's have been closed 
since the beginning of the decade. 

By the end of 1984. HFAs had provided 476.999 mortgage 
loans to homebuyers. By the end of 1985 this number had grown 
to 889,866. Through 1984 the average purchase price was 
$51,931; in 1985 it was $55,343. Average borrower income 
through 1984 was $25.896; in 1985 it was $26.713. 
Interestingly, 1985 borrowers paid down 8.0%. while the prior 
year average shows 9.7% was required. 

The rental housing production numbers are just as 
impressive. Through 1980, 210,800 units of rental housing had 
been financed by HFAs. By 1984, the number had risen to 
446,594 units of rental housing. After fiscal year 1985, this 
number was 636,515, representing a threefold increase in rental 
housing units financed by HFAs during a six year period. 

While it would be naive to believe that HFAs could continue to 
shoulder such a large share of the burden, especially in light of 
the Tax Reform Act of 1986, their record of high quality public 
purpose growth is indicative of the ever expanding willingness 
and capability of state governments to assist in the provision of 
affordable housing. As federal resources for housing have 
diminished, state HFAs have increasingly turned to new program 
initiatives developed at the state level to provide affordable 
housing opportunities for low- and moderate-income renters and 
homebuyers. 

The number of new homeownership program initiatives are 
indicative of the evolution within HFAs away from homogeneous 
approaches of service delivery in favor of multiple programs 
which match specific local market areas or the special needs of a 
unique population. These new programs stress a partnership 
approach such as that of the public and private sectors, or 
various levels of government. 

The integration of such scarce resources promotes greater 
program effiCiency, and allows for deeper targeting. For example, 
Illinois and West Virginia have developed a new construction 
program with the state Home Builders Association; Wisconsin 
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., 
; 

developed a risk sharing program with a private mortgage 
insurance corporation; Washington contracted with a private 
mortgage service corporation to administer the Mortgage Credit 
Certificate Program; Maine, Rhode Island. Wisconsin. Minnesota 
and New Jersey are working with nonprofit organizations; and. 
Massachusetts, New Jersey and Virginia are working with local 
units of government. 

A common technique HF As use for providing affordable 
homeownership opportunities for lower income households is to 
combine tax-exempt mortgage revenue bonds with interest rate 
subsidies that permit targeting to a lower income market 
population. 

The 1986 Tax Act had a profound affect on the HFAs' ability 
to develop and finance multifamily rental housing. While the full 
ramifications of the Tax Act on rental housing are still unknown. 
the resolve of HFAs to continue to provide affordable rental 
housing opportunities for low- and moderate-income families 
has not waivered. 

Four states have developed rental housing production 
programs which feature the new Low Income Housing Tax Credit 
(LIHC) as a critical component. Rhode Island is combining the 
tax credit with multi-family development bond financing and zero 
percent second mortgages. Texas is utilizing the tax credit to 
address the rental housing needs in the Rio Grande Valley of 
south Texas which suffers the highest incidence of poverty in the 
nation. Washington has implemented a comprehensive 
marketing and training program which has generated 
applications for forty-one percent of the state's credit authority 
for 1987. and West Virginia has combined LIHC with State 
Investment Board funds to initiate a substantial rehabilitation 
program to convert downtown structures to rental housing 

HFAs have proven their capacity to recognize and respond 
to innovative housing efforts that would not be possible without 
the creative use of state and/or agency funds. Conventional 
financing is appropriate for most housing activities. but private 
lenders are often unable or unwilling to provide the specific type 
of financing needed for many low- and moderate-income housing 
projects. especially the financing for pre-development and 
construction activities. AgencIes in Ohio and California have 
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implemented development loan programs and Illinois has created 
a construction loan fund. Following the example of Minnesota. 
home repair loan programs have been established in Michigan 
and North Carolina. New Jersey created a separate corporation 
to assist developers of low-income housing in financial packaging 
and to be a developer of "last resort" if necessary. Unique 
permanent fmancing programs have been created by Missouri 
and Arkansas. involving a "blended rate" mortgage pool to lower 
interest rates. and by Connecticut. which has initiated a 
statewide reverse annuity mortgage program for the elderly. 

Programs to increase minority and women business and 
lender participation in state housing finance agency activities are 
underway in California and New York. In Rhode Island the 
agency is offering small grants to distressed families in an effort 
to prevent homelessness and is offering loans to nonprofit 
organizations to acquire valuable land for future low income 
housing developments. Oregon is providing grants to support 
the creation of new group homes for disabled indIviduals. 
Kentucky has operated an affordable housing construction 
training program for Vietnam Veterans that since 1984 has 
provided better housing for over 500 households and valuable job 
training and career opportunities for almost 200 veterans. 

Four HFAs have obligated significant agency reserves to 
create a long-term. flexible financing source for low- and 
moderate-income housing programs. Rhode Island is using 
funds for special program efforts. Virginia set asIde $45 million 
in agency reserves to create the Virginia Housing Fund. the 
nation's largest HFA capitalized revolving loan fund. During the 
last four years the "Dividends for Wisconsin" program has made 
available $33 million from agency reserves to fund a variety of 
housing and economic development programs and in Maryland 
$16 million in agency funds have been combined with $200 
million in state funds to support nineteen housing programs. 

State HFAs are often the only source of assistance available 
for those most in need of special housing. The plight of the 
homeless has dominated current policy discussions. In 
response. HFAs have created a variety of programs. In addition. 
housing programs have been created to assist single parent 
households. in Kentucky and Missouri, the handicapped and the 
elderly. 
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These, and other new initiatives developed, and often funded 
by the states, illustrate the capacity and willingness to imple
ment national housing policy goals. They could not occur at a 
better time, for housing trends of the past few years are troubling 
and are reason for public concern. 
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The nation's housing problems have been changing. Until 
now, the fundamental problems of housing related to quality ... 
the absence of indoor plumbing. inadequate heating systems. 
severe over-crowding and basic structural problems. Now. the 
problems are more related to quantity ... involving the avaUability 
and aifordability of housing rather than quality of life style. The 
scope and magnitude of the availability / affordabillty problem 
differ from state to state. area to area. The great challenge in 
forging effective national housing policy today is envisioning 
poliCies and programs that can effectively address the diversity 
and disparity of multiple housing markets. 

Although housing quality continues to be a concern. the 
presence of code enforcement and the funnelling of major federal 
dollars for housing production in years past have dramatically 
reversed this situation. Today's central problem is the disparity 
between housing costs and incomes resulting in an inability of 
many to afford housing. 

Within both the homeownership and rental markets. the 
private sector's ability to meet housing demand has eroded as the 
costs of producing housing have risen at rates faster than 
peoples ability to for it. This situation creates a duality of housing 
need: affordability and aVailability. 

Concurrent with the rise of the affordability problem has 
been a dramatic decline in the level of federal support for housing. 
Additionally. those federal dollars which remain have been 
targeted to lower income households more than ever before. 
While it is clear that the housing needs of the low and very low
income funds are significant and will continue to exceed the 
availability of public resources. it is also true that housing 
problems of affordability and supply are not restricted solely to 
the lowest income households. 

Changes in the housing industry and mortgage markets. 
and redirection in federal assistance have placed many 
households in a "housing gap." Families and individuals unable 
to afford to rent or to buy in the private sector often find either 
they are ineligible for federal assistance, or that they are eligible. 
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but the assistance has been exhausted. Caught in jeopardy. the 
, 	 people become victims of simultaneously increaSing housing gaps 
f, 	 and shrinking funding sources. Tough policy decisions must be 

made. 

Troubling Housing Trends 

Because some now contend that housing is no longer an 
issue of national concern. it is important to examine what is 
happening. Whether considering homeownership or rental 
housing. there is clear evidence of a mounting problem. 

Homeownersh!p Rates Are Droppin~ 

In our culture. the best barometer of troubling housing 
trends is reflected in the declining homeownership rates. Since 
1980. the trend in homeownership has been one of erosion. 
Chart 2 shows the trend clearly over more than a decade. After 
gradual. consistent increases in the rate of homeownership 
beginning in the 1940s. a reversal has begun. 

Chart 2 

S 
ource: u.s. Census Annual Housing survey. Nalional Assocfatton Q{ Homebul1ders 

Today the homeowners hip rate is at its lowest level in over a 
decade. Moreover, the impact of the affordability problem on 
younger households is now becoming quite clear. The detailed 
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picture presented in Chart 3 shows the homeownership rate 
from 1981 to 1987 according to the ages of the heads of 
household. Most distressing is the decline in homeownership 
among those households 39-years-of age and under. A decline 
was 15 percent in the past five years occurred for those aged 25
29, and eight percent for those aged 30-34. In addition. 
homeownership declined by nearly five percent for households 
headed by a 35 to 39 year old, an age bracket in which the 
financial capability of the household should traditionally be 
nearing its strongest level. 

Chart 3 

Source: u.s. Census Annual HOUSing Suroev. National AssOCIation OfHomebuilders 

Equally important to an objective understanding of 
contemporary housing issues is the extent of lost opportunities 
for homeownership. Had homeownership remained at the 1980 
levels. an additional 1.6 million households would own their 
homes today. 

Rent Burdens Are Rising as Low Cost Rental Housing Supplies 
Decline 

Since the 1940's. a twenty-five percent rental cost to income 
ratio was conSidered an appropriate housing cost burden. 
Recently. that ratio has been raised to 30 percent. Households 
who must pay 30 percent or more of their incomes for rent, are 
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considered to bear a high rent burden. As Chart 4 so graphically 
indicates. the incidence of high rent burden has been increasing 
over the past decade. 

In 1983. 66 percent of all rental households were bearing a 
high rental cost burden. indicative of the private sector's difficulty 
in supplying affordable rental units. Notably. the information 
gathered in both 1975 and 1983 by the Census Bureau shows 
that the high rental cost burden is most widespread and Is 
increasing 	most rapidly among very low income households. 

; 	 Equally discouraging is the increase in the number of households 
thus affected among low- to-moderate income households. 

j 

Chart 4 

,j i 

, 
; 	 One reason SO many renters are paying a high portion of 
\ 	 their income for rent is the inadequate supply of low rent units. 

As Chart 5 indicates. in 1974 the supply of low rent units 
exceeded the number of households able to afford only low-rent 
units. The changing supply and demand relationship between 
1974 and 1983 is alarming. Over that decade. the situation 
reversed and a fundamental supply/demand problem emerged. 
This situation limits the actual available supply for those unable 
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to pay more. If the trend proceeds unabated. the problem will 
become all the more severe in the future. 

While Chart 5 shows that in 1983. the total supply of low 
rent units exceeded by one million the demand for those units. 
Chart 6 indicates that when the rental units. which receive some 
federal subsidy. are removed from this picture. the supply of low 
rent units provided by the private sector is 3 million fewer than 
the demand. 

ChartS 

Source: At RIsk Q( WI!' The Endangered fUture Qf I.qw-Incame Rental Housing 
Bel!ources. Neighborhood ReCnvestment Corporation. Author: PhUltp L. Clay. 
Massachusetts Institute ojTechnology. Cambrtdge 

Thus. the trends in Chart 6 are even more troubling. The 
picture that emerges is one which clearly indicates a collective 
failure on the part of both the public and private sectors to 
effectively meet the rental housing needs of low income 
households. 
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Chart 6 

Supply of Unsubsidized 
L~w Rent Units Compared 

With Demand 
(Million Units) 

Source: At Risk Qf Loss: The Endangered Future Q,f Low-Income Rental HQuSing 
Resources. Neighborhood Reinvestment Corporation. Author: Phillip L. Clay. 
Massachusetts Institute ojTechnology. Cambrtdge 

Assisted Rental Housing Units Are Being Lost 

Chart 7 indicates that the problem of increased demand 
verses dwindling supply of low rent housing is exacerbated by an 
impending loss of federally assisted rental housing. 

The inventory of federally assisted lOW-income rental 
housing will shortly begin a period of reduction as assistance 
contracts on these units made during the 1970's reach their 
expiration date. Chart 7 contains the analysis of the General 
Accounting Office of projected changes in the Section 8 Certificate 
and Voucher inventOl:Y. assuming minimum contract terms. 

There is a growing national debate about the appropriate 
responses to this problem. It is unclear if all of these units from 
the inventory of low income hOUSing, or even a majority of them, 
will be lost. Yet, the loss of any number is troubling in light of 
rental housing trends. 
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Chart 7 

Source: Potential Reduction in the Section 8 Existing and Voucher Inventory, General 
Accounting Office, October 1986 

Understanding the Causes of Current Housing Trends 

Simply identifying trends is not enough. The factors that 
contributed to their formation must be understood, in order to 
desCribe strategies for reversing these trends. 

Access to Homeownership Is Stymied ay Hiiher Annual and 
Entry Costs and Mort@@ Market Chan@s 

After a decade of inflation, mortgage lending practices were 
liberalized during the early 1980s when the industry was being 
transformed by deregulation. Increased competition forced the 
creation of a host of new and innovative financing vehicles for 
directing capital to mortgages. Industry observers point to a 
proliferating number of mortgage lenders that are increasingly 
concentrated in metropolitan areas as evidence of fundamental 
changes taking place. 

These changes have narrowed the profit margins on 
mortgage market· transactions. increasing the concern for the 
risk of each loan involved. As a result. homebuyers are forced to 
pay higher down~payments and meet more stringent 
underwriting criteria. Although the mortgage industry 
continues to deliver a competitively priced product. it is a product 
that 1s increasingly unavailable to many households which, just a 
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decade ago, were qualified borrowers. Moreover, the lack of 
interest in supplying low volume areas has resulted in the 
industry's inability or unwillingness to direct mortgage capital 
outside of metropolitan and large urban areas. 

Along with changes in the mortgage market, land costs have 
continued to increase and although construction costs have 
moderated in recent years. the overall effect has been an increase 
in home prices. Rising home prices have frequently driven the 
price of housing beyond the reach of the moderate income 
American. By contrast, certain regions of the country are seeing 
housing prices and values decline. EconOmic problems translate 
into housing problems. especially for households who made pre
deflation home purchases only to see their investment erode. A 
similar situation was once the primary catalyst for federal 
involvement in housing. 

As home values escalated. homeowners saw their equity rise 
dramatically with inflation. The result has been a lucrative 
opportunity to sell their home and ..trade-up" using large down
payments. By contrast. the typical prospective first-time 
homebuyers must select from high priced homes. but frequently 
do not have the means for making Significant down-payments. 

Low-Income Rental Housinll is Not Feasible in the Absence of 
SubSidies 

Rental housing development is a complex and Variable 
process which relies 011 certain basic ingredients to ensure 
feasibility. The cost of purchasing the land, preparing the site, 
constructing the units, financing the construction and 
mortgage, and managing the property must not exceed the 
income which can be gained from the rents. In order to attract 
private investment, the project must generate suffiCient earnings 
to provide a return to the investor comparable to other 
investment options. Finally, there must be enough people 
present who are able and willing to pay the needed rents, or else, 
operating losses will occur. 

Rental property owners who saw rental increases lag behind 
other cost increases throughout the late 1970's and early 1980's 
now face the need to raise rents. As a result, W1ll1am Apgar of the 
Joint Center for Housing Studies at the Massachusetts Institute 
of Technology and Harvard University in an analysis has found 
that real rents (current rents adjusted for inflation) are 
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increasing at a rate faster than at any time in the last twenty 
years. 

Where then does the low-income renter fit in such a 
market? In testimony before Congress this year, Apgar noted 

"For a household earning $10,000 a year, $250 per 
month is a high rental payment, an amount equal to 
30 percent of income on an annual basis. Yet a rental 
payment of $250 per month is not sufficIent in most 
housing market areas to cover the cost of operating 
and maintaining rental housing. A rept of $250 Is 
simply Inadequate to cover the costs of utilities, 
property tax, debt service and the llke, let alone provide 
property owners with suffiCient resources to maintain 
their dwelling units in good condition. Consequently, 
over the period 1974 to 1983 the number of rental 
units with real rents less than $250 per month 
declined by over two million units." 

It is an unrealistic to expect that low-income rental housing 
will be constructed in the absence of some type of subsidy to 
bridge the gap between the revenues which low rents generates 
and those needed to generate a rate of return which can attract 
investors. While non-profit sponsors of rental housing are less 
interested in retained earnings, no way has yet been found to 
remove the other fundamental costs of a project short of some 
form of subsidy. Moreover. private, non-profit, and public 
sponsors must be present if the needed volume of low- and 
moderate-income housing will be provided. 

Declining Federal Resources for Housing 

WIthout question, Congress has limited the use of federal 
resources. Moreover, federal programs are increaSingly geared 
towards the lowest income households. In virtually all major 
programs, direct federal funding assistance is now targeted 
primarily to households with less than 50 percent of area median 
incomes. Reductions in federal outlays have limited the number 
of eligible people who will receive assistance. Wheo. eligible'income 
limits for programs such as Section 8 Existing Housing were 
lowered from 80 percent of area median to 50 percent, many 
households found themselves no longer eligible for aSSistance, 
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but still unable to afford the housing available in the market place. 

In addition, a 71.1 percent reduction in budget authority for 
HUD assisted housing programs since 1981 affects those still 
eligible. Long waiting lists for public housing and Section 8 
Certificates. as well as the growing problem of homelessness are 
just two results. 

Since 1980, the laws governing the use of tax-exempt bonds 
for housing have been changed to mandate deeper and deeper 
income targeting. Another major constraint is the Alternative 
M1n1mum Tax (AMT) on these bonds. The AMT is imposed upon 
taxpayers whose portfolios contain excessive tax: shelters. For 
these taxpayers. certain tax preference items are included in a 
formula which produces a minimum tax: standard. For the first 
time, the Tax Reform Act places certain tax-exempt bonds among 
the tax preference items counted for the AMI'. The AMI' has 
raised, by as much as one-half to two-thirds of a percentage 
point, the mortgage interest rates to first-time homebuyers. 
Ironically. bond traders do not expect typical investors in 
housing bonds to be subject to the AMT. but they nonetheless 
enjoy the resulting benefits of higher bond yields. 

The AMT was a major factor in the low volume of bonds 
issued under the tax reform rules. Between August 15, 1986. and 
July 1. 1987, only $930 million of the $5.3 b1ll1on of Mortgage 
Revenue Bonds issued by state housing finance agencies (17 
percent) were issued under the new rules promulgated in tax: 
reform. The availability of unused bond proceeds and excess 
mortgage prepayments resulted in numerous current refunding 
bond issues. Current refundings have not been subject to many 
of the post-tax: reform rules, resulting needed flexibility in 
structuring MRB programs. 

In addition. virtually no rental housing production has 
occurred using the Multifamily Development Bond (MFDB) since 
tax reform. One goal of Congress in tax: reform was to increase 
the targeting of these bonds. Where previously 20 percent of the 
units in a project had to be reselVed for households with incomes 
of less than 80 percent of the area median. the law now requires 
that either 40 percent of the units be set aside for households 
within 60 percent of median income or 20 percent of the units for 
those within 50 percent. 
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The Act also substantially changed the package of incentives 
for developers to participate in low income rental housing. The 
depreciable life of low income rental housing increased from 15 to 
27-1/2 years. The effective capital gains tax rate is now the rate 
for the income tax bracket in which the developer is taxed. The 
passive loss provisions of previous tax law were effectively 
removed. Many other provisions of the new tax code remove or 
curtail private sector developer incentives for participation in 
housing development. 

Moreover, the newest tax-based rental housing program, 
the Low-Income Housing Tax Credit, seems unable to offer 
suffiCient incentives for development. As of yet. this stimulus to 
equity investment has failed to supplant the tax incentives that 
existed prior to the Tax Reform Act of 1986. 

It is not too early to ascertain that these constraints have 
critically harmed the program. The financial reality is that a 
rental project's costs must be borne substantially by the market 
rate units. Tax reform reduced the size of market pillars 
supporting the low-income units while adding to the load. Not 
surprisingly, the structure collapsed. 

The result is a virtual end to the willingness of private sector 
developers to put money at risk for low income rental housing. A 
survey of its members conducted by the Council of State Housing 
Agencies in April 1987, indicated that of 394 developments in 
process at the time of tax reform. 56%, or 222 developments, 
terminated processing. As an example, in Connecticut in 1986, 
following the passage of tax reform, 38% of the developments 
being processed were withdrawn, where as before 1986, the 
Connecticut agency had an annual development dropout rate of 
approximately 8%. 

Income targeting requirements further restrict rental 
housing production. For instance, in Minnesota it would be 
foolish for any developer to risk capital for a long-term rental real 
estate investment in rural Minnesota subject to the required 
targeting. Incomes are too low to support high production costs. 
Though the income limits for the metropolitan area are higher. 
they still do not provide an adequate cushion for assuming a 15 
year market risk. 
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Although there will be some 1987 multifamily construction 
starts by state houSing finance agencies, these starts are mainly 
the result of developments financed in 1985 and to a lesser extent 
in 1986. where only the construction begins in calendar 1987. 
Moreover, a SUlVey of 1987 multifamily bonds activity in Georgia 
found that no bonds were being issued under the new tax rules. 
Instead, governmental bonds not subject to many of the rules 
and bonds issued under the tranSition rules compose the whole 
sample. 

Income targeting requirements on tax~exempt bonds are 
restrictive and tax incentives to developers to produce low income 
housing are eliminated. It is not surprising that state housing 
finance agencies. with few exceptions, have virtually no rental 
developments in process and there is little, if any, prospect of this 
situation changing. 

The longer term outlook is that only a few states with 
resources created by strong economies and/or favorable political 
climates will be producing affordable low-income rental housing. 
Even in these areas, the state resources are insufficient to 
supplant lost federal funding. 

Thus. tax reform raises fundamental intergovernmental 
policy issues for the future. Only a very few states are able to 
produce limited amounts of affordable rental housing. The 
majority of states. because of the lack of federal resources and 
because of local political and economic conditions. are simply not 
able to produce affordable rental housing. States can respond 
through housing finance agencies with state and agency 
financial resources, but only Congress can fully address the 
resource issue. 

The challenge for federal, state, and local government is to 
address the broad spectrum of housing needs that begin where 
the private sector activity ends. Homeownership opportunities 
for ordinary working people must be reestablished. and 
affordable rental housing produced. Further, rental assistance 
must be combined with rental production to house the lowest 
income households. 
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A Strategy for Implementln the National Rousing polley 

Thus far this report has established the need to reafIinn 
traditional national housing policy goals by demonstrating the 
breadth of the housing problem besetting the nation. As 
preparation of new responses begins, certain fundamental 
principles must be met by each program recommendation, as well 
as by the combination of new initiatives and program 
improvements. When state HFAs design their new program 
components. they uses many of the same criteria as set forth 
below: 

.. Increase Public Resources 

.. Improve and Build Upon Existing Program 
Foundations 

.. Integrate and Coordinate Public Resources 

.. PrOvide Flexibility 

.. Leverage Additional Resources 

These same criteria should guide any specific legislative changes 
resulting from the current federal policy effort. 

Increase Public Resources 

The federal government uses tax expenditures, direct 
expenditures, and support for mortgage credit and secondary 
market activity as vehicles for directing capital to housing. 
Particularly with direct expenditures, the federal government 
does not provide the level of support necessary to address 
national housing problems. However. a stronger commitment is 
necessary if a serious attempt is to be made at solving these 
problems. CSHA recommends a new program initiative involving 
direct expenditures: the Housing Affordability Fund. The program 
should have two components, a transfer of funds to states for use 
in conjunction with state resources, and a package of incentives 
to increase state efforts and innovations. 
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Politically, the least risky response is to take the dollars 
within certain existing programs and redirect them as necessary. 
While it will be necessary to combine a number of small 
production programs, these alone will not be enough. Additional 
federal funding will be needed if this approach is to be effective. 

Improve and Build Upon Existing Program Foundations 

The array of existing federal programs must be analyzed. 
Much can and should be saved. Tax expenditure programs such 
as the Mortgage Revenue Bond and Multifamily Development 
Bond programs are proven performers when properly channeled 
and must be included in future efforts. along with the new Low
Income Housing Tax Credit. The rental assistance program and 
the rural programs of FmHA are examples of direct expenditure 
programs which must be retained, reenergized and improved. To 
ignore their past successes, is to ignore their yet to be realized 
potential. and would preclude a comprehensive federal response. 
The FHA insurance and VA guaranty programs provide essential 
mortgage credit support nowhere else available. Moreover, the 
historic public purpose of the federal secondary market 
institutions. Fannie Mae. Freddie Mac. and Ginnie Mae, remains. 
CSHA recommends a number of improvements to federal 
programs covering tax expenditure, direct expenditure. and 
mortgage market support taking into account past experience 
using and administering these programs. 

Integrate and Coordinate Public Resources 

Today's environment of scarce resources dictates maximum 
use of every available direct and indirect resource. Opponents of a 
strong federal effort in housing often use the "double-dipping" 
argument to defeat new or expanded initiatives. It could be argued 
that a single federal program which prov1des the critical mass of 
federal dollars is the best approach. 

However. an analysis of residential real estate ventures. be 
they homeownership or rental. reveals several key elements. 
including debt. hard costs. tax-related costs and benefits. and 
credit enhancements. which compose an economically feasible 
transaction. CSHA argues that in order for the federal response 
to be most effective it needs to address all of the above factors. 
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From a practical perspective, the operative phrase is "critical 
mass". Many have argued the inefficiency of the bond and 
similar tax: driven housing programs, citing a larger portion of 
foregone revenues being spent on program costs as opposed to 
being used as subSidies. However, the real inefficiencies stem 
from the lack of coordination between individual programs, 
whether they are tax: incentives or direct spending. 

The existing programs often work at cross purposes with 
one another. For example. Mortgage Revenue Bond targeting 
provisions have in certain cases restricted eligibility to 
prospective homebuyers whose incomes are too low even to merit 
federal mortgage insurance. Thus a mortgage loan cannot be 
made for want of credit support. Likewise, the rental 
requirements of the Low Income Housing Tax: Credit are in direct 
opposition to those governing the Section 8 Rental Assistance 
Program complicating the effective combination of these 
resources. CSHA urges a comprehensive integration of the varied 
programs to allow for a simpler design and more efficient 
management. 

Provide Flexibility 

Flexibil1ty Is an equally important criterion for designing 
future programs. A host of categorical responses might have 
been appropriate in the past and in some individual instances 
still hold legitimacy. Today's housing problems and their 
solutions require flexible approaches. A static, narrow program 
will not allow for the creativity and entrepreneurialship 
necessary to meet the diverse needs. CSHA recommends that 
future housing efforts take into account two major premises. 

1) The housing problem covers a spectrum from 
home-ownership to homeless. low income to moderate 
income, involving problems of both availability to 
affordability. Any new initiatives must allow for states 
to direct these resources to those most in need as they 
define their priorities; and 

2) Although factors contributing to these problems 
will vary dramatically. a few traditional techniques are 
generally employed in housing programs. Optioned 
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use of the appropriate technique for each problem 
should be granted. 

Leverage Additional Resources 

The final key criterion is a concept relatively new to federal 
programs, but inherent in both the UDAG and HODAG 
programs--Ieverage. Public dollars. be they federal. state or local. 
must induce and leverage private and non-profit resources. 
particularly in this period of scarce resources. Equally important 
is the necessity that federal dollars leverage additional public 
monies from states and localities. A "Challenge Grant" 
component of the Housing Affordability Fund initiative is 
recommended to meet this requirement. 

In developing it's recommendations. CSI;IA has conSIdered 
"private resources" in the widest context. In addition. CSHA 
acknowledges the necessity to increase states' roles in terms of 
both in the responsibilities given . . . assessing and determining 
the value of the Credit on indIvidual projects or undertaking 
several demonstration programs . . . and in the financIal 
commitment required ... the concept of a Challenge Grant. 

+++ 

The above criteria represent an acId test for all new 
initiatives and program improvements recommended to follow. 
Each criteria should be viewed by policy-makers and program 
desIgners as threshold objectives for future housing efforts at 
the federal. state or local level. 

In addition. CSHA recommends that this effort must 
seriously conSider the role for stales in the new generation of 
housing programs. It is our contention that states possess a wide 
range of strengths which must be challenged and expanded 
beyond any efforts of the past. 

Increased State Role 

The state's role can be expanded in two general ways: 
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1) by strengthening their traditional roles in 
the national housing finance system as conduits of 
capital; and. 

2) by expanding upon state capacity through 
an increasing program del1very system role in 
administering and allocating federal resources. 

This is a natural evolution of the public sector's participation 
in national housing poltcy. Housing problems are as diverse 
geographically as they are finanCially. 

States are in the unique pOSition of identifying those 
problems in their distinct market settings. setting priorities 
across the urban-rural. homeownership-rental spectrums. 
categorizing need among various income groups. and crafting 
programs more responsive to the particular economic and 
political environs. 

In addition. states are familiar with their local housing 
delivery system. Representing more than a cursory knowledge of 
housing needs. HFAs have an in-depth appreciation of individual 
participant's strengths and weaknesses. both substantively and 
pol1t1cally. This understanding translates Into a higher 
probab1l1ty of programmatic success. 

In the end. any housing efforts require hard cash. 
Economic feasib1l1ty. or profit. is not 1l1usory; developers and 
lenders, like all members of the private sector. demand a 
reasonable economic return. However. this Is a value which Is 
highly negotiable In both form and political terms. States. 
because of their prox:l.m1ty to the scene. are the most appropriate 
government component In this finanCial equation. 

Lastly. states are becoming stronger participants In 
housing. increasing both their programmatic capacity as well as 
their commitment of finanCial resources. In this regard two 
points must be made. First, these increases have not only taken 
place In a time when the federal role has dramatically decreased 
on all fronts, but have brought about a host of innovative 
initiatives characterized by creativity and entrepreneurial ab1l1ty. 
States today are much more than conduits and Implementors; 
they are also designers. developers and risk-takers. Second. the 
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increase in committed state resources still falls considerably 
short of the levels necessary to meet the housing needs. 
Individual states have no control over regional capital shortages 
or economic cycles. 

From a national perspective, there is little choice. The 
problem outstrips the resources of individual states even when 
combined. Therefore. it is in the mutual interest of the federal 
and state governments to accelerate the momentum toward 
greater state involvement in delivering state resources. This will 
require trust in the form of flexible and coordinated federal 
programs. The benefits will be programs more successfully 
directed toward the unique and varied housing problems in any 
given area market. 
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New federal initiatives are needed to respond to the 
troubling trends now facing the nation. These initiatives must 
provide hard cash to create housing opportunities. whether 
assisting low and moderate income homebuyers pay the down
payment and closing costs on their first home, providing a one
percent interest rate second mortgage to attract private capital to 
a low-income rental project, or adding rental subsidies to low
income units in order to meet monthly cash flow need. 

The most appropriate vehicle to bring cash resources to bear 
on housing opportunities is to grant to the states the authority 
to administer and allocate federally appropriated funds. This 
approach mirrors the basic principles underlying the public 
sector housing strategy CSHA recommends. First. resources are 
available at the point of activity where the housing finance 
agency. investment and mortgage bankers, private and non
profit developers, builders, Realtors. homebuyers and rental 
owners and tenants are continually interacting. 

Next, an annual appropriation of federal funds to states for 
housing facilitates the ability of the HFAs to integrate direct 
federal funds with other resources such as tax-exempt bonds. 
the lOW-income credit. rental assistance. and state or local funds 
to create the needed mtx: . 

Third. the funds can be deployed where the need is greatest 
as detenntned by the knowledge of housing markets which HFAs 
possess. As the cost of various factors comprising the mtx: of 
essential project ingredients changes. the amount and use of the 
funds must and can be altered to meet the new situation. 

Finally. the essential goal of leverage is achieved. A well 
placed dollar can attract additional public resources. whether in 
the form of land grants. infrastructure, direct cash. tax 
abatements, or technical resources. This combination of public 
resources can in tum attract private capital which would 
otherwise go elsewhere. 
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A new. innovative federal housing program initiative. such 
as the Housing Affordability Fund program referred to earlier. 
that adheres to the above principles should be created. The 
proposed program involves two basic elements: a major formula 
driven flexible housing funding program for states. and a 
"challenge" supplement that awards additional funds to states 
committing their own resources and undertaking innovative 
programs. 

Housing Affordability Fund 

The concept behind the Housing Affordability Fund initiative 
is simple and familiar. having been used by federal/state 
partnerships across the whole spectrum of program areas. An 
annual appropriation from a minimum five year program 
authorization is made to each state based on a formula that 
considers both economic factors and housing needs. The formula 
is created to achieve a funding balance between predominantly 
rural and urban states. 

Application of the funds should be restricted to low- and 
moderate-income housing efforts. When used to expand 
homeownership opportunities. the funds must be limited to 

I households eligible to participate in the MRB program. while : those used for rental programs must conform to project-based 
MFDB and LIHC program targeting. 

Depending on financing variables and state approval. 
Housing Affordability Program dollars can be used in tandem 
with any of the tax-exempt housing bond programs. the Low 
Income Housing Credit. state housing programs, or other direct
funded federal programs. When used together, the combination 
of resources would enable a deeper subsidy to be provided as a 
means of expanding homeownership and affordable rental 
housing opportunities to the lowest income households. 

Eligible uses should include at a minimum and not be limited 
to: new construction, acquisition, or rehabilitation financing 
involving interest write-downs, down-payment grants, second 
mortgage loans with deferred payments, and credit 

j 
I 	

enhancements. Among other potential uses are: reducing rental 
development costs, and providing project-based rental 
assistance. 
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·Challenge· Grant Funding 

Augmenting the base Housing Affordab1l1ty Program 
funding would be a supplemental fund awarded by the federal 
government to states on the basis of innovative state housing 
program initiatives, special housing needs. or the contribution of 
state cash resources to housing efforts ... such as the creation of 
housing trust funds. direct appropriations. or state agency 
revenues. 

The challenge grant must also be used to respond to the 
sllecial housing needs that exist in poor states or regions. arising 
frum disproportionately low median incomes. pockets of poverty 
or the effect of localized economic problems. 

Demonstration Program ••. State Housing Finance Agencies and 
the Farmers Kome Administration 

A demonstration program is proposed that incorporates 
the use of coordinated and combined resources to meet national 
housing policy goals. CSHA recognizes the essential role FmHA 
plays and recommends that it remain an independent program 
vehicle. To facilitate the goal of cooperation. a demonstration 
program involving state HFAs and the Farmers Home 
Administration is recommended as an opportunity to combine 
the strengths of two program delivety vehicles for a greater 
impact on rural housing programs. The Farmers Home 
Administration has played, and continues to play. an effective 
role in improving rural housing through both homeownership 
and rental programs. An extensive network of field offices provide 
a cI1t1cal resource for implementing these programs. 

Such homeownership programs as Section 502 (Home 
Ownership Loans), Section 504 (Low Income Repair Loans and 
Grants), and Section 533 (Housing Preservation Grants) are 
administered by FmHA. Section 533 (Housing Preservation 
Grants), and Section 515 (Rural Rental Housing) are important 
means for producing and maintaining rural rental housing. 
Importantly. the powerful coalition that has kept FmHA 
programs alive during the past several years of budget cuts 
would probably diSSipate should the programs be folded into an 
all-purpose block grant. 
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State housing finance agenc1es can augment FmHA in 
several ways. HFA staffs offer many skills that can augment 
those possessed by agriculturally trained FmHA staff including: 
loan application processing: underwriting; loan servicing: 
appraisal; annual recertiftcation of tenant assets. income. and 
family composition; disbursing loan funds; pre- and/or post
application counseling: collecting/disbursing escrow funds for 
taxes and insurance; and coordinating all possible resources. 
including the Low Income Housing Tax Credit. 

The proposed demonstration program would create a "fast 
track" processing mechanism for the 515 program..In addition, 
HFAs would provide financial services to FmHA offices which 
would "originate" homeowner loans. 

Many of these services have been provided by FmHA at 
federal expense, thereby enhancing the ability to serve very low
income families, HFAs would need to retain this feature in their 
involvement. 

Current Congressional Initiatives 

Three important Congressional initiatives can be used with 
other federal. state, and local resources. These deserve 
implementing. 

Nehemiah Plan 

The current housing authorization bills under deliberation 
by Congress would expand upon an ambitious homeownership 
program that produced 1,000 of the proposed 5,000 single family 
homes in East Brooklyn, New York. Funding is made available to 
non-profits which provide loans to families purchasing homes 
constructed or substantially rehabilitated according to program 
guidelines. In some communities. homes under this program are 
affordable by families earning as little as $15,000 per year. and in 
almost all communities, are within reach of families earning 
$20.000 per year. 

Components of the program include: non-federal publicI 
private contributions of land. non-federal public/private finanCial 
or in-kind assistance, use of construction methods which reduce 
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the costs, involvement of local residents in the planning, and 
locating the program in areas of social/ economic blight. The State 
of New York Mortgage Agency provides mortgage money for the 
Nehemiah project. 

IndMdual Home Account ... the Homebyyer "IRA" 

Recognizing that with limited disposable incomes, young 
famllies are unable to amass sufficient funds to make the down
payment and pay the closing costs on a home, Congress has 
considered creating "Individual Home Accounts" modeled after 
Individual Retirement Accounts (IRAs). Recently, Senator 
Dennis Deconcin1 (D-Az) introduced legislation, S 1534. to 
exempt from tax liability up to $2,000 per year if set aside in 
special savings accounts exclusively for purchasing a first home. 
A limit of $20.000 would established for the account. This 
program would benefit any household that has a tax liability and 
would encourage the type of savings which are difficult to amass 
when disposable incomes are limited. 

HUD Distressed Project Demonstration 

Section 166 of HR 4 currently before Congress proposes a 3 year 
HUD demonstration program regarding the disposition of 
distressed HUD held properties. The section stipulates that HUD 
provide the Massachusetts Housing Finance Agency with the 
option to provide the long-term financing on any properties in 
Massachusetts it plans to sell. Through this mechanism MHFA 
could gain oversight of these properties to insure their successful 
rehabilitation and management. The approach offers an ability to 
maintain valuable low-income rental housing stock. As has been 
already suggested, CSHA recommends that Congress should 
expand this demonstration program nationwide. 
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Building Upon The :~V~;Aogram Foundation 

In spite of federal funding reductions and new volume and 
targeting restraints on tax-exempt housing bonds. a foundation 
comprising of existing programs exists to bolster the 
recommended new programs initiative. These resources are 
essential to meeting the nation's housing goals. Yet if the 
optimum impact from them is to be achieved. they must operate 
under the basic principles desCribed in Section 3. Frequently. 
this approach confl1cts with natural tendencies to view individual 
programs in isolation. Yet the potential impact of carefully 
combined and targeted public resources cannot be ignored. 
Private resources will not be brought to bear on many of housing 
problems unless sufficient public resources are present. 

The federal policy efforts should pay careful attention to 
how certain existing federal programs are deployed. or the 
potential impact of new program initiatives such as the Housing 
AfIordability Fund approach will be squandered. These programs 
operate within the three avenues through which public resources 
have traditionally been brought to bear on housing problems. Of 
central importance to HFAs are the tax expenditure programs. 
Mortgage Revenue Bonds. Multifamily Development Bonds. and 
the Low Income Housing Tax Credit. The Rental Assistance 
program. with which many HFAs are involved. provides essential 
access to private housing for very lOW-income households and 
has unrealized potential. HFA involvement with federal mortgage 
credit support mechanisms is long-standing. When these 
programs function smoothly. HFA lending programs tend to do 
likewise. The other federal mortgage market support vehicle, the 
secondary market institutions, are becoming increasingly 
involved with HFAs in meeting their public purpose. 

In view of the extensive relationship between existing federal 
programs and HFAs. CSHA is compelled to present detailed 
recommendations for improving these programs. As the 
national housing policy and implementation discussions 
proceed, more detailed examination of each will be needed. 
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Housing Bonds and the Public Purpose 

Certain tax-exempt bond changes in 1986 adversely 
affected both Mortgage Revenue Bonds (MRBs) and Multifamily 
Development Bonds (MFDBs). Those changes thwarted the 
historic role these programs played in implementing national 
housing policy. Recognizing the "public-purpose" nature of these 
bonds and the presence of policy-based targeting provisions. 
special treatment is warranted. 

CSHA recommends the following revisions to the basic tax
exempt housing bond legislation. 

.. 	 Remove alternative minimum tax (AMT) ..• the one
third to two-third percentage pOints AMT adds to the 
mortgage interest ultimately borne by the family 
which the program seeks to help. exacerbating their 
affordability problem. As a result. AMT works against 
the targeting goals of the 1986 tax refonn act at a time 
when use for lower income households is mandated. 

.. 	 Current refundings . . . managing bond proceeds and 
cash flow from outstanding mortgages is sound fiscal 
practice. Current refundings provide a means to 
preserve the finanCial integrity of the program without 
increasing the amount of tax-exempt debt out
standing. This capability should be preserved when 
the MRB sunset date Is removed. 

.. 	 Arbitrage ... Umlts on the use of bond proceeds are 
needed to arrest potential abuse of the tax-exempt 
resource. Yet earnings on invested idle bond proceeds 
should not be constrained if the funds can be 
channeled for public use. Needed changes to arbitrage 
provisions include: 

1) removing restrictions on the investment of bond 
proceeds in non-mortgage instruments ("non-purpose 
investments" under the 1986 Code); 

2) expanding the "temporary period" for MRB 
proceeds until used to allow investments at a"mutually 
higher" yields; and 
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3) 	 removing restrictions on state or agency 
contributions to bond programs invested along with 
bond proceeds. 

The 	funds generated from arbitrage earnings should 
then be directed to program purposes. 

Federal Secondary Market Support for Homeownership and 
Rental Housing 

Fannie Mae. Ginnie Mae. and Freddie Mac 

FNMA provides a secondary market conduit for single 
family loans with a public mandate to assist moderate-income 
homebuyers. Currently. efforts are underway to "privatize" 
FNMA and FHLMC. By implication. privatization implies that no 
longer a public purpose remains for these organizations to serve. 
Yet declining homeownership and the increasing difficulty of the 
private mortgage industry in serving the first-time homebuyer 
market in many geographic areas dispel this notion. Continuing 
participation in the secondary markets by institutions having a 
public purpose mandate remains as essential today as in the 
past. Moreover. it is difficult to discern what is gained by cloaking 
FNMA and FLHMC in the mantle of "privatization." 

GNMA also serves an essential role in providing capital for 
VA and FHA supported mortgages. Nothing should be allowed to 
d1min1sh this capability. 

These institutions have not impeded the on-going develop
ment of an active private secondary market industry. but have 
served to augment private activity. Recognizing their valuable 
role. CSHA recommends: 

• 	 Public mandate for FNMA and FLHMC ... continuation 
is essential. 

• 	 GNMA fees· ... recover only the cost of services 
provided. 

• 	 Relationship with HFAs ... HFAs approved as sellersI 
servicers. 
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Homeownership Program Improvements 

Mortc;,lOge Reyenue Bonds 

Mortgage Revenue Bonds (MRBs) are directed to 
households with income not in excess of 115 percent of state or 
area median. and in targeted areas not in excess of 140 percent of 
state or area median. Purchase prlces on homes are lImited to 90 
percent of the area median and 110 percent in targeted areas. 

MRBs have faced almost continuous uncertainty over the 
past seven years. The volume of bonds which may be issued is 
now limited and strict targeting restraints imposed.~ Moreover. 
the program has been subject to imminent "sunset" throughout 
this period. This unfortunate situation has diminished the 
effectiveness of the program. since continuity is critical in 
working with mortgage lenders. builders and real estate 
professionals. Moreover. it has inhibited the ability of housing 
finance agencies to deliver a continuous stream of capital to 
prospective first-time homebuyers. 

CSHA recommends the following improvements to the MRB 
program. 

+ 	 Elimination of the Sunset on use of MRBs ... 1) the 
program is proven and 2) under the volume cap. states 
deserve discretion in directing a portion of this 
resource toward homeownership 

+ 	 Improve MRB targeting ... two essential 
improvements are needed. 1) The process for 
calculating "Safe-Harbor Purchase Prlces" must be 
changed. Larger samples should be gathered more 
frequently gather. A streamlined appeals process 
must be establ1shed. with the option for state to 
compile their own data according to a Treasury 
approved process. 2) High cost areas should be given 
an option in lieu of using state or median incomes to 
determines income eligibility using "reasonable 
underwriting standards" and an interest rate one 
percent below the Federal Home Loan Bank Board 
contract mortgage rate for the preceding month to 
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calculate the maximum allowable income for 
participants purchasing the Safe-Harbor Purchase 
Price Home under the MRB program. 

.. 	 For designating targeted areas . . . only residential 
areas should be included. 

.. 	 Redefine ''Residence'' ... to include new construction of 
2 unit buildings, allowing the purchaser to rent the 
additional unit. 

.. 	 Provide exceptions to the 3 year rule ... for: 

1) single heads of household where recent divorce or 
death of spouse caused the loss of the home; 
2) elderly owners purchasing a smaller, less 
expensive home to free equity for llvtng expenses; 
3) households displaced due to economic distress. 

.. 	 Create a six-month cure period for handlJng inellgible 
borrowers . . . as an option (for agencies who have no 
five percent "bad money" portion of bond proceeds 
remaining) to avoid placing the tax-exempt status of 
the bond in jeopardy. 

Mortgage Credit Certificates (MCC) 

MCC program is currently used in many states to 
complement the MRB program. While llmited in its ability to 
provide a conduit for capital to the difficult first-time homebuyer 
market. MCCs are nonetheless an attractive subsidy vehicle. 

For MCCs, CSHA recommends that: 

.. 	 Sunset. .. be eliminated for MCCs. 

.. 	 ConSistency with MRBs . . . the MCC program 
guidelines ~hould be consistent with the MRB 
program. 

.. 	 To reach the lowest income familJes - allow MCCs to be 
used in tandem with MRBs 
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Veterans Mortgage Bonds 

Veterans mortgage bonds are used in five states to assist 
veterans in becoming homeowners. CSHA recommends: 

+- Continued availability to previous users ... in those 
states using these bonds, the bonds should be treated 
in the same manner as MRBs to provide for expanded 
homeownerstup. 

FHA Mortgage InsuranceNA Guaranty 

FHA credit support is limited to single family home 
purchases of $67,500 or less, except in tugh cost areas, while the 
VA will cover 600k of a loan up to $27,500 exposure. These 
programs provide opportunities for homeownership and 
contributed for over forty years to increasing homeownerstup. 
Their value Is virtually unquestioned. Yet recent developments 
erode the effectiveness of the programs. 

FHA recently tightened underwriting criteria on loans 
thereby denying opportunities to people who in the past would 
have benefitted from the program. 

Moreover. in periods when the pace of mortgage activity 
quickens. major processing back-logs have occurred. occasionally 
grinding the first-time homebuyer market to a halt. 

Finally, fees have been attached recently to VA loans. These 
fees adversely impact upon affordability to households having 
the greatest problem. The federal government should stop 
looking to the programs for additional revenue, using fees only to 
cover costs. 

CSHA recommends the following improvements to federal 
credit support programs. 

+- FHA underwriting . . . a return to traditional 
underwriting standards and an emphasis on the 
young homebuyer. 

... 	 State HFAs as deSignated underwriters ... State 
Housing Finance Agencies who underwrite loans 
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should receive automatic designated underwriter 
status for FHA insurance and VA guarantees on MRB 
loans subject to reasonable standards 

.. 	 No VA user fees ... current VA user fees should be 
cancelled. 

Rental Housing Program Improvements 

Two primary tax expenditure vehicles exist to encourage 
rental housing production. the Multifamily Development Bond 
and the Low-Income Housing Tax Credit. The Tax Reform Act of 
1986 created the latter. and Increased the targeting 
requirements on the former. The ability of the Low-Income 
Housing Tax Credit to stimulate private sector involvement in 
rental housing production is not being realized. while the 
Multifamily Development Bond capability has been severely 
impaired through unworkable program restrictions. 

Multifamily Develqpment Bonds 

Multifamily Development Bonds (MFDBs) have a proven 
record of effectiveness in producing lOW-income rental units 
where otherwise they would not have been produced. In the 1986 
Tax. Act. MFDBs were placed under the uniform state tax-exempt 
volume cap. More stringent targeting requirements were 
enacted. along with the Alternative Minimum Tax.. arbitrage, and 
current refunding provisions. Limitations on the cost of 
issuance make it d1ft1cult to finance legIt1mate costs. In its efforts 
to improve the program, Congress effectively removed the 
incentives for private developers to include lOW-income units in 
their projects. 

Since passage of the Act, the level of MFDB activity has 
declined dramatically. National construction indicators continue 
to reflect an appreciable level of rental housing production. 
However, the only low-income rental housing being financed is 
that which was in. the "pipeline" prior to tax reform. In View of the 
rental housing trends discussed earlier. it Is clear that Congress 
went too far in imposing lJm1tations on the use of these bonds. 
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To breathe new life into the program CSHA recommends: 

• 	 Income llmJts ... based upon state or area median to 
accommodate rural area projects. 

• 	 AtIordability index used to designate high-cost areas .. 
. based upon a numerator equal to construction and 
land costs. the state or area median income as the 
denominator. 

• 	 Recertiftcation . . . on a bIannual basis to reduce an 
administrative nightmare. 

• 	 Projects removed from a bond Issue after TEFRA notice 
. . . replaced by projects under the same guidelines and 
conditions as the Original subject to revised public 
notice. 

Arbitrage . . . provide the same option as with MRBs 
that full excess investment earnings can be 
reimbursed to the borrower and only those excess 
earning that might remain would be subject to rebate 
to the U.S. Treasury. 

• 	 Use in meeting special housing needs ... redefine 
"residential rental property" to allow 100 percent 
elderly or handicapped projects without requiring full 
kitchen and bathroom facilities and for "single
occupancy hotels." 

• 	 Removing family size adjustments for 1 00% elderly 
and congregate care projects. 

Low-Income Housing Tax Credit 

Historically. Congress has recognized that capital is not 
attracted to low-income housing production without some 
economic or tax stimulus. Anticipating that removing passive 
losses against income and changes in depreciation would 
adversely affect the ability of developers to raise equity for low
income projects. Congress created the Low Income Housing Tax 
Credit (LIHC). This vehicle was Intended to provide needed 
stimulus for private equity investment. 
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As with any new program, uncertainty exists within the 
development and investment community. Yet it is nonetheless 
clear that the economic value of the credit is not high enough to 
achieve the purpose Congress intended in the absence of basic 
c1artficatlons and technical changes. 

CSHA recommends the following changes to make the 
program more viable: 

.. 	 Removing the Sunset ... recognizing that in improved 
form. it can effectlvely stimulate low-income housing 
rental production. 

.. 	 Adjusting the Credit rate to increase value ... because 
increased value Is essentlal for the LIHC to be effectlve 
beyond small. heavily subsidjzed projects. one of the 
following options should be enacted. 

1) increase the Credit rate tied to units to a level 
needed to make the project feaSible under standard 
underwriting scrutiny. regardless of the type of 
fmancing used 

2) 	 fix the Credit rate at lower than current levels, but 
apply it across the entire project basis 

3) shorten the credit's life to as few as five years to 
raise the equity needed during construction and lease
up. to aVOid deep discounting of the credit when 
syndicated. and to avoid additional financing costs, 
while retaining the 15 year holding period 

.. 	 Unlimited cany forward if sunset not eltminated 

.. 	 One year cany-forward ... applied in two cases: 

1) 	 for any state allocation not used in a calendar 
year, and 

2) for projects which were not completed in the 
expected year due to unforeseen and unaVOidable 
circumstances 
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+ 	 Income limits based on higher area or state limits 

+ 	 Placed-in-service ... For purposes of the credit agencies 
actually makini allocations: 

1) new construction of a building (project if the 
regulations are changed) . . . date the first unit is 
available for occupancy (Generally, that date would be 
indicated by a certificate of occupancy and occasionally 
by a temporary certificate of occupancy. For purposes 
of determining eUgible basis, however. the cost of 
legitimate construction period expenses incurred after 
the "placed in service" date. should be allowed.) 

2) acquisition of an occupied existing project ... date 
of acquisItion 

3) substantially vacant or being vacated for 
substantial rehabilitation by the new owner . . . when 
the first rehabilitated unit becomes available for 
occupancy 

4) rehabilitation of project "systems" (heating. 
e1ectrtcal. etc.) not requiring tenant relocation ... at the 
time of completion of the rehabilitation work 

+ 	 Setting the date of Allocation . . . (for administrative 
rather than tax purposes) the date at which the entire 
project can be said to be placed-in-service rather than 
requiring separate allocations to be applied to each 
individual buJIding in a project. 

+ 	 Ten year waiver . . . include federally assisted HFA 
financed projects, not insured by FHA, in the section 
on waiver of the 10 year placed in service requirements 
for credit eUgtbility. 

1) HFAs allowed to designate distressed projects for 
purposes of the waiver. 

2) allow use of the waiver for projects where 
prepayment is imminent. 
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+ Elderly housing ... facilitate participation by: 

1) 	 deleting the term "retirement home" from the list 
of housing not eligible for the credit. 

2) 	 removing family size adjustments for 100% 
elderly and congregate care projects. 

Rental Assistance 

The Section 8 Existing program is a primary vehicle for 
serving households with incomes less than 50 percent of area 
median. Through Section 8, critically needed rental assistance is 
provided to low income families and it has proven its effectiveness 
in making rental homes affordable to low-income tenants. Yet an 
important problem plagues this program which can be readily 
addressed and can dramatically increase its effectiveness. 

,, 
i Administering separate (although similar) voucher and 

certificate programs is both confusing and ineffiCient. By 
combining the two into one "hybrid" rental assistance program. 
with unified gUidelines. productivity would be vastly improved. 
The program's goals and objectives would remain the same. 

CSHA recommends combining Certificates and Vouchers. 

+ 	 Creating a "Hybrid" Rental Assistance Program .. 
based upon an improved format that includes: 

1) 	 claim procedures as outlined under the voucher 
program 

2) funding reservations 5 times 115 percent of the 
estimated first year's actual subsidy expenditure 
(calculated on Payment Standard for each bedroom 
size minus the estimated tenant contribution at 30 
percent of area median), plus estimated administrative 
fee. Any excess to be credited to Housing Voucher 
Subsidy or Fee Reserve Fund, to cover increased 
program costs, or to assist more families 
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3) each Annual Contributions Contract (ACC) to 
have a term of 15 years 

4) Voucher Payment Standard concept used to 
determine amount of subsidy provided to family and 
paid directly to landlord 

5) after initial contract. Comparables. Fair Market 
Rent limits. Exception Rents. and Annual Adjustment 
Factor (AAF). would all be eliminated fTbese don't exist 
in the voucher program. which allows families to 
determine the amount of rent they are willing to pay, 
thereby allowing them greater choice in the housing 
market.) 

.. 	 Section 8 and emergency and transitional housing 
programs for the homeless . . . allowing a family to 
move directly from transitional housing to permanent 
Section 8 (perhaps even remaining in the same unit if 
the landlord is willing). (Entering by separate waiting 
list on a first come first serve basis. families accepted 
into the program are automatically placed on the 
Section 8 waiting list for future permanent status.) 

FHA Co-Insurance 

The FHA Co-Insurance program provides an attractive 
vehicle for supporting Multifamily rental projects. Currently only 
one state HFA has received final approval to work with HUD as a 
co-insurer of new and existing rental projects. Once approved as 
a co-insurer, agencies assume the responsibilities of the HUn 
Field Office in underwriting mortgage loans as well as those 
responsibilities of an FHA-approved mortgagee. In exchange for 
authority to underwrite, service, manage and dispose of 
property, the approved mortgagee assumes responsibility for a 
portion of any insurance loss on the co-insured mortgage. The 
lender is allowed to retain a share of the insurance premiums as 
compensation for assuming a portion of the risk. 

Although one additional state HFA is nearing the final 
approval stage as a co-insurer, it is unlikely that many other 
states will participate until some program modifications are 
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made. These have been discussed with HUO's Co-insurance staff 
on various occasions and revolve around two basic premises: 

1) state HFAs' proven track record of successful 
Multifamily project underwriting 
2) HFAs' traditionally private sector involvement 
including contracts for professional services such as 
appraisals as an alternative to costly "staffing-up" 

CSHA recommends the following to increase HFA participation in 
the co-insurance program. 

+- HFAs approved to cO-insurer if performance standards 
are met ... HUD must be more flexible, respecting each 
agency's individual operating procedures. rather than 
bureaucratically imposing one, federally determined 
processing structure. For those states ascribing to 
standard and proven underwriting criteria, HUO 
should not require systemic changes. 

The Assisted Rental Inventory Problem 

Rental housing projects developed in the late s1x:ties and 
early seventies with contracts for long-term federal assistance 
are reaching a point where the mortgage may be prepaid and the 
project lost from the asSisted inventory. ApprOximately 650,000 
of these low-income rental units were produced and financed 
under the Section 221(0)(3) BMIR and Section 236 programs. A 
portion of these, perhaps as high as one-third, will have an 
economic advantage to prepay their mortgage as their 20 year 
subsidy contract terms or lock-in periods expire. 

Based on surveys, state housing finance agencies were 
involved in the financing of 118,000 Section 236 and later 
243,000 Section 8 units. Without more precise numbers, the 
current understanding of the potential magnitude of the 
emerging prepayment problem is limited. 

It may be assumed that aSSisted projects will fall into one of 
three categories: 

l} those projects which are economically attractive 
and could return a substantial profit to the current 
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owner through sale and/or conversion to a market rate 
development; 

2) 	 those projects which are subject to sufficient 
economic and market uncertainty that the feasibility 
of pre-payment remains questionable; 

3) 	 those projects which are in economic distress. 
not in the market for conversion. but could benefit 
from refinancing and the infusion of additional capital. 

Another issue which is even less well understood than 
prepayments is that of the maintenance and repair needs of 
projects which will remain in the inventory throughout the 40 
year term. Although some of the cost pressures of recent years 
are easing a bit. these projects are aging. Financing their repair 
and renovation will require creativity. because the cost will be 
slgntficant. 

The tax code provisions which once allowed for changes in 
ownership from non-profit to limited dividend partnership for 
financing repairs are no longer available. This mechanism was 
traditionally used to fund needed physical repair to aging 
projects and to those in economic diffi.culty. 

Implications of the existing assisted inventory problem are 
only now beginning to be understood. As a policy issue. the 
problem requires a patient. long-term commitment. 

CSHA recommends a balanced approach that attends both 
to the needs of tenants and the opportunities to keep the projects 
in the asSisted inventory. 

• 	 To protect tenants ... those below 80 percent of median 
income who are being displaced should be asSisted in 
finding comparable replacement housing affordable at 
30 percent of income and receive rental assistance as 
needed. (CSHA urges caution in Imposing restrictions 
that require projects to remain low-income in 
perpetuity. Such a "permanent fix" may be simplistic 
and not viable in the long-term. A more flexible 
approach must be taken. The availability of affordable 
housing Is the key to the problem.) 
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+ 	 For owners who otherwise would opt-out of their 
contracts . . . make available an array of incentives to 
facilitate a flexible. cost-effective approach. allowing 
negotiation with individual owners based on the 
character and needs of individual projects. and 
specifying a time period during which the incentives 
will be made available to encourage their use. 

+ 	 Carefully crafted incentives ... allow use of MFDBs and 
the Credit in refinancing assisted projects or financing 
projects to house displaced tenants. without being 
subject to state volume limitations. Other tax 
incentives should include: tax forgiveness for projects 
remaining as lOW-income. a return to passive losses. 
maintenance and enhancement of the lOW-income 
housing credit, and a return to prior depreciation 
assumptions. Non-tax incentives should include: 
increasing owner dividends, increasing rents in 
certain situations. increasing access to reserves, and 
allowing for refinancing or subordinate financing. 

+ 	 A public-private partnership . . . in finanCing. 
developing and managing affordable rental housing 

I including. but not exclusively involving pubUc (and or 
j 	 non-profit) ownership. State and local agencies can 

define local market needs. and primary and secondary 
lenders can facilitate negotiations involving their 
interests in mortgage contracts. The federal 
government, however. must retain primary financial 
responsibility. using its resources to leverage state. 
local. and private resources. 
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I. Foreword 

The Housing Assistance Council, Inc. (HAC) is a national 
nonprofit housing organization whose mission is to promote 
decent housing for low-income rural households. Since its 
formation in 1971 HAC has worked to improve and increase the 

J 	 delivery of decent, safe and sanitary housing to rural elderly. 
handicapped and low-income families. In addition to assisting 
local organizations gain access to and use ru~al housing 
financing, HAC has been directly responsible for many' . 
improvements in the Farmers Home Administration (FmHA) rural 
housing programs. Among these are rural rental assistance and 
targeted allocations of rural housing funds to states. Unlike 
some organizations with a strong interest and commitment to rural 
housing, HAC exists only to assist lOW-income rural conSUmers, 
with particular emphases on minorities, American Indians, and 
farmworkers. 

We believe that the call by the Senate Subcommittee for 
consideration of change in the federal housing programs is 
timely. Much of the federal government's current rural housing 
effort is valuable and worth preserving, but significant changes 
are needed if the nation is to fulfill its obligation to ensure 
that all Americans have opportunities to choose and live in 
decent and affordable housing. 

Rural areas have unique problems Which can be satisfactorily 
addressed only through programs specifically targeted to rural 
areas. Remote communities, dispersed populations, weak 
institutional and technical support structures, limited private 
credit resources, lack of sewage and potable water facilities, 
and depressed economic bases present formidable challenges for 
rural housing development. Like the equally idiosyncratic 
challenges of inner cities, they require highly tailored 
approaches and separate treatment. 

This paper outlines a set of policy requirements to meet 
rural housing needs. It introduces a comprehensive array of 
program alternatives, deSigned to address the diverse housing 
problems of low-income rural households. In many cases, the 

.programs proposed here not only offer cost advantages over those 
they Would replace but would also enable service to households 
wi th incomes lower than those currently reached. In addition, 
they would foster preservation of the lOW-income housing stock 
- and avoid tenant displacement - by expanding program 
participation of public and private nonprofit organizations. 

t• 

We also believe that the time has come to change the 
structure of rural housi~g delivery. Dissatisfaction wi~~ the 
attitudes and performance of current federal programs is 
increaSingly widespread. The Department of Housing and Urban 
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Development (HUD) has continually demonstrated the low priority 
it gives to rural housing need, as for example in its recent 
request to Congress to waive the requirement that 20 to 25% of 
its lOW-income housing resources be allocated to nonmetro areas. 
The U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA)'s influence over the 
programs of the Farmers Home Administration (FmHA) has been 
conSistently negative. 

Accordingly, HAC recommends creation of a cabinet-level 
Department of Rural Development to administer and-carry out the 
~rograms proposed here. HAC supports the localized nature of 
FmHA's deliver; system, and has incorporated its most positive 
elements-into the proposed agency. Until Congress creates such 
an agency, HAC strongl! recommends that FmHA administration be 
significantly reformed, along lines suggested in this paper. 

Finally, HAC urges Congress to adopt a comprehensive approach 
to housing lOW-income rural Americans. The components of such an 
approach described in this paper are based on cost-saving 
principles. However, Congress should not lose sight of the stark 
fact that it costs money to properly house people with limited 
incomes. In good conscience, HAC must implore the Senate 
Subcommittee to endorse adequate resources -< structural, 
programmatic and financial - to address rural housing need. 
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II. Executive Summary 

This paper proposes a comprehensive approach to rural 
housing, including pro~rams, alternative delivery sistems, 
potential contributions of states, and a new - or significantly 
reformed - administrative structure. 

Programs 

The proposed rural housing agenda includes some existing and 
several new programs. Programs with jlroven effectiveness, such 
as the FroHA "loWe-income" homeownership (So 502) anq multifamily
(So 515) programs, should clearly be continued. In addition, HAC 
proposes several homeownership programs to replace the existing 
"very lOW-income" portion of FmHA 'sS. 502 program. To serve 
families earning up to 50% of area median, HAC recommends (l) 
market rate loans, to the level of affordability, combined with 
grants covering remaining capital costs; (2) deferred mortgages 
with subsidized interest, and (3) a competitive home ownership 
grant program, Similar in design to the current housing 
preservation grant program (S.533). (Ed. Add the appended 
Turn~key program?) 

Programs and policies to enhance the capacity of the 
nonprofit sector are recommended in Sections IV and V. HAC 
believes that nonjlrofit ownership is the only way to ensure that 
assisted housing will be retained for its intended public 
purpose. Accordingly, this paper proposes to gradually shift 
rural housing projects to nonprofit operation and ownership. 
For example, it suggests that 20% of the S. 515 appropriation be 
set aside for nonprofit organizations to finance the capital 
costs of rental housing. 

Delivery and Administration 

'fhe paper critically examines. the Farmers Home Administration 
(FmHA) and recommends a cabinet-level department to replace it as 
the provider of direct rural housing assistance. The proposed 
Department of Rural Development would absorb FmHA and the rural 
resources now residing in BDA, HUD and other agencies. The new 
Department would enable a more integrated approach to meeting 
rural development needs, and a fresh initiative in. the provision 
of federal service. Until the new department is in place the 
paper offers alternative recommendations for reform of FmHA and 
its programs, with provision for state government role in 
shaping and augmenting rural housing resources. 

Cost 

The programs proposed in this paper are designed to meet 
stringent criteria for cost-effectiveness. T~eJ ~re l~tended to 
accomplish (l) maximal use of lOW-income housing resources for 
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(2) benefits for the neediest at (3) the least possible cost, 
through direct subsidies, targeting, and safeguards over the 
long-term use of the subsidized housing stock. 

III. Rura~ Housing Need 

Poverty continues to be disproportionately rural. Nearly 
every persistently poor county - with more than a third poor in 
both 1970 and 1980 - is outside metropolitan areas. Moreover, 
rural poverty has grown from a low-wate.r mark or 13.5% in 1978, 
to 18.3~ from 1983 through 1985'. although the recently released 
Census report, Money Income and Poverty Status of Familis and 
Persons in the United States: 1986, indicates that nonmetro 
poverty declined to liL1% in 1986, its decline was slower than in 
metropolitan areas (where poverty dropped from 12.7% in 1985 to 
12.3% in 1986). Most tellingly, for the first time in many years 
the poverty rate in nonmetro areas exceeds that of the inner 
city. 

The extraordinarily high level of rural poverty is of major 
concern to housing advocates, since the rural poor tend to live 
in areas Where decent housing is scarce, and urban solutions are 
largely inapplicable. In many urban areas, the paramount housing 
need of the poor may be for rent. supplements to provide access to 
available units. In contrast, the quality of existing housing in 
Appalachia, much of the Deep south, the Ozarks, the Hispanic 
Southwest, Indian reservations, and many other rural areas is so 
inadequate that resources for housing development, in addition to 
rent and mortgage supplements, are essential, to ensure decent, 
safe, and sanitary shelter for poverty-level households. 

For example, in 1983, less than a third (32%)'of OCCUpied 
units but nearly half (47%) of those defined by HUD as "severely
inadequate" were in nonmetropol1tan aeas. Half (lJ9%) of the 
nation's very'low-income households in severely inadequate units 
were in nonmetropolitan areas. Altogether, HUD's analysis found 
lJ.5 million very low-income households with "housing problems" in 
nonmetrovolitan areas. (Housing problems include cost burden, 
overcrowding, or physically deficient Units.) 

The Congressional Research Service (CRS) has also reported 
that housing production in rural areas is falling far short of 
meeting housing needs (Housing Requirements in Rural Areas, 
January 1986). Data from that report are shown in Table A. 

A major factor in the shortfall is the lack of private credit 
resources. 
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The yrivate credit issues most affecting housing for the yoor 
are (l) the ext"ent to whiqh private mortgage credit is available 
in rural areas and (2) the extent to which it is available for 
low-income and very low-income households. 

Concerning the firts issue, rural development groups have 
long emphasized that private credit is generally scarce in rural 
areas. Current analyses are handicapped, however, by the 
uncertainty surrounding the effects of recent deregulation. 

HAC analysis of Federal Home Loan Bank Board data found that 
in 1984 over 500 mainland rural counties, including 5.3 million 
people, lacked federally insured savings and loans. Less than 
half of nonmetro counties have a savings and loan association 
headquarters. Moreover, most bank headquarters are in 
metropolitan areas, and the great majority of loans, including 
real estate mortgages, are held by banks headquartered in urban 
areas. 

The effects on rural credit of the 1980 Depository 
Institutions Deregulation and Monetary Control Act are still 
uncertain, but, by relieving banks from interstate merger 
restrictions, the Act has encouraged a decline in the number of 
banks and a subsequent decline in the numbers of bank 
he"adquarters in rural areas. Branch banking could compensate for 
this decline, but overgoing stUdies indicate that the large banks 
engaging in branching are not interested in small, long-term and 
residential loan-making. " 

Rural lending practices are conservative, and mortgages 
generally require relatively high down payments and short terms. 
The shortage of private credit on favorable terms reinforces the 
rural reliance on self-help in housing construction. In metro 
areas, most newly built homes for owner-occupancy are built by 
contractor, and conventionally financed. In nonmetro areas, 
however, most are built by the owner, and financed with cash. 
(Census Construction Report, Characteristics of NeW Housing: 
1985.) Such self-reliance may work well with households who can 
afford the materials for decent housing and who are capable of 
quality constrUction; however, these households generally fall 
outstde the very low-income population of concern to this paper. 

It is unlikely that private mortgage credit resources are 
accessible to the rural low-income" population curre~tly served by 
federal mortgage programs. The FmHA homeownership yrogram in 
particular serves borrowers who must demonstrate with letter of 
rejection that they were unable to obtain loans elseWhere. The 
reasons for private lender rejection are usually linked to the 
low incomes of these borrowers, rendering them unable to meet 
monthly mortgage payment requirements under private market rate 
conditions. 
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TABLE A 


Excerpt Data from 1986 CRS Report No. 86-5118 


Housing Problems in Nonmetropolitan Areas 


Total Very Low Income 

Inadequate units 
Crowded units 

3,320,000 
660,000 

1.735~000 
221,000 

Cost burdened units 3,221,000 2,513,000 
Total units with 

housing problems 1,202,000 11,1115,000 

Estimate Annual Housing Need and Production 
In Rural Areas 

Need 	 Production 

Additional households 350,000 
Replacements 230,000 
Vacancy/Mobility 45,000 

Total 	 625,000 

Housing Starts 300,000 
Mobile home shipments 200,000 
Conversions and 

Rehabilitation 50,000 

Total 	 550,000 

Annual Shortfall 15,000 

IV. 	 General Policy Re~uirements for a Comprehensive and Adequate 
Rural Housing Program and Commitment 

A. The goal of a decent home in'a suitable environment for 
every American must be resurrected, amended to stress affordable 
housing with a freedom of choice, and seriously pursued by the 
federal government. 

"Sec. 2. The Congress hereby declares that the general 
welfare and security of the nation and the health and 
living standaris of l~s ~eople require housl~i production 
and related community development sufficient to remedy the 
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serious housing shortage, eliminate substandard and other 
inadequate housing through the clearance of slums and 
blighted areas, and realize the goal of a decent, 
affordable, home and a suitable living environment with 
freedom of choice for 	every American family, thus --- 
contributing to the development and redevelo~ment of 
communities and to the advancement of the growth, wealth, 
and security of the Nation." (Added words underlined) 

B. A National Rural Housing Policy must be adopted that works 
to eliminate substandard housing and shelter cost overburden. It 
must recognize tpe importance of technology in meeting goals
without diminishing the overriding need to address income, 

i 
; affordability and an absolute necessity for the use of 

householder subsidies. It must recognize'that our nation cannot 
merely enact just laws, but must also provide the financial means 
to make them a reality. A sound rural housing policy must: 

1. 	Be national in scope, but readily supplemented by state 
programs. Its administration should be as local as 
possible but held to a high and consistent national 
standard. 

2. 	Have well-designed finance, insurance and subsidy 
mechanisms. Tried and effective systems should not 
be discarded for new, programs unless reseach and 
testing vroves then do to be better. 

3. 	Be adaptable, work well witn public and private 
initiatives and resources, and permit direct programs 
to fit individual and/or area needs. 

4. 	Be consistently available, with safeguards against the 
fluctuations of past programs which have often resulted 
in diminution of local response capacity. 

5. 	Offer programs large enough to be effective, rather 
than demonstrations. 

6. 	Be eqUitable, and meet income and equal opportunity 
tests. 

7. 	Be responsive' to consumers. 

8. 	Integrate wa,ter and sewer with rural housing resources. 

9. 	Provide a favorable climate for program use by pUblic 
and conSUmer-based private nonprofit organizations.
Non-profit organizations will use and keep the programs 
for their intended public purpose, and should receive 
priority consideration as applicants. 

10. Be directly funded by the federal government. The 
direct 	federal role is mandated by beographic and other 
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factors that are unique to rural areas, including the 
lack of local housing lenders. 

11. 	Participation by all states, each of Which must adopt a 
housing policy and develop working programs 
complementary or supplemental to those of the federal 
government. Taxpaiers in any state not complying would 
lose their federal home ownership tax deductions. 

C. Federal efforts and resources (national programs) should 
concentrate on targeting assistance to: 

1. 	Low and very low-income households, 

2. 	Occupants of substandard and overcrowded housing, 

3. 	Special groups, including minorities, farmworkers, 
American Indians and the homeless, and, 

4. 	Low-income communities. 

D. Resources must be provided to develop the capacity of 
housing'authorities, consumer-based nonprofit organizations and 
associations for using programs and maintaining housing in the 
public interest. HAC recommends expansion of the S. 525 and 533 
programs, technical assistance and housing preservation grants, 
respectively, front-end financing, and funding of the S. I-II 
Planning Grant Program (expanded for use by American Indian 
tribes and states) as initial steps toward achieving this 
objective. 

E. Homeowner tax dedUctions, should be capped, and converted 
to a credit. 

F. Federal data resources on housing conditions and trends, 
including those in the Census, should be maintained. 

o 	 Existing resources should be preserved , 
particularly the housing information included in the 
form for the 1988 dress rehearsals for the 1990 
Census, with housing qualiti characteristics such 
as plumbing preserved in the 100% sample, and number 
of bathrooms and water and sewer facilities kept in 
the one-in-six sample; 

o 	 The American Housing Survey should be restored to 
its prior sampling capability, inclUding the extra 
sample in rural areas, and published annually. 

G. Annual reports to the Cong~ess. by the financing agency, 
Which provide complete statistical data on housin3 costs, 
incomes, rents, ages served, minority service, etc., should be 
required. 
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H. Site and project selection policies should be adopted 
which are adaptable to the needs of each rural community. Cost 
mal dictate high density housing in one community, whereas groups 
of medium density units scattered throughout a town may be more 
acceptable in other communities. As long as cost is reasonable 
and verifiable relative to local conditions, if feasible it 
should be permitted. Such an ayproach would better mesh the 
programs with local planning objectives. 

I. Separate and self-supp~rting federal assistance should oe 
provided moderate-income households whose incomes are too high to 
qualify for FmHA assistance and too low to meet private or state 
HFA requirements. To enhance affordability, deferred payments
would be permitted, but borrowers would repay any such subsidy
with interest. 

o 	 The moderate-income borroller, whose income falls 
within 80-100% of the area median, is continually
excluded from government assistance, and 
increasingly unable to afford home ownership as a 
result. he or she reacts negatively against efforts 
to help house the poor; 

o 	 See the recommended guaranteed loan program. 

J. Mortgage revenue bond programs should continue as a 
resource for housing moderate-income households, Who are unable 
to afford priyate financing. 

K. A Simple, efficient, just and responsive complaint or 
appeal procedure, adequate for use by local consumers, should be 
adopted. Penalties should be included for federal officials who 
fail to respond to complaints or adequately pursue appeals
procedures. 

V. Programs and Financing 

Workable, existing programs must be revised to permit meeting 
national goals. New programs must be added so that a flexible 
approach can be adapted to varying needs. We have examined the 
present FmHA Title V programs and recommend several changes and 
additions to match resources to rural need. 

A. 	 Home Ownership 

1. 	Continuation of the S. 502 program with 60% set aside 
for low-income households. 

2. 	40% of S. 502 funds set aside for very 

low-income households: 


a. 	Three alternative programs are recommended.: An 
"Affordable Housing Program" which utilizes capital 
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cost (grant) financing. a "Deferred Mortgage 
Program", and a grant program to consumer-based 
nonprofit organizations and public bodies, modeled 
after the S. 533 Housing Preservation Grant 
Program. 

(1) 	Affordable Housing Program 

(a) 	The borrower receives a market rate loan to 
an affordable level, but for no less than 
10% of the cost of the housing unit. 

(b) 	Up to 90% depending on income, taxes, etc, 
is provided as capital cost financing. 

(c) 	Mortgage payments may be partially deferred 
when income decreases or taxes and insurance 
increases affect affordability. 

(d) 	The capital cost financing would be treated 
as principal in the event of sale except 
that partial forgiveness would begin at the 
15th year and culminate in a 50% charge off 

'when held for the full term of the mortgage. 

(e) 	Deferred mortgage interest is SUbject to 
recapture upon dispOSition of the property. 
As an incentive for home maintenance a 
deduction of 10% on government recapture 
would be made after 15 years in residence. 
Another 10% deduction Would be permitted 
after 25 years, and borrowers holding their 
loans to full term would have recapture cut 
by 50%. 

(f) 	Capital cost financing reduces the 
affordability threshold by eliminating 
principal and interest payments. It has 
less of a budget impact than loan plus
annual SUbsidies. (Note: Senator Chiles' 
credit reform proposal, if enacted, would 
constrain the current subsidized loan 
program. ) 

(2) 	Defe~red Mortgage Program: 

(a) 	Borrower receives a loan for the full amount 
needed. 

(b) 	Tr.e loan is subsidized in that the bor~ower 
pays at a 1% rate to his/her level of 
affordablity. The balance 1s deferred. 

10 
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(c) 	Deferred mortgage may be converted, in 
$1,000 increments, as a borrowers' repaymentI 
ability improves. A1ternatlvely, mortgageJ amount can be converted to deferred status 
when payment ability decreases; 

(d) 	Recapture of subsidy is the same as for 
current S. 502 program; revised to include 
the incentives noted in (l)(e), above. 

(e) 	A deferred mortgage program' enables FmHA to 
assist those with considerably ,lower incomes 
than can now be assisted. 

(3) 	Competitive Home Ownership Grant Program 

50% of S. 502 very low-income funds would be 
granted on a competitive basis to consumer-based 
nonprofit organizations and public bodies, 
including units of local government. The 
program would enable grantees to use the funds 
.as grants, loans or subsidy to assist very . 
lOW-income households purchase new or existing 
homes,' It would operate similar to the S. 533 
preservation grant program with a welghted 
competition based on: 

(a) 	housing need and substandard housing in the 
community area; 

(b) 	the extent of very lOW-income households in 
need of housing; 

(c) 	matching funds, with a priority for 
subsidized matching funds; 

(d) 	distance from metropolitan centers; and 

(e) 	affordabillty by the client populatlon. 

b. Comparison of the Three Plans 

(1) 	Affordable Houslng Program reduces incomes served, 
from current levels, wlth maxlmum cost savings to 
the government. 

(2) 	By virtue of uslng subsidized loans, the deferred 
mortgage program reaches lower incomes than those 
served by the affordable houslng program, but at 
someWhat more cost to the government. 

(3) 	The competltive grant program offers local 
f1exlbility and lnitiatlve, while stlll restricting 
benefits to lower-income families. 

11 
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c. 	Options Within All Programs 

(1) 	 Use of self-help housing to increase borrower 
equity and decrease government subsidy cost. 

(2) 	Construction of expandable starter homes, with 
understanding borrower may obtain additional 
funding as either affordability increases or familY 
increases in size, etc. 

(3) 	Modest housing variations such as "Warm and dry" 
houses, provided the! meet voluntary national 
model, or state-wide codes (and FmHA thermal 
s tanda rds ) • 

(4) 	 Use for new construction, purchase or repair and/or 
rehabilitation (competitive grant program not used 
for repair and rehabilitation except as incidental 
to purchase of existing dwellings). 

3. 	Expand the Housing Preservation Grant program (S. 533) 
for repair and rehabilitation in areas with 
concen,t ra ted need. It should be funded at a minimum 
annual level of $100 million. 

4. 	Continue the S. 504 very low-income repair program 
for meeting needs in areas not covel,'ed by S. 533. 

a. 	Permit 33-year term when property will be repaired 
to meet standards 

b. 	Encourage combinations of loan and grant. 

c. 	Establish a pool of grant and loan funds to be used, 
in addition to state allocation, by organizations
who obtain non-federal matching funds (as an 
incentive for participation by states and local 
organizations) • 

d. 	Permit nonprofit organizations who do more than 10 
S. 504 repairs per year to charge recipients for 
reasonable administrative costs. This will 
encourage formation of rehabilitation firms in areas 
where they are lacking. 

5. 	Mandate implementation of S. 527 condominium financing,
with an emphasis on its possible use in areas with high 
land cost or limited available land. Permit a full 
range of multifamily designs in order to reduce costs, 
particularly land costs. 

12 



B. 	 Rental and Cooperative Housing 

1. 	Prohibit prepayment of S. 515 50-year subsidized loans 
(current vrogram), or permit prepayment after 20 years 
if the borrower repays all subsidy to the government. 

2. 	Legislate S. 515 Capital Cost Financing in lieu of 
loans and interest subsidy, to consumer-based nonprofit 
and public sponsors, for projects limited'to low-and 
very low-income households. Require yermanent 
retention of the units for intended purpose, or similar 
public use. 

a. 	S. 521 rental assistance would be provided with loan 
approval for a minimum of 50% of units (similar to 
the MUD S. 202/S. 8 combination). These projects 
would receive a priority for rental assistance 
beyond 50% of units. 

b. 	A minimum of 50% of tenants must have very low 
income. 

c. 	The overall purpose of the capital cost financing 
program is to provide more affordable housing, and, 
build public capacity to avoid prepayment, housing 
stock loss, and tenant displacement. 

d. 	A priority would be given to S. 515 spending with a 
minimum 20% of the annual appropriation reserved for 
the capital cost financing program. Unused funds 
will be merged with the appropriation for the 
following fiscal year~ 

3. 	To promote Farm Labor Housing, increase the level of 
appropriations commensurate to need. Legislate a 
five-year increase in funds to a $100 million level. 

a. 	Provide grant priority for migrant housing and 
expand loan program for year-around workers. 

b. 	Continue permitting use of a small percentage of the 
grant appropriation as administrative funds - for 
nonprofit developing and packaging of applications. 

c. 	Legislate change in FmHA appraisal process in order 
to recognize imposed costs (Davis Bacon, for 
example} not required in comparable rental 
structures. Legislate right to appeal multifamily
housing appraisals. 

4. 	Rental Assistance. Increase appropriation to provide 
subsidy for a minimum of 75% of units produced under 
Section 515 and 100% of farm labor housing units. 

13 
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5. 	Legislate exemption commensurate to those of the 
Internal Revenue Service for computing tenant payments. 

6. 	Expand S. 533 Housing Preservation Grant program for 
areas with extensive rehabilitation needs. Current law 
permits this but a paucity of funds and administrative 
inaction have prevented implementation. 

7. 	Legislate a new loan and grant program to purchase and 
rehabilitate facilities to be used as shelters for the 

.homeless. 	 Make available to ani sponsoring·organi
zation with commitment and or financial ability to 
provide accompanying services and administration. 

C. 	 Other Housing Programs 

1. 	Reserve 5% of total program funds for use in states 
which provide new or expanded complementary programs, 
Without diminution of existing programs. 

2. 	Loans and capital cost financing to pUblic bodies for 
facilities to house comprehensive migrant farmworker 
services. 

3. 	Convert and expand the dollar level of the rural 
housing site loan program (available only to public and 
private nonprofit organizations) to a limited sUbsidy, 
by charging a flat 5% interest. Maintain 3% interest 
for self-help land development fund. 

q. 	Provide predevelopment loans for public and private 
nonprofit organizations. 

5. 	Substantially increase the level of funding for Section 
525. 

a. 	Use outreach funding to build consumer nonprofit and 
public capacity. with a priority for areas with 
substantial need and limited nonprofit response. 

b. 	Continue housing counseling as an eligible fund use. 

c. 	Provide an in-state priority When S. 525 leverages 
funds from state or local government. . 

6. 	Require that county offices notify borrowers of 
legitimate local organizations who provide gratuitous 
counseling to delinquent borrowers. County offices not 
in compliance would have liquidation requests delayed. 

7. 	Use of rural housing programs on Indian reservations. 

a. 	Pledging of leasehold interest in alloted or trust 
land is an acceptable form of security upon which to 
base a loan. 

14 
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b. 	In the event of default, where the security interest 
is in alloted or trust land, FmHA may only liquidate 
after offering a right of first refusal to transfer 
the interest to: , 
 (1) an eligible tribal member,
I 
(2) 	the tribe, 
(3) 	a wholly owned tribal corporation, 

I 
(4) an Indian housing authority established by the 

tribe. 

c. 	Once liquidated the FmHA shal~ not sell, transfer, 
or otherwise alienate the property, except to: 

(1) 	an eligible tribal member, 
(2) 	 the tribe. 
(3) 	a wholly owned tribal corporation, 
(4) 	 an Indian housing authority established by the 

tribe. 

8. 	Last resort housing. In areas where an extensive need 
is not being met by private, local, state or federal 
progr~s, the agency would be given authority to 

·directly 	contract with a local, state, regional or 
national consumer based nonprofit housing organization 
or provider to: 

a. 	purchase and sUbdivide land (including surplus 
federal land); 

b. 	develop and sell housing units; 

c. 	construct and operate rental housing; 

d. 	transfer rental housing ownership to eligible 
organizations. 

f Approval authority for this program would be vested only with 
the FmHA Administrator.1 

9. 	Housing inventory is required to be used in the 
followi~g priority order: 

a. 	resale t~ eligible participants; 

b. 	 transfer to Section 515 use; 

c. 	transfer to organizations as housing for the 
homeless; 

d. 	offered to local government for retention and/or 
use; 
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e. 	offered to state government for retention and/or 
use; 

f. 	sale to anyone •• 

10. 	Guaranteed housing program for households with moderate 
income (up to 115% of median). Legislate a de~arture 
from traditional time-consuming procedure. Agency 
would provide lenders with rules - housing sizes, 
codes, income eligibility, etc - and establish a 
pr,ocedure to certify them. Once certified, lenders 
approve loans and provide certification to the agency, 
who automatically guarantees. Agency and ,Office of 
Inspector General will make periodic account audits to 
assure program is properly operated and meeting 
objectives. 

11. 	Authorize agency to "land bank" inventory land, 
including site loans and farm inventory properties 
situated adjacent to eligible rural communities. 
SUbsequent use for rural development purposes, limited 
to housing, employment or services for low-income 
people. The agency would dispose of repossed property 
by: 

a. 	offering it to a consumer based nonprofit 

organization; 


b. 	offering it to the local government for land banking 
until the public had determined a good use; 

c. 	offering it to the state government for land banking 
in accordance with a state land use plan; 

d. 	holding it until a consumer-based nonprofit, 
locality or state had developed a land use plan. 

NOTE: 	 Priority for purchase of all other FmHA farm inventory 
should be for sale to eligible family farmers. 

12. 	Require grandfathering of approval for previously 
approved plans and specifications, which meet agency 
thermal standards, and permit reuse of certified plans. 

13. 	Provide authority for either self-insurance or for the 
agency to contract for insurance in areas Where the 
costs of liability and/or fire and extended coverage 
have become prohibitive, and negatively affect the 
p~og~am and/o~ eligible consume~s. 

14. 	Expand the self-help technical assistance program. 
Require 	agency officials to perform outreach functions 
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to publicize and encourage use of' this program. The 
cost of self-help grants are more than offset by 
subsidy savings resulting from lowered housing cost. 

VI. 	 A Deliyery Structure for Meeting Rural Housing Needs 

HAC proposes the creation of a cabinet-level Rural 

Development Department (communit~. economic, farm and housing

programs) to meet the needs of rural America. To meet immediate 


'objectives we have added a section Which restructures and reforms' 
the Farmers Home Administration. ' , 

A. The Farmers Home Administration (FmHA) currently lacks 
the mandate. and commitment to social purposes that are necessary 
to provide necessary services in Rural America. This proposal is 
a practical attempt to use the best of What is now in place at 
F'mHA as a foundation to create a better vehicle. 

Its chief features are: 

o 	 A mission to promote the welfare of low-income rural 
households and communities, through social services 
and development programs. 

o 	 Comprehensive scope of services, including community
and economic development. family farm programs,
housing and related programs. 

o 	 Program coordination. 

o 	 Consumer involvement and monitoring. 

o 	 Outreach to potential rural consumers. especiallj
those in the greatest need of service. 

o 	 Improved appeals processes. 

o 	 Strengthened merit system for State Director 
appOintments. 

o 	 Regional Administrators. 

o 	 Increased employment entr9 and training
opportunities. particularly for minorities. 

o 	 Focussed treatment of farmworker an American Indian 
issues. 

o 	 State and local government roles in program delivery. 
use. and supplementation 

11 
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B. 	 The following programs would be transfer to the proposed 
Dept. of Rural Development. 

1. 	All of FmHA programs except farm programs not intended 
for family farmers; 

2. 	Other rural development functions now vested with the 
USDA Undersecretary for Small Town and Rural 
Development; 

3. 	The Economic Development Administration, except for 
its urban programs; 

4. 	The rural portion or share of Community Development 
Block Grant, S, 8 and other HUD programs; 

5. 	Other selected programs from other agencies; 

C. 	 Congressional Jurisdiction: 

The Congressional committees wich now have jurisdiction 
over existing programs would retain jurisdiction. In some cases' 
some administrative funding responsibility might be transferred. 

D. 	 Outline of the Department of Rural Development 

1. 	Agencies: 

a. Economic Development Administration (EDA) 

(1) 	 EDA programs 
(2) 	 FmHA B & I program
(3) 	FmHA rural development loan and grants 

b. 	Family Farm Administration 

(1) 	Existing FmHA programs 
(2) 	Small farm cooperative program 

c. 	Rural Community Development Administration 

"_ (ll.Ji.ater & Waste loans and grants
(2) 	Community facilities loans 
(3) 	Planning grants 

d. 	Rural Housing Administration (See Section V on 
programs for scope of service) 

2. Other Department Offices (not all inclusive) 

a. 	Admlnlstra=lve and financlal support 
offices 

b. 	Regional finance centers 
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c. 	Office of Research, Planning and Coordination 

d. 	Office of Consumer Affairs 

(1) Outreach services 
(2) Omsbudman services 

3. 	Organizational Structure 

a. 	Secretary, Deputy Secretary 

b. 	UnderSecretary for Rural Development Programs 

(1) 	Assistant Secretaries for each of the 
four agencies 

c. 	UnderSecretar~ for Administrat10n and Support
Programs 

(1) 	Assistant Secretary for Adm1nistration 

(2) 	Ass1stant Secretary for Support Programs 

(a) 	Off1ce of Consumer Affairs 

(b) 	Office of Research Plann1ng and 
Coordination 

(c) General Counsel 

-(d) Inspector General 

d. 	UnderSecretary for Indian and Minority Programs 

(1) 	With authority to enforce compliance within 
total department 

e. 	Ar.ea Directors 

(1) 	Same as Federal regions 

(2) 	Supervise State Directors 

(3) 	Technical support staff 

(4) 	Finance centers (replaces single FmHA center) 

(5) 	Outreach 

f. 	State Directors 

(1) 	Administrat1ve respons1blity for supervising 
local field offices 
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(2) 	Coordination with state and/or Indian tribes 

g. 	District Directors 

(1) 	Application and processing center for all 
programs except farm and single family 
housing

h. 	County Directors 

(1) 	Farm and sin31e family housing programs 

(2) 	Outreach for department 

E. 	 Essential Elements for the New Department 

1. The basic physical structure of the FmHA would be 

utilized, but modified as noted throughout this Section. 


National office 

Regional Directors and Regional Finance Centers 

State Offices (46) 

District Offices (250+)

County Offices (1,900+) 


The FmHA structure and division of responsibilities is ideal 
for convenient service to rural people and communities. State 
Directors, at times, have proven an impediment to full 
utilization of existing programs. HAC urges legislation
requiring reinstitution of the Area Director position. Ten Area 
Directors (corresponding to the 10 federal regions) would relieve 
the Administrator of an impossible supervisory burden of 1:46 
persons (not including National Office Staff). The use of 
regional finance centers would decentralize one of FmHA's biggest 
problems, and enable provision of improved financial and 

,management services and data to agency managers and the public. 
The Area Director position should be "Schedule C" to permit each 
new administration the opportunity to develop and 
institutionalize policy change. 

2. The State Director position should remain pol1tical. 
However, selection of State Directors should be changed to limit 
chances that unqualified persons will be appointed. The 
follOWing criteria should be a?opted: 

a. 	Published qualifications and experience criteria 

b. 	A merit system, inclUding equal employment 
opportunity, used for selection of qualified 
candidates 

~. 	 A Senator ~ould nominate ~p to 5 persons 
from the qualified list. The final deciSion would 
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be made by the Secretary.(Senators normally 
nominate State Director candidates. In the event 
nominations are through different ~olitical agents, 
the same rules would apply.) 

3. State Directors could be rotated, by the Secretary 
perhaps every ~ to six years, ,to inhibit development of 
individual policy in a given state. 

~. State offices would be required to develop a planning 
process, including needs, goals and priorities, for using the 
departments programs and for coordination with state and tribal 
governments. The use of the last resort housing program would be 
incorporated in these plans. 

5. Congress would mandate immediate escrowing of taxes 
and insurance in the housing programs. 

6. Training: In addition to technical program training, a 
concentrated effort must be made to stress the role of social 
service. Training should include sensitivity to minority 
populations and a focus on the degree of their needs for 
department programs. Training center orientation for new 
profeSSional employees should be required. 

7. Minority Hiring: Would be intensified so that 
employment more closely reflects the racial compOSition of the 
eligible (target) population. 

8. A paraprofessional (aide) pOSition, would be 
established with a range of grades, and ultimate hiring 
preferance, to permit employment entry by the agency's 
constituent population. 

9. An ombudsman office would exist in the department's 
national headquarters. This office would be independent 
(somewhat akin to that of an Inspector General) and required to 
file an annual independent report to those committees of Congress 
with oversight for department programs. 

10. Require outreach by field offices, and include it 
within the performance rating criteria. 

11. Provide special recognition for State Directors and/or 
other employees who: 

a. 	use all allotted loan and grant funds, 

b. 	cooperate with state, tribal and local agencies to 
the voint supplemental and/or joint funding 
inc~eases the scope of the program or reduces 
income served. 
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12. Create a housing advisory committee with rotating 
terms and a membership balance among development, advocate and 
user groups, to advise the Assistant Secretary for'Housing. 

a. 	nominations to the committee would be published 
in the Federal Register, for comment. This 
procedure would lessen the possibility for a 
"captive committee"; one which tends to agree 
too readily; 

b. 	this committee would be given the oportunity to 
make input to regulation changes prior to 
publication; 

c. 	committee would bring problems to national 
attention at an early state, and enhance 
possibility for early solutions; thus saving time 
for the work at hand; 

d. 	the committee would be charged to make a separate, 
and annual report to the Housing Subcommittees in 
each House of Congress. 

13. Establish Similar, but separate, advisory committees 
for farmworker and Indian housing. 

14. Establish realistic delegation of approval authority, 
commensurate with technical skills, and reduce the number of 
levels in clearing process to save time and money for the public. 

15. Computerize loan servicing to reduce disproportionate 
time spent on this part of the program. 

16. The, thrust for all programs administered by the 
Department must be: 

a. provision of a broad range of services with 
flexibility for adapt ion to local needs 

b. servies targeted to those most in need. 

VII. An Alternative Delivery Structure 

A. 'fhe recommendations in this part are made for the Farmers 
Home Administration (FmHA) as a transition agency prior to 
ultimate establishment of the Department of Rural Development. 

B. FmHA would be reformed. This reform would include 
changes to the hous ins programs as noted in Part V, and incude a 
number of structural changes. 
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C. Structural changes, closel, related to those for the 
Department of Rural Development. 

1. 	Establishment of Area Directors and Area Finance 
Center 

2. 	State Director a~pointments and rotation 

3. 	Escrowing taxes and insurance 

4. 	Training reform 

5. 	Minority hiring goals 

6. 	Paraprofessional ~ositions 

1. 	Outreach and performance ratings
S. 	 Awards or recognition for loan and grant making 

9. 	National Housing Advisory Committee 

10.. Streamlining loan approval 

11. Increased computer capacity 

12. Targeting of programs 

D. Other Reforms 

1. Establish a separate Deputy Administrator ~osition for 
farm worker and Indian programs. Both of these groups have 
distinct problems and are more difficult to provide services to, 
than those for other rural populations. The incumbent of this 
pOSition would be given authority to enforce program delivery for 
his/her constituency. The Deputy Director level is necessary to 
ensure participation in policy and decision meetings with the 
Administrator. 

2. Staff should be expanded, but without agricultural 
graduate reqUirements, to meet social objectives. FroHA must have 
an infusion of personnel from nonfarm disciplines. Field Office 
staff shoUld also more ~loselY mirror the minority compOSition of 
the FmHA eligible population. Indians should be provided 
preference for hiring and placement on reservation offices. 

3. Agency must eliminate idea that it is a bank and adopt 
a service agency concept. 

4. Reduce the number of review levels for multifamily 
loan and gr!!.:1ts. Curre:1tly the n'.lmber of reviewing offi::ials 
leads to time loss and intra-agency contradiction. 
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5. Change the appeal process to include use of either 
special appeal officers or Administrative law judges. Include 
multifamily housing loan appraisals as appealable. 

6. Change all exception authorities, within program 

regulations, to permit applicants the right to request

consideration. Currently, only state directors can initiate a 

re~uest for an exception. 


1. Change philosoph! that loan servicing is the ultimate 
priority. Strive to incorporate a more humanistic servicing 
policy within a balanced program of loan and grant making and 
servicing. 

VIII. Relationship of States to Rural Housing Needs and Programs 

A. Federal and state programs should complement or 

supplement, not supplant each other. The housing needs of this 

country surpass the available resources of either. 


B. Federal rules must include waiver authority to enable 
agencies to participate in joint funding proposals which benefit 
local communities or enhance affordability. 

C. SUggested state roles. The categories noted below 
represent roles supportive of federal program, and are not an 
implication that state financing progr"ams be diminished-.-Quite 
the contrary. States shOUld expand their own programs, but act 
to supplement individual federal programs as necessarJ to target
assistance. 

1. Administrative support for public and consumer based 

nonprofit housing programs. 


2. Develop outreach components (for federal and state 

programs) within state government. 


3. Use excess HFA reserves (amount beyond that needed to 
maintain bond rating) for housing subsidy. 

4. Provide state rental aSSistance, which can be used for 
"tenants in Section 515 proJects. 

5. Pass statewide anti-exclusionary zoning ordinances. 

6. Require states to have a housing plan and programs to 
be eligible for federal rural housing programs. In states 
without these, homeowners Would lose their federal home owner tax 
deductions. 
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7. P~ovide construction financing for low-income housing. 

8. P~ovide funds to leve~age federal resources. 

9. Finance land banking. Sell developed land at discount 
when used for low-income housing. 
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Appendix A 

Comparing Cost to the Government of Alternative Home Ownership 

Finance Mechanisms for Very Low-Income Households 


I. 	 Basic Assumptions 

A. 	 For comparison purposes a $45,000 dwelling is used. 

B.- For affordability purposes taxes are $400, insurance 
$200, maintenance and utilities -$1,000. While these 
figures vary widely in actual cirCUmstances, they serve 
here as a uniform constant. 

C. 	 Recapture of subsidy is not included, in any of the 
examples, except that principal is recovered in the 
deferred mortgage example. Where capital cost financing 
is used (grants), it is logical to expect that a major 
portion would be recovered (recaptured) upon sale, since 
it is principal. However, in this example no recovery is 
shown, to prevent distortion. 

D. 	 These data assume that borrower circumstances and subsidy 
remain constant. While not probable, it keeps the 
computations Simple and uniform. 

II. 	Alternative Mechanisms 

A. 	 502 Loans with Interest Subsidy 

1. 	Formula: 

a. 	Monthly amortization factor (1~ per annum in 
this case) x total months (33 years) - cost per
$1,000 of loan. 

b. 	Subtract principal(from a). 

c. 	Multiply result by number repreaentating 
difference betw~en interest rate (1~) and 
government rate of borrowing (currently 9~). 

d. 	Multiply this result by the unit cost (which, 
divided by 1,000 - principal amount). This is 
cost to the government. 

2. 	 45,000 loan @ 1~ for 33 years 

a. 	2.97 x 396 = 1176.12 
b. 	1176.12 - 1000 - 176.12 
c. 	8 x 176.12 s 1408.96 
d. 	45 x 1408.96 • $63,403.20 coat to government 
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3. 	Explanation - up front costs are buffered by initial 
sale of notes (certificates of beneficial ownership) 
to the Treasury and/or the public. 

B. 	 Cap1tal Cost Financing (grant) plus Market Rate Loan to 
the L1mit Affordable 

1. 	Formula: 

a. 	Market rate (9~) mortgage to the extent 
affordable. No cost to government (this is a 
presumption, since servicing costs are a real 
factor, and are not added). 

b. 	Capital cost finance - in1tial capital cost 
only. Example assumes direct appropriation and ' 
no return to government (program is based on an 
FmHA recapture formula on any sale). Amount is 
that beyond app11cant affordability at market 
rate. 

2. $30,000 cap1tal cost finance and $15,000 9~ loan 

a. 	$30,000= cost to the government 

3. 	Assumes - no subsidy on market rate mortgage for life 
of the loan. 

C. 	 Subs1dized Deferred Mortgage 

1. 	Formula: 

a. 	Payable mortgage portion, same formula as in II 
A. 

b. 	$10,000 deferred mortgage @ 9~. 

1) amort1zat1on rate x total months, 
2) result x number of thousands in house, 

project or program,
3) deduct principal. This = cost to the 

government. 

c. a + b equals total government cost. 

2. 	 $35,000 loan at 1~ -33 years and 10,000 deferred 
mortgage at 9~ cost to the government: 

a. 	1) 2.97 x 396 • 1176.12 

2) 1176.12 - 1000 • 176.12 

3) e x 176.12 = 140e.96 

4) 35 x 1408.96 = 49,313.60 
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b. 	1) 1.92 x 396 • 3136.32 
2) 3136.32 x 10 • 31,363.20 
3) 31,363.20 - 10,000 21.363.20 

c. 	49,313.60 + 21,363.20 • $10,616.80 cost to the 
government. 

D. Competitive Grants to Organizations with Matching Funds 

,1. 	 Asumptlon - grantee used 20% of grant for administration 
(in this example $9,000) and matches the amount needed 
for capital costs. Government cost per unit is based on 
$22,500 plus $9,000 administration, or $31,500 pel' unit. 

2. 	 Formula: Same as in II B. 

3. Cost to government z $31,500. 
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E. Summar'Y 

Subs. 
Loan 

Capital Cost 
Financing & 
Afford Mtge. 

Defer'red 
Mt~e • 

Competive 
Grant 

1) Housing Costs $ 45,000 $ 45,000 $ 45,000 $ 45,000 
2) Unsub. Loan 15,000 
3) Sub. Loan 45,000 35,000 
4) Gr'ant 30,000 31~500 
5) Defer. Mtge. 10,000 
6) Cost to Gov't. 63,403 30,000 70,671 31,500 

As low as 
7) Afford. Income $ 10,680 $ 10,087 $ 9,490 $ 5,333

• Actually unknown and totally dependent on the form of finance 
the recipient organization uses and the form of matching funds. 
The $5,333 assumes total grant. 

F. Alternative -Pr'ogram Affordabil1ty at Maximum Subsidy Level 

Affordable Income at 30~ for PITIUM 

$50,000 Unit $45,000 Unit $40,000 Unit 

Current FmHA Loan 
Subsidized to l~ $ 11,273 $ 10,680 $ 10,087 

90~ Capital Cost 
Financing, 10~ Market 
Loan 6,917 6,760 6,600 

90~ Deferred Mtge. 
10~ Subsidized $ 5,927 $ 5,866 $ 5,810 
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Appendix B 

A Turnkey Approach 

Homeownership is the tenure option preferred by many rural 

households, incl~ding many who are poor. A recent study by HAC 

finds that most of the applicants to the FmHA Section 502 
homeownership program were previously renters, some in subsidized 

projects, who had been unable to obtain mortgages from other 
lending resources. The study also indicates that for such 
households and for a variety of reasons homeownership assistance 
may be a less expensive subsidy than rental project financing. 

Given a homeownership demand among low-income rural renters and 

the presence of major rental and homeownership progra~s within 
FmHA, it may be surprising that these resources provide little 

opportunity for transition from rental to ownership tenure. A 
turnkey approach, permitting low-income renters to buy their 
homes as their incomes rise, would appear particularly suitable 
to the rural tradition. However, legitimate concerns over the 
preservation of the low-income housing stock have erected 
tremendous barriers to a turnkey approach. In particular, FmHA 
requires that units whose rent it subsidizes be occupied by 
low-income renters for at least 20 years, and _reinforces this 
requirement with mortgages whose 50-year terms are the longest 
required by any federal program. 

Nevertheless, a.major problem at present faced by FmHA may offer 
a unique opportunity for transitional housing. FmHA's inventory 
of repossessed single-family homes is a tremendous agency burden 
which could become a tremendous resource. These units could be 
rented, with a first option to buy, to households who may not 
currently qualify for FmHA's homeownership program because of 
their youth, lack of demonstrated creditworthiness, incomes, or 
economic setbacks. Rental assistance could be ti.ed to these 
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units until the owners exercise their purchase, option. Although 

the subsequent owners could then sell the units out of the 

program, the loss would be no greater than that entailed by the 

current homeownership program, and would be far less than the 

losses now accruing from carryinQ the units in inventory or 

selling them at hugh discounts. 

Nonprofit organizations and public agencies would be eligible 
owners and managers of turnkey projects financed by FmHA. They 

would assume mortgages from the S. 502 program, with a portion of 

the payments deferred until the units are purchased by the 

tenants. Rent to cover the remaining PITI, operating and 

management costs would be subsidized through FmHA's rental 
assistance program. 
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RBSOLtJ'1'ION 01' THE BOARD 01' DIRECTORS 

01' HOUSING ROOHD'l'ABLE, INC. 


ON THE INGREDIENTS OF A HEW NATIONAL HOUSING POLICY 

October, 1987 


BacJtgrcund . 

OVer the past six years as the current Administration has initiated 
and adhered to several broad policy objectives, the perception is 
that housinq as a national priority has diminished and Pederal 
support for housinq (in terIU of direct financial assistance and 
tax incentives) has been draaatically reduced or chanqed. As a 
result, the nation is experiencinq the lewest percentaqe of home 
ownership since the end of World Wer II. In fact, this percentaqe
has been declininq since 1980 with first-time homabuyers beinq the 
mest draaatically affected. 

In an effort to fill the vacuum created by the sharp cuts in 
Federal housinq support -.any local and state qcvernments and 
private entities have worked hard to adapt to these dramatic 
dhanqes and to be creative in the initiation of housinq
developments to meet local needs, throuqh public-private
initiativee. Yet, the problems associated with hcusinq
atfordability and availability, particularly for the lew income and 
elderly, have minimized the impact of these efforts because of the 
aaqnitude of the housinq need, especially in urban areas. 

The housinq qaps that have been created by the Federal withdrawal 
of support in hcusinq that are net likely to be filled by local and 
state efforts and the risinq presaure and public awareness of the 
homeless situation have intensified the concern of those in housinq
of the lack of co:mmitaent to hcusinq as a national priority. 

As a result, there has been a qround swell of support first in the 
private and public sectors, through individuals, qrcups, and local 
and state qcvernaents, and new at the U.S. Conqressional level to 
reevaluate and redefine the nation's cc:mmitaent to hcusinq. This 
exercise will be difficult because'it will have to be accomplished
beinq wdndful of the need to reduce the Federal budqet deficit. A 
necessary reality for any fUture national housinq policy must 
appreciate the need to use all resources at the private, local, 
state and Federal levels, leaminq from past mistakes, so that the 
aaximum housinq neads of this country can be met. 

RESOLtJ'1'ION 

'l'HBREFORE, HOUSING ROOHD'l'ABLE ENDORSES THE FOLLOWING BASIC PREMISES 
AS THE FOUNDATION FOR A STRONG NATIONAL HOUSING POLICY: 

1) Heme ownership should be actively fostered because it leads to a 
more stable fora of qcvernaent and a citizenry that is mere 
involved in iaprcvinq cc:mmunity life. Home ownerehip is one of the 
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single-most important accomplishments in the united States that 
attracts the attention and admiration of the rest of the world. 
Home ownership has helped provide the foundation from which this 
country has become an economic leader. 'l'he realization of the 
"American Dream" for our citizens should never be forgotten. It 

fr should be viewed as the number one priority after national 
: defense. 
I 

2) Safe and decent shelter should be available to all of our 
citizens who make a reasonable effort to obtain it. When 
assistance is rendereel, everyone should pay part of the cost for 
it, the individual, the city, the state and the Federal governm.ent. 
Although the costs of such assistance are substantial, the benefits 
derived fer outweigh them. 

3) At least minimal shelter should be provided for all others. 

! 
'l'here is a core group of people who no matter how much assistance 
and home ownership facilitation is provided will not be able to

i obtain their own shelter. 'l'heir basic right and need for shelter 
should not be ignored. 

HOUSING ROUNDTABLE SUPPORTS THE FOLLOWING FEDERAL HOUSING 
ASSISTANCE EFFORTS THAT ARE WORKING WELL: 

1) Federal tax incentives, such as tax deductability of home 
mortgage interest and rsal estate taxes, should be maintained. Tax 
incentives are an efficient and cost effective way to stimUlate and 
encourage home ownership. 

2) Capital market access with government backing for miclclle and low 
income buyers is working well and should not be tampered with at 
this time. 'l'he stable and less expensive supply of mortgage credit 
provided by the Federal National Mortgage Association, the Federal 
Home Loan Mortgage Corporation and the Government National 
Mortgage Association through the secondary market is a valuable 
operation in minimizing the affordability constraint and should be 
maintained. 'l'he Federal Housing Administration and the Veterans 
Administration are essential Federal housing programs. Recent 
refinements in their operations have been good steps towards 
reducing costs to the government, minimizing fraud and abuse and 
reducing high foreclosure rates. 

HOUSING ROUNDTABLE HAS IDENTIFIED SEVERAL SPECIFIC OBSTACLES OF 
CONCERN WITHIN THE HOUSING AREA AND ENDORSES THE FOLLOWING 
POSITIONS: 

Thrift Industg.' 'l'he thrift industry, the former primary vehicle 
for housing finance and government subsidy is in transition moving 
towards providing broader-based financial ssrvices. 'l'he 
subsidized, weaker thrifts which have been paying substantially
highers rates to attract savings and charging a lot less for

j mortgage loans in an attempt to grow their way out of their 
J difficulties, must be restrained from hurting the healthy thrifts 
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as well as other mortqage lenders. Enforcement activities should 
be monitored and strengthened so that requlators can fulfill their 
job responsibilities as specified. 

The Management Consignment Proqram (MCP), as developed by the 
FSLIC, to substitute new management in failing thrift insitutions 
should be expanded and should incorporate and foster a management
philosophy that first increases the marketability of the thrift by
disposing of its bad assets and then selling the thrift in the 
market place. "Shrink and sell" should be the MCP marching
orders. 

Appraisal Industry. The efforts in Congress initiated by
Representative Doug Barnard from Georqia, and within the appraisal
profession itself should be supported and strengthened. The 
appraisal is one of the most important elements in the mortgage
lending process. Therefore, establishing industry-wide standards 
to ensure the correctness and accuracy of the appraisal is 
essential as well as minimizing possible appraisal fraud and abuse 
through industry requlation. 

Housing Regulation. The housing delivery system has been impeded
by its over requlation. Efforts should be initiated to minimize 
requlation and certainly to stop the continual changing of the 
rules. While consumer protections and safety are important, 
unnecessary housing requlations do hamper mortgage lenders' and 
producers' efforts to provide affordable housing as efficiently as 
possible. 

For example, the Real Estate Settlement Procedures Act (RESPA) no 
longer fulfills its intended purpose and in fact interferes with 
the housing delivery system. Section 8 of the Act, in particular,
which prohibits fees for referrals of business for related 
services, incident to or part of the settlement service, cannot now 
be considered proconsumer. It interferes with the systems that are 
available to enhance the industry and its efficiencies. Combined 
services, which the Act inhibits, are often the most efficient. 

There is a real need within the mortqage lending industry to 
minimize corrupt activities, in general. There should be higher
penalties for fraud and other crimes as well as stricter 
enforcement to eliminate repeat infractions as well as 
discouragement for violators to remain in the profession. 

Private, religious and local government participation, as 
exemplified in the Nehemiah project developed by the East Brooklyn
Churches in New York City, should be fostered and encouraged. The 
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exciteaent about and worthine•• of the Neheaiah project is that it 
not only provides affordable housing' to families earninq incomes 
between $20,000 and $40,000, but frees up public housinq units 
previou.ly occupied by these familie. who had no other place to 
find affordable hou.inq, thu. enablinq public hou.inq to be used 
for it. intended purpose•• 

The maintenance and retention of expirinq, subsidized housinq units 
needs to be addres.ed. The .upply of affordable rental housinq
.tock i. limited in many markets. With the section 8 certificat.s 
approachinq the twenty year maturity mark, owner. will be teapted 
to convert these unit. to market rate, and th.reby exacerbats the 
.xi.tinq low income rental housinq .tock cri.i•• 

In market. wh.re in.ufficient low income hou.inq exist., .ome 
qovernmental incentive proqrams need to be considered, to foster 
hou.inq dev.lopment in these mark.t wh.r. local and state 
qovernment. have limit.d r ••ource. to m••t th... pr•••inq housinq 
n••ds. In many market., the waitinq li.t for affordable housinq
unit. i. larq. and continue. to qrow. Althouqh a return to Title 8 
hou.inq i. not recommended, .ome creative incentives for the volume 
production of affordable, low income hou.inq are needed. The tax 
credit provi.ion of the 1986 tax bill has proven to be flawed and 
inadequate to the ta.k. 

Bou.inq needs of th. fir.t-tim. homebuy.r .hould b. monitored and 
proqrams ancouraqed to assi.t thi. qroup. Th. leqi.lation,
introduced by Sanator Denni. DeConcini from Arizona, to establi.h 
individual hou.ing' account., to aid fir.t-time homebuyers to .ave 
for downpayment. .hould b. .upported and oth.r .imilar l.qislation
initiated. 

Bousinq n••d. of th. fir.t-tim. homebuy.r have occa.ionally and 
succ.ssfully b••n m.t throuqh dev.lopment of sweat-.quity proqrams.
Sw.at equity proqram. .hould be allowed to develop to their full.st 
pot.ntial, throuqh revision of qovernment r.qulation.. Th.se 
proqrams are by nature small scal. in t.rms of th. numb.r of unit. 
produced and r.quir. a certain lev.l of deaonstrat.d skill on part
of th. participants. The benefit of .w.at .quity proqrams i. that 
th.y have treaendous .ucc... in fosterinq individual accompli.hment
and pride in having' a -hand. on- participation in the buildinq of 
one's home. The support of sw.at equity proqrams .hould be 
teapared with a rssliziation of th. potential for apprai.al fraud 
to tha d.triment of the homeowner. Therefore, appropriate
precautions shoUld b. incorporated in th••e proqrams. sweat .quity 
proqrams should be part of th. nation f s commitaent to hou.inq. 

Bom.l.... Th. p.rmanent and temporary housinq n.eds of th. 
hom.l.ss need to be addr.ssed. However, the pliqht of the homeless 
i. the result of root cau.e. oth.r than ju.t the lack of affordable 
housinq. Other components, such as lack of education, mental 
health problema, los. of basic industry job. (i.e. structural 
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unemployment) and the development of a "qhetto mentality' 
contribute to the serious homeless situation that deservell 
immediate attention. 

Affordability. State and local qovernments should not; 
unnecessarily burden housinq development with builder taxes anei 
fees, and unnecessary zoning and building codes and delays that; 
aggravate an already serious affordability problem. In addition, III 
reexaminiation of a proce.s where local governments require certaill 
infrastructure development. or improvement. before the buildin'il 
permit is approved only result in hiqher housinq co.t. for thEl 
consumer as well as delays in the proce.s. The question oJ~ 
financinq infra.tructure .hould be addr••••d separately so that: 
those who use it should shere fairly in it. cost. 

Single-Family Mortgage Loan Limits. A conforming loan limit indm: 
.hould be developed for the Federal National Mortgage As.ociatiorl 
and the Federal Home Loan Mortgaqe Corporation ba.ed on local. 
market. and should proportionately r.flect conditions in .actl 
market (.imilar to the FHA limits), but with differential., 
primarily related to variations in median income. 

Each year !'NMA and FHUlC may raise their purcha.e limits aE' 
determined by an index of home prices compiled by the Federal HomE, 
Loan Bank Board. This limit, pre.ently at $153,100, while probablr 
adequately .erving the market in Oklahoma, for .xampl., would bE. 
qros.ly inadequate in a higher priced market, such as southerr. 
California. 

Product Liability and Related Issues. Radon, asbestos, toxic: 
wa.tes and other .imilar sub.tances raise product liability 
concerns that need to be tr.ated .en.itively and fairly by Federal, 
.tate and local governments. 

Communication of the issu.s should be presented in a balanced way 
enabling a more rea.onable and intelligent approach to be developeel 
to address these concerns. Consciousness raising publicity 
concerninq these substances often is emotional and thus acts as I. 
cataly.t to influence the development of mandatory standards and 
costly new construction requirements by .tate and local governmentE 
before the effectiveness of the standards can be proven. This rush. 
to solve the problem often results in unnecessary delays and costE 
for the builder and others in the hOUSing delivery system. The 
issues involved are very complex and thus warrant careful 
examination before standards are established and enforced. 
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The Manufactured Housing Institute and the National 
Manufactured Housing Federation appreciate the subcommittee's 
invitation to participate in its landmark effort to develop an 
effective new framework for national housing policy. We believe this 
is a timely and bold response to a challenge of great public importance 
and burgeoning public need. The Manufactured Housing Institute and the 
National Manufactured Housing Federation are two separate organizations 
that have worked together to develop the following canprehensive set of 
a::mnents. 

The Manufactured Housing Institute 

The Manufactured Housing Institute (MHI) is a national tradeJ 	 association representing builders of manufactured homes. There are 
about 120 canpanies producing homes in more than 300 factories across 
the United States. About one-third of those canpanies are members of 
MHI. These manufacturers, however, account for more than 50 percent of 
all manufactured hames produced annually in the U.S. MHI nertJers also 
include 160 canpanies that supply a wide variety of goods and services 
to producers and consumers of manufactured housing. 

The National Manufactured Housing Federation 

The National Manufactured Housing Federation (NMHF) is a 
national trade association canprised of thirty-eight state and regional 
manufact\l:i.ed housing associations. These state and regional 
associations contain within their nertJerships over 8,000 retailers and 
20,000 developers active in manufactured hame sales, service and land 
development. Ninety percent of all new manufactured homes sold in the 
U.S. in 1986 were sold by NMHF affiliated retailers. NMHF affiliated 
developers own and operate over 1.5 million manufactured hame sites 
across the U.S. 

Background 

Shelter is one of the most basic needs of humanity and the 
availability of decent, affordable housing has long been an object of 
our national policy. However, over the years, the cost of building and 
maintaining residential housing, whether single- or multifamily, has 
risen dramatically. With that rise, the deeply rooted dream of hame 
ownership or a safe comfortable rented dwelling is fading into 
financial impossibility for an increasing number of .l'lllericans. The 
most effective way to restore these basic dreams to a growing segment 
of the population is by reducing the cost of creating and maintaining 
housing. However, even with great efficiencies, the time and expense 
of hames built "stick by stick" on site cannot be substantially 
reduced. Manufactured housing represents a viable means of cracking 
this price barrier and providing affordable, safe, decent and 
attractive housing for a multitude of .l'lllericans. 
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The manufactured housing alternative is a difficult option at 
present because of a canplex and, at ti.Jres, hostile legal and 
regulatory environment that exists. However, it is within the power of 
Congress and the executive agencies acting at the direction of Congress 
to revise the environment to allow the increased use of manufactured 
housing. Ultimately, this will help answer the nation's growing 
housing needs in a way that site-built housing alone cannot answer. 
Manufactured housing-affordable, decent, safe housing-m.lSt be a part 
of any overall solution to the nation's housing shortage. 

First a brief look at the history of the federal government's 
interaction with the manufactured housing industry and the role of 
manufactured housing in the general housing industry. Then we will 
turn to the ways in which legislative initiatives in the Congress can 
further the more general use of manufactured housing. 

In the overall housing market, manufactured hares are 
~llings built in canpliance with a federal regulatory system and are 
fabricated in an off-site manufacturing facility for installation at 
the building site. Presently, manufactured hares are alnost 
exclusively single-family ~llings. Residents may own or rent any 
canbination of hane and real property (i.e. owns hare and property; 
owns hane, rents propertYI or, rents both hane and property). The 
relatively inexpensive price and the value received from manufactured 
housing makes manufactured hanes very attractive for people of low- and 
m:xlerate- incares. 

Although manufactured hanes were originally referred to as 
"mobile hcmes" the vast majority are never moved except from factory to 
hane site. This reality was recognized in Public Law 96-399, where 
federal laws and regulations were amended to substitute "manufactured 
hane" for "mobile hane." Historically, manufactured hcmes have 
generally been restricted by local zoning laws to specific industrially 
and commercially zoned areas that are environmentally and aesthetically 
less attractive than traditional residential zones. However, in recent 
years this trend is changing in many, but not all localities. Many 
local governments are changing restrictive land use policies to treat 
manufactured housing like all other forms of single-family housing. 
Currently, 16 states have adopted laws that prohibit zoning 
discrimination against many forms of manufactured housing. 

Today, manufactured hanes are regulated at the federal level. 
Although for many years, the states were the principal regulators, 
making it nearly impossible for manufacturers to fabricate ~llinys 
that canplied with hundreds of separate state and local statutes and 
regulations. Furthermore, many states were not enforcing standards for 
manufactured hares, and there were legitimate concerns about health and 
safety. So, in 1976 the National Manufactured Heme Construction and 
safety Standards ("I'MHCSS" or "the BUD Code") went into effect 
providing a preemptive, performance oriented, nation-wide set of 
standards and regulatory scheme for manufactured housing. The BUD Code 
ensures that manufacturers Ireet uniform standards. This both protects 
consumers and enables manufacturers to build to one standard, not a 
patchwork of codes. The BUD code is a performance code rather than the 
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prescriptive building codes of site built hares. It is uniquely 
designed for compatibility with the factory production process and it 
sets stringent performance standards for all aspects of design and 
construction. To ensure quality, hare design and construction are 
llOI1itored by both BUD and the National Conference of States on Building 
Codes and Standards. The BUD code allows greater econanies and 
m:lderates the overall costs of manufactured hares. FurtheI!ll)re, a 
p~tive building code fosters the application of new btlilding 
techoo1ogies, a critical factor for a healthy and adaptive housing 
industry. 

Approximately 12 million people live in over 5 million 
manufactured hares, according to U.S. Bureau Census statistics and an 
analysis of the Full Time Occupied Life of Manufactured Hames completed 
by MHI in 1986. 

A 1984 nationwide survey of nearly 10,000 manufactured hare 
residents by Forem:lSt. Insurance Ccrnpany showed that IIDre than 7U 
percent of new manufactured hare buyers are under 40 years of age with 
an average age of 36.6 years. lbeir lI¥3dian family inccm:l is $19,800. 
The cost per square foot of a manufactured hare is alllDst half the 
square footage cost of a site built hare. In 1986 the average square 
footage cost of a site built hare was $49.05, whereas the cost of a 
manufactured hare was only $20.18 per square foot. 

J CANDIDM'E ISSUES FOR A NEW tUlSI~ roLley 
~~-----

While the following camrnents are specific suggestions for 
changes within the current framework of federal housing programs and 
tax policy, MHI and NMHF find a fundamental flaw in the existing 
framework. The organizational structure of the D:!partment of Housing 
and Urban D:!velcpnent (BUD) has resulted in a fragmented and unfocused 
approach to housing. The result has been that not enough attention and 
resources have been effectively focused on providing quality, safe, 
durable shelter in a cost effective manner. This is particularly 
evident in BUD's administration of the manufactured housing program. 

As we have nentioned, manufactured housing is the lIOSt 
affordable form of housing being produced today. HUD plays a primary 
role in our industry, and yet its focus on manufactured housing has 
been towards punitive actions which work to discourage the growth and 
deve10pnent of the industry. This is partly due to an organizational 
structure that is driven by the single family insurance program needs, 
rather than efforts to target assistance towards low inccm:l housing. 
Consideration should be given to reorganizing HUD gy establishing ~ 
specific entity within the D:!partment that would be responsible for the 
imp1enentation of all low ino::ue housing poTICles and programs. 

The BUD Code did not deal with all the problems facing the 
consuners or manufacturers of manufactured housing. For example, there 
is virtually no nethod or provision for the use of manufactured housing 
in multifamily construction-the fire, insulation, structural strength 
and chassis requiteIrents make this impossible. Likewise, neither 
individual consuners nor owners of large manufactured housing 
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facilities can qualify to participate in various federal financial 
programs or for the same kind of beneficial treatment under the 
Internal Revenue Code, as the site-built industry. Moreover, there is 
no federal requirement mandating nondiscriminatory treatment of 
manufactured hales by states and municipalities in their land-use 
policies. MHI and l'l-\HF believe that many of these issues can be 
addressed nost effectively at the federal level and by doing so, 
COngress will put safe, affordable and decent housing within the reach 
of a far greater nUlllber of llmericans. 

Manufactured Housing Construction and Safety Standards ~ 

One of the six principal initiative areas that needs to be 
addressed by a new housing policy is the preservation and improvement 
of the National Manufactured Ihre Construction and Safety Standards 
Program. 

The Department of HUD has taken a nUlllber of actions, and 
proposes others, that seriously threaten this preemptive building code 
system. The department has proposed to deregulate mininun energy 
requirerrents for manufactured hc.lxes, thus subjecting manufactured hc.lxe 
builders to a variety of building codes that literally would gut the 
advantages of a preemptive building code system that allows sinplified 
shipnent in interstate o::mnerce. Congress should ~ legislation to 
~ the secretary of HUn to ~ preenptive uniform ~ 
conservation standards for manufactured hc.lxes and ~~ further 
efforts to repeal the National Manufactured Housing Construction and 
Safety Standards (tHiCSS) Act. 

In addition, the industry urges federal goveJ:Tlllent retention 
of its responsibility for developing standards for manufactured 
housing. HUD recently delegated the federal role of developing and 
maintaining standards to the Council of llmerican BuildiDJ Officials 
(CABO). Not only is CABO ignorant of manufactured housing techniques 
and technologies, but CABO is an organization controlled by local code 
officials and our canpetitors (the site-assembled hc.lxe builders). This 
abdication of authority leaves the "fox guarding the chicken coop." 
The Camerce Department saw this conflict, urged MUD to avoid it and 
was ignored. This rove is inprudent and inproperly delegates MUD's 
regulatory authority in this area. HUn should be directed by Congress 
to fulfill its statutorily mandated responsibilities and neither 
delegate them out nor contract them away. 

Congress should investigate ways of refining the current 
enforcement system and focus efforts 5!! health and safety rather than 
every single aspect of production. This latter responsibility 
rightfully belongs with the manufacturers and their quality control 
SystEmlS and market canpetition. 

In addition Congress should consider anending the tl4HCSS Act 
to allow the use of ~ innovative design and construction techniques 
in the construction of manufactured hales. Specifically it should 
clarify the definition of "permanent chassis· under the act. 
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Because the act is unclear, in 19a6 HUD reversed a 
ten-year-old policy and now insists that the two I-beams and 
crosSllel'bers that serve as a transportation platform during delivery of 
the hane fran the factory to the hane site must remain attached to all 
manufactured hanes whether or not they are needed for structural 
support on site. 

Chce the manufactured hane reaches the hane site, this 
delivery system very often serves no structural purpose whatsoever. In 
fact, it is a detriment to permanent placement of many manufactured 
hares because it impedes installation CNer basements, adds unnecessary 
oost and discourages floor design evolution and multilevel develO[:l'OOnt. 
Further, in sare cases the renDVable platform could be reused in order 
to reduce costs to the hanebuyer. Requiring its permanent attachment 
constitutes a dreadful waste of financial and natural resources. 

~ revision in the statutory definition of ~ manufactured hane 
to ~ that ~ Iretal delivery system need not remain with the hane 
unless structural Integrity S!!. site requires it and ~ revision of the 
HUD Code to provide for coverage of multifamily manufactured housing 
contruction standards would cure these difficulties and benefit both 
cons1.ll'l¥ars and industry. Likewise, ~ broader definition of dwellings 
covered !?Y the HUD Code-especially with revising the chassis 
definition-=WOuld allow other factory built housing players into this 
building arena. 

Presently, for instance, manufacturers of factory assembled 
IT()dular hoosing must build to a patchwork of state and local codes. By 
eliminating the "chassis" requirenent or instituting a broad definition 
of chassis in the HUD Code, another form of inexpensive, factory-built 
housing would becane available to the public. It would also likely 
bring additional manufacturers into the market place, thus increasing 
campetition to the benefit of cons1.ll'l¥ars. 

This would also negate the need for language currently in H. 
R. 4. to provide a study of the feasibility of a separate code for 
IT()dular housing. 

Consistent with the concept of federal preemption of certain 
aspects of the housing industry regulation, the industry supports 
legislation that would ~ the HUD Code to site-built housing in 
jurisdictions where no site built ~ exists. This legislation would 
provide needed safety and habitability standards where none presently 
are in place and does so by use of a system of standards whose 
performance has been proven CNer the last 11 years. If a local 
Jurisdiction wanted other than HUD-Code provisions, it 'WOUld need only 
enact a local code. Thus, this legislation would spur localities to 
take responsibility for their own building codes and in the Ireantime 
protect cons1.ll'l¥ar safety and econcmic welfare. 

In order to ensure a IlOre streamlined regulatory system for 
the develO[:l'OOnt and adoption of a national preemptive building code and 
enforcement system, Congress should consider revisions to the 
Mninistrative Procedures Act to provide for negotiateCrrUlemaking of 
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HUD standards. This plan was endorsed by the Pres ident 's Ccmnission on 
Housing in its 198:l report. Briefly, the proposal would allOifi the 
agencies and industry jointly to identify and address the issues, 
putting before the agency IlDre pertinent information needed to develop 
practical and cost effective regulations. This process would allOifi the 
parties to focus their efforts on the real issues, bringing relevent, 
not extraneous, data to the regulatory process. Negotiated rulemaking 
also would ccmpel the early involvenent of managers and technicians in 
the process, increasing the likelihood that pragmatic, workable rules 
would result. Hand in hand with negotiated rulemaking nust go a 
legislative strengthening of the Freedail of Information .Act to protect 
from disclosure sensitive business information provided to the agencies 
in the process. The effect of these revisions would be to diminish the 
adversarial climate which presently exists between agencies and the 
people and businesses affected by their rules. The diminution of 
conflict would produce substantial savings to goverment and industry. 

Housing and camunity Develop.rent Programs 

Federal housing assistance is available to communities in a 
multitude of forns, ranging from direct grants, to IlDrtgage insurance 
to tax incentives. In each case, a whole host of preconditions nust be 
!ret by a carm.mity in order to be eligible to receive the fuOOs. 
However, many ccmnunities discriminate against various forns of 
affordable housing, especially manufactUred housing, by either 
restrictive zoning and covenants which relegate all manufactured hcmes 
to undesirable industrial sites or prohibit their use altogether. 
There also might be discriminatory tax treatJrent or provision of 
municipal services. For exanple, many communities eliminate the 
options for reasonably priced housing by virtue of zoning ordinances 
which limit single family hcmes to minimum acreage requirenents (of 5 
acres). Land costs therefore becaoo prohibitive for rooderately priced 
hales. When these actions are examined, they are seen for what they 
are: discrimination. Not only discrimination against the manufactured 
housing producers and their jobbers, but, by extension, their 
COIlSUJrers- low- and noderate- incaoo Americans. To attenpt to 
segregate them or eliminate them from a community by making affordable 
manufactured housing unavailable is reprehensible. To petmit this de 
facto discrimination is unacceptable in our society. 

MHI and l'HiF urge Congress to tackle this problem with a 
two-pronged approach. First, Congress should provide communities with 
~ incentives to develop affordable housing. For exanple, a 
ccmnunity might have increased access to IlDrtgage insurance programs, 
block grant funds or favorable tax treatJrent, in exchange for an 
~ressive affordable housing devel~nt program. Congress should 
include in the statutory criteria for evaluating a oommunity's 
eligibility for such programs an evaluation of the community's use of 
affordable housing. In short, equitable treatJrent would allOifi program 
participation. Of course, the second prong is that in the event a 
ccmnunity discriminates against affordable housing, its"EiIigTIiIIity to 
participate in ~ federal housing assistance programs would 
disappear. 
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Similarly, federal assistance through HUD is presently 
available to rehabilitate rental housi~. These HUD funds not only 
assist in the rehabilitation of the units themselves, but help provide 
assistance for the displaced tenants which is attendant to the 
rehabilitation process. Many old rental IIObile h<:l!re parks are in 
desperate need of rehabilitation. fbwever, because of the definitional 
language of the statute, these funds cannot be used to rehabilitate 
them. MHI supports legislative that would enable IIObile 
hc:.IIe parks to participate in the rehabilitation program. 

r'lood Insurance Programs 

The industry is greatly concerned about the potential 
displacement of over 300,000 low and lIOderate income families currently 
residing in existing manufactured home communities. Flood insurance 
regulation changes promulgated by the Federal Emergency Management 
Agency in 1986, will in effect close thousands of existi~ manufactured 
hc:.IIe communities. 

With passage of the Supplemental Appropriations Act of 1987, 
Congress has effectively barred FEMA fram enforcing these regulations 
until September 30, 1988. While the industry is appreciative of 
Congress' expedient action, we continue to have deep concerns about the 
ultimate resolution of this issue. 

we support FEMA's goal to encourage effective flood plan 
management, however, the goals must be counter-balanced with concerns 
for displaci~ low and lIOderate incame families currently residi~ in 
manufactured h<:l!res in flood plains. Congress should indefinitely delay 
implementation of the new FEMA regulations and provide funeli~ for 
additional research on the related issues. Research funding should 
authorize deIIOnstration projects where various alternatives could be 
developed and tested. 

Housing Programs 

Hanel in hand with rehabilitation programs for low- and 
=derate- incame manufactured housi~ are public housi~ programs. The 
IIOSt econanic expediture of scarce public housing funds would be to 
purchase manufactured housi~. Funds from these programs cannot 
presently be used to purchase manufactured housing. To remedy this 
problem and ease the strain on our public housing programs, MHI anel 
I+I.HF urge that statutory cilarqes be made so that ~ rousil'¥J program 
funds can be used to purchase manufactured housi~ and develop projects 
involving manufactured housing. 

The Co~ress should seriously lcok. for ways to encourage 
~ rousing cleveloprents such ~ vantage Glen in !.!.09. County, 
washington. With diminishi~ federal subsidies for public housi~, the 
Ki~ County Public Housil'¥J Authority has the answer for providi~ 
low-incame housi~ in a pleasant, accessible and safe environment. The 
project for senior citizens, uses manufactured housing in their 
traditionally sited manner, where the h<:l!re is owned and the site is 
rented from the hous11'¥J authority. 
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'Ihe King County Housing Authority made use of several 
resources in developing the 168-unit manufactured hare <XIIlII.1!lity. 
First, it financed the purchase of the site with a <XIIlII.1!lity 
devel<lplt1:lnt block grant, which averaged $3,500 per unit. Park 
construction and devel<lplt1:lnt, which ran to nearly $10,000 a unit, was 
financed with tax exempt bond anticipation notes. The housing 
authority worked out an arrangerrent with a local bank to prcNide 
attractive financing of the hares. Residents pay fran between $100 to 
$300 per month less than the cost of a traditional high-rise project 
while enjoying the attractiveness and spaciousness of a single-family 
hare catmunity. In King County, public subsidizes were reduced by at 
least 50 percent over the cost of a nationally subsidized high rise 
construction project. 

Wlile not appropriate for aU areas where public housing is 
needed, the Vantage Glen project can be duplicated by the public sector 
or private nonprofits, and costs of public subsidies can be 
substantially reduced. 

PUblic housing 1IiOU1d also be well served by revision of the 
pennanent chassis definition in the federal statute (see above) because 
it would greatly facilitate multiunit housing projects rather than only 
single-family dwellings. The creation of III.Iltiunit, multilevel public 
housing projects fran manufactured hares 1IiOU1d produce tremendous 
savings because real estate costs 1IiOU1d be kept to a mini.m.m. By 
redefining the HUD code, to include both single- and III.Iltifamily 
constructioo, manufactured hares could be assembled into IIIJltiunit, 
III.Iltilevel housing projects. 'Ihe savings in real estate costs alone 
1IiOU1d help spread public housing dollars to a larger number of 
projects. 

Housing Finance and Tax Issues 

The key to the future in any m:xIern industry is research and 
devel<lplt1:lnt. Without R&D, there is no opportunity for improveoent of 
product or manufacturing techniques or for reducing costs. Money 
invested in R&D is noney spent in the public interest. MHI supports, 
therefore, amendnents to the Internal Revenue Code and ~ related 
federal illCCl'le ~ regulations to prcNide for ~ deductioo or credit for 
funds expended .!?:i. manufacturers or service prcNiders in their R&D 
activities. 

Within the field of finance is the issue of the foDrtgage 
Credit Certificates (MCCs) created by the Tax Reform Act of 1984. The 
K:Cs are issued to hare purchasers by a state or local housing finance 
agency as an alternative to issuing tax exeapt IlDrtgage revenue bonds. 
The purchaser then uses the MCCs to produce a dollar-for-dollar tax 
reduction in an annmt equal to the annmt of the credit. This pmgI'i:'lll 
mkes hare buying a real possibility for many low- and m:xIerate- in<Xl!e 
purchasers. 

There is a sunset prcNisioo to the I«X:s program of DecelJt)er 
31, 1988. MHI and !iMHF urge the Congress either to lift or extend this 
sunset date to continue this valuable ~. -- - ---- 
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<.be of the rrost troubling problems facing manufactured 
housing is its continued treabrent as personal property. Unlike 
site-built housing, manufactured housing is often thought of as an item 
of personal property stuck on real property. Often ti.Jres, tlOO 
different entities own the personal and the real properties. Because 
of this peculiarity of the method by which manufactured llcmes and their 
sites are owned, they do not fit into the formula established by 
Treasury Department regulations defining llcmes that are eligible for 
roortgage revenue bond financing. 

In short, a state or local governmental authority cannot 
issue IlOrtgage revenue bonds, whose incane raceives preferential tax 
treabrent, on manufactured halles unless they are owned with the real 
estate on which they are sited and are treated as a real estate entity. 
'!herefore, MIll and ~ support legislative action to revise the 
Internal Revenue Code and instruct the Treasury Depart:iie'ii:tto amend its 
regulations so that manufactured halles not owned in conjunction with 
the real estate on which they are sited will still be eligible for 
IlOrtgage revenue bond financing. 

Continuing in the area of tax refoI1!l, in the Tax RefoI1!l .Act 
of 1986, the recovery period for residential rental property was 
increased to 27-1/2 years and accelerated depreciation was replaced 
with straight-line depreciation. In order to qualify the land, 
improvements and residence must be owned by the same entity, here the 
developer. MIll and 1'Hfr' support ~ lifting this ownership 
requirement because in a manufactured llcme rental camamity the land, 
improvements and residence are seldan owned by the same entity. 
Presently, many manufactured halle camu.mities are not classified as 
residential property (which IOOUld allow them a 27-l/2-year 
straight-line depreciation schedule). Rather, they are classified as 
nonresidential property compelling a 31-1/2 year straight-line 
depreciation schedule. In this connection, the industry supports a 
redefinition of residential rental property to include all manufactured 
llcme camamities not merely those in which the manufactured halle is 
periiianently affixed to the real estate and both llcme and land are
financied as real estate and owned py the landlord. 'Ibis simply is a 
logical and straight-forward amendment which recognizes the reality 
that these camamities are residential properties occupied prusuant to 
a lease. 'Ibis reclassification IOOUld also allow developers of 
manufactured housing-based residential rental projects to avail 
themselves of the incentives under the 1980 act providing for 
low-incrne housing credits. '!hese credits on new construction or 
rehabilitation of low-incane rental housing IOOUld go a long way when 
applied to less expensive manufactured housing than to IlOre expensive 
site-built housing. 

'!he redefinition of manufactured halle rental camamities as 
residential rental property lOOuld, obviously, apply to low-incane 
residential rental property. But, the elimination of the accelerated 
depreciation system in the 1986 act has severely hampered the 
development or redevelopment of manufactured halle rental camu.mities 
for low-incane residents. MIll and l'MiF urge the specific limited 
reinstatement of accelerated depreciation over ~ ten-~ period for 
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manufactured hane cc:mwnities for low-incane residents. Manufactured 
housing carm.mities can provide one of the least-expensive means of 
providing low-incane housing, and the quicker this housing is 
available, the better for the public at large. 'lbese tax reform items. 
can provide sufficient inducement for the manufactured housing industry 
and developers to systematically respood to the acute shortage of 
low-incane housing. 

Finally, within the area of finance are the matters relating 
to Federal National fobrtgage Association (FIlMA) and Federal Hc:rre Loan 
fobrtgage Corporation (FHI.MC) authority to purchase and sell personal 
property loans used to finance the purchase of manufactured housiny. 
'lbe agencies could do this just as they purchase and sell IIDrtgages for 
site-built housing. However, for reasons best known to themselves, 
neither agency chooses to exercise this authority. Therefore, the 
industry supports a Congressional direction to these agencies either 
the form of ~ joint resolution ~ other appropriate vehicle to ~ 
use ~ authority to purchase personal property loans !?:i ~ date 
certaln 10 the ~ future. 

v.e feel that the absence of conventional secondary market 
programs as Jrentioned above, is at least a part of the reason that a 
loan to purchase a manufactured home typically carries an interest rate 
that is 2-3 percent higher than interest rates on real estate 
IIDrtgages. Having programs operated by ENolA and FHLMC for manufactured 
housing personal property loans could help close that gap in interest 
rates and help housing affordability greatly. 

Housing Insurance Issues 

Within the field of insurance, there are several issues of 
~rtance to the manufactured housing industry. 

First, the present system of Veterans Administration (VA) 
loans and loans under Federal Housing Administration's (FHA) Title I of 
the National Ho~Act should be preserved. Likewise, the present
system of VA and FHA insurance of personal property loans on the 
purchase of manufactured hanes should be preserved. The present system 
of the FHA insuring manufactured housing loans only as a portfolio must 
be broadened to encourage the insuring on a loan-by-loan besis. 
Related to the portfolio loan policy is the FHA's practice under the 
National fbusing J\ct to issue loan insurance that covers only 
lo-percent of the portfolio, less the auomt of any claims made. This 
coverage is autanatically reduced 10 percent each year, even if there 
are no claims. MHI and the IiMHF support an elimination of the lu 
percent coverage limit !?:i arrending the National Housing Act:--And MHI 
and IiMHF urge Congress to prohibit HUD's autanatic annual reduction in 
insurance coverage. 

second, the availability of IIDrtgage insurance for 
condaninium-style manufactured hane developll!!!nts needs to be expanded 
if IIDre low- and nvderate- incane condaninil.ll\ manufactured hane 
developmants are to be built. Presently, section 234 of the National 
Housing Act limits IIDrtgage insurance available to new or rehabititable 
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condominium developments to those that are multiunit, multifamily 
develo);tl'ents. This reflects the nature of condaninium develo);tl'ent in 
the early 1960's when the National Housing Act becarre law. At that 
time, rrost, if not all, condaniniums were multistory, multiunit 
buildings, often converted apartment houses, although new construction 
was beginning to be done. Through that historical quirk, the National 
Housing Act's language is keyed to those sorts of condaniniums. Since 
that time, condominium-style ownership has been applied to all sorts of 
dwellings including detached homes or townhouses where there is a fee 
ownership of both the lot and the home, and catm:>n ownership of other 
areas. Condominium ownership plans have also been applied to 
manufactured home oarnmunities in which the homes and lots are sold as a 
package, and to oarnmunities in which the hare sites are organized under 
a condaninium regime and the resident purchases and locates a 
manufactured home as a seperate function. Unfortunately, the 
provisions of section 234 have not kept pace with develo);tl'ents in the 
rousing industry. 

I'breover, the office of the general counsel at HOD issued a 
legal opinion in 1979 explicitly concluding that the agency had no 
legal authority to insure develO);tl'ents of manufactured housing pursuant 
to section 234. Therefore, the industry supports legislation that 

include manufactured rousing develop;rents owned 
~ eligible condaniniums for the purpose 

under section 234. As an alternative, 
eg=Fis""l""a-7-t "'ion that would permit iiPr§age insurance 

under section 234 for condominium develop;rents other than nultiunit 
~h-rise-type structures. 

In addition, MHI and l'to'!HF support revisions to section 207 of 
the Housing Act that would revitalize and update that - 
insurance ~ to make it suitable for current develop;rent or 
rehabilitation of manufactured home rental oarnmunities. For example, 
oarnmunities financed through the section 207 program cannot restrict 
their rental of a hare site to residents who have purchased or rented a 
manufactured hare from a specific dealer or manufacturer. This 
restriction is ultimately more costly to both residents and the 
government because it discourages both joint venturing by retailers or 
manufacturers and discourages developers selling shares in a 
cooperative oarnmunity (one in which the hares and land are developed 
together and owned by the community). Similarly, in cooperative 
oarnmunities purchasers of manufactured homes with Title I mortgage 
insurance must separately finance purchase of their share in the 
cooperative, even though the cooperative is financed through the 
section 207 program. MHI and NMHF support bringing consistency to 
these cases and the others like them in an effort to revitalize the 
section 207 program. 

we believe that manufactured housing can make one of its 
greatest contributions by providing affordable housing to rural 
citizens. The Farmers Home Administration (FmHA) implemented a Section 
502 manufactured housing program on November 18, 1986. It is too early 
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to predict the pIUJrams ultimate success, ~ver, we believe the 
program should be revised to reduce cumbersare and unneccessary 
requirements. 

EmHA has the Congressional authority to irnplenent a program 
under section 515 (Rental Rural Housing) but has not done so. Wi:! 
believe that a Section 515 pIUJram for manufactured housing would be 
treIrendously successful because the pIUJram procedures would be rore 
broadly accepted by retailers and developers in the manufactured 
housing industry. 

In conclusion, the Manufactued Housing Institute and the 
National Manufactured Housing Federation support the efforts of the 
Congress to examine and develop an effective national housing policy. 
With the ever-expanding need for housing in the nation and ever-rising 
costs, scarce dollars must be carefully spent by both the public and 
government to ensure our citizens safe, decent and affordable housiny. 
Through thoughtful reform of the statutory framework applied to 
manufactured housing and through a consistent and uniform application 
of the law, this goal can be achieved. 

'Ihank you very much for inviting the Manufactured Housing 
Institute to participate in these hearings. 
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I. Housing as a National Priority 

A. TIlEISSUE 

Where will we live - we Americans - in the decade ahead and in the next century? 
Our parents, our children, and our children's children all face rising housing costs and 
many face diminished housing choices. Housing remains one of the basic human 
needs, yet until recently it had fallen off the national agenda. 

Whether aspiring to be homeowners or renters, whether in vibrant urban 
growth areas or in older towns or in the rural countryside, for the first time in our his
tory young people entering the housing market typically cannot achieve housing equal 
to what their parents could afford. 

Homeownership costs have outstripped the growth of typical household in
comes. Rents are absorbing ever-higher shares of poor families' incomes. This is 
happening at the same time that Federal domestic policy attention has shifted to other 
priorities. Housing as a vital national issue has been crowded out by the problems of 
energy, agriculture, manufacturing, health costs, and general welfare. 

For nearly a decade, the Federal commitment to housing has been on the 
decline. The housing budget has been slashed by two-thirds, more than any other sec
tor of the national budget. The major Federal housing assistance programs of the 
1960s and 1970s either have been eliminated or are being phased out. Public housing 
is undermaintained and is wasting away. The stock of federally assisted units faces a 
long-term decline as existing subsidy contracts expire. 

As an industry, a group of people, involved full time in financing housing as 
well as places of work, shopping, and recreation, we at the Mortgage Bankers Associa
tion of America welcome the opportunity to share our research and views on what na
tional housing policy should be. As we look toward the coming session of Congress, 
to the next national elections, and to the balance of this decade, we see that this is the 
time to weave housing back into the fabric ofnational policy. The way we house our
selves is too important a part of what we are - how we view ourselves as a people - to 
be neglected any longer. 

This report is an expression by the Mortgage Bankers Association of 
America of where we are and where we believe we should be heading in national 
housing policy. We have chosen to focus not just on the elements of finance with 
which we are most familiar, but on a full range of issues that we believe we are com
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petent to address. The fabric ofhousing issues is an intricate tapestry that can only be 
comprehended when looked at as a whole. 

B. FROM VISION TO RF.AU'IY-TIlE FRAMEWORK. OF mIS REPORT 

Senators Cranston and D'Amato

-you ask us to propose "building blocks" for a major new housing bill. 

We will try to do more. Before the building blocks should come a design. 
And before that, a vision - in the mind ofan architect or of many architects. Housing 
policy needs to start with a vision of what it is we want to accomplish, and for whom. 

That vision needs to have foundations in reality. A starting point of this 
report is to depict a clear sense ofwhat our shelter conditions and their shortcomings 
are. This report looks in detail at the qualitative and quantitative dimensions ofhous
ingneeds. 

This assessment of housing needs in turn is set in a larger landscape of 
demographic and economic forces. Fundamental to a successful housing policy is a 
realistic understanding of the directions imposed by emerging demographic, 
geographic, and other trends. Public policy works best when it uses or reinforces the 
underlying wishes and powerful natural trends at work among people throughout the 
economy. We examine demographic, geographic, and other such forces in separate 
chapters of this report 

Part of the environment within which housing policy will be shaped are the 
constraints imposed Qy limited resources and by competing priorities. Housing is a 
major user of labor, building materials, and land We face serious choices in both our 
private and our public activities between building new housing and new communities 
or preserving the structures and neighborhoods already in place. 

Housing is also the single largest user ofcredit in the nation's financial net
work. Dependence on long term mortgage financing makes housing especially vul
nerable to cycles and volatility in interest rates and to the effects of Federal monetary 
and fiscal policies. These realities, too, are examined in this report. 

Once the economic and demographic landscape is in focus, and the dimen
sions of housing needs are in view, we get on with the business of articulating the 
building blocks ofhousing policy. Each of these building blocks rests on one of three 
s:oncs;pts. which are central to the whole structure of this report 
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1. First, homeownership. while not for everyone, is a cornerstone of the 
American way ofliCe. It provides opportunity for independence, self-expression, and 
a sense of fulfillment. Homeownership gets people involved in their communities, 
and with their government. It builds good citizens. Homeownership, therefore, 
should be a goal of Federal housing policy. It can and should be pursued primarily 
through the updating and refinement of the mortgage insurance and secondary 
market programs already in place and working. 

2. Second, government has an obligation to help people who cannot help 
themselves. This should be done primarily through rental housing assistance 
programs. To be cost-effective, and to preserve existing communities and the exist
ing housing stock, where market conditions allow, it should rely first on rental assis
tance in occupying existing housing. In the many markets where this is not feasible, a 
program is proposed for new construction and substantial rehabilitation that com
bines the best features of past and present programs. State and local governments 
should have a major role in deciding on suitable delivery systems and management of 
the housing assistance process. 

3. Third, private markets should be allowed to function competitively, and ef
ficiently, so as to keep housing and mortgage credit costs to a minimum. Also, 
numerous opportunities exist for streamlining and reducing the costs related to 
buying a home. Recommendations are made for removing unnecessary obstacles to 
the free flow of credit and other resources, and for reducing costs. 

Housing policy also needs commitment and follow-through from people 
who care. New laws must be transformed into regulations and procedures, and into 
organizational structures and managements to carry them out. We need people to run 
those organizations who are committed to their programs. We need leadership with 
the energy to initiate and sustain action, or, to put it another way, to translate inten
tions into reality and sustain it. 

This report presents MBA's view of the vision, foundations, and the "build
ing blocks" for a new national housing policy. To respond to your request, each major 
section of the report includes specific suggestions for public policy action. These 
recommendations are summarized in the concluding chapter of the report. 
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ll. The Economic Framework For Housing Policy 

A. OVERVIEW 

The development of a new framework for national housing policy begins with a 
broad overview of housing and the national economy. Improvement in the quantity 
and quality of housing for American families must continue to be a major objective of 
economic as well as social policy. Methods to achieve that objective have to recog
nize other important national goals, limitations on available resources, and progress 
made in the past to provide more satisfactory living quarters for U.S. residents. 

The period since the end of World War n has been one of substantial 
progress in increasing the quantity, and improving the quality, of housing for the 
average American family. The stock of housing has grown faster than real gross na
tional product (GNP). with the result that the quantity of housing services enjoyed by 
American families has risen as a share of real output (Exhibit II-I). In constant dol
lar terrns, personal consumption of housing services was just over 6 percent of GNP 
in 1946; by the middle years of the 19705, the figure had risen to around 9.5 to 10 per
cent, and has generally stayed in that range during the past decade. 

Aggregate measures ofhousing quality are not readily available. One rough 
aggregate indicator comes from statistics published by the U.S. Department of Com
merce on prices of new homes of the kind sold during a particular year. These statis
tics indicate that improvements in the amenities provided in newly constructed homes 
account for over one-third of the increase in new home prices from 1963 to 1983. 

The largest part of the postwar increase in personal consumption of hous
ing services relative to GNP. shown in Exhibit n-l. reflects the services of owner
occupied homes. Until relatively recently. families increasingly realized the dream of 
owning their own home. The homeownership rate (the percentage of households 
owning their own home) grew steadily over the first three decades of the post-World 
War II period, to 65.6 percent in 1980 (Exhibit 11-2). A strong economy. relatively low 
mortgage interest rates, and a solid Federal government commitment to improve the 
quantity and quality of housing were all contributing factors to this increase. 

More recently. cracks have begun to appear in this wall of housing progress. 
For example. the share of housing services in GNP has declined in recent years, even 
though the share attributable to tenant nonfarm space rent was gradually increasing. 
as indicated in Exhibit II-3. The decline stemmed in part from a reduction in the 
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Personal Consumption of 
Housing Services 
Percent of GNP 
Constant Dollar.! 

Owner· Tenant· 
Occupied Occupied 
Nonfarm Nonfarm 

Space Space All 
Total Rent Rent Other 

1980 9.81 6.65 2.31 .85 
1981 9.82 6.66 2.36 .80 
1982 10.14 6.89 2.46 .79 
1983 .9.92 6.72 2.43 .77 
1984 9.51 6.46 2.34 .71 
1985 9.45 6.39 2.38 .68 
1986 9..43 6.35 2.41 .67 
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number of farm families and the abandonment of a substantial number of farm homes. 
However, it also stemmed from a reduction in the share of GNP attributable to 
owner-occupied nonfarm space rent. This may be a reflection of the decline in the 
homeowners hip rate from 65.6 percent in 1980 to 63.8 percent in 1986. 

The decline in homeownership since 1980 has been concentrated among 
younger households (Exhibit 11-4). Among households headed by persons 50 years or 
older, the rate of homeownership has been essentially unchanged over the past six 
years. In contrast, among households headed by persons less than 35 years of age, 
homeownership rates have declined quite dramatically. The available evidence indi
cates that reduced housing affordability is mainly responsible for this decline in 
homeownership. 

B. HOUSING AFFORDABIUTY 

1. Rental Housing Costs 

Measuring the affordability of housing is relatively straightforward for 
rental housing, because it involves mainly a comparison of the costs of rent and 
utilities with median family income . 

. Exhibit II-5 shows percentage changes in residential rent, utilities, and 
median family income for selected periods since 1970. During the 1970s, average an
nual growth of median family income exceeded by a substantial margin the increase 
in residential rent, but fell well short of the increase in the cost of utilities -which 
were driven up by dramatically higher world oil prices. Since 1980, the rise in median 
family income has slightly exceeded the rise in utility costs, but has fallen short of the 
increase in residential rents. Over the entire 16-year period, however, residential 
rents rose less than median family income and less than the rise in overall consumer 
prices. 

For families headed by persons 35 years and over, average yearly increases 
in median family income from 1970 to 1986 were well-above the average increase in 
rent, but generally below the increase in utility costs. For younger families, the figures 
are much grimmer. For those headed by persons in the 15-25 age group, the average 
yearly increase in median family income from 1970 to 1986 fell below the rise in rents 
and far below the increase in utility costs. The income shortfall was particularly acute 
for younger families from 1980 to 1986. 

To a large degree, rental housing problems can be traced to problems of in
adequate income. Rents have continued to rise as a percentage of real GNP; and in 
recent years apartment building construction has been so substantial relative to 
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demand for rental space that the vacancy rate has risen considerably. Moreover, 
residential rents since 1970 have risen less than overall consumer prices, and less than 
median family income. Such aggregate facts are, of course, small comfort to families 
and nonrelated individuals whose income levels are so low that they cannot afford 
decent rental housing. But they are facts that should be kept in mind in addressing 
national rental housing affordability problems. 

2. Costs of Homeownership 

The costs of owning a home, as opposed to renting, may be measured in al
ternative ways - before or after taxes, focusing just on the monthly payment of prin
cipal and interest (P&I) or including other homeowner costs, measuring cash costs 
only or including other opportunity costs as well. None of the available indexes of 
ownership affordability deals with the various elements of homeowners' costs in a 
fully satisfactory way. But they all indicate that homeownership is less affordable now 
than in most postwar years prior to 1977. 

The most well-known index of housing affordability is published by the Na
tional Association of Realtors (NAR). This index focuses on the principal cash costs 
faced by a homebuyer-the monthly payment of interest and principal. Other cash 
costs such as property taxes, utilities, insurance, and maintenance and repairs are not 
explicitly included. Moreover, the interest cost is treated on a pre-tax basis. While 
these simplifying assumptions are a limitation, it is widely recognized that variations 
in mortgage interest rates and home prices are the principal sources of change in the 
cash costs of homeownership. 

In the NAR index, monthly payments of interest and principal are estimated 
based on prevailing mortgage interest rates, the median price ofexisting single-family 
homes sold, and an assumed 20 percent downpayment. The amount of income neces
sary to qualify for such a loan is calculated based on underwriting guidelines estab
lished by the Federal National Mortgage Association (Fannie Mae) and the Federal 
Home Loan Mortgage Corporation (Freddie Mac). The magnitude of income 
needed to qualify for a loan relative to median family income determines the affor
dability of a home. 

The NAR index, shown in Exhibit 11-6, indicates that homeowners hip af
fordability in the first half of 1987 regained levels not seen in almost a decade. The 
NAR index also indicates that, from a cash costs standpoint, homeownership is con
siderably less affordable today than it was during the early years of the 19705. 

Exhibit 11-7 seeks to identify some of the underlying reasons for the 
deterioration in the affordability of owning a home in the 1970s, and the more recent 
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Exhibilll·7 

Percent Change, 
Annual Rate 

1970·81 1981·86 

Median Family Income 7.7 5.0 
Monthly Payment of Interest and Principal 15.4 -3.2 

Home Price 10.1 3.9 
Mortgage Rate 5.5 -7.5 

Consumer Prices 8.0 3.8 
Average Gross Hourly Earnings' 7.4 3.8 
Average Gross Weekly Earnings' 7.1 3.6 

'Privale Nonfann Economy 

Souree: u.s. Departmenl "f Com....re... Bureau ..f Iht' C.nsus. and u.s. Departmenl ..f Labo,. !!ureau 
of I.abot SlalisllcS. 
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improvement, reflected in the NAR index. Shown there are annual rates of change in 
median family income and the monthly P&I payment from 1970 to 1981, and from 
1981 to 1986, along with annual rates of change in consumer prices and wages over 
the same two periods. 

The message in these statistics is rather simple. The 19705 were years of 
high inflation. Real incomes showed little increase, because productivity growth was 
low and rising prices of foreign oil were draining income from the U.S. Inflation led 
to a dramatic increase in mortgage interest rates, and home prices rose sharply as weU. 
The cash costs of housing increased much faster than family income. Since 1981, in
flation has come down, mortgage interest rates have fallen, and home prices have 
risen more slowly. The cash costs of housing have actually declined, while median 
family income has advanced at a pace somewhat above the rate of inflation. Changes 
in the rate of inflation are clearly the principal source of changes in the cash costs of 
homeownership and in this measure of affordability. 

Exhibit II-8 shows estimates by the MITIHarvard Joint Center for Housing 
Studies of the relation between cash costs and total costs of homeownership, each 
shown as a percentage of median household income. During the 19705, rates of home 
price appreciation were high compared with the level of mortgage interest rates. 
During those years, the total costs of homeownership were low relative to cash costs. 
More recently, rates of home price appreciation have been low relative to the level of 
mortgage interest rates, so that the total costs of homeowners hip have risen sharply 
relative to the cash costs. In 1986, total costs of homeownership as a percent of 
median income were much higher, relative to the years of the 1910s, than was the case 
for cash costs. 

This difference between cash costs and total costs of homeownership cor
responds roughly to the difference between nominal (actual) and real (after adjust
ment for inflation) mortgage interest rates (Exhibit 11-9). From 1970 through 1918, 
increasing nominal mortgage interest rates were accompanied by an even faster rise 
of home prices. Consequently, real mortgage interest rates declined and were nega
tive from the mid 1970s until 1981. Real mortgage interest rates rose to dramatic 
heights during the first half of the 19805 before turning down. Today's level of real 
mortgage interest rates is still very high by historical standards. 

The two measures of homeownership costs are both important because they 
have relevance for potential homebuyers in different financial situations. To an in
dividual whose annual income is barely enough to meet the qualifying income of a 
typical mortgage lender, the cash costs of homeownership are likely to be more criti
cal. An increase in the cash costs may prohibit such an individual from buying a house, 
even though future appreciation in the value of that house might make it an attractive 
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Exhibil II·g 

Housing Costs as a 
Percentage of 
Median Household Income 
R ... ."nl Purchast'rs 

After-tax 
Total Costs" Cash Costs" 

1970 11.6 
1971 15.4 
1972 7.0 
1973 11.0 
1974 11.0 
1975 I:to 
1976 9.2 
1977 X.I 
1978 7.1 
1979 11l.6 
1980 24.0 
1981 :~5.5 
1982 41.6 
1983 :~2.2 
1984 33.7 
1985 30.2 
1986 27.8 

21.9 
22.9 
23.5 
26.6 
28.5 
29.9 
:~0.7 

:J 1.4 
:~4.X 
:~5.7 
:~6.9 
35.7 
37.4 
31.8 
:12.0 
31.6 
30.4 
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investment. For a person whose current income is well above qualifying levels, the 
total costs of homeownership may be the more relevant measure. High total costs of 
homeownership may encourage such an individual to meet his or her needs for shel· 
ter by renting rather than purchasing, or by acquiring a smaller home. 

Both concepts ofcosts and affordability help to explain why homeownership 
rates have declined since 1980. High cash costs early in the 1980s kept many younger, 
first-time, home buyers out of the market for several years. At the same time, the con
tinued relatively high levels of real mortgage interest rates and total homeownership 
costs help to explain why single-family housing starts and sales in the past two years 
have remained below the levels of the late 1970s, when nominal mortgage interest 
rates were close to those prevailing today. 

Exhibit H·lO shows indexes of cash affordability by age of family head. Be
tween 1970 and 1986, cash afford ability declined by nearly one-half for families in the 
15 to 24 age group, one·third for those in the 25 to 34 age group, and about one·fourth 
for older families. 

For younger families, families in lower-income brackets, and first·time 
homebuyers, high cash costs are not the only obstacle to homeownership. Often, the 
principal hurdle that must be surmounted is the size of the downpayment. To il
lustrate this point, Exhibit II·1 I shows what a 10 percent downpayment on an average
priced home of constant quality amounts to as a percent of median family income by 
age of family head. For families in the 15 to 24 age group, the figure rose from 41 per
cent in 1970 to 62 percent in 1986; for those in the 25 to 34 age group, the increase 
was from 29 to 35 percent. For older age groups, the increase was smaller, and it ac
tually declined for families in the 65 and over age bracket. 

With regard to homeowners hip, problems of affordability partly reflect the 
distribution of income, but there are more general problems as well. The costs of 
homeownership have risen much faster than median family income over the past 15 
to 20 years. The reason is that interest rates today-in both real and nominal terms
are far higher than they were two decades ago. Methods to improve the ability of 
American families to own their own home are unlikely to be very successful if they do 
not take account of that fact. 

C. OTHER NATIONAL PRIORITIES 

These aggregate statistics point to an increasingly serious problem of af
fordability in recent years, although the nature of the problem differs as between 
rental housing and owner-occupied homes. Affordability problems in both areas are 
particularly acute for younger families. Disaggregated statistics shown elsewhere in 
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this report reveal an even starker picture ofhousing inadequacies for large, and grow
ing, numbers of American households. In considering what should be done about 
these problems, consideration needs to be given to other important national 
economic priorities. If more resources are devoted to housing, where should they 
come from? 

It would be widely agreed that the list of urgent national priorities is a long 
one. Three stand out as major problem areas whose solution impinges directly and 
indirectly on the ability to increase the amount of resources available for housing. 
They are: 1) the need to increase productivity growth; 2) reduction in the Federal 
budget deficit, and 3) reducing the U.S. trade and current account deficits with the 
rest of the world. 

1. Productivity Growth 

One of the widely discussed disappointments of recent years is the slow
down of productivity growth in the U.S. economy. Over the first 25 years of the post
war period, productivity in the private nonfarm business economy (output per unit of 
labor input) increased on average about 2.25 to 2.5 percent per year. Since then, in
creases have averaged around 1 percent a year, or somewhat less, depending on which 
years are used as end points for measurement purposes. 

The sources of this slowdown in productivity growth are not well under
stood, nor is there any obvious solution at hand to accelerate the growth of produc
tivity - which is so important to future living standards. Itwould probably be general
ly agreed, however, that an indispensable part of a program to improve productivity 
in the nonfarm business sector would be to increase the rate ofnet investment in non
residential fixed capital. As Exhibit 11-12 indicates. the ratio of net investment in non
residential capital to GNP in recent years has been unusually low, barely over 2.5 per
cent, compared with figures of 3 percent or more during most of the postwar years. 

2. Reducing the Federal Budget DeOcit 

Progress in reducing the Federal budget deficit in fiscal 1987 has been 
heartening: the deficit this fiscal year will be $60 to $70 billion below the $220 billion 
figure of fiscal 1986. Substantial further reductions are needed over time to bring 
Federal outlays and revenues into reasonable balance. It would be difficult to iden
tify any single step that would be ofgreater long-term benefit to housing than to move 
toward reducing the Federal deficit, reducing direct Federal borrowing, and reducing 
real interest rates. Short-term efforts to improve the affordability of housing must 
keep this long-term linkage between the Federal budget and housing clearly in mind. 
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Exhibilll·12 

Net Investment in 
Nonresidential Capital 
Constant Dollars Percent of GNP 

1946-50 4.08 
1951-60 2.97 
1961-70 3.67 
1971-80 3.26 
1981-86 2.60 

Source: u.s. Depattmenl or Commerce. Bureau of lab<lr SlaIiSlics. 
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3. Reducing the External Deficit 

The U.S. trade and current account deficits with the rest of the world must 
be reduced substantially, if not eliminated altogether, over the next three to five years 
to avoid a massive further increase in U.S. debt to the rest of the world. The servic
ing of this debt reduces real incomes of American citizens, and it is therefore crucial 
that the rapid rise in U.S. external debt during recent years come to an end. 

Cosing the gap between imports and exports of goods and services, a 
process underway in 1987, acts as a stimulant to the U.S. economy. Export-led growth 
requires more modest increases in domestic aggregate demand if inflationary pres
sures are to be avoided. Programs to foster greater housing affordability must keep 
this fact in mind also. 

4. Economic Policy to Improve Housing AffordabiJity 

The broad-brush treatment of housing and the overall economy presented 
in this section of the report suggests a few general conclusions about the overall direc
tion of housing policy for the future. 

First, our nation needs to avoid a resurgence of inflation that would raise in
terest rates, increase the price of homes, and reduce housing afford ability. The un
derlying or core inflation rate (the rate of inflation excluding food and energy) is now 
in the range of 4 percent, well below the rates prevailing in the late 1970s and early 
19805. During the course of the current economic expansion, which is now in its fifth 
year, the underlying inflation rate has not increased, and that is certainly a notewor
thy accomplishment. But there is no reason to be satisfied with 4 percent inflation. 
We can, and should, aim to do better. A further reduction of inflation would be most 
beneficial for younger households and first-time homebuyers, because it would 
reduce nominal interest rates and the cash costs of homeownership, which are par
ticularly critical for this segment of the population. 

Controlling inflation is partly the province of monetary policy, but other 
government policies can affect inflation as well. Federal budgetary policy is one of 
them. We cannot realistically expect to bring down inflation further unless the 
Federal budget deficit continues to decline. Equally important in the outlook for in
flation is the avoidance ofprotectionist measures, which would increase prices and in
terest rates and reduce the affordability of housing. 

Second, a concerted effort needs to be made to bring down real interest 
rates, which are still quite high by historical standards. Perhaps we can never return 
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to the very low real interest levels of the 1970s or the earlier years of the postwar 
period. During those years, there were substantial blockages of credit flows to various 
segments of the economy because of usury laws, ceilings on the rates that depository 
institutions could pay to attract deposits, and other factors. Removing those barriers 
to credit flows has made money and capital markets function more efficiently, and has 
opened access to credit to individuals and businesses that would otherwise be unable 
to borrow. The consequence, however, is that real interest rates now do the lion's 
share of the rationing of available funds among potential borrowers. They are there
fore higher than they would be in a world in which a substantial amount of nonprice 
credit rationing occurred. Nonetheless, even under present circumstances, real inter
est rates would be lower if the Federal government reduced its borrowing. 

A step that would help lower real interest rates could be to consider tax 
policies that encourage a higher rate of personal saving. Individual retirement ac
counts (IRAs), which first became tax deductible in 1982, have been of little help in 
this endeavor; by and large, most of the funds going into IRAs reflect transfers of 
financial assets from one form to another, rather than increased saving relative to in
come. 

An alternative approach to increasing national savings could be to consider 
ways of reducing our heavy reliance on the individual income tax, as a source of 
revenue, and shift toward some use of a broader based sales tax or value added tax, 
with appropriate exemptions to avoid regressivity. Direct taxes on consumption 
would alter substantially the price of consumption relative to saving, and would thus 
encourage additional saving out of income. This would be a dramatic shift in the 
structure of Federal taxes and therefore should only be pursued through careful and 
thorough study. It would be based not just on grounds of improving the affordability 
of housing, nor need it be. Improving the quantity of saving available for investment 
would benefit all forms of investment, and it therefore may be justified on much 
broader grounds. 

Consideration also might be given to the possibility of permitting first-time 
buyers to withdraw funds from IRAs, without tax penalties, to make downpayments 
on homes purchased. Existing IRAs could be used for that purpose, and persons 
eligible for IRAs under current tax law could look forward to future withdrawals of 
funds from their IRA for making a downpayment on their first home. 

Such ause ofIRAswould not involve the creationof a new tax sbeJter, butitmigbt in
volve some loss ofrevenue to the Treasury. The reason is that some taxpayers eligible for IRAs 
under ament tax law are not taking advantage of that eligibility because all the fund<; they save 
are destined for a downpayment on a home. Permitting IRAs to be used for downpayments by 
first-time homebuyers could enable such taxpayers to accomplish two objectives at once. 
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m. Demographic and Geographic Forces 

A. INTRODUCIlON 

Among the building blocks ofa national housing policy for the remainder of this cen
tury and the start of the next are the underlying demographic and geographic trends 
expected for that period. Demographic trends playa critical role in the determina
tion of the quantity, quality, and location of future demands for housing. Projected 
growth of the aggregate number of households, which is based upon population 
growth, the age structure of the population, and the propensity of members of the 
population to form households, provide a guide to the aggregate number of new hous
ing units needed to maintain an adequate stock of housing. In turn, these household 
formation decisions are strongly influenced by economic and social factors, par
ticularly the cost of housing. The age of the households, marital status, and income of 
these new households suggest what type of additional housing will be needed. Final
ly, migration patterns within the country indicate where this additional housing will 
likely be located. 

B. GROwrH IN THE NUMBER OF HOUSEHOLDS 

Since the middle of this century the rate of growth of the population has 
been slowing and, based on U.S. Bureau of the Census projections, this trend is ex
pected to continue well into the future. Exhibit Ill-I shows the U.S. population for 
1960-85 and projections out to 2000, along with percentage shares of selected age 
groups (also depicted in Exhibit I11-2). Exhibit I11-3 presents the actual and projected 
percentage changes in population in selected age groups over ten-year intervals from 
1950 to 2000. Overall, the population growth rate is clearly decelerating. The com
pound annual growth rate was 1.7 percent in the 1950s, 1.3 percent in the 1960s, about 
1.0 percent from 1970 to 1985, and is expected to decelerate further to about 0.6 per
cent by the late 1990s. The primary factor behind this slowing growth rate is the 
decline in the birth rate. In 1960, the birth rate in the U.S. (live births per 1000 
population per year) stood at about 24. By the late 1970s, the birth rate had fallen to 
just below 15. Since then, the rate has increased somewhat, but appears to have sta
bilized between 15 and 16. 

Despite this trend of declining aggregate population growth, the changing 
age structure of the population has caused the number of persons in the various age 
groups to increase or decrease precipitously. In particular, the baby boom, a large 
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EIhiOIIIl,! 

U.S. Population by Age 
Age Group as a Percent ofTocaJ 

Ve.. Milhoos 

Compound Annual 
Growth Rate rrom 

Preceding Year 
lpercenll 

Under 2S 25·3<\ 3£44 45-64 65 
and""" 

1!lEO 
1910 
1975 
1980 
19115 
1990 
1995 
2000 

180.7 
205.! 
216.0 
227.S 
239.3 
249.7 
259.6 
268.0 

1.7 
1.3 
i.0 
U 
10 

9 
.8 
.6 

44.6 
46.1 
44.0 
4l.3 
38.3 
36.1 
35.0 
3<\.3 

12.7 
12.3 
14.• 
165 
17.6 
17.4 
15.6 
13.6 

13,4 
11.3 
10.• 
114 
13.3 
15.1 
16.2 
16.3 

20.0 
20.5 
20.3 
19.6 
IS.8 
IS.' 
20.1 
22.7 

92 
9.S 

10.5 
11.3 
lI9 
12.7 
13.\ 
13.0 

U.S. Population by Age 

Age Group as a Percent of TocaJ 
_enl 
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-..,
Percent Change In Population: 
Total and by Age Group 

1950 
t. 

1960 
to 

1m 
to 

1!IIlO 
to 

1990 ,. 
1960 1970 1!IIlO 1990 2000 

All,.. 18.7 13.5 11.1 9.6 7.3 

Ih1dot 16 V..,. 35.3 5.3 -10.8 4.6 3.3 
16to24Y.... 9,8 43,9 19.2 -16.6 -OJ 
ZS .. 34V.... -4.6 10.5 48,6 15,7 -16.3 
3S 10 4f Yeers 11,9 -404 11.7 46.3 15,6 
45 toS4YHfS 17,' 13.3 -2,4 11.6 46,1 
55 .. 64 V.... 16.6 19.6 16.5 -3,3 12.9 
6S v.... and o.er 34,5 20,6 27.8 23.3 10,2 
Sawct:Ull."-dthtC~C""""~"""'-"P·2S._311.SI9.'lI1"~_ 
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cohort of individuals born between 1945 and 1964, has moved like a large bubble 
through the age structure and has had major social and economic impacts. 

From 1985 on, the proportion of the population in the 25 to 34 age group is 
projected to decline as the baby boomers move into the 35 to 44 and 45 to 64 age 
groups. The population 65 years and older represents a growing share of the total
largely the result of better medical care and increased life expectancies. After 2010, 
growth in this age group is expected to accelerate as the baby boomers arrive. The 
large and growing retired population will have many significant economic and social 
implications, and must be considered carefully when designing programs, housing or 
otherwise, that serve the elderly. Ultimately, these programs must be financed by 
those working - a declining share of the population in the future. 

The effects ofgrowth in the population and shifts in the age structure of the 
population on housing demand depend on the propensity of the population to form 
households. Exhibit III-4 contrasts the growth in households with population growth 
over the period from 1960 to 2000. Growth in households peaked at about a 2.5 per
cent compound annual rate in the 1975-80 period, decelerated sharply to about 1.5 
percent in the 19805, and is expected to further decelerate to a little over 1 percent in 
the 19905. Over the entire period, the household growth rate exceeded the popula
tion growth rate. 

Exhibit III-5 presents actual and projected average annual increases in the 
number of households in total and in selected age groups for five-year intervals from 
1970 through 2000. From 1970 to 1975 an average of 1.5 million new households were 
established each year, while from 1975 to 1980 the average annual increase was nearly 
2.0 million. The bulk of these increases occurred among the baby boom age groups 
and the elderly. 

From 1980 to 1985, unfavorable economic conditions, such as relatively 
high unemployment and high housing costs, reduced the average annual increase in 
the number of households to 1.2 million. 

It is generally recognized that 1980 was a major turning point from increas
ing to decreasing household formations. The fastest growing age group during the 

J decade of the 19805 is 35 to 44 years, which in 1980 had a headship rate just 1.6 per
centage points higher than the 30 to 34 age group. In the decade of the 19905 the 
fastest growing age group will be 45 to 54 years, which in 1980 had a headship rate just 
0.7 percentage points above that of the 35 to 44 age group. 

In addition to the age structure of the popUlation, other factors are also 
likely to promote a slower rate of household formation. One of the most important 
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is housing affordability, as discussed elsewhere. With respect to marriage and 
divorce, there is evidence that as the baby boom generation passes from young adult
hood to middle age, a period in which marriage is more prevalent and divorce less 
prevalent, the divorce rate is declining while the marriage rate is rising. 

The combined effect of these economic and demographic influences is that 
the annual increase in the number of households is expected to average about 1.5 mil
lion during the period from 1985 to 1990. From 1990 to 1995 this figure is expected 
to decline to about 1.2 million. As shown in Exhibit III-6, this slowdown in the rate 
of household formations implies a decline in the number of new housing units that 
need to be constructed. During the period from 1996 to 2000 an estimated 15 mil
lion housing units per year will need to be constructed to keep pace with demand, 
nearly 500,000 units less than during the period from 1970 to 1985. 

C. THE TYPES OF NEW HOUSEHOLDS 

Exhibit III-7 (and Exhibit 1II-8) show that, while the annual increase in the 
number of households is expected to decline in the future, there is also evidence that 
there will be a change in the mix of family versus nonfamily households. Over the 
period from 1970 to 1985, over halfto all new households were nonfamily households 
while about one of every four was traditional husbandlwife family households. As a 
result, married couple households declined from 705 percent of all households to 
58.1 percent. Growth of the number of families with no spouse present - a reflection 
of the increase in the divorce rate and a large increase in the rate of births to unmar
ried women - also contributed to the slower growth of married couple households. 

Over the remainder of this century it is expected that married couple 
households will represent a larger proportion of new households than was the case 
from 1970 to 1985. For example, from 1985 to 1995, over half of all new households 
will be family households with about one-third being married couple households. 
Again, this reflects the fact that the bulk of the new households created over this 
period will be headed by individuals aged 35 to 54 years, an age group where marriage 
is more prevalent and divorce less prevalent. However, the proportion of all 
households which are married couple households is expected to continue to decline, 
albeit at a much slower rate than in the past. 

Also significant is the tenure of the new households expected to be formed 
over the remainder of this century. The individual household's tenure choice decision 
is determined by the cost of owning relative to the cost of renting. In the aggregate, 
the proportion of new households formed which are owners versus renters also 
depends on the ages of the heads of these new households, since the likelihood of 
ownership increases with age. It is expected that relatively high proportions of 
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ExIIibillII-6 

Estimates of Average Annual Need for 
New Housing Units· 
Million 01 Units 

1970·1985 1986-1990 1991·1995 1996-2000 

Total 1.95 1.90 1.60 1.50 
Increase in 
Households 1.65 1.60 1.30 1.20 
Replacement .30 .30 .30 .30 
'Includes allowance for "nonnaI" vac:ancy nile. 

Source: Pauic H. HendenhoIt. "Hooshehold Formation and H~: The Impacts 01 
Demographics and Taxes." rrnmeo. September 1986. 

ElIhibiI m·1 

Average Annual Increase in 
Households by Marital Status· 
'I1IooiMIIds 

1971)..1985 1985·1990 19!IO-199S 1995·2000 
Tolal 1,560 (\00.096) 1,480 (100.096) 1,210 (100.096) 1,120 (100.096) 
Family 760 (48.1%) 780 (53.4%) 620 (50.3%) SOO (44.6%) 

Married 
Couple 
No Spouse 

380 (24.4%) 520 (35.6%) 380 (3U%) 280 (25.096) 

Present 
Nonfamily 

380 (24.4%) 
800 (51.3%) 

260 (17.3%) 
680 (46.6%) 

240 (19.1%) 
600 (49.2%) 

220 (19.6%) 
620 (55.4%) 

'A11 numbers ~ been rounded. 

Source: u.s. Bureau oIlhe Census. CUfTlmt Population Rep"".. Series P·20. No. 412 and Series P·2S. 
No. 986. 
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Marital Status of Households 

Percent of All Households 
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households to be formed in the future would prefer to be owners. As shown in Ex
hibit III-9, the proportion of new households which were owners declined to 41 
percent during the 1980 to 1985 period, causing the aggregate homeownership rate to 
decline. From 1986 to 2000, an estimated 70 to 80 percent of new households will be 
owners thereby boosting the aggregate ownership rate. 

Given the types of additional households expected to be formed in the fu
ture, it is possible to project the likely mix of future housing construction. As shown 
in Exhibit III-lO, it is expected that while the number of units constructed declines, 
single-family homes will represent a larger share of the total than has been the case. 
Moreover, these single-family homes are likely to be larger, with more amenities, to 
satisfy the demands of move-up or repeat homebuyers. 

D. MIGRATION PAITERNS 

Slower growth in the number of households is not the only demographic fac
tor to consider in assessing future demand for housing. If there are significant 
regional shifts in the population, this factor too must be taken into consideration. Ex
hibit III-ll and Exhibit III-12 show the actual and projected U.S. resident population 
by region. From 1960 through 1985, the share of total resident population declined in 
the Northeast and the Midwest, but increased in the South and West. These migra
tion patterns are expected to continue in the future. Because people move, while 
houses do not, these regional shifts in the population imply more housing demand 
than would be the case if regional shares remained stable. Additional housing must 
be provided in the rapidly growing regions. 
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Actual and Projected Additional 
Households by Housing Tenure 

Aggregate 

Homeownership 


Rate at End 

Owner Renier of Period 

1971·75 67.9% 32.1% 64.6% 
1976·80 72.9% 27.1% 65.6% 
1981·85 41.1% 58.9% 63.9% 
1986-90 71% 29% 64.5% 
1991·95· 80% 20% 65.4% 
1996-2000· 77% 23% 66.0% 
'F<m!CaSI: Source: Paine H. Hendersholl. "Household Fonnation and HomeownetsI!ip: The Impacts 
of DelllOflfaphics and Taxes." mime<>. September 1986. 

£i!hibil HI·IO 

Supply of New Housing 
f 
1 

Units by Type, 1970-2000 
I 

Millions of Units 
Average. Annual Level 

I97(). I985 1986·1990 1991·2000 

Single·family 
construction 1.00 1.20 1.00 

Multifamily 
construction .60 .SO .40 

Manufactured 
housing .35 .20 .20 

Total supply 1.95 1.90 1.60 
Sources: Dwi!!/ll M. JaIf.... "The Demand for Hou!ilnR Units." Salomon BmIhef:s. Inc.• December l_ 
and Population ReI'en!nce au-. Inc.. "De/llOflfaphics and tiousinR in AmI!rica:' Population 
Bulletin. Vof. 4\. No. I. January I. 1986. 
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tmbiIlIJ.ll 

U.S. Resident 
Population by Region 

~ion 
Y... Ta,al, Al. Region$ -... 11- -. W.., 

MiIUons: 119.3 44.7 51.6 55.0 28.1'960 
1970 203.3 49.1 56.6 62.8 34.8 
'!180 43.2226.5 49.1 58.9 75.4 
1985 238.7 49.9 59.2 81.9 47.8 
1990 249.2 48.4 60.3 87.6 52.9 
2000 267.5 46.4 59.7 98.8 62.5 

Pereent 0( total: 1960 1000 24.9 28.8 30.7 15.6 
1970 100.0 24.1 27.8 30.9 17.1 
1980 100.0 21.7 %Ii.O 33.3 19.1 
1985 100.0 20.9 24.8 :14.3 20.0 
1990 100.0 19.4 242 35.2 21.2 
2000 100.0 17.4 22.3 37.0 23.4 

Nonbeast: Maine, New Hampshirr. Vermom. Ma5sachusetts.. Rhode Islaod. Connecticut, Ne:ow YOf\. He.' Jersey, ~nia 
Midwest: OhM>. Indiana. lIIinots. Midugan, Wisconsin. Minne'SOCa.low4. Missouri. NofIh DakoI.a. South 0aIc0&a. Ndxaska. Kansas 
Sooth: Delaware. Maryland. Ois!ricl. 0( CoWmbia. Vitgin~. Wem Virginia. North Carolina, Sooth Carolina. Geortia. florida. Kenhrly. T~. 

AIalMma, MiS!iUipf:M, Arbnsu.l.ouiliana. Oklahoma. Te;tta$ 
West: Montana. Idaho. W)'OInins. C_. New Mexico, Arizona. Urah, Nevada, WuIlin!!!oo, o..p., ~,__ 

EiNIiJ ..12 

U.S. Resident Population by Region 

"""""" oITocal Re>id<!nt Populalion 
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IV. Defining Housing Needs 

A. INTRODUcnON 

The passage of the Housing Act of 1949 established as a national goal a general 
upgrading of the nation's housing stock to culminate in "a decent home and suitable 
living environment for every American family;" The following 30 years (1950 to 1980) 
witnessed massive investment in housing and supporting infrastructure, fueled by 
rapid economic growth, relatively stable financial conditions, advances in both hous
ing construction and finance, and government policy which clearly encouraged this in
vestment. The results were dramatic. Roughly 60 percent of all year-round housing 
units in existence today have been built since 1950. The quality of the housing stock, 
in terms of its physical condition, amenities, and spaciousness, significantly improved. 
The rate of homeownership increased to the point where roughly two of every three 
households owned their home. 

This achievement does not mean, however, that the housing situation is 
without problems and that the goal set forth in the Housing Act of 1949 has been 
achieved. Millions of households continue to live in housing that is physically inade
quate or overcrowded. Moreover, particularly in the decade of the 19805, for a larger 
and growing number of households, acquiring physically adequate and uncrowded 
shelter represents a financial burden. 

B. mEMEASUREMENT OF HOUSING PROBLEMS 

A recent study by the Department of Housing and Urban Development 
(HUD) takes a close look at the current housing situation based on data from the An
nual Housing Surveys (AHS) of 1975, 1977, 1981, and 1983.1 In this study, as has 
traditionally been the case, housing problems are separated into two categories, 
quality and afford ability. Housing quality is measured by the physical condition ofthe 
housing unit and by the number of people who reside in the unit. AffordabiJity is 
measured by the extent of financial burden that housing costs impose on the 

11rby, Iredia, "Attaining the Housing Goal?" U.s. Department of Housing and Urban Develop· 
ment, Housing and Demographic Analysis Division, Office of Economic Affairs, July 1986. 1983 
is the most recent year for which data are avaiJable. A new survey, theAme.rican Housing SIUVe)'. 
was conducted in 1985. Results from that survey should be available by late 1987 or early 1988. 
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household. In this HUD study quality and affordability are measured by the follow
ing three criteria: 

1. Physicallnadtlluacy 

A housing unit is judged to be physically inadequate when plumbing, heat
ing, electrical, sewage, maintenance, or public hall defects or flaws exist. A housing 
unit is judged to be severely inadequate when these defects or flaws are determined 
to be most serious in terms of health, safety, and repair cost? 

2. Crowding 

A bousing unit is defined as crowded when there is more than one person 
per room. 

3. Cost Burden 

A renter is considered to be cost burdened wben more than 30 percent of 
gross household income is devoted to housing costs. (A renter's gross housing cost is 
gross rent which includes contract rent plus the cost of utilities and fuels paid by the 
renter.) A homeowner paying on a mortgage on that property is considered cost bur
dened if more than 40 percent of gross household income is devoted to housing costs. 
(A homeowner's housing costs include mortgage principal and interest, real estate 
taxes, property insurance, utilities, fuel, and garbage and trasb collection. Main
tenance costs are not included.) 

Exhibit IV-l presents measures of these criteria of bousing problems for 
four years, 1975,1977,1981, and 1983. In 1975,7.7 million or 10.6 percent of the 72.6 
million occupied housing units were deemed to be physically inadequate. Of those, 
3.1 million or 4.3 percent of the total were severely inadequate. By 1983, pbysical in
adequacy had declined in botb absolute terms, down to 7.6 million units, and relative 
to the total occupied housing stock, down to 8.9 percent. In total. the number of in
adequate units declined by 1.8 percent over the eight-year period. The number of 

2The AHS gathered 35 indicators of housing condition aad quality. 1besc indicators are used to 
precisely define the conditiOllS ofiuadequacy and SCWR iIIadequac;y. Other researchers ba~ used 
these same indicators to derive somewhat different defiDitions ofphysic:al iuadequacy. 
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f..I.hIbIIrv,J 

Extent of Housing Problems in the U.S.: 
1975, 1977, 1981 and 1983' 
Units in Thousands 

1975 19n 19&1 19&3 
Percent Change 

1915101983 

Occupied Housing 
UnitslHoo5eholds 72.553 75,399 &3,203 84,1\42 +16,9% 

Inadequate Umts: # 

" 
7.704 

10.6'1& 
7.641 

10,1% 
7,695 

9.3" 
7,561 

&.9% 
- 1.8" 

~ty Inadequate Units: 

c_Un'" " " # 

" 

3,123 
4.3" 

2.742 
3.&% 

2,949 
3.9% 

2ASS 
3.3'100 

2.985 
36" 

2.469 
3.0% 

2,876 
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2,230 
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I 
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COS! Burdentd Households: # 8.751 
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Total Units With Housing II 19.19&-., " 26.S" 
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units regarded as severely inadequate declined by an even greater percentage, down 
nearly 8 percent to 2.9 million units or 3.4 percent of the occupied stock. 

The incidence of overcrowding declined even more substantially over this 
period. In 1975, 2.7 million units representing 3.8 percent of the stock met the 
criterion for overcrowding. By 1983, that number had declined about 19 percent to 
2.2 million units or 2.6 percent of the occupied stock. 

In contrast, the number of households that were cost burdened rose sharply 
between 1975 and 1983. In 1975. a total of 8.8 million households were considered to 
be cost burdened, representing 12.1 percent of all households. By 1983, that number 
had risen 65 percent to 14.4 million or 17.0 percent of all households? 

On balance, the number of households or occupied housing units with a 
housing problem rose by 26 percent to 24.2 million, over one-quarter of the total. 
Declines in physical inadequacy and crowding were more than offset by increases in 
cost burden. Moreover, by 1983 the number of cost burdened households exceeded 
the number of physically inadequate and crowded units. Thus, it is clearly the case 
that afford ability has surpassed housin2 quality as the primar;y housin2 problem facin2 
the Nation. 

C. TYPES OF PHYSICAL DEFECTS 

Data on actual physical defects indicate that the number of housing units 
lacking basic facilities. such as kitchens, bathrooms. and plumbing, has been declin
ing as units lacking such facilities are removed from the housing stock. For example, 
from 1975 to 1983, the number of housing units lacking kitchens declined 45 percent 
to just 0.8 percent of the stock. Similarly, the number of units without private 
bathrooms declined 33 percent to 0.4 percent of the stock. However, the data also in
dicate that the incidence of poor maintenance, as evidenced by such defects as plumb
ing breakdowns, exposed wiring, and interior'walls, ceilings, and floors with cracks 
and holes, has been increasing. The number of units with recurrent breakdowns of 
sewage, septic tank, or cesspool equipment increased by 56 percent from 1975 to 1983, 
while the number of units with exposed wiring increased 69 percent. This trend is not 

3The terms household and occupied housing unit are used interchangeably, due to the fact that a 
household is deflDed as a person or group of persons who occupy a housing unit. The major 
categories of housing problems are mutually exclusive. Crowded units are only those in physically 
adequate. uncrowded units. In 1983. 2.9 million households living in physically inadequate and/or 
crowded units were also cost burdened, bringing the total number ofcost burdened households to 
17.3 million or 20.4 percent of aU households. 
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inconsistent with the tremendous increase in the incidence of cost burden. For ex
ample, homeowners facing affordability problems likely delay or forgo maintenance 
expenses that they otherwise would incur if their income allowed. Similarly, landlords 
apparently delay or forgo maintenance expenses which they would be unlikely to 
recover in higher rents. 

D. TIlE CHARACfERlS'DCS OF HOUSEHOLDS FACING HOUSING PROBLEMS 

Housing problems are considerably more common among renters than 

I among homeowners. In 1983, 6.2 percent of owner-occupied housing units were ,, 	 physically inadequate compared to 13.8 percent of renter-occupied units (see Exhibit 
I 	 IV-2). Similarly, 2.2 percent of owner-occupied units were severely physically inade

quate while 5.7 percent of renter-occupied units were severely physically inadequate. 
With regard to crowding, 1.9 percent of owner-occupied units were crowded com
pared to 4.0 percent of renter-occupied units. Moreover, in absolute numbers, 
crowded owner-occupied units declined by nearly 35 percent from 1975 to 1983 while 
the number of crowded renter-occupied units increased by 3.4 percent. 

This increase in the incidence ofcrowding among renters is likely due to the 
high and rising incidence of cost burden. By 1983, roughly one-third of all renter 
households were cost burdened. The incidence of cost burden among owners in 1983 
was much lower - 8.4 percent. However, the number of cost burdened owners had in
creased nearly 80 percent from 1975 to 1983, substantially faster than the rate of in
crease among renters. Overall, in 1983 half of all renter households experienced 
some type of housing problem compared to about one of every six owner households. 

This sharp divergence between owners and renters in the incidence of hous
ing problems is attributable to two factors. First, owners have greater control over the 
physical quality of their residence. Ifa plumbing, heating, or some other defect arises, 
an owner can either fix the problem personally or contract to have the work com
pleted. In contrast, a renter likely would have to call the landlord and request that 
such problems be corrected. 

The second factor is that the incidence of housing problems, particularly af
fordability problems, is heavily concentrated among the nation's poorest households, 
a large proportion of which are renters. As shown in Exhibit IV-3, very low-income 
households, which made up 27 percent of all households and 43 percent of all renters 
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E'.II\ibll/V-l 

Extent of Housing Problems in the U.S. by 
Housing Tenure: 1975 and 1983 
Units in Thousands 

awn... Re~en -Percenl 
1975 1983 Chan!!" 1975 ·1983 Chan!!" 

Number of HouseholdiJ 46.920 54.890 +17.0% 25.633 29.952 ... 16.8% 

Percent at Tota( HousehotGS 64.7% 64."" 35.3% 35.3% 

Inadequate: Units: II 3.507 3.'20 -2.5% 4.197 4,141 - 1.3'" 

'" 7.5'" 6.2% 16..4~ 1:1.8'111 

5Mrety Inadequate Units: II 1.203 1.178 -2.1'" 1.920 1.698 -11.6% ... 2.6'lb 2.2'" 7.5'" 5.7'" 

Crowded Units: II 1.585 ... 3"'" 
1.004 

1.9'!O 
-34.8% 1.157

'.5'" 
1,196 

'.il'!<> 
+ 3.4% 

Cost Burdened H_so II 2.552.,. 5.4"" 
'.581 

8 ..... 
+ 79,5% 5.200 

24.2'" 
9.844 
32.9'!0 

+58.8% 

Total Units Wilh HOtJ$Jnt II 7.644 9.005 +1I.t~ 11.5.';4 15.181 +31.4% 
Probl<ms: ... 16.l'M> 16.5... '5.1% 50.7"" 
s...rcr_frlr!! I~ "A.ttaUlIl/'llllhrHolV'Hllll('''''''''''-US 1:Il,lOIIfflI'fll,"HnUVlliIl.mdIId"m0.-..+" 
I1*AI. HrMIUIWi! iII\IlI ~ Anitllr!.nl [)M,o;",.,. ('flit" ,,,&'00I>l1W: A&w'I 1Wf 1_ 

1\:.1tiIbIift'-1 

Distribution of Housing Problems by 
Income Class: 1983 

Low· Ie
Very.u- _ .. 

All Income Income AU 
Households Househokis'" tfouse:hok1sb Other 

Oco.pied 
Housing Unilsl 
Households 100.Mf> 27.il'!<> 18~ 5U% 

R...... 100.il'!<> C.il'!<> 21.7'lb 35.3"" 
Inadequate 
Units 100.0% 50.3% 20.510 29~ 

s.-.Iy 
lnadequale 

Units 100.il'!<> 56.8% la.l% 25.1% 


Crowded Units 100.0% 41.5% 22.61\ 35.9'!0 

Cost_ned 
Households 100.01 n9'!O 19.2% a.9'l<o 

UnitsWilh 
Housing 

100.0% 62..% 19.9'l<o 17.7'lb -.... 
"'A~~ildeflnedasllowtollll~~SO~()f,",I1(Ihe~"""'mtdi.Afl 

~A 1tJooI-l!)moder.,1'IaWM ~""""".""'an !I'JCIM'IISIIo.w,)~ .. IhtIneAl_. 

~:irOt',ftd~.~~_Housm.¢~"'O_S_~d~_UrbM~ 
"""~.wI~~Ooouihn.CXfIct:d&:.....:: ......... .lutrI __ 
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in 1983, represented about 72 percent of all cost burdened households and occupied 
about half of all physically inadequate housing units.4 

Overall, very low-income households occupy about two-thirds of all units 
with housing problems. Low- to moderate-income households make up about 18 per
cent of all households and occupy about 20 percent of all units with housing 
problems.5 

Housing affordability problems among very low-income households wor
sened dramatically over the period from 1975 to 1983. The number of cost burdened 
very low-income households increased sharply in both relative and absolute terms 
over the period. By 1983, 45 percent of very low-income households were cost bur
dened. 

At the same time though, the incidence of physically inadequate units while 
very high, declined in absolute terms, and the number ofvery low-income households 
living in crowded housing declined in relative terms (see Exhibit IV-4). 

Overall, two of every three very low-income households experience some 
type of housing problem, based on these latest available data. 

Exhibit IV-5 and Exhibit IV-6 present additional information on the charac
teristics of very low-income households. For example, half of all very low-income 
households are female headed, about one-third are headed by an elderly individual, 
nearly 20 percent are black, and about 8 percent are Hispanic. (Note that these 
groups are not mutually exclusive.) 

Each of these subgroups of very low-income households is experiencing a 
high incidence of housing problems, particularly affordability problems. For ex
ample, 67 percent ofvery low-income, female headed households were experiencing 
housing problems in 1983, with 48 percent being cost burdened, 16 percent living in 
physically inadequate units and 3 percent living in crowded units. For black- and 
Hispanic-headed households the incidence of housing problems is even greater. For 

4 A very low-income household is defined as having an iru::ome 50 percent or less of the local area 
median family iru::ome. Cash income only is used in making this classifICation. 

5 A low- to moderate-income household is defined as having51 to 80 percent of the local area median . 
family income. Cash ineome only is used in making this dassifJCation. 
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ExIIibil IV... 

Trends in Housing Problems 
Among Very-Low Income Households: 
1975 and 1983
UnilS in Thousands 

Percent 
1975 1983 Change 

Number of 
Households 19.117 22,943 +20.0 

Percent of All 

Households 26.3% 27.0% 


Inadequate Units: 

Severely 
Inadequate Units: 

II 
% 
II 
% 

3.918 
20.5% 

1.876 
9.8% 

3.805 
16.6% 

1.633 
7.1% 

-2.9 

-13.0 

Crowded Units: 

Cost Burdened 
Households 

II 
% 
II 
% 

856 
4.5% 

7.049 
36.9% 

926 
4.0% 

10.368 
45.2% 

+8.2 

+47.1 

Total Units 
With Housing 
Problems 

II 
% 

11.823 
61.9% 

15.099 
65.8% 

+27.7 

'A ""'Y·Iow·illCOlDO! household is delined as having an inc""", 50 petCenI 0( less of fhe loc:al_ 
median illCOlDO!. 

Sourt:e: bby.lredia. "Allaltring!he Housing Goals?" U.s. Depanmenl of Housing and Urban 
~. Housing and ~ic Analysis Division, OffICe of Economic Alfain. 1986. 
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r.mt.tl'lrs 

Extent of HOWling Problems for Selected Groups of 
Very-low-Income HOWieholds: 1983' 

F.....1e Iliock Hispanic 
Headed Headed Headed 

Households Housebolds H_, 
11,414 7:1/61 4,402 1,899 

_oITOIaIHousebolds 
Pt:ranl 01 Very-low,lncome Househokls 
Pen::e:nt of Group 

13.5'" 
SO.O'!b 
49.0% 

9.310 
34.:n& 
44.1'" 

5.2'11> 
19.2'11> 
4ltO% 

2.~ 
8.3'" 

41.1'" 

" ,f 

Sewrety Inadequate Units 

C,~Urnts: 

Cost 6uldened HousehoW:s: 

TocaJ Units With Hoosin8 Problems: 

,. 
'",. 
'" ,. 
"",... 
11 

'" 

1.875 
16,41/11, 
743 
6.5% 
300 
2.7'" 

5,551 
48.4'" 

7,732 
67.2'" 

1.133 
14.4'" 
so:! 
6.4"" 
15 
O~ 

2,649 
33.~ 

3,197 
48.J'jb 

1.313 
29.~" 
562 
12./101 
237 
5.4" 

1.815 
42.6% 

3.425 
71.s.. 

451 
23.8" 
164 
8.6'" 
267 
14.1'" 
715 

40./101 
1,493 

18.6" 
"CiJoupa1A!na:~~,fOl'-"'.afemtlir~~I1WT"""tw.bIoa:k, 
~"'Ndmy~~ 

~1ItJy.1ftdil,"~IibI'IiIltuu""ao..b"'1J.s~~!iI'Juu""WlQllIt'l.ln 
~lo.,.ntftI,H_ine:... IlrtmoittIClhM::~OMMOI'o.OIfi(~"fU:u!.... NIw..I_ 

E.xhibIlN-6 

Distribution of HOWling Problems 
Among Selected Groups of 
Very-low-Income Households: 1983' 

F....... Elderly IlIock Hispanic 
Headed Headed Headed

I Household. _sehoIds -_oITOIaI_ 13.5" -9.30> 5.2'10 2,2"I -
Pen:eri of Inadequate Units 24.s.. 15JI'Ifo 11.4" 6.ft 
-... 0/ 5eYerelylnadequale UMs 25.8" 17.5% 19.5" 5.r.. 
_loIC_Urn.. 13.r.. 6.~ 10.6'11> 12.0%Percent 01 Cost Bwdenoed _,._. 

38.5'" 18.4" 13.0% 5.4" 
Percent 01 Unll! With Housing Problems 31.9% 15.~ 14.1'" 6.2'11> 
·~_,.,.~~.fOl'~,.ient.tkMeded~I'I'IIIt...,bor.bl.ll:k. 

~,(lreldtftr~~ 

Sowi;t: 1ItJr. W:o:bII. "AIWni'~ IIw ~ aoar us. ~ut~ft!I &ndUrtwt 
~,~.Ind~~O"-OO.OIf~qi~ARwI,I9116 
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both groups, nearly eight of every ten very low-income households were experiencing 
some form of housing problem. 

Elderly headed households with very low incomes had a relatively lower in
cidence of housing problems than the other groups. About one-third of very low
income, elderly headed households were cost burdened, while about 14 percent lived 
in physically inadequate units. The incidence of crowding is extremely low for this 
group. One factor in this relatively favorable housing situation for the very low-in
come elderly is that the homeownership rate among this group is around 60 percent, 
significantly higher than for the other groups. Thus, earlier in their lives when they 
likely had higher incomes, larger numbers of the elderly became homeowners, which 
helped to stabilize their housing costs. Later in their lives, incomes typically fell, in
creasing the burden of housing costs and leading to some deterioration in the physi
cal quality of the unit. 

The cost burden is not confined to the very low-income group. As shown in 
Exhibit IV-7, cost burden worked its way up the income scale over the 1975 to 1983 
period. The incidence of cost burden increased from 10.2 percent of lower to 
moderate-income households to 17.9 percent. Similarly, the incidence of cost burden 
increased among middle- and upper-income households as well. 

The data presented, in summary, illuminate several important facts regard
ing the housing situation in the United States. First, while the physical condition of 
the housing stock has vastly improved since the end of World War II, millions of 
primarily lower income households continue to live in housing plagued by serious 
physical defects. Second, for an even larger and growing number of households, ac
quiring physically adequate and uncrowded shelter represents a serious financial bur
den. Moreover, while the affordability problem is largely concentrated among lower 
income households, it is increasingly becoming a problem for middle-income families 
as well. Clearly, housing costs are rising faster than income for an expanding segment 
of our society. 
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Incidence of Cost 
Burden Among Income Groups: 
1975 and 1983 

1975 198:J 

All Households 	 12.I')b 

Very·low·lncome :16.9% 45.2% 
Low·to·Moderate Income 10.2% 17.9% 
All Other (Middle·and Upper·lncome) 0.8% 2.8% 

f 	 SUUK't~< lrl~.lredia, "Altaimn!IC the f'c)\Jsin~ t;c,.ds''''lJ S. t>t,wd1U.orD ftl HtJUsil1M' {uKI (Irhan 
Df.>ovtAk1pf1Wol. Hoo:itnM and Dt~mnqraphi(,' Anitl~s.s Divis.on. (>ffit't· 01 t:nMMtn'ic- Affairs. July I~JHh_ 
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v. The Unique Role ofHomeownersbip 

A. THE MEANING OF HOME 

The concept of home connotes not only a physical cube ofspace, a "place," but, more 
significantly a sense of "state of being" in the essence of "home." 

The word for home comes from the Dutch culture of the late 16005, where 
"hejm" was used to describe a place where the family came to live. During prior 
periods, the place where people lived was a self-contained living and working space. 
It included not only a mother, father, and children, who ate and slept and relaxed 
there, but relatives and workers who contributed to the economic success of the main
tenance of the place. The "hejm" of the Seventeenth Century Dutch was much more 
intimate and concentrated. The home of the Dutch was no longer a workplace. Nor, 
as had been the circumstances of the manor houses of the Fifteenth and Sixteenth 
Centuries. were the homes of the Seventeenth Century Dutch augmented by ser
vants-live-in or otherwise. 

The "hejm" of the Dutch was much more than a "dwelling". Rather, it in
cluded too the contents, the surroundings. and the people in the dwelling. Most im
portant, it was the sense of contentment and satisfaction that all these, in unity. con
veyed. 

There is a pithy expression that "home" is the place where, when you knock 
on the door, those inside will always welcome you in. This sense of refuge, and ofwel
come, of resident affection, was, to the Seventeenth Century Dutch, more than a 
building; it was a state of being, synthesized into a physical structure. 

There is, in the concept of home, a sense of privacy and domesticity. The 
"hejm" of the Seventeenth Century Dutch evolved an additional element as the ex
perience of the relatively isolated social unit of the family became accepted. The ele
ment of comfort entered into what is needed to make a building a home. Furniture, 
kitchens, plumbing, and entertainment for the inhabitants became-and continue to 
be - elements distinguishing between a shelter and a home. 

All of these features and feelings, imbedded in a single, simple Dutch word, 
combine to describe the aspiration of most Americans to own a home of their own. 
The Housing Features Consumer Survey, recently conducted by the MITlHarvard 
Joint Center for Housing Studies, provides important new evidence that the vast 
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majority of Americans prefer to own their homes. Homeownership has long been 
recognized as a benefit to society in general. The 1931 President's Conference on 
Housing and Home Ownership obselVed, 

A family that owns its home takes a pride in it, maintains it better. 
They have an interest in a social system that permits an individual 
to store up the fruits of his labor. As direct taxpayers they take a 
more active part in local government. Above all, the love of home 
is one of the finest instincts and the greatest inspiration of our 
people. 

The reasons reflect the response of the Seventeenth Century Dutch to the 
industrial development of their economy that allowed the family to live in a structure 
that was no longer required to be shared with outside workers needed for the family 
business enterprise or distant relatives who had nowhere else to live. A single-family 
home with privacy and all that it entails - a yard, a space for the private use of the 
family-are attractive to over 80 percent of homebuyers recently interviewed in 
Buildermagazine's 1987 annual sUlVey. 

J Perhaps most significantly, Americans with the financial ability to do so 
have voted their dollars for homeownership. But the question that is left is: "Do 
those with a lesser income, if assisted in doing so, also aspire to homeownership?" 
Every sUlVey reported indicates that they do. The issue then becomes: "Can and will 
the Federal government recognize and take steps to facilitate the opportunity of 

! Americans to own their homes, and if so, how?" 
J 

B. TIlE ECONOMIC VALUE OF HOMEOWNERSHIP 

Homeownership has other dimensions in the national consciousness. 
Owner-occupied homes represent a major portion of our real economic wealth. 
Wealth accumulation plays a key role in planning for retirement, determining con
sumer saving and spending, providing bequests to descendants, and influencing na
tional capital formation and economic growth. In short, the accumulation of wealth 
through homeownership has significant economic impacts and is a key element of the 
nation's economic well-being. 

Owner-occupied homes have a value of over $3.6 trillion, as shown in Ex
hibit V-I. This constitutes about 22 percent of total household assets, down from over 
25 percent in the late 19705. 

Since owner-occupied housing is a leveraged asset (Le., part of the value is 
financed), and home mortgages do not automatically increase with inflation, home 
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...... ,' 
Household Sector Assets, UabiUties, and Net Worth 
8UbonIa(dDIIn....~~ 

"'"'-, r"" ........ """'
T_ - .........-'...alTUUliA.l:wft -~.flom:entId 

ToIIIfNMWOftlI 

1960 1973.9 3n.9 1745.7 235.6 18.9 13.5 
1961 2149.6 388.0 1960.3 '138.5 18.0 12.5 
1962 2161.8 403.8 1893.7 240.5 18.7 12.7 
1963 2328.0 414.7 2030.3 234.8 17.8 11.6 
1964 2495.7 441.1 2168.3 243.8 17,7 11.2 
1965 2«11.1 462.2 2332.4 247,9 17.2 10.6 

1900 2788,8 510.5 2405,9 282,0 18.3 11.7 
1967 3081.5 537,0 2619.0 296.3 17.4 IU 
1963 3445.7 600.4 3000.5 342.7 11.4 IIA 
1969 lSl;.S 655.6 3Q33.1 379.4 18.6 12.5 
1970 3610.2 689.8 3169.3 399.8 188 12.6 

1911 4043.8 761,9 3494.8 453.1 19,0 13.0 
1912 4476.4 1159.3 3860.2 506.3 19,2 13.1 
1m 4109,3 997.5 4019.4 600.7 21.2 14.9 
1914 4950.3 1137.7 4209.1 706,3 23.0 IS.8 
1m SSSl.9 1233,1 4760,6 763,4 22.2 16.0 

1976 627S.5 1415.9 $387,1 886.5 22,6 16.5 
1917 6968.1 1685.0 5940.0 1065.8 24.2 17.9 
1978 7986.7 2015.8 6788.7 1288.1 25.2 19.0 
1979 9197.2 2323.6 7820.9 1476.1 25.3 18.9 
1!Il!O 10537.1 2568.9 9028.2 1625.6 24A 18.0 

1981 11434.2 2845.6 9796.4 1822.6 24.9 18.6 
1982 11911.6 2103.4 10184.9 1638.8 22.7 IS.I 
1983 13141.6 3062.6 11216.4 1887.9 23.3 16.8 
1984 14006.7 3230.5 11849.2 19271 23.1 16.3 
1985 15336.2 3332.7 12813.4 1882.7 21.7 14.6 
1985 1680fl,S 3677.2 1_.3 2030.4 21.9 14.5 
C_ndannual growth,.... (percent), 
1 8.6 9.2 8.4 8.6 
1960-70 6.4 6.3 6.1 5,4 
1916,10 11.1 14.1 11,0 15.1 
1_ 8.1 6,2 7,6 3.8 
Sowct.8oMIcf~d"fedtdl~~.1JtJicwuSi'lwfJ"'_IJ.s.E<orunyI9#1"I""'19IfT) 
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equity increased more rapidly than the inflation rate. For this reason, homeowner
ship has been viewed as an effective hedge against inflation. Home equity as a share 
of net worth increased during periods of accelerating inflation, such as 1972-74and 
1976-79, and, generally, decreased as a share during periods of decelerating inflation, 
such as 1974-75 and 1980-86. 

In any case, homeownership clearly plays an important role in accounting 
for growth in aggregate household sector net worth. However, the significance of 
homeownership becomes much more pronounced when considering the distribution 
ofwealth. ' 

Significantly, the investment benefits of homeownership are not limited to 
middle- and upper-income people. In fact, home equity is one of the most equally dis
tributed components ofnet worth. Furthermore, homeownership is a relatively more 
important source of asset accumulation for low- and middle-income households than 
for the wealthy. 

Exhibit V-2 shows the homeownership rate by income quintile and il
lustrates several important points. First, the overall homeownership rate is about 60
65 percent - an important indicator of the widespread distribution of this type of 
asset. Second, even in the lowest two income quintiles, nearly one-half of all 
households owned homes. Third, over time, homeowners hip rates have declined in 
the lowest income quintiie, but increased in the highest income quintile. Reasons for 
this include demographic changes and trends in interest rates. Over the 1960-83 
period, single mothers and persons living alone - population subgroups that tradition
ally experience relatively low homeownership rates at all income levels - have be
come increasing proportions of low-income households. But over the same period, 
nominal interest rates have trended dramatically upward and have made it far more 
difficult for low-income households to afford to buy a home. 

To review: Homeownership has been an important contributor to the 
growth of aggregate household wealth in the United States. Homeownership has 
been an effective inflation hedge. When inflation and inflation expectations were 
high, appreciation in owner-occupied real estate contributed to increases in the rela
tive importance of homeownership as a component of net worth. And, homeowner
ship has played a crucial role compared with other types of assets in making the dis
tribution ofwealth in the United States more equitable. 
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£sJhbltV·2 

Homeownership Rate by 
Income Quintile 
-... 

Income Quintile 

All 
Ve", Lowest Second Third Fourth Highesl Quinines 
1960 51.0 SO.8 59.2 70.0 78.3 61.9 
1970 49.9 51.2 60.8 72.4 80.2 62.9 
1915 46.5 53.9 63.5 73.8 85.5 64.6 
1980 46.1 54.1 62.1 77.7 83.0 65.6 
1983 43.4 54.0 63.0 75.8 87.2 64.7 
~:FOf 1960and 191{\:U.s. [)epat1rnen1ofC~,&n!MltJltheCeniUS.CC'l1$U$uI 
Ho4nint fot I91'S. 19&1and 19&1- U5. Oep.vtrrwnt olCommel'Ce. ~au olthtCn'l5UlI and US 
~of Houmg and I.Jrbitn f)ew1opn'Wfll. orr~ til Pnbcy ~~ and ~h, AnfUJ4i 
Housmtr Sutwy: l'iooM:lOI Cl'tal'octrmtl('-t ollhlt HuwlIlR ilwf!n10f'1- QwnI:Ik! ~pkts ~ I:!"'itltnalt'd by 
USIng. ~ daLI 'rom lhe:~ oottd al:.M:M. 

C. CONCLUSION 

Homeownership should be a cornerstone of American housing policy. 
Homeownership provides opportunities as varied as the American people them
selves. It provides the opportunity for independence, individualism, self-expression, 
and a sense of fulfillment. Homeownership also gets people involved in their com
munity, its government, and in the private property system-it builds good citizens. 
Homeownership provides a place of security and sense of belonging that forges 
stability and solid family ties. 

The next two chapters examine in detail programs for achieving widespread 
opportunities for homeownership. and ways in which they can be improved. 
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VI. Federal Mortgage Insurance 

The cornerstone of the Federal government's structure of programs to promote 
homeownership over the years has been the use ofFederal mortgage insurance. (The 
same approach has been effective also in more recent years for multifamily housing 
as well.) In contemporary jargon, we would refer to this approach as "credit enhan
cement." 

The mortgage insurance concept takes advantage of the power, the absolute 
security, of the Federal credit assurance to act as an engine to generate private capi
tal for housing. Its appeal is heightened by the fact it has proven an effective way to 
lower interest costs to homebuyers, and increase the flow of housing credit, at no 
budget cost to the government 

Each of the programs discussed in this section of the report is based on this 
remarkably simple yet equally remarkably effective idea of Federal credit insurance. 
Each of these programs should be continued, but further improved in the ways recom
mended. 

A. FEDERAL HOUSING ADMINISTRATION 

1. Introduction 

The Federal Housing Administration (FHA) was created in 1934 to address 
the serious economic and housing problem~ facing our nation at that time. In addi
tion to the immediate goals of stimulating the economy and putting people back to 
work, FHA was charged with the more far-reaching responsibilities of broadening 
homeowners hip opportunities and providing stability and uniformity to a beleaguered 
housing industry. 

FHA insurance has allowed lenders to offer more liberal terms to bor
rowers, expanding greatly the number of families who can afford to purchase their 
own homes. Amortization of loans. over longer periods and lower cash investments 
are two examples of how FHA experience transformed mortgage lending practices in 
this country and offered homeownership opportunities to families who otherwise 
would be unable to purchase homes. In addition to its financing innovations, FHA 
has improved the quality of single-family and multifamily housing construction 
through the development of building requirements that have since become the stan
dard for the industry. 
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Unlike many other Federal government initiatives, FHA was founded on 
the concept of a publkJprivate partnership. Other than.the funds required to set up 
the agency, which were paid back in 1940, FHA's basic unsubsidized program [Sec
tion 203(b)] has not cost the American taxpayer any money. The more than 15 mil
lion families who have benefited from FHA mortgage insurance have borne the en
tire cost and, in fact, have made substantial contributions to tbe U.S. Treasury. Over 
the last three fiscal years alone, over one-half billion dollars in net profits have been 
realized from the FHA Section 203(b) program. 

Over the years, two principal missions have evolved for FHA's programs. 
They are (1) to serve the housing needs of Americans who are not adequately served 
by the private sector alone, and (2) to be at the forefront in the development of in
novative mortgage financing techniques necessitated by changing market conditions. 
These, together with FHA's underlying social purpose, compose the foundation on 
which FHA has built its programs. 

FHA has surely exceeded the expectations of its founders. Like any suc
cessful organization, however, FHA cannot remain constant. Times change and new 
problems arise requiring innovative solutions. In this section, the impact of changing 
market conditions on the role ofFHAis analyzed and proposals are presented to keep 
FHA current with the needs of the homebuying public. 

FHA's overall share of the home finance market has shifted dramatically 
over the years, as has that of the Veterans Administration (VA) financing. The role 
of these agencies is significantly smaller today than it was in the 19505, as private 
mortgage insurers have grown in importance in serving a wide range of middle- and 
upper-income homebuyer financing requirements. Exhibit VIol shows the growth 
and changing importance of the various forms of home mortgage insurance over the 
past three decades. 

While FHA has been tremendously successful in its fltst 50 years, there are 
several forces at work in the marketplace that must be addressed if FHA is to be as 
successful in its second 50 years. There are two factors which particularly exemplify 
the problem that FHA faces in striving to fulfill its two fundamental objectives out
lined above. The "affordability crisis" threatens to undermine FHA's ability to 
provide lower income families with homeownership opportunities. The compelling 
demographic data, presented elsewhere, and the growing housing needs of elderly 
homeowners, necessitate that new financing mechanisms be developed to meet these 
emerging needs. 

For many elderly families, the equity in their home represents their prin
cipal source of savings. At the same time, studies clearly indicate that the elderly 
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EdIibIVI.I 

Residential Single-Family Mortgage Origination Activity 
Millions 01 Dollan COI'l:VeI1lional 

ToW FHA VA FmHA All Insured Uni~ 

1986 4SS~ 62.038 30.1191 1.162 361.121 46.133 314.983 
1985 244.873 28.433 15.582 1.797 199.058 50,415 148.583 

1984 205.556 16.600 12.024 1.851 115.081 63.403 111.618 
1983 204.006 28.7>3 18.880 2.144 154,229 42.363 111.866 
19& 99.438 11.482 7.681 2.487 71.7112 18.153 59.029 
1981 100.700 10.538 7.534 2.607 80.141 18.01'l 62.062 
1980 136,626 14.985 12.102 2.865 106.704 19.035 81.669 

1m 189.488 20.682 18.831 2.890 141.082 25,327 121.755 
1918 187.739 14.581 16.026 2.103 154.429 27.327 m.Hl:! 
1971 
1976 

1&1,549 
115.685 

10•.w;g 
6.998 

14.882 
10.426 

2,516 
2.900' 

136.622 
95.361 

21.595 
14.600 

115.027 
80.761 

1975 7'9.843 6.365 8.833 1.931 62.811 10.024 52.787 

1974 69.100 4.532 7.889 1.594 SS.088 9.220 45.088 
1973 80.866 5.185 7.571 1.740 66,364 12.627 53.737 
1972 71.430 8.456 7.149 1.566 59.659 9.158 50,501 
1911 59.156 10.994 6.830 1.368 39.964 3.526 36.438 
1970 36,349 8.169 3.846 162 22.972 1.116 21.856 
·IIncIItdiIIIT~QiJMfIJeJ"tIQIYwtlf7S.1T. 
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prefer to stay in their current housing situation and only a change in life 
circumstances, usually deterioration of personal health or death ofa spouse, has been 
the prime motive behind a decision to move to retirement housing. As a result, new 
initiatives must be developed that allow the elderly to tap their equity without having 
to change their housing. 

2. Proposals 

In this section, a variety of proposals are offered to address the issues raised 
above as well as to improve FHA's existing programs. 

a. General program improvements. Changes should be made to the cur
rent FHA single-family program to improve its operation and ensure that 
homeownership opportunities are available equally throughout the country. 

(1.) Maximum mortgage ceiling. The maximum mortgage ceiling is in
tended to target FHA activity to moderate-income homebuyers. However, 
it is important that they have generally equitable applicability for the entire 
country. While the indexing concept introduced in 1979 legislation is sup
ported, the maximum cap of $90,000 has served to exclude many middle
income families in high-cost areas. The scarcity of FHA mortgage activity 
in many of the metropolitan areas around New York, San -Francisco, and 
other high-cost cities documents this problem. For that reason, MBA 
recommends that the current statutory language be revised to eliminate the 
$90,000 limitation on FHA mortgages and substitute for it a requirement 
that the FHA mortgage limit be the greater of $101,250, or 95 percent of the 
area's median sale price. In that way, FHA activity would generally be con
fined to the lower half of the housing market, but would be available on an 
equivalent basis to home buyers regardless of where they live. 

(2.) FHA ARM program. When interest rates rise, alternative mortgage 
instruments become critical to keep homeownership affordable for many 
Americans. The current limitations on the volume of FHA adjustable rate 
mortgages (ARMs) of 10 percent of the previous year's origination activity 
and the 1 percent cap on an interest rate adjustment in anyone year severe
ly curtail the use of this program. As a result, it is recommended that any 
cap on ARM activity be removed and FHA be permitted to insure ARMs 
with 2 percent interest rate increases per year with a 5 percent lifetime cap. 

(3.) FHA's credit budget limitations and insurance authority. FHA's 
ability to insure loans is subject to a need for annual reauthorization by Con
gress. In addition, Congress now sets each year a limit, called a Federal 
credit budget limit, on the doUar volume of loans that may be insured. 
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During 1986, delays in the extension of FHA insurance authority and the in
crease of FHA's credit authority severely disrupted lenders' ability to work 
with FHA's programs and therefore adversely affected homebuyer~. These 
disruptions delayed closings several weeks and created severe hardships for 
homebuyers and sellers who depended on the continued availability of 
FHA programs in making necessary plans involved with buying and selling 
their homes. In addition, homebuyers were subjected to considerable un
expected costs when interest-rate commitments ran out in times of rising in
terest rates when lenders had no authority to close loans after insurance 
authority was suspended. Delays have often resulted from FHA insuring 
extensions or from credit increases being held hostage to other more con
troversial issues. 

MBA recommends that FHA's insurance authority be made 
and the FHA credit budget limitation should be eliminated. 

FHA should insure all loans to qualified borrowers. As noted earlier, the 
mortgage limits effectively constrain FHA's market share to low-, mod
erate-, and middle-income borrowers. If elimination is not feasible, a rea
sonable cap should be adopted with a notification procedure that gives Con
gress adequate notice to modify the cap as the need arises. 

(4.) Shared-equity program. Since 1983, FHA has allowed shared-equity 
arrangements where the investor has no interest other than a financial one 
to obtain high-ratio loans. As a result, sellers have used this program as a 
means of selling their homes to borrowers who might not qualify for a loan 
on their own. MBA believes that the loan-to-value ratio (LTV) should be 
reduced to 85 percent on shared-equity arrangements where the relation
ship between the parties is strictly a financial one, as it was prior to 1983. 
This change would not affect shared-equity arrangements involving family 
members or an unrelated person who can demonstrate an established per
sonal relationship to the occupant that did not arise from the transaction. 

b. Responding to demographic change. It is essential that HUD, consis
tent with its tradition, be at the forefront in the development of a financing 
mechanism to address the housing needs of our changing population. 
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(1.) Senior citizens. Because of the uncertainty with the secondary 
market acceptance of a reverse annuity mortgage instrument, as well as 
problems dealing with the elderly at the end of the annuity period, HUD 
should take a very active role. As a starting point, HUD conducted a study 
on reverse annuity mortgages pursuant to the Housing and Urban-Rural 
Recovery Act of 1983. Currently pending legislation has provisions for a 
demonstration reverse annuity loan program. MBA heartily recommends 
that HUD continue its research on this issue as well as other possible alter
natives in this area, and in any event implement a demonstration RAM 
program as soon as possible. 

(2.) Housing in rural areas. FHA has opportunities to enable lenders to 
more easily do business in rural and exurban areas. For example, while 
FHA permits lenders to use local personnel who do not work for the lender. 
the mortgagee still must conduct face-to-face interviews and perform other 
duties that discourage lender participation. These requirements should be 
reviewed and exceptions should be considered for rural areas. In addition, 
currently loan correspondents must fulfill a $25,000 net worth requirement, 
which inhibits participation in the program. This could be waived for loan 
correspondents in rural areas if the lender purchasing a loan from a cor
respondent assumes liability for quality control over the purchased loan. 

Co Improving the Quality ofFHA Loans 

(1.) Investor program. FHA-insured loans on one- to four-family homes 
used as rental housing, so-called "investor loans," have received careful 
scrutiny from all quarters of the residential fmance industry. FHA took 
prompt action by prohibiting such refinancings in May 1985 when abuses 
cropped up with investors who were refinancing for more than the current 
loan balance and then permitting the new loan to become delinquent. 
MBA applauds the action that FHA has taken in this area. While the easy 
answer would be to preclude investors entirely from FHA programs in the 
future, MBA is concerned about the impact of that decision on the rental 
housing market. 

For large lower income families, renting a single-family home is often their 
only option for housing large enough to accommodate them. We believe 
that the underwriting problems and losses can be addressed in a more 
precise fashion without reducing housing opportunities for low-income 
families. For this reason, MBA recommends that FHA's investor program 
be retained, but with the loan-to-value ratio lowered to 75 percent of ap
praised value. 
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(2.) Assumability. Loan assumptions have been associated with recent 
FHA claim problems. MBA shares FHA's concern about the use of FHA's 
simple assumption process by unscrupulous individuals. However, we 
believe the current two-year requirement on the evaluation of an 
assumptor's credit worthiness is excessive and serves to increase costs to 
homebuyers. For that reason, MBA believes that credit evaluation of in
dividuals who assume FHA properties within 12 months after closing rep
resents a more reasonable requirement without creating unnecessary costs 
to the homebuying public. 

d. Organizational Structure and Administrative Changes 

At present, the FHA Commissioner does not have direct control over HUD 
field offices that carry out FHA's programs. Under the current structure, the FHA 
Commissioner cannot establish work priorities for field offices. To administer a 
program of the size of FHA's effectively, it is essential that FHA have direct control 
over field office operations. In addition, the regional management concept estab
lished over 11 years ago has not proven effective. As a result, MBA recommends that 
HUD field offices report directly to headquarters and regional staff be reassigned 
duties at field offices. 

A recurring problem facing FHA is its staffing level, and quality. As 
employees retire or resign, the capability ofFHA to carry out its monitoring and train
ing responsibilities in the field offices is reduced. 

MBA recommends the following steps to assure adequate FHA staff levels 
and quality: 

(1.) A comprehensive training program should be funded so that FHA will 
have an adequate number of employees ready to step in when current 
employees retire or resign. 

(2.) The grade structure for determining salaries should be comparable to 
what individuals receive in the industry. Otherwise, FHA will not be able to 
attract and retain the type of talent necessary to manage a multibillion dol
lar agency. 

(3.) With the implementation of the Gramm-Rudman provisions, FHA 
staff may be subjected to additional cuts if sequestration occurs. Since the 
principal nature of FHA work is the review of lender processing under 
Direct Endorsement, the FHA situation is analogous to that of the Federal 
Savings and Loan Insurance Corporation (FSUC) and Federal Deposit In
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surance Corporation (FDIC). As a result, MBA recommends that FHA 
staffing be exempted from sequestration. 

B. VETERANS ADMINISTRATION -LOAN GUARANTVPROGRAM 

1. Background 

The essential fact about the VA home loan program is that it is an entitle
ment earned by men and women who have served in their country's armed forces. 
The program makes possible home loans on more generous terms (no downpayment), 
with comparatively liberal conditions for qualifying, and historically no fee for the use 
of the Federal guaranty (though in recent years an up-front fee first of 1/2 percent, 
later raised to 1 percent, has been imposed). 

Without the entitlement elements of the program, there would be no spe
cial need for a separate home loan program for veterans. The FHA program would 
suffice. Indeed, the FHA program serves large numbers of veterans, but without the 
beneficial features of the VA loan programs to which users are entitled. 

The V A home loan guaranty program was established in 1946 for the pur
pose of encouraging and facilitating extension of favorable credit terms by private 
lenders to veterans for the purchase, construction or improvement of homes to be oc
cupied by the veterans and their families. As with the FHA programs, VA operates 
by substituting the Federal Government's guaranty to lenders against financial loss on 
loans to veterans for the investment protection afforded under conventional 
mortgage terms by downpayments and more stringent underwriting requirements. 

Eligible veterans are thus enabled to finance home purchases, even though 
they may not have the resources to qualify for conventional loans. Under present law, 
home loans may be guaranteed up to 60 percent of the amount of the loan but not to 
exceed $27,500. In the event of a default, VA, through its contract of guaranty, pays 
the loss sustained by the holder of the loan, up to the amount of the guaranty. 

A discussion of the VA program should recognize that the VA's loan 
guaranty program is not operated by a housing agency. V A's primary function is to 
operate a vast health care system. The Department of Medicine and Surgery runs 
over 170 medical centers, for instance, and employs over 200,000 people. The next 
most important role of V A is the administration of the compensation and pension sys
tems. This function is carried out by the Department of Veterans Benefits (DVB), 
which also administers the loan guaranty program. There are approximately 13,500 
employees in D VB; approximately 2,000 are in the loan guaranty program. 
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The VA program is in trouble financially. Since fiscal year 1984, Congress 
has appropriated over $700 million into the Loan Guaranty Revolving Fund (LGRF). 
The only previous appropriation into the LGRF was in 1963 when the fund was estab
lished. In addition to appropriations, VA has transferred approximately $500 million 
into the fund since FY 84 from other accounts. Funding fee revenues of $250-$300 
million per year are not sufficient to support the program. The situation is not likely 
to improve in the short run. VA's assets are tied up in the Some 33,000 properties 
which it currently has in inventory. 

Although the program was considered self-supporting by the Congress, it 
was actually funded by a large portfolio of vendee and direct loans which earned 
enough interest income to sustain the fund during short periods of high delinquency. 
In FY 81 the direct loan program was terminated and the VA was required to sell its 
portfolio of vendee loans. Then losses continued to increase due to large numbers of 
foreclosures first in the Rust Belt area and then the Oil Patch states. Portfolio loans 
were sold almost as soon as they were originated in order to fund the deep losses to 
the LGRF. Shortfalls were made up by appropriations and transfers from the Direct 
Loan fund. 

The problem loans today are primarily those originated prior to 1983. The 
. problem loans are also concentrated in the economically distressed parts of the 

country. The tightening of underwriting standards·which was started in 1985 and con
tinued in 1986 appears to be working. Early default experience with loans originated 
in 1985 and 1986 is substantially better than in prior years. 

2. The "No-Bid" Issue 

Under the default and foreclosure provisions of the V A home loan guaran
ty program, VA has always had the option of either acquiring a foreclosed property 

,I and paying the lender the loan amount or leaving the property with the lender and 
j only paying the guaranty amount (a "no-bid"). Although VA had the authority to ex

ercise the "no-bid" option. prior to August 1984. it did so only in very isolated cases. 
However, in the Deficit Reduction Act of 1984, Congress included a specific formula 
that significantly altered VA foreclosure claim practices and forced VA to enter into 
no-bids. This change represented a drastic departure from experience of the previous 
35 years of the VA home loan guaranty program during which the VA. in almost 99 
percent of the cases, paid the entire loan amount to the lender and acquired the 
property. 

Foreclosures of VA guaranteed home loans have more than doubled in the 
last five years, with most of the increase concentrated in geographic areas of the 
country that have been devastated by severe economic setbacks. With increasing 
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frequency (from 238 cases in 1982 to 5,236 cases in 1986), the VA has been paying the 
lender only the guaranty amount and leaving the foreclosed property. that has great
ly depreciated in value, with the lender. The no-bid situation has caused lenders to 
suffer severe losses. With an average net loss per loan of $16,500, industry-wide los
ses totalled more than $86 million in 1986. 

Currently, the statutory formula that determines whether a VA foreclosed 
loan results in a no-bid is as follows: If the outstanding debt exceeds the appraised 
value of the house (net of VA administrative costs equal to 10.5 percent of the loan) 
by more than the guaranty amount, the VA pays the lender only the guaranty amount, 
and leaves the lender in possession of the house. 

Lenders can no longer accept the risk of originating VA loans, as they did 
in the past Lenders often now underwrite to conventional standards and even re
quire downpayments. The program objective of assisting veterans who do not have 
money for a downpayment or who may not qualify for conventional financing is no 
longer being met in many instances. 

The forgotten people in the no-bid controversy are the veterans who have 
lost their homes. Not only have they experienced the ignominy ofa public foreclosure 
but they will be asked by the V A to repay the claim amount. This amounts to a debt 
to the government of up to $27,500. V A benefits may be offset against the debt. If 
the veteran is an employee of the Federal government or the Postal Service, wages 
may be garnished. Failing that, V A refers the matter to private collection agencies 
and then to the Internal Revenue Service (IRS) so tax refunds can be offset. The 
government is serious about its collection program and veterans are going to be 
severely hurt. To make matters worse mortgage lenders are required to report the 
results of foreclosure sales to the IRS. The IRS, acting independently, considers the 
unpaid amount forgiven debt and thus taxable. 

These conditions do a disservice to the veterans the program was intended 
to help. The Congress is on record supporting continuation of this program. 
However, unless the Congress takes steps to restore the program to a healthy status, 
it will continue to wither. To this end the following actions need to be undertaken: 

8. Congress and the Administration should assert their commitment to 
the V A home loan guaranty program with adequate support both in the funding for 
and in the administration ofthe program. The VA loan guaranty should be reaffirmed 
as an important veteran's entitlement to be preserved. Funding levels should be suf
ficient to keep the program solvent. 
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b. The VA no-bid formula should be amended to address the problems of 
economically distressed areas and to reduce or eliminate the penalty to lenders when 
the foreclosure process is delayed and the delay is beyond the control of the lender. 
Specifically, in no-bid cases when the property value has declined more than 15 per
cent, the lender should have the option of : 

(1.) Taking the guaranty amount and retaining title to the property, or 

(2.) Conveying the property to VA and forfeiting 5 percent of the out
standing indebtedness at the time of liquidation. 

c. The following additional changes would also help alleviate the no-bid 
problem: 

(1.) Delegation of foreclosure authority to lenders to reduce delays in the 
bidding and foreclosure process. Congress should grant lenders the 
authority to; (a) order the pre-foreclosure appraisal, (b) make the required 
calculation to determine whether the VA should pay the guaranty amount, 
and (c) determine the appropriate bidding instructions at the foreclosure 
sale. 

(2.) Costs of avoidable delays in foreclosing loans should be borne by the 
VA in cases where the VA is responsible for postponing the expeditious 
completion of foreclosure. Interest that accrues after the lender is ready, 
willing. and able to foreclose should not be included in the debt amount 
used in the calculation to determine whether there is a no-bid. If the VA 
acquires the property, the V A should reimburse the lender for the accrued 
interest. 

(3.) Delays caused by circumstances beyond the control orthe VA or the 
lender, such as bankruptcy, should be considered in adjusting the calcula· 
tion. The lender should have the option to forfeit accrued interest in ex
change for not having that interest included in the no-bid calculation. 

(4.) Costs of delays caused by forbearance requested by the VA on the 
part oCthe lender in the hope ofavoiding foreclosure should not be charged 
to the lender. Interest that accrues during the forbearance period should 
not be included in the no-bid calculation. The lender should be reimbursed 
by the VA for the interest accrued during the delay if the V A does acquire 
the property. 
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(5.) Greater use should be made by the VA or the deed-in-Iieu or 
foreclosure procedure. Acceptance of a deed-in-lieu of foreclosure reduces 
the cost of acquiring a property. while preserving a veteran borrower's 
credit record - it is often the most fair and expeditious route, particularly in 
cases where the default is caused by adverse economic circumstances 
beyond the veteran's control. 

3. Other Programmatic Changes 

a. VA maximum loan guaranty. The VA maximum guaranty amount of 
$27,500 has not been changed since 1980. As a result, the guaranty amount has failed 
to keep pace with appreciation in home sales prices, which have increased some 31 
percent during the past seven years, as measured by the median price of all homes 
sold. In order for lenders to continue to make home loans to veterans for median 
~riced homes, the loan guaranty should be increased to at least keep pace with infla
tIOn.I 

b. Adjustable rate mortgages (ARMs). Conventional and FHA mortgage 
markets acceptance of ARMs has demonstrated they are beneficial- permitting bor
rowers and lenders to tailor transactions to borrowers' needs. VA ARMs should be 
authorized, without a statutory limitation on the number that can be guaranteed. 

4. Organization and Stamng Issues 

Adequate staffing, as with FHA, is a chronic problem in most VA field of
fices. This problem shows up in the extraordinary delays lenders routinely experience 
in receiving claim payments from VA It is not unusual for backlogs to result in delays 
of three to four months in the payment of claims, and delays of over three months are 
routine in some VA offices. 

Understaffing at many field offices is also discouraging veterans, lenders, 
builders and brokers from using the VA program. Understaffed offices are unable to 
provide the proper level ofservice to veterans and program participants. Thus all par
ties involved are discouraged and hesitate to use VA guaranteed financing. 

To make matters worse, the V A program is currently experiencing a talent 
gap. Many young, talented individuals have left the VA during the last few years. 
Changes in the industry these last few years have given many opportunities to under
writers and appraisers. The situation is accelerated by the changes in the civil service 
rules which eliminated the entry level program for college graduates. There are cur
rently very few trainee type positions in the VA system. More often than not techni
cal entry level jobs (underwriters, loan specialists, appraisers) are held by individuals 
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who were clerks and promoted into these positions. It has become extremely difficult 
to fill key management positions during the last few years. 

To assure adequate VA staff levels an\.! quality, MBA recommends that: 

a. There should be adequate staffing for the loan guaranty program in all 
field offices . 

.,. Adequate training levels must be restored so that veterans and program 
participants will receive a proper level of service. 

Another management move that offers promise for improved administra
tion of the VA program involves consolidation of VA field offices. The loan guaran
ty operations inthe field are ripe for consolidation. The very small offices are just too 
inefficient. For example, one New England office has just five loan guaranty 
employees, and another has nine. The entire New England operation could easily be 
consolidated into Boston with a very small increase in the Boston work force. A sys- i 

tematic plan to consolidate functions in the VA home loan program would go a long I 
way in solving some of the manpower and management problems. 
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Vll. The Secondary Market: Federally Chartered Agencies 

The foundation of the Federal government's policy toward fostering homeowner
ship and affordable rental housing rests in a firm and necessary commitment to assur
ing a stable, reliable, and low-cost flow of private credit to the mortgage market. In 
shaping this commitment, Congress created three principal Federal and federally 
sponsored financial intermediaries-the Government National Mortgage Associa
tion (Ginilie Mae), the Federal National Mortgage Association (Fannie Mae) and the 
Federal Home Loan Mortgage Corporation (Freddie Mac) -to provide a secondary 
market for the purchase and sale of single-family and multifamily residential 
mortgages. Together, these agencies assist the housing market by garnering private 
capital, at the lowest possible cost, to meet the mortgage credit needs of homebuyers. 

Ginnie Mae, Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac act to broaden the sources of 
mortgage credit; attract investors to the mortgage market who would not otherwise 
invest in residential loans; stabilize the flow of credit during cyclical economic 
downturns; and channel mortgage funds from capital surplus to capital poor or 
regionally distressed areas of the country. In so doing, Ginnie Mae, Fannie Mae and 
Freddie Mac help create a level playing field for all mortgage lenders, large and small, 
regardless of where they are located but which must now compete with large cor
porate borrowers in the national and international debt markets. The ultimate 
beneficiaries of the secondary market created by Ginnie Mae, Fannie Mae and Fred
die Mac are home buyers as well as renters who gain from the increased supply and 
lower cost of mortgage funds. This is achieved at no cost, in fact at considerable gain, 
to the government. 

The premier housing finance system this country enjoys, and which is envied 
the world-over, would not have been possible without Ginnie Mae, Fannie Mae and 
Freddie Mac. A brief discussion of the history, functions and method of operating of 
each is appropriate. 

A. GOVERNMENT NATIONAL MORTGAGE ASSOCIATION 

Ginnie Mae was created by Congress in 1968 as a part of the U.S. Depart
ment of Housing and Urban Development (HUD). Ginnie Mae supplies and stimu
lates mortgage credit that supports the government's housing objectives by assisting 
that segment of the housing market for which conventional financing is not readily 
available. 
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Ginnie Mae accomplishes this mission by guaranteeing the timely payment 
of principal and interest for pass-through mortgage-backed securities (MBSs). These 
securities are backed by, and generate funds for, mortgages insured by FHA and the 
Farmers Home Administration or guaranteed by the V A. Under Ginnie Mae's MBS 
program, lenders which are approved by the agency have the primary responsibility of 
originating and pooling mortgage loans, then for marketing the securities in the capi
tal markets. Through this program, Ginnie Mae had guaranteed securities backed by 
more than $300 billion of mortgages as of September 30, 1987. 

B. FEDERAL NATIONAL MORTGAGE ASSOCIATION 

Fannie Mae was created by Congress in 1938 as a wholly owned government 
corporation. In 1954, the agency was re-organized as a mixed ownership entity, owned 
partly by private shareholders and partly by the Federal government. With the crea
tion of Ginnie Mae in 1968, Fannie Mae was partitioned from the Federal govern
ment into a wholly owned, federally chartered, private corporation. 

Although the Association is privately owned, it pays Federal corporate in
come taxes and has stock that is actively traded on major equity exchanges, Fannie 
Mae operates as a pUblic-purpose corporation under specific legislative and 
regulatory restrictions and controls. It is permitted to deal only in residential 
mortgages of the type and with a loan amount prescribed by law. HUD and the U.S. 
Treasury Department have authority to exercise regulatory control (general 
regulatory control in the case of HUD) over Fannie Mae's operations, programs and 
financing activities. Five of the eighteen members of the Association's board of direc
tors are appointed by the President of the United States. 

The primary mission of Fannie Mae is to provide liquidity for residential 
mortgages in the market and thereby to improve the distribution of investment capi
tal available for financing the construction and sale of housing. Initially, it provided 
a secondary market for FHA and V A loans only, but in 1970 was authorized to pur
chase conventional mortgages. 

The Association purchases residential mortgages secured by either single
family or multifamily structures and performs this function in two ways. First, Fannie 
Mae buys residential mortgages for its own portfolio with funds raised in the credit 
market through the sale of short-term notes and long-term bonds and debentures. 
Second, in 1981, Fannie Mae began a highly successful program for issuing mortgage
backed securities which are backed by pools of loans from its own portfolio, as well as 
mortgages pooled by lenders. In 1987, Fannie Mae began issuing real estate mortgage 
investment conduits (REMICs), taking advantage of the multiple class securities ap
proach to achieve lowered yields. In rnid-1987, Fannie Mae's portfolio contained $98 
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billion of mortgages and the Association had guaranteed $163 billion of mortgage
backed securities since the inception of those programs. 

C. FEDERAL HOME LOAN MORTGAGE CORPORATION 

Freddie Mac was created by Congress in 1970 to enhance the liquidity of 
mortgage investments and increase the availability of funds for mortgage lending by 
developing and maintaining a nationwide secondary market for conventional residen
tialloans. 

Chartered by Congress, Freddie Mac is taxed as a private corporation and 
has a three-member board of directors appointed by the President of the United 
States. These directors also serve as the Federal Home Loan Bank Board, which su
pervises the operations of the 12 Federal Home Loan Banks and all federally 
chartered savings institutions. Originally capitalized at $100 million through sub
scriptions of non-voting stock purchased by the Federal Home Loan Banks, Freddie 
Mac issued preferred stock in 1984. The Corporation's preferred stock may be held 
and traded only by federally chartered savings institutions. 

like Fannie Mae, Freddie Mac links mortgage lenders and the capital 
markets through its purchase and sales operations. Under the Corporation's pur
chase program (known as the Cash Program), Freddie Mac buys conventional single
family fixed-rate and adjustable rate loans, multifamily loans, and second mortgages, 
primarily from savings and loan institutions, but also from mortgage bankers, com
mercial banks and various other HUD-approved mortgagees. It then sells in the 
credit markets pass-through mortgage-backed securities, known as Participation Cer
tificates (PCs), which represent undivided interests in the pool of underlying 
mortgage loans. The Corporation also operates a "Guarantor Program," under which 
approved lenders swap pools of mortgages for Freddie Mac guaranteed PCs which are 
then sold in the national capital markets. 

Freddie Mac uses a mix of financing alternatives to accomplish its objectives 
but finances most of its mortgage acquisitions through the sale of PCS. It, too, issues 
multiple class securities and, in fact, pioneered in the introduction in 1983 of Col
lateralized Mortgage Obligations (CMOs), a debt obligation secured by mortgages 
but which provides investors with classes of different maturities, and hence a measure 
of call protection. 
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D. 	 ITIlE SECONDARY MARKET AND TIlE ROLE OF GINNIE MAE, FANNIE MAE 
AND FREDDIE MAC 

Today, the secondary market plays a vitally important role in providing 
funds for residential mortgages, and Ginnie Mae, Fannie Mae, and Freddie Mac have 
been highly instrumental in making this possible. 

As shown in Exhibit VII-I, during the past five years-1982 through 1986
nearly 80 percent of all residential mortgage loans eventually were sold in the secon
dary market. By selling mortgages in the secondary market, traditional and non-tradi
tional mortgage lenders, large and small, replenish their supply of capital from which 
they can make new loans to qualified homebuyers. 

This was not always so. In the early 1970s, the secondary market provided 
only about one-third of all mortgage credit - a proportion that increased, due largely 
to Fannie Mae, during the "credit crunch" that accompanied the 1974-75 recession. 
However, by the end of that decade when demand for mortgage credit was approach
ing a then all-time high, an expanding number of lenders turned to the secondary 
market with increasing frequency to augment their supply of lendable capital. By the 
end of the decade (1979), the ratio of home loans sold-to-originated peaked at 41 per
cent. 

The start of the 1980s witnessed a significant shift toward increased use of 
the secondary market by a growing number of institutions for three reasons. First, in
vestor concerns about double-digit inflation pushed mortgage interest rates to 
double-digit levels as the entire credit market experienced unprecedented volatility. 
Second, deregulation of the thrift and banking indus tries increased the need for these 
traditional mortgage lender groups to seek shorter term liquid investments. Third, 
the attempt by mortgage lenders to satisfy consumer demand for fIXed-rate mortgages 
without increasing the risk of retaining these loans for portfolio convinced many tradi
tional portfolio lenders to incorporate the secondary market in their business plans. 
As a result of these forces, the secondary market is now the pre-eminent source of 
mortgage credit. 

The Federal and federally sponsored financial intermediaries have played 
a major role in this process. In fact, Ginnie Mae, Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac have 
become indispensable players in the mortgage market, as indicated by the data in Ex
hibit VII-2, which shows the market's growing reliance on these intermediaries. Over 
the past five years-1982 through 1986 -Ginnie Mae, Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac 
loan purchase and mortgage-backed security programs added over $670 billion of 
credit to the housing market, an amount equal to 55 percent of the $1.2 trillion of new 
mortgage loans originated during the period. By bringing this capital to the mortgage 
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"""""" Growing Importance of 
the Secondary Mortgage Market 

Total 
Home l.oan 
Orilinalions 

191Q 35,587 14,191 39,9 
1911 57,788 18,535 32,1 
1911 15,864 24.129 31.8 
1973 19,126 24,862 31.4 
1914 61,509 23,111 34.2 
1975 11,912 29,652 38.1 
1916 113,198 40,95$ 36,0 
1911 161,913 55,361 34,2 
1918 185,036 61.158 36,6 
1919 181,355 16,5311 40.9 
19t!O 131,311 64,641 49.2 
1981 98.213 53.194 54.2 
1982 96,951 100,571 IOJ.7 
1683 201,862 149.191 73,9 
1984 203,105 135,683 66,6 
1985 243,016 204,711 114.2 
1986 454,050 311.278 83,1 

72-76 82,839,8 28,537,8 34.4 
11-81 146,290,3 59.731.B 40.8 
82-86 239,928.8 193,486.8 IIOS 
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1971 
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1m 

2,702 
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2.742 
2,596 
4.196 

2.742 
2.596 
4,196 
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5.505 
5,102 
7,471 

57,788 
75,864 
19.126 

9.5 
1.6 
9.' 

1974 4,553 4,146 4.740 40 5.345 67,509 13.8 
1975 7,441 3,640 3,646 950 12,043 11,912 15.5 
1976 13,764 3,361 3,367 1,360 IB.'91 113,788 16.3 
1911 11,44() 4,650 4.650 4,657 26.747 161.573 16.5 
1918 15.358 12,301 12,301 MI2 34,071 185,036 1M 
1919 24,940 10.7BQ 10,7BQ 4,S40 40.266 187.355 21.5 
19t!O 20.647 8,tl74 8.01' 2,526 31.247 131,912 23.8 
1961 14.257 6.111 717 6.828 3,529 24.615 98.213 25.1 
1982 16,011 15,106 13,969 29,075 24,169 69.256 96,991 11.4 
1983 SO,496 17,543 13,341) 30,883 19,671 101,ll5O 201,862 SO.I 
1984 27,857 16,073 13,547 29.620 18,682 76,158 203.705 31,4 
1985 45,868 20.817 23.649 44.466 44.085 139,419 243,076 55.3 
1986 98,169 29,499 60,566 90.065 101.111s-v__ 289.345 454,050 63.7 

12-76 6,276 3,710 0 3,110 63S 10.620 82.840 12.8 
11-81 18,5:18 8.383 143 8,5:17 4.33<1 31.389 152.191 20,5 
82-86 '7,680 19.808 25,014 44,822 41,544 134.040 239,925 55,9 
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market, Ginnie Mae, Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac served over 20 million 
homebuyers. 

As also shown in Exhibit VII-2, the most recent five-year period is a sharp 
reversal from a decade ago when the secondary market and Ginnie Mae, Fannie Mae 
and Freddie Mac, in particular, were still in their infancy and when policy makers 
searched for ways to moderate cyclical fluctuations in housing finance. In those days, 
the availability of mortgage credit was tied almost exclusively to the vagaries of new 
savings deposits, and disintermediation of those deposits periodically rocked the 
housing market. The situation generated by these cyclical swings in the supply and 
cost of mortgage credit were succinctly summarized in a preface to a 1972 study com
missioned by the Federal Reserve Board entitled, "Ways to Moderate Fluctuations in 
Housing Construction," which stated: 

At the time the project was launched (in early 1970), homebuild
ing and apartment construction had been severely depressed by the 
tight credit conditions prevailing earlier. This was not a unique ex
perience. In fact, throughout the postwar period, residential con
struction has always declined appreciably when increases in com
peting demands for credit - together with limits on the aggregate 
supplyof loanable funds - have curtailed available mortgage credit 
supplies to homebuyers. 

Beyond helping to moderate the cyclical swings in the availability and cost 
of mortgage credit, Ginnie Mae, Fannie Mae, and Freddie Mac have the public pur
pose mission ofassisting that segment of the market for which private financing is un
available. Ginnie Mae fulfIlls this role by dealing only with FHA, VA or Farmers 
Home Administration insured or guaranteed mortgages which, because of the focus 
of these Federal housing programs, benefit the lower end of the homebuying 
spectrum that the private market cannot or does not serve. 

Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac also primarily assist homebuyers of moderate 
means. This result is achieved by the limits set annually under a Congressionally man
dated formula on the size of conventional loans Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac can 
purchase. The limits for a mortgage on a one-unit home were $133,250 and $ 153,100 
in 1986 and 1987, respectively. These limits distinguish "conforming" (i.e., those 
below the limits) from "nonconforming" (Le., those above the limits) loans. Data on 
the loans actually financed through Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac, however, show that 
the vast majority of Fannie Mae's and Freddie Mac's business involves loans well 
below the limits set by use of this formula 

For example, of the 1.3 million homebuyers whose loans were financed 
through Fannie Mae's operations in 1986, 30 percent had a mortgage of less than 
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$40,000 while 63 percent had a mortgage of less than $70.000. The average loan 
amount for all loans acquired by Fannie Mae in 1986 was only $62,000. These num
bers compare to an average home purchase price of $ll3,500 and an average home 
loan amount of $78,000 in 1986, according to data compiled by the Federal Home 
Loan Bank Board. 

E. 	 THE FUTURE OF FANNIE MAE AND FREDDIE MAC 

In spite ofthe performance of Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac in moderating 
the cyclical swings in the market, broadening the private sources of mortgage credit, 
and adding liquidity to the market, there are those who maintain that recent and on
going market changes render their services less necessary and, hence, they should be 
phased down. HUD's recent report on Fannie Mae, for example, includes the follow
ing conclusions: 

If present trends in mortgage finance continue, the agency status 
of the (Fannie Mae) portfolio will no longer serve a useful public 
policy purpose. 

. . . now that Fannie Mae's portfolio operation appears to have 
little long-run or short-run effect on either the volume of mortgage 
credit or on mortgage interest rates. This suggests that the impor
tance of agency status to the mortgage market has decreased to the 
point at which it is no longer justifiable in terms of public policy 
objectives. 

A Federal presence in the MBS market is no longer justified by the 
need to support the development of pass-through securities. 

Similar sentiments have been expressed by others, most notably the Federal 
Home Loan Bank Board's Advisory Committee on Freddie Mac which has voiced 
support for scaling back on Freddie Mac's ties to the Federal government. 

As a matter of sound public policy, MBA strongly believes that such con
clusions are wrong and should not be pursued for five basic reasons. 

1. 	 The Leadership Role or Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac Increases the Efficiency 
of the Secondary Market 

Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac have been at the forefront in developing the 
secondary market for conventional mortgages. Working together, they have stand
ardized mortgage documentation. appraisal guidelines and underwriting procedures, 
and these efforts have made the secondary market for conventional loans safer and 
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more efficient They have led the drive for developing new mortgage products, in
cluding adjustable rate mortgages, IS-year loans and second mortgages, that contain 
safeguards for the consumer while at the same time providing acceptable returns to 
investors. 

The key to the success of the conventional secondary mortgage market. 
however, rests with the mortgage-backed, pass-through securities piloted by Fannie 
Mae and Freddie Mac. Given the market's favorable reception to these instruments, 
Freddie Mac and Fannie Mae mortgage-backed securities are extremely liquid invest
ments. It is estimated that for each $1.00 of MBS outstanding there is $5.00 of trad
ing annually. As a result of the breadth and liquidity of this market. and the security 
associated with agency backing, interest rates on conventional loans sold through Fan
nie Mae and Freddie Mac MBSs are three-eighths percent or more below rates on 
loans sold through nonagency-related outlets. 

The leadership role has continued. In 1983, Freddie Mac introduced multi
class collateralized mortgage obligations, the latest development in the securitization 
of the mortgage market. More recently, with the approval of HUD, Fannie Mae 
began to issue REMICs backed by conventional mortgages. Unlike any other 
REMICs that had been issued, Fannie Mae's offering was the first to provide for 
monthly accounting to investors of the prepayment experience on the underlying 
mortgage collateral. The absence of this data for other REMICs offerings has been 
viewed by investors as an impediment to the liquidity of privately issued REMICs, be
cause of the difficulty it creates in accurately pricing the securities for trading 
proposes. Consequently, in this regard, Fannie Mae's leadership again set the stand
ard for the industry, and this will further improve the market's performance. 

2. Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac are Vital to Small- and Medium-Sized Lenders 

Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac create a level playing field for all mortgage 
lenders which daily must compete with large conglomerate, multi-state lenders for 
available capital in the national and international credit markets. In 1986, for ex
ample, Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac purchased nearly $90.5 billion of residential 
mortgages from thrifts. Over half of these thrifts had assets of less than $500 million. 
There was a similar business relationship between Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac and 
small- and medium-sized mortgage bankers, commercial banks, and credit unions. 

This has important implications for lenders and homebuyers alike. It means 
that Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac assure access to a reliable source of low-cost funds 
for housing for all mortgllge lenders, regardless of size. In large metropolitan areas, 
it means that local institutions can effectively compete in their market area with large 
corporations. In small or rural areas, it can mean that lenders and, in turn, 
homebuyers will have mortgage funds available. 
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3. 	 Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac Remain in the Market During Good Times and 

Bad Times 


• 
Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac are dedicated to housing. This sole purpose 

dedication assures that Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac, if properly equipped and with 
their links to the Federal government intact, will remain in the market through good 
times and bad times. 

This was true even when other financial intermediaries had withdrawn from 
the market because volatile and rising interest rates or regional economic difficulties 
threatened their profits. Even now, Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac continue to buy in
vestment quality mortgages from areas, such as the "oil patch" and "farm belt" states. 
It is estimated that Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac provided funds for nearly 360,000 
homeowners and homebuyers last year in the Southwest This accounted for ap
proximately one-third of all housing funds that went into that region in 1986. 

Available evidence suggests that other companies which lack Fannie Mae's 
and Freddie Mac's exclusive dedication to housing tend to retreat from the market 
when there is an onset of economic reversals. Moreover, sales of private multi-class 
MBSs dry up when arbitrage spreads narrow to squeeze the profit margins of the is
suers. Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac, in contrast, continually have demonstrated their 
public purpose dedication to housing by providing a continuous market for mortgages. 

4. 	 At Present There AreNo V18bleAltematives That Can Replace Fannie Maeand 

Freddie Mac 


While new fully private participants and new instruments likely will become 
more important over time, this segment of the market simply has not demonstrated a 
capacity to provide for particularly those elements ofneed for which Freddie Mac and 
Fannie Mae primarily exist. In 1986, private conduits as a group packaged about $20 
billion of new mortgages. In comparison, Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac combined to 
supply $192 billion in mortgage funds. The magnitude of this difference between the 
volume provided by the private conduits and the combined amount supplied by Fan
nie Mae and Freddie Mac clearly indicates that totally private firms cannot replace 
Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac. Furthermore, it suggests that any consideration of 
scaling back Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac on the hope that private players will fill the 
void, at best, is premature. 
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5. 	 Most Important, Fannie Mae ud Freddie Mac Benefit Consumers and Help 
Make Housing More Affordable. 

The ultimate beneficiaries of Fannie Mae's and Freddie Mac's presence in 
the secondary market are homebuyers. The efficiency of, as well as the reduced risks 
associated with, these intermediaries' role in the secondary mortgage market lowers 
mortgage interest rates. No better evidence exists than a comparison of interest rates 
paid by consumers on conventional "conforming"loans (those eligible for agency pur
chase) and "nonconforming" mortgages. Homebuyers who borrow through Fannie 
Mae or Freddie Mac pay an interest rate of three-eighths of one percentage point or 
more lower than for a nonconforming loan. Scaling back of Fannie Mae's and Fred
die Mac's role would lead unnecessarily to higher interest rates. It would raise inter
est costs especially for that vast group of moderate- and middle-income borrowers in 

f the "conforming" market whose rates are kept low today by the direct presence ofthe 
Federal agencies in that market. 

F. 	 SPEcmC POUCYRECOMMENDA110NS 

; 	 The fact that our housing finance system works SO well because of Ginnie 
! 	 Mae, Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac should not be justification for now sitting back. 

The need for a firm and constant Federal commitment to assuring a reliable flow of 
low-cost mortgage credit is as essential today, perhaps even more SO, than it was over 
five decades ago when it first emerged as a goal of national housing policy . 

,• Beyond affirming this Federal commitment to the secondary market agen
cies, the recommendations below, if adopted, would fine-tune the system. We have 
seen a growing segment ofour citizens, especially younger Americans, who may never 
be able to afford to own a home. They bear witness to continuing obstacles in our 
mortgage credit system that we can and should strive to overcome. 

1. Government National Mortgage Association 

a. Guaranty authority. The Ginnie Mae MBS program is user-demand 
driven. Congress should not establish binding commitment activity ceilings for this 

, program. Ginnie Mae should be free to operate the MBS program without restraint 
j or limitation on the dollar amount of commitments the agency can grant each fiscal 

year to approved lenders for the issuance ofguaranteed MBSs. 

Ginnie Mae is a secondary guarantor and can only guarantee securities 
backed by mortgages insured or guaranteed by FHA. VA and the Farmers Home Ad
ministration. In the aggregate, actual issuances of Ginnie Mae MBSs cannot exceed 
the combined amount of mortgages insured or guaranteed by these primary insurers. 
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The market is disrupted, however, when Ginnie Mae approaches its commitment ceil
ing because of timing differences between when commitments are issued under the 
FHA or V A programs and when Ginnie Mae issues its commitments. Such disrup
tions are harmful to the market and hurt consumers. While estimates of program 
commitment activity may prove useful for planning purposes, no other purpose is 
served by translating such estimates into binding ceilings. 

b. Staffing and budget authority. In recent years, the administration of 
Ginnie Mae has suffered from the departure of many skilled and experienced staff. 
Federal budget reductions have further aggravated the problem at a time when the 
program is growing, the volume of securities outstanding has risen, and the number 
of institutions approved to do business with Ginnie Mae is expanding. 

Ginnie Mae must be fully equipped with sufficient, well-trained staff to 
monitor its program and the performance of its approved issuers. 

c. Technological improvement ofGinnie Mae programs. Since the incep
tion of the Ginnie Mae MBS program, the securities markets have undergone sig
nificant technological changes, especially as a result of automation. Despite many of 
these changes, Federal security laws and regulations relating to electronic book-entry 
ownership of Ginnie Mae MBSs remain unchanged. 

There is a need for a thorough evaluation of securities laws and regulations 
aimed at allowing maximum use of technologically advanced systems. This is needed 
especially in light of Ginnie Mae's recent requirement for its guaranteed securities to 
be issued and held in the Mortgage Backed Securities Clearing Corporation, a 
privately owned and operated depository for Ginnie Mae securities. 

Additionally, Ginnie Mae should modify its MBS programs to accom
modate advanced automated systems now available in the credit markets for the pur
poses of security issuance and trading. In particular, Ginnie Mae should take steps to 
phase out the issuance of Ginnie Mae I securities and require all new securities to be 
issued under the technologically superior Ginnie Mae II program. 

2. Federal National Mortgage Association 

a. User fees. Housing policy aimed at assuring a reliable source of 
mortgage credit at the lowest possible cost to the consumer is inconsistent with the 
imposition of any new taxes or user fees on the operations of Fannie Mae beyond that 
which the Association currently pays by way of Federal corporate income taxes. 

Legislation should be enacted to prevent the imposition of any user fees on 
'e Mae programs. 
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b. Pennanent authoxity to issue REMICs. In April 1987, HUD approved 
Fannie Mae's plans to issue $15 billion ofREMICs backed by conventional mortgages 
through July 1988, despite the full and unlimited authorization implicitly granted to 
Fannie Mae by the Tax Reform Act of 1986. 

REMICs offer the promise of lowering mortgage rates for consumers. Fan
nie Mae has proven to be a leader in setting the standard for these new types of 
mortgage-related securities. As a matter of housing policy, Congress should confirm 
Fannie Mae's unlimited authority to issue REMICs. 

c. Pennanent authority to buy second mortgages. Fannie Mae's authority 
to buy and sell conventional second mortgage loans expires during 1987. The second 
mortgage program operated by Fannie Mae has proven to be a safe tool for consumers 
to finance their housing transactions. At a time when there is concern about the safety 
of home equity seconds, a type of mortgage loan Fannie Mae does not buy, it is im
portant for Fannie Mae to be granted permanent authority to supply funds for second 
mortgages. 

3. Federal Home Loan Mortgage Corporation 

a. User rees. Already taxed as a corporation under Federal tax laws, Fred
die Mac should not be required to pay any additional taxes or user fees beyond that 
which it currently does. To impose new taxes or fees would raise mortgage interest 
rates to all consumers unnecessarily. 

b. Pennanent authority to issue REMICs. As a matter of Federal hous
ing policy, Freddie Mac, like Fannie Mae, should be confirmed as having permanent 
and unlimited authority to issue REMICs. 

e. Pennanent authority to buy second mortgages. Second mortgages have 
been proven to help consumers finance their home purchases, and, for this reason, 
Freddie Mac, like Fannie Mae, should have permanent authority to buy second 
mortgages. 

d. Full devolution or stock ownership. There are in place unnecessary 
restrictions on ownership of the Corporation's stock. Freddie Mac's stock should be 
offered for sale to its entire diverse seller/servicer network, as well as the general 
public. 
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G. REGULATION AND TAX TREATMENT OF MORTGAGE-BACKED SECURITIES 

Considerable progress has been made in recent years in updating Federal 
statutes relating to mortgage-backed securities. Recent amendments have recog
nized changes in financial market technology and have removed largely unintended 
hurdles to the use of the most efficient securitization vehicles as they emerge. Never
theless, in this rapidly evolving field, further legislative opportunities to improve the 
regulatory environment can be identified. 

MBA has consistently endorsed measures aimed at increasing the competi
tiveness and efficiency of the mortgage-related securities market. including the 
nonagency-related market. The measures suggested below are aimed at enhancing 
the role of that market through loosening of unnecessary restrictions rather than 
thr,ough limiting the role of the Federally related agencies. 

1. Secondary Mortgage Market Enhancement Act of 1984 (SMMEA) 

Although SMMEA does much to alleviate certain competitive burdens 
faced by private MBS issuers through amendments to the Securities Act of 1933 (1933 
Act) and the Securities Exchange Act of 1934 (1934 Act), there remain certain areas 
under the Federal securities laws which can be further amended to expand the private 
secondary mortgage market. These areas include: ,(1) broadening the definition of 
"mortgage security" under the 1934 Act (thus entitling a wider range of private MBSs 
to certain exemptions under the 1934 Act), (2) amending the net capital rules ap
plicable to broker/dealers of private MBSs, and (3) clarifying exemptions from SEC 
registration under the 1933 Act for private MBS transactions. 

a. Definition of mortgage.related security. Section 101 of SMMEA 
amended Section 3(a) of the 1934 Act by defining a mortgage-related security as, in 
part, a: 

security that is rated in one of the two highest rating categories by 
at least one nationally recognized statistical rating organization 
and represents ownership in one or more promissory 
notes ... which are directly secured by a first lien on a single par
cel of real estate ..• 

The SMEEA definition of "mortgage-related security" should be amended 
to cover MBSs receiving one of the top four categories used by at least one nationally 
recognized rating organization. 
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The term "investment grade" is commonly interpreted to cover the top four 
categories by the nationally recognized rating firms, extending down to BBB under 
Standard and Poor's designations. Expansion of the eligible collateral for securitiza
tion to include the top four ratings would offer MBS investors a measured reassurance 
regarding the quality of the security while allowing the market sufficient flexibility to 
issue securities backed by a range of mortgages with varying degrees of investment 
quality. 

b. Net capita) rule. The Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) has 
developed its net capital rule (Rule l5c3-I) under Section l5(c)(3) of the 1934 Act. 
The rule is designed to ensure that broker/dealers maintain adequate financial li
quidity in the event of adverse market fluctuations. 

In computing net capital, a broker/dealer must deduct from its net worth a 
prescribed percentage of the value of the securities carried in its accounts (a "hair
cut"). The haircut is based upon detailed analyses of market fluctuations over a 
period of years and the maturity of the securities. The net capital rule currently 
provides separate haircut schedules for a variety of securities, including government 
securities (Le., "securities issued or guaranteed as to principal or interest by the 
United States or any agency thereof'). Haircuts for government-issued securities are 
set at lower percentages than for nongovernment securities. 

Mortgage-backed securities which are issued by Fannie Mae and Freddie 
Mac and those which are guaranteed by Ginnie Mae are granted the same treatment 
under the SEC's net capital rules as are United States Treasury securities. This treat
ment permits dealers to carry sufficient amounts of these MBSs to provide a highly ef
ficient government-related secondary market. The smaller amount of private MBSs 
which dealers may carry with a given commitment of capital has impeded the develop
ment of the secondary market for these securities. 

We suggest, therefore, that the SEC explore appropriate ways to assure that 
private investment-grade MBSs (Le., private MBSs receiving one of the four highest 
ratings by a nationally recognized statistical rating organization) are not burdened 
with excessive net capital requirements by the SEC. This would encourage more 
broker/dealers to carry larger amounts of private MBSs in their inventories and result 
in greater liquidity for these MBSs, which, in turn, should tend to lower interest rates 
to borrowers and help develop the private, nonagency-related market for mortgage-
backed securities. 

It is suggested also that Congress and the SEC explore ways to exempt from, 
or reduce tbe costs of, registration requirements under Section 5 of the 1933 Act to 
any private investment-grade MBS issues. Statistical ratings may indeed provide bet
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ter protection to MBS investors, both small and institutional alike, than SEC registra
tion because of the superior methodology of analysis developed by these agencies in 
rating private MBS issues. The significant cost savings from a registration exemption 
or some type of streamlined registration for investment grade MBSs could facilitate 
the further expansion of the fully private secondary mortgage market. 

2. REMICs 

The Tax Reform Act of 1986 includes the so-called REMICs provisions 
which very significantly enhance the efficiency of the issuance ofmultiple class MBSs. 
However, the legislation denies real estate investment trusts (REITs) the ability to 
participate in the use of the REMIC vehicle on an equal basis with other issuers. 

The problem lies in the recognition of gain by a REIT resulting from the 
sale of regular interests through the REMIC vehicle. Under the tax code, Section 
856(c)(4) provides that. in order to qualify for REIT status, no more than 30 percent 
of an entity's gross income may be derived from sales of a list ofspecified assets, which 
includes interests in mortgages held less than four years. Under many circumstances, 
the gain realized through the sale ofREMIC interests would exceed 30 percent of the 
entity's gross income, thus disqualifying its status as a REIT. In addition, the 
prohibited transaction rules may apply to gains recognized on certain sales of inter
ests in real estate mortgages. Because the issuance of securities through the REMIC 
vehicle is treated as an asset sale and not as a financing for tax purposes, REITs do 
not enjoy the same flexibility in issuing REMICs as they currently enjoy in issuing 
CMOs. 

It is recommended that REITs be enabled to issue REMICs on a fully equal 
basis with other issuers. 

". 
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VIll. The Delivery of Rental Housing 

A. DEFINING THE NEED FOR RENTAL HOUSING 

In 1983 (the last year for which detailed statistics are available), there were 29.95 mil
lion renter households (35 percent of total households). Of those households, 49 per
cent were adequately housed within their ability to pay for the units. That left 51 per
cent of all renter households with housing problems - either because the units were 
inadequate, the family was crowded or the household was paying more than 30 per
cent of income for rent (or some combination ofthose problems). The most pervasive 
problem for renters was the cost of housing-33 percent were cost burdened. 
However, almost 14 percent lived in inadequate units (more than 4.1 million 
households). (See Chapter IV.) 

This chapter provides a conceptual framework for defining the Federal 
government's role with respect to these two broad groups of renter households: 
Those which do not require assistance, and those which do require assistance. Itgoes 
on to define appropriate roles for state and local levels of government and for the 
private sector in the delivery of rental housing assistance. . 

B. ROLE OF THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT IN UNASSISTED RENTAL HOUSING 

The Federal government has a unique and vital role in the provision of ade
quate rental housing. For the large number of people who can afford housing 
produced by the private sector, the Federal government's role is simply to assure the 
smooth functioning of the private market. The Federal government has been provid
ing this service adequately through FHA mortgage insurance programs (both single
family investor and multifamily programs), the secondary market programs of Fannie 
Mae, Freddie Mac and Ginnie Mae, and through generally favorable income tax laws 
(at least until the 1986 changes). 

To assure a continued flow of private capital to rental housing and to assure 
the maximum utilization of the private sector in meeting the nation's rental housing 
needs, there are a number of specific legislative and regulatory refinements and 
changes in these areas that we recommend. These are: 

1. Readjusting the income tax laws to realistically reflect the ecooomics of 
investments in rental housing and congregate living quarters, particularly for lower in
come people. (See Chapter XI for details.) 
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2. Increasing the maximum mortgage amounts for FHA insured projects 
and indexing the mortgage amounts so that they are automatically increased in ac
cordance with a formula tied to an appropriate cost index. 

3. Adequately funding FHA to provide sufficient staff and resources for 
FHA to administer its programs. We are particularly concerned that FHA have ade
quate, trained staff at Headquarters and Field Offices to promptly process applica
tions for full insurance for multifamily projects and to carry out its responsibilities 
under the multifamily co-insurance program. 

4. Allowing the expansion of the purchase programs of Fannie Mae and 
Freddie Mac and otherwise encouraging the development of a secondary market for 
multifamily mortgages. 

5. Encouraging FHA to maintain its role as an innovator in mortgage 
finance. 

C. TIlE FEDERAL ROLE IN ASSISTED HOUSING 

The Federal government has a commanding role to play in providing struc
ture for and assuming a·large portion of the expense of providing decent housing to 
those unable to afford it. The Federal government should reassert its leadership role 
in this area and reaffIrm as a national goal that adopted by the Congress in 1949 of "a 
decent home and a suitable living environment for every American family." There 
are simply not sufficient financial resources at the state and localleveis, distributed in 
such a way to make this goal a reality without consistent and substantial financial as
sistance from the Federal government. 

The delivery of multifamily rental housing for low- and moderate-income 
persons has historically been stimulated by direct Federal intervention. Federal 
housing insurance, public housing and, more recently, rental assistance subsidies have 
provided the necessary impetus to spur the development of more than four million 
units nationwide. Additionally, tax code incentives have helped to generate the 
production of housing for low- and moderate-income persons. Tax-exempt bond 
programs, for example, have financed the development of approximately one million 
rental units nationwide. Exhibit VIII-1 displays the numbers of federally assisted 
housing units under the various programs over the past two decades. Exhibit VIII-2 
displays the sharp decline in commitments in recent years. 

As a direct result of Federal intervention, the delivery system has expanded 
over the years and become far more sophisticated. The system has produced an 
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Exhibil V111-2 

HUD Subsidized Housing Programs
Additions of Units Per Year 
to Units Eligible for Payment 

Units 

1.500,000 

I 125000 

750.000 

375.000 

o 

Estimated --- Actual---

Source: Annual Coi1I("'StONl Jusllficat"'" £SUMes. U,S, Dopa"""",1 .r I\ou"'~ and UrNn o...lopmenl 
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educated constituency of professional and public citizens who have assumed greater 
amounts of responsibility within the delivery network. 

With few exceptions, the delivery systems for assisted rental hOWiing-in
eluding public housing authorities, state housing agencies, community development 
corporations as well as neighborhood housing service corporations, and private 
development entities specializing in low-income housing development - have all 
relied upon Federal assistance and support. 

The so-called new federalism of the 19805 generated a series of program 
and policy directives with respect to housing with one principal aim: to redirect the 
responsibility for housing policy and programs to the state and local level. This fun
damental shift in responsibility was premised upon a series of factors: (1) the ability 
to better identify specific housing problems and needs at the local level; (2) recogni
tion of regional/local housing market differences; and (3) proximity of human resour
ces at the local level to meet specific local needs. The effort to place an ever increas
ing amount of responsibility on public/private sector entities at the local level has also 
been fueled by an unquestioned need to reduce the current Federal deficit. 

Although considerable responsibility has shifted to the state and local 
levels, it is not realistic to expect that delivery systems which have matured through 
direct Federal intervention can now "stand on their own." There are three major 
areas where a continuing Federal presence is essential. 

1. Political Leadership 

The Federal government since the late 1930s has been the primary initiator 
of housing programs. It has been a primary source of inspiration and political leader
ship in housing at a number of critical junctures in our history (i.e., the Depression, 
World War II, and the urban conflicts of the mid-sixties). The Federal government's 
response to these and other circumstances in our nation's history has created a legis
lative and programmatic framework wherein decent affordable housing has been 
made available to those of low- and moderate-income. The Federal government's 
responsibility to provide housing assistance to those most in need has been acknow
ledged by every administration, from the first term of Franklin Roosevelt and the 
programs of the New Deal on through the "safety net" concepts of the Reagan ad
ministration. Without question, a responsibility at the Federal level has been estab
lished. Federal leadership in housing is an established fact which cannot be avoided. 

2. Resource Availability 

State and local governments, nonprofits, and the private sector together 
cannot marshall in an equitable manner all of the resources, particularly fmancial 
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resources, necessary to replace the Federal government in the delivery of housing. 
The Federal government has necessary resources and the ability to ll~locate them 
fairly across the country, which can be utilized to generate new housing o;>portunities 
including: tax revenues, debt capital, credit enhancements, and (ax deferral 
mechanisms and credits. 

The ability to use these resources to generate new housing supply and to 
maintain the existing supply of affordable housing in those areas where the needs are 
greatest surpasses local capacity to meet those needs. Said differently, state and local 
governments and the private sector have resources to meet housing needs, but local 
resources will tend not to be matched with local needs. 

3. Tax Treatment orHousing 

Defining the tax treatment of residential real estate is a primary but not ex
clusive role of the Federal government. Prior to the Tax Reform Act of 1986, there 
was a clear pro active Federal role in the context of encouraging new development of 
rental housing, particularly for those of low and moderate income. 

The 1986 Tax Reform Act imposes stringent income targeting and other 
restrictions on the use of tax-exempt financing, and volume caps on multifamily in
dustrial development bonds. 

D. STATE AND LOCAL GOVERNMENT ROLES IN ASSISTED HOUSING 

We say, above, that there are roles in the delivery of assisted housing that 
must be carried out at the Federal level. It is just as true that these are functions best 
performed by state and local levels of government. 

First, there is a growing desire and will to meet and deal with housing 
problems at the local level. In part this has emerged as the Federal government has 
withdrawn from a commitment to housing; there has been a shift of leadership from 
the Federal to the state and local levels. In part the shift is a manifestation of direct 
participation in Federal housing programs, most notably the Community Develop
ment Block Grant Program. State and local governments in ever increasing numbers 
also are, on their own initiative, developing new program concepts to meet local 
market needs. State housing trust funds and state supported rental assistance 
programs are but two examples of an emerging focus on housing at the local level. 
Capacity building at the state and local level has been underway for more than twen
ty years if one uses involvement in Federal spending programs as a measure,longer if 
one looks at local involvement in health, building codes and zoning. 
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The poor, therefore, are best served by local housing authorities through 
the low rent public housing program. Because the supply of public housing is current
ly inadequate for the need, we suggest that a national housing policy should have a 
component for the construction or acquisition of new public housing units to serve 
this group as well as the repair and modernization of existing housing projects. In 
making this recommendation, we acknowledge the serious problems existing in the 
public housing program today. While we believe these problems are correctable, we 
leave it to groups more conversant with public housing to address these issues. 

3. The Elderly and Handicapped 

Elderly and handicapped individuals have special needs for housing specifi
cally designed to accommodate to their physical condition. These range from group 
homes for the handicapped to board and care facilities for the elderly. The Federal 
government can do much for this group merely by providing FHA insurance programs 
designed for their needs. However, subsidies will be required for many of these 
households because they are often lower income. 

We would support the continuation of all of the current programs for hous
ing senior citizens, including the Section 202 program. But we believe consideration 
should be given to replacing direct loans under Section 202 with an interest subsidy 
program. Such a program would more directly involve the private sector in provid
ing this housing and could be less costly to the government. (See also Chapter X.) 

4. Low· to Moderate-Income Households 

Households with low- to moderate-income (generally above poverty level, 

but below local medians) can be most effectively and most economically assisted 

through maximum use of the private sector. The private sector knows how to build, 

finance and manage housing in the most cost-effective and efficient manner. That ex

pertise should be used to the maximum extent feasible when the target population 

primarily needs decent housing and does not have substantial other social problems. 

The private sector, however, needs assistance in providing housing at rents that low


! to moderate-income families and individuals can afford. There are a number of 

t programs now in use that, on a small scale, are available to assist in providing this 

J housing. 

a. Tax-exempt bonds are being used to finance the construction of 
projects where 20 percent of the units will be affordable to very low-income 
households. While in a few areas this program IS workable, in most parts of the 
country the lower interest rate is not alone sufficient to produce feasible projects. 
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b. The low-income tax credit is being used on a small scale by developers 

to produce units for occupancy by low- to moderate-income families and individuals, 
but this program, too, has limitations and it is too new to be able to assess its impact 
completely. 

c. Rental Housing Development Grants (HoDAGs) are producing some 
units for low- to moderate-income households but, again, the- numbers are very small 
compared to the need. 

Each of these programs should be reviewed and modified to make them 
feasible in more areas and conducive to larger volume production. However, even 
with the refinement and expansion of these programs, a national scale and more 
universally workable housing assistance program for low- to moderate-income fami
lies and individuals is needed. The first question to be addressed in designing such a 
program is the extent to which reliance should be placed on new versus existing hous
ing. 

C. 	 BAlANCING TIlE PRESERVAnON OF EXISTING AND TIlE SUPPLY OF NEW 
HOUSING 

In the final analysis, most people agree that a comprehensive housing policy 
needs to strike a balance between reliance on new and existing housing. But, for 
reasons set out below, we believe the policy principle should be: 

where local housing market conditions allow, housing policy 
should look first toward the use and preservation of the existing 
stock of housing and surrounding community facilities, before 
demolition and new construction is undertaken. 

Existing housing is often where the people are who need help. It often has 
character, charm and economic value. In all, we should look to preserve the existing 
stock, and to use it as a vehicle for providing housing to those in need. All of the 
recent data indicate the primary problem of obtaining adequate housing is one of af
fordability. Where adequate units are available in the marketplace, but at rents not 
affordable to those seeking shelter, the most effective and least costly method of as
sistance is clearly an income-transfer program such as housing vouchers or rent cer
tificates. 

However, demand side programs, by themselves, will not address all of the 
Nation's housing needs. A recent report from the Congressional Research Service of 
tbe Library of Congress (No. 87-81F, January 30, 1987) found that: 
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Using data from the 1982 and 1983 Metropolitan Area tapes of the 
Annual Housing Survey, this study uses simulated moves of 
households to determine whether the supply of standard quality, 
vacant rental units is sufficient to rehouse renter families living in 
unsatisfactory housing, when household size and number of 
bedrooms are considered. The study found that no housing market 
area had a sufficient supply, although the extent of the deficiency 
varies greatly. Less than half the variance was exPlained by dif
ferences in vacancy rates. The findings confirm the need to con
sider the characteristics of both the housing stock and the 
households in unsatisfactory housing in the diverse local housing 
areas throughout the country, when determining national housing 
policy (Exhibit IX-1). 

These fmdings are reinforced by the record of the Section 8 Existing Hous
ing Program. While experience differs among areas, and while preserving and making 
effective use of the existing stock is an essential element of housing policy, the 
President'S Commission on Housing reported that as of 1982, over half of the Certifi
cate holders were unable to find suitable housing within 60 days - with approximately 
three-fourths of the households with four or more children unable to find acceptable 
housing. 

Even though a housing voucher program has been the primary focus of the 
current Administration, HUD Secretary Samuel Pierce has acknowledged repeated
ly, before Congressional committees and in other public forums, the need for a supp
ly-side component to any effective housing program. In testimony before the Sub
committee on Housing and Urban Affairs of the Senate in 1985, he stated that a Rand 
Corporation study "shows that there is no shortage of rental housing nationwide. I 
underscore the word nationwide, because they did find that there were some 
shortages in certain communities or localities." This is as true today as it was in 1985, 
if not more so. 

D. DESIGNING ABROAD-BASED, WW- TO MODERATE-INCOME HOUSING 
ASSISTANCE PROGRAM 

J 
I In considering the need for Federal and federally supported housing 

programs for low- to moderate-income rental housing, we have focused on using ex
isting concepts and programs. We took this approach for three basic reasons: (1) 
many of the current programs are basically sound and can be made more efficient and 
workable with only minor changes; (2) it is easier to develop a consensus on the value 
of and support for known programs than for newly created programs; and (3) any new 
program would require a lengthy start-up phase while guidelines are written, program 
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Renter Households Not Rehoused, by 
Family Size Selected Areas, 1982 or 1983 

Person5 in Household (Pen:::enl) 

(I) (2) (3) (4) IS) (6) 

METROPOUTAN AREAS Noc Rehoused One Two Three or four five or Six ~OfMore 

Allanta 3.100 0 0 7 40 53 
Baltimore 5.100 0 0 5 25 70 
Chicago 38,700 0 0 3 52 45 
ClnciMaii 5.700 0 0 0 75 25 
Columbu5 700 0 0
De""", 2.200 0 0 
Hartford 2.600 0 0 

0 
0 
7 

29 
29 
69 

11 
71 
24 

Honolulu 9.400 0 0 18 4B 34 
Houston 23.400 0 0 4 57 39 
Kansas eily 1.200 0 0 0 23 71 
louisville 2.100 0 0 9 74 16 
Miarm 16,200 0 0 6 66 28 
New Orhtaos 13.100 0 0 5 66 28 
New York City 396.000 33 10 30 19 8 
Passaic 15.500 30 10 32 22 7 
Philadelphia 15.500 0 0 
Pooland 1.800 0 0 

6 
0 

52 
26 

.2
7. 

Roche5ter 3.700 27 0 8 32 32 
Sacramento 2.900 0 0 
St. Louis 6.200 0 0 
Sao Antooio 7.000 0 0 

0

•7 

32 
55 
4S 

68 
41 
49 

San Bernardino 1.600 0 0 4 52 44 
San Dit!80 10.700 0 0 9 57 34 
San Fran.()akland 24.200 25 0 14 ... 17 
5eattl~Eve'e:lt 1.800 0 0 0 0 .00 
1'1DI'·~l'MIYooIaddl()100~~<lf!r;lUfldill!l 

$ouKt:t:-!i 8u"'ilAloitheCtnsus."""!... Ntl:ropoIIWIAn,".~HrM.I!>lI\~~.19!\241'JOJ1'J11:' 
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participants learn to use the program. and investors become comfortable enough to 
invest in such a program. 

This does not mean, nor would we recommend, continuing or reviving ex
isting statutory programs without change. Most of the programs have problems which 
we believe can be resolved without a major new program design. This report does not 
attempt to go into such detailed analysis and suggestions, butwe are prepared to work 
with the Committees of the Congress and with the various agencies to improve and 
enhance their use. 

Even with the refinement and expansion of existing programs, a national 
scale and more universally workable housing assistance program for low- to 
moderate-income families and individuals is needed. We recommend a program with 
the following characteristics: 

1. New construction or rehabilitation of projects in which 20-25 percent 
of the units would be set aside for low-income occupancy. 

2. The projects could be financed through FHA insured or conventional 
mortgages which could, in turn, be financed with tax-exempt bonds or a direct inter
est subsidy program. 

3. Rental assistance payments (through the "Rental Supplement" or the 
"Section 8" programs) would be available for the low-income units so that tenants 
would have to pay no more than 30 percent of their income for rent. 

4. The rent subsidies would be contracted for a 20-year term with the 
government having the option to renew the subsidy contracts at the end of 20 years if 
the units are still needed to house low-income households. 

Such a program combines the best attributes of many of the former sub
sidized housing programs. It does not concentrate a large number of low-income 
households in single projects. The mix of incomes achieved in a 20-25 percent sub
sidized project is beneficial to tenants, landlords and neighborhoods. It is important 
that FHA insurance be available for these projects, particularly in the early stages of 
the program and in areas where state housing finance agencies are unwilling or un
able to finance the projects without insurance. Also, the use of tax-exempt bonds, or 
interest subsidy payments, is important in order to lower the rents on unassisted units 
in the projects, which will allow occupancy by moderate-income families of the 75-80 
percent nonsubsidized units. Such assistance is particularly needed in areas with very 
tight rental markets such as in suburban areas. 
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The rental assistance payments are necessary tc allow occupancy by low
income households. The cost of construction and financing are such that even with 
rent skewing (Le., charging higher rents for the unsubsidiz.:d units), rents would not 
be affordable to the households most in need without rental assistance. The major 
flaw in many of the housing programs of the '60s was the inability of tenants to afford 
rents which reflected increasing operating costs and the lack of a subsidy vehicle to 
pay them. . 

The government's option of renewing the contract on the assisted units to 
maintain low-income occupancy beyond the initial contract period avoids the 
problem of displacement at the end of20 years without changing the original contract. 

As mentioned earlier, the need for new production of assisted housing 
varies geographically and by unit size. New construction (and rehabilitation), because 
it is so expensive, should be limited to those cases where it is clearly demonstrated 
that an income transfer-type subsidy is insufficient. Local and state governments have 
a vital role in assessing their needs and determining the appropriate program for their 
jurisdictions. 

E. BLOCK GRANTS FOR HOUSING 

A variation and supplement to the above approach that perhaps deserves 
consideration is the idea of allocating a portion of Federal housing assistance funds 
to state or local governments in the form of block grants for housing. The funds would 
be allocated in accordance with a needs-based formula. States and localities could use 
the funds either through a means of established Federal programs or in programs of 
their own design; they would decide, set forth a "plan," and receive funding upon ap
proval of their plan. 

This approach goes the farthest in recognizing, on the one hand, that the 
Federal government can most equitably muster financial resources, but on the other 
that local and state officials often are in the best position to select, develop, and 
manage specific programs suited to the local environment. Eligible recipients would 
be, for each jurisdiction, a single public entity designated by the jurisdiction. Eligible 
program activities could include, in part, use of the funds allocated in the form of rent
al assistance contracts; direct loans; locally developed programs for interest 
buydowns; grants for construction and rehabilitation; group shelters and supporting 
services for the homeless, handicapped or children without families; code enforce
ment and relocation assistance; and residential counseling and other direct support 
services. 
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F. A "SUITABLE UVING ENVIRONMENT" 

1. Defining the Problem 

Housing conditions and housing needs are not just numbers, and cannot be 
looked at meaningfully without also considering the surrounding physical environ
ment. 

Housing does not mean just bricks, mortar, and plasterboard. It means a 
place to live within what Congress has called a "suitable living environment." Hous
ing should not be too far from employment opportunities, or from stores and other 
services, such as medical facilities. This environment usually means a neighborhood 
with local schools, churches, and recreational opportunities. It is a neighborhood 
protected by police and fire departments, reasonably safe from crime, with water and 
sewer and trash collection. For the vast majority of homeowners and renters, a 
suitable living environment is taken for granted. In certain urban areas, it is not. 

Blighted urban areas, once called "slums,» are characterized by abandoned 
housing, vacant shops, lack of jobs, and public grounds and buildings in disrepair. 
Many residents are often on welfare or social security. These neighborhoods are un
safe; few people walk about at night; there may be arson, vandalism, and drug use and 
dealing. 

Some blighted urban areas have been blighted for more than a generation. 
In the roster of cities burned during the urban riots between 1965 to 1968 - Watts in 
Los Angeles, Detroit, parts of Washington, D.C., Newark-the devastated sections 
have shown only limited signs of revitalization. Downtown Washington and Los An
geles have all the office buildings a city could hope for, but their blighted areas are 
only marginally improved from the mid-1960s. living in sections of the South Bronx, 
East St. Louis, Roxbury in Boston, or Brownsville in Brooklyn offers as little hope 
today as it did twenty years ago. 

Government policy has acknowledged the fact that housing is inseparable 
from the areas where the housing is located. The Housing Act of 1949 sets as its ob
jective: 

.•. the revitalization as soon as feasible of a decent home and 
suitable living environment for every American family, thus con
tributing to the development and redevelopment of communities 
and to the advancement of the growth, wealth, and security of the 
nation. 
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That Act authorized ur?an renewal efforts which leveled blighted urban 
areas, often with little assurance that something else would be built on the vacant land. 
In 1966, Congress enacted a "mo<lel cities" demonstration program. In 1967, Presi
dent Johnson appointed a National Commission on' Urban Problems, chaired by 
Senator Paul Douglas. 

In 1968, the creation of a new cabinet-level department in the Federal 
Government was entitled "Urban Development" as well as "Housing." In 1974. the 
Housing and Community Development Act urged the "development of viable com
munities, by providing decent housing and a suitable living environment and expand
ing opportunities, principally for persons of low and moderate income." 

The 1974 Act created the Community Development Block Grant program, 
replacing a half-dozen individual grant programs. It was followed in 1977 by 
authorization of Urban Development Action Grants (UDAG) and brief Federal at
tention to support for neighborhoods and for community activist groups as a way to 
revitalize the cities. 

The current Administration has been unwilling to allocate new resources to 
creating a "suitable living environment" in blighted urban areas. Its primary initiative 
has been Enterprise Zones, a plan to designate certain blighted areas and provide tax 
incentives and promises ofless government regulation in order to encourage the loca
tion of businesses in the zone. The initiative has been blocked by Congress on the 
Federal level, but a number of states have enacted enterprise zone legislation. 

Why has there beenso little national attention given in recent years to urban 
problems? Probable reasons include: 

a. Complexity or the problems. Blighted urban areas have so many seem
ingly insolvable problems that governments are tempted to throw in the towel. Aging 
infrastructure, overcrowded transportation facilities, crime and drug abuse are among 
the many urban concerns that demand Federal, state and local funds. Older cities in 
particular are faced with the fact that so many of their residents are poor. In 1984, for 
example, one-seventh of New York City'S population was on welfare and the percent
age was higher in Boston. 

Urban poverty has a racial context as well. In 1985, nationally, 32 percent 
of black persons were below the poverty level, about three times the ratio for whites. 
Although there have been radical changes to eliminate discrimination since the Na
tional Commission on Civil Disorders in 1968 concluded that the nation was "moving 
toward two societies, one black, one white - separate and unequal," the plight of resi
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dents in blighted urban areas remains an issue involving primarily black and Hispanic 
Americans. 

Manufacturing firms w-ere once the primary employers of urban workers, 
but manufacturing has declined significantly as a percentage of total employment. 
Blue-collar jobs and manufacturing facilities have moved south, west, or to the sub
urbs. Virtually no manufacturing firms moved to central city locations. 

The service economy has replaced manufacturing as a chief source of 
employment in cities. The downtown business districts are thriving in many cities, but 
the jobs available are for the skilled and educated, not for the poorly educated resi
dents. The blighted areas of the central cities provide the homes for those who can
not go elsewhere. In many of these areas, recent immigrants have joined the un
employed, choosing the cities because of the proximity ofother recent immigrants and 
sufficient municipal or private support services so that no one need be without food 
or shelter. 

b. Belier in gentrification. A second reason that may partially explain the 
lack of current government action to improve blighted areas is a hope by many that 
blighted areas of central cities will be gentrified. That awkward word covers such 
trends as the conversion of abandoned industrial buildings to small offices and apart, 
ments for the relatively affluent. "Yuppies" (young urban professionals) and "dinks" t (double income, no kids) remodel urban houses when once they might have fled to 
the suburbs. Gentrification. as George Sternlieb points out in Patterns ofDevelop
ment, has been prevalent only in certain cities, such as Philadelphia, New York, Bal
timore and Boston. In the industrialized frost-belt cities-Harrisburg, Akron. Buf
falo, for example - there is little sign of revitalization through gentrification. In most 
cities, the white middle class has left the central city for the suburbs, and it has been 
followed by an increasing departure from the cities of the black middle class. The 
level of public school education in the central city is often a factor in the move to a 
more affluent suburban neighborhood. 

Gentrification should be encouraged because, as Sternlieb says, "the poor 
need the rich." He also points out that there are a few cities, evidenced by massive 
new office buildings and vigorous central-city hotel business, where revitalization has 
helped make the city partially independent of state and Federal grants. These cities 
have the fISCal strength to provide social services for the poor. The smokestack cities, 
however, have not been revitalized or gentrified, and these cities are forced to cut so
cial services for the poor because of fiscal problems. 

Co Budget cuts and the national mood. A third reason for lack of en
thusiasm for urban revitalization programs is the budget for Federal, state, and local 
governments. The United States has such a large Federal deficit that any new domes
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tic spending programs have little chance of enactment. On the state and local levels. 
there are always dozens of competing needs for the use of local or state resources. 

:'inaily, the mood of the nation seems to be on the other topics, not a con
cern about urban blight. Our conscience is spurred by the homeless; no longer by 
abandoned buildings. Many believe that, by keeping taxes low, the nation encourages 
general prosperity, and when the lot of the upper and middle class improve, some of 
that improvement will carry over to improve the life of those ·Iess fortunate. 

2. Preservation and Rehabilitation 

Providing a suitable living environment can often be assisted by housing 
programs themselves through an emphasis on rehabilitation. Rehabilitation can im
prove a neighborhood by removing vacant or deteriorated structures, which impact 
the value of an area, with an improved structure which fits into the fabric of the neigh
borhood and enhances the structures around it. Rehabilitation can often be com
pleted in less time than new construction which minimizes, and can often even avoid, 
permanent displacement. To demolish existing structures and build new structures is 
time-consuming and causes displacement of families, disruption of a community and 
the loss of a neighborhood's cohesiveness. 

Costs are also often lower with preservation and rehabilitation than with 
new construction, thus allowing more units to be produced with the same expendi
tures. An extensive cost-benefit analysis conducted by George Sternlieb and David 
Listokin of Rutgers University in 1913 found that "rehabilitation's initial costs are 
usually at least 20 percent cheaper than new construction's project cost outlay." 

Rehabilitation should, thus, be a major housing vehicle in areas where 
suitable buildings exist and where neighborhoods can be improved by the rehabilita
tion. In addition to rehabilitation of structures for housing purposes, the rehabilitia
tion and preservation of historic structures -whether they are used for commercial, 
residential or public purposes -should be encouraged. Preservation of our nation's 
architectural heritage is an important element of preserving our history. 

Preservation standards for historically significant structures should be 
maintained and enforced, but the Federal government should also provide incentives 
to the private sector to preserve and rehabilitate historically and architecturally sig
nificant structures. 

Current Federal tax treatment represents an important incentive for preser
vation and the Federal government should continue such incentives. 
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3. Policy Suggestions 

In accordance with general principles discussed above, the following sug
gestions reflect: a commitment of responsibility for improvement of blighted areas; 
a recognition that the level of Federal spending will not significantly increase; a 
reliance on state and local expertise; and a belief that tax benefits, because they are 
self-administering and do not require appropriations, can be the most effective 
method of support. 

a. Enterprise Zones. Enterprise zones deserve a test on the national level. 
The number of zones should be limited, despite the difficulties that this will cause 
politically, in order to test the concept. Enterprise zone benefits should cover both 
commercial and residential rehabilitation. In addition to such local incentives as 
removal of property taxes for a specified period of time for new buildings, tax incen
tives can be explored for Federal excise taxes, state and local sales taxes, and expan
sion of the targeted jobs tax credit for businesses within the zones. The administra-

I tion of enterprise zone incentives should be on a local level. 

b. Block Grants and UDAG. The Community Development Block Grant 
program has been effective in many cities and extremely popular with most city 
governments because of the flexibility that communities have in determining where 
and how the money should be spent. Most of the problems with developing a new 
program have been worked out over the years, so there is a general understanding by 
the recipients of what is eligible and what is not, when public hearings are required, 
and what kind of environmental review is necessary. There seems to be no need to 
re-do this tested grant program; it should be continued. 

UDAG has been under attack on the grounds that the program is not cost
effective in providing help for the most needy. An often cited example ofwaste is the 
fact that UDAG funds sometimes go for hotels in downtown areas. UDAG sup
porters cite the evidence that downtown hotels employ many low-income persons and 
provide significant tax revenues to the city. 

. There is merit to the main concept of the UDAG program. Distressed areas 
are targeted and public funds are leveraged with private funds. Nevertheless, there 
should be more emphasis on directing UDAG funds to areas in greatest need. 

e. Investments in tbe public interest. An element of a national housing 
and community development policy should be "investments in the public interest." 
The term is intended to reflect investments which benefit low- and moderate-income· 
persons and help create a "suitable living environment." 
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The Center of Corporate Public Involvement, which is operated by the 
American Council of Life Insurance and the Health Insurance Association of 
America, describes a social investment as one made specifically for socially desirable 
purposes that would not have otherwise been made under customary lending stan
dards. These investments are intended as sound investments, but they are subject to 
unusual risk or they are made at below-market interest rates or they are of a nature 
(e.g., difficult to administer) that puts them beyond traditionaI lending practices. For 
example, a loan might be made to a minority-owned business that did not have suffi
cient funds or experience to justify a loan on normal lending standards; or a commit
ment might be made to purchase small (under $10,000) rehabilitation loans made to 
families in blighted areas. 

A substantial number of public interest investments have been made by 
lenders and life insurance companies over the past two decades. It was primarily the 
urban riots of the late 1960s that persuaded President Johnson and, later, President 
Nixon. to endorse a life insurance industry urban investment program, which put $2 
billion in mortgage loans in the inner city between 1968 and 1973. 

In recent years, objections to public interest investing have been raised by 
the United States Department of Labor. The source of mortgage investment comes 
in a major part from the funds of pension plans. Section 401(a)(1) of the Employee 
Retirement Income Security Act (ERISA) specifies that pension plan fiduciaries must 
invest solely in the interest of pension plan participants and for the exclusive purpose 
of providing benefits to participants. Based upon these Department of Labor com
ments, a fiduciary who wishes to make a public interest mortgage may fear that he or 
she is violating ERISA, which could mean the loss of tax exemption for pension fund 
income or criminal penalties against the fiduciary. 

It is reasonable for pension plan beneficiaries not to want all of their retire
ment funds invested at below-market interest rates or at unusual risk, despite the 
public interest. There is evidence based on surveys that pension plan beneficiaries, 
however, favor public interest investments and would not object if a relatively small 
amount of their funds were invested in the public interest. 

ERISA should be amended to permit, where pension administrators desire, 
certain amounts of pension fund holdings to be designated for public interest invest
ment. 

For the effort to be successful, there must also be a commitment for a public 
interest program from the highest levels. With such a commitment, the program 
could work voluntarily. A large amount of experience, such as that of Neighborhood 
Housing Services, the Enterprise Foundation. and the Local Initiatives Support Cor
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poration, confirms the idea that real estate development in distressed areas can work, 

t but also that it requires a long-term commitment from a wide array of community 
leaders. 

The basic rationale of investment in the public interest is to encourage the 
role of private enterprise in the task of creating a suitable living environment. Al
though it focuses on lending institutions, a commitment to revitalization of urban 
areas would bring in corporations (who use the low-income" tax credit), developers, 
small-scale entrepreneurs, local community leaders, and many others. 
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X. Housing for the Elderly and Other Special Groups 

Often the subject ofhousing for the elderly is treated as part of the discussion oflow
income multifamily housing. While there certainly are substantial numbers ofelderly 
people who, because of their economic or physical situation; need special assistance 
in achieving housing. the subject is much more diverse and includes the need to ad
dress single-family housing of people who are past their most productive work years. 

A. DIMENSIONS OF TIlE ELDERLYHOUSING SITUATION 

America, as we saw in Chapter Ill, is in the midst of a dramatic demographic 
revolution which will affect every aspect ofour society. By 2030 there will be 64.5 mil
lion elderly people living in America, 21.2 percent of the total population, nearly 
double the current figure of 11.8 percent, creating new shelter needs (Exhibit X-I and 
Exhibit X-2). For the next 20 years those needs will be focused on individuals in the 
75-plus age group. A desire for a different lifestyle may generate considerable inter
est in new forms of retirement housing for those in this age group, but to date this has 
not been the case. Instead, up to now, a change in life's circumstances, usually 
deterioration of personal health or death of a spouse, has been the prime motive be
hind a decision to move to retirement housing. This is not to infer that 65-year-old 
couples will not move to retirement communities; obviously they do. But in the ag
gregate their numbers are not large. 

At present, about 70 percent of the elderly live in single-family homes, 65 
percent own their homes outright, and another 19 percent rent housing. Only one in 
ten lives in either a retirement community or a senior citizen building (Exhibit X-3). 

The segment of the elderly population easiest to serve with new forms of 
housing, the 65 to 75 age group, does not constitute a growing segment of the popula
tion, and exhibits some reluctance to move. Those segments of the elderly population 
which are growing rapidly and who we might think of as potentially '11ost benefiting 
from a move to a retirement community - isolated elderly in remote locations without 
easy access to support services, a full range of health care facilities, or a socially sup
portive environment-may also be quite reluctant to move and, in addition, may be 
financially unable to move (Exhibit X-4). 

There have been a number of reports that stress the growing affluence of 
the elderly. Much ofthat analysis has focused on the decline in the overall poverty rate 
among the elderly or on average income figures, but adequate attention has not al
ways been given to variations in income levels by living status. Recent analysis under-
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taken for the Commonwealth Fund indicates that in 1986, the average income for all 
elderly was $23,900, a figure that compares favorably with the population as a whole. 
However, the income of those living alone was only $14,090, while that of those living 
with others was $:31,787. Only 4 percent of all elderly married couples were living in 
poverty, while 19 percent of those living alone were poor. 

B. PROGRAM APPROACHES 

For the elderly, or other groups, who are living in poverty and who are 
renters, the Federal government has programs of rent vouchers and rent supplements. 
No comparable program exists for people who would be eligible for assistance if they 
rented, but who own the dwelling unit in which they reside. The cost of occupancy for 
such individuals, especially those whose mortgages have been paid off or whose 
mortgages reflect purchase prices and interest rates of decades ago, may be less than 
occupancy of an adequate rental unit. Careful projections indicate that over the next 
20 to 40 years, economic growth, together with increased pension, Social Security, and 
IRA benefits, will indeed increase the real income of the elderly and reduce the per
centage living in poverty. However, among those living alone, high poverty levels are 
likely to persist. 

Housing policies are needed which both encourage the creation of new 
forms of housing for the elderly and encourage the development of support systems 
designed to respond to the needs of those who can and want to "age in place." We 
perhaps need to focus simultaneously on two separate goals. First would be to create 
shelter and service complexes responsive to the health needs of a population whose 
longevity is accompanied by a gradual decline in physical well-being and to the desire 
for a socially supportive environment. But at the same time, the preference of the 
elderly to remain in their homes could be accepted and programs formulated to assist 
them in making their existing shelter more supportive of their physical needs. 

Those actively involved in developing new retirement facilities separate the 
demand side of the market into three submarkets differentiated by different age and 
physical characteristics of the relevant populations. The American Association of 
Retired Persons characterizes the three groups as the go-go (healthy and highly 
mobile), slow-go (marginally healthy and mobile), and no-go (in declining health and 
mobility). To be complete, we should also recognize the variation in income levels 
within each of these groups. 

At the present time, two principal approaches to the creation of new elderly 
housing facilities dominate the market place. One type, congregate housing, is a spe
cially designed apartment complex that in addition to shelter provides, at a minimum, 
meals, and, more often, housekeeping, transportation and social activities for groups. 
The second, life-care communities, are elaborately designed elderly living complexes 
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structured to address the problems of both shelter and health care. Typically, meals, 
housekeeping ••nd medical care are available for a fee. 

Desr:te a substantial cutback in numbers of units, the types of projects in
sured by FHA have changed to reflect current thinking about the type of retirement 
complex that best responds to current market pressures and fills a social need. The 
two new programs which reflect current thinking are insurance programs: retirement 
service centers insured under Section 221(d)(4) and board and care homes insured 
under Section 232. These programs permit both tax-exempt bond and Ginnie Mae 
mortgage-backed security funding. (See also Chapter IX.) 

Both these programs reflect a progression in Federal government involve
ment from programs that offered direct loans or loan insurance for shelter only; to 
those that insured projects which offered shelter plus meals and personal services on 
a voluntary basis; to those which package shelter, meals and services, including 
limited health services, into a monthly fee. 

Because of the newness of the board and care program, little can be said 
about it other than that it may encourage nursing home operators to diversify their 
product, particularly in areas where it is difficult or impossible to obtain Certificates 
of Need for nursing homes or intermediate care facilities. Due to the high rental rates 
required to make these projects feasible, the program as currently constituted cannot 
create large-scale opportunities for those living alone on low incomes. Less certain is 
its eventual role in fostering the development of options for middle-income retirees. 

C. 	 LOOKAHEAD: DEFINING ELDERLY HOUSING PROGRAMS FOR lHE 
FUTURE 

National housing policy for the elderly is, at best, ill-defined. Programs 
directed at stimulating housing for the low-income elderly have been drastically 
reduced. Programs to build housing for the middle-income elderly have not been 
well-dermed. No single Federal program can either insure loans or engage in direct 
lending to facilitate the development of a program that incorporates the shel
terlhealth care features of a life-care community. 

While Federal programs. have focused on congregate housing. recent 
analytical work on the living patterns of the elderly are consistent in their findings that 
individual homeownership is the preferred choice of older people. The same re
search also reveals that a significant portion of older Americans have what has been 
termed a "dwelling-use problem;" that is to say, a functional impairment due to a 
physical disability or health problem indicates the need for home modifications or 
support services. In many instances, the individuals will neither move to a more ap
propriate setting nor physically alter their current surroundings. The relative impor
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tance of income constraints, personal preference or actual lack of alternatives in 
blocking those changes is not known. What we do know is that often the elderly 
person's housing is not compatible with hislher needs. The recent AARP survey of 
the elderly attempted to identify what older people would have done had they an
ticipated having to adjust to the changing circumstances associated with longevity. 
The results indicate that a relatively small, but significant, proportion of the 
homeowning population would consider such options as obtaining a second mortgage, 
modifying a home to include a second apartment, or entering into a reverse annuity 
mortgage agreement. About half of those surveyed would consider moving to a life 
care or congregate housing facility. 

Because housing is the largest single asset of the retired popUlation and the 
aggregate amount of home equity held by those 65 or over is estimated to be $600-800 
billion. economists and policy analysts have been eager to find ways of turning those 
assets into spendable income. Moreover, because of the pervasiveness of 
homeowners hip among the elderly, those living alone and those living in poverty often 
have some equity value in their homes. 

Recent attention has focused on making use of the equity in a home as a 
source of income support, through a reverse annuity mortgage. In a reverse aMuity 
mortgage, the homeowner would take a mortgage on hislher home using the proceeds 
to purchase an annuity. The difference between the mortgage payments and annuity 
payouts is net income to the recipient. There are a number of ways to structure such 
instruments so that repayment is deferred so long as the individual continues to reside 
in the home (Exhibit X-5). 

The difficulty of the concept and the complexity of the transaction have 
combined to limit the number of completed transactions to about 1,000 nationally. 
Efforts are underway to experiment with demonstration programs of FHA mortgage 
insurance for reverse annuity mortgages, but no widely accepted financing mechanism 
now exists for elderly homeowners to access their home equity. 

A major effort is called for to address the challenges of housing for the 
elderly. With financing playing such a pivotal role, the Federal mortgage credit 
programs are ideally positioned to be the key to meeting the challenge, and the FHA 
has already begun to do so. Even though the expanded market for housing for the 
elderly is in the future, the challenge to respond to those who are now already elderly 
is in the present. 
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Exhibit X·5 

Effect of Reverse Mortgage Payments on 
Poverty Rates of Elderly Homeowners 

By Household 
Percent Poverty rate Percent 

of official after reverse in reduction 
poverty rate" mortgage payment poverty rate 

Singles and couples 15.0 6.3 58 

Singles 21.1 8.2 62 
aged 65 to 74 17.9 9.2 49 
aged 75 or more 25.9 7.1 73 

Couples 7.6 4.2 45 
head aged 65 to 74 5.8 3.9 33 
head aged 75 or more 10.1 4.7 53 

"This rate applies to singles and couples who own single-family homes. 

Soun:e: '''!be NaIJaaIII'UIHIIII 01 /100M EquiIJ C~......" 8 ..... .Iocobs. 77rt GttMtoqI$/. ..". 26. no. S, 19M. 
p.4!1!1. 
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D. RECOMMENDATIONS 

The issues raised in housing the elderly are varied and complex. To begin 
to address them, national housing policy should, at least: 

1. Accelerate the adoption and implementation of the demonstration 
project of FHA mortgage insurance for reverse annuity mortgages. 

Z. Re-exanrlne and expand HUD's congregate care program, taking into 
account the need to coordinate board and care with housing and shelter. 

3. Explore establishment of a program of housing vouchers for low-in
come, frail elderly, and handicapped who already own and occupy their homes but 
who need assistance to remain. 

4. Convene a task force to address the financing needs of housing for the 
elderly and other special groups, including standardization and the secondary market. 
For home equity conversion, the task force would strive for a fmancing mechanism 
that would include the Federal insurance and the Federal secondary market agencies 
and would provide the elderly with certainty and simplicity so that it could be widely 
acceptable to investors and the elderly alike. In this context, the task force would be 
made up of representatives from private enterprise and from thegovemment 
mortgage credit programs. 

E. HOUSING FOR THE HANDICAPPED 

Over 30 million Americans suffer from some sort of physical mobility 
problem, over 11 million have visual impairments, and 22 million have hearing im
pairments (these figures are not mutually exclusive). These persons and the frail 
elderly have special housing needs which require either physical adaptations to their 
current housing or support services in conjunction with housing. 

Two Federal programs have encouraged the construction of housing for the 
handicapped and elderly. One, HUD Section 202, provides direct lnans at subsidized 
rates to nonprofit organizations for the construction of housing for low-income el
derly and handicapped persons. The Section 8 rental assistance program is used in 
conjunction with this program. Funding for this program has been cut substantially 
under the current Administration's objective of addressing housing needs primarily 
through a rental housing voucher program rather than housing construction. Yet, a 
rent subsidy alone cannot meet the special needs of the frail elderly and handicapped. 
The additional assistance of block grant funds that pay for housing adaptations is one 
way in which these needs can be addressed. 
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Another response to the special housing needs of the frail elderly and hand
icapped, new construction that includes special services and facilities, has been ex-. 
plored under HUD's Congregate Housing Services Program (CHSP). The program, 
implemented in 1978, is designed to test the cost-effectiveness of providing support 
services for the elderly and handicapped in order to prevent or delay unnecessary in
stitutiooalization. A study released in 1987 by the House Subcommittee on Housing 
and Community Development found that 13 percent of those who received CHSP ser
vices required institutionalization, compared to 24 percent of the control group who 
did not receive the services. This program should be continued and expanded. 

Since 1948, the VA has provided one-time grants of up to $35,500, current
ly, to veterans with service-connected disabilities to purchase or construct a home 
which is adapted to their needs or to adapt an existing home. The grant cannot exceed 
one-half the cost of the home and the recipient must comply with the V A minimum 
requirements for adapting the home. If there is money left over, it can be applied 
toward payments on the mortgage principal. In FY 1986,430 veterans benefitted 
from the program. A smaller grant of up to $6,000 is offered to veterans who are blind 
or have lost one or both arms. Sixty-nine grants were awarded to veterans in FY 1986 
to adapt their home under this program. 

Currently, building codes for housing for the handicapped vary among 
states, which can exceed the national standard set in 1960, revised in 1968, by the 
American National Standards Institute (ANSI). In addition, there are two Federal 
codes which follow the ANSI standard - the Uniform Federal Accessability Standard 
(UFAS) and the Architectural and Transportation Barriers Compliance Board 
(ATBCB)-yet which also differ. The existence of several levels of standards has 
made compliance difficult and has impeded the development and adaptation of hous
ing for the handicapped. MBA recommends adoption of a single, uniform standard. 

F. HOUSING FORLARGEFAMIUES 

Another group with special housing needs is families-especially low
income families-with five or more persons. In January 1987, the Congressional 
Research Service reported on a computer simulation study which matched inade
quately housed families with vacant units in selected suburban and city areas. The 
pattern that emerged was that even assuming a theoretically efficient matching of 
available housing stock with need, the large families were more difficult to absorb. 
Generally, in the study, the larger the family, the less adequate was the current hous
ingstock. 

This same report notes the record of the HUD Section 8 Certificate 
program, that approximately three-quarters of households with four or more children 
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were unable to use the certificate to find adequate housing, compared with a general 
average of one-half. 

The stock of one- to four-unit homes, which has a proportionately ,sreater 
number of units with three, four, and five bedrooms than apartment units have, is a 
significant source of housing for large, especially low- and moderate-income, families. 
The rental housing portion of FHA home mortgage insurance programs (the "inves
tor loan program") represents between 10 and 15 percent of the FHA home mortgage 
program. Defaults are disproportionately higher on investor loans than on mortgages 
on owner-occupied homes; but such an observation suggests a more cautious and 
carefully operated program, not its termination. The FHA investor loan insurance . 
program is a practical means for at least assuring the availability of financing on 
reasonable terms for rental housing for large families who can afford moderate 
market rents. (See also Chapter VI.) 

;• 
• 
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XI. The Financial Regulatory and Tax Environment 

Regulation of the ftnancial environment and the Federal tax system can dramatical
ly affect the cost and availability of housing and related senjces. The impact of 
regulation (or lack of regulation) on housing usually is indirect as in the case of capi
tal guidelines for banks and bank holding companies which own mortgage companies. 
In the case of taxes, the Federal income tax has throughout its life been a direct tool 
of public policy in the housing arena. 

Except where government intervention is warranted by needs for consumer 
interaction or to assure an efficient market, the market place should be allowed to 
determine what services are produced, and how and at what price they are delivered. 
There is an opportunity in today's financial environment for certain activities to be 
deregulated and in other situations we will recommend that issues be clarified. 

A. 	 lAWS THREATENING CAPITAL FLOWS, PROFITABIUTY OF MORTGAGE 
BANKING AFFIUATES 

There are three areas of concern: (1) preservation of current bank 
regulatory treatment including purchased or acquired mortgage servicing rights 
within the definition of primary capital for capital adequacy purposes; (2) elimination 
of the current prohibition against permitting loan production offices ofnational banks 
to approve loans; and (3) elimination of unnecessary Glass-Steagall restrictions. 

1. Primary Capital Definition 

After a mortgage loan closes, the mor:tgagee who services the loan (i.e., pas
ses through principal and interest to investors. establishes and collects escrow pay
ments, pays taxes and mortgage insurance, etc.) has a contractual right to a servicing 
fee of .0025 to .0044 of the unpaid balance per month. Instead of setting up origina
tion offices in numerous locations, banks have utilized the practice of purchasing ser
vicing rights from mortgage loan originators with whom they have correspondent 
relationships. 

Current Federal Reserve System (FED), Federal Deposit Insurance Cor
poration (FDIC) and Office of the Comptroller of the Currency (OCC) guidelines 
regard mortgage servicing rights that have been purchased or acquired to be included 
in the determination ofprimary capital. Up to now the bank regulatory agencies have 
unquestionably regarded these servicing rights as a valuable off-balance sheet asset 
with a reasonably predictable income stream providing a potential buffer for bank 
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losses. Banks were encouraged by regulators to expand their mortgage servicing 
portfolios to increase fee-based income and therefore lessen the dependency on in
terest income. Moreover, there is a well-developed liquid market for servicing rights 
which gives management the flexibility to sell them if needed to obtain capital or to 
absorb losses. 

Unfortunately, in the interest of administrative simplicity and having paral
lel standards with foreign bank regulators, the U.S. bank regUlators have proposed to 
exclude purchased or acquired mortgage servicing rights from the definition of 
primary capital. If the proposal becomes effective, a banking corporation would be 
required to add an additional dollar of capital for each new dollar of cost of mortgage 
servicing acquired. Thus, banking organizations will be forced into deciding whether 
capital should be allocated to the purchase of servicing or other investments (e.g., the 
acquisition of banks or other eligible enterprises). Banks are in the business of using 
the money of others to make money. It is pretty much a foregone conclusion that a 
banking organization will choose to employ its capital in areas other than the acquisi
tion of mortgage servicing since the ability to leverage (Le., purchase $1 of servicing 
and adding only 5.5 cents of capital where the minimum capital ratio requirement is 
5.5 percent) the acquisition will have been lost. There will be an array of other invest
ment opportunities to the banking organization with potential for leveraging which 
the banking organization will prefer over the acquisition of mortgage servicing rights. 

Bank regulators are aware of the valuable contribution of mortgage servic
ing income to banking organizations. They have indicated that they will argue for 
preserving this contribution in the regulations. Nevertheless, they seem to indicate 
that the desire to have comparable international standards may be a more compelling 
concern, in the overall scheme of things, than keeping banks in the mortgage servic
ing business. 

What does all this mean for mortgage banking and other financial affiliates? 
First, it means that banking organizations will be deprived of a steady and reliable fee
based income stream. This, in turn, will make bank earnings more volatile by increas
ing the organization's dependency on interest and other fee income. Greater earn
ings volatility will tend to depress stock values, which, in turn, will increase the 
organization's cost of capital, making expansion and diversification of risk even more 
difficult. 

Second, the regulatory change would provide a competitive advantage to 
foreign banking organizations. In many instances, foreign bank regulations are more 
permissive than those in the U.S.; therefore, foreign banks already have a competitive 
advantage. Under the proposal, U.S. banks would be penalized for having developed 
an efficient, highly liquid market for mortgage servicing rights which is, in part, an out
growth of the U.S. development of a secondary mortgage market. 
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Third, the decrease in participation in mortgage banking b'l banking or
ganizations will decrease competition among lenders and tend to incre&~e the cost of 
mortgage loans. It is a basic axiom of the concept of a free market th?'. there should 
be as many providers of a commodity as is practical. 

Housing policy for the 19905 and beyond should be one which encourages 
the greatest competition among lenders and does not result in' competitive advantages 
based on ownership type or whether a finn is subject to U.S. or foreign regulation. 
The change in the definition of primary capital could have an impact on competition, 
result in structural changes in the banking sector, provide competitive advantages to 
foreign institutions and affect the cost of credit to mortgage borrowers. To prevent 
the inappropriate redefinition of bank capital in a manner adverse to housing is an ap
propriate area in which Congress should intervene. 

It is recommended that Congress express the intent that mortgage servicing 
rights, whether purchased or acquired, be included within the definition of primary 
capital for purposes of detennining capital adequacy. 

2. Restrictions On Loan Production Office Loan Approvals 

The McFadden Act, passed in 1927, as amended by the Banking Act of 1933, 
allows only limited interstate branching subject to the laws of a national bank's home 
state. By accepting the state boundaries imposed by state banking authorities, nation
al banks are effectively limited in the ability to branch within a state or across state 
lines. This law was passed in an era when national banks had been operating at a dis
tinct competitive disadvantage compared to state-chartered banks because the Na
tional Banking Act of 1864 had been interpreted to prohibit branching. The Mc
Fadden Act permitted branching by national banks but subjected this power to state 
control. Prior to the passage of the Act, from 1836 until 1927, there were no branches 
of nationally chartered banks. 

Banking institutions have found a variety of ways to circumvent the 
geographic restrictions imposed by the McFadden Act. For example, the Bank Hold
ing Company Act permits banks to organize their activities under a holding company 
structure, with subsidiaries of the holding company engaging in both banking and 
other activities permitted by Federal Reserve regulation or administrative decisions. 

Most nonbanking activities (those which do not involve both deposit-taking 
and lending) are not subject to any geographic restriction. Loan production offices 
are not considered to be "branches," so long as the loans they originate are approved 
and made at the main office, branch office, or a subsidiary office on the premises or 
contiguous to the foregoing. 
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The efforts to get around the restrictions of the McFadde.r • Act are often at 
the expense of efficient operations. For this reason, and because tle concerns that 
led to enactment of the McFadden Act no longer seem valid, mAny :"ave argued that 
the branching restrictions effectively imposed by the McFadden Act should be 
repealed, or at least that legislation phasing out its prohibitions should be enacted. 
Indeed, with more and more states passing legislation permitting banks and bank 
holding companies in surrounding states to open banks in their territories. the 
geographic and operational restrictions of the McFadden Act are becoming increas
ingly irrelevant and out-of-date. 

A specific example of how the law affects the way mortgage loans are 
provided by national banks is found in the Act at 12 U.S.C.36(f). Under this provision 
a branch is defined "to include any branch bank, branch office, branch agency, addi
tional office, or any branch place of business ... at which deposits are received, or 
checks paid, or money lent.» In an interpretive ruling at 12 CFR 7.7380 (b) the Com
ptroller of the Currency applied this statutory language in the context of loan produc
tion offices. The Comptroller concluded that: 

(b) Origination of loans by employees or agents of a national bank 
or of a subsidiary corporation at locations other than the main of
fice or a branch office ofthe bank does not violate 12 U .S.c. 36 and 
81: Provided, that the loans are approved and made at the main 
office or a branch office of the subsidiary located on the premises 
of, or contiguous to, the main office or branch office of the bank. 

The impact of this regulatory provision for mortgage banking affiliates of 
national banks is that a mortgage banking unit at a remote location (Le., not at the 
main office, branch office, or subsidiary's office on the premises of, or contiguous to, 
a main office or branch) cannot approve loans that it originates. The loans have to be 
approved by an officer of the bank at one of the sanctioned locations. 

The rule is cumbersome, costly, and outdated and encourages the creation 
of bank-affiliate ownership structures designed to legally avoid the application of the 
rule. To avoid being subject to this cumbersome approval process. national banks 
have transferred their directly owned mortgage banking subsidiaries to their holding 
companies even though it might have been advantageous to remain a mortgage com
pany directly owned by the national bank. It is a meaningless gesture to have the bank 
approve each and every loan of a loan production office. In many instances, the bank 
official approving the loan may have less of an understanding of mortgage credit un
derwriting than the officials at the loan production office. Thus, the rule has likely 
produced inefficiencies contributing to the cost of mortgage loan processing and 
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restricted the growth of national bank-owned affiliates, which in tum, tends to 
diminish competition. 

MBA has taken no position Oil ':le larger issue of interstate banking. 
However, we strongly favor amendment of the McFadden Act to permit national 
banks to establish full service residential real estate loan offices within any state, and 
thus eliminate the need to have a fictional approval process for loan production of
fices. 

B. 	 lAWS mREATENING INVESTOR CONFIDENCE IN MORTGAGES 

Here our analysis turns to the impact of environmental hazards on the cost 
and availability of mortgage credit. 

An increasing number of states have enacted laws allowing super-liens to 
attach to mortgaged property to finance cleanup where poilu tion has been discovered. 
While there can be no sympathy for those who pollute the environment, the lender/in
vestor is usually the innocent party involved. It is not hard to imagine a situation 
where cleanup costs amount to several times the amount of the mortgage loan. As 
these laws proliferate in number throughout the country we can expect major inves
tors in mortgages like Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac to begin to avoid purchasing 
mortgages in these areas. This undercuts one of the major benefits of a secondary 
mortgage market: the national free flow of mortgage credit. 

In no case should the burden of cleaning up or remedying a hazard fall on 
the shoulders of innocent investors. There is no way investors can estimate the size 
of the risk involved and therefore, no way investors can adequately protect against this 
type of risk. Thus. investors are forced to not do business in states that create this type 
of risk. 

It is recommended that Congress consider appropriate methods to preempt 
state super-lien laws which apply to mortgages. Such measures should aim to keep 
mortgage credit flowing to all areas based on need and demand for mortgage credit 
and spread the cost of cleaning up hazards nver a large number of units. 

C. 	 lAWS AFFECTING COMPETITION AND mE COST OF MORTGAGE 
FINANCE 

Opportunities exist for increasing competition, and thereby reducing costs 
of services in real estate transactions. Additionally, confusion and paper costs as
sociated with truth-in-Iending, real estate transactions, and interest reporting require
ments can be addressed legislatively. 
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1. Truth-in-unding Act (TIL) 

TIL requires mortgage lenders t,_ quote the Annual Percentage Rate (APR) 
over the telephone. However, prospective applicants typically do not shop based on 
the APR, which they usually do not understand. Prospective applicants want to know 
"the interest rate and total points," not the APR. The APR is more likely to confuse 
borrowers than to help them. On the other hand, a quote thai discloses the "rate and 
points" gives the prospective borrower a clearer picture of the amount of cash re
quired at closing and the amount of monthly payment on the mortgage. 

TIL, therefore, should be amended to permit lenders to make telephone 
quotes oradvertise quotes of interest rates and total points with the stated proviso that 
the APRs may differ. 

l. Glass-Steagall Act 

From the leadership of the Senate Banking Committee to the upper levels 
of the Treasury Department, it appears consensus is emerging that it is time to repeal 
or rewrite the Banking Act of 1933 (Glass-Steagall Act). Without attempting to 
evaluate the entire set of issues, we nevertheless see one clear issue that relates to 
housing policy. 

Section 16 of the Glass-Steagall Act generally prohibits national banks from 
engaging in the underwriting ofcorporate securities. Exemptions are provided for the 
underwriting by banks of government securities, including government MBSs, be
cause of the low risks associated with those securities due to their explicit or implicit 
Federal government backing. 

U.S. banks may also underwrite privately issued securities abroad and are 
leaders in the Eurobond markets. Ironically. what they can do under current law is 
somewhat inconsistent with what they cannot do. For example, a bank may purchase 
whole loans from an originator, then issue and underwrite its own MBS collateralized 
by those mortgages, but if the originator itself issued the identical MBS collateralized 
by those same mortgage loans, then the bank would be prohibited from underwriting 
the offering. 

The underwriting of privately issued MBSs is exceptionally concentrated 
among a relatively few investment banking firms. Permitting bank and thrift holding 
company affiliates to underwrite privately issued MBSs would significantly increase 
the number of competitors in the marketplace. and should thereby lead to lower un
derwriting costs and more investors at the local or regional level. This should create 
greater liquidity for the secondary mortgage market and perhaps somewhat lower 
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interest rates for hom\!buyers. The increased number of participants undeIWriting 
MBSs, both on local and national levels, would help ensure that mortgage credit is 
available in all parts t { the country, thus increasing its availability as well as afford
ability. It would be another step toward expanding the private nonagency-related 
market for mortgage securities. 

It is recommended that bank and thrift holding company affiliates be 
authorized to undeIWrite a full range of privately issued, non agency-related 
mortgage-backed securities. 

D. FEDERAL TAX POllCY 

A comprehensive national housing policy is incomplete withou t giving con
sideration to taxation and specific tax issues that affect homeowners hip and rental ai
forda~i1ity, a major factor in the ability to afford a home. Tax laws historically have 
also been employed as incentives to investors to build and own rental housing, espe
cially for lower income families and individuals. 

1. The Tax Refonn Act of 1986 

While the Tax Reform Act of 1986 has been perceived to make real estate 
somewhat less attractive to commercial investors, the Act does provide for the con
tinuation of certain tax laws that help to encourage homeownership for individuals: 

a. Mortgage interest (generally) for primary and secondary residences 
remains deductible. 

b. Real property taxes remain fully deductible. 

c. The deferral of taxation on gains from a principal residence sale (if an 
equal or higher priced residence is purchased within two years) remains in effect. 

d. The one-time exclusion ofgains from a principal residence sales for tax
payers over 55 remains in effect. 

The Act also included an extremely powerful tool for generating funds for 
housing through REMICs. The new legislation overcomes the obstacles of CMOs in 
providing for multiple class securities. This is an example of legislation that allows for 
the full integration of the home mortgage and national capital markets. 

The Tax Reform Act of 1986 made the positive changes that will help to en
courage investor participation in certain types of programs but included other 
provisions that discourage participation. For example, a new tax credit was 
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established that will aid investors in low-income multifamily rental housing; however, 
new restrictions W.lre placed on the volume of tax-exempt bonds a state may issue and 
on the number and income requirements of low-income households in a given project, 
which may have t:'e effect of eliminating the production of the low- and moderate
income units. Other changes to the tax code that will seriously affect construction of 
rental housing are: the investment interest limitations, the changes in depreciation 
(period and amortization method), the repeal of the capital gains exclusion, the at
risk rules, and the passive loss rules. 

Mortgage revenue bonds and mortgage credit certificates are also examples 
of tax incentives that are used to encourage funds for low- and moderate-income 
housing by providing for tax-exempt interest and tax credits. Though the revenue 
bonds have been effective in the past, greater restrictions have evolved which make 
them less and less attractive. Mortgage credit certificates, however, remain attractive 
for homebuyers who are able to utilize tax credits. 

2. Recommendations 

Future tax policy, both from the legislative and regulatory perspectives, 
must be an integral part of the establishment of a national housing policy. Maintain
ing tax laws that encourage home ownership must be a key element. Further, tax laws 
that avoid causing unnecessary hurdles to investor participation in the mortgage 
markets will help provide the funds that are essential for housing transactions. Final
ly. tax policy should be revisited with a view toward assuring that adequate incentives 
exist for investment in rental housing particularly for lower income families and in
dividuals. More specifically: 

a. The deductibility of mortgage interest and real property taxes should be 
retained, as well as other tax laws that encourage homeownership. 

b. REITs should be enabled to issue REMICs on a basis fully equal with 
that of other issuers. 

c. With respect to tax treatment of rental housing, particularly for lower 
income families and individuals and congregate living. MBA supports: 

(1.) A material participation exception for real estate, which would 
allow the use of passive losses from rental real estate activities to of
fset other income without limitation. 

(2.) All cash-out-of-pocket ownership and operating expenses 
should be currently deductible against any income. 
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(3.) Construction period interest and taxes should be amortized over 
10 years. 

(4.) limits on the volume of tax-exempt bonds that may be issued for 
the financing of low-income rental housing should be removed. 
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XII. Approaches to Reducing Housing Costs 

In a real sense, alI of the recommendations in this report aim at reducing housing 
costs. 

But there are a number of significant opportunities not mentioned else
where that are well worth addressing, and that is the purpose of this chapter. As an 
organization of members specializing in the business of real estate lending, the 
analysis and recommendations focus almost exclusively on this area that we know 
best: mortgage finance. 

In particular, the Mortgage Bankers Association ofAmerica, together with 
other lender, investor. and housing groups, plans a major broad-based initiative in the 
months and even years ahead to streamline the entire process of making and financ
ing mortgage loans. Ifserious inroads can be made into the costs, and the lengthy time 
it takes to make a loan, then significant progress can be made in reducing housing 
costs. There are, as explained below, numerous ways in which public agencies can 
help in moving toward this objective. 

A. STREAMUNlNG TIlE MORTGAGE PROCESS 

While simplification of the mortgage process has appeal to all participants, 
it will be particularly beneficial to homebuyers. The purchase ofa bOme is usually the 
most important transaction that the typical person enters into during hWher lifetime. 
It is not surprising that many approach the mortgage process with considerable 
trepidation. What is disappointing is that many homebuyers leave the closing table 
frustrated and confused about the complexity of the current process. 

An overly complicated mortgage system also creates unnecessary expenses 
for the mortgage finance industry: for lenders, builders, and Realtors. Processing 
time, training, and staffing costs in general bave risen dramatically in order to keep up 
with the new mortgage products and regulatory requirements that are being 
developed and modified Investors, insurers and government agencies must spend 
valuable staff resources answering repetitive questions about policy interpretations 
and required forms. 

The current mortgage process bolds promising opportunities for streamlin
ing in two key areas: (1) forms used to process cases, and (2) the processing require
ments themselves. 
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The number of forms required for the origination of a loan is probably the 
most visible evidence of the unnecessary complexity of the current process to the 
public. Congress has already passed legislation mandating Federal agencies (Federal 
Housing Administration, Veterans Administration and the Farmers Home Ad
ministration) to develop common forms. In addition, there has been an industry-wide 
effort to develop the Uniform Residential Appraisal Report. FHA, VA. Fannie Mae, 
and Freddie Mac implemented this form in 1987. The borrower application, verifica
tion forms and closing documents are three further examples of areas where forms 
can be eliminated, consolidated with another form or developed into a common form 
acceptable to all originators, insurers, and investors. 

Increased processing requirements have resulted largely from the 
foreclosure and loss problems of recent years. While improvements have been made 
to develop uniform underwriting requirements among the various insurers and inves
tors, there still remain numerous variations that make the current process too com
plicated. It should be emphasized that underwriting variations will always (and 
should) remain because of the different strata of buyers served by the various players 
in the housing market. However, at a minimum, each federally related agency could 
use the same method to perform a particular processing requirement. 

1. Specific Plans-Agency Related 

An industry-wide effort is underway to promote simplification of the 
mortgage process. Participants include all of the major insurers and investors (FHA. 
VA. Fannie Mae, Freddie Mac, and private mortgage insurance companies (Mis» 
and interested trade associations (e.g., Mortgage Bankers Association of America, 
National Association of Realtors, National Association of Home Builders, American 
Land Title Association, and U.S. League ofSavings Institutions). Examples of major, 
Federal agency-oriented initiatives for the period immediately ahead are as follows. 

a. Revise FHA's ARM disclosure requirements. At present, the Federal 
Financial Institutions Examination Council (FFIEC) is continuing to examine the 
ARM disclosure issue. They are in the process of developing a standard hypothetical 
worst-case scenario. However, Section 241 of the National Housing Act requires bor
rowers to receive a worst case scenario that differs with the proposed form being 
developed by the Council. It would simplify the ARM disclosure process if the 
Council's form would also be acceptable in FHA transactions. 

b. Exempt VA from Gramm.Rudman sequestration requirements. Be
cause of Gramm-Rudman requirements, V A field stations have developed an 
elaborate tracking system which uses valuable V A staff time as well as the time of 
lender personnel. Before each loan is closed, the lender must obtain by telephone a 
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Loan Authorization Tracking System (LATS) number. It is extremely time consum
ing and takes V A staff away from more important processing steps that can deky the 
closing and guaranty ofV A home loans. This situation would be alleviated by exe'1lpt
ing the V A loan program from the Gramm-Rudman sequestration requiremer~. 

c. Permit lenders to process VA appraisals. Similar to FHA's Direct En
dorsement Program, lenders should be allowed to be responsible for reviewing VA 
appraisals and determining the value of property for guaranty 'purposes. Since lenders 
hold ultimate liability under the no-bid process, they have every incentive to ensure 
the accuracy of the appraisal. This action will also free up VA staff to perform other 
more critical monitoring duties. 

d. Permit qualified lenders to issue HUn mortgage insurance certificates 
and VA loan guarantee certificates. Backlogs exist in the government agency in
surance endorsement areas. If responsible lenders were given the authority to issue 
their own certificates, delays could be avoided in delivering loans to the secondary 
market. As a result, cost savings could be realized by consumers. Eligible lenders 
would be determined by review of default and claim data that each agency maintains. 
Participation would be limited to those lenders which are within acceptable,ftinges of 
performance. In this way, lenders would be given substantial incentive to process 
cases in a quality manner. 

1. Other Mortgage Streamlining Steps 

Beyond these broad agency-related initiatives lies an extensive range of 
streamlining opportunities throughout the mortgage lending landscape. They are 
listed here as suggestive of the many attempts currently underway to reduce housing 
costs through simplifying and streamlining the lending process. 

8. Appraisals. We should aim to develop uniform appraisal instructions 
and uniform policy on appraisal standards, definitions and appraiser eligibility re
quirements. We should also develop a standard length of time for an appraisal. The 
length of time for which an appraisal is valid ranges from 120 days to 6 months on ex
isting construction. Consideration should also be given to evaluating the develop
ment of a market-based approach to the term of an appraisal. We could reduce the 
number of required appraisal exhibits and we should seek ways to use automation to 
improve the appraisal process. 

b. Form documentation. Attention should be directed to development of 
common forms for borrower applications and verifications of employment and 
deposit In addition. forms required to process investor and buydown applications 
should be standardized. 
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c. Closings. Here, too, opportunities exist to develop more s~ndard 
mortgage documentation. For instance, consideration should be given t'J cOl'solida
tion of certifications and warranties. At present, borrowers are required + .J sign a 
variety ofaffidavits and certifications at closing. It may be possible to develop generic 
warranties and certifications. Perhaps, too, we could hope to develop modellegisla
tion permitting the release or satisfaction of mortgages by affidavit after proper pay
ment and notice. Another step would be to establish a standard, adequate length of 
time for surveys. Often on refinances and other transactions, a survey will have been 
performed within a year of the new closing. In such instances, it should not be neces
sary to undergo the time and expense of a full new survey. 

B. THE CONSUMER AND MORTGAGE SERVICING 

Throughout the term of a homeowner's mortgage, the most enduring but 
also most poorly understood relationship he or she has with the housing industry is 
with the financial institution servicing the mortgage. In developing a national hous
ing policy, it is important to address the costs and inefficiencies that are arising from 
the growing number of different state laws dictating how mortgage lending and serv
icing must be conducted. 

The ability of mortgage lenders to transfer (sell and buy) mortgage servic
ing rights allows the industry to operate efficiently, and to make loan originations pos
sible in a large number of local communities while concentrating servicing in fewer 
areas. Servicing rights to over $100 billion of mortgage loans were bought and sold in 
1986. The market for mortgage servicing mushroomed further in 1987. These trans
fers help keep mortgage costs low by enabling large-scale, specialized servicing firms 
to take advantage of economies of large-scale operations. 

Servicing transfers require labor-intensive, time-consuming, complicated 
efforts between the buyers and sellers that involve tight timetables, creation of 
thousands of documents, and mUltiple parties to the transaction. Transfers must be 
conducted carefully according to strict operational guidelines in order to avoid cus
tomer disruption and inconvenience. 

Four states (New Mexico, Minnesota, Maryland, and Colorado) already 
have enacted laws that govern servicing transactions. Other state legislatures are con
templating legislation to address loan servicing transfers. Some of the regulations ap
pear reasonable and seem to codify good business practices. However, variations in 
these laws negatively affect the transferability of servicing across state lines and add 
substantially to the cost of servicing a mortgage. Examples of the new requirements 
include: (1) requiring lenders to maintain offices in the state in which the mortgaged 
property is located; and (2) prc;>viding notices to the homeowner from both the selling 
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i and buying lender. Such laws discourage out-or-state lenders from providing housing 

finance in the affected state. The cost of maintainin;s branch offices for servicing 
would be prohibitive. 

With regard to notifications. prompt notice to the borrower is in the 
lender's best interest to assure uninterrupted monthly payments, minimize customer 
relation problems, and provide a smooth transition. But this type of state law creates 
problems because of widely varying time frames and requirements governing which 
party must give notice, and the form and content of the notifications. 

! The Mortgage Bankers Association of America has developed a set of 
"Mortgage Servicing Guidelines" that could be the framework for uniform servicing 
practices for all lenders. MBA has urged its members to adhere to these guidelines 
because they reflect a level of service that the Association strongly endorses. We en
courage others to do the same. The guidelines set forth the specific responsibilities 
of buyers and sellers of servicing to borrowers and to each other. They set specific 
timetables for required actions, customer service, payment of taxes and insurance, 
and other administrative functions. 
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xm. Conclu"Iions and Recommendations 

The basic principle of a national housing policy today is the same as it has been for 
half a century. It is that the government has a commitment to the achievement of the 
opportunity for every individual in America to have decent shelter at an affordable 
price or rental rate. 

While the principle has not changed, there are significant new develop
ments that must be addressed currently and in the future. Most importantly, housing 
affordability has become a worsening burden over the past decade, especially for low
income renters. It is not untypical for very low-income people to pay over half their 
income for housing expenses, not leaving enough to adequately provide for other 
necessities of life. 

It is time to restore housing to a lofty place on the list of national priorities. 
We have tried to provide the vision, the analysis, the foundations, and finally the 
building blocks for a comprehensive new housing policy. We offer, too, for as long as 
it takes, the commitment to see these programs through to reality. 

The following summarizes all of the recommendations - all of the building 
blocks - of this report. 

A. MACROECONOMIC POUCIES 

A cornerstone of housing policy for the future should be macroeconomic 
policies to promote lower real interest rates, which are still high by historical stan
dards. 

1. The government should move toward reducing the Federal budget 
deficit, reducing direct Federal borrowing, and reducing real interest rates. It would 
be difficult to identify any single step that would be ofgreater long-term benefit to im
prove the affordability of housing. 

2. Federal tax policy should encourage a higher national savings rate, 
which in tum would help lower real interest rates. To achieve this objective, ways to 
reduce our heavy reliance on the individual income tax as a source of revenue, and 
shift toward some broader based sales tax or value added tax, with appropriate exemp
tions to avoid regressivity. should be considered. 
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B. HOMEOWNERSHIP 

1. Homeowner dip should be a cornerstone of American housing policy. 
Homeownership provides opportunities as varied as the American people them
selves. It provides the opportunity for independence, individualism, self-expression, 

. and a sense of fulfillment. Homeownership gets people involved in their community, 
its government, and in the private property system-it' builds good citizens. 
Homeownership provides a place of security and sense of belonging that forges 
stability and solid family ties. 

2. Homeownership can be promoted through the Federal tax system. In 
addition to measures already in place, it would be appropriate to consider permitting 
first-time homebuyers to withdraw funds from IRAs, without tax penalties, to make 
downpayrnents on homes purchased. Existing IRAs could be used for that purpose, 
and persons eligible for IRAs under current law could look forward to future 
withdrawals of funds from their IRA for making a downpayrnent on their first home. 

3. To encourage the flexibility and innovation that the FHA needs to best 
meet its mission of facilitating the opportunity of homeownership and adequate rental 
housing for low- and moderate-income home buyers, the Federal government should: 

a. Redefine the FHA maximum mortgage ceiling as the greater of 
$101,250 or 95 percent of an area's median sales price. The maximum mortgage ceil
ing is intended to target FHA activity to moderate-income homebuyers. However, it 
is important that it have generally equitable applicability for the entire country. 
While the indexing concept introduced in 1979 is supportable, the maximum cap of 
$90,000 has served to exclude many middle-income families in high-cost areas. The 
scarcity of FHA mortgage activity in many of the metropolitan areas around New 
York, San Francisco. and other high-cost cities documents this problem. By redefin
ing the ceiling, FHA activity would generally be confined to the lower half of the hous
ing market, but would be available on an equivalent basis to homebuyers regardless 
of where they live. 

b. Remove the cap on FHA ARM activity and permit FHA to insure 
ARMs with 2 percent interest rate increases per year with a 5 percent lifetime cap. 

c. Make FHA's insurance authority permanent, and eliminate the credit 
budget limitation on FHA activity. 

d. Strengthen the shared-equity program by reducing the maximum allow
able loan-to-value ratio to 85 percent where the relationship between the parties is 
strictly a financial one. Since 1983, FHA has allowed shared-equity arrangements 
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where the investor has no interest other than a financial one to obtain high-ratio loans. 
As a: esult. sellers have used this program as a means of selling their homes to other
wise u'lquaIified borrowers. 

e. Implement a demonstration reverse annuity mortgage (RAM) FHA in
surance program as soon as possible and continue the research undertaken by HUD 
on this subject. Because of the uncertainty of secondary market acceptance of a 
reverse annuity mortgage instrument, as well as problems of dealing with the elderly 
at the end of the annuity period, HUD should take a very active role. 

f. Consider exceptions for mortgages on rural housing to the current FHA 
requirements that the mortgagee conduct a face-to-face interview and perform other 
duties that discourage lender participation. In addition, currently loan correspon
dents must fulfill a $25,000 net worth requirement, which inhibits participation in the 
program, and which should be waived in rural areas if the lender purchasing a loan 
from a correspondent assumes liability for quality control over the purchased loan. 

g. Provide HUD with an efficient organization and adequate staffing to 
carry out its programs. Specifically: 

(1.) Reorganize the HUD field office structure so that HUD field of
fices report directly to headquarters. At present, the FHA Commis
sioner does not have direct control over HUD field offices that carry 
out FHA's programs. Under the current structure, the FHA Commis
sioner cannot establish work priorities for field offices. To administer 
a program of the size of FHA's effectively. it is essential that FHA have 
direct control over field office operations. 

(2.) Fund a comprehensive training program so that FHA will have 
an adequate number of employees ready to step in when current 
employees retire or resign. 

(3.) Establish a grade structure that will assure that FHA salaries are 
comparable to what individuals receive in private industry. Otherwise, 
FHA will not be able to attract and retain the type of talent necessary 
to manage a multibillion dollar agency. 

(4.) Exempt FHA staffing from sequestration. With the implemen
tation of the Gramm-Rudman provisions, FHA staff may be subjected 
to additional cuts if sequestration occurs. Since the principal nature of 
FHA work is the review of lender processing under Direct Endorse
ment. the FHA situation is analogous to that of the Federal Savings 
and Loan Corporation and Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation. 
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4. Congress and the Administration should assert their commitment to the 
VI guaranty program with adequate support both in the funding for and in the ad
n.t.lnistration of the program. The VA loan guaranty should be reaffirmed as an im
portant veterans' entitlement to be preserved. Funding levels should be sufficient to 
keep the program solvent. To maintain and strengthen the V A program, several 
specific actions should be taken: 

a. The V A maximum guaranty should be increased to at least keep pace 
with inflation. The VA maximum guaranty amount of $27,500 has not been changed 
since 1980. As a result, the guaranty amount has failed to keep pace with apprecia
tion in home sales prices, which have increased some 31 percent during the past seven 
years, as measured by the median price of all homes sold. 

b. The VA should be authorized to guarantee ARMs without a statutory 
limit on the number of loans that can be guaranteed. Conventional and FHA 
mortgage markets' acceptance of ARMs has demonstrated they are beneficial-per
mitting borrowers and lenders to tailor transactions to borrowers' needs. 

Co The VA no-bid formula should be amended to address the problems of 
economically distressed areas and to reduce or eliminate the penalty to lenders when 
the foreclosure process is delayed and the delay is beyond the control of the lender. 

(1.) In no-bid cases when the property value has declined more than 
15 percent, the lender should have the option of: (a.) taking the 
guaranty amount and retaining title to the property, or (b.) conveying 
the property to VA and forfeiting 5 percent of the outstanding indeb
tedness at the time of liquidation. 

(2.) Lenders should be delegated the authority to: (a.) order the pre
foreclosure appraisal, (b.) make the required calculation to determine 
whether the VA should pay the guaranty amount, and (c.) determine 
the appropriate bidding instructions at the foreclosure sale. 

(3.) Interest that accrues after the lender is ready, willing, and able to 
foreclose should not be included in the debt amount used in the cal
culation to determine whether there is a no-bid. If the VA acquires the 
property, the V A should reimburse the lender for the accrued interest. 

(4.) Delays caused by circumstances beyond the control of the V A or 
the lender, such as bankruptcy, should be considered in adjusting the 
calculation. The lender should have the option to forfeit accrued in
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terest in exchange for not having that interest included in the no-bid 
calculation. 

(5.) Cost of delays caused by forbearance requested by the VA in the 
hope of avoiding foreclosure should not be charged to the lender. In
terest that accrues during the forbearance period should not be in
cluded in the no-bid calculation. The lender sJlOuldbe reimbursed by 
the V A for the interest accrued during the delay if the V A does acquire 
the property. 

(6.) Greater use should be made by the VA of the deed-in-lieu of 
foreclosure procedure. Acceptance of a deed-in-lieu of foreclosure 
reduces the cost of acquiring a property, while preserving a veteran 
borrower's credit record-it is often the most fair and expeditious 
route, particularly in cases where the default is caused by adverse 
economic circumstances beyond the veteran's control. 

d. There should be adequate staffing for the loan guaranty program in all 
field offices, and adequate training levels must be restored so that veterans and 
program participants will receive a proper level of service. 

e. A systematic plan to consolidate field office loan guaranty functions in 
the VA home loan program should be implemented. The very small offices are just 
too inefficient. 

C. THE SECONDARY MARKET 

1. Ginnie Mae 

a. Ginnie Mae should be free to operate the MBS program without 
restraint or limitation set by Congress on the dollar amount ofcommitments the agen
cy can grant each fiscal year to approved lenders for the issuance ofguaranteed MBSs. 

b. Ginnie Mae must be fully equipped with sufficient, well trained staff to 
administer its program. 

Co Securities laws and regulations should be evaluated to ensure maximum 
use of technologically advanced systems. This is needed especially in light of Ginnie 
Mae's recent requirement for its guaranteed securities to be issued and held in the 
Mortgage Backed Securities Gearing Corporation, a privately owned and operated 
depository for Ginnie Mae securities. 
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2. Fannie Mae 

a. Legislation should be enacted to prevent the imposition of any new or 
higher "user" fees on Fannie Mae. 

b. Congress should confirm Fannie Mae's unlimited authority to issue 
REMICS, which offer the promise of lowering mortgage rates for consumers. Fannie 
Mae has proven to be a leader in setting the standard for these new types of mortgage
related securities. 

c. Fannie Mae should be granted permanent authority to supply funds for 
second mortgages. Fannie Mae's authority to buy and seU conventional second 
mortgage loans expires during 1987. The second mortgage program operated by Fan
nie Mae has proven to be a safe tool for consumers to finance their housing transac
tions, and it is especially important in light ofconcerns about the safety of home equi
ty seconds, a type of loan Fannie Mae does not buy. 

3. Freddie Mac 
·,:i 

a. Freddie Mac should not be required to pay any additional taxes or user 
fees beyond those which it currently does. 

b. Freddie Mac, like Fannie Mae, should be confmned as having per
manent and unlimited authority to issue REMICs. 

c. Freddie Mac, like Fannie Mae, should have permanent authority to buy 
second mortgages. 

d. Freddie Mac's stock should be offered for sale to its entire diverse 
seller/servicer network, as well as the general public. Currently, there are in place un
necessary restrictions on ownership of the Corporation's stock. 

4. Mortgage-Backed Securities 

a. The SMEEA definition of "mortgage-related security" should be 
amended to cover MBSs receiving one of the top four categories used by at least one 
nationally recognized rating organization. 

b. The SEC should explore appropriate ways to assure that private invest
ment grade MBSs (Le., private MBSs receiving one of the four highest ratings by a na
tionally recognized statistical rating organization) are not burdened with excessive net 
capital requirements. This would encourage more broker/dealers to carry larger 
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amounts of private MBSs in their inventories and result in greater liquidity for these 
MBSs. which in tum should tend to lower interest rates to borrowers and help develop 
the private. nonagency-related market for mortgage-backed securities. 

e. Congress and the SEC should explore ways to exempt from, or reduce 
the costs of, registration requirements under Section 5 of the 1933 Act to any private 
investment grade MBS issues. Statistical ratings may provide better protection to 
MBS investors, both small and institutional alike, than SEGregistration because of 
the superior methodology of analysis developed by these agencies in rating private 
MBS issues. The significant cost savings from a registration exemption or some type 
of streamlined registration for investment grade MBSs could facilitate the further ex
pansion of the fully private secondary mortgage market. 

d. RElTs should be enabled to issue REMICs on a fully equal basis with 
other issuers. 

D. RENTAL HOUSING 

1. Unassisted Rental Housing 

a. The income tax laws should be readjusted to realistically reflect the 
economics of investments in rental housing and congregate living quarters, particular
ly for lower income people. 

b. The FHA investor loan program should be retained and strengthened. 
but with a maximum allowable loan-to-value ratio of 75 percent. For large lower in
come families. renting a single-family home is often their only option for housing large 
enough to accommodate them. The underwriting problems and losses can be ad
dressed in a more precise fashion without reducing housing opportunities for low-in
come families. 

c. The maximum mortgage amounts for FHA insured projects should be 
increased and the mortgage amounts indexed so that they are automatically increased 
in accordance with a formula tied to an appropriate cost index. 

d. FHA should be adequately funded to provide sufficient staff and 
resources for FHA to administer its programs. We are particularly concerned that 
FHA have adequate. trained staff at headquarters and field offices to promptly 
process applications for full insurance for multifamily projects and to carry out its 
responsibilities under the multifamily co-insurance program. 
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e. The multifamily loan purchase programs of Fannie Mae and FrerJdie 
Mac should be expanded, and development of a secondary market for multifamily 
mortgages should be encouraged. 

2. Assisted Rental Housing 

a. The roles of each level of government and the private sector should be 
defined. The delivery of housing assistance is a shared responsibility. The Federal 
government has a number of programs that are currently working well; many states 
have viable assistance programs; a number of nonprofit groups have developed the 
expertise and the funding to provide assistance; and private, profit-motivated com
panies have the experience and capacity to produce, finance, and manage rental hous
ing. These efforts should be coordinated at the state and local levels to assure that 
housing needs are addressed in the most efficient and effective manner possible. 

b. There are functions best suited to each level of government and private 
sector entities in providing housing assistance. We believe that state and local 
governments, assisted by private and nonprofit and community groups, are best able 
to define their housing needs and should have the responsibility for determining 
which programs best meet those needs. In an era of Iimited resources, someone must 
be responsible for determining how those resources will be distributed and we sug
gest that those choices should be made at the local, and sometimes state, level. 

c. Financial resources are best and most equitably marshalled at the 
Federal level. A certain number of assistance programs should be designed and made 
available at the national level, but the identification of needs and the matching of 
available programs to those needs should be coordinated at the state and local levels. 

d. As a general principle, where local housing market conditions allow, 
housing policy should look first toward the use and preservation of the existing stock 
of housing and surrounding community facilities, before new construction is under
taken. However, demand-side programs, by themselves, will not address all of the 
Nation's housing needs. 

e. In designing assisted housing programs, a first step is to understand who 
needs assistance. The "needy" are not a monolithic, homogeneous group. Housing 
support is needed by a broad spectrum of people from the homeless, who generally 
need much more assistance than just what adequate housing would provide, to the 
"working poor" who have a generally adequate income butwho are in areas where the 
cost of housing forces them to pay more than 30 percent of their income for rent or 
where adequate housing simply does not exist. Any comprehensive assisted housing 
initiative needs to address these various groups and their divergent needs. 
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Such an initiative should focus on improving e~.iting concepts and 
programs for three reasons: (1) many of the current programs an basically sound and 
can be made more efficient and workable with only minor char..,<:s; (2) it is easier to 
develop a consensus on the value of and support for known programs than newly 
created programs; and (3) any new program would require a lengthy start up phase 
while guidelines are written, program participants learn to use the program and inves
tors become comfortable enough to invest in such a program: 

f. The very poor are best served through low-rent public housing. Because 
the supply of public housing is currently inadequate to meet the need, national hous
ing policy should have a component for the construction or acquisition of new public 
housing units to serve this group as well as the repair and modernization of existing 
housing projects. 

g. All current programs for housing senior citizens, including the Section 
202 program, should be continued. Consideration should be given to replacing direct 
loans under Section 202 with an interest subsidy program. 

h. A national scale and more universally workable housing assistance 
program for low- to moderate-income families and individuals is needed. The sug
gested program would have the following characteristics: 

(1.) New construction or rehabilitation of projects in which 20-25 
percent of the units would be set aside for low-income occupancy. 

(2.) The projects could be financed through FHA-insured or conven
tional mortgages which could, in turn, be financed with tax-exempt 
bonds or a direct interest subsidy program. 

(3.) Rental assistance payments (through the "Rental Supplement" 
or the "Section 8" programs) would be available for the low-income 
units so that tenants would have to pay no more than 30percent of their 
income for rent. 

(4.) The rent subsidies would be contracted for a 2().year term with 
the government having the option to renew the subsidy contracts at the 
end of 20 years if the units are still needed to house low-income 
households. 

i. Consideration should be given to allocating a portion of Federal hous
ing assistance funds to state or local governments in the form of block grants for hous
ing. The funds would be allocated in accordance with a needs-based formula. States 
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and localities could use the funds either through a menu of established Federal 
programs or in programs of their own design. They would dF,cide, set forth a "plan," 
and receive funding upon approval of their plan. 

j. There is inherent unfairness in the way housing programs are treated in 
the Federal budget process. One major reason why housing programs are viewed as 
so expensive is the current practice of counting the life cycle cost to the government 
of the housing assistance. Congress should redefine its budgeting approach at least to 
consider alternative calculations for housing costs such as a discounted present value 
calculation of the rental assistance payments. 

E. COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT 

1. Enterprise zones deserve a test on the national level. Enterprise zone 
benefits should cover both commercial and residential rehabilitation. In addition to 
such local incentives as removal of property taxes for a specified period of time for 
new buildings, tax incentives can be explored for Federal excise taxes, state and local 
sales taxes, and expansion of the targeted jobs tax credit for businesses within the 
zones. The administration of enterprise zones incentives should be on a local level. 

2. The Community Development Block Grant program should be con
tinued. The program has been effective in many cities and extremely popular with 
most city governments because of the flexibility that communities have in determin
ing where and how the money should be spent. The Urban Development Action 
Grant program should be continued, but directed more to distressed areas with the 
greatest need. 

3. The current Federal tax treatment for the preservation of historically 
and architecturally significant structures should be continued. 

4. The Employee Retirement Income Security Act should be amended to 
permit, where pension administrators desire, certain amounts of pension fund hold
ings to be designated for public interest investment. 

F. HOUSING FOR TIlE ELDERLY 

For the elderly, housing policies are needed which both encourage the crea
tion of new forms of housing and the development of support systems designed to 
respond to the needs of those who can and want to "age in place." Thus, there is a 
need to create shelter and service complexes responsive to the health needs of a 
population whose longevi ty is accompanied by a gradual decline in physical well-being 
and to the desire for a socially supportive environment. But at the same time, the 
preference of the elderly to remain in their homes must be accepted and programs 
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formulated to assist them in making their existing shelter more supportive of their 
physical and financial needs. To t.el.'..in 0 address these issues, national housing policy 
should, at least: 

1. Accelerate the adoption and implementation of the demonstration 
project of FHA mortgage insurance for reverse annuity mortgages. 

2. Re-examine and expand HUD's congregate care program, taking into 
account the need to coordinate board and care with housing and shelter. 

3. Explore establishment of a program ofhousing vouchers for the low-in
come, frail elderly, and handicapped who already own and occupy their homes but 
who need assistance to remain. 

4. Convene a task force to address the financing needs of housing for the 
elderly and other special groups, including standardization and the secondary market. 
For home equity conversion, the task force would strive for a fmancing mechanism 
that would include the Federal insurance and the Federal secondary market agencies 
and would provide the elderly with certainty and simplicity so that it could be widely 
acceptable to investors and the elderly alike. In this context, the task force would be 
made up of representatives from private enterprise and from the government 
mortgage credit programs. 

G. TIlE FINANCIAL REGULATORY AND TAX ENVIRONMENT 

Financial regulations relating to housing policy for the 1990s and beyond 
should encourage the greatest competition among lenders and not result in competi
tive advantages based on ownership type or whether a firm is subject to U.S. or foreign 
regulation. 

1. A proposed change in the defInition of primary bank capital could have 
an impact on competition; result in structural changes in the banking sector; provide 
competitive advantages to foreign institutions; and affect the cost of credit to 
mortgage borrowers. To prevent the inappropriate redefinition of bank capital in a 
manner adverse to housing is an area in which Congress should intervene. 

2. The McFadden Act should be amended to permit national banks to es
tablish full service residential real estate loan offices without regard to bank branch
ing restrictions and thus eliminate the need to have the mortgage loan application ap
proval process performed in a headquarters or regional office. 
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3. Bank and thrift bolilin..: company affiliates should be authorized to un
derwrite a full range of privatel) issued, nonagency-related mortgage-backed 
securities. 

4. The Truth-in-Lending Act should be amended to permit mortgage 
lenders to make telephone quotes or advertise quotes of interest rates and total points 
regarding mortgage loans with the stated proviso that the annual percentage rates may 
differ. 

S. Congress should consider appropriate methods to preempt state super
lien laws which apply to mortgages. Such measures should aim to keep mortgage 
credit flowing to all areas based on need and demand for mortgage credit and spread
ing the cost of cleaning up environmental hazards over a large number of units. 

6. Future Federal tax policy, both from the legislative and regulatory 
perspectives, must be an integral part of the establishment of a national housing 
policy. Maintaining tax laws that encourage homeownership must be a key element. 
Further, tax laws that avoid causing unnecessary hurdles to investor participation in 
the mortgage markets will help provide the funds that are essential for housing trans
actions. Also, the Federal government should continue tax incentives for preserva
tion ofhistorically and architecturally significant structures. Finally, tax policy should 
be revisited with a view toward assuring that adequate incentives exist for investment 
in rental housing, particularly for lower-income families and individuals. More 
specifically: 

a. The deductibility of mortgage interest and real property taxes should be 
retained, as well as other tax laws that encourage homeownership. 

b. With respect to tax treatment of rental housing, particularly for lower 
income families and individuals and congregate living: 

(1.) A material participation exception should be made for real es
tate, which would allow the use of passive losses from rental real estate 
activities to offset other income without limitation. 

(2.) All cash-out-of-pocket ownership and operating expenses 
should be currently deductible against any income. 

(3.) Construction period interest and taxes should be amortized over 
10 years. 
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(4.) Umits on the volume ofthe tax~xempt bonds that may be issued 
for the financing of low-income rental housing should be removed. 

H. REDUcr.• G HOUSING COSTS 

1. The Mortgage Bankers Association of America, together with other 
lender, investor and housing groups, plans a major broad based initiative in the 
months and even years ahead to streamline the entire process of making and financ
ing mortgage loans. If serious inroads can be made into the costs, and the lengtby 
time it takes, to make a loan, then significant progress can be made in reducing hous
ing costs. 

2. MBA has developed a set of "Mortgage Servicing Guidelines" that 
could be the framework for uniform servicing practices for all lenders. MBA has 
urged its members to adhere to these guidelines because they reflect a level ofservice 
that the Association strongly endorses. We encourage others to do the same. 

The foregoing recommendations are, we believe, the building blocks for a 
new national housing policy. As developed tbroughout this report, the proposals can, 
we believe, substantially serve as a national policy. 

Where we wHllive, we Americans, in the decade ahead and in the next cen
tury is a subject that must be of high priority on the national agenda. With these fun
damental priorities. and with commitment and follow-through from people who care, 
a positive and successful answer to the question, "Where will we live?" can be 
achieved. 
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Second, there has been a demonstrated ability to better understand local 
needs at the local leve~ and to make policy decil.ions that suitably and sensitively 
match programs to needs in a local context. Thirct~Dut in a related vein, local people 
are better able to plan and effectively manage programs to address unique local situa
tions. This is particularly true when housing programs are just part of a milieu of so
cial problems. Consider, for example, the question of the homeless. Local govern
ments, and to a lesser extent state governments, have proven to be best equipped to 
handle the immediate task of deciding whether and for how long persons will remain 
on the street, whether they can be temporarily housed in shelters or hotels, whether 
they will be mainstreamed into health or job related assistance and whether per
manent housing is available. At this level of need. state and local intervention is es
sential. At this level, the problem can be more readily defined and a coordinated 
response initiated. 

E. THE ROLE OF THE PRIVATE SECTOR IN ASSISTED HOUSING 

The private sector, both profit-motivated firms and nonprofit organizations, 

has roles in the delivery of assisted housing. Historically we have relied upon private, 


,i profit-oriented firms to build. finance, and. manage the major portion of all assisted 

housing. The entrepreneurial, organizational, and management skills of such firms 
help assure the delivery of quality housing at reasonable costs. 

f 

The not-for-profit community brings to the process its commitment to solv
ing local housing and social problems, abilities to build essential constituencies, and 
the ability often to mobilize public and other resources that profit-oriented firms can
not. There are numerous outstanding examples of what dedicated individuals in the 
private sector can accomplish. Just one example, the Enterprise Foundation, 
operates programs in some two dozen cities which are extremely effective at identify
ing and meeting local housing needs. 

F. CONCLUSION -SHARED RESPONSmIUTIES 

The first broad issue in establishing policy for the delivery of assisted rental 
housing is to define the roles of each level of government and the private sector. 
There are functions best suited to each level of government and private sector entities 
in providing housing assistance. We believe that state and local governments, assisted 
by private and nonprofit and community groups, are best able to define their housing 
needs and should have the responsibility for determining which programs best meet 
those needs. In an era of limited resources, someone must be responsible for deter
mining how those resources will be distributed, and we suggest that those choices 
should be made at the local, and sometimes state, level. 
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The delivery of housing assistance, i.e., getting projects built and assisting 
the households in need, is a shared responsibility requiring active participation by the 
Federal government and private, profit-motiva!ed entities as well as the participation 
of state and local governments and nonprofits. The Federal government has a num- . 
ber of programs which are currently working well; many states have viable assistance 
programs; a number of nonprofit groups have developed the expertise and the fund
ing to provide assistance; and private, profit-motivated cOmpanies have the ex
perience and capacity to produce, finance, and manage rental housing. All of these 
efforts should be continued and, in some cases, expanded, and they should be coor
dinated at the state and local levels to assure that the needs are addressed in the most 
efficient and effective manner possible. 

In a nutshell, financial resources are best and most equitably marshalled at 
the Federal level; a certain number of assistance programs should be designed and 
made available at the national level; but the identification of needs and the matching 
of available programs to those needs should be coordinated at the state and local 
levels. 

A model to work from, up to a point, is the housing assistance plan process 
set forth in the Housing and Community Development Act of 1974. It provided for 
the quantification of local needs at the state and local levels ofgovernment, with com
munity involvement. And it presumably enabled state and local officials to match 
programs to those needs. The inherent defect that emerged over time was that Con
gress dictated the ultimate mix of program funds-by type of program and between 
use in connection with new versus existing housing. This often prevented the program 
and housing mixes in state and local plans from being carried out as planned. For the 
future, the approach envisioned would have Congress authorize and appropriate 
program types and aggregate funding levels. Program mix and housing types would 
emerge through decisions at the state and loeallevels. 
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IX. Approaches to Housing the Needy 

A. INTRODUcnON 

"There is nothing new except what is forgotten" (Mme Bertin, milliner to Marie An
toinette). Although first said 200 years ago, Mme Bertin's statement is perceptively 
appropriate to a contemporary discussion of housing assistance in this country. For 
most of this century, the Federal government has provided a wide variety of housing 
assistance programs. We have subsidized mortgagors, mortgagees, and tenants 
through interest reduction, mortgage reduction, and rent reduction programs. Each 
of the programs has had its strengths and weaknesses and each has had a common fatal 
flaw-they all cost money. 

However, if we subscribe to the goal of decent housing for all Americans, 
we must face up to the cost. Clearly, we should assist households in the most cost
effective manner possible. But we must also realize that expenditures will increase 
above current levels if reasonable housing goals are to be achieved. 

In discussing the cost of housing, it needs to be pointed out there is inherent 
unfairness in the way housing programs are treated in the Federal budget process. 
One major reason why housing programs are viewed as so expensive is the current 
practice of counting the life cycle cost to the government of the housing assistance. 
While not arguing that the budget calculations for housing are necessarily inap
propriate, there does exist a fairness issue which should be addressed. The Congress 
at least should consider alternative calculations for housing costs, such as a discounted 
present value calculation of the rental assistance payments. 

For example, if a Section 8 rental assistance contract is executed for a 21}
year tenn, the cost for the entire twenty years is used in calculating the first year cost 
to the government. Other sectors of the budget are not treated comparably. The en
tire life cycle cost of maintaining a battleship is not calculated when construction of a 
new ship is approved. Likewise, welfare payments are budgeted on an annual basis, 
not on the life expectancy of the welfare recipient. 

In assessing the need for housing assistance, recognize that the "needy" are 
not a monolithic, homogeneous group. Housing support is needed by a broad 
spectrum of people, from the homeless, who generally need much more assistance 
than just what adequate housing would provide, to the "working poor," who have a 
generally adequate income., but who are in areas where the cost of housing forces 
them to pay more than 30 percent of their income for rent or where adequate housing 
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simply does not exist. Any comprehensive assisted housing initiative needs to address 
(hese various groups and their divergent needs. 

In what follows, we look first toward trying to logically define groups of 
people who need housing assistance in a way that usefully differentiates them in terms 
of the kinds of assistance required. We then consider the broad issue of relying on 
new production versus putting emphasis on preserving existing housing as alternative 
strategies for delivering housing assistance. Finally, recognizing that some 
mechanism for supplying new housing is necessary to a balanced and complete pack
age of programs, we outline a recommended program for low- and moderate-income 
assisted housing. 

B. TYPES OF NEEDS 

There are basically four categories of households in need of housing assis
tance: (1) homeless, (2) poor, (3) elderly! handicapped, and (4) low to moderate in
come. Each requires a different approach to assistance. 

1. The Homeless 

The homeless have a particularly pressing need and are a particularly dif
ficult group to assist. Many ofthe homeless are mentally iII or have other overwhelm
ing problems. Assisting homeless people requires much more than merely providing 
shelter and therefore we believe that solutions to the problems of the homeless are 
best developed and administered locally. The Federal government has a role in 
providing support for local efforts, both in providing information on successful local 
strategies and in providing funds to help local governments and nonprofit groups as
sist such people. The Federal government's role need not include provision of na
tional programs to address such needs. 

2. ThePoor 

The poor (meaning in general people below the poverty level of income) 
are another distinct group in that they also often have a number of social problems 
which cannot be adequately addressed by only providing suitable housing. This group 
is difficult for the private housing industry to house because private industry lacks the 
expertise and incentives to provide the social service support needed by this group. 
Additionally, a large percentage of the poor who are inadequately housed require very 
large units, which are generally not available in the private stock and would not be 
produced by the private market without some guarantee that there would be a 
demand for the units and an ability to pay for the units over a sustained period. 
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Mortgage 
Insurance 

Companies 
ofAmerlca 

1615 L -.N.W. 
IIuIte1230 

_ngton,DCliIII036 
lIJ2.7Il!>CmI7 

F_mlle No. 785-1175 

October S. 1987 

TIle HOIWrable AUm Cnmston 
CIuIinJwm of tlte SeMte Subcommittee 

DII Housing IDI4 Urban Affairs 
Roo", 1U Hart $eJIJ1.te Office BIdl4iItg 
United States Senate 
Washington. DC 20510 

Dear Senator Cnmston: 

TIte Mortgage 11l51l1"dllU Cornptlllies of America (MICA)". tlte trade 
associatltm representing all domestic I'IIDrtgage instaance oolflll(Vlies. 
appreciates this oppol'tlUlity to offer to tlte Subcommittee OIl Housing IDI4 
Urban Affairs its views OIl tlte development of a IIIlt"kmIIllwusing polic,. We 
hope our suggest:fons will be of assistance. 

T1Iere are man, goabs thot a natio1llll1wusing polic, s1rmdd seek to 
achieve. MICA. however. will prlllD"ll, llI14rus tlte i&sIIe of increasing tlte 
arfoNabllity of hoIMDwnership for Americans since _ expertise is in this 
I1Tf!4. We will tr;I> IDI4 make _ co_til as cDllCise as possible IDI4 in a fo"" 
ti.ar ':"" - .,Jt ,:. ,o~, WOVeh into tlte legislative process thot tlte 
!:d>cOIll1ll!.Hee will be undertaking. 

AS a brli!:f bac1q:ro/uld. IIIOrtgage illsurance indemnifies IIIOrtgage leaders 
for a portion of tlte direct IDI4 cOllSequentlallDsses incurred b, reaBDII of 
MnpaJ'lIII!IIt of a IIIOrtgage loan. As a resu.lt. I'IIDrtgoge iIIsurance reduces a 
leNler's risk IDI4 makes a high 1_ to valve IIIOrtgage possible. This 1telps 
millions of Americans pvrcluzse homes tlte, otlterwise would Mt be able to 
arfoN bac_ tlte, hD4 Mt accul'lllllate4l11lfficlent savIn&s for a large 

·MICA consists of tlte thirteen domestic private IIIOrtgage iIIsurance cDrnptl1lies 
which represent tlte actfve firms thot ltelp loan originators IDI4 investors make 
fwuls available to homebtqers b, protecting these institl.ltkms from a major 
portion of tlte risk of tkfault. TIle CIa'T'eIIt MICA officers are PresIdent. C. 
Earl Corkett of PMI. San Francisco, CA; Vice PresIdent. William Lac, of 
MOlC. MU1fItIIlll:u. WI; Treasurer. I. Edward Carlton of IntegOll Mortgage 
Guaranty IlISIlTtlI'ICe Co•• Winston-Salem, HC; IDI4 Secretl1T1. Fred Relc1telt of 
Vera Assurance. Inc•• Madison, lfl. MICA also has private I'IIDrtgage iIIsurance 
cDrnptl1lles merri>e:rs In Cona4Iz IDI4 A\IStnIlia. At tlte end of 1986 tlte fndustr;l> 
hD4 over $26'1 bUliDII of illsurance in force. 

http:eJIJ1.te
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downpayment. The insurance product is very similar in purpose to the Federal 
Housing Administration (FHA) insurance product because it essentially exists 
to help first time homebuyers and others who do not have the cash for a large 
downpayment. FHA and private insurers serve very similar markets. 

Because of the complex social and economic nature of housing, the 
development of a national housing policy is going to be a long and arduous 
process. Chtmge has been so extensive of late that in order to find solutions to 
the nation's housing problems there is a need to accurately assess today's 
economic realities. Many housing efforts are no longer working as designed. 
Policy milkers in the housing field must accept recent facts and develop new 
ideas. 

MICA. believes that above all the basic housing goal should be decent 
shelter for all our citizens and a homeownership opportunity for those 
responsibly contributing to the society. To accomplish this, the public sector 
must target its efforts to assist those who need government help. For those 
individuals with the means to obtain housing services through the conventional 
market without government assistance, national housing policy should insure 
they do so. At the same time, as it accomplishes important social goals, 
national housing policy must function in a marketplace that is both driven by 
the forces of supply and demand and is effected by profit and risk avoidance 
motives of those firms providing housing services. We, therefore, believe that 
government programs must demonstrate a partnership with private enterprise 
which win encourage private firms to serve more of the total need for housing 
services. Competitive markets bring greater efficiencies and the government 
must not use its incentives in ways that lessen the competitive opportunities 
for private firms. 

While the framework of this, P.QJ:t~hip exists, it is in fact not working as 
Congress intended it to. Fifty years ago, Congress created the FHA to help 
lower income individuals purchase homes. Today, increasingly it is serving 
upper-middle income individuals who can afford the private sector. alternative 
and working to the detriment of lower income people who need a government 
program. National housing policy must retarget this Important program. If 
this current intndance continues, private industry will become less and less 
able to serve the marketplace to its full capacity. A proper role for FHA is 
essential for an effective national housing policy. 

MICA has commissioned a study of the markets served by FHA and private 
insurers and while the study will not be finalized until late October, the 
preliminary data shows that FHA needs to be retargeted primarily because it 
extensively serves upper-middle income homeowners. On a national level for 
each of the past five years at least 30 percent of all FHA insured borrowers 
have had QJIlIU4l incomes over $40,000, while only a very small percentage of 
FHA loans went to low-income borrowers. In 1986 there were many individual 
metropolitan statistical areas (MSAs) where 40 percent of FHA insured loans 
were extended to borrowers with incomes exceeding 140 percent of the MSA's 
median income. Also, a clear targeting to upper-middle income homeowners is 
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present in the refinance market. where FHA has served an even higher income 
group than it served in home purchase loans. In 1986. 52 percent of the 
borrowers who refinanced loans that became FHA insured. had incomes over 
$40.000 and almost 20 percent had incomes over $60.000. Even more 
astounding is the investor market served by FHA insured loans. In 1986. over 
IS percent of the nonowner-occupied investors who received FHA loans had 
incomes over $100.000. Fifty percent of them had incomes over $60.000. 

The preliminary data show substantial overlap in the market served by the 
FHA and private insurers. Contrary to what many would expect. however. 
private insurers are serving the low-income market (borrowers with incomes 
under $20.000) at least as well as the FHA and the FHA has talren the greatest 
share of what most would expect to be served by insured conventional loans in 
the highest brackets that fit within the FHA eligible loan limits. The 
admonition noted a number of years back by a former Chairman of the House 
Housing Subcommittee that new FHA ceilings tend to become the floor. can 
statistically be shown to hove proven tnle. 

It is not surprising or difficult to analyze why the FHA has shifted its 
focus to the upper-middle income market. The mortgage finance system has 
undergone many complex changes. A prime example is the change in the 
relative importance of the secondary market to the economics of lending which 
in turn has had effects upon the basic structure and usage of FHA insurance. 

The FHA was created to stimulate near moribund housing markets of the 
1930s. It was to assume the risk of default and provide lenders with long term,. 
level payment. self-amortizing mortgages. Eligible properties could not 
exceed $16.000 in appraised value and a uniform annual premium of .s percent 
of the outstanding principal balance was charged to all borrowers. Because 
the lender is insured against a possible loss. it was intended that the borrower 
benefit through a lower mortgage rate thlltl"'::~!-! 1>8 r:.vailable under the terms 
of a non-insured loan. For most (1/ FHA's hisiury the interest rate for 
borrowers was administered and fixed for the term of the loan. Bot". the 
uniform loan interest rate and the uniform premium that was charged to all 
borrowers regardless of the terms of the mortgage such as the loan to value 
"atio indicated that the FHA insurance product was intended to be distributed 
at a price that did not directly relate to the individual cost of that product. 
There would be a beneficial cross-subsidization from the absence of price 
discrimination against borrowers with very low downpayments or wealrer 
credit. This was acceptable from a social welfare standpoint and would work 
because the program eligibility limits on loan size could keep the program 
targeted to the lower end of the market. 

Over time many changes hove occurred in the regulations of the FHA 
program; maximum loan limits hove been increased again and again. the 
administered interest rate was abandoned. a single premium paid at settlement 
was adopted. direct endorsement was permitted. These changes hove primarily 
helped the lender reach a larger market more effectively. However. because 
of the economics of the mortgage banking business these changes hove had 
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negative social welfare effects on borrowers with lower incomes. Because 
FHA eligibility is not based upon borrower income, the program's usage has 
become a situation driven by the faster processing of borrowers with better 
credit and with requests for larger loans. The result is that FHA extensively 
serves upper-middle income homeowners. 

This could have been anticipated if the fundamentals of the secondary 
mortgage market had been applied. The profit level of loans sold in the 
secondary market correlate directly to loan size because both origination and 
servicing fees are based on a percentage of the loan amount. When servicing 
portfolios are bought and sold, higher prices are paid for larger loans because 
they offer greater profits. Processing of higher income borrowers is generally 
easier and there is less probability for payment disruptions. As a consequence, 
a lender has incentives to originate FHA loans that serve the higher versus 
lower income borrower. 

An additional effect from this influence of the secondary market has been 
to decrease competition between mortgage lenders using FHA. Because the 
profit margins are larger for higher balance loans, the less efficient mortgage 
banker can remain vfable by competing for only this higher income segment of 
the market. This puts pressure on the margins of the more efficient firms 
making them less inclined to serve the low end of the market. The reduced 
competition further accelerates the misallocation of FHA insured loans away 
from those most in need. 

Without belaboring the point, the low income homebuyer attempting to buy 
an inexpensive home is the ultimate loser in this situation. This borrower finds 
that lenders either have a set minimum as to acceptable loan amounts for the 
mortgages they offer or the pricing on the terms of the roan is tiered. With 
"tiered pricing", lenders charge borrowers receiving these Bmallloans a higher 
interest rate or more points than someone obtaining a larger loan. This acts to 
offset the lost profits on the low principaled loan. Thus if lower income people 
are able to receive an FHA loan, the, are tlp1cally charged more tlurn higher 
income people. National housing policy should not accept this redistribution of 
income from lower to upper-middle income families that occur in government 
insured loan programs. Since the function of FHA is to subsidize or absorb the 
default risk on behalf of the lender there should be a social quid-pro-quo for 
this benefit. A profit driven allocation of credit by the lender, as natural as it 
mal be due to market forces, is detrimental to expanding homeownership for 
all when it disfavors the poor. 

Other important players in the housing field also have been forced by their 
business motivations to contribute to the present inequalities in the system. 
Home builders who want to ensure that they will be able to sell their inventory 
of homes generally have had to push FHA to the higher end of the market for 
reasons that are apparent when the statistics showing the price of new 
construction are examined. Many of the features of an FHA insured loan 
including the less stringent underwriting requirements and the direct 
endorsement program have offered builders greater assurance that loan 
applications will be approved, and processed more quickly than is possible 
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with a conventional lNJrtgage. Likewise real estate agents, whose profits alsoI, depend on certainty that the lNJrtgage loan will be approved have 811.pported 
I 	 contitwed expansion of FHA's program to a broader and more 4Ctive market. 


Because a real estate sales agent's income, like the lender's, ill bGse4 on a
I 
, 	 percentage of the price of the home, the business incentive erlsts to reduce 


VllCertainty and point homebuyers in the direction of FHA in8II.red financing. 


There also are many attr4Ctive COn8ll.rrter benefits that 4Ct tI8 em incentive 
for higher income borrowers to seek FHA loans over conventional fjncmcing. 
The benefits include the following: nationwide underwriting requirements 

; which mDke the 1UIderwriting requirements less restrictive them conventional 

-f standards in many markets; lower downpoyment requirements; access to the
! 

Government National Mortgage Association (Ginnie Mae) which CCIJl mDke 
interest rates lower than rates for conventional loans; the ability to fincmce 
closing costs; a rutlform in8II.rance premium that ill not luIse4 on a reDSOnable 
riBk analysis; the ability to fincmce the premium; and importemtly, the ability to 
for a subsequent borrower tl88ll.me the loan. These benefits CCIJl be vital to 
many homebuyers but must be targeted to those with lower incomes and 
restricted from those upper-middle income borrowers who clearly have other 
options for housing credit that does not require government a:mrtance. 

" 
Clearly the changes that have occurred in the market have impeded the 

ability of FHA to do the job it Wt18 established to undertake. It ill time, 
therefore. for Congress to reset the dials on the FHA program that encmuages 
ftsuse and availability to the lower end of the market. To accomplillh thill. 
(;Qngress must consider the incentives that are created by the variaus elements 
of the FHA program that effect its usage by lNJrtgage lenders. 

l 

To alleviate the problems discussed above and to put thill essential 


element of national housing policy back on the right track MICA offers the 

following recommendations: 


1. Direct the benefits of FHA. to those who need the benefits•. MICA 
proposes a policy of full preservation of FHA benefits to those borrowers with 
lower to middle incomes and a reduction in the COn8II.rrter directed benefits of 
the FHA 203(b) program currently available to higher income individuals. 
Specifically, we would change the FHA 203(b) program to require that 
individuals who can afford to pay a market rate for FHA service and who 
should be able to contribute a higher equity position in the loan. to do 80. 
Those with lower incomes who need government a:mrtance would be able to 
receive it. 

We would recommend thill be 4Ccomplished legiBlatively by taking the 
framework found in the lNJrtgage revenue bond section of the Internal Revenue 
Code of 1986 and apply it to the 203(b) program. The result would be that if a 
borrower's income ill above 115 percent of the medium family income in hill 
market. that borrower would still be eligible for an FHA loan, but at letl8t a 5 . percent downpayment would be required, closing costs could not be fincmced,

1 the in8II.rcmce premium for the loan would be set at a market rate. and the loan 

" 
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would be due-on-sale. In high cost areas or in economically depressed areas as 
designated by the Secretary of the Department of Housing and Urban 
Development (HUD). a borrower's income would have to be 140 percent above 
the medium family income before these market standards were applicable to 
potential FHA borrowers. Importantly. borrower.s w1u:lse incomes were below 
these levels of 115 percent and 140 percent in special areas would continue to 
receive the full complement of C1UTent FHA benefits. 

2. Direct the business incenttves to orieinate FHA loans to the low end of 
the market and increase FHA's actuarial soundness. FHA. with its 100 percent 
insurance. makes the loan virtually risk free for the lender to originate and 
obviously acts as a significant incentive for the lender to originate FHA 
insured loans. This incentive, 1u:Iwever, s1u:Iufd act to direct FHA to the lower 
end of the market, as the Congress intended when it created FHA. To do this 
MICA recommends two solutions. 

The first is to maintain the policy that FHA loans to low income borrowers 
essentially be risk free to the lender. However. loans originated to higher 
income borrowers would require the lender to act as a coinsurer with FHA in 
the manner that the private sector and the Veterans' Administration (VA) 
operate. FHA insurance should be limited to a percentage of the loan amount 
where the borrower's income exceeds 115 percent of the median family income 
in the market. In high cost areas or in economically depressed areas that are 
designated by the Secretary of HUD, a borrower's income could be up to 140 
percent of the median family income of that area and the loan would receive 
100 percent coverage. The partial coverage limits for the FHA loans of higher 
income borrowers could track t1u:lse adopted by the VA. 

The purpose of this shift to coinsurance is to expand the competition 
within the private lending industry by making the lender more 4CCOIUItable for 
the perj01'ltllUl£e of his loan in a manner comparable with that required bv th(l 
private insurance industry and the government sponsored secondary mu.;;u" 
agencies. The coinsurance will be an incentive toward improved w:rderwriting 
and help to eliminate loss for the FHA on t1u:lse loans that are used to serve 
the upper-middle income and above markets. This will improve FHA's overall 
actuarial soundness since a substantial portion of C1UTent losses are generated 
from this higher income segment of FHA's business. Lender.s selling these 
coinsured loans to Ginnie Mae would provide warranties comparable to those 
required by the Federal National Mortgage Association (Fannie Mae) or the 
Federal Home Loan Mortgage Corporation (Freddie Mac) and Ginnie Mae 
would also require the issuer to provide additional insurance on the pools so 
that Ginne Mae continues its effective role as provider of surety coverage. 

The second element in this retargeting of the incentives directed to 
lenders recognizes the critical importance to lender.s of the Ginnie Mae 
program as a secondary market outlet for FHA loans. In order to increase the 
attractiveness of the loans to borrower.s with lower incomes. a quota would be 
placed upon Ginnie Mae pools requiring that not less than 25 percent of the 
pools be comprised of loans to borrower.s w1u:lse incomes do not exceed the 
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income targeting mechanism described above. Establishing a quota will help 
place a premium upon loans to borrowers that FHA should be serving and help 
offset the current discount that is given to small balance loans when they are 
offered with servicing for sale. It may be feasible to couple tlds quota 
requirement with an adjustment in the glUU'antee fees which are taken from the 
portion of the interest payment retained by the lender and paid to Ginne Mae. 
Ginnie Mae pools that have a concentration of loans to lower income borrowers 
as defined above should provide the lender a lower guarantee fee. It is only 
equitable that for pools made up of loans to higher income borrowers, Ginnie 
Mae issuers should pay higher glUU'antee fees. 

3. Expand the overaU availability of mortgage credit to lower incOme 
borrowers. National housing policy must have as its priority to expand the 
homeownership opportunities to borrowers with lower incomes and greater 
offordability problems. In recognition of the fact that private mortgage 
insurance is serving a very substantial number of borrowers with incomes less 
then $20'()()o, it would be advantageous to provide to twe lenders originating 
smaller conventional non-government loans, the ability to pass on to the 
borrowers Of such loans, the lower interest cost available from direct access 
that Ginnie Mae has to the capital markets. Therefore, we recommend that 
conventional loans to borrowers whose incomes are below 115 percellt of 
median family income in their market or 140 percent if the area is designated 
to be a high cost area or economically depressed by the Secretary of HUD be 
eligible for pooling and issuance in Ginnie Mae securities. 

Again, it is important to stress that Ginnie Mae's very powerful and 
effective role should continue to be confined to providing surety coverage on 
its pools. There is a growing industry of financial guarantee insurance 
companies in addition to private mortgage insurers that have the capability to 
provide gu4rantees that can supply the protection so that such "mixed pools" 
issued by Ginne Mae remain of the highest quality from a performance 
standpoint. A change in tlds area of 1aou.sing policy would reflect the new 
realities from private sector firms able and willing to insure the $OJ,s of 
government agency securities. 

MICA believes these recommendations should be included in the legislative 
process for thorough examination and challenge. The FHA accounts for a 
major volume of home financing. It is a government program with a strong 
future but whose usage must meet reasonable social welfare requirements 
working within the system of a public partnership to delivering housing 
services to American families. 

TIulIIk you. for tlds opportunity to erpress OUT views. Please let me blow 

if I can be of further assistance. 


CEClsrriI 
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Le~ NAACP LEGAL DEFENSE AND eOUCATIONAL FUND. ,HC, 
99 Hudaon Streel.NewYork, N.Y. 10013 • (212)219-1900 

OCtober 14, 1967 • 

Senator Alan Cranston 
Subcommittee on Housing & Urban Affairs 
Washington, D.C. 20510 

Dear Senator Cranston: 

we write in response to your invitation to participate in 
the development of a new framework for a national housinq policy.
The followinq submission sets forth some of the issues with which 
we are concerned and some suqqestions for specific components of 
a new housinq bill. 

The NAACP Leqal Defense and Educational Fund has lonq had a 
special interest in the provision and condition of housing for 
minority citizens, especially ths poor. As the Subcommittee well 
knows, a majority of residents of public housinq units in the 
united States are minority qroup members; 71 ,percent of the non
elderly units w1thincentral' cities are occupied' by blacks. 
Reqrettably, the current supply of public and federally
subsidized housinq is nowhere adequate to the delllJU1d. Hundrede 
of thousande of poor black families live in overcroWded 
apartments, dilapidated rental units, or, increasinqly, in 
temporary shelters or the streets. 

The location of low-income housinq units, moreover -- often 
isolated in rural areas or concentrated in poverty areas of 
central dties -- is a crucial factor impeding the ability of 
minoriti~s and other poor persons to achieve equal opportunity.
Where black people are forced to liVe determines the schools 
their ch~ldren will attend, the access they will have to jobs and 
to adequlte municipal services and amenities. Our experience in 
the' area l of_ school deseqreqation, employment discrimination, and 
votinq rlqhts, has tauqht us the extent to which qeoqraphical
isolation can impede the achievement of true social justice,
preclUding the poor from the opportunity to share in the larqesse
of our society. 

We believe that the federal qovernment must play a major,
continuinq role in the provision of housinq for the nation's 
poor. Low-income housing should be a matter of special federal 
responsibility; only the federal qovernment has the resources and 
hroad jurisdiction to insure that decent and safe houeinq 
dispersed throuqhout the nation is available to poor citizens. 

C~il"tUdw:titil4lqrU.S.~_~
llttlWCPl.IoII-"""""'_Fwvl,'" (I.llF) .............__......_otCoIonId """"__ 

LDF ....twndldby.MMCPam.,.ilstotnmltmmtloequUtip'liI, LDFhufltdfotlMf.yIIJ'I" ....8uInI, prGgr1lll:.....oftIc8al1llMJd11d. 
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While the specific modes and mechanisms for federal 
involvement present difficult issues for Subco_ittee 
investigation, several principles should guide the debate. 
~, the federal government should aim to insure that all 
persons have decent, safe and sanitary housing. ~, federal 
funding and progr~ing should De targeted first to ~e plight of 
the poor. The greatest attention should De focused on those with 
the greatest needs. ~, the federal government should insure 
that the stock of puDlic and federally-suDSidized housing units 
for the poor, at a minimum, is not allowed to diminish; no 
person's right to a home should De prey to the vicissitudes of 
the market or the insensitivity of a particular political
administration. lmU;:th, congress should foster means DY which 
the federal government can affirmatively further integrated
housing in integrated neighDorhood. Finally, any comprehensive
approach to housing must take into account not only the need for 
housing units DUt also the federal responsibility to provide the 
social services, JOD training and health resources that poor
people need to move into the economic mainstream. 

In the following pages, we outline some of the specific
issues that we Delieve the Housing SuDcommittee should address. 
The list of our concerns is not designed to De exclusive Dut is 
rather indicative of the types of issues the SuDcommittee should 
consider. 

I. The Proyision of Federal Housing Assistance 

A crisis is impending in the provision of affordable housing
for low- and moderate-income citizens in the United States. As 
the suDcommittee knows, during the 1980s, the absolute number of 
poor households has sharply increased. The private market is 
unable to oDtain the priVate financing to construct economically
viable low-income housing, and it has Deen deterred from doing so 
DY incentives against capital investments in the new tax codes. 
Private sources will not De able, without suj)stantial new 
incentiVes, to address the needs of the poor. EXperts predict
that DY 2003, there will De as large a gap as 7.8 million units 
Detween total low-income housing supply and householis needing
such housing. 1 

At just the moment when federally-assisted. hous>.ug is most 
necessary, much of the existing stock is soon to De lc.3t to low
income persons. Both major types of federally-assisted housing
in the United states -- Insured Assisted Housing, through which 
HOD suDsidizes mortgage insurance and interest, and Section 8 New 
construction, . under which rental unit owners receive suDsidies 
from HOD are in danger of sharp depletion of their 
inventories, as the contracts under which ·private owners agreed 
to provide low-income housing in exchange for federal assistance 

1 §.H. P. Clay, At Risk of Loss; The IndaDCUlre4 Puture of 
Low-Income Rental HQusing ResQurces iv (1987). 
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expire. The General Accounting Office has predicted that the 
effects of prepayment of mortgages under the section 236 
interest-rate subsidy program and the Section 221(d) (3) below
market-interest-rate program, and the conversion of section 8 
housing, to market-rate units will be to shrink the stock of 
federally-assisted housing from 1.9 million units in 1985 to as 
few as 174,000 units in 2005. 2 • 

The federal government must act to preve~t the existing
stock of federally-assisted housing from suffering this one 
thousand percent decrease. The Subcommittee must explore 
programs to recapture this housing or induce private owners to 
keep their units low-income. ' In addition, the Subcommittee 
should explore the broader lessons that this potential decrease 
in low-income stock teaches about the limits of a shared private
and federal responsibility for low-income housing. While private
industry has a legitimate role in the provision of affordable 
housing, national housing policy should never again be made to 
rely so heavily on short or medium-term contracts. 

* • * • • 
In addition to this potential loss of federally-subsidized

units, the Legal Defense Fund is also concerned about how to 
maintain of the stock of existing public housing. We recognize
that some public housing projects have been failures, isolating
the poor in an environment plagued,by crime and an attitude of 
despair. Ultimately congreesmay decide that the goal of 
providing all persons with decent, safe, and sanitary housing is 
better served by some' mechani.. other than conventional public
housing. But, at least until acceptable alternatives have been 
provided in quantities sufficient to meet the needs of the poor,
the existing stock of public housing must be maintained. 

There are now proposals by local housing authorities to 
demolish or sell a great portion of the public housing stock in 
cities such as Houston, Kansas City, Galveston, Augusta, East St. 
Louis, Detroit, San Francisco, and Bridgeport. The_ projects 
are funded by HUD under the Housing Act of 1937, as amended 42 
U.S.C. § 1437, and their demolition is purportedly limited by the 
terms of 42 U.S.C. § 1437p. That section, however, and the 
regulations promulgated under it, are marked by vague criteria; 
the section also lacks any guarantee for replacement housing.
specifically, Section 1437p provides that HUD may not approve an 
application for demolition unless "the project or portion of the 
project is obsolete as to physical condition, location, or other 
factors, making it unusable for housing purpose.,. ~ no 
reasonable program of modifications is feasible to return the 

2 a.. General Accounting Office. Bentol Housing: Pottntial 
Reduction in the Priyately OWned and Federally Assisted InYtntory
(June 1986)1 see also Moore, Expiring Subsidies, Nat'l J., Aug.
2, 1986, p. 1884. 
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project ••• to useful life." 42 U.S.C. § 1437p (1982) (emphasis 
added). The disjunctive lanquaCJe -- permittinCJ demolition when 
unspecified factors make a project unusable for housinCJ purposes 
or when rehabilitation is not a feasible alternative -- affords 
BUD very broad discretion to permit a project to be.destroyed. 

Moreover, once public housinCJ units are lost to low-inco.. 
tsnants, there is no obliCJation on local housinq authorities to 
replace them with a cOllllllensurate number of new public units. 
AlthouCJh all tenants in a demolished project .nat be "relocated 
to other decent, safe, sanitary and affordable housinCJ, - 42 
U.S.C. § .1437p(b) (2), the Act does not require the one-for-one 
replacement of demolished units. At a tiae when there are 10nCJ 
waitinCJ lists for housinCJ in virtually every area of the country,
the effect of section 1437p is simply to allow those whose homes 
are beinCJ demolished to jump the queue for remaininCJ public or 
subsidized units, prolonCJinCJ the wait of others who continue to 
seek adequate housinCJ. 

These problems are further exacerbated by the leeway
currently afforded local public housinCJ authorities to evade the 
strictures of section 1437p by maintaininCJ projects in such a 
fashion that demolition becomes a .fAit. accoMli. At Allen 
Parkway villaCJe in Houston and Guinotte Manor and Chouteau Court 
in Kansas city, for example, local public housinCJ authorities 
have instituted admissions freezes and allowed vacant units to 
remain unrented in a deteriorated condition. These actions may
eventually result in the demolition of projects -- in cities with 
lonq waitinCJ lists for public housinCJ -- that could easily be 
rehabilitated. ConCJress should state explicitly t4at no project 
can be demolished, constructively or otherwise, without HOD 
approval r it should also require BUD affirmatively to prevent
"constructive demolitionr" and it should explicitly afford 
aCJCJrieved tenants a private riCJht of action to prevent these 
practices. 

* ' * * * * 
The LeCJal Defense Fund is also concerned about the diversion 

of housinCJ funds directed for;the use of very low-income persons, 
many of whom are black persons. one tellinCJ exll.wqlle is thet preference that lOCal public housinCJ authorities CJive to 
moderate-income persons over very low-income persOnS in tbeir 
selection of tenants. nespite the statutory requiremant that 
preferences be CJiven those families who pay more than 50 percent
of their income for rent, 42 U.S.C. § 1437d(c)(4)(A), the courts 
have held that BUD and the housinCJ authorities can in their 
discretion i(Jnore the housinCJ requests of very low-inco.. 
applicants in preference to those who earn more money.3 

3 a.u. Gholston y. Housing Auth. of city of MODtqo..ry, 818 
F.2d 776 (11th Cir. 1987). 
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Another exaapla is tha discretion granted HOD in the 
administration of the community Development Block Grant program, 
designed to insure the provision ot housing to persons ot low and 
lIlOderat. income. 42 U.S.C. I 5301(c}. COngTe.s should make 
claar that the lanquage that frograme "principally· benefit tha 
poor is not marely precatory, and should utablish the privata 
and governmental entorcement lII8CbtI.niSlD8 necassary to insure that 
the ai4 to the poor which i. mandated as a condition of federal 
tunding is actually provided. S 

t:r. DiacrimiU1;ioll in hIltJ:.tl Jl9Uinq AlsilHDQa 

Discrimination aqainst the poor, aapec1ally the minority 
poor, is espacially intolerabla in housing progra.. that receive 
fedaral fund., yet discrimination has plagued. fedaral housing 
etforts from their inception. Under the Housing Act ot 1937, 
localitie. were qranted broad discretion in their siting and 
tenant aalection cdteria, laa4ing to the segreqation of 
virtually all publio housing projects. Not until passage ot 
1'itle VI ot the Civil It1qhtB Act ot 1964 were fec!erally tunded 
housing projecta placed under any duty to de.eqregate. 6 In Billa 
V. Gautreaux, 425 U.S. 284 (1976), lawyars successfUlly 
challenged the. discriminatory siting and tenant selection 
procedures ot tha Chicago Housing Authority. The Court found 
that tour ovatwhelmingly whita projects ware located in white ff ; 
nelgbJ:)orhoodtl and the ~eu.inin9 99.5 percent of the ramaininq 
f_11y units, virtually all ot which vera occupied. by black 
tenant., wera located in blaCk neiqbJ:)orhood•• 

Public housing today still remains larqely .-.qreqated, and 
stUdie. have shown that housing ofticial. tbrouqhout the country
routinely locate bOWling for low-income persons in the poorest 

4 au Hl1010nal 111411" ,ad. y. Prah, 721 F.2d 767 (11th 
cir. 1983) (HOD may waive r~irement that progra. benefit poor); 
D. Falk , H. Franklin, IQllAl ucm.e,j.nq 2I!R9rtuni1;y: The unfinished
aa.D4& 142-49 (1976). : 

5 a.a Selig, fbI JustiCe Department And Racially 
~~~ PrActices; cr••:tiyO 'WurU in rakie, 17 U.C.D. L. Rev. 445, 498"500 (1ft4)
(HOD bas never reterred an action ~or a retun4 under c:J)M to the 
JUstice Depa1'tment) J llontsOJlCY Improvement a.•• 'n V, tln,j.ttd 
states pu't of H,IlID., 645 lI'.2d 291 (5th C!ir. 1981) (private
right of action to enforce community Act). 

6 IIA Young v. Pierce, 628 F. supp. 1037, 1045 (B.D. TaX. 
1985), co.-ent, %be Pyblic Hoy.ina Administration aD~ 
DisqrimiDAtiqn in Federally Assisted Low Rtnt Housing. 64 HiQh. 
L. ReV. 871 (1966). 

http:ucm.e,j.nq
http:hIltJ:.tl
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neighborhoods. 7 In 1985, Judge Wayne Justice found that public 
housinq in east Texas was segregated by race: "Blacks live in one 
set of public housing sites, whites in another." YOung y. Pierce, 
.628 F. supp. 1037, 1043-44 (E.D. Tex. 1985). His general 
findings are confirmed by Judge Leonard Sand in the Yonkers case, 
United States y. Yonkers Bd. of EdYc., 624 F. Supp. 276 (S.D.N.Y.
1985), and by the slew of other cases challenging drscriminatory 
siting and selection policies in public housing throughout the 
nation. 8 

Congress should explore ways to prevent sitinq and tenant
selection criteria that perpetuate segregation. 9 It will not be 
enough, however, for BUD to stop funding local public housinq 
authorities which permit discrimination: Congress must also act 
affirmatively to enhance BUD's authority under Title VI to end 
discrimination and to provide the means to redress the effects of 
decades of discrimination in public and federally-subsidized 
housing. 

The Leqal Defen_ Fund is exploring the extant to which 
scattered sites programs divert funds from very low income 
persons and miqht themselves lead to serious racial and economic 
discrimination. The Housing Authority of Houston, for example, 
has committed $5.4 million federal dollars initially earmarked 
for construction of a 105 unit public housing development to' 
purchase 121 foreclosed homes for rental by low and moderate 
income tenants. The scattered sites program represents an 
innovative approach to housing problems. HoWever, the' 
administration of the program can easily prevent those who are 
most needy -- a disproportionate nUllltler of whom are black or 
other minorities -- from receivinq housinq assistance, only
families with a minimum salary and a good credit history are 
eligible for participation in the Houston Scattered Sites 
program. 

III. Piscrimination in Municipal Land Use RaqglAtion. 

It i. now well .ettled that 42 U.S.C. I 3604(a), making it 
unlawful for any person to "llake unavailable t ,r deny ••• a 
dwelling to any person because of race," prohihits zoning or 
other land use regulations that discriminate agahst minorities. 
The court. are split, however, on the evidance necf:••ary to prove 

7 au Citizen's Commission on Civil Rights, A Decent Holle 
(1983), Taylor, Brown. Equal Prot;ection. and t:ha Isolation ot t:ha 
~, 95 Yale L.J. 1700, 1729 (1986). 

8 au,.I..o.G.o., Project. BASIC Tanants Union y. Rhoda Island 
Roulinq to Mortgage FinlUlCe Corp., 636 F. Supp. 1453 (D.R.I. 
1986), Adkins y. Metropolitan Dadi County, (D. Fla. 1987). 

9 au Miller to DePalko, Desegregating Public Housing: 
Effect.iye Strategies, 43 J. Housing 9 (Jan/Feb 1986). 

78-541 0 - 87 - 17 
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a violation of § 3604(a). While some courts hold that a showing
of disparate impact on minority groups is sufficient to establish 
a prima facie violation,10 other courts have determined that a 
plaintiff must show discriminatory intent as as impact towerrestablish a violation of the Fair Housing Act. The Supreme
Court has never ruled on whether discriminatory imp,ct alone is 
sufficient to prove a violation of Title VIII. 

In Kennedy Park Homes Ass'n y. City of LackaWAnna, 436 F.2d 
108 (2d Cir. 1970), LOF successfully challenged exclusionary
zoning decisions by which New York City prevented construction of 
a low income housing- project in a predominantly white middle 
class neighborhood. Although the court ordered relief in that 
case, it recoqnized the pervasiveness of the problem. "The 
pattern is an old one and exists in many of our communities." ~ 
at 109. Recent decades have seen the imposition of minimum lot 
size requirements, frontage or larqe building- setbacks, and the 
exclusion of multifamily housing, all of which have the effect of 
depriving minorities and the poor in the private market for 
housing- of the opportunity to live in and enjoy the resources of 
the American suburbs. The imposition of an intent requirement by 
some lower federal courts in Title VIII cases substantially
hampers fair housing- challeng-es to eXClusionary municipal
practices. A focus on "intent" shifts the inquiry from the 
discriminatory effect of a practice to a search for the elusive 
smoking gun. 12 Congress should clearly provide that a 
municipality may not adopt zoning- or land use practices that 
effectively keep minority members out, inadvertently or not, 
without a compelling interest. 

Conqress should also address the remedies available when a 
jurisdiction has violated Title VIII. In an inflationary era, 
COlurtS have been reluctant to order relief that would be 
sufficient fully to remedy the statutory violation. According to 
one prominent commentator, the issue of remedies is "the most 
frustrating- aspect of challeng-es to exclusionary land use 
controls." J. BUshner, Fair Housing 392 (1983). It is also one 
of the most important. If the nation is to fulfill the goal of 

10 ~ United states y. City of Black Jagk, 508 F.2d ·1179 
(8th Cir. 1974), cart. denied, 422 U.S. 1042 (1975); Resident 
Adyisgry Bd. y. Rizzo, 564 F.2d 126 (3d Cir. 1977). 

11 ~ smith y. Town of ClarttOWD, 682 F.2d 1055 (4th Cir. 
1982): Metropolitan Housing Dey. Corp. v. village of Arlington
Blights, 558 1'.2d 1283 (7th Cir. 1977), cert. denied, 434 U.S. 
1025 (1978). 

12 .au Jorqensen, Tearing DQwn the WAlls; The Federal 
Challenge to Exclusionary Land Use Laws, 13 urb. Law 201 (1981)1
Seli9, The Justice Department and Racially Exclusionary Municipal
Practiges; Creative ventures in Fair Housing Act EnfOrcement, 17 
U.e.D. L. Rev. 445, 460 (1984). 
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achieving "truly integrated and balanced living patterns,"
Trafficante y. Metropolitan Lift Insur. Co., 409 U.S. 205, 211 
(1972), Congress must insure that the courts have ample direction 
to redress, in full, all violations of Title VIII. 

While the federal government is the agency of last resort 
for the integration of housing, responsibility does dot rest with 
it alone. In some circumstances, state and municipal 
governments, with federal assistance and incentives, can be 
particularly effective agents for change. Congress should 
investigate the financial incentives, tax credits, or assistance 
necessary to encourage local governments to remove the barriers 
the poor now faCe in moving into the economic and social 
mainstream. 

'IV. Chang.. in the lair Housina Act 

In addition to settling the issue of whether impact alone is 
SUfficient to establish a violation of Title VII, Congress should 
redress several shortcoaings in the Act's enforcement mechanism. 
Although private suits undar Title VIII have accomplished a great
deal in ridding the housing< industry of d-i~imination, the costs 
of litigation provide disincentives for any single individual to 
challenge a discriminatory practice. consequently, the Legal
Defense Pund supports a strengthene4 role for BUD and the federal 
government in the enforcement of the Fair Housing Act. Legisla
tion now in COngress - may address several of the.. problema, but 
if it is not passed this session, it should be incorporated into 
this Subcomaittee's new bill. 

As early aa 1972 I the Supreme Court recognized that the 
federal enforcement mechani... of Title VIII were woefully
inadequate to meet the task of eliminating discrimination in 
housing. ToUiante y. MetrppolitanLife lnaur. Cp" 409 U.S. 
205, 210-11 (1972). BUD itaelf baa no power of enforcement, and 
the Justice Department ia restricted in the auits it may bring by
the "pattern or practice" requirement. 

The Legal Defense Puncl believes that, in addition to 
granting BUD the power to initiate lawauita, COngress should 
conaider giving BUD the authority to issue ::eaae and desiat 
ordera while a complaint is under consideration. Such authority
would provide BUD the meana by which to preserve the status quo
and ~revent ongoing discrimination pending further investiga
tion::L3 

,i 	 Congress Gould also conaider atrengthening the remedies 
t 	 available in pattern and practice litigation. The majority of 

courts that haVe considered the issue have held that the 
government may not aeak monetary damagea on behalf of individual 

-13 i.tUl O. Falk & H. Franklin, Eq;ual Hpuaina Opportunity: 
The unfinished Federal Agenda 61 (1976). 
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victims in a pattern and practice lawsuit. 14 The injunctive 
relief available in a pattern and practice lawsuit however is not 
sufficient to deter prospective violators of the Fair Housing 
Act. Only the award of monetary damages can provide the "spur or 
catalyst" that encourages those who have discriminated "to 
endeavor to eliminate, so far as possible, the last vestiges of 
an unfortunate or iqnominious pages in this country+s history." 
Maarle Paper Co. V. Moody, 422 O.S. 405, 418 (1975). We 
suggest adding monetary damages to the type of relief government 
can get in pattern or practice lawsuit. 

CONCLUSION 

The Housinq Acts of 1937 and 1949 and the Fair Housing Act 
of 1968 were all tributes to a qreat national vision. In that 
vision, all Americans would be decently housed in a secure home 
in a safe community. Implieit in those statutes was the 
recognition that such a future could only come about only with 
strong federal involvement. As the country approaches the year 
2000, the Legal Defense Fund believes that it is time for the 
federal government to recommit itaelf to fulfilling those 
promises and create an environment in which all individuals are 
insured a home. 

We thank you for your invitation to participate in this 
important process. The Legal Defense Fund would like to continue 
ita involvement and participation in the development of the' 
Subcommittee's thinking and we would appreciate you includinq us 
in all future discussions as the bill moves through conqress. 

~-v;~tor-counsel 

14 See. e.g' I united States v. Long, 537 F.2d 1151 (4th
Cir. 1975) I united States V. Mitchell, 580 F.2d 789 (5th Cir. 
1978) 1 united States v. Rent-A-House svstems of Ill. Inc., 602 
F.2d 795 (7th Cir. 1979). 
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The National Advisory Council of HUD Management ~gents 
Daniel D. Grody (}lOHman IIotMmSh..... _ory 
'iflll4om Korg~ rtn( VIce President ~ PIQt'.t CPM, Treos~ 
Irwin Yeagle. CPM Second VICe PresIdent John f. Oohm Exec\JtfYoe Direcror 

The Honorable Alan Cranston 
The Honorable Alfonse D'Amato 
United States Senate 
Subcommittee on Housing and Urban Affairs 
Room 5-D-535 
Dirksen Senate Office Building
washington, D.C. 20051 

Dear Senators Cranston and D'Amato: 

On behalf of the forty-six member National Advisory Council of 
BUD Management Agents, allow me to take a moment to congratulate 
you on your initiative and forethought as you begin a major
review of national housing policy for the eighties and beyond. 
I'm sure we join the others in expressing our sincere 
appreciation to you for providing us the opportunity to comment 
on this timely and important matter. 

Let me please take a moment to describe the National Advisory
Council of BUD Management Agents as I believe that this 
organization is illustrative of a true public private partnership 
that works. Formed in 1975, the National Advisory Council of ~ 
Management Agents is an independent body of property management 
firms and associations who, together, manage the majority of all 
privately owned government assisted housing in the country. we 
work together to preserve the existing stock of federally
assisted housing and to improve the quality of management of that 
housing. we are in constant dialogue with the regulatory 
agencies on procedures, practices and regulations that will make 
housing work better. We also try to practice what we preach. 

The commitment of the National Advisory Council to bridge the 
interests of both the public and private sector in the housing 
arena is no more vividly demonstrated than by our formation this 
year of a Preservation Task Force. For years, the National 
Advisory council has worked with HUD and the Congress in an 
effort to foster a sound national policy concerning the 
preservation of federally assisted housing. We have felt 
qualified to do so, as owners and housing managers, as we fully 
understand both the day to day issues as well as federal policy
and its effect upon this vital national resource. By way of 
example, the National Advisory Council was instrumental on 
calling for the development of a program providing necessary
funding for capital improvements for those projects in need. 
Particularly among these are the projects developed under the BUD 
BMIR and Section 236 programs of the early seventies. We 
strongly believe that a fiscally responsible program which offers 
owners and managers funding for capital improvements is 

444 North Capitol 5-. 101:. Sul!e 116 • 'MIshinglOn. D.C. 20001 • (202) 624·7710 
1915 Mo!ef\o BouIE'IIOrd • Son DIego. O . • (619) 276-6271 
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absolutely necessary if we are to avoid the wholesale 
deterioration of this vital housing resource. In the absence of 
a major new construction initiative such as we saw under the 
Section 8 program, which would offer suitable replacement housing 
to supplement our aging stock of low and moderate income housing, 
a program providing capital improvements funding is considered by
this organization to be an essential building block of federal 
housing policy. 

The Preservation Task Force to which I refer is an outgrowth of 
our continuing commitment to the development of a national policy 
on preservation of the existing inventory of low and moderate 
income housing. Formed in April of this year, the Preservation 
Task Force chaired by former Advisory Council Chairman G. Lindsay
Crump, is comprised of twenty-five respected members of the 
housing community. Their collective experience in the housing 
arena and their concern for the preservation of the existing
inventory has been captured by the Advisory Council in an effort 
to develop a more disciplined approach to preserving the 
federally assisted inventory in a cost effective and responsible 
manner. The task force has been charged to look at five major
issues affecting preservation, these include the expiration of 
existing subsidies, the development of incentives for owners to 
maintain this housing as low income, a review of the impact on 
tenants, and analysis of the effect of the prepayment of HUn 
assisted mortgages, and lastly, a look at the roles which can be 
played by state and local government in preservation. 

Among the most timely and critical issues we have and will 
continue to face within the task force is the issue of prepayment
of HUn assisted mortgages. In the relatively short time that we 
have been meeting, the so called prepayment issue has emerged as 
the pre-eminent preservation issue. This is the case for two 
fundamental reasons: 

1. 	 The potential loss of low income units from the 
existing inventory; 

2. 	 The potential displacement of low and moderate income 
persons from the inventory as result of rent increases 
or conversions. 

Make no mistake, there are and will remain very real concerns 
which must be addressed. However, there is a no less fundamental 
issue here, one which has major policy implications for Congress 
and the Administration as we begin to chart a responsible course 
for the 1990's in housing. The right of prepayment is a 
fundamental right clearly articulated in the contracts executed 
by owners participating in HUn's BMIR, Section 236, and Section 
221 (D) (4) programs. It is this right and the expectation that 
it creates that has guided the business decisions of many owners. 
However, it is this same right that today clouds the preservation 
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picture. Well intentioned owners, who for twenty years have 
maintained properties in a sound and fiscally responsible manner, 
are today faced with potential arbitration of their right to 
prepay. There is today an unhealthy air of concern and 
expectation that owners will arbitrarily and without just
consideration displace tenants, raise rents or convert to 
condominiums. It must be made clear if we are ever to develop a 
sound policy on this issue that among the universe of all federal 
assisted housing owners, only a portion will want to convert 
following a prepayment, only a portion can, in fact, convert as a 
result of economic and market considerations and among those that 
do convert, there is, in our eyes a rational understanding that 
tenant interests must be addressed. OUr position should be 
clear, that owners who do not or will not take the interests of 
tenants to heart are the exceptions. The issues generated by 
their actions should be dealt with separately. Among the 
universe of owners who want to prepay and who will act 
responsibly in doing so we have offered our best efforts as an 
organization to bring their rights face to face with the public 
purpose concerns of the Congress. At the Task Force level to 
which I refer, this issue is the nexus of our activity.
Development of a sound and rational approach to this issue, in 
the last analysis, will probably be the single most important
contribution we can make to the work of the Congress in the 
development of a housing policy for the future. However, our 
work in the field of preservation is much broader. We will also 
focus a great deal of attention on those projects which continue 
to require federal assistance. We will attempt to define the 
most appropriate ways to maintain these projects as viable rental 
housing for those who need it the most. 

The work of the Preservation Task Force has been underway since 
April of this year. OUr final report addressing the broad range
of issues affecting the preservation of low and moderate income 
housing will be finalized in November. We look forward to 
sharing our findings with you and hope that our work will be or 
much assistance to you as you create a new housing policy
framework. 

To supplement our efforts in the field of management and 
preservation, the National Advisory Council has undertaken the 
development of a major program and policy assessment related to 
housing management. 

OUr work "Perspectives on the Management of Federally Assisted 
Housing--Challenges for the Eighties and Beyond" will address 
eight separate topics; topics which, in our opinion, must be 
analyzed in the context of a renewed look at housing policy. Our 
report will include the following: 

A historic overview of federal housing policy affecting
the management of federally assisted housing 
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The role of the private sector in the management of 
federally assisted housing 

Challenges for today's housing manager 

Assessing federal housing policy and its effects on 
management programs and practices at the local level 

Addressing the needs of lower income persons - a 
management perspective 

Management and the role of not for profit entities 

Preservation of federally assisted housing - a policy 
overview 

Training the housing manager of the future 

The road from here - the future of federally assisted 
housing management 

OUr report will be a compendium of essays on the above referenced 
topics written by experienced professionals each of whom have 
more than ten years of hands-on knowledge of federal housing 
programs. Our goal is to complete this report for presentation 
to you in early November. We hope that it will provide you with 
a series of insights and recommendations that you wil~ find 
useful in the weeks and months ahead. We stand ready to assist 
you in anyway possible. Please feel free to call upon us. 

I hope this letter has been a useful prologue for a period of 
constructive dialogue on housing policy. I look forward to 
working with you both in the challenging months ahead. 

Sincerely, 

~j(1J;Gf0J~ 
Daniel B. GradyU 
Chairman 
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NATIONAL AMERICAN INDIAN HOUSING COUNCIL 
321 D Street, N.E. 2nd FloOr 

Washington. D.C. 20002 
Wayne Chico 
Chairman 

Virginia e. Spencer 
Executive Director 

(602) 383- 2202 (202) 546-0091 

PROPOSAL '1'0 CODlrr 
'l'BB BUD 1101.. BOUSIIG PROGIAKS 

UBDBR OIB 'l'1'I'LB II 
'l'BB U.S. BOUSIBG AC'I' 

July, 1987 

Over the past several years, it has become increasingly 
clear to the administrators of the HUD Indian housing programs
that the development and management of Indian homes is quite 
different from the development and management of public housing 
in the nation's cities. However, for most Indians on trust land, 
the HUD programs are the only means available for tbem to obtain 
decent and safe bousing.While the united states Housing Act was 
passed in 1937 to provide assisted housing to tbe nation's poor, 
it wasn't until 1961 that the Department of Housing and Urban 
Development administratively decided that it could serve Indian 
families on reservations with the Public Housing Program. Tbe 
Indian and Alaska lative housing programs have wbich bave evolved 

. from this decision (Old Mutual Help, lew Mutual Help, Turnkey III 
and Low-Rent) are characterized by single family detacbed units, 
over 68' of wbich are homeownership units, a homogeneous 
population, and remote rural locations often lacking paved roads 
and basic water and sanitary sewer infrastructure. In addition, 
two basic facts must be understood about Federal 'efforts to house 
Indians: first, there exists a trust relationsbip between the 
Federal government and Indian peoplesJ second, the cultural 
traditions of American Indians have been substantially different 
from those of non-Indians. 

Currently, the 1937 Housing Act and its amendments do not, 
recognize the critical differences between tbe Indian and Public 
Housing programs. Most amendments are directed to the 
improvement of public housing which mayor may not be applicable 
or appropriate to meeting the housing needs in Indian Country. 
Specific examples are given below to illustrate some of the 
problems encountered wben Indian housing authorities (IHAs) apply 
the public housing statute and regulations to reservation 
residents. Many proposals have been made to COngress and the 
Administration regarding the improvement of the Indian housing 
delivery system. Few have been seriously considered. It is well 
documented tbat problems associated with the administration of 
the Indian housing programs are numerous, complex and difficult. 
Simplification is a must if HUD and IHAs are to efficiently 
manage their responsibilities. A first step to simplifying tbe 
program is to systematically arrange the laws and to consolidate 
tbe regulations that apply to the HUD Indian housing programs.
'l'he consolidation'of the regulations is in the clearance process 
at HUD. What is also needed is to consolidate the laws of the 
1937 Housing Act so that tbe programs tbat they enact can be 
found in one place, in logical order, so tbat appropriate study 
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and recommendations can be made to address those areas that are 
outdated or not applicable to the delivery of housing to Indians. 

Three of the four HOD programs serving Indians are designed 
for ultimate homeownership: old Mutual Help, New Mutual Help,
and Turnkey III. Homes developed under the Mutual Help 
Homeownership Programs have no counterpart In public housing, yet 
they comprise more than 68' of the units administered by IHAs. 
One example of . inappropriate legislation is the requirement that 
95' of all public housing tenants be very low income. This 
excludes Mutual Help recipients because very low income tenants 
cannot afford the requirements of homeownership: no operating 
subsidies are available for maintenance or utilities under these 
programs. Another example is the recently passed request to use 
excess operating subsidies to provide relief to PHAs for 
increased costs in requi red insurance coverages. Mutual Help 
homebuyers are excluded because they are not el ig i ble for 
operating subsidies--but their cost of coverage has nearly 
tripled. HOD, Congress and the PHAs simply forgot to develop a 
means of providing relief to !!! public housing participants. 

The Indian housing programs do serve a different population:
the trust nature of the land prohibits alienation and no other 
means of financing new housing is available to the Indian 
population choosing to stay on their homelands. Homeownership 
opportunities must stay available to them. While legislation in 
process would change the 95-5' rule, for the past few years this 
rule has been a burden to Indian communities and was applied to 
them without thought to the existing homeownership programs. In 
addition, legislation that extended Annual Contributions 
Contracts for ten years voided existing Mutual Help Agreements 
which were term specificl 

Problems that exist in the homeownership programs could 
better be addressed if Indian housing legislation is codified and 
separated from the Public Housing Program, and regulations are 
consolidated. Solutions in the form of amendments or new 
regulations would also be easier to implement as they would only
apply to Indian housing and not have to be -exceptions" to public 
housing. Often, the Housing Act amendments demand time-
consuming regulatory and handbook interpretations to be developed 
before Ind ian field off ices and Ind ian housing authorities can 
respond appropriately. Indian housing authorities, for example, 
are still waiting for HOD to determine what applies to 
homeownership agreements under the "debt forgiveness" language 
included in the 1986 Omnibus Reconciliation Act. Tribes want to 
know if their citizens now own their homes. Indian housing 
authorities also need to know so that they can plan accordingly. 
This issue is of no concern to public housing tenants in rental 
units. 

2 
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Currently the Indian housing programs have separate 
development and administrative procedures than public housing. 
However, in order to discover the or ig ins and intent of HUD' s 
Indian Housing Programs, one must search through forty years of 
statutes creating and amending the Public Housing Program. A 
separate title under the u.s. Housing Act codifying the laws 
relating to Indian housing would improve the chances of analyzing 
and refining the program. It would also state that it is the 
policy of the United States Government to assist American Indians 
and Alaska Natives in obtaining decent, safe and sanitary 
housing. 

3 
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CBAIAC~B.IS~ICS OF I.DIAI AID PUBLIC BOUSIIG: 

aome of the differencea between the two programs:Following are 

Houaing Type 

Bnvironment 

program
bpaals 

!!!.!!!1 

Tenant 
lalluea 

Autbor 
Houllin1ty 
She 

Indian Houaing 

Single family detached 
acattered aite. 

Remote rural areas; 
acattered site; moat 
unita need infrastructure; 
reatricted title (i.e., 
truat landa). 

68' Homeowner, f8' rental 

Ho other alternative 
aaaiated or private 
aector houaing available; 
vacancy ratea almoat 
non-exiatent. 

Ho active tenant groupa 

Majority of IHAII have under 
588 unita witb fewer than 
than 5 ataff. Moat staff 
from local area (more 
effective, leaa training, 
low pay) • 

f 

Public Housing 

Multifamily 

Majority of 
unita in pro
jecta in urban 
or town set
tinga; Most 
projecta do not 
need infra
atructure. 

Over 98' rental 

Varioua other 
aaaiated or 
·private aector 
bouaing avail
able. 

Active tenant 
groupa 

varioua aize 
PHAa-major ity 
of PHAa bave 
over 2588 
unita. Staff 
generally
profeaaionally 
trained and 
well paid. 
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CHARACTERISTICS OF I.OIA. a.o PUBLIC BOUSI.a: 


Majoi
Prob ems 

<continued) 

Indian Housing 

-Management capacity, 

-Rent collections 
-Staff turnover 
-Coordination with Bureau 

of Indian Affairs (8IA) 
i Indian Health Service 
(IHS) 

-Funding for infra
structure 

5 

Public lIous ing 

-Condition of 
units/

-Maintenance/ 
rehabilita
tion 

-Union wages 
-Tenant 

advocacy 
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STATUTORY, RBGULATORY ABD POLICY DIPPERBRCBS BBTWBBR 

PUBLIC ARD IRDIAR BOOSIRG 


Proqram Area Indian Housing Unique 	 Indian Housing 
Same as public 
Housing 

Development 	 Separate regulations 
handbook & some forms 

Indian Preference statutory
requirements rather than 
Title IV and VIII Zqual
Opportunity Requirements. 

Separate cost containment 
policies. 

Separate fund allocation 
approach/methodology. 

Separate requirements & 
procedures for Interagency 
coordination (BIA, IHS & HUD). 

Infrastructure - i.e., BIA 
surveys, in some cases, have 
never been madeJ no 	 air 
photos available, have to 
start surveys from scratch; 
roads may be have to built, 
both off-site and on-site 
water and sanitary sewage 
disposal must be developed 
or expanded. 

Logistics of getting materials 
to site can be extraordinary 

- i.e., in Alaska, if all 
materials aren't ordered and on 
barge from Seattle by July 4th, 
you may have to wait to build 
until following summer or 
double cost of construction to 
fly in missing parts. 

6 
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srArUrORY, RIGULAroay ABO POLICY OIrPl...CIS BIrWII. 

PUBLIC &80 I.OJ&8 BOUSJ~ 


(continued) 


Program Area Indian Housing Unique 	 Indian Housing 
Same as Public 
Housing 

Tribe may dictate where home
sites are - i.e., clan lands 

IHAs may be managing.and 
developing units up to 75. 
miles apart - Planned units 
-cluster- or development sites 
often were a mistake in early
site planning en some reserva
tions; became ghettos; scattered 
sites preferred for 	traditional 
occupance. 

Occupancy 	 Mutual Help program is IH Ii PH have 
authorized separately in reexamination Ii 
the statute, it has income deduc
separate regulations Ii tion policies I 
handbook. PH " IH have 

the same rental 
" Turnkey III 
famUy rent" 
utilities 
policies. 

Income limit policies 
different for all Regions 
but Oklahoma. 

Lease and grievance policies 
different from PH and IH. 

Cultural and political 
differences abound; 	before 
PH program people did not 
pay rent; IHA policies and 
procedures must mesh with 
tribal policies. 

7 
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Program Area 

Financial 
Management 
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.IGULAfO.Y &aD POLICY DIPPI.IRC18 
PUBLIC &aD INDIAN BOUSIRG 

(continued) 

Indian Housing Unigue 

Performance Funding System 
does not work well for 
small IHAs, many IHAs bave 
less tban 118 units witb 
1 - 2 staff. Same expense 
criteria used but no factor 
for additional costs for 
servicing in remote locations, 
scattered sites. 

Unique operating subsidy 
regulations for Mutual 
Help; Unique operating 
subsidy policy for Alaska 
IHAs 

Indian self-insurance pool 

8 

BI~I. 

Indian Housing 
Same as Public 
HousIng 

PFS statutory " 
regulatory re
quirements 
apply to IH 
rental programs 
but do not pro
vide accurate 
subsidy levels 
" sbould be 
cbanged. 
Financial mana
gement pOlicies 
are tbe same 
for PH " IH. 

Casb management 
and investment 
policies are 
same for IH and 
PH. 

Same policies 
for IH and PH 
but program is 
too complex for 
IH. ClAP is 
oriented to 
apartment 
building reno
vation. 
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The National Association of Senior Livini Industries (NASLI) 

wishes to thank The Honorable Alan Cranston, Chairman of the Housing 

and Urban Affairs Subcommittee, of the Banking, Housing. and Urban 

Affairs Committee of the U.S. Senste for the opportunity to submit 

recommendations for national housing legislation, that will have a 

positive impact on the development of housing and related services 

for seniors at all income levels. NASLI considers it imperative that 

the Committee include @enior housing issues on its agenda. 

o 	 The housing of seniors represents a substantial percentage 

of the total housing market in the immediate and foreseeable 

future. 

o 	 In round fiiures, 12% of people sixty-five years of age or 

older own the property they live in. 23% are renters. 5% 

( are institutionalized, mostly in health care facilities. 

o 	 Seniors spend a ireater proportion of income on housing thal1 

any other aie group. 

o 	 Hore than fifty percent of people sixty-five years of age or 

older occupy housing which is thirty years old or older. 

o 	 Seniors are the owners of most of the household owned 

housing stock in this country. 

o 	 Senior housing requirements often differ from those of the 

general public, and these unique characteristics often 

require special consideration. 

o 	 Current tax laws and adainistrative policies mitigate 

against tbe development of housing appropriate to tbe senior 

occupant. and against the maintenance of currently 

deSignated senior bousina stock. 

- 1 
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Baok,round on NASLI 

NASLI was founded in 1985. Its diverse membership ourrently 

inoludes over 500 major oorporations, oonsumer or'anizations, 

aoademio institutions and ,overnmental a,enoies represented by OVer 

1,100 dele,ates. As a multi-disoiplinary or,anization, NASLI has a 

unique oharter. It provides the only national forum for airin, the 

often diver,ent perspeotives of all those oonoerned with improvin, 

the quality of senior livin" whether for housin" transportation, 

sooial and personal servioes, food, olothin" or other needs of the 

bur,eonin, senior market. 

NASLI's purpose is fourfold: 

o 	 To redefine the meanin, of a,in, and retirement oonsistent 

with today's ohan,in, sooiety. 

o 	 To promote the independenoe of seniors throu,h industry-wide 

understandin, and appreoiation of the older person's needs. 

o 	 To improve industry skills to oontribute to a better quality 

of life for seniors with ,reater self-relianoe. 

o 	 To foster s sense of "empowerment" that promotes 

opportunities for elders to apply their experienoe and 

skills oonsistent with their ener,ies and interests. 

NASLI is the major resouroe network of or,anizations and 

professionals devoted to meetin, the shelter, health servioe and 

oonsumer produot needs of the older population. It is both oatalyst 

and stsndard setter for businesses and servioe or,anizations 

oonsiderin, ways to serve older sdults. 

- 2 
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It is necessary to restore certain tax benefits reduced or 

eliminated in the Tax Reform Act of 1986, in order to alleviate an 

otherwise inevitable decreaae in the development and maintenance of 

unsubsidized low and moderate income rental housin•• 

The availability of moderate and low cost rental housing is 

particularly significant for seniors, many of whom live on fixed 

incomes. While the general economic position of our older population 

is improving, the majority have relatively low incomes, with 21X of 

persons over 65 near or below the poverty line. 

According to an analysis prepared for the Neighborhood 

Reinvestment Corporation, the Tax Reform Act of 1986: 1) reduces the 

value of deductibility of interest and real estate tax expenses; 2) 

increases the depreciation period from as few as 15 years to 27.5 

years; 31 repeals capital gain preferences thus eliminating any 

difference between taxes paid on ordinary income and taxes paid on 

capital galna; 4) further restricts the ability of ststes to issue 

tax exempt bonds which, in recent years, have provided below market 

interest rate financing; and 5) substantially reduces the ability of 

limited partners to invest in real estate to obtain losses which help 

reduce tax liabilities resulting from other income.

NASLI urges the Committee to consider legislstive action to 

encoursge investors in, and developers of, senior rental housing to 

put their financial resources snd expertise to work on building and 

renovating rental units for moderate and low income seniors. 

'Phillip L. Clay, "At Risk of Loss: The Bndangered Future of 
Low-Income Rental Housing Resources", Massachusetts Institute of 
Technology, Cambridge, HA, May 1987, p. 24. 

- 3 
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Recently enacted federal tax law has ne,ative implications for 

investors and developers who desire to make available moderate and 

low income rental housin, either throu,h new construction or 

renovation of existin, housin, stock. While reco,nizin& the 

importance to the U.S. economy of participating in programs which 

increase available rental housing for seniors at all income levels, 

investors and developers generally consider their hands tied by tax 

law restrictions and disincentives. 

Currently, Federal tax law provides no real .incentive to invest 

in and develop low and moderate income rental housing. As a 

·consequence, investors are likely to favor profit makin, construction 

opportunities skewing the development of housing away from moderately 

priced rental·units. What tax incentives do exist in the Tax Reform 

Act are so complex as to be practically unusable. 

Althou&h it is too early to document the impact of the chan,es in 

Federal tax law on the availability of rental housing, logic dictates 

that the result of the inevitable reduction of. available rental units 

will be both a decline in total number of units, and a substantial 

increase in the rents for those units that are on the market. NASLI 

foresees that people of all a,es will compete for occupancy of a 

dramatically dwindling stock of reasonably priced rental units. The 

National Association of Home Builders has predicted a rent increase 

of 20~ for units across the board if building cannot keep pace with 

demand. 

The Committee should take a strong position in regard to the 

preservation of properties for low and moderate income rental units. 

The Department of Housin, and Urban Development should have imposed 

legislated requirements forbidding the sale of desi,nated moderate 

- 4 
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and low income rental properties. These properties financed through 

Hun resources, or FHA insured, and substantially occupied by 

recipients of Section 8 subsidies must not now be converted to market 

rste users, thus compounding the problem of available rental units 

for the vulnerable elderly population as well as for others in need 

of low cost rental housing. 

Furthermore, current tax law encourages owners to upgrade rental 

properties which, in locations where supply of rental units is 

limited, will result in a rise of rents. This in turn is likely to 

lead landlords to rent units to more affluent tenants. Such a trend 

will foreclose rental housing to those sectors of the population who 

cannot afford to purchase homes. 

- 5 
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Congress should enact legislation establishing 0 National 

COamunitx Housing Partnership Program which addresses the housing 

needs of all persons with low and moderate incomes. inclydin. 

seniors. 

NASLI supports, in principle, the proposal of the National 

Coalition on Low Income Housin. (NCLIH) for a National Community 

Housing Partnership Program, although it is not prepared at this time 

to comment on the specifics of that program. The NCLIH is proposing 

the creation of a federally sponsored program to encourage and assist 

non-profit sponsors to construct and rehabilitate low and moderate 

income housing projects. Under this program, the federal government 

through HUD would participate with states, cities, non-profit 

organizations and foundations, where these entities provide matching 

funds to augment federal assistance to low and moderate income 

housin~ 9roject~. The financial assistance provided by this 

partnership might support activities such as: 

o Project specific technical assistance 

o Project specific seed money loans 

o Project specific matching grant or loan 

o Program wide nonprofit support. 

NASLI's concern for improving the quality of life for seniors 

extends to all economic groups. Those among our members who invest 

in or develop senior housing recogniZe the urgent national need for 

more affordable housing for the majority of seniors who cannot afford 

- 6 
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most of the upscale housing currently being built or renovated for 

the senior market. 

The program would stimulate development of multi-family and 

single room occupancy rental units as well as limited equity 

cooperatives, condominium and single family homes. Occupancy would 

be income limited. 

Unfortunately, with the advent of the Tax Reform Act of 1986 and 

the decline of direct federal support for low income housing, 

developers of senior housing, just as housing developers generally, 

are unable to commit substantial assets to projeots that result in 

almost certain financial loss. Through a program such as that 

proposed by NOLIN it would be possible for the private seotor to 

participate with governmental and nonprofit sponsors in providing for 

the housing needs of moderate and low income seniors. 

- 7 
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Con,resl should enact le,islation support in, and proyidin, seed 

moneY for an or'anization xlthin the senior housin, industrY to 

establish national standards for accreditation of senior housin. 

facilities. and to provide accreditation to thOle facilities. 

nationwide. which comply with these standards once they are set. 

Historically. the senior housin, industry has experienced some 

loss of credibility with older persons because a small percenta,e has 

been victimized by uncsrtain financin,. the poor quality of housin,. 

or mismana,ement. Seniors, because they cannot readily recoup their 

lost assets, are especially a"rieved when housin, projects in which 

they have invested are financially distressed, 10 bankrupt, or 

dwellinl units are poorly constructed or poorly manaled. 

As an association whose membership serves the senior market. a 

NASLI objective is to assure that the facilities, products and 

services which its members p:ovide to consumers are reliable, safe, 

and of lood quality, that financin, is sound and manalement 

competent. Althoulh some states have enacted statutes requirinl that 

certain types of senior housinl meet specified financial criteria as 

a prerequisite to marketinl, there are no nationally recolnized 

accreditation prOlrams for senior housinl. 

The establishment of such a prolra. by a national, private, 

non-profit orlanization of substantial visibility within the senior 

housinl industry, would serve in several ways to uPlrade the quality 

and reliability of products and services marketed to seniors. 

- 8 



Accreditation of senior housina facilities in accordance with 

aenerally reooanized standards would: 

o 	 Establish a reaular evaluation process whereby objective 

evaluators can identify early warnina sians of problems with 

a facility and recoasend corrective action; 

o 	 Identify a.particular body whose accreditation would be 

acceptable to state and federal licensina aaencies as a 

prerequisite for arantina a license or providina fundina to 

senior housina facilities request ina licensure or fundina; 

o 	 Create incentives for aanaaers of senior housina facilities 

to provide in-service trainina to uparade the skills of 

staff. where achievement of certain standards of competence 

for such staff is a prerequisite to accreditation. 

o 	 Improve the credibility of specific facilities in the mind 

of the public. 

o 	 Assure that resident transfer policies are properly drawn 

and administered to protect residents riahts when another 

level of care may be needed. 

NASLI believes that it is more appropriate for a private, 

nonprofit oraanization stronaly identified with the senior housina 

industry to set industry standards for acoreditation than a 

aovernaental reaulatory aaency would be. For example. the standards 

for and acoreditation of hospitals have heen promulaated by the Joint 

Coasission on Accreditation of Hospitals, whose aembers are 5 

prestiaious national private health oraanizaticns. Currently. 

licensina and accreditation of senior houslna varies substantially 

- 9 
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amon. states, both as to what types of facilities are subject to 

accreditation or licensure rules, and as to the scope of these 

rules. State-by-state re.ulation is problematic for investors, 

developers and mana.ers of senior housln., especially for firms that 

market to seniors in several states. The establishment of an 

objective industry standard settin. and accreditin. body, acceptable 

to consumers, re.ulators and providers of housin. would serve the 

needs of all those concerned about provision of relisble, .ood 

quality senior housin•• 

- 10 
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Congress should enact legislation to provide fundin. to 

accelerate training and educational prograas in order to upgrade the 

performance of staff who have direct or indirect responsibility for 

the well being of senior residents. 

NASLI directs the Committee's attention to the shortage of 

personnel qualified for skilled positions in senior housing 

facilities. Much of the available training is inadequate, and 

although certificate programs exist, issuance of a certificate 

frequently is not contingent on the achievement of measurable levels 

of performance in the training. Furthermore, the training itself may 

not be designed or carried out in accordance with generally accepted 

curriculum requirements. 

University based courses are generally of high quality. 

University based continuing education prograas provide.flexibility 

for those who want to improve themselves professionalI, while 

working. Consequently, while Congress should generally encourage 

education and training for persons working in senior housing, it 

should limit certification to recognized institutions of higher 

education which are capable of developing curriculum, providing 

faculty, and offering educational and training opportunities, which 

demonstrably result in upgrading the job-related performance of 

senior housing staff. 

, 
i 
; 

J• 
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Congress should establish a national bodY widelY representative 

of the public and private sectors to advise it on housing policY, 

including senior housing policy. This body should be sufficiently 

free from immediate political commitments so that it can provide a 

longer range perspective on national housing policy than the current 

policy processes permit. 

Housing policy is particularly vulnerable to manipulation by 

politicians and economists because it involves a basic necessity 

shelter -- around the provision of which a vast industry has grown. 

Historically, housing policy has frequently been molded to achieve 

immediate economic objectives at the expense of longer range social 

goals. It is important for policy makers to remain aware that the 

housing stock of this country is not simply the asset of title 

holders. It is one of our most valuable national assets, deserving 

of the same high level of protection and consideration that we demand 

for our national park lands or our national highway system. 

The U.S. needs a mechanism for debating housing policies of 

national stature -- which debate includes not only political and 

economic consideration but social, demographic, psychological and 

environmental issues as well. In addition to reaching consensus on 

the most appropriate policy recommendations to Congress this body 

should have the ear of successive administrations. This requires 

designation of prestigious experts in various aspects of housing, 

social philosophy, and public policy, who have the capacity to 

critique long term implications of various proposals. 

An advisory body to Congress might, for example, review current 

housing programs to determine whether they are achieving their 

- 12 
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original objectives, or whether these objectives continue to be valid 

as national policy goals. It might also propose innovative 

approaches to federal/state/private sector cooperation in using 

existing and new housing stock more effectively, or suggest new 

priorities for providing housing. 

In the area of senior housing, a national body reporting to 

Congress would be ideally positioned to broaden the debate on long 

term care beyond its current medically-oriented stance to one which 

encompasses senior housing issues. By focusing on the residential 

aspects of long term care, there may be national recognition that 

many older persons in need of social, personal, or financial 

assistance over the long term, can be adequately cared for without 

involvement of expensive health care resources and facilities. 

- 13 
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Conclusion 

The Committee is undertaking a complicated but essential tssk in 

reviewing and recommending new directions for housing in the United 

States. NASLI congratulates the Committee on its initiative and 

expresses its interest in participating on behalf of the senior 

living industry in the Committee's deliberations in any way the 

Committee considers appropriate. In particular, NASLI would 

appreciate the opportunity to share with the Committee additional 

concerns and legislative recommendations which, because of the presa 

of time, it has been unable to include in this submission. 

- 14 
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NATIONAL 
ASSOCIATION 

of 

COUNTIES 
44Q Flrot St. NW, W_lngmn. DCZOOf)J 

202IJ9j.6226 

The National Association of Counties supports efforts in 
Congress to develop a national housing policy which addresses 
the critical need for decent and affordable housing. The nation 
has a housing crisis. Between 1974 and 1983, the number of 
rental units that were affordable for low-income households 
declined by over two million units while the number of rental 
households earning less than $10,000 increased by over 3 
million. Less than 25 percent of low-income renters who need 
subsidized housing receive housing assistance. As a result, 
many low income households pay staggering percentages of their 
income on housing - 30, 40, or 50 percent, live in physically
inadequate and overcrowded housing, or are homeless. 

Moderate income as well as low income persons are 
adversely affected by the housing crisis. Construction of 
rental housing for both income groups has diminished as a result 
of reductions in direct federal expenditures for housing and the 
elimination or curtailment of tax incentives to investors. KIlny
potential first-time homebuyers find themselves priced out of 
the conventional mortgage market. 

The National Association of counties adopted a resolution 
calling for formation of a special task force to develop
proposals for a new legislative housing initiative. This task 
force feels that several principles should govern formation of a 
national housing policy: 

1. 	Local governments have developed expertise in 
packaging and financing affordable housing. A 
national housing policy should capitalize on this 
expertise and provide local and state governments
maximum flexibility in designing affordable housing 
programs which respond to local needs. 

2. 	Congress should provide an adequate and predictable
level of funding for housing. 

3. 	National housing policy should encourage mixed income 
housing developments. Concentrations of low-income 
persons should be avoided. 

4. 	congress should modify federal tax code provisions to 
insure that tax-exempt finance and investment 
incentives are of maximum benefit in financing
affordable rental housing. 
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5. 	Congress should encouraqe homeownership throuqh
various insurance and quarantee proqrams and modify
and extend the Hortqaqe Revenue Bond proqram to assist 
first-time moderate-income homebuyers. 

6. 	Conqress should provide incentives to help ensure that 
existinq low income housinq stock is preserved for low 
income persons. 

7. 	Conqress should expand the federal qovernmsnt I s role 
in credit enhancement. 

A FEDERAL HOUSING BIDCK GRAN'.rS PROGRAM 

Block qrants to local and state qovernmsnts are an 
effective approach to community development, because they qive
local qovernmsnts the flexibility to develop proqrams to respond 
to local needs. The National Association of Counties feels this 
is a model for the Housinq Block Grants proqram that we propose. 

Under a Housinq Block Grants proqram, metropolitan cities 
and urban counties would receive direct allocations. State 
qovernments would administer the distribution of funds to small 
cities and nonsntitlement counties. 

Housinq Block Grants would substitute for all cateqorical
housinq production and rehabilitation proqrams. Eliqible uses 
should include, but not be limited to development acquisition
and rehabilitation activities, direct loans, loan quarantees,
interest rate subsidies, transitional and emerqency shelters 
for the homeless, financinq for mixed use developments and 
financinq for alternative construction, like modular housinq,
where conventional financinq is restricted. Local and state 
qovernments should be permitted to utilize the private sector, 
includinq nonprofit orqanizations Where appropriate and 
feasible, to provide affordable housinq opportunities throuqh
construction, ownership and manaqement. 

The formula for allocatinq Housinq Block Grants to local 
and state qovernmsnts should measure the availability and 
affordability of housinq. In addition, consideration should be 
qiven to a measurement of local tax efforts for housinq.
Counties and cities which do not qualify for what the statute 
defines as a minimum entitlement should apply for assistance 

j throuqh the state administered proqram. 
j 

Local and state qovernments that apply for Housinq Block 
Grants should be required to submit a Housinq Assistance Plan 

- 2 
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(HAP). Jurisdictions should prepare a single, comprehensive HAP 
which would he implemented with Housing Block Grants and other 
housing programs. The HAP should describe what the 
jurisdiction is doing with its own resources to facilitate 
housing and a plan to leverage private sector resources. 
Housing Block Grants should he ussd to create and expand housing 
programs, and not merely substitute for state and local housing
efforts. 

The federal government should continue to provide funding 
separate from Housing Block Grants for section 8 certificates 
and vouchers. However, local governments should not be precludsd
from using Housing Block Grants to supplement rent subsidy 
programs. Separate funding also should continue for public
housing operating subsidies and the comprshensive improvement
assistance program. Despite their cost, deep subsidy programs 
are the only way to assist very low-income persons. 

Local governments would have less administrative costs in 
a Housing Block Grants program than under the current 
categorical housing production and rehabilitation programs which 
have separate applications and deadlines, and different 
reporting requirements and regulations. A Housing Block 
Grants program would form an effective partnership between the 
federal, state and local governments and the private sector to 
develop creative strategies to addresll the affordable housing
crisis as it impacts particular communities. 

PRBSERVATIOlf OF EXISTDIG IDW-DlCOIIE BOUSDIG 

Expiring federal contracts and low-income occupancy
restrictions have put at risk a substantial number of the 1.9 
million privately-owned, federally-assisted, low-income rental 
units under the Section 8, section 236, and Section 22l(d) (3) 
programs. Some estimates indicate that as many'~s 900,000 units 
could be lost from the low-income stock by 1995 as mortgages are 
prepaid. 

Prepayment of these mortgages could cause 
reconcentrations of low-income populations as developments in 
more marketable areas convert to market rents, while use 
restrictions continue on units located in more marginal areas. 
congress should ensure that the existing, federally subsidized 
and insured low-income housing stock remain affordable for low
and moderate-income households. The following actions could 
assist in preserving this housing stock. 

- 3 
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1. 	The federal government should develop incentives such 
as below market interest rate second mortgages and 
rehabilitation loans for owners who aqree to continue 
use restrictions on the development for the duration 
of the mortgage or loan. Conqress should consider 
raising the cap on the rate of return, thereby 
allowing developers access to more of their equity I 

provided the developer maintains use restrictions on 
the property. 

2. 	The federal government should ensure replacement of 
any units that are lost from the low-income housing 
inventory on a unit per unit basis. 

3. 	Tenant organizations should have first right of 
refusal to purchase developments in which the owner 
intends to prepay a mortgage. If a tenant 
orqanization and its desiqnated nonprofit orqanization
elect not to purchase the development, then local 
government agencies and finally state housing agencies 
should have the option to purchase the property. 

l"INAHCDfG 

The federal government must provide a tool to make 
private sector multifamily housing financially feasible. The 
housing task force of the National Association of counties 
proposes the creation of a secondary market for below market 
first and second mortgages. The accompanying chart (see next 
page) describes the role of a new secondary agency. 

Private lenders and local housing finance agencies would 
underwrite mortgage loans. Lenders would have to be approved 
and use standard lending criteria. Mortqages would then be 
purchased by a secondary market, either an arm of Ginnie Mae or 
a new government agency. The new agency would package the 
mortgages which would be sold on the private securities market 
as Series A and Series B bonds. A developer would be 
responsible for a previously agreed percentage of the debt 
service which would be determined by the public purpose nature 
of the project. The remaining debt service would be funded by 
the equity participation on Series B bonds or by government 
subsidy. state and local governments could provide additional 
subsidies. These bonds would be tax-exempt and have an FHA 
quarantee. 

- .. 
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]][PACT OF TAX REP'OIUI OR HOUSING 

The Rational Association of Counties is concerned about 
the impact of the 1986 tax reform on housing. An immediate 
effect has been a substantial reduction in the issuance of tax
exempt bonds. Congress should modify the federal tax code to 
ensure that tax-exempt financing and investment incentives are 
of maximum benefit in financing affordable housing. The 
following are some of the revisions that Congress should 
consider. 

A. Low-Income Housing Tax Credits 

The housing task force suggests the following revisions 
to the low-income housing tax credits to make them a more 
useful tool for housing construction and rehabilitation. 

1. 	The amount of the credit should be constant. 

2. 	The maximum credit for new construction and 
rehabilitation of qualifying units financed with tax
exempt bonds should be raised. 

3. 	The residency term and credit term should coincide. 

4. 	Implementation of tax credits should be simplified by
eliminating involvement by state and local governments
in determining eligibility for the credits. Investors 
simply should be allowed to claim the credit for 
eligible units. 

B. Depreciation 

1. 	The period over which real property may be depreciated
should be shortened. 

2. 	Investors should be allowed accelerated depreciation
for developments with low-income units. 

C. Capital Gains 

Congress should consider exempting sellers of multifamily
rental property from capital gains taxes provided that 
the purchaser agrees to maintain or convert the units for 
use by low-income households. 

- 5 
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D. Mortgage Revenue Bonds 

Mortgage Revenue Bonds should be extended beyond the 
current sunset date. We further recommend raising the 
per capita limit, expanding the eligible uses of MRSs to 
include development costs to sponsors, and designating
specific authority for MRSs apart from other state bond 
authority. 

E. Tax-Exempt MUltifamily Housing Bonds 

MUltifamily housing bonds should be subject neither to 
the current unified volume cap nor the alternative 
minimum tax. 

GENERAL J:SstJES 

There are a number of issues whiCh affect housing
affordability and promote goals which should be integrated into 
a national housing policy. The following are some of the issues 
that should be addressed. 

Davis-Bacon. Congress should weigh the impact of Davis
Bacon on housing costs and consider exempting housing
from coverage altogether or developing guidelines which 
would allow payment of the actual local prevailing wages
for construction programs. 

Fair Housing. congress should consider requiring all 
recipients of federal funds, irrespective of the source, 
to certify compliance with fair housing laws. 

Community Reinvestment Act. Congress should examine ways 
to strengthen this Act. 

Housing Reserve Funds. Congress should examine reserve 
funds for all housing programs, including those 
maintained for section 202 projects and public housing, 
as potential funds for expansion of new units or creation 
of new developments. 

The National Association of Counties reaffirms its 
resounding support for the community Development Block Grant 
program. We look forward to working with Congress in developing
additional federal tools which promote a new national housing
policy for decent and affordable housing. 

- 6 
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INTRODUCTION 
Housing has always been and continues to be one of the 

highest personal and social priorities in America. Survey data 
indicate that homeownership is not only an individual desire, but 
is seen by most Americans as· a public objective deserving of 
government support.1 Indeed, decent and affordable housing is 
considered essential to the quality of life for all. Because of this, 
a variety of public policies have been pursued to ensure an ef
fective system for the delivery of such housing to all Americans. 

The results of these efforts include the long and steady rise 
in the bomeowners~p rate Jrom ~ percent in 1940 to 65 per
cent in 1980. Over the same period, the housing conditions of 
all segments of our society improved, often remarkably so. To 

-sustain these gains in homeownersbip, and to assure continued 
fulfillment of the housing needs and expectations of all 
Americans, there must continue to be a positive and effective 
national housing policy. 

In this decade, progress toward improved housing quality, 
reduced .housing cost burdens, and more widespread 
homeownership has stagnated. In part, that stagnation has 

.,' 	 reflected cut.backs in Federal effort to meet the nation's hous
ing needs, as housing programs have borne a disproportionate 
share of Federal budget cuts. The adverse impact of those 
budget cuts has been cushioned by the long-lived nature of the 
housing stock, a strong economic recovery and the long term 

, 	 obligations built into earlier housing programs. However, the 
J 	 adverse impacts will soon begin to accelerate as a result of the 

expiration of Federal and private commitments to provide low
cost housing for low and moderate income families. Moreover, 
recent changes in tax law have discouraged production and 
rehabilitation of rental housing. 

Thus we are pleased that the Congress will be considering 
landmark legislation to revitaUze national housing policy. This 
document indicates areas where we feel legislative action is most 
needed and, in many instances, provides specific recommenda

. tions. In doing so, we have attempted to learn lessons from prior 
and current experience with housing policies and programs and 
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The decline in the homeownership rate has been particularly 
dramatic for young households. 
Source: u.s. Bureau of' the Ce1l.S\ll, wpublished data. 

have sought to combine the best of experience as well as new 
ideas. 

At this we have made no effort to indi~te priorities among 
these proposals, nor to match these ideas to limited resources. 
We realize that fiscal considerations need to be taken into ac
count; deficit reduction is a high national priority for all of us. 
Therefore, we look forward to working with the Congress in 
developing priorities and determining the resources that will be 
required. 

The National Association of Home Builders has analyzed 
these issues in several reports over the past few years. Our 1985 
report entitled Housing America: The Challenges Ahead 
described the housing needs of the future and the problems 
posed by demographic, economic, and regulatory changes. Our 
1986 report, UJw- and Moderate-Income Housing: Progress, 
Problems, and Prospects documented the range of housing 
problems facing lower-income people and the erosion of 
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Federal efforts to help address those problems. That report also 
analyzed prospective problems due to expiration ofgovernment 
and private commitments to provide low-income housing and 
reviewed efforts at the state and local levels to provide housing 
assistance. In 1986, we also produced several analyses ofthe na
ture and impact ofprovisions in the Tax Reform Act of 1986 that 
affect housing. In 1987, NAHB joined with the National As
sociation of Realtors and the Mortgage Bankers Association to 
produce a set of guidelines for housing policy under the title 
Toward a National.Housing Policy. All of those reports are 
naturally available to the committee. 

niis submission offers-a set otspecific proposals based on 
the analyses and policy recommendations presented in those 

; - reports as well as on the efforts of a special Task Force formed 
1 by the current leadership of NAHB.
f 
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GOALS AND PRINCIPLES 
We believe that governments at all levels have a respon

sibility to encourage and improve the affordability and 
availability of housing for their citizens, using the most cost-ef
fective means at their disposal. Such policies benefit not only 
the direct recipients of assistance but also society as a whole. 

Several recent analyses have made a sharp distinction be
tween availability and affordability. Such a sharp distinction is 
somewhat misleading since availability and affordability are two 
sides of the same coiit. The real issue is the availability of decent, 
affordable housing.

The evidence of the problem of affordability for renters in
- -eludes large increases in the ratio of rent to income for renter 

households. As of 1983, the median rent to income ratio was 29 
percent compared to 20 percent in 1970, and renters in the 
lowest income quintile in 1983 paid a median of 62 percent of 
their incomes in rent2• Between 1983 and 1986, rents increased 
by 18%3, while the median income of renters increased 16%4, 
so that the rental affordability problem has gotten even worse. 

For Lvrne buyers, the key to afford ability is the cost and 
availability of housing finance. There are several dimensions to 
housing finance that are relevant. First, there is the problem of 
the down payment and other up-front costs. The availability of 
FHA-insured and VA-guaranteed mortgage loans (Plus FmHA 
financing in rural areas) has been vital to assuring that such up
front costs are not an insurmountable barrier. Second, there is 
the problem of the afford ability of monthly payments and the 
associated problem of mortgage underwriting criteria based on 
payment to income ratios. New underwriting criteria and the 
elimination of the FHA Section 245 graduated payment 
mortgage program, plus restrictions on Mortgage Revenue 
Bond programs, have created a situation where any rise in 
mortgage rates could severely jeopardize the ability of home 
buyers to qualify for loans. The third aspect of housing finance 
bearing on home buyer affordability is real mortgage interest 
rates--interest rates net of expected inflation. Inprior years, the 
expense of high nominal interest rates was offset by the expec
tation of increases in home values. With real house prices stag
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REAL VS. NOMINAL 
MORTGAGE INTEREST RATES. 
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Real rate equals nominal rate less 5year moving average of 
annualprice change ofquality adjusted new onefamily homes 
sold. 
Source: federal Home Loan Bank Board, "Conventional Home Mortpp Rates"; Bureau 
orthe ~ irice Index or New One Family Houses Sold". 

nant and inflation generally under control, the current level of 
nominal interest rates represents a very high real rate and a very 
high net cost of home ownership. 

In addition to the cost of housing finance, home buyer af
i 

fordability is also affected by house prices. Thus far in the 19805,i 
national average house prices, adjusted for changes in quality, 
have increased relatively little in real terms, but in some areas 
house prices have increased quite sharply and have reached dis
tressingly high levels. Those areas have generally been charac
terized by growth controls, regulatory delays, and high 
development fees. 

Measures that show declines in the incidence of substan
:! 
I 

dard housing aild overcrowding have been interpreted to mean 
that the availability of decent housing is a problem secondary to 
the affordability issue.. Similarly, near-record vacancy rates 
imply that, at least on a national basis, there is a plentiful supp
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ly of housing. However, other evidence shows that, while the 
overall supply of decent housing may be adequate, large num
bers of lower-income households have been unable to obtain
such housing. Such evidence includes: 

o 	 An apparent explosion in the homeless population, 
with the greatest increase consisting of increases in 
homeless families. 

o 	 An inability of households chosen to receive assistance 
in the Section 8 and voucher programs to find housing 
that conforms to program standards. Of those 
households who do not already occupy qualified 
housing at the. time of their· selection as prospective 
beneficiaries, approximately half fail to find ho~ing 
that qualifies and must therefore forego benefits. 

o 	 A decline in the number of vacant units with rents 
below $300 per month, at the same time that the 
overall vacancy rate has increased.6 

Low income households have always found housing less 
available than households with higher income, but several 
aspects of the current situation suggest that the gap between the 
housing "r~ves" and "have nots" has become-or will become
more severe. One development is the movement away from 
federal policies that acted to create housingspecifically reserved 
for low income households. Recently, policies favoring 
"demand-side" subsidies have pushed more low-income 
households into the overall, unreserved housing market, 
producing upward pressure on rents for the few unsubsidized 
units that are affordable to lower-income households. At the 
same time, gentrification and other factors have curtailed the 
supply ofhousing units provided through a trickle-down process 
(or"filtering") from higher-income households. 

Beyond the desire to live in decent housing, most 
Americans want to own their own homes. The opportunity to 
own a home has inspired generations of Americans and brought 
them into the social mainstream. Homeownership yields extra 
dividends to society by fosteri;ng pride and participation in one's 
community, by encouraging saving, and by promoting social and 
political stability. These tremendous personal and public 
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benefits strongly justify governmental action to facilitate 
homeownership through policies designed to enhance the affor
dability of home purchase. 

Thus, the basic goals of national housing policy should be 
decent, affordable housing for all Americans and widespread 
homeownership opportunities. In recommending policies to 
achieve our national housing policy goals, NAHB believes that 
certain principles should be recognized: 

(1) The private sector is the best mechanism for 

meeting the demands for housing. 


(2) All levels of government must be involved in 

assuring decent and affordable housing for all 

Americans and widespread homeownership 

opportunities 


(3) 	Low and stable interest rates are the most 

important factor in housing production and 

affordability. The federal government should 

place high priority on pursuing a mix offiscal and 

monetary policies that reduces the deficit, 

promotes long-term economic growth, and 

ensures an adequate supply of capital. 


(4) State 	and local governments should work in 

concert with the private sector and the federal 

government to expedite the delivery of affordable 

housing and to meet special housing needs in 

local markets. 


In line with this approach, NAHB makes the following 
recommendations, directed toward the twin goals of decent 
housing for all and widespread homeownership opportunities. 

7 
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TAX POLICYAND HOUSING 
Tax incentives are an efficient means of implementing 

public policy because they influence private-sector economic 
decisions without the additional costs and delays typical of 
programs funded by Congress and implemented by government 
bureaucracies. 

The Tax Reform Act of 1986 has made investment in rent
al housing less attractive and helped to induce a sharp decline 
in rental construction. All rental construction has been adver
sely affected, but the greatest adverse impacts have fallen on 
construction of rental units intended for low- and moderate-in
come households. Although the new tax law contains some 

_provisions intended to encourage construction or preservation 
oflow income rental housing, those provisions are unduly com
plex. In orderfor the provisions regarding tax-exempt financing 
and the low income taxcredit to be effective incentives, they will 
need to be substantially modified. 

Brcommendation: It is essential that the tax code continue to 
provide significant incentives for homeownership through 
deductio~ ~rmortgage interest and property taxes. 

The homeowner deductions in the tax law reflect the 
basic societal value placed on widespread homeowner
ship. Yet, there has been talk of limiting the 
homeownership tax deduction to raise revenue for 
various purposes. Most people recognize, though, that 
any limitation, however small, can easily expand to 
weaken or eliminate this central provision of housing 
policy, with important impacts on the homeownership 
rate and housing affordability. 

Recommendation: The sunset on state and local authority to 
issue tax-exempt mortgage revenue bonds should be eliminated. 

Mortgage revenue bonds have played a key role in 
making home ownership possible for moderate-income 
households seeking to buy their first homes. The imposi
tion of "sunsets", and their periodic extensions, create 
disarray in the management of these valuable state and 
local programs. 

8 
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Recommendation: Tax policy should encourage and facilitate 
the accumulation ofdown payments. 

Moderate-income first-time homebuyers would be 
greatly assisted if they were allowed to withdraw, without 
tax, funds from tax-deferred IRA or 401(k) retirement 
accounts for use as down payments. Essentially, this 
would be equivalent to allowing them to invest in their 
own homes rather than in mutual funds, CDs, or other 
investment vehicles . 

. . Recommendation: Significant changes should be made in the 
low inc~me rental h9using ~ax credit, including: 

(1) Administration by HUD, rather than by the IRS. 

(2) Exemption from passive loss and minimum tax 
provisions. 

(3) Flexibility for states to provide larger credits, if 
necessary, subject to the statewide cap. . 

(4)Elimination of cumbersome requirements
j
, 	 regarding allocation according to when 

properties are placed in service, by allowing 
allo(""'Uon authority to be carried forward. 

The tax credit is a potentially powerful tool, particularly 
when combined with other federal, state or local assis
tance. However, unless it is made much more fleXible 
and workable, the amount of additional housing 
provided relative to the tax credit allowed will be small. 

Recommendation: Tax incentives should be available to en
courage owners of properties reserved for low-income occupan
cy to extend their participation in assistance programs., 

Under Section 221(d)(3)BMIR, Section 236, and other 
programs, privately-owned units are restricted to low in
come occupancy and reduced rents. The contracts unde.r 
which owners agreed to restrictions, in return for 
favorable financing terms, provided that owners could 
prepay the mortgage and withdraw from the programs, 
generally after twenty years. Those twenty-year lock-in 

. periods are about to expire in many cases. Tax incentives 
should be among the tools available to pursuade owners 
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to continue to participate in assistance programs. For ex
ample, it should be possible for the low income tax 
credit to be granted to owners of such properties, even 
though there is no change in ownership, . 

Recommendation: Material participants in rental real estate 
should be treated under the tax laws in a manner comparable 
to material participants in other activities. 

The 1986 Tax Act classified nearly all rental real estate 
activities as passive and thus limited the deduction of as
sociated losses', This ignored the fact that many 
developers and- owners materially participate in the 
management of rental properties and should be allowed 
to deduct, at a minimum, their cash, out-of-pocket los
ses. 

10 
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HOUSING FINANCE 

Federal policies to ensure the availability of housing credit 

and to reduce its cost have been a major component of nation
al housing policy since the 1930s. These policies have helped 
produce the best housing finance system in our Nation's history. 
Despite this fact, many federally related elements of the system 
recently have been under attack from the Administration. The 
appropriate course for public policy over the years ahead is to 
generally preseIVe the system we have today, and to make fur
ther improvements where appropriate. 

The major components of an effective federal policy on 
housing finance include: 

o 	 Federal mortgage insurance and guaranty programs 
that provide home buyers access to credit on favorable 
terms and at reasonable cost 

o 	 Federally related secondary market institutions that 
provide access to credit in national and international 
capital markets. 

o 	 Thrift institutions that are committed to housing 
fina.TI~e, backed by a strong deposit insurance system 
and regulated by an effective Federal Home loan 
Bank System. 

Today, the FHA and VA mortgage insurance and guaran
tee programs are relied upon by over half of all first-time home 
buyers purchasing new homes. The well-developed secondary 

, market for mortgages rests on the effective functioning of 
J 	 GNMA, FNMA, and F1fi..MC. Thrift institutions, while finan

cially troubled in some areas, are still providing over half of all 
housing credit. All of these key elements of the housing finance 
system must be maintained or strengthened. 

Recommendation: FHA must be maintained as an effective 
mutual mortgage insurance program Cor low-downpayment 
loans. 

Actions to reduce the effectiveness of FHA have been 
proposed in recent years. Such changes must be avoided. 

Recommendation: The volume limitation on the FHA Adjus
n 
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table Rate Mortgage program should be removed and a com
parable VA ARM program begun. 

The FHA ARM was set up as a limited demonstration.. 
The program has proven its worth and should be freed of 
volume restrictions. A similar VAprogramshould be es
tablished. 

SOURCE OF FINANCING 

FOR FIRST-TIME HOMEBUYERS 


.OF NEW HOMES. 1986 


CONVENTlONA1. AND OTHER 

Soun:e: NAHB, "Profile of the New Home &uycr, 1986". 

Recommendation: Binding volume limits should not be im· 
posed on the VA mortgage guaranty program, and additional 
fees should not be imposed on veterans who are entitled to the 
VA program. 

In recent years, attempts have been made to cap the 

volume of VA loan guarantees and to raise fees to users 

of the program. These proposals are attempting to 

change the fundamental characteristics of the VA 

program--away from an entitlement/guarantee program 

and toward an insurance-type program subject to federal 

credit budget limits. 
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GROWTH OF RESIDENTIAL 

PASS-THROUGH SECURITIES 
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Today, more than 60 percent ofhome mortgage originations 
are sold as securities in the secondary market. The 
Federally-related agencies (GNMA, FNMA, and FHLMC) 
account fr- the lion ~ share ofthis activity. 
Soun::c: Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System. 

Recommendation: GNMA, FNMA, and FHLMC should be 
preserved in their current roles, in order to maintain efficient 
functioning of the mortgage system and ensure affordable 
mortgage credit for home-buyers. 

GNMA is the key to the availability of FHA and VA 
financing. FNMA and FHLMC should continue to 
operate as federally-sponsored enterprises with Con
gressionally mandated commitments to housing finance. 
They should be permitted to operate without the imposi
tion of user fees and with minimal interference from 
federal regulators, and the current system ofestablishing 
loan-size limits should be maintained. They should also 
be encouraged to develop and employ technical innova
tions in the structure and trading of mortgage backed 
securities. 

At the same time, FNMA and FHLMCshould pass along 
13 
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the benefits of their federal sponsorship to mortgage 
sellers and, ultimately, to mortgage borrowers in all parts 
of the country, and they should devote appropriate atten
tion to the needs of lower-income buyers and neighbor
hoods. 

Recommendation: The structure of FHLMC should be 
reviewed, with consideration given to providing the agency with 
a broader range of representation and participation. 

Consideration should be given to establishing FHLMC 
as a federally sp.onsored enterprise independent of the 
FHLBB, to enlarging the Board of Directors, and to in
cluding representation from- the housing industry. 
FHLMC's stock should be allowed to be traded outside 
the S&L industry. 

RecommendatIon: The commitment of the thrift industry to 
housing finance should be maintained and enhanced through 
incentives and rules governing portrolio composition. 

To maintain thrifts' chartered purpose to provide affor
dable mortgage credit, it is necessary to restore meaning-

HOME MORTGAGE ORIGINATIONS 

BY TYPE OF INSTITUTION, 


PERCENT SHARE70r-----------------------------________~ 
THlUFTS 
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Thrifts continue to represent the largest source ofmortgage 
originations. 
Source: u.s. Department orHousinllnd UJ1)1n ~IopmCDL 
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ful tax incentives for thrift investments in residential 
mortgage assets. Congress should also establish a 
stronger "thrift asset test", specifying appropriate levels 
and types of mortgage investment and substantial penal
ties for noncompliance. 

Recommendation: Depository institutions, and their holding 
companies, should be permitted to engage in underwriting and 
dealing in private, third-party, mortgage-related securities. 

Broader authority for banks aud thrifts to underwrite and 
deal in mortgage-related securities will create greater 
competition in these activities, lower the cost of credit 
for bome buyers, and in-crease the earnings potential for 
banking and thrift organizations that face stiff competi
tion in national and international capital markets. 

, 
i Recommendation: A long-term strategy for the future of ther 

FSLIC should be developed in order to ensure the future 
viability of a thrift industry that is committed to housing 
finance. 

I 	 The r~cent legislation that "recapitalized" the FSUC is 
( 	 an important first step toward addressing the future of 

S&L's, but continued study and action is likely to be 
necessary over the longer term. For example, pressures 
may mount to merge the FSUC and FDIC funds. Such 
a merger could undermine the status of thrifts as special
ized housing lenders, and should be avoided. The long
term solution to the FSUC problem will require creative 
thinking and possible longer term Treasury participation. t 

f Recommendation: Full and appropriate disclosure should be 
required to ensure that borrowers understand mortgage com
mitments from financial institutions regarding interest rates 
and other features established at the time of application for a 
mortgage loan. 

Misunderstanding with respect to the status of mortgage 
loan commitments has arisen, particularly during periods 
of sharply rising interest rates. Borrowers must know, 
and be able to count upon, terms of commitments made 
by lenders. 

15 
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HOUSING COSTS 
Home building is one of the nation's most regulated busi

nesses. Much of the regulation is necessary to protect public 
health and safety, but, just as in other areas of our society, there 
has been a tendency to over-regulate housing. At the state and 
local levels, there has been damaging over-regulation of land 
use, development, and building technologies. Infact, regulatolY 
restrictions are a major cause of the local housing affordability 
crises experienced in many parts of the countl)'. Recently, 
federal regulation has been threatening to further restrict supp

., Iy and ~aise costs. 

Demonstration projects, such as the Joint Venture for Af
fordable Housing sponsored by the federal government, have 

- 'shown the potential cost savings from flexible regulations and 
streamlined procedures at the local level, but many localities 
have failed to adopt such cost-saving changes. Further efforts 
to inform and pursuade localities are needed. 

SAVINGS IN JOINT VENTURE 

DEMONSTRATION PROJECTS. 


BY STAGE OF CONSTRUCTION PROCESS 

:.. ,,- ~ . 

APPROV~ PROCESS 

LAI'O DEVELOPMENT 9.4 

DIRECT CONSTRUCTION 
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PERCENT SAVINGS 

Joint project undertaken by NAHB and the U.S. Department 
ofHousing and Urban Development showed that relaxation of 
regulations can reduce the cost ofconstruction for new 
housing,. 
Sollrcc: NAHB Research FOIIndation, "Joint Ventll!'C for Affordable HollSing", Avcra,e 
of 20 projects. 
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Recommendation: The federal government should perform a 
continuing demonstration role in developing atrordable hous
ing_ 

HUD can play an important role in financing research 
into new technologies and promoting joint ventures be
tween the private sector and state and local government 
to achieve more affordable housing. The National In
stitute of Building Sciences should be enlisted to 
evaluate these demonstrations and promote them to 
localities. 

- Rtcommendation: Federal agencies like the Environmental 
Protection Agency and the Occupational Saf~ty and Health Ad
ministration orthe Department of Labor should carefully con
sider the impact on housing atrordability.in the development of 
regulations.. 

Current EPA wetland and OSHA Hazard Communica
tions rules demontrate a basic lack of understanding of 
the operating characteristics of home builders, with the 
.result that recently issued regulations will cause sig
nificant burdens on home building without correspond
ing beT'.efits to the public. 

Recommendation: The Department of Housing and Urban 
Development should monitor and comment on federal regula
tions having potentially significant etrects on the cost ofhous
ing. 

Such areas of regulation include storm water runoff, wet
land protection, radon, and floodplain development. 

; 	 Recommendation: Federally funded new construction and 
J 
i 	 rehabilitation of residential properties should be exempted 

from costly Davis-Bacon requirements. 

Since relatively little residential construction labor is 
unionized, Davis-Bacon rules essentially require pay
ment of artificially inflated wages to non-union workerS. 
Federal housing assistance dollars would go further if 
this unnecessary and wasteful practice were eliminated. 

R~commendation: Jurisdictions that receive federal housing 
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assistance should not be permitted to have rent controls or un
reasonable growth controls or development fees. 

Rent controls and growth controls contribute to an artifi
cial shortage of housing. It is irresponsible to provide 
housing assistance funds to areas that are choosing to un
dermine their own housing markets. 

Recommendatjon: Additional government action at all levels, 
including financing at the federal level, is needed to meet press
ing infrastructure ~.eeds. 

Congressional and Administration estimates place the 
unniet financial-requirements for infrastructure (roads, 
schools, airports, water and sewer facilities, etc.) through 
the 1990's in the billions of dollars. All levels of govern
ment and the private sector must shoulder their fair share 
of these costs if America is to maintain its standards of 
living. Vigorous cooperation between these groups is 
needed to identify innovative methodologies and 
programs to promote investment in America's in
frastructure needs into the next century. Consideration 
should be given to the establishment of infrastructure 
banks t') meet some of these financing needs. 
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HOUSING ASSISfANCE 
The federal government has a responsibility to assist the 

households who are unable to find decent and affordable hous
ing on their own. While state and local governments have a vital 
role to play in securing that housing, the federal government 
should provide leadership and resources. The federal 
government's participation should take several forms, reflecting 
the varieties of housing needs and local market conditions. 

! 
I 
I 

HOUSING BLOCKGRANT 
1 A .challenge tq _any coI!J.prehe~ive national housing policy , 

is to accommodate the tremendous diversity of housing needs 
and housing market conditions around the country. State and 

. local governments are in a better position to assess and respond 
effectively to their particular needs. The federal government 
should provide funds is order to give leverage to state and local 
efforts. However, unless such a block grant program is careful
ly designed, it may simply supplant state and local efforts or be 
used as a general revenue source. 

Recommendation: Consideration should be given to a state 
block grant as a conduit for additional federal housing assis
tance. 

Key features of the block grant should include specifica
tion as to what constitutes eligible housing assistance, a I 

,• 	 requirement for matching state or local funding, and a 
review process administered by HUD. The grant could 
encompass current funding for categorical grant 
programs such as rental rehab grants, UDAG, and 
HoDAG. 

HOMEOWNER ASSISTANCE 
Over the past two decades, homeownership rates of higher 

income groups increased relative to homeownership among ( 
! 	

lower-income households (especially those in the younger age 
groups). Federal housing assistance to low- and moderate-in

,1 	 come households has tended to be focused almost exclusively on 
rental housing. Many of these households have the stability, 
responsibility, and desire to become owners, but an afford ability 
gap stands in their way. 
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Recommendation: There should be a program of mortgage as
sistance for first-time homebuyers who cannot afford to buy 
homes without help. 

Among the features of a Homeownership Assistance 
Program could be the adjustment of the assistance to 
changes in the household's income, partial recapture of 
the assistance upon sale from appreciation, and a coun
seling program. Such a special program would be a sup
plement to the MRB financing, downpayment savings 
plan, and state block grant programs discussed above. 

- -Recomtriendation: Some public housing should be sold to low-
income -tenants. - -- -- 

limited sales of public housing to residents should be 
tried, but such efforts should be closely monitored and 
include proper safeguards to ensure that units remain af
fordable to low-income households, and that the supply 
of affordable public housing rental units is not unduly 
diminished. 

RENTAL HOUSING ASSISTANCE 
Todayabout one-fourth of all renters with very low incom

es (below 50 percent of median) receive federal assistance to 
secure decent housing at an affordable cost. However, the 
growth in this share is threatened as a result of cutbacks in new 
authorizations for assistance. Furthermore, many previous 
federal commitments for housing assistance will begin to lapse 
by 1990. At the same time, most rental housing is becoming less 
affordable, and changes in tax laws point to further erosion of 
rental affordability and availability. Thus, strong policies are 
needed concerning both maintenance of the current level of ef
fort and expansion of assistance to additional needy households. 

Recommendation: A flexible set of incentives should be used to 
encourage the retention in the low-income stock of privately 

_owned assisted units. 

Such incentives could include increasing permitted rates 
of return, an improved low-income housing tax credit, 
and other tax incentives. Although the best set of tools 
to retain the assisted stock has not yet been established, 
it is clear that the incentives must be flexible to deal with 
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the tremendous variety of circumstances. In all cases, the 
contractual rights of owners to withdraw from the 
program should not be abrogated. 

Recommendation: Expiring project-based assistance con
tracts should be renewed by the federal government. 

Many of the federal commitments for assistance will be 
expiring soon. There is much to be gained by renewing 
those contracts and continuing to assist current tenants, 
thereby ensuring project and neighborhood stability. 

Recommendation: 'Additional rental assistance should take 
several forms, and -should -be tailored to the characteristics of 
local housing markets and specific needs of lower-income 
households. 

A full array of rental assistance programs, from sup
plemental rent payments to rehabilitation and new con
struction, are needed to match the widely varying market 
circumstances of different areas. ,Supplemental rent pay
ment programs relying on existing units will not be effec
. dve in areas with tight markets for low rent units. A 
housing block grant should meet some of the need for 
new cIJ.Li.itruction and rehabilitation. 

Recommendation: Private, profit-oriented entities should be 
encouraged to be active in the provision of housing for low in
come households. 

Experience has shown that the capital and expertise of 
private profit-seeking firms have been vital to effective 
and efficient housing construction and management. 

EUGIBIUTYFORASSISTANCE 

Recommendation: Income eligibility tests for housing 
programs, including tax incentives, should be based on the 
higher of local or state median income. 

Many federal housing programs have eligibility criteria 
based on a percentage oflocal area median income. That 
means that in local areas with low median incomes, only 
extremely poor households are eligible for assistance, 
and income thresholds are below the level necessary for 
project feasibility. 
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IRURALHOUSING 

Rural areas continue to bear a disproportionate share of 
the burden of substandard housing and there is much less ability 
to ensure housing availability through rehabilitation.. In addi
tion, the housing finance system in many rural areas is substan
tially less well developed than in other areas. 

Recommendatjon: The Farmers Home Administration should 
continue to provide special access to low-cost mortgage funds 
in rural areas for si~g1e-famlly and multifamlly housing. 

The FmHA is the major source of housing funds in many 
rural areas and -has also served well as the vehicle for 
reducing the presence of substandard housing. 

_ Recommendation: New initiatives should be developed to 
broaden the sources of housing credit in rural areas throup 
the use ofprivately.funded., federally-guaranteed mortgages in 
addition to direct loans in Farmers Home Administration 
programs. 

As federal resources for housing finance in rural areas 
have shrunk, the need for an adequate supply of 
mortgp.~e credit becomes more severe. Positive efforts 
to facilitate the development of private lending would 
benefit rural areas without major spending increases. 

Recommendation: Contractual provisions regarding owners' 
participation in rural housing assistance programs should be 
honored. 

Continuing private sector participation in assisted 
programs requires confidence in the integrity of the 
federal government's commitments. Failure to honor 
the rights of property owners in FmHA programs to 
withdraw undermines the confidence in the program of . 
potential participants. 
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PUBLIC/PRIVATE PARTNERSHIPS AND SfATE 
AND LOCAL INITIATIVES 

As growth in federal housing assistance programs has been 
cut back, state and local governments have increasingly 
responded with new initiatives to create public/private partner
ships to develop housing for low- or moderate-income persons. 
The state or local governments have not only served as conduits 
for federal assistance, but some states and localities also have 
provided regulatory relief, property tax abatement, donations of 
land, and assistance" from general government funds or desig
nated revenue sources. Although r~latively few units have been 
produced, these efforts have focused attention on both the 
problems and the possibilities. Tbey have also permitted a much

i 
~ - greater degree of innovation and local control of the develop
i 	 ment process. Unfortunately, while some states and localities 

have worked to eliminate regulatory barriers to affordability, 
many states and localities have raised housing costs through un
reasonable growth controls and development fees.I 
Recommendation: State and loealgovemments should be en
couraged to mobilize all available resources to work toward 
provision of housing for low- and moderate-income families. 

We have recommended a block grant program to 
facilitate local efforts and a demonstration program to 
encourage regulatory reform. Joint federal and local ef
forts to identify idle government-owned land should be 
developed. Both profit-oriented and nonprofit private 
entities should be included in joint public-private efforts. 
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SPECIAL HOUSING ISSUES 
Recommendation: Equal opportunity in housing should be as
sured by active enforcement of federal fair housing laws. 

Although racial discrimination in housing has probably 
declined, studies have found that it is often still a factor 
affecting the freedom of choice of many families. 

Recommendation: The housing needs of the elderly and of the 
handicapped should be given priority in allocating federal 
housing assistance. '. 

The needs for elderly atld handjcapped housing are dis
tinct and should not be lumped together. In particular, 
properties reserved for the elderly should not be re
quired to accept nonelderly handicapped tenants. Both 
groups deserve special consideration in the design of 
housing programs. 

Recommendation: The needs of the homeless should be ad
dressed by efforts to increase housing supply. 

Although homelessness is often not simply a symptom of 
problems in the housing market, a shortage ofaffordable 
housiri.~has been a major contributor to the growth in the 
number of homeless individuals and families. To address 
homelessness, some special types of housing are re
quired, including transitional housing and SRO hotels, 
with social services provided alongwith housing services. 

HOUSING DATA •., 

Recommendation: Housing data collection should be ap
propriately required and supported. 

The efficient and equitable allocation of government 
housing assistance requires accurate measures of hous
ing needs and costs at the 10ca11evel, and similar data are 
needed by the private sector to efficiently plan for and 
produce housing. Data currently used to allocate 
government resources and set eligibility standards, in 
areas such as Fair Market Rents, FHA loan limits, MRB 
purchase price limits, and'HoDAG grants, are seriously 
deficient. HUD and the Census Bureau should be 
directed and funded to seek more accurate and more 
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suitable information on house prices, rents, vacancy 
rates, homelessness, housing quality, and other key vari
ables. -~ 
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CONCLUDING NOTE 
As we noted at the outset, the pwpose of this document has 

been to set forth a variety of ideas and proposals that should be 
considered and included as part of housing legislation for the 
years to come. However, we also recognize that these sugges
tions should be part of an ongoing dialogue to develop, review 
and refine legislative proposals. At this stage we have not at
tempted to prioritize all of these ideas, nor have we identified 
the specific budget resources that might be necessary to imple
ment these progran;tS. Obviously as these ideas are refined, 
specific fiscal considerations will need to be considered. 
Resour-ces are limited, and-deficit reduction continues to be a 
high priority to NAHB. Therefore the National Association of 
Home Builders looks forward to working with the Congress and 

- the Administration in refining these suggestions, and we are 
anxious and willing to provide whatever assistance we can in sup
port of that process. 

Also, we would point out that from our perspective the ob
jective of this effort should not be to develop a Federal Housing 
Policy, per se. Rather, it should be to establish Federal leader
ship and support for a National Housing Policy, based on the 
combined efforts of government at all levels, private business, 
nonprofit organizations, and the American public. With such a 
coordinated effort, the goal of a decent home and a suitable 
living environment for every American family willbe within our 
reach. 
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Notes: 
1. For example, a poll conducted in September 1987 by 

Information America Corporation &bowed that 79% of 
voters believed that the Federal government bas a 
responsibility to help assure that the mortgage money is 
available at the best possible"rates. 

2. Source: 1983 Annual Housing Survey 
3. Based on residential rent component of the Consumer Price 

Index. 

4. Bureau of the Census, Current Population Reports, series 
P-60. 

S. Stephen D. KennCdyand Meryl Fmkel, "Report ofFltSt Year 
Fmdings for" - the Freestanding Housing Voucher 
Demonstration" (Abt Associates, Cambridge; MAo 1987), 
reports overall success rate of 61% for vouchers and 60% for 

I Section 8 certificates, but if households that qualify in 
f preprogram units are excluded, success rates in both 

programs are slightly below 50%. 
6. William C. Apgar, Jr., "Recent Trends in Real Rents- (Joint 

,j Center for Housing Studies of MIT and Harvard University, 
Cambridge, MAo 1987), p 15. 
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KEEPING TIlE COMMIT.MENIi 

An Action Plan for Better 
Bousiog and. COIDOl1m ities for All 

A IfordabIe housInt tor low Income IIImlUes is disappearinll-twO 
million unIls wen: lost rmm 1m 10 1985, willie me number of 

IIImlUes IleII!dIn& IhaJe un.IIs lncmIsed by thn:e million. For those who 
lind IIousIne. CDIIIIIft hlfIh. four QUI of five low Income QmiIics With 
dIlIdIm pay em:ssIve mIO\lI\lS tor =1, ofren tor substandard 
hcJuslna. 

The horIIdt:ss-~ &mIlIcs With dIlIdIm-uoubIe mosr 
AmerIcan dries, and their numbers 1ft IIkdy 10 grow as decent afford
able hoUlllnS CDrulnue:s 10 decline. 

T he demand tor atrordable houf.tng w1111rK=se while the supply 
CDrulnue:s 10 decline. Low income IlouIdKlIda will grow by more 

Ibm 5 million by me yell' 2000. Amcrica will need tJeIdy 8 million ad· 
dIdonaI low Income unIls 10 meet that demand. Unless WI: rake 0CIl0n 
10 ()«Ymt funher losI.of me prIvafdy owned fedemIly ass!sIed unltS 
and me publicly owned hoUIIIn8 stoCk, that number will be even 
higher-and hundredt of thousanda of these unltS 1ft at riSk. 

• We must tip me C7CIIivIty and injenuiry at me stare and loa! 
lew:! by repIIIcinIJ r!p::i1Wlo.nal ptOSl'mI5 With flexible assisW1Ce that 
an be acbpIed 10 meet locII needs. And WI: must bWId on the loa! 
expertence and expenise devdopcd In me past decides, paniCuIarIy in 
our locII public housInt ~ 

;, We must n:suxe a rasonabJe produalon propm tor loWI:r in· 
come IIousIne. and supplement that With a flexible =121 assisW1Ce 
propm. 

• We must CItiICI sound poIIcIc:s 10 ~ me exiStInI! stock. in· 
dudIns me Im:pIaceabIe n:source of publicly owned and tnaIlaJIed 
hoUIIIn8. Cemr.lloo any long term houf.tng policy must be a dearly at· 
liI::uIIIed stnrqy 10 ensure me coruinued vIabiIiIy of me public hous
Ing srock. 

• We must n!COfpIizIe that physlally. sodaIly. and econom.iCaIIy 
sound commUl'llllr.$ go hand In hand With housin8 policy. 

• We must ooordInaIe taX policy With hoUIIIn8 and rommunity
development policy. . 

71N J1rOS1'rI- I" ..folIowhtg /MIl- will _bk a to 
..", to mHllIIes" obj«IIVf1$. 
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THE PUBUC HOUSING 
REVlTALlZATION PROGRAM 

I n!alllve federal oversight and contIOIlhrIiIIIIens 10 strmgIe the 
public housing PfCIITlIIIL Local poIicIcII and dedsionmaldng have 

been replaced wkh national mandates and dcaiIcd requimnems 2lfect· 
InS the adminlstl'ation and ~ of public housing autlloritics. 
Local ~ ftcxIbIIIty and In.IIiaIIve have been di.scouI':I8Cd. 
~ IneIBdcrIcy and stilling aaIlvily. 

JUsid federal contIOIs IIIIISI be disaJ:dcd and replaced \\'ith a per. 
rormana: incenllwll ~ sysum. fnsIead of contending \\1th 
dcaiIcd spedficaIIons and requIremenI5. public housing authorities v..ill 
develop their own SY'lIm5 and proa::dl.lta 10 111m desigrwed per. 
fonn:ana: goals. They Will be Ila: from intru!IM federal oversight as 
100& as adequate perfonmna: Is demonstIIIIcd. 1bls 5ySH!III Will In· 
cIude incenIIwlI for good IIDIIlJ8CIIIClll. such as pmnItting the local 
awhorIty 10 beneI!I from actIonS to reduce alSIS and inaease revenues. 

T he currenl SYSlem of imerminent, unpredictable, and inade· 
quale funding for public housing IdlabilIWion frustr.ue5 local 

efforts to plan for necessary IIIIIInIcnanc:e and upgrading of public 
housing. As a teSUll public housing is faced wkh a backlog of 
modernization needs totalling '20 biIIioo. 

This system must be replaced w1tb a COIIIpfdIensIve mock:mi. 
zadon gr2IUS progr.un 10 upgrade public housln& COITCCI past 
design problems, and provide n:scrves for n:guIady scheduled 
maintenance and 1dlab1lWulon. The funding IeYd must be adequate 
10 fuIJy upgrade public hOUSIng by the end of the decade and 
RmOVe serious environmental hazards. The funding will aiso allow 
n:pIac:ement of units demolished or disposed of as pan of an ovetall 
modernization plan. 

F eder.II policy c:IwIges have I'o!b:d pubIlc housing 10 serve only 
the poon::sl of the JXlOI; bave reduced revenues and Increased 

costs. and have forced inc=IsintI PHA c:Iepc:ndency on Ihe federal 
ueasury. Reasonable changes In fedetal policy granting more local flex
IbIIiIy will permit PHAs 10 opmle on a sounder fllWlCiai basis. 
slrengthen the public housing prognm and m:Juce ~Ie federal 
COSIS. 
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11IE FLEXIBLE RENTAL 
ASSISTANCE PROGRAM 

R entII :ISIIIs!2nce is a necessary put otm overall housing 
polley. The cum:ru Section 8 CerIIIic:Iuis and Vouc:hezs progr2III 

will be replaced with a locally dc:sljplcd. tIexibIe Imtlll assistance pro
gr:an. And the housing componem ot welfare ~ should include 
a !C:J*W: welfare ~ dedicated to housing. 

The expanded Imlll :ISIIIs!2nce progr.un will serve low income as 
wdI as very low jn(:oInt flImiJles. The IoaIlIf8eIICY an \IIIe funds to 
lower JaIlS for alStIng uniIS o~ Ihrou!ib project-based assistance. sup
port rdvIbiIlwIon or producdon of new IIMS. Combined with a new 
produa:ion granlS progra!1I (dcsaibcd In the na! lIC!CIlon)the IoaI 
lIf8eIICY will have a INIy tIexibIe PfOIII2Il3, with bod! capiW subsidy and 
n:rn subsidy :IYaiIabIe to desI!!n projccIs 10 _ IoaI housing needs. 

Muimum rmIS €or panidpatIon In the progr2III will be deter
mined at the IoaIleveI. AsslstIna: payments will be equal 10 the dif
fcrcna: berween thirty p:n:a"Il o( the lenanI'S Income and the rrwt
Imum Iml. RedpIems an dect 10 pay IDOR: IhlIIIIhirty per:a:nt of 
Income €or n:rn Ilthe IoaI housing agency dc:tI:rmineI that the rent IS 
ftIIIOIlIIbIe for the unit, <XlIlSIderIng _. quaIky and IoaIIon. Housing 
will have 10 meet R:der.IIIy establlmed housing quaIky stand2rds or 
equivIIenlloal codes. • 

MEETING HOUSING 
PRODUCI10N NEEDS 

N ew production lIIId substanllal rdvIbiIlwIon of housing units 
have practIcIIIy a:aed. dedInli1g ftom neady 130,000 new units 

annually In 1980 10 a Il!de more tImi 16.000 units In 1987. Omitting 
units eannarlc:ed for the elderly. there have bees! essentlally no new 
uniIS added 10 the low Income housing stock In _I yem. 

A reasonable level ot producdon. 10 add new low income units 10 
the housing stock, mUSI be a majOr oomponent ot an overall housing 
policy. In many areas vacandes are pIlICIlcd!y non-exlslent in the loWe! 

end of the rmw m2tket. 
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Housing ma.ricets are loc2I, no! MiOnIII. The best housing poUcy 
must leave spedtIc Progl2lll desip 10 II1IICS and IoallIic:s, who can 
tailor pt'08l'lImS to accommodate IocII needs and condItiom. NAHRO 
tIlet'c:I'ooe aII5 for a natiOOaIlIousIttg productlon block geml progI2IIl, 
to provide 6eldbIe gcmlS :II the stale and IocIIlevd to assIs! in financ· 
ing new alfISUUCdon and substamIalldlabillmlon. 

The MiOnIII fund can be Ilnanced throuah regu.I.ar approprla!ions 
or a decIic::IIcd _ SOI.IIQ:. The type or Ievd of subsidy, and 
$pedfic proJect requlftmaus and desip, will be deIermined :II the 
stale and IocIIIevd. FUDds can be used for bod! mttaI and owner· 
oa:upIed housing. 

ProJects will be devdoped by eligible sponsors, indudlng public 
agencies. nonproll! orpnlz:allonS. and for·proflt entltics. Recognizing 
the particular role, experience, and ezpenIse of PHAs in housing pro
ductlon and ~. they will n:a:lYe a speci:II set-aside of funds. 

TIlE COMMUNlI'Y REINVESTMENT 
PARTNERSHIP FUND 

A mericIn oommunldl:s need a feder.d commitment 10 II dec2de of 
pannership to revlr:IIlz 9Uf 1WIoo'$ COIIIIIUIIlitie 10 build strong 

dtics and neighborhood:! that provide beIIer places 10 live and work. 
1b1s pannc:rshlp will unc:IerI:ake a mmpn:hensiVe :assault on the prob· 
Iems f2cing our oommunIdI:s by addressing bod! people and places. by 
addressing cconomlc 2$ well 2$ ph}'$ical development. and by fOCUSing 
natiotUl. state. and IocII :mention on II set of almmon goals. These 
goaJs are to provide cconomlc opportunity. II 5I2bIe ndihborhood. :md 
a $OWld communiIy for every Amedcan f.:u:nlIy. 

Local fiIOVetnment will commit to W1den:ike a~e 
reinvestmenl progI2IIl over a ODe to IerI year period throuah II Ioc3l 
pannersb.ip. The partnetSbIp wIIIlndude the finanCial ~ the 
business a:>mmunlty. neighbodlOOd groups. and other appropriate 
oJg21lizatlonS; C3Ch would identify the rcsowces they will commit 10 
the progI2IIl. State fiIOVemmenI can pItIicipate in a IocII pannership 
and, it desipated by the <XlIIIIJIunity. can assist in managing projects 
for smaUer IocII govcmmenlS. The feder.d govcmment would provide 
maldIlng gcmlS on a competitive bails for the duration of the 
pannc:rshlp. 

Th.rough the partnetSbIp. IocII government can undetake the 
a:>ordinaled longer term, ~effon necessaty 10 attack mao 
jor devdopmcnl problems, with :aumnce of continuing federal 
support. 

http:pannersb.ip
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'DIE COMMUNll'Y DEVELOPMENT 
BLOCK GRANT PROGRAM 

T he Comnrunlty J:leoveIopmenI Block Gtmt Progr:un has been a 
rmjor _ In Ioc2I dm:Iopmem eftbns sIna /1$ incepdon In 

1974. k Is the oornentone 01 nadonaI communIIy development policy; 
II muse be 00I1IInued lIIldIi:r lis pniSCIU 1IIn.lI:I!R. 

The aaemIaI fi:oaMes 10 lis IIIJCaIIS must remain undIanged
predic:labJe I'uIIdIng I'or lWeI and IocdIdes on a muId-ye::ar basis to any 
out II tIaIbIc. IoaIIly dcsigned plan 10 _ CXlIIIIllunily needs whI1e 
acIdtessInI nadonaI policy pis. ThIs ~ pannetShlp must 
not be f1IIc:nued by adcIiIIonal~ and n:suicIIons. The fund
Ing IIMi muse be beId CODSIIIIU In Ie:II _ and InaI:aIcd it more 
demands ale placed on the PIOIIIlIID by an e:xpmslon 01 eIijpbIe activities 

RURAL HOUSING AND COMMUNITY 
DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMS 

T OO I1lIIIlaOUS and 100 small lor sepanIe a1Ioattlons, rur.aI an:as are 
foItled 10 COOtpCte I'or fwJPs Ihlu odICIS ~e:ll.llOm:llical. As 

m6!e J>IOIIrmIS move IO'IWrd II bJodc JIlIIlI approach, Ills lmponam 10 
assure Ihlu II IaIIOI1abJe IIMi 01 funds reach smaller and rur.aI 
1XIIDtII.IIIlid. 

SmaIleI; rur.aI c:ominwIIIIes mast contInIIe 10 n:a:ive special, sepa
nrc aIIoc:aIions 01 funds I'or housIna and communIIy development pro
jplIIl1S, iIIducIins basic It'IfI:IIsuucIu needs. 1I:chnIcaI assl5IancI: must 
also be provided, wbae.-y, 10 CIIIUIe rur.aI COIMIW1itles b2ve 
the .-yc:apadIy 10 desIsn and xIInInIster progmns. 

'DIE INFRASTRUCTURE 
FINANCING BANK 

T hen: Is an InU:pII n:IaIIonsblp between the nation's economy. 
communIIy deveIopmenl. and the nation', 1t'IfI:IIsuucIu. The 

CoopssionaIIy aa&ed NaIlonIII Coundl 011 PublIc Wbrka Improve: 
meat Is dI:IqpId wfrh aI&'IIIIII8 It'IfI:IIsuucIu needs and ldentifylng
medlods 10 _ IhcIe needs. WhIle !be NCPWI tepan will be II 
wIuabJe ~ NAHRO', cona:m II dw; lis compJedon will be 
CIIIM I'or further IIandwrInaIn& further ~ or dismay, and fur
lherdday. . 

NAHRO CIIIs I'or the aadOn 01 a nadonaI inlIlIslruaure fund 
wfrhIn the neu tM:e ye::II'J 10 IISSIst _ and Ioc2Ipemment in 
fInanciII& the c:n=lon. ~, and n=pIacemcnt or !he public 
1t'IfI:IIsuucIu. The lUnd ahouId am prlOrlly 10 I1IC'IeIlng thratS to 
public hc:aIth and safely; requite IlNndaI panlcipatIOn by stale 2nd. 
local sovemment; &jve ptioriry to areas 01 p::atCSt need; 2nd mandate 
Ihlu I'Unded fIc:Wdcs be able to cover opcr:ItinS. maintenance, and 
rcpIacemonl COSIS. 
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RBlIfDrtI ttu: I---ftw 
JIrl1NI*' 1_"""I. k1fl1 
and~l_ 

bolUl.. 

',";~ ,:~ifY qualified ,...... 
fHlloprrwnt borub .. ttu: 
«Itfflff/ll publle purJIOH 
borub. 

Adopt a j'irst tlrrllllIoru
II."...,., MIJtftpp/4M 10 
.1Im"'~p 
lor~tIIfII~*' 
I-I-Ilia. 

A RATIONAL TAX POUCY TO 
SUPPORT HOUSING AND 
COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT POUCY 

T he 'In Rd'OIIn M:;t of 1986 eIiminaIed, reduo:I:d. or res~ 
tax 1nCentM:s thar ~ priv2Ie In\IaanI!ntto develop 10.., 

income housing. The 1nocntM:s whldI do n:maIn :In! of limited w1ue 
or w1I1 soon a:pIre. 

Programs :In! &r more cfI'eaive If ta: policy supportS ditect sub
sidies I2lhcr !:han makes them more dIt6cuIt to use, The following 
mod.ific:atIorI to the ta: rode will stft:Il8Ihen ta: InCentives for housing 
2Ild communlty deYelopmellt. 

• Improve the eIfectIvaIess of the low lncOI!Ie housing tax credit 
by eIlminadng the 1989 _ d:m:, teIDOVln8 the income limits Cor in· 
vestOlS, 2Ild eIlminadng the cap on the amount of aediIs for individual 
investolS; 

• Reslore the ability of itIvestOJS In low lncOI!Ie houslnII progl'2mS 
to deduct the project's Ioua from other taxable income; 

. • EIlmInate the 1988 SUII¥' d:Ire for IDOI:'IpSe revenue bonds, 

P rio~ to the 'In Ileform M:;t of 1986 thIrty<SCVell swes were using 
tax elfl:1'IlPI bond Issues 10 _lsI in fin2ncing redeveitlpmenl of 

distressed aRm and denstated ndShbOrhoods, Redevelopment bond 
actIvlIy Iw pl'lClic:llly cased under the current tax law, The 12x 
Reform Act arbiUltriJy tedassIfIed these tr.IdItIonaI public purpose 
bonds as priv2Ie lICtIvily bonds, 2Ild placed them under Stringenl S!lIte 
volume: caps with all other priv2te lICtIvily bonds. 

AcquisIIion, iJ1:JptMema:.1, and redevek>pllletn of land in partner. 
ship with the priv2Ie !IeCIOf :In! 1ntqp21 dements of urban revlt2lization. 
These essenlial goveI'IUIICIWII bonds must be =ognized as such Wlder 
the tax law and n:moved from the volume cap. 

H omeovmaship - lie dedinin& 2Ild Ills not hard to under
S!2I\d why, In addIIIon to the blah monthly COlI of :IIIlOrtiz:ation, 

the down payment Is III'IOI:her lI1:Ijor obsiade. Mas! 10.., and moder2te 
income &rniIIcs wiI1 never make II over tf!e latter hurdlc. Stimulating 
homeownershlp requires downpaymenl _Istanee as wdl as lowering 
amonlzatJon costs. 

The tax code fIlUSl be IIl1Ci1ded to pennll &rniIIcs with inCOmes 
beln.., 120 pe:rcerlfof median to lICCIl!!IIIbte ~ savlnS' Cor a 
downpayment on their tim home. Those with tax deferred retirement 
accounts should be permitted 10 ... 1thdr.rw funds for a dowopayment 
without penallY, 

http:1thdr.rw
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THE LOW INCOME HOUSING 

STOCK PRESERVATION PROGRAM 


_0 va the las! rwo decides 1.9 mWlon priv2IcIy owned low income 
housin& units have been constnICICd, assi5II:d by IeVmI federal 

prosr:III1S. Over the I1CXt decide mae units aR: at risk of beins los! 
from the low lrlcome housin& SIOdr; bec:Iuse of the explr:iIlon of 
restricIlons teqUiring 1hz proJc:as serve low and II1CldcnIc income per
lOllS. Raaic:tlons will ~ as 0WtleI'S opt 10 PfCP'IY mottg:I8CS or nor 
10 ralew conllX1ll for SectIon 8 New Con$truCtIon and SUbstlInItll 
RcmbI1IwIon ptOjeas. O!bcr units aR: end:Ingered becwsc their finan
cial viability Is questionable withour COOlinulng subsidy. 

The fOIIowlq feder:IIlCTlon Is csscnrJaIlO praerv.: this multi·
billion dollar _: 

• Conlinue proJea-based.subsid1c5 for units 1hz need k; 

• ProvIde IInlIndaIII5IIist1Ince 10 IIlIIOYlItC: ftn:and:IJIy viable units in 
need of physbl !d:IabIIIIadon; 

• Offer lInandaIlna:ntlYes, Ihrou8h modUlc:ittIons in program re· 
quJremems and _ 1ncaUIves, for owners 10 malnlaln propenles 2$ 

low II'lcome; 

• IIo:juIne prIOr ~ by 0WtleI'S !hat do iruend 10 prepay, with 
lna:ndves for sale 10 public IIouaIn8 3UIbotiIlcs, tt0npr06r orpni:z:a
tiOns, or othen 1hz wiD maInIaln propenles 25 low inCOme. 

A RENEWED FAIR 
HOUSING PROGRAM 

R adaI clIscriminItlan In housin& persIm md coolinucs to frustrate 
the pis of !be P:dr HousIna Act of 1968. For IIImost twO 

decides theft bail been a ClllIO lIIDeIId the law 10 provide for an cffcc· 
live admiIIlstrativI enIon:ement mechanism. Indudlng provision for 
"cease and <bIst" 0Idels and iliff dYII pcmItles for violatioN of the 
law. Vigorous enIon:ement Is esaellliallO mMe fIIr IIouaIn8 a reality in 
!be nat decide. TbeIIe provlslatna _ be wmren Into law. 

FInandaI support 15 abo ~ I'I:deIII fundlng for community
based monIrodll& and entOll:Cllll:l1lIs key 10 the dC'vc:Jopment of a 
local enIon:ement eapadty. . 

The stllUlOl'Y obJipllon of the Dep.:lr!mcnr of HousinS and Urban 
t:lcveIopmenI 10 2fIIrmatlvdy promote the pi of fIIr housing should 
be Ina:IIpor.IIed Into the admInIsulIIlon of all housin& Progr.llllS· These 
$fq:I& wiD brins the nation doIer 10 rcaIIaInS the pi of eqU2l housing 
opponwUty for all. 
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A HOUSING AND COMMUNITY 
DEVELOPMENI'RESEARCH AGENDA 

T he n:IIionaI housing and IXlIl1I'l1UIIlt development infOl'lll2tion 
:and n:sarch ptOgI2m bas been in disamy tJuousbout this 

decide. ~u:abIe n:pon:s pn:ldlx:ed by MUD and the Ilute2u of the Cen
IUS have been eliminated or niduced. Without solid infOl'lll2tion and 
n:sarch, ptOgI2m e'YlIIuatIon and policy development opeme in a 
vacuum. 

Congress mu:st esabIish a comprd1ensive n:sarch agenda for the 
neD decide 10 guide the dc:vdopmem, administration, and CV1IIuation 
of housing and communlry development PfOIIt2IIlS md policy. These 
effons must be funded by a dedicated n:sarch budget. with aIIoc:IIlon> 
10 _ md localities 10 undenake coopmIIve iI!Iorm:Won gathering 
and n:sarch effortS. 

A DECADE OF COMMITMENI' 

T hese propoal5 eonstltule the demenl5 of. domestic policy 
th;tt wtII sm:ngthen Americ:an I\ImiIIes and communities. The')' are 

essent/allJlsredlenu 9f a commIm!ent 10 a decent home in a liveable 
ndahbortlood for ew:ry Americ:an dIIZn. The proposals presented in 
Ihese PIIFI advocate the buiIdIn8 Of better places 10 live and wade 
and when adopted wtIIlc2d us intO the 21St Century as a stronger, 
more viI:d eountty. 

ThIs paper is eaa:rpced. from Ihi:-iuu JqIOrt. "Keepin8 the Commilment: An Aoc:IiOft Plan for Better 

Houstns md Communlties Cor All." The full n:pon ~ in the }mu:uyIFebruary edition of the ',ourtl2! 

of HOUSing." For more informallOn on :any of the pqram$ desa1becI. conl3Ct the Natiorul AssoCiation of 

Housing and Redevelopment OfficIals. 
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Submission to Senate HouainR Subcommittee 

The National Association of Housing Cooperatives (NABC) applauds 
the initiative of the Senate Housing and Urban Affairs Subcommittee, 
"to begin moving housing back cp to the place it deserves on the 
national asenda." Clearl" the nation's housinS goala, enunciated 
clearl, in 1968 are fat from being met. The last seven yeara hsve 
shifted housinR policy discussion from the creation of new affordable 
housing to the preservation of existins federal 1, subsidized housing. 
The need for sffordable housing has increased as the federal commit
ment to its creation has nearl, ceased. What is clear is that for 
s significant proportion of America affordsble housinR, housing that 
is safe decent and meets minimal code standards, housing that is not 
overcrowded. is unattainable. In the search for a broader consensus 
for housing. we must relate the country's existinR housing polic" 
the mortgage interest and property tax deduction, to the entire income 
spectrum. We can no 10nRer afford to provide a tsx deduction for 
second homes when msn, Americans can not afford their first home. We 
must establish that all Americsns have the riRht to decent housing, 
and desien federal programs to assure thst riRht. Pro~rams that touch 
only a m1nimum number oJ those eligible are insuffic.ient. 

In seekinR to reinvigorate housing programs, we need to recognize 
that in the last fifty years, a network of programs has been developed 
which deserves cGMtinued and increased funding. Federsl mortgaRe 
insurance, low rent public housing, rural single fsmil, and rental 
programs, Section 202 elderl,. housing assistance payments, Section 235. 
houaing development grants and tax incentives and credits are all 
part of a system of housinR sssistance with a proven track record. 
Any housing proRram must include these elements. 
In other words. a housing program requires flexibility .to Fe~pond_to 
a variety of local conditions (high vacancies/low vacancies/need to 
stimulate certain kinds of new construction/need for rehabilitation). 
Such flexibility could be incorporated in a housinR block grant 
approach, providing fundinR to state and local housing agencies b~sed 
upon need snd population. At the same time, fundinR for communit1es 
either too small or unwilling to provide such assistsnce must also be 
available, through the federal government directly to those who would 
develop such housinR. 

The structure of such programs could allow for first year capital 
coat writedowns sufficient to make housing affordable to low and 
moderate persons. An important component of a housinR program should 
be its capacity to have houslnR developed by community based groups 
and to have that housing controlled by the group that occupies that 
housing. Therefote, an important part of the housing proRram should 
provide for cooperative housing. Cooperative housing has been 
developed using the myriad. of federal housing programs that have 
existed, often, however, hsving to make a round stick fit into a 
square hole. Cooperative housing provides for community control 
while assurinR long term affordabilty. Cooperative housing instills 
pride of ownership. It reduces operating costs, by creating both an 
economy of scale and bv removinR profit from the operation of housing.l 
Coops add no profit to the cost of operating housinR. Cooperative 
housing is s demonstrated success. 

1 
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The FHA 213 Coooerative Housing MortRage I~surance.program is the only 
lIortgage insurance prORram which has ret·urne·d the lIortgage insurance 
prellium to lIortgagors. Since default and delinquency in the FHA 213 
program ia nearly anecdotal, nearly all prelliums collected have been 
returned. 

The costs.of operating cooperative housing are significantly less than 
those of operating rental housinR •• While NAHC is not sayinR that all 
housinR assisted should be coopertive housinR, a lIuch larger percentage 
of housing assisted should be cooperative housing. A recent study 
by the University of Minnesota demonstrates that coooerative housing 
is more cost efficient than rental housing. 

Anv federal housing proRram that is created should make cooperative 
housinR an eliRible use of funds. Cooperatives could be limited in 
their return on equity, could be part of mutual housina associations 
or could be leaspd. The pOint is the more control people have over 
their lives, the better the result. 

Prospective cooperat6rs should be involved in the development process, 
particularly in beina educated to take on the roles of members and 
leaders in their coops. People need training to effectively manage 
the fiscal and physical affairs of their communities. 

HakinR cooperative housing a significant part of a federal program 
assures reduced operating costs, improved msintenance and lower 
default and delinquency. It allows for community control, security 
from eviction, freedom from major maintenance concerns and helps 
create neighborhoods that can join to meet other non-housing needs, 
as well. 

http:costs.of
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NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF REAL ESTATE Br<Ot<ERS. INC. 
INVESl'MENT DiVISION 

_.CA_P,O,8o¥5OlII• 	 --
TtItphorwJ; t.,S}t!I3lHOl 

AaJc._-
october 2, 1987 

United states Senate 
Subcommittee on Housing

and Urban Affairs 
Washington, D.C. 20510 

Dear. Senator cranston: 

Whether it be for principle residence or investment 
purposes, a large segment of the KiddIe-class American Citizenry
do not have the opportunity to purchase real estate. The 1986 
Tax Reform Act initially had proaise of lowering taxes for all 
which would net more disposable income to tax payers, stimUlate 
our economy and keep the lid on interest rates and inflation. If 
this-scenario actually occurred, we would not be faced with the 
dilemma that We now face in home ownership for American citizens. 
For the first time in this Nation's history, less that 46t of 
Americans own their own homes. And this problem is getting worst 
instead of better. Kore than fifteen million very low income 
households pay more than 35t of income for rent. OUr changing 
work-force from manufacturing to service industry is lowering the 
average family income. All economic indicators suggest continued 
slow growth, continued rising interest rates, and the strong
probability of a rapid rise in the inflation rate. These 
indicators along with the 1986 Tax Act has caused a tremendous 
loss of disposable income to the moderate and middle income 
persons, and a very bleak outlook of the verY low income of ever 
improving their plight. FurtherJIore, with the assault on the 
public housing sector, federally assisted rental programs are

i either being phased out or reduced drastically (as witnessed by 
HOD's 70t reduction in direct federal expenditures for housing! 	 programs for low and moderate income persons). We are at an 
extreme crisis time for anyone other than the rich when it comes 
to our housing needs. The present tax structure is not in 
reality beneficial to anyone other than the rich. 

In an effort to stabilize the dwindling percentage of 
Americans who can afford to buy and invest in real estate and to 
stabilize the decline of our urban areas as it pertains to

J affordable, safe and fair housing, and quality of the supporting
commercial areas within these areas, we recommend the changes 
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listed below in the 1986 Tax Reform Act. The overall qoal
these recommendations is to enhance the ability of small entitie. 
as well as moderate income individuals to help their own 
communities. 

(1) 	 TAXATION OF INCOME ON REAL ESTATE 

Ca) 	 A reduction in the number of rules to determine 
how income is taxed from real estate in desiqnated 
areas and for moderate and middle-income persons
families, or entities. Persons with $50,000 
aMual income or less. Families with $75,000 
combined income or less. Entities (partnerships 
or syndicetions of no more than 10 persons or 
families that fall within these income limits. 

Cb) 	 Iden't!fY t.hose areas by census tracts for 
investment purposes that are low and moderate 
income areas desiqnated by the 1980 census which 
will be eliqible investments for tax incentives. 

(c) 	 For those desiqnated qroups and areas allow an 
accelerated depreciation of the old standard of 19 
years at 175%. 

(d) 	 Restore the 60% reduction for capital qains, and 
also allow the present 10% tax credit for 

'''substantial rehabilitation in desiqnated areas. 

Ce) 	 Installment sale for tax reportinq purposes 
report the capital qains separately to recapture
the depreciation on sale. 

(f) 	 Allow limited partnerships and syndications of the 
approved qroups for desiqnated areas to include 
dealers of real estate who fall within the income 
criteria. Allow this qualifyinq qroup to not 
"materially participate" in syndications or 
partnership to allow passive activity loses. 

(q) 	 Repeal the ban on reductions for passive
investments. 
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OVerall, these recommended chanqes will economically uplift
desiqnated areas. They will enhance the social climate in these 
areas which will increase the " pride of place" for present
residence. They will accrue investment benefits to moderate and 
middle income persons; somethinq which is very difficult for thea 
to achieve under the present tax system. The chanqes will 
enable moderate and middle income persons to work closely with 
very low and low income persons and belp create a better sense of 
community_ This will drastically increase the quality of the 
bousinq stock for residents and small business upqradinq. An 
additional effect would be increased employment opportunities, 
revenue to the local qovernment throuqb increased real estate and 
business taxes. This improved social climate will also have the 
effect .of a downturn in criminal activity accoapained by an 
increase in community pride; . which will enable the existinq
community to invest and reinvest in the community. 

Tbe mortqaqe Revenue Bond ProqraJI (JIRBP) bas been a valuable 
vehicle for providinq first time home buyers with affordable 
bousinq opportunities. Tbe new bome buyers bave bad positive
effects on tbe overall community. The Kortqaqe credit 
Certificates establisbed by the 1984 Tax Reform Act is also 
viable in allowinq tax credits to bome buyers thereby affordinq 

l them more spendable income for the necessities of maintaininq
l essential faJIily Planninq objectives such as planninq for colleqer education of their children, maintenance and upkeep of their 

property and generally stabilizinq an acceptable quality of life 
in this time of a chanqinq economic climate. 

NAREB supports KR 2640 (Donnellyetal) 8.1522 (Rieqle etal). 

Sincerely, 

.~7(fY~ 
Ray carlisle 
Pr_ident 

J 
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Several years ago the United States Department of 

Housing and Urban Development (HUD) targeted certain cities 

across the United States that had poor tax basis and hence 

had difficulty in raising revenues needed to support 

governmental requirements. In an effort to overcome this 

difficulty, these targeted cities were eligible for 

Community Block Development Grants. As a tandem program to 

this", the Government National Mortgage Association provided 

below market interest rate loans to the development of 

multi-family housing if they should elect to develop housing 

under any of the HUD programs. The most popular program 

elected was ~he 22l-(d)4 or the HUD insured programs for 

moderate income housing. 

Eventually, this program was eliminated and many 

of the incentives to do multifamily housing under the 

22l-(d)4 program were also eliminated. The two programs 

when placed together generated considerable leverage for a 

developer to invest in these targeted areas because they 

could raise the necessary capital. When these factors were 

coupled with the ability to write-off depreciation for those 

investors, the targeted areas could attract safe, sanitary 

and decent housing in blighted neighborhoods. Those ~ 
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programs also had a small commercial component attached to 

it because HUD was in the business of housing and not 

commercial development. The commercial component limited 

the development of no more than 10% off the square footage 

of the housing component for commercial space. Often, 

through the development of Planned Unite Developments, the 

economics of the project could utilize additional commercial 

development I but the additional commericial was not done. 

The theory was that should there be a need for commercial 

development, then commercial loans and investments should be 

available to carry this mission. 

The cities that have the economic problems 

yesterday have not yet cleared the requisite capital level 

to continue sound fiscal policies. In fact, many of them 

are charging infra-structure costs back to the developers 

under the gize of user fees, capital impact costs. This 

latter practice is of some dubious validity noting the 

recent decision of the United States Supreme Court and the 

implication of disproportionate taxation. The other more 

deliterious affects of these requirements is to place a 

chilling effect upon the financial capability of a viable 

project at cost conception and eventually at the market side 

or if completed. With the additional capital requirements, 

the projects fail to make economic sense. 

-2
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Many cities are almost jOint venturing'with 

developers to get projects done. This is another practice 

which when viewed under the magnifying glass causes great 

slight of hand when it comes to legal review. How can a 

successful project be "negotiated" in an open free for all 

bidding process without creating some legal fiats in order 

to get a certain project completed. Thus, this could 

jeopardize'the entire intent of the program which the city 

is about. The state of North Carolina's motto is "esse quam 

vederi" which is translated to mean "to be rather than to 

seem." It would thus appear that we certainly can create 

legislation and programs that would have the effect of 

being, rather than seeming to comport with legal standards. 

Because if ev~ry detail of the complexities are dealt with 

in terms of the letter of the law (meeting open bid require

ments as required for certain dollar amounts) every project 

would be in jeopardy. Further concessions granted to 

developers, such as the development of parking garages in 

conjunction with hotels or tax relief incentives are created 

and not to be chidded but when it comes to these projects 

and equal opportunity and equal taxation, the lines of 

governmental need (the justification) to do the unprecedent 

and the lines of the written law come closely at odds, one 

with the other. Suppose for example, that city A has a 

parcel of urban renewal land that it desires to develop for 
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a convention center. In order to support that convention 

center, it decides that it needs a hotel nearby. Assume 

that city A puts a request for proposal out as an offer bid 

situation and then among five developers (and that's 

generous), developer M responds with the best bid. 

Developer M then begins to negotiate with the city and 
; states that his plan does not call for any parking which is
•I 
j necessary and that the city must furnish the requiredI 

parking. A change in the bid? Obviously, yes, but many 

cities have gotten around this by fiat. Let's assume 

further that the hotel project because of demographics in 

other similar deficiencies will not support a hotel of 500 

rooms as requested, but 250. Upon futher consideration, 

after bid i~ given by Developer M, is that, should he be 

able to incorporate a commercial component to the programf 
J that he could make economic sense from the demographics and 

the economic need. The latter of which cities are often 
t , 

without the real ability to evaluate when placed with the 

litmus test of desire versus economic reality. 

The real problem comes about when alternatives 
, after a lengthy bid process has been completed of how to go
1 

about and re-advertise the bid or a new request for 

proposals so as to offer the other four developers another 

opportunity to re-bid in an effort to be fair. However, 

-4



Developer M now is either at a disadvantage or at an 

advantage either because after he has invested time and 

capital into studies and negotiation, he is apt to lose his 

bid should he have to re-enter the bidding war, or if he 

should fail to disclose all during the re-bid, he is at an 

unfair advantage to the other bidders. Either way it 

becomes a legal nightmare to get the ideals of the city 

matched with those of the developer and have it all make 

economic sense and a successful project, the bottom line aim 

of the whole process. 

It would appear that either by expanding the 

jurisdiction of HUD or the United States Department of 

Commerce, that programs can be placed together and proposals 

made to develop both housing and commerce. For example, 

large tracts of land that are disadvantaged by chemical 

spoilage that can be rehabilitated and divided into housing 

recreational, industrial, and commercial usages could be of 

tremendous tax boost to a government. When the land, 

obviously an economic drain on the current owner, 

non-productive when reviewed by local government and 

certainly a tract that could not in reality produce taxes 

and is similar to the fly paper - unable to unload, unwanted 

and nonproductive. If certain programs could be brought 

together as below market interest rate loans, insured" 

-5



mortgages, either insuing bonds or commercial mortgages to 

the point where all of these make economic sense then the 

private sector has the requisite incentive to proceed to 

curing the problem and accomplishing the needs of both the 

County, State and Federal governments. 

II 

The American TObacco Company ceased the operation 

of its factory in downtown Durham, North Carolina in or 

about the month of May, 1987. The property and improvements 

that are apart of this complex are located within two (2) 

blocks of the Central Business District. Obviously, not 

only was thp.~~ a tremendous loss of jobs, but because the 

buildings and property were unique to the manufacturing of 

cigarettes, there must and will be an eventual unevitable 

loss of tax revenue generated from this tax base. The cost 

of tear-down, restoration and conversion to new and 
, 
! productive usuages makes the project normally cost 
1 

prohibitive on a conventional basis. 

Another interesting aspect of this project is that 

some of the structures have some historical value from the 

aspect that Durham, North Carolina was built upon the 

successes of the tobacco barons and thus site was one of the• 

, 
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first major tobacco factories built to boost the. economy of 

this city. The brick used to build the warehouse and 

factory facilities was manufactured at a brickyard owned by 

a minority. Of course all of the brick and mortar craftsmen 

were minority as well. 

As further testimony to the historical aspect of 

this particular site is that it was this factory that once 

had two unions1 one white and .one black. Because of court 

decisions and National Labor Relation Board rulings, the 

black union was ordered to merge with the White union. The 

problems with that were: 1) that the black workers lost 

their seniority status and 2) economically, the black union 

wa~ better off in that they had their own assets and bank 

accounts. These factors produced significant problems that 

were later resolved but obviously the structure that can be 

saved could be a monument to historical times that changed 

the face of this community and the nation. 

The particular usages that this land and attendant 

edifaces could be put to, would include hospitality, 

entertainment, shopping, office and housing if an economical 

basis could be established. The utilization of minorities 

who played a significant role in the building, development 

and operations of this factory certainly should be inc~uded • 
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in the development scheme of a project of this nature 

including but not limited to the development, equity 

participation, tenants, construction, insuance, law and any 

other necessary aspects to the completion of the re

establishment of this facility to a tax and economic basis 

for this community. The utilization of the Labor 

Department, HUD, U.S. Department of Commerce and the 

Evironmental Protection Agency funds, along with private and 

local government parties portion would obviously produce a 

sound economic program to sustain repayment of below market 

rate loans financed through the issuance of tax exempt 

bonds. 

The City of Charlotte, North carolina, the largest 

metropolitan area in North carolina and headed by a 

progressive black mayor is an ideal site for the development 

of a multi-use ediface similar to Trump Towers in New York 

City. The upward mobility of the people of Charlotte 

coupled with tremendous 9rowth of downtown business lands a 

factor to favorable development. 

t Minorities have often had to take minor roles or 

~ political roles in the development and 9rowth of citi~s. 
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This opportunity affords a chance for a minority. to enter 

the mainstream of economic development if that minority 

could economically put together a favorable financing 

package to attract the tenants to utilize the structures and 

location of this project. It must be remembered that blacks 

have not had the longevity of wealth creation which is the 

nucleus of economic development. However, with assistance 

from government via below market interest rate loans and 
- . 

grants, to the extent that required municiple and 

infra-structure costs are eliminated, opportunities for 

economic parity of minorities can then become a reality. 

This is not to say that just because its a 

mi~ority th~~ monies be doled out for projects that don't 

make sense, but that a project of this nature can be shown 

to do several things including but not limited to: economic 

parity, futhering the tax resource base of a municipality in 

need of funds, economic growth and employment of 

tradespeople, merchants from which additional tax revenue 

are generated and the preservation of downtown areas. There 

is a thought that businesses that close-up during the 

evening hours and leave cities vacant at night do not have 

as great appeal as those cities that have continued night 

appeal through hospitality and entertainment. This is 

accomplished by having people living downtown close t~the 
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Central Business District and hence, creating a need for a 

24 hour city as opposed to an 8 hour city. 

All of the projects can be accomplished through 

the judicious use of grant funds, Central Business District 

funds, and tax free bonds to produce the appropriate mix of 

numbers to make these projects successful, reduce the 

unemploym~nt rates~ cre~te tax basis, in bringing minorities 

into economic parity, and make this nation stronger and more 

productive. 

Cities are also conditioning approval of 

development plans, at costs to be borne by the developer. 

The widening:>f roads and in some cases major road building 

and then dedicating these facilities to public use is 

becoming more and more fashionable for cities to do. 

BtlD.TXT\ecm 

J 
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NATIONAL COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT ASSOCIATION 

LEGISLATIVE PROPOSAL 


-HOUSING UTILITY GRANT

SUBMI'1"l'ED TO 


THE SENATE BARKING, HOUSING' URBAN AFFAIRS SDBCOMMI'1"l'EE 

OCTOBER 5, 1987 


Introduction 

The National Community Development Association (NCDA) is a public 
interest group with 449 members representing entitlement Cities 
and counties and small communities. In preparation of our 
housing legislative proposal, NCDA requested its key member 
cities to submit specific comments on the existing housing 
programs and recommendations for both legislative and 
administrative changes. During the months of July and August of 
this year, we gathered surveys from over twenty cities across the 
country. Community development and housing officials from these 
citles met at an executive symposium in late August to review all 
of the recommendations and put forth a specific proposal. This 
proposal is entitled -Housing Utility Grant- (HUG). It reflects 
a process under which each of the existing housing programs was 
evaluated for its positlve and negative features. 

The HUG proposal, compiled by the Legislative Committee of NCDA, 
is a composite of NCDA members' thoughts on what would be the 
most effective and responsive national housing program that could 
be distinctively established under the new housing legislation. 
This paper will first present the Rousing Utility Grant proposal,
the overall profile, guiding prinCiples, program features and 
possible funding sources. Secondly, it will highlight specific 
problematic features of existing hOUSing programs, and possible 
legislative and administrative solutions. 

We believe the HUG proposal is realistic and practical. It 
provides long-term affordable housing for low and moderate 
income families and individualS. It allows local flelCibllity 
within national legislative parameters to address varied housing 
markets and housing needs across the country. The proposal 
captures the best features of the existing programs, henceforth, 
it will allow a workable and smooth transition of programs when 
the new housing legislation is promulgated. 

NCDA strongly believes that the success of any new hOUSing 
legislation is contingent on adequate funding. Congress must 
recognize that the country is facing a major housing criSiS. The 
existing level of appropriations to housing programs are simply
insufficient to address the current housing needs. A new national 
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housing legislation must be accompanied by new funding 
appropriations. Already stretched Community Development Block 
Grant (CDBG) program funding must not be used in any part as a 
resource to implement programs under the new housing legislation. 

We believe that the housing legislation should be crafted to 
solicit broad based support. We, therefore, believe that housing 
legislation built upon the best and most workable features of 
existing programs and providing local flexibility would be the 
most responsive and well supported approach. 

We applaud senator Alan Cranston for his leadership in making 
housing a national priority. We appreciate the opportunity to 
provide our views in this major undertaking. 

i 
! 

, 
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I. "HOUSING UTILITY GRANT" 

A. 	 PROGRAM PROFILE 

The Housing Utility Grant should be a formula entitlement 
grant that is targetted for low and moderate income family 
housing. The ·HUG· proposal advocates some very basic 
dlstlnctive features: preservation of existing low income 
housing stock, new production with long-term affordability, 
legislative and tax incentives to allow maximum public
private collaboration, local flexibility to design the best 
combination of housing programs responsive to the particular 
housing market. It allows local governments to determine 
program priorities (e.g. ownership vs rental housing, nature 
of subsidy mix) and specific household eligibility within 
baslc income guidelines. Fundlng should be provided on a 
long-term and adequate basis. As exemplified in the Stewart 
B. McKinney Homeless Assistance Act, housing production 
programs should be accompanied by supportive services 
programs. In view of our increasing social problems of 
substance abuse, mental health, homelessness, it is 
essential that a new housing bill should contain provisions
and fundings for supportive servlces so as to assure not 
only adequate shelters but long-term self-sufficiency of the 
low income families and their members. 

B. 	 GUIDING PRINCIPLES 

In order to be fully effective in meeting local housing
needs, new federal housing legislation should be guided by 
the following principles: 
1. 	 Provide predictable, adequate and available 

funding. Any effective housing program must have 
adequate funding available, and funding must be on 
a predictable basis so that effective long-term 
housing strategies can be developed and 
lmplemented. It should be an Entitlement Program. 

2. 	 provide long-term affordability primarily through 
long-term rent subsidy commitments allocated to 
housing units target ted to low-moderate income 
families. The split between funds used for 
production/development purposes and long-term rent 
subsidy commitments should be determined. 

3. 	 Emphasize production so that new and rehabilitated 
housing units are continuously added on the supply
side to meet the growing demand and replace any 
units that are lost due to other factors. 
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(NOTE: These first three principles are paramount
and must be mandatorily llnked together in the 
federal housing legislation so that not only are 
adequate housing units produced on a regular 
basis, but they are maintained as affordable units 
on a 	 long-term basis.) 

4. 	 While flexibility should be provided to allow for 
new construction and home ownership opportunities, 
the major thrust of the program should be 
retaining and rehabilitating existing units for 
rental purposes. Programs promoting home 
ownership do not necessarily respond to the needs 
of most low income households. 

5. 	 provide program flexibllity so as to respond to 
local needs and allow local communities to capture 
their unique housing market forces. Locally
designed programs often are more effective and 
efficient since those responsible for program 
implementation have a greater sense of 
-ownership,- Formallze and acknowledge the 
important role of local governments in designing 
and producing affordable housing for low and 
moderaate families. ThlS new program initiative 
draws on the signlficant capacity developed over 
the past ten to fifteen years by local 
governments, which have by necessity become major
players in producing and providing affordable 
housing. 

6. 	 Public/private Relationships are mandatory to 
ensure that local lenders, realtors, developers 
are included in the program implementation. NO 
housing program can be successful without 
including the primary private sector actors in the 
housing industry. Appropriate tax and financial 
incentives should be provided to sustain active 
participation of the private sector players. 

7. 	 The Housing Utility Grant program should be linked 
to and assist -distressed- properties. Local 
housing strategies must take these properties into 
account and be able to lend assistance where 
appropriate. Federal funding must be provided to 
local governments to prevent the dumping of these 
units and any further loss of affordable housing. 

8. 	 A strong planning process is required at the local 
level in order to ensure that all the necessary
factors are included in the development of the new 
housing initiative. While planning is an 

78-541 0 - 87 - 20 
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lmportant requirement, local community development
agencies should take a strong lead position to 
ensure that the overall purposes and objectives of 
the program are implemented. 

9. 	 Social service support programming should be 
available on a project-by-project baSis with some 
sort of funding cap or ceiling established on a 
percentage basis per project. 

19. 	 Funding for the Community Development Block Grant 
Program should remain separate and apart from the 
Housing Utility Grant. The CDBG is not ·up for 
grabs.

C. 	 PROGRAM FEATURES 

1. 	 The Housing Utility Grant Program would be put
together at the local level with the community 
development agency taking the lead. The 
requirements would include a strong planning 
emphasis and requirements for developing a strong
local consensus on how to allocate the funding. 

2. 	 Flexibility must be provided to local communities so 
that programs can be tailored to the local needs 
taking into account such factors as vacancy rates, 
famlly income profiles, production costs and the 
like. Local communities and governments must be 
able to capture their local market forces to 
maximize the public benefit of any housing 
program. 

3. 	 The funding should flow through cities and 
counties who are in the best positions to 
determine the full spectrum of local needs and 
develop allocations to respond accordingly. It is 
important to note that during the past ten years 
local governments (primarily through the Community 
Development Block Grant program) have become fully
involved in various housing production programs 
and have demonstrated the capaCity to be 
effective. 

4. 	 Through either legislative or administrative 
guidelines the split between low and moderate 
income families would be defined. There is a 
consensus that at a minimum 59% of the funds 
should be targetted to families whose incomes are 
at or below 59% of the metropolitan median 
income. Targetting can also be done based on area 
neighborhood conditions and family size. 
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5. 	 A primary method for implementation can be the use 
of requests for proposals (RFP's) for the 
development production program. A well structured 
RFP process is generally more desirable than 
exclusive negotiat1ons. The RFP approach provides 
a higher probability that the program's primary 
objectives will be implemented. 

6. 	 There is an explicit acknowledgement that public
housing agencies (PHA's) must be involved with 
local governments and the private sector in making 
the program work. This is a significant statement 
since in the past local governments and their 
respective public housing agencies have often not 
worked toward common objectives. 

The local public housing agencies (PHA's) will play 
an important role. Their role should be clearly
identified in the local program description. 
PHA's will primarily be responsible for 
administering and managing tenant eligibility and 
screening which they now do for existing programs. 
Other roles for PHA's can include developer, 
property manager, and identification of properties 
in need of rehab. 

7. 	 A significant role is possible for local 
community-based non-prof1t corporations. These 
non-profit corporations tend to have a significant 
commitment to the local community and service to 
low and moderate income families. They are closer 
to the problem than other corporations and they 
are community-based and non-profit. Non-profits 
can be involved in three ways, as; (a) provider 
of social service support programs1 (b) developer 
of housing unitS1 and (C) manager of husing units. 
In order to qualify as either a developer or 
manager, a non-profit should have to qualify under 
some kind of wcapacity threshold w review. Th1S is 
important to ensure that the non-profit has the 
capacity to.prov1de the necessary services and 
carry out its role properly. Once the capacity
threshold 1S metq non-profits could be given 
certain preference in the developer and management 
selection process. 

B. 	 Administrative cost reimbursement for both local 
governments and developers/managers of housing
projects is imperative. The necessary cost of 
Wdolng business· must be recognized. 
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9. 	 Bonus or incentive funding should be established 
as a reward for communities responding to 
particularly distressed neighborhoods within their 
jurisdictions. 

l~. 	 Financial paybacks accruing from the housing
development/production funding package should 
return to municipalities for future recycling for 
housing programs. This will create an added 
incentive for local communities. 

D. 	 FUNDING SOURCES 

As noted before, the new housing legislaion must be 
adequately funded to create and sustain long-term impact. 
An annual appropriation of $30 billion or more is mandatory.
It is envisioned that several existing housing programs 
would be -folded in- to provide the core funding support for 
the new initiative. Such programs would include rental 
rehab, mod rehab, and 312. programs specifically not folded 
in would include the HODAG and Public Housing Funding. 
While HODAG would remain separate, it could be restructured 
to provide linkages to the new program but continuing on a 
nationally competitive basis. Also, -distressed- properties 
will require a new and separate funding source in order to 
be maintained in the low and moderate income housing 
inventory. 

III. 	OTHER PROGRAMS 

1. 	 Rental Rehab program requirements encourage
development of large family units, yet, funding 
limits offer no recognition that large family 
units cost more. 

2. 	 312 funding cycle unpredictable - planning
difficult. Interest rate'of prime plus 1 (not 
attractive to investors, too close to market and a 
headache. 1% risk fee - onerous. 

3. 	 Expiration of mortgae and subsidy agreements. 

4. 	 CDBG - responsive to local needs (Retain). 

5. 	 Loss of low/moderate units due to prepayment
(increase homelessness, overcrowding) 221(d) 3, 
236s and Section 8 Contracts. 
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II. 	 PROGRAM PROBLEMS AND LEGISLATIVE SOLUTIONS 

I • 	 HODAG/UDAG 

A. 	 program problems 

HODAG/UDAG 

1. 	 uncertainty of funds and funding rounds makes 
it difficult to plan and apply. 

2. 	 When funding rounds are announced, lead time 
to submit proposals (usually 45 days) is too 
short to get quality proposals. 

3. 	 Inexperienced, overly cautious HUD staff cause 
delays, extra expenses, etc., in their 
administration of programs. 

1. 	 After three years, there is still no 
implementing regulation or 9uidelines and no 
executed grant agreements, resulting in 
conflicting decisions from HUD staff causing 
excessive le9al expenses. 

2. 	 Relocation requirements are unrealistic and 
costly. Makes infeasible many potentially 
good projects. 

~ 

1. 	 It is biased to job-creating projects 
therefore, commercial or industrial projets 
do well and housin9 does poorly by 
comparison. Because of $15,999 maximum per 
unit, housing projects tend to be market 
rather than sUbsidized. 

2. 	 Catch 22 - HUD requires developer to get a 
flrm flnancial commitment, but also to 
provide that UDAG funds aren't likely to 
substitute for private or local funds. It is 
difficult to do both. 

B. 	 Legislative or pr09rammatic Solutions 

HODAG/UDAG 
1. 	 Reform application procedures so it is easier 

for developers to apply. 
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2. 	 Stabilize funding and funding rounds so that 
communities and developers are ensured of 
program continuation. 

3. 	 Minimize rejection of applications because of 
technicali ties. 

4. 	 Increase HUD staff and provide training to 
reduce response time, bureaucratic hasseling 
and Wnit-picking Wthat often results in 
increased project costs (legal, construction 
etc.) • 

HODAG 

1. 	 Eliminate the WtemporaryW enhancement 
requirement in HODAG for every proposal 
indIcating an application will be filed for 
FHA. 

2. 	 Develop realistic relocation requirements for 
HODAG. 

1. 	 Return to the 1/3 set-aside for Housing UDAGS 
or exempt them from the jobs-creation 
requirements. 

2. 	 Establish higher maximums per unit cost for 
Housing UDAGs to provide greater low/moderate 
benefit. 

3. 	 Eliminate the Catch 22 for the developer in 
UDAG program. 

II. 	 TAX LEGISLATION 

A. 	 Program problems 

1. 	 Tax Reform Act of 1986 eliminated or greatly 
curtailed most federal tax incentives for 
private investment in low-income housing 
development. 

2. 	 Inclusion of tax-exempt housing bonds in the 
volume cap virtually imposed an 88' reduction 
on the volume of such bonds that states and 
localities can issue to finance low- and 
moderate-income housing. 
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B. 	 Legislative or programmatic Solutions 

1. 	 Reinstate deductions and depreciation 
allowances which serve as basis for limited 
partnerships and syndlcations. 

2. 	 Increase the passive loss exemption for those 
investing in low-income housing developments
and utilizing the tax credit. 

,I 
r 
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On behalf of the National Conference of State legislatures (NCSl), thank 
you for this opportunity to submit a statement in support of a renewed and 
vigorous federal housing program. 

The NCSl recommends a coordinated effort by federal, state, and local 
governments and by community and nonprofit groups to achieve the goal of 
decent housing for all Americans. These efforts should concentrate on 
rehabilitation and construction of low-income housing and subsidies to make 
eXisting housing affordable for low income families. 

NCSl 	 specifically recommends: 

(1) 	 a guarantee that eXisting contracts for 'section 8 existing 
housing certificates· will be renewed; 

(2) 	 the establishment of a federal housing trust fund, dedicated to 
the production of affordable housing for low and moderate 
income families; 

(3) 	 the extension of the low income housing tax credit beyond
fiscal year 1989 and the exemption of bonds financing low and 
moderate income housing from overall bond caps set in the Tax 
Reform Act ; 

j• 	 (4) passage of new measures to assist the homeless; 
t 

(5) 	 encouragement of tenant management of public housing; 

(6) 	 the establishment of a new community based housing supply 
program; and 

(7) 	 the passage of tough fair housing regulations. 

Renew Section 8 Contracts 

Approximately 800,000 low income households throughout the United States 
are receiving housing assistance through 'section 8 existing housing
certificates," which carry a contract term of 15 years. These contracts with 
public housing agencies to provide funding for section 8 existing housing
certificates will begin expiring in 1989.The failure to renew these contracts 
and make available sufficient funds to insure the continued availability of 
these housing subsidies for low income families could lead to sudden and 
catastrophic rent increases, displacement and even home1essness for low income 
households. Hundreds of thousands of privately-owned, federally subSidized 
housing units are in danger of being lost because of the termination of 
assistance contracts. 

NCSl therefore favors immediate congressional action to guarantee that 
existing contracts for section 8 existing housing certificates will be renewed 
and extended when they expire. 

Establish a Federal Housing Trust Fund 

At least fifteen states, including California, Florida, and New Jersey.
have established housing trust fund mechanisms. These housing trust funds are 

- 1 
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permanent sources of revenue, which are dedicated to the production of 
affordable housing for low to moderate income people. The capital for state 
trust funds comes from general appropriations, transfer fees, or a variety of 
traditionally untapped revenue sources. The funds are used to expand
homeownership opportunities for low and moderate income families and encourage
the building or rehabilitation of rental units. Trust funds can also leverage 
substantial private sector investment in affordable housing. 

Although state initiatives provide important housing opportunities, the 
size of current housing trust funds ($10 million to $25 million per state) and 
the small number of states which have established these trust funds 
demonstrate the limited ability of the states to raise the revenue needed to 
adequately meet their housing needs. The experience of the past six years 
indicates that the states are incapable of being the sole source of financing 
for a national commitment to affordable housing. States, however, are capable 
of being partners with the federal government in the creation and financing of 
affordable housing. 

The National Conference of State legislatures therefore urges the 
Congress to establish a national housing trust fund. Such a trust fund could 
provide over the long term a predictable level of support for the states to 
finance a variety of affordable housing programs that have proven records of 
success. NCSl urges that such a trust fund match dollar for dollar the outlay 
of state trust funds, thereby encouraging the establishment of new state funds 
and making optimum use of already existing programs. NCSl also urges Congress
to consider a trust fund finanCing mechanism that seeks a new source of 
revenue to keep with the ·pay as you go' principle of program financing. 

Extend the low Income Housing Tax Credit and E1i.inate the Cap on Low-Income 
Housing Bonds 

The Tax Reform Act of 1986 (TRA) eliminated many favorable tax advantages
for investing in real estate. The effect of these 1986 tax code changes will 
likely be to accelerate and worsen the housing crisis by discouraging
investment in affordable rental housing for low and moderate income 
households. TRA severely limited the use of tax exempt bonding to subsidize 
mortgages, the basic affordable housing effort of many states, by
establishing state-by-state total bond volume caps which include all bonds 
issued for housing. TRA replaced these Incentives with a new low income 
housing tax credit for private Investors in affordable rental housing for low 
income families. 

NCSl therefore urges Congress to extend the low income housing tax 
credit beyond Fiscal Year 1989 in order to provide continuing incentives for 
this private sector investment. NCSL also urges Congress to adopt changes to 
the tax code that would eliminate the so-called 'sunset" provisions applying 
to mortgage revenue bonds, and that would exempt tax-exempt bonds used to 
finance the development of affordable low and moderate income housing from the 
overall bond caps established in 1986. 

Enact New Measures to Assist the Homeless 

The past decade hts witnessed an explosion in the size and diversity of 
our homeless population. Estimates of the number of homeless vary from 
330,000 to 3,000,000 Americans, while the estimates of the annual growth of 
the homeless population vary from 10 percent to nearly 40 percent. 

- 2 
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It is not acceptable in financial or human terms to continue housing
large numbers of people in hotel rooms or other emergency facilities. The best 
method for reducing the number of people assigned to welfare hotels and 
emergency shelters is to prevent homelessness In the first place, by finding
innovative ways to enable people to retain possession of their houses and 
apartments. A homelessness prevention program would be a cost effective 
response to the growing crisis of homelessness. 

NCSL therefore calls on Congress to pass a National Prevention of 
Homelessness Act. This Act should grant to states and local governments on a 
matching basis the financial resources to provide loans and grants for 
temporary housing assistance not only to persons without housing, but also to 
persons in imminent danger of losing a house or apartment as a result of 
layoff, sickness, or other financial problems. 

Encourage Tenant Management of Public Housing 

The federal government provides assistance through public housing 
programs to about 1.3 million households, serving families and Individuals 
with extremely low incomes, averaging less than one-third of the national 
median for all households. This is the only supply of publicly-owned housing
which is permanently available at affordable rents to such very low income 
persons. 

NCSL is committed to the preservation and maintenance of public housing 
as a valuable resource for low Income tenants. We support full and adequate
funding of the public housing operating assistance program to insure that all 
public housing, 	 regardless of the management structure, receives sufficient 
public support to guarantee Its continued and permanent availability to lowt income persons as affordable rental housing. 

i But, adequate funding Is only a precondition of an effective program. 
1 Efficient management of this housing should also be one of the highest • 	 priorities of national housing policy. Experience has shown that tenant 

management of public housing can be one method to achieve significant 
improvements in management, to substantially reduce management and maintenance 
costs, and to Increase tenant pride and participation In the operation and 
preservation of their housing. 

NCSL therefore endorses legislation which would encourage the formation 
of resident management corporations to facilitate tenant management of public 
housing. 

Establish a Community-Based Housing Supply Program 

In many jurisdictions, residents who are fortunate enough to receive 
federal housing assistance through such programs as the ·section 8 existing 
housing certificate" program cannot find housing units in which to use the 
certificates because of the acute shortage of housing. Private sector 
development of low-cost rental housing has been inadequate. Moreover,
long-time owners of federally subsidized housing may drop out of these subsidy 
programs. Thousands of families are threatened with displacement and 
homelessness as a consequence. 

- 3 
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At the same time, the nonprofit housing sector has grown steadily in 
sophistication and capacity as a potential provider of high-quality, 
affordable housing for low and moderate income persons. The nonprofit housing
sector's work, however, Is greatly handicapped by the lack of assistance from 
the federal government. Nonprofit housing groups have an immediate need for 
development grants and loans and for long-term, low-cost capital to facilitate 
the development of low and moderate income housing. 

NCSl recognizes that nonprofit participation Is necessary In order to 
Increase community involvement and accountability In the design and management
of low-income housing. Nonprofit projects will also tend to shield this 
housing from the cost escalating pressures that confront and tempt the 
private, profit-motivated housing sector. Nonprofit programs insure the 
permanent use of housing by low Income persons. And, they reassure the public 
that housing subsidy programs primarily benefit poor people rather than 
developers and private landlords. 

NCSl therefore urges the adoption at the federal level of legislation to 
create a community based housing supply program, using direct grants to states 
and local governments. Federal funds would be employed by states and 
localities to make capital grants and Interest free loans for the development
of affordable rental housing resources by nonprofit, community-based
organizations. 

Fair Housing 

NCSl also believes It Is essential to advance the nation's goal of 
providing greater access to affordable housing by strengthening federal fair 
housing laws. Effective civil rights enforcement would complement a renewed 
low-income housing program. 

In Conclusion 

We urge you to hold further hearings and explore new ideas for addressing 
our housing problem. The high cost of housing, especially for low-income 
families, Is a crisis. We are witnessing a decline in home ownership. low 
and moderate income Americans must allocate an alarmingly high percentate of 
their income to purchase or rent minimally adequate housing. In some 
Jurisdictions, It approximates 50 percent of annual income for many families. 
Homelessness is a natloal shame. Housing discrimination remains a persistent 
problem. . 

NCSl has established a Housing Task Force to study this issue, to hold 
hearings across the country, and to develop new ideas for state and federal 
housing legislation. We look forward to sharing the results of our Housing
Task force study when It is complete, and we would urge you to give the 
housing crisis the same sustained attention and high priority. 

State legislatures, governors, mayors, and county executives have 
responded to this crisis with new ideas. Over 119 new state housing programs
have been adopted since 1980. But, there are limits to the fiscal capacity of 
states, cities, and co~nties to address this problem. A new federal housing
policy is needed to encourage and finance state, local, and nonprofit housing
initiatives. NCSl looks forward to working with Congress and this committee 
to develop such a new federal housing policy. 

- 4 
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National Conference of States on BuDding Codes and Standards, Inc. 
481 Carlisle Drive. Herndon, Virginia 22070 (703) 437-0100 

October 5, 1987 

The Honorable Alan Cranston 
United States Senate 
Chairman, Subcommittee on Housing 

and Urban Affairs 
S0-535 Dirksen Senate Office Building 
Hashlngton, D.C. 20510 

Dear Senator Cranston: 

On behalf of the governor-appolnhd state delegate 
members of the National Conference of States on Building 
Codes and Standards, Inc., I am pleased to provide the 
following recommendations to you and the members of the 
Subcommittee on Hous1ng and Urban Affairs concern1ng the 
development of a new framework for a nat10nal hous1ng 
poll cy. 

As you are aware through the meet1ngs wh1ch I and 
members of NCSBCS staff have recently held with your 
staff, NCSBCS has been charged by the nat10n's governors 
to help the states better coord1nate the1r building code 
and publlc safety regulatory programs and to serve as the 
states' nat10nal representative 1n thl s 1mportant area of 
publi c safety. 

On a day-to-day basis, the American public takes for 
granted the 1mportant role played by bulld1ng codes and 
the1r effect1ve adm1nlstratlon and enforcement. The 
recent severe earthquakes In southern Callforn1a, however, 
have brought to the public'S attention the vital importance 
of such safety standards. In a slmllar fashion, many 
people routinely fall to recognize the significant Impact 
which bulld1ng codes have on the hous1ng needs of our 
nation. Hhlle bulld1ng codes may account for less than 
ten percent of the cost of a new home. the ability of 
state and local governments to adopt and uniformly 
administer model bull ding codes has had a major 1mpact on 
housing affordablllty and on the acceptance of new and 
Innovative bu11dlng products and des1gn systems. 

http:MA.RYUt.ND
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Recognizing the growing Importance of building codes and housing, NCSBeS 
provided Information to the President's ConI1Ilsslon on Housing (especially In 
chapters 15 and 16), whiCh released Its final report In April 1982. To 
implement the eOlllll1sslon's recommendations, NesBes subsequently took. the 
following actions: 

• 	 Published In September 1983, "Reducing the Regulatory Portion of 
Housing Costs: Models of Effective and Efficient State Building 
Code Administration for Residential Structures." 

• 	 Hlth assistance from NesBes, In February 1985, the National 
Governors' Association (NGAl adopted a housing policy calling upon 
state and local governments to "reduce the building regulatory 
portion of the cost of new housing by adopting and maintaining 
uniform, modern, model building codes and support In the 
Introduction and use of new building technologies." 

• 	 In September 1985, Nesses, the National Association of Home 
Builders, the Building Officials and Code Administrators 
International, the International Conference of Building Officials, 
the Southern Building Code Congress International, Inc., and the 
National Fire Protection Association formed a Joint Task. Force on 
Housing. The task. force has just released "A Position Paper on a 
Recommended Building eode System for Residential Construction" 
(Enclosure A), from which Nesses and NAHB will develop model state 
legislation for the regulation of housing construction. 

• 	 In September 1985, NCSBCS established a State Task. Force on the 
Federal Manufactured Housing Program to review the strengths and 
weaknesses of the current Federal Manufactured Housing Construction 
and Safety Standards Program administered by the U.S. Department 
of Housing and Urban Development. After 18 months of meeting with 
the states, HUD, and Industry officials, on March 12, 1987, the 
task. force released Its Final Report, "Fulfilling the Public's 
Trust" (Enclosure B). which contains 12 IIIljor recommendations 
which are designed to overcome exlstlng shortcomings In the 
current federal progrllll. 

• 	 In December 1986, Nesses and the nation's Industrialized/modular 
buildings Industry formed a Joint Councll on Industrialized/ 
Modular Bulldlngs, which this past September released Its "Model 
Rules and Regulations for Industrialized/Modular Bulldlngs· 
(Enclosure e) for the states' adoption and Ilplementatlon. 
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• 	 In July 1987, the nation's governors unanimously adopted two new 
NGA housing policies (Enclosure 0) which endorsed and encouraged 
state support for and Implementation of needed Improvements In the 
Federal Manufactured Housing Construction and Safety Standards 
Program (as described by the NCSBCS State Task Force on the Federal 
Manufactured HoUsing Program). and the adoption and Implementation
by the states of uniform rules and administrative procedures and 
Interstate reCiprocity agreements for Industrialized and modular 
buildings. 

• 	 Following up on the two new NGA housing policies and the work 
completed by the State Task Force on the Federal Manufactured 
Housing Program and the Joint Council on Industrialized/Modular
Buildings. the NCSBCS state delegate members In September 1987 
unanimously adopted three resolutions (Enclosure E) pledging their 
continued support for Implementing within their respective states 
the relevant recommendations on manufactured housing and the 
"Hodel Rules and Regulations for Industrialized/Modular Buildings." 

These cooperative state government and housing Industry actions demonstrate 
considerable activity by the states to deal with a wide range of problems
which have been associated with building codes. public safety. and housing In 
thts country. As an active participant In the work of NGA. the Council of 
State Community Affairs Agencies. and the National Conference of State legis
latures. NCSBCS applauds your efforts and the efforts of your colleagues In 
the U.S. Senate to develop and Introduce legislation In January to "develop an 
effective, new framework for a national housing policy." Such a policy has 
been long needed. Through the I r work on and release I n August 1986 of a report 
on "Oecent and Affordable Housing for All: A Challenge to the States," and 
their cosponsorship of COSCAA's May 1987 symposium In Boston on "The States 
and Housing: Responding to the Challenge." the states have Identified a 
number of areas In which the U.S. Congress and the federal government can 
cooperate with state and local governments to resolve many of the critical 
housing Issues facing this nation. As President of MCSBCS. I urge you andj your colleagues on the subcommittee to study the recommendations contained In 
these final reports Issued by NGA and COSCAA as a major source of provisions
for your housing bill. 

As regards the nation's building codes and standards system. the previous 
summary of MCSSCS housing activities and the additional support documentation 
Included herein of that work warrants your subcommittee's attention. Hhlle 
the states' regulatory authority over manufactured (mobile) housl ng was 
preempted In 1974 when the U.S. Congress exerc! sed the Interstate Commerce 
Clause of the U.S. Constitution, all other factory and site-built housing has 
remained under the constitutional authority of the states and/or local units 
of government. 
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The Nesses state delegate members are unanimously c~ltted that such 
regulatory authority must relllain In the hands of the states and that our 
nation's pressing housing needs would not be well served by efforts to expand
federal preemptIon from lllanufactured (mobile) housing to cover other types of 
residential construction. Indeed, as noted In the second of the enclosed 
MCSses delegate resolutions of September 16. 1987, HUD Is actively considering 
proposing regulatory or legislative changes to the Federal Manufactured 
Housing Construction and Safety Standards Act of 1974 which would remove HUD 
from the program and, perhaps. return all or a significant portion of this 
federal program to the states to administer jOintly. 

The above rell\arks, however, do not mean that MesBCS and Its members believe 
that there Is no place In your proposed "new framework" for congressional and 
federal action In the area of building codes and standards. On the contrary. 
In light of the states' recent cOlll'llltllent to cooperate with the nation's 
housing Industry to reduce and/or eliminate barriers to affordable housing
created by our current building codes and standards system. there Is Indeed a 
lllajor positive and supportive role which the U.S. Congress can take to help 
assure that such needed regul atory reform occurs across this country at the 
state and local government levels. There are three areas In which federal 
legislation would be of significant assistance to this Important effort. 

I. Industr1aHzed/Hoclular Bundlngs 

As noted In the enclosed background lllaterials and resolutions, factory
built housing and commercial structures are playing an Increasingly Important 
role In this country, Thirty-five states today regulate the design and 
construction of such units. Of those 35. 19 are capable of entering Into 
Interstate reCiprocity agreements to facilitate the construction. shipment.
and siting of such structures In other states. Of those 19, 12 states have 
some degree of Interstate reciprocity. Through their recent activities. 
MesBCS and MGiI have Initiated a serious cOlllllltment to eliminating the existing 
barriers to uniform code administration and establishing an effective regional 
or national Interstate reciprocity system for Industrialized/modular
buildings. The Industrlallzed/lIIOdular housing Industry also has lllade a 
cOIII'IIltment to pursue the development and Implementation of such a system
through the work of the Joint Council on Industrialized/Modular Buildings. 

In light of that cOIII'IIltment and the progress being lllade by the Joint 
Council, I urge you and your colleagues to consider taking the follOWing
actions In developing your proposed "national hOUSing policy." 
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A. 	 Authorize the Secretary of HUO to provide funding support for the 
Joint Councll on Industrialized/Modular Buildings to expedite 
development of the reciprocity system. The JoInt COUncll 
currently Is funded by MesBes. which acts as Its Secretariat. and 
through the 21 Joint Councll lletllbers. 

B. 	 Authorize the Secretary of HUO to wort. cooperatively wtth the 
states and their national organizations. Including MesBCS. to 
research and develop Interstate compacts through which the stiltes 
can collectively and cooperatively regulate the design. 
construction. and sitIng of Industrlal1zed/modular bulldlngs. 

C. 	 Provide Incentives to encourage state adoptIon of appropriate 
legislation In those states whIch do not currently have statewide 
regulatory authority over the design and construction of 
Industria l1zed/modul ar bull dIngs . 

II. Manufactured <Hoblle) HousIng 

The enclosed copy of the FInal Report of the Messes State Task Force on 
the Federal Manufactured Housing Program contains a detaIled history of this 
Important federal regulatory program and describes significant strengths and 
weaknesses In the way that program Is currently administered. As called for 
by the nation's governors In their MGA housing polley amendment of July 28. 
1987. and by the MCSses state delegate lIII!IIibers by their resolution of 
September 16. 1987. significant Improvements must be IlAde In this program If 
the public safety Interests of consumers and production desIres of Industry 
are to be met. 

In developing your national housing policy. I would urge you to consider 
the following actions: 

A. 	 Consider legislative changes which would enhance HUO's abll1ty to 
effectively administer and enforce this vital federal program 
while strengthening the U.S. COngress' prevIous cOlllllltment to the 
states that they will continue to be actIve partners with HUO In 
the administration of the federal Act. 

B. 	 If HUD Is adamant about removing Itself from or reducing Its role 
In this program as descrIbed In TItle VI of the HousIng and 
CommunIty Oevelopment Act of 1974. then the U.S. Congress should 
legIslatively consider either: 
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1. 	 Hork Ing with the states to return to them to 
collectIvely adminIster those aspects of the federal 
program from which HUD wishes to withdraw: or 

2. 	 Horklng wIth the states to establish and administer an 
effective national Interstate compact through which the 
states can collectively administer a uniform national 
program for the design. construction. and siting of 
manufactured housing. 

III. !:!wI.U.nlL for the Homel ess 

The passage and signing Into Jaw this sUlll1ler of the Stewart B. McKinney
Homeless Assistance Plan (P.L. 100-77) was an Important first step towards 
resolving a national disgrace. Through Its partiCipation In several of the 
national symposiums on the hOllle1essness Issue, NCSBCS has a special concern 
for the Issue of public safety In the emergency and long-term shelters for our 
homeless population. While NCSBCS believes that the overall focus of further 
federal legislation on the homeless must focus on the Issues of how to avoid 
creating more hOlllelessness In America, we do urge that you give some 
consideration to helping state and local governments develop and adopt
approprIate building codes and standards governing emergency and long-term
home1es s she Iters. Our recOlllmendations I n this regard are as follows: 

A. 	 Authorize the Secretary of HUn to work cooperatively with the 
nation's model building and fire code organizations and state and 
local governments to develop model state and local codes and 
standards for temporary. emergency shelters for the homeless and 
long-term homeless shelters. 

B. 	 Authorize the Secretary of HUD to provide additional funding for 
the construction of such shelters. 

Lastly. as regards the hsue of avoiding future growth In the number of 
homeless In America. MCSBCS wants to reiterate a point which has been made 
throughout our work on site-bull t. modular. and manufactured housing. When 
concerning oneself with the need to promote the construction of affordable 
housing In this country, one must be equally concerned with the long-term
affordability of such structures as with the short-term Initial construction 
and purchase costs. New housing Which Is neither energy conserving nor 
durable Is not going to be affordable. It would be Ironic that In our push to 
stimulate "affordable housing,· we merely take actions In the late 1980's 
which end up requlr1ng us to make major financial cOlll1lltments within the next 
two decades to replace such housing which has deteriorated to the p01nt that 
it 1s no longer habitable. 
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In closing. on behalf of our state delegate ..mbers and the governors
which we serve. I want to thank. you again for extending to NCSBCS thh 
opportunity to provide you with our thoughts on what should be Included In a 
new nat I ona1 hous Ing po11 cy. I f you or any lIellber of your subcOllllllttee or 
staffs have any questions concerning this letter or Its background support
materials. please do not hesitate to contact me at (50D 371-1641. or our 
Executive Dl rector. Robert C. Hlble. at (703) 437-0100. 

As you begin to schedule your <hearings for early 1988. please keep In .Ind 
that NCSBCS would be pleased to appear before your subcOllllllttee to address any
of the Issues raised In this letter. 

Thank you again for your Interest. 8est wishes for the development and 
passage of an effectl ve national housing blll. 

Sincerely. 

MBB:RCH:dtb 
Enclosures 

cc: The Honorable John Sununu. Governor of the State of New Hampshire. and 
Chairman. NGA 


Raymond Scheppach. Executive DI rector. NGA 

Richard Geltllan. Staff Director. NGA 

Samuel R. Pierce, Jr., Secretary, HUD 

Members of the NCSBCS Board of Directors 

NCSBCS State Delegate Members 
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~*iC*: t National Governors' Association 	 John H.. Sununu 
Governor of New Hamp>hlro 

iC",*iC* Chairman 

August 21, 1987 

The l1:lnorable Alan Cranston, 

Olairman, and 


The Honorable Alfonse M. D'Amato, 

Ranking Minority Member 


Subcommittee on Housing and Urban Affairs 

Commi ttee on Banking, Housing and Urban Affairs 

534 Dirksen Senate Office Building 

Washington, D.C. 20510 


Dear Senators Cranston and D'Amato: 

Thank you for the invitation to the National Governors' Association to 
work with the Senate Housing Subcommittee in the develo(llllent of a new housing 
policy. I am referring your letter to Governor John Sununu, the new Chairman 
of NGA, and to Governors Edward DIPrete and Roy Romer, the new Olairman and 
Vice Chairman, respectively, of NGA's Committee on Economic Development and 
Technological Innovation which has jurisdiction for dealing with housing 
policy issues. I am attaching NGA' s current housing policy for your use. 

I feel sure that NG&. will want to respond to your request more directly, 
but it is unlikely that NGA will be able to provide you with any official 
response by your October 5 deadline. To the extent that the NGA Economic 
Development Commi ttee would want to offer official suggestions that went 
beyond NG&. present policy, our process would recpire all the Governors to 
review those new suggestions in February. Nevertheless, the Governors and NGA 
staff can certainly work with you in the context of our present policy and 
proVide you with the best advice on where NGA is likely to be headed. 

Housing is certainly becoming an increasing problem, and NGA would like to 
work with you in developing a comprehensive federal, state and local 
government response in conjunction with the pri vate sector which plays the 
primary role in providing shelter for our citizens. 

~~ 
Governor Bill Clinton . 

Attachment: 

NGA Housing Policy Position 


cc: 	Governor John H. Sununu 

Governor Edward D. DiPrete 

Governor Roy Romer 


HAll Of THE STATES 0 444 North CspItoI 5_ washington. DoC. 20001·1572 0 (202) 624.53000 
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HOUSING ISSUES AND NEEDS 

The 1949 national policy of "a decent home and a suitable living environment for 
all Americans" must continue to be a major national priority for die 1911Os. The nation is 
still far from reaching this goal. particularly in the area of affordable bousing. Hence. a 
national housing goal is as Important now as it was in 1949. Therefore, Congress should 
again articulate its commitment to a national housing goal. 

The supply of affordable bousing in most markets is not adequate to meet the 
demand; the shortage is particularly acute in the rental housing sector and in regions 
experiencing rapid population growth. Housing COStS have riseo faster than incomes, 
making decent housing unaffordable for many people and raising the COStS of subsidy 
programs. The COSt of housing is a particuiar problem for low- and moderate-income 
families. and barriers to choice posed by radal discrimination and other discri.m.loation 
have not been fully overcome. 

The national housing goal must remain a high priority for the federal government. 
as well as the Slates. local governmentS. and the private sector during the 1911Os. Housing 
programs should be designed to encourage joint publicJprivate efforts to fllWlCe. build. 
and maintain an adequate supply of affordable housing. 

Addressing Problems of Supplv and COSt 

In the 1980s, about 42 milUon Americans will read! the prime bame-buying age of 
thirty, compared to about 30 million in the 1970s. The trend toward more single-person 
households not only increases aggregate demand for housing but also raultS in changes in 
the type of housing units in demand. Growth in demand also results from bomeownership 
being an excelleot personal investment in infIatiOl\atll times. 

The housing market in maoy areas of the country has been unable to satisfy this 
growth in demand. The shortfall in supply is attributable to two major factors: the 
shortsge of capital for new residential construction and die rapid escalation of housing 
costs. 

Housing construction is one of the most cyclically sensitive sectors of the 
economy. Minor fluctuations in interest rates can produce major changes in the mortgage 
market and production levels for new housing. Altbough the recent growth of long-term 
certificates of deposit and expansion of the secondarl! mongage IIlIIl'Iu!t have mitigated 
this problem somewhat. residential construction still remains highlll sensitive to cyclical 
changes in the economy. 

HALL OFTH£STATtS· 444 North CJropIto!Sm.et·w.shlns_t:>,C 20001·1512 ·(202)624-5300 
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Sharp increases in the costs of housing over the past decade have placed the 
dream of owning a single-family home beyond the reach of a growing proportion of 
households. The market has not provided new alternative home ownership opportunities, 
e.g., new condominiums, in sufficient quantities to satisfy the demand, nor has 
construction of new multifamily rental housing been sufficient to meet rental demand. 
Increases in construction and financing costs have been a significant constraining factor in 
both the single-family and multifamily housing markets. In many areas, operating costs 
for multifamily rental housing have increased more rapidly than rents, further eroding 
investment and contributing to severe shortages of rental housing. 

The present housing crunch can be attributed in part to the cumulative effects of 
government monetary and fiscal policies, environmental and other restrictions on 
residential construction, rent control and condominium conversion, and program 
investment decisions. Because government policies exert a major influence on the housing 
market, solutions to the related problems of supply and cost depend, in part, on 
governmental action to remove unnecessary barriers to a smoothly functioning housing 
market. Direct government involvement should be focused on those areas where the 
private sector is unable or unwilling to address the needs of particular markets or 
population groupS. In addition, governmental agencies continue to have an important role 
in facilitating an efficient system of mortgage fmancing. 

Federal Actions Suggested 

• 	 A more stable flow of capital into residential construction would result in a 
more smoothly functioning housing market and a lower rate of growth in 
housing costs. A thorough reevaluation of the regulation of thrift institutions 
and the effects on housing fmance of conventional monetary policy should be 
undertaken to identify alternative approaches that can "smooth out the 
bumpSw in the availability of funds for residential construction. Particular 
attention should be given to measures that would enable thrift institutions to 
compete more effectively for funds during periods of high short-term 
interest rates. 

• 	 The federal government should, consistent with adequate investor protection, 
encourage the activities of both federal and private issuers and guarantors of 
mortgage-backed securities in order to maintain an adequate flow of capital 
through the secondary mortgage market. Federal policy should continue to 
recognize the central role played by public or quasi-public institutions 
involved in the secondary mortgage market. The ceiling on the size of 
single-family loans purchased by FNMA and FHLMC should be adjusted for 
high cost areas to permit homebuyers and financial institutions in all sections 
of the country to benefit equally from the activities of these federally 
sponsored corpora lions. 

• 	 Home ownership and rental subsidy programs should be targeted to low- and 
moderate-income.households but also should encourage a mix of family 
income levels in assisted housing. These programs should be reviewed 
regularly to ensure that interest rates and mortgage limits are set at realistic 
levels. 
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• 	 To reduce the extreme effects of the money market cycle on mortgage 
availability, private lenders should be encouraged to offer more flexible 
mortgages, e.g., variable rate, graduated payment, without precluding 
consumer choice of conventional fmancing. Federal regulatory agencies 
should monitor the growth of these new mortgage instruments and, where 
necessary, should consider limitations to protect lenders and borrowers alike 
against unacceptably high economic risks. 

• 	 Programs utilizing a shallow subsidy approach should be retained to increase 
the supply of rental housing, provided such a program does not reduce 
commirments to low-income rental housing needs and itself contains a low
or moderate-income component. Such a program should permit states the 
flexibility needed to assure production of rental housing in areas where the 
problems are most severe. Determination of the mU: between new and 
existing housing units for purposes of low-income rental subsidy programs 
should be based on community needs, as reflected in locally developed 
housing assistance plans. 

• 	 The Mortgage Revenue Bond Program is an important vehicle for the 
financing of home ownership in light of continued high interest rates and 
housing costs that place home ownership out of the reach of many would-be 
first time homebuyers. The Mortgage Subsidy Bond Tax Act of 1980, the 
Deficit Reduction Act of 1984, and the Tell: Reform Act of 1986 placed 
significant restrictions on the program, .me there is no need to further 
restrict the program. Congress must eliminate the provision that "sun.sets" 
the Mortgage Revenue Bond Program on December 31, 1988. The Mortgage 
Credit Certificate Program, newly authorized by the 1984 act, should remain 
an optional alternative to, not a mandatory replacement for, the states' use 
of mortgage revenue bonds. Consideration should be given to utilizing 
existing public and private programs to operate in tandem with mortgage 
revenue bonds to reduce home ownership costs for!Mget populations. 

• 	 In many jurisdictions, the construction of rental housing other than luxury 
dwellings is economically infeasible without tax-exempt financing. 
Therefore, Congress should continue to permit state housing fmance agencies 
to issue tax-exempt multifamily housing industrial development bonds. To 
further reduce finance costs and thus promote affordability for low- and 
moderate-income tenants, federal guarantees should continue to be available 
in tandem with tax-exempt bonds for housing. 

• 	 Federal housing policies should recognize the special needs of rural areas, and 
the federal commirment to rural housing should remain intact. The Farmers 
Home Administration should encourage joint federallstate initiatives to 
develop affordable rural housing. 
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• 	 An explicit federal strategy to avert housing abandonment should be 
developed. The most effective strategies are likely to be those that combine 
and target the resources of both federal and state government. Existing 
federal programs therefore should provide states with flexibility to target 
them to buildings threatened with abandonment or acquired by government as 
a result of foreclosure. Expansion of the urban homesteading program and 
provision to set aside Section 8 units for this purpose should be given priority 
consideration in developing an overall approach to the problem of 
abandonment. 

• 	 Private pension funds, which are federally regulated pursuant to the 
Employee Retirement Income Security Act. hold approximately $700 billion 
in assets. Historically. only a small percentage of those assets have been 
invested in housing. The federal government should carefully consider 
whether there are any unnecessary regulatory barriers to pension fund 
investments in residential mortgages. 

• 	 Manufactured (mobilel homes are an important source of affordable housing 
to a growing segment of our population. The states' regulatory authority 
over the design and construction of such homes was federally preempted in 
1974. yet the states have retained a vital interest and cooperative role in the 
federal regulation of these homes by the U.S. Department of Housing and 
Urban Development. A recently completed state sponsored study reviewed 
the strengths and weaknesses of, the federal manufactured housing 
construction and safety standards program and found the program wanting in 
a number of major aspects. The U.S. Congress and HUD should work 
cooperatively with the states and industry to improve the quality of 
manufactured housing. In such an effort. HUD should continue to work with 
the states to reaffirm and strengthen the vital regulatory and administrative 
roles which the states continue to provide under various aspects of the 
federal manufactured housing construction and safety standards program. 

State Actions Suggested 

• 	 Forry-nine states have established housing finance agencies that use 
tax-exempt revenue bonds to meet the home ownership and rental housing 
needs of low- and moderate-income residents. States are also responsible for 
overseeing the issuance of mortgage revenue bonds by local units of 
government and for ensuring that these programs conform with legitimate 
public purposes. States should continue to assure that this indirect federal 
subsidy is used in a responsible and effective manner to fill gaps in the 
private mortgage market. States also should encourage their housing finance 
agencies to explore and evaluate the uses of the newly authorized Mortgage 
Credit Certificate Program and the Low-income Rental Housing Tax Credit. 

\ 
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• 	 While federal programs play a significant role in stimulating new 
condominiwn construction, regulation of conversion and protection of 
tenants' interests can be addressed most effectively in response to particular 
market characteristics at the state and local level. The loss of rental units 
and displacement of tenants due to condominiwn conversions are phenomena 
best regulated at the state level. 

• 	 As state and local public employee pensIon funds grow in importance in 
national capital markets, they are increasingly able to play an important role 
in housing finance. States should consider using their pension funds to 
provide mortgages to public employees, shared-equity programs to lower 
initial down payments in return for a share of eventual capital gains, and 
direct provision of loans for single-family housing. 

• 	 Due to the growing demand for and critical shortage of decent affordable 
housing, states should develop strategies to address these problems through 
joint public/private cooperation. States should work with lending institutions, 
real estate developers, builders, community groups. and local governments to 
encourage production of new housing and reclamation of abandoned buildings 
for rehabilitation and vacant lots for new residential construction. Such 
efforts should include assistance to households whose current housing needs 
are not currently being met. whether these be low-income individuals looking 
for temporary shelter or first time home buyers unable to afford a down 
payment. States, in conjunction with appropriate representatives of the 
private sector, also should promote research and development initiatives that 
explore new methods and approaches for dealing with housing needs and 
shortages. 

• 	 in recent years, the decline in Americans' ability to purchase homes and find 
affordable rents has become a national crisis. States can play a significant 
role in reducing hOUSing costs. States should examine, where appropriate, 
their land development and housing policies and regulations to consider 
amending those that unnecessarily add to the costs of housing production. 
States also should provide information to their local governments about ways 
to reduce housing production costs and make housing more affordable. 

• 	 in recent years nwnerous federal, state, and private sector studies have 
demonstrated the cost savings that are possible to the homebuyer through 
reforms and streamlining of the nation'S building regulatory process. States, 
working together with their units of local government, should seek to reduce 
the building regula tory portion of the cost of new housing by adopting and 
maintaining uniform modern model building codes and supporting the 
introduction of new building technologies. State and local government 
further should implement those codes through streamlined administration 
techniques and provide positive support for the adequate education and 
training of state and local code enforcement personnel. 
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• 	 Industrialized and modular buildings, which are built in a factory and sited on 
permanent foundations, are a growing segment of the nation's afforadable 
housing and commercial building stock. These structures are frequently being 
manufactured in one state and sited in another. The regulation of such 
structures varies from state to state and locality to locality and imposes 
confusing and costly burdens on state and local building officials, the modular 
building industry, and the consumer. Currently, manufacturing facilities 
must undergo numerous inspections and build to the codes of several states 
while state governments must inspect plants in more than one state. This 
costly and duplicative regulation ultimately costs the consumer more and 
restricts market access and use of new technologies. To supply the growing 
demand for safe, decent, and afforadable housing and commercial buildings, 
Slate governments should work with the industrialized/modular buildings 
industry to develop and adopt uniform administrative regulatory procedures 
and implement interstate reciprocity agreements for the design and 
construction of modular buildings. 

• 	 States should actively monitor the progress of Farmers Home Administration 
(FmHA) state offices in obligating their allocated funds for rural housing. 
Where appropriate, states should work with FmHA officials to remove 
obstacles to participation in FmHA housing programs. 

Meeting Low-Income Housing Needs 

While na tiona I housing policies should be designed to ensure an adequa te supply of 
housing to satisfy the demands of the general population. particular attention must be 
given to meeting the needs of low-income households. Past federal subsidy programs for 
new construction and substantial rehabilitation of rental housing have been characterized 
bll high unit costs. Although rent subsidies for existing housing units may appear to 10lller 
uni t COSts and stretch the housing aSSiStance dollar further, this approach is not responsi\'e 
to low-income needs in areas where the supply of existing housing is tight. 

The range of federal subsidy programs directed to meeting lOlli-income housing 
needs should include programs that effectively leverage federal funds to produce nelll 
units as lIIell as programs that provide rental assistance for existing units. Priority also 
should be given to programs that protect the physical and fiscal soundness of the nation'S 
existing inventory of assisted low-income housing. Government at both the federal and 
state levels should strive to maintain sufficient levels of activity. improve program 
flexibility and adaptability, and ensure effective administration of programs in response 
to local needs and conditions. 

Greater recognition should be given to the fact that programs that produce new or 
rehabilitated housing units provide more than shelter. They also play an important role in 
stabilizing families and revitalizing distressed neighborhoods. Thus. low-income hOUSing 
programs should be .vij!wed as an important component of community and economic 
development efforts. 

Federal Actions Suggested 

• 	 Although past and present federal pr!lgrams have improved housing condi tions 
and housing choices for millions of Americans, there remains a significant 
shonfall in the amount of decent and adequate housing at rents that 
low-income households can afford. For this reason. lOlli-income housing 
programs should be maintained at adequate levels. 

• 	 To the extent that certain construction programs may be considered too 
costly. greater reliance may be warranted on rehabilitation of available 
buildings to increase the supply of decent housing for lOlli-income tenantS. 
Such programs should be implemented in a manner that assures thar the 
current tenants of renovated units are not involuntarily displaced. 

• 	 The federal government should accord high priority to maintaining the physical 
and financial soundness of existing low-income. federally assisted housing and 
protect substantial governmental investments in these properties while 
assuring their continued villbili ty and affordabili ty for low-income tenants.. 
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• 	 Increased attention is being given to the idea of "privatizing" public housing. 
i.e.• selling public housing units to the tenants. Demonstration projects to 
explore tenant purchases of public housing are more appropriate at this stage 
than wide-scale national programs. Federal subsidies should remain in place 
where necessary to help low-income owners maintain their units after they 
purchase them. 

• 	 To ensure that federal low-income housing resources are directed to projects 
where the need is most acute and the impact greatest. program dollars should 
be allocated in accordance with local. regional. and state plans and priorities. 

• 	 The Farmers Home Administration has negotiated formal cooperative 
agreements with a number of states to assure that federal funding decisions 
are consistent with overall state priorities. The U.S. Department of Housing 
and Urban Development should make the necessaty program adjustments to 
permit and encourage similar agreements with states. 

• 	 Total reliance on a rental subsidy approach should be discouraged. However. 
Congress should continue to fund both Section 8 housing certificates and 
housing vouchers while carefully monitoring tbese programs' impact and 
effectiveness in meeting low-income housing needs. Fair market rent 
determinations should be pegged closely to local market conditions and should 
be adjusted frequently as market conditions change. 

• 	 Housing program regulations should be as simple and straightforward as 
possible and should be consistent among all agencies that Cinance housing so 
red tape costs are minimized and private sector participation is not 
discouraged. 

t Federal block grants to states, whether for the construction, subsidization, • rehabilitation, or operation of housing units, may be an appropriate mechanism 
for federal assistance. Any block grant proposal sbouId be funded at 
substantially the same level as the federal programs to be consolidated. The 
block grants should be characterized by flexibility, adequate administrative 
funds. targeting to 10111- and moderate-income individuals, and minimal 
mandates. A block grant proposal should permit each state to choose to 
administer the program or leave the administration with the federal 
government. 

State Actions Suggested 

States should continue the roles they have played successfully - developing•, appropriate housing strategies. filling in gaps between federal programs, 
, complementing and adapting federal programs to work in local settings, and 

providing technical assistance to local agencies and private developers who 
utilize federal and stllte programs. 

I, 
Because state housing [mance agencies (HFA!) have been partic:ularly• 
successful in forging linkages with federal programs. states sbouId continue to 
strengthen their HFA! and target their resources to c:amplement federal and 
private sector efforts to meet low income housing needs. 
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• 	 Many states have found it beneficial to act as housing authorities for smaller 
communities that otherwise lack the resources and expertise to participate in 
the Section 8 and public housing programs. This approach warrants 
consideration by other states. 

• 	 States should encourage the use of available housing programs as a component 
of neighborhood revitalization efforts. in conjunction with community 
development block grants and similar programs. State technical assistance 
can help localities effectively combine federal housing and communi ty 
development funds for maximum benefit. 

Ensuring Fair Housing Policies and Practices 

The rights of free choice in the housing market are protected by federal and state 
laws. Enforcement of federal fair housing lallls is delegated to states that have 
comparable legislation. This augments the enforcement provisions of the federallalll lIIith 
the generally greater authorities the states possess. Effective enforcement of federal and 
state fair housing lallls is an important step tOlllard ensuring equal opportlmities and 
preventing overt discrimination in housing. 

However. there are some subtle barriers to freedom of hoUSing choice that can be 
more difficult to identify and overcome. e.g.. mortgage or insurance redlining. 
exclusionary zoning practices. In addition. the market often does not meet the needs of 
those with special housing requirements and consequently deprives them of the range of 
choice available to others. While federal and state regulations. enforcement mechanisms. 
and disclosure requirements are necessary tools to eliminate unfair housing practices, only 
through the active involvement and commitment of the private sector can the promise of 
equal opportuni ties in housing be fulfilled. 

Federal Actions Suggested 

• 	 Enforcement of the federal (and state) fair housing statutes is uneven, in part 
because of the federal government's reliance on the polllers and resources of 
state agencies. To improve the enforcement record, the federal government 
should provide sufficient resources to the states for enforcement. 

• 	 The Home Mortgage Disclosure Act is an important instrument for overcoming 
mortgage redlining, one of the indirect obstacles to equal opportunity in 
housing. The program should be made permanent and its implementation should 
continue to be carried out as diligently as in its initial years. 

• 	 In recent years, 1l number of federal initiatives have been undertaken to 
encourage expansion of housing opportunities for the disadvantaged through 
demonstration programs. incentive mechanisms. and the establishment of 
priorities within existing federal programs. Efforts to develop ·partnership· 
agreements with state and local governments represent a similar positive 
approach to fair housing. The Governors endorse the provision of post tive 
incentives for achievement o~ fair housing through the development of a 
cooperative partnership approach to shared federal/state objectives. 
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Sta te Actions Suggested 

• States should continue aggressive enforcement of state and, where delegated, 
federal fair housing laws. In addition, states should encourage affirmative 
efforts by local governments to eliminate exclusionary zoning and other local 
restrictions that pose barriers to freedom of choice in housing. 

• State housing finance programs can be used to expand housing opportunities as 
a positive complement to enforcement of antidiscrimination laws. States also 
should assume a leadership role in working with the full range of commercial 
sectors involved in housing, e.g., builders. owners of rental housing, realtors, 
lending Institutions. to gain active private sector involvement to eliminate 
discriminatory practices and assure equal housing opportunities. 

Adopted August 1980; revised Karch 1983, August 1983, February 1985, February 
1986, and July 1987. 
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1. 	 A national housing policy should affirm rehabilitation as an 
integral component of that policy by specifically 
encouraging it. 
a. 	 Revitalize existing communities 
b. 	 Concentrate development areas 
c. 	 Enhance local economic base 

2. 	 Rehabilitation is a labor-intensive undertaking. Hore of 
the construction dollars are expended for local labor and 
remain in the community where the project is located. 
a. 	 Bolsters local economy 
b. 	 For every $1.00 of federal tax credit expended, $.88 


is returned to federal, state and local governments 

through increased revenues from property, sales and 

income taxes. 


c. 	 Creates new jobs and employment training 

opportunities where labor pool is located 


d. 	 Hore energy-efficient than new construction 

3. 	 Consistency of policy is an important factor. A long-term 
policy is necessary to allow the development industry and 
the investment community sufficient time to gain a working 
knowledge of it. 
a. 	 Provide incentives for entrepreneurs 
b. 	 Attract private & institutional investors to provide 


needed pools of capital 

c. 	 Recognize lead time required for education and 


implementation of programs 


\ 
1 

. ,. 
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4. 	 Preservation of the existing inventory of federally assisted 
rental housing must be an important component of a national 
housing policy. specific actions, however, must be part of 
a broader housing policy. 
a. 	 Flexibility is required to address range of 


circumstances 

b. 	 Encourage moderate rehabilitation of property and 

enhancement of project's financial performance 
c. 	 Design incentives to encourage owners to extend 

commitments to provide affordable housing 
d. 	 Provide assistance to those renters who might now be 

able to become homeowners 

5. 	 Delivery Mechanism 
a. 	 Diverse housing needs create market segments, each 

requiring different housing "products" 
b. 	 Policy must foster varied skills needed to operate in 

each segment 
c. 	 Build on experience of professional housing providers 

6. 	 Conclusion 
a. 	 A national housing policy must actively encourage 

rehabilitation and not merely imply its support 
b. 	 Utilize rehabilitation's ability to focus both public 

and private investments into existing communities 
c. 	 Allow national housing policy to mature over time 
d. 	 Foster different skills of professionals who produce 

housing for each market segment 
e. 	 Continue and expand upon existing incentives for 

rehabilitation 
f. 	 Harness rehabilitation's ability to upgrade renewable 

resources 
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1. A national housing policy should affirm 
rehabilitation as an integral component of that 
policy by specifically encouraging it. 
National policy should. harness rehabilitation's 
potential for enhancing local economic 
initiatives by focusing its impact to where it 
is most needed. 

A certain amount of development will inevitably 
occur in an expanding society. However, rather 
than encouraging the continued expansion into 
outlying areas, a national housing policy 
should direct development to revitalize 
existing communities. Such direction would 
result in visible imprOVements to older 
neighborhoods and would allow the remaining 
open land to be preserved. 

Concentrating development in older developed 
areas will enhance local commerce, create new 
jobs and expand the tax base. It will increase 
the utilization of existing public facilities 
such as transportation systems, communication 
networks and utility infrastructures. A larger 
user base will be better able to financially 
support the modernization and upgrading of 
these facilities. 

2. Rehabilitation is a labor-intensive 
undertaking. The U.S. Department of the 
Interior estimates that while new construction 
projects are 50\ labor intensive, 
rehabilitation projects are as high as 75\ 
labor intensive. 
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In 1977, the Advisory Council on Historic Preservation surveyed
projects funded under the Economic Development Act and found that 
whereas new construction produced 70 jobs for every $1,000,000 
expended, reconstruction yielded an average of 109 jobs per
$1,000,000. 

A higher percentage of the construction funds in rehab jobs are 
expended for local labor instead of for construction materials 
which are purchased either outside the region or from foreign
companies. Therefore, a higher percentage of a rehabilitation 
project's funds remain in the local economy rather than being
dispersed throughout the country, or possibly even exported. 

The Advisory Council on Historic Preservation estimates that for 
every $1.00 allocated to a historic rehabilitation project by the 
federal government through the historic tax credits, $.88 is 
returned to the federal, state and local governments through
increased revenues generated by the property, sales and income 
taxes. 

The concentration of rehab developments in established population 
centers means that these projects place new jobs at the center of 
those labor pools and create employment and training
opportunities where they are most needed. 

Rehabilitation is also a more energy-efficient method of 
construction. A 1367 Energy Department study concluded that 
rehab consumed 23% less energy than comparable new construction. 
The study estimates that it requires 49,000 BTU's per square foot 
to rehabilitate a structure compared with 65,200 BTU's per square
foot to construct a new building. 

3. Consistency of policy is needed to provide incentives for 
entrepreneurs to undertake these projects and to attract private 
individuals and institutional investors to place their funds into 
the needed pools of capital. 

Any new tax incentive or development funding program requires a 
lead time for the industry to become educated about the new tools 
and then to be able to implement them into the appropriate 
projects. It takes even longer for the investment community to 
respond. 

The historic investment tax credit enacted in 1981 has encouraged
developers to evaluate restoration rather than new construction. 
In its 1986 report to the President and Congress, the Advisory 
Council on Historic Preservation (ACHP) states that developers
"who a decade ago would have demolished historic buildings as 
economically inviable impediments to development are now 
integrating them creatively into their plans." 

78-541 0 - 87 - 21 
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ACHP estimates that since 1981 when the 25% historic preservation 
tax credit was legislated, 17,000 projects have been 
rehabilitated. Approximately half of these projects were 
designed for residential use, the remaining half were designed 
for commercial use. 

The new low-income housing tax credit, legislated as part of the 
Tax Reform Act of 1986, is beginning to be incorporated into the 
financing of multifamily housing projects. one-quarter of the 
way into the program, the multifamily development community is 
only now able to rely upon limited practical experience in 
working with the credit. The new housing credit is beginning to 
gain acceptance as a viable tool but recognition is growing that 
it requires further refinement. Furthermore, the investment 
markets must still be convinced of its viability before a 
significant flow of capital into tax-credit assisted low-income 
housing can be anticipated. 

Housing requires the ongoing availability of patient, longterm
capital. A consistent policy is necessary to reassure investor 
confidence. 

4. Preservation of the existing inventory of federally-assisted 
housing needs to be considered within the context· of a broader, 
comprehensive housing program. 

Housing must be designed to meet the needs of those tenants who 
are dependent on the federal housing subsidy as well as for those 
tenants who now might be able to become homeowners. 

A national policy in this area is difficult to develop. 
Flexibility must be provided to deal with each case individually. 
The needs of the tenants must be considered as well as the 
dynamics of the market in which a project is located. 

In some cases, moderate rehabilitation of the structure is needed 
along with an increase in the project's economic performance in 
order to finance the improvements. In other cases, owners can be 
given incentives to extend their commitments to operate the 
housing for lower income families. In still other cases, it 
should be recognized that the most beneficial route might be to 
allow a project to opt out of the subsidy program and re-channel 
those subsidy funds into production of new units that would 
better serve the needs of residents on limited incomes. 

5. Delivery Mechanism 

The nature of the structures available for rehabilitation along
with the demographics of a local housing market dictate the type 
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of housinq options that will be available in that market. A wide 
variety of housinq is necessary to meet the diverse needs of 
today's population. Several types of orqanizations, with 
different sets of skills, are necessary to deliver the housinq
that is required by each of the market seqments. 

In order to meet such varied needs, public policy must recoqnize
and foster the skills necessary to operate in each market 
seqment. Professionals as diverse as sinqle-family homebuilders, 
not-for-profit development orqanizations, local rehabbers and 
professional apartment development firms with access to the 
national capital markets are all required to produce the volume 
and variety of housinq which our nation requires. 

A national housinq policy must place its foundation upon the 
experience and delivery networks of the builders, owners and 
manaqers of both market-rate and low-income rental units who have 
matured with the federal housinq proqrams over the years. It is 
in this sector of the housinq industry that the capacity for 
larqe volume production and comprehensive property manaqement 
exists. 

National policy should also nurture the fresh ideas of the 
not-for-profit housinq sector and encouraqe their qrovth. These 
providers will produce the hiqhly-tarqeted community-based
housinq options. 

The public, not-for-profit and private sectors of the housinq
community must work as partners to identify America's housinq
needs and desiqn proqrams to fulfill those needs. 
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Conclusion 

A national housing policy must actively encourage rehabilitation 
and not merely imply its support. 

Rehabilitation focuses both public and private investments into 
existing communities. It improves the physical appearance of the 
neighborhood, creates new job opportunities, increases the size 
of the market for local consumer goods and services and provides 
a larger user base to support public facilities, transportation 
networks and utilities systems. 

A strong housing policy is one which has matured over time and 
has been refined in accordance with both the public and private 
sectors' direct experience. It must take into account the 
changing needs of the population to be housed and recognize the 
unique skills of the professionals who produce housing for each 
of the different market segments. 

The existing programs for rehabilitation, the historic investment 
tax credit and the new low income housing tax credit, are 
effective tools. They should be left intact, and in the case of 
the housing credit, refined. Perhaps a new policy should 
consider extending the 10% investment tax credit available to 
buildings rehabilitated for cOlDlllercial purposes to t.he renovation 
of structures for residential use. 

The balance of this century will find this nation focusing its 
attention more on the environmental management and clean-up 
issues which are now beginning to emerge. 

The federal government should harness rehabilitation's ability to 
direct public and private investment towards upgrading renewable 
resources. Through rehabilitation, development could be targeted 
to existing cOlDlllunities and allow the remaining undeveloped land 
to be preserved as such. 

Rehabilitation can serve as the catalyst to educate our nation on 
the need to build our environment with an eye towards conserving 
our resources while providing for the changing needs of an 
expanding society. 



Summary 
National Housing Conference Submission 

Recommendations of the National Housing Conference 
to Senate Subcommittee on Housing and Urban Affairs 

The National Housing Conference agrees with the statement 
of the Subcommittee'S Chairman and Ranking Minority Member that 
the "need for decent, affordable housing has never been more 
urgent", at least in recent years. Much of the significant 
progress toward meeting this need, that had occurred during 
the last half of the 1960s and during the 1970s, has been lost 
in recent years, as programs were terminated or had their 
funding reduced significantly. That direction must be 
reversed. 

Adding to the probla~ is the fact that, over the next 
fifteen years, hundreds of thousands of housing units occupied 
by lower income tenants with assistance under the various 
Federal programs of the past two decades will either no longer 
be eliaible for assistance or be able to be removed from the 
system: While this result is consistent with the nature of 
the programs, the almost total cessation since 1981 in Federal 
funding for significant annual additions to the lower income 
housing stock has only exacerbated the situation. 

Part 1 - Production of Additional Assisted Housing 

The National Housing Conference believes it is essential 
that we resume efforts to increase the stock of housing avail
able for the lower income. While the programs of the past 
have not been perfect and in many cases they could stand per
fective fine tuning, they did produce many hundreds of 
thousands of decent housing units for the lower income. That 
accomplishment should not be ignored. NHC urges the Subcom
mittee to look carefully at the programs of the past and to 
include a continuation of many of those programs, with improve
ments where appropriate, in any legislative package the Subcom
mittee proposes. Among the programs we believe should be 
continued are the following: 

1. Public Housing -- Additional production, either 
through new construction, substantial rehabilitation or 
acquisition, is needed, along with adequate funding to 
modernize the present stock of public housing, much of which 
is twenty years or more older; adequate operating subsidies 
must be provided for both the present and new additions to the 
stock of public housing. 

2. Farmers Home Administration -- The FmHA single family
and rental programs, including rural rental assistance, need to 
be continued at reasonable funding levels and should continue 
to be administered by FmHA. 

October 5, 1987 
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3. Section 202 -- For almost thirty years this 
program has played a significant role in assisting non
profit organizations to provide housing for the elderly 
and the handicapped. 

4. Section 8 Certificates -- A useful tool in areas 
with significant rental vacancy rates and for providing housing 
for large families and others with unique problems; similarly. 
the Moderate Rehabilitation Program has provided a means of 
returning to standard condition housing units that have fallen 
below acceptable conditions for decent occupancy, thus 
increasing the stock of available decent housing for the low 
income. 

5. Section 235 -- An important means of enabling the 
upwardly mobile, lower income to achieve the American dream 
of homeownership and for society to realize the benefits, 
such as neighborhood stability, that will flow from that 
homeownership. 

6. Housing Development Grants -- With high interest 
rates apparently returning, this program becomes more impor
tant as a means of not only increasing the rental units avail
able in tight housing markets but, at the same time, providing 
a portion of those units for long-term availability to the 
low income. 

7. Low-Income HOusing Tax Credit -- While only 
recently enacted and not within the jurLsdiction of the 
Subcommittee, the low-income housing tax credit has the 
potential of being a useful incentive. It needs many 
technical amendments which should be acted on as soon as 
possible, and it should be extended beyond its present
1989 expiration. 

The above-listed programs are all still functioning.
although in many instances on a very limited basis. They 
are all important and should be continued at reasonable 
funding levels. With exception of the FmHA programs in rural 
areas, they serve discrete and limited segments of the housing
market. They do not and were not designed to provide signifi
cant, annual additions to the stock of housing units available 
for the lower income. 

That need, until December, 1983, was met through the 
Section 8 New Construction and Substantial Rehabilitation 
Programs. Prior to that, it was met by the 236 Program and, 
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prior to the 236 Program, the need was met by the Rent Sup
plement and 221(d) (3) BMIR Programs. Those programs were 
braod-based, providing assistance to profit-motivated developers, 
nonprofit organizations and to, or through, state or local 
housing agencies. Projects developed under these programs also 
benefited from the tax advantages available, until the 1986 Tax 
Reform Act, to owners of real property. As a result, hundreds 
of thousands of units were built or substantially rehabilitated. 

While it is not necessary that these individual programs 
be resurrected, it is important to recognize those of their 
aspects which enabled large-scale production to take place and 
then to incorporate those aspects into whatever new program 
the Subcommittee may put together. Key among these we believe 
are: (I) reliance on broad participation by profit-motivated 
developers, nonprofit organizations and governmental entities; 
and (2) the subsidy mechanism must be flexible enough so as 
to cover tenants of varying income levels but without sufficient 
income to pay their own way. 

Keeping these two key components in mind, the program can 
go several different ways. We have set out below some aspects 
that we urge the Subcommittee to consider in designing a new 
lower income housing production program: 

1·. Assistance should be available directly from the 
Federal Government (presumably HUD) to those who will develop 
and own the housing. This should assure the widest possible
dispersion of the funds, with allocations being made based 
on the need of the locality in which the housing is to be 
provided. 

2. Funds should also be made available to state and 
local housing agencies for use in conjunction with their own 
efforts to increase the supply of lower income housing. The 
manner in which these funds are used by those agencies should 
be limited only by the requirement that the use of the funds 
results in the production of lower income housing and by such 
few other safeguards as are needed to assure that monies are 
not misapplied, misappropriated or otherwise misused. This 
will permit the many innovative approaches, developed and 
possible of development at the state and local levels, to be 
assisted without excessive Federal regulation. priority for 
these funds could perhaps be based upon the amount of funds 
contributed by a state or local agency from its own resources 
or some other measure of local efforts, thereby rewarding those 
which show a real interest in moving forward on meeting their 

• 
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lower income housing needs. Such a priority, however, is only 
reasonably possible if direct funding is provided as outlined 
in No. I, above. 

3. The assistance made available under No. 1 should be 
flexible enough so as to permit all whose income does not 
exceed 80' of median to be assisted. This will allow for 
greater economic integration than is possible under the pre
sent 50' of median limitation and help avoid over-concentration 
of the very poor in individual projects. Aid given by state 
and local housing agencies with assistance under No.2, above, 
should also be encouraged to be available to the same broad 
income spectrum. 

4. Aid available under No. I, and probably that under 
No.2, should be able to be adjusted to meet increased operat
ing costs as well as fluctuating tenant income levels. As 
experience with previous programs has demonstrated, this flex
ibility is essential to the long-term success of any assisted 
housing program. The ability to make these adjustments should 
also not be subject to the vagaries of the annual budget/ 
appropriations process. 

5. The budget impact of these proposed housing programs 
should be calcul~t~d in a manner consistent with the way in 
which the b~Qget impact of other long-term federal programs is 
calculated. Running out cost estimates for periods of twenty 
or forty years, and assuming, for example, that all tenants 
at all times during such a period would have zero incomes, 
presents a false impression as to what the true cost of the 
housing assistance with respect to any specific project might
be. It is no more valid to make such a calculation than it is 
to include in the cost of acquiring a new federal office build
ing its estimated operating cost over its anticipated life. 

6. Effective tax incentives need to be restored for all 
types of lower income housing. (~~ile helpful, the low-income 
housing tax credit is not sufficient in many instances to 
replace past tax incentives.) Otherwise, any new housing program, 
as well as existing programs, should be structured so as to 
reflect the need for sufficient other incentives to attract 
private investment. It needs to be recognized that a 6% return, 
in and of itself, is not sufficient under any foreseeable 
scenario and that direct program subsidies will need to be high 
enough to permit a return comparable to other investment 
opportunities. 
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7. Any new program should build upon and be integrated 
with the many existing Federal programs providing aid for the 
general housing market. This would include the FHA mortgage
insurance programs and the secondary market supports provided 
by the Government National Mortgage Association, the Federal 
National Mortgage Association and the Federal Home Loan Mort
gage Corporation. This integration and reliance on known 
systems will help assure that the program becomes operational 
much more quickly than can be expected if a whole new delivery 
system is developed. 
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Part 2 -	 Preservation of Assisted Housing 

1. Backfround --The preservation of federally assisted 
housing is one 0 the most important housing policy issues facing 
the Congress and the country today. The problem is a complex one. 
It concerns the imminent and long-term loss of federally assisted 
low and moderate income rental housing expected to occur principally 
as a result of three factors: (1) the prepayment of mortgages 
under the HUD 1212(d)(3) and i236 programs and the FHA 515 program; 
(2) the termination or expiration of is subsidy contracts; and (3) 
the loss of assisted housing and pUblic housing units due to deter
ioration resulting from age and inadequate maintenance or capital 
imprOVement of the stock. 

Resolution of the problem necessarily involves the addition 
of new units of assisted housing. in order to maintain a meaningful 
national commitment to providing decent, safe and sanitary housing 
for low and moderate income households. It involves complex issues 
having to do with the rights of owners to pre-pay project mortgages 
in accordance with their original contracts. And it involves deal
ing with the potential dislocation or relocation of hundreds of 
thousands of tenants living in existing assisted housing units, many 
of whom may be unable to afford decent rental units in the private 
market. ' 

The two issues affecting perhaps the greatest number of 
projects, and raising potentially the largest cost issues, are (1) 
the need for additional subsidies for projects where existing sub
sidy contracts are inadequate or will expire and (2) the need for 
maintenance or capital improvements for projects which lack suffi 
cient project cash flow or reserves to maintain the projects in a 
decent, safe and sanitary condition. 

2. Scope of the Problem -- The federally assisted housing 
stock totals 3.2 million units including 1.3 million public hous
ing units. Few new units have been added since 19811. Of the 1.9 
million or more privately owned units. it is estimated that between 
200,000 and 900,000 units may be lost from the inventory by 1995. 
as a result of prepayment or the expiration of existing subsidy 
contracts. By fiscal year 2005 the entire assisted housing inventory 
could be reduced by more than 50 percent. 2 

1 NHAB, 	 "Low and Moderate Income Housing: Progress, Problems, and 
Prospects·, 1985. 

2 	 GAO Testimony before the Subcommittee on Housing and Community 
Development of the House Committee on Banking, Finance and Urban 
Affairs, March 26, 1987. 
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It has been estimated that mortgages will be prepaid on 
projects containing perhaps 20' of the total assisted housing units 
in projects with mortgages eligible for prepayment. Whether some, 
or all, of these projects, or units, are converted to other uses 
is highly dependent upon local market conditions and other factors 
which may affect an owner's view of the value of the property. 

In turn, there are several variables which affect the extent 
to which tenants may be displaced by project conversion. A prin
cipal variable is the capacity of in-place tenants to pay a market 
rent. Tenant income eligibility limit~ for units developed under 
the 8236 and 22l(d) (3) programs, are generally higher than the 
income eligibility limits in, for example, the 88 program. As a 
result, some tenants in these projects may, in fact, be able to 
pay a higher rent than they currently pay, and thereby be less vul
nerable to displacement as a result of project conversions. 

Projects with expiring subsidy contracts will make up a 
major part of the preservation problem in the years 1994-2000. For 
the most part these are 18 projects where the 20-year contracts 
begin to expire in 1994. 

Finally some number of projects are in need of capital 
grants or low interest rate loans in order to maintain their rental 
units in decent, safe and sanitary condition for low and moderate 
income households. 

3. Need for New Production -- There is a growing need for 
additional assisted housing. Problems of an adequate, affordable 
housing supply exist across the country and are quite severe in 
certain areas. The dramatic problems of the homeless, and the 
apparent increase in homelessness, is, at least in part, a manifes
tation of this fact. 

At the same time, some housing markets do have a substantial 
vacancy rate, especially at the higher rent levels. This fact 
should be taken into account in developing targetted programs for 
the construction or rehabilitation of housing for low and moderate 
income households. (See Part 1 - Production of Additional 
Assisted Housing) 

4. Establishing<~rnework--Princi les & Ob'ectives 
There are many questions to be aske , and 1nformat10n nee ed, in 
order to understand better the dimensions and the complexities of 
these issues. Basic data gathering should be done, and shOUld, as 
much as possible, build upon the information base which HUO has 
already established. To a considerable extent, however, it is 
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possible, today, to set forth certain basic principles and strategies 
for dealing with the problem of preservation of the assisted housing 
stock. In fact, these principles and objectives should be clearly 
articulated at the ouset, so as to provide a common framework for 
a meaningful discussion of the various stragegies and approaches to 
the indicated preservation issues. 

The following set of principles and objectives, we believe, 
respresents a well-balanced consideration of the concerns of the 
various interested parties and of the long-term housing needs of 
the low and moderate income households. They call for a clear and 
positive re-statement of the national commitment to hOUSing and 
suggest appropriate roles for all levels of government, and the 
private sector (both profit and nonprofit), in the implementation 
of that commitment. 

Principles and Objectives 
for the Preservation of Assisted Housing 

o 	Assuring the availability of decent and affordable 
housing for low and moderate income households is 
an ongoing responsibility of our na~ion. 

o 	To achieve this goal, the Federal Government, and 
state and local governments, must develop and 
implement appropriate policies and programs to 
support the production of new housing and the 
rehabilitaion of substandard housing. 

o 	At the same time, the Federal Government has a 
responsibility to preserve, to the maximum extent 
possible, the existing stock of privately owned 
assisted and public housing. 

In conSidering appropriate policies and incentives to address 
the problem of preservation of assisted units, the following objec
tives must be taken into consideration: 

- Displacement of tenants who are unable to obtain 
or afford decent housing should be avoided; 
provision should be made for rental assistance 
or suitable replacement units which are both 
decent and affordable. 

In order to avoid temporary displacement of tenants, 
owners should be required to give prior notice to 
the Federal Government (HUD) of their intent to prepay, 
and HUD should take immediate action to avoid 
displacement. 
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- The rights of existing property owners to obtain 
a reasonable fair market value from their property 
should be maintained. 

- To ensure the cost-effective use of our existing 
housing resources, rehabilitation and modernization 
funds should be made available for those privately 
owned assisted and public housing units which are in 
poor physical condition. 

- Where project-based or tenant-based rental assistance 
or interest subsidy contracts are expiring, the 
Federal Government should provide for the renewal of 
such contracts at a level sufficient to maintain 
affordable rental units for those low and moderate 
income tenants who are unable to afford market rents. 

- In the case of public housing. operating subsidies 
should be maintained at a level sufficient to ensure 
long-term maintenance and operation of the units for 
low-income residents. 

5. Strate ies for the Preservation of Assisted Housin 
Hav~ng established a framework 0 prlnciples and obJectives, lt is 
eaSler to evaluate various strategies which may be proposed to 
preserve the existing stock of assisted housing. The following is 
a set of broad strategies or approaches which are consistent ~ith 
these principles and objectives and respond to the various facets 
of the preservation problem. 

(1) Reaffirm a National Commitment to Housing 

o 	 Development of a statement of national 
housing policy which will broadly define 
and reaffirm the Federal role in providing 
for the housing needs of low and moderate 
income households. This national housing 
policy statement should clearly recognize 
the need for housing production, as well 
as addressing other options for helping 
low and moderate income households meet 
their housing needs. At the same time, 
the policy should recognize the benefits 
of private and public sector partnerships 
to achieve national long-term housing goals. 

o 	State and local governments should be encouraged 
to develop housing policy agendas for their 
citizens which will support and extend the 
Federal housing efforts. 
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(2) Protect Tenants from Displacement 

o 	Various measures will be needed to m1n1mlze 
the level of tenant displacement or provide 
alternative housing opportunities which are 
both decent and affordable. 

o To 	 accomplish these ends, project owners 
should be required to give tenants a reasonable 
and timely notice of the owner's intent to 
prepay a project mortgage, whether or not a 
conversion of use is immediately expected to 
occur. 

o 	HUD should be responsible for aSSisting in 
the relocation of tenants, where necessary, 
including providing relocatio.n and rental 
assistance. It may also be appropriate 
to expect owners to provide some level of 
assistance in the actual physical relocation 
of tenants displaced by conversion. 

o 	Project-based rental assistance subsidies 
should be authorized and funded by Congress 
to assist tenants to stay in place whenever 
possible. 

o 	Where relocation is required and adequate 
hOUSing stock exists in the local market, 
tenant-based rental assistance programs may 
be an appropriate response. Additional 
funding should be authorized by Congress for 
this purpose. 

(3) Honor Contract Rights Possessed by Project OWners 

o 	OWners should be permitted to prepay their 
mortgages without restrictions, other than 
reasonable and timely notice to tenants. 

o 	A program of incentives, including tax benefits 
andlor direct subsidies, should be developed 
to induce owners to retain projects in the 
assisted housing inventory in exchange for 
extended use restrictions. Key areas for 
consideration are: 
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- additional rental assistance or capital
improvement subsidies 

- expanding the benefits of the low-income 
housing tax credit 

forgiveness of capital gains tax 

allowing owners to increase equity 
distributions through use of project 
cash flow or reserves 

Where possible, these incentives should be 
generic, SO they can be applied to a range 
of projects meeting certain broad criteria 
and the need for project-by-project review 
avoided. 

(4) 	 Prevent the Physical Deterioration and Loss 
of Ass1sted Housing Un1ts 

o 	capital improvement grants or low interest 
loans should be authorized and funded by 
Congress. Projects receiving these benefits 
should be subject to extended use restrictions. 

o 	 HUD should authorize the use of excess project 
reserve funds to meet physical improvement 
needs. 

o Where 	necessary to fund needed improvements, 
secondary financing should be allowed. 

(5) 	 Extend Expiring SUbSid! Contracts and Address 
tne Need for Additiona Rental Ass1stance or 
Operating Subsidies 

o 	Congress should appropriate additional funds 
to extend expiring subsidy contracts for at 
least an additional 10 years, in exchange 
for a comparable extension of use restrictions. 

o Unused 	or recaptured budget authority should 
also be used for this purpose. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

In response to the invitation from Senators Cranston and 
D'Amato, the National Housing Law Project is submitting this 
paper suggesting components for a renewed and effective national 
housing policy. 

The National Housing Law Project was established in 1968 to 
serve as a resource on housing issues for attorneys representing 
low-income people nationwide. We are funded primarily by the 
federal Legal Services Corporation and also by various founda
tions and California's Interest on Lawyers' Trust Accounts 
Program. Our primary responsibility is to work closely with the 
lawyers in over 300 different Legal Services programs around the 
country who on a daily basis represent poor people with problems 
related to housing and community development. During the past 
ten years, we have taken on two major additional projects. The 
first was our Multifamily Demonstration Program designed to 
analyze the management and financial difficulties which HUD 
subsidized privately owned projects had begun to encounter in the 
mid-1970s. The second was to provide legal representation to 
nonprofit housing sponsors who were considering whether to 
syndicate their projects. Finally, from time to time, we under
take special research projects in the housing and community 
development area with funding from foundations and other sources. 
In the past ten years, those projects, for example, have included 
research and publications on the problem of displacement and how 
to reduce it, the preservation of single-room occupancy resi
dential hotels, legal restraints upon public housing authorities' 
tenant selection decisions and the rights of poor people to 
combat racial discrimination in the housing. 

The ideas presented in this paper are derived primarily from 
the experience which we have gained over the last 20 years in 
carrying out the activities described above. The most valuable 
part of the insights we have gained come from our daily contact 
with attorneys who are directly representing poor people living 
in both subsidized and unsubsidized housing. That contact 
provides extremely valuable knowledge about the way the various 
housing programs have operated, in fact, not in theory. At the 
same time, we have been able to broaden our perspective beyond 
merely the tenants' and homebuyers' interests through our 
representation of nonprofit housing sponsors as well as our 
communications with other housing developers, both public and 
private. It is on the basis of this knowledge that we present 
the views expressed in this paper. 

We address first the question who should be served by 
national housing programs. Our view is that Congress correctly 
answered that question in 1949. Every family should be entitled 
to decent, safe and sanitary housing in a suitable living
environment. There should be universal entitlement to housing 
subsidies for everyone who is not able to afford decent housing 
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private market. That goal has not yet been achieved and realis
tically will not be achieved in the immediate future. Thus, as 
we move towards its accomplishment, first preference must be 
given to those people who have the greatest need, i.e., those 
with the lowest incomes, those who encounter the greatest bar
riers in the private housing market, i.e., victims of racial and 
other discrimination, single-parent households and mentally and 
physically handicapped individuals, and those who are homeless, 
who are threatened with involuntary displacement or who reside 
now in substandard housing. 

Second, there is the question of how much should residents 
pay for their housing. On that point, any sound housing program 
must include sufficient subsidies to ensure t~at the residents 
pay no more than they are realistically able to pay. Ideally, 
that would be only the money, if any, remaining for housing after 
the family has met all its other needs. If, on the other hand, 
the residents' payments are to be set as a portion of their 
incomes, the percentage payable must be lower than the current 
30-percent standard. The percentage must be fair when compared 
to the portion of income paid for housing by higher-income fami
lies and should be lower for the lowest-income families. There 
must also be adjustments to the income which will sufficiently 
reflect the particular family's true financial circumstances. 

After addressing the questions who should be served and how 
much they should pay, our next focus is on the use of already 
existing rental housing which is owned by private landlords. 
There are strong reasons to use the existing rental housing
market as a source of some of the subsidized housing for poor 
people, primarily because of the speed with which that housing 
can be made available. However, certain myths about relying upon 
the existing private housing market must be exposed for what they 
are. First, it is not cheaper to utilize housing on the existing
rental market, at least not in the long term. Second, abuses by 
the owners and managers of rental housing, such as racial dis
crimination and inadequate maintenance, are more pervasive on the 
private market than with public or privately owned subsidized 
projects. Third, in practice, even if not in theory, use of the 
existing private rental housing market has not significantly 
widened the choice of neighborhoods in which poor people can 
reside. Thus, although some federal resources should be directed 
toward programs which utilize the private market, the balance 
must be shifted much more heavily in the future than it has in 
the past ten years to programs involving project-based housing 
subsidies. 

That raises the next question, i.e., who should deVelop, own 
and manage such projects. Despite arr-the myths to the contrary, 
conventional public housing is still the most successful housing 
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program for poor people ever undertaken by this country. It must 
be a central component of any future housing policy. Similarly, 
nonprofit housing sponsors must be recognized, along with the 
local housing authorities, as those with the most significant 
roles to play in future housing programs. Third, regardless of 
the form of ownership, fairness dictates that there be an increase 
in the role of tenant management corporations. Finally, much 
greater cauticn than has ever been exhibited in the past must be 
used in designing any housing programs which utilize for-profit, 
private ownership. 

Next the focus shifts to the structure of the subsidies. 
The subsidies must be sufficient to ensure that the residents pal' 
only what they can afford, not arbitrary minimum rents or pay
ments unrelated to their individual financial circumstances. 
Subsidies designed only to reduce interest payments or cover 
capital cost, without considering operating expenses, must be 
replaced with deep subsidies for past programs and must be 
avoided in designing any new programs. For certain reasons, 
primarily related to the federal budgetary process, it might be 
desirable to separate capital subsidies from operating subsidies. 
However, if that is done, special care must be taken to ensure 
that no units are subsidized on a capital basis only and, thus, 
remain unavailable to poor people at costs they can afford. 
Finally, indirect, income tax-based subsidies must be abandoned 
because they are both inadequate and ineffective. Similarly, 
Congress must accelerate the trend to substitute capital grants 
for long-term financing as is now being done with the public 
housing program. 

The following question is how long should the government be 
committed to subsidize any particular project. The commitment 
from the government should be to subsidize the project as long as 
it is needed and it meets the need effectively. The problem of 
expiring federal government commitments to particular housing 
projects began to emerge in the late 1970s when some of the 
original 40-year annual contributions contracts expired. Soon 
thereafter, the Farmers Home Administration's appropriations for 
five-year rural rent supplement contracts began to expire. Now 
we are entering the era in which the 20-, 15- and 5-year appropri
ations for the Section S and Voucher Programs will begin to 
expire. From this experience, there arises the need to ensure 
not only that those commitments will be renewed, but also that 
their renewal will not be counted against the efforts to expand 
the number of individuals benefiting from housing subsidies until 
all who are in need are served. 

An analogous question is how long should an owner of a 
subsidized housing project be committed to use it for low-income 
people. As with the government, the landlord's commitment should 
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be to use a project as subsidized housing as long as there is a 
need and the project can effectively meet that need. The atten
tion which has recently been focused upon the expiring commit
ments made by private landlords in the various FmHA and HUD . 
subsidized housing programs demonstrates both the need to extend 
the commitments of those landlords and to design new programs to 
avoid those problems in the future. 

The final two questions are interrelated. The first focuses 
upon the rights of the tenants and homebuyers. Nearly every time 
Congress has created a new housing program in the last 25 years, 
program beneficiaries have had to spend the following f·ive years 
establishing and clarifying what their rights are. Examples 
include the right not to be evicted without cause, the right to 
notice and a fair opportunity to object when subsidies are 
terminated and the right to be fairly treated in the tenant 
selection process. If new housing programs are to be created, it 
will be extremely important for Congress to make it clear at the 
time of their creation that the beneficiaries of the programs 
have specific rights to be treated fairly on all these matters. 

The related question is which agencies and which private 
parties should have the responsibility and the power to enforce 
the rights of the program beneficiaries. In this regard, it is 
necessary to confer implementation and enforcement power upon 
agencies which have housing expertise and knowledge, such as HUD 
and the Farmers Home Administration, and not the Internal Revenue 
Service. Second, it is important to provide the housing agencies, 
federal and state and local, with adequate resources to effec
tively monitor and enforce the obligations of participating land
lords. Most important, program beneficiaries must be authorized 
to take private enforcement action both in the courts and at the 
administrative agencies, when the federal rules have been vio
lated and their intcIest adversely affected. 

II. WHO SHOULD BE SERVED? 

Federal housing policy should seek to serve all individuals 
who cannot afford decent housing on their own on the private 
market. Housing ought to be an entitlement program, like food 
stamps or Medicaid, available to all who need it, because decent 
housing often determines a family's access to education, employ
ment, and a healthy daily living environment. 

If the federal government is unwilling to assign housing the 
priority it deserves and refuses to serve all the needy, then any 
more modest efforts must be directed toward housing the neediest 
and poorest people first. Existing housing policy does precisely 
the opposite. Off-budget tax subsidies for homeownership predomi
nately benefit middle- and upper-income taxpayers, dwarfing the 
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direct budget outlays for low-income housing. Furthermore, 
presently those few resources that are devoted to low-income 
housing have not been properly targeted toward serving the 
poorest people first. Rather, in the past, eligibility for the 
federal programs has usually been set at 80 percent of area 
median income. That income limit permits public housing authori
ties (PHAs) and private landlords to select applicants who are 
considerably better off financially than many of the needier 
people who also seeking assistance, even though they may still be 
unable to obtain affordable decent housing on the private market. 
Recognizing this, Congress, in 1981, enacted Section 16 of the 
United States Housing Act, reserving specified percentages of 
federal housing units for needier families, i.e., those ·very 
low-income" families with incomes below 50 percent of area 
median. (This "very low-income" standard still far exceeds the 
poverty level in most areas.) Congress relented somewhat from 
this commitment in 1983 when it reduced the percentage reserved 
for very low-income families, thus permitting more units to house 
families with higher incomes. Thus, it is not uncommon for 
families with extremely low incomes to languish interminably on 
waiting lists while families with higher incomes get served 
first. 

Until the federal housing programs reach an entitlement 
status, those most in need should be served first. This could be 
accomplished by setting a low eligibility threshold, such as 30 
percent of area median income. Alternatively, eligibility could 
be established even lower, at families with incomes at the AFDC, 
SSI or food stamp levels. Applicants who fit this definition 
should be selected first-corne, first-served, with no preference 
given for higher incomes within the eligibility limits. Even 
though it might seem more attractive to help those with the 
lowest income first, introducing that kind of priority system 
would be administratively difficult and would violate traditional 
notions of fairness. On balance, it would be better housing 
policy to establish the income eligibility threshold low enough 
to include those most ill need and provide assistance to appli
cants in chronological order without further attempts at 
preferences. 

Aside from income considerations, housing policy must also 
serve those whose needs are not as easily met by the private 
market. If housing is an entitlement program, then special 
consideration for those eligible who also face discrimination 
becomes less necessary_ However, until then, special considera
tion should be made for groups that have special housing needs, 
such as families with minor children, disabled or handicapped 
individuals, elderly people, non-white families, single-parent 
families, displaced or homeless people. Because the private 
market will often not adequately house these people, federal 
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policy must rely primarily on project-based subsidies to provide 
their housing. To the extent possible, housing for these groups 
should be integrated with that made available to other eligible 
families. 

III. HOW MUCH SHOULD THE RESIDENTS PAY? 

Housing policy should set charges for low-income residents, 
who are by definition unable to afford housing on the private 
market, on the basis of their ability to pay. Ideally, this 
should be a standard developed based upon each family's particu
lar circumstances, seeking to charge for housing whatever is left 
after other necessary and legitimate expenses have been met. 
Alternatively, rents should be charged as a specific percentage 
of adjusted income. This percentage should be similar to that 
which other income groups pay for their housing (certainly less 
than 30 percent) and the adjustments to the income base should 
provide allowances for certain basic living expenses such as 
medical expenses and childcare. 

Past experience has conclusively demonstrated that poor 
people cannot afford the full cost of providing decent housing. 
Even assuming a conservative $40,000 PUM capital cost, 10-percent 
interest rate, and $200 PUM operating costs, the break-even rent 
level would be $550 per month, "affordable" only to a family with 
an annual income of $22,000. A federal housing subsidy system is 
essential to provide housing for very low-income people. 

Furthermore, experience under the Section 22l(d) (3) BMIR and 
Section 236 programs has demonstrated that shallow subsidies 
cannot provide affordable housing for the poor. Poor people 
cannot realistically be charged a "basic rent," one which covers 
the capital and operating costs for the project, reflecting only 
a shallow federal subsidy to cover interest on the capital costs. 
A rent established at this amount will inevitably result in the 
neediest people paying more than half of their income for rent, 
leaving little fQr other necessities of life, producing nonpayment
of-rent problems and increilsed mortgage defaults. Finally, 
experience has also demonstrated that even if the capital costs 
are fully paid, poor people cannot afford even the operating 
costs for their units, usually around $200 per unit per month. 
In recognition of this, Congress in 1969 shifted the public 
housing program from an operating cost rent system to a rent 
system based upon ability to pay. This type of rent system is 
essential for a housing policy to serve the very low-income. 

This rent must cover not just the physical housing struc
ture, but also must cover other essential housing services such 
as maintenance, management, replacement reserves, and a reason
able quantity of utilities to provide a safe and healthful living 
environment. If residents pay for their own utilities directly, 

; 
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a reasonable utility allowance must be provided. Over the past 
decad~, HUD has deliberately tried to subvert the percentage-of
income system by short-changing tenants on adequate utility 
allowances. The utility allowance must ensure that only those 
whose usage is truly wasteful are surcharged. 

In a system based on need, it is illogical to simultaneously 
charge tenants a minimum rent that is unrelated to income or 
ability to pay, yet that is precisely what the current public 
housing and Section 8 statute does in charging a minimum of 10 
percent of gross income. 

Only through a payment system based on need -- one which 
provides subsidies for the difference between what residents can 
afford and what it costs to provide decent housing -- can housing 
be made truly affordable and decent. 

IV. 	 WHAT USE SHOULD BE MADE OF EXISTING RENTAL 
HOUSING OWNED BY PRIVATE LANDLORDS? 

The efforts of the federal government to provide housing for 
poor people focused initially upon ownership by public entities 
of buildings specifically constructed and subsidized to house 
people with lower incomes. Subsequently the effort expanded, in 
1959 with the Section 202 Program and in 1961 with the Section 
221(d)(3) BMIR Program, to privately owned projects which were 
still developed specifically as subsidized housing. That effort 
to tie the Subsidies to specific projects continued on with the 
Rent Supplement Program, added in 1965, the Section 236 Program, 
added in 1968 and certain portions of the Section B Program 
created in 1974. 

At present, with the exception of a very limited number of 
units under the Section 202 Program, the Section 8 Moderate 
Rehabilitation Program, the conventional public housing l'rogram
and FmHA's Section 515 Program, the federal government has 
abandoned its efforts to make housing available to poor people by 
subsidizing specific projects. Instead, to the extent that there 
is any activity on the federal level, the emphasis now, is upon 
portable subsidy programs, such as the Section B Certificate 
Program and the Voucher Program which rely upon the private 
owners of already existing rental housing to house low-income 
people. There are certain advantages with programs of this 
nature. In contrast with new construction programs, it is 
possible to make the federally appropriated housing subsidies 
available to families who need them much more quickly, 1.e. , 
within one year of their appropriation instead of the three- to 
four-year pipeline for the other programs. The private housing 
market programs runs into much less neighborhood opposition than 
a program such as Section 8 New Construction. There is sufficient 
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anonymity preserved for the tenants participating in.the Section 
8 Existing Housing or Voucher Programs to eliminate most of the 
stigma which may be attached to participants of some of the other 
project-based subsidized housing programs. Nonetheless, in 
deciding what use should be made of the existing rental housing 
market and how to balance that use against project-based subsi
dies, certain realities must be recognized and myths dispelled. 

Notwithstanding the political rhetoric to the contrary, it 
is not cheaper over the long run to rely upon the existing 
private housing market to provide subsidized housing for poor
people. It is true that in the first year the amount of subsidy 
spent per family under either the Voucher or the Section 8 
Existing Housing Program is less than the amount spent in the 
first year of a conventional public housing project or a Section 
8 New Construction Project. However, that savings does not last 
for long and vanishes surprisingly quickly. For example, we 
encountered a situation in California where the rents for a 
six-year-old Section 8 New Construction project turned out to be 
less than the fair market rent under the Section 8 Existing 
Housing Program. The same phenomenon is occurring with Section 8 
Additional Assistance projects in which the rents allowed by HUD 
are less than the Section 8 Existing fair market rents for the 
area. Even the 1981-82 President's commission on Housing found 
that the cost of the average public housing unit including 
operating subsidies was less than the cost for any other program. 

The reason this occurs is that the rents being demanded by 
landlords on the private market reflect both the maximum that the 
market will bear and a return on the owner's equity measured in 
terms of the current value of the property, not the original 
investment. In contrast, under many of the project-based subsidy 
programs, the owners are entitled to charge only sufficient rent 
to cover their financing and operating costs, with a fair return, 
if any, on their original investment, not the current value ofl their properties. Even in times of moderate inflation of real 
estate values, the cost of subsidizing housing on the existing 
private market quickly outpaces the cost of subsidizing housing
in which the rents are controlled and the return to the owner, if 
any, is measured in terms of original investment. 

It is also necessary to recognize that the private rental 
housing market is not paradise. More importantly, there are 
fewer angels and more devils among private landlords than there 
are among the owners and managers of conventional public housing
projects, nonprofit housing projects and even privately owned 
subsidized housing projects. Thus, discrimination on the grounds 
of race and ethnic backgrounds still pervades most of the priVate 
residential housing markets in this country. Single-parent 
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households, families with children, large families and physically 
and mentally handicapped individuals also regularly encounter 
discriminatory treatment in the private housing market. Inade
quate maintenance, at least in the segment of the market which 
serves poor people, is the norm, not the exception. As our 
experience with the Section 8 Existing Housing Program demon
strates, private landlords are all too often ready to gouge the 
low-income tenants by extracting additional charges under the 
table because they know that the tenants will pay more than 30 
percent of their adjusted incomes. The early returns on the 
Voucher Program indicate that such gouging by the landlords will 
be even worse with that program. 

The significance of these realities about the private 
low-income rental housing market is: (1) that certain families 
will not be served, because of the discrimination they encounter; 
(2) that certain families will be housed only in substandard, 
poorly maintained housing because the private landlords will be 
able to get away with it; and (3) that certain families will be 
charged much more than they should have to pay, again because the 
landlords will be able to get away with doing so. It is, thus, 
very important not to put all the resources into programs which 
rely upon the existing private housing market because too many 
individuals will not be served and too many more will be abused. 

Another myth about the existing housing market programs is 
that they provide the participants a wider choice of the 
neighborhoods in which to live. Theoretically, it would seem 
that a certificate or voucher program would expand that 
individual's opportunity to live in more desirable neighborhoods. 
However, in practice, that has not proven to be the case, for a 
number of reasons. First, because of the heavy pressures to 
reduce costs as low as possible, in most cities the fair market 
rents for Section 8 Existing Housing are so low that only housing 
in the poor neighborhoods qualifies. Second, with the Voucher 
Program, the tenants could move to more expensive neighborhoods 
because they are not limited by the fair market rent caps. 
However, to do so, they have to pay significantly more of their 
own incomes for housing than 30 percent. Even where the fair 
market rents are not a problem, program participants still 
encounter strong resistance from private landlords who own 
higher-rent buildings in better neighborhoods. Finally, because 
of the structure of both the Section B Existing Housing Program 
and the Voucher Program, any local government which does not wish 
to have Section B Existing Housing Certificate holders or 
Vouchers participants living within its jurisdiction has the 
power to keep them out. Both programs rely upon local housing 
authorities for administration. Few housing authorities have the 
power to operate in towns and cities which do not consent to 
their presence. Thus, in reality, programs which rely upon the 
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existing housing market do not significantly alter the choices of 
neighborhood which are available to the program beneficiaries. 

In the debate between project-based subsidy programs and 
private housing market programs, much attention has been given to 
the housing markets in which the supply of housing is so tight 
that a project-based, new construction or substantial 
rehabilitation-type program is necessary. We recognize, and 
indeed strongly advocate, that project-based programs be utilized 
in such tight housing markets. However, those are not the only
situations in which it is necessary to provide an alternative to 
portable subsidy programs. When one dispels the myths about the 
greater choices and the lesser cost of the existing private 
market programs and considers the abuses which exist in the 
private rental housing market, one should see quickly that 
alternative project-based programs must be made available every
where. The trend since 1979, away from the project-based pro
grams, must now be reversed and a more adequate balance be 
struck. . 

At this state one cannot avoid commenting upon the debate 
which has raged since 1981 about the value of vouchers versus 
Section 8 Existing Housing Certificates. The vouchers now being 
offered under the demonstration program are sufficiently far from 
the original notion proposed in 1981, that the debate has in some 
ways become more about terminology than substance. However, 
there remain three important differences between the Voucher 
Program and the Section 8 Existing Housing Program which must be 
recognized. First, because landlords under the Voucher Program 
will be entitled to charge whatever they wish and tenants are 
provided no protections against gouging, there is no doubt that 
Voucher participants will pay more for their housing than partici
pants in the Section 8 Existing Housing Program. They will be 
paying more not because the housing is better, but because the 
landlords are allowed to charge more. Second, under the Voucher 
Program, the housing authorities are not allowed to increase the 
subsidies annually to offset increased rents charged by the 
landlords as they are under the Section 8 Existing Housing 
Program. Instead, they can make Sllch increases at most only 
twice in five years. That, again, makes the Voucher Program less 
desirable than the Section 8 Existing Housing Program. Finally, 
the commitment by the government to the Voucher Program is only 
for five years instead of fifteen years as, at least in the past, 
it has been for the Section 8 Existing Housing Program. For 
these reasons, there remain significant reasons to prefer the 
Section 8 Existing Housing Program to the Voucher Program in any 
future housing policy. 

, 
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V. 	 WHAT TYPES OF ENTITIES SHOULD DEVELOP, OWN AND MANAGE 
PROJECT-BASED SUBSIDIZED HOUSING? 

The discussion above demonstrates that it is crucial for the 
federal government to dedicate a much larger portion of its 
housing subsidies to project-based subsidy programs for low
income people. Tho next question is which entities -- public 
housing authorities, nonprofit housing sponsors, tenant manage
ment and ownership corporations, or for-profit private landlords 
-- should develop, own and manage such housing. Conventional 
public housing, owned by public housing authorities, should be 
the cornerstone of the federal efforts. Much more emphasis than 
in the past should be placed upon the nonprofit housing sponsor 
sector. There is room with both of these types of ownership 
entities for tenant management and tenant ownership programs if 
they are carefully designed and adequately funded. Finally, the 
for-profit private landlords should be giver. a much smaller share 
than they have been in the past. 

A. Public Housinq Authorities 

There are several reasons why conventional public housing 
deserves a greater emphasis than it is currently receiving. The 
conventional public housing program is the housing program which 
does the best job in housing poor people. It is the largest of 
the various project-based housing subsidy programs, with approxi
mately 1.3 million units now under management. When surveyed, 
the majority of public housing residents have indicated their 
satisfaction with their housing. The long waiting lists for 
public housing demonstrate its desirability. More than any of 
the other programs, public housing serves people with the lowest 
incomes and the people who encounter the most severe problems of 
discrimination on the private market. The vast majority of the 
public housing projects do not conform to the negative, media 
stereotype of old high-rise projects which are poorly maintained 
and virtually uninhabitable. Instead, they are low-rise, garden
style or single-family homes in projects which average less than 
100 units per project and are less than 25 years old. We cannot 
ignore the success of this program in deciding how to direct 
future housing efforts. 

The conventional public housing program is also the least 
costly of the various attempts to provide housing for poor 
people. Because the projects are owned and managed by public 
entities, there is no need to build in a return on equity for the 
owners or a profit component for the development and management 
activities. More importantly, over time, the revenue demanded 
for the housing does not escalate as rapidly as with private 
housing because the rents charged are not set by supply and 
demand and do not have to reflect an inflated return upon the 
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current value of the property. Because the public housing 
projects are be dedicated as low-income housing forever, there is 
no need to compensate the owners of the property over and over 
again for its use as there is in the private sector. In deciding 
how to direct future federal efforts, we must recognize what the 
President's Housing Commission recognized in 1982, namely, that 
public housing is the cheapest way to provide housing for poor 
people. 

Because the individuals who develop, own and manage conven
tional public housing are government officials, they are more 
accountable to the public and to the tenants than private land
lords. This increased accountability arises both for legal and 
practical reilsons. The public housing authorities are more 
clearly subject to constitutional limitations which are designed 
to protect the interests of the tenants and the public. Legis
lative bodies, including Congress, are more willing to impose 
restrictions upon public officials than upon private landlords. 
This propensity shows up particularly strongly in those situa
tions where the passage of time requires the development of new 
laws to regulate landlords participating in the federal housing 
programs. The Congress and the federal agencies are much more 
willing to impose those changes upon public entities such as 
housing authorities than upon private landlords already partici
pating in the subsidy programs. On a practical level, public 
housing officials are more accountable because of society' s 
greater willingness to scrutinize the actions of public offi
cials, the willingness of local government entities to intervene 
and the responsiveness of public officials to the interests of 
tenants and the public, instead of narrower financial interests. 

This difference in accountability shows up most dramatically 
in the characteristics of the tenants who are housed in the 
public housing program. The income levels of public housing 
tenants tend to be at the lowest of all the federal programs. In 
part, that is because the poorest people encounter much less 
discrimination in the public housing tenant selection process. 
public housing authorities also generally serve a much larger 
portion of black and other nonwhite tenants than is true with the 
subsidized private landlords. Again, that is a product of less 
discriminatory attitudes on the part of public housing officials 
than those who own and manage private, subsidized projects. Even 
in the treatment of tenants, there is less arbitrary and capri
cious conduct demonstrated by the public housing officials than 
by the owners of the privately subsidized projects. For these 
reasons I conventional public housing must be restored to its 
central role in the federal policies for housing low-income 
people. 
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A related point is that, if a new program is created as a 
supplement to the conventional public housing program, public 
housing authorities should be given the opportunity to partici
pate in that program as much as nonprofits. Thus, for example, 
if Congress were to create a capital grant program for housing 
development or acquisition, with an attached operating subsidy 
component, public housing authorities should be authorized along 
with others to participate, even though the program is not 
labeled conventional public housing. Certainly PRA's experience 
with FmHA's program and some of the state programs demonstrates 
that they can successfully operate more than conventional public 
housing. 

B. Nonprofits 

For many of the same reasons, nonprofit housing sponsors 
should be given a much greater role to play in the development, 
ownership and management of federally subsidized housing projects 
than they previously have been given. The cost of providing 
housing through nonprofits is less. As with the public housing, 
there is no need to factor in a return on equity, much less a 
return on the inflated equity as occurs with the private for
profit projects. There are also fewer hidden costs in the 
management and operation of nonprofit projects. One of the 
significant problems with for-profit subsidized projects is that 
the owners often establish companies for management and the 
provision of services, equipment and supplies. Those related 
entities in turn charge the project inflated prices that become 
the basis for future rent increases. Practices like that show up 
much less with nonprofit projects. As with public projects, 
there is also less need to be concerned about the costs of 
retaining the project for housing use over the long term and 
having to pay for that use time and time again. Nonetheless, the 
experience with the loss of nonprofit Section 221 (d) (3) and 
Section 236 projects when they were sold to for-profit owners in 
the late 1970s and early 1980s demonstrates the care that must be 
given to ensuring that projects developed by nonprofits stay in 
nonprofit ownership over the long term. 

Over the years we have encountered less problems from the 
nonprofit sector than from the for-profit sector in the manner in 
which tenants are treated. On issues such as tenant selection, 
fair leases, grievance pr.ocedures, and evictions, we have found 
that the nonprofits are more likely to treat the applicants and 
tenants fairly than the for-profits. That is a product primarily
of the responsiveness of the nonprofit sector to the interests of 
the tenants and their greater accountability to the tenants. 
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We also believe that the nonprofit sectors have sufficient 
capacity to playa much more significant role. In the past, that 
capacity has, of course, been demonstrated most effectively with 
the elderly housing programs, such as the Section 202 Program. 
But they are still significantly involved in the other private 
project-based subsidy programs, such as Section 236, Section 515 
and, to some extent, with the Section 8 Program. We recognize 
that there was some negative experience with nonprofits under the 
Section 236 and Section 22l{d) (3) BMIR Program, but we believe 
that most of that negative experience was traceable to the 
inadequacy of the subsidies designed for those programs. 

C. Tenant Management Corporations and Tenant OWnership 

Beyond the economic benefits, one of the reasons that 
ownership of one's home is so much a part of the American dream 
is that ownership gives the family so much more control of their 
living environment. Fairness dictates that tenants who live in 
subsidized housing also be accorded as much control over their 
homes as is possible. For that reason alone, tenant management 
corporations and some tenant ownership schemes should be empha
sized much more in the federal housing programs than they have 
been to date. Beyond fairness, tenant ownership and management 
corporations can succeed because the tenants are most affected by 
day-to-day management decisions and, thus, have the strongest 
interest in ensuring that those decisions are correctly made and 
fully carried out. Because the tenant managers are not outsiders 
and are less likely to be viewed as such, they also have an 
advantage in controlling negative activities of some tenants and 
promoting positive contributions from all tenants. 

Any tenant management or ownership scheme, however, has to 
be adequately subsidized. There must be sufficient money to 
adequately rehabilitate and maintain the buildings. The subsi
dies must be deep enough to keep the rent or homeownership 
payments at levels which are affordable by poor people. There 
must be protect~ons against exclusion of those with the lowest 
incomes from a tenant-managed or a tenant-owned projects. Those 
who have responsibil~ties for management and ownership must also 
be adequately trained to perform their functions. As with any 
other landlord-tenant relationship, there is still a need for 
protections for the residents, including nondiscrimination 
requirements, grievance procedures for management-resident 
disputes and procedural and substantive protections regarding 
evictions. The units must be restricted to low-income use in 
perpetuity. 

D. For-Profit OWnership 

Many of the reasons for favoring public and nonprofit 
ownership demonstrate why for-profit landlords should be given a 
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much smaller role in future federal housing efforts. Using 
for-profit landlords is a more expensive proposition, in part 
because of the need to allow for the profit motive up front, but 
most significantly, for the long-term cost of having to replace 
subsidized units which are removed from the market by their 
private profit-motivated owners. Private owners and managers are 
also less accountable to the public and to the tenants than the 
nonprofit owners and public officials. In the past, the private 
for-profit programs have, unfortunately, structured the returns 
for the developers and owners in a fashion which emphasizes their 
short-term interest and sacrifices the long-term public and 
tenant interest in well-built and well-maintained housing. A 
major part of the problem has been the reliance upon the tax code 
as a mechanism for producing additional returns to the developers 
and syndicators very early in the life of the project, thereby 
lessening their need to build high-quality projects and maintain 
them well. For these reasons, and others as well, it is better 
to put a much higher priority upon the role of PHAs and nonprofit 
sponsors than private developers. 

If any role is to be retained for for-profit private devel
opers and owners, much greater care must be taken in designing 
the owners' responsibilities and the limits upon their rights. 
Most obvious is the need to ensure that any privately subsidized 
prQject is dedicated to providing subsidized housing in 
perpetuity. That will guard against the repetition of the 
critical loss of units problem we are facing today. Second, the 
return to the private owners must be designed to ensure that 
their long-term financial interest is also consistent with 
high-quality construction and long-term maintenance of the 
housing. Again, because they are less accountable, it is 
necessary to develop stronger enforcement mechanisms on issues 
such as tenant selection, arbitrary treatment of residents, 
grievance procedures and evictions. Finally, if the federal 
government will have less resourc'es primarily because of the huge 
federal deficit, there is less need to involve private for-profit 
landlords. The PHAs and nonprofits may very well have the 
capacity to do whatever the federal government has the capacity 
to fund. 

VI. HOW SHOULD THE SUBSIDIES BE STRUCTURED? 

A. Full, Not Limited, Subsidies '. 

The most important lesson we have learned from the history
of the federal housing programs is that the subsidies provided 
must fully cover the gap between the cost of housing and the 
amount the residents can afford to pay. The original public
housing subsidy was structured to cover only the capital cost of 
development. As a result, the public housing program began to 

.. 
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run into financial difficulties in the 1960s when the rents the 
tenants could afford could not keep pace with the cost of operat
ing the projects. Similarly, much of the financial difficulty
encountered by Section 22l(d) (3) BMIR and Section 236 projects in 
the 1960s and the early 1970s can be traced to the inadequate 
subsidies which covered only a portion of the financing costs, 
not even the complete capital costs. These mistakes are being
made again in the 1980s with programs like Rental Rehabilitation, 
Housing Development Action Grants, HUD's Public Housing Homeown
ership Demonstration and the new tax credit which provide only 
limited subsidies and place upon the residents the burden of 
coming up with the rest of the money. 

When limited subsidies are provided, a number of adverse 
consequences occur. First, a large portion of the housing never 
serves poor people. Instead, poor people never chose to move in 
or owners deliberately choose to exclude them because they cannot 
afford the minimum rents which are necessary, given the limited 
subsidies. 'Second, in those projects which do rent to poor 
people, the poor tenants are forced to pay exorbitant portions of 
their incomes for rent. Third, many of the projects run into 
financial difficulties, mortgage defaults and poor maintenance 
and management because the rents that can be collected and the 
limited subsidies are not SUfficient to operate the projects
well. For these reasons any new federal housing efforts must 
include a deep enough subsidy to both serve poor people and avoid 
mortgage defaults and poor maintenance. 

From time to time suggestions are made for splitting the 
subsidies into two parts. The first would be capital subsidies 
designed to promote the construction, rehabilitation or acquisi 
tion of housing, sometimes with low-income people in mind. The 
second would be operating subsidies, usually tenant based, which 
are designed to reduce the cost to the tenant down to an afford
able level. One major incentive for such suggestions is the 
difficulty encountered near the end of the Section 8 New Con
struction Program in convincing anyone to make the long-term 
commitment to what appeared to be very high per unit per month 
subsidies. Analogies are also drawn to earlier programs in which 
similar splits were made, ~, the public housing program which 
has both its capital subsiare5 and its operating subsidies, and 
the use of Rent Supplements in a portion of the Section 236 
projects in order to make those units more affordable. 

with one limitation which is discussed below, there are good 
reasons to split the subsidies. They primarily relate to the 
federal government I s budgetary process. If, as is suggested 
below, the capital costs are covered by grants instead of long
term subsidized financing, the budget authority charged to the 
housing accounts for those capital grants would be less than the 
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the budget authority necessary for sUbsidizing a comparable 
amount of long-term financing. There would be no need to account 
for the interest portion of that subsidy because no interest 
would be paid out of the housing account. Second, the operating 
subsidy could be for a shorter term than it was under the Sec
tion B programs, because without long-term financing, there is 
less need for a long-term guaranteed subsidy stream. If the 
operating subsidy were structured for a shorter term, then the 
budget authority accompanying that subsidy would also be much 
less. For these reasons, it may make sense to structure the 
subsidies as two parts rather than as a single subsidy as was 
done under the Section B Program. 

Nonetheless, it is vitally important not to separate the 
subsidies so much that any particular project could end up with a 
capital subsidy but not an operating subsidy. That split is 
occurring with the HODAG Program and the Rental Rehabilitation 
Program. It produces the same unfortunate consequences as the 
earlier programs, like the Section 236 Program which involved 
only limited subsidies. Those consequences are that the federal 
money is invested in the development or rehabilitation of a 
particular project allegedly for low-income people, but in the 
end, because the subsidies are too limited, only moderate and 
middle-income people get to reside in the buildings. ThUS, if 
any scheme is developed to subdivide the federal subsidies into 
two component parts, one for capital and one for operating costs, 
they must always be linked together in the same projects. In 
addition, the owners must still be obliged to serve poor people 
for as long as the housing is needed and their projects can 
effectively meet the need. An obligation must be imposed upon 
them to accept tenant-based operating subsidies on behalf of all 
the tenants in their buildings for as long as the federal govern
ment or state or local governments make such subsidies available. 

B. Capital Grants Instead of Lone-Term Financing 

It is also important to shift now from a system of subsidiz
ing long-term financing to one of capital grants. Historically, 
the housing programs have focused upon long-term financing, not 
capital grants. The original conventional public housing scheme 
was for local housing authorities to issue long-term, usually 
40-year, bonds, with the federal government agreeing to annually 
contribute whatever money the housing authority needed to make 
the premium payments on the bondS. That scheme spread the costs 
out over a long period of time instead of loading them all up in 
the first year or two. When the federal government began to move 
into private sector programs, with the Section 202 Program in 
1959 and the Section 221(d) (3) BMIR Program in 1961, the tendency 
was still to use long-term financing, albeit direct or quasi
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direct loans, in order to spread costs over a longer period of 
time. In 1968, when the budgetary impact of these direct and 
quasi-direct loans began to make first year costs of the subsi
dized housing programs appear monumental, the Congress shifted to 
the interest reduction payments scheme of the Section 236 
Program. 

In the public housing program, there has recently been a 
shift to a capital grant approach. The seeds for that approach 
began in the mid 1970s when housing authorities stopped issuing
long-term bonds and HUD began financing the development and 
mOdernization of public housing with short-term Treasury notes 
which provided funds for BUD to lend to the housing authorities. 
When changes in the Income Tax Act in the 1980s left the tax-free 
quality of those notes in question, HUD and eventually Congress 
began to shift to a capital grant approach under which appropri
ated funds are granted by HUD to housing authorities for moderni
zation and development. 

In the long run a capital grant approach is less costly than 
a long-term financing approach, at least to the housing accounts. 
With the capital grant approach, there is no interest cost to be 
subsidized out of the housing appropriations. For example, in 
the past, nearly half of the budget authority authorized for 
public housing modernization went to cover interest costs on 
20-year financing, not the capital cost of the modernization 
improvements. The same is true with long-term financing for 
development or acquisition. As long as this nation remains in 
debt, it is theoretically true that making capital grants for 
housing programs does create an interest cost for the federal 
government. That interest is paid by the United States Treasury 
on monies borrowed to make the grants or federal debt not paid 
because the grants are made. However, the housing programs do 
not get charged for that interest in the accounting, just as the 
COSG Program does not get charged for the interest from the 
federal debt that results because block grants are made to the 
local governments. 

A long-term financing scheme creates other costs beyond
interest as well. These costs are primarily associated with the 
role of the various middlemen who raise and provide the financing 
-- the bankers, the mortgage brokers, the lawyers, the secondary 
market people, the securities brokers and the mortgage insurers. 
The costs are not only merely the cost of providing income to 
those individuals, but also the cost of accommodating their 
interests, which often conflict with those of the public and the 
residents of the housing. For example, in part the loss of 
priVately subsidized units problem we are encountering today 
arises from the activities of mortgage lenders acquiring mort
gages on subsidized projects with the intent of encouraging 
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or at least taking advantage of the prepayment of those mortgages 
by the subsidized private landlords. 

In terms of the federal budget process as well, there is an 
advantage in using capital grants. Ever since 1974, when the 
Budget and Impoundment Control Act was adopted, the long-term 
costs of all commitments authorized by appropriations acts must 
be expressed as budget authority. With that requirement there is 
less of an advantage to use long-term financing because the cost 
of that financing must still be declared up front at the time of 
the appropriation as budget authority. Indeed, the opposite is 
the case. With long-term subsidized financing, the budget 
authority must cover both principal and interest, but with 
capital grants, the budget authority covers only the actual cost 
of development or rehabilitation. In addition, since capital 
grants avoid the necessity of a guaranteed long-term stream of 
subsidized rental income, the budget authority for subsidies to 
cover the operating costs need not be run out over as many years. 

If the federal housing programs shift to a scheme of capital 
grants, however, it will be necessary to guarantee long-term use 
of the projects built with the grants for low-income housing. In 
the past, unfortunately, the use restrictions have tended to be 
structured as part of the long-term financing and as being 
coterminus with that financing. There is no reason, legal or 
otherwise, which would prevent the imposition of long-term use 
restrictions even though long-term financing is not provided. 
With the new public housing grants there is still language 
committing the housing authorities to use the projects for 
low-income housing even though they are not receiving annual 
contributions for capital costs. It is important, however, that 
the restrictions be imposed and that they extend as long as there 
is a need for the projects and the projects can meet the needs 
effectively. In addition, a repayment obligation should be 
imposed so that the inflated value created by the original grants 
will come back to the federal government should the property 
later be used for other purposes. 

C. Avoid Limited Capital Subsidies 

The discussion above indicates the undesirability of subsi
dies that are limited to capital costs or only a portion of the 
capital costs. Low-interest direct loans, the interest reduc
tion payment schemes and tax-exempt bonds are examples of such 
past and present subsidies. The federal government must recog
nize that such schemes, by themselves, do not provide housing 
that is affordable by poor people. Because of the greater 
sophistication in the federal budgetary process, we have to view 
it as one large pie. Monies which are spent (or not collected) 
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because of these limited capital cost subsidy schemes must be 
viewed as monies which are not available for subsidizing the 
housing costs of truly poor people. Revenue which is dedicated 
to a Housing Development Action Grant or which is lost because a 
bond is tax-exempt is revenue that is not available to subsidize 
the housing cost of low-income people. 

The only way to avoid such diversion of scarce resources 
from those who are most in need would be to irrevocably link the 
limited capital cost subsidies to programs which provide the full 
subsidies needed to make housing affordable. For example, 
tax-exempt bonds or Housing Development Action Grants could be 
limited to projects which not only accept but also are guaranteed 
tenant based operating subsidies, such as Vouchers or Section B 
Certificates, which are necessary to make such housing affordable 
by poor people. 

D. Replace Tax Shelter Subsidies 

The limited cost subsidy programs which have been the least 
effective and most troublesome in the past are those linked to 
the Income Tax Code. The tax shelter subsidy schemes fail almost 
every test of a sound housing program. The developers and 
syndicators' returns are paid very early in the life of the 
building. Their interest is correspondingly short-term, not 
long-term. With the tax shelter scheme, the financial benefit to 
the investors is independent of the successful long-term 
management and maintenance of the project and, thus, they have 
little, if any concern for those goals. Because tax shelter 
schemes rely upon private ownership of the properties, effective 
long-term use restrictions do not get imposed, creating the loss 
of units problem we are facing today. 

The reduction in cost of housing for each dollar of income 
tax revenue which is lost is extremely diluted because of the 
indirect method of providing these subsidies and the exorbitant 
shares ~xtracted by the developers, syndicators and other middle
men. The tax-created subsidy is not sufficient to make the 
housing affordable by poor people and no one asserts that it ever 
could be. The tax shelter schemes have never been targeted to 
poor people either, not even in the present low-income tax credit 
scheme under which 20 percent of the units are supposed to be 
rented to families with incomes beneath 50 percent of the median 
income. In few areas of the country do incomes at that level 
even approach, much less reach the poverty level. Finally, tax 
shelter schemes have never been coupled with sufficient regula
tory power, primarily because the power to regulate has been 
conferred upon agencies inexperienced in housing matters and 
disinterested in housing concerns. Most important of all, these 
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tax shelter subsidies are not necessary because whatever limited 
benefits they may produce can be just as effectively created 
through a capital grant scheme. 

VII. HOW LONG SHOULD THE GOVERNMENT'S COMMITMENT BE? 

One of the major problems now emerging with the federal 
government's housing programs is the expiration of the govern
ment's commitment to subsidize particular housing projects. This 
problem is primarily one of appropriations, but also one of the 
nature of the contracts developed by the federal government 
agencies. For example. the funds appropriated for the Section 8 
Existing Housing Program in the early years were appropriated for 
a fifteen-year period. The appropriations made in the first 
years of the program will soon be expiring. When HUD received 
those appropriations, it entered into five-year Annual Contribu
tions Contracts with the housing authorities to provide funds to 
those authorities for the operation of their Section 8 Existing 
Housing Programs. Those contracts get extended each year as new 
funds are added, but they still have a five-year cut-off. The 
monies appropriated for the project-based Section 8 Programs 
originally ran for terms from 15 through 40 years. The early 
appropriations are also getting close to expiration. :::n addi
tion, more recently, the appropriations for the Section 8 Loan 
Management Program have been reduced to five years and some of 
those recent appropriations are reaching expiration stage as 
well. With the Farmers Home Administration Programs, the appro
priations for the Rural Rent Supplement Programs were originally 
five years and they have already reached the expiration stage. 

This experience with the Section 8 program reveals the 
importance of committing the federal government to providing the 
necessary subsidies for a project as long as that project is 
needed for low-income housing and effectively provides such 
housing. Thus. for projects which are already operating as 
low-income housing and for programs like the Section 8 Existing 
Housing Program, the federal government must commit itself, at 
least morally, to renewing the appropriations as they expire in 
much the same way than the federal government has cOJlUllitted 
itself to providing benefits to Social Security recipients. 
Similarly, if a new program is to be created, which relies 
primarily upon capital grants and on-going tenant-based operating 
subsidies, a similar commitment must be undertaken to appropriate 
those funds as long as the projects are needed and are effective. 

There is, however, a bUdget authority problem which must be 
addressed in formulating the nature of the government commitment. 
With the Section 8 Program, when monies are appropriated to meet 
IS-year commitments, the budget authority is calculated by 
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mUltiplying the amount to be spent annually by 15 years. In 
terms of budget authority, long-term commitments, especially 
commitments for as long as housing is needed, would appear to be 
exorbitant. Expressing these long-term commitments in budget 
authority term, places housing programs at a disadvantage when 
compared to other federal government functions. Even within the 
housing area, those programs which carry long-term commitments 
appear to be more expensive, because of the budget authority
analysis, than those which have short-term commitments. For 
example, much of the debate between Section 8 Existing Housing 
Certificates and Vouchers has focused on the increased budget 
authority for Section 8 Existing Housing because of the l5-year 
commitment. It is, thus, important to develop a commitment 
scheme which does not produce the budget authority problems now 
being encountered by programs like Section 8 Existing Housing and 
previously by Section 8 New Construction. 

It is possible that the solution to this problem can be 
found in the history of the public housing program. The subsi
dies for that program are divided into two components: the 
capital subsidies and the operating subsidies. Until recently, 
the capital side has involved long-term commitments and budget
authority has been run out over the length of those commitments. 
On the operating subsidy side, however, the commitments have 
always been short-term and the budgetary authority only slightly 
more than the outlays in the first year of the appropriation. In 
Section 9 of the United States Housing Act, the government 
commits itself to provide the operating subsidies which the 
housing authorities need, subject to the availability of appro
priated funds. In a sense that commitment is no commitment at 
all because the Congress is alWayS free not to appropriate the 
funds which are needed. Experience has demonstrated, however, 
that if effort is put in, Congress will, each year, renew the 
operating subsidy appropriation to provide the operating subsi
dies needed for the housing authorities' on-going operations. 
With any new programs, as well as with the expiring appropria
tions under the Seetion 8 program, Congress should make a commit
ment which will fill the twin goals of ensuring that subsidies 
will be made available;for projects as long as they are needed 
without requiring that the budget authority be run out endlessly 
when the monies are appropriated. The model of the public 
housing operating subsidy program might provide the answer. 

The need to renew the federal government's appropriations 
for the various housing programs as they expire raises a separate
problem. It is not enough just to renew those appropriations.
If the goal of making decent and affordable housing available to 
all who need it is eventually to be achieved, it will be neces
sary to appropriate additional funds each year beyond those which 
serve only to renew past commitments. Unfortunately. with the 
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Farmers Horne Administration's Rural Rent Supplement Program, a 
precedent has been set of appropriating only enough additional 
funds to renew the commitments made to specific projects in the 
past and not enough to add subsidies for new families in new 
units. It is vital both to reverse that precedent in the FmHA 
Program and to ensure that the funds appropriated to renew other 
expiring appropriations are not used to dilute efforts to gradu
ally increase the supply of housing available to all who need it. 

VIII. HOW LONG SHOULD ~HE LANDLORD'S COMMITMENT BE? 

Unfortunately, the design deficiencies of some of the 
existing federal housing programs are becoming increasingly
self-evident now, as private owners seek to take advantage of 
conversion opportunities. Among the project-based subsidy 
programs, only the public housing and nonprofit-owned subsidized 
housing projects offer much promise of serving low-income fami
lies over the long run. ~hese long-term commitments, at least 40 
years, result from restrictions imposed upon the funding that was 
provided to PHAs and nonprofit housing owners, as well as from 
the fact that these groups exist to provide low-income housing, 
not to make profit. Other for-profit housing providers, when not 
restricted by the funding source, naturally choose to maximize 
their return whenever possible and will convert the projects to 
more profitable uses when it is in their interest to do so, 
regardless of the amount of federal assistance involved, the 
effect on a community'S low-income housing supply, or the conse
quences for the residents thems~lves. 

As Congress has begun to recognize, HUD' s actions in 
restricting private owners only to a 20-year commitment in 
exchange for subsidized insured mortgages was a critical and 
costly error. Similarly, HUD' s offer to provide Section 8 
subsidies to a project over a long term, but giving the owner an 
opportunity to ·opt out" at five-year intervals was also a major 
blunder, corrected in 1980 for most Section 8 projects. As 
Congress is learning the hard way, picking up the pieces of the 
crises created by such short-sighted policies is very expensive
because current market-based subsidies must be provided to 
protect tenants. Portable subsidies, such as Section 8 certifi
cates or vouchers, appear deceptively advantageous in the short 
run, even though owners who accept such subsidies are typically 
not locked in for periods longer than one year. However, over 
time, as market rents continue to escalate, the cost of such 
subsidies, if they are to remain truly affordable to tenants, 
will rise commensurately. Therefore, over the long term, 
project-based subsidies that carry long-term commitments and fix 
rent and subsidy increases belOW full market rates are by far the 
most fiscally responsible alternative. 
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These experiences have taught us that subsidized low-income 
housing should be committed to that purpose forever and not 
limited to some arbitrary number of years. The only exception to 
this rule should be where the housing provider can demonstrate 
that the housing is no longer needed for low-income use, a 
situation that, given the growing gap between need and supply, is 
hard to imagine. Another possible exception to this perpetual 
commitment would be if the provider can demonstrate that the 
project is not effectively meeting the housing need, in which 
case the units would be replaced on a one-for-one basis. Should 
there be any other unforeseen situations where perpetual commit
ment would create an extraordinary obstacle (such as irretriev
able dilapidation or an environmental disaster), discretion could 
be given to the agency to permit removal, so long as one-for-one 
replacement of the units is guaranteed. 

This same principle of perpetual commitment ought to be 
applied to any existing projects whenever there is an opportunity 
to do so. In the future, wherever a housing provider requests a 
federal benefit, perpetual use restrictions should be attached. 
For example, presently whenever a PHA accepts operating subsi
dies, the low-income use restriction is extended for 10 years. 
In subsidized projects, whenever additional Section 8 funds are 
committed, or whenever HOD grants a benefit or foregoes a right,
such as providing approval of a transfer of physical assets, a 
work-out agreement, or a forbearance on foreclosure, these use 
restrictions ought to be extended perpetually. Only in this way 
can the scope of the problem created by past mistakes be 
minimized. 

Finally, federal policy must preserve those units that have 
benefitted from federal subsidies in the past but are now jeopar
dized by threats of conversion. congress should extend use 
restrictions for those units presently occupied by very low
income tenants and provide owners with project-based Section 8 
subsidies to cover the difference between what these tenants can 
afford and some near-market rent that reflects any remaining 
financial benefits from the below-market financing. For the 
reasons discussed above, Congress should also create preemptive 
purchase rights and provide capital grants for nonprofit owners 
and public agencies willing to dedicate the housing to very
low-income use perpetually. In the long run, this policy will be 
the most cost effective way of providing housing for those who 
should be served by scarce federal resources because the cost 
will no longer be continually dictated by inflated market 
returns. 
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IX. HOW DO YOU ENSURE HIGH QUALITY MANAGEMENT? 

Housing management, especially management of low-income 
housing, cannot be left solely to market devices. Standards for 
good management must be established, personnel must be trained to 
become capable of implementing such standards, adequate compensa
tion must be paid for good management, and appropriate oversight 
and enforcement mechanisms 1I1ust be included to ensure actual 
achievement of the standards. 

From experience, we know that many of the units under the 
public housing and privately owned subsidized housing programs 
have suffered from poor management. This is true despite the 
fact that under some of the programs, ~, project-based Sec
tion 8, adequate funds have been paid to provide excellent 
quality management. Definite standards and oversight have been 
conspicuously absent. The same could be said of the other 
privately owned subsidized housing programs, such as Section 236, 
where adequate management fees are built into the basic rent paid 
by the residents, but due to the absence of periodic and detailed 
review, performance has been substandard. The result is ulti
mately higher cost to the federal government from poor condi
tions, mortgage defaults, vacancies and eventual foreclosure and 
property disposition. In privately owned subsidized housing, 
there were efforts made in the 1970s to improve housing manage
ment through detailed management reviews, but these reforms were 
unfortunately later abandoned. For many public housing units, 
there are neither the standards, the funding, nor the oversight 
to ensure adequate management. 

For the future, federal housing policy must include specific 
standards for good housing management, developed after consulta
tion with management and tenant groups. Second, in order to 
ensure the attainment of these standards, managers must obtain 
periodic training and certification of their capabilities to 
manage low-income housing, focusing not just on the physical and 
financial aspects of good management, but also upon the rules 
governing the applicable program and the social aspects of the 
job. Third, adequate compensation for good management must be 
built into the subsidy structure. Fourth, agency oversight of 
management performance must be on an annual basis and must 
include a thorough review of the project's physical and financial 
structure, including consultation with tenants. The regulatory 
mechanism must include adequate remedies for management's non
performance, including the withholding or suspension of fees, 
termination of the agent and decertification from other HUO 
projects and programs. 

Tenant enforcement devices will always be an essential 
component of ensuring management performance. These should 
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consist of rights to notice and comment on major management 
decisions, specification of tenants as third-party beneficiaries 
of the regulatory contracts, establishment of administrative 
channels for resolving tenant complaints, and the recognition of 
explicit rights for tenants that are judicially enforceable when 
management standards are violated. Tenant participation in 
management should not be limited solely to a notice and comment 
role. Opportunities for tenant management corporations should be 
created by statute and regulation, with appropriate standards for' 
certification and performance, so that residents can control 
their housing. At the same time, however, safeguards must ensure 
that the basic rights of all tenants are adequately protected. 

X. WHAT SHOOLD THE RESIDENTS' RIGHTS BE? 

People deserve to be treated fairly by their housing pro
vider, whether it be a public housing authority, a private owner, 
or a cooperative of the residents themselves. Federal housing 
policy must specify both the minimum standards for such fairness 
and the procedures required to ensure that those minimum stan
dards are followed. 

Past experience has demonstrated that the standards must be 
made explicit by Congress and the agency, in order to avoid a 
protracted period of abusive treatment and litigation to correct 
it. Both the standards governing admissions, rents, tenant
management relations, and evictions, and the procedures available 
to tenants have been the most developed in the public housing 
program, and therefore abusive treatment has been less prevalent
there than under the other programs. In contrast, in the pri
vately owned subsidized housing and Section 8 programs, unfair 
treatment of applicants and residents is widespread. Standards 
are not specified in sufficient detail and meaningful adminis
trative procedures to contest unfair or arbitrary treatment are 
practically nonexistent. This situation exists even though the 
federal subsidies for some of these units can cover practically
the entire cost of the unit, as under the Section 8 Program. For 
example, courts have held that the standards for Section 8 tenant 
selection or rejection are so vague that it is not even worth 
having a mandatory impartial administrative hearing to contest an 
applicant's rej ection. Private owners and managers, be they 

are treated fairly in the admissions process, particularly if the 

profit-oriented or nonprofit, cannot be relied on 
tenants' rights to fair treatment. 

to protect 

At a bare minimum, federal policy must ensure that people 

housing programs are not entitlement programs open to all who 
need them. Owners must demonstrate a good reason for rejecting 
an applicant, one that is directly related to the applicant's
ability to be a satisfactory tenant. Insufficient grounds must 
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be prohibited, such as past credit transactions unrelated to the 
landlord-tenant relationship or past landlord-tenant disputes 
where the tenant was simply asserting legal rights. The inquiry 
must be limited to whether the tenant would be a satisfactory 
tenant and capable of paying the subsidized rent level. Appli
cants must not be discriminated against on the basis of their 
income, race, or any other status category. Rejected applicants 
must have the opportunity for an administrative hearing with an 
impartial hearing officer who has the power to reverse manage
ment's decision. Every owner must have developed a specific and 
detailed tenant selection plan that has been reviewed and 
approved by HUD or FmHA for fairness in accordance with estab
lished standards. 

Housing policy that dispenses federal subsidies must also 
require a grievance procedure for an informal non-judicial 
resolution of common landlord-tenant problems. Without a griev
ance procedure, landlord-tenant problems escalate to an often 
unresolvable level, producing unnecessary litigation in state 
eviction courts. The required procedure should resemble the 
existing grievance procedure for public housing. Applying such a 
procedure to privately owned subsidized housing would be a 
significant step in improving landlord-tenant relations and 
reducing the arbitrariness characteristic of many projects' 
management. These procedures should also be used to contest 
every-day disputes. such as management' s failure to make 
requested repairs or management charges for alleged damages,
because drawing the line between damages and ordinary wear and 
tear should not be left exclusively to the landlord. The griev
ance procedure should also be a mandatory forum for attempted 
resolution of all eviction disputes because it is more accessible 
and potentially more fair than many state eviction courts. 

Evictions from housing subsidized under any federal program 
must be only for good cause, as the courts, the Congress, and HUD 
have all now recognized. Required standards should resemble 
existing good cause requirements. Additionally, because federal 
housing is a need-based program, it must be recognized that 
low-income families occasionally encounter circumstances where 
they are temporarily unable to pay the rent, and therefore good 
reasons (~. departure of a wage earner, extraordinary medical 
expenses, or temporary delay in receiving public assistance) 
should justify a nonpayment of rent. Federal law should also 
specify adequate notice periods for nonpayment of rent which will 
allow tenants sufficient time to uure the delinquency. Notices 
must be factually specific, and an informal hearing should be 
held before an impartial hearing officer prior to commencement of 
a judicial eviction 80 that all unnecessary evictions can be 
avoided. 
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XI. 	 HOW CAN EFFECTIVE ENFORCEMENT AND IMPLEMENTATION 
MECHANISMS BE DEVELOPED? 

It will not be enough for Congress merely to create a new 
framework for a national housing policy. Much more attention 
will have to be paid to the mechanisms by which those policies 
will be implemented and enforced. One of the most impressive 
things which our work teaches us repeatedly is that policies 
written on paper in Washington are not easily translated into 
improvements in the day-to-day lives of real people elsewhere. 
Nothing happens after Congress passes a statute unless, and 
until, federal agencies promulgate regulations and issue inter
pretive handbooks, owners and managers are trained on those 
handbooks and regulations, federal, state and local officials 
step in to monitor implementation of those policies and, in some 
cases, courts are asked by program beneficiaries and others to 
enforce the rules. 

In the development of federal housing policies, attention 
must be paid to these concerns. Regulatory powers must be 
conferred upon agencies which have the knowledge, skills and 
capacity to implement and enforce the new programs. One of the 
major deficiencies with the new low-income housing tax credit is 
that implementation and enforcement responsibilities are focused 
upon the Internal Revenue Service, on the federal level, and on 
diverse entities on the state level, few of which have either 
housing knowledge or housing concerns. The power to implement, 
regulate, and enforce must be conferred upon housing agencies 
like HUD and the Farmers Home Administration. 

Even that is not enough, however. The agencies must be 
given sufficient resources to develop the implementing policies 
as well as be specifically obliged under tight deadlines to do 
so. We are still waiting for HUD to issue regulations on the 
admissions priority for residents of substandard housing and 
involuntarily displaced applicants which were enacted in 1979 and 
the nondiscrimination requirements that were established by 
Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973. Congress must 
impose regUlatory deadlines on the federal housing agencies in 
order to make the new policies effective expeditiously. It is 
also necessary to be much more realistic than Congress has been 
in the past in appropriating funds to the federal agencies to 
carry out their enforcement powers. As the Supreme Court 
recognized just this year, HUD monitors the activities of housing 
authorities on a once every six year cycle and cannot do what is 
necessary to create even a semblance of reality for newly formu
lated housing policies. 

Given the wide gap between the federal agencies' monitoring 
and enforcement capacities and the needs for such activities, 
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Congress should also confer upon state and local government 
agencies the power to ensure compliance by landlords with federal 
housing policies. That is not to suggest that state and local 
government enforcement should be viewed as a substitute for 
federal agency enforcement. The need is too great to relieve the 
federal agencies of any monitoring and enforcement responsibili 
ties. Instead, the state and local government efforts should be 
structured as complements to the federal efforts. 

Even more important is the need to allow program beneficia
ries -- applicants, tenants, homebuyers, neighborhood residents, 
etc. -- to enforce the federal housing policies in court and 
through effective administrative processes. Too many times over 
the past ten years courts have refused to allow tenants and other 
intended beneficiaries of the federal housing programs to enforce 
the federal housing statutes and regulations. They have done so, 
primarily, with the notion that Congress did not expressly 
indicate that it intended such private parties to be able to 
enforce the federal statutes and regulations. Given this reluc
tance of the courts to allow private enforcement, Congress must 
make it clear not only that it intends to create housing rights 
for poor people, but also that it expects them to be able to 
enforce those rights in federal court. 

XII. CONCLUSION 

The present federal housing programs must be modified and 
expanded and new ones created to make decent affordable housing 
an entitlement for everyone in this country whose income is too 
low to afford such housing. While we move to accomplish that 
goal, we must give the highest preference to those with the 
lowest incomes and those encounter the highest barriers in the 
private market. In all the present programs and any new pro
grams, the rents or housing payments must be set at the level the 
residents can afford, given their individual circumstances. Some 
reliance can still be placed upon private-market programs, like 
Section 8 Existing Housing, but a much greater shift must be made 
to project-based programs. With such programs, the greatest 
reliance must be placed upon public housing authorities and 
nonprofit sponsors, and little, if any, share shOUld be allocated 
to for-profit, private developers. The subsidies should be 
structured as capital grants accompanied by on-going operating 
subsidies. Any limited capital subsidy programs, including
tax-shelter schemes, should be replaced with true low-income 
housing programs. The government should be committed to provide 
the subsidies for as long as the housing is needed and useable 
and the owners should be committed to such long-term use restric
tions as well. The rights of the tenants must be made clear from 
th~ beginning and sufficient regulatory and enforcement powers, 
including private enforcement rights of program beneficiaries, 
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must be created so that the renewed national cornrni trnent to 
housing can become a reality. 

The views that we express are not shared by all and some are 
not likely to be accepted. Nonetheless, it is only through the 
expression and consideration of diverse and often opposing views 
that a workable set of programs can be developed and implemented. 
To do that will be a great challenge for you, as leaders of the 
Senate Housing Subcommittee, for the other members of the Subcom
mittee and eventually for the Congress and the nation as a whole. 
The plight of the homeless and the poor people whom we represent 
on a daily basis demands that that challenge be met. 

Respectfully submitted, 

David B. Bryson 
James R. Grow 
Roberta Youmans 
NATIONAL HOUSING LAW PROJECT 
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October 5, 1987 	 --.....~Mrona 

The Honorable Alan Cranston 
Chairman 
Subcommittee on Housing and Urban Affairs 
SDOB 535 
Washington, D.C. 20510 

Dear Senators Cranston and D'Amato: 

The National League of Cities thanks you and all the members of 
the Senate Housing and Urban Affairs subcommittee for inviting us 
to participate in the development of a new framework for national 
housing policy. Indeed, housing is one of the top three 
legislative priorities adopted this year by the Board of 
Directors for the National League of Cities. 

We view this response as an initial step as your comaittee along 
with interested parties like NLC begin a process expected to take 
over a year and one half. We anticipate future opportunities
during this process to share our views and reactions to policy 
proposals which arise from this process. 

The League's Community and Economic Development Steering
Committee, currently chaired by Council President, Ruth Scott of 
Rochester, New York is the group which primarily develops and 
proposes housing policies for the organization and it is my 
understanding that this committee will be meeting with members of 
your committee staff on October 16 to continue this process. 

Our members believe two overarching concerns should guide
national housing policy. 

First, federal housing assistance should be directed to assist 
low- and moderate-income households. The provision of safe, 
decent housing to individuals and families who would otherwise be 
precluded from any acceptable shelter must be the foundation of 
the federal housing role. 

Second, it has been the contention of NLC for the past several 
years that the mechanisms used to provide such assistance should 
be viewed as a package. Congressional procedures should ensure 
that tax expenditures, direct spendin9 and credit programs all be 
part of housing policy decisions. 
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Priority in federal housing assistance--whether provided directly 
or through provisions in the tax code--should be given to meeting
the housing needs of people who could not otherwise obtain 
decent, affordable housing. The balance between monies devoted 
to low-income housing assistance and the homeownership provisions
of the tax code should be reviewed. 

League policies as adopted by the membership emphasize the 
following federal roles in housing provision for low- and 
moderate-income households: 

1. 	 The provision of rental assistance in the form of cash 
subsidies, to help low-income renters afford decent housing.
We believe it would be desirable to have an expanded unified 
program that uses Section 8 as the basic framework and serves 
all of the eligible households. 

2. 	 Federal programs should seek rehabilitation of single and 
multi family housing units and additionally continue programs
of rehabilitating public housing and providing for special
housing needs such as shelters for the homeless. Programs 
for new housing construction and homeownership should also be 
continued. 

3. 	 Continued availability of a mix of federal housing programs
in recognition of the fact that no single programatic focus, 
regardless of its level of funding, can adequately address 
the diverse housing needs of low- and moderate-income 
Americans. 

Thank you again for this initial chance to participate in this 
most important process. We eagerly anticipate future 
opportunities. Enclosed are two NLC housing studies and a copy
of the League's existing housing policies and resolutions. 

Sincerly, 

~y~JA
Councilmember-at-Large
Denver, Colorado and 
President of NLC 
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USOLlJ'rIOB " 

COIl'1'INUlI.'1'IOB OF ODBD.L JCOJI.'1'Gl.GB 

III'1'BUS'l' SUBSIDY PJI.OGRD 


WHEREAS, 	 the Federal qovernaent has, for the past quarter 
century, provided developers of low- and moderate
income housinq projects with mortqaqe-related 
subsidies; and 

WHEREAS, 	 these housinq projects have been identified accordinq 
to the subsidy proqram attached, namely BUD Section 
236, HUD Section 221Cd) (3) and FmHA Section 515; and 

WHEREAS, 	 as an inducement to for-profit developers, the HUD 
Section 236 and 221Cd) (3) programs offer mortqaqe 
prepayment options at the end of the 20th year and 
40-year mortqaqes; and 

WHEREAS, 	 as a similar inducement, the FmHA section 515 places no 
restrictions on mortqaqe prepayments; and 

WHEREAS, 	 the U.S. General Accountinq Office estimates that, as a 
result of these mortqaqe prepayment options, as many as 
173,000 units C50' of total) of BUD Sections 236 and 
221Cd)C3) housinq and 275,000 units C100' of total) of 
FmHA Section 515 housinq may be lost by the year 2005; 

I 

NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED that the National I.eaque of Cities 
urqes: 

• 	 local elected officials to examine the potential
impact of the loss of low- and moderate-income 
housinq units in projects receivinq Federal 
mortqaqe interest subsidIes; 

• 	 conqress and the Federal qovernaent to identify
and, where necessary, develop incentives to 
prevent the prepaym.ent of Federally subsidized 
mortqaqes and, in so doinq, retain the nation's 
stock of privately owned, Federally subsidized 
low- and moderate~income housinq; and 

• 	 state and local qovernaents to identify and 
develop similar incentives as an added means of 
preservinq this seqment of our nation' s low- and 
moderate-income housinq stock. 

A~d b, fir. MembmlUp ~flre NlIIimtIIllMgull ~Cililll 

A,!,,"'" BUlinltn MlillfUtl • OIlCltmbe,.3,1986 • S- Alltomo 
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RESOLUTIOB flo 


RENEWAL OF SECTIOB • RERTAL SUBSIDIES 


WHEREAS I 	 section 8 of the Housing and Community Development Act 
of 1974 provides for rental subsidies which enable 
eligible low-income families to afford decent quality
housing; and 

WHEREAS, 	 the section 8. rental subsidy program has been a 
critical and effective mechanism for achieving the qoal
of a decent home in a suitable living environment for 
every American; and 

WHEREAS, 	 the demand for Section 8 subsidies continues to exceed 
the available supply as housing costs escalate and 
affordable units diminish; and 

WHEREAS, 	 section 8 certificates are used in two ways: (1) to 
subsidize unit rents in "new construction" and "sub
stantial rehabilitation" projects (project-based), and 
(2) to subsidize tenants' rent in "existing" private
housing (tenant-based); and 

WHEREAS, 	 the u.S. General Accounting Office estimates that 
between 880,000 and 1.1 million "project-based"
certificates will expire between the years 1985 and 
2005 unless renewed' and 

WHEREAS, 	 the failure to renew such certificates will reduce the 
already low supply of decent, affordable housinq for 
low- and moderate-income families and threaten the 
financial viability of existing housinq projects; and 

WHEREAS, 	 Section 8 -existinq" certificates are increasingly
being converted to housing vouchers with 5-year rather 
than 15-year contract periods; 

NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED that the National Leaque of Cities 
strongly urges the Congress and the President, through
the Department of Housing and Urban Development, to 
renew section 8 rental subsidy certificates attached to 
"new construction" and Msubstantial rehabilitation" 
projects. 

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that the National Leaque of Cities opposes
the conversion of Section 8 MexistingM certificates to 
housinq vouchers and, instead, urges their extension 
for full 15-year additional period. 

Appro," ", tIN M"mlwn"ip ,q tIN N__Lucw ,qCws 

AnnlUJl Blllin,," M"thlr • DIIctI..JHtr J, 1986 • Stut AlIIDIfiD 
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3. 03 ~.irq lind Neighbol:hocd. 0:nIel'vatim 

A. 	 ~.irq and Ne1ghboI:hocd. 0:nIel'vatim Heeds and Goals 

NIl: I S goal is a daoent hca& in a suitable living envirc:naIt for fIYBr'J A1III:rican. 8.It 
~ this goal. and ~ con:!itima, thIIre lies a significant gap: too many 
Americans live in .inadequate dwal.lin:js in deter1arated ~ and, for too 
many, the ccst of dacanI:. hcusin;J is baym:l t:beir EBnS. 

To close this gap, NIl: adYcaI.tes the 1'ollcwin.J policies with regazd to hcusin;J: 

~.irq Consel:Vaticn and P.r:cdIlct:.ian 

o 	 i.ncreued eq;iIasis en ClCI1IiI8l:VIlt of the eId..aI:in;J hcusin;J st.ock 

o 	 an adequate ~ of new hcusin;J ccnst:ructicn, eapecll!l1y for l.ool and 
DWJderate i.ntx:III8 pec.ple, the eldarly, and the ~ 

Special ~.irq Heeds 

; o 	 effectiva and IIIlfficient ass.istance to Eat the hcusin;J r.aIs of tb»e • 
CIU1IlOt: otbal::Wise afford dacanI:. hcusin;J 

'!'he Locatiooal. DilDensicn of Hcusin;J 

o 	 S'b:wgt:hened efforts to __ a ~ of hcusin;J qp:a:tunities to all 
Americans wit:hc1rt: regazd to i.ntx:III8, race, &aX, or aqe 

o 	 effectiva inoantivas tor city hcusin;J irMIostment and an end to ....1IIUl:m:ban 
sprawl" 

'Ihe Local Gave:mIIIiIIlt Role 

o 	 a IItrcn:i role and adequate ~ for lccal ~ in solving 
hcusin;J prcbl.a8 

In the latter half of the 1980's, the hcusin;J r.aIs and prcbl.a8 of l.ow- and 
moc:lerabrirw::x:me Americans ~ a crisis of nIlticrIal propart:icnI. Olr'd:ril:lut:. to 
the creation of this crisis is a ClCIli:l1naticn of f~ in the ganeraJ. 1iIOCIXII1y, 
specific trerr:Is in private hcusin;J 1III\merts and c:tIan:Jes in plblic policy. 

'l'o;Iether, tlwse ~ tactar& t:l'll:aattm the CXlI'Itin.Ied l!I.VIlil.ability of 
decent quality hcusin;J for lOW'- and 1IIIXlerate-.tr.::a. perscnB and c:auae the ccst of 
available units to 1ncreasa significantly. As a~, lccal pamIIIII'lI:s today 
face severe pt'Cbl_ IIIIIXg l.ow-.tr.::a. l:.W\t:'AIrS, the ~ IIIMIre bain;J the ~ 
prOO1E!lDof~. 

Despite a wide array of innavativa efforts and initiativas by states and lccal 
governments, thIIre raM.inIa today an 1rreplacable role for the aderal GaYemmBnt in 
ad:Iress.irq the naticn's hcus.irq 1lIlElds. 'Ihe pr1laIu:y ~ in aderal hcIlsin;J policy 
sb:luld be: 

http:prcbl.a8
http:prcbl.a8
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1. 	 'lba pravisian or rent:al _iabn:la, in the fcmII ot CUIb suba:ldielll, to balp 
low-ilxx:IIII zwzt:ers attatd dIItWIt b:IusiJlg; 

2. 	 'lba rabllbUitat.1m or ain;le-t.Uy and IIIIlti-fmilly b:IusiJlg unitsJ 

3. 	 'lba CCIlt.1.rut.ti. or ~ far naw hcudrq ClCrlIIt.!::uc:, ~, 
rabllbUitat.ial. ot p.Iblic b:IusiJlg and spao.1al. b:IusiJlg lWdI auc:b as IIbaltan 
for the ~J and 

4. 	 'lba CCI1tinIa1 lMlilabUity or a lII1x or tedaral. bcusirq ~, in 
~t.ial. or the fact that no lIin;le pa:~ tocua. ~ or its 
level or· tunr:ii.rq, CIUl adaqIIataly ~ the divarae. b:IusiJlg lWdI or low
and lIICderata-ilxx:IIII 1IIIIIII:'iaIn5. 

me wants this nat.ial. to bIMa a vigomla privats -=tor b:IusiJlg izDJst:zy that will 
contril:ut$ to IIdlieYirq ~ b:IusiJlg plII. lI'In:tlliIiam:. me aq:p:rla :fedaral. afforts 
to ilI¢ement these hcusirq policies. 'l'abrI tcgathar. the tCItality or feISeral ~ 
-if appropriately sb:wqthaned and~. if adequataly ~ and attaatiwly 
ilI¢emented. and if ~ by aa.,ate jc:ib qpzb:Inity and ilxx:IIII :mint:ananoe 
p!:OjJralIlS for thaIe in ~ giw pa:aaiae or n.:birq our bI:ua1ng plII. on
p!:OjJralIlS IIIJSt be attaatiwly ccorc:'linat:ad with CDIIIIJIlity and ecxn::IIdc ~ 
p!:OjJralIlS to IId1ieY'e an int:.eg:ratac! ~ to ~~. 

B. 	 lbIsirq·O:I'IIIervat.ia and ~ 

1. 	 Balance ot ~ and 0C:IlSe:I:vat.1 

A ~ or ~ and ~ to the I-..l or loc:al b:IusiJlg 
markets-is neoeaaazy in tedc:'al policies and ~. An aa.,ate l~ or naw 
const.ruct:ia't is 1:!IQ1ired.lIIiIpK"ially far low and lII:XIa:I:ata irIcaae paqlle, the 
elderly. and the ~. and.to...t the lWdI or a 9JXlWJrq pc:ip.1l.at:.U:. 
AlCllYl with etfortato ...t ~ lWdI, ~ and batt:ar \lM or the 
existirq st:ock or u:dltIn bcusJrq IIbcIuld be a tcp priority. 

'lhere is an urgent I-..l to CD1IiIet'\Ia rent:al units and, in ImIY b:IusiJlg am.ta, to 
ir=ease the aupply or att~ rent:al units. 1118 lIIlUld MlIif:ICIrt. a c:arefUl 
strategy. :1nvolvinIJ II8IIerIIJ. CiWt~, that lIIlUld -.tat low. :a:dBrat:AI. and 
lDiddle ilxx:IIII f'maUiaa to daal with this ptd:)laII•. SUCb a ~ IIbcIuld irlcl.\da 
tax polic:y and IIIql8Iditme ~ that will Ca) ~ mint:a'IIInoe ot 
exist..i.D; rent:al bcus~=ees and rabllbllitat.1m at 8I.Ibat:anaard and ebIIn:knad
units, (b) provide _ and :I:IIIDII8 di&Jmanti_ .. far pI:Ilductian or 
affordable rental units in citiaa. and Ce) ~. that rental units -.iated 
un:lsr auc:b ~ CIUl be lIIIIintainad and will main viable CMIr the l.cnjJar IUIl. 
Middle ilxx:IIII upec:t:a or this ~ IIb::W.d not :1nvol.... cliJ:oct • .,..'diM b1t. 
rather sht:md. provide c:IlaD;Jaa in allcX:aticm within the privata l.c:n;I-1:8m Cll*Sit 
lIBrkets to _ g:L1IIIlter avaUabUity or ~iI..nt tinan::irq far naw 
ClClI'ISt.rI.Ic in citiaa. 

me ~ loc:ally edad.niate1:ad ~ to provide .illCanti_ far l'lcus1n;J far 
IIICdarate and low irIcaae pec:pl.e auc:b as ~ _ borda to pravida 
rehabUitat.1m and naw ClCrlIIt.!::uc: l.caIw far auc:b paqlle. 

http:rehabUitat.1m
http:ClClI'ISt.rI.Ic
http:rabllbllitat.1m
http:lbIsirq�O:I'IIIervat.ia
http:tunr:ii.rq
http:CCIlt.1.rut.ti
http:ain;le-t.Uy
http:rabllbUitat.1m
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2. Credit l'rO'Jr.IDB 

NLC SIJR)OI'ts CXIrd:.i.nlatioo of IIIUd!. Cl:8dit prognIIIB lUI tbose cerr1ed on I:Jy the 
Federal Iblsirq Mlain!.stration, the FaJ:mer:s aa. MIain!.stratioo, the Veterans 
Admini.stration, the 1"aderal am Gc:Mmmalt National It:Irtagi!lge Associat.ians, am 
the Federal aa. I.cIm JofDrt:gaga Cal:pcIraticn. n.se prognIIIB ate an int:egml part 
of the natioo'lII halsirq finan:le systa. 'lhey 1II.ISt, tbII:afora, be oriImted to 
se:rve better the ~ of older city ateIUI am of persana lotio wish to liva in 
older dwallin;J&. We Ul:98 flexibUity in ccnddezatian of !lfA am VA ;u1dIIIlines 
that will .cIdJ:WIS lcc:al ~. 

High interest: zates am del:egulatioo of the nation'lII finaJx:1al instit:ut:1ana haVe 
combined to unc1e:caina tba atruc:t:ure of ha.Isirq Cl:8dit MJ:ksta. We ate OOIlOet:rlled 
that lIm't:g!lge Cl:8dit be lMI.ilable to 00III!IUIIerIII am diiiIYel.qlerII of ha.Isirq at 
affordable zatea. We therafare III.lJilPOI:t tba 8I!II:IIblisbraIt of lIIEIIII1S to direct: 
capital into lIm't:g!lge furd.i.:g am to a1IIIUI:'8 atfQz:dable rates for new canst:l::ucted 
units, acquisitioo am nbIIbUitation, am bema ~. n.se atfomable 
lIm"tgageIII shI:W.d be used far units that ate not: pr1cad 1111c;rn1f1cantJ.y abcM!l araa 
medians. 

3. Rehabilitation 

Federal halsirq nbIIbUitatioo p.rogrIIIIIIII shI:W.d be exp'll'ded am sb:etlgt:banad. 'lhey 
shccld be auppl~, lUI ~, I:Jy acclal. aervioes am I:Jy bema owne:rahip am 
hale naint.enancEI ClOIJI'Belir:q. Iblsirq nbIIbUitation is a critical O:lIIpalllll'lt of 
local <XDIL1Il1ty raYiWizatioo effarta. NLC ~y III.lJilPOI:tII majar fIlIPIlIS1an of 
the Section 312 program am UJ.'9III8 that its adIIinistratian ~ flexible am 
avoid ~ fIaXIIIIU:!d.ng far apecial ~ of ~. 1tI'tf ha.Isirq 
rehabilitation program shI:W.d IIIII:W tba tuU range of nbabUitation ~ 
sirqle family amlll1lti-family units, as 'Wall as ~~ shI:W.d 
be recognized as aw ..mi.c:h ~ itaeU to ~ am nbabUitation of 
the halsirq stook as part of a ~ neigbbor:b:xx1 raYitalizatian effort, rather 
than as a program to rdla1d1ze Wividuals. 

We support fedsral inoantivaa for 1ncraaairq the fIIlIIILqf eff:lci.en::y of halsirq. 

4.~ 

Additional effort is ~ also to el.hIinate tba lmge rIlIIIbers of IIbIrdcnad 
l:Dl.sl.n; units ..mi.c:h e:NIIrt a retaJ:ding 1nfl1lll'lCB on <DIIIlnity 1lipw.~ effarta 
ani to caMtrt t!-. liabilities into qpntunities to foster ~ 
t:hrcu;!h ~~. In __ cities, tba fec&al. ~ is tba 
biggest IIIlUIII lan1lard. It is urgent, tbII:afora, that the fedsral ~ 
:revise am 1lIiDpl.1ty its nUlIIII with napect:: to all fedsrall.y-owned IIbIrdcnad 
l:Dl.sl.n; to petmit ~ am Cfili:k ~ acticn I:Jy lcc:al ~. It 
shccld in::lr:aM fIln:Is available far ~~ am shI:W.d lIIIkIa 
1II.lIli.cipally-owned am VA units el.ig1bla. 

5. other 

Finally, CUlllXebllrwiva halsirq ~ am nbIIbilitation rec;pina: tba 
ocmnit:ment am III.lJilPOI:t of tba natlan'lII l-ung irdJatry, ..mi.c:h III.ISt daYoI:e 

http:fIaXIIIIU:!d.ng
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c;p:eater ~ to t:I::Ia lDIsing z.a. of dacI!.y:l.J:rJ ~; tIIx .inca1ti_ 
tor cxnI8l'YIltim an:! x.habillt.at.i.a1 tbat effectively 0C1Ip.Ite with .inca1ti_ tor 
t:I::Ia ~ of ~ b:luairql an:! t:I::Ia c::a'II:imed dIMal.apalt of t:I::Ia 
rehabilit.at.i.a1 iJldI.tz:y ~ II.ICh ~ as 'lImkBt ~tim an:! -U 
business an:! lIdnarity 118t-u1des. 

c. Special lb.Isirq Nada 

1. Assisted. lb.Isin;J 

'.Ihe housirq 'lImkBt :I.a in a ads:l.a altuaticln an:! pu:t.icUlar1y it a::- nat Met the 
needs of oarta1n grc:q;a. '.Ihe probl_ :I.a 81)1110Jally acme tor tht::ae ~~ 
1.& nat lIidoIIq.Iata tor thaa to ~ decent: b:luairq at 'lImkBt ~. ~ 
haJseholds abould I:a CJt1tlad to lDIsing asa:I.at:anc:a ~ t.saraJ. an:! IJtata 
pra;raIIIIS. 

ot pu:t.icUlar ~ am tldaral IItIbBidy progl.'IIIIIIB which aid in the 
ccnst:J:uotial of b:Iuain;J tor pac:pl.e with lew an:! JDierata ~, the e.l.derly, an:! 
the Mrr1iaIpped. on-~ly 1IlO'. Sact1cn 8lD1sing asa:I.at:anc:a 
pro;JraIIIS, plbl10 b:Iuain;J, hlmIII:II' aa. AdInin1at::I:at progl.'IIIIIIB, an:! the b:Iuain;J 
for the elderly P[(:q.t~ the l:Illy IIOU.t'C»B ot ~ txllsirq for tht::ae 1dlO 
am unable to ciJtain b:luairq withcut t.saraJ. assist.ancle. RIC ~ 
BUll&tantially higI::ar l-:J.s of tundln:J tor 1:1-. oritioal tx:llsin;J pttX!uct.icIn 
pra;raIIIIS an:! U%988 the ~ to provida IIIllti""Jl8lll:' tundln:J to _ 
cxm.inuity an:! to tacilitats plbl10 an:! privata pl.arlninI) an:! ~ 
efforts. H:Im spacit'1oally, we Ul:!JII t:I::Ia tIdaral ~ to pr:avida adaquata 
program ~: 400,000 IIlO units aI'IUIlly, eppartia'IIId 1IIIDlIjJ~, x.habillt.at.i.a1 
an:! ex1&t1nrJ unit .nidi- IICIXII.'d1n;J to the ~ted lb.Isirq Msi.starx:Ie Plmw, 
an:! 200,000 MIA units amaUy. In aMitim, ~ahip abould I:a ~ 
~ lew .1nta.tast laIIna an:! atb8r Illbaidy progl.'IIIIIIB to aka !..-~ 
possible tor tht::ae lew ~ grc:q;a I'ICIW ~ totally to l1virq in rental 
units. 

'.Ihe Sact1cn 8 pa:cgra- 1.nc.1.u:'l.ing its ~, rehabilitated an:! erxi.8tin;J tx:llsin;J 
el~~ iJpartant tor o1t1ee. A mr:e aocmata a.. lI·at of fair 
marXet .ta\tB abould I:a IB/Ia tor spacit'1o __ .tather than tor IIllti"'OCUlty 
_, an:! fair :a1:Dt. .ta\tB abould I:a treIp!ntly qldated as a IBttar of COIlI:IIe 

durin:) ~ of intl.atiaI in CII:dIIr to CCIJIlIQIIlta tor an:! taka into IICOOIlI'II: 
i.n:::nIased cx:atB of b:Iuain;J ~ an:! qlIIr.'at.ial. 

'.Ihe low-mnt plbl10 b:Iuain;J progna prcwicIeB decent: b:luairq tor 1Ii.ll.1cIw of 
l.!:»-~ pep1.e. Ib:b of th:I.a b:Iualn;J, llI:MMIr, :I.a nat Il'IE9Y ett1o.imt an:! ball 
bec:x:mIiI lIIiI1:'i.o.laly dIIIt:e:I:ic:It attc: -W yars of iI'It;AaI1ve uae. ~ pa:iarlty 
ahcW.d I:a given to tIdaral lllbaidlM lo1bi.c:b am laCIad en a ocnt:1:ruin;J I:IIIIIia tor 
cp!.rIltirq lllbaidlM, JD:Samizat.1at of unita, .akin; t:I::Ia unita Il'IE9Y ett1o:iIbt, 
an:! the ptW1sicIn of IIOClial ...n.c- (incl1.lClin;J CXlUIW8l.i11q an:! tinsnc1.al 
~) it the mtim'. ~ in this iJpartant IICm08 ot b:Iualn;J :I.a to 
be probIota:1. ~ abould fUltill ita c:aIIIIi.t::IIIant to pr:avida t\IIDI to nplaoa 
~ lost as a ~t of the IIEDc:IkB _daIIIat to P.L. 93-383. In ~ 
ccnst:J:uotial, das1;n of plbl10 b:Iualn;J pll!Qjaots abould mr:e olcaaly can:1IIIIPCD1 to 
t:I::Ia needa of the inhabitanta. Finally, plbl10 b:luairq I\III1t: nat be CXlIIIicSated the 
txllsirq of lut ~. It I\III1t: I:a adIIIiniBt:s.t' In II.ICh a wtt:I as to II1II)1d 

http:tinsnc1.al
http:x.habillt.at.i.a1
http:rehabilit.at.i.a1
http:x.habillt.at.i.a1
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fuI'ds an:1 enatgy abcuJ.d not be diwrtC to ~ prcbJ._ trca ~ turda an:1 
ene.rqy nq.rlred to IIOlve low- an:1 .:xIamte-1ncx:IIIa bcusinq ~. Ifc:n1ul:I8idy 
~ abcuJ.d be -mad. Special. attanticn abcuJ.d '!.Y!"wn to ~ r..s to 
cx:ntrol hcA.lsinq ccat:a 1:lnaJgh aDpllt1catia'l of bcusinq ~ an:1 
other ~ in ragulatiaw that new incur ~ ccat:a an:1 1:lnaJgh 
alternative tinancinq ~ that hava IIIdacplte CCI'IBImBr aataguardII. Since 
substantial. bcusinq m!haidi. are alreIIdy available to IIIi.ci1l.e 1ncx:IIIa bCll8IIbol.ds, 
further subsidies abcuJ.d be diractad at ~ hcusahcl.da ally to .au- other 
goals besiclss bcusinq aftardability: anccuraqinq tt.R to live in citJ.. ar to \W8 
existin:J hcA.lsinq that wtW.d ct:he%wise be wasted. 

3. Hoosinq-related ~ 

Bricks an:1 1IIlr'tar, by u-lvaa, are not autticiatt to upgrade the cpIlity of 
urt>an lite tar city naidents. IbI8in;J ~ DlSt include prcwiaiaw tar 
lorq-tem ~ve aervioea tar low- an:1 1IIldEate-1ncx:IIIa ~ an:1 
associated ~ve aervioea to craate an:1 -.int:ain a bMltby ~ an:1 
scx:ial naighbadxxx1 _ircnDent. PartialJ.ar attanticn abcuJ.d be diractad tamd 
tlle prdllaus of eccn::.aicaUy-dsplu:lllnt IIinql.e-parant tmilies, the eldarly, an:1 
large families. 

4 .....~" 

Hoosinq progrms help aciliava other gcal.a besidaa 1ncaaa tzmBter. PrcpcaalII to 
""cash-clUt" bcusinq progrms tar wltare, wit:hcut. the additial of a vast IBI 
mn::unt ot mcniaa to the wltare ~, wtW.d hava a negative effect til the 
effort to provide decant bcusinq tar .vcycna an:1 we tmretare qp:lS8 tt.R. 

5. Hoosinq an:1 the Tax CccSe 

Priority in tedaral. bcusinq ~ ptOVidad diactly ar 1:lnaJgh 
prcvisi.Clls in the tax oocIe--sba1l.d be giwn to ..t:in;J the bCIlsirr; r.a. of 
people wOO ccul.d not ct:he%wise d:Jtain decant, attardable bcusinq. 'DIe bel.ance 
between mcniaa daYctad to low-1ncx:IIIa bcusinq aDistance an:1 the ~ 
prcvisialS of the tax caIa abcuJ.d be rwiaMi. 

All federal bcusinq assistance, includinq that 1obic:b ~ta trca prcwiaiaw in 
the tax CXlde, abcuJ.d be ccnaic:lem1 in a bcusinq policy a:ntaxt:. All a IIbIp in that 
direct1an, we %8CCIDB'd that the 1'l-.ident include in his I:Iudg8t ~ an:1 the 
Corgress include in ita tirllt I:Iudg8t r.oluticn, an analysis of the cIistrlb1t1CIl 
of all bcusinq assistance amr:n;J 1ncaaa ~. 

Revenues realized trca ~ in hcusin;J-ralata tax prcvisiaw an:1 trca bcusinq 
expen:liture ~ abcuJ.d be u.s tar producticn, rahabilitaticn, an:1 bcusinq 
allowancas tar low-1ncaaa bCIlsehol.cIII. 

http:PartialJ.ar
http:hcusahcl.da
http:bCll8IIbol.ds
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6. states' Jbl.es in Maat.in; Spacial. ~ Heeds 

To vazyin) ~, .tat.- haw ~ inYolvad in provi.cUlq assistance to .at 
special rwam. 'lham IIhDuld nat, m-var, be arty ganaral trmBfar of rcl.as in 
federal hcusin;J p:cgraE flail l.ocal. ~ to states. Insofar u state rcl.as 
do incruse, the state IIhDuld provida additicrJal. 1aIiaB, IIhDuld provide tar its 
administrative cxats, IIIld IIhDuld OCIlBUlt with IIIld d:Itain ~ of lccal 
qc:r.rernments t:hraIgh their state ~ in dasi.gnilq IIIld ~ the 
programs. 

7. Hatelessness 

High UllIIIplC7jDB1t rates, p:Il.iciaa tar dit-irBtitutialalizaticn, I:ludgBt cuts in 
social service p:cgraE, IIIld otmr factars bIlYe CXIIirlned to incraue the IUIbIr 
of Amer.icllns \oh) r..s feed, c:l.otbin), IIIIhel.tar IIIld toilet tacill~. on- pac:ple 
turn to lccal gcv&nIB'It tar aasistanca, especially in ~, IIIld ~ 
prcblEIIIS baccIIIa ~ .are IIalte in the winter Ja'Iths. on- rwam DBt be IIIBt I:lut 
lcx:al ~ are UMble to carry the increasin) t:mda'I. 'Dla faiaral 
gcvemment beIIrs raapt'llSibility tar __ of the causes of this incraue in the 
mmiler of l1un;ty IIIld taaJ._ 1IIm'i.carB. MIl urge the fedaral. gcvamatt to 
acknowledge this raap::rwibility IIIld to CCIlt:inIe to provide asaistanoa to l.ocal. 
governments IIIld lccal partnarshipa to ~ the rwam of all peracnI affact:ad
byhanel__• 

D. 'lhe LocaticrJal. DilDanaiat of HClUsin) 

'lhe National I.eIIgua of Ci~ is vary CCIICIILTl8d with the loc::atialal. clliaBian of 
hcusinJ-the iDpact of the pl.atamlt IIIld availability of c!well.inJI at the nature of 
American CXIIIII.lIli~. 

1. Growth PIlttems 

'!his locaticrJal. dilIanaian bas two aspact:s. First, there is the ~ of 
physical grcwth pat.1:.c:IB. HIC ~ --aubD:txm spmwl" IIIld diairMIat:Iaatt flail 
cities IIIld parts of ci~ bacIII.a tbBy urdara1t the vitality ofaxistin;J uzban 
places, lm9a IIIld .all, IIIld baaIuBe tbay ~y~VBl~ ql8II 
space IIIld agricultural lIIIld. HIC ~ the intelligent ~ of grcwtb, 
inc:l1Xiing bcusin) dIIIIalqlB'lt, tar the p!tpCII8 of sustaining' IIIld ~ the 
vitality IIIld cpal.ity of life in cur natian's ci~. 

Federal IIIld state poli.ciE that directly ar indirectly provida incantJ._ tar 
sprawl ar far ~ flail ci~ IIhDuld be J:8II8t'II8d. Fedaral IIIld state 
programs IIhDuld favar the ~ of IBf CCI18tructian in ~ 
areas. TaX incantJ._ IIhDuld al.ao be '-' to aICCUrIIIJ8 bcusin) ~ in IBf 
am ex1st.inq I:luil.dilIJII in distr-s _ of ci~. RI9Jl,atiat IIIld atbar 
ccntrols of bIrlIdn) IIIld the ~ el.-a of the bcusin) indu8b:y IIhDuld 
cx:nt1rua to _ t.cam'd raK:JYal. of buriars to city ~ IIIld incantJ._ 
shalld be pravida:1 that favar city bcusin). Discriminatiat 8I)Ilinat city l.ocatians 
sbcul.d be r8I:MId flail all ~ of iraJranca. 

As middle IIIld URJE clasa ~ in ~ occura, prcviaicnI DBt 
be made, t:hraIgh the IB8 of to.in; ~, tar law IIIld KdIIrate ~ IIIld 
aqad perac:nI \oh) are patsltially dillpl"" by~. 
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2. HoJsin;J ~t1. 

'.!he secxn1 upect of the l.oaat.!..c:nII d1:IImsicn of bI:aIaiD;r ill .ac1al aM bill! to do 
with WIlt gn:qa of pec:pla can li... in todlidl pl.aca aM with Wlat ld:rda of cit1. 
result. NI.C qpBM all bI:aIaiD;r di.IIar.::bdnat that: dI'II'daa pec:pla equal __ to 
ho.Isin;J qportun.:I.t1.. NI.C ~ anact::.nt: aM ~ ~It of 
policies that maim aM raqu1re • w.tda ~ of bI:uII.!.nJ q:p:a:tunit.iea tar all 
persa'lII in the cxamdty ar ~ of their dloica. We ~ that: 
catm.lIlit1. haw an atti1::mti..... cbJ...i.qatia1 to proviiIe bcus:lnjJ qportun.:I.t1. tar 
pec:pl.e of all races, aJIEIS, _, aM ~. We auppart:. entaI:OiE&It of 
reasonable ""ta1r 1Iha:.I:e" ~, 1ncl1ll:11nq daniala of teCIarel pt'Cgl!lIIII 
:fundi; to cxamdt1. that: mo.e to proviiIe aderpIt.e bI:uII.!.nJ tar l.oII aM .:xtm:at:a 
m:ane pec:pl.e. We al.ao ~ the teCIarel ~ to proviiIe financial 
incentives far 1Dpl~ of auc:h ""ta1r 1Iha:.I:e" ~. 

NI.C SIlfPOX'I;s a nat.l..cnIl policy tavar:i:!:Iq the pz:aID\:i.a'I aM ~ of bI:aIaiD;r 
markets-en:l. ~t equally attract Mmesaakara trail all mclal 
groups aM do flO by lIIIWIIII that expiII'd, not limit, opt.ialB far 1mividl.lal.s. 

NI.C SIlfPOX'I;s sttagl::brned federal laB arr1 Cltarcaalt. ~ against bI:uII.!.nJ 
discrilninatial. 'lba st:arldal'd of pr:oof tar discrimina1:icn IItlalld be ett.at (mtbar 
than intent). Hanrlli::ej;:pd per&ICDJ aM talId.lies with chll.d.t."al IItlalld be ~ 
categories. An administrati... law :ltd;le ~ IItlalld be the pt::bm:y MCilan:1sm 
for adjudic:at:lnjJ 1miviLUal c:xzpl.sint:a of bI:uII.!.nJ discrim1naticn. In additial, 
the Executive Brm:tl IItlalld be sut:ho:rlzed to p.mIUS ~ the ccurt:a arrj 
ho.Isin;J d:iscrimi.natJc~. In 0I:t'Ier to be certified .. oa!pIrIIbJ.e aM t::hus 
to supersede federal laB, atate aM local laB IItlalld guarantee similar righta 
arr1 provide similar ramies to the federal law. 

E. '!he ~ GovernaIant Role 

City ~ haw • IIIIljar arr1 arucial role to play in IIClI:I1.avinJ the natian's 
ho.Isin;J goals. 'lhis has been 1nc:nIuin;J1y true sfnoa the 1b.Is:lnjJ arr1 O::mIImity 
DeveJ.opaent l\ct of 1914 greatly IIb:agt:banad local ~' inYal~ in 
ca:rryin;J 0Jr federal. bcus:lniJ _i.st.ama pt1:lgrI.IlIIS in the cxntext: of t:ba loc:al1t1.. 
overall o:munity c1e!I1elcpllEll1t etfarts. 'ltI cartY wi: this role, loc:al ~ lIQJt 
have adequate ~ arr1 authorit1. within ~ teCIarel pt1:lgrI.IlIIS. 

'.!he locally-prepmd Ib.Is:lnjJ Assi.st.ama Plan (HM') pt'CI'Iidas cit1. with the 
CWOrtunity to maIce auc:h lIBy bcus:lnjJ dIIc::i.aictls .. the IIIix tet::waIm 1'Iai, rababilltstad, 
am exi.sti1g 1:nlS:lnjJ to be aEisted; the type of bcus:lnjJ to be bdlt ar utilizecll aM 
the location of auistad bI:aIaiD;r unite. NI.C bel~ that, within :bt:!::IId tedIiI:al. 
guidelines, ~ dec.isil:InB lIQJt -m at the loc:al ~, a::.pt tar ~ 
reasons of lIIlticnal ~. Fedaral auppart:. ill maSed, boNeYar, to balp IIIIIke 
available the detailed intClt'lllll.ti.Qa maSed by loc:alit1. to IIIIIke auc:h decisials, 
intormation todlidl ill otten 1nadequate. 

i\lrther federal. arr1 local ~ with HI\.PII 'ItIt1.'J 8IIOl... into an even braIIdar am 
mre extensive role far local ~ in can:yin;J wi: bcus:lniJ ~ pt1:lgrI.IlIIS 
tIu:t'A.gh the c1e!I1elcpllEll1t of a ho.Is:lnjJ block grant pt'Cgl!lIIII. tJndar SI¥i1 • block grant, 
local ~ IItlalld proviiIe the fI.Ill ~ of bI:aIaiD;r _1IItanCe am auppart:.in; 
social servic:es in QCnjIlllCl:icn with t:ba ~ activit1. tbsy now cartY wi: 
IlI"Iler the O::mIImity Il8Irel.cpIIEII1t Bloc:lt Grant pt'Cgl!lIIII. NI.C urges that the teCIarel 

http:auppart:.in
http:tIu:t'A.gh
http:intClt'lllll.ti.Qa
http:bI:uII.!.nJ
http:bI:uII.!.nJ
http:bI:uII.!.nJ
http:qportun.:I.t1
http:bI:uII.!.nJ
http:anact::.nt
http:qportun.:I.t1
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gove.mnent explore the fMS1hl.lity of • bcusing block gmnt prcgr!JII t:bmlI;jh 
damonstratioo prog:ras in aal.ected u:d:en .-. 

IDeal ~~..... CIU'l do .m to tacilltat.e bcusing cx:rwt:z:uct:ia. reCIuce 
halsing costs, an:l ~ the existing bcusing at«!It ~ parlcd1c updIlting of 
rellil\1allt ccxIaa. In ID11ticn, zalin;J 1-. IIbculd be CIIZ'8fully acrut:.1nized to pamit 
ocnstruc:I:ia! of bcusing far • vida raJlI)It of ~ an:l age ~. state ~ 
IIIhoold l:'EIID/Il J:1IIISt:ri.cI: that ~ local ~ tI:aR ..:king 1:1-. II!'d 
related~. 

http:J:1IIISt:ri.cI
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HOUSING POLICY STATEMENT OF THE 

NATIONAL LEASED HOUSING ASSOCIATION 


Preamble 


Although the vast majority of Americans are well-housed, 
severe housing problems nonetheless exist as evidenced by the 
following: 

- The ever-increasing homeless population, estimated at from 
300,000 (HUD estimate) to 3,000,000 (estimate of housing 
advocates). 

- Large public housing waiting lists, such as 44,000 in 
Chicago, 60,000 in Miami, and 200,000 in New York City. 

- Low income people spending too much of their income on 
housing: for example, one-thi~d of single mothers utili:e 
75 percent of their income for housing. 

- There is a large gap in the number of the low-income 
families and the housing available for them; the 
Neighborhood Reinvestment Corporation estimates that by
1993 that gap will equal 3.7 million units and by 2003 
there will be a 7.8 million gap between the number of low 
income families and the units available to house them. 

These housing needs are familiar. The goal of the Senate 
Banking, Housing and Urban Affairs Committee is to determine the 
bes~ ways to meet them. We understand that the Committee, and 
its special task force, will be re-evaluating from ground zero 
all existing programs as well as exploring all new alternatives. 
The NatIonal Leased Housing Association also utilized this 
approach in preparing this paper. 

To formulate NLHA policy, our president appointed a special 
task force with the charge of taking a fresh look at all of 
today's housing issues. We established the following procedure.
First, we determined the various categories of the housing needy
in that different approaches must be utilized for varying housing
needs. We then examined what programs should be utilized to meet 
each of the needs. This analysis allowed us to determine the 
optimum contours of any new housing production program, as well 
as helping us determine which present programs should continue. 

1. 	 Categories of Housing Need 

We identified seven broad categories of housing need as 
follows: 

A. 	 Handicapped, Frail. Elderly, and Others with 
Special Service Requirements

B. 	 Other Special Needs Categories: 
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1. Farm Workers 
2. Indians 
3. The homeless 
4. Very large families 

C. The rural poor· 
D. Very low income urban poor
E. The elderly poor
F. The working poor
G. Moderate income groups 

II. Tools to Meet the Needs 

Upon 	 analyzing the needs. we concluded that the 
federal government should provide four basic tools to 
meet them - the present Section 8 existing certificate 
program: continuation of such categorical programs as 
rural assistance under Title V of Housing Act of 1949, 
Section 202, Section 8 moderate rehabilitation and 
public housing on a limited basis: a new block 
grant program funded off budget from a federal housing 
trust fund, and tax incentives. 

Section of Existing Program 

The Section 8 existing program has proven highly
successful. Currently, this program is administered 
through either Section 8 certificates or vouchers. 
Although there are significant differences between 
certificates and vouchers, basically they are very
similar programs in concept. The major difference 
between certificates and vouchers are that under the 
voucher program, a tenant can pay higher than 30 
percent of family income for rent if the family so 
chooses and the landlord can receive more than the 
HUD-approved fair market rent. The concepts of rent 
reasonableness and affordability are included in the 
workings of the certificate program and not the 
voucher program. However. both variations rest on the 
sound concept of utilizing existing housing stock. 
when available. to meet low-income housinq needs. 
Certainly in an era of escalating building costs, 
preservatlon of our existing housing stock is a most 
sensible and necessary approach. 

How can certificates or vouchers be utilized to meet 
the seven categories of need outlined above? 
Utilization of the existing stock is especially useful 
for meeting the needs of very large families when 
rentals are available, the very low income urban poor
again assuming the availability of units that meet 
housing quality standards. as well as the elderly and 
working poor. If decent existing stock is available. 
it should be utilized rather than building new housing
for very low income people. 

• 	 This includes rural poor who own land but have no other 
liquid assets. These wland rich- families should qualify 
for housing assistance. 
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Other Categorical Programs 

There are some areas where there just is not a supply
of existing housing available for low income renters. 
In rural areas, this is especially true. For that 
reason, we favor the continuance of the Section 515 
rural rental program as well as the Section 514 and 
516 program for migrant workers. Likewise, in many 
areas there is not a sufficient stock of apartments
suitable for elderly tenants. Accordingly, the 
Section 202 elderly housing program, with its proven
track record. should also be continued and targeted 
more carefully. The Section 8 moderate rehab program
effectively helps to preserve low income housing and 
prevent abandonment in urban neighborhoods. Finally.
there also may be instances in urban areas where 
public housing is the only feasible method to increase 
the stock and for that reason, the public housing 
program should always be kept on the books and 
utilized on a limited basis. 

Housing Block Grant Program 

We have stressed the need for the continuation of the 
Section 8 existing program and certain categorical
federal programs. However, to meet the diverse 
requirements of the seven categories of housing needy
described above, we believe that a program that could 
result in housing production is a necessity. The 
problem in determining the proper production vehicle 
is that housing needs vary locality by locality, and 
that it is impossible to state on a national basis how 
scarce housing production funds should be utilized. 
Accordingly, Congress should institute a Housing Block 
Grant program (BSG) to provide funds to localities who 
in turn would determine how production dollars could 
best be utilized in their community. On a macro 
basis, production funds are necessary to meet the 
housing needs of those in special categories such as 
the handicapped and frail elderly, especially those 
needing health services, selective new construction 
in tight markets for the very low income urban poor,
the elderly poor. and to house the working poor in 
mixed income projects receiving a shallow subsidy. 
Block grant funds could also benefit moderate income 
families living in newly constructed mixed income 
projects. Also, block grant funds could be utilized 
to assist moderate income first time home buyer loans. 
Indeed, localities might want to experiment with 
convertible certificates that can either be utilized 
for rental subsidies or for mortgage payments. 

The BBG program would be analogous to the community

development (CDBG) program, setting forth standards 

and requirements to be met before any funding

allocation was made, including the establishment of 

state and local housing plan requirements, fair 
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housing requirements, urban-rural fair share criteria. 
and a criteria of eligible use which should be very
broad. 

The Housing Trust Fund could be funded off-budget from 
a number of sources: first. the present housing
development action grant (HODAG) and rental 
rehabilitation programs under Section 17 of the United 
States Housing Act could be rolled into the block 
grant. Other funding sources for a housing trust fund 
could be a transfer tax on real estate transactions. a 
tax on the interest from escrow accounts that would be 
earmarked directly for the fund. or a portion of the 
tax on capital gains on the sale of real estate. The 
fund would be an ideal vehicle for private donations 
from corporations. civic groups and individuals 
desiring to help low income housing. 

III. Utilization of Tax Incentives 

History has shown that no matter what type of housing 
program is developed. it does not contain enough
incentives to attract private capital on its own. The 
Section 8. Section 236, and Section 221(d)(3)BMIR
program would not have worked without the incentives 
of the tax code. As an illustration, at this time, 
the Section 515 rural rental program would not be 
successful but for its combination with the Low Income 
Housing Tax Credit. 

Today the only tax incentive for low income housing is 
the Low Income Housing Tax Credit contained in Section 
42 of the Internal Revenue Code. We believe that the 
credit has gotten off to a very successful start, and 
has all the earmarks of a workable program. The tax 
credit program sunsets on December 31. 1989. If in 
the next year the program turns out to be as 
successful as we expect. a strong argument can be 
forwarded for making the tax credit a permanent 
program to be used in conjunction with the Section 8 
certificate program, Section 515, and programs funded 
under the HBG program. If on the other hand. it turns 
out that the tax credit is not a succeSSful program,
then the amount of tax expenditure involved in the 
credit (uP to $3 billion annually) should be.utilized 
to help fund the housing trust fund. 

Another innovative approach utilizing the tax laws 
without returning to the prior tax shelter mechanism 
would be to allow tenants to deduct the portion of 
their rent attributable to the owner's interest 
payments and property taxes. This change would treat 
tenants equally with homeowners, who are allowed to 
make such deductions. The result would be far greater
ability of middle-income renters to pay the necessary 
rent for the unit and would encourage the construction 
of additional rental housing without the institution 
of an elaborate program mechanism. 

78-541 0 - 87 - 23 
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IV. ~ 

Our housing approach described above is set forth in 
outline and matrix forms in Appendix A and B. Within 
this framework, let us now summarize the roles of the 
federal, state and local governments in providing
housing. 

The federal government: The federal government must 
always have a programmatic and financial role in the 
subsidization of housing, and must establish national 
policies and goals needed to insure decent, safe and 
sanitary housing for every American. Through Section 
8 certificates, the continuation of the rural Title V, 
Section 202 and public housing programs, as well as 
the new HBG program. the federal government should 
financially assist the development of new housing and 
the ability of tenants to pay for decent existing 
housing. Although not addressed in this paper on low 
income housing, the federal government should maintain 
a credit support system through the Federal Housing
Administration, the Government National Mortgage
Association (including its tandem plans when 
necessary), as well as providing tax incentives 
through the Low Income Housing Tax Credit to stimulate 
housing. 

State governments: We strongly encourage the recent 
trend towards greater housing concern and innovative 
housing assistance programs by the states. We would 
envision that as state governments now administer the 
CDBG in small cities and rural areas, that it likewise 
administers the housing block grant for such 
communities. Also. the state governments should 
continue their very useful role in the financing of 
housing through the state housing finance agencies.
Finally, state governments are in a particularly
unique provision to provide technical assistance to 
localities and non-profits through training,
consulting services, social service coordination and 
housing planning. 

Local governments and Public Housing Authorities: We 
believe that the public housing authority generally
should administer the Section 8 certificate program.
The city. or if delegated by the city, the local 
housing authority should administer the new housing
block grant program. (Some cities may wish to 
delegate this authority to a housing development
corporation or community development corporation.)
Local governments should exercise its control over 
zoning permits in such a manner to increase affordable 
housing opportunities. Local government should 
allocate a part of their local revenue to augment the 
HBG program, along with providing technical assistance 
to private and non-profit organizations. 
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In this report, we attempted to outline today's housing needs and 
the tools to meet them. We have purposefully dealt with broad 
concepts instead of program specifics. Once a broad approach has 
been accepted, we stand ready to work with the Committee and its 
staff as we have done for the past fifteen years to translate 
these broad concepts into a new housing legislation which will 
allow us to reach the illusive goal of a decent home and a 
suitable living environment for every American. 
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Appendix A 

A. 	 Special Housing/
Service Needy

Handicapped 	and 
Elderly 

B. 	 Special Housing
Needy 

1. Far_orkers 
2. Indians 
3. ~less 

4. 	Very Large
Families 

C. Rural Poor 

D. 	 Very Low Income 
Urban Poor 

E. Elderly poor 

F. Working Poor 

G. Moderate Income 

NQIIonaI 
a.c:.d 

~ 
;;;:n: 

" 

PROGRAMS REQUIRED TO MEET HOUSING NEED 

Section 8 Certificates Categorial Proqram 

x 	 Section 202 

Section 514/516 

Public Housing 
Public Housing/SRO
and RehabIf Stock 

Available Public Housing 

If Stock Section 515 
Available 

If Stock PUblic Housing/
Available Section 8 Mod Rehab 

x Section 202/Public
Housing 

x Section 8 Mod Rehab/
Public Housing 

x 

Housinq Block Grant 

New Construction/
Scattered Sites 

Funding to Non-Profits 

New Construction 
When Necessary ~ 

t-:I 
Selective New 

Construction in Tight

Markets - Dispersed 


Spot New Construction 

New Construction 
Mixed IncolIIiII 

Development 


New Cona~ruction 
Mixed I nCOIIIe 

Development 

Firat-Time Homebuyer
Loans 

Convertible 

Certificates - Rental 

Subsidy/Mortgage 

Paylllillnt 
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National 
leased 

NLHA Appendix B ~ ---, 
I. Method/Programs Required to Meet Housing Needs 

A. 	 Special Housing/Service Needy (Handicapped/
Frail Elderly) 

1. Section 8 Existing and Section 202 
2. New Construction (scattered sites)

through Housing Block Grant 

B. Special Housing Needy 
1. ers: Sections 514/516 through YmHA 
2. 	 ns: Public Housing Program 
3. 	 ess: Non-Profit/Public Housing emphasis on 

gle Room Occupany (SRO) and Rehab 
4. 	Very Large Families: Section 8 Existing and Public 

Housing 

C. Rural Poor 
1. Section 515 Projects

1 	 2. New Construction through Housing Block Grant 
3. Section 8 Certificates, if stock available 

D. Very Low Income Urban Poor 

I 1. Section 8 Certificates and Moderate Rehab 


2. Selective New-Construction through HousingI 
Block 	Grant in Tight Markets - Dispersed 

3. Public Housing 

E. Elderly PoorJ 1. Section 202 
2. Section 8 Certificates 
3. Spot 	New Construction funded by Housing Block Grant 
4. Public Housing 

F. Working Poor 
1. Section 8 Certificates and Moderate Rehab 
2. 	New Construction - In Mixed Income Development 

funded by Housing Block Grant 
3. Public Housing 

G. Moderate Income 
1. 	New Construction - In Mixed Income Development 

funded by Housing Block Grant 
2. Section 8 Certificates 
3. 	First-time Homebuyer Loans through Housing Block 

Grant 
4. 	Convertible Certificate funded by Housing Block 

Grant - Rental SubSidy/Mortgage Payment
J 5. Tax 	Deduction for Rent
i 

I 
i 

; 
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National 

Low Income Housing Coalition 
1012 Fourteenth Street, N.W., Suite 1006, Washington, D.C. 20005 • (202) 662.1530 

Han. Edward W. Brooke, Honorary Chairperson 

Hon. Alan Cranston 

Chairman 

Subcommittee on Housing and Urban Affairs 
U.S. Senate 

Washington, D.C. 20510 


Dear Sen. Cranston: 

On behalf of the Board of Directors of the National Low 
Income Housing Coalition, it is my pleasure to submit to you the 
enclosed materials as you requested in your letter to me. 
Enclosed you will find a copy of the Basic Principles adopted by 
our organization to guide the development of a decent national 
housing policy. These Basic Principles were adopted after a 
lengthy process of conSUltation and review by grass-roots housing 
consumers, advocates, nonprofit agencies providing housing
services to low income consumers, and. others who are members of 
the National Low Income Housing Coalition. They represent our 
best attempt to provide a framework around which a national 
housing policy can be constructed. These principles are 
currently being reviewed by our Board and membership, and there 
may be changes adopted in the next several months as our process
continues. If there are, I will forward a revised copy to you
illllllediately. In the meantime, I recommend these principles to 
you strongly. 

The NLIHC is also in the midst of a policy development 
process which we hope will lead to draft legislation for your
consideration to create a Community-Based Housing Supply program.
Such a program also grew out of our grass-roots policy making 
process and would provide direct funding for housing preservation 
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and development.activities carried out by community-based
nonprofit organizations. such organizations have in recent years 
grown substantially in capacity and sophistication. In many 

i 
~ communities, such groups are the only ones carrying out effective 

programs to create and preserve affordable housing for low and 
very low income persons. We had hoped to have a finished draft 
of this legislation prepared in time for today's deadline. We 
were not able to do so. But I will forward the results of thisf lengthy process to you as soon as it is finished later this
! month. 


Thank you for the opportunity to offer our views for your1 consideration. As your work progresses, we look forward to 
working closely with you to craft legislation which will fulfill 
the principles outlined in the attached materials. Thank you for1 your consideration. 

Sincerely, 

7:r~ 
aa{'ry Zigas 
President 

encl. 

I 
j 

1,~ 
f 
j 

f 
J, 

; 

I 
J 
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LOW INCOME HQUSIN; PQUCV 8TAJEMENI1 

BASIC PRINCIPLES 

Decent. safe and sanitary sheller Is one of the bare necessities of 11Ie. All people 
share the basic human right to live in dignity. safety. and securtly. The ~era! 
govemment baars the fundamental responsibllty for ensuring that the opportunity to 
obtain dacent. affordable housing with a choice of location Is avalable to aI In 
our society •• regardless of race. creed. age. famly composition. or Income 1evaI. 
All housing programs should be responsive to consumer. tenant. neighborhood and 
community needs and preferences. and accessible to aI without regard to race. creed. 
gender, family composition or handicap. 

The federal govemment has the responsiblity and the resources to ensure that 
adequate housing for tow Income people Is pt'OIIided throughout the United States: In 
Inner cIIles. In suburbs. in smaY towns and rural areas. Only the ladera! goyemrnent 
cen mount programs which provide uniform standerds and protections. whle leaving 
lexibilty to states. local governments, and other InstiIutIons. Including the 
private sector. to adapt them to the range of housing needs which exist in our 
country. 

Federal housing expenditures should giva highest priortly to thosa with the most 
critical housing needs: people IMng in inadequate housing; people displaced or 
threatened by displacement. from whatever ceuse; and people whose incomes are too tow 
to bear tha high cost of decent shelter. 

These basic principles are fundamental and should undergird an housing policy and 
program development Moreover, there is no single approach which. in and of itself, 
wiU deal with our low income housing problems. Making dacent housing a reality will 
require a range of policies and programs. In our view. the eight elements of this 
policy (set forth below) are all essential. They are not alternatilles, and none can 
be omitted. We recognize that there are, in addition, special housing needs which 
must be addressed: housing for homeless people, tor elderly people, for people with 
disabilities, for special groups such as farmworkers and Indians. We believe that 
specific approaches to assure that those people's needs are met should be developed 
within the framework of our policy. 

ExPlanation. After close to half a century of housing a~'y lance, there 
are stll milions of people who need it. For every very-1oc••ncome renter 
household IMng In subsidized housing, there are three OIh&rs who need it. 
who probably want II, and who can't gat II - 7.5 mlion households in 
an. There are another 10 mllion owner households in the very-low-income 
category: households with incomes below 50% of median. Furthermore, wa 
have barely begun to root out housing discrimination. 

Moreover, despite the accomplishments of ladera! housing progrems, which 
now provide shelter to one renter household In 10, there Is a growing tow 
income housing crisis. Homelessness is Increesing dramaticaly. Housing 
quality, after dacedes of improvement, has begun to decline. Between 1970 

1 This statement was adopted by the National Low Income Housing Coalition 
after a long process of review and comment, beginning with distribution of a 
draft to our membership in August 1983, with requests for additional idees and 
comments. The statement was revised several times to reflect the views of our 
members and board and, fineRy, was amended e~d adopted by the delegates to the 
Second National Low Income Ht"!".~g Conferenr:~ in June 19&1. It was annotated 
with more recent figures by Cus"·.J N. DoIbe~,' .n Dacember 1986. 
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and 1980, low rent units (under $125 per month) were disappearing from the 
Inventory at the rate of almost 500.000 units annudy. because of rent 
increases. conversions. and demolitions. 

Meanwhle. the federal government has all but abandoned its historic 
commitment to "a decent home and a suitable liIIIng environment for every 
American famly" as low income housing programs have baen slashed more 
deeply than any other major federal actMly. The numbar of additional 
subsidized units provided under all HUO and Farmers Home Administration 
programs has dropped from 321.000 In 1981 to fawer than 154,000 In 1983.2 

It has long baen recognized that thera is simply no way the prMIIe sector, 
unaided and on its own. can prOYite affordable houSing for very low Income 
people. Nor do state and Iocaf governments, without federal ald. have the 
resources to meet the housing needs of their low Income rasfdents. 
Therefore, the primary responslbllty for assuring adequate low Income 
hOUSing must rest with the federal government. This responslbllty shoufd 
be carried out in ways that are appropriate to the diverslty of housing 
needs and housing markets. and which elicit the involvement and support of 
state and focal government and a broad range of actors In the private 
sector. 

MAKE HOUSING ASSISTANCE AN ENTITLEMENT FOR ALL WHO NEED IT 

I An adequately funded entitlement Incoma-based hOusing assista!lC!l j:lrpg!Bm Is 

I 
8SIflntiai to enable low 1!!CQIDf people to obtain decent housing at costs they can 
afford We oropose housing al!qwaoces recognjzing that they must be coupled both with 
Increases In the housino supply and with changes In housjog QWIlershiP and management 
which we addresS In other oortions of this statement. 

No one should have to go hungry or do without other essentials because their housing 
costs too much. No one shoufd have to live In a rural shack or rundown urban unit 
because decant housing costs more than they can afford. 

The federal government shoufd prOYite housing assistance to aR households who cannot 
otherwise afford decant housing. The assistance should be avalable to both renters 
and owners, In comparable amounts based on need. 

The amount should ba sulfic:ient to cover the dilference between whet the household 
can afford and the cost. including utllties and other housing-related expenses, of 
decant housing of the size they need In their chosen housing markel area. The program 
should be designed both to prOYite adequate subsidies and to avoid windfalls to 
landlords. Occupied housing must meet minimum quality standards. 

Explanation Housing aUowances, In and of themselves, have negligible 
impact on the supply of decant housing. Therefore. a housing alloWance 
program evelable to all eligible households wi heighten the need for low 
income housing supply programs. Nevertheless, housing alIowIInces must be a 
major element In any comprahenslve approach to deaUng with low income 

2 The HUO appropriation for FV 1987 wli subsidize an additional 81,500 
hoUseholds. most of them with \/OUchers; another 58,000 househokls wi be 
subsidized through Farmer's Home Admlnlstrallon rural housing programs. for a 
total of 139.500. 

J, 
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housing needs. Where the problem Is Income alone, as with households 
occupying standard units at uneffordable rents, allowances are clearly the 
answer. 

One problem that has plagued previous efIoI1s to subsidize housing for low 
Income people Is that often their Incomes are so low that they can't even afford 
operating costs (maintenance, utiities, taxes, etc), so subskjies for 
construction or financing have been Inadequate. By assuring that an households 
have SuffICient funds at least to cover ope!lIIing costs, a housing allowance 
program will make b far easier to mount successfU approaches to pr~, 
bulding, or rehablilating housing for low Income people. 

The basic problem of very low Income households Is that they can't pay what 
decent housing costs. The vest majority of households paying more than hall 
their Incomes for shelter can afford less than $125 per month! 

In 1981 the Annual Housing Survey reported 5.4 mllian renter households 
and 2,4 mOlion owners who paid more than hall their Incomes for shelter; 
their median Incomes were below $6,000. Most of these households lived In 
standard housing but hed to forego other basic nacassities In order to pay 
for 1t.3 

Another 9,0 mllion renter households and 8.1 mllian owners paid between 
one quarter and one half their incomes for sheher. Except for owners with 
mortgagas, their median incomes were less than $12,000.4 

Rough estirnetes of the cost of a housing allowance progI'8I1l such as we 
propose range from $10 to $20 bllion annually. This Is about hall the cost 
of housing subsidies provided to the wealthy through the tax code, 
prirnerily through the deductiblity of mortgaga interest and property taxes 
from federal income tax. (See Tax Ratorm, below.) 

The National Low Income Housing CoalItIon Is now dlMIIoping specific 
proposals for a housing allowance progrem, recognizing that there are 
problems In both assuring dacant quality and avoiding windfalls to owners. 

2 PROVIPE AN ADEQUATE AND AffORDABLE SUPPLY Of HOUSING 

Our housing stock must be adequate overaI to IM8t the growing and changing needs of 
our people. Housing for low income people musi be supplied in ways that milImlze 

3 The 1983 AHS figures show a drematlc Increase In these figures. 

By 1983, 6.3 mllion renters and 3.6 mIIion owners were paytng more than half 

their Incomes for shelter. Moreover, the median income of households In this 

group had not risen signifICantly since 1981. 


4 By 1983, these numbers had Increased to 8.7 mlion renter households 

and 8.7 mllion owners. 
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construCllon, financing, and occupancy costs, wille enhancing neighborhood 1IIabIIIy 
and enlarging housing choice. Supply needs Include IBhabillating substandard units 
and buldlng new ones. as well as preserving the existing low Income housing stock. 
Adequate attention must be paid to changing needs and preferences. PI"OIIisIons should 
be made for the use 01 shared housing, single-room occupancy and other nontraditional 
types 01 housing, such as menufaclured homes and other nonconventional construCIIon, 
on the same besls as other housing provided I meets health and safety standards. 

No one housing program or approed! can adequately deal with the range and diversll.y 
01 our housing needs. Current federal housing supply eIfoI1s - including public 
housing, Section 8, Farmer's Home Administration rural programs and the rental 
develOpment grant program enacted In 1983 - tIIIcUd be continued, Improved and 
expanded, wille exploration continues for aoproadles Ihet wi be better targeted, 
less costly end mora rasponslve to netghborhood and resident needs. llIe direct and 
Indirect costs 01 providing lower-income houslng tIIIcUd be Nduced by aIminatIng 
excess profits, simplifying delivery, placing graater rallance on grants rather then 
reducing Interest costs 01 long-term loans, and oIIering credit selectively to 
provide lower ilterest rates for houslng flnanca. 

The specific needs to be met and the mix between preservation, rahablilation, and 
new construction should be determined et the local or stele level, subject to federal 
guidelines and review to assura Ihet the fuI range 01 housing needs Is consIdeNd 
and adequate opportunity for mobIlty Is provided. 

To minimize costs and create greater responsiveness, federal incentives should be 
provided for raviews 01 toeal construCIIon, fire, houSing, zoning and subdMsion 
requirements. ManufacluNd homes and other forms 01 nontraditional housing Ihet meet 
basic health and safety standards should not be dlscrininated against by land use 
regulations or tax policy and tIIIcUd be eligible for federal assistance. TNdItionaI 
buldlng melerlals, sud! as adobe, and new meterlals Ihet promise lower costs or 
greater duralbllly without compromising health and safely standards should be 
permitted. 

El(pIanation. Almost haH a cantury 01 prOlllc/Ing subsidized housing has 

produced tewer than four mllon new or rahabillated units 01 housing 

restricted to lower Income occupancy under II urban and rural housing 

programs. 


1he long-run costs 01 low Income housing can best be kept down by prOlllc/Ing 
an incrsaslng stock 01 units under public, nonprolil. or occupant ownership 
and thus decreasing the adverse Impact 01 speculation and lnIIetIon on 
housing. Thus. low Income housing supply programs are an essential 
component 01 an overal policy. 

llIe proposal that at least 750,000 affordable units be prOIIIc/ed ead! year 

for low income people sets a specIIIc goaIlhet wi eneble low Income 

people to catdI up. This 1NOUId, CMlt a 1G-year period, prOIIIc/e housing for 

the 7.5 mllon very-low-Income renter householdto for wttorn subsidized 

housing Is now unavaleble. 


3. 	 RETAIN ANP IMPROVE THE PRESENT HOUSING STOCK TO PROVIDE PECENT HOUSING FO 
INCOME PEOPLE 

Our existing housing stock Is a valuable national resource !hat must not be allowed 
to deterionlle. The OW!lI!!'shiD 01 housing should be rgrded as a OYblic trust and 
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al owners should haY!l the responslblilv Ip ktleQ !heir unIs occupI!!!I and In deam! 
coodjllon. The federal goyemment has a specja! !!I!iIlQI'ISIlI to _ that units 
which It owns or assists 8[e maintained In y!abIe condition and I'IIIInad for low 
kIcome occupaOQ! 

Preserving and making best use of our stock of existing housing Is key both to the 
provision of decent, aIfoItIabie housing for low Income people and Ip viable 
neighborhoods. The besic responsibIiIy for keeping housing occupied and In decent 
condition res1s with Its owners. 

Because housing Is a basic human need, and because the use and condition of housing 
has a large impact on our neighborhoods and communllles, we beIIew IhIlt the 
ownership of housing calTies with It a public trust, which shcUd be reIIected In 
public policy and laws. The responslblily to keep housing In decent condition Is 
already recognized In local hOusing codes and code enfon::ement pIOgI'lIIIIS. We believe 
that th,ue should be a simler responsiblily Ip keep housing occupied. proyIded 
there are those who are reedy and wiling Ip live In It This shcUd be a basic goal 
of public policy al lhe federal. stata and local levels. Where these policies fal, 
we support orgenized. responsible squalling efforts Ip rehabiitate vacant and 
abandoned properties and return them to use. 

The currant stock of federeRy assisted and Insured housing now occupied by low and 
moderata Income people must be retained for their use. with the ~ry operating 
subsidies and modernization or Improvement funds pn:Mded Ip keep It In lliable 
condition and fully occupied. (This Includas II present public housing, 
HUD-assisted, HUD-Insured and HUD-held units. as wall as units assisted by the 
Fermers Home Administration or repossessed by the Veterans Administration.) 

So long as the need is there, evary housing unit that the federal government 
subsidizes or takes possassion of through delinquency or foreclosure should be made 
avalable, with adequate subsidies, for low !ncome people. The federal QOII8rnment 
should also encourage state and focal govamments Ip do the seme with housing thaI 
comes into their possession or control. 

Explanation. OVer the past severel veers, we have had a steedy loss of low 
renl units from the housing Slocle Much of this loss has been the direct or 
indirect rasult of federal policies, including the provisions of the tax 
code thaI provide strong Incentives tor sale or conversion of rental 
housing to higher income use. In addition 10 these private sector units, we 
are threetened with the loss of lhousands of units from the subsidized 
slack through demolition. sale, convarsion or other disposition of 
projects. This must be halted. 

The leaSl expensive way to provide decant, affordable housing is Ip 

maintain our present housing stock in good condition. and. where It Is 

alreedy subsidized. to retain it for low Income use. It Is penny-wise and 

pound-foolish to Skimp on needed subsidies or assistance for operations, 

maintenance and modernization. or to parmlt low Income units 10 be 

demolished or converted to higher income use. 


Too often. low Income housing programs have been administered with more 
emphasis on restraining spending than on providing decent homes and JMng 
environments. Too often, Ihe federal assistance provided has been 
inadequate to operate or maintain the UnIts. Too often. tenants have been 
blamed for this state of aHairs, Too often. subsidized housing develop
ments have been regerded as problems. not as the rasource needed to meet 
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critical housing needs. In these limes of low income housing crisis. no 
unH thaI can be used by low Income people should be abendoned. 

4. 	 PROVIDE RESIDENT CONTROL OF HOUSING THROUGH A STRONG ROlE FOR TENANT 
OBBANIZADONS UMITED EQUITY coopEBADVES COMMUNITY-BASED HOUSING GROUPS 
HOME OWNERSHIP 

Houslno Is an assantjal oart of the basjc fabric of our communities and 
neighborhoods, To a large degree our housing affIcts the nature of our famly and 
community life Control of one's hoysing provides a SIllke and a sense of security
that can be provided In no g!her way Therefore federal housing programs sbgy!d 
foster a variety of approaches to reskjent control pyer boys!ng Including Qf!Ou!ne 
tenant oarticiPation in decislon-mskino ownershlD of housing by communl\y=based. 
nonprofH organizations. limned eoully coopemth!es and Ind!yjdyal homs ownership 

CommunHy based, nonprofit organiZatIons and limned equHy cooperatives should hava 
e maJor role in the provision of housing. Federal assistance should ba provi£jed to 
these organizations to enable them to meet the broed range of housing needs at the 
neighborhood and communHy level. 

Federal housing programs should be structured to direclly support and assist 
communHy·based nonprofit organizations and "mMed equHy cooperatives to become 
ma/or housing prOlliders, This requires access to financing, including subsklies where 
necessary, and technical assistance and outreech. particularly to mlnorHy 
communities, and organizational support and funding. This will require a long-range 
approach with strong emphasis on capacHy·buiding, particularly in rural arees and 
for organizations In low income communities without prior experience In producing or 
managing housing, 

Tenant participation in decislon·making on management and operations should be 
required in all assisted housing programs, This includes funding for tenant 
organizations and lenant-elected. voting reprasenfatlves on boards of housing 
authorities and other institutions owning or operating subsidized housing. 

All tenants in federally assisted housing should have at least the following minimum 
protections against unfair treatment: (a) prohibition of unconscionable lease terms 
and utilHy shut-otis; (bl eviction only for lust cause; (cl information on their 
rights and access to fair proceduras for settling grievances; (d) reesonable landlord 
rules and requirements; and (e) warranty of hablteblHy and ramedies of 
repelr-and.cJeduct, renl wlthhofding, and rent abatement upon breech of the warranty. 
Stete and toeal governments should adopt comparable standards for private, 
nonassisted housing. 

Low Income households should not be confinad solely to the rental housing stock. New 
home ownership programs, in both rural and urban arees. are needed to prOllide this 
option. Housing subsklies covering utlities, taxas, and maintenance. as well as 
assistance in downpayments. closing costs and tow interest or deterred payment 
mortgages. should be exlanded to horne owners. Adequate counseling services should be 
avalable. 

Low income families who now own or are buying their homes should recalva affirmative 
government assistance to maintain themseivas In their homes. Such assistance should 
include bUinguel information on programs and assistance available from lenders and 
the government; emergency mortgage and foredosure relief; property tax relief besed 
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on income; assistance with utility costs, repairs, and maintenance; weatherization 
and retrofittlng. 

Bmlanatioo, A major thrust or our policy is to Cfeate more responsive 
Instttutions and to nnstorm the producllon and management or low Income 
housing, so that control Is In the hands or residents. This cannoI be done 
overnight and is best approached by enabling liniled-flquity cooperatives 
and nonprofit organizations to buld their capacity to the point where they 
become the major proIIijers and managers or housing occupIad by low Income 
people, as wei as by supponlng more traditional forms or home ownership, 

This emphasis is to put control where we beIIBve It belongs. to proIIije 

mechanisms for aooountabiity, and to keep Iong-run costs down. 


The recommendations on tenant participation are to assUl1l control and 
accountabiity, They are phrased to glvoJ tenants thernseIws the choice or 
how deeply they wish to be invoIIIed in day.to-day management decisions, 

5. END DISPLACEMENT OF LOW INCOME PEOPLE 

Displacement of low-income D!!QoIe Qy eI!het publjc or oriyate action or jnaction 
should be ended Under no circumstances should IlIIqlIe be foroed to !eaya a 
Oliohborbood where they wish to remain WhIm dl!srMg!ment from a padicuIar unft 
caollO! be ayoIded a!tematlve housing should be DIlNIded I'l!lIl!'by. il the IIOIB block 
wheoeyet possible. Ur!tI this oblectjye Is achirM!d fIdera! pglklIIls and Q(OQI'Ilms 
should provide jmmediate and adequate pratec!Ioo for IlIIqlIe 1I!rI!at!!nt!d Qy 
displacement 

National policy shoukl focus on the prevention or displacement by prIIIate as wei as 
public actions. Housing and community and economic development programs should be 
designed and carried out so as to beneftt Iow-Income people and their neighborhoods. 
Federal programs should, as a condition or participation, require local public 
officials to carry out the policy and, If displacement ~ occurs, to 
replace any low income units lost on a one·for-one basis and COYIIr aI costs or 
moiling. Effective means must be developed for carrying out this responsibiily, 

The antilisplacement efIoI1s or neighborhood organizations, such as community 
development corporations, community Cfedlt unions, I'IIIghboItlood planning, and 
neighborhood counseling should be aggressM!ly supported by aI kMIs or government 
and the privete sector. 

Condominium conversions should nOl be allowed to displace tenants or reduce the stock 
or low· or moderate-lncome housing, N. ODnII8rs1ons shoukI requre the approval or a 
majority or the buldlng's tenants, and tenants In units subJed to CDI1IIIII'Sion shoukI 
have the choice or life tenancy at IiniIed rents or the first option to buy their 
unit and 180 days to decide, ThIs wi require the deIIeIopmenl or MW programs or 
housing assistance for continued rental or purchase where tenants have limited means, 
The special problems or displacement from mollie home parks, through COIlIIIII'SIons or 
lor other reasons, must be addressed. 

Low income conversion options, such as IinIIed equIIy c:ooperatIws or subsidies for 
condominium ownership, shoukl be developed, and adequate technical assistance and 
funds for low Income purchase and rahablltatlon prOllided. 
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Explanation Displacement Is a malor threat to low Incoma peopla. Some 
displacemant occurs through direct public laking. More occurs because of 
private activity. generally stimulated by public efforts such as tax 
incentives or publicly supported revttalizalion actMlies. In olher 
neighborhoods. displacement is caused by neglect and government inaction. 
or the wrHing off of neighborhoods as no longer viable and the withdrawal 
of services from them. A particular, often-unrecognized problem is 
displacement from mobIe home parks, whose owners wish to convert to other 
use; frequently, because of exclusionary policies, there are no aitematllle 
mobie home sites in the communHies whera these parks are located. 

It has been estimated that each year in this country, displacement afllicts 

some 2.5 million people and 500,000 low rent unHs are lost. 


In addition to conditioning federal assistance on adequete state and local 
efforts to prevent displacement. the federal gOllllmment can do three things 
to deal with this situation: (1) it can assure that Hs own funds and 
programs are not contributing to displecemant; (2) it can see that people 
are not displaced from federally owned or controlled housing; and (3) it 
can assure that repiecement housing is provk:led for paople displaced by 
other causas on a one-for-one besis at comparable rents. 

6. 	 STRENGTHEN AND ENFORCE FAIR HOUSING lAWS ANP EQUAL PPpPRTUNITY 
REQUIREMENTS 

To protect against discrimination in housing tha prasent fedaral fair housing law 
must be aggressMiIy enforced and strengthened 10 proyIde for effec!iye 
administrative anforceman! procedures and exoandecl 10 prgtect persons with 
disablities and famlies with chldren Housino choices for !ow income faro.its must 
be geographically exoandecl especjally in relationship 10 lob opportyol!jes 

Enforcement of the existing law (Tille VI of the CMI Rights Act of 1964 and Tille 
VIII of tha 1968 Cilli Rights Act) by HUD, FmHA. VA and tha federal financial 
regulatory agencies shOUld be strengthened. HUD should issue and enforce substantive 
regulations implementing TIlle VIII. 

FmHA end HUD should adopt affirmative policies to prevent any discrimination ageinst 
famlies wtth chldren In federally assisted housing. Federal policies and programs 
shouid provk:le an adequate support of housing for large, low Income famlies. 

Low income househoids must be provk:led wtth a wide range of geographic choice for 
decent and affordable housing. This is partlcularly true where tha decentralization 
of jobs has made many employment opportunities inaccessible to low Income persons. 
Communities should be responsible tor seeing that housing opportunities are provk:led 
tor the people who work there. To help keep older areas viable, thare 1$ a concurrent 
responsiblity to provide lob opportunities where people now ItIIe. 

A condition tor prOllision of housing or community developmant funds to state or local 
gOllllrnments should be a fair housing plan with the following federally apprOlllld 
minimum elements: (1) a plan for enforcing a fair housing law at least equivalent to 
the federal law; (2) a plan for the identification and continued r8lliew of barriers 
to fair housing, including a revieW of zoning and land use regulations; (3) a 
strategy for meeting fair housing needs, Including a review of the human rights 
impact of all major deveiopman! activities; (4) a means for outreach. education and 
involvement of all relevant sectors of the community In promoting fair housing 
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polley, and (51 a plan for Inter-Jurisdictional coordination 01 fair housi1g 
actMtles. 

Explanation DespIte passage 01 the fair housi1g law almost a generation 
ago, discrimination Is SIll a fact 01 Itfe In housi1g marktIts. In large 
part this Is because 01 the absence 01 etrer:liIIe enIon::emant pnMsIons In 
the federal fair housing law. In addition. the law does not flOW COYar 
discrimination against famlies with dlldl8ll or persons with dlsabllties. 
We therefore Join in supporting a stronDer faderal fair housi1g law, as 
proposed by the Mathias-Kennedy bI. 1l 

This Is an hnporllnt tIrst step, but addlllonal measures wi! be needed to 
root out housing discrimination. PoslIiIIe action Is necessary to link 
responslblily to prOllile low Income housing with the Iooation 01 jobs and 
opportunities for employment and education. S1ate, local, and regional 
planning must Include conskleration 01 fair housing Impact and measures fo 
OII9rCOf'!18 discrimination and widen housing oppoI1unlties. 

7 REFORM FEPERAL TAX LAWS TO REFLECT PRIORITY fOR AlPING PEOPLE 
WITH THE GREATEST HOUSING NEEDS 

The enormously costly and Inefficient housing subsklies that are now provided through 
the tax code should be changed to direct them wberJ they are needed and produc\jvl!. 
Mortgage Intefl!st and orooerty tax deductjons should be conyened to tax ails, and 
the amount of these ails should be capped at a level whjch wi! protect low and 
middle Income home 0WD!IfS whle curtalljng subsklies to DflOJlIe who dg not need them 
to obtain affordable bousjng. Th' at:!djljona! fl!YI!Il!J& obtained bv doing this should be 
uSftd to meat low and middle income hoyslog needs. 

As soon as adequate supply and linanoing programs are put in place, the special tax 
subsidies and preferences provided to inwstors through the tax code should be ended. 
Unt& then, they are needed to supplement the pIIiIuIIv low level 01 faderel, state 
and local housing assistance programs aneI to make most 01 these progrems viable. but 
they should be as tightly targeted as possible. aneI the targeting prOllisions should 
be rigorously enforced. Cooperetives shoukj be eligible for tax subsklies on the seme 
basis as rental hOUSing. The tax subsidies that are flOW prOIIiled for syndication 01 
rental housing developments should be made retundable (payable dlrac1ly In cash where 
no taxes are owed to offset the deductions). so that nonprofit and communily based 
housing groups can gat the fun amount 01 the faderet subskly, without having to 
split It with investors who otherwise have ng Interest In the project. 

federal tax laws, whjch now force many investors in rental housing to sell or 
convert, should be amended to rl!lTlOll8 these incenlilles and discourage displacement. 
Paneling such change, seles to tanants or tanant organizations should not be subject 
to disc:rhnlnatory, differential tax provisions. Wher8 housi1g wli be sold to tenants 
or nonprolils apprOll9d by tenants, prenagotiated prices should be perml!ted. 

Explanation. Each tax dollar that the faderel gOII9ffiment does not receiw 
because 01 deduclions or preterences In the tax code has just as much 
hnpact on the daticil as each dollar 01 direct spending. ~ In this 
context, most faderal housing expenditures are tax expenditures. Most 
middle Income home owners count on these subsidies. But these owners 

5 This bUI will need to be reintroduced In the l00th Congress. 
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receive less than one-third 01 the IOIaI subsidies. Meanwhle. low Income 

owners and renters are exduded from housing assislance. and the bulk 01 

our tax expenditures for housing goes to people at the top 01 the Income 

distribution. (The cost 01 these subsidies is Il1Ol'8 !han four times the 

amount appropriated for low Income housing tor fiscal 1984.) 6 


1984 housing-related tax expenditures are estimated by the Congressional 

Budget 0IIice at about $50 bIIion. About 75% 01 1hIs amount goes to the 

lop 15'1(, 01 the Income dls1rlbulion. Cutting il half the amount received by 

the rich. and leaving the rest unchanged. ~ Increase federal r8YII!lU8S 

by enough to cover the cost 01 aI our other proposals. 


There are dear Inclloatlons that overhaul 01 l8cIeraI tax laws wi be a 

major concern il coming years. Because 01 this, and because 01 the great 

current importance 01 tax prOllislons to the production and management 01 

housing. It is critical that housing advocaIes pa~ In the process. 

and that tax reforms be adopted WhIch protect the needs 01 low and middle 

Income people, wttle avolding windfalls and IneIIicIent subsidies. 


8. PROVIDE THE EINANClNG NEEDED TO PRESERVE. BUILD. AND REHABIUTATE HOUSING. 

Monetary and credit ooIicies should be shaped to p!lJIIide reasonable financing cpsts 
for housOO and limj! credlt·related ftuc!Uations wbjc!l !ncrtase !be costs. Dfices 
and rents of II housing Affordablt DfllDI!ty Insurance and affIl!l!able fina!!Clng for 
the purchase renovation and imprpyement of housing !!hOOd be avalablt in all 
nejghborhoods without discrimlnatjon of aoy kind 

Our natlon's housing needs cannot be met if financing is unawlab!e or unaflordable. 
The needed lIow 01 credit into housing must be maintained. as must institutions 
capable 01 prOviding it at the community and neighborhood 1eIIeI. Housing should be 
protected, through national credit allocation or othar mechanisms, from the impact 01 
federal monatary and credit policies. Credit institutions, such es seYings and loan 
associations, established primarly to provide financing tor housing, should not be 
permitted to abandon this special purpose. We support the establishment 01 an 
explicit housing finance mandate for thrill Institutions to help assure the low 01 
housing credit. 

Federal policy should encourage a continued supply 01 housing loans that do not 
expose homeowners to excessive interest rale risk or refinancing uncertainty. 
Consumer protections for borrowers who obtain adjustable rate mortgages and continued 
avalability 01 standard fixed rate mortgages for those borrowers who desire them 
should be guaranteed by legislation. 

Federal oversight 01 the obligation 01 all depository ilstItutions (savings and 
loans. savings banks, and commercial banks) to serve the housing credit needs 01 
their entire community, Including low and moderate Income areas, older urban 
neighborhoods, rural areas, and minority and temale-headed households, should be 
strengthened, and the Community Reinvastment Act should be vigorously enforced. 

6 By FY 1967. the cost 01 housing-related tax subsidies was estimated 

by OMS at $48.1 billion. while assisted housing outlays 01 $12.2 bllion were 

proposed in the Administration's budget 
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Beyond these general approaches. aimed at CI'lIIIIIng a dimate for staadv production of 
unsubsldized housing. a variety of special mechanisms 81'8 needed to support the 
production and rehabiitation of housing for low Income people. We beIIeYe r.w 
Instttutions are needed. such as housing trust funds or a national housilg bank. to 
provide community based groups and limited equity coopel'lllllles wtth financtng for low 
Income housing. inducting. as appropriate. grants. interest·he or low interest 
loans. graduated interest loans or wIIatewr financing Is IIIQUIred to produce the 
hoUsing needed. These funds could be used to supplement or leverage funds from other 
sources. inducting state. local. and private funds. 

Foraclosure relief should be provided to owners threatened wtth loss of their homes 
for reasons beyond their control as weft as for tenants thraaterted wtth dlsplecement 
because of toredosures on owners. 

Explanetlon. Housing has long been peculiarly IlUlnerabIe to monetary policy 

and fluctuations In the cost of credit. The problem of obtaining adequate 

credit affects much of the housing market. but Is particularly a1IIcaI to 

eIIorts to provide low Income housing. Federal deregulation has undermined 

the role of savings and loan institutions. long the malor source of housing 

cradH. as a primary source of funds for housing. WIlle thesa institutions 

may need added asset flexlblity beceuse of decontrol of interest rates on 

deposits. there is no reason to permit them to abandon their role as 

housing specialists. A. federal houSing mandate is required to enable thrill 

institutions to resist pressures to expend into commercial and other short 

term lending. 


CJring the credit crunch of the pest aevaral years, the mortgage market 
shifted rapldlv to edJustabie rate and short term baRoon mortgages that 
shift considerable risks of higher tnterast rates and rafinanclng 
uncertainty to home purchasers. legislation Is needed to assure a 
continuing supply of fixed·rate mortgages and to minimize the risks to the 
consumer of adjustable rate or baBoon mortgages. ContInued ovarslghl Is 
also needed to assure that the mandate to saM community needs Is followed 
In the face of pressures on financial institutions to orient their sarvIces 
toward upper income and large depositors. 

Our housing needs ere too inportant to leava the avalablity of funds to 
the whim of the marketplece. We need a contnued. positive commitment by 
the federal govamment to do what Is necessary to _ that credit for 
housing Is avalable on reasonable tenns. 

Evan where programs are in place. financing Is often an almost·lmposslble 

barrier, perticularly to community· based groups. For this reason. the 

Coalition Is actively exploring r.w financing mechanisms, which cen provide 

needed funds on an affordable basis. 


• 
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HOUSING 
ERESERVATION 

COMMISSION 

Oc tober 5. 1987 

The Honorable Alan Cranston 
Chairman 
Subcommittee on Housing and 

urban Affairs 
United States Senate 
112 SHOe 
Washington, D.C. 20510 

Dear Senator Cranston, 

I wanted to respond to your letter requesting ideas for 
views on the nation's housing policy by October 5, on 
behalf of the National Low Income Housing Preservation 
Commission. 

The Commission's work involves extensive original field 
data collection and the construction of a computer model 
containing the descriptions of the physical, financial and 
market characteristics of a representative sample of 
individual 221 (d) (3) and 236 projects. Our analytical 
work seeks to determine the present market value of 
projects against which to evaluate the options which 
owners have to dispose of the property when their use 
restrictions expire, continue the project as low income. 
or permit slow deterioration. Once the likely range of 
options is assembled. various interventions can be 
evaluated based on their ability to influence the 
project's continued viability as low income housing~ The 
Commission intends to use this data to determine the cost 
of various approaches and to recommend those it believes 
to be most effective in preserving this stock in the most 
cost effective manner for the greatest number of low 
income people. The Commission expects that its findings 
will be presented to the House and Senate Housing 
Subcommittees in early 1988. 

For inclusion in your October 5 report, I would like to 
present the Commission's draft outline for the contents of 
its final report. It is as follows, 

Chapter One, ~i~_2[_~2~! 
- An overview, with a section on estimated total 

costs for phYSical improvements. 
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Senator Alan Cranston 

October 5, 1987 

Page .2 


II. 	Chapter Two: fr~!~rY~!!Qn_~n~l~!!!_Qf_!h~_Qlg~r 
~!e!!!~9_H2~e!D~_§!Q£~ 
- Features 235, 221 (d) (3) BMIR projects 

III. 	Chapter Three: Preservation Remedies 
- Problem definltion--------------- 
- Leading options 

Ma,tching remedies with conversion values 

IV. 	 Chapter Four: !~El~~~D!~!lQD_§!~Ee 
- Federal leadership role, development of a 

preservation policy 
- HUD or other negotiating entity 
- State and local role 

Moratorium 
- Development of non-profit capacity 
- Tax legislation 
- Budget sources 

V. 	 Technical Appendix 

The Commission looks forward to presenting its findings to the 
House and Senate Housing Subcommittees and to the opportunity to 
discuss ways to continue federal policies which help provide 
needed housing for millions of low income citizens. 

Sincerely. 

r-L;/_ Jf'k.~. 
~~~a Parke Galla~;- - 

Executive Director 
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October 5, 1987 

senator Alan Cranston 
Ubited States Senate 
Banking, Housing , Urban Affairs Ca..ittee 
Subca..ittee on Housing' Urban ,Affairs 
Senate Hart Office Building 
Room 112 
Washington, D.C. 20510 

Senator Alphonse D'Aaato 
United ,States Senate 
Banking, Housing' Urban Affairs Caa.lttee 
SUbcoeadttee on Housing , Urban Affairs 
Senate Hart Office Building 
Room 520 
Washington, D.C. 20510 

Dear Senator Cranston and Senator D'Amato: 

On behalf of the National Multi Housing Council, I wish to 
respond to your letter of July 22, requesting comment on the 
formation of a new and much-needed national housing policy. The 
National Multi Housing Council I-NHHC W) shares your interest in 
developing a responsible and effective housing policy and 
appreciates this opportunity to provide its views on the content 
of such a policy. 

Based in Washington, D.C., NHHC represents the interests of 
the largest and most prestigious organizations in the country 
participating in the multifamily rental housing industry. SMHC's 
members are engaged in all aspects of the development and 
operation of rental housing, including the building, ownership,
financing, management and conversion to condominium of such 
properties. Together, its members are responsible for hundreds 
of thousands of rental units. Accordingly, the following 
comments focus principally on proposed policy for the rental 
housing market. 

The central and critical problem facing the U.S. housing
market today -- and, in particular, the rental housing market 
is, in certain areas, the inadequacy of housing supply and the 
inability of the free market to respond to demand. In NHHC's 
view, there is no more serious and perverse barrier to an 
expanded supply of rental housing in areas of shortage than local 
rent control laws. AS described below, these laws, which vary 
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from jurisdiction to jurisdiction, impair the operation of both 
the marketplace and the numerous existing pederally-sponsored 
housing programs. 

NMHC therefore believes that Pederal preemption of local 
rent control laws'must be an essential and central component of 
any new housing policy. The very real and important goal of 
ensuring adequate housing for low-income tenants should be 
accomplished directly through various of the proven income 
transfer and like subsidy. programs. At the same time, a new 
housing policy must ensure the ability of the private market to 
meet general market demand. Paradoxically, rent controls 
generally are imposed in the very circumstances in which the need 
for free market activity to alleviate housing shortages is most 
urgent. 

A. The Economics of Rent Control 

A recent editorial in the New York Times calling for an end 
to rent control in New York succinctly describes its failures as 
a housing policy: 

There's. probably nothing that distorts a city 
worse than rent re~ulation. It accelerates 
the abandonment of marginal buildings, deters 
the improvement of good ones and creates 
wonderous windfalls for the middle class 
all the while harming- those it was meant to 
help, the poor.!1 

That rent control is an ineffective and often counter
productive housing policy no longer is open to serious question. 
Economists who have researched the effects of rent control are 
virtualll( unanimous in .their condemnation of it as bad housing 
policy.ll They have found that rent control, irrespective of the 

11 N.Y. Times, May 12, 1987, at A30 (WEnd Rent Controls·). 

Y See Frey, ·Consensus and Dissension Among Economists,· 74 
Am: Econ. Rev. 986, 987-91 (1984)J Rent Control, Myths and 
Realities: International Evidence of the Effects of Rent 
Control in six countrIes (hereinafter, -Rent Control, Myths 
and Realities·) (W. Block' E. Olsen ed. 1981)JResolving 
the Housing Crisis: Governmental PolieYIDecontrol, and the 
public Interest (M•• Johnson ed. 1982); c. Baird, -Rent 

[Footnote Continued on Next Page] 

http:policy.ll
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criteria used to restrict rents, leads to undermaintenance and 
abandonment of existing rental housing and a reduction in 
investment in and construction of new rental housing. Moreover, 
these effects are most detrimental to the very low-income 
tenants, the very population rent controls ostensibly are 
intended to benefit. 

Criticism of rent control has not been limited to economic 
conservatives such as Freidrich Hayek and Milton Friedman, both 
Nobel Laureates in economics,ll but also has come from prominent
liberal economists such as the recently deceased Gunnar Myrdal, 
also a Nobel Laureate. Or. Myrdal, who has been described as -an 
important architect of the Swedish Labor Party's welfare state,· 
had argued that "[rlent control has in certain western countries 
constituted, maybe, the worst example of roor planning by 
governments lacking courage and vIsion.-! 

The criticism of rent control is so universally shared by 
economists that rent control often is cited by textbook writers 
as a paradigm of the harm governmental interference can have on 
the operation of a competitive market.21 In a competitive 
market, rent will represent the price at which the supply of 
housing that property owners are able and willing to provide 
equals the amount tenants are able and willing to purchase. 
Fluctuat.:'ons ·in demand or supply will be met by changes in rents 
which, over time, induce the market changes necessary to return 
to equilibrium. If rents in an undersupplied market rise and 
housing rentals yield profits greater than in other markets, 

Control: The Perennial Folly· (Cato Public policy Research 
Monograph No.2, 1980); P. Salins, The Ecology of Housing 
Destruction (1980); J. Moorhouse, ·Optional Housing 
Maintenance Under Rent Control,- 39 Southern Econ. J. 104 
(1972); G. Sternlieb, The Urban Housin, Oilemma (City of New 
York 	Housing a~d Development Admin. 19 2). 

See Rent Control, H'yths and Realities, supra note 2 pp. 87, 
T'l'2. 

il 	 S. Rydenfelt, -The Rise, Fall, and Revival of Swedish Rent 
Control,· Rent Control, Myths and Realities, supra note 2, 
at 201, 224 (emphasis added). 

21 	 See, ~, W. Baumol , A. Blinder, Economics: Principlesana pOliCy 64-69 (2d ed. 1982); c. McConnell, Economics: 
Principles, Problems and Policies 715-16 (8th ed. 1981); 
P. Samuelson, Economics 396-97 (11th ed. 1980). 

http:market.21
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investment capital will flow into residential construction and 
the supply of rental housing will gradually increase through new 
construction, rehabilitation and conversion, until the shortage 
of housing (and any -excess· rents) have been eliminated. 
Conversely, relatively low rents -- or rents artifically reduced 
by local governments -- will diminish production of rental 
housing and induce disinvestment by existing suppliers. 

Communities that enact rent control laws generally do so in 
response to a perceived undersupply of rental housing and 
-excessive- rents. However, by disturbing the operation of the 
market, rent control merely exacerbates the problem of housing 
shortages. By forcing rents below the level established in an 
unregulated market, rent control reduces the profitability of 
rental housing, directing investment capital out of the rental 
market and into other more profitable markets. Communities that 
impose rent controls suffer often crippling declines in new 
rental housing construction, they lose existing housing ,to 
condominium and cooperative conversions and, in some cases, to 
abandonment~ and the quality of the remaining housing stock 
deteriorates as owners forego unnecessary maintenance. 

Studies have shown, for example, that privately-financed
housing construction dropped by 67 percent between 1971 and 1973 
in Boston, Massachusetts in response to rent control, while 
cities without rent control registered a significant increase in 
such construction.!! A study of the impact on rent control in 
Washington, D.C. by the Urban Land Institute similarly found that 
multifamily housing construction declined by 92.4 percent in 
response to the imposition of rent control.l! Similarly, a 1983 
survey of major financial institutions, accounting for several 
hundred billion dollars in investment funds, found that rent 
control -- and even the threat of rent control -- was the major
disincentive to investment in rental housing in California and 
that fully S6 percent of the survey respondents who had invested 
in California within the preceding five years were unlikely to 
consider lending funds in any community with rent controls.!! 

!! G. Sternlieb, The Realities of Rent Control in the Greater 
Boston Area, Center for Urban Polley Research (Rutgers Univ. 
1973). 

Urban Land Institute, Projects for Rental Housing Production 
Under Rent Control: A Case Study of Washington, D.C., 
Research Report (No. 240). 

Bay Area Council Nationwide Survey of Leaders on 
California's Rental Housing Climate (April 6, 1983). 
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The evidence of disinvestment in response to rent controls 
often resulting in dramatic declines in the quality of 

eXisting rental housing supply -- also is substantial. AS one 
author noted, based on a series of case studies and the 
accumulation of extensive empirical evidence: 

When it is not feasible or possible to raise 
rents in proportion to cost increments, the 
only option open to owners is an internal 
reallocation of the rent dollar. This 
usually results in the reduction or deferral 
of maintenance expenses.11 

The response of rental property owners to more than 40 years of 
rent controls can be seen in New York City's dilapidated and 
deteriorated housing stock. Between 1960 and 1968, the 
dilapidated housing inventory increased in New York City by 44 
percent and the deteriorated stock by 37 percent.101 By 1968, 
fully 29 percent of all rent controlled units were dilapidated; 
this was true of only 8 percent of the uncontrolled rental 
housing stock. 

Further, although the decline in quality and quantity of 
rental housing is felt ~y,~ll existing and potential tenants, 
low-income tenants bear the brunt. To the extent owners are 
unable to discriminate among potential tenants by price, rent 
controls place a premium on non-price factors such as 
creditworthiness, which tends to bias the tenant selection 
process against low-income tenant groups. 

The only beneficiaries of rent control -- aside from owners 
of uncontrolled rental units whose units become more valuable as 
the supply of rental stock drops -- are those tenants lucky 
enough to find themselves in a rent controlled unit. However, 
even these tenant benefits do not come without a price, for the 
mobility of these tenants is substantially reduced by their 
reluctance to part with the rent control subsidy. For those in 
search of rental housing, the entry costs -- or barriers in the 
case of many low-income tenants -- such as finder's fees also 
significantly diminish the net benefits of a controlled rent. 

11 M. Lett, Rent Control 151 (1976). 

E. Achtenberg, -The social Utility of Rent Control,- HousingW 
Urban America 445 (J. pynoos ed. 1973). 

http:expenses.11
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B. 	 Broad-Based Federal and State Opposition to Rent 
Control Laws 

Confronted by overwhelming evidence that rent control does 
not work, most state and federal government officials long ago 
rejected rent control as fatally flawed housing policy. For 
example, after initial flirtations with rent control, both 
Massachusetts and Florida sharply limited the power of local 
governments to enact rent control laws. In the District of 
Columbia, then-Senator Eagleton, an early proponent of rent 
control and chairman of the Senate District of Columbia Committee 
(which initially approved rent control for the District), 
subsequently reported that -[tlhe sad truth is that rent controls 
-- enacted for the best of motives to protect middle- and low
income tenants -- actually work against the very people they were 
designed to aid.-!!/ 

And in California, then-Governor Brown reported that: 

Although the present amount of rent 
regulation in effect in the California 
housing market is relatively small, the 
spectre of future controls is already having 
an impact. Many builders are shying away 
from multiple uni t COnF't~llction because of 
the potential of regulation. • •• Some 
existing owners of rental units are 
converting the units into condominiums for 
sale, partly to avoid the rent regulation 
problem. Thus, rent controls are not only 
having a direct impact in a few California 
communities, but an indirect effect on 
statewide construct~on and operation of 
rental housing. I21 

As early as 1976, the Senate Committee on Banking, Housing
and Urban Affairs issued a report stating that: 

there is no evidence to show that rent 
control benefits the poor. Quite to the 

T. Eagleton, ·Why Rent Controls Don't Work,· Readers Digest 
(Aug. 1977). 

12/ 	 Economic Report of the Governor, 1979, prepared by 
R. Silberman, Director of Finance, state of California at 75 
(March 26, 1979) (emphasis added). 
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contrary. it helps a small, privileged group
of long-time residents, largely middle class, 
while driving up rents in uncontrolled units. 

-Report on the New York City Loan Program,w Committee on Banking, 
Housing and Orban Affairs, S. Rep. NO. 900, 94th Cong., 2d Sess. 
(1976). 

Hore recently, in 1982 the President's Commission on Housing 
recommended an end to all rent control, if necessary through
Federal and state preemptive legislation. The commission - 
which consisted of economists, housing activists. bankers, 
builders, realtors, and others from across the political spectrum 
-- conclusively found -that rent control causes a reduction in 
the quality of the existing rental stock and discourages 
investment in new rental property· and is -[tJhe most evident 
interference in the ability of the private market to supply 
rental housing • • • [inJ a substantial percentage of the 
nation's multi-family housing stock.· 

C. Federal Preemption of Local Rent Control Laws 

That rent control is an ineffective and counterproductive 
housing policy no longer can be open to serious question.
Nonetheless, local rent controls continue to proliferate around 
the country, severely restricting the quantity and quality of 
rental housing. Hore than 200 communites currently impose some 
form of rent controls. Virtually all are located on the East and 
West coasts, where rental units make up an important part of the 
market. 

It has become all too obvious that no amount of evidence 
demonstrating the inefficacy of rent controls -- and indeed the 
very substantial harm to the poor -- will convince local 
officials in these communities to abandon uneconomic and 
irresponsible rent control laws. NHHC therefore believes that 
the time has come for Federal intervention to prevent the 
continued impairment of the rental housing market. Preemption of 
all such local laws should be an essential and central component
of any new housing policy. 

This result can be accomplished by specifying in any new 
legislation adopted pursuant to a new pederal housing policy that 
no state or local government shall adopt any rent control law 
that interferes with or t.pedes the goals of Pederal housing
policy. This fundamental principle of Federal-state relations is 
implicit in existing law and already has been relied on by the 
Department of Housing and Orban Developaent (WHODW) in 
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identifying the circumstances in which the Department will 
preempt local rent controls.lll Further, the Federal Home Loan 
Bank Board has recently considered preemption of local rent 
control by its rule making source. 

Alternatively, to the extent local communities wish to 
reduce rents to needy tenants (rather than to directly subsidize 
such tenants, as described below), they should be required as a 
matter of Federal law and housing policy to compensate affected 
rental property owners. Only by providing rental property owners 
with a return on their investment that approximates the market 
value of their investment can Federal housing policy hope to 
expand the depleted supply of rental housing. 

D. 	 Subsidization of Low-Income Renters 

preemption of local rent control laws will improve both the 
quantity and quality of rental housing available to the poor. At 
the same time, a new Federal housing policy should provide -- as 
it already does in limited form -- for direct financial 
assistance to low-income tenants unable to afford available 
housing (both in the current controlled market and in a future 
uncontrolled market). 

The crafting of a new housing policy will require a careful 
blending of mechanisms (including the preemption of rent 
controls) to stimulate the supply of housing in areas of shortage 
with direct financial assistance to needy renters. Over time, 
the expansion of th.e rental housing supply in such areas will 
lead to a decline in rent levels. In the interim, financial 

ldl 	 In preempting local rent controls, HUD has recognized that 
limiting the "upside" to investing in rental property 
enhances the possibility that such rental income will not be 
sufficient to cover the costs of operating and maintaining a 
rental property and, consequently, that mortgage loans to 
owner/mortgagers will be -bad mortgages,- HUD regulations
specify that: 

HUD will preempt the regulation of rents • •• when 
the Department determines that the delay or decision of 
a board prevents the mortgagor from achieving a level 
of residential income necessary to maintain and operate 
adequately the project, which includes sufficient funds 
to meet the financial obligations under the mortgage. 

24 C.F.R. Part 246.5 (1986). 
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assistance to the needy can most efficiently and economically be 
provided through direct subsidy programs, including income 
transfers under existing law. 

It bears noting, however, that financial assistance to the 
needy -- whether in the form of direct subsidies or 
counterproductive rent controls -- cannot alone resolve the 
fundamental problem facing the rental housing market -- that of 
inadequate supply in areas of shortage. Only a policy that 
combines financial assistance with direct stimulation of supply 
factors in the market can hope to resolve this problem. 

We thank you for this opportunity to comment on the form of 
a new Federal housing policy and look forward to the opportunity 
of working with you and your staffs in future months to develop 
an effective and fair housing policy that satisfies the needs of 
both consumers and producers of housing. 

Respectfully submitted, 

,~
onathan L. Kempner ~. 
resident 

National Multi Housing Council 
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INlROOOCl" ION: ntE NATlONIl ENIDfIoENT fOR AIoERI~'S NElGteOAiOOOS 

(R IG IN OF PROPOSIl 

This propo.,1 WIIS generated by lllllllbers of 1tte National Nels1lbol"hood 
CoalItIon. a 1181lbershlp association of national and regIonal ergenlzatlons 
which are Interested In the prog-ess of c:anmunlty-based ergenlzatlons In 
Lrban nels1lberhoods and rural reas; the CoalItion prImarily Includes 
na tl one I g-oups headq uarter ed I n Wash I ngton. I n I dent I fy I ng the 
prIorI ties of Its nel s1Iberhood constItuency SToups, the Coal I tl on slngl ed 
out financial support and dIrect federal g-ants as one of 1tte highest 
concerns of carllluntty-based erganlzatlon5. Realizing the I Imitations of 
earl lar federal prOlTam5 and amsclou5 of 1tte national c:anml1ment to 
reduce 1tte federal deficIt, 1tte Coalition sous1lt a naf approach to federal 
pertlclpetlon that woul d not require an annuel appropriation fran 1tte 
federal budget. The proposal fer 1tte NatIonal Endc:wment fer IllerI ca' 5 
Nel s1Iborhoods I s the resul t. 

GOIlS FOR A NBri FROORAM 

The Coal I tl on I dentlf led s.,eral goal s wh I ch a proposal for a naf program 
shoul d I ncor porate: 

I. 	 Direct federal fInancial suppert; 
2. 	 Match Ing of federal funds wl1tt pr lvate money at 1tte national I evel as 

well as at 1tte local proJect I .,el ; 
3. 	 FinancIal 5upport fer a wIde varIety of activitIes; 
4. 	 Respon51veness to 1tte I nl tlatlves and needs of nel s1Ibcrhood groups 

(In CDntrast to programs which dictate cetegorltls of actlv Ity er 
spec: If I c: approaches); 

5. 	 Insulation fran change of Mnlnlstratlon er pertl.,n politIcs at 1tte 
federal I.,el er direct Intervention by IndIvidual legl5later5; and 

6. 	 Structure so 1ttd decl51on5 can be Influenced by 1tte CDnstltuency 
whJ ch benef Its fran the program. 

WE FROR>SE NI)I 

A. 	 That 1tte legislation be Introduc:ad In Cong-e5s; and 
B. 	 That a broad scale and deliberate prOITam of public: ecllc:atlon be 

ergenlzed about the proposed legl5latlon. 
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'!WE NATIONIl. 8ItofIt:NT FOR NERIOI'S tEIGIBOft100DS. A SUfoMO,RY 

The IIIItlonll Nellttbcrhood Coalition hiS drifted I proposil fer 1IIe estebllsllMnt 
of I .. federilly-sponsored orgenlzetlon ClIlled 1IIe Nltlonal Endow_nt fer ""er IClI' s 
Nellttberboods. Thl s Endewlllnt woul d be perned by I Board of DI,recters Ippolnted by 
1IIePresldlnt Ind the CDn"ess. It would prOfldl flnenelll .upport fer qUlI"lfled 
cc.lllunity ergenlzltlons In urban nellttbcrboods Ind rurll Cc.lllunitle. for I wide rlnge 
of ec:tlv Itfes. The f"rll f lnenelll _lt1Inent woul d be I one 1'1.. f IlIInei II 
con'ITltlution wh I ch woul d be IIIItclled by pi" IYlte In d loclf fun ds. 

The Proposel" "'rellllble" Ind IIfI ndl nge" ..1' fer1ll 1IIe beck"OWId Ind rltl one I e 
fer 1111. leglslltlon. theM Ire phllosophlCl1 .ctlons which prOflde I frllll ..erk fer 
wery1lling el. In the proposel. The••ctlons Irtllllpt to ODIIIe IS close IS possible 
to Ictual leglsllttve IlngUlge. 

The "'urpo." section of 1IIe propolIIl outlines the goal. of 1IIe Endowment to 
prod de flnanclll .uppert for I wide vlrlety of cClllllunlty-lnltleted Ictlvltles under 
the direction of In Independent governing board which Idnlnlsters the Endowment. 

The ·Structure" .ctlon propo.s 11111' the Endew_nt be perned by I nIneteen 
IllIIIber Board w 1111 slx-yelr 1'erllS~ these 1'erllS woul d be stlggered 10 1IIet 1IIere Is 
continuity on 1IIeBoard. The Board will belppolnted by the Presldentl one 1IIIrd of 
elch .t of Ippolrrllnents lIust be cr.n fran I list propo_d by 1IIe S...te President 
pro tllllpere Ind IIlnorlty leader. Ind one 1IIIrd fran I list propo_d by the HoUM 
spelker Ind IIIncrity Ielder. NIIil IllIIIbers of 1IIe Board lIust be _I ected fran 1IIe 
steff or IllIIIbershlp of cClllllunlty crgenlzltlons 11111' Ire eligible for Issistence frClll 
the Endowment. The rllllil nl ng Board Ill111bers IIII\' be 1111 ected fran I broad rlnge of 
people Interested In nellttberhoods. The Board I. IIIIpowerld to fill YIClIncles which 
occur on the board between Ippol rrIlnlntS. Ind will el ect Its own off loars. The Board 
fs lu1ll0rlzed to hire I President who will direct 1IIe .tlff. Ind to prCllulgete 
re~1 litI ons Ind procedures fer 1IIe operation of 1IIe Endowment. Board IllIIIhers will 
serve without slllry but will be canpense1'ed fer expenses Ind fer 1'1111 spent It Board 
lIeetl ngs I n the _e menner es IllIIIbers of 01ller corporlte boards estlbllshed by 
eon"ess. After prlvlte IIIIltchlng funds h ... e been received. I "doners fcrum" will 
elect In Iddltlonel five people to 1IIe Board. 

The "Activities" IIIctloo gIves 1IIe Endewment full cerporlte powers so 1IIIt It 
can carry out Its lutherlzed pros;rllll. These lnel ude estlbllshlng re~lltlons fer 1IIe 
Endowment Ind the grlnt progrllllllllklns grlnts to nellttbcrbood ergenlzetloosl Ind 
usIng up to 10J of Its funds fer reselrch. technlCllI ISslstlnCll Ind 'lTllnlng. 

The "Grlnt Progrllll" .ctloo describes I flexible progrllllwl1ll broad ellglbllty. 
The crlterll fer ectlvltles which will be eligible Is estlbllshed to Include III 
Ictlvltles e_pt those speclflcilly ellmlneted. The ergenlzltlons which ere 
eligible to Ipply under 1IIe pros;rllll Ire II &0 described very broadly. but limited to ' 
cc.lllunity-besed ergenlZltlons which h ... e I geogrlphlc focus Ind Ire reprelllntetive of 
Ind Iccountlble to 1IIe people of 1IIet geos;rlphlc Iree. A ODIIIpetltlve crlterll Is 
suggested fer selectln, grlntees fran 1III0000g those which Irl eligible Ind which h ... e 
planned to underteke eillilble ectlvltles. The IIIventeen crlterll listed In the 
proposel would guIde 1111 Endewment In formuletlng lIere spoaclflc grlnt selection 
rltlng criterIa. 

UnlIke 01ller "Netlonel Endowments.- the NatIonal Endowment fer AIIerlCll's 
Nellttberhoods IIould be en IctuII trust fund .'111 e "ccrpus". The one tille federal 
contr I but I 01'1 lloul d be cr.n dow n Ofer severll .,elrs blllld on the con'ITl but I on of 
IMtchlng funds. After 11111' one-time contributIon. the Endewment woul d not receIve I 
federal Ipproprlltlon but IIoul d operlte on the elrnlngs of 1IIe trust fund. 

II 

78-541 0 - 87 - 24 
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fttOA:lSIt. FOR 'liE MATIONIt. EHlDIENT fOR NO I~t S IEl6teOlttOClOS 

A. 	 A-a.bla 

,. 	Wheres the qUIIllty end v ItIIllty of ....erloen aoclety Is d1111nI11llld by 


the condition of Its nel ~borhoods. the nel ~borhood constitutes e key 


to the aoclel. cui turel, emnanlc, end polltloel febrlc of' tha country. 


2. 	 Wherees any nel~borhoods ere confronted with .eJer probl.s such es 


leek of anployment, dllcent housing, end 1IIIIted servloes, the resldllnts 


ere feced with soclel econQIIlc end polltlce' probl.s resulting fran 


events end ectlons beyond their control. 


3. 	 Wherees urben nel ~borhoods end rural CCIIIIIunltles ere besl c units for 


self-goVernance and Citizen pIIrtlclplltlon, IIIII~borhoods end rurel 


cQllnunltles end their ergenlzetlons _k to be sel f-sustel nlng and 


Independent lIechenl SIllS th et werk In conoert wIth fedllrel, stete, 


end locel gO{errment ecters. 


4. 	 Wherees the urban IIIII~borhood end rurel tXlIIIIIunlty lwei prO{ Idlls the 


IIOst approprlete scale fer the operetlon of IIIlny public services end 


progrl!llllS, IIIII~borhood end CiOIIIIIlUl.lty a-genlzetlons can effectively 


serve the verylng soclel, culturel end econanlc needs of their 


resl dents. 


,. 	Wherees lIeny federel prOgrllllS end funds ere JIOOrI y targeted to Intended 


beneflclerles In Iow-Incane nel~borhoods, the Il1\Ioh'_nt of 


nel~borhood crgenlzetlons .ekes It aesler to focus soclel Jl8rvloe, 


housing, econanlc developnent end other resources to Intended 


benet Iclerla5. 


II. 	 Whereas IIIII~borhood people end organizatIons ere fully Cllpllble of 


pi Inning end IlIpl_ntatlon, nel~borhoods wIth 1IIIIted rasources 


need to lie eble to hllrllll5S outsl dII III" Ivete end public resources to 


•
econanl celly III' ntel n lind Imp.o.-e thll nlll ~borhood. 


-1
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'7. 	 _herees tile detrleretlng condItion of nell#lbcrhoods Is e netlonal 

p-oblM, "Ifle federel p .. IIIIBnt hes I responsIbility to p-O!II de 

resources to strengtllen nell#lbcrhoods. 

8. 	 ean.,.esslonel findings (propo_d) 

The ConlTess finds thet: 

I. 	 Ur!len nell#lbcrhoods end I"urll COIIIll'lltles Ind theIr ergsnlzetlons Ire 

vltll to "Ifle wei tIre of residents II'( p-O!Ildlng In envlrollllBnt to .eet 

!lesl c hUlllen needs Ind end opportlJ'llty fer perlOne' lTarth end 

enrlchllent. 

2. 	 Nell#lbcr/lOOd end CClllllll'llty ergsnlzetlons p-O!Ilde I wide 11"1".". of 

ectlvltles end IIrvlces fer "Iflelr cClllllunlty Indudlng crl.. p-eventlon, 

hellth, housing; end eCDnanlc developnent, .hlch ultl.ltely !leneflt 

"'erl cen socIety. 

3. 	 Urban nell#lbcrhood end rurll CCIIIIII6\Ity ergsnlz~tlons h.,e ll'ldertaken 

InnO!lltlve end targeted ectlvltles to !leneflt Iow-Incc.e resIdents. 

These leflv Itles Ind IIrv Ices COIIIpl ement "Ifle resources of prlllt8nt. 

4.A targeted I118chenlllll "Iflet cen herness -p-Ivete end publIc resources to 

benet It lar- end .oderete-llIOOIIIe nell#lbcrhoods Is needed to hel p 

nell#lberhoods becan~ ..ere self slIstllnlng end COIltrlbute to "Ifle 

O!Ir.1I .elll th of tile UnIted States. 

5. 	 MIl"" cerporlltlons, foundetlons, p-Ivllte Indlvlduel s end state end 10cIII 

--govr_nts ere Intrested In Jol nl ng w1"Ifl the federel prlllt8nt In 

suppertlng nell#lberhood vltellty. 

6. 	 s...rel federel p-ograns end ..e"" IOCII p-Ivately fll'lded wferts h ... e 

shar n "Ifle effectiveness of ..ell lIIIOunts of direct, netlonel flnenclll 

support to 10001ly Inltleted nell#lbcrhood revItalizatIon efferts. 

-2
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Co 	 11Ie ,..po_ of 11IIs Act Is to establl. a Netl_1 EIIcIaw...... fa- ...Im's 

Nelgllllorlloods filet. 

1. will support In array of InnO/atlve ectlvltles dltSlpd to Illprove 

ttle social. econcmlc and cultural fabric of urban and rural 

__unities; 

2. 	 will be flexible In responding to 1'IIIII#IIIorhood needs and will hllrness 

private 8IIctor and federal. stIIte and local gater..-nt resources In 

order to benef It netgllborhoodsl 

3. 	 will heve an Independent governing board appointed !Iv the lTesldent to 

serve as the declslo_klng unIt fa- the Endowment I and 

4. 	 wll I not requIre en ongoing IInnUIII epproprlatlon In ttle fe...el Iludget. 

D. 	 Struc:hre of ttle National Elldow_nt for lllerica's llelgllllorlloods 

1. 	 The EndOfment shill I establish a Trust Fund. the eernlngs frCIII which 

shall be u8lld '10 suppa-t the actlv I ties of the Endow...nt. The 

federal contrillution to thlrt Trust Fund shell be .ade over five fiscal 

years. each year's liIIIOunt condl tlonal on the Endow...nt hevlng binding 

commltiments fa- the required lIetch of prlvete end IOCIII _yo 

2. 	 Appoln1ment 

e. 	 The Board of Directors of the NetlOllllI EndOfllent for IIJDerlca's 

Nell#lba-hoods shell be caaposed of nineteen (19) lI..bars eppolnted 

by the lTesident, six of whan shall be eppolnted frCIII 8IIong the 

reca!llll8ndatlons llllde !Iv the Speaker of ttle House of Representatives 

(In consul tatlon with the IIlnorlty leeder of the House of 

Representatives), and six of whCIII shill I be appointed frCIII IiIIIOhg 

the recanmendatlons lIade by the lTesl dent pro tanpore of the 

Senate, In consul tatlon with the lIaJorlty leader and IIlnorlty 

I eeder of th e Sel1ll ttl. 
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J 

I 
b. Each of 1IIe Indly lduel s .eklng r_ndetlons to file Prul dint 

regrdlng eppoln_nts ..ell _k to .c:fIl.,e a balanced ••ber .. lp 

r.,..esentlng to file .axl_ practIcable, 1IIa Nation •• a .hol .. 

c. The Presldlnt•• 'nltlel end subSIq ..nt appoln_ntslhould Insure 

filet no 'us fIlen nine .anbar. ere .Iected fran file staff or 

.anbershlp of organIzations 1IIet ere illegible for • .,Istance fran 

1IIe Natlonel £ncbtlll8nt for Mer lca' 5 Nelltlbor hOods. 

d. Ofller Board .anbers .. all ba selected fran file brQld range of 

people and organizations Interested In nelltlborhOods, Including 

but not I 1111 tad to representatlyes of netlonal organizations .1111 

communIty-based affilIates or _bars, rag I 0IIII1 and local technical 

assistance prOlflders to nelltlborhoods, phllentroplc and yoluntary 

agenlzatlons, local end stete per..ents, env IrOllnentel 

orgenlzatlons, Civil rlltlts end IIlnorlty organizations end 

orgenlzed buslnen l7oups. At I eut fIlree lIanbars shall ref I act 

potential dona 170UpS. 

e. In file 1IIIrd reer, file £ncbtment shall crellte allechenlan bv which 

donors to file Endollment ofller fIIan 1IIe federal gOlferl1llElnt 118'( 

partl cl pete I n the el ect Ion of five donor raprese ntatl ves to be 

addld to file nl netean lIanber boer d. 

3. Tem of Office 

.. When file Board Is estebl hlhed six lIanbars stull I be appal nted. for 

'two year tems, sIx lI.berS lIlell be appoInted for four-yeer tems 

and seyen lIanbars shall be appal nted for .1 x-yeer tenns. Two 

••bers dr_n fran file recCllllnllndltlons of file Speaker of 1IIe House, 

as well as two dr_n fran file reccmmendetlons of 1IIe Presl dint Pro 

T.pore of tl1e Selllta ..all be appol nted for .Ix-yeer tenDs, end 

'two lIlall ba appointed for four-year tenns. 

-.... 
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b. 	 Upon e~lretlon of 111_ Initial tenia. 1IIe Preslellnt "'ell appoint 

new Boerd ••bers far slx...,_ tel'1lls. selec:ted I n tile ..e 

.enner In whlell 1IIearlginei appolnt.ent was .ede. 

c. 	 When.,er a bOIrd position Is 'eft vacant befare Its tel'1ll has 

e~lred. G.ie to 1IIe resignation. Incapecl1y ar Inectlvl1y of 

file board ••ber. or for eey 0111111" reason. file Board Itsel f 

.ey .1 ect e new board .anber far 1IIe ranel neIIr of 1IIe lIIe~lred 

tel"" 

d. 	 ABoerd .anber who has _Ned six yeers ar ~e on 1IIe Boerd shell 

not be eligible far rnppoln1lllent to 1IIe Board. A fOl'1ller Boerd 

lIanber who has not _Ned on the Board far e period of et least 

one year shell be ell gl bl e far eppol n1lllent to file Board. 

e. 	 The !bnar repre.ntetlves "'ell ellO _Ne staggered. six yeer 

terms. 

oil. 	 Off I cars 

The board .anbers silell. frQIII 1III000g thel I" ranks. _I ect a o.al rperlOn 

end 01ller Boerd off I cars as cleaned necessary. 

5. 	 CIlInpensetlon 

Members of 1IIe Boerd shell: 1) receive ClClDpensetlon at a rete "UIII 

to 1IIe delly ..ulvalent of 1IIe rete prescribed far grade G5-18 under 

Section 5332 of Title 5. far nell eIIy 1IIet 1IIey are engeged In the 

performance of 1IIeir duties on 'ttIe Boerd. and 2) be ell ClWeC: tr.,eI 

e~n.s. Including per dian In lieu of subslstance. In file ..e 

..nner as per sons anpl CVed I ntennlttently In GOIerm.nt serv I ce are 

allClWed e~n.s lIIe11r Section 5703(b) of title 5. far eedl eIIy 1IIet 

fIley are .tIf fran 1IIeir hanes or regular places of bush.ss In file 

perf OI'1IIanc:e of 111 el I" GIt I es on 'ttl e Boar d. 

http:GOIerm.nt
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E. 	 Authcrlzed Aetlvltles CP\lw ... of the [ncDr..m" 

I. 	The [ndOfMnt Is organized to Mka ...nts to loeel volunt.ry crganlntlons fer. 

verleiy of _I f-lle! P .ctlv Itles acoordl ng to p-ocedures and announClllllents ttlat 

the EndOfMnt will publ! sh I n the ~der.1 Regl star and ottl.,. .pp-oprlate publl c 

CDDDunlcatlon .ch.nnals, 

2. 	The Endo....nt lIay est.bllsh a calender of gr.nts ev.1I abll liy wlletfl .. by • 


regular schedul e, er by perlodl c de.dll res I 


3. 	The EnDlllnt lIay estebllllll frem tl .. to tlllll categcrle, of activities er p-ogrllll 

.reas fer Indlvlduill gr.nt cyciesl ttle EndowlllBnt lIay enter Into contr.cts or 

cooperetlve agreements .nd m.ke gr.nts fer technl cal IISsl st.nce. tral nl ng. 

re.arch, lind .,111 uetlon IIctlvltles as long lIS the c\8Iulatlve BIIOunt so 

oommltted does not lI:weeed lOJ of ttle IInnuel IIpp-op-latlon fer lhe p-ogrem, 

4. 	The Beer!! of elrecters of ttle EndCIWIIIBnt l1li1111 hire a p-esl dent lind steff to 


adnlnlst... p-emote and IlIpl ..ent ttle policies fer ttle p-ogrem lhat are 


esfebl ! shed by ttle beerd I 


5. 	The EnDlllent Is auther Iud to IICoept gifts, grents. bequests. enDlllnt., and 

any olher form of monetary er p-operiy donation. and lIay cCII'IIIlngle federal funds 

wIth those received f rem cth!ll" sources, 

6. 	The Beera of ttle EndOflllent may author Ize ttle Presl dant of ttle Endowlllnt to 

app-ove, without p-Ier BOIlrd app-oval, grants up to 125,000 which fall withIn 

gul dell res esfebll shed by ttle BOIlrd I such grant S will be reperted to ttle 

BOIlrd at Its subsequent lIeetl n!lSl 

7. 	Grants med!! by ttle EnDlllent shall be ._pt frem Off Ice of MlllIIIgBlllent and Budget 

(Ole), Clrcul.,. III-95, IntergOlernlllntel R.,lew. and 016 CIrcular 112: Unltery 

Audit, 

8. 	The EnDlnent lIIIall report to Congress every two years even though lhe 


authorIzation Is for five yeers, 


g. 	The EnDlllent l1li1111 be subject to suit and shill I lI.,e the power· to brlns suit 

fer tert and contract IllIb II tty. 

http:volunt.ry
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f. IIrllllta FrOF. 

1. ElIgible ActIvities 

.. 	In creler to respond to locel Inltl etles IIr vol lllltery _ 

pr_ntel crgen/zetlons. 'ttIe Enck:lw..nt Is eu1tlorlzed 'to 

support 'IIIrough grents, contrects. end CDOperetlve ._ents, 

e wi de renge of ectlv ItIes. fran tl.e to tl.e 'HIe Enck:lw..nt .ey 

publish In the federel Reglstr e speclf Ic renge of actlvltle. 'ttIet 

will be consl.ed for I spec If Ic grlnt offerIng but It 110 tl.e 

shell 'IIIe total offrlngs of 'ttIe Endowment be SO descrIbed es to 

preclude In a-genlzetlon fran proposing Ind hevlng consl.ed fa

fll'ldl ng In IIctlv Ity 'IIIet !bes not filii Into one of 'ttIe offred 

categories a- one of the prcfllbltlons bel ow. 

b. 	 CertaIn Ictlvltleslre prohlbltld, heII ...r: 

(I) Publl c wa-ks In urban ereas, e"oept 15 rellted to spec If Ic 


c:ommunlty housing Ind ecananlc developu,nt ","oJects benefiting 


resl dents of 'IIIe locel C:Cllllunl ty served IIr 'HIe erge n IZltl on. 


(2) Act Iv Itles directly reI eted to support of e oendldete fa


public offIce. 


(:;\) Sellrles of public off Idels a- ..pI q-_ of unIts of spyrnaent 


or 'IIIelr subsl dllrtes end eff IIleted a-genlzetlons. 


c. 	When purchllseS of equl pIIent lire euthorlzed under 'ttIe t_s of 

e particulllr grent, 'llllIt equIpment SlIIII be e""pt fran 'ttIe rules 

of spya-ment tlWnersh Ip lind shllil be 'ttIe full Ind permenent 

possession of 'IIIe grentee ergenlzet'on. 

2. EI 1~lble Appl lcents 

Af'Ii Voluntllry. non-gova-l'IIIentel crgenlzlltlon shllll be ellglbll fa

grlnts unda- '1111 s progrlllll prO\lI ded It I1188ts 'ttIe foil 010' 1ng requlr_nts 

end the ectlv Itles It proposes lit SO ...t 'ttIe requlr..ents of 'IIIe program: 

.. 	The eppllcent a-genlzetlon .ust hlWe I specIfic geoogrlphlc focus 
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end I ncl ud& a- lie open to all resl d&nts w he I Iva wITh In the 

geographic: ..ee, 

b. 	 The applicant a-ganlzatlon lIIust hllfe _a c:1 ear Hdlanl811 of 

ac:countab III 'Iy to The resl d&nts of The geograp/lt c: .... , 

c. 	The applIcant a-ganlzatlons IlUst lie representative of llllna- Itt es 

of The geographic ..ee; lind 

d. 	The applicant a-ganlzatlon lIlust lie IIO'I-fa--prof It" ITh fiscal 

ac:countablll'ly "heTher a- not The a-ganlzetlon Is Inca-porated. 

3. 	 Q-Iterhs fa- Selecting Grantees 

a. 	 All appll cants to lie sel ected lIlust _t The ell gl b III 'Iy 


requl ranents I lated ebove. 


b. 	 All ectlv Itles propo_d under ffle prog"lIII! must lIIeet The 


req ulranents fa- ell gl bl e actlv I ties d&scrl bed abcwe. 


c. 	ApplIcants Ind Ictlv Itles must lIleet The offlill'" requlranents 

d&scrl bed by The Endatment I n the Federel Regt ster fa- pertlculer 

offerIngs that Ire Mede frt::1!l tlllle to tIme. 

d. 	 In addition to These IIIlnlmel requlr_nts. grentaes will be 

se I ected end the lIII!ount of The gr ent IIW erd w I I I lie determ I ned on 

the besls of e ct::1!lpetltlve retlng scele "hlch gIves equel weIght 

to ffle folIatIng tecta-51 

(I) the extent to whIch ffle federel resourcas Ire .etched by offlill'" 

resources of The geogrephlc cQmlunl'ly served by the crgenlzetlcn, 

(2) the degree to which The federel resources are .etched by offler 

resources propcrtlonel to The Iblll'ly Ind resources of The 

c:ommunl'ly served by The Ippl lcent a-ganlzatlon; 

(3) ffle degreE to "hlch ffle actIvIties proposed ..e "ell thought 

out. well-pi anned and coherent, 

-8
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I.e) the dajTee to which the CFglnlzetlon fN ldances the Cllpebll 11y 

of I nltl.tlng, IIISnllglng and .,eI Wltlng the ectlvltles propo18d, 

(!S) the dajTee to which the ,,'ghborhood suff..s fran e hIgh dajTee 

of econanl c dls'lress es ., I danced by en Drllll un.plor-nt nlte thet 

elCeecls the netlo..' ulllnplOf_nt rete, 

(6) the dajTee to which the nelghbcrhood hes serious housing 

probl.s es fN ldanced by the proportion of sub$tDnderd end 

detrlorlltlng housing wIthIn the aBlunl1y; 

(7) the dajTee to whIch resldants of the ..Ighborhood hlfllle 

Inlldlquete services, especlelly services wb.k:h eddress beslc h_n 

..ecls with In the erea; 

(8) the dajTee to which the ,,'ghborhood feces disruptIon CF IlIJury 

fran ectlons Inltleted fran outsIde the a-unl1y which cenn<7t be 

eddres.d effectively with resources whIch ere lfIIIell ebl e I -lin 

(9) the dajTee to whIch the proposed actlvl1y eddresses the.,st 

serious ..ecls of the ..Ighborhood; 

(10) the dajT8e to which the ectlvltles proposed partlculerly 

serve I QI- and lIodBrete-InCClllle resl dants of the geOjTeph Ic 

cQllllunl1y served by the CFglnlzetlon, 

(II) the dajTee to Which the ectlv Itles propoIBd ....f It the 

otherwl. dlsedVenfllged minorities of the a-unltles served by 

the CFgenlzetlonl 

(12) the dajTee towh1ch the ectlvltles pranote hentony end 

coheSiveness be1ween various sub-",oups of the resl dantlel 

popul etlon of the ....ea IBrved by the CFgenlzetlon; 

(13) the da"," to which the people effected by the propel_d 

ectlv ItI es w ..e I nvol ved I n the plennl ng end eppllClltlon process, 
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04' the dIIg-ee to which the IIICtlv Itln p"Clllote the public: wei fal"e; 

(15) the dIIg-ee of planning and c:ocrdll1lltlon wltll units of 10C:1I1 

gov'-Ment. wh.-e apP"op"letel 

0151 the dIIg-ee to which the p"OPOIII' In IlInOlatln In Involving 

people In tile solution of C:Cllllunl'ly p"obles, lind 

(7) such oth.- Cl"lt.-la as sha! I be established fl"CIII tl_ to time 

by the BOIl"d and/or steff of the Endowll8nt app"oprillte to the 

PUl"po_s of the Endow_nt and the pIIl"tleullll" offerIng or g-ant 

category being considered. 

4. Adtll nl stl"atlve Req ull"lII1ent s 

The BOIl"d shill I Insure thllt 1wo-tIlll"ds of tile .ount of fundi ng 

p"<:r.'IdIId under the grantii p"ogl"l1/11 wIII be I118de to g-oups In low- and 

model"ate-- I nccme l'1li1 g>boI" hoods. 
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NRECANATIONAL RURAL ELECTRIC COOPERATIVE ASSOCIATION 
1100 Ma"'_llna Awtn... N.W.. _Inglon. O.e. _ 
Telephone: (202, 857·'500 

October 5, 1981 

The lIonorab1e Alan Cranston 
United States Senate 
112 lIart Senate Office Building 
WashIngton, D.C. 20510 

Dear Senator Cranston: 

I am wrHlng In response to your request for our suggestIons as you 
prepare major housing legislation for IntroductIon early next year. The 
NatIonal Rural ElectrIc Cooperative AssociatIon (NRECA) Is the national 
service organ I zatlon for the approximately 1,000 consunoer owned rural electrIc 
systems whIch serve about 25 million people In 2,600 counties wlthln 46 states. 

I share your feeling that now Is a very appropriate tIme to reassess our 
housing policies and programs and design a strategy for the 1990s and beyond. 

Our specHlc conments are as follows: 

1. 	 ANY NATIONAL HOUSING INITIATIVE MUST INCLUDE A CLEAR FOCUS ON RURAL 
HOUSING NEEDS. 

Approximately 56 mIllion people, 23.5% of the populatIon of the United 
States, live outside of metropolitan areas. Many of these people live 
In QuIte remote areas and, as a result, do not have the Salll! access as 
the urban population to health care, housing, educatIon and employment 
opportunItIes. To SOIRe extent this "lack of access" Is an Inherent 
disadvantage of persons living In rural areas. However, there are 
several other rural dhadvantagu currently beIng experIenced whIch 
are not Inherent. IIany of these have worsened dramatIcally durIng the 
1980s. 

Substandard HousIng: Although only 23.5% of the U.S. populatIon 
resides In nonmetropolltan areas, these areas account for almost 
half of all housIng In the "severely Inadequate" category. 

Shortage of New Housing: Construction of new housing In rural 
areas Is now takIng place at a rate InsufficIent to meet demand. 
Thh problem, which Is descrIbed Indetall In a 1986 CongressIonal 
Research Service report, Is directly related to the Inadequate 
aval1abl1lty of private credit for rural home construction. 
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• 	 Rural Poverty: Throughout this century, a disproportionate share 
of the nation's poor have resided in rural areas. As of 1985 
rural areas had a poverty rate of 18.3% as compared to 12.7% for 
metropolitan areas. Slnce the recovery from the recession of the 
early 1980s, the poverty rate In metropolltan areas has fallen, 
but the nonmetropolitan rate has not. 

• 	 Job Growth: Since 1979 the number of urban jobs Increased by 13%; 
ln rural areas the increase was less than a third of thls -- only
4%. 

Particularly hard hit were those rural countles dependent upon
natural resources and manufacturlng: 

- Employment dec11ned by 9.5% in countles dependent on minlng and 
energy extraction. 

- Vlrtua11y no growth occurred in agrlcultural countles. 

- Manufacturing countles registered only 2.7% growth. 

Unemployment rates in nonmetro areas have been above those of 
metro areas during each year of the 1980s -- a reversal of 
historic patterns. 

• 	 Population: Durlng the 1980s rural population growth has slowed 
and is now below urban growth. Thls ls ln contrast to the 1970s 
when rural areas, for the flrst time in more than a century, grew 
faster than urban areas. This slow~rowth reflects majoT problems
ln the performance of the rural economy and Signals a return to 
the generalized rural declines of the 19505 and 19bOs. 

The poor performance of the rural economy during the 19805 has 
occurred as the result of economic dislocation and associated 
structured change as industries responsible for much of the rural base 
(agrlculture, natural resources, minlng and low skll1 manufacturlng) 
declined, and service industries (concentrated in urban areas) 
expanded. Along with this economiC dislocatlon has come financial 
straln for indlviduals and households. Substantial data and research 
are available on the economic factors affecting rural America. We 
suggest that you consider this information as you develop a national 
housing strategy. 

If the condition of rural America is to be turned around, attention 
must be given to correcting those problems which discourage industry 
from locating in rural areas and people from living there. A very key
factor is the quality of life in a community. Quality of life 
considerations revolve around many factors, such as the adequacy of 
infrastructure resources ln the areas of education, health and other 
public services. However, housing is a key component of any quallty
of life judgment. If a community has available adequate quality 
housing at reasonable costs, it is much more likely to attract new 
industry than a community wh1ch does not. Worse yet 15 a community 
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without adequate housing which also lacks the ability to finance, 
construct, and place Into service needed additions or Improvements to 
Its 	hOUSing stock. We urge that you carefully consider the role 
played by housing In economic development and Include provisions In 
your new Initiative which create a positive climate for rural 
development by encouraging a dynamic housing environment In our rural 
cOlIIDunltles. 

2. 

NRECA believes that the present federal programs for rural development 
-- Including rural Infrastructure, housing, and business development 
should be consolidated. 

The present federal system of rural program delivery Is often 
confUSing, overlapping and Inefficient. We recolIIDend that a major
study be undertaken of the most effective method of combining these 
programs In order to Improve the focus on economic development and 
maximize the federal assistance provided to rural areas. 

Until such a major restructuring and refocusslng has occurred, NRECA 
strongly supports the continuation of FmHA's existing housing programs
and their funding at adequate levels. 

3. 	 THERMAL STANDARDS SHOULD BE THE SAME FOR MOBIL HOMES AS FOR SITE BUILT 
HOMES. 

Most mobil homes now being built do not have the same levels of 
thermal standards as new site built housing. As a result energy bills 
are unnecessarily high and burdensome for many mobile home owners - 
often low Income households. 

The Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD) has established 
standards for manufactured homes. However, these HUD standards are 
far below those required by HUD for s',te built homes that carry 
federally Insured mortgages. They are likewise below state, local and 
regional building codes. 

For two decades NRECA and rural electric cooperatives throughout the 
nation have been urging higher thermal and constructlc1 standards for 
mobile homes. We have testified before Congressional and governmental
cOlllDlttees. We have written letters. We have made numerous contacts 
-- with Congress and manufacturers. But to date owners and occupants 
of mobile homes do not have the same kind of thermal standards 
protection that Is given to owners of site built housing. 

The Issue of thermal standards for mobile/manufactured housing Is 
espeCially acute In areas served by rural electric cooperatives, where 
a significant portion of the nation's low Income families reside. As 
a consequence, a very high percentage of the new homes In rural 
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America are mobile or manufactured. and many of these continue to be 
poorly built from an energy efficIency standpoint. In some areas. as 
many as 2S% to 40% of new homes beIng served by rural electric 
cooperatives are mobile homes. 

Energy bills for people living In small mobile homes, built to minimum 
standards. are frequently 40% to 60% greater than equIvalent homes 
built to site built housing standards. This Is a terrible 
discrimination against the low-Income and elderly people who often 
have no choice but to own or live In mObile homes. 

The 	 time to give attention to thermal efficiency Is when the house Is 
being built. Retrofitting to Improve the thermal efficiency of the 
building envelope Is expensive -- and almost Impossible In a mobile 
home. Yet the cost. during construction. to add the necessary 
Insulation which would Increase thermal efficiency to acceptable 
levels Is far less and Is cost effective. 

Therefore, we urge that you carefully consider this Important matter 
as you develop new housing legislation and that such legislation
mandate that thermal requirements In newly constructed manufactured 
homes be equivalent to the requirements applicable to site built 
housing. 

4. 	 MODERATE INCOME HOUSEHOLPS SHOULP BE ASSISTEO. 

Specific programs should be developed to meet the housing needs of 
moderate Income people. These families with Incomes too low to 
qualify for private financing and too h~h to qualify for loans from 
the farmers Home Administration are often frustrated In their attempts 
to achieve the goal of homeownershlp and/or acceptable quality 
housing. Modest levels of assistance could open housing 'opportunities 
to this group which too often "falls between the cracks' of present 
housing programs. 

S. 	 THE SERIOUS PROBLEM Of PREPAYMENT Of RENTAL HOUSING LOANS MUST 8E 
ADDRESSED. 

We are concerned by the significant number of prepayments of fmHA 
rental housing loans during the past few years, partly as a result of 
the drop In Interest rates. The purpose of these subsidized loans Is 
to encourage the development of moderately priced rental units. When' 
these loans are prepaid and there Is a conversion to higher priced 
units, the purpose of this program Is subverted and the stock of lower 
priced units Is dangerously reduced. 

We recommend that housing legislation address this serious problem. 

6. 	 CENSUS OATA MUST BE PRESERVED. 

Solid statistical data on housing trends and the condition of the 
nation's housing must be maintained. Informed policy and legislative
decisions require correct and comprehensive Information. 
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We feel that attempts to cut survey costs by further reduc\ng data 
collection and analysis would, In the end, Increase costs and make 
decisIon making more diffIcult In thIs extremely Important area of our 
nation's wellbeing. 

7. ROLE OF RURAL ELECTRIC COOPERATIVES. 

Rural electrIc cooperatIves are community based. consumer owned 
organizations with deep roots In their communitIes. They provIde
servIce to 25 millIon people In 2hOO of thIs natIon's countIes. Rural 
electrIc cooperatIves employ about 58,000 people managers, 
engIneers, accountants, linemen. offIce staff -- and there are some 
approxImately 9,000 communIty leaders who serve as directors (elected 
by theIr fellow member consumers) on these co-op boards. Rural 
electric cooperatives form a powerful network that covers our 
countryside. 

NRECA belIeves very strongly that these cooperatIves can play an 
Integral role In revItalIzIng rural AmerIca. They have the skIlls and 
a fIrm commItment to theIr home communItIes. 

Let me suggest that In developIng a new housing InitIative that you
give serious study to usIng the rural electrIc cooperatives to assist 
In delIvering federal programs to rural areas. Our experIence Is that 
the REA model of federal/local partnershIp has worked extremely well 
In br\nglng electrIcIty and telephone service to rural AmerIca. We 
belIeve that thIs successful model should be studIed and expanded upon. 

Let me end by reemphas\zlng the fIrst poInt made In this letter: that ANY 
NATIONAL HOUSING INITIATIVE MUST INCLUDE A CLEAR FOCUS ON RURAL HOUSING 
NEEDS. Our cItIzens must not be limited to the confInes of metropolitan areas 
In their search for suitable employment opportunities and adequate housIng. 
Our challenge Is to foster an environment In which all areas of our nation can 
develop and prosper. A policy which creates opportunItIes In rural AmerIca 
can help to stem the present rapid pace of rural outmlgratlon and thus assist 
both our rural and urban communities. 

We appreciate thIs opportunity to express our thoughts as you prepare for 
a new legIslative Initiative. An Identical letter has been sent to Senator 
Alfonse D'Amato. 

BB:dfs 
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NEIGHBORHOOD REINYESTMEIT CORPORATION 

HOUSING POLICY RECOMMENDATIONS 

INTRODUCTION 

We thank the Housing Subcommittee of the Senate Committee on 
Banking, Housing and Urban Affairs for an opportunity to provide
input on a new natfonal housfng polfcy. 

The Nefghborhood Reinvest.ent Corporatfon and fts 
predecessor organfzatfons have been working wfth a unfque
partnershfp of ffnancfal fnstftutfon and other busfness leaders,
nefghborhood leaders and local govern.ents sfnce 1970 
revitalfzfng declfnfng nefghborhoods and producfng affordable 
housfng. Our local partnershfps whfch serve 237 nefghborhoods in 
137 cftfes and towns fn 42 states, the Dfstrfct of Columbia and 
Puerto Rfco have often worked wfth exfsting federal housfng 
programs. but have also created lIany new housing and com.unity
development tools. We hope our experfence can be helpful to the 
Commfttee in fts work. 

We have grown fncreasfngly concerned about the effects on 
lower fncome nefghborhoods of the fncreasfng costs of 
homeownershfp and rental housfng. In addftfon, the Tax Reform Act 
of 1986 and the outlook of increasing nUllbers of HUD subsidized 
rental units escapfng use restrictfons seemed certafn to worsen 
the sf tuatl on wi th regard to rental housing. Therefore, the 
Neighborhood Reinvestment Corporatfon commfssfoned Dr. Phfllfp L. 
Clay, Associate Professor, Massachusetts Instftute of Technology, 
to document the fmpact on lower fncome households of lfkely
losses of rental unfts. His study, At Rfsk of Loss: The 
Endangered Future of Low-Income Rental Hous'ng Resources which 
Is appended to these recommendations. projects a broaden fng gap
between the number of low-fncome households and the number of 
housfng unfts they could afford to rent. A similar projectfon
could be made for mOderate-fncome households and, 1ft many
regfonal real estate markets, for mfddle-lncome households as 
well. Lack of productfon of new unfts for owner occupancy or for 
rental, affordable to the bottom half of our fncome spectrum.
accompanfed by growth In the number of households needfng them 
(caused fn part by a reductfon In household shel, has put an 
enormous premfum on exfstfng low-cost unsubsidlzed housfng
stocks. Truly, the "trickle down" process has been replaced by a 
"filter up· process. 

The projected gap between 17.2 mflllon low-fncome households 
and 9.4 m11110n unfts they can afford to rent implfes that if 
nothfng fs done to change this course, by the year 2003 (just 16 
years from now) 7.8 million low-income households will be rent
burdened. overcrowded, occupyfng substandard housing, doubled up
with other households, or outright homeless. Thfs and the 
accompanying prospect of the destabilfzlng tendencies whfch may
be produced by Tax Reform's [sfde effects fn soft markets and 
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undesirable locations is 1fkely to create a disinvestment 
environment reminiscent of the sixties • 

. Neighborhood Reinvestment's work of revitalizing lower 
income neighborhoods can be expected to be severely impacted if 
such a scenario plays itself out, and the 1960's phenomenon is 
repeated of displaced low-income households overcrowding
vulnerable neighborhoods. contributing to their "tipping" into 
new cycles of disinvestment. 

Within our present budgetary resources, Neighborhood
Reinvestment is already at work with Neighborhood Housing
Services (NHS), Apartment Improvement Program (AlP), Mutual 
Housing Association network stimulating projects which will 
preserve and expand low-rent rental resources. intervene to 
prevent homelessness and house the currently homeless. 

Our housing polfcy recommendations will range from 
philosophical to detailed. They wf11 include recommendations 
related to programs administered by HUD and a vision of how 
Neighborhood Reinvestment's work can contribute to improved
housing and neighborhood conditions for lower income Americans. 

LIST OF RECOMMENDATIONS 

1. Adopt an approach of field testing a variety of new programs 
on a pflot basis, rather than implementing untried major-scale 
programs. 

II. Accept the virtual elimination of tax benefits as a housing
stimUlUS and develop new subsidy vehicles, which are less subject 
to di stortion. 

I II. Adopt the recommendations for federal action contained in 
our study, At Risk of Loss: The Endangered Future of Low-Income 
Rental Housing Resources. by phillip t. tlay. 

IV. Weigh the costs and benefits of providing subsidies which 
wfll benefit targeted populations in perpetuity, rather than for 
a limited period of time. 

V. Continue the Community Development Block Grant (CDBG)
Program, and expand it when fiscally feasible. 

VI. Continue and expand support for Public Housing. 

VII. Expand Neighborhood Reinvestment's secondary market for low
interest loans. 

VIII. Support a pilot program for expansion of Neighborhood
Reinvestment's Mutual Housing Association network. 
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RECOMMEMDATI OMS 

I. Ado t an a ilot 
basis ra 

natlona OUS ng po ey or 
century will be of necessity a transitional policy. A policy
guiding a transition in housing economics, a transition in 
governmental roles, a transition in fiscal capacity. Rather than 
implementing a grand new design, we recollllllend that the policy-
both of fiscal necessity and for prudence sake -- establish a 
broad future course and extend a serfes of new approaches to be 
tried and tested in today's complex, rapidly changing real world. 

II. Acce t the virtual elimination 

stimu us an eve 0 new su s ve 

o s or on. 

The rax R~eform Act of 1986 fs, of course, an important
determinant of the unfolding housing envfronment. However, it is 
our opinion that while the Act rellloved many tax advantages to 
priva te hous i ng producers and rental hous i ng operators, and the 
removal of these incentives will fn the short run add to problems
of housing availability and affordability, this does not justify 
a rolling back of these reforllls. Greater efficiency and economy
of private housing productfon and management lIIay be one of the 
results of the reforllls, and another will be the elimination of 
the dfstortion of programlllatic intent which frequently
accompanied this indirect mode of providing subsidfes. Livfng
with the reforms will challenge a new natfonal housing polfcy to 
confront the subsidy questions head-on, rather than being able to 
hfde them fn reduced Treasury tax receipts, and will require
consideration of who, if not the private sector, should ffll the 
vacant market niche between the market which can be profitably
served by the private sector and the lIIarket served by public
housing. 

III. Adopt the recomlllendations for federal action contained in 
our study, 'Xt Risk of loss: The Endangered Future of Low-Incollle 
Rental Housing Resources', by phillfp r: Clay • 

. The study projects that tosses 1n the federally-assisted stock 
can be expected through property disposition practices, 

. expiration of use restrictions, expirfng contracts, transfer of 
ownership of subsidfzed projects and sale of public housing
unf ts. Whi.le acknowledgfng data problells, the report concludes 
that ·it appears that as lIany as half the assisted unfts are on 
COUrse to be lost to low- and moderate-fncome use in the next 
decade, with additional losses by 2025.- with the actual loss 
depending -on market condftions. public po~fcy. and calculation 
by owners of what their best interests are.- Where these losses 
in the stock of subsidized housing occur in tight lIIarkets. 

lClay. Phillip L., At Risk of Loss: The Endangered Future of 
Low-Income Rental Housfng Resources. Ne1ghborhood Refnvestment 
Corporation. Vashington. D.C •• May 1987, p. 18. 
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already suffering the results of the diminution of the affordable 
unsubsidfzed stock, rental subsidies will be of little use to 
displaced assisted housing residents. Accordingly, it is our 
conclusion that production assistance will be required in many
markets, as well as rent subsidies, if major displacement is to 
be avoided. 

The report includes the following recommendations for 
federal action: 

1. The federal overnment should commit to maintainin 
ro ec • ase su s es on a ro ec s n e 

su s ze s oc w en requ re 0 ma nan 
affordabltfty, 


The recommendation does not suggest a particular level 

or form for this assistance other than that the 

assistance be made to the project not the individual 

tenant. (Vouchers and other direct aid ought to go to 

tenants in the unsubsidfzed stock or where there is 
credible evidence that the poor are able to find un1ts 
available on a non-discriminatory basis,) Housing in 
the va rf ous programs will requ i re different treatment 

The 01 der projects, in most cases, will require
less assistance while the newer projects, those needing 
major repairs, and those serv1ng low income fam11ies in 
weak markets, will require more assistance. 


"''''''' 
Besides funding to keep projects viable and affordable, 
a commitment of this support has another purpose. It 
is to send a message that there is a national po11cy to 
save the stock of housing at risk. It is a message
that needs to come early, to be unambiguous and part of 
a strategy. It should also have an appropriate set of 
standards to serve as dfsincentives to slum operators 
or those who would underwrite their activities. 

Finally, the assistance should, to the maximum extent 
possible, be "front end" assistance so as to avoid 
open-ended. expensive, and ineff1cient use of public
funds. Needless to say, such assistance should be 
contingent on fi rm assurance of long-term benefit to 
the needy. 

2. The federal ~overnment should use exist1ng
authority and shou a request additional authority to 
iroyide 'ncentlves to owners of the assisted stock not 
o take adyantaRe Of options to which they are lelallY 

entHled but w fch threaten the loss Of the un's to 
the affordable stock. 


HUD cannot renege on contracts and agreements nor 

prevent owners from exercising options to wh1ch they 

are entitled. But just as the future of a fraction of 
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this subsidized stock is not clear to us. this 
uncertainty appl1es to the owners as well. For that 
reason. they may be responsive to incentives to keep
housing affordable. 

*** 

3. The federal government should promulgate
regulations and provide asslstance to increase the 
opportunity for community and nonyrofft,rouls or, if 
necessarY appropriate for-prOf t 'nst tu Ions. to 
acquire ana manage the sUbsidized housfng. 


Nonprofit groups, like for-profit investors, have a 

mixed record in terms of the stewardship of the 
subsidized stock. The failures on the part of the 
nonprofits. however, are rarely del1berate efforts to 
subvert the purposes of the program and are more often 
the result of overwhelming circumstances (such as the 
energy crisis) or inexperience. As a source of long
term commitment to low- and moderate-income housing.
community housing developers represent the major
potential sponsor that can be counted on. Such 
confidence should not be based on sentiment. however • 
••• [T)he lower costs at wh1ch capable nonprofits can 
provide housing and the long term commitment to the 
poor are powerful reasons for encouraging their greater
role. 

*** 
Our confidence would be strengthened considerably.
however. if these organizations were given support in 
building their capacity and if they were part of a 
local, re~ional or national network of nonprofits.

*** 
The aim of federal pol1cy ought to be to increase the 
capacity of these organizations. By increasing their 
capaci ty it woul d a11 ow them to take over some of the 
subsi di zed stock. enter fnto partnerships with for
profit comranies. try new ideas. or provide development 
services i.e. construction management. etc.1 as part
of a larger housing delivery system. 


These groups can al so take advantage of opportunities 

to form cooperatives or mutual housing associations or 

to c rea te p1'operty management organiza tf ons. To play
this role requires the federal government to support a 
national program of capacity-building.

*** 

4. s~onsors who have a poor record in ~ast deal fn¥s 
shoul be excluded from further Dart c1patton n 
srograms. Preferred status shOUld be accorded to 
evelopers who have an excellent record In their 

previous experience and to teams that represent vlable 
nonprofit/private partnerships. 
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The conservation of the subsidized stock is a venture 
that requires the utmost caution in implementation.
There are in each community sponsors who have widely
recognized and well documented records as frresponsible 
owners and sponsors of subsidized projects. 

HUD has been crftfcized for allowing such sponsors to 
continue to participate in federal housfng programs. A 
federally-led effort to save thfs housing ought to 
fnclude strfct sponsor performance standards and an 
assessment of past records so as to separate out the 
•bad eggs.' Almost any pol f cy undertaken to preserve
subsfdfzed housing wf1l have provisions which can be 
abused and which. ff abused, will undermfne the 
project. 

5. The federal government should develop a plan to 
~ddress the issues rafsed in this report. 

There are a varfety of fssues. the meaning and 
imp1icatfons of which have been newly transformed by
expiring uses and contracts. changes in the tax law, 
underwriting practices. etc. Owners. prospective
investors. tenants, state and local officials, and 
others need clear signals for what they can expect from 
the federa 1 government so that the exerci se of thei r 
choices can be fully informed and hopefully more 
consistent with natfonal policy •...... 

In developfng this plan. the federal government should 
consult and take into account the role that state and 
local governments can play and the roles that are 
consi stent with the cOIIII,unfty and resident interests. 
There fs. in local communities. a great deal of 
experfence gafned in recent years rescuing troubled 
housing. formfng partnershfps, and designing incentives 
for local developments. Thfs experfence. while 
considerable, has not been directed to the federal 
stock. The federal government will have to learn from 
that experfence and wf11 have to develop with these 
local players arrangements for joint action, which in 
some cases may involve wholesale dfsposition of housing 
to those state finance agencies that have a good track 
record underwriting and overseefng production and 
redevelopment of multifamfly housfng • ...... 

6. The federal government should develop appropriate
mechanisms for refinancln subsidized or former1 
su S Ie ous n as ese 1"0 ec s ex er ence 
urnover or nee re nanc ng n connec on w e 

issues raised in this report. 

As pointed out in Chapter 4 [of the report]. the 
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changed environment for real estate finance will make 
previously acceptable urban real estate and 
reinvestment projects appear too 'risky,' This will be 
especially so where efforts are made to keep the units 
affordable. Reduced ta~ benefits and more conservative 
underwriting standards will also contribute to a poorer
competitive position for low-rent housing in the 
capital market. When this poorer compet1tive posit10n
is recogni zed by investors and owners, 1t encourages
behavior on their part that is not support1ve either of 
helping the poor or of maintaining the quality of the 
housing stock. 

Under these circumstances, the federal government,
through the Government National Mortgage Association 
(GNMA) or some other mechanism, should assure that 
adequate financing e~ists for projects which need it 
and which are consistent with other proposals in this 
report. Providing f1nancing is a separate matter from 
any conSziderat1on of subsidy which may also be 
required. 

IV. Weigh the costs and benefits of providing subsidies which 
will benefit targeted populations 1n perpetuity, rather than for 
a limited period of tfme. 
Re support the recommendations in III, above. We urge, however, 
with regard to the recommendations for continuing subsidies and 
incentives contained in recommendations 1, and 2, that 
consideration be given to the relationship between the total cost 
to the government of a subsidy or incentive to a private owner. 
and the period of time this would buy use of the units for the 
intended low- and mOderate-income beneficiaries. In some cases. 
it might be more cost-beneficial to apply the same amount of 
subsidy to the production of publfc housing or Mutual Housing
Association units. and secure their use for the targeted
population in perpetuity. We also urge that greater
consideration be g1ven to subsidies where there is a close 
coherence of objectives among the subsidizer. occupants and 
operating entity. 

V. Continue the Communitl Development Block Grant (CDBG)

Program. and e~pand it when f scall~ feasfble. 

In OUr work w1 th NefghborhoodOUSfng services, Apartment

Improvement Programs and Mutual Housing Associations. we have 
found the fle~ibl1 ity of the CDBG program to be unsurpassed in 
tat loring hOUSing and neighborhood revitalization strategies to 
local conditions. Any new national housing policy should 
continue this program and expand it when it is fiscally possible 
to do so. 

We are currently working with a number of local governments 

2Ibid •• pp. 38-40 
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and their NHSs and Mutual Housing Associations to add a further 
element to this program's virtuosity: namely, opening our 
secondary market to local governments so that they can sell loans 
they have ori gi na ted us i ng COBG resources, and use t~e proceeds 
to expand their current community development efforts. 

VI. Continue and expand support for Public Housing. 
The Public Rousing Program's 1.35 million unfts houses the 
nation's poorest families. Roughly an equal numbel' of families 
are on waiting lists for public housing units. Housing for this 
segment of our society is a critically important element of a 
national housing policy, and fs, in our judgement, both an 
appropriate role for government, and a role that private for
profit and nonprofit housing entities would have difficulty 
fillin\lt. In much of the United States, especially in large 
cities, any reduction in public housing units at the same time 
that the total subsidized and unsubsidized stock is shrinking is 
likely to add directly to the number of families living in 
substandard, overcrowded conditions, and those that are literally 
homeless. We recommend that Public Housing be adequately 
maintained, and that its expansion with new units be a high 
fisca 1 pri ority. 

VII. Ex~and Neighborhood Reinvestment's secondary market for low
interes loans. 
Much of the success of NHSs' work in revi talf zing ne i ghborhoods 
hinges on their revolving loan funds. Funded by Neighborhood 
Reinvestment, local government and foundation grants, revolving 
loan funds can loan flexibly at rates from 0' to market, and 
terms from one to 30 years, making feasible monthly payments on 
rehabilitation and home purchase loans that are affordable to 
low-income neighborhood residents. 

The low-cost capital available for th1s purpose 15 in 
limited supply, and in 1975 Neighborhood Reinvestment's 
predecessor, the Urban Reinvestment Task Force, funded 
Neighborhood HOUSing Services of America (NHSA). a nonprofit 
corporation established by a group of lenders, neighborhood 
re s i dents and local government offi cia1$ representing the early 
NHSs to establish a national loan purchase pool. In 1978, this 
pool collateralized the first NHSA sale of notes to an 
institutional investor, and the NHS network's secondary market 

3See our report, appended to these recommendations, A Re¥ort 
to the Housing Subcommittee of the Senate Commfttee on Bank ng, 
Rousing and Orban Affairs on low-Cost Capfta' Through Secondary
Martet Leveraging, Neighborhood Reinvestment corporatfon, May
1987. 

4Clay , Op. Cit., p.15. 
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was born. S 

As of 'the end of 1986 the collective she of NHSs' Revolving
loa,n Funds was nearly $138 million. Over 13.000 loans had been 
made by NHSs. over 3.000 had been repaid and $34 1111110n was 
currently available for making loans. 

As of the end of March 1987. $23.041.767 in loans had been 
purchased froll NHS progr.ms by NHSA. replenishing their lendable 
funds by a like amount. New cOlilm1tlilents from institutional 
investors through Septellber 1987 brings total secondary lIarket 
resources to $39 lIill1on. 

NHSA buys loans from NHS' s at par. wi th recourse. The 
institutional investors (primarily large insurance companies) buy
the 	 loan-backed notes at below-market rates. and Neighborhood
Reinvestment grants and charitable contrfbutions fund the gap
between the average NHS rate and the below-market investor rate. 

Whfle this systell has functfoned flawlessly for fl'early ten 
years, it does suffer froll financial 1fmftatfons. Ullfted 
prfvate contributions of "leverage capit.," to cover the above 

.mentfoned g.p are typfcally targeted to specific cfties leavfng 
many "have not" cftfes' access to the secondary market lillfted by
Neighborhood Reinvestment's resources. Addftfonal fundfng for 
thfs purpose would be lever.ged approxfmately ffve-to-one by the 
second.ry market. 

local Governllent loans 

low-fnterest loans made by local governments are 1 
sfgnfficant potenti., source of low-cost capital in .any citfes. 
NHSA 	 is currently dfscussing with a number of local governments 
an unsubsidhed purchase of such loans, and is working wfth the 
Allstate Insurance Comp.ny on a $10 lIil1fon purch.se of such 
loans. The low-cost capflll this will produce is expected to 
support the followfng actfvftfes by NHSs .nd Mutual Housing
Assochtfons: 

o 	 Multffnf1y housfng developllent~ both reh.b and new 
construction, 

o 	 Rehabflftatfon and sale projects. 
o 	 Homeownershfp promotfon projects assfsting neighborhood 

tenants acquire and rehabflitate vacant propertfes, 

5A Report to the Housing Subcommittee of the Senate 
COIiI.ittee on Banking, Aousin, and Urban Affairs on low-cost 
Capital Through secondaryarht leveraging, Neighborhood
Refnvestment corporation, Nay 1987. p. 7. 

6 Ibid., pp. 3-5. 

7Ibid • pp. 5 .nd 10-11. 

http:purch.se
http:second.ry
http:progr.ms
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o 	 Economfc development and commercfal revfta1fzatfon 
projects, 

o 	 Re-capftalfzatfon of revo1vfng loan funds, 
o 	 Development of additional Mutual Housfng Assocfatfons, 
o 	 In-ffl1 construction on scattered sites, 
o 	 Constructfon of new homes fn small subdhisfons on 

cfty-owned land, 
o 	 Purchase and rehabilitatfon of units for long-term use 

by homeless familfes. 

Experience to date fndfcates two 1fmitatfons to this 
important new housfng and communfty development tool. first, few 
local governments are prepared to absorb the substantfal over
capftalfzatfon required fn these essentially market-rate 
transactions; and second, Allstate has fndfcated that whf1e it fs 
wf11ing to accept the costs of development of such a vehfc1e as 
an NHS partner, future participatfon would be limfted by the 
costs involved fn multiple purchases of notes below $10 mi11fon. 

Expansfon of this valuable ffnancial vehfcle to any
signi ficant scale, therefore, hinges on subsidy resources to 
permit purchases near par of the local government loans, and 
capital to permit warehousfng of loans iurchased to facf1ftate 
sales of notes fn $10 mf11fon increments. 

Appropriatfons of $11.6 million in each of fiscal years 1989 
and 1990 would establish a $10 mi1lfon revolving workfng capfta1 
fund and produce $20 million each year in low-cost capfta1.
Annual approprfatfons thereafter of $6.6 mfllion would produce
$20 mf11ion in low-cost capital each year. 

VIII. Support a pilot program for expanslon of Nefghborhood
Refnvestment's Mutual Rous1n Assocfation network. 

n response 0 e pro ec e severe ower ncome rental housing
shortage for the rest of thfs century and beyond, we propose a 
pilot expansfon of Nefghborhood Reinvestment's network of Mutual 
Housing Associations. A network of Mutual Housing Associatfons 
located in communitfes of need throughout the Unfted States will 
be one bulwark against the envfsfoned results of this rental 
housing crisis. Mutual Housing Associations can serve those 
households which cannot be served by efther the prfvate sector or 
by public housing. During the next two decades, there will be 
hundreds of thousands of households fn need of the servfces of 
such a Mutual Housing Association network. 

In brief: 
o 	 A Mutual Housing Associatfon is a new combination of title 

and tenure. The Association, as a corporate entfty, owns 
its properties, rentfng unfts to fts members. The members 
pay a capital fee to qua1ffy for a unit (about 5'l of the 
value of the unit) which is returned with nomfna1 interest 

8 Ibid •• p.ll. 
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when they move, Although members do not participate in 
capital appreciation, they enjoy a voice 1n management and 
the security of long-term tenure, 

o 	 A Mutual Housing Association is special 1n its form of 
governance. Its Board of Directors is a 
public/private/community/occupant ·partnership·, Occupants
of Association units and members waiting for units compose a 
bare majority of the Board. The other members are 
representatives of the communities in which the Association 
operates, representatives of local and state governments,
and housing professionals and business people, strengthening
the Association's management through their relationships and 
expertise -- as a public service. 

o 	 A Mutual Housing Assochtion is a publicly-accountable,
nonprofit corporation with a mission of community
improvement and service to lower income households, It does 
not operate solely for the benefit of its members. 

o 	 A tAutual Housing Assochtion is a continuous producer of 
housing, including in its rent calculations a "return on 
public capitaP dedicated along with any other financial 
surpluses to future production. 

o 	 A Mutual Housing Association is a member of, and supported
by, the Neighborhood Reinvestment Corporation's service 
network, which currently provides financial and techn1cal 
services and grants to Neighborhood Housing Services, 
Apartment Improvement Programs and Mutual Housing
Associations in 137 cities and towns in 42 states, the 
Commonwealth of Puerto Rico and the Distrfct of Columbia. 

The Pilot Project
This pflot effort will develop a national network of 

publicly accountable, nonprofit Mutual Housing Associations, as 
des.cribed above. The network would recehe financial and 
technical services from the Neighborhood Reinvestment 
Corporation, as the pres§nt network of NHSs, AlPs and Mutual 
Hou sing As soc fati ons does. The Corporati on woul d develop and 
certify the Mutual Housing ASSOCiations. 

Neighborhood Reinvestment would partially subsidize 
construction and rehabilitation costs with capital grants. Funds 
raised locally by private sources and state and local governments
would match Neighborhood Reinvestment's capital grants dollar for 

gTechnica1 services may be provided in such areas as staff 
recruitment and evaluation, staff training. legal
responsibilities, bookkeeping and accounting, construction 
processes, marketing, occupant-member education. and temporary
staffing should a vacancy fn the executive director's position
threaten the viability of the Association. 
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dollar, on the average. 

The pilot project envisages a gradual, carefully crafted 
butld up of Mutual Housing Associations over the next five years,
paralleling the Neighborhood Reinvestment Corporation's build up
of Nei ghborhood Housing Services In the late seventies. As a 
result of the five year effort, over 25,000 units of new and 
rehabilitated housing will have been produced, and 145 Mutual 
Housing Associations will be on-stream, capable of continuing
production of housing In the order of magnitude of 14,000 units 
annually. 

Associations will produce mixed-Income complexes, to avoid 
"the III s of hi gh concentrations of low-Income households, wi th 
approximately the following mix: 

o 20' of un I ts for househo1 ds below 50' of SMSA median 
household Income .. with priority given to homeless 
families. 

o 30t of units for households between 50' and 80', and 
o 50' of units for households between 80' and 120'. 

The following costs will be assoclatedwfth the pilot
project: organizational development, technical services, matching
operating grants and matching capital grants. 

Projected Average Costs 

Organizational Oevelopment: S300,OOO/Associatlon 

Technical Services: 	$30,OOO/Association/year beginning year after 
development 

Operating Grants: 	 $50,OOO/Assoclatlon/year with local and state 
government and private contribution match, 
beginning year after development (continuing
five years). Associations should become 
self-supporting as they approach 1,000 units. 

Capital Grants: $25,OOO/unft. 

Rent Subsidies: 	 local governments provide vouchers or 
approximately $2,400/unlt/year for 20' of 
units set aside for homeless famflles or 
others below 50' of median household Income. 

PrOjected Five-Year 	Pilot Costs and Results 

Additional appropriations to the Neighborhood Reinvestment 
Corporation to carry out this pilot program would be: $28.8 
million In FY 1989, $57.6 million In FY 1990, $112.2 million in 
FY 1991, $191.1 million in FY 1992, and $282.8 million in FY 
1993. 
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As a result of the fhe year pilot effort, 145 Mutual 
Housing Associations and 25.000 units of housing are expected to 
be produced. The average cost to the federal government per unit 
of the housing produced will be approx1mately $27.000 per unit. 
If the pilot were extended. this average should decline 
incrementally as organizational development and support of early
operating costs are spread over additional units. Because of the 
economies inherent in a front-end grant. the absence of revenue 
losses to the Treasury due to tax credits or accelerated 
depreciation, and subsidy costs being shared with local entities, 
subs i dy costs to the federal government are a small fracti on of 
those in past assisted housing programs. 

The network of Mutual Housing Associations produced. located 
in areas of need throughout the United States. and backed up by
Neighborhood Reinvestment's service network, will have the 
capacity for continuing production of new and rehabilitated units 
for lower income households, to the extent of 1nternally
generated capital and subsidy resources; and w1ll have the 
capacity to continue. 1n perpetuity, operat10n of the units under 
their ownership for the benef1t of the targeted population. 
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October 6, 1987 

Honorable Alan Cranston 
Chairllll!ln 
Senate Subcommittee on Housinq , 

Urban Affairs 
Room 535, Dirksen Buildinq 
Washinqton, D.C. 20510-6075 

Dear Senator Cranston: 

The Public Housinq Authorities Directors Association is 
pleased to submit the attached document for your consideration 
in preparation for the development of comprehensive housinq
leqislation. 

PRADA is available to you andmemhers of the Committee as 
you undertake this lonq overdue effort. 

With best wishes, 

Sincerely, 

~~~J~-~-r~t-e~ 
aldent-Housinq 

._--
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INTRODUCTION 

The last several Tears have seen a retreat from any 
sianificant federal role in funding housing programs. The goal 
of a decent home and a suitable living environment for everT 
American familT is no longer evident in national pollcT. The 
rental housing situation for low-income Americans is approaching 
crisis proportions. A changing economT has created losers as 
well as winners, causing conditions of distress in many cities. 
Despite the physical improvement of the last 30 Tears, nearlT 25 
percent of renters continue to live in neighborhoods plagued by 
abandoned buildinas, crime, or other undesirable conditions. The 
evidence of the emeraence of an urban underclass poor, 
uneducated. unskilled, and with little or no hope of the future 
has evolved. While needs have increased, federal support has 
declined. New budget authority for the Department of Housina and 
Urban Development's assisted housing proarams has been cut bT 
over 70 percent since 1981. 

PHADA recommends continuing existina programs to address the 
needs while beainnina to develop lonaer term solutions. We 
cannot allow the poor and ill-housed to be further sacrificed 
because of the federal deficit. We must beain to rebuild the 
federal commitment to housing and to our communities before the 
problems overwhelm our capacity to respond. To accomplish these 
objectives PHA/DA supports legislative action in four major 
areas: 

1. Preserve and use the existina housing stock (includina the 
1.3 million public housing units' by providina adequate funds 
for rehabilitation; adequate funds for maintenance. operations, 
and upgradlna of substandard units. 

2. Bnsure that reaulatorT and leaislative policies support 
rather than hinder effective proaram administration. 

3. Increase funding for additional low and moderate income 
housina units funded by the Department of Housina and Urban 
Development and the Farmers Home Administration. 

4. Develop new proarams that will build a true partnership 
between the federal government and the state and local 
governments. 
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I
PHA/DA seeks to begin the process of ideveloping a national 

housing policy that includes a continuina federal role in 
the commitment to a decent home and a suitable living environment 
for every family. 

DBREGULATION/DECONTROL 

PHA/DA calls for the creation of a committee or taskforce to 
provide input at the earliest of HUD rulemakina. This would 
also apply to other agencies involved in assisted housina 
regulation drafting. Members of such a committee/taskforce 
could provide federal agencies with practitioners' assessments 
of proposed rules, a view often lackina under the present system 
of publication, comment and adoption. By utilizina this 
consultative method, HUD and other agenoies would avoid or 
eliminate muoh of the adversarial positioning now beine forced 
upon publio housing administrators. Congress would also benefit 
in not having oonstantly to veto HUD rules or admonish HUD on 
its rulemakina. 

HUD and the publio housing industry should review and 
identify those regulations that all too often are costly to the 
PHAs to administer and add nothing to providing deoent, safe, and 
sanitary housing'for our elderly and low-inoome population. 
HUD, Congress and PHAs should seriously examine new and oreative 
proposals for future housing proarams. No proposal should be 
ignored and oreative thinking should be enoouraaed. No two PHAs 
are alike and customized local programming should be encouraaed. 
Staff reduction without reaulation reduotion is in itself 
counterproduotive and wasteful of time, people and dollar. 
HUD should adopt regulations which will reduce oversight of 
local PHAs. 

HUD has started the prooess of decontrol of public housing 
authorities. This process should be expanded and aocelerated to 
permit looal governments to feel a sense of responsibility to 
looal PHAs and a sense of ownership in the program. This must 
be aohieved if there is to be a true partnership between the 
levels of government. 

EDUCATION/WORK TRAINING 

PHAs should be encouraged to innovate. The federal 
government can encourage PHAs through programs that provide 
incentives. 



The cost to the federal government will be reduced if PHAs 
are allowed to become more self-sufficient via creative and 
aggressive management snd development efforts. 

One of the most troubling aspects of Public Housing 
communities is that of the growing dependence of our residents 
upon not only our housing resources but on federal welfsre 
programs as well. Many PHAs have tried to address these issues. 
PHAs now operate or coordinate a wide variety of human services 
for their residents populations. The major thrust recently has 
been in the area of public/private efforts to provide educational 
resources, training and employment opportunities to residents. 
These efforts to assist residents in becoming self-sufficient 
and less dependent on the welfare system have been limited by 
the lack of resources and restrictive regulations that create 
disincentives. 

A major part of future efforts should encourage residents to 
become self-sufficient. The PHA has the facilities in many cases 
and the local relationships to develop effective partnerships 
that can lead to many of our residents becoming self-sufficient. 
What is required from the federal level is a commitment to change 
and a true partnership with local PHAs. 

PHA/DA recommends the following actions be taken to enhance 
the efforts of PHAs toward self-sufficiency: 

1. Welfare reform efforts take into account the families 
residing in federal housing. 

2. Regulatory changes be made in housing that would encourage 
residents to become more self-sufficient. 

3. Current PHA program efforts to promote self-sufficiency 
should be recognized and resources made available to expand 
those efforts at the local level. 

4. New demonstration programs be established within PHAs to 
promote educational and work training programs. 

PUBLIC HOUSING RENTAL INCOME PQLICIES 

Current rental income policies prevent a Public Housing 
Authority (PHA) from establishing a reasonable balance between 
rental income and federal subsidy. These policies also frustrate 

78-541 0 - 87 - 25 
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efforts to maintain finanoially and sooially stable projeots 
while serving low-inoome housing needs. Current requirements 
limit residenoy in many projeots only to very low-inoome 
families. Polioies that limit deduotions from inoome when 
determining eligibility produoe inequities in servin, families 
with equally critioal housing needs. Abolition of oeiling rents 
ne,atively affects sound operations and the goal of maintainin, 
social and eoonomic inte,ration in publio housing. At a time 
when federal assistanoe to housing is bein, reduoed, suoh 
polioies also have foroed PHAs into greater dependenoe on the 
federal dollar and have fostered an inoreased need for federal 
operating funds. PHAs need the opportunity to make optimum use of 
rental inoome as one resouroe to assist in effioiently and 
effeotively meeting the housin' and servioe needs of more than 
1.3 million publio housing families. 

Current law restriots a PHA's ability to maxImIze inoome 
within overall program polioy objectives. Le,islative 
restriotions limit rents as a 'reater souroe of program fundin, 
and ne,atively affeot sound pro'ram mana,ement. 

Current law restriots admission to publio housin, to very 
low inoome residents (below 50 peroent of area-wide median) 
exoept in projeots built before 1981. Even before this polioy 
was enaoted, 95 peroent of those in public housing were very low 
inoome families. Further targetin, to the very low inoome 
population reduces a PHA's rental inoome base, thereby inoreasin, 
the need for federal subsidy. It also threatens the sooial 
stability of the projeots by eliminating opportunities for some 
sooial and eoonomio integration. 

Legislative restriotions also have remove inoome deduotions 
for some households, penalizin, low-inoome workin, families and 
the elderly. and oreatin, inequities in program polioy. Rents 
for the very low AFDC support families were reduoed si,nifioantly 
while rents for the work in, poor and elderly families were 
inoreased. In many oases, permissable rents ohar,ed to the AFDC 
family are lower than the aotual housing allotment oaloulated by 
the state a,enoy administering the AFDC program, while working 
families pay in exoess of 30 peroent of take home pay for rent. 

Prohibitin, oeilin, rents reduoes housin, opportunities for 
lower inoome families - ~hose with inoomes between 50 peroent 
and 80 peroent of the area-wide median. Many of these families 
are being foroed from the program beoause of the high rents 
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associated with a 30 percent rent-to-income ratio and the chan,e 
in the deduction policy. 

These standardized requirements for both income limits and 
rent determinations affect the PHA's financial operation as well 
as the overall management and social stability of the pro,ram. 
This combination of current policies works to force out lower 
income working families in need of housin,. These families can 
help to stabilize the public housing pro,ram both financially 
and socially. Losin, these families as tenants negates the 
intent of the 1974 Housing Act, which mandated housin, families 
with a cross section of income, not just the very poor. 

PHA/DA recommends the following le,islative actions to allow 
greater flexibility in increasin' rental income and in servin, 
the needs of all low-income households. 

1. Reestablish income admission limits at SOX of area-wide 
median income. 

2. Authorize a ceiling rent for households with incomes up to 
SOX of the median income. 

3. Authorize a minimum rent for families whose sole source of 
income is Aid for Dependent Children (AFDC). The current 
policies permit families to live in public housin, and in some 
instance be paid by the PHA. This creates major disincentives 
for becoming more self-sufficient. 

4. Reinstate a deduction for elderly families. 

5. Establish a deduction for workin, families beyond the 
present deductions allowed to encoura,e families to seek 
employment. 

PERFORMANCE FUNDING SYSTEM 

While fundin, levels based on the existing Performance 
Funding System (PFS) are adequate under the formula, PHAs face 
extraordinary costs not accounted for in the PFS formula. These 
costs are creatin, financial difficulties for many PHAs. Unless 
there are major chan,es in the PFS formula, it will produce 
inadequate funds, severely affect in, the ability for PHAs to 
deliver and maintain decent, safe and sanitary housing for the 
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! millions of low-income families who live in public housing. 

The PFS formula approach was initially developed in the 
early 1970s around cost consideration that are no longer accurate 
in today's environment. Since then, such conditions as changes 
in tenant population or authority size (which raise maintenance 
and security costs) have resulted in higher operating costs. 
Moreover, PFS formula adjustments did not include routine 
capital replacement costs for standard items such as 
refrigerators and stoves. PHAs have had to rely on modernization 
funds which have been inadequate to cover these ongoing basic 
cost items. . 

Rising costs also reflect large increases in insurance 
premiums, while there have been excess PFS subsidy funds each 
year, HUD has not utilized the provisions of the PFS to provide 
payments for these costs beyond control. 

In addition, changes in state and local mandates are not 
accounted for as increased expense items under PFS. Requirements 
of workmen's compensation laws, for example, can exceed the 
annual adjustment factors allowed in the original base year 
calculation. HUD identifies additional costs in these areas as 
"add-on" monies for changes in federal legislation or 
regulations, not state or local adjustments. 

HUD has recognized that there are inequities in the system 
and proposed in 1982 to revise the equation to update the PFS 
variables. These changes were never implemented. A final rule 
was issued in November 1985, modifying the PFS, but the changes 
were not sufficient to correct the current problems. Program 
changes are needed now to enable PHAs to adequately maintain 
public housing and to meet the social service needs of the 
low-income families in that bouse. 

More must be done in order to support the efficient 
management of the more than 1.3 million units of public housing. 

PHA/DA recommends changes to the current PFS formula. While 
HUD made changes to the system in 1985, other changes are needed 
to balance the funding system: 

1. A formal expense adjustment process is needed that 
will: (a) allow PHAs to recalculate those cost not 
covered by the initial PFS base year calculation; and 
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(b) allow annual adjustments for costs beyond control 
or other unforeseen factors affectin, a PHA's operatin, 
bud,et. 

2. The PFS formula should be adjusted to factor in the 
increased insurance costs that PHAs continue to 
experience. 

3. The formula should be adjusted to provide PHAs 
,reater incentives to encoura,e utility cost savin,s. 

4. The formula should be adjusted for Tar,et 

Investment Income to create 'reater incentives to 

reward good finanoia1 mana,ement. 


5. The formula should be adjusted in the oost of 

providin, security and social pro,rams. 


6. "Other inoome" should be eliminated from the 
operatin, subsidy calou1ation. This would encoura,e 
PHAs to be better mana,ers and allow PHAs to realize 
additional inoome. Added income would assist PHAs in 
providin, some maintenanoe services that have been 
reduoed over the years because of the deo1ine in 
federal dollars and changes in pro,ram policies that 
reduce income. 

COMPREHENSIVE IMPROVEMENT ASSISTANCE PROGRAM 

Continuin" adequate fundin, is needed to support he job of 
modernizin' and improvin, public housin, projeots. Public 
housin, in America currently provides affordable shelter for more 
than four million residents and represents an investment of $75 
billion. To continue this servioe, public housin, requires 
periodic phYSical improvement and the replacement of a,in, 
building systems. Since 1978, the Comprehensive Improvement 
Assistanoe Pro,ram (ClAP) has provided only part of the funds 
needed for public housin, modernization. 

The federal government has a responsibility to help ensure 
the maintenanoe of public housin, units in decent, safe and 
sanitary condition, and to help provide public housin, a,encies 
with sufficient funds to oarry out suoh maintenance. 
Modernization ino1udes both the phYSical improvement of the 
current stook and rep1aoement of bui1din, systems (such as 
heating and electrical). 
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Modernization is an effort to improve the quality of life 
for low-income families in public housing, reduce the reliance on 
obsolete building systems and to encourage efficient operations. 
Modernization is not a~ubstitute for new development. Adequate 
levels of both modernization funds and new productions are 
necessary for public housing to carry out its mission. Despite 
a continuing commitment to improvement of the existing stock, 
the demand for funds has historically outstripped available 
resources. PHAs have been unable to obtain sufficient funding 
for comprehensive modernization. Projects not funded face 
continued decline in the number of habitable units and in living 
conditions for residents. A sound comprehensive grant system 
would allow PHAs to develop a rational plan for maintenance and 
improvement based on predictable funding levels. 

The lack of a replacement reserve, coupled with less than 
adequate modernization funds, has led to a growing backlog of 
deferred maintenance even in sound projects. 

Under the ClAP program, public housing authorities face an 
uncertain and worrisome future. The program is presently run in 
an unrealistic and irresponsible manner. No private landlord 
would be expected to make long-term commitments without having 
a good working estimate of what his future revenues would be. 

Nevertheless, public housing authorities must make just such 
long-term financial commitments without knowing whether the 
Federal Government is going to continue to provide its share of 
the rent. 

Furthermore, the amount of money made available for ClAP, 
has bounced up and down in recent years, with no correlation to 
actual ClAP needs. 

PRA/DA recommends comprehensive grant legislation which 
promotes local flex!bility and includes the following provision: 

1. Multiple-year authorization to provide a 

predictable level of funding. 


2. Funding levels that provide adequate resources for 
current and future modernization needs. 

3. An eqUitable allocation system designed by HUD and 
approved by Congress to address actual funding needs. 
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4. A provision for transitional fundin, to ensure 
that older developments can be fully rehabilitated. 

This operatin, subsidy will be paid, in addition to what is 
due to the PHA, as an operatin, subsidy for its routine 
operations under the PFS re,ulations. Bxpenditures made or 
scheduled to be made from the revenues derived from this 
additional operatin, subsidy will be subject to normal operating 
bud,et review procedures. 

Interest income derived from the prudent investment of 
available revenues would be exempt from any recovery mechanism or 
reconciliation, but must be used exclusively for approved 
non-routine expenditures. 

A revolvin, discretionary fund equal to 10 percent of the 
total U.S. annual distribution should be established and 
administered by the Secretary, as necessary, to support 
unforeseen local or re,ional needs whioh may arise. 

The followin, cost-effective benefits will be achieved by 
the use of this formula distribution: 

1. A predictable bud,etary limit derived from existing 
fundin, mechanisms is achieved immediately for HUD, 
the PHA, Con,ress and ultimately the taxpayer. 

2. Modernization, ClAP reserve for replacement, 
Bmer,enoy, Special Purpose or whatever a particular 
kind of fundin, is called, is consolidated into the 
operatin, bud,et review process, eliminatin, an untold 
amount of repetitive paperwork, staff time and other 
resources for both the department and the PHA. 

3. A maximum de,ree of local autonomy, coupled with a 
prudent de,ree of federal oversi,ht is achieved with 
both this distribution method and the operatin, budget 
review process. 

4. The absolute dollar distribution from the 
department bud,et is adjustable pursuant to 
mathematioal necessity, fundin, availability, 
congressional discretion and/or departmental 
requirements with a minimum of pro,ram disruption. 
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5. Competition amonl PHAs, the area office, the 
relional office and ultimately, the central office is 
eliminated with respect to a minimum and basic level 
of fundinl. 

6. Extraordinary requirements are arluable at the 
appropriate departmental levels. 

The existinl system encourales waste. A PHA may know that 
ClAP funds for new appliances, refrilerators for example, will be 
awarded in year X. That PHAs present refrilerators may have 
three years' life expectancy remaininl in the year X. Fearinl 
funds will not be available in year X+3, the PHA applies for 
fundinl in year X and disposes of refrilerators in lood operatinl 
condition. The above proposal would preclude a system that 
promotes waste and provides a cost effective and efficient 
replacement for the existinl ClAP prolram. 

RENTAL HOUSING PRODUCTION 

PHA/DA supports the Housinl Development Grant Prolram, the 
Rental Rehabilitation Prolram, and a continuation of the Section 
8 Existinl and Moderate Rehabilitation Prolrams. Above all, we 
support the continuinl of traditional public housinl production 
prolrams. We recolnize, however, the need for creative and 
separate new construction prolrams to deal effectively with 
today's mountinl housinl crisis and its unique characteristics. 

Federal policy is creatinl a rental housinl crisis for the 
poor. At a time of Irowinl need, federal policy is reducinl the 
number of rental units available to lower income persons. The 
number of very low income families 1s expected to increase by 5.3 
million dollars over the next 15 years. 

The available data clearly shows that we are facinl a rental 
housinl crisis for low income persons. 

This crisis is caused larlely by the federal withdrawal from 
a substantial role in housinl while the needs of the poor 
increase. New federally subsidized rental housinl units 
declined by 80 percent between 1980 and 1987, while new public 
housinl units declined by almost 90 percent. Existinl subsidized 
units for the poor are also threatened. The General Accountinl 
Office estimates that up to 90 percent of the 1.9 million 
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privately--owned federally assisted rental units could be lost 
from the low-income rental housing inventory as project-based 
Section 8 Certificate contracts and federal mortgage prepayment 
restrictions expire. 

The new tax law, by removing tax benefits from must of the 
existing low-income inventory, could contribute to the conversion 
of subsidized units to market rate units. The law also removed 
incentives for private investment in new low-income housing, 
replacing them with an untested low-income rental housing tax 
credit. And by reducing the overall supply of new rental 
housing, the resulting upward pressure on rents will particularly 
affect low-income households. Even a five percent increase in 
rents could outweigh the income tax benefits for lower income 
families. 

The evidence is clear. The number of poor households is 
growing while the stock of decent and affordable housing is 
declining. Federal subsidies to produce low-income housing have 
plummeted. Without a change in federal policy, a worsening 
low-income rental housing crisis is inevitable. 

NEW DBVELOPMBNT ACTION GRANTS 

City after city in the country is facing increased needs to 
supply housing for the low-income and working poor. It is 
increasingly difficult to achieve economic feasibility of 
housing developments. Growing waiting lists of eligible 
applicants and regulations restraining the working poor from 
housing assistance increase the pressure upon cities. The type 
of housing resources needed in these cities vary because of 
differing influences and availability. 

In cities with tight housing market and an insufficient 
supply of rental units, program delivery systems are presently 
inadequate. In order to make better housing a reality for more 
citizens, particularly the lower income and working poor, and to 
foster greater reinvestment in people and cities, a new approach 
is needed. 

The federal government should provide up-front grants to 
localities demonstrating housing shortages. Funding could 
require some level of local/state government or private sector 
matching. Such matching, however, must be kept low. Unlike 
Rental Development Grants, private landlords/developers would 
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not be direct recipients of such fundin, and thus localities and 
private sources would be considerably less ea,er to contribute 
fundin,. 

The local housin, authority, on behalf of the local 
,overnin, body it represents, would be responsible for the 
development, monitorin' and certification of progress and 
completion. The local housing authority would also be charged 
with the responsibility of operatin, and with ,eneratin, 
sufficient revenues to assure its on ,oin, function. The FHA 
would be required to establish and maintain replacement, 
maintenance, emer,ency and pro,ram operating reserves. 

The local housing authority should be ,iven the option of 
control lin, tenant occupancy but under no circumstances should 
it place in initial occupancy families whose incomes exceed 80 
percent of the median income of the city. Blended with other 
housin, assistance pro,rams, existin, and new, the cost of 
operatin, a New Development Action Grant project will benefit 
,reatly from economies of scale and inter-program coordination. 

A federal recommitment to a viable housing production 
program must be made. The evidence is very clear. 

TAX EXEMPT AND CREDIT ENHANCEMENT ALTERNATIVES 

PHA/DA supports the use of tax exempt multi-family revenue 
bonds in the development of lease/options for single family 
homeownership. The program would operate without the use of 
any direct federal housin, subsidies. The minimal cost to the 
Treasury from the tax losses by virtue of the sale of tax exempt 
bonds is made up by increased jobs, an improved local tax base 
and clear contributions to the local economy. The other costs 
of administration, construction and maintenance are built into 
the cooperative efforts of the PHA, private investors and the 
tenant families. The monthly payments of the tenants 
participating in this program are approximately one-half of the 
payment that would be required under a typical FHA 203b purchase 
pro,ram , with the tenant retaining all appreCiation above the 
FHA appraisal at the time of leasing. 

Usin, tax revenue bonds, new homes are constructed and 
leased to qualified families for a period of eleven years. At 
the time of leasing, families participating in the program buy 
options to purchase the homes for $3,000 or 5~ of the purchase 
price, 
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whichever is higher. This ensures the right of a family to 
purchase the home for a predetermined price at the end of the 11 
year lease. The lessee's rent equals principal, interests, 
taxes, insurance and housing authority management fee. The 
lease payments are at or below the amount that would be required 
to rent the home on the open market, and are, in fact, lower 
than the federal contribution to similar assisted housing rents. 

Credit enhancement is another development financing tool 
that appeals to PHA/DA. Credit enhancements are arrangements 
with third parties to provide additional security to bond holders 
for the timely payment of principal and interest on bonds. To 
achieve a AAA bond rating, the standard price is generally 1-1/2 
percent per annum of the face amount of bonds issued. The 
credit enhancement method lowers the premiums to one percent of 
the face amount of the bond issued and can be retained by the 
issuer at the end of the bond period provided there is no 
default. 

Programs such as revenue bonds and credit enhancements 
enable PHAs to blend moderate income families with lower income 
families, thus assisting more families for less money. The same 
concept of financing has even wider applications in straight 
income-blend rental programs. There are many successful 
variations of this theme being tried throughout the nation. 

SECTION 8 

Since its inception through the Housing and Community 
Development Act of 1974, as amended, the Section 8 Existing 
Housing Assistance Payments Program has proven to be a stable and 
acceptable program serving the needs of our disadvantaged, 
low-income senior, disabled and family population. Because 
Section 8 has demonstrated its utility, the new housing voucher 
program must not be used as a replacement program. but rather as 
a complimentary program designed to fit situations that cannot 
be addressed by regular Section 8. PHA/DA strongly supports the 
continuation of the Section 8 Bxisting Program, and in fact, 
requests enhancements to it by the way of HUD's close review and 
remedy of the following issues of concern. 

Section 8 Existin,/Annual Contribution Contracts 

HUD has been amending and shortening the ACC renewal 
contracts that they execute with local housing authorities 
operating the program. PHA/DA strongly objects to this practice 
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on Krounds that this creates instability in the proKram. A 
certificate is for a fifteen-year contract while a voucher has 
only a five-year contract. The ACC renewal contracts for both 
are only beinK executed by HUD for a two-year period. The local 
PHA cannot plan operationally or financially, and is unable to 
properly advise either the owners or residents concerninK the 
proKram. PHA/DA stronKly recomaends that HUD re-establish a 
fifteen-year commitment for certificates with a five-year ACC 
renewal contract. 

Section 8 ExistinK Administrative Fees/Pro,rams Duplication 

The reduction in administrative fees by HUD from 8.5S to 
7.65S has adversely affected the ability of PHAs to administer 
the Section 8 proKram in an effective manner. HUD's only 
rationale for this lOS reduction is to be consistent with other 
administration initiatives at deficit reduction. 

The administrative fee reduction has created difficulties 
for PHAs especially for smaller housinK authorities. Many were 
forced to reduce reservea and staff. Smaller PHAs are havinK 
difficulty operatinK the Section 8 proKram on a break-even 
baais. There are problems in providinK all the services required 
under the pro,ram reKulations. The additional reductions in 
Fair Market Rents have created a real financial crunch for PHAs 
because they are facin, a double blow on their finances. The 
combination of reducinK both the administrative fees and FMRs 
has produced a reduction in fees much ,reater than 100S. Many 
PHAs will, within the next couple of years, face severe financial 
difficulties because of these reductions. Any additional 
reductions by HUD would have a disastrous effect on all PHAs and 
their ability to continue to administer the Section 8 pro,ram. 
PHA/DA stron,ly supports the position that the Administration 
Fees be re-established at 8.5% and that the reduction in FMRs be 
withdrawn. 

PHA/DA continues to believe HUD should reduce paperwork and 
re,ulation to permit local PHAs to have more flexibility and 
local determination. HUD should minimize overly strict 
re,ulations on verifications and other areas of Section 8 
administration. 

Finally, areas with state-run programs duplicative of 
existing PHA services have caused numerous local problems 
resulting from state intrusion into local areas with operatin, 
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PHAs. HUD should insist that state-run pro.rams be limited to 
those areas where no PHA is operatin, a Section 8 program or 
coordinated to maximize limited resources. 

Section 8 Portability 

PHA/DA cannot support the "mobility" concept in the Section 
8 certificate or housing voucher program without careful 
consideration bein. given to the followin. areas; 

1. Administrative requirements; the proposed plan for dividing 
administrative fees appears burdensome and probably unworkable. 

2. Local government acceptance, includin. movement to central 
cities or other higher welfare paying Jurisdictions. 

3. Local lovernment authority; ri.hts under each 
certificate/voucher annual contributions contract (ACC). 

4. Community resources; does the receivin. community have 
resources available? Can a PHA afford to lose certificates when 
it has lonl waitin. lists? 

5. AI,related demand; HUD needs to assess the actual demand for 
portability and the cost-benefits of providin. this option in 
currently operatin, prolrams. 

PHA/DA would encoura.e state/reiion-wide demonstrations to 
measure the effectiveness. demand and cost of such an option. 

Section 8 Fair Market Rents 

The current method of calculating FMRs is based on the 45th 
percentile of all units in the market area. In addition. HUD 
has recently excluded rental data from outlyinl areas of primary 
metropolitan statistical areas (PHSAs) in its calculation of 
permissible rents. The overall impact of these changes has been 
to slow the pace of annual FMR increases. In the short run, 
this has caused prolram disruptions; however. PHAs are 
reco,nizinl increasinl difficulty in maintaininl safe. decent and 
sanitary units in the pro.ram. The narrow marlins now built 
into FMR schedules will cause serious pro.ram disruptions if any 
sudden shifts in the economy occur (e •••• inflation). or if local 
rental markets ti.hten. HUD should 10 back to usinl a realistic 



definition of area market rents, utilizina market data that 
accuratel7 represent FMRs in the area. 

In addition to the impact of those chanaes in FMR 
computations, the inadequate annual adjustment factors 
drastical17 affect proaram viabilit7. In tiahter rental markets, 
routine market rental increases are exceedina allowable 
adjustment factors. thereb7 further reducina the stock of 
available housina. 

PHA/DA objects to Section 8 FMRs beiD« reduced and feels 
that the proposal should be withdrawn and PHRs should not be 
frozen. Additional17, HUD should publish annual PHRs to be 
effective at the beainnina of each fiscal 7ear. FMRs should be 
based on the most recent data projected forward in time so the 
FMRs will be current for the 7ear in which the7 appl7. The 
reduction or freezina of FMRs alienates private housers from 
participatina in this proaram and expands alread7 burstina public 
housina waitina lists. The reduction of PHRs or the failure of 
FMRs to keep pace with the market is limitina the abilit7 of PHAs 
to operate effectivel7 and, more importantl7. den7ina low-income 
families housina in the private market. 

Final17, the Department has a historical record of 
publishina rents and adjustments with retroactive implementation 
dates. This is both undul7 burdensome and inefficient. Knowina 
that this information must be evaluated and revised annual17. the 
Department should be able to provide this data in a timel7 
manner. 

Section 8 Income Eliaibility 

The provision in the 1981 Omnibus Budaet Reconciliation Act 
that limits the number of new admissions into federal rent 
subsid7 proarams to those with incomes below 50 percent of the 
median. althouah destaned to serve the need7 applicant, has the 
followina opposite effects: 

-Neaativel7 affect PHAs abilit7 to operate financially 
viable proarams, thereby increasina the need for 
additional federal subsidies and thus increasina the 
federal aovernment's deficit; 

-Reduces PHA's abilit7 to successful17 serve a broad 
range of equally needy citizens; 
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-Threatens the livability of housin, development 

surroundin, communities; 


-Accelerated economic impaction of very low-income 
households into assisted housing projects - i.e., 
,hettos. 

The likelihood that federal outlays for subsidies will be 
increased to compensate fully for this loss in rental income is 
rather remote, particularly in view of current deficit reduction 
efforts. Therefore PHA/DA recommends that income limits for new 
admissions be increased to 80~ of the median income. 

DESEGREGATION/INTEGRATION 

Housing Authorities must be permitted the flexibility to use 
methods to achieve integration of housing that will be effective 
in that particular locality. HUD should continue to emphasize 
the enforcement of fair housing laws in the private market and 
HUD and PHAs should continue efforts to ensure the integration of 
public housing. 

PHA/DA believes that a major joint objective of HUD and 
PHAs should be an open, frank, and unbiased discussion of all 
methods of achieving inte,ration, including discussion of 
~tipping," integration maintenance policies, rent-up procedures, 
reasons for dual waiting lists, quotas, "over-under plans," 
refusal policies, and other controversial subjects. 

PHA/DA believes that much new information is available, and 
more must be developed, to enable PHAs to write more effective 
integration policies and plans free from the previous prejudices 
expressed from all sides of this issue. PHA/DA believes there 
are no "sacrea cows" untouchable in the discussion of developing 
effective housing }ntegration policies and plans. 

Integration of public housing projects may entail very 
considerable costs (relocations, administrative costs, 
preparation of new units, temporary vacancies, etc.) Such costs 
should be reimbursed by HUD via an authority's operatin, subsidy, 
or through ClAP set-aside. 

We, the PHAs must initiate a new dialogue on integration 
methods, including maintaining housing integration. 
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Publio.housin, authorities today are faced with a wide array 
of pressures. Risin, needs, oombined with limited production, 
have created lon, waitin, lists in ..ny oities. Limited 
modernization funds and an inadequate Perfor.anoe Fundin, System 
frustrate efforts to maintain and oonserve the stook. In a 
hi,hly re,ulated industry, local aaencies must oontend with 
oomplex requirements that can frustrate sound ..na,ement. 
Additionally, publio housin, authorities are increasin,ly foroed 
to aot as sooial servioe a,enoies to address the economic and 
sooial problems of some residents - poverty, lack of education, 
lack of Job skills, dru, abuse, and teena,e pre,nanoy. In this 
environment, ,ood mana,ement is a critioal resouroe which must 
be developed. 

PRA/DA has historioally supported tenant involvement in 
public housin, mana,ement. Tenant partioipation can help link 
operations and servioes to needs of families who live in publio 
housin,. Tenant involvement oan provide individuals with 
opportunities for work, job trainin" and participation in 
community decision makin,. In 1978, the federal ,overnment 
established the National Tenant Demonstration Pro,ram, providing 
financial and technical assistance for six PHAs to establish 
demonstration projects in tenant mana,ement. Studies oonoluded 
that tenant mana,ement oan provide opportunities for resident 
employment, improve the quality of life, and increase aocess to 
sooial servioes. 

The studies also revealed some potential problems. There 
may be si,nificant resident resistance to implementin, tenant 
mana,ement. Considerable time, patienoe, technioal assistanoe, 
resident trainin" and PHA involvement are needed to make tenant 
mana,ement successful. Tenant mana,ement is not readily 
adaptable in the same format in all situations; its success 
depends upon specific local circumstances. While in some cases 
tenant mana,ement of a projeot is a sound ohoice, in other cases 
traditional PHA mana,ement is preferable. 

Tenant partioipation in mana,ement oan be a valuable 
resource to promote quality and effioienoy in public housin,. 
Tenant mana,ement can be a valid choioe for sound mana,ement in a 
,iven project. However, tenant mana,ement is not inherently 
preferable to other forms of mana,ement , nor is it a solution to 
all problems facin, mana,ers of public housin,.It is one more 

http:housin,.It
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tool that can be used dependin, upon local oircuastanoes and 
needs. Initiatives to improve publio housin, must promote ,ood 
performanoe by all PHAs, not just those under a partioular for
of mana,ement. Good mana,ement practioes should be unifor-ly 
supported and rewarded. 

Le,islation introduoed in 1986 proposed to establish a 
national preferenoe for tenant mana,ement of housin, projeots, 
without re,ard to looal preferenoe or ..na,ement perforaanoe. 
Similar le,islation to further tenant mana,ement has been 
introduced in 1987. 

PHA/DA is oommitted to promotin, the sound ..na,ement of 
publio housin, in order to oonserve the housin, stook and improve 
the quality of life for public housin, residents. The 
or,anization of mana,ement to achieve this ,oal oan take 
different forms dependin, upon local circuastances and local 
choices. No one form of mana,ement is inherently better. 
Clearly, the local community should make this deter-ination. 

PHA/DA supports le,islative initiatives to reward ,ood 
mana,ement practioes. 

PHA/DA does not support le,islative initiatives that assuae 
anyone form of mana,ement is universally superior, re,ardless of 
local experienoe, looal preference, or the local situation. 

HOMEOWNBRSHIP 

Aotions in Con,ress indioated support for le,islation 
establish in, a "ri,ht to buy" which could lead to the lar,e-scale 
sale of public housin, units to residents and/or resident 
manalement corporations. Sellin' off public housin, would 

< 

eliminate a permanent source of housin, for low-income faailies 
in this country at a time when low-income f ..ilies faoe the worst 
housin, crisis in decades. PHA/DA is concerned that the sale of 
public housin, may lead to the federal ,overnment abandonin, its 
commitment to maintain the public housin. stock for low-income 
people. 

There are several major problems with implementin, 
homeownership opportunities for the very low income public 
housin, resident. There are few tenants with inoomes suffioient 
to meet and maintain homeownership demands, particularly 
lar,e-scale repairs 
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that might be needed a few years after sale. There is aenerally 
limited homeownership potential. Poor follow-up assistance 
typically fails to provide needed orientation and ongoing 
counseling to homebuyers. 

In 1984, in an effort to establish a workable program, HUD 
initiated a Public Housina Homeownershlp Demonstration to study 
the concept of selling public housing to residents, and to 
identify potential problems and solutions. The demonstration has 
not yet yielded data on the feasibility of such sales, the 
accompanying problems, nor the best methods to address those 
problems. 

Such a proaram would have a neaative effect on maintain ina 
public housina as a viable rental housina resource available to 
meet the growina housing needs of this nation's poor. PHA/DA 
supports homeownership for the poor but not at the expense of 
the desperately needed public housina stock. Public housing has 
continued to provide low cost housina for poor families for 
decades. With proper care it can continue to do so for decades 
lonaer. 

PHA/DA supports homeownership opportunities for low-income 
families. 

PHA/DA supports a homeownership proaram when the followina 
provision are included to preserve the low-income housina stock. 

1. No existina units of public housina should be removed from 
the rental housina stock without one-for-one replacement of 
units (unless the PHA determines there is no need for 
replacement). 

2. A reserve fund or other mechanism for maintenance expenses 
ensures the proaram is workable for low-income families over 
time. 

3. Counsel ina assistance and expanded employment opportunities 
are provided for participatina low income families to further 
the opportunity to earn an income adequate to support 
homeownership. 

4. Restrictions on resales prohibit owners from reaping 
excessive profits over a short period of time, and prohibits the 
use of properties as an investment for speculators. 

/ 
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5. The PHA is adequately funded to provide technical assistance 
and other services needed for low-income homebuyers. 

HOMELESS 

Documented evidence from various souroes supports the 
position that the number of homeless individuals and families has 
been increasing for the past several years. The homeless are no 
longer stereotyped as white older males, generally with alcoholic 
problems, or as mentally disturbed individuals. The homeless 
population is now made of individuals and families from all age 
groups, all ethnio groups, and various eoonomio backgrounds. 

Besides those who can be readily counted as homeless because 
they are on the streets orin housing shelters designed for the 
homeless, we are faced with an additional problem: a substantial 
number of families throughout this nation are doubling up in our 
public housing units and actually should be classified as 
homeless. The doubling up of these families oauses problems for 
the operations of the housing units and is a totally unaooeptable 
solution to the problem of homelessness. 

Congress has begun to deal with these problems through the 
Comprehensive Housing Assistance Program (CHAP). However, the 
solution must not be one-dimensional. what will happen after 18 
months of transitional housing? Shelters and transitional 
housing cannot provide permanent housing for these families. 
The root cause of much of the homeless lies in the cutbaoks in 
housing produotion programs. 

PHA/DA strongly recommends that consideration be given to 
increasing our produotion programs and, in many cases, providing 
speoial types ot housing for the homeless. 

PHA/DA further recommends that consideration be given to 
immediate repair to vacant housing units that can be utilized 
by looal communities and oommunity agencies for emergency 
shelters ot the homeless. 

FARMERS HOME ADMINISTRATION 

General Statement 

The Public Housing Authorities Directors Association 
(PHA/DA) 
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supports the Farmers Home Administration's single-family and 
multi-family programs. These programs provide housing for 
low-income families, especially those engaged in farm labor 
activities. The Farmers Home Programs provide scarce housing 
resources to a low-income population that has nowhere else to 
turn for safe and decent housing. As with any program, however, 
there is room for improvement. The following comments, with 
respect to income limits, and the high foreclosure rates on the 
502 sirigle family homeownership program, are intended as 
constructive suggestions for improvement in the 
multi-family/single-family programs. 

Income Limits 

PHA/DA objects to the establishment of income limits for 
admission into Farm Labor Housing. The traditional approach of 
requiring farm labor work is far superior. The income approach 
discourages families from reporting income, and also has the 
potential of reducing the much needed work force in farm labor 
areas. In addition, it is extremely difficult to verify farm 
labor income that varies widely from one year to the next, and 
from one crop to the next. Farm laborers may earn substantially 
higher salaries one year, and virtually nothing the next year. 
This fact alone would serve to create a great deal of 
instability, wherein families would qualify one year and not the 
next. Turnover would increase dramatically, and with it, the 
cost of administering the Program and maintaining the dwellings. 

When the houses are constructed, they are "economically 
obsolete". Most of them can be "picked out" by passers-by with 
little or no difficulty. This built-in obsolescence makes it 
difficult, at best, for the owners to market the property and 
move on to other homeownership opportunities if the need arises. 

Improvements are difficult to come by, given the relatively 
large expense to the family after occupancy. It would be far 
better to require houses that more properly fit into the 
mainstream of the communities into which they are built at the 
time of construction rather than rely on the families to add 
improvements thereafter. 

The cost containment features built into the 502 Program, as 
well as in the 514/516 Loan & Grant Program, and 515 multifamily 
programs with the Farmers Home Administration are often 
counterproductive. These cost containment features increase 
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maintenance costs by increasing density in the projects or 
subdivisions by undersizing sites and dwellin, units. Homeowners 
are made to feel more like renters than owners, and renters in 
the 514/516 & 515 pro,rams do not show proper respect for the 
complexes in which they reside, given the sterile nature of the 
projects. Without the proper amenities and aesthetics, people 
lack pride in their homes and tend not to maintain them. 
They are more likely to move off when economic difficulties 
arise, and are less likely to be able to sell the property for a 
profit. thereby cashin, in on their equity. 

Hilh Foreclosure Rates on 502 

The Sin,le-Family 502 pro,ram is a tremendous resource to 
lower income families in rural areas. It allows families that 
qualify on the basis of income. and opportunity to own a home of 
their own, most, for the first time in their lives. The high 
default rate on 502 loans is not surprisin" however, with the 
low equity investment of families in their housing, the lack of 
meaningful counseling and orientation on the responsibilities 
and benefits of homeownership and lack of amenities that are 
built into the housing itself. 

Relatively small down payments increase default rates. This 
is the time for the 235 MUD Program, private housing sales, and 
the 502 Farmers Home Administration programs. Although it is 
desirable to lower down payments as means of allowing lower 
income persons into housing, there is an increased risk of 
defaults as well. Thought should be given to an increase in 
equity (cash) requirements. 

Many families are rushed into homeownership without 
adequate, meaningful orientation and counseling as to the 
potential pitfalls and consequences. This is, in part. due to 
economic motivations on the part of hard-working developers who 
want to sell more houses. Some thought should be given to 
"beefing-up" the counseling requirements through third party, 
independent counseling agencies that can adequately advise the 
perspective buyers. 

But in our opinion. the lack of amenities built into the 
properties is the most serious cause of the excessive defaults 
that occur. 

Provided there is value (equity) they are more likely to not 
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default on loans. The sad faot is that many 502 properties 
tend not to appreoiate due to their built-in obsolesoenoe. Many 
families find this unaooeptable after a time, and default on the 
morta..es. 

To develop pride of homeownership and stability of the 
neiahborhood, the cost containment features must be re-thouah so 
as not to make the properties economical obsolete before the 
are built. 

Farmers Home Administration Proarams are a major resource of 
which this Country ahould be proud. We would encouraae 
policy-makers considerina fundina levels for the FaHA Proarams to 
bear this fact in mind, and at the time, take a lona-term view of 
rural houaina resources considerin. not only the value of the 
assets at the time they are constructed, but the lon.-term 
effects on the individual families housed in the units. 
Short-si.hted cost containment features in FaHA pro.rams cost 
the taxpayer much more in the lon. run. 

Accredited Housin. 

PHA/DA believes the concept of peer .roup PHA accreditation 
to be viable, within well-established and controlled auidelines. 
BUD has stated that 90 peroent of all PHAs are effectively 
mana.ed and efficiently operated. These PHAs should be 
identified and accredited. The purpose of accreditation is to 
reduce BUD monitorina of effectively man..ed and efficiently 
operated authorities, thereby allowin. BUD to concentrate its 
limited personnel and dollars to more effectively assist those 
authorities, with problems. This would result in reduced costs 
for BUD and all PHAs. For those PHAs unable to qualify initially 
for accreditation, peer .roup technical assistance could be made 
available if warranted and voluntarily requested by the troubled 
PHA. 

We believe le.islation would be required for the 
establishment of any accreditation pro.ram to ensure well-defined 
responsibilities as well as to desi.nate the make-up of the 
accreditation committee. Fundin. for such a committee should be 
provided in the le.islative packa.e. Requests for technical 
assistance should draw upon a pool of well-qualified PHA experts 
in PHA operational disciplines such as finance, housina 
mana.ement and maintenance. From PHA/DA's own experience, PHA 
Executive Directors attendin. our trainina sessions and 
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conferences have iained more from opportunities to compare 
proiram notes and ideas with fellow practitioners than from any 
published set of rules, guidelines or advisories. 

PHA accreditation should not be another federal stick to be 
held over the heads of troubled PHA manaiers. The threat of 
sanctions should not be allowed by either the committee or HUD. 
the purpose of accreditation would be to guarantee a manaiement 
review process that will allow qualified people to critique 
areas of property manaiement of which they are very knowledgeable 
and to provide HUD access to impartial information that it can 
utilize for whstever purposes are warranted. Technical 
assistance offered should be directed toward the particular 
problem area, not necesssrily toward all elements of PHA 
manaiement. For instance, if rent collections are a problem, 
this would be the area of concentration. Maintenance of units, as 
another example. may involve both physical maintenance and 
housini manaiement. 

The accreditation committee should be composed of PHA 
management peers with representation from small, medium and large 
PHAs, as well as HUD Housing Management personnel and possibly 
coniressional staff. Lack of accreditation should not result in 
delays in operating budgets, reduced funding or audits desiined 
to discredit management. Rather, the thrust should be towards 
problem identification and management improvement. 

Finally, an accreditation panel could bring to HUD's 
attention those areas of HUD's own operations that are in 
themselvea, wasteful and mismanaied in a cooperative effort to 
streamline delivery of ever-shrinking resources. PHA/DA commends 
HUD's past efforts to improve its administration and we are eager 
to work further along these lines. The recent PHA/DA-HUD 
Committee on Fraud, Waste and Mismanagement Joint survey of PHAs 
and HUD field staff is an example of possible future activities. 

Farmers Home Adainistration Programs are a major resource of 
which this Country should be proud. We would encourage 
policy-makers considering funding levels for the FmHA Programs 
to bear this fact in mind, and at the time, take a long-term 
view of rural housing resources considering not only the value of 
the assets at the time they are constructed, but the long-term 
effects on the individual families housed in the units. 
Short-sighted cost containment features in FmHA programs cost 
the taxpayer much more in the long run. 
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SUMMARY 

Over the last seven years the federal government has 
withdrawn from the commitments it has made historically to 
provide housing for low-income families. The expectation was 
that state and local governments would assume this responsibility 
along with the private sector. The state and local governments 
have not been able to fill this void. There has clearly been an 
increase in the number of low-income families who are in need of 
affordable housing evidenced by local waiting lists. 
Additionally, the number of homeless families has increased 
greatly during this period of federal withdrawal. 

Many state and local governments have increased their level 
of commitment and involvement in housin, for the low-income 
persons. However, state and local governments across the 
country, especially in smaller communities, have not been able to 
address the housin, problems of low-income persons. 

PHA/DA strongly recommends that there should be a federal 
recommitment to low-income housin, based on a partnership with 
state and local ,overnments. There has been in many communities 
a heightened awareness of the housin, problems. The federal 
government must provide the leadership for a hous~ng policy that 
promotes partnerships with the state, local government, and the 
private sector. 

The ability to address the housin, needs requires a renewed 
effort amon, all levels of government and the private sector. 
The one essential in,redient to a successful housing policy is a 
commitment by the federal ,overnment to be a full participant in 
the partnership. 
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The Catholic community in the United States recognizes a responsibility to help 
meet the needs of those who lack adequate housing. Our dioceses and parishes, Catholic 
Charities-USA, Religious orders and Catholic organizations have played varying roles in 
our commitment to serve those suftering from poor housing. With its roots deep within 
the community, the Church has played a critical role in advocacy, construction and 
maintenance in both the public and private housing efforts to alleviate the shelter needs 
of people. 

The Church alone cannot provide a significant quantitative answer to the cries for 
better housing. This is not Its specific role, nor does it have the financial and technical 
resources to build all the required homes. However, because It is our responsibility to 
proclaim the Gospel of Jesus Christ and Its implications for our society, we must point 
constantly to the human rights dimension - and suffering - inVOlved In this Issue. We 
must apply Christian social teaching to the resolution of the problem. We must seek to 
have a qualitative impact on housing deprivation In our society by attempting to change 
the systems and policies that result in so many of our sisters and brothers surfering from 
Inadequate housing. 

Twelve years ago, in November of 1975, the United States Catholic Conference in a 
pastoral response to the crisis in housing pointed out: 

The United States is in the midst of a severe housing crisis. This is a 
broader, more pervasive and more complicated phenomenon than the 
customary photographs of urban slums and rural shacks indicate. It 
involves more people, more neighborhoods and communities than was 
thought to be the case even a few years ago. It touches millions of poor 
families who live in inhuman conditions, but it also Involves many 
middle-income families whose ability to provide themselves with decent 
housing is being painfully tested. Rising costs of shelter, maintenance 
and utilities-as well as high interest rates and regressive property 
taxes-are forcing many families to live in inadequate housing or to do 
without other basic essentials. Other low- and middle-income famlDes 
have been confined to neighborhoods without adequate services, minimal 
safety or necessary community life. 

The severe housing crisis addressed by the bishops In 1975 has become a disastrous 
shambles in 1987. The harsh and frustratllJg reality is that governmental poliCies of the 
past ten years have, in eUect, reneged on the promise of "a decent home in a suitable 
living environment for every American family" that was set forth by Congress in 1949. 
The drastic decline In funding for HUD low-Income housing programs has condemned 
millions of AmerIcan familles to live in poor housing, with tens of thousands of famlDes 
sweillng the ranks of the homeless. These deplorable conditions have forced churches, 
social service agencies and public institutions into stopgap efforts to develop "temporary" 
shelters and funding programs while no long term policy is even envisioned. 

Our Catholic tradition has long held, indeed insisted that shelter is one of the basic 
human rights of the person. Our faith teaches that these fundamental rights are "the 
minimum condition for social Institutions that respect human dignity, social solidarity 
and justice. They are all essential to human dignity and to the integral development of 
both individuals and society, and are thus moral Issues. Any denial of these rights harms 
persons and wounds the human community. Their serious and sustained denial violates 
Individuals and destroys solidarity among persons." (Economic Justice for AlL ISO). 
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We believe that each indlvldualJ,)ossesses Inherent dignity and priceless worth 
because he or she is created in the image and likeness of God. We cannot ignore the 
terrible impact of degrading and indecent living conditions on people's perception of 
themselves and their future. Where and how a person lives Impacts on education, 
employment, voting and other civic and social relations. To the extent that the rights 
of individuals and familles are violated in the area of housing opportunities, they are 
altected across the full range of civil rights. 

National Housing Goal 

We have cited the national housing goal of 1949 and noted that it has not been met. 
10 fact, it appears to have been abandoned. We call upon the both the Executive and 
Legislative Branches of our government to recognize housing as a human right and to build 
our national priorities on this entitiemenL Such recognition would require that a decent 
home and a suitable living environment be within the means of every American family. 
The cost of housing, an apartment or home, should not deprive familles of other 
essentials. Also, our housing goal must provide freedom of choice as to where families 
will live and whether they will rent or own their homes. Equal housing opportunities and 
the posslbillty of home ownership for those who desire It have to be Integral components 
of our national housing commitmenL 

The achievement of these housing goals will require a reordering of priorities and a 
substantial increase in expenditures tor housing and community deve!opmenL We are not 
so naive as to believe that the complex problems we now face In housing will be easily 
solved. The problem is truly overwhelming. It touches on nearly every facet of our 
economic, political, and social life, all of which are complicated in themselves. We will 
need cooperation and collaborative structures at the private and public level to creatively 
and courageously deal with this immense problem. A realistic appraisal of our housing 
needs indicates that the resolution of our present crisis will be expensive and ditficulL 

Dimensions of the Housing Problem 

The overwhelming need for housing, in many ways, ls an institutional problem. 
It reflects the limitations built into our political, economic, and social institutions. 
Etlective action for better housing wUl depend on a competent analysls and significant 
changes in the structures and policies that have helped create and maintain our current 
housing delivery system. Our present way of financing and building housing seems not to 
lend Itself to the resolution of our problems. The traditional law of supply and demand 
has not proved adequate to the task of providing decent housing for all our people. The 
demand is present and growing, yet the response ls clearly Inadequate, ellpeclally for low 
and middle-lncome people. The right to shelter and the COlTellponding oblfgation of 
society to provide access to housing for every person, establishes a relationship between 
the person and both the direct and indirect suppliers of shelter. The relationship between 
direct and indirect suppliers of shelter and the availability of housing to persons and 
families is a very Important concept in the extremely complex and often technIcal field 
of housing and community deve!opmenL 

The direct supplier of housing ls the owner, builder, or the Institution controlling 
housing stock within the prescribed conditions of society. The Indirect supplier must be 
understood as the many different factors, other than the direct supplier, that exercise a 
determining influence on the construction and/or availablUty of decent housing. Thill 
concept of Indirect supplier Includes both persons and Institutions of varlOlll kinds which 
determine the whole soclo-economlc system. The federallOvernment, state and local 
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governments, banking and secondary mortgage markets are all examples of indirect 
suppliers. It obviously Involves many elements. 

It is easy to see how this framework links the various political, economic and social 
institutions of society into an interdependent network needed to assure and respect the 
right to shelter. But it also points out the variety of competing interests: private 
enterprise and government; maximum production, environmental and consumer protection; 
primary and secondary money markets; housing needs and budgetary restraints; public 
interest and private gain; and the question of equity and eCficiency. 

Housing Issues 

1. Housing and the Economy 

The solutions to the housing problem are often stated in economic terms. 
The current policies rely almost entirely on the fluctuations of the economy. Critical 
economic times of innation 01' recession are often cited as the reason for housing 
shortages. Yet, the last forty years have exhibited serious housing problems and periods 
of unparalleled prosperity. Presently we are in a five-year economic expansion and the 
number of homeless people multiplies monthly. The problem persists in good economic 
times and bad. Economic recovery alone cannot and will not solve our housing problem. 
A number of factors influence the housing market. Declining production, shrinking real 
Income, and the tendency of builders to produce higher priced homes have severely limited 
the number of homes available to middle- and moderate-income families. The price of a 
median home was $23,400 in 1970; $39,900 in 1975; $75,300 in 1983; and $110,000 in 
1986. The median family income, however, has not kept pace with these increases. The 
current level of income is comparable to the median family income of 1978. Indeed, 
compared to the 46% increase in housing costs since 1983, the 11% increase in family 
income is quite insufficient. Low-income families face even bleaker prospects. Their 
rents and utility costs are climbing, and many have virtuallY no place to go but the 
streets. P ederal funding for subsidized housing has been substantiallY reduced since 
1981 when Congress authorized $30.2 bUlion for that purpose. In 1987 this funding level 
was only $7.8 billion. 

Money markets are another important economic factor. Continued high interest 
rates substantially increase the cost of housing. Disinvestment from many communities 
has destroyed many neighborhoods resulting in more structures being taken out of the 
housing market. While this practice by banks and savings and loan associations has been 
curtailed In many locations, It persists in the increasingly influential secondary 
mortgage market. National monetary policy must ensure an adequate supply of affordable 
credit through secondary markets and housing trust funds for socially desirable purposes 
such as housing. 

Land speculation is a particularly vexing problem. Where basic human rights are 
involved, one person simply must not take an unreasonable gain at the expense of 
another. High Increases in the cost of land, resulting in part from such speculation, 
seriously impairs efforts to provide affordable housing to people of low- and moderate
Income. 

The demand for land to meet a variety of competing growth needs, such as urban 
expansion, highways and mineral developments, parks and recreation, Is forcing upon us 
difficult decisions with respect to land use and control of our resources. Such decision 
holds consequences for all the people of this nation; they should involve a degree of 
public participation. Legislation Is urgently needed to facilltate wide participation. 
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Serious consideration should be given to the development of land trusts and mutual 
housing associations and cooperatives which promote the ownership or control of land and 
housing by low-Income people. The federal government must not only regulate and 
contribute to such ettorts, but ensure that all segments ot the local community are part 
ot the decision making. 

2. Community and Neighborhoods 

Housing conditions caMot be separated from the surrounding environment. 
Community cohesiveness, education. safety, gov.nment responsiveness, and taxation 
policies are critical factors In the creation and maintenance of decent housing. This Is 
true In both the rural and urban areas. 

In rural areas and smail towns the housing delivery system Is Inadequate. Many rural 
counties have no public housing agency. Nor are there sufficient construction or financial 
institutions to make private development feasible. Rural people and rural communities 
must be provided with assistance and resources that enable them to solve their housing 
problems. 

Urban areas sutter many of the same problems, In that our cities are composites of 
small communities. Local neighborhood conc.1II have been lost In centralized declslon
making, suburban migration, and deteriorating city services. A psychological and physical 
process of abandonment has set In, and fewer resources and fewer people have been 
available to assist neighborhoods In combating blight and indIU.ence. 

Communities, whether urban neighborhoods or small towns, are the most logical 
basis for a positive housing policy. People must reel and actually be in control of the tools 
and resources necessary to survive. Public policy must recognize and support such efforts. 
Rehabilitation and housing maintenance programs which are iMOvatlve, Imaginative, and 
economicaily feasible should be encouraged and implemented. The existing housing stock 
Is perhaps the largest single component of our national wealth. Its preservation Is an 
easentlal and economical approach to meeting our housing needs. 

3. Governmental Housing Activity 

The federal government acts as both a direct and Indirect supplier of housing. 
Through its economic and taxation policies, regulation of the money markets, as well as 
housing subsidies and public housing, it has a major innuence In the housing field. With 
this Innuence goes a major responslblUty to harness and direct a massive commitment of 
resources and energy. Government must supplement and regulate the activities of private 
individuals and IlIItitutions In order to achieve our housing goals. A creative partnership 
of neighborhoods, private enterprise and government Is n&ce18llr)'. Public agencies have a 
particular responslblUty to aid those in need, voluntary efforts fall far short of the present 
demand. 

Government must develop a comprehensive housing and community development 
policy. This includes hscal and monetary policIes that have such a dominant innuence on 
housing. The rise and fall of Inbatlon. employment and productivity, If lett solely to the 
market forces, have a pronounced effect on the availability of housing. Likewise, 
monetary policy, the avallablUty and rate of credit, are critical factors in the housing 
market. 

The tax system Is the largest housing activity of the federal government. [t consists 
primarily of the deduction of mortgage interest by homeowners. While recent tax changes 
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have made the system a bit more progressive, it remains that the higher a person's income, 
the more likely it is that he will be entitled to this kind 01 subsidy and the higher that 
subsidy is likely to be. While the objectives 01 these policies are to achieve desirable 
social goals (I.e., homeownership), they do raise questions of equity that must stUl be 
addressed through public policy. 

Public housing is the oldest direct .housing subsidy program. Begun in 1937, it 
provides lor building, buying, or renting housing b.y local housing authorities. Severe 
reduction in lundlng for both construction and maintenance has all but destroyed this 
program. The most recent attempt to supplant this program with a "housing voucher" is a 
woefully inadequate approach given the extreme shortage of low-Income housing. The 
federal government must renew Its role and fultlllits obligation as provider of last 
resort. Public policy must be developed to maintain and construct public housing that is 
small in scale and locally based. . 

State and local governments must also be encouraged, by federal policy where 
necessary, to use their resources, housing IInance agencies, and community aUalrs 
departments to provide adequate housing tor poor and low-income people. 

Conclusion 

The complexity of the housing situation from the numbers of people and communities 
involved to the number of factors impacting on the availabillty of housing points to the 
magnitude of the ettort that must be mounted to overcome our housing needs. Our 
greatest obstacles are apathy, indltterence and wUL All members of society 
individuals, private enterprise, neighborhoods, local and state governments, social and 
religious organizations, must be seen and used as vehicles for a comprehensive federal 
policy. Responsibility has been passed from one segment of the community to another 
for too long. Shared responslbiUty, coordination and cooperation should be the mark of 
our housing policy. 

Government must develop public policy based on the right to shelter and form a 
strategy that is comprehensive and complementary. It must: 

• 	 expand the supply of assisted housing; 

• 	 preserve and modernize existing assisted housing units;. 

• 	 target federal programs and expenditures for the benefit of low-Income 
persons; and 

• 	 develop resources for emergency and transitional housing while permanent 
housing is being built. 

For our part, we pledge our support to those who carry out the demand of the 
traditional corporal work of mercy, "to shalter the homeless." Pope John Paul II, 
commenting recently in Rome on the wideSPread lack of proper shelter, said that it is 
"a reality of the utmost seriousness" that "disturbs the consclance of all those who are 
genuinely sensitive to the aspirations and rights of every human person." We have faith 
in the basic values of people. We believe that once they understand the nature and extent 
of the housing problems and their moral responsibility, they will respond and support those 
policies that meet our long-term housing needs. They believe, as we do. that every person 
has a right to a decent home In a decent environment. 
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What we are proposing is a long and determined efCort, with all its frustrations, 
toward a better liCe for millions of Americans. The task is more than an element of a 
better society or an aspect of the common good; it is indispensable to the Cuture health 
of America and its people. We pledge our continuing efforts as this nation sets out on 
the long road that ofCers lasting hope Cor decent shelter to the people of our land. 
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CONTEXT OF POLICY RECOMMENDATION 

Our overall goal is restoring the federal commitment to* 
meet the affordable housing needs of all of our citi 
zens. particularly low- and moderate-income Americans. 

* 

a) 	 curb disinvestment in low-income housing; 

b) 	 stem deterioration; 

c) 	 promote neighborhood revitalization which 
provides new affordable houslng 0tportunlties
and encourages economic and racla integration;
and 

d) 	 prevent gentrification from reducing the supply
of 10w-fncome housing units. 

* 	 We are proposing the creation of three new national 
housing funds--one for public housing ("Public Housing
Ass1stance Program") and two for subs1dized ~rivate1y
owned housing ("National Housing Trust Fund" and 
"National Community-Based Housing Partnership" ). 

* 	 The majority of National Hous1ng Trust Fund mon1es 
should be allocated as entitlements directly to local 
governments on the basiS of need and the ca~acita to 
carry out the program goa1s.--rfte balance 0 fun s would 
be allocated to states for use in non-entitlement areas 
or in areas not receiving entitlement. 

* 	 The National Community-Based Housing Partnership would 
provide federal matching grants to local governments and 
non-profit housing groups to build and rehabilitate 
affordable housing. 

* 	 In addition to our proposals for new permanent finan
cing. we propose the preservation of existing urban 
programs. particularly CDBG. Rental Rehabilitation. 
Section 202 (elderly and handicapped). Section 312 
Rehabilitation loans. Section 8 Moderate Rehabilitation. 
UDAGs and HoDAGs. We don't want to lose the old for the 
sake of the new; instead we want Congress to return to 
the preeminent federal funding ro1 e for low-income 
housing. We propose. however. revisions to existing 
programs that will improve their effectiveness at the 
local level. 

78-541 0 - 87 - 26 
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This recommendation has eight sections: 

I. 	 Housing Cris1s: Facts and F1gures 

II. 	 Creat10n of a ·Pub11c Housing Assistance 
Program 

Ill. 	 Creat10n of a "National Housing Trust Fund" 
for subsidizing privately-owned hous1ng 

IV. 	 Creation of a Nat10nal Commun1ty-Based
Hous1ng Partnersh1p Program 

V. 	 Glossary of HUD Programs To Be Preserved 

VI. 	 Improving Ex1sting Programs 

VII. 	 Preserv1ng Expiring Rental Subsidy
Agreements 

VIII. 	 Expanding Low-Cost Homeownership
Opportunit1es 
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I. HOUSING CRISIS~ FACTS AND FIGURES 

Crisis Indicators 

Housfng costs have accelerated almost three times faster 
than incomes in the past 15 years. 

One out of seven Americans live below the poverty thres
holds. 

One-quarter of the poor pay over three-quarters of their 
hcome for rent. 

Of the total of households receiving welfare assistance, 
30 to 601 live in substandard housing. 

The number of families seeking emergency shelter has 
increased by 31 percent in the past two years. 

There are about 44.000 persons on the public housing
waiting list in Chicago. 60,000 in Miami, 200.000 in New 
York City, 23.000 in Philadelphia and 13,000 in Washing
ton. 

Homeownership in this country has declined annually
since 1981. following 35 years of steady increase. 

In 1949. the average 30 year-old homebuyer needed to 
spend 141 of his paycheck to afford a typical home. By
19B5. this figure had risen to 441. 

Federal Response: Waning Support 

Sfnce 1981. HUD's housfn9 programs have been cut from 
over $33 b1l1fon to under $8 billion -- a 761 cut. 

Since 19B1. the number of new federally-assisted units 
has pl ummeted from more t·han 200.000 to about 25.000. 

Between fiscal years 1981 and 1987. CDBG was cut by 34 
p~rcent in real terms. 

Each year. 70.000 units of public housing are abandoned, 
the victims of neglect and slashed rehabilitation bud
gets. Thousands of additional units are uninhabitable 
because of insufficient funds to provide basic mainte
nance or modernfzation. 

Between now and the year 2000. most of the 1.9 million 
publicly assisted units will be -at risk- as subsidies 
and/or use restrictions expire. Between 200.000 and 
900,000 units may be lost by 1995 alone. 
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II. 	 PUBLIC HOUSING ASSISTANCE PROGRAM 

A. 	 The Problem: Neglecting a $65 billion'investment in 
Public Housing 

Current public housing programs and funding levels 
reflect a profound indifference to the magnitude of 
public housing problems in our country. The nation has 
a $65 billion investment at stake. Yet. years of ne
glect are taking their toll on the dimlnishing stock of 
public housing. The rice ta for modernizln the 
exlstin stock of on un ts s il 

e, accor ng to a recen s u y t 
;A~s~s~o~cTi~aTt~e~s~.~TAs~a~ny responsible property owner knows, 
deferred maintenance leads to abandonment and eventual 
demolltion. Public housing ls no different. Each year, 
70.000 public housing units are being abandoned, accord
Ing to ROD Secretary Pierce's own estimates. Clearly,
thfs level of abandonment stems Irom neglect rather than 
a reduction in the sheer number of Americans needlng
housing. Local houslng offlcials report growlng gaps 
between supply and demand: 44,000 on the waiting list 
for public housing in Ch1cago. 60,000 1n Miami. 200.000 
1n New York City, 23,000 in Philadelphla and 13,000 in 
Washington, D.C. These numbers fail to reflect the 
thousands of others who don't bother to sign uP. knowlng
the surrealism of the length of the wait. 

B. The Proposal: Creatlon of a Pub11c HOUSing Assistance 
pfogram 

The U.S. Conference of Mayors proposes the creation of a 
Pub11c Housing Ass1stance Program to restore the federal 
commitment to public housing. Adoption of th1s proposal
recognizes that: 

pub11c hous1ng needs are comprehensive. They en* 
compass capital costs for mainten.nce, moderniza
t10n and new construction, as wel~ as operating 
costs for public hous1ng authorities; 

* 	 1n bu11ding new public housing, m1xed-1ncome devel
opments and scattered s1te construction are prefer
red as they foster a pos1t1ve housing environment 
and ellm1nate negat1ve stigma attached to public
hous1ng;' 

implementation of this policy for new construction* should in no way mitigate against the preservation.
i.e., maintenance and modernization. of the $65 
bl11ion 1nvestment ln preserv1ng ex1sting pub11c
hous1ng. 
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C. This new program encompasses three separate funds: 

2. 	 A Modernization Fund to finance ongoing maintenance 
and modernization of public housing units apart
from catching up with the backlog. This Fund would 
be targeted to those units currently in habitable 
cond1tion, but in need of constant and regular
maintenance. 

3. 	 An Operating Fund to meet the full range of operat
ing expenses of public housing authorities. The 
current approach to performance funding falls far 
short of genuine operating expenses. 

To overcome this problem, funding levels from the 
Operating Fund would be revised annually, such as 
is the current practice in the Section 8 program, 
to accommodate rising housing costs and inflation 
factors. 

111. 	 NATIONAL HOUSING TRUST FUND 

A. 	 THE PROBLEM: LOST COMMITMENT TO PRIVATELY-OWNED 
AFFOROABl~ ROOSING 

America faces an affordable housing crisis in which 
millions lack the money to pay for decent, safe and 
sanitary housing, while the federal government cuts 
subsidies to make up this difference. This housing
crisiS centers on the private market, where rental 
subsidies have dried up, supply programs have been 
eliminated and escalating rent levels are driving tens 
of thousands of Americans into the streets. Perhaps the 
most ominous feature of this crisis is yet to come: the 
pending expiration of two kinds of federal programs
developed in the 1960s--mortgage and Section 8 subsi
dies. As many as 900,000 units of federally subsidized 
but privately-owned low-income apartments could disap
pear within the next decade. . 

Low-income housing tax credits and other federal provi
sions enhance the attractiveness of low-income hOUSing
investment for certain groups and corporations. How
ever, time will tell whether this new approach will 
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provide a net galn in the level of low-income housing
investment, as against former investment incentives. 

For several years, federal funds for a low-income hous
ing supply program to prlme the private market have been 
almost non-existent. In spite of this cutback. local 
(and some state) governments have struggled mightily to 
develop public-pr1vate partnerships to help f111 this 
gap. Yet. 10w-1ncome housing providers bear no false 
expectations: absent federal funds, local governments 
cannot meet their production needs for low-lncome hous
lng no matter how innovative and successful their local 
partnerships. 

There is a consensus buildlng among many local govern
ment leaders that the only permanent solution to this 
crisis lies in some form of off-budget financing vehicle 
for a low-income hOUSing production program and rental 
subsidies. --- 

B. 	 THE PROPOSAL: CREATION OF A NATIONAL HOUSING TRUST FUND 
TO SUBSIDIZE PRIVATE HouSlNG 
The U.S. Conference of Mayors proposes the creation of a 
National Housing Trust Fund to provide a permanent.
renewable resource for low-income housing, which would 
be shielded from the uncertainty of annual Congressional
budget battles. This new Fund would be allocated 
throulh entitlement on the basfs of need and capacltf
dlrec " to local and state ~overnments and/or 10ca 
housing trust funds. The Fun would 6e targeted to meet 
the capital costs of production and the need for rental 
subsidies. 

The Fund should be capitalized at a level large enough 
to make an impact nationwide in the production backlog.
We are recommending an annual production level of 
350,000 housing units, at a cost of $2 to $2.5 b11l1on. 

The new Housing Trust Fund would provide the following benefits: 

* 	 carry forth the two primary policies of the Confer
ence's National Housing Policy: preserving the existing
stock of low-income housing and funding local govern
ments to intervene at the neifh60rhood level to reverse 
the t'de of d'sfnvestment. de erforatton and/or gentri 
fication by stimulating affordable housing production
and balanced rev1tallzation. 

demonstrate to private 1nvestors that the public partner* is committing resources necessary to meet the public 
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obligation as a full partner and to encourage the parti
cipation of additional corporate partners; 

generate additional private equity for projects develop* 
ed in conjunction with not-for-profit organizations; 

provide a range of sponsorship opportunities at the* 
local level including public housing authorities. com
munity development and housing agencies, and not-for
profit and for-profit corporations; 

provide flexibility and control at the local level for* 
determining how to most effectively use allocations from 
the entitlement programs funded by the Trust Fund;' for 
example. monies could be used in tandem with below 
market rate mortgage programs and the Rental Rehabilita
tion Program to provide a comprehensive approach to 
acquire and rehabilitate low-income properties, such as 
is the current practice in the Urban Homestead Program; 

minimize waste and redundancy by earmarking Trust Fund 
monies to communities based on need and capacity; 

* 

leverage monies to generate at the local level by capi
talizing on indigenous local private-public partner
ships; and 

* 

(if capitalized by an off-budget financing vehicle)
av01d the uncertainty of the Congressional budget pro
cess in earmarking Trust Fund monies for entitlement 
programs. 

* 

Th1s Trust Fund would complement the portfolio of existing low
income housing assistance programs such as Rental Rehabilitation. 
Section 312 Rehabilitation loans, Section 8 Moderate Rehabilita
t10n. Section 202 Elderly and Handicapped. HoDAGs and UDAGs, as 
well as the CDBG Program. 

C. SPECIAL PROGRAM FEATURES OF THE NATIONAL HOUSING TRUST FUND 

The National Housing Trust Fund is designed to finance spe
cial housing needs such as implementing a comprehensive 
program to fight home1essness. finding new ways to cut the 
cost of producing low-income housing. and supporting local 
initiatives which promote balanced neighborhood revitaliza
tion. 
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1. 	 Implementing a COMprehensive PrograM to Fight
Homelessness 

The homeless are our nation's most dramatic--and visi 
ble--affordable housing problem. It is estimated that 
between 300,000 and three million Americans are homeless 
today. The homeless are not a low-income problem.
They're a no income problem. Solutions don't lie 1n 
only 	bu11ding emergency shelters. Building emergency
shelters is a band-aid approach. Like our misguided
policies, it treats the symptoms, not the cause. These 
shelters are necessary, but they're not sufficient. 
Instead, solutions lie in attacking the problem compre
henshely. 

To some extent, Congress recognized the scope of this 
probleM in passing the Steward B. McKinney Homeless 
Assistance Act. This bill authorized $443 million for a 
fairly broad range of assistance. from emergency shel
ters to education for homeless children. 

However. even this approach falls short. Funds for the 
homeless are subject to the whims of the annual budget 
process. What better illustration of the vagaries of 
Congressional funding than the current status of appro
priations for the new homeless legislation. The new 
bill -authorized- funds for two years, including an 
approval of $617 million for FY87. In reality, only
$355 million has been appropriated for FY87. The ink 
was barely dry on the homeless bill when the House 
Appropriations Committee sat down to consider its FY88 
allowances. Yet, members budgeted no funds at all for 
the homeless housing programs, despite an authorization 
of $280 million for FY88. 

Clearly, a more permanent solution is needed to treat 
all three components of the homeless problem: 

1. 	 Increasing the supply of new shelters and permanent
affordable housing; 

2. 	 Providing rental subsidies, such as Section 8 
certificates, to plug the gap between income and 
expense; and 

3. 	 Instituting social programs to confront the causes 
of homelessness and re-integrate the homeless into 
society. (In this regard, the U.S. Conference of 
Mayors recommends a ·Living Skills· and other 
community responsibility education programs). 

The new National Housing Trust Fund would be designed to 
finance the shelter and the rental subsidy needs of the 
homeless, and would liPlement social programs aimed at the 
causes of homelessness. 
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2. 	 Promoting Low-Cost Construction Technology 

Supplying decent housing to our lowest income residents 
is often characterized as either an ·affordab111ty·
issue or a ·supp1y· lssue. In fact, it 15 both. Whlle 
deep subsidies (as were provided by the Section B pro
gram) are desperately needed, sufficient units do not 
currently exist to meet the needs of lower income peo
ple, even if subsidies were available for all of them. 

The costs of providing new housing continue to escalate 
at such a rate that it is highly unlikely that suffi 
cient subsidy funds can be made available to keep pace.
Any realistic federal housing policy must, therefore, 
include provisions to reduce the cost of producing
needed housing. 

Mod~rn technology offers us many opportunities. Manu
factured housing, in all its various forms, can achieve 
significant reductions in the cost of producing housing,
and can make housing more efficient to operate through 
use of energy-efficient materials and design. 

The role of the federal government in promoting low-cost 
housing construction technology has long since been 
established through such programs as Operation Break
through. More recently, HUD has been supporting the 
Joint Venture for Affordable Housing (JAVH) which has 
the objective of encouraging localities to adopt new 
construction techniques. Unfortunately, all HUD is 
offering through this program is technical assistance 
and potential waivers of its minimum property standards 
for approved projects so that purchasers can qualify for 
FHA insurance. Clearly, much more is needed. 

A pool of federal dollars must be made available to 
assist localities which undertake housing construction 
initiatives aimed at lowering the production costs of 
new housing for our 10w- and moderate-income residents. 
The National Housing Trust Fund would provide such a 
pool. 

3. 	 providing Federal Support for Local Initiatives which 
Promote Balanced Rehabilitation 

The dwindling supply of affordable housing units is 
caused as much by the inflationary spiral of current 
rents as by the cycle of deferred maintenance, abandon
ment and demolition of low-income units. These rent 
spirals are often ignited by public and private 
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efforts to revitalize deteriorating neighborhoods. As 
neighborhoods gentrify, rents often rise to such a 
degree that rental subsidies fail to bridge the afford
ability gap. 

To promote revitalization and discourage speculation and 
the displacement of low-income tenants, many localities 
have developed incentives to keep rents affordable 
following rehabilitation. 

Although these efforts can produce the desired result 
of maintaining affordable rents, they also deprive
localities of much needed revenue. 

In line with its responsibility for providing affordable 
housing, the federal government should support these 
efforts with a federal match. For cities losing funds 
at the local level by instituting incentives to keep 
rents affordable, the federal government would provide a 
match through the National Housing Trust Fund. 

IV. NATIONAL COMMUNITY.BASED HOUSING PARTNERSHIP PROGRAM 

THE PROBLEM: Over the last several years there have been 
many success stories of city governments, foundations, and 
community organizations working together to build affordable 
housing. Unfortunately, the resources have not been avail
able to turn there local success stories into ~ major new 
nationwide supply program for affordable housing. 

THE PRO'OSAL: Creation of a National Community-Based Housing 
Partnership Program 

A new National Community-Based HOUSing Partnership Program
would restore the federal government's role in housing, while 
promoting self-help efforts from local and state government
and community organizations. It would provide match1ng 
grants to'local governments and non-profit hous1ng groups to 
build and reha~ilitate affordable housing. Th1s approach
offers many advantages, including the following: 

* it emphasizes self-help and local initiative. 

* it 1s cost-effective because it relies on non
profit groups to build and manage the housing. 

* it restores the federal government's role in hous· 
ing, but it also gives local and state governments 
a responsibility, by requiring matching funds. 

* it is tailored to local needs and local housing
conditions. 
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it is flexible. by making it possible to create* 
for-sale. rental. or cooperative housing. 

it provides long-term affordable housing. thus* 
ayo1d1ng the problem we are now facing with "ex
piring use restrictions' on privately-owned feder
ally subsidized housing. 

The National Community-Based Housing Partnership approach is 
in the best of American tradition -- helping communities that 
help themselves. It recognizes that not all communities have 
equal resources. and thus need different levels of federal 
assistance. but that each community understands best how to 
meet the housing needs of its residents. 

We recommend that the program be funded initially at $500 
million annually, or at a funding leyel that would produce
12.000 to 25.000 housing units annually. 
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GLOSSARY OF HUD PROGRAMS TO BE PRESERYED 


PROGRAM 

CDBG 
(Community Development 
Block Grants) 

HoDAGs 
(Housing Development 
Action Grants) 

RENTAL REHABILITATION 

SECTION 8 

SECTION 202 

DESCRIPTION 

Annual grants on a formula basis to 
entitle communities to carry out a 
wide range of community development 
activities directed toward neighbor
hood revitalization, economic devel
opment, and improved community 
facilities and services. 

Funds awarded to local governments,
and, in turn, to developers to 
finance the substantial rehabilita
tion or new construction of private
rental housing. 

All projects must reserve at least 
20 percent of the units for families 
with incomes at or below 80 percent
of the median income of the area and 
keep the assisted units available 
for occupancy by lower income ten
ants for 20 years. 

Grants to cities and states to 
encourage rental housing rehabilita
tion, for low- and moderate-income 
fam11ies by matching capital funds 
with Sect10n 8 hous1ng vouchers or 
certificates. 

An 1ncome-transfer program to aid 
low- and moderate-income families in 
obtaining decent, safe and san1tary
housing 1n the pr1vate market. HUD 
makes up the difference between what 
a low-income household (80 percent
of area's median income) and very
low-income household (50 percent of 
area's median 1ncome) can afford and 
the fair market rent for an adequate
housing unit. 

A new construction program which 
provides direct loans to non-profit 
sponsors to finance rental or coop
erative housing for elderly or hand
icapped persons. 
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SECTION 221(d)(3) 

SECTION 312 LOAN 

UDAG 
(Urban Development 
Actton Grants) 

URBAN HOMESTEAD PROGRAM 

Federal mortgage-insurance program 
to insure private-lending institu
tions to help finance the construct
ion or substantial rehabilltatlon of 
multi-famlly (five or more units)
rental or cooperatlve houslng for 
moderate-income or displaced fami
lles. 

Dlrect federal loans to finance the 
rehabllitatlon of slngle-family and 
multi-family, mixed use, and nonres
idential properties to prevent un
necessary demolition of baslcally
sound structures. 

Grants awarded to asslst distressed 
cities and urban counties to finance 
development projects having substan
tial private funding, but in need of 
additional financing to make the 
project feasible. 

A national program to revitalize 
declining neighborhoods and reduce 
the inventory of federally-owned
properties by transferring vacant 
and unrepaired single-family proper
ties to new homeowners for rehabili
tation. Suitable properties owned 
by HUD, the veterans Administration 
(VA) and Farmers Home Administration 
(FmHA) may be used in this program. 
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VI. IMPROVING EXISTING PROGRAMS 

and 

tbe 

It i: imperatfve tbat tbe funding level of CDBG be restored 
to the full fundfng levels of the early 1980s when natfonwfde 
funding reached $4 billfon. Thus. CDBG sbould be funded at a 
level of $5.5 btllion annually to account for inflation and 
tbe devaluation of tbe dollar. 

The CDBG program concept also should be reexamfned to evalu
ate whetber the project-by-project approacb should be con
verted to a more long-term and comprebensive redevelopment 
strategy. Current policy dictates against coordfnated pub
lfc-private investment strategies. Public agencies. working
with private developers and the financial services industry. 
can plan only one year ahead. 

Since its fnceptfon the Urban Development Actfon Grant (UDAG)
Program has: 

financed 2.678 development projects in 1.122* 
cfties. creatfng 528.700 new permanent jobs, wfth 
more tban 50 percent for low-and moderate-fncome 
workers. 

leveraged almost six dollars of private investment* for everyone dollar of federal UDAG investment. 

Despite its performance. the UDAG program bas been slated for 
elimination year after year by federal budget cutters. The UDAG 
program should be reauthortzed wtthout delay at the full fundfng
level of $675 million. and the UDAG selection criteria should be 
changed so that 35 percent of the funds are awarded based on 
project merft. 
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The Rental Rehabilitation Program. as currently structured. does 
not solve our hous1ng problems. Low-income Americans are faced 
with a supply and affordability problem. Shopping for housing
does not work if there are no choices. Vouchers are not increas
ing the supply or quality of housing. They do not help developers 
get f1nanc1ng. and they don't guarantee project success. 

Recommended Revis10ns: 

1. 	 Permit the permanent attachment of Rental Rehabilitation 
certificates and vouchers to low- and moderate-income 
projects. Attaching vouchers to projects would enhance 
the ab1lity of the project to meet the 15 year comp11
ance period for projects using the Low-Income Tax Cred
its. 

2. 	 Revise the Rental Rehab1l1tat10n program to permit its 
operat10n sim1lar to the Moderate Rehabilitation Pro
gram. allowing owners to use ex1st1ng equity to qualify
for rental rehab assistance. 

Other programs wh1ch should be adequately funded at the Section 
312 Rehabi11tation loans and Sect10n 8 Moderate Rehabi11tation. 

VII. 	 PRESERVING EXPIRING SECTION 8. SECTION 221 AND SECTION 236 
CONTRACTS AND MORTGAGES 

Between now and the year 2000. most of the 1.9 m11110n pub
licly assisted units will be "at risk" as subsid1es and/or 
use restrictions expire. If mortgages are allowed to be 
prepa1d, and projects are sold or uses change, d1splacement
and loss will threaten between 200,000 and 900.000 10w-1ncome 
units by 1995 alone. The federal government must take imme
d1ate steps to head off th1s loss. Owners must be encouraged 
to forego mortgage prepayments with incentives to rehab111
tate and refinance, or maintain mortgages through maturity. 

To carry forth the Conference's ~rimary pOliCt of preserving
exist1ng low-income housing stoc • the follow ng 1ncentives 
are recommended: 

1. 	 Congressional action mandating HUD to permit current or 
future owners to refinance mortgages to generate addi
tional resources for rehabilitation if the housing will 
be maintained pursuant to the low- and moderate-income 
requirements. past the prepayment allowance date. 

2. 	 Revis10n of the Tax Reform Act of 1986 to permit state 
and local hous1ng finance agencies to 1ssue tax-exempt 
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bonds outside the state or home-rule volume gap. for all 
·preserved· project financing. 

3. 	Revision of the Tax Reform Act of 1986 to allow tax 
credits as needed to preserve all existing subsidized 
housing. 

4. 	Permit the permanent attachment of Rental Rehabilitation 
certificates or vouchers to low- and moderate-Income 
projects to enhance the ability of the project to con
tinue to meet the IS-year compliance period for those 
projects qualifying for low-income tax credits. 

5. 	Revision of the Rental Rehabilitation program to permit
its operation similar to the Moderate Rehabilitation 
Program. Owners should be permitted to use exist1ng
equity to qua11fy for rental rehab ass1stance. 

VIII. EXPANDING LOW-COST HOMEOWNERSHIP OPPORTUNITIES 

One of the most well-worn cliches 1n the housing field is 
that "own1ng a home is part of the American dream." Yet. 
l1ke other c11ches. the kernel of truth doesn't disappear
with use. No National Housing Po11cy would be complete 
without attention to th1s dream. 

The federal government must redouble its commitment to 
expand homeownersh1p opportunities. particularly for lower 
income persons. An expanded federal role doesn't neces
sarily entail increased capital expenditures. In the long 
run, continuing the existing federal housing Insurance and 
guarantee programs, for example, will free up mortgage 
money from private lenders. 

To meet this commitment to expanding homeownership opportu
nities, the Conference of Mayors recommends these actions: 

* 	 Congress should modify provis10ns 1n the Tax Reform Act 
of 1986 to help local and state governments use tax
exempt bond financing to f1nance below market rate 
mortgages. Spec1f1cal'y. Congress should def1ne as 
"governmental,· tax-exempt bonds issued to f1nance below 
market rate mortgages in disinvested low- and moderate
1ncome areas. These bonds should be exempt from the 
unified cap or the alternative minimum tax. 

* 	 Congress should preserve ex1sting federal housing insur
ance and guarantee programs such as FHA. Furthermore, 
FHA should not be privat1zed, nor its operations re
stricted by volume limits, additional user fees, or 
income targeting. 
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* 	 Congress should preserve the secondary mortgage martet 
programs of FNMA. GNMA and FHLMC and should not encumber 
these programs by such limitations as overall credit 
authority caps and excessive user fees. 
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The 
Alternatives Center 


2375 Shattuck Ave.. Berkeley. CA 94704 (4151644-8336 

OCtober 3, 1987 

Senator Alan Cranston 
Senate Building 
Washington, D.C. 

Dear Senator Cranston: 

This is in response to your request for input from housing professionals regarding 
new national housing policies to produce housing affordable to low and moderate 
income citizens. You are well aware of the problems of old programs. We all 
know that policies are desperately needed that will address the . need for 
decent, affordable housing without imposing an intolerable drain on public funds and 
using the least intrusive and costly bureaucratic arrangements possible. While the 
program I suggest below will not answer all housing problems, its implementation 
would go a long way in meeting these goals. I believe that such a program is 
fiscally and operationally feasible, even under tight bUdget conditions. 

Rec.o¥erable interest acquisition and rehabilitation loans to ~ profit deYeJopen 
or CooperatiftS. 

Financing: In such a program HUD, perhaps in cooperation with state and local 
government agencies, would supplement commercial mortage loans for multi-unit 
properties with 30 year loans in amounts and at interest rates so as_ to make the 
housing affordable to the target population. These properties would be owned and 
operated largely by non-equity sharing cooperatives (see below) or other 
non-profits. At the end of the 30 year period when both the commercial and 
government mortages have ben paid off, the owners would owe the government the 
difference between the the interest rate on the government's mortage and the 
commercial mortage, compounded over the preceding 30 year repayment period. 
The owners would b~ required to take aout a commercial mortage to repay this 
note. Since the government's cost of its money is lower than the commercial loan 
rate, the repayment of the difference in rate should largely compensate for the 
decreased value of meney over time. As you know, all other low-income housing 
subsidy programs require continuous massive funding inputs. In the proposed 
scenario, a large portion of~ousing assistance becomes self-funding instead of 
requiring continuous massive capitalization and subsidies that never meet more than 
a small portion of needs. Though available for new building, I recommend that 
such a program give priority to the acquisition of existing apartment houses for the 
next five to ten years, since this would make it possible to both improve 
deteriorating housing stock and cost much less per unit than new housing 
construction. 

To briefly illustrate: A cooperative or other non-profit developer has site control 
of a property or plans to build a 50 unit apartment house. The cost of the 
development would amount to $75,000 per unit; Assume that the target 
population's household income averages $22,000 a year, with a maximum affordable 
monthly housing cost of $600. The feasibility study indicates that occupants' 
payments can cover fourty percent of)l:~5~ mortage at prevailing commercial 
Interest rates, provided the rest of t~~tage could be obtained at three percent 
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interest. Following local HUO approval, a three percent interest loan of $1,9'9,000 
for the property is approved, and begins at the time escrow is closed along with an 
11 % interest commercial loan for $1,42',000 (40 percent of the 9'% mortage). 
Reapayment of both loans begins at the time escrow closes, and at the end of 30 
years the owners are obligated to take out a new commercial loan to repay the 
government the compounded difference between the 3 percent and II percent 
loans. Simple calculations show (I'd be glad to send you the analysis), that the 
government's cost of such a program apijied to an example like this one would be 
a fraction of the cost of any other sublidy program for tenants or investors tried 
since the second world war. 

Ownership and operation: This kind of program can be effective only if owned 
and operated by non-profit organizations. Many Community Development 
Organizations throughout the country have demonstrated their technical competence 
in developing and managing housitg over the last decade, and many of them could 
take on expanded responsibilities. I also urge particular attention to the excellent 
record of performance by housing cooperatives in this country and Europe over the 
last 100 years, exemplified by the sustained success of the more than .500,000 "213" 
cooperatives developed between the mid 1960s and 70s under HUD's loan guarantee 
program. The failure rate of these cooperatives was (and is) below that for single 
occupancy homes financed in the open market. These and many other cooperatives 
are organized so that the paid-off mortage principal remains with the cooperative. 
As members leave they gain only a small inflation adjustment on their original 
downpayment (ranging from three to ten percent). Provisions must be made to 
assure that if these properties are ever put on the market all net profit would 
have to be paid to the government or to another non-profit housing group 
commited to provide comparable housing. In this way, housing speculation is 
improbable, and permanent affordability is assured. 

These arragements all minimize the need for elaborate bureaucracies. 
Government agencies would exercise the same monitoring as other lenders. 
However, it would be wise to support the most effective management support 
framework possible. These appear to be "Mutual Housing Associations" whose 
success has been demonstrated in Sweden and elsewhere. Through these, 
coperatives in a locality or region join together in one of several forms of 
Associations that provide management expertise and continuous monitoring of 
performance, including the authority to step in and temporarily take over in case 
of trouble. Though these associations should be able to support themselves through 
fees, some development assistance may be necessary for the first three to five 
years of their operation. 

These suggestions are based on over 20 years of housing experience as a 
developer of low income housing, especially the conversion of multi-unit properties 
into limited equity housing cooperatives. There is ample empirical evidence that 
such housing is not only more cost-effective than any other type of multi-unit 
hoUSing, but provides a consistently higher quality physical and social environment 
for residents who take pride and responsibility for their homes. 

If these suggestions are of interest to you or to your staff, I would be glad to 
expand them in whatever technical or other detail may interest you. Thank you 
for your continued leadership for the common good. 

~'U~( ftut~ 
~\- 2 - "'. f"'."'" ,(C\.<,WA4A I ?t.. b. 
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B"NAI B'RITH INTERNATIONAL 
..._O.c._AlIocIe ........... N.W


-""TWX~ie.....~WQMDC 

October 7, 1987 

Senator Alan Cranston 
Chai.....n, Sukollll1ttee on Houai", and 

Urban Affairs 
Senate Collll1ttee on Bant1"" Hoosilll!, 

and Urban Affairs 
535 Dirksen Senate Office Bldg. 
lIashl",ton, D.C. 20510 

Se, Requests for aousi", Legislation Coments 

On behalf of the Senior Citiuu HOllsi", COIaittee of B'ns:!. B'rith 
International, I would like to offer ollr c.-nt. with respect to YOllr 
couideration of developi", a federal hOllsi", policy for the 1990' s and beyond. 

The prllllary objective in the area of hoosinal and related matters in the 
po.t-Seaaan years ....t be to fulfill the pledge of the aousina Act of 1949 of 
a decent home for every Aaerican. Decent housina for wery American is a 
reasonable and h........ goa! for the richest nation on the earth. It ba. been 
our 80sl for alJao.t 40 years and it 10 .hSJlleful that the 80al bas not been 
achiw"d. It is time that we take the 8oa! and the pledge seriously. 
Underlyina Ollr hollsina polley for the immediate futllre "",at be a cQllDit .... nt to 
provide decent hOllsi", for all and to ...ke it a reality in our lifetimes. 

B'nai B'rUh International, through its Senior Cltiuns Hoosina CQllDittee, bas 
for the past 15 years been Involved in a cooperative partnership with the 
federal 8ove""""nt in buildi", subsidized housina for sel1ior citizel18 throullh 
the various proStallS of the Depart..",t of aoud", and Urban Development, under 
Section 2021236 and now 20218. Dud", this time, we bave opened 21 senior 
citizens apartment bulldi",. nationwide. We baft two a4ditional project. 
under conatnlction and bave recently been notified that two lIOJ.'e applications 
have been selected for fundi", this year (l987). 

By 1989, we will bave constTUcted and be operaUng 25 apare....nt buildinas, 
nationwide, with over 3,000 apart...ntl. While moat of these units house only 
olle individual, uny are for couples. We will be lervina approdmately 4,000 
older c1Ucana, without resard to raee, rel1&1on, natiol>lll origin, or creed. 
'l"h.18 18 a great ach1evetDe1lt. but in term. of answering the. needs of the senior 
cltb.en., it fall. terribly short of meeU", the demand. 
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The "greying of America" is vell documented. The population 65 and over grew 
by 20.6 percent between 1960 and 1970, and by 2.8 percent between 1970 and 
1930. Today, according to government statistics, 27 aill10n Americans are 
over 65 years of age. The implications of these projections for housing in 
this country, and for the federal housing policy in particular, are profound. 

The demand for Section 202. housing units far exceeds the supply. This is 
documented by the nationsl survey of Section 202. housing projects conducted in 
1984 by the U.S. Senate Special Co.-ittee on Aging, and confir.ed by our 
experience at S'nsi S'rith International. A survey of the S'nai S'rith 
facilities reveals that esch of our 21 projects is filled to capacity. The 
two projects still in the development stage are already accu.ulating sizable 
waiting lists, even though construction is far from complete and no public 
announcement for applications has been made. Our Washington office receives 
letters and calls daily, from individuals all across the country, requesting 
information about our programs, and asking where they can find available 
housing. 

Yet these figures represent only a fraction of the actual number of persons 
who need the housing that these projects offer. Waiting lists only represent 
those persons who chose to apply, and do not include those who were 
discouraged by the prospect of a long wait and chose not to bother. Many 
times these are the people who may be most in need tof affordable hOUSing. 
Sometimes a waiting list bacomes "frozen" and no new names are added. For 
example, at our two housing facilities in Allentovn, PA, the vaiting list has 
been "frozen" for four years. They are just now beginning to accept new 
applications for apartments. Unfortunately, we can doc\lllllent silllilar 
situations in many other cities across the country. 

llith this in lllind, we would lilte to offm: the following specific points to be 
included in any future housing legislation that may be offered: 

1. 	 As one of BUD's DIOst successful programs, the Section 202 direct loan 
progrsm for the elderlY and handicspped should be authorized to fund 
an additional lllinimu.. of 30,000 housing units annually, with 
appropriations adjusted for inflation. Ten years ago, this progrsm 
was being funded at levels of 30,000 units, Today, with the numbers 
of needy elderly growing larger each day, we must resist the trend to 
ba:::ely Iteep the progr8ll alive and viable, and tau steps to insure 
that our future needs are met. 

2. 	 Provide that eligibility for occupancy in low income housing, 
including the Section 2.02 direct loan progrsm, be extended to 
fslllilies and single persons with incomes of up to 80 percent of the 
median income for the area. 

http:confir.ed
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The current limitation requ:l.ring that eligibility for admission to 
occupancy be limited to tbose with incomes of SO percent of the 
median income for the area is far too restrictive, shuts out low 
income families and persons who cannot obtain decent housing witbout 
the expenditure of excessive percentages of their income--often in 
excess of SO percent, creates over-concentrations of tbe very poor, 
and tends to result in the use of maximum subsidies per unit 
subsidized, rather than maximizing tbe number receiving assistance. 
Such 'an amendment would return eligibility to the income groups 
originally made eligible in tbe 1974 Housing Act. 

Our experience at B'nai B'rith indiestes that well over 8S percent of 
tbe residents in our buildings are in tbe very low income group, and 
would continue to be so, even if the limits were to be raised. 
However, we are currently faced with the task of rejecting many needy 
and deserving individuals whose incomes are only slightly above the 
very low income range. 

In New York City, SO percent of the area median incomes is IIO,3S0. 
Where does a widow with an annual income of $11,000 apply to live? 

3. 	 Occupants of Section 202 and otber housing projects where the Section 
8 Housing Assistance Psyments are used as subsidies are required to 
pay 30 percent of income for rent. Administratively, !IUD has 
determined tbat if tbe 30 percent of tbe family's or person's income 
is more tban the fair market rent for tbe unit to be occupied, that 
family or person is considered ineligible for occupancy. This 
penalizes an otberwise eligible family or peraon unfairly, simply 
because a given project has a relatively low rent structure. 

Because conscientious owners and management have controlled costs and 
have not routinely sought rental increases, the income-eligible 
applicant is penalized by not being adllitted to the building. 
However, tbe aame indiVidual is able to gain admission to another 
Section 202 building witb a higher rent structure, with an 
accompanying government subsidy which would not have been required in 
the original case. -- 

Clearly, this Mcatch 22M situation is a disincentive to keep costs 
down. By aaintaining a low market rent, DLSD.agement lIIlst 11J11it 
prospective applicanta to only tbose persons with the smallest annual 
income. This again creates an overconcentration of ·poorM and tends 
to -stigmatize- a particular facility. From a deficit reduction 
view, it also aax1Jllizes the use of government subsidy dollars rather 
than provide quality housing for as many income eligible persons as 
posaib1e. 
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Legislation should be amended to permit such families or persons to 
be assured admission if they are otherwise eligible under BUD 
guidelines. 

4. 	 Various efforts are beiq made to permit the prepayment of mortgages 
coveriq low income projects such as Section 202 projects for the 
elderly and handicapped where the market demand for housiq suggests 
that higher rents and profits could be obtained should the mortgages 
be paid off immediately. This would result in the loss of already 
limited housing resources for the low income elderly or handicapped 
if such prepayments were permitted. 

Accordingly, legislation should include a provision that would allow 
a low-income project mortgage to be prepaid prior to the maturity 
date of the mortgage, without penalty, but with a provision that 
BUD's requirement assuring that the project would continue to serve 
the original purpose for which it was approved would still be in 
effect. 

5. 	 In the 1990's, the 2o-year terms of Section 8 Housiq Assistance 
Payments Contracts will start expiring. In the absence of extensions 
of the present contracts through legislative amendments, there is 
danger that a considerable reduction ~ the supply of decent housing 
for the low-and""1lloderate-incOlE elderly will take place while the 
demand and need expand. Unless subsidies continue to be available. 
many of the low-income residents could not afford to pay the 
increased rents they would have to pay. The result probably would be 
mass evictions without other suitable housing available. Thus, 
either the Section 8 program should be extended or a new program(s) 
devised to replace it. 

6. 	 In its efforts to seek economies in the development cost of 
subsidized housing, the Administration has imposed overly severe cost 
containment requirements, although such econaa1es are desirable when 
warranted. Nevertheless. the Congress should IIIlndate a study of the 
preasnt cost contai_nt measures used in the subsidized progralllll and 
require that appropriate changes be made as soon as feasible. 

7. 	 Haviq demonstrated its success in meetiq the needs of the frail 
elderly and the handicapped, and with continuing unaet needs among 
IIIIlny, maD)' thousands, the Coqregate Housing Services Program (CHSP) 
should be revitalized and eventually be authorized to serve an ' 
additions1 minillum of 20,000 frail elderly and handicapped families 
and persons annually, to be allocated between Section 202 and public 
housing projects as currently administered. 
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O. 	 There 19 a growing support for the funding and development of 
assisted or care-type housing. These facilities would be for elderly 
people who are having difficulty in living fully independently. They 
may need help with housekeeping, cooking, shopping, dressing, 
bathing, and other activities of daily living. These are persons 
whose needs are not met in fully independent housing, but who do not 
require daily, or regular nursing or medical care, although a nurse 
on duty might be quite advantageous, especially in the event of 
el!lergencies. 

The need for assisted housing should be considered on its own merit. 
It should not be used as justification for a reduction of support for 
independent housing as developed under Section 202. It is urged that 
Congress provide funds for a substantial number of such projects, 
with HUD responsible for its administration, the projects financed 
through direct loans, with subsidized occupancy and personal care and 
other services available to is occupants. 

9. 	 Federal assistance for the development of hOUSing for the elderly has 
been available since the Housing Act of 1956, when it was authorized 
under the Public Housing program. Since 1956, housing programs for 
the elderly have resulted in billions of dollars invested in housing 
for older people and about 1.5 million units of subsidized housing 
now are occupied by senior citizens. At these levelS, the Departl!lent 
of Housing and Urban Development should have-an Assistant Secretary 
of Housing for Senior Citizens to coordinate BUD's programs for the 
elderly and to be the Secretary's consultant and spokesperson on all 
matters relating to the elderly. 

10. 	 Most of the housing designed for the elderly in the United States has 
been developed since the enactment of the Housing Act of 1959. With 
the psssage of more than a quarter of a century, housing for the next 
generations of older people should be designed to meet their needs. 
The next generations of the elderly are likely to be born in the 
United States, better off financially, better educated, more involved 
politically, healthier and more independent in every respect. The 
new elderly may be so different that we must begin now to study what 
they will need and want, rather than assuming that our current ideas 
will serve them equally well in the next few decades. 

Since the inception of the federally subsidized housing p:::oograms, the federal 
government has depended upon the non-profit community to share in the task of 
providing the sense of colllllitlDent and challenge in msking quality housing 
available to low-income senior citizens. For the non-profit organizations in 
general, and B'nai B'rith in particular, this partnership has been an exciting 
and eye-opening experience of government and private groups working 
hand-in-hand, to the benefit of thousands of American citizens. We believe 
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that many tu dollars have been saved throuah this houBing program, and that 
people who needed the help 1IlOst have beeQ helped. 

Without the tireless support of your Committee, the non-profit community could 
not continue in this great endeavor. The resu.rkable advances that thia 
COUQtry has made in accomplishing our housing goals would not have come about 
if it were not for the Significant participation of the federal government. 

We consider it to be a privilege and a sscred task to be involved in this 
program of caring for senior citizens, and we hope to continue to build ney 
projects in cooperation with BUD. Providing affordable housing for the 
elderly requires a long-tera"coaaitment of tiae and resources. We have that 
co-ttment. It is because of this commitment that we now ell:press our viewa. 

Mr. Chairman, ve appreciate the opportunity to share these thoughts with you. 
We look forward to being able to assist you in deYeloping and strengthening 
Pederal housing programs for the elderly and for the opportunity to continue 
to provide quality housing for our needy seniors. 

Sincerely, 

~T.~ 
Nathan I. Hagler 
Chaiman 

Hm:ev 
0249S 
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CALIFORNIA ASSOCIATION OF REALTORS' 

EXECUTIVE OFFICES· 525 SOUTH VIRGI,- AVEN'~E • LOS ANGE~ES C~LlF08"'O 90;)20 • (213) 739·8200 

JACK PAULSON 
"reSll1eont 

{This material has not been approved by the Federal Housing Issues 
Committee, the Executive Committee or the Board of Directors.} 

October 8, 1987 

Senator Alan Cranston 

Senate Housing Subcommittee 

Dirksen Senate Office Building Sd·535 

Washington, D.C. 20515 


Dear Senator Cranston: 

The California Association of REALTORS. is pleased to have the 
opportunity to submit the following paper outlining 'building
blocks' for new national housing legislation. 	 We have attempted to 
outline new approaches but also to suggest why some current 
programs deserve to be not only maintained, but strengthened.
Throughout, we have highlighted these issues from the unique
California perspective. We apologize for the delay In getting this 
to you, as last Thursday's earthquake caused a bit of a disruption
In our work schedule. 

We are delighted to be part of this process and would welcome the 
chance to provide further specific recommendations In the future. 
Please do not hesitate to contact us if we can be of any further 
assi stance. 

Best regards, 

~~~ ~~U ;ack. ~au~ son 	 Joel Singer
President 	 Vice PreSident 
California Association of REALTORS. 	 Planning, Research 

and Economics 
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I. Introduction 

The California Association of REALTORS- has prepared this paper as a 
conceptual background to the process of reformulating our nat10nal housing
policy. In preparing these .aterials, our Association intends to provide SOle 
general directions for further exploration. Thus, these recOiaendations do 
not necessarily entail official REALTO~ policy and are sublitted in 
conjunction with a forthco.ing broader analysis being prepared by the National 
Association of REALTORS-. In particular, C.A.R. suggests that any eMergent
national housing policy must entail three broad areas of eaphasis: 

(1) the preservation and reformulation of the federal role in housing
finance;

(2) the development of new federal funding prograas. featuring a strong 
eaphasis on local and state implementation in those housing areas 
where the private sector cannot fully address housing needs;

(3) a series of new programs, as well as adaptations and enhanceMents of 
existing programs designed to meet current and eMerging problems in the 
housing arena. 

Although it is C.A.R.'s view that most current housing issues are best 
addressed through the private sector, we also recognize that a renewed federal 
commitment is vital in several areas. We therefore are most appreciative of 
the opportunity to comment on this key social issue and fully support this 
important project. 

II. Housing Affordability 

Housing affordability has been a major constraint on the state's housing
market since the mid-1910s. Although recent growth in incOies and generally
lower interest rates have improved the affordability picture since the 1981-82 
recession, buyers continue to face serious obstacles in achieving
hOleownership. First-time hOiebuyers have a particularly difficult time 
because of the often SUbstantial downpayments required to buy a hOle. 

Declining Ho!eowoership Rates - The problems of housing affordability are 
reflected in a decline in hOleownership rates since the beginning of the 
decade. Nationwide the rate has dropped fro. 65.6 percent of households in 
1980 to 63.8 percent in 1986. In California, a state which has relatively
high housing costs, the drop in hOleownership has been even .ore dramatic, 
falling from 58.8 percent in 1980 to 53.2 percent in 1986. Within age groups,
the decline in hOleownership has been lOSt pronounced among those 25 to 34 
years old, typically the prime hOiebuying age. 


Affordability Index - While there are .any methods of measuring housing

affordability, every analysis requires a look at three key factors: housing

prices, household income and mortgage interest rates. C.A.R.'s housing 
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affordabi1ity index measures the percent of households who could purchase the 
.edlan priced hOle with a 30-year mortgage at current mortgage Interest rates 
and a 10an-to-value ratio of 80 percent. It Is also assumed that principal, 
Interest, taxes and insurance do not exceed 30 percent of total household 
incOle. 

As shown in Exhibit I, affordability In California as well as In the nation as 
a whole hit a low point In 1981. During the recession, only one-quarter of 
the households nationwide could afford the median priced hOle, while in 
California, affordability reached a low of 13 percent. A cOMbination of 
declining mortgage Interest rates, modest growth In real IncOles and 
relatively moderate Increases In home prices since the 1981-82 downturn has 
helped improve housing affordabllity. Currently, 48 percent of U.S. 
households could afford to purchase the median-priced home of $85,400, while 
31 percent of California households could afford to purchase the $143,900
median priced hOle. However, affordability has worsened during 1987 as 
Interest rates have cliMbed and home prices have been pushed higher by tight
inventories and high demand. In California, the proportion of households who 
could afford to buy dropped from a high of 37 percent in February to 31 
percent by August, as mortgages rates rose from 9 percent to 11 percent over 
the same period. As a result, 600,000 fewer California households could have 
qualified to purchase the state's median priced home. 

Rapidly Rising Home Prices - A large part of the housing affordability problem
has been the rapid rise in home prices in recent years. For the U.S. as a 
whole, the median priced existing single-family home in 1970 was $23,000. By
1986, the median priced home had increased 249 percent to $80,300. In 
California, home prices appreciated even faster with the state's median 
Increasing from $24,300 In 1970 to $131,500 in 1986, a gain of 441 percent.
This price behavior reflected a combination of high demand resulting from 
strong population growth, and tight housing supplies as building activity has 
been constrained by high land costs and anti-growth measures In many_areas. 

Slower Income Growth - Meanwhile, the growth in household incOles has not kept 
pace with the rapid rise in home prices. According to the U.S. Bureau of the 
Census, median family Income in the U.S. over the same 1970 to 1986 period
Increased only 183 percent from $9,867 to $27,893, compared to the 249 percent
hike In U.S. hOle prices. Similarly, In California, median family incomes 
rose 185 percent from $10,828 in 1970 to $30,837 in 1986, much slower than the 
441 percent jump in the state's housing prices. 

Volatile Mortgage Interest Rates - The crucial role played by finanCing in the 
purchase of a hOle makes interest rates a major factor impacting housing
affordability. The volatllity-of mortgage Interest rates also adds to the 
uncertainty and Instability of the housing affordabillty picture. In the 
early 1980s, Interest rates soared as the Federal Reserve shifted Its monetary
policy from pegging interest rates to controlling the money supply. As the 
Fed clamped on the monetary brakes In order to fight inflation, mortgage
Interest rates reached 17 percent and housing suffered Its worst downturn 
since World War II. 

2 
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While the easing of interest rates in 1985 and 1986 helped to improve housing
affordabiljty, this year rates climbed in the Spring and again in the Fall, 
and are now close to 11 percent for a fixed-rate loan. Any rise In interest 
rates is immediately reflected In higher costs of homeownershlp and adversely
affects housing affordabllity as illustrated in the previous example. 

First-Time Hqmebyyers - First-time homebuyers are hardest hit by rising home 
prices and fluctuating interest rates. This is due to their relatively low 
incomes and the difficulty they face .aktng the required downp.,..nt. 
Homeowners who sell their home in order to buy another have, for the lOst 
part,.enjoyed appreciation In the value of their home, the gain on which they 
can use as a down payment on another hoae. First-time homebuyers are not so 
fortunate and tend to face both downp.,..nt and income constraints. 

In C.A.R.'s Annual Housing Finance Survey (1986), first-time homebuyers in 
California purchased significantly less expensive homes than repeat buyers-
$112,950 compared to $149,900. FIrst-time homebuyers also had lower incomes,
$39,996 per annUl versus $50,000 for repeat buyers. In addition to purchasing
less expensive homes, first-time homebuyers make significantly s.aller 
downpayments than repeat buyers. In California, first-time buyers' 
downp&yments averaged $14,550 In 1986 compared to $35,000 for repeat buyers.
Also .adian loan-to-value ratios among first-time buyers In the state are 
higher at 88.4 percent compared to 78.2 percent for repeat buyers. This 
places them in a higher risk category In terms of default and foreclosure,
thereby.making affordable finanCing .ore difficult to come by. 

Hoysing Affordability for Benters - Many renters also face problems finding
affordable housing. The rental .arket Is being adversely affected by the Tax 
Refora Act of 1986 which substantially reduced incentives to invest In rental 
housing. In the short-run, these changes In the tax law will cause a decline 
In the construction of rental housing that will eventually lead to higher 
rents. C.A.R. has estimated that multi-family housing construction will be 20 
percent lower In California in 1987 compared to 1986. Furtheraore, as the 
adjustment In rental housing supply Is .ade over the next several years, real 
rents will have to rise by 12 percent beyond Inflation In order for investors 
to achieve the same rates of return as they did under prior tax law. Rent 
Increases are likely to eat up much. if not all, of the benefits that renters 
would have enjoyed as a result of lower marginal tax rates. 


Additionally, tax refora has significantly reduced the volume of housing bonds 

which can be Issued In states such as California where housing demand is 

strong. The new tax rules brought IOrtgage revenue bonds and multi-family

IDBs under a .ore restrictive volume li.it which includes other private 

activity bonds. As a result, it has been estimated that by 1988, private

activity bonds issued in California could face a potential two-thirds 

reduction fra. 1984 volUies. In 1984, housing bonds totalled $3.2 billion. 

representing 81.2 percent of all California bonds issued. Of this, MRBs and 

multi-family IDBs accounted for 69 percent and 31 percent, respectively. 

Clearly, a significant source of lower-rate home financing will be sharply cut 

back. with negative effects on new housing construction and low- and lOderate

income renters and buyers. 
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The problems of housing affordability are particularly acute for low-income 
renters. According to HUD, a substantial number of low-income renters 
nationwide pay more than 35 percent of their Income for rent. While the Tax 
Reform Act of 1986 Included a low-income housing tax credit for builders, 
Investors and rehabllitators of residential rental units geared toward low· 
Income renters, these projects are faced with severe cutbacks In the federal 
assistance on which they have depended for many years. For exaaple, housing's 
share of the federal budget, as measured by HUD's budget authority, accounted 
for 7.4 percent of the total federal budget in fiscal 1978 and Is proposed to 
be less than 1 percent In fiscal 1988. 


The low-Income housing stock Is also being adversely Impacted by the 

conversion of currently subsidized low-Income housing units to market rate 

rentals. Over the next 20 years, owners of many subsidized low-Income housing

units (under Sections 236 and 221(d)(3), Section 515 and Section 8) will be 

able to prepay their loans or not renew expiring subsidy contracts, thus 

releaSing their projects from all rent and other regulatory restrictions. 


In California, an estimated 1,400 projects totaling approximately 100,000

assisted units will become eligible to convert to market rates In the next 20 

years. High housing costs and rental demand in many areas of the state will 

provide strong Incentives to assisted project owners to convert, and many are 

expected to do so. HUD conducted a national study that showed approximately

42 percent of eligible Section 236 and 221(d)(3) proiects are likely to 

prepay. For California this estimate is probably conservative in light of the 

relative strengths of the state's rental housing market. While housing

vouchers and certificates will be Issued for any displaced tenants of 

converted units, the problem of the loss of low-income housing units from the 

total stock has not been addressed. 


III. The Role of the Federal Goye!l!l!!!nt in Housing Finance 

Since the 1930s, when numerous government agencies and programs designed to 
promote homeownership were established, the federal govern.ent has been the 
key player and a driving force in promoting housing opportunities for Alerican 
families. The dramatic increase in the homeownership rate from 42 percent in 
1940 to nearly 66 percent in 1980 is a tribute to the success of these 
efforts. Conversely, the reversal of this trend In the 1980s is inextricably
tied to the deterioration in the federal conait.ent to housing. A 
rededication of effort to improve and enhance the federal housing finance 
programs of the FHA, VA and the federally-sponsored secondary aarket agencies
is required. Without it, homeownership rates will continue to fall and first 
time buyers will find it increasingly difficult to buy a hOle, thereby
reversing more than 50 years of progress in helping families achieve the dream 
of homeownership. 

IlI!OI'tance of FHA and VA to the Priury Mortgage Harket 

Since 1934, the Federal Housin, Administration and the Veterans Administration 
have made homeownership possib e for nearly 20 million first-time and moderate 
income households. Although the popularity and i,ortance of the hOle loan 
programs in the marketplace waned somewhat in the ate 1970s and early 1980s, 
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application volume has reached record levels during the past two years. Even 
in California, where high home prices limit the use of FHA and VA financing in 
most major markets, these programs captured a 24 market share in 1986 (see
Exhibit 2). The surge in FHA and VA lending can be attributed to the 
substantial tightening of underwriting criteria employed by FNMA, FHlMC and 
the private mortgage insurance industry over the past year. Despite the sharp
decline in interest rates over the past few years, many prospective homebuyers
have remained 'priced' out of the market by these new guidelines, as well as 
by the considerable resurgence in home price inflation. As a result, low
downpayment FHA and VA loans represent the only source of mortgage credit for 
thousands of first-time and moderate income households. 

EXHIBIT 2 

fHA/VA SHARE OF' NEWLY-ORIGINATEO FIRST 
MORTGAGES 

Unfortunately, just as FHA and VA have reasserted their importance in the 
mortgage market, they have been faced with proposals to restrict their 

operations. During the past few years the mortgage insurance and loan 


. guaranty programs of FHA and VA have been the target of numerous efforts from 
the Administration and Congress designed to 'limit private market overlap' and 
restrict program benefits to 'only those households that truly need 
assistance.' Perhaps the most damaging aspect of this hostile agenda is the 
proposal to sell or 'privatize' the FHA single-family insurance program, under 
the belief that the homebuying needs of the nation's families can be 
adequately met by the private market without federal government assistance. 


The belief that FHA and VA serve substantially the same market as private 

mortgage insurers is simply not supported by statistics. In California, the 
median annual income of FHA borrowers in 1986 was 536,000, nearly 517,000 
lower than for borrowers using conventional financing (see Exhibit 3). 
Veterans relying on VA financing earned nearly 513,000 less than their 
conventional market counterparts. More than 62 percent of FHA loans and 56 
percent of VA loans went to California's first-time homebuyers in 1986, 
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co.pared to only one-third for conventional loans. As the table below clearly
illustrates, the FHA and VA prograMS serve precisely the market they were 
intended to serve: first-time and moderate-income homebuyers whose income and 
downpayment constraints make conventional financing Impossible. 

EXHIBIT 3 
__h--Orf,hated CO"Ye.tio..1 n. FHll/fA JIort.ages: 198' 

C~.ract.rf stf c Con••tfonal !!!! !!.. 
lIad1ln Interest Rate 10.2SS 9.SS 9.SS 
Madhn Loan II.ount 
lIadhn Satas Prlca 

Sl18,020 
1149,997 

$18,000 
S83,250 

1103,000 
n01,OOO 

Mad 11. Downp&,.". t 
Mad1ln Lou-to-v&lu Ratio 

nO,800 
79.91 

15,000 
94.U 

15,000 
96.6S 

Proportlo. of Flrst-Tl•• 8uyer. 
lIadll. IInnu&1 Household InoOll. 

34.51 
$52,900 

62.31 
136,000 

56.iS 
S 40,000 

The key to the FHA and VA programs is that they do not compete with the 
private market for mortgage insurance, but rather complement it. These 
programs assist a homebuying population that generally would not be served by
the private sector. This function has become particularly Important in light 
of the recent problems experienced in the private mortgage Insurance industr.y
which have left FHA and VA as virtually the only remaining source of low
downpayment (I.e. less than 10 percent) mortgage financing. What makes these 
programs so valuable to the functioning of our housing market is precisely 
their government backing. The present resurgence of the FHA and VA programs
in the face of strict underwriting criteria and higher Insurance premiums In 
the conventional market illustrates what is perhaps FHA's most important role 
-- It stays in the market ynder any and all econgmlc conditions. 

Proposals for Enbancing the FHA and YA Programs 

While the above discussion argues strongly for the preservation of the FHA and 
VA home mortgage programs, the continuing decline In homeownershlp rates and 
persistent affordability problems in high-cost areas such as California 
clearly Illustrate the need for policies that go beyond the Mere preservation
of FHA and VA In their existing state. In fact, many of the proposals 
contained In this year's housing legislation and veteran's legislation 
represent an essential first step In revitalizing and enhancing the important
role that these programs play In providing homeownershlp assistance to those 
who need it. 

For example, bills currently under consideration would Increase the FHA 
maximum loan amount and the VA loan guaranty ceiling in recognition of the 
substantial Increases In housing prices In recent years. However, these 
Increases, while helpful, will only partially compensate for the cumulative 
dramatic climb In home prices that has occurred since the mld-1970s. In 
addition, the legislative wrangling that accompanies each increase In these 
loan amount and guaranty caps means that future Increases.wlll, as In the 
past, substantially lag the price movements they are Intended to reflect. 
Furthermore, the use of uniform, nationwide ceilings falls to capture the 
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effects of large regional home price differentials. As a result, many areas 
of the country are almost entirely unable to use these programs. 

Other problems with the FHA and VA programs have inhibited their ability to 
operate efficiently and prevented them from fully realizing their capability 
to assist first-time and moderate-income homebuyers. Within the context of 
developing a natlonal housing policy, we believe that the following proposals 
for enhancing the vitally important FHA and VA home MOrtgage programs should 
be considered: 

To better reflect overall changes in the cost of housing, we suggest
that the FHA maximum loan aMOunt and the VA loan guaranty ceiling could 
be indexed to change in line with overall home prices, with adjustments
made automatically each year. In addition, to capture regional price 
differentials, and to ensure that affordable financing is provided to 
both high- and low-cost housing markets. a regiona1ization of these 
loan maximums is clearly warranted. 

FHA and VA should also be encouraged to insure and guarantee new 
MOrtgage instruments that serve the needs of various segments of the 
home buying population. Indeed. legislation currently under 
considerati.on would increase the avail abn ity of FHA adjustable-rate 
mortgages. and would for the first time make these low initial payment
ARMs available to veteran homebuyers. However, further efforts to 
pioneer and standardize new MOrtgage instruments is warranted. For 
example, extensive research and pilot programs on MOrtgages designed to 
serve the needs of first-time buyers (e.g. shared-appreciation 
MOrtgages) and the elderly (e.g. reverse annuity mortgages) should be 
undertaken. Just as it pioneered and standardized the long-term. 
ful1y-aaortizing fixed-rate loan. we believe that FHA should once again
playa leading role as a mortgage instrument innovator. 

Efforts should continue to develop methods designed to reduce 
downpayment and closing cost requirements on FHA MOrtgages. as these 
costs frequently pose the largest hurdle for many potential homebuyers.
For example, the 3 percent downpayment requirement could be extended to 
the first $50,000 of the insured MOrtgage amount, up from $25,000
currently. 

The full and free assumability of FHA mortgages has recently been 
curtailed by administrative regulations issued by HUD, and VA loans are 
currently the subject of similar restrictions in pending legislation.
National housing policy should recognize the importance of the 
assumabi1ity feature: it not only provides a safety net of affordable, 
low-rate financing during periods of high interest rates, but also it 
allows troubled homeowners to sell their homes quickly and efficiently
and cure their delinquencies MOre easily. 

Because of MOre cumbersome loan processing procedures. many home 
sellers are reluctant to sell to buyers using government financing.
Although substantial progress has been made in streamlining the 
underwriting of FHA and VA loans through the Direct Endorsement and 
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automatic lender programs, further efforts should be made to 
standardize and reduce the loan documentation and processing
requirements. For example, veterans should be allowed to negotiate 
interest rates and pOints on their VA loans, similar to the program
change that was instituted by FHA in 1983. 


The operational efficiency of both FHA and VA has also been restricted 

in' recent years due to inadequate funding and staffing levels. During

the extremely heavy lending activity of 1986 and early 1987, FHA and VA 

staff workloads reached overwhelming levels. The resulting backlogs

severely penalized buyers seeking to use government financing.

Increased resources should also be dedicated to improving the 
disposition process for properties acquired by HUD and VA through
foreclosure. 

Tbe IlQortance of the Federally Sponsored Agencies to the Secondary Mortgage 
~ 

Aconsequent by-product of the financial institution deregulation which has 
occurred over the past several years has been an increased need for a viable 
and efficient secondary mortgage market to ensure that homebuyers can compete
effectively for mortgage funds at a price that would not be prohibitive. To 
date, this need has been filled by the strong presence of the federally 
sponsored secondary market agencies. In addition to their traditional 
counter-cyclical role, these agencies have helped solve mortgage market 
inefficiencies caused by geographic mismatches between capital surplus and 
capital deficit regions, and by institutional mismatches (i.e. by providing 
mortgage investment vehicles attractive to a variety of capital market 
investors). 

Unfortunately, like the FHA and VA programs, the federally sponsored secondary 
mortgage market agencies have also been the subject of proposals that would 
severely curtail their ability to provide an adequate flow of capital to the 
mortgage market at a reasonable cost and under all economic circumstances. 
The professed goal of this agenda is the eventual complete privatization of 
FNMA and FHLMC, and a substantially reduced role for GNMA. 


As the first step to privatization, there have been repeated attempts during

the past several years to impose user fees on the mortgage securities and debt 

issues of FNMA, FHLMC and GNMA. The cost of these user fees would necessarily

be passed on to homebuyers in the form of higher interest rates in the primary

market, and it has been estimated that the combined effect of these fees, 

according to some studies, would raise mortgage rates by one-half percent, cut 

housing starts by 50,000 units per year, and reduce home sales by 100,000

units per year. Clearly, full privatization would have even higher costs. 

Moreover, without their federal charters committing them to the goals of 

housing, FNMA and FHLMC would no longer be able to serve their crucial role as 

a counter-cyclical force in the market, and their presence as a source of 

market discipline and as innovators in mortgage finance would be lost. 
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Proposals for Enhancing the FederalJy Sponsored Secondary Market 

Ultimately, the arguments surrounding the privatization of the federally 
sponsored agencies may be philosophical. However, within the context of 
developing a national housing policy, the preservation of a federally 
sponsored secondary mortgage market is of vital importance to .aintaining an 
adequate flow of affordable mortgage financing to our nation's homebuyers.
Once again, the housing legislation currently under consideration would go a 
long way toward preserving the viability of the federally sponsored secondary
market as we know it today by prohibiting the imposition of user fees. 
However, we believe that other measures should be taken to enhance the vital 
role that these agencies play: 

As with FHA and VA, the effectiveness of FNMA and FHLMC in high cost 
markets is restricted by a uniform, nationwide .aximum loan limit 
(currently 5153,100). Although this figure is adjusted annually to 
reflect changes in home prices over the previous year, no adjustments 
are made for the large variations in regional home prices. Thus, we 
believe that provisions should be made for establishing regional 
maximum loan limits on the mortgage purchases of FNMA and FHLMC in 
order to ease the affordability problems experienced in high cost 
markets such as California. 

FNMA's and FHLHC's role in piloting innovative mortgage instruments 
should be encouraged and enhanced. The resources of the agenCies
should be used to research, develop and standardize the new instruments 
tailored to first-time buyers and the elderly. In addition to 
providing a secondary market for instruments such as the shared 
appreCiation mortgage, growing equity loan and the reverse annuity 
mortgage, the agencies could lead the way in developing a financing 
vehicle for lease/option purchase arrangements that would help turn 
thousands of renters into homeowners. 

Because rental housing represents the first rung on the ladder of 
homeownership, efforts should be made to substantially broaden the 
commitment of FNHA, FHLMC and GNMA to multi-family housing. By
lowering the cost of multi-family mortgage finanCing, the stock of 
affordable rental housing would be substantially improved. 

Agency involvement in the purchase of loans originated through state 
and local mortgage revenue bond and mortgage credit certificate 
programs should be greatly enhanced. By providing an efficient 
secondary market for such loans, lender partiCipation in these programs
would expand significantly, thereby improving the availability of these 
low-cost funds. 

Existing secondary market programs for the purchase of rehabilitation 
mortgages and home improvement loans should be expanded and enhanced. 
New purchase programs for rehabilitation loans on multifamily
properties should be instituted. 
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Other Housing Finance Proposals 

With the establishment of the Federal Home Loan Bank system in the early 
1930s, the federal government created an industry dedicated to satisfying the 
nation's mortgage credit needs. Undoubtedly, the existence of a thrift 
industry devoted to housing finance played a crucial role in the 
transformation of the country from a nation of renters to a nation of 
homeowners. Although the economic and technological forces of 1970s and 1980s 
necessitated some loosening of the regulatory reins, the deregulation of the 
thrift industry and certain changes to the tax code have substantially
eradicated the industry's mandate to serve the nation's housing needs. While 
some deregulation of asset powers for thrift institutions has been necessary, 
we believe that attempts to reformulate a national housing policy should 
include renewed incentives for all depository institutions, and thrifts in 
particular, to originate and invest in residential mortgage assets. 

The Qualified Thrift Lender test should be strengthened, and the 
benefits accruing to those institutions satisfying its requirements
should be enhanced. For example, the tax benefits provided to thrifts 
that meet the QTL test for the IRS bad debt reserve provision could be 
restored to the higher levels that prevailed before the Tax Reform Act 
of 1986. 

Ongoing efforts to increase bank and thrift industry capital levels 
could provide for capital 'bonuses' for institutions that maintain 
certain proportion of their assets in residential mortgage investments 
(loans and mortgage securities). Any move toward risk-based capital 
requirements for banks and thrifts should provide for the favorable 
treatment of residential mortgage assets, particularly home mortgages, 
as these have historically been some of the lowest risk loan assets 
available. 

Similarly, attempts to shore-up the federal deposit insurance funds 
should also provide for the favorable treatment of institutions that 
maintain a large proportion of their assets in residential mortgages
and mortgage securities. If risk-based deposit insurance premiums are 
pursued, a 'bonus' allowance should be allowed for home mortgages 
assets. 

IV. Tax Based Finance Programs 

The traditional deductibilitY-of mortgage interest for homeowners, while not 
representing a new policy thrust, must be maintained as a cornerstone of our 
nation's housing policy. It is through this tax incentive that homeownership
becomes feasible for literally millions of Americans. Without the mortgage
interest deduction, the purchase of a home would be beyond the reach of many,
particularly first-time and low- and moderate income homebuyers. 

The Mortgage Revenue Bond program (MRB) has been an important source of below
market rate financing for qualified first-time homebuyers and investors in 
rental housing construction with targeted low-income units. The tax-exempt 
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status of the bonds enables savings to be passed on in the fOMi of below 
market rate financing. Additionally, the Mortgage Credit Certificate Program
(MeC) has allowed an Increasing number of first-time homebuyers to reduce 
their tax bill with a direct credit equal to a specified percentage of the 
Interest paid on their home mortgage. 


California has Issued a large volume of MRBs over the years, peaking in 1985 

at $7.8 billion. The threat of tax reform changes to the MRB programs

severely dllPened Issuing activity in 1986 to $1.3 billion. In fact, the Tax 

RefoMi Act of 1986 did change the rules by including MRBs and MeCs under a 

single statewide volume limit for all tax-exempt private activity bonds. The 

new cap significantly reduces the dollar a.aunt of tax-exempt housing bonds 

available to states, like California, where housing demand is relatively 

strong. To ensure the continuity and stability of these prograas we recommend 

the following: 

Extend the authority to issue MRS's and MeC's beyond the December 31,
1988 sunset date. To eliminate the uncertainty that the need for 

repeated program extensions cause, consideration should be given to a 

permanent authorization of the MRB/HCC program. 


Review the limits on tax-exempt bond financing Imposed by the Tax 

Reform Act of 1986 In light of the detrimental Impacts it is likely to 

have on the volume of housing bond issuances in high housing demand 

states. 


Expand the MeC program by increasing the MRB-MeC conversion ratio as a 

means of ensuring a tax break for first-time homebuyers, thereby

lowering the cost of new and existing housing. 


Expand issuance of multi-family Industrial Development Bonds (lOB's) to 

increase production of low- and moderate-income rental units. This is 

of critical importance in light of the number of potential conversions 

from federally-assisted units to private market rental units. 


Develop options for states to use t~eir taxable bonding authority to 
provide financing assistance for low- and moderate-incOie hOiebuyers.
for eXIIPle, funds could be used to buy down rates on conventional 

loans or to establish programs whereby the state provides a cash 

subsidy for a downpayment at time of purchase which is then repaid at 

resale. 


PrGlOte the establishment of city redevelopment agencies to utilize 

tax-increment financing. California requires cittes to set aside at 

least 20 percent of their tax increment for low-incOie housing.

According to California's Departaent of Housing and CDllUnity

Development, -are than 10,000 low- and moderate-income housing units 

were constructed during fY85 under these programs. 
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V. Housing Assistance Programs 

The Housing Act of 1937 contained the first major federal program to provide
housing for low-income households--the low-rent public housing program. This 

program offered local housing authorities a full capital subsidy on publicly

owned housing units, with rental income covering operating and utility 

expenses. The program was revised after the war and again in the 1960s, 

setting income and rent limits and providing additional federal subsidies. 

The end result was a program which enabled the production of thousands of 

housing units for the very poor, the disabled and those on welfare. The 

Association recognizes that there will always be a need for public hous1ng 

programs for those segments of the society whose needs are beyond the 

capabilities of the private sector. 


Currently, the most visible form of housing assistance, particularly to low

and moderate-income households, has been federal direct assistance programs.

These programs, which have required Congressional appropriations, have 

included mortgage interest subsidies, rent supplement payments on behalf of 

low-income tenants, and grants to state and local governments 1n support of 
housing. . 

Since the 1970s, direct federal assistance programs have placed a greater 
emphasis on subsidizing tenants in the existing stock of rental housing and 
less on the construction of new subsidized housing units. At the same time,
the growth in direct federal housing programs has been cut back sharply. The 
current Administration has concluded that the primary housing problem of low
income households is affordabi1ity, not a shortage of housing units. 
Consequently, the Administration has proposed a system of housing vouchers to 
replace all of HUD's Section 8 programs. 


In fact, two problems are on the horizon for privately owned but federally

assisted rental housing projects that will adversely impact the supply of low
income units. The first is the likelihood that many owners who have the 
option to repay federal loans in the next 20 years will choose to do so, thus 
converting low-income assisted units to the private market rents. The second 
involves cases where the government chooses to discontinue federal assistance 
as contracts expire. In both cases, large numbers of units will be lost from 
the assisted housing stock. 


In spite of the redirection of federal tenant subsidies away from new 

construction and rehabilitation, there remains some federal resources devoted 

to low-income hous1ng through the Community Development Block Grant Program

(COBG), the Urban Development Action Grant Program (UDAG), and the new Rental 

Rehabilitation and Rental Housing Development Grant (HoDAG) programs. For 

example, the CDBG program was deSigned to give localities much greater

discretion 1n designing their community development activities. Existing

federal block grant programs should be comprehensively reviewed, and efforts 

should be made to modify and redesign these programs to ensure the productive 
use of the federal funds by state and local entities to address pressing 
housing needs. 
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In order to maintain and revitalize these housing assistance programs, it is 
essential that the federal govern.ent take more responsibility for funding
low-income housing programs, while the developaent, administration and 
implementation of these programs should be conducted at the state and local 
level. The nature of housing programs for the poor should not have to depend 
on the budgetary problems of the federal govern.ent, but should instead be 
reflective of a studied and knowledgeable assessment of the housing Situation 
specific to each state and locality. In this ..nner, a ~re focused approach
will enable ~re efficient use of resources and reduce the federal 
government's administrative burden. Some specific recommendations in this 
area are: 

A revitalization of the public housing program, with efforts towards 
increasing the program's efficiency. Consideration should be given to 
implementing such changes as tenant participation in management of 
these projects. 

Incentives, such as the broadening of income requirements, should be 
provided to owners of federally-assisted low-income housing projects in 
order to keep units in the assisted housing stock. 

Federal monies should be targeted toward block grant funding targeted
specifically to housing, in which states and localities assess their 
housing needs and administer the funds accordingly. 

Similarly, constraints on COSG and UDAG should be removed so that these 
programs can utilize funds for new construction where appropriate. 

VI. SlATE/LOCAL PROGRAMS 

As stated in the introduction, we favor an emphasis on implementing targeted
housing programs at the state and local level in order to maximize community
input and involvement as well as the chances of program success. At the state 
level, a viable, active Housing Finance Agency is essential for formulating 
programs tailor-made for a state's unique housing needs. As an example,
several years ago California Housing Finance Agency (CHFA) developed Cal
First, a program specifically designed to meet the needs of the first-time 
homebuyers through a graduated payment mortgage program. 

At the local level, communities need to increase the awareness of their 
residents of the need for programs designed to improve the housing
opportunities for low-and moderate households. Education is the key to 
creating an environment in which these efforts can succeed. Only when the 
public fully understands the importance of housing programs to themselves and 
their communities will solutions be possible. 

One area where local jurisdictions can have a major impact on housing is 
through providing maximum flexibility in building and zoning regulations.
C.A.R. is on record as favoring the follOWing types of polices: 
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Laws that zone adequate land for various types of ownership and rental 

housing. 


Policies that do not attempt to limit growth and restrict residential 

development. 


Zoning policies that permit development at higher densities and 

encourage maxiaum site utilization. 


The provision of adequate infrastructure and other public facilities 

and services. 


Policies that streamline the permit and approval process, eliminating 

unnecessary and costly time delays. 


Policies that encourage innovations in development, and construction 

techniques and materials. 


Policies that encourage innovative product design to meet affordable 

housing needs. 


Policies that promote the use of surplus public land for the 

development of affordable housing in conjunction with the private 

sector. 

In recent years, much attention has also been focused on the homeless. While 
there are no accurate counts of the number of homeless people, estimates run 

from between 250,000 to 2 million, with anywhere from 50,000 to 75,000 in 

California. Moreover, the number has grown sharply since 1980 and has 

included many single women with children. The problem of homelessness needs 

to be recognized as a social issue rather than as a narrow housing issue, and 

within this context, should be paid for by general revenues generated by

federal, state and local entities. 


However, in developing public support for broad based responses to the plight 

of homeless people, a case must be .ade for the need to encourage development
and rehabilitation of low- and very low income rental housing. To this end,
coaaunities that enact laws to limit residential growth or control rents, are, 
in the long run, exacerbating the housing Situation for low income households. 

A recent study indicated, for example, that there is a direct relationship 
between a community's enactment of rent control with an increase in its local 
homeless population. The presence of rent control hinders private investment 
in housing construction, rehabilitation and maintenance and therefore works,
in the long run, to frustrate the ability of a locality to meet the shelter 
needs of its lowest income residents. Growth control policies attempt to 
artificially limit the supply of new housing, thereby eliminating housing
opportunities for a population of lower income families. 

Though the federal government cannot directly intervene in local decision 
making regarding such policies, it can enact sanctions and incentives to 
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provide a powerful message that such policies frustrate the nation's progress 
toward housing for all. 

VII. Priyate Sector Approaches 

Cutbacks in federal direct housing assistance has led to a number of 
alternative approaches for producing low-and moderate income housing_ These 
techniques usually Include a mixture of local government involvement,
participation by non-profit/charitable organizations, relaxation of regulatory 
constraints and use of indirect forms of federal assistance, particularly tax 
incentives. While private sector efforts represent only a small contribution 
to the housing supply they should be supported as part of the overall effort 
to Improve the housing situation. Examples of such efforts range from: 

The Enterprise Foundation - which provides funding and technical 
assistance to local non-profit housing corporation for rehabilitating 
or constructing housing for households with incomes of $10,000 or less. 

Joint Venture for Affordable Housing - a public-private partnership 
involving various organizations, in communities willing to reduce 
zoning regulations, utilizing cost-reducing techniques and innovative 
site planning. 

In addition, we would suggest that the following approaches should be 
considered: 

Special IRA provisions for first-time homebuyers to enable 

them to utilize their IRA savings as a downpayment on a home 

without incurring any penalties.

A dedicated housing account or tax-deferred savings plan, 

like an IRA, to help first-time homebuyers save for a 

downpayment.

Sweat equity/urban homesteading programs, which increase 

housing affordabi11ty with homes which are sold or built at a 

discount to low-income households with the understanding that 

they will work to build or rehabilitate the structure 

themselves. 


VIII. Conclusion 

The California Association of REALTORS. is pleased to have the opportunity to 
submit this paper outlining 'building blocks' for new national housing
legislation. We have attempted to outline new approaches but also to suggest 
why some current programs deserve to be not only maintained, but strengthened.
Existing programs, such as the FHA and VA, have successfully addressed the 
nation's housing needs and merit continued federal support as well as 
enhancements. Additionally, there are a variety of new approaches to housing
affordabllity and supply problems that deserve to be incorporated into a 
national housing policy. We are delighted to be part of this process and 
would welcome the chance to provide further specific recommendations in the 
future. 
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A·STRATEGY TO STIMULATE 10USII0 AID JOBS 

Subaitted to the lational lousinl Task Porce 


Center for Public Dielolue 

Septeeber 2Q, 1q87 


The aajor housinl prableas are 11 the hilh cost of dwellinl unite, 21 the hilh 
cost of land. and 31 the low incoaes of those who are ill-boueed. 

Our tax systea, particularly the widely-aieunderetood property tax. helps 
exolain the oersistence of Aaerica's chronic housinl difficulties end holds 
vital keys to their solution. The conventional property tax: 

--Penalizes eitb bilher taxes tbose eho provide and aaintain decent bousinl. 
ebo lenerate construction jobs and eho aake neilhborhoods aore attractive. 

--Reeards eith loeer taxes tbose ebo let tbeir hoaes or rental housinl fall 
into disreDeir. so.eninl coaaunity bll,ht. 

--Undertaxas land valuas and adds to the nat10n's poverty by lettinl land 
."eculators reCOUD the bulk of these valuas created by tbe coaauni·ty. 

--Favors land boldin. over land ualnl. crestinl artificial sborta,es of 
housiD~ sites. This boosts urban-suburban land prices and drives residents and 
businesses a.av froa cities into the countryside. It also eastee billions of 
dollars as under-utilized public facilitias and s.rvices are duplicat.d. 

--Taxes at scandalously hilh rstes a bsaic buaan n.ceasity. A 31 property 
tax aay seea aodeat. But a 51 sales tsx is iaposed only once; tbe property tax 
oaid yesr after year is equivalent to a 501 ssl.s tax. A 281 incoaa tax sounds 
bieh. but a coaoany paya this on profits n.t of costs. If it .arns 81 profit 
on capital. this la only 2.21 On full cspital value (the baais on ahich rental 
bouain, pays prop.rty taxes. bo••ver aea,.r tbe profitl. 

Propoaal--e pro-bouein, property tax 

Silnificant iaprov.aenta in bousin. quality and affordability can b. achieved 
by 11 reducinl oppreaaive taxea noa iapos.d on housinl. labor end production 
and 21 by obteininl aora reyenues froa co..unitY-lenerated land valuea. 

Typical prop.rty texea .are iapo.ed On land end iaproveaent. at tb••••• rat.a. 
Provi.ion should be .ad. for diff.rential tax rat.a; that ia, .ub.tantially 
10.er ratea on hoaea aDd other .tructurea. and bi.bar rata. on land valu.e. 
Tbia dascribes the "t.o-r.t. property tas· ebich haa beeD r.aarkably aucc.seful 
in P1ttsbur,b and eis othar Panftsylvania cities. 

Reduo.d tax.s on de.lllft,a aean loeer purchase or rental price.. 1111 not 
-,r.edv landlords" pock.t tb. ben.rita? Th.y .ay try. but liftinl tax disin
centiv.s cr.atea a lar,.r aupply and .arkat coapetition re.traina price•• 
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Increaaed tazea on land aean lower pr1cea of houaine s1tea. Thie vitsl fect-
the hieher the'taz, the lower the aellin, price--1e counterintuitive and beara 
ezpla1nin,: a lot's sale price ia a cap1ta11sation of ita actual or potent1al 
annual rent. The hi,her tax raduces the net rent and thus raduces the sellin, 
price. Rill not oeners wpaaa onw hieher land taaes to purchasers/renters? 
'cain. they aay try. hut price is eet by supply. which oenera of lend cannot 
aanipulata because the aaount of land ia fiaed. 'a lill Ro,ars aaid, WBuy 
land--thay ain't aakin, any aora. w 

Lowar taxes on houaes and hi,her taae. on land are recognised a. fair. Thoae 
who work hardest to satisfy society's shelter needs are not hit with the 
heaviest tax burdens. Instead, eocially-created valuea are recycled ror public 
revenue. low does the coaaunity create land valuee? Firat. just by their 
existence. people creata deaand ror apace ahicb tranalatea into land valuea. 
Hicher concentrations of people ,enarate hi,her square-root costs of lots. 
This is why lend in New fork City ia aore veluable tban in Tulae, and aore 
valuable thera than in 'odunk SacoDd. the public aorka rinancad by tbe taxes 
or all the people spawn lend values. Build a nea bi,hasy. bridge, achool, rire 
station. sewer line or aubwey and adjecent land valuea iaaedietaly eoar. 

Once the property tax is fairer and aore P~leteble. oneroua local. state and 
federal taxes that iapede prOduction and perpetuate the poverty of thoae aho 
are ill-housed Iraduelly can be replsced by revenue froa tbe tao-rete tsz. 

Federal role 

Rhile the property ta. is priaarily a stata-local responsibility. tbe federal 
covernment has stron, justifications for assisting in aodern1sinl thia ts•. 

The upside-down incentives of the propsrty te•• alreedy noted. beve eroded 
scores of rederal housin8 pro~raas. For half e century. Uncle Saa has eapended 
billions to fi~nt slua•• urban decay end poverty--pickin, up the bill caused to 
a considerable eztent by tbe failin,s of local ta. systeas. Tbe federal 
~overn.ent can i.prove tne property taa in the following .ays: 

--Research to pinpoint the lessons fro. pioneerin, e.periaents aith tne 
two-rete te.. What successes can be duplicated? Wbat sbortco.in,s can be 
evoided? Knat additional steps should be tested? 

--Education and disssaination to ShO. all ebo are conoerned with bousins snd 
poverty issues that here, in the property te. erena, is a hopeful epproach ror 
aeetina the Shelter needs of poorer '.ericans. 

--Carrots cen be devised to encourase states and localities to re-e.eaine 
present anti-nousin, tax policies. These .ay include tecbnical essiatenca in 
assess.ent ad.inistration. feesibility studies end rate-aettin, adjustaents; 
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bonu••• in block grants or otber bousing prograMS for localities tbat adopt the 
two-rate tax; and priori tie. for two-rate tax localities aeeking to qualify for 
bousing-related federal aid. 

--Sticks also .ay be devised. For exaMple. when federally-funded facilities 
such as da.s, parks or bigbways will predictably raiae land valuea, sponaor
inc agenCies .ay require localities to recapture a specified portion of tboee 
values froM affected sites. Also, certain federal aid .ay be .ade contingent 
on locslities .eeting e scbedule of progrees toward use of tbe two-rste tax. 

Conolueion 

Many aspects of bousing the poor need attention. Tbe detri.ental i.pacts of 
the property tax are .epba.ized bere because. if not corrected, they will 
continue to underMine otherwiee worthy federal and local bousing prograMS. 

Results to date or .odest applications of tbe two-rste tax (see attachMentsl 
are iMPrsssive. They bave encouraged More, better and cheaper bousinl. 

Dse of the two-rste tsx. fsr froe pitting builders alainst labor, owners 
a4ainst tenants. feds against locsls, or hoeeowners against assesaors and tax 
collectors. offers COM.on ground on which all these interest Iroups can work 
t04ether. It seeMS clearly to be a refora wboee tiMe bas co.e. 

Our Center appreCiates tbe offer to contribute to this syeposiu. of ideas and 
will be happy to cooperate witb tbe Task Force in ita iMportant .1ssion. 

* 
Xslter Rybeck, Director 

OENTER FOR PD8LIC DIALOGUE 
'ensinlton, Msryland 
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STATEMENT BY CHARLES F. DEAN, PRESIDENT 
THE COOPERATIVE HOUSING FOUNDATION 

EXPANDING THE ROLE OF HOUSING COOPERATIVES AND NONPROFIT 
ORGANIZATIONS WITHIN A NEW NATIONAL HOUSING POLICY 

INTRODUCTION 

The Cooperative Housing Foundation (CHF) was very pleased to receive a request 

from the Senate Subcommittee on Housing and Urban Affairs to help develop a new 

framework for a national housing policy. Clearly. we have reached a point where 

some major changes are needed if we are to do a better job of helping moderate-

and low-income people meet their housing needs. We are hopeful that the role of 

housing cooperatives and nonprofit housing organizations will be expanded within 

the new national framework because these private organizations can help people 

obtain better shelter who otherwise could not afford it. 

The Cooperative Housing Foundation has a 36-year record of achievement sponsoring 

the development of more that 60,000 homes in some 400 housing cooperatives 

throughout the United States. CHF has also been very active in international 

housing since 1964 through contracts and grants with the United States Agency for 

International Development (AID), the World Bank, and the United Nations (UN). We 

are currently working in more than 20 countries helping more than 200,000 of the 

very poorest people in urban squatter settlements and rural villages. We believe 

that some of the approaches and techniques which have been used successfully in 

other countries could be modified for use here in the United States, especially in 

the poorest areas along the border with Mexico, the poverty areas of the South, 

and Appalachia. 
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II THE PROBLEM 

The problem of providing decent shelter for all Americans is serious but not 

unsolvable. Substantial progress was being made between 1968 and 1973 as a result 

of bipartisan support for the Housing Act of 1968, which established a ten-year 

national production goal of 2.0 million new units per year, with 600,000 units per 

year targeted for low- and moderate-income families. However, a moratorium was 

declared on most funding for federal housing programs in 1973. Since then, there 

has been a steady decline in the production of new housing for poor and moderate

income people in the United States. 

Most of the 94 miJlion units of housing in the United States are in relatively good 

shape and most Americans are well housed. However, too many people still live in 

very inadequate housing. Minorities, women as heads of households, inner city 

residents, and the rural poor suffer the most. Some recent reports predict a rise in 

poor households from 11.9 million in 1983 to 17.2 miIlion in the year 2000, and a 

total need for new housing for low-income people of about 7.8 million units. 

The total annual production of new housing in the Untied States has varied in 

recent years from 1.4 to 1.9 million units. Currently, it is at the annual rate of 

about 1.6 million units. However, almost all of this new construction is produced 

for sale or rent to middle- and upper-income families. 

2 
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In many areas, low-income people are being displaced from existing rental projects 

as these projects are refinanced privately and federal controls no longer apply. An 

estimated 900,000 units of federally assisted, privately owned rental housing may be 

lost to lower income people during the next few years. 

III EXPERIENCE IN OTHER COUNTRIES 

Although a few countries such as Sweden have solved their housing problems, most 

have not. Many are faced with the same dilemma as the United States. The cost 

of standard new housing is far too high to be affordable to moderate- and low

income people. Governments are unable or unwilling to provide the funding 

necessary to subsidize the difference between housing costs and the amount that 

people can afford to pay. The private, profit-making housing producers continue to 

serve the needs of upper income families and government housing programs work at 

providing relatively small numbers of new units for the very poor, leaving a big gap 

for moderate- and lower-income working people. This gap is the place where 

housing cooperatives and nonprofit housing organizations can be most effective, if 

the new national housing framework provides flexible funding and support. These 

private sector organizations can help reach the poor' with innovative self-help 

programs that are often more efficient than those implemented directly by 

government agencies. 

One of CHF's most exciting new programs overseas is underway in Central America, 

where CHF is making loans for self-help housing, community services, and jobs in 

six countries. The program started in 1985 with a $10 million grant from the United 

States Agency for International Development (AID). It has since grown into a $16 
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million program with additional funds from local credit unions, housing cooperatives. 

and private organizations, and will eventually benefit more than 120,000 people in 

the poorest urban squatter settlements and rural villages. 

The unique feature of this program is that, for the first time, AID funding for 

housing is being channelled through the private sector as a complement to the 

traditional flow of funds through government housing agencies. The results are 

exciting in that the housing loans and home improvement loans are reaching poorer 

people more quickly. the housing is less expensive, and most important, repayment 

of the loans is at 99%, which is unheard of in low-cost housing programs in the 

region. 

The key to this program's success is the channelling of funds through the private 

sector. which eliminates most of the red tape and bottlenecks of past programs. 

The idea for this unique approach came out of the recommendations of the National 

Bipartisan Commission on Central America, headed by Dr. Henry Kissinger. 

IV EXPANDING THE ROLE OF HOUSING COOPERATIVES AND NONPROFIT 

ORGANIZATIONS 

During the past 14 years, there has been a steady decline in the amount of federal 

funding for housing in the United States. CHF joins many other organizations in 

deploring these cutbacks and strongly supports an increase in overall housing 

funding so that the Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD), and 

Farmers Home Administration (FmHA), and the Bureau of Indian Affairs can expand 

and continue the best of their current programs. At the same time, the new 
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national housing framework should include a much greater role for private, 

nonprofit organizations and cooperatives which are concerned with housing for 

moderate- and low-income people. These organizations can provide an effective 

delivery system to reach the poor by providing more shelter for each dollar spent. 

During the past ten years, thousands of community-based, nonprofit organizations 

have become involved in housing throughout the United States. Cooperative housing 

organizations have also grown and gained experience. Some of the largest and 

strongest cooperative organizations, such as the National Rural Electric Cooperative 

Association (NRECA) and the Credit Union National Association (CUNA), have also 

become more involved and are interested in increasing housing activities in the 

future. Still other nonprofit organizations are related to religious groups and labor 

organizations. Some of these cooperatives and nonprofit housing organizations are 

efficient, well administered, and technically competent. Others are less experienced 

and need technical and financial back-up. However, as a whole, they represent a 

growing and potentially powerful resource for meeting the housing needs of low

and moderate-income people in the years ahead. 

In western Europe, cooperatives and nonprofit housing organizations account for 

the production and management of more that 20% of all housing in such countries 

as Germany and Austria. In Scandinavia, more than 25% of all housing is developed 

by cooperatives. Cooperatives can play an especially important role here in the 

United States in the rehabilitation and conversion of rental housing to ownership by 

the residents. Such conversions can help residents avoid displacement as developers 

buy up old complexes and convert them to higher-income condominiums. 

Cooperatives can also help rural people with home improvements and "scattered-site" 
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cooperatives can help elderly Americans to continue to live in their old 

neighborhoods, avoiding premature moves to nursing homes or other institutions. 

There are already several examples where federal funding has been successfully 

provided for housing through private or mixed public/private institutions. One is 

the Neighborhood Reinvestment Corporation (NRC), which was established by the 

Housing and Community Development Act of 1978 and is doing important work 

around the country in upgrading urban neighborhoods. Another example is the 

National Cooperative Bank (NCB), established about ten years ago with federal funds 

but operating now as a private sector bank owned by the cooperatives it serves. 

The NCB has an impressive housing portfolio exceeding $200 million and operates as 

a very efficient, private sector housing bank with a minimum of red tape and 

maximum service. 

V CONCLUSION 

Many recent housing reports and news articles have called attention to the housing 

crisis that poor and moderate-income people face here in the United States. If we 

are to develop an effective new framework for housing in America, we should create 

a new, more prominent place for cooperatives and other nonprofit organizations 

within that framework. We should also provide more funding through private sector 

channels to allow these organizations more flexibility in developing innovative 

shelter projects, especially for the working poor. 

6 
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A BOOSIRG AGERIlA FOil .uonu:CA 

A Federal-City Partnership 

IlaYlllond L. Flynn· 

Decent, affordable housing is the American Drealll. The task 

for the next president, and the next Congress, is to begin 

to fulfill the promise first made by Congress in 1949 of a 

-decent home ft for all Americans. 

In this article, I want to recommend three areas that can 

form the basis of a new direction in federal housing policy. 

The first deals with homelessnessf the second with preserving 

the eXisting stock of subsidized housing f and the third is 

expanding tHe supply of affordable housing. 

During the past few years, the ri sing tide of homelessness 

has put the nation' s housing crisis back on the front pages. 

The sight of Americans sleeping in alleyways and streets has 

stirred the country's conscience. It has led to a wide range 

of grass roots efforts -- by religious and other volunteer 

groups, as well as local governments -- to provide .the homeless 

with shelter and food. In Boston, for example, we have more 

than doubled the number. of emergency shelter beds since 1984. .. 
Surveys conducted by the U. S. Conference of Mayors' Task Force 

on Hunger and Homelessness, which I have the honor to chair, 

reveal that cities and volunteer groups are stretching their 

limited resources to provide basic services for the homeless, 

but the need far surpasses available resources.(l) 

• 	 Raymond L. Flynn, mayor of Boston, is chairman of the U.S • 
Conference of l4ayors' Task Force on Hunger and Homelessness 
and a member of the Democratic paTty platform Committee. 
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If the record numbers of people on America I s streets had 

been driven there by a natural catastrophe, many states would 

be declared disaster areas. But even though homelessness is 

a national problem, the Reagan administration has given only 

lip service to the issue, and has taken no responsibility for 

its role in swelling the ranks of the homeless through its 

cutbacks and policies. 

Homelessness is a symptom of a much deeper problem -- the 

nationwide shortage of affordable housing. This problem, in 

turn, is a direct result of the federal government's withdrawal 

from housing assistance. 

Those of us on the front lines of the housing crisis see 

the impact of these cuts every day.. We look at vacant buildings 

we want to rehabilitate. We look at empty lots where we'd 

like to s!,!EI new construction. We look at skyrocketing rents, 

which force families to choose between such basic necessities 

as heat, food, and medical care. We see energy bills that 

could be cut by weatherization programs. ~e look at long waiting 

li~tb ·r~r public and subsidized housing. And we look at homeless 

people in our streets, alleyways, subways, and shelters, and 

see Americans who deserve decent, affordable, permanent housing. 

In the late 1980s, however, housing is a growing concern 

among many sectors of our population. It is no longer simply 

a problem for the poor, but also for working-class and 

middle-class Americans. Because the housing crisis is 

widespread, we can now fashion a federal housing policy with 

broad C appeal -- one that can help restore the American dream 

and the promise of opportunity for all. Affordable housing 

must be a centerpiece of a new urban agenda. 
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Indeed, from the late 1940s through the late 1970s, the 

housing conditions for the American people steadily improved, 

thanks primarily to federal housing policies.· During that 

period, the federal goverrunent was committed to improving the 

quantity, quality, and affordability of housing for all income 

groups and age groups. Home ownership rates increased steadily, 

reaching 65 percent in the 1970s. Low-income Americans were 

served with a variety of programs to boost subsidized rental 

housing. The quality of housing improved as well. During 

this period, the number of Americans living in substandard 

units declined siqnificantly. Of course, there was always 

room for improvement. But in that three-decade period, America 

set high standards for itself, and applied its talent and 

resources to reaching the goal of decent, affordable housing 

for all. 

In this_ decade, however, Washington has transformed the 

American dream into a nightmare. 

Since 1981, the federal government has all but dismantled 

the nati':);! Ii ••ousing programs. The number of new federally 

assisted units has plummetted from above 200,000 to about 25,000. 

Housing programs funded by the Department of Housing and Urban 

Development (HUD) have been cut from over $33 billion to under 

$8 billion -- a 75 percent cut. 

The Impact of Federal Withdrawal 

The consequences of the federal government's withdrawal 

from housing have been disastrous. We have seen a steady erosion 

in the quality of life in our c~mmunities. Americans have 

·begun to lose confidence in the ability of our economy to 

-deliver the goods.- The housing crisis has become the 

number-one topic of conversation across the country. From 

posh suburbs to inner-city neighborhoods, from city halls to 
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state houses, from corporate boardrooms to neighborhood bars; 

from young f~ilies to the elderly, the shortage of affordable 

housing is on everyone's mind. 

Home ownership -- the symbol of the American dream -- is 

increasingly beyond the reach of t.he American people. In 1949, 

t.he average 30-year old home buyer needed to spend 14 percent 

of his paycheck t.o afford the t.ypical home. By 1985, t.he figure' 

had risen t.o 44 percent.. Since 1980, home ownership rates 

have fallen each year. For young families, in part.icular" 

this dream has become an illusion. The home ownership rate, 

among 30 - 34-year olds, for example, declined from 59.3 percent 

in 1981 to 54.7 in 1985. A recent report by the Joint. Center 

for Housing Studies of the MassachUsetts Instit.ute of Technology 

(MIT) and Harvard. University warned that "young households 

feel thwart.ed by t.he high cost of home ownership and alarmed 

about their.prospect.s of ever being able to buy.-(2) According 

to American Demographics, the proportion of young adults living 

at home with their parents is higher now that it has been at, 

any t.ime since the 1950s.(3) 

The rise in home ownership costs has pushed many households 

back into t.he rent.al market.. Because of t.his growing demand, 

rents have skyrocket.ed, rising much faster than income. Renters 

are thus paying a growing port.ion of their income for rent. 

(The average refit burden grew from 20 t.o 29 percent of income 

bet.ween 1970 and 1983.) This is part.icularly true for the 

poor, whose ranks are swelling nationwide, and who have t.he 

least. discretion in allocat.ing their limited incomes. According' 

to the MIT-Harvard study, one-quarter of the poor pay over 

three-quarters of their income for rent.. (The new tax law 

makes mat.ters worse, by eliminat.ing incent.ives to build new 

rental housing and by pushing current landlordS to raise rent.s.) 

http:skyrocket.ed
http:thwart.ed
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The most serious consequence of this housing crisis is the 

rise in homelessness. A, 2S-city survey, results of which we 

released in December 1986 by the U.S. Conference of Mayors, 

found an increasing demand for emergency shelter across the 

,country. Perhaps the most tragic finding was the growing 

:proportion of families and. children among the nation 1 s homeless 

:population. (4) A follow-up survey of 29 cities, released in 

: May 1987, found that the number of families seeking emergency 

:shelter had increased by 31 percent in two years. Every survey 

. city reported that the number of families temporaril,y living 

:with friends or relatives has increased.(S) 

This epidemic of homelessness in our affluent society is 

a national scandal. 

The housing crisis is also a problem for American business 

and the ov~rall economy. High housing costs make it difficult 

'for employers to attract employees. The chief economist for 

,the Port Authority of New York and New Jersey recently told 

the New York Times: ·Companies are not going to expand here 

when their emploY2f''! cna I,; ..fford homes _If (6) The business 

community needs to become a more vocal advocate for affordable 
housing_ 

The Search for Solutions 

During the 1980s, as the Reagan administration dismantled 

his federal housing programs, state and local governments have 

assumed a greater responsibility for dealing with the escalating 

demand for affordable housing. Out of necessity, they have 

developed many innovative programs, combining public and private 

initiatives, including partnerships with foundations and 

community-based organizations. (7) Of course, there is no way 

that cities and states can fill the huge gap created by the 

federal government's withdrawal from housing. Only the federal 
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government has the resources to lIIeet this basic need. But 

many of the creative. efforts of local governments can provide 

IIIOOels for federal proqrallls in the future. 'iihat is needed 

now is a partnership between the federal government and our 

cities, with the federal government providing the resources 

and the localities providing the initiative and talent. 

In housing, the problem is not to get the federal government 

off our backs. It is to get federal dollars back in our 

COIIUIIunities. We need to create a broad, bipartisan coalition 

to support an expanded federal role in housing. 

Congress is currently (August 1987) reviewing a $16 billion 

housing bill to expand funding for existing prograllls while 

initiating a few new prograllls. This is the first lllajor housing 

bill since President Reagan took office. Certainly this 

legislation ~either overhauls our housing policy nor gets close 

to meeting the nation's housing needs. But it does ref lect 

a changing lIIood in Congress. a first step fn recognizing the 

housing crisis, and a response to growing grassroots press~res. 

The chairpersons of the two hOI'.sing subcOlll\llittees in Congress 

Senator Alan Cranston (D.-Cal.) and Rep. Henry Gonzalez 

(D.-Tex.) -- are cOllllllitted to developing a new housing policy 

that restores the federal government's role in housing. Various 
task forces and ad hoc groups have been set up to solicit Wnew 

ideas· to restore and redirect the federal government' s role 

in housing. 

Growing cQncern in Congress. along with the current 

Presidential campaigns. will trigger a national debate on housing 

policy. waged in the press. through studies and reports. and 

election campaigns at all levels of government. This presents 

housing advocates with a rate opportunity to inject their ideas 
into the debate and to promote a new vision -- and a new 

direction -- for national housing policy. 
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The Massachusetts experience suggests that it is possible 

to create.a political climate that strongly supports housing. 

There is a broad constituency for affordable housing, which 

is led by Governor Michael Dukakis, and includes the state 

legislature, mayors, private developers, community development 

corporations (COCs), unions, religious organizations, tenant 

groups, and neighborhood associations. The state's business 

community understands that to attract employees and to sustain 

economic growth, we need affordable housing. Business leaders 

have helped to create the Boston Housing Partnership and the 

Massachusetts Housing Partnership, umbrella organizations of 

private sector, government, and community leaders that have 

played key roles in expanding housing opportunities for low

and moderate-income people. 

New Directions: A Three-Part ~2roach 

What should federal housing policy look like in the 

post-Reagan period and through the end of this century? Three 

components are: 

o 	 First, emergency shelter and services for our most 

vulnerable citizens -- the homeless and near-homeless 

o 	 ~, preservation of our existing subsidized housing 

inventory 

o 	 ~, a major supply program to build affordable housing, 

based primari1~on nonprofit developers 

Emergency Shelter and Services' 

As a nation, our first .priority must be to help our most 

vulnerable citizens. In the 1980s I as noted earlier, we have 

wi tnessed an increase in the ranks of poor, particularly among 

women and children. Almost one-quarter of children under the 
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age of six live in poverty. In general, about one out of seven 

Americans live below the poverty threshold. Structural changes 

in the nation's economy have increased the number of low-wage 

jobs and working poor, people whose salary is below the poverty 

line. 

Pederal cutbacks have cut huge holes in the so-called safety 

net, leaving more and more Americans vulnerable and needy. Por 

example, job training programs slashed from $11.5 billion in 

Py 1981 to $2.4 billion in Py 1986. Purther, with the growing 

vulnerabili ty of Americans to layoffs and temporary (but often 

calamitous) poverty, the percentage of unemployed persons 

receiving unemployment insurance benefits hit a record low 
in 1986; it is now only about half what it was in 1980, when 

the unemployment rate was about the same level as it is today. (8) 

The homeless are those who have suffered most from the 

widening holes in the safety net. The cumulative effect of 

federal cutbacks and reduct.:..:ms is the tragedy of growing 

homelessness and hunger in this wealthy nation. 

America's homeless population comprises poor persons who, 

for a variety of reasons, cannot afford a permanent roof over 

their heads. A growing number of the homeless are families, 

particularly children, who must live the rest of their lives 

with the emotional scars and physical problems created today 

by America's failure to provide decent food and housing. 

In addition, a substantial segment of America's homeless 

are mentally ill persons. They are victims of the policy of 

deinstitutionalization, begun in the 1960s, which emptied our 

nation's mental hospitals without providing adequate resources 

for community-based facilities. Nationwide, the number of 
persons institutionalized in mental hospitals declined from 

505,000 in 1963 to 138,000 in 1980. The nation's homeless 

# shelters are often filled with these mentally ill persons. For 

J -. 
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example, at the Pine Street Inn, Boston's largest shelter, 
between 50 and 60 percent of the guests on any given night 
suffer from mental illness. Many shelters have become, de 
facto, America's new mental institutions. 

The most frustrating aspect of homelessness is that Americans 
have the will to address this most basic human need. Cities 
around the country are working with individuals and organizations 
who are giving their hearts and souls to others in need. I 
have been privileged to work with advocates such as Mitch Snyder 
of the Community for Creative Non-Violence, and Robert Bayes 
of the National Coalition for the Homeless, as well as lIIany 
staff and volunteers in Boston's shelters and soup kitchens, 
who reflect the many caring people who give us hope for the 
American spirit. 

We lIIust .9ive these people the resource" they need to help 
the homeless. Private charity and local government cannot, 
on their own, provide these resources. 

Our immediate response must be to restore the safety net 
for these vulnerable Americans. The One Hundredth Congress 
took an important step to provide this eIIIergency assistance. 

In Spring of 1987, the Congress passed a $425 lIIillion bill 
sponsored on a bipartisan basis, to provide funds for the 
homeless. House Speaker Jim Wright carried through on his 
pledge to -fast track W the legislation. The bill, which will 
expand emergency shelter, food, and health care for the homeless, 
is a vital first step. It will help cities like Boston that 
are stretching their limited resources, working with nonprofit 
groups and foundations to add shelter beds, soup kitchens, 
rent subsidies, and mental health and health programs for those 
who live in the streets and in the shelters. Its swift passage 
was a fitting tribute to its cosponsor, the late Representative 
Stewart McKinney. (R.-Conn.), who died in April 1987. 
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In addition, Senators Albert Gore (D.-Tenn.) and Daniel 

P. Moynihan (D.-N.Y.) have filed the Homeless Persons Survival 

Act. Working closely with the National Coalition for the 

Homeless, Senators Gore and Moynihan, with Representatives 

Mickey Leland (D.-Tex.) and Leon Panetta (D.-Cal.), drafted 

a bill targeted at $4 billion that would provide housing, food, 

and social service benefits needed to serve the many faces 

of homelessness. 

We also need funding specifically to create transitional 

housing for women and children. Transitional housing is designed 

to help women get back on their feet and become independent 

following a family tragedy -- a divorce, an abusive domestic 

situation, widowhood, job loss, or eviction. It is a self-help 

approach that provides the support needed in order to live 

independently. It is an opportunity to leave a shelter and 

prepare fo~ independent living. In Boston, we have worked 

closely with women's groups and social service providers to 

create transitional housing programs. 

It is critical to expand resources to assist the homeless. 

The ultimate goal, however, is to eliminate the problem of 

homelessness altogether. The major step toward achieving that 

goal is to protect and expand permanent, affordable housing. 

Protecting Existing Housing 

The most valuable housing resource in the nation is the 

existinq inventory of public and subsidized housinq. Durinq 

the past 40 years, the federal qovernment has helped construct 

more than three million units of low-income rental housinq. 

This includes approximately 1.3 million units of public housinq 

and about two million units of private assisted housinq. 

, 
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The American public has a substantial investment in this 

housing inventory. There is absolutely no way to replace these 

units if they are lost as low-income housing; it is much more 

cost-effective to preserv~ this inventory than to build another 

3.5 million low-income housing units. In addition, the social 

cost of losing these units -- the displacement of families, 

the public funding to serve the families made homeless, the 

jump in welfare, and related public dollars would be 

overwhelming. The federal government should protect the public's 

investment. 

We cannot allow HOD to become simply an auctioneer at a 

garage sale. 

Toward this end, the Reagan administration and Congress 

Should abandon all plans to sell off public housing. A 

aun-sponsor~d demonstration project is currently under way. 

Only a handful of public housing agencies even volunteered 

for the program. They recognized it as simply an effort to 

rid the federal government of its commitment to support public 

housing in effect, to balance the federal budget on the 

backs of the poor. Allowing tenant groups the opportunity 

to participate in management is a useful concept. But selling 

low-income public housing to tenants without safeguards 

against windfall profits or any attempt to replace these scarce 

units -- is a flagrant misuse of public dollars. (9). 

What makes more sense is to encourage tenant self-help and 

long-term affordability. To do this, HOD could help public 

housing tenants to transform their developments into 

resident-owned and managed limited-equity cooperatives. To 

make this feasible, HOD would have to provide tenants with 

the down payment, provide ongoing operating subsidies, and 

provide technical assistance to help tenant groups develop 

management skills. For the rest of the public housing stock, 

Congress must provide resources to guarantee these residents 
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I 
safe. decent housing and -- through a variety of antipoverty 

programs -- opportunities to lift themselves out of poverty. 

A more pressing issue is the fate of the 1.9 million private,
i 

1 

government-assisted housing units across the nation. This 

inventory is a ticking time bomb waiting to explode. Recent 

General Accounting Office (GAO) reports revealed that these 

1 developments face two related crises: First. project-based 

! subsidies (primarily Section 8) are scheduled to expire; second, 

20-year use restrictions (which allow owners to opt out of
1 their pledge to guarantee low- and "moderate-income housing 

by prepaying the mortgage) are scheduled to expire. (10) When
f 
~ 	 these restrictions expire. these low-income units could be 

turned into market-rate housing or (in weak markets) go bankrupt. 

Either way, tenants would be displaced and pushed into a tight 

housing market. Between now and the year 2000. most of the 

1.9 million. assisted units will be at risk as their subsidies 

or use restrictions expire. Between 201).000 and 900,000 units 

may be lost by 1995 alone. 

Now is the time to plan for this inevitable situation. 

Policies must be devised to preserve these developments as 

affordable housing. 

OWners must be encouraged not to prepay mortgages. while 

funds must be allocated to continue the subsidies. The most 

cost-effective use of federal funds. however. would be to assist 

nonprofit groups and resident-owned cooperatives to purchase 

and manage this inventory. rather than simply pour more federal 

subsidy dollars into filling the gap between what tenants can 

afford and the rents needed for absentee private landlords 

to make a profit. 

In Boston', we have had successful experiences transforming 

at risk BUD-subsidized projects into cooperative and nonprofit 

housing. BUD. in fact, has occasionally seen the wisdom of 

78-541 0 -	 87 - 28 
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this cost-effective approach by allowing residents to use their 

rent subsidies as equity for cooperatives, and by allowing 

nonprofit groups, through the Boston Housing Partnership (BRA), 

to buy distressed projects, rather than selling them off to 

the highest bidders. This approach saves taxpayers dollars, 

gives residents a greater stake in their homes, and guarantees 

the long-term presentation of affordable housing by removing 

it from the speculative market. 

Congress must create incentives for current owners to either 

retain these units as low-income housing or sell them to 

nonprofit groups and tenant cooperatives. Congress should 

appoint a task force -- with representatives of tenants, private 

owners, nonprofit groups and local, state, and federal government 

-- to develop a workable approach to protect this inventory. 

In the -meantime, Congress should place a moratorium on 

prepayments -- or at least require owners to give substantial 

prior notice of their intent to prepay -- in order to provide 

time to find solutions that will preserve this low-income 

nousing. This would simply parallel the moratorium Congress 

already placed on Farmers' Home Administration.housing_ 

We must not allow this ticking time bomb to explode _ If 

it does, the victims will be millions of low-income Americans. 

their neighbors, and the cities they live in. 

The New Partnership: A Community-Based SupplY Program 

We are a nation of builders and dreamers. To maintain our 

country's greatness, to expand opportunities for all, we must 

continue this legacy. We must build more housing to sustain 
the American dream. 
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We continue to suffer from a shortage of affordable housing. 

We see this not only in the expanding waiting lists across 

the country for public housing. and not only in the many housing 

vouchers that go unused because of a tight private rental market. 

but also in the growing demand for moderate-income home 

ownership. For example, the Bricklayers' and Laborers' Union 

recently constructed 17 brick townhouses in South Boston and 

sold them. at cost. for $70.000 -- less than half the market 

value. More than 200 persons applied for these units. which 

were sold by lottery. Soon after the Union started construction 

on another 48 units.' in Charlestown more than 1.700 families 

applied. The story is the same elsewhere -- for example. the 

long wait in Brooklyn to buy a home through the Nehemiah Program 

(named after the biblical figure who rebuilt Jerusalem.) 

To meet this demand. we must expand the supply of housing, 

both rental_and owned for low-income and moderate-income persons. 

An ambitious supply program will not only help satisfy this 

demand. it will also create many new jobs. help rebuild our 

communities. and restore confidence in our country's promise 

of opportunity. 

The question is not whether to embark on a new supply program. 

but how to do so. 

Fortunately, much can be learned from the recent efforts 

of local governments and community groups that -- during these 

lean years of federal cutbacks -- have found creative ways 

to build afEordable housing. Across the country, the 1980s 

has been a period of renewed local initiative. In ~rticular. 

many cities and states have nurtured community-based, nonprofit 

housing developers, who helped rebuild neighborhoods that the 

federal government and for-profit developers had ignored or 

abandoned. 

These grass roots efforts -- by churches, neighborhood groups, 

unions, and others -- planted many seeds. Local and national 
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foundations, along with the local government, provided financial 

support to help these seeds grow. The Local Initiatives, Support 

Corporation (LISC), launched by the Ford Foundation, and the 

Enterprise Foundation, headed by developer James Rouse, have 

worked closely with these nonprofit groups to develop new 

construction, rehabilitation and financing techniques. In 

Brooklyn, a coalition of churches launched th~ Nehemiah Program, 

which is rebuilding a blighted neighborhood with low-cost housing 

for working-class homeowners. The churches provided 

interest-free construction loans, the city donated 30 blocks 

of vacant land and granted each buyer a $10,000 interest-free 

second mortgage, and the state provided below-market mortgages 

from a tax-exempt bond. 

Across the country, these nonprofit community-based, efforts 

have now borne fruit. Thousands of units of affordable housing 

-- sold at or below construction costs -- are now in place 

that would not have been there without these initiatives. These 

groups have become sophisticated developers -- a vast improvement 

over some well-intentioned but naive nonprofit groups that 

emerged in the 1960s. This generation of nonprofit builders 

combine social concern with hardnosed business skills. 

Some cities have formed umbrella organizations of 

community-based, nonprofit developers to improve efficiency 

and expand the scale of development. The Boston Housing 

Partnership (BHP), the acknowledged leader of this approach, 

is a consortium of private, community, and government leaders, 

whose board includes the heads of major banks, the directors 

of nonprofit CDCs, .. and top government officials. The city 

government provided $4.1 million in Community Development Block 

Grant funds(ll), and the private foundations contributed $430,000 

for initial seed capital and acquisition: the state provided 

financing and rent subsidies. Through BHP, 10 nonprofit groups 

have renovated 700 units 'of low-income rental housing -- a 

$38 million project. The BHP is so successful that a consortium 
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I of local and national foundations, including LISC and the United 

I 
Way (which is supporting housing for the first time) has 

committed $4 million for a six-year support program. the BSP's 

next project is the rehabilitation of 950 apartments in HOD-owned 

buildings that were saved from HOD's auction block by community 

pressure. 

I New York City, Chicago, Cleveland, and other cities are 

developing similar partnerships.
d 
f 
1 These efforts are working well. But local governments,, 

j 

churches, and foundations simply lack the resources to turn 

these small success stories into a major new nationwide supply 

program for affordable housing. Only the federal government 

has those kinds of resources. It is now time for Washington 

to learn the lessons from these local efforts. What is needed 

I 
is a partnership between the federal government and these 

community-based housing efforts. 

The mechanism for realizing this goal "is a National 

Community-basea "Housing Partnership program. Through thist 
i program, the federal government would provide matching funds 

to locally based, nonprofit housing initiatives. Federal dollars 

f 
; 

would be matched by local government, business, private
t 
I foundations, the United Way, churches, or other entities. 

Matching grants are a good way to encourage local efforts byl helping those communities that help themselves. This program 

is the best way to leverage federal funds. 

First, the program would provid~ federal matching grants 

for seed money. This would enable local, nonprofit housing 

partnerships to start, or expand, their development efforts. 

The grants would provide these groups with up-front "funds for 

staff to do planning, and architectural work, put financing 

together. and acquire abandoned buildings for rehabilitation 

or vacant lots for new construction. 
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Second, the federal funds would provide capital qrants to 

community-based partnerships for the construction of housinq. 

Direct capital qrants are much more cost-effective than the 

current approach. They reduce the lonq-term debt that escalates 

the cost of housinq far beyond construction costs. 

Ironically, the Department of Defense, which uses this 

approach to house military families, has a lot to teach us 

about housinq development. OVer the years, the military has 

constructed 400,000 units of family housinq. It is financed 

and operated for the most part by direct capital qrants 

appropriated by Conqress -- eliminatinq both the debt burden 

and the speculative resale that drive up the cost of conventional 
private housinq. 

Who can turn down an idea that draws on both local CDCs 

and the Pentaqon for its inspiration? 

Housinq, especially for low- and moderate-income people 

is expensive to build. But Conqress need not carry the stigma 

of simply throwinq monej'.&t problems. A National Community-based 

Housinq Partnership proqram is a viable, cost-effective 

alternative to some of the wasteful federal proqrams of the 

past and the do-nothinq approach of the present. By learninq 

from the successes of qrass roots initiatives, the federal· 

qovernment can chart a bold new course in housinq policy. 

Making Housing a Priority 

This three-pronqed approach to solvinq our deepeninq housinq 

crisis providinq emerqency shelter and services for the 

homeless, preservinq the existinq inventory of assisted housinq, 

and creatinq a supply proqram linkinq federal dollars to 

community-based partnerships provides an opportunity to 

place housinq at the top of our nation's aqenda once aqain. 

There is, across the country, a qrowinq awareness that while 
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I 
there is much to learn from the mistakes of past federal housinq 

proqrams, the answer is not simply to completely withdraw from 

housinq. We need a new direction, one that will address the 

housinq needs of our citizens, but do so in a way that is 
I 

cost-effective, flexible, and sensitive to local approaches. 

I 
1 Equally important, it should tarqet resources to those who 

need it most -- low- and moderate-income Americans. 

I 
Government must play a leadership role in expandinq housinq 

opportunities for all Americans. In housinq, there is no such 

thinq as a completely private free market. The private housinq 

industry is aided by a wide (but often invisible) array of 
! 

I 
, qovernment supports from tax deductions for builders and 

buyers, to insurance for lenders, to secondary market mechanisms. 

This support system is an essential component of our private 

housinq market, and is responsible for the considerable housinq , proqress ou~ nation made durinq the three-decade period followinq 

World War II. 

The federal qovernment must extend, not reverse, this 

proqress, by providinq funds to build and preserve housinq 

for 1ow- and moderate-income Americans. It must do so in 

partnership with local and state qovernments that have 

demonstrated their capacity to create innovative approaches 

to housinq, but lack the resources to meet the needs. 

We still have a way to qo to fulfill that promise, first 

made in 1949, of a decent home for all Americans. We should 

not stop our ~fforts until we have succeeded. 
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CITY HALL 

Loa ~GIL.II. CAL.IP'ORN&. aGO•• 


September 22, 1987 

Honorable Alan cranston 
U.S. Senator 

United States Senate 

washington, D.C. 20519 


Dear Senator Cranston: 

To assist with your effort to introduce landmark housing
legislation for the Nation, we have collected housing policy
proposals from various agencies of the City of Los Angeles.
Fifteen proposals are presented along with the letters from each 
City agency which describe the rationale for each one. 

As requested in your initial announcement of this legislative
project, we are submitting these prior to OCtober 5 so that they 
can be incoporated into your process of review through
conferences and meetings in washington and throughout the 
country. 

We hope these suggestions are useful and are thankful that you 
are undertaking such a major legislative initiative which will 
respond to the housing problems of the Nation and those of the 
people of the City of Los Angeles. 

~ours truly, 

t c_, "'\ 
t l '- (L ~ 

John Ferraro 
President, Los Angeles City Council 
Chairman, Intergovernmental Relations Committee 

.,&,~ 
Robert Farrell 
Chairman, Grants, Housing and 
community Development Committee 
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I 
1. Provide Federal funding for rental housing developments Which 

reserve 20% of their units for very low incOlM! households 
using the following guidelines: 

allocate funds to 	localities on a semi-entitlement basis 

; 	 limit eligibility to larger jurisdictions with dOCUlllented 
housing needs and proven housing production records 

require local plans allocating local resources. (such as 
expedited processing and density bonuses) 

have a guaranteed amount of minimum funding to all local 
governments to operate a serious and well planned program 

2. 	 DOllble the velume authority available for tax-exempt hl)using 
bonds, either. by increasing the "private activity" bond 
allocation or through a separate allocation for housing bonds. 

3. 	 Extent beyond the current 1988 sunset date, the availability, 
of pingle family housing bonds. 

I 
4. Give clear legislative mandate to the federal mortgage 

agencies FNMA, FHLMAC and GNMA - to provide the credit 
enhancements needed by local governments to issue tax-exempt 
and taxable housing bonds. 

5. 	 Oppose creation of a new housing block grant Which eliminates 
current housing programs, such as Rental Rehabilitation and 
Housing Development Grants, and which is funded only by 
current resoures. 

6. 	 Oppose the abandonment of past cOllllllitments such as housing
aspistance paym~mt.8 contractl!<. Respond to the expi.ration of 
low income rent restrictions which are scheduled to end soon. 
New federal policy should: 

establish a pre-payment moratorium to prevent the 
expiration of rent restrictions 

spply a windfall tax to conversions of assisted housing to 
market housing and provide tax advantages to owners who 
sell to buyers willing to maintain low income restrictions 

establish a FHA refinancing prog:am to protect against rent 
increases and continue subsidies to tenants. 

prohibi t di splacements of tenants where contracts expire 
and/or provide relocation to comparable housing 

allow non-profits or current tenants a right of first 
refusal to scquire expired units 
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7. 	 Establish annual nll't;ionwide housinv production 9Oa1. such as 
the 600,000 unit voal set in 1968. 

8. 	 Structure new housing programs to address family, elderly and 
those wi th epecial needs handicapped, recently 
deinstitutionalized. emotionally disturbed, runaways, and the 
homeless. 

9. 	 New programs funds should contain special incentives and fund. 
for mllnllgement of assistinv the "hard to hou.... - families 
with poor credit histories, dein.titutionalized mental 
plItients. homeless. etc. 

]0. 	 FHA should r.institute its "Special Ri.k lUnd" to allocat. a 
percentage of it. loans to insure with Ie.. .tringent 
underwriting .tandards, housing developments in redev.lopment 
areas or for the very low income households. 

11. 	 Include the use of nonprofit organizations and community based 
organizations In federal housing programs. 

12. 	 Provide a.siatance for sel smic rehabi 11tation vhich includ.s 
long term, low interest loans vi th repayment based on the 
h~ilding's ability to absorb the n.w debt. 

13. 	 R~ise the income limits for households entering public hou.ing 
units (conv.ntional public hou.ing) and ••tablish maximum 
income limits for continued occupancy. 

14. 	 Include anti-drug program. and prot.ctive .ervices a. 
el1qible co.ts in using fund. provided for public housing 
operations. 

15. 	 Amend rules regarding site .election and prototype co.t. for 
public housing .0 that inst.ad of allocating unit., funding is 
allocated to give Public Housing Authoritie. the fledbility 
to produce- saff!!. decent and sanltsry houlling vI thin quality 
standards of the community. 
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ATTACHMENT 

CITY OF Los ANGELES 
OOvi)s.......oao CALIFORNIA Co••Utl."., D.yIlL.......,.


Q« ......~ .....Gr· D••••T.&" 
IltJ w .,••u," 

UNo ."'.c"...00'.1'1, .•••.••• " 

I C.F.87-1340 
C.D. CitywideTOM BRADLEY

"'."," Contae>t: 
Ralph Esparza X3406 

AUG 28 lac7 Dave Perel X6505 

I 
i lion. Mtlyor Tom Bradley f'( ~ f" ••• 

Mayor, City of Los Angeles 
Room 305. City Htlll AlJl:. -~ 1 .~PS/ 

f 
Attention: Grace M. Davis 


I Deputy Mayor 

1 

GRANTS TRANSMITTAL: Proposed Federal Housing Policies 
(Farrell-Flores Motion)f 

1 NARRATIVE 

Transmitted for your review, approval, and further processing are 
a series of proposals for submission to Senator Alan Cranston forf his consideration in the development of a new national housing
policy and progr~. This report has been prepared in response to 
the Farrell-Flores motion (C.F. 87-1340). 

Bailirouod 

Sen. Alan Cranston. in assuming the chairmanship of the Housing
f Subcommittee of Senate Banking and Currency Committee. has 

announced his intention of enacting new federal housingI initiatives during the next two years. The timing could hardly be 
more appropriate given the direction of federal housing policy
during the past six years. 

With the elimination of the Section 8 new construction program in 
the first year of the Reagan Administration the federal government 
was without a low-income housing production program for the first 
time since the beginning of the New Deal. During this period part
of this gap was closed by this city and other atate and local 
governments through mortgage revenue bond fiOlll'lcing. However. 
thia tool was severely reatricted by the Tax Act of 1986. The Tax 
Act placed severe volume limits on such financing (a 75~ reduction 
this year and an 80X next year from the level of issuance 1n 
California in 1984) and unrealistically narrow income targeting 
(from a 20X set eside for househOlds below 80~ of median to 20% 
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Hon. Tom Bradley 	 2 
AUG:; S 1987 

for bouseholds beloy ~~ or 40% for bousebolds beloY 6~ of medilfarl 
for multifamily bousint). 

Con,ress did enact a limited bousin, production proQram in the 
form of the Housint Development Grant proQram. Tbis prOCram
i,rovid•• flexible development ,rant assi$tance for individuallY 
approved projects. Hoyever. tbis proQram is woefully inadeQuate 
both in its level of fundinl and administration. The proQram has 
received limited fund in, only over the opposition of the 
administration. Fundin, availability is uncertain each year. but 
successful projects must bave firm financin, commitments. iach 
approved project is a separate ,rant and actual fundinl takes 
several years. ConaeQuently. tbe proQram cannot .erve ••• 
l5ystematic bousinl production resource. 

Any realistic ney federal housin, policy initiatives abould 
r"cC:'/Jr.i: .. the lessons of past experience and the constraints of 
tbe present: 

-Development projects must be of a mixed income nature 
in order to avoid the management and .e,r.,ation 
problems associated with Public Housint and to 
minimize the required level of federal .ub.id~l 

-Federal/local/private sector joint involvement is 
needed to assure efficient use of federal fund. and • 
program responsive to diverse local housint needs; 

-Ri,id federal desi,n and cost formulas. alona with 
detailed federal project reviey. will produce projects 
botb more costly and more likelY to meet nei,hborhoad 
r".iatance; rather local ,overnments and developers
sbould be ,iven incentives to maximize the leveracinl 
of federal assistance funds; 

-Many state and local ,overnments, tbroyth tbe 
operation of mort(aQe revenue bond proQrams, have 
developed substantial housin, finance and develo~.ht 
expertise. thus offerint the opportunity for 
effective local federally assisted hou.in, 
administration: and 

-Even yith a ney national administration in 1989. 

federal assistance dollars will continua to b. 

limited due to the federal bud,et deficit. 


The Community Development Department proposes the followin, 
outline of a ney federal housinl policy: 

1. 	Funding would be available for development or 
financin. assistance for rental projects reservinc 
at least 20% of their units for very low income 
housebolds; 

http:develo~.ht
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Ron. TOll. Bradley 	 3 AUG 28 1987 . 

2. 	 Unlike the current HDG program. II majority of the 
funds would be allocated on a semi-entitlement 
basis. Unlike the CDBG progt-.., •.k.. 1I'1••. 4+.11l'1II"".+
threshold in terms of jurisdiction size vould be 
substantially higher. need for additional housin, 
supply would be a critical factor in the allocation 
process. and recipients would need to demonstrate a 
proven housing production record; 

3. 	 Entitlement as well as discretionary recipients 
would be required to develop a housing resource plan 
providing local development (such as density bonus 
and expedited processing) assistance as veIl as 
local financial resource assistance (,ap assistance 
and bond financing for example). Upon acceptance of 
the plans. individual projects would not require ROD 
approval; 

4. 	 While the level of funding will be constrained by
the federal budget deficit. there must be a level, 
both in the amount of funding and the certainty of 
funding. to constitute a serious prOlram around 
wbicb local ,overnments can plan.an efficient and 
responsive program; 

5. 	 The volume authority for tkX-exempt housing bonds 
should be doubled from the amount available in 1966 • 
.. ither by an increase in the amount available forr 	 "private activity" bonds or throu,h a separate 
allocation for housing bonds; 

6. 	 In addition to an increase in the available volume 
authority for housing bonds, the authority to issue 
single family bonds should be extended beyond thef 	 1988 sunset date. Single familY mortlBl~ revenue 
bonds remain tbe only tool available to the City 
to assist moderate income home purchase; 

7. 	 Tbe federal mortiBle agencies-FNMA. FHLMAC. and 
GNMA-must be given a clear legislative mandate to 
participate, consistent with responsible real estate 
underwriting, in local housing programs through the 
provision of credit enhancement for tkX-~empt and 
taxable bonds issued by local governments. 

These proposals are 	offered as part of a new commitment by the 
federal government towards housing and urban development.
Funding under the program would be in addition to existin, 
programs such as Rental Rehabilitation and Section 6 EXisting. A 
bousing block grant 	wherein existing and possibly new activities 
are funded frolrJ existing resources must be rejected. 

Mar..over. new federal houaing commitments should not permit the 
abandonelJ,ent. of Pfost cOIl,mitments. nalf,el)" the possible dislocations 
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and absolute low cost housing loss due to the expiration of 
Housing Assistance Payments Contracts and the expiration of 
low-income regulatory agreements. Federal responses to this 
problem must be in addition to the type of new initiatives 
described in this transmittal. 

Finally. a special cooperative effort between the federal 
government and local governments must be launched to provide 
shelter assistance for the homeless in the nation's urban areas. 

The proposals set forth in this transmittal represent an irlitial 
starting point in what is expected to be a two year legislative
development process. As a consensus begins to form from various 
housing groups arid local governlDents the City should seek to 
actively shape any such emerging housing policy so that it is 
supportive of its housing needs. 

RECOMMENDATIONS 

Tbe General Manager of the Community DeveloplDent Department
respectively requests that: 

1. 	 Your office process this transmittal to the Grants 
Corrlmittee of the City Council; 

2. 	 The Grants and tbe IntergovernlDental Relations 
Corr~ittees. as well as the full City Council 
consider and adopt these proposals as part of its 
legislative agenda and actively communicate its 
position to Sen. Alan Cranston 

3. 	 The Mayor concur with the action of the City

Council. 


( ... ' 
''':''led I:y 


-:s 


DOUGLAS S. FORD 
General Man&ger 

cc: 	 John Tuite. Administrator. Community Redevelopment 
Agency 

Leila 	Gonzales-Correa. Executive Director. City Housing
Authority 
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THE COMMUNITY RED~LOPMENT AGENCY OF 

MEMORANDUM 

DATE: 	 AUGUST 24 1987 

TO: 	 WILLIAM McCARLEY, CHIEF LEGISLATIVE ANALYST 

FRO;·!: 	 JOHN J. TUITE, ADMINISTRATOR 

S~BJ!CT: 	 CO~~CIL FILE 87-1340 

FEDERAL HOUSING BILL MOTION 


In response to the subject Council motion, and conversations with 
Joe Lopez of your staff, the Agency hereby transmits suggestions
of items which might become part of a new federal housing bill. 
Consistent with Mr. Lopez • s request, our submittal is brief,
although explanatory material can be provided if desired. 

The Agency's recommendations are similar to input provided when I 
appeared at the Housing Forum convened by Senator Cranston in 
early July. 

i 
> 

Please contact me or John R. Maquire, Deputy Administrator, for 
1 
1 further information. 
i 

f, 

c~{jcommissioners 


Joe Lopez, CLA's Office 
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TEE COMMUNITY REDEVELOPMENT AGENCY OF THE CITY OF LOS ANGELES 

Federal Housing Bill 

1. 	 Establish Annual Goals and New Proqrns - Restore federal 
commitment to housing and establish annual production goals. 
In 1968 the benchmark of 600,000 units was established and 
this annual level remains valid today. 

New housing programs should be structured which address 
families (new construction), elderly and those with special 
needs (handicapped, recently deinstitutionalized, 
emotionally disturbed, runaways, homeless). Without federal 
funds those who were to have been protected by the Reagan
Administration I s "Safety Net" are suffering: very low 
income, elderly, families living in overcrowded conditions. 
These people are joining the ranks of the homeless. 

'The federal assisted - housing budget was $26 billion in 
1981 and in 1987 the appropriations dropped to $7.5 billion, 
most of which is used to fund existing contracts. 

Without federal subsidies, Agency assistance of about 
$~OfOOO per unit is needed to house a low income family of 
four (at 80t of median) in newly constructed housing. 

'The result is at local level - fewer units are assisted for 
significantly greater dollars. Agency assists projects with 
an income mix of very low, low, and mOderate, as a means of 
balancing production. 

:2. 	 Housing Manaaement - New housing Programs should contain 
special incentives (extra funds) for the management of 
housing for the "hard to house": deinstitutionalized mental 
patients, families with poor credit histories, etc. and 
other hard to house tenants. In conjunction with this, 
spec~al housing programs for the deinstitutionalized are 
also needed which would address a major cause of 
homelessness. 

3 _ 	 ~.cial Risk Funds - FHA should reinstitute its "Special 
Risk Fund" under which a certain percentage of its loans 
would be insured with less stringent underwriting standards 
which would enable shared financing of projects in 
redevelopment areas or for very low income households. These 
projects are difficult to finance through conventional means 
and the locality must frequently bear the entire cost of 
financing_ 
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4. 	 Non-Profit pevelopers - All federal housing programs should 
include provisions for the use of non-profit organizations,
community based organizations, or community development
corporations as owners or managers of housing. Tax 
incentives should be administered to encourage non-profits 
to syndicate projects and for joint-ventures between non
profits and profit motivated developers. 

5. 	 Seismic Safety Federal assistance for seismic 
rehabilitation should be provided and should include long 
term, low interest loans with repayment based on the 
building's ability to absorb the new debt. 

Los Angeles and many other California cities face the 
dilemma of whether to upgrade the existing housing stock to 
meet earthquake safety standards or to loose these units due 
to the owners' inability to absorb the additional debt 
required to make the improvements. In Los Angeles there are 
30,000 seismic deficient units, of which 7,500 are located 
in the downtown and near downtown area. 'l'his housing is a 
major source of housing for low income persons and the 
homeless/potentially homeless. 

6. 	 Federal Housina Contracts Expirations In Southern 
California, there are 30,000 units under federal contracts. 
Allowing the contracts to expiure will have dire 
consequences. Contracts should be extended end mortgages
refinanced or purchased where feasible. 

T'wo studies underway by BUD and National Corporation for 
Housing Partnerships will provide information needed to 
analyze assisted housing inventory. A field study by
National Association of Homebuilders shows that of 581,000 
assisted units which will expire within 10 years, 25' have 
20 year contracts which will expire in Fy 89. 

CRA recommends that the housing bill attempt to: 

o Establish a pre-payment moratorium to cover all federally
subsidized projects. 

o Apply a windfall tax to conversions of assisted housing to 
market rate and provide tax advantages to owners who sell to 
buyers who agree to maintain projects as low income housing. 

o Establ ish a special FHA refinancing program to protect
against rent increases and to continue subsidies to cover 
existing tenants. 

o Prohibit displacement of tenants from projects where 
contracts expire and/or provide relocation to comparable
housing. 

o Allow non-pJ:ofits or current tenants. ri,ht of first 
refusal to .cquire expired units. 
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HOUSING AUTHORITY or THE CITY or lOS ANGHU 
515 CoI"",b;a A, ........ LM A..,./.., Calif. 90011 : S.,. J715~ F"" SClltion • 4S3-B4IO 

UE C";":'I\'£ ['4Pt ':''"" jetSeptember 8, 1987 
ft'." CO'\1"1I1·n~S;I" 

Honc~able T~, Bradley 
Mayer cf the City of Los AngE:es 
Ci :.~. H"ll 
200 ~orth S~ring Street Room 305 
Los Angeles, Callfornia 90012 

~~:'E~ticn: Grace M. Davis. Deputy Mayor 

·;::'';:;'1'5 TRA:;SMITV.L: Proposed federal Housi!:; Policies 
Farrell-Flores ~~tionl 

T:1e fc.llol<ing report has been prepared to address the Farrell 
Flores Motion (C.F. 87-1340) relative to Senator Alan Cranston's 
invitation to submit proposals for the 1989 Housing Act. The report 
is transmlttec for your review, approval and further processing. 

Background 

Senator ,;lan Cranston is holding hearings for the Senate 
Subcor;-Jnit:.ee on Housing and Urban Affairs through the nation to 
~~rk on a major housing bill for 1989 which will set a fresh, new 
f~amework for national housing policy in the 1990's. 

http:Subcor;-Jnit:.ee
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Honorable Tom Bradley 
September 8, 1987 
,age 2 

~s expressed by Senator Cr~nston, the Subcommittee is particularly 
lnterested in the following questions: 

What signlficant changes have recently occurred in the 
housing market? How have housing problems been affected by 
changes in federal pc:icy, such as reductions in tax 
incr nti ves for housir.g production and cutbacks in federal 
hou~ing programs? 

\';~.a·. has been the impact of inco-easing costs of home 
o\"nership on different segment.s of the population and on 
c\lffererot types of communities? Where and for whom is the 
proble,. ::lost severe? What asp':::t.s of the problem nave not 
bee~ generally recognized? Ho~ could public policy alleviate 
the- Frc.l:-lem? 

~ha: has been happening to the ability of low income peo~le 
to afford decent housing? ~r..at will be the consequence!: of 
105~ng privately owned low income housing over the next 
decade as HUD contracts expire and Farmers Home and HUD 
:nc.::tgages are repaid? Tc, what extent can the housing needs 
?f low income people be met v;itt. the existing housing stock? 
I';hat housing needs of !o...· inc:lme people require new 
prod;Jction? 

Tc wha' e~:~ent does homelessness reveal new proble~s and an 
exacer~3~:on of old problems? 

\':hat sho;Jld be the federal role in providing more affordable 
housing and supporting the ho..,. finance system? 

Ke ~:11 address in this report those ~ssues directly dealing with 
10'.,: ~:1corr,e housing. 

lhe- ",cs: sigr,lficant problems that public housing programs are 
dea:ing w.t.h, not only in Southern California but throughout the 
na::or., are the follo....ang: 

I. 	 Tr.e severe impact on public housing projects caused by 
the concentration of the very low income families. This 
has occurred due to HUD restrictions imposed on PHAs to 
serve only the very low income families. 

2. 	 The lack of motivation of families living in public 
housing projects to move "in-up-and-out" of the projects, 
with no incentives for low income families to achieve 
upward mobility. This is caused by two factors: (a) the 
elimination of maximum income limits for continued 
occupanc}', and (b) the 1ack of affordable housing. 
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3. 	 The seriousness of drug-related activities going on in 
the projects whiCh affect the security of residents and 
WhlCh is impairing the effectivene~s of youth programs 
oriente~ towards training and jobs. This problem is 
almost universal in nature, but the refusal of HUD to 
fund prote~tive services at the projects makes it almost 
impoEsible to achieve the 'goal of "drug-free public 
houslng." 

~. 	 We cannot list the problems affecting public housing 
withoct mentioning the enormous need for mcre low income 
'1ous:'ng, ....hether Conventional, Section 8, c·r Voucher. At 
present. the demand for housing assistance is at enormous 
le\'els - and growing - while resources are more and more 
l!r~ted. :he lack of resources is aggravated by the high 
protctype costs as well as the almost imposslble to 
achieve site selection criterja. 

-he 	Ho~·ing Authority of the Ci~y of Los Angeles proposes: 

1. 	 The .. elimination of HUD income limits which effectively 
restrains the use of public housing only to the very low 
lnco~e familieE, thus making it the housing of last 
resor~. This would creatE better integrated communities 
confronting less problems by the impactation of extreme 
poverty and its concomitant concerns. 

The establishment of maximum income limits for con~inued 
occupancy. coupled with a period of residence in the 
projects limited to the time it would take for ~he 
youngest member of the family to graduate from high 
school. This must, of coyrse, be accompanied by the 
creation of a realistic program to create affordable 
housing (between $50 and $70 thousand). During the 
period of residence. all service agencies would be 
directed to concentrate resources in the projects to 
assist the families in moving ·up-and-out." 

3 .. 	 funding for operations of public housing must include as 
an eligible cost the provision of protective services and 
the creation of anti-drug programs. Our nation cannot 
afford to lose our youth to drug abuse. We are fighting 
a losing battle with drug dealers because we are not able 
to provide our youth with training and job opportunities. 
MUD must confront this reality and provide funding 
sources to combat this very serious problem. 
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4. 	 We strongly urge that HUD change ~ts rules regarding site 
selection and prototype costs for public housing. To 
this end, we recommend that instead of allocation of 
units, HUD should allocate the funds (dollars) le£ving 
the local PHAs the flexibility to produce ·safe, decent 
and sanitary· housing within the housing quality 
standards of the comrnunit). The PHAs could then use 
innovative ways to build the units - for example, using 
~ir Iight~, etc. - and more units could be produced wit~ 
the £ame limited federal dollars. 

:~,e above re?resent only som!' of the areas of concern which w!t, have 
" .. the Houslng Authority. We are i;, t!-.e process of meeting with 
resicen-::s of public housing. lov: incom!.. elderly, and potential 
,'.C'lplEnts of housing assistance to develop more areas, where 
enanges need to be rrade to rea~tiva~e the public houting programs 
and bring the~ ta,k to the useful purpose that was envisioned 
50 years ago ,.·t.eT. the fint public housing bill was em·cted. 

Tne Exec\:':.ive Director of the Housing Authority of the City of 
Los Angeles respectfully requests: (a) further processing of thi~ 
transmittal 'to the Grants Con®ittee of the City Council; (b) 
consi cieration and adoption of the proposals hereinahove cont.ld ne d 
by the Grants ar;d the Intergovernn,er.tal Relations Comr:ittees, anc 
:.)",e Cltr Councll as H.e position of these bodies regarding Senator 
Alan Crans' on's Hou~ing ~ct for 19&9; and (c) that the Hayor concuz 
''';1 :~, the above pIope'sed actions. 

- ;:;:~~"~~~a 
Executive Director~ 

L~C,db 

cc: 	 Counc ilml n Rot.ert Farrell 
Councilwoman Joan Milke Flores 
Douglas S. Ford, General Manager, COD 
John Tuite, Administrator, CRA 
Joe Lopez, Legislative Analyst, CLA v~ 

Sincerely, 

Lei a Gonzalez-Corr 
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CITY OF Los ANGELES 
CAL.IFORNIA C_U""TY DlvaLOPMCtn'

OOI,JGl..... S ~o..o D.......IINT
"."'(.....,. .....t. 
ItS lilY e", .TtltlT 

LIM AIlfHua .00,• 
• 111:' •••..4••, 

c.r.: Ie" 
C.D.: cn),,,lde 
CODtaot PeraOD , Ext.: 

Ralpb R. Eaparsa x53'06 
SEP l ~ 1987 

Hooorable Tom Bradle,. 
Mayor. Cit,. ot Loa 'D,elea 
Room 305. Clty Ball 

Atteotloo: Drace M. Davla. Deputy Mayor 

GRAITS TR'ISMITT'L: BOVSIIO POLICI AID lEV IIIT1AT1'IS rOR AFFORDABLI 
BOVSIlG 

URUTIIE 

TraDsmltted tor ,.our revie,,_ approval aDd turtber prooeaalD, la tb1a 

report 00 tb. Deed to develop a De" Clty Boualn, Pollo), aDd to 

recoameDd loltl.tlvea to 10crea.e tbe Dumber ot attordable boualos 

UDitS. 

Tbla report baa beeD prepared 10 reapoD.e to a reque.t b)' tbe CbalrmaD 
ot tbe GraDt •• BoualD, aDd CommuDit,. DevelopmeDt Committee tor 
oonslderatloD et tbe apecial GraDta Commltt.e ••etlD, ot September 22, 
1987. 

BEPORT FORMAT 

Tbls report report oODaiat. ot tour <') .eotioDa 

SectioD 

SectioD 2 • CurreDt Boualos Polloie. 

SectloD 3 - CDD Boualo, Voit IDventor), 

SectioD _ - raotor. eDd reoo••eDdatloD. tor polioIe. "blob 
prOvide tor tbe moat teaaible metboda tor tDcre.alD, 
attordable boualD, iD tbe Cit)' 
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SECfION 1: ,,"MIRYiP' MI;OR,BOUSIIG ISSUESI PROBLEMS 

fhe ••Jor 1asues effectinl the Cit,'a .bilit, to reapond to the Cit,'a 
Houa1nl needa .nd de••oda c.o be .umm.r1zed .a followa: 

1. 	 'ileduot100, term1n.tion, or auapena1011 of Federal Rental 
lasistallce Prolra.s - III 1980, the Cit, receiyed BUD 
approval for 2,_'. ullita. III 1986, HUD approyed _0 unit •• 
The apecif10 allooat10lla durilll th1a period were as followa: 

10. of 110. of 
!.!.!.!: Proleota Ullita 

1980 105 2,IIn 
1981 125 955 
1982 6 713 
1983 2911 
19811 6 105-1985 0 -0
1986 1 110 

III add1tion, the Co.mull1t, Dey.lopment Block Grallt Prolram 
ha. beell dra.at10all, reduced (the C1t,'a h11h of $66.0 

- mUl1ol1 io 1985/86 va the ourrut lnel of $56.0 .111ioll). 

2. 	 lnoreaaed demand for affordable relltal houa1111 - In 1983 the 
oeed w.s 236,1166 houa.holda. 10 1986, the need waa 313,9113 
houaeholda or .n 10or•••• of 77,1177 houaeholda (33'). 

3 _ "Bome ownerah1p opportunitiea are beoom1nl aore ditf1cult due 
to 1ncreaae. 1n ooata tor land, coostruotion .od f1n.oc1nl_ 

II. 	 .soh.dul.d loaa of Pederal lental laa1atance for 22,000 unita 
of Seot10n 8 Contracta or Sect10n 236 and 221(d)(3) 
prep.,••nta. 

5•• 	The f1n.n01.1 1apact of 1.prov1nl 1,1100 R.a1deot1al 
lpartaenta alld 300 leaideotial Botela whioh are aeiamic 
.def1cient. 

6. 	 'the need and de.and tor Inlier-Cit, Bouainl Development 

7. 	 _eluotallOe of the private inveatment oommunit, to oommit 
aufficient tundilll, partioularl, to the Illoer-Cit,_ 

8. 	 With the advellt ot the Tax lefor. lct of 1986, the abilit, 
~o iaaue tax-exempt bOllda tor houainl has been restricted. 
Further, this let re.oyed incelltives for protit motiv.ted 
developers to iOYeat in affordable houainl development. The 
lct sohedules the termination or aUlIset ot Tax E2e.pt 
t111allcing tor the Sillgle-F.ail, Firat fime Home Ownerah1p
Program. 
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SECTIOR ? -EIISTIRO DOUSIRO POLICIES 

In order to reoommend new bousing polioies, it is important to 
identify ourrent bousing polloies as implemented by tbe COD. Tbe 
basic polloles fOllowed by tbe COD include; 

1. 	 Tbe adopted Housing Element of tbe City General Plan. 

2. 	 Tbe City and HUD approved Housing !saiatanoe Plan of tbe~P 
Cltl'S Community Development Block Grant (CDBO) lpplication. 

3. 	 Policies initiated by tbe City Council tbrough various 
ordinances sucb as Density Bonua; Seiamic Ordinanoe and the 

,Dorotby Mae Ordinanoe. 

_. Tbe 15 program 1980-8_ Douaing Production Program. 

5. 	 Program specific poliCies approved by tbe City Council as 
specific bouaing programs are offered to tbe City or 
developed in response to a specifio bousing need. Ezamples 
of sucb policies would include: 

I 

a. 	 Tbe City Taz-Exempt Bond Program for Affordable Housing. 

b. 	 lental Rebabilitation and Houaing Development lction 
Granta. 

c. 	 Tax Credit !llocation Prooedurea. 

d. 	 lebabilitation loan guidelines for BOME, MORE, Contract 
!gency, Beigbborbood Douaing Servioes (RHS) areas on 
prograDls. 

a. REHABILITATION HOUSIRO POLICIES 

Tbe 	 COD Dousing Div1sion Rebab1l1tation PrograDls, as described 
under Section ?(a) are operated to provide techn1cal and 
financial ass1atance to s1ngle fam1ly owner occup1ed bousebolds 
and 	 mult1family residential renter occupied unita. Tbe programs 
are 	operated in accordance witb City Council and Mayor approved 
guidelines. Suob guidelines include loan limits; eligibility 
criteria; and participation and application procedures. Since 
the 	inception of tbe firat Dousing Division program in 1978, the 
HOME Program, tbe guidelines and procedures bave been mod1fied, 
tbrougb City Council and Mayor approval based upon increases in 
rebab1litetion costa, and tbrougb tbe introduct10n of new program 
reaources (in add1tion to CDBO Funding, sucb as Section 312, 
lental Rebab1litation, Section 8 Moderate Rebabilitation, 
Tax-Ezampt Bond Financing, and otber Similar resources). Furtber 
program modifications were made based upon tbe need to achieve 
optima operating efficiency and effectivenesa. 
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b. NEV CONSTRYCTION HOUSI,G PQLICIES 

Tbe Boualna Dlvlaion In 1979 developed It'a new conatructlon 
prograa In reaponae to (1) antlclpated actiona by tbe Federal 
Government to reduce, termlnate or auapend It'a primary new 
oonatruction programa; (2) tbe GAP In new oonatructlon boualna 
between elderly and taml1y boualng developaent; (3) tbe reduced 
level ot BUD tinanclng coaaitmenta tor aaalated project tbereby 
creating aortgage -GAPa"; and (_) tbe need to provlde inoentivea 
tor Inner-Clty Boualng Productlon. Aa a reault ot tbeae tactora, 
tbe Bouaina Diviaion Inltlated programa to tacilitate new 
conatruction tbrougb (1) tbe creatlon ot a Bouaing Production 
Program element under tbe Co.munlty Develop.ent Block Grant 
application (tbe tunda ot wbicb were uaed tor land write-down or 
mortgage GAP tinancing); (2) tbe oreatlon ot a Kunlcipal Finance 
Sectlon to develop, atructure and laaue Tax-Exe.pt Bonds tor 
Pirat Tiae Bo.e Buyera, tor multltaml1y non-rent aubsldlzed 
project. and tor Sectlon 8 rent aubsldy develop.enta and (3) tbe 
adminlatrative responalbillty tor tbe Denslty Bonua Program. 
Criteria, developer requesta tor propoaala, Underwriter and Bond 
Counsel request tor propoaala and ultlmate aeleotions baye been 
developed by Souslng Dlylaion atatt tor wbiob tbe Clty Council 
and Kayor proylded tlnal approval. 

o. TARGETING POLICIES 

REHABILITATION 

For alngle tamily and multitamily rebabllitation, program areaa 
were Inltially aelected ln accordance wltb tederal CDBG 
regulatlon., Tbe prl.ary taotora tor targetlng were (1) 
manage.ent capacity I (2) areaa Wbicb, once aaaiated would acbieYe 
one ot two National objeotivea (a) low incoae benetit and/or (b)
reaoyal ot .lum. and bligbtl (3) propoaed area. wbiob bad a 
.ajority ot ita reaidenta detined aa low inoome (earning lea. 
tban 80J ot .edian income); (_) proara. areaa bavina bouaina 
.ixea wbicb were eitber aingle ta.ily (tor BOKE Contract.Agenoiea 
and NSS Proarama) or multita.ily (KORE PROGRAM); and (5) bouaing 
tound to be wltbin tbe Program araaa detioient ot BOD'. Mini.um 
Property Improve.ent Standarda. 

NEV COaSTROCTION 

For new conatruotlon, tbe target area policiea were eatabliabed 
to addresa tbe tollowing: (1) Tax Exe.pt Bond Pinancinl tor 
alnale-ta.ily ownerabip, tbe Exl.tlna Proaram, areaa were 
deter.ined in acoordance witb tederal criteria, eaaentially all 
cenaua tract wltbin tbe Clty bavinl a majorlty ot low incoae 
bouaebolda, and (2) GAP Finanoiog baa beeo available tor 
Tax-Exempt Bond Kultitaml1y Rental Project, located in tbe City
Counol1 approved Priority Irea (La Cienega to tbe weat, Wilabire 
Bouleyard to tbe nortb, tbe Eaatern City li.ita to tbe ea.t and 
120tb Street to tbe aootb). 

http:Tax-Exe.pt
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SECTION 3 - CDP - HOQSING PROGRAMS RESOURCES - CURRENT ANP ANTICIPATED 

1. 	 Slngle taml17 rebabilitation and Flrat Tlme Bome ownersbip 
opportunitiea. 

a. 	 Rebabilitation progr.ma - tbe CDD operates a wide varlet7 ot 
alngle-tamil7 rebabllitatlon programs to preserve tbe Clt7'a 
exlstlng atngle-tamll7 bouslng stook. The programs lnclude! 
BOME, BELP, and Contract Agenc7 Programs. Tbe results, 
stnoe tbe lnceptlon ot eacb reapectlve program, aa ot June 
30, 1987, are as tollows: 

Program 

BOME 3,710 
MORE 69 
HELP 1,000 
Contract Agenc7 676 

TOTAL 5,1155 

b. Single Famlly OynerahlR 

Firat tlme bomebu7era benetit trom tbe Clt7'a involvement in 
tlnanclng new bomea and condominiums b7 obtainlng below market 
rates. Tbe Cit7 bas alread7 tlnanced ownerablp development, 
representing 2,697 unlts, located tbrougbout tbe Cit7. Over 
$209.0 mil110n in bonda bave been aold under tbis program. Tbe 
interest rate under tbls program ranges trom e._5S to 10.50S. 
Tbe C1t7 ot Los Angeles also makes loan tunds available tor tbe 
purcbase ot existing bomes wbich are located 1n deSignated 
"target areas.- Generall7, tbese target areas inolude portions 
ot Hol17wood, Wilsblre, Sllverlake, Exposition Park, B7de Park, 
Watts, Soutb Central and Soutbeast Los Angeles and San Pedro. 

2. Multifam1ly Rehabil1tatlon and Ney Construction 

a. Multltam1ly Rebabilltation - Tbe C1t7 otfers assistance to 
,owners 	ot multltamil7 rental propertles occupled b7 low 

1ncome tenant housebolds. Altbough tbe major program 
operated 1s tbe MORE Program, tbe COD provides tbis 
assistance under tbe BOME Program, and tbe Contract Agenc7 
Program. Tbe results to date inolude: 

Mul titam117 
Program Unlts Rebab111tated 

MORE 3,379 
HOME .,940 
Contract Agene7 986 

TOTAL 9,305 

http:progr.ma
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b. lew Mult1Cam11y Rental Development 

lon-Subsidized Rental Development 

To dste, CDD haa oompleted rour multiramily bond iaauea, and 
eleven speo1al projeot iasues. The 1aaues to date prov1ded ror 
the r1nanoinl or projeots repres.ntinl in eloeaa or 8,569 units 
snd over ._60.0 million in bond rinanoinl. Eaoh or the bond 
Cinsnoed rentsl projeots 1s subJeot to the requirement that at 
leaat 20S or the proJeot'a units be available and rented at 
arrordable levels. Approximately 1,838 units have been set-aa1de 
ror lower income houaeholda. 

Subsid1zed Rental Housing - Rew 

In 1979. the CDD initiated the Assiated Housing Produotion Program. 
The program objective vas to encourase the construction or Rew Section 
8 ramily and large ramily proJeots, particularly vithin the inner city 
areas. The C1ty has achieved th1s objective by u8inS both wGap· 
rinanoins and/or tal-exempt rinan01ng. Under th1s prosram ve have 
aocomplished the Colloving: 

Household Type 
Total Large 

Program Assistanoe Units Elder;!.l Famill Famill 

1 • Mortsage GAP 663 365 227 71 
Assistanoe only 

2. 	Tal-exeapt Bond 115 95 20 
F1nanoing only 

3. 	Bond F1nanc1ng and 6911 329 289 73 
GU' Assistance 

TOTAL 1,1172 6911 611 16.11 

3. SEISMIC REHAB ILITATI ON 

The Coamunity Development Department has taken the in1t1ative 
sinoe the adoption or the Se1sm10 SaretJ Ordinanoe (passed 1n 
Februar1 1981) to help rinance res1dential se1smic 
rehabilitation. During this period the City has utilized a wide 
variety or rinanoins and runding resources to assist 1n the 
oorrection or auch buildinss. Tbe City has been involved in 
three dirrerence rorms or assiatance: (1) tbe Commun1ty 
Development Department has prov1ded direct runding assiatance 
throusb a combination or Federal Community Development Block 
Grant Funds and Rental Rehabilitation Funds; (2) the use or 
Federal Tax-Exempt Bond Lesislation; and (3) the Community 
Development Department es a rererral agency to var10us 
cODventional lenders wishing to rinance seismic dericient 
buildings upon rererral by tbe Community Developaent Department. 
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Our ettorta to date baye proYided asaistance tor !i projecta 
representing ~ units, a total rehabilitation yalue ot 
$25.636.661 and a total Seiamio Rebabilitation value ot 
$6 .520.8111. 

II. 	 DenSity Bonus 

On June 1, 1983 tbe City Counoil autborized tbe Community 
Development Department (CDD) to enter into and ezecute. on behalt 
ot tbe City. Bouaing Rental or Purcbase Covenants and ~greementa. 
Tbeae coyenanta are required in tboae oaaea vbere tbe Planning 
Department or Planning Commisaion impoae oonditions, approved by 
the City CounCil, on a deyelopment vbere apecitio units are to be 
held, sold, or conveyed only to eligible lov and moderate income 
bousebolds. 

These oonditions occur in oases inyolving suob iaaues as DenSity 
Bonuses, Zone Cbanges, conditional Oae Permita, Traot Maps, 
Parcel Mapa, variances and/or Coaatal Permits or Environmental 
Clearances. 

As ot August 30, 1987 tbe CDD baa proceaaed 911 oontraots tor all 
ot tbe above type ot varianoea repreaenting 3.677 total units, ot 
vbieb 370 units are restrioted to lov or moderate income 
bouseholds, 1136 units tor moderate income bousebolds, and 11111 
units tor lov inoome housebolds. 

Specitioally. under tbe denSity bonus program ve bave ezecuted 33 
oases, representing 1,685 units ot wbicb 211 units vere tor low 
and moderate income bousebolds; 111 units vere tor moderate 
income bousebolds and 86 units vere tor lov inoome bousebolds. 

SECTION _: FACTORS EFFECTING BOOSING POLICY DEVELOPMENT 

As polioies vere recommended to and approved by tbe City CounCil, tor 
tbe above reterenced programs, ve tind consistency vitb respeot to tbe 
atorementioned policies. Faotors vbiob must alao be conSidered in tbe 
development ot new bousing policies sbould include tbe tolloving: 

1. 	 Development ot programs responsive to tbe diverse bousing 
needs ot tbe City. lev Construotion tor rental unita and 
the opportunity tor tirst time ovnersbip. Tbe preservation 
ot tbe City's ezisting bousing stock - botb single-tamily 
and multitamily units. 

2. 	 Bousing Attordability - to include nev ovnership at 
attordable market values and rent levels targeted at 
attordable levels vitbout tederal rent subsidies. 

3. 	 Quslity Bousing - Nev bousing deyelopment should not be at 
tbe ezpenae of interior bousing quality. 



CIIART 1 

Comparative Analysis of Affordable 


Housing City-wide vs. Central City 


CENTRAL CIn'VS. NON CENTRAL Cln' 
SUPPORTABLE PROJECT FINANCING 

non- central city 

D1 tj 
, I 

00 

CDmarket rents -.;J 

market rents 1 bedroom $677 
1 bedroom $5002 bedroom $966 
2 bedroom $600

supportable loon 
supportable loon 

quity = $3,450,00 i+ equity=$2,709, 17 ~+ 

r.ourcel Housing Division, CDD 
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_. 	 Homeless Prevention - to include tbe development of 


transitional bousins and permanent bousins. 


5. 	 Continuation of InterAsency coordination and oooperation 

6. 	 Private/public sector partnersbips - tbe City alone does not 
bave tbe resource. to address it's bousins needs. Tbe 
private investment oommunity must be motlvated to invest in 
tbe C1ty's bouslns prosrams, part1cularity tor Inner-City 
Development and tor seismio detioient buildinss. 

1. 	 Leveraslns ot publiC seotor dollars to enoourase aucb 

inveatment tbe City abould oontinue to requlre private 

development tinanoins vitb Clty CDBG tunds & aervins to 

010a8 mortsase sapa, not aubstltute tor Developer equity. 


8. 	 Operational etticlenoy ot ourrent prosrama. 

9. 	 Expeditlns ot City aponsored projeota - tbe City sbould 

evaluate it's ourrent procesains operations tor Bul1dins 

Permlts and Zonlns approvals. 


10. 	 Tarset-area vs. City Vide Assistance - Cbart 1 abows a 

comparatlve analysis on tbe need to tinance a tltty unit 

project between a non-central Clty projeot and a Central 

City project. 


11. 	 Pollcies reactlve to State and Federal chan,ea/dYnamlca and 
the impact to private reaidentlal development - botb 
aSSisted and nbn-assiated. Sucb tactors tbat are beYond 
dlrect Clty oontrol Include: 

a. 	 Interest Bates - impacts oonstruotions tlnancing and 
ownerahip. Cbart 2 sbows tbe rent level ditterential 
between aonventional interest rates and tax-exempted 
interest rates. Chart 3 shows a comparative analys1s on 
lnterest rate impaot on ownership opportunitles based 
upon oonventlonal interest rates and tax-exempted
interest rates. . 

b. 	 Credit marke~s and taxes - wlthout cbange, tor-protit
Developers will deter in their ettort to develop lov 
income bousing. 

o. 	 Housin, markets - tbe demand tor all bousin, witbin tbe 
Clty. based upon supply, oreates bi,her market values, 
and tberetore excludes those at or below median income. 

12. 	 Tbe impact ot market torces on private residential 
development - both assisted and non-assisted - as a result 
ot tbe tax changes, rental developments vill be oasb tlow 
driven, theretore minimizing ability to develop attordable 
housing. 
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CHART 2 
Comparative Analysis of lnterest Rate 
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13. 	 Tbe need for legls1atlve support. advooaoy and reform - In 
response to polloy issues wblob effect budgeting. new 
program development and/or program authority. 

1_. 	 Separation of bousing roles at City. State and Federal 

levels. 


15. 	 Budgetary. personnel and fiscal constrainta 

(a) City level. 
(b) State level and 
(c) Federal level 

16. 	 Basic demand for affordable bousins. 

11. 	 City building codes. zoning regulations - whicb 
unnecessarily prolong or restriot prooessing oan indireot 
add or inorease Developer costa. 

18. 	 Land availability. assembly. zonins and/or oommunlty 

raslstanoe. 


19. 	 Investment motlvatlon - both for lenders and for developers 
to lnvest ~ in housins development. 

SUGGESTED HOUSING POLICIES -

Bousing Flnance - The City needs to enoourase the mortga8e lendin8 
community to remain committed to housing witb an empbasis on special 
City bousing needs such as selamic improvement financing and 
inner-city investment. 

Federal Tax Policy - Tbe City needs to encourage our California 
delegation to atudy tbe need for legialative cbange to ourrent tax 
policies. to include: 

(a) 	 Expand the volume of mortgage revenue bond financin8 to belp 
first-time homebuyers and extend tbe legls1atlve autbority 
beyond tbe proposed aunset date of 1988. 

(b) 	 Expand tbe volume .of tax-exempt bond financins for 
multifamily projects. 

(o) 	 Exempt from tbe volume cap tax-exempt bond financings for 
selsmic deficient buildinss. 

(d) 	 Reinstate tax incentives to developers to develop affordable 
housins· 

NEW HOUSING PRODUCTION PROGRAM - Tbe City sbould urge congress and 
support the efforts of U.S. Senator 11an Cranston to develop programs 
and appropriations to fund or reinstate housing production programs. 



CIlART3 
Comparative Anl\l.ysls of Interest Rate 
Jmpact on Home Ownership- Conventional 
vs. Tax-I':xempt Rate 

ANNUAL INCOME REQUIRED TO PURCHASE A HOME 

CONVENTIONAL (10.75%) VS. TAX-EXEMPT (8.5%) 
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RENTAL ASSISTARCE EXPIRATION - The Cit, oould reali~e a 10aa or over 
22,000 unita or current Federally Aaaiated Bouain,. durin, the Period 
1989 to 2006. Aa auoh, the Cit, ahould ,0 on reoord to aupport 
actiona wbicb: 

(a) 	 Impoae moratorium on tbe abilit, or privately owned rental 
developmenta to prepay Seotion 236 or Seotion 221(d)(3) 
mort,a,ea until an impact analysia to e~iatin, tenanta ia 
identirled or mitlsated. 

(b) 	 Support tbe errorta or Consreaa and tbe State Leslalature in 
their errort to e~tend Rental Aaaiatanoe Contracta beyond 
initial oontact period (15 or 20 ,eara). 

(0) 	 The Cit, abould obtain and aaaeaa data on auch projeots 
acheduled or -otherwiae determined elisible ror oontraot 
expiration or prepa,ment. 

CITY 	 ACTIOIS/IRITIATIVES 

In addition to takins poaitive actions to initiate the above polioiea 
the City ahould oonsider or initiate the rollowins: 

(a) 	 Study the alternativea ror tbe eltmination or reduct ton to 
resulatory barriera (aucb aa reoent propoaala ror 
environmental impact reporta ror amall reaidential 
developmenta) and reea that unnecesaarily increase the 
arrordabilit, or houains auch aa srowth moratoria, and 
exoessive ~onins reatrictiona. Or at a minimum, e~empt low 
income houainS rrom aewer, achool diatrict or other auch 
reea. 

(b) 	 The Cit, ahould evaluate meaaures to atreamline the ~onins 
and buildins permit proceaa. 

(c) 	 The Cit, ahould conaider the impact/benerit or e~action 
feea, auch aa oommercial or induatrial projecta indirectl, 
aubaidizins rental projeota. 

(d) 	 The Cit, ahould conaider the ability or commeroial 
developera who reoeive zon1ns conoea.10na to obtain and then 
tranafer densit, bonua benerita for low or moderate unita. 

(e) 	 The Cit, ahould continue to appropriate it'a Bouains 
Produot1cn funda ror sap loana w1thin the Cit, Priority 
Areas. Further, COBO or Rental Rehab1litat1on runda ahould 
oontinue to be a priorit, ror rundins Seiamio Dericient 
Buildinsa. 
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(t) 	 Continue to reserve tax-exempt bond tor target area 
developers and to'require it'a aelected Bond Underwriters 
and Bond Counsel to develop innovative and oost saving 
approacbes wben even tbe City in atructuring a tax-exempt 
bond issue. 

(g) 	 Tbe City sbould consider tbe establishment ot a City 
Municipal Corporation under Tax Code 501(e) (3) to provide 
tlexibility to 'tinaneing eoncepts which respond to diverse 
bousing development situations. 

(b) 	 The City should give tull consideration to a proposal under 
study by the Rent Stabilization Division to allow owners ot 
Rent Cont~olled units to "Buy-out" on a one time basiS trom 
the Ordinance. The proceeds ot such would be available to 
belp tinance low income housing. 

(i) 	 Tbe City should also consider an aggressive ettort to obtain 
tunds generated trom tbe State Francbise tax Board (FTB) 
originated as a result ot the denial by FTB ot Income Tax 
Benetits tor slumlords who do not comply vith State criteria 
tor tax deductions. As an example, according to a report by 
tbe Rent Stabilization Unit the City at San Francisco during 
the period 1979-1983, received *341,642. It 1s estimated 
that the City could receive as mucb as *',400,000. The 
tunds ot whicb would be used tor housing tor low income 
households. 

(j) 	 Tbe City should aet to oelleet court imposed tines trom 
slumlords eitber to belp and improve tbe property or otber 
properties needing rebabilitation (witb priority tor seismic 
buildings). 

(k) 	 The City should provide surplus sites to developers at below 
market values witb the stipulation tbat low income bo~sing 
be permanently convenanted. 

(1) 	 The City sbould evaluate the pertormanoe and record ot tbose 
lenders in wbich the City invests it's tunds, witb respect 
to tbeir reinvestment policies witbin inner-city or minority 
concentrated areas. 

(m) 	 Evaluate tbe possibility to duplicate the experienoe ot tbe 
City ot lew York which recently belped guarantee a 
Tax-exempt Bond Finanoed Project tor tbe 80meless. 

(n) 	 The sbould consider the uae at Quimby Fees, as an option to 
park development, to help tinanoe low income bousing. Tbis 
option would be practioal tor tbose already developed City 
neighborboods, wbere new park development vould cause tbe 
remoyal or exiating bousing. 
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Private Sector Part1c1pat10p 

a. 	 Tbe City ebould enoourage City based corporatione to 
participate under a sbared equit, or low inoo.e tax oredit 
prooess. 

b. 	 Ibe Cit, should enoourage nOD-protit bousiDg develop.ent 
corporatioDs to obtain expertise in attordable bousiDg 
progra.e, particularly as it relates to autborit, under 
501(0)(3). 

c. 	 Private tor-protit developer••bould be enoouraged to 
re,poDd to Cit, is.ued OpeD-eDded Request tor Proposal•• 

RECOMKEIiDAfIOIiS 

Ibe General Kanager, Co••uDity Develop.ent Depart.ent respect tully 
reco••ends tbe tollowing: 

1. 	 Ibat tbis tran••ittal be .cbeduled betore tbe GraDt. Hou.iDg 
and Co••unit, Develop.eDt Co••ittee and tor turtber 
proCessiDg betore tbe City CouDcil; 

2. 	 Tbat subjeot to tbe direotioD given by tbe Grante Co••ittee, 
tbat tbe CDD be instruoted to develop a oo.prebeneive work 
plan tor tbe i.ple.entation ot tbe CDD proposed bousing 
policies and develop.ent cODcepts; 

3. 	 Tbat tor CDD policy proposal. requiriDg state aDd tederal 
actioDs, on an ae needed baSiS, tbat CDD develop a 
legi.lative oonoepts tor sub.issioD, review and approval by 
tbe iDtergovern.ental relatioDS oo••ittee. and 

_. 	 Ibat tbe Mayor Concur witb tbe actions ot tbe City CounCil. 

(I':';;'" "::~:n'! by 
L'o~ii~;, ;, i-ord 

DOUOUS S. PORD 

General Manager 


'DSP:RRE:bn 
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C. F.: 87-1635 

~rr., Gnmt3, Housing and COl!munity Development CO\llm~.ttee 

?'H·)f1: ':::hi~i .iJegielative An?llyst 

E.'JBSF:C'i', Low Income Housing Tpx Cl'edit Application Procedures 

The ':-,:>n'nn,nlty [\evelopment Department hils IlUbmi.tted for your 
tp.vie" and -:onsideration proc'!d'al";!Is and 9n:ldelines for the l'eVl'!!W 
..~.<i Pl't:>c:"!!~I!t:I.1:lCl of ApplicatIons to the StAtE' under the Low Incom'! 
.Il,)'.H~.:i;')':i TIlK Credi~. P;·Oq:t"ftlll. The-r.e proc(l!clurflls en;) q'Jia'!.line!J 
i::.cluding criteria for pliorh::izint;l projectfl are r.oted in the 
,,~g.i t (o.n.~l.J.l)J.c;!rlllatlo~ sect1o.~. 

(,1)1) .. lsC' reqll<!'l1'ts approval to receive fees provided by the 
i.'~;"';II:r.:n ,'elitive to application (8' revlew and that the Planning 
iJepar"':l'Il",nt, [lepkrtment of Buildinq lind Safety. and. the City 
1o:::torr ... 'y p!:oviue assistance to COD Ill!! needed to facilitate the 
pr:.. ..,.,r::::.·!r:g ·::If l\PJ.'UcaUons . 

•':i11<! t.'I:I< creel! ts. .uthori~ed by the Federal tax Il.eform Act. t,f 
,15186. llrE! "v•. ! lable to o1t:nl.'ll·Q/developers of renlal ht')UKir.g 
<ic:ove.!.or·!lll'ntl! placed in liervi r.:e between January 1, 1987 and 
i1t>cell.her '31, 1989. For caleadar. year 1987, $32.9 million in tax 
ct'pdi 1.1'1 111'11\ ava i.lable statewiele; howevf'r. no s1ngle jur1sdiction 
',Ray rec":tVEl \'lIore than 1/3 of. thie allocation. 

'I11'! p ... :rPN!''ll of the f,ow Income Tax Creditill ProV'..... lIm 1s to prt).lde 
3n j ,...;:e .....ti V" f':>r the conett"Jction, acquJ 811:ion, and 
rcl-.'!I')idt"t;(lr. nf r.lulti-f!\l:\.tly rental heu!l1nq \tnit!! .{or low 
:l1lC"}~" h·:ml!eholds. 

A rt!;"t",) hOll!!!inq develf)pment r.l'!ly qI.!QJify {<'t' a tax -::red1 t of up 
tc f;:,m: r·ercflnt (4%) and/or up to nine perccmt. (9%) proporticl1ate 
to 1',h~ p'i'rCehtage of the PJ oject restricted. to low il'.come 
oc~af'l'Incy. Tho specific t.a): cr.edit percentaqe is oubject to the 
't),):.f!' .~f. Inoject. I'1l1d the 1'I0U1'<':"'(t., of ijlll!lnc:inq for the project. 
N .. ., r,::.'l,I'II:I'!!cti(m I.roje(':tl1 whj::h ate EI'ib.!lt.p.ntially (70~,) financed 
,~j th 'tax-9xempt l.'ond procee<is quali fy for • 4% talt credit, 
w;;nrep.s pr()jectl'> finanCEoO by cor."{O!I!1ti onal loantl qualify for a 9% 
tH:: erfOd:!. t. 
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Preliminary review of the. applications and comments will be done 
by COD. Comments must include local priorities established for 
the use of tax credits and whether any objections exist to 
allocating these credits to a particular project. (See Attachment) 
Final review will be conducted by the Mortgage Bond Allocation 
Committee (MBAC) established by the governor to administer the 
tax credit program and to allocate the tax credits. . 

The 1986 Tax Reform Act requires that projects which receive tax 
credits meet and maintain certain requirements, including 
occupancy requirements similar to developments Which receive 
tax-exempt bond financing. At the time the project is placed in 
service, the owner must choose between the following two options 
for uni.ts restricted to occupancy by low-income tenants. These 
uni ts must be l'eetri ct'!!d for at least 15 years: 

1. 	 R'!!~trict at least twenty p'!!rcent (20%) of the units to 
households with incomes not exceeding fifty percent (50%) of 
median income, adjusted for family size; or 

2. 	 Restrict at leaBt forty percent (40%) of the units to 
households with incomes not exceeding sixty percent (60%) of 
median income, adjusted for family size. 

Owner/developer applicants will be charged a fee equal to the 
greater of $2,000 or four percent (4%) of the total amount of tax 
credits requested. In addition, applicants must include with 
their applications a performance deposit equal to four percent 
(4%) of the amount of tax credits requested. 

The State will share the four percent (4%) application fee on a 
"50-50" basis with the local jurisdictions (City share-2%) that 
perform the initial review of the tax credit applications. 

If the project i8 allocated tax credits and the housing units are 
placed in service on or before December I of the year in which 
the tax credits were issued, the performance deposit will be 
returned in full. If the project is not placed in service 
according to schedule, the performance deposit will be forfeited 
and the tax credit allocation will be withdrawn. 

COD recommend", that the fees received by the City for the 
processing of the tax credit applications be deposited into a new 
"Low Income Hou!!<1ng Tax Credjt Fund" and that the proceeds be 
\lsed to assist any low income rental City housing program subject 
to City Council approval. 

That the City Council, subject to the approval of the Mayor: 

1. 	 Authorize the Community Development Department to review, 
comment upon, and collect a fee of up to two percent (2%) of 
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the amount of the requested Low Income Housing Tax Credit for 
review and processing of applications to the State Mortgage 
Bond Allocation Committee. These applications are for 
private parties seeking an allocation from the State for Low 
Income HouRing Tax Credits for rental housing placed in 
service between January 1, 1987 and December 31, 1989. 

2. 	 Approve the proposed procedures and priorities for review of 

the tax credit applications as outlined in this Report to 

Council. 


3. 	 Instruct the Planning Department, the Department of Building 
and Safety and the City Attorney to provide assistance. 
information and documentation to the CDD to facilitate the 
processing of applications to the State. 

4. 	 Authorize the Controller to establish the "Low Income Housing 
, 'I'ax Credit Fund" for deposit of all fee income received by 

the City in conjunction with the review and proceasing of 
,applications for Low Income Housing Tax Credits. 

5. 	 Instruct the General Manager, CDD, to report 
semi-annually on the number of applications processed for 
Low Income Housing Tax Credits. 

~DlL__ ~£W._1-.!1<;9me_1J.!?!!sj..llil _'tax Credit Application Procedures and 
S<;.!?Et~9_~~~~~ria 

'CDD proposes that the following procedurea be used by the 
Housing Division to solicit and review the applications: 

1. 	 Advertise the availability of the Tax Credits to inform 
hOllsing developers of the application procedures. 
Applications will also be solicited from the Community 
Redevelopment Agency ("CRA") and from the Housing Authority 
of the City of Los Angeles ("HACLA"). 

:?. 	 Review application packages for accuracy and completion and 
whether the project complies with the applicable community 
plan and zoning deSignations. For projects receiving 
financial or other assistance from any City agency, solicit 
assistance and Gomments from these agencies in preparing the 
project review and comments for submission to MBAC. 

3. 	 Notify, in wI'iting, the Council Office of the district in 
Which the development would be completed, and request that 
the Connci 1 Office submit commente to COD within ten (10) 
days. 

4. 	 Prepare written review/prioritization of the project for 
inclusion with the application to be sent to MBAC and 
include any comments from the Council Office using the 
attached Comments Sheet. 
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5. 	 Submit application .to MBAC along with comments wi thin 
approximately thirty days. 

SCOU.!!9 ~!:.i t~rJ!! 
CDD proposes that each project be evaluated by scoring it 
against the following criteria which includes preference to 
pro j ects located in the City's housinq "Priority Area". projects 
located in CRA redevelopment areas, and projects owned and 
operat~d by the Housjng Authority. 

The "Priori ty Area" for housinq was established in conjunction 
with the City's tax-exempt bond financed proqram. The boundaries 
of the "Priority Area" are as follows: 

On the ~~.~ : La Cieneqa Boulevard 

. On 	 tlw N9!:.tl'1: Wilshire Boulevard & Pasadena Freeway 

On the So~~h: 120th Street 

On the East: The eastern boundary of the City 

CRITEIiI~ 	 ~IMUM POINTS AVAILABLE: 

3 

Located in a "Priority Area" 

for housing or in a redevelopment 

area,or is owned by the Housing 

Authority. 


2. 	 ~.!"U-~E!!li~ted Project 3 

Will receive financial or other 

assistance from any City aqency. 


3 

One point may be scored 

for every 10% of units in the 

project which have three or 

or four bedrooms, up to three 

points. 


4. 	 Inclusion of Units Designed 
For Handicapped persons 3 



---
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5. Seismic Rehabilitation/ 
Retention of Existinq 
Sinqle Room Occupancy 
Units 3 

TOTAl. POINTS AVAILA'aLE IS 

.\ C'\ '," 
~. .,'.,. 1,,> c'- \. • '-_ 

Jer!rrt Davull 
Ana'lyst \. 

Approved: 

- e~
ashf~n~q~t·o~n·~~~ 

Assis ant Chief lative Analyst 
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CITY OF LOS IIOILIS 
IYILUITIOI OF PROJICT IPPLICITIOI 

FOJ PIDIRIL LOV IICOMB 10USIIO TIICRIDIT •....•......................................•........... 

Project Looation: 

________________________________C,.D.______ 

Ovner/Developer: 

Tlpe ot Projeot: 	 lev Conlt: leblb: loq: 

Contorllitl vith: 	 COllllunHl Plln Ind Zoninl 

Project Prioritl: 	 Lov (0-5 Point.): 

Mediu. (6-10 pointa): 

Bilb (11-15 POinta): 


CRITERIA liD MA1IMUM POINT IVIILIBLE POINTS IVARDED 

(I .alillull ot 3 pOintl lIal be Ivarded tor 

elcb criteria) 


,. 	 Locltion 

Tbe project receivee pOintl it it ie located 

in I -Priority lrea- tor boulinl or in a 

redevelopllent Irel, or il ovned bl BICLI. 


2. City-laailted 	Prolect 

Tbe project receivee pOinta it it 

ie or vill receive tinlncial or 

otber Ilaiatince troll Inl Citl I,encl. 


,3. lnclu.ion ot FI.11, Unit. 

One point .al be .cored tor every 10J ot 

unite in tbe project vbiob bave t'hree or tour 

bedrooll., up to tbree point•• 


•• 	 Sei••ic Rebabilitation/Reteotion ot 

111.t108 Sin81e Roo. Ocoupanoy Uoita 


5. 	 Inclua100 ot Uoita Delilned tor 

aandicapped Perloo. 


One point .'1 be .corad tor everl 10J ot 

unita 10 tbe projeot wbicb Ire de.ilned lod 

equipped tor bandioapped perlona. 


TOTIL POI ITS aVaRDID 
~c 
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CaD:>
•••tl1",;,,,,"I;D'41."• 
EXPRESS MAIL 

october 2, 1987 

Mr. Don Campbell
c/o Senator Alan Cranston 
112 SROS 
Washington, D.C. 20510 

Dear Don: 

This is a follow up to my letter of August 14, 1987 describing 
cooperative Services' areas of interest vis-a-vis a housing
reform bill. I very much appreciate the chance to expand on our 
ideas and your encouragement of such submissions. 

We believe that housing reform legislation should recognize 
consumer cooperatives such as ours, or "mutual housing associ
ations" as they are also called, as important and effective 
structures for developing and managing affordable housing for the 
elderly. The state of Connecticut has recognized the mutual 
housing association model in legislation enacted this year as a 
result of efforts by Neighborhood Housing Services (Neighborhood
Reinvestment Corporation). The legislation provid..':"; "k~ _:,e 
state may grant or loan financing to mutual housing associations 
for the development of housing for low and moderate income 
families, and stipulates conditions under which associations 
shall operate that must be written into contracts between the 
state and the association. The elements of the Connecticut 
Mutual Housing legislation that we believe should be embodied in 
national legislation are: 

1. 	 The purpose of the mutual housing association is the 
provision of high-quality, long-term housing for low 
and moderate income families, in which residents: 

A. 	 participate in the ongoing operation and 
management of such housing; 

B. 	 have the right to continue residing in such 
housing for as long as they comply with the terms 
of the occupancy agreement; and 

C. 	 do not possess an equity or ownership interest in 
such housing, which, upon sale, artificially
inflates the cost of housing for future residents. 

Coopefali\'f Servi«('S. Inc. 
25900 Greeniield RQad, Suite 326
Oak Park. Michigan 48237 
1l1J! 9.:-4000 
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2. 	 The governinq body or Board of Directors of the 
Association would have as its aajority the residents, 
includinq waitinq list residents. 

3. 	 Any surplus realized at the end of the fiscal year
would be used for the followinq purposes, as deter1llined 
by the Board of Directors: 

A. 	 .to establish reserves; 

B. 	 to reduce rent; and 

C. 	 to promote and produce new affordable housinq. 

There will be no return or distribution of earninqs to 
any individual. 

As you are aware, we are experiencinq a housinq crisis in the 
U.s. today because housinq costs have so escalated. Also, for 
low income people there is no benefit to the tax deduction 
associated with ownership. The conswaer cooperative or the 
-mutual housinq- model treats housinq as a service not an 
investment. Resident control, security and affordability are key
factors, not equi~y. The mutual housinq model also provides the 
benefit of a central orqanization that owns and operates the 
network of housinq projects. The central association is a source 
of educational and financial resources and, in our case, 
manaqement services. 

Cooperative Services, Inc. (CSI) is the oldest and larqest of 
such orqanizations in the U.s. We own 20 cooperative apartment
buildinqs in operation in four states (Michiqan, Massachusetts, 
Maryland and California), which are attractive, well-built and 
efficiently manaqed by our competent and enthusiastic resident 
members. The lIlembers consider CSI as a -f_ily of buildinqs,·
all workinq together for the common qood. We very stronqly 
believe that the mutual housinq association is a superior 
structure for producinq quality and affordable housinq which is 
efficiently lIlanaqed by resident aambers. OUr 23-year history in 
developinq and manaqinq senior citizen cooperative housinq has 
illustrated the success of the lIlutual housinq approach. 
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CSI'S second area of interest in the development of a reform bill 
is the section 202 program. Of our 25 cooperative projects for 
senior citizens (five of which are in the pre-development phase),
20 are financed through the 202 program. As originally 
developed, the 202 program was an extremely successful production 
program for elderly housing in the country. OVer the years,
however, many administrative rules and regulations have been 
adopted which have made the program more rigid and less workable. 
Efforts for housing reform should look very closely at the 202 
program to bring it back in line with its original intent and 
original success. Many new ideas for financing are being
discussed1 however, the 202 program provides a model with a 
~~~. It would be extremely unfortunate if this 
program, the "flagship" of the government production programs, 
were not preserved and enlarged. 

In a related matter, efforts are being made to add a service 
component to federally subsidized elderly housing to enable the 
frail elderly to avoid premature institutionalization. There are 
economic as well as social benefits to this idea because of the 
increasing difficulty in financing long-term health care. One 
approach to packaging and providing services to the frail elderly
is the congregate Housing Services Program, created by congress
in 1978 and being implemented by the Department of Housing and 
Urban Development. Many states have also developed congregate
housing programs. 

We believe such programs are needed and we support their develop
ment. However, it is important to note that the primary need of 
a growing, mostly healthy low income elderly population continues 
to be affordable housing, with perhaps some limited sevices. 
Congregate care housing and programs should be a separate effort 
for the frail elderlY1 all seniors in subsidized housing do not 
need to become automatic clients of the Department of Health & 
Human Services. We support the development of specially designed 
separate congregate care facilities, as is being done in Massa
chusetts. While it is important to reform federal programs and 
make them more workable, it is also critical not to overlook what 
has worked. 

For example, CSI using the 202 subsidies and through its 
participative management system, provides assistance to building
residents with health problems on both an informal and formal 
level. The support our member/residents provide each other 
ranges from informal assistance to one's neighbor (such as 
helping with meals or cleaning the apartment) to resident 
committees structured specifically to identify and 
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resolve problems in carrying out daily living activities. For 
example, our residents on -Family and ca..unity Resources
committees spend aany hours working with family aeabers and 
community services to provide assistance to their peers as 
needed. 

This volunteer support structure requires no additional federal 
financing, and doe. eesist seniors to continue to live 
independently. Reform efforts should recognize and encourage
this. on-site professional staff aay inhibit resident volunteer 
contributions. There is a great need for home delivered meals 
and other community support services as well ee separate 
conqregate facilities in order to prevent preaature
institutionalization. However, subsidies for affordable housinq
alone allow the elderly to benefit fro. livinq together and the 
natural support it can bring. The benefits are: 

A. 	 The services have no cost. 

B. 	 Since residents help ~~, the care qivinq is a 
source of pride for the wproviderw and enables the 
receiver to know he/she aay at S0a8 point reciprocate-
maintaininq individual diqnity. 

The benefits described above are a by-product of the sense of 
co_unity achieved in our mutual housinq model referred to in the 
start of this letter. 

I would be happy to provide additional, and specific information 
about our approach and the elements of it that we believe have 
led to its success. We would welcome a visit from you to let our 
co-ops speak for theaselves. Thank you very much for your
attention to these ideas. 

Sincerely yours, 

f~ 
Martha Sachs 
Co-General Manager

ds 
MS2487 
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SUMMARY OF ROUSING/COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT 
RECOMMENDATIONS 

Community Development Commission 
county of Los Angeles c_.......... 

fiIIlchatl O. Amonowtc:.ftC...._ 

rcmr,,",,_ 
Kennethn_" 

Um...~ O. Cdrl",..._Dalla 

HOUSING/COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT ISSUES 

Our suggestions for coneideration of policiee and program. to be 

incorporated in new federal houeing legielation are baeed upon the 

following major concepte, 


-- Expand use of the Slock Grant approach, eucb ae the community

Development Slock Grant, for all BUD hou.ing program. 


Increase local flexibility 

Appropriate more money for existing programs, particularly
housing assistance programs for low and moderate-income persons 

Raise the threshold figure for compliance with the Davis-Bacon Act 

Promulgate fewer regulation. and cut red tape 

Uee federal reeourcee to etimulate development in concert with 
the private eector 

Restructure the Performance Funding system for the low rent 

Public Housing Program. 


Establish new methods of allocating Modernization/Comprehensive 
Improvement Assistance money, such as incorporating allocated 
funds into the annual operating budget of the public housing
authority. 

Revise financing,mechanism of the voucher program to increase 

landlord participation 


Increase eligible uses of CDBG funds. Currently new construction 
and on-site improvements are eligible activities for nonprofits
but not for private developers. As a trade-off, increase targeting 
to 51-75% low-moderate, depending upon activity. 

Given the federal deficit, there are obvious financial constraints 
which cannot be ignored. However, it is time to reprioritize:
Housing is now given a very low priority. The problems relat1ng 
to the need for low income housing are increasing while the supply 
of decent and affordable housing stock is declining. 

Attached are sheets relating to individual issues. Comments are 
offered respectfully and in a noncritical vein. Historically we 
have found officials at the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban 
Development to be conscientious and dedicated to their mission, 
which is ours. 

http:Amonowtc:.ft
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Community Development Commission 
County of Los Angeles co._I........ 

P'llchH:t O. Antonovk.h 
ell.',.".." 

Feter r. 5c:h.urum 
1436 Ooodrldl lSoulevard.Commcrce. cauromia9OOll-{l 13) 12~1422 Kenneth H,ahn 

tdmund D. ~Im.nU.vld ". Lund [)fane o.na,CdCwtlw D'rec~Ot POSITION PAPa 011 ftB DAVIS-BACOIi ItCf 

Background 

The Davis-Bacon Act. which provides that the Kpreval1ing wageK in 
a geographical region must be paid to workers on federally 
assisted projects. has been in effect for over 50 years. In that 
time. there has been no increase in the threshold amount of 
$2.000. In other words. any project which receives $2.000 or 
more of federal money must comply with the provisions of the act. 

The Com.unity Development Commission (CDC) has found a $2.000 
threshold to be an impediment to economic and community 
development efforts. A threshold figure of up to a $500.000 
level would be more realistic. Such an increase in the threshold 
would affect approximately 70' of all federal contracts. but 
would inClude only about 10' of the dollar volume of contracts. 
Thus. this change would not substantially decrease the benefits 
of Davis-Bacon coverage in large contracts. but would help a 
majority of smaller projects which are presently hampered by the 
regulations. 

Our experience proves that Davis-Bacon adds substantially, and 
unnecessarily, to the costs of most CDC projects. An adjustment 
for the increase in the cost of living since 1931 is justified 
and compatible with the spirit of the law. An increase in the 
threshold would create greater employment opportunity in public 
sector contracting, as well as greater competitiveness. 

I!pIlct on CDC Proqr_ 

The requirement for prevailing wages in CDBG funded projects 
sometimes curtails the benefits from many projects--especially 
smaller ones--and precludes others from consideration. In labor
intensive activitie, (e.g. rehabilitation), the impact is 
greater. Smaller contractors find it difficult to pay this 
wage. Approximately half of our commercial and single-family 
rehab projects would be exempted under a $100,000 threshold. 

The CDC's COmmunity Business Revitalization (CBR) program is 
designed to stimulate the County's economic base by providing 
financial assistance to merchants to make improvements in 
targeted areas. The majority of our CBR projects consists of 
improvements totaling less than $100,000. project managers 
estimate that Davis-Bacon requirements increase project cost by 
approximately 15' to 25' on smaller rehab and C8R projects. 
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Community Development Commission 

Davis-Bacon Act 

Page 2 


Co!P!titiveness in Public Contractins 

The development/contracting .industry is characterized by a 
preponderance of smaller contractors--97l of contracting fir.. 
employ less than 50\ of the labor force according to a 1979 
Department of COIIIIIIerce study. Many are open shops. For. them, 
bidding on government contracts entaUs a temporar·y· d1stortfon in 
labor costs (with attendant fairness and morale problems among
employees) and increased reporting and compliance costs which are 
not easily absorbed. The result is that smaller contractors are 
deterred from bidding, and reduced cOIIpetition leads to higher 
costs for all taxpayers. 

B!plor-ent Opportunities under Davis-Bacon 

Since prevailing wage determinations are baaed on the wage earned 
by 50' of the workers in a locali ty, rather than an actual 
average wage for all workers, and since unions are usually best 
able to document earnings, union scale tends to be institu
tionalized as the prevailing wage in urban areas such as Los 
Angeles County. This effectively results in higher wage 
structures for government contracting than for comparable private
work, with some unfortunate side effects. Since costs are 
increased, cuts must be made elsewhere. A higher-than-necessary
skill level is brought to the job; people of lesser skills tend 
to be excluded from employment opportunities. Even with a higher /
labor cost structure, the actual number of jobs created on any
given project is reduced. 

Contractors ·have the business aCUlllen to bring appropriately
skilled (and priced) labor to bear on productivity decisions. 
They must still lIIeet standards, specifications and deadlines. It 
is not necessary for the government to require that contractors 
change their labor practices to get the job. More significantly,
it is ambivalent to subsidise a high-paid class of workers on 
projects which are intended to benefit lower-income persons,
while systematically excluding lower-income people from 
employment opportunities on those very projects. 

DAVIS-ACT 
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Community Development Commission 
County of Los Angeles Co.......... 

"khatl D. Antonovkh 
CIg't1'ft.Irt 

P~er r. Seh.baru", 

o.vld N, Lund 
~l.Itl" 04r«lor 

~nMlh".h" 
tdmund D. f.dclman 

Dea .... OlIn. 

POSITION PAPER UN REAUTHORIZATION 
lli!m! 

The community Development Commission strongly supports a two-year 
reauthorization of the following programs to provide stability 
at the local level, to permit rational budgetary procedures, and 
to give Congress adequate time to consider housing issues without 
the "revolving door" year-to-year pressureS. 

Community Development Block Grant 

Assisted housing programs 

HODAG program at $100 million annually 

Rental Rehab program at $220 million annually, together with in-
creased per unit grant amounts including a continuation of 
exceptions to HOD high cost areas 

Note: We strongly recommend that all existing housing programs,
including the three mentioned above, be folded into one new 
Housing Block Grant. If that is not feasible, our recommendatiorY
holds that the above should be reauthorized on a two-year basis. 
If a Housing Block Grant is structured, it should be a two-year
reauthorization. 
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Community Development Commission 
County of Los Angeles co..t_ 

ftk::hMl D. Antonovich 
C~rwt.a" 

hter'. Sthlbarum 
Kcnndh ""hn

o.vld n. Lund Edmund D. t_lm... 
tAecutiuce CHrecffH' De.ne o.n. 

INCREASED HOUSING PRODUCTION 

The Tax Reform Act of 1986 has eliminated or curtailed federal 
tax incentives for private sector development of low income housing. 
Only larger developers now are able to construct units without 
government assistence. 

The Act's passage has imposed an 80\ reduction of the tax-exempt
bonds which states and local governments can issue to finance low 
and moderate income housing. The Community Development Commission 
has financed the development of more than 11,000 'affordable single
family and multifamily units under the County's revenue bond 
program. 

Attached is an article based upon an interview with Ben Bartolotta, 
research director fo~ the Construction Industry Research Board, 
which effectively states the status of rental housing in Los 
Angeles County. This article will appear in a future issue of 
our Pro Forma, the,CDC's quarterly magazine. 

Recommendations 

Increase the FHA loan limit 

Relax the multifamily bond issue targeting requirements from 
50' of median household income to 80' 

Extend the "sunset" provision, enabling the issuance of single 
family mortgage revenue bonds 
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RENTAL HOUSING PRODUCTION PICTURE DARKENS ••• 

An increasingly dismal rental housing production picture is 
emerging in Los Angeles County, according to construction 
industry analyst Ben Bartolotto. "I estimate a 27 percent
decline in rental housing production for 1987 and a comparable
decline in 1988," Bartolotto said. 

"We are coming off of a very strong year in 1986," he 
said. "In fact '84 - '86 were all good years following a three
year h~using construction recession." However, the rollercoaster 
production cycle is once again plummeting downward. "I don't see 
rental housing production improving before 1991," Bartolotto 
said. 

The ·decline comes at a time when there is a need for more 
rental housing. "Los Angeles County has a need for about 28,000 
rental units a year,· Bartolotto said. "Although we had those 
few highly productive years in this decade, we will average out 
at about 21.000 units." 

Although the County needs more units, the prospects of their 
being produced are poor. "The incentives aren't there now,· 
Bartolotto said.· Under the Economic Recovery Act of 1981, 
liberalized depreciation rules, among other incentives, 
stimulated rental production. The tax reform act of 1986 
overturned the '81 act and put a cap on the highly effective tax
exempt revenue bond program. 

These previous efforts helped produce affordable housing and 
were probably more effective than the public housing production 
program.

Whereas the CDC/County Housing Authority has built 3,200 
federally subsidized public housing units, the agency has 
financed the development of more than 11,000 affordable single
family and multifamily housing units under the county' s revenue 
bond program. Twenty percent of the rental units which were 
produced were offered at below-market rents to lower-income 
households. However, that income group benefited more than is 
first apparent, despite the fact that most of the new rental 
units were offered at market-rate rents. Because people tend to 
move up into newer, more expensive housing, the vacated units 
become occupied by lower income households. Now, with fewer 
units being built, there is less movement. , 

"The fastest growing segment of our population are those 
below the .median income,· Bartolotta said. "Right now a 
substantial number of households are doubling up. Without 
adequate rental housing, that condition may become p~rmanent." 

Vacancy rates, Bartolotto predicted, will worsen. "The 1990 
vacancy rate will be less than 2 percent," he said, comparing it 
to the 4 percent rate of 1980. "A normal vacancy rate is about 5 
percent." A low vacancy rate and decreased housing production
will promote higher rents in an area of the country already
burdened under staggeringly high rents. Unacceptably high rents 
could have a negative impact on the overall economic health of 
the county. 
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Bartolotta did not see obstacles to production being removed 
at least in the near future. "I don' t see any signs of those 
previous incentives (revenue bond, depreciation) returning. On 
the contrary, the State Legislative Analyst Office is reviewing
existing accelerated depreciation rules and is very likely to 
bring them more in line with the recent, restrictive federal 
depreciation regulations. That would not be going in the right
direction, as far as I am concerned." 

With a resj:ricted revenue bond program, a -mor ibund public
housing production program, and reduced tax incentives in effect, 
rental housing producers are looking to Washington for relief. 
There, the decade of the •805 has shown radically diminiShed 
support. Since 1981, BUD's housing programs nationwide have been 
cut from over $33 billion to under $8 billion -- a 75' cut -- and 
the number of new federally assisted units has dropped from more 
than 200,000 to about 25,000 annually. 

The Need Is There 

The long term ramification of such restrictive actions 
diminished incentives and a continuous 1055 of low-income housing 
to private development could be profound. A Massachusetts 
Institute of Technology study predicted the number of Americans 
who need low-income housing but cannot find it will grow to 
nearly 19 million by the year 2003. It is estilllAted that 3.5 
million low-income people currently cannot find affordable 
housing. The study predicted a 27 percent decrease in available 
low-income housing and a 44 percent increase in those who will 
need it in the next 16 years.

Although affordable housing production appears to be 
foundering on the shoals of federal budget cutting measures, 
there appears to be a growing groundswell of support for 
rejuvenating housing assistance programs for low- and .moderate
income households. Both houses of Congress have now passed
comprehensive housing and community development legislation to 
extend existing programs and enact reforms. Differences between 
the Senate and House bills are now being reconciled in conference 
committee. After approval by both houses of Congress, the bill 
will then be sent to the President for his consideration. 

Bomeownership among young Americans has declined about 8 
percent since 1978. Meanwhile, 37 percent of all rental 
households in the nation now use 35 percent or more of their 
total income for rent--up from 25 percent in 197,4. ·Onsold 
single family housing inventory in Los Angeles Coun'ty is low,· 
Bartolotto said. "First time homebuyers will be forced to wait 
longer. They will continue to rent and this will put additional 
pressure on rental stock." The squeeze in one part of the 
housing prodUction pipeline, therefore, has put a bulge in the 
other portion to the detriment of the entire housing industry and 
the people it serves. 
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Community Development Commission 
County of Los Angeles C_.I-.... 

"lchMI D. Antol'lOYidi

C".,,,,,*" 
"Ct~T ,. 5(hlba....,m 

David !"t. Lund 
t:.watflLllt Dfr«IOI 

IltnncUl IUhl'l 
Cdmund 0, f4itlman 

Dclne D ..... 

PRESERVATION OF EXISTING LOW-INCOME HOOSING 

Existing low-income housing stock subsidized o'r insured 'l1nder

• the Section 8, Section 236, and Section 221 (d) (3) pr09rams must 
be retained as low-income. The following recommendations address 
this issue: 

Encourage current and future owners to forego mortgage pre
payments through providing incentives to either rehabilitate 
and refinance or maintain the mortgage through maturity. 

Ensure that any lost units are replaced through other federal 
programs or proposed incentives 

Revise' the Tax Reform Act of 1986 to permit state and local 
finance agencies to issue tax-exempt bonds, outside the state 
or home-rule volume cap, for all ·preserved- project financing. 

Permit the permanent attachment of rental rehab certificates or 
vouchers to low/moderate income projects to enhance the ability
of the project to continue to meet the 15-year compliance period 
to qualify for low income tax credits. 

Revise the Rental Rehab pr09ram to permit an operation similar 
to the Mod Rehab program. OWners should be permitted to use 
existing equity to qualify for rental rehab assistance. 
Certificates and vouchers should be project-based. 

Require any projects needing rehab financing to extend occupancy
restrictions for the mortgage duration. 

Public Housing 

Relative to the question of preserving the existing stock of 
public housing, our recOllllllendation again reverts ,to the concept
of a Block Grant. Give.the public housing authority the 
responsibility, along with a known financial co~tment, to 
address the preservation, maintenance efforts. In the most recent 
request for ClAP funds, only one item was approved for expenditure.
The result of this approach, long-term, i. to defer most maintenance 
and create slum•• 

The Block Grant approach would also address the excessive paperwork
that characterizes the ClAP (Comprehensive Improvement Assistance 
Pr09ram). BUD reviews and approve. the initial line-item budget
for a project, any line-item budget revisions that occur in the 
course of a project, all architectural and engineering contracts, 
all requests for proposal.. Even when BUD approvals are given 
expeditiously, this system of reviews adds time and costs to the 
project. 
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HOUSING AUTHORITY Of' THE COUNTY Of' GREENE 
170 IE. GIIEENE STIIEET 

WAYNE••UIIG.P~18.70 

PHONI ••"·••,» September 8, 1987 

Senate tbusing Subcauni ttee 
Dirksen Senate Office Iloilding 
Roan 53.5 
washington, OC 20.510 

Senator Di rksen, 

The Senate subeaunittee on tbusing is in preparation for sweeping 
housing legislation to be introduced next year. 

As a Ri'ilA lTff11ler, I \\()uld like to suhnit to the cannittee mt 
suggestion. I an a strong advocate of cei I ing rent in Publ ie tbusing. 
I have FTIlde this knaMl to the Area, Regional and Central Office in washing
ton D.C. The Greene County tbus ing Author i ty operated 290 uni ts under the 
ceiling rent system for 20 years until Congress abandoned the ceiling rent 
2 or 3 years ago. 

The 20 years that the authority operated with ceiling rent the 
author i ty had a solvent budget and returned approxiFTlltely $500,000. back 
to the Federal Government. This FTIly not seen very rruch but for 290 units 
I feel it is. 

In the past 2 years since ceiling rent is no longer law, we are 
struggling to maintain a solvent budget in the years 1986 and 1987. I have 
applied for performance funding for these years but didn't qual ify because 
our reserve was at $220,000. The authority reserve declined to $140,000. 
The reserve wi II continue to decline to 40% of or $80,000. before the 
authority is eligible for performance funding. The authority rental incare 
has been in a declining status since the elirrUnation of the ceiling rent. 

I \\()uld like to demonstrate how irrportant ceil ing rent is to our 
authority. 

First the authority establishes the arnunt of ceiling rent which is 
required for solvency. To maintain solvency the authority adnits 6.5% of 
its tenants in the low and very low category, 2.5% of tenants in the middle 
incare range and 10% high incare. These percentages are all wi thin the 
established incare occupancy limits. The middle incare tenants and high 
incare tenants subsidizes the low and very low incare tenants. The authori ty 
does not need subsidies fran the Federal Government. This system has 
\\()rked for 20 years. We have never received subsidies fran the Government. 
the ceiling system is perfect. We have had a solvent budget every year for 
20 years. 

http:UIIG.P~18.70
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A project wi th all low and very low incare tenants wi II cause a heavy 
llBintenance repair load on our present llBintenance personnel and possibly 
have the hi re add i t ional personnel to take care of the addi t ional llBinten
ance problems; 

We are now exper iencing rrore llBintenance repai rs than ever before. 
There is no question that under the ceiling rent we will bring back solvency 
and reduce llBintenance calls because of project mix. All of the Authorties 
that had the ceiling rent experience the sare problems as our authority did. 

Solvency in a project would help reduce the Federal Government budget 
problems because it "",,uld reduce subsidies pa)\Tent to an authority. 

Please give this your ser ious consideration. 

Very truly yours, 

~ ....~ '~lauis J. 
Executive irector 
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! Brief Introduction to Community Land!!:!!!!::!!!! ~!!:!: Developing
.!!!!!. Preserving Low ~ Homeownership .!!!!!. ~ Housing 

by Chuck Collins, 	Director of Technical Assistance 
Institute for Community Economics 

The need for decent, affordable housing in the United States is serious 
and growing. The dimensions of this crisis need not be detailed here, but 
it is appropriate to note that the housing crisis of the 1980s --with its 
combination of disinvestment and gentrification, and the confluence of 
growing needs, declining production, and public budget deficfts --presents 
unique ch«llenges. 

To respond effectively to present conditions and trends, a housing 
program must have three strategic objectives. It must: 

• provide decent, affordable housing to those who need it most, with the 

essential benefits of homeownership where possible; 


• insure long term affordability by controlling transfer costs, protecting 
the ,gains made today from being lost to the market tomorrow; and 

• build and economic base for and by the local co..unity and allow local 
residents to reinvest the fruits of their labors and benefit from their own 
community development efforts. 

Traditional housing programs do not adequately meet these requirements. 
New models of community development and property ownership are, needed, and 
the community land trust model is one such model. 

A Community Land Trust (CLT) is a democratically structured, 
co..unity based nonprofit corporation, designed to strike a fair 
balance between individual and community interests and to meet the 
strategic requirements for a new approach to land and housing 
problems. The purpose of the CLT is to acquire land and remove it 
from the speculative market. The land is made available to individual 
families, cooperatives, and other organizations through long-term 
(lifetime) leases, which may be transferred to the leaseholder's heirs 
if they wish to continue to use the land. All lessees are members of 
the CLT, and they are represented on its Board. 

While leaseholders~o not own the land they use they may own their 
buildings (as individuals, or as members of cooperative associations). 
The CLT, however, retains a pdrchase option --should the owners decide 
to sell --for the amount of the owner's investment of capital and 
labor, adjusted for appreciation and depreciation. Homeowners are 
thus guaranteed a fair equity for their investment. and their 
successors can purchase the homes for a fair price. No sellers 
benefit from speculative gains and unearned increases in ..rket value, 
and no buyers are priced out of the aarket and denied decent hous1ng 
by such increases (CLTs can also aanage rental housing where 
appropriate) • 

3 
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Introduotion to Community Land Trusts, Continued 

CLTs combine the best features of private and oommunity ownership. 
Residents have the essential benefits of homeownership: lifetime 
seourity, a fair equity for their investment, and a legaoy for their 
descendants. At the same time, the CLT makes access widely and fairly 
available and prevents absentee ownership; it enables a community to 
exercise more effective and representative control over its long-term 
development; and it builds an economic base for the community through 
lease fees and appreciated value of CLT lands. A CLT distinguishes 
between the portion of property value created by individual.pwners and 
the portion created by community-wide improvement efforts, public 
investment, "and brier economic forces. 

The CLT's ability to reduce a community's dependence on outside 
financial assistance makes it an especially appropriate vehicle for 
both private and public investment. While funds applied to 
traditional home ownership programs are spent on a one-time provision 
of services, funds directed to CLTa are retained and reinvested within 
the community, for repeated use with multiple effect. 

The CLT is a very fleXible model. It can accomodate any form of 
housing, commercial activity, community gardens and other public 
purposes. It can work in partnership with other community development 
organizations, and serve as link between the various social and 
economic units in the community. 

In recent years, spurred by the housing crisis apd the ~eed for 
new models of development that meet both immediate and long term 
needs, there has been a tremendous increase in the number of CLTs, the 
scale and pace of development, and the breadth of public and 
institutional interest and support. New groups are emerllng'in 
Syracuse, NY, Durham,NC, St. Louis, MO, and other areas --and the 
accelerated pace of development seems certain to continue. 

For Further Information Write or Call: Chuck Collins.or Chuck Matthei 
Institute for Community Economics 
151 Montague Citl Road 
Greenfield, MA. 01301 
(413) 7711-7956 

II 
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Who is !h! Institute ~ Community Economics? 

The Institute for Community Economics (ICE) is a private non profit' , 
corporation working to address the root causes of the housing crisiS and 
community underdevelopment through an intergrated program of technical 
assistance to CLTs and other community-based development organizations, 
community investment, and public education. ICE is the principal 
provider to technical assistance to community land trusts in the U.S. ICE 
staff provide on-site consultation and technical assistance to community 
organizations in more than 50 communities in 29 states each year, and phone 
and mail assistance to others. Fees for services are based on ability to 
pay, and no group is turned away for lack of resources. ' 

In 1982, ICE produced The Community Land Trust Handbook (Rodale 
Press), and later a slideshow entitled "Common Ground: An Introduction to 
CLTs." In 1982, ICE organized a week-long technical conference on eLT 
development, in 1984, a conference on legal issues affecting CLTs, and in 
1986. a strategy seminar for local CLT leaders. ICE has assembled a task' 
force of 15 attorneys and property law professors, to serve on a voluntary 
basis exploring legal and public policy issues affecting CLTs and other 
forms o~long-term limited-equity- development. ICE is currently 
researching and producing the Legal Handbook ~ Community Land Trusts 
which will be available in the Spring of 1988. 

In 1919. to meet the critical need for capital, ICE'established tqe 
Revolving Loan Fund (RLF), which receives loans from individual and 
institutional investors and places loans with community development and 
service projects. To date, the RLF has received over $5.5 million from more 
than 200 investors across the country. To date, the RLF has placed 145 
loans with projects in 25 states. Approximately 60J of these loans have 
financed housing projects (emergency shelters, CLTs, cooperatives, 
nonprofit rental housing); 25J have gone to cooperative businesses; and 15J 
to service programs as diverse as soup kitchens, a nonprofit helath center, 
and a cultural, and a~ts center for a lOW-income neighborhood. ' 

In 1983. ICE pioneered the Community Loan Fund (CLF) model, and 
began to assist in the development of regional CLFs. Te date, ICE has 
assisted more than a dozen new funds and guided the formation of the 
National Association of Community Development Loan Funds, for which ICE now 
provides staffing and coordination. A book-length manual on' C~F 
development and management will be published in Nov~ber of 1981. 

5 
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A Progressive Housing Program for America 

JII1119B7 

This Program was drafted over a three-year period by the members of 
the Institute for Policy Studies' Workins Group on Housins, a component of 
IPS' Altenwti,e Program. lor America project. Richard P. Appelbaum had 
primary responsibility for puttins the Prosram into written form. Emily 
Achtenbcrs, Chester Hartman, Peter Marcusc, and Michael Stone drafted, 
orsanized, and edited major portions of the Prosram. Peter Dreier, Jacque
line Leavitt, Christine Minnehlln, and Carole Norris also provided or odited 
drafts of specific sections. Other Workins Group members include John D. 
Atlas, Arthur Collings, Bob Goodman, Daniel Lindheim, Michael Rawson, 
Florence Roisman, and Joel Rubenzahl. 

A version of this Program for use by community organizers is being 
prepared and will be available shortly. 

The Working Group was funded by grants from the Shalan Foundation, 
the Sunflower Foundation, and the Seed Fund. 

Inquiries should be directed to: 

Richard P. Appelbaum Chester Hartman 
Department of Sociology Institute for Policy Studies 
University of California 1901 Que St., N.W. 
Santa Barbara, CA 93106 Washington, D.C. 20009 
(80S) 96S-3213 (202) 234-9382 
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Seetlo. I 


I.troduetlo. a.d A.al,sls 


A.. RaUoDale 

I. The A.erlea. Drea.? 

Houlin, is more than sbelter. it represents home and community as well 
as a structure. The house that is the -American dream" is not just four walls 
and a roof; it couples shelter with the promise of security. peace and inde
pendence. The purpose of the housin, pro,ram presented in this document is 
to make this conception of bousin, as home and community a reality for all 
people in America. For most Americans, it is not such a reality today; for 
some, even minimum adequate shelter is lacking. 

The concept of the • American dream" encompasses inconsistent clements. 
In the Madison Avenue form sold in the media, in the rhetoric of politicians 
and the ima,es of television, the home has been transformed into an article 
of consumption that in many ways contradicts the values of home and 
community. Furthermore, while the "dream" is symbolized by the suburban 
sin,le-family hoUle typically occupied by a white middle-class family, in 
fact it excludes those who differ from the standard: the-poor and near-poor; 
blacks, Hispanics. and other minorities; sin,les; and untie-parent house
holds. particularly workinl women. 

It is becomin, increasin,ly apparent that the economic aspects of the 
"dream" arc fundamentally inconsistent with its human meaning. The house 
or apartment is the lar,est consumption item in most people's budgets. One 
major reason for such hi,h costs lies in the profits made at all points in the 
housin, cycle-Gn land. construction, financing. sale. rental, and manage
ment. There arc many who share in such profits: developers. builders. lend
in, institutions. real estate firms. landlords, mana,ement agents, investors, 
and speculators. Even bomeowners often purchase their homes with the 
expectation of makin, a profit upon resale. The cost of housin, rerIects the 
hiahest profit levels attainable. not the cost which best meets our needs for 
deccnt, affordable shelter in a supportive community. The house has become 
a dynamic en,ine of consumption and profit. Its purpose has become the 
creation of needs. not their satisfaction. The dream it embodies is designed 
to be bou,ht and sold. not lived. The profit to be made in its production. 
financing. ownership. and operation has become an end in itself. 

The poor have never been able to afford the "American dream,· which 
in recent years has become unattainable for the work in, class and large 
se,ments of the middle class as well. New single-family housing is beyond 
the reach of the majority of our population. For most of those who rent
and for homeowners who cannot meet mortlage or property tax payments
security of occupancy is highly uncertain. Rents arc skyrocketing. while 
choice is shrinkin,. The availability of particular kinds of housing to meet 
special needs is also declinin,. For lower-income households in particular, 
the housinl crisis has become acute. 

IS 
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2. A. Alter.atlYe Approach: Social Proyilio. aDd Protected OccupaDcy 

The Program outlined here is designed to move towards a true Ameri
can dream. Housing should provide protection, security. space, beauty, and 
reinforcement for the special needs of its occupants. It should help bring 
people together. respecting privacy while fostering the common pursuit of 
common goals. These are the ultimate ends we have in mind as we offer this 
Program. 

To achieve these ends., we put forward two basic concepts: Mldal. IlLIl!i::. 
IiJm. and prqtfCwJ ,,""PCY. ~ ProrWoll includes ownership, liMncin,. 
production. and mtma,in, housing in ways oriented towards use rather than 
profit. Social OMllllrshlp includes direct public ownership by government or 
quasi-public entities; ownership by tenant. community. or other non-profit 
corporations; collective ownership by resident-controlled corporations or 
neighborhood councils; non-cquity or limited-equity cooperatives;1 and lim
ited-cquity ownership of single-family homes. Social linancin, means provi
sion of direct public grants to social producers and owners for building, re
habUitatina. and acquiring housina. free from the distortions caused by tax 
shelters, free from dependency on the demands of mortgage lenders and the 
instability of the capital markets, and free from the burden of debt. Social 
production encompasses developmeat and constructioa of housing by commu
nity development corporations. local housiag authorities, worker coopera
tives, labor uaioas, and other non-profit development and construction 
firms; on land held in public ownership or community trust; with materials 
provided increasingly through cooperatively-owned and non-profit suppliers; 
and in accordance with plans democratically arrived at. SociOJ 1traM,ement 
~CI'J ,.,eration of housing, under resident control. for the benefit of the 
residents and the community as a whole. In all aspects of housing provision
-construction, financing. ownership and management-our overriding con
cerns arc the interests of the residents and cost-effective usc of housing re
sources. 

Protected OCCHll4lICl is likewise achieved in a variety of ways. It is a 
form of tenure that combines the best features of private homeownership 
(security of occupancy, coatrol over use) with the best features of high
quality rental tenure (efficient management. shared facilities, case of mobil
ity). Through these alternative forms of hOUSing provision and tenure, both 

IUnder limited-equit'Y forms of ownership, tenant-owners acquire a share in 
the cooperative, which as the legal owner holds a blanket mortgage for all 
the units. Typically, the share is equivalent to the down-payment for the 
unit-perhaps 10-20 percent of its value. When the owner wishes to leave 
the cooperative, the share is resold (to the cooperative) at the original 
value, plus an annual appreciation set either by law or common agreement 
at a low level (in California, state law presently limits the annual 
appreciation to 10 percent). Cooperative members thus cannot sell their 
units at market value; they can only sell their share at a controlled rate of 
appreciation. In non-equit'Y cooperatives there is no appreciation of the 
value of the original share. 
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oriented towards use rather than profit, we .can achieve the true American 
dream. 

3. H0811D, aDd Nel.hborhoodl 

Although issues concerning neighborhood quality are not directly ad
dressed in the Program, we recopize the importance of neighborhood in the 
overall planning of cities and towns. and in securing the livability of hous
ina. A major part of the value of housing-both cultural and financial-de
rives from its immediate social environment. Neighborhoods are a vital part 
of Irowinl up, raising families, forming friendships. and participating in 
community life. 

While we do not expect that a housing program alone can resolve all the 
difficulties which presently plague our neighborhoods and cities, we believe 
that the measures proposed here will significantly enhance the quality of 
neighborhood life for most Americans. For example, the creation of a sub
stantial stock of affordable housing, in a variety of locations, will increase 
neighborhood choice. At the same time, the availability of secure and af
fordable housing will encourale the ·pride of place· presently associated 
primarily with- homeownership, helping to stabilize and revitalize deterio
rated and dispirited neilhborhoods. Improvements in housinl design and 
construction can also help in many ways-reducing crime, fostering coopera
tion, increasing access for the elderly and disabled, and in leneral improv
ing the quality of neighborhood life. 

4. H08110' aod leoooale/Soeial Chao._ 

Finally, while the Program is limited to chanles within the housing sys
tem, we recognize the significance of broader economic and social tren4s 
and forces in determininl the adequacy of our housing and neilhborhooods. 
For example, the fact that such a small and unreliable portion of our soci
ety's resources (public and private) is devoted to housing is a major cause of 
our chronic housing shortage and of high housinl costs. The unequal distri
bution of jobs, income, and wealth-especially with the shift from a manu
facturinl- to a service-based economy-is a major source of the housing and 
neighborhood disparities so evident today. And racism and sexism in the s0
ciety as a whole create special problems of housiDg discrimination, exclusion 
aad oppression. 

While the alternative housing provision and tenure systems we propose 
will not resolve these larger problems affecting housina. they will amelio
rate them in several important respects. For example, a system of direct fed
eral grants for housing will assure a reliable, predictal?le stream of funds 
for productive housini investment. As more and -more residents are guaran
tced affordability and security through provision of social housing with 
protected occupancy, the consequences of income inequality will be less sig
nificant. And the creation of new ownership and tenure options not based 
on the protection of property values will encourage greater acceptance of 
iaclusionary housing patterns, as enhanced affordability increases neigh
borhood choice. Ultimately, the efforts we propose to improve the housinl 
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system could become part of a broader social movement for control and al
location of our society's resources, to allow the fulfillment of every Ameri
can's basic needs-not just for housing, but for employment. education. 
health care, and nourishment as well. 

Our initial priority must be to ameliorate the worst impacts of the pre
sent system. But without a vision of where we want to go, we have no stan
dard for cboosing among the different roads we may travel to move from 
wbere we arc. Even tbough the vision we offer may not be attainable in tbe 
immediate future, many of its starting points could be implemented today. 
Indeed, tbe initial components of tbe long-range Program arc based on ini
tiatives and experiments already being carried out in various parts of the 
country, albeit in a necessarily limited way.2 Building upon these creative 
examples, the Program offers a strategy tbat meets today's needs and also 
will lead to broader cbanges. 

B. The Housla. ProblemS 

-Americans today arc the best-housed people in bistory: the President's 
Commission on Housing assured us (U.s. President's Commission on Housing, 
1982, p. xxvii). Indeed, current economic wisdom is tbat Americans arc 
overhoused and tbat too many of the nation's resources arc devoted to hous
ing, at the expense of productive business investment (Downs. 1980; Stern
lieb and Hugbes, 1980, pp. 3, 89). 

Yet, while most Americans bave experienced improvement in the physi
cal quality of their shelter in the post-war period, their housing problems 
bave ilIcreased in other ways. Especially over the past decade. it has become 
more and more difficult to find-and keep-housing tbat is affordable, well
maintained, secure, and located in a supportive neighborhood of cboice. For 
poor, minority, and female-headed househOlds, the housing problem has 
reached crisis proportions. And while those who arc worst off arc dispropor
tionately tenants, tbe impact of the housing crisis today is increasingly 
shared by low- and moderate-income bomeowners. 

A few statistics illustrate the dimensions of the problem: 

A,.II.bUlt,: Over the past decade, the supply of available housing has 
decreased relative to need. For homeowners, who constitute approximately 
two-thirds of all U.s. households, the vacancy rate has remained low and 
relatively stable at between 1 and 2 percent. For renters, the vacancy rate in 
1983 was 5.9 percent, down from 7.1 percent in 1980 (U.S. Bureau of the 
Census, 1984a: 730. 

i Many of these examples arc available in the community oraanizers' version 
mentioned in the acknowledaements. 

'sections A and C arc in part adapted and updated from Achtenbera and 
Marcuse (1983). and from tbe Editors' Introduction to Bratt, Hartman, and 
Meyerson (1986). 
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Available rental vacancies are considerably fewer in the central cities, 
where the supply of apartments is beinl depleted throUlh condominium 
conversion, chanles of land use, arson, and abandonment By the end of the 
19705, one major lovernmental report characterized rental housing as an 
"endangered species" (US. Comptroller General, 1979). 

Even by official government standards, not enough new units are being 
produced to replace those that have been lost and to accommodate our grow
ins population. The ten-year National Housing Goal of 26 million new and 
rehabilitated units, established in the Housing Act of 1968, was not 
achieved; by 1978,oniy 21.5 million units had been built, including just 2.7 
million of the 6 million subsidized units target, a shortfall of 55 percent 
(Stone, 1980). Annual housinl starts numbered barely over I million in 1982
-the lowest rate in post-war history. Not surprisingly, the government has 
now officially abandoned the embarrassing task of establishing national 
housing production loals (US. President's Commission On Housing, 1982). 

In leneral, the American housins industry is plalued by extremely er
ratic performance. Over the past 25 years, total housing starts have ranged 
from a hilh of 2.4 million units (1972) to a low of 1.1 million units (1981 
and 1982). with year-to-year fluctuations often as hilh as 300,000-400,000 
uits. Between 1982 and 1983, the chanle was 645,000 units. Clearly. such 
hUle swinlS do not reflect corresponding chanlcs in society's housing needs. 

Alforda.lllty. The decline in housing affordability over the past decade 
is the most silniCicant measure of the current housins crisis. For renters, 
housing costs are increasins almost twice as fast as incomes: between 1970 
and 1983, median rent rose 192 percent while median renter incomes rose 
only 100 percent (U.s. Bureau of the Census, 1984a). 

Looked at another way. in 1970, 40 percent of all renter households 
paid at least 25 percent of their incomes for housinS (the old rule-of-thumb 
for what families could afford), and 25 percent paid at least 35 percent. But 
by 1983, those proportions had increased to 59 percent and 40 percent re
spectively. In 1983 (the most recent year for which utional housinl data 
are available), more than 10 million renter households paid 35 percent or 
more of their income for rent; 6.3 milJion paid SO percent or more; and 4.7 
million paid 60 percent or more, leavinllittle for other necessities. 

One aspect of the sovernment's response to tbis problem has been to in
crease the official bousins affordability standard. Not lonl aso, a rent-to
income ratio of 20 percent was considered appropriate. Today. the official 
criterion of affordability (and the rate charsed in federally-subsidized 
housinl) is 30 percent Apart from its arbitrary nature, this simplistic ap
proach fails to reCOlni" that two famities havinl different income levels 
and different non-housinl budgetary needs-<l.g .. for food and medical care
can afford to spend quite different amounts for housinS, relative to income. 

With a more complex income-dependent affordability standard, which 
takes into account the COlt of mecdns non-sheiter necessities, a typical fam
ilyof four would bave required an income of about S22,OOO in J983 in or

9 
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der to be able to afford as much as 25 percent of it for housing. Using this 
more realistic sliding scale of affordability, in 1980 43 percent of renters 
(nearly 12 million families) and 26 pt;rcent of homeowners (almost 14 mil
lion families) were ·shelter poor.· Between 1970 and 1980, the number of 
shelter poor families in the U.s. increased by 33 percent (Stone, 1986). 

The government also claims that the statistical decline in rental housing 
affordability is larlely attributable to housing quality improvements, espe
cially with the shift of hilher-income renters to homeownership (Ieavinl a 
disproportionate share of the rental stock to the poor). However, even the 
cost of a ·constant-quality· rental unit has risen faster than renter incomes 
in the last decade (U.s. President's Commission on Housing, 1982). And, of 
course, it is small consolation to a household unable to afford an adequate 
diet or clothing to know that the part of its income being handed over to 
the landlord is going for hilher-quality quarters. 

While the disparity between renter and homeowner incomes has in
creased significantly, homeowners too have experienced growing housing af
fordability problems. Between 1970 and 1983, the median sales price for ex
isting homes more than tripled, from S23,OOO to $70,300 (U.s. Bureau of the 
Census, t984c: 729). Durinl the same time. mortlale interest rates on con
ventionally financed sin lie-family homes rose by over half-from 8.5 per
cent to 13.4 percent (U.s. Bureau of the Census, 1984c: 505). Based on a con
ventional 30-year lOaD. monthly mortlale payments for the median-priced 
existing home would have' quadrupled over the thirteen year period-from 
SI40 to S5SS. It is worth noting that while 60 percent of this increase can be 
attributed to the increase in'sales price, the remaininl 40 percent is due to 
the rise in mortgale interest rates. 

By 1983. 3.1 million homeowning households paid 50 percent or more of 
their income in housinl costs. In 1983. over 26 percent of all homeowners 
devoted at least a quarter of their incomes to housing; among those with in
comes under SIO.OOO, nearly 60 percent spent 25 percent or more for hous
ina. (U.s. Bureau of the Census, 19-.). 

While the affordability lap for hilher-income homeowners was to some 
extent offset by income tax deductions for mortlale interest and property 
taxes. on a cash now basis many homeowners' resources were increasinlly 
strained. As a consequence of these factors, in the early 19801 the postwar 
trend towards increased homeownership slowed Ireatly, finally reversing it
self in 1983 (U.s. Bureau of the Census, 1984b). 

With the rising cost of homeownership today. fewer and fewer renters 
can afford to buy. In the peak year of high mortgage interest rates-1981-
first-time homebuyers represented only 13.5 percent of the sales market, as 
compared to 36 percent in 1977 (U.s. League of Savings Associations, 1982). 
One direct consequence of these rising costs is to freeze would-be homeown
ers into semi-permanent renter status, thereby exacerbating the relative 
shortage of rental housina. -- - ---

OnrcrowdlDa: A growinl number of persons are doubling up to econo
mize on rising housing costs. Nearly 3 million households were reported Iiv
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ing in overcrowded conditions (1.01 or more persons per room) in the 1983 
..4nnlltZl Housin, Sun", with 700,000 in conditions of extreme overcrowding 
(1.51 or more persons per room). As is to be expected, overcrowding is more 
common among lower-income renters: among renter households with incomes 
of $3,000-6,999 a year, nearly 18 percent were overcrowded. 

The New York City Housing Authority reports that as many as 50,000 
families in the city's public housing projects (nearly a third of all its units) 
were illegally doubling up, a problem that, according to the Housing Au
thority chair, is Wgrowing geometrically· (Rule, 1983; Hartman and Robbins, 
1986). It is almost a certainty that official overcrowding statistics 
underreport reality, since respondents understandably are reluctant to report 
doubling up to censUS takers and other investigators, for fear of getting into 
trouble with landlords, housing code officials, and welfare workers. 

Qllal1ty: Today, neighborhood conditions are the most widespread hous
ing quality problem. In 1983, over 17 million households indicated that 
neighborhood crime was a problem, and over 8 million households felt that 
bothersome neighborhood conditions (noise; lack of street repairs; intrusive 
non-residential activities; odol'Sa smoke and gas; trasb, litter and junk; or 
boarded-up or abandoned buildings) were so severe that they would like to 
move (U.s. Bureau of the Census., 1985: Table A-3). 

But evcn individual units-ciespitc improvements in the standard mea
sllres of crowding, plumbing facilities, and dilapidation-continue to experi
ence persistent problems in maintenance and services. In 1983, over 1 mil
lion households reported exposed electrical wiring; 10 million households re
ported sigDS of mice or rats; and over 6 million households reported signs of 
water leakage from their roofs (U.S. Bureau of the Census, 1985: Tables A-t, 
A-l). The problem of neglected maintenance. followed by housing abandon
ment, is a growing one in many large cities~ 

Security of Occupa.cy: The involuntary displacement of families and 
individuals from their homes and neighborhoods is an aspect of the housing 
problem that has received growing national recognition. According to gov
ernment estimates, 600,000-850,000 households, or 1.7-2.4 million persons, are 
forced to move each year because of private market activity. Over 40 per
eent of these moves are attributable to increased housing costs, with sale of 
the building accounting for another 23 percent (U.s. Department of Housing 
and Urban Development, 1981). 

While tenants are most vulnerable to being forced out of their homes, 
homeowners are increasingly threatened by mortgage foreclosures and evic
tion. Nearly one in sixteen home loans are more than thirty days overdue 
(Jones, 1985), and of course mortgage delinquency often eventuates in fore
closure. Since 1981, the national foreclosure rate has moved up steadily. In 
many areas, high foreclosure rates are a function of rising monthly pay
ments under graduated payment mortgage arrangements while housing val· 
ues arc not rising and in some cases are falling below the amount still owed 
to the lender (King, (985). Regional economic hardship can of course pro
duce widespread mortage foreclosures: whereas in early 1985 the national 
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foreclosure rate was 2.S per 1,000 mortlll8es (up from 1.8 in 1981), in are
80n, with its declinin8 timber industry, the rate was 8.7 (Kin8, 1985). 

Homelcssncss-the .ultimate outcome of housing insecurity and unavail
ability-has become a silnificant phenomenon in most cities; estimates for 
New York City indicate a population of as many as 50,000 homeless, while 
the filures for Los Anleles sUIIClt almost 40,000 (U.s. Department of Hous
inl and Urban Development 1984: 14). While HUD estimates a national 
homeless population of 2S0,OOO-:UO,OOO (Ibid: 19), this filure almost cer
tainly is a considerable underCltimate. Other CltimatCl have placed the fi8
ure at 2-3 million (ibid: 9).' 

IDequallty. While the housinl crisis affects a 8rowin8 proportion of our 
population, it is consistently worse for some than for others. The poor are 
always worse off. Ei8hty-one percent of all households earning less than 
SIO,OOO pay 25 percent or more of their incomes for housinl, while only 2 
percent of those with incomes of SSO,OOO or more pay this much. The me
dian rent-to-income ratio for renter households earninl less than S3,OOO was 
a stratospheric 60+ percent (the AIIIIIlaI HOILSing Suney docs not provide 
more specific filures at this level); for renter households in the S3,000-6,999 
income class, the median ratio was SS percent; and for renter households in 
the S7,000-9,999 class, the median ratio was 39 percent (U.s. Bureau of the 
Census, 1984a: Table A-I). 

Ten percent of female-headed households live in housinl that is offi 
cially rated as inadequate, as compared to 7.5 percent of all households (U.s. 
Prcaident's Commission on Housin&. 1982). Amonl homeowners, 63 percent 
of black and S8 percent of Hispanic households are dissatisfied with neilh
borhood services, as compared to 49 percent of all households (U.s. Bureau 
of the Census, 1982a), Low-income, minority, and female-headed households 
are more likely than others to be displaced (U.s. Department of Housing and 
Urban Development.. (981). 

Oppr...IOD: Lastly, patterns of housinl location, access, design, and 
tenure increasingly reinforce and perpetuate the economic and social divi
sions that exist within our society. Housin&. after all, beyond shelter pro
vides social status, access to jobs, education and other services, a framework 
for the conduct of household work, and a way of structurinl economic, s0
cial, and political relationships. 

At the bottom end of the scale, housinl conditions are especially oppres
sive for the poor. The residents of a run-down or partially abandoned 
neilhborhood must be constantly on the defensive, devotinl extraordinary 
efforts to basic physical self-protection, insulatinl themselves from om
nipresent outside threats. The destructive social and psychololical impacts 
of such conditions far exceed their physical dimensions. The commitments 
made by many workin8-class families to homeownership-as the only fea,si
ble way of obtainin8 decent housing in an acceptable environment-can also 

+rhe HUD study suffers from silnificant methodological flaws which ren
der its conclusions doubtfuL For a collection of critical analyses and tes
timony, see U.s. House of Representatives (1984). 
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prove oppressive. Employers bave long tnown tbat employees wbo own their 
own bomes are oCten more vulnerable, and bence less militant tban more 
mobile tenants. And while Cor many people owning a bome bas provided 
economic security in old age-years of mortgage payments baving served as 
a Corm oC savings-Cor many otbers tbe constant burden of mortgage pay
ments is a severe economic bardsbip. The bigb costs oC mortgage financing 
often require allocating a bilb proportion of income to bousing. Tbis in 
turn entails overtime wort, acceptinl jobs at substandard wales, and cur
tailinl otber consumption. Wives are often forced to wort at outside jobs, 
wbile at the same time devotinl time and enerBY to domestic responsibili
ties. 

Racial selrelation in bousina. wbich is severe and getting worse in 
many areas. limits educational and employment opportunities for minorities 
even as it forces tbem to pay more (relative to income) for poorer quality 
housing and declining services. The spatial patterns of the minority ghetto. 
involuntarily imposed on its occupants with little possibility of escape. both 
create and reinforce tbe systemic oppression under which its victims labor 
every day. 

Housinl conditions for women reinforce sexist patterns to which they 
are subjected in other aspects of their lives. Housing design and locational 
patterns support the traditional division of labor within tbe male-dominated 
family, require extensive unpaid wort witbin the bome, and restrict oppor
tunities outside tbe bome, botb for gainful employment and for social and 
community life (Saegert, 1981; Rotbblatt et al.. 1979). Single women and sin
ale-parent bousebolds experience even greater constrictions on their freedom 
of cboice. For single women, tbe pressures towards conformity are re
inforced by tbe limited alternatives available in the housing market. For 
sinlle women witb children, oppressive physical living conditions are often 
exacerbated by tbeir status as undesirable ·problem families." Increasingly, 
many women find tbemselves "just a divorce away· from poverty and 
bomelessnelS. 

C. C••SII of thl Probll.s 

Tbere is a principal underlying cause to tbese problems. wbicb in our 
vie'll explains tbe increasinl inability of our society to provide adequate, 
.ffordable bousinl for allselments of tbe population: housing-a necessity of 
life-is t,eflled not IU Q. social good bUl IU Q. commodity. It is produced, fi
nanced, owned, operated, and sold in ways designed to maximize profits, 
ratber tban to provide needed shelter. And lovernment policies affecting 
bousinl. wbicb supposedly serve the common 1000. systematically operate to 
reinforce tbe profitability oC the bousing sector and of the business commu
nity as a whole. Sucb improvement in bousinl as bas occurred historically 
has come about only when it has served tbe interests of private capital, or 

'For more detailed analysis, see the collection of readings in Hartman 
(l983a) and Bratt, Hartman, and Meyerson (1986); Gilderbloom and Appel
baum (1987); Stone (1980, 1986); Rybeck (1982); Downs (1983); Sternlieb 
and Hughes (1980); U.s. Comptroller General (1979); and U.s. President's 
Commission on Housinl (1982). 
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when political and economic pressures from orlanized Iroups and move
ments have forced it to occur. 

In the most immediate sense. the supply. cost, quality. location, and usc 
patterns of housinl in our society reflect the market activities of the pri
vate housing sector, which is itself comprised of multiple interests. These 
include real estate developers, builders, materials producers, mortlale 
lenders and other providers of housinl credit, investors, speculators, land
lords, and homeowners. While each of these -actors- makes money from 
housinl in a different way, they share a common interest in housing as a 
profitable commodity. (Homeowners, of course, have a conflicting interest 
in their housinl as both shelter and investment, a matter of siBnificance for 
this analysis, as discussed below.) 

For housinl consumers, the consequences are manifold. First, the high 
and risinl cost of housinl in the marketplace reflects, in part, profits made 
durinB the initial production or development stale. Land and construction 
loan interest are by far the most rapidly risinl elements of housinB produc
tion costs (U.s. President's Commission on HousinB, 1982). Further, most ma
terials used in the construction of housinB arc produced by liant corpora
tions with few incentives for cost control (SchlesinBer and Erlich, 1986). 

Once a house or apartment buildinB is completed. its cost to the con
sumer aIso reflects the pin lenerally made by each successive owner who 
trad\:S it for profit in the marketplace (housinB is perhaps the only common 

I " 	 commodity whose market value increases with aBe). And since virtually ev
ery real estate purchase is financed with borrowed funds. added to that is 
the cost of mortBale interest, which has risen significantly over the years. 
For example, mort laiC interest rates, which were under 6-7 percent until the 
mid-1960s, tripled to about 17 percent by the early 1980s, and continued to 
hover over 10 percent by mid-1987. 

Moreover. our mortlale finance system, which permits a small down
payment to leverale control over a substantial investment, encourales spec
ulation-the buyinl and sellinl of property for short-term profit-which 
adds appreciably to housinl costs. Not surprisinBly. mortlale payments. re
Clectinl both the market price of housinl and the interest on the lovern
ment loan, constitute the sinsle larlest element of monthly housinl costs to
day for both homeowners and renters. For owner'occupied sinlle·family 
homes with mortaBes, mortpBe payments constitute on the averale 6S per
cent of occupancy costs (Hartman and Stone, 1986). Similar national data do 
not exist for renter-occupied units. but with landlords' often Ireater 
reliance on multiple layers or debt financinl. the percentale of rent dollars 
allocated to mortlage repayments is probably of at least the same 
malnitude. Other significant cost clements arc the property tax-a regressive 
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tax on real estate as a form of private wealth'-and utilities, with their 
substantial profit component. f 

The quest for profits in all phases of bousing production limits housing 
production because the necessary resources are allocated only when it is 
profitable for developers, land owners, materials producers, and mortgage 
lenders to d'o so. For example, at tbe peak of economic booms when business 
is expanding, commercial banks traditionally cut back on bousing loans in 
favor of more profitable, sbort-term lending to government and corporate 
borrowers. And savings and loans, tbe source of most bousing credit, have 
less money to lend because tbeir depositors seek more profitable returns 
elsewbere. Similarly, scarce urban land is available for bousing only when 
bousing is its -highest and best- (most profitable) use. and private developers 
frequently shift from building homes to office towen when it is more prof
itable to do so. Even basic construction materials are diverted from the 
housing sector wben they can be sold more profitably elsewbere. 

The result is an extremely cyclical .pattern of housing construction, 
which has significantly inhibited the productive capacity of the. bousing in
dustry (U.s. President's Commission on Housing, 1982; Solomon, 1981). This 
in turn has further increased housing costs. For example, the cost of idle 
plant and construction equipment during slack times is recaptured in bigher 
prices for those housiDg units wbich are built. Construction workers require 
higher hourly waga to offset those periods wben they will be unemployed. 
Builders face a bigh degree of risk, wbich they cover througb higber profit 
margins, a cost passed on to consumers. Estimata of increased production 
costs resulting from cyclical instability run as biab as 15-20 percent (COIN, 
1979: S7), 

In addition, because bousing is adequately maintained only when it 
yields a profit, real estate ownen and lenders -disinvest- from poor or 
-high-risk- neighborhoods tbrough undermaintenance, tax delinquency, ar
son, abandonment, and redlining, accompanied by the withdrawal of public 
services (Marcuse, 1979: 1981). Housing capital and credit are then rein
vested in tbe speculative purchase and refinancing of existing buildings in 
profitable ·upscale· neigbborhoods, without addina to tbe housing stock or 

'LOCal property taxa bave increased substantially as local and state gov
ernments experience fiscal crises and tbe federal government continues to 
cut back traditional aid programs. The median property tax paid by all 
homeownen was S460 in 1980, rising to $S64 in 19&3. Since the property 
tax-in effect, a sales tax on bousinl services-is, over mucb of its range, 
hilbly rearessive, low-income households are bit hardest. In 19&3, the me
dian real estate tax bill for the I.S million bomeowners witb incomes un
der $3,000 was $326, or more tban 10 percent of tbeir total incomes (U.s. 
Bureau of the Census, 1984<:). 

fUtility costs arc placing a Ireat burden even on homeowners with no or 
low mortgaae costs. Tbe Consumer Price Index (CPI) for fuel, oil, coal, and 
bottled aas rose from 110.1 in 1970 to 67S.9 in 1981, and has since dropped 
slightly, to 646.0 by mid-1984. In that same l4-year period. electricity 
prices rose by 252 points. compared with a 194 point rise in the CPI for all 
items (U.s. Bureau of the Census. 1984c: 482). 
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improving its condition. Finally. discriminatory practices persist in the 
housing market. in part because they benefit certain segments of the hous
ing industry. For example, blockbusting tactics enable real estate speculators 
to buy cheap and sell dear, while mortgage lenders can convert their old 
loans to higher-yield investments in both the newly segregated black and re
segregated white neighborhoods (U.S. Commission on Civil Rights, (975). 

The activities of the private housing sector are significantly influenced 
by-and also serve to reinforce-trends in our profit-oriented economy and 
society as a whole. For example, as noted above, the cyclical nature of pro
duction in our profit-dominated economic system shapes the flow of capital 
and credit to the housina sector and structures opportunities for profit in 
housing development, finance, and ownership. Thus. while housing is 
crowded out on the upswing of the business cycle, it has traditionally led 
the way out of recession as business demand slackens. In turn, this counter
cyclical pattern of housing activity has played an important role in stabiliz
ing the economy and in restoring conditions for more profitable business 
growth (Solomon. (981). 

The unequal distribution of income and wealth created by our profit
motivated production system leaves many people with jobs and incomes that 
are inadequate to meet the rising cost of housing. while others are relatively 
well-off. The movement of business capital in recent years from manufac
turing to the more profitable service sector (and from Frostbelt to Sun belt) 
has exacerbated these disparities. through the transformation of both the la
bor market and the housing market. Thus. in some cities. plants shut down. 
blue-collar workers lose jobs. real estate owners and lenders disinvest. and 
the housina market collapses. In other cities. well-paid technici ...ns, man
agers. and professionals attracted by revitalized service industries compete . 
with low-paid workers for scarce urban housing, creating profitable oppor
tunities for real estate speculation and gentrification. The net result is a loss 
of affordable housing. while neighborhoods and cities are transformed to 
meet the chanaina requirements of profit-oriented production. 

Racism and sexism in the society as a whole help to structure housing 
patterns in ways which serve the interests of capital at the expense of dis
advantaaed aroup .. Racial discrimination in employment makes housing less 
available to and affordable by minorities. while discriminatory housing 
practices foster the creation of searegated. disenfranchised communities that 
either become ripe targets for profitable business redevelopment or are 
abandoned by the public and private sectors. Housing options for female
headed households arc similarly restricted by women's inferior employment 
status. Housing design and development patterns further isolate and tie 
women to the home and increase profit opportunities. not just for the real 
estate industry, but also for the producers of a vast array of household con
sumption goods. Finally, the social and economic inequalities perpetuated by 
the housing market reinforce stratification within the labor market. which 
supports the profitability of business in general. 
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D. The. Role..or GOYer....t' 

While lovernment policies have led to some improvement in housing, 
they have not solved the housinl problem. Indeed, in' some respects they 
have served to intensify it, especially for low-income and minority Iroups. 
Government actions affectinllow-income honsinl have not stemmed from a 
benevolent desire to assist the ill-housed. Instead. they have operated largely 
to enhance opportunities for private profit (both within the housinl sector 
and for business interests u a whole), to preserve ·social peace· alainst the 
(real or perceived) threat of disruption from disaffected social Iroups. and 
to stabilize the existinl social and economic order (Marcuse, 1986). 

Of course, business and lovernment do not always act monolithically 
with respect to housinl. Even within the hoUSinl sector, different groups 
may have conflicting interests: for example, mortlale lenders benefit from 
bilher interest rates. while developers prefer lower ones. Moreover, the re
quirements of the housinl industry may sometimes be incompatible with 
those of the leneral business community or of the economy as a whole-for 
example, when hilh houSinl costs arc translated into wale demands, or 
when low interest rates (beneficial to housing) prove to be inflationary. [n 
leneral, the lovernment acts to mediate or manale these conflicts-as well as 
those resultinl from the political pressures exerted by orpnized housing 
consumers-in ways that best support the needs of the Iystem al a whole. 

1. Ho.eo".enhlp 

These patterns are illustrated by the history of federal efforts to pro
mote homeownership in the post-war period. After World War II, the pent-up 
need for housins. coupled with war-induced prosperity and the increased 
productive capacity of the economy, stimulated a hUle housinl construction 
boom. With expanded federal mortlale insurance and tax incentives for 
homeownership. the suburban sinlle-family tract house became the vehicle 
for this explosive Irowtk, supported by the development of federally-as· 
sisted hilhways and other infrastructure. 

While the post-war homeownership boom belped many Americans to im
prove their livinl standards, it also provided yut new outlets for profitable 
investment by real estate developers, mort .... lenders, and other selments 
of the housinl industry. The creation of new demand, not just for housinl 
but for a wide variety of housebold consumption loods, was profitable for 
business as a whole. And with lonl-term mortples and other forms of 
household credit, consumer buying power could be expanded without creat
inl new pressures on business for hilher wages (Stone, 1986). 

'We do not analyze the impact oC local lovernment development restrictions 
on housinl costs. While such restrictions arc often sinlled out by realtors, 
developers, and federal policy-makers as a prime source of hilh costs and 
rents, in fact they arc relatively insilnificant in comparison to the basic 
factors cited here (sec Appelbaum. 1986 for a comprehensive review of 
studies al well al an analysil of relulation in California; also, ICC 
Oilderbloom and Appelbaum. 1987: 0. 6). 
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Federal promotion of homeownership also gave working families an 
economic and social ·stake in the system.· It reduced their desire for mobil
ity, and as a consequence lowered their bargaining power with employers. 
Homeownership provided families with the illusion of control, but the real
ity of burdensome long-term debt. And it channeled their legitimate shelter 
needs into concerns with investment risk and profitability (ibid.). Federal 
homeownership policies also fostered racial exclusion, reinforced the oppres
sion of women. and increased the housing problems of the poor by eroding 
the central city tax base. 

In recent years, the srowins problems of the economy and of the hous
ing industry have significantly altered the functions of homeownership. 
Unprecedented inflation, fueled in part by a tremendous increase in resi
dential mortgase debt,e and the inadequate levels of new housins construc
tion have combined to drive up the cost of existins homes. This in turn has 
priced many middle-class families out of the homeownership market, while 
greatly increasins the usc of homeownership as an investment vehicle by 

• those in upper-income tax brackets. Today the same tax incentives 	that fos
tered the srowth of the suburbs are stimulatins housins speculation and 
displacement of the poor from the inner city. as affluent condominium con
verters bid up the price of scarce housins resources (Goetze, 1981; Bos/on 
Globe, (982). 

While in many areas buyins a home has become a privilege reserved for 
the relatively affluent, for many others the supposed benefits of homeown
ership arc sradually beinl undermined. With today'S variabfe-rate mort
sales. risinl property tax bills. and credit shortales for housinl, few mod
erate-income homeowners can count on stability of cost or liquidity for 
their investments. And a srowing number who live a paycheck or two ahead 
of the bank risk the loss of their equities-as well as their homes--to foreclo
sure. as recession and unemployment continue to plalue the economy. 

2. Public Hou.IDI 

Public housins. the only federal prOlram which involves the public sec
tor directly in housinl development. ownership. and manalement. has had a 
mixed track record. In more than 50 years. only 1.2 million public housing 
units have been created, representinl less than 1.5 percent of the nation's 
housing stock (Bratt. 1986: 342). Yet these units today provide reasonably 
affordable shelter for some 3.5 million low-income people. Contrary to the 
conventional wisdom. most public housinl nationwide is also well con-

VResidential mortgages constitute a significant portion of total debt in the 
United States. At the end of 1980, residential mortgage debt amounted to 
nearly $1.1 trillion-an amount which far exceeded corporate debt and was 
even greater than the debt of the United States lovernment. Furthermore, 
residential mortgage debt has placed an increasing burden on the overall 
economy. As of 1984, it was equal to 41.4 percent of Gross National 
Product. compared with 36.4 percent in 1970, and just 13.5 percent in 1946 
(Stone, 1986: Table 3.2). This speculative debt build-up poses a significant 
risk of mortgaac defaults and bank failures in the event of a deep 
depression, which could threaten the stability of the economy as a whole. 
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structed. aad some of it (iacludial New York City's exemplary prolram) is 
also surprisinlly well mana led (Bratt. 1986: 345). 

These accomplishments have been achieved despite the lack of an 
adequate federal commitment to public hoUSinl. Together with initial 
opposition Crom the private sector, this problem has severely limited the po
tential of the prolram and also helps to explain its silniCicant shortcomings 
and failures. 

To belin with. the orilinal purposes of the public housinl prOlram had 
little to do with providinl affordable shelter. The earliest lovernment-spon
sored projects were built durinl World War I to aid the U.s. war production 
effort by easinl housinl shortages for munitions and defense workers. The 
U.s. Housinl Act of 1937 was primarily a public works prolram. intended to 
stimulate the depressed economy and reduce social unrest by providing jobs 
for temporarily unemployed city workers. After World War II, more public 
housinl was built for the benefit of returninl veterans. 

Concessions desilned to accommodate private homebuildinl and real es
tate interests also limited public hownl's potential from the start. In order 
to avoid competition with the private sector. public housinl was austerely 
desilned. often inaccessibly located. and restricted to a limited selment of 
the population. Tbe orilinal -equivalent elimination formula: wbicb re·· 
quired tbe demolition of one unsafe dwellinl unit for every public bOUlinl 
unit created, assured that tbe overall bousinl supply would not increase 
(which milht drive down rents in the private market). The decentralized 
administrative structure of tbe prOlram allowed substantial opportunities 
for local patronale. 

In the 19501, as lovernment slum clearance and hilhway constrution 
uprooted the poor from central cities and the upwardly mobile left the pro
jects for tbe suburbs, public housinl was increasinlly occupied by low-in
come households, who in the larle cities were predominantly racial minori
ties. Political pressures lenerated by tbe Ihetto rebellions and the civil and 
welfare rilbts movements of the 19601 led to silnificant reforms, including 
liberalized admissions criteria and rent reductions, which iacreased access to 
public hOUlinl by disadvantaled Iroups. As a result of these demolraphic 
aad political cbaales. public hOUlinl now serves primarily as the "housina 
of last resort" for tbose left behind by the restructured economy, mainly the 
elderly and sialic-parent families oa fixed incomes. 

Since tbe mid-1970s,public bOUlina has suffered from chronic under
fundinl and undermaintenance, often inefficient and bureaucratic man
alement, and other forms of official nellect. Operatinl subsidies, intro
duced in 1969 to fill tbe lap between the cost of a:unninl the housing and 
the reduced rents charled to tenants, have never been adequate and in re
cent years have been substantially reduced. In the larger cities. a number of 
older, densely populated, and poorly desilned projects are severely troubled, 
and thousands of units per year aro abandoned because no funds are 
available to rehabilitate them. 
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At the same time, public housina development and manaaement func
tions have been increasinaly privatized throuah the ·turnkey· proaram, to 
respond to the -failure· of the public sector. While these trends have helped 
to discredit the concept of public ownership of housina in this country, in 
reality they reflect the declinina federal commitment to a public enterprise 
already hamstruna by concessions to private industry. 

3. Oth.r ' •••rally-S.....Uz•• Bo....' 

Since the 196Os, public housina has been eclipsed by a variety of mort
aale, rental, and tax shelter subsidy prOIRms intended to stimulate the 
production of low- and moderate-income rental housina by private develop
en. These proarams. althouah utilized by non-profit sponsors in some in
stances, have been desianed primarily to maximize profits and minimize 
risks for private owners and lenders, at the expense of long-term affordabil· 
ity and project viability. As a result, more than one-quarter of the subsi
dized housinl inventory is in various stales of mortlale default, assign
ment, foreclosure, or resale by HUD. posina substantial risks to existing 
tenants. Many of the more viable projects in aentrifyinl markets are ap
proachina the point where their mortaaaes can be prepaid without re
striction, alJowina their conversion to market-rate rentals, condominiums, or 
oCfice buHdinlS, thereby jcopardizina their future use as low- and moder
ate-income hoasina (Achtenbera. forthcomina). 

In recent years, the federal aovernment's primary low-income housing 
efCort has consisted of providina direct rental sabsidies to private landlords 
and developers on behalf of elilible tenants. Under the Section 8 proaram, 
participatina private landlords alree to charae qualifyina tenaDts ·Cair mar
ket· rents, which are based on prevailina rent levels, as determined by HUD. 
The aovernment then makes up the difCerence between this market rent and 
the tenant's rent payments, currently set at 30 percent of monthly income. 
As can be imaained, durina times of rapidly risina rents this program is 
highly inrIationary, with the direct subsidy cost for a new unit of Section 8 
housinl estimated in 1982 at $4,000-$5,500 per year (U.s. Department of 
Housinl and Urban Development, 1982), and nearly twice that amount in 
hiah-cost New York City-filures that doubtless arc much biaher today. 

With reaard to neiahborhood impact, the federal role is well known. 
Urban renewal enhanced opportunities for profit in the development of 
prime inner-city real estate while fosterina business and institutional expan
sion. In the process, at least one million lower-income and minority house
holds were uprooted and their communities destroyed (Gans, 1982: 385-6). In 
the 1960s, with the growinl threat of social disorder in the cities, outright 
·slum clearance" efforts were replaced with more muted attempts at housing 
rehabilitation and ultimately with the Great Society's neighborhood-oriented 
Model Cities and Community Action programs. 

Then, in the mid-1970s, as the problems of the economy worsened and 
the protests of the poor seemed to weaken, Community Development Block 
Grants provided a vehicle throulh which funds for neighborhood programs 
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could be drastically cut, in exchanle for increased local political control 
over resource allocation. 

Currently in many cities, block Irants provide little more than a limited 
form of revenue sharinl for traditional capital budget items or other pro
Irams whose benefits can be widely dispersed. While some localities have 
used these funds for creative housinl initiatives, the limited amount of the 
allocation often finds neilhborhood Iroups pitted alainst one another in a 
losing battle over diminishinl resources. 

5. Hoalla. Expeadteares, Tax Sablldles, and Tax Reform 

The overall pattern of federal housinl and neilhborhood subsidies in 
the post-war period has been hilhly relrcssive, reinforcinl the unequal dis
tribution of income and wealth in our society. 

On the one hand, direct federal budget outlays for housing and commu
nity development, totalling about SI3 billion in 1987, have barely kept up 
with inflation. When all low-income housing programs arc considered to
lether, only some 4.5 million housinl units currently receive some form of 
direct subsidy. Only one in five elilible households currently are served by 
the various federally-assisted housinl prolrams for low- and moderate-in
come households (Clay. 1987). Of the 4.5 mi11ion subsidized units, 3.4mil1ion 
are administered by HUD, with the remainder in rural areas administered 
by the Department of Alriculture's Farmers Home Administration (FmHA). 
The HUD-administered units include 1.2 'million units of public housing, 
and about 1.3 million households receiving Section 8 payments. (Dolbeare, 
1983: Table 2.6). 

New budget authority for HUD's subsidized housing programs in recent 
years has faUen, from S30.1 billion in FY 1981, to S10.7 billion in FY 1987 
(U.s. Budlet. 1987a: 5-121). It should be noted that the Realan Administra
tion's proposed FY 1987 budget orilinally called for 110 additional budget 
authority. 

Such massive cutbacks in direct housing subsidies notwithstandinl, tax 
subsidies for housinl in the form of homeowner and tax deductions have 
more than doubled since 1979, and by 1987 were approachinl S65 billion 
(U.s. Budget, 1987b: G-43)fO It is estimated that in recent years upwards of 
6C percent of these tax benefits have gone to taxpayers in the top 10 per
cent of the income ranle (Dolbeiue, 1983: 66). 

These subsidies have also contributed substantially to high housing 
costs. by fueling overconsumption and speculation. For homeowners, the de
ductibility of mortgage interest and property taxes has encouraged the pur
chase of more expensive housing than would otherwise be affordable' (U.S. 
Congressional Budget Office, 1981). For investors, the ability to depreciate 
the purchase price of the structure over relatively short periods has encour
aged the repeated resale of property as soon as the bulk of depreciation 

ill'fax losses due to such deductions may be reduced somewhat by the 1986 
Tax Reform Act, which lowered the top income tax bracket to 28 percent. 
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benefits arc exhausted. Especially since the Economic Recovery Tax Act 
(ERTA) oC 1981, Cederal tax policies actively promoted the speculative pur
chase and resale oC existing rental housing, by allowing the properties to be 
substantially depreciated over the first five years. 

Partially in response to the alarming Irowth oC real estate tax expendi
tures in the post-ERTA era. the Tax ReCorm Act oC 1986 has explicitly at
tempted to curtail available tax incentives Cor income-producinl real estate 
investment. In addition to silnificantly exrendinl depreciation schedules. 
the new law sharply reduces the value oC existing tax shelters Cor rental 
housinl, by lowerinl marlinal tax rates and severely restrictinf the ability 
to oCCset ·passive losses· lenerated by depreciation allowances. 1 At least in 
the short run. most developers. builders. owners. and lenders who are heav
ily involved in rental housing will likely be hard hit by these provisions. As 
a whole, the rental housinl industry can expect to suCCer a decline in short
run proCitability, relative to past perCormance and to other sectors oC the 
economy that are less dependent on tax shelter incentives. 

Homeowner tax advantales remain larlely untouched by tax reCorm, 
and in some respects the preterential tax treatment Cor this sector has actu
ally increased. For example, with the elimination oC interest deductions Cor 
most types ot consumer loaDl-includinl credit card financinl-home refi
nancinl is now the only source ot tax deductible credit available Cor cer
taiDi types ot coDiumer purchases. 

In the lonl rua. many developers and owners will likely respond to tax 
retorm by raisinl rents to recoup their lost tax benefits. Some analysts pre
dict by 1991 pressures Cor averale rent increases oC 20-24 percent over the 
rate ot intladon (Aplar ., 41 1985: 1). Where such increases cannot be 
achieved or sustained. disinvestment-potentially lcadinl to Coreclosure 
and/or abandonment-is a more likely outcome, until proCitability is re
stored at lower market values. 

Either way, the market will eventually adjust to the elimination oC tax 
shelters by establishing a new basis Cor economically-oriented housinl activ
ity by proCh-motivated developers. owners. and investors. These adverse 
consequences will likely more than oUset any penonal income savings to 
tenants reswtinl trom tax retorm. especially Cor low- and moderate-income 
households. 

L F.t.r••rOlpecti 

Today, tederal policies aCtectinl housing and neighborhoods arc part oC 
an explicit government stratelY to bolster corporate profits in a ClounderiDg 
economy. The overall approach has been one oC income redistribution di
rectly to business throulh tax cuts and tax reCorm, derelulation, and other 

ilThesc are the provisions in eCCect as oC the Tax ReCorm Act's initial adop
tion. It is expected that many oC the Act's provisions will be modiCied as 
their Cull eCC4Cts are known and powerful interest groups seek to reshape 
tax policy. . 
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measures. combined with reduced social spending to ofr-set previous tax cuts 
and pay for vastly increased military spending. 

In SUPRort of this effort. all federal assistance for housing production 
and even federally-supported housing credit activities have been drastically 
curtailed or eliminated. Limited demand-side subsidies arc replacing exist
ing production-oriented subsidies for assisted housing. assuring that the 
publicly-aided stock will shrink as units are lost through deterioration. de
molition. and private resale. For example, HUD plans to sell or demolish 
100,000 public housing units over a five-year period (Bureau of National 
Affairs, 1983). and is openly encouraling the conversion of privately-owned 
subsidized projects to market-rate housing. Reduced federal involvement in 
housing finance will further diminish housinl's share of resources in the 
economy as a whole. And Gramm·Rudman-mandated budget cuts will have 
further massive effects on other important housing subsidies, such as public 
housinl modernization and operatinl funds and Community Development 
Block Grants. 

These measures. coupled with the impact of continued high unemploy
ment, portend a wOfSCninl of the housing crisis, especially for the poor, but 
increasingly for moderate- and middle-income households as well. While it is 
tempting to view the current situation as a relressive departure from the 
mainstream of post-war housinl policy, our analysis sUlgest that the basic 
functions served by lovernment activities in the housing sphere have not 
changed. Rather, the underlying balance of economic, social, and political 
forces has shifted as the limits of post-war prosperity have been reached. 

As long as the expanding economy provided room to increase livinl 
standards while simultaneously sustaining business growth, improvement in 
houSinl was possible. But as major U.s. corporations arc increasingly threat
ened by foreiln competition, Third WOrld resistance to U.s. exploitation. 
and (until very recently) uncontrolled inflation, business has demanded and 
gotten a larler share of the economic pie. Housinl could be easily tarleted 
for attack-precisely because of the wasteful way it has been produced, fi· 
nanced, and owned in our society. 

Some selments of the housinl industry will suffer as public and private 
resources arc reallocated to bolster the profitability of more powerful cor
porate interests. Others will continue to prosper, particularly those develop
ers and investors who can shift their resources into luxury housinl or down
town office and commercial construction. But housing consumers-cspecially 
lower-income and minority households-arc paying the real price, in the 
form of reduced housing options, less security, and higher costs. Moreover, 
the fundamental problems of the U.s. economy which arc the root of today's 
housing crisis arc likely to continue well beyond the Reagan Administration. 
What is at stake politically is how the economy (including the housing sec
tor) will be restructured in the lonl run to respond to these conditions, and 
in whose interest the restructurinl will occur. 

Now that the political counter-attack on housing is in full force, there 
is an opportunity to implement a prolram which can benefit low-, moderate· 
, and. middle-income tellantl and homeowners. The Irowing elusiveness of 
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homeownership Cor the vast majority oC tenants and the decreasing ability 
oC low- and moderate-income homeowners to benefit Crom their housing as 
an investment make tenure distinctions less important. At the same time, 
increasing neighborhood problems create a basis Cor common action. 
Moreover, the traditional housing solutions oC subsidies and tax incentives 
for the rich, combined with Cederal credit manipulations, seem less and less 
workable even to those who view them as desirable. Needed is a program 
that can alter the terms of existinl public debate on housing, that challenges 
the commodity nature of hO\1Sinl and its role in our economic and social 
system, and that demonstrates how people's legitimate housing needs can be 
met throulh an alternative approach. 
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Sectloa II 


The Prolram 


A. PrlDei,les for a Just HouslDI Prolram 

The Prolram belins with the assumption that erery person is entitled to 
IJdftqu4tft howing ill a decent nftighborhood at an a/lordablft price. with sftcurft 
tenure. and meeting the special howing ItIIftds oj women. minoritifts, and others 
trlJditionally dislJd.,antaged ill the housing market. 

The market economy. through its profit-oriented provision and tenure 
forms. has failed to provide such hOUl!nl to those who need it most. We 
therefore propose to develop an aiternative sector of socially-provided. non
market housing with protected occupancy. to meet the needs of the growing 
numbers of households who are ill-served by the marketplace. Over time. the 
role of profit in this sector will be eliminated. not only with respect to 
ownership but also in the production and financinl spheres. With increas
ingly adequate resources devoted to it. this alternative system of housing 
provision and tenure will become a viable option for millions of Americans. 

The Prolram is founded on the followinl seneral principles:12 

1. Expand the amowtl oj howing lUflier sDCial owltllrship. 

By ·social ownership· we refer to housins that is operated solely for res
ident and community benefit. subject to resident control. and cannot be 
resold for a profit.u No one (orm of social ownership is to be favored over 
another. so Ions as the ownership arrangement is designed to further social 
housins soals. rather than private profits. 

Residents of socially-owned housins will pay rent accordins to true 
ability to pay. and will have the risht to permanent occupancy as long as 
they comply with reasonable tenure obligations. Residents will also partici
pate increaSingly in the day-to-day decisions that affect the· operation of 
their housins. throush non-profit manasement companies, mutual manage
ment associations, direct tenant manasement. or other forms of social man
alement encouraled by the PrOlram. 

The Prolram seeks to create and expand the stock of socially-owned 
housinl in a variety of ways. It ~stablishes a comprehensive relulatory sys
tem to facilitate the conversion of private rental housing to social owner
ship. It provides mechanisms to encourage the voluntary transfer of private 
homes to the social sector and to promote new forms of non-speculative 
homeownership. It mandates the conservation. upgrading. and leneral en
hancement of existinl public and subsidized units. Finally. it calls for the 
production of significant amounts of new and substantially rehabilitated 
units that will be owned by social entities. . 

lIThis section is partially adapted from Achtenberg and Marcuse (1983). 
uFor further discussion of social ownership. sec section I.A.2 above. 
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2. 	 Expand social produ.ction and increase social control over the housing pro
du.ction process. 

The Program calls for a substantial increase in the rate of federally
supported housinS construction. to meet the needs of newly-formed house
holds. replace lost or unrepairable units. reduce overcrowding, and facilitate 
adequate mobility and housing choice. All of these units will be produced 
for social ownership. Additionally. the existing housing stock will be up
graded to increasingly adequate standards of safety. livability, space, and 
energy-efficiency in conjunction with its conversion to social ownership. 

Over time, non-profit and public housing development entities. worker
controlled. non-profit and public construction companies. and non-profit 
building materials suppliers will playa growing role in the housing pro
duction process as their capacity is enhanced through federal funding and 
technical assistance. As more and more elements of the housing production 
system are socially owned and controlled, the units created will be increas
ingly responsive to resident needs and the production process will become 
more cost-effective. 

While we recognize that in the immediate future most aspects of social 
housing production will continue to be" performed by the private sector, the 
Program caUs for a production process that is increasingly subject to social 
control, including control over location. design, development, construction, 
and hirins decisions. Social housing produced by the private sector will be 
required to conform to the standards of the Acts which follow, and to be 
transferred to a social ownership entity upon completion. 

3. 	 Expand direct pu.blic financing 0/ housing produ.ction and ownership, thereby 
redu.cing the dependence 0/ hoUSing 011 pri'ateiy-controlled debt and equity 
capital. 

Even with social ownership and production, as long as housing remains 
dependent on private mortgage credit and tax shelter subsidies it will con
tinue to be prohibitively expensive to miUiol)S of consumers and to the soci
ety as a whole. and will remain in short supply. The Program therefore calls 
fo( an alternative system of finlDcing housins production and rehabilita
tion through direct government spending, in much the same way that mili
tary family houstns is financed. Direct capital grants will be provided for 
the development of socially-owned housing. which will be permanently debt
free, with no mortgases or bonds to repay. 

As a srowing portion of the existing housing stock is converted to social 
ownership. t~ mortsage debt on these properties will be retired over time 
and permanently eliminated. In the short run, public control of private 
housing finance capital will be increased through a series of measures de
signed to steer these resources towards more productive, socially-oriented 
investment. 
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4. COlltrol speculatiVl prl'ate use and disposition oj lalld. 

Land is a scarce resource, acquiring much of iu value by public action. 
Land has a pervasive influence over community life. Control over it is an 
indispensable element in planning for society's needs. Its rising cost is a sig
nificant deterrent to housing development and sound community planning. 
Under the Program, the amount of land under social control and. ownership 
is to be significantly expanded and existing public lands are to be pre
served, through government and community land-banking and land trusts. 
Public control over private land will also be achieved through a variety of 
regulatory, tax, and planning measures. 

S. lru:reau resident COlltrol o,er MUS;II, and IIeighborhood decisions. 

In order to assure that housing is located, designed, developed, con
structed, and managed in a way that is responsive to resident needs, the 
Program calls for the residents of lower-income and minority neighborhoods 
to be increasingly involved in all aspects of decision-making tllat affect 
their living environments. It is especially necessary to increase such control 
in those communities whose residents do not have access to wealth and 
power, and whose ability to manage their own destinies is correspondingly 
limited. 

A!J more and more housing is produced. owned. and managed through 
the social sector, resident control over a broad range of housing decisions 
will become an integral feature of the housing system. The Program also 
calls for regulatory and other measures to make private housing developers, 
owners, and managers more accountable to residents and to increase the so
cial benefit of their activities. At the same time, the Program requires that 
resident decision-making must operate within a basic democratic and non
exclusionary framework, without denying accest or opportunity to any 
group or individuaL 

6. 	 Eliminate the discrimillilJory. exclusionary. and oppress/VI uses oj hOUSing. 
and ajji",t/Jli,ely address the housillg needs oj spec/Ill groups. 

The Prosram calls for an end to the pervasive forms of discrimination 
and exclusioD that presently exist in the housins market, especially with re
spect to racial miDorities. women and haDdicapped. Additionally, measures 
will be takeD to redress the special problems faced by oppressed groups and 
to affirmatively address their housing needs. For example, housing resources 
will be targeted for the revitalization of existing minority communities, 
while simultaneosly expanding the right of mobility for minority residents 
by providing increased housing optioDs in other neighborhoods of choice. 
Resources will also be targeted to develop housing of appropriate size, type, 
and design to free women from oppressive domestic conditions. 

7. 	 A.lIoclUe hous;n, resources Oil an equitable basis. and pro,;de adequate re
sources to meet hous;ng needs. 

The Program calls for allocatioD of housiDg resources based OD need, 
with funds targeted on a priority basis for the 'benefit of househOlds and 
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communitics tbat bavc becn lcast adequatcly scrvcd by tbc privatc markct. 
In ordcr to providc dcccnt., aCfordablc bousing and viablc ncighborhoods. 
tbc Icvcl of rcsourccs allocated to housing must bc substantially incrcased. A 
major shift in public spending priorities-most notably away from military 
spending-will be necessary to provide sufficient funding to meet the hous
ing objectives of this Program. Revenues must be generated in a progrcssivc 
way. through climination of inequitablc tax loopholes and adoption of more 
progressivc tax measures. Tbe alternative non-spcculativc approach to hous
inl production, finance, owncrsbip, and managcmcnt that wc proposc will 
makc it possiblc to utilize thesc incrcased resources with much grcater cost
effcctivencss. 
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B. Declaratloa 01 Resldeatlal Eatltle_eat 

The Progressive Housing Program for America takes as its point of de
parture the goal originally established by the National Housing Act of 1949: 
"A decent home and a suitable living environment for every American fam
ily" Building on this commitment. it declares that housing which is decent, 
saf~, sanitary, affordable, compatible with resident needs and under demo
cratic resident control is a universal national entitlement. It establishes that 
attainment of the National Housing Goal is a priority of the highest order, 
to which substantial public resources must be devoted. It provides that local, 
state, and federal governments have a responsiblity to use their powers to 
meet the housing needs of all segments of the community. 

C. Prlaelpal Program CompoDeDts 

In order to meet our national housing needs, alternative forms of hous
ing provision and tenure must be implemented for increasing portions of the 
housing stock. Such housing. which will be established or developed along
side the existing private owner-occupied and rental sectors, will be socially
owned and increasingly socially-produced and financed. Social housing is to 
be created through a series of mechanisms which: 

o 	actively promote the transfer of existing privately-owned rental 
housing to the social sector, 

o encourage the voluntary conversion of private homes to social own
ership, and foster opportunities for homeownership without spec
ulation; 

o mandate the conservation, 	 upgrading, and general enhancement of 
existing public and subsidized units; and 

o 	produce significant amounts of new and substantially rehabili
tated housing for social ownership. 

The Program requires localities to develop and implement Federally 
Mandated Local Housing Programs for the creation of affordable, socially
owned housing by utilizing a combination of these strategies, taking into 
account specific local needs and market conditions. Federal funds are pro
vided for a variety of programs that can be designed at the local level to 
accomplish these objectives, consistent with federal standards and national 
housing goals. The Program also calls for a variety of tax and finanCing 
measures which will enhance the growth of social sector housing. 

1. 	Presenlag Affordable Reatal HOII,lal: The Nat10aal Teaaat Protec
tion aad Prlute Reatal HOllslal Coanrsloa Act 

The private rental housing stock must be upgraded and kept affordable 
for the low- and moderate-income households who constitute the vast major
ity of its residents. Additionally, tenants in privately-owned rental housing 
must be protected from unreasonable rent increases, inadequate mainte
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nance, and arbitrary evictions. Adequate and responsive management must 
also be assured. 

This Act accomplishes these objectives, in part through establishing 
standards that limit the arbitrary control presently exerted by private 
landlords and managers over the terms and conditions of residential tenancy 
iD the private market. In the long run, however, decent. affordable, and se
cure living conditions for the majority of tenants can be assured oDly to the 
extent that privately-owned rental housing is converted to forms of non
speculative social ownership. Accordinlly, this Act sets forth a series of 
mechanisms and procedures to facilitate the phased conversion of a signifi
cant portion of the private rental housinl stock to various forms of social 
ownership. The Act further requiresl

• localities to utilize these measures in 
meetiDg certain Federally Mandated loals for provision of affordable social 
housing, especially where social housing needs arc best achieved through 
conversion rather than new construction. 

The Act therefore has two components: 

.. Prot.ctl.g T••••" .ad Pr..,"I.1 Afford.ble Reat.1 Hoaslal 

The Act establishes minimum federal standards for protecting tenants 
and preservinl the rental housinl stock. These standards. which include a 
mix of bindinl and local-option measures. are to be incorporated in the 
Federally Mandated Local Housinl Prolram throulh adoption of appropri
ate ordinances and relulations.lI Local elilibility for federal block, housing. 
a~d urban development &rants and similar federal funds will be contingent 
on adoption of (aad demonstrated compliaDce with) these measures. 

(1) UII aad Occap.acy Prot.ctlo•• 

Some of the followinl measures are universally mandated, while others 
are local-option measures that are. mandatory only when it is determined 
that a 1«1Il housing .IlJIr,ertC'Y exists. and optional otherwise. Such a deter
mination will be based on desilnated housinl conditions reflecting quality, 
overcr9wdina. and affordability; unemployment rates; and other local condi
tions which must be specified as part of the local hOUSing prolram. 

A.U·Dbcrlal••tloll! AU localities will be required, by local ordinance, 
to insure residents muimum freedom of choice in the selection of housing. 
Specifically, it will be unlawful to discriminate alainst any person in the 
sale or. lease of residential property on the basis of race, national origin, re-

l'fhe .details and mechanisms of how the federal lovernment imposes 
requirements on states and localities will have to be crafted carefully. The 
Supreme Cour.t recently has upheld a very broad construction of Congress' 
powers to attach conditions to receipt of federal funds. and this is the 
most litely avenue'(see SOulh DGkota ,. ElizlllMth H. Dol~, U.s. Law Week 
6/23/87 (55 L W 4971). 

1'Soe Section lLC.s on ProgrlJllJ ImpZ.IlJIlJtfllion for a detailed discussion of 
the Federally Mandated Local Houslnl Proarama. 
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Iigion, sex, age, source of income, physical disability, marital status, sexual 
preference, family size, or presence of children. 

Warruty of Habitablllty: All localities will be required to assure that 
existing rental housing complies with minimum standards of health, safety, 
and livability. Over time, these standards will be upgraded to achieve ade· 
quate levels of residential amenity with regard to energy-efficiency, space 
utilization, security, and resident services such as child care. 

Eylctioa Coatrols: All localities will be required to protect tenants from 
eviction without a -just cause: such as non-payment of rent, willful destruc
tion of property, and gross violation of community standards. In these cases, 
tenants being evicted must be afforded due process guarantees. Evictions for 
luxury rehabilitation, condominium conversion, and demolitions will also 
be prohibited, except where a compelling public purpose is served; in such 
cases, adequate relocation assistance must be provided. Other exceptions may 
be established based on local needs, subject to federal approval. 

ReDt CODtroi: Local regulation of rents will be required whenever it is 
determined that a local housing emergency exists. Local rent control ordi· 
nances will be required that meet minimal federal standards, including: a) 
allowable rent adjustments limited to rcasonable operating cost increases, 
based on a fixed net operating income formula, and b) retention of controls 
for all units subject to the ordinance regardless of changes in tenancy until 
the emergency conditions that triggered the ordinance arc determined to be 
over. 

Coayersioa Coatrols: Local regulation of conversions to condominiums 
or non-residential usc will also be triggered by the existence of a local hous· 
ing emergency. Local ordinances will be required to contain a blanket 
prohibition against conversions, with two exceptions: conversions to social 
ownership, and conversions approved by at least three-quarters of the exist
ing residents. In both cases, adequate notice provisions, relocation benefits, 
and other safeguards will be required for tenants being displaced. 

De.oUlloD: Where a local hOUSing emergency is determined to exist, lo
calities will be required to prohibit all demolitions of rental housinl except 
those required for a compelling public purpose, and in such cases prior one
for-one replacement of equivalent units and adequate tenant notice and 
relocation benefits will be required. 

(2) MaDale.eat Staadard. 

The Act establishes minimal federal standards governing management 
performance, policy, and collective bargaining with tenants' organizations. 
Localities will be required to enforce these standards. 

Perfor.aace Studard.: Localities will be required to establish per
formance standards for private rental housing management firms, and to 
monitor compliance. Such standards will govern compliance with local 
building codes, treatment of tenants, discriminatory rental practices, and 
cooperation with tenant organization5o 
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CoIl.ctlY. Barcalalac: Localities will be required to establisb collective 
barlaininl rilbts and procedures for democratically organized tenant asso
ciations, based on Cederal minimum standards establisbed by the Act. Pri
vate bousinl owners and managers will be required to bargain with tenants 
over perCormance standards and policy. includina selection and removal of 
the manaacment aaent. 

MaDa••m.at PoUc)': Manalement firms will be required to develop pro
ject-specific manalement plans that comply with the policy objectives con
tained In the locality's housina plan, c.... with reaard to collective bar
lainina procedures, tenant selection and assianment, leasina and occupancy 
terms, rent disputes, Irievance procedures, and compliance with Cederal, 
state, and local Cair housina laws. 

f 
b. COnYlrUD, PrlYat. R.atal HOllslal to Social Owa.rsbip 

The tenant protections outlined above will prolressively reduce the 
potential for speculation in the rental housinl market. This will make rental 
housina less attractive as an investment to landlords, ereatina new op
portunities Cor conversion oC the private rental stock to social ownership. 
Localities will be able to meet their social bousinl aoals throulh a combina
tion oC co",.rsion and MW production prolrams;16 localities experiencinl pop
ulation decline will likely Cavor the Cormer, while rapidlY-lrOwinl places 
will preCer the latter. 

nis Act provides that localities should establish tarlets, scbedules, and 
procedures Cor rental hoUSinl conversion in accordance with Cederal stan
dardsthrouah th~irFederally Mandated Local Housing Prolrams. It estab
lishes leneral luidelines Cor buyout price and disposition oC rental proper
ties, and sets Corth a variety oC conversion mechanisms that can be used to 
achieve each locality's loa~ Finally, it provides Cederal Cundinl to Cacili
tate local buy-out oC private rental housina units and tbeir pbased conver
sion to social ownership. 

(1) Con,.rsloD M.chanism. 

Sub.t....r. BOUlina: In conjunction with prolressively strinlent 
enCorcement oC local habitability standards, localities should utilize re
ceivership aDd condemnation procedures to acquire substandard rental hous
inl Cor social ownership. This approach miaht initially be limited to owners 
who have the means to uPlrade their properties but reCuse to do so. Owners 
who cannot aCCord required repairs could be oCCered Cederally-Cunded reha
bilitation arants, in exchanle Cor strict relulation oC rents, evictions, and 
occupancy terms, and the arantina to an appropriate social entity an option 
to buy at a designated Cuture date. This option price would be limited to the 
market value oC the property at the time the grant is made, less the value of 
the grant. 

l'New production programs are described below in sub-section I1.C.4, the So
cial HOUlin, Product!.on and Financing Act. 
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Tax Tltl. Prop.rU..: Localities should improve and expedite tax title 
and foreclosure procedures for the purpose of bringing tax-delinquent rental 
housing into social ownership. Social owners (including tbe tenants, if ap
propriately constituted) would be granted a right to acquire title and pay 
the back taxes. using federal conversion funds, with tbe price paid subject 
to federal luidelines. The social owner would then assume the existing 
mortlale. 

Mortlal' Foreclolure: Localities should establisb procedures facilitating 
the acquisition of rental housinl that is in the process of mortgage foreclo
sure. Where the value of the property exceeds the amount of mortgage 
delinquency, social owners (includinl the tenants, if appropriately consti
tuted) would have a rilhl to purchuc the property-providinl the cost did 
not exceed federal luidelines-usinl federal conversion funds to payoff the 
mortlage delinquency and assume the outstanding debt. Wbere the amount 
of debt owed exceeds the property value, tbe foreclosure must proceed with 
an agreement by the lender to offer a right of first refusal upon resale to a 
social entity. 

Volu.tar, Sal.: Localities should establish a rilht of first refusal to 
purchase any rental property that is offered for sale and can be purchased 
for a price not exceedinl federal luidelines. The rilht to purchase should 
also be made available to existinl tenants. in order to promote opportunities 
for non-speculative collective resident ownership (see Section II.C.2 below) . 

......t Do.al.: Localities should utilize eminent domain procedings to 
acquire rental properties at fair market value for the 'purpose of preserving 
decent. affordable housin.. Ample lelaI precedent exists for the use 'of this 
technique, most notably in the federal urban renewal prOlram. 

(2) Pollel.. GOYerlllll1 Bu,out alld DllPOlltloll 01 the R.elltal Houl
1.1 Stock 

In developinl their rental housinl conversion prolrams, localities should 
live priority to properties that are occupied predominantly by low- and 
moderate-income households. They should also establish acquisition policies 
regardinl private rental housinL in aceordance with federal standards. For 
eumple, formulas for determininl the maximum buyout price that can be 
paid for different types of units in diverse locations will be subject to fed
eral luidelines that luard alainst the purchase 01 excessively costly units. 
With the implementation of the Prolram, market values will decline, as the 
effects of tax shelterinl, speculation, and scarcity conditions are reduced 
and eventually eliminated. Policies must also be developed that provide a 
lelal definition of social ownership, and that spell out procedures for 
determininl the proportion of tenants required for first-option tenant pur
chases, while offerinl adequate protection to tenants who choose not to buy 
into the conversion. 

When localities acquire rental property through condemnation, fore
closure, or other proceedings. they' will have the option of retaining and 
managinl the properties themselves (for example, through a local housing 
authority), or transferrinl them to another social owner. When tbe latter 01'
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tion is exercised, the transfer will include federally·funded rehabilitation 
grants, operating subsidies, and technical assistance, as needed. In either 
case, the property must remain under permanent social OWnership, with 
speculative resale prohibited. 

1. PrOlDotill1 Affordable HOlDeowBership: The NatloBal HOlDeowBer Pro
t.ctloD Act17 

The attractions of homeownership are undeniable. Nearly everyone de
sires the security of tenure and control over one's living space which 
homeownership offers, along with the possibility of relatively stable housing 
costs, some equity accumulation, income tax benefits, and a sense of full 
community membership and sociai status which homeownership may pro
vide. 

Yet conventional homeownership is not without problems, especially for 
low- and moderate-income people. High acquisition costs and interest rates 
have made it virtually impossible for many middle-income households to 
buy their first homes. The risks of mortgage and tax foreclosure undermine 
the security thiS tenure form seems to offer. The popular homeowner tax 
benefits arc highly regressive, flowing almost entirely to homeowners with 
incomes of over $30,000. And the present system encourales homeowners to 
place the enhancement of property values above the preservation of com
munity, contributinl to fear and resentment of those persons-usually of 
lower socioeconomic status-who arc perceived as potentially threatening 
this objective. Finally, the preseDt system encourales homeowners to ride 
the wave of speculative increases in property values, reaping profits that, 
conversely, deprive others in the community of the possibility of homeown
ership. 

The Act seeks to address these problems by offering and progressively 
implementinl an alternative tenure form which facilitates the positive as
pects of conventional homeownership and eliminates the negative ones. To
ward this end, localities will be required to develop prolrams that simulta
neously protect existinl low· and moderate-income homeowners and expand 
opportunities for affordable homeownership, without speculation, by low
and moderate-income households. By encouralinl voluntary transfer of pri
vate homes to the social sector in ellchange for enhanced affordability, im
proved maintenance, and security of tenure, a new form of protected accu
Jlll.My will be created for existing homeowners that will also bank a portion 
of the owner-occupied housing stock for permanent non-specuJative usc. 
Where tenants wish to own their units, localities will also be encouraged to 
facilitate the conversion of reDtal housing acquired from private landlords 
to forms of individual and collective non-speculative resident ownership. 

Federal funds will be provided to facilitate implementation of local 
homeowner protection and conversion programs as part of the locality's 
Federally Mandated Local Housing Program. Over time, as progressive im
plementation of our overall program reduces the speculative value of con
ventional homeownership, the economic and social benefits of this alter

I1Portions of this section arc excerpted from or based on Stone (198S). 
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native tenure form arc expected have broad appeal for an increasing num
ber of 10170'- and moderate-income homeowners. 

a. ProtectlDe ExlstlDe HomeowDers .Dd CODyerUDe Prlnte Homes 

The Act will require localities to establish a variety of homeowner pro
tection and conversion programs for which federal funds will be made 
available. 

(1) 'oreclosur. Protec:tloa 

Low- and moderate-income homeowners who face the loss of their 
homes through inability to make tax or mortgage payments will be offered 
financial assistance, in return for an agreement to transfer title to a local 
housing agency or other social entity following occupancy by the owner or 
owner's immediate heirs. In effect, the social owner will payoff the delin
quencies and assume and eventually retire the outstanding mortgage debt, 
provided that the value of the house is greater than the sum of these pay
ments. In this event, the homeowner might also receive a nominal amount of 
cash as equity compensation when he or she dies or moves out of the unit. 
If the delinquencies and debts exceed the property's market value, the social 
owner will offer to payoff the delinquencies and retire the debt up to 
market value. 

In exchange for deeding their homes to a social entity, participating 
homeowners and their immediate heirs would be entitled to remain in 
occupancy on a permanent basis, provided their residency oblilations were 
meL They would also be eligible for the universal subsidy to meet monthly 
operating expenses, determined on the basis of the -ability-to-pay· formula 
described below (sub-section II.C.3). Owners whose financial circumstances 
impr(lve (or who change their mind) would have the option of buying back 
the unit from the social entity within a reasonable stipulated time (say 1-2 
years), for a price equal to the latter'S position in the property. 

(1) Home ImprOyemeDt A....t.Dce 

Low- and moderate-income homeowners faced with major capital re
pairs that they cannot afford to make will be offered direct rehabilitation 
arants. in exchange for an agreement to deed their properties to a social 
owner upon termination of occupancy. Many localities currently provide 
long-.term rehabilitation loans and arants. while allowing the benefits of this 
public investment to accrue entirely to private individuals. As with the 
foreclosure protection prolram, the homeowner and his or her heirs would 
be entitled to remain in occupancy on a permanent basis, provided that 
their residency obligations were met. When the unit is vacated, the value of 
the grant would be deducted from the homeowner's equity compensation, 
enabling the property to be purchased by the social sector at a below-market 
price. 
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(3) Equity CODYlrsloD 

Elderly and other lower-income homeowners who can't afford their 
housing will have the option of similarly deeding their homes to a social 
owner, in exchange for life tenure plus a lifetime annuity. Federal conver
sion funds would be used to purchase the annuity for the homeowner. This 
program is similar to ·reverse equity· mortgage programs now offered by 
private lenders, except that the benefit docs not accrue to the private sector, 
and the benefits to the homeowner would be life-long, rather than for a set 
number of years. The amount of the annuity would reflect the homeowner's 
equity in the property, as determined by the locality. The homeowner would 
draw down a fixed amo-unt of cash each month, with the balance of the an
nuity recoverable if he or she vacates the unit. When the home is trans
ferred to the social owner, the value of the annuity would then be deducted 
from the purchase price. The cost of any maintenance services and/or addi
tional operating subsidies would also be an offset against the acquisition 
price. 

(4) CODyeatloDal Sail 

As opportunities for the speculative resale of private homes diminish, 
localities will be encouraged by the Act to utilize federal conversion funds 
to purchase any property offered for sale by a low- oJ: moderate-income 
homeowner, not just those facing foreclosure or in need of monthly cash or 
rehabilitation assistance. A standing offer could be made to purchase such 
properties for a reasonable price, in exchange for permanent homeowner se
curity of tenure and affordability. 

b. Buyoat Pollel.. 

As with the rental housing conversion program, localities will be re
quired to establish policies governing the acquisition of private homes, in 
accordance with federal standards. Buyout formulu will reflect the progres
sive elimination of speculative forces from the homeownership market. In 
addition, they will take into account the enhanced affordability, increased 
security of tenure, and improved living conditions that participating home
owners will enjoy u a result of the voluntary conversion programs. In ex
change for these benefits. homeowners may be willing to accept limited 
equity compensation, e.g., based on the original value (rather than current 
market value) of their cash investment, adjusted for inflation. This should 
reduce the cost of transferring owner-occupied homes to the social sector. 

e. ExpaDdlDg HODllowDlrshlp OpportaDltlls 

In conjunction with their Federally Mandated Local Housing Programs, 
localities will be required to increue opportunities for low- and moderate
income tenants to own their homes, individually or collectively, on a pro
tected and non-speculative basis. Federal funds will be provided for expan
sion of resident ownership on the following basis: 
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(1) Ow-aer-Occupl.d Hom.s 

Owner-occupied homes acquired by the locality or another social entity 
through the variety Gf mechanisms described above, that are eventually va
catedby their owners, will transferred on a priority basis to new low- and 
moderate-income purchasers for non-speculative resident ownership. The 
new residents will be able to purchase their unit at a negligible price, with 
restricted resale provisions allowinl for limited-equity appreciation. Reha
bilitation Irants and operatinl subsidies will be provided as needed to en
bance viability and affordability (see 1I.C.4). 

(2) R.atal Houlal 

Tenants livinl in private relltal housilll that has been acquired by the 
social sector will have a right to purchase their units illdividually or collec
tively (as appropriate), on the same terms described above. Tbis right will be 
extended to tellants livillg ill privately-owlled rental housing that is offered 
for sale (sec C.I above). In addition to rehabilitation Iranu and operatillg 
assistance, equity Irallts will be available to facilitate tenant buyout of pri
vately-owned units. with resale restrictions to limit future equity ap
preciatioll. Localities will also be required to provide funds for techllical as
sistance in order to assist tenants in the conversioll process. 

3. 	 Prot.ctlal Go.er....at-Aulsted Houlal: The Sab.ldlzed Houlal 
Praenatlo. Act 

The existinl stock of federally-subsidized housing includes public hous
inl as well as private and non-profit housinl constructed with federal sub
sidies. This inventory of some 3.4 million units, which represents a multi
billion dollar capital investment backed by the federal goverllment, is a Ila
tional resource wbich. once lost. would be far more costly to replace. Cur
rently,' many tenants in subsidized housinl arc forced to pay considerably 
more than they can afford. live in substandard ullits, arc subject to arbi
trary manalement practices. alld have limited security of tenure. Further, a 
larle and increasilll number of units arc in danler of beinl lost from the 
subsidi~ed invelltory tbroulb demolition. private resale, and conversion to 
market-rate housinl (especially u their bonds or subsidy contracts expire or 
their mortlages become ripe for prepayment). 

To address these problems, the Act secks to improve the affordability 
and livability of the subsidized bousing stock, assure security of tenure, alld 
increase resident control for existinl and future low- and moderate-illcome 
tenants. At the same time, the Act provides mecbanisms to assure the per
manent retention of existing subsidized units, ellhance existinl public and 
non-profit ownership, and facilitate COilversion of privately-owned subsi
dized units to forms of nOIl-spcculative social ownership. 

a. ProtecUal Teaaat. aad Impro.'al Edstial Subsidized HODsial 

Existinl subsidized units will be made increasingly affordable alld liv
able, wJth enhanced security of tellure and resident control for low- and 
moderate-income residents. tbroulh the followillg mechanisms: 
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(1) ArrordablUty 

Public: Houslna: Rents charged to tenants in public housing will be ad
justed to more accurately reflect each household's ability to pay. Unlike the 
arbitrary 30 percent rent/income ratio that is currently utilized. the new 
subsidy formula will recognize that what a family can afford to pay for 
housinl will vary with the extent of its essential non-shelter expenditures 
(e .... for food, cloth ina. and medical care) as well as with the algregate 
amount of its disposable income. Allowable deductions for basic non~shelter 
expenditures will initially be estimated at $1,200 per dependent plus 
extraordinary medical expenses and childcare, moving towards a formula 
that reflects family budget needs at increasing levels of adequacy.I. The 
level of subsidy will eventually be based on progressive implementation of a 
variable affordabillty standard based on household size and essential non
shelter expenditures. Operating subsidies will be adjusted to make up the 
difference between the new tenant rent shares and the cost of operating the 
housins. 

Other Federally-5ubsldlzed HouslDa: Rents in federally-assisted projects 
owned by qualified non-prD!it sponson, which are lenerally fixed by unit 
size. will also be converted to the income-based formula described above. 
Non-profit projects with defaulted mortpses held by the lovernment will 
receive a permanent mortgage writedown plus operatinl subsidies as needed, 
thereby providing a level of affordability equivalent to public l!Dusing. 
OtMr priFtUIlY-OWMd subsldizld prDjlel$ will be elilible for rent 
adjustments., operatinl subsidies. and mortlale writedowns only if they 
alree to convert to social ownenhip (see below). 

(2) LIYabllIty 

Local housinl codes and federal relulatory provISIons loverninl the 
habitability of public and other subsidized housinl will be strictly enforced 
to brinl substandard units into compliance. The existinl minimal standards 
will be uPlraded over time. and the ownen of public and other subsidized 
housinl will be required to renovate their projects to achieve adequate lev
els of raidendal amenity with "lard to unit layout, apartment confilura
tion. site and buildinl desilD, operatinl efficiency, and raident security. 
Facilities and prolrams for residential services such as day care and elder 
care will also be required, as appropriate. Direct federal Irants (similar to 
the current public housinl modernization and flexible subsidy prolrams), 
along with the ongoinl operatinl subsidies, will be provided to public and 
non-profit ownen and to other private owners who alree to convert to so
cial ownership within a specified time frame. Private ownen who fail to 
comply with maintenancc, repair, and rehabilitation obliptions will face 
relulatory default and foreclosure (see below). 

BUnder the initial formula, a four-person family with an income of $20,000 
and no unusual childcare or medical expenses would pay approximately 
23'111 of income in rent, while a similar family with half that income would 
pay only 16 percent. See subsection II.C.4 below for further discussion. 
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(3) S.carltJ 0' T•••r. 

Lease and Ir~evance protections for tenants in subsidized housing will 
be strengthened to enhance their rilhts. Grounds for eviction, which 
presently are more limited than for private housing tenants, will be further 
restricted to voluntary non-payment, willful destruction of property, and 
Iross violation of community standards. Where it is believed such violations 
have occurred, residents will be protected by due process, under procedures 
secured by federal statute. Eviction will not be permitted' because of any 
temporary inability to pay rent that results from involuntary loss of income. 

(4) Relld••t Co.trol 

The rights of subsidized housina tenants to participate in management 
decisions are presently limited to a few areas, such as modernization and 
capital improvements plannina. development of lease and grievance proce
dures, and (in non-public subsidized housina) rent increases. The Act will 
require meaninaful tenant participation throulh collective barlaining in all 
areas of manaaement policy, includinl the terms and conditions of tenancy, 
physical and financial manaaement, and the delivery of housinl services. 
The hirinl and firinl of manalement will also be subject to resident control 
throulh collective barlainin.. Fundinl will be provided to local tenant 
councils to facilitate their collectiv~ barlaininl role. 

(5) Ma•••••••t 

Manaaement plans for public and other subsidized housing will be 
required to conform to the policy requirements set forth in the locality's 
Federally Mandated Local Housina Proaram. which will reClect minimum 
federal standards. Manaaers of subsidized housina will also be required to 
meet local licensinl and certification requirements. The Act will provide 
funds to encouraae the development of alternative forms of manalement for 
social housina. includinl community·based manaaement corporations, mutual 
manaaement associations, and tenant self-management. Joint venture 
arranaements between private management companies and residents or 
community-based housinl sponsors will also be facilitated. The Act will 
require owners of subsidized housinl to contract with non-profit social 
manalement entities on a priority preference basis wherever possible.lll 

b. 	Pra.nl•• Sublldlzed HoulD, 'or Lower·l.co.e' F••lIlel ••d 
Exp••dIDI Socl.1 Ow••rlhlp 

Retention of existinl subsidized housing as a permanent resource for 
lower-income families will be accomplished throuah a number of mecha
nisms that will encourage the conversion of such housina to social forms of 
ownership:. 

"'For a more detailed discussion, see National Housina Law Project (1981). 
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(1) Us. R.strlctions 

Admission to public and other subsidized housing will be restricted to 
low· and moderate-income households (or until such time as the size of the 
social housing sector is adequate to accommodate families with less pressing 
housing needs). Existing tenants who become over-income will be permitted 
to stay in their units and pay a higher rent, determined on the basis of the 
ability·ta.pay formula. 

(2) R••o,al of Ualu 

Removal of units from the subsidized housing inventory through 
demolition, conversion to non-housing usc, or conversion to market-rate 
housing will be prohibited, Cltcept that physical removal of units from the 
hOUSing stock may be permitted when necessary for a compelling public 
purpose. In such cases, prior one-foroOne replacement with equivalent hous
ing and ,adequate relocation benefits will be required. 

When a unit temporarily added to the social housing stock through a 
subsidy certificate (such as Section 8) is lost because the owner fails to re
new the lease or subsidy contract, the owner similarly will be required to 
provide adequate relocation benefits. The tenant holding the certificate will 
be offered an equivalent unit in the social sector on a priority basis. 

(3) Coa'.flloa to 'rlYat. Owa.flblp 

Conversion or existing public and other non-profit subsidized units to 
private ownership will be prohibited. Ownership transfer to or within the 
social sector (e.... rrom public to non-profit or cooperative ownership) will 
be permitted so long as the current residents arc not adversely impacted. 

(4) 	Coa,.r.loa fro. 'rl,ately-O"aed SlIbsldlzed HOlIslnl to SocIal 
Owa.flblp 

Conversion of the privately-owned subsidized housing stock will be ra
cilitated tbrouah a combination or subsidy incentives and relulatory en
rorcement: 

Sabslely lacon...: The various types or aovernment assistance (mort
pae writedowns" rehabilitation arants. and operating subsidies) that will 
automatically be provided to non·profit owners or assisted housinl will also 
be made available to private owners in good standing who agree to deed 
their properties to existing tenants or to another social owner within a spec
ified time period. The maximum buyout price for these properties will be 
limited by rederal standards governing compensation to private owners. 

Rellllatory EaforcemeDt: To racilitate this program, debt collection and 
regulatory requirements ror subsidized non-public housing will be strictly 
enrorced. Private owners who derault 'on their mortgages or who fail to 
comply with standards ror property maintenance, management services, and 
tenant inVOlvement will race roreclosure, unless they agree to deed their 
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properties to a social entity. Foreclosed properties will be resold by HUD to 
their tenants or to another social owner. 

Ten..t Ownership: Assisted housinl tenants will have a rilht of refusal 
to purchase their projects from existinl private owners whenever those pro
jects may be offered for sale. subject to federal standards loverninl maxi
mum buyout prices. Tenants will have the same rilht with respect to hous
inl acquired by the lovernment throulh foreclosure. The purchase rilht 
will be transferred to another social entity if not exercised by existing ten
ants. Direct Irants for rehabilitation and technical assistance, as well as 
equity grants and necessary operatinl subsidies. will be provided to 
facilitate acquisition of subsidized projects by tenants and other social enti
ties, in exchanle for permanent resale restrictions. 

4. 	Producinl and Malntalnlnl Affordable Housln&: The Social Housin& 
. Production and Flnanclnl Act 

This Act sets national loals and provides federal assistance for the pro
duction and rehabilitation of affordable housinl that will be exclusively 
owned by the social sector and Cinanced by direct government lrants. It also 
provides the fundinl for convertinl e:idstinl privately-owned units to social 
ownership. 

The Act stipulates that the process by which new and rehabilitated 
housinl is developed will be subject to public and community control, with 
production increasinlly steered towards non·proCit and public developers. It 
further provides tbat production of new social housing will be Cinanced 
exclusively by means of direct federal capital Irants. These grants will be 
supplemented by a system of universal operating subsidies to bridge the gap 
between what tenants in the social sector can afCord to pay and the ongoing 
cost of operatinl the housing. These funds will also be used to facilitate the 
acquisition, upgrading, and operation of existing homes and rental units 
converted Crom private to social ownership. 

The social housing production and Cinancinl system established by the 
Act will create a reliable. predictable stream of fundinl for the production 
and maintenance of permanently affordable, resident~ontrolled housing. It 
will be considerably more cost ..ffective than the present system of direct 
and indirect capital subsidies-which primarily benefit wealthy investors
and rental subsidies. which underwrite speculative proCits in the private 
market. 

The Act will require localities to utilize the followinl programs in 
meetinl their Federally Mandated Local Housinl Programs, especially where 
there is a shortale of existing affordable units. These new units will be 
added to the growinl stream of acquisitions from the private housinl stock 
to establish a vital. substantial social housinl sector •. 
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a. Prod.cla. HOllIla. for Social Owa.rshlp 

Localities will comply with the following requirements in order to facil
itate new construction and rehabilitation Cor social ownership: 

(l)Plaaalal for Social Prod.cUoa 

In conjunction with their Federally Mandated Local Housing Programs. 
localities will be required to Cormulate goals and plans for the production 
and rehabilitation of housing for social ownership. The goals will be based 
on a comprehensive needs assessment. taking into account the quality and 
affordability of the existing stock and its potential for conversion to social 
ownership as well as the housing needs of existing and future residents 
(including the special needs of oppressed sroups least well-served by the 
private market). Each locality will be obligated to provide its fair share oC 
affordable. socially-owned housing. throush whatever combination of con
version and production is appropriate to the local situation. Production and 
rehabilitation soals will be reassessed periodically. taking into account ac
tual performance. 

(2) Social Coatrol of Laad 

Localities will be required to increase the amount of land under social 
ownership Cor future production oC social housina. Land-use plans and -zon
ins will be required to facilitate inclusionary housins development. along 
with tax measures to discourase speculation. Federal funds will be provided 
to encourase public and other forms oC community Iand-bankiq of sites for 
social housins development. Public and community land that is so held will 
be permanently retained in the social sector. 

(3) Social Coatrol O".r Houslal DIY.lopm.at 

While most aspects of housinS production under the Act will continue to 
be performed by the private sector, the housing development process will be 
increasingly subject to public and community control. Development pro
posals will be solicited by the local planning or housins authority. based on 
detailed program, design. and construction specifications. Design and con
struction requirements will reflect increasing standards oC- residential 
amenity established by the Act, e.a.. with respect to site and building con
fisuration. apartment size and layout. provision of community facilities, 
and buildins materials. Plans for the provision of manasement and resident 
services will also be evaluated on the basis oC applicable requirements. Local 
residents will be significantly involved in development planning and in 
monitoring project implementation. Developers will be required to comply 
with Federally Mandated affirmative hirins and job-training standards. 

(4) Social Productloa 

In the Ions run, the Act will encourage an increasing portion of social 
housing production to be carried out by public and non-profit developers. 
Federal funds will be targeted to social developers on a priority basis, along 
with technical assistance to help increase their development capacity. AU 
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federally-assisted developers of-social housing will be required to give prior
ity to public, non-profit, or cooperatively-owned materials suppliers, con
struction companies, and management firms. Technical assistance funds will 
be provided to such groups to increase their skills and capacity. 

b. Floaoclog Houslog lor Social Owoershlp 

Two principal types of federal funding will be available to localities to 
promote the production, rehabilitation, conversion, and usc of housing for 
social ownership: 

(1) Capital Graots 

Localities will be required to utilize federal funds to provide direct 
capital grants for the development and conversion of housing for social 
ownership. The grants will cover all capital costs, including site and build
ing acquisition, construction and rehabilitation, and technical assistance. 
Funding will be limited to social sector housing, or to private owners who 
agree to deed their property to the social sector unC1er other provisions of 
this Program. This financing method will significantly reduce the occupancy 
cost of the unit by removing the substantial capital cost component, partic
ularly the interest costs of financing, as well as ordinary operating and re
sale profits. 

The impediments to direct capital financing arc largely ideological and 
political rather than economic. Ample precedent exists for direct capital 
grant financing of housing in our society, including a substantial portion of 
the 450,000 units of family housing built by the armed Corces for military 
personnel and their families. Construction, modernization, and maintenance 
of these units has been funded largely through direct Congressional appro
priations to the Defense Department budgeL Another example is FmHAs 
Section 514/516 program, which has been successful in producing low-cost 
rural housina. More recently, federal Housing Development Grants 
(HODAG's) and Rental Rehabilitation Grants have been utilized to write 
down the cost of mixed-income housina. Of course, since these limited pro
grams (now being phased out) were not restricted to socially-owned housing, 
they also served to promote the inefficiencies of the marketplace. 

(2) Operatlol Sabsldles 

Localities will also be required to utilize federal funds to provide oper
ating subsidies on behalf of households in the social sector who cannot af
ford the full cost of housing management and operations. Operating sub
sidies will also be made available to private homeowners and tenants whose 
properties arc in transition to social ownership (sec Sections C.I-3 above). As 
previously discussed, the level of subsidy will reflect progressive imple
mentation of a variable affordability standard based on the income that 
households of different composition and size have available for housing af
ter meeting their essential non-shelter needs. Allowable deductions for basic 
non-shelter expenditures will initially be estimated at 51,200 per dependent, 
plus extraordinary medical expenses and child care. Over time, the subsidy 
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will be tied to a formula that in fact reflects family budget needs at in
creasing levels of adequacy. 

The system of universal operating subsidies established by the Act will 
significantly enhance affordability while increasing the attractiveness of 
the social sector. Operating subsidies targeted to housing that is owned and 
increasingly financed and produced by the social sector will also be consid
erably more cost-effective than the existing market-oriented subsidy ap
prQach. 
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5. The National 	HOIIIIDI Prolram ImplemeDtaUoD Act: Federally Man
dated Local HOllslDI Prolraml 

Most of the measures discussed in previous sections of this Program are 
implemented at the local level. The role of the federal government is 
twofold: first, to establish general guidelines and minimal requirements 
which assure that the housing needs of low- and moderate-income people 
will be met; and second, to provide the financial and technical resources for 
localities to meet those needs. In other words, administration of the various 
program elements is to be as decentralized as possible. This will si
multaneously avoid federal bureaucratization and maximize resident partic
ipation and control. 

Local compliance with the federal housing law is a threshold require
ment for receiving federal funds. Yet the law will operate through existing 
state and local planning or housing departments. utilizing the existing police 
powers through which state and local governments are able to regulate the 
private sector. or under state enabling acts (where local powers are re
stricted). As a consequence. each locality will exercise a Ireat deal of con
trol over the housinl plan's desiln and implementation, although the overall 
plan parameters are established and monitored federally. 

The principal provisions of this Act establish that: 

o It is a state and local duty to evaluate, plaD for, and adopt a 
prOlram that responds to the needs of all households. includ
ing a regional fair share of lower-income and minority fami
lies; 

o Federal funds for 	housing, highway and sewer construction, 
economic development, Urban Development Action Grants 
(UDAGs), Community Development Block Grants (CDBGs), 
and other federal programs which directly and indirectly im
pact housing are restricted to states and localities that are 
affirmatively satisfying their housing responsibilities; 

o Local governments shall adopt complying local 	housinl plans. 
utilizinl all their powers and available resources to carry out 
the programs in those plans; 

o States shall adopt statutes which incorporate the provisions set 
forth below, designating an alency (presumably an existinl 
one with housing or plannini responsibilities) with pri1l'lllry 
enforcement responsibilities for ensurinl that localities comply 
with the Act; and, 

o HUD shall be the secondary enforcement body, with authority to 
certify the adequacy of state statutes and state compliance, 
and with additional authority to block or delay Irants from 
federal alencies to non-complyinl states. 
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The specific provisions of the Act arc set forth below. 

a. Lealslat"e Flndlaas aad Intent 

The Act declares that it is the intent of Consress to: 

o Assure 	that states recosnize their responsibilities in helpins to 
meet national housinl needs. 

o Assure that states implement housinl plans which further the 
attainment of national housinl 10als. 

o 	Recolnize that each locality is best capable of determininl 
specific actions required of it, provided that local determina
tions of appropriate actions arc compatible with national 
housinl soals and state and resional housinl needs. 

o Establish that 	it is the responsibility of localities to develop 
and implement a housins plan which represents a maximum 
effort to meet the housins needs of its low- and moderate
income and minority residents. 

b. F.d.ral Rol. 

The Act establishes a federal responsibility to: 

o Certify that the state plannins law satisfies the intent and re
quirements of this Act. HUD shall be desilnated the se
condary enforcement body (the state housins authority shall 
have primary enforcement responsibilities) with responsibility 
for the above certification u well as estabUshinl state com
pliance throush examinlnl a sample of local housinl plans. 

o Fund the various provisions of this Act at an adequate level. 

o Enact lelislation allowins 	HUD to (I) withhold federal funds 
from non-complyins states or localities (i.e., states in whiCh 
localities containins at least '0 percent of the state population 
arc in non-compliancc); and (2) bypass such states if neces
sary, allocatins funds directly to localities with adequate 
housinl plans located within states that fail to enact or im
plement an adequate state bousinS plan law. 
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c. State Role 

Thc Act establishes minimum state responsibilities to: 

o Adopt a state statute 	in compliance with the overall provisions 
of this Act. with which localities must comply, and enabling 
legislation if necessary. 

o Designate a state agency to carry out the various duties of the 
state statute. in particular monitoring and reviewing local 
adoption of an adeqWlte housing plan, and local implementa
tion of the housing programs set forth in the plan. 

o Provide for primary enforcement responsibilities. 

o Pass through federal funds only to localities which arc in com
pliance. 

o Establish a state, county, or regional housing authority to carry 
out housing activities in localities which arc too small, 
inexperienced, or otherwise unable or unwilling to carry out 
the plans themselves. If a locality refuses to enact or comply 
with an adequate plan, local non-profits could receive funds 
directly from the state housing authority, for purposes of un
dertaking appropriate housing and infrastructure activities. 

o Provide that if a court. thO' state, or HUD finds a housing plan 
inadequate, instead of halting development altogether. social 
housing permits. social housing convenion programs. and re
lated infrastructure would be approved in order to further the 
housinl goals of this prOlram. 

o 	Empower relional entities such u Councils of Governments 
(COGs) to determine each locality's fair share of regional 
housing needs, in recognition of the fact that housinl markets 
transcend local boundaries. The state housing authority is re
sponsible for approvinl the local fair share estimates, u part 
of the state hOusing program. 

d. Local Role 

The locality's housinl plan must make adequate provision for the ex
istinl and projected nceds of all economic and racial segments of the com
munity. and provide for adequate sites for new construction. The Act re
quires that each local government not only assess its own needs and adopt 
broad goals and policies consistent with those needs. but also include in its 
housing plan an action plan for meeting those needs. The local housing plan 
must provide for the production and rehabilitation of socially-owned hous
ing. conversion from private to social ownership. and the regulation of pri
vate rental housing. Once an adequate ·plan is adopted. the locality is obli· 
gated to make a maximum errort to implement it. 
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Thc local housina plan is rcquircd to contain thc following: 

Neeell Alllumeat: Each plan must contain an asscssmcnt of thc housing 
nccds of all incomc Icvcls of thc community. as wcll as thc locality's share 
of regional housing nccds. This assessmcnt is to contain an analysis of hous
ing charactcristics, including: 

o Ovcrcrowdina. dctcrioration. and undcrmaintcnance; 

a An invcntory of land suitablc for residcntial dcvclopmcnt; 

o An invcntory of privatclYaOwncd units suitablc 	for' convcrsion 
to social owncrship; 

o An analysis of aovcrnmcntal constraints imposed on thc main
tcnancc, improvcmcnt, or dcvclopmcnt of housing, including 
land usc controls, displaccmcnt, building codcs, fccs and cxac
tions, rcdcvclopmcnt projects, rchabilitation and prcscrvation 
programs, and so forth; 

o An analysis of thc impacts of public scctor rcdevclopmcnt ac
tivities, privatc sector dcvclopmcnt, and gcntrification; 

o 	An analysis of racial impacts aDd discriminatory workinas of 
thc housina markct; 

a An analysis of spccial housina needs, such as those of thc dis
ablcd, sinllc parcnts, larac families, farmworkcrs, thc cldcrly, 
and low-incomc houscholds gcncrally; and 

o A dctcrmination of whcthcr a 	housina cmcracncy cxists pur
suant to fcdcralluidclines. 

Goals. Objecti'fel, aael Policies: Once a locality has assesscd its housing 
Dccds, it shall includc within its housinl plan: a statcmcnt of thc com
munity's loals; quantified objcctives; and policics rclativc to thc main
tcnancc, prescrvation, convcrsion to social oWncrship, and dcvclopmcnt of 
social housing which satisfies those loals and objcctives. 

Housla, Pro,ram: Thc local housinl plan must contain a rolling four
year schcdulc of actions which will cnablc thc local govcrnment to achicvc 
its housinl loaIs and objcctives. This action plan will rcly On thc locality's 
land use and dcvclopmcnt control powcrs, rClulatory conccssions and inccn
tivcs, and the usc of fcdcral. state, and local financing. 

Thc local prOlram must: 

a Facilitatc and undertake thc developmcnt of adequate sociaUy
owned housing for low- and modcratc-incomc households, un
dcr thc othcr provisions of this Program; 
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o 	Include the local tenant protection and private manalcment 
standards mandated by the National Tenant Protection and 
Private Rental Housinl Conversion Act; 

o Specify social 	housinl con version mechanisms to be used in 
conjunction with specific targets and timetables; 

o Provide adequate sites. with appropriate 	zoninl and develop· 
ment standards, to develop a variety of housing for different 
Iroups; 

o Assure that housinl supply kceps pacc with demand; 

o Minimize lovernmcntal constraints to maintenance, rehabilita
tion, and development of housinl, includinl a review of such 
constraints as minimum lot sizes, design controls, parkinl re
quirements, secondary unit restrictions, exclusions against 
manufacturcd housing, and open space rCQuirements; 

o Mitigate the 	neptive eCCccts of any public or private develop
ment activities on existing communities or the natural envi
ronment; 

o 	Relulate private rental housing, under the provisions of this 
Prolram; and, 

o Obtain silnficant and widespread public input in the prepara
tion and implementation of the housinl plan and any amend
ments thereto. 

Rel'ision or HOllsiDI Prolr,..: The local lovernment must establish a set 
of performance indicators for evaluatinl fulfillmcnt of its housinl plan, re
visinl it annually as necessary. 

IDdil'ldllal StaadlDI: Individuals and Iroups are Iranted standing to 
challenle, in state or federal court, the adequacy of the local housing plan 
or implementation of the plan, and to demand that HUD examine the plan 
prior to approval or disbursement of federal funds. In any lawsuit or ad
ministrative hearinl under this provision. the locality will hear the burden 
of demonstrating the adequacy of its plan and of implementation of the 
plan, and federal or state courts will have the authority equivalent to that 
of HUD to block or delay Irants to non-complyinl states or localities. 
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6. First Year Pro Ira. Costs 

Table 1 summarizes several possible first-year options for implementing 
the proposed Program. We have estimated per-unit costs for the major com
ponents of -the Program, and have then suggested a possible milt of these 
components which would be feasible for each of seyeral different levels of 
total prolram cost. 

The IMdium cost option summarized in the Table was chosen to corre· 
spond to the level of federal tax expenditures for housinl, which is about 
$50 billion in FY 1986 (Dol beare, 1986: 267). 

The lower cost option is about one-half the medium option, and repre
sents a minimum reasonable level for belinning to implement all of the 
Prolram's major components. 

. The /righer cost option reflects the cost of a substantially Ireater com
mitment to new construction and rehabilitation, which of course have much 
hilher per-unit costs than the other elements of the Program; it represents a 
production level which is about the most that probably could be achieved 
administratively and physically in the first year. Certainly, though, the ca
pacity for social production would increase in subsequent years as the Pro
gram lets implemented. 

The Ptolram recognizes that the availability of resources for implemen
tation depends ultimately on federal spending priorities and tax policy. 
There is no shortale of resources for housinl or any other social objective
our medium cost option would cost only 5 percent of the FY 1987 federal 
budlet and only a little over 1 percent of GNP. There has, however, been a 
shortale of affordable private reso~rces and appropriate public resources 
due to several factors: first, the reliance on credit for fundinl housing; sec
ond, the dominance of speculative over productive investment; and third, 
the misallocation of public resources, in terms of both revenue-raisinl and 
public spendinl. 

The Prolram addresses primarily the first and second of the resource 
problems. It rccolnizes, thoulh, that no adequate housinl prOlram is possi
ble without substantial tax reform-includinl both much Ireater equity and 
increased revenues to close the deficit-and a major shift in national spend
inl priorities and commitments away from the military. Even our higher 
cost option amounts to only about one-quarter of the military budget. 

In addition, it should be noted that while the Prolram provides direct 
capital grants for new construction and rehabilitation, the federal lovern
ment could obtain the funds either by direct appropriations in the year the 
Irants are made or by borrowing money through selling bonds which would 
be repaid. over time, with federal appropriations for interest and principal 
payments. Direct appropriations are used to fund military housinl (Hartman 
and Stone, 1986: 486-487). while borrowing is used to fund public housinl. 
This latter approach has the advantale of keeping the annual appropriations 
in the early years of the Program somewhat lower than the costs presented 
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in the Table, since the rull costs or the Prolram would not have to be paid 
all at once. This would orrer the immediate advantale or reducing current 
costs. thereby permitting extension or limited .resources in the short run. 
Borrowing eventually would cost more than direct appropriations, however, 
as years or borrowing require ever-larger appropriations to service the in
creasing de~t. The mounting public cost or this approach could thererore 
jeopardize continued allocations ror the Prolram. In addition, borrowing 
adds to the national debt and thereby contributes to macro-cconomic prob
lems or debt overload and crowding out in the credit markets. The prererred 
method or raising the Cunds will thus depend upon tradeorrs between ao
nual budget exigencies, on the oDe hand, and IonI-term liscal and macro
economic objectives. on the other. 

Beyond the lirst year, Program costs similarly arc a runction or politi
cal choices as to level or Program activity. The Prosram. by its nature, will 
sec a levelling orr or capital grants ror rehabilitation as the existing sub
standard stock is brought up to par, and a steady decrease in lovernment 
funds needed to pay orr existiog mortgales Cor housing brought into the so
cial housing sector, as these mortPles arc retired. 
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Table 1 

1Iational COIlpr.nusive BOWling Progrl1lll: 
Pirst Year Options 

costl Ll:!KII: ~It MIl!11m1 ~21t H.i.gb~:t !::2!!t 
unit 'units cost .units cost .un!ts cost 
(X) (X) (8) (X) (8) (K) (B) 

11_ constrw::ltion for $60 50 $3.0 200 $12.0 500 $30.0 
Social ownU'Ship Ca) 

Rehabilitation for $20 100 $2.0 400 $8.0 600 $12.0 
Social ownUllbip (b) 

ap.rating SUbsidies $2 5,000 $10.0 6,500 $13.0 8,000 $16.0 
for Social BoWling (C) 

COnversion Of Private $35 100 $3.5 160 $5.6 200 $7.0 
lWltal Units (d) 

COnversion of $50 100 $5.0 160 $8.0 200 $10.0 
BouOWftuo units Ce) 

Conv.rsion of 81 $1.3 81 $1.2 81 $1.3 
Il11D-hald units (f) 

M04.rnilation of Ixist- $10 350 $3.5 500 $5.0 800 $8.0 
ing Social units (g) 

AdIiIinistration (h) 	 $1.2 $2.0 $3.5 
----------------------------------~------------------------------------$21.5 $54.8 $87.8 

1IOTBS: 
(a) 	BaSK on 1984 construction costs, adding land and 

s\ll)tracting finana. costs, sina. financing will ~ 
1:hrow;h dir.ct qrantsl see Bar1:aan and. Stone (1986: 489) 

(b) 	Rehabilitation only (acquisition costs are included 
un4U' convuosion ela.nt), p.r unit co.t i. baSK on 
varioWl r.nabilitation proj.ats. 

(c) 	ap.rating 4IXpuse. only (debt su-vice includK under 
convuosion ela.nt). DeriVK trOll 1983 operating cost 
data, adjUsted to 1985, and. applying stone's 
affordabl1ity scale (Se. Bartaan and. stone, 1986: 494-49 

(d) 	Ass__ full paym.nt of negotiatK price in year
purchasK (aee Bartman and. Stone, 1986: 500-501). 

(e) 	Assumes full payaent at ttae of acquisition for 
.ortqage balance and. 1I8qotiatK equity. 

(f) 	Ba.ed upon Achtenberq, 1986 • 
(q) 	 Ixistinq assisted. stock onlY7 assumes that .oat units 

need. .04eat but not major r.nabilitation. 
(h) 	C01l8U'Vative estimate. 
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D. Prolram Summary 

As a growing portion oC our national housing stock is acquired, pro
duced, Cinanced, and owned by the social sector, with increasing public re
sources cha~neled Cor these purposes, adequate and aCCordable housing will 
become a matter oC universal national entitlement. Accordingly, this Act 
will suarantee every resident, in the lonl run, the rights provided by all the 
Coregoins lesislatioll. These will include the Collowin&: 

1. Alfordablllty 

The basic non-speculative nature oC socially-owned housing. with op
eration and resale Cor proCit prohibited, will sisniCicantly reduce housing 
costs and enhance aCCordability over time. Additionally, since all housing 
in the social sector eventually will be debt-Cree (with all new construction 
and rehabilitation Cunded through direct grants and the mortgage debt on 
convertCd properties retired), capital costs will be permanently eliminated 
Crom ongoing shelter expenses. Occupancy costs will be further reduced 
throush increased reliance On non-proCit manasement, makins social hous
ins aCCordable Cor the vast majority oC residents. 

Universal operatins subsidies provided On an entitlement basis will Cur
ther assist those residents who are unable to meet even' the basic cost oC 
houlinS operations in the social sector. With rents increasinsly seared to 
true ability to pay, housins aCCordability will be permanently suaranteed 
ror residents in the social sector. An equivalent level oC aCCordability and 
subsidies will be suaranteed ror tenants and owner-occupants whose units 
are in transition to social ownership. Tenants remaining in the private sec
tor will also Cind their housins considerably more afCordable, as rent con
trol and other components of the prOlram which reduce opportunities Cor 
speculative profit are implemented. 

Over time, housinS operatin, subsidies will become increasingly resi
dent-based (as distinsuished Crom project-based), to maximize freedom oC 
choice Cor residents within the social sector. 

2. Habitability 

As the social housin, sector expand&, the quality oC the housin, stock 
and the physical standard oC habitability to which residents are entitled 
will be progressively upgraded. For housing tbat il socially owned or in 
transition to social ownership, provision oC direct grants will assure an ade
quate level oC capital repairs, while operating subsidies Cacilitate ongoing 
project viability. Unlike the present market-oriented system where resources 
are invested in housing upkeep .and renovation only when it is profitable 
Cor an owner or lender to do so, social ownership, Cinancing, and production 
will guarantee both the incentive and the resources Cor continuous residen
tial improvement. 

Over time, with adequate capital and operating resources, both new 
housing that is produced directly Cor the social sector and housin, that is 
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converted to social ownership will be uPlraded to achieve increasing levels 
oC residential amenity. This includes improved physical Ceatures such as 
unit layout. apartment configuration. and site and building design, espe
cially in response to the needs oC special constituencies (such as single 
women with children). It also encompasses operating amenities such as in
creased energy efficiency and security. as well as social amenities such as 
day care and other services that should be residentially-based. 

Additionally. increased voluntary upgradinl by residents with enhanced 
secur.ity of tenure and control of their hOlllinl will continuously improve 
the quality oC the social housinl stock. Finally, tenants in housinl that re
mains within the private sector will also achieve sianiCicant improvements 
in the quality oC thcir livina environments, as generally hilher standards of 
residcntial amenity are adopted ovcr time. 

3. Security 01 TeDute 

Under thc proposed system oC social ownenhip, production. and fi 
DaDcina. security of tenure-thc riaht to continucd occupancy oC a housing 
unit of choice-will be achieved as an aspect or residential entitlcment. All 
social housinl residents, includinl tenants and owncr-occupants whose units 
arc decded or optioned to the social sector, will be lurantced a permanent 
liCe-estatc, except where removal oC the homnl unit is required Cor a com
pollinl social purpose. or removal oC the occupant is necessitatcd as a result 
oC sipiCicant and repeated violations oC commWlity standards. With occu

> 
·1 	 pancy charles based on true ability to pay and manapment policies subject 

to resident colltrol, instanCCl oC non-payment. destruction oC property. and 
othcr traditional causes oC eviction in our market-oriented housinl system 
will be wnimizecl. 

Additionally, increasinl rcaulation of conditions. use convenion. demo
lition, and eviction for other than a -just cause- will protect tenants remain
inl in the private sector from Coreed displacement. while rent control and 
othcr measares will rurthcr enhance security by promotinl Ircater aC
rordability. Finally. the creation oC new ownenhip and tcnure options not 
based on thc protection of property values will CDcouralc ,reater acceptance 
or neipborhoocl chanle and inclusionary houainl patterns. providinl a new 
baIiI for community NCUrity. AI 'the discriminatory 1IICI or housin, in our 
profit-oriented economy are eliminated, with affirmative efforts to expand 
homnl mobility and revitalize cxistinl minority communities, the right oC 
residential security will encompass a locatioul aspect: the riaht to remain 
in place or to move to an alterutive neilhborhoocl oC choice. 

... CODttol 

The riaht of residents to control their livinl situations will be progres
sively achieved under the proposed Prolram. Low- and moderate-income 
homeowner.' ability to maintain control over their housin, i, the face of 
burdensome mortPle debt. property tax. and repair obligations will be en
hanced throu,h prolrams oCfering increased arfordability and security oC 
tenure. Increased protection oC tenants' ri,hts in the private sector. throuah 
collective bafpininaas well as limitations on landlords' authority to dictate 
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rents, occupancy terms. tenure, and Uvina conditions will free residents to 
some extent from tbe; arbitrary control exercised by others over their living 
situations. Tbe Proaram's regulated conversion of the private rental housing 
stock will also sianificantly cxpan(i opportunities for direct ownership and 
control by resident associations, tenant cooperatives, and individual owner
occupants, on an affordable, non-speculative basis. 

Ultimately. tbe level of control afforded to social sector resideius as a 
matter of entitlement will be sianificantly areater tban tbat experienced by 
most bomeowners today. Positive features of conventional bomeownership-
sucb as tbe ability to modify and adapt one's Iivina space to cbanging 
needs-will be retained and enbanced as residents acbieve permanent af
fordability and security of tenure. And since resident and community bene
fit is the sole purpose of social sector bousina production and ownership. 
residents and neighbors will be entitled and motivated to participate ac
tively in bousina design. development. and management decisions. As more 
and more of tbe social housina stock is actually developed and managed by 
resident-controlled and otber social entities. opportunities. for building and. 
operatina bousina in a way tbat is truly responsive to resident needs will be 
sianificantly enhanced. 

Finally, removal of opportunities for speculation in housing will en
bance community control by increasina neiabborbood stability. Enbanced 
resident, and neiahborbood control of bousina also implies an obliaation for 
increased collective responsibility, tbat is. for mediation and settlement of 
resident disputes and arievances. It also requires tbat control be exercised 
responsibly within the framework of basic democratic and non-cxclusionary 
principles. and not be misused to deny anyone reasonable housing access or 
opportunity. As the concept of residential entitlement is progressively real
ized, tbe correspondinl notion of residential responsibility will also be 
achieved. 
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SeetIoa In 


Supplementar), Meuures 


A. Tax Meuures 

Althoulh parts oC the Internal Revenue Code are ostensibly intended to 
enCOurale productive investment in hOUlinl. in Cact they promote specula
tion and transCer wealth to upper-income ownen. Althoulh the 1986 Tax 
ReCorm Act removed some oC the speculative pressures Crom the rental hous
inl market (see section 1.0. above), the present tax system continues to COn
tribute materially to inClation in rents and prices. while COStinl the Trea
sury billions oC dollars annually in revenues lost to income tax deductions 
and other loopholes. In this section oC the Program, these inequities are ad
dressed by Cocusinl primarily on Cederal tax laws, including the homeowner 
deductions, depreciation allowances, capital lains taxation, and tax-exempt 
financinl- A local property tax measure is also included, which could be 
adopted to satisCY Cederally mandated local hOUlinl requirements. Although 
state taxes are not treated, it is recolnized that parallel chanles in state in
come tax provisions must accompany the Cederal income tax revisions. 

1. O.erall Objectl... 

The overal1loal oC the tax reCorm measures is to promote social housing 
loals, end speculation in housina. and redirect resources into productive 
houlinl investment in the social sector. The tax system is also rendered 
more prolressive, ~y eliminating measures which redistribute wealtb up
wards. Finally, to the extent that these measures lenerate increased public 
revenues, they should be used to Cinance social hoUSinl prolrams. This is 
because the profits that are made (and taxed) on housinl derive Crom the 
redistribution oC wealth Crom tenants and some owners to other owners and 
Cinanciers. Retaininl the proceeds oC housinl-derived taxes within the hous
inl sector thus partially redresses inequitable market mechanisms. 

Housinl tax reCorm will not by itselC Cund the entire housinl program. 
It does, however, have the potential oC recapturinl tens oC billions oC dol
lars lost to tax loopholes. These housinl tax measures should be taken as 
part oC a leneral tax reCorm act, which would eliminate all tax-sheltering 
provisions that do not contribute directly to productive investment consis
tent with social purposes. 

1. Homeowaer Deductlon 

Allowinl homeowners to deduct mortgage interest and property taxes is 
extremely costly, while contributinl to overconsumption and inClation in 
housinl- Furthermore, homeowner deductions primarily beneCit upper-in
come owners, both because homeownership is a Cunction oC income. and be
cause those homeowners who itemize deductions Call almost entirely into the 
highest tax brackets. 
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On the other hand. it is clear that the homeowner tax deduction en
joys considerable popularity, and is widely (although falsely) perceived as 
being of general benefit to homeowners. In the long run the Program will 
eliminate speculation in housina. greatly reducing price inflation and there
fore the perceived need for homeowner deductions as a means of partially 
offsetting overpriced housina. In the long run we therefore propose elimi
nating this -deduction as part of an overall tax reform which closes ofC a 
wide ranle of loopholes and other inequities. This would significantly lower 
the tax bu.rden on low. and middle-income households. more than compen
sating for the loss of the deduction to homeowners. At the local level, re
gressive property taxes would be replaced with federal revenues raised 
through progressive income taxes and distributed locally, thereby eliminat
inl that source of the deduction. 

3. Depreclatloa AlIowaace. 

The notion that housinl depreciates rapidly like other capital assets is a 
fiction of the Internal R.evenue Code. While it makes sense to assume that 
plant and equipment may become obsolete over time and as a result require 
replacement, the same assumption cannot be made with re8ard to housinl. 
Well-built and maintained housin8 does not lose value throulh obsolesccnce, 
especially over relatively short time periods. While the costs of maintainin8 
rental property arc ri8htfully expensed or capitalized as ordinary business 
expenses, Cully depreciatinl the value of the structure-cven over 27-1/2 
years. as provided by the 1986 Tax R.eform Act- affords a windfall to the 
owners of rental property, is costly to the U.s. Treasury, and encoura8es the 
holdin8 of property as a form of tax shelter. While this provision is 
intended to stimulate investment, in fact it encourales rental housinl to be 
re8arded as another short-term component in an investment portfolio, to be 
bought and sold accordin8 to the immediate circumstances of the Capital 
markets. 

The followinl measures arc propnscci: 

o 	As an interim measure, ordinary (strailht line) depreciation 
will be extended to 40 years and allowed only to those land
lords who produce certification of code compliance and ade
quate maintenance, thereby aivinl evidence of lood faith ef
fort to maintain the quality of their asset. 

o In the 	lonl run, all rental housing depreciation allowances for 
the orilinal cost basis will be eliminated. althou8h provision 
will be made for depreciating capital improvements. While 
there will undoubtedly be some reduction in private rental 
construction, the federal revenue savings resultin8 from this 
revision will fund offscttinl social housinl construction. The 
elimination of the depreciation allowance will remove a major 
incentive for speculative and inflationary tradinl in the exist
inl private rental housin8 stock.. 
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... Capital Gal.. aad Aatl-Speculat1oa Taxatloa 

It makes little economic sense to give preferred treatment to capital 
gains realized upon the sale of land or housing. Capital gains taxation, like 
the depreciation allowance, is intended to encourage productive investment 
by reducing. the tax liability on profits that arc earned as a result of such 
investment. In the case of housing, however, it is difficult to argue that 
profits from sales result from productive investment in the ordinary sense 
of the word. Rather, in most cases profits result from inflation alone-
particularly inflation in the value of land. 

In the long run, therefore, capital gains preference for income £rom the 
sale of rental housinS should be replaced by a wind/all pro/its tax on all 
sales. There arc several caveats to this proposal, however. 

o A steep tax 	on windfall profits could eliminate virtually all 
incentive to buy and sell existing rental housing. Since some 
private market reallocation of the existing stock malt be de
sirable, a market mechanism for doing so would be provided 
by restricting the windfall profits tax to an appropriate range. 

o The windfall profits tax will likely have the effect of reducins 
the incentive to construct rental housing. To partially mitigate 
this eHect, the tax will not be applied to the fint sale of any 
buUdins by its developer, in which case profit will be taxed 
at the ordinary rate. 

o Similar considerations should apply 	to substantial rehabilita
tion or other capital improvements. Such investment is pro
ductive, and the resultins increase in value should be taxed at 
ordinary rates. 

AS an interim measure, an tmti-specullllioll or d••d IrlUtS/.T tax is pro
posed. Such taxes, which have been adopted by some localities, have rates 
which arc invenely sraduated accordinl to the lensth of holdinl and size 
of capital lain. Under this measure, the pin on property held less than one 
year would be taxed at 95 percent, with the rate declininl by 5 percent per 
year throulh the tenth year, and 2 percent per year thereafter, eventually 
levellinl off at 10 percent for property held lonler than 30 years. Such a 
tax likely would be politically papular. particularly if sales or profits below 
a minimal amount were exempted. It would aiso have the advantases of 
raising revenues while discouraging speculation; this, in turn, would help 
cool oH overheated housins markets, stabilizing neipborhoods threatened 
by rapid inflation. Such a tax would be a local measure adopted as part of a 
community's Federally Mandated Local Housing Program, with any funds 
collected earmarked excluaively for social housinl programs. 

5. Tax-Exe.pt Doads 

Tax-exempt bonds arc an inefficient and extremely inequitable method 
of providing below-market funding for housing programs. In the long rua, 
under the Prolram, tax-exempt bonds will be completely replaced with di· 

• 	
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reet federal Irants for social housinl construction. Until this occurs. how
ever. such financinl will continue to provide some subsidy for housing pro
Irams. In no case should this method of (unding be used for housing which 
is outside the social sector. whatever the income level of its tarlet popula
tion. 

6. Local Tax R.form 

•• Prolrea.ln R.al Propert, Tax 

The property tax is relressive. since low-income households pay a 
bigher percentale of their incomes for housinl than hiaher-income house
holds" and local assessment practices have been shown to exacerbate the in
equities. This is particularly true in places where property values have in
Ctated much more rapidly than incomes in recent years. Renters pay these 
taxes aspart of their rents. The wave of anti-tax measures. belinning with 
California's Proposition 13. is a response to these inequities; but the beneCits 
of such measures have lone larlely to the wealthy. 

In the lonl run, property taxes should be replaced with adequate local 
revenues derived Crom state and federal income taxes. In the shorter term. 
the property tax itself could be made prosressive by charlinl hiaher tax 
rates for more hilhly valued property. Such a reform would apply to all 
residential real estate, includins residentially-zoned vacant lots. A minimum 
exemption, tied to local conditions" would provide circuit-breaker relief to 
low-income homeowners and low-income residents of private rental housinl 
(in this case, rents would haver to be controlled to assure that the tax savinas 
were passed throulh to tenants). A portion of the local property tax should 
be earmarked for social housinl prosrams. 

The rate differentials need not be sreat to silnificantly enhance local 
revenues from property taxes. This tax would be one amonl the various pos
sible local measures that satisfy compliance with federally mandated local 
housinl oblisation5. In some states a constitutional amendment might be re
quired prior to local enactment. 

It. Luxury Houl.1 Tax 

A similar idea, more limited in scope, would be to charse hiaher taxes 
on certain classes ot lUXUry housina. the proceeds of which would be ear
marked for social h01Jlins prosrams. As with the prolressive real property 
tax, this tax could be used to demonstrate local compliance with federally 
mandated hoUSinl requirements. 

Th~ principal features ot such a tax would include: 
I 

o A prolressive tax 	on a landlord's rental income from luxury 
units-that is, units that rent tor more than a speciCied 
amount, the amount determined by local tenantS' median in
comes; 
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o A progressive deed transCer tax 	On luxury rental units-that is. 
units that sell for more than a specified amount. based on lo
cal market characteristics; and. 

o A similar progressive deed transCer tax on luxury homes. 

B. Flaaael., M....r. 

1. St••rI., Print. Cred.lt Towards Social aoula, Objectl••• 

In the short run. the existing credit system will contiDue to be a major 
source of funds for all forms of housin8- Some interim measures are there
Core directed at providing lower-cost credit witbin tbe present framework. 
While these measures will in fact secure some additional lower-cost funding, 
they do not necessarily promote the social bousing objectives of tbe overall 
program. Since they are directed at the private rental housing stock, it is 
important to tie subsidies to continued aCfordability of subsidized units. 
Ongoing control of rents and sales prices must therefo.re be part of any sub
sidy program. A further requirement is tbat all properties which receive 
subsidies be offered for purchase to the social bousinl sector. at a specified 
price, after a dcsilnated period. The price and period would depend on the 
·depth- of the subsidy. 

The followinl mechanisms lenerally entail various forms of .ubsidy 
within the private credit economy. They are intended to ·steer· private credit 
towards social bousinl objectivcs by meaDS oC relulations. incentives. or 
disincentives. includinl the followinl: 

o The Co ......lty R.l....t...at Act concept should be expanded 
and strenltbened to include not only geolraphical rcsPonsi
bility. but &lso an affirmative oblilation to meet the housing 
needs of low- and moderate-income and minority bouseholds. 
by expanding and uPlrading tbe bousinl supply. 

o 	Dlrr.r.atlal tax•• can be imposed on private credit institu
tions. witb rate differences rewardinl socially-preferred types 
of lendin8- Revenucs raised by such taxcs.can be tarleted for 
use u direct lrants to the social housinl sector. 

o Loaa 	sewld. r.q.lr....at.. accordinl to whicb lenders are re
quired to invest specified amounts (e.... '-10 perceat of assets) 
for desilnated social boulinl objectives. 

o Dlrr.r.atlal r•••n. r.quir....at. constitute another means of 
steerinl credit allocation. Under tbis approach, special reserve 
requirements are, imposed for mortgage loans, with larger re
serves for higher-cost mortgages. Low-cost mortgages could be 
exempted altogether, and lenders given a reserve credit for 
such loans as well. The mortgage reserve balances would be 
invested in low-cost housing. To tbe extent that lenders meet 
bousing targets. the differentials would be reduced or elimi
nated. 
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a Finally. a below-market laterest rate requirement can be im
posed on lenders, whereby a certain percentage of loans must 

. be made at below-marlcet rates for social housins purposes. 
This will result in an internal transfer (cross-subsidy) amons 
borrowers. whereby recipients of low-interest loans would be 
subsidized by other borrowers. This approach C-inclusionary 
bankins-) is similar to inclusionary zoning. whereby develo
pers are required to price a targeted percentage of units for 
low- or moderate-income occupants. 

Given the increasing role of insurance companies, pension funds. and 
other non-banking institutions as a source of housing credit, care must be 
talcen that these measures do not disadvantage traditional lendins in
stitutions. The legislation which creates such measures must apply them 
equally to all sources of credit, and carefully monitor the results to insure 
that the private credit economy is not destabilized. 

1. BlIlldlng on Exlstlnl GOYerame.t 'rolrams 

There are a number of federal prolrams which could be modified to 
provide some social housin&. 

a In any federal project where private developers receive fund
inl. such as through Urban Development Action Grants 
(UDAGs), social housina. should be provided as a part of the 
project. 

a Urban redevelopment proarams often offer the potential for 
public acquisition of land as well as public control over the 
development process, and thus could be used to facilitate con
struction for social ownership, if the prolrams were made sub
ject to adequate community control. 

o Replace tax-exempt bond financing with expanded direct 	fi· 
nancina throuah CBDG and UDAG proarams. These two pro
grams. despite their limitations, arc existing mechanisms by 
which direct disbursements arc made to localities from the 
Cederal Treasury Cor public purposes. Such financing, when 
used for housing, should be limited to social housing. 
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LEGAL AID FOUNDATION OF LOS ANGELES 
HOUSING LAW UNIT 

(213) 387·90381\144 WEST IITM STREET. SUITE A LOS ANGELES. CALIFORNIA 90017 

october 5, 1987 

Honorable Alan Cranston, Chairman 
Subcommittee On Housing 
and Urban Affairs 
United States Senate 
Dirksen Senate Office Bldg. 
Room SD-535 
washington, D.C. 20510 

Re: Comments on National Housing Policy for 1988 and beyond 

Dear Senator Cranston: 

On behalf of the Legal Aid Foundation of Los Angeles, I thank you 
for the invitation of the Subcommittee on Housing and Urban Affairs 
to provide input into the development of a new national housing 
policy. As legal advocates and representatives of low-income 
homeowners, tenants and homeless families and individuals, we could 
not agree more with the statement in your letter that the need for 
decent affordable housing has never been more urgent. The return of 
an affordable housing policy to the place it deserves on the 
national agenda, i.e., as a foremost national priority to which the 
federal government is fully committed, is long overdue for our 
clients. 

Due to the magnitude of the issue, the short time in which to pre
psre these comments and the inherent limits on our expertise (as 
lawyers rather than policy makers, planners, developers, or 
economists) , we are unable to provide the committee with anything 
resembling a detailed and comprehensive housing policy or legis
lative proposal. We therefore seek to accomplish the following 
three things by our comments: 

First, as representatives of those who suffer the greatest as a 
resul t of the shortage of decent affordable housing in the Los 
Angeles area, we seek to comment and provide insight on the cir
cumstances and needs of the Los Angeles and Southern California 
areas. These comments are intended, in some cases, as illustrative 
of nation-wide needs and, in others, as informative as to the 
specific needs of Los Angeles and Southern California. 

Secondly, we wish to state what we feel should be the objectives of 
a new federal housing policy and the themes or principles which 
should guide the Subcommittee and COngress in enacting legislation 
to achieve those objectives. Neither the objectives nor the guiding 
principles are new ideas. They have been cited time and again by 
other housing advocates and experts. Their adoption as a part of a 
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Letter to Hon. Alan Cranston, Chairman 
Subcommittee on Housing & Urban Affairs 
United State. Senate 
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comprehenaive federal housing policy, however, would be a new and 
major step toward addressing the nation's housing crisis. 

Finally, we offer some more specific suggestions as to programs
within each of the identified objectives, elaborating to some degree 
on the suggested principles described herein. 

I The Circuastances and Housing Needs of The Los Angeles Area 

The need for significantlY more decent affordable housing is as 
critical in Los Angeles as anywhere in the country. The U.S. 
Department of Housing and Urban Development determined Los Angeles 
to be the homeless capital of the country in 1983, estimating the 
number of homeless persons in Los Angeles to be in the neighborhood 

j 

t of 35,000. ["Report to the Secretary on the Homeless S_rgency


Shelters,' (1984») This situation is attributabls primarily to one 

thing: the lack of affordable housing alternatives for those with 

low or very low incomes. Unless their is a dramatic increase in the 


1 supply of housing which is affordable and available to the poor, the 

crisis of homelessness will not improve. 


1 

Los Angeles has a public housing program that is large and viable, 

but which has suffered from poor management and a lack of oppor

tunities for tenant involvement in management and the decision

making processes which affect the character and quality of the 


I 

housing. Poor management. combined with the lack of sufficient 

lhou~rnization funds and operating subsidies, have resulted in 

excessively high vacancies and general disrepair. 


In addition to operating the public housing program, the City

Housing Authority is authorized to issue approximately 18,000 

Section 8 certificates under the Section 8 Housing Assistance 

Payments Program. The demand for certificates is so great, however, 

that the City maintains a huge waiting list and only accepts 


t 


requests for applications for very short periods of time every

several years. During the past four years, the application process 

was only open one ti_ for a period of three days, within which time 

the authority received 13,000 telephone requests for applications.

(Requests by mail or in person were not accepted) • Combined with 

those already on the waiting list, this created a new waiting list 

of at least 23,000 families. 


Of those who are fortunate enough to obtain section 8 certificates, 
large numbers are still unable to find housing and participate in 
the program. Because of the high rents in LOS Angeles and the lack 
of adequate code enforcement, it is extremely difficult for certi 
ficate holders to locate decent qualified housing at or below the 
section 8 fair market rents within the 60 or 120 period allowed. 

f 

I 
a 

I 
78-541 0 - 87 - 32 

1 
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There are also numerous factors encouraging the loss of affordable 
rental units, which present a constant and growing threat to those 
who depend upon the existence of affordable housing in Los Angeles. 
There is a history of inadequate code compliance and a practice of 
·slumlordism" by many landlords, rendering many affordable units 
beyond repair and ultimately subject to demolition. The inflation 
of land values has been the cause of speculation and the sale of 
residential property for commercial purposes, resulting in the loss 
of many affordable units. Local seismic safety requirements have 
resulted in the demolition of a number of older apartment buildings 
and single room occupancy (SRO) hotels, which provide a large part 
of what little affordable housing is still left for very low-income 
persons. Unless funds are made available for rehabilitation of such 
"seismic buildings" and other buildings currently in a state of 
disrepair, many more are destined to be lost. 

The loss of affordable units owned by low-income persons is equally
threatened. In South Central Los Angeles and Watts, occupied 
primarily by low-income minority families, there are large numbers 
of single-family homes, owned by persons of relatively low income, 
who were able to purchase the homes some forty years ago with the 
aid of FHA an VA loans. In most cases the mortgage payments on 
these homes are considerably less that the rents on comparable or 
lesser rental units. During the past fifteen years the dramatic 
increase in property values in southern California gave rise to 
numerous schemes by Which speculators, mortgage loan brokers, lien
financed consumer lenders, foreclosure consults and persons commonly 
referred to as "equity rip-off" artists have caused the loss these 
homes by their original owners. The resale or rental of the homes 
is, of course, at much M.gher rates, and the original occupants are 
forced into lesser quality more expensive rental housing or are 
rendered homeless. 

There are also factors making it impossible to build affordable 
housing within the Los Angeles areas without multiple subSidies. 
These, of course, include the very high cost of land in most of 
Southern California, and the high cost of private credit. 

Obviously, not all of these factors or characteristics of the 
housing are unique to the Los Angeles ares. Many of them are. in 
fact, common to large cities throughout the country. We believe 
that addressing them effectively involves the development of 
mechanisms which seek to achieve the objectives described below, 
keeping in mind the principles or themes suggested. 

Objectives and Principle. of the Federal HOusing Policy 

The principle objectives of a federal housing policy which will move 
this country closer to the goal of a decent house for every American 
seem self-evident. They are: 
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(1) 	 Preserving the existing stock of affordable housing; 

(2) 	 Increasing the housing stock available to the poor; and, 

(3) 	 prohibiting the displacement of low-income families and 
individuals from affordable housing. 

These are the principles identified by Florence wagman Roisman in 
her article, "Legal strategies for Protecting Low-Income Housing," 
American Housing Crisis What Is To Be Done, 1983, Institute for 
Policy Studies. Pursing these objectives obviously requires a major 
commitment of funds. We strongly believe that the federel government 
must develOp an aggressive lsgislative POlicy which makes a 
meaningful commitment of such funds. It is clear that, in recent 
years, state and local government and private organizations such as 
non-profit community development corporations and limited equity co
ops have done much more than in the past toward preserving and 
producing affordable housing. It is equally clear, however, that 
they cannot be effective without the cooperation, assistance and 
support of the federal government, inCluding federal financing of 
past and future housing programs. This does not mean, however, that 
we advocate indiscriminate and unlimited spending by the federal 
government in ths field of housing. Certain themes or principles 
should serve as guidelines 'in the development, funding and imple
mentation of federal housing legislation. These include the 
following: 

1. 	 Priority should be given to funding non-profit development 
and operation of affordable housing. Reliance on profit 
incentive through tax credits and othsr mschanisms raises 
the cost of producing or rshabilitating housing and 
increases the risk of future loss of units due to the 
desire to maximize profits. 

2. 	 Federal funds should be utilized in ways that encourage 
the contribution of money from local government or private 
entities for housing, or which support other already 
comlllitted or available financing sources so that the 
projects to which they are committed are feasible. 
Consistent with this theme, there are a variety of 
potential "incentive" programs which could be utilized to 
entice state and local governments to contribute more to 
the financing of affordable housing. 

3. 	 Programs shOUld be designed in such a way as to be 
actually affordable to those intended to benefit. Rents 
should be based upon actual ability to pay after the cost 
of other nscessities are considered, rather than percen
tages of income. Consideration shoUld be given to 

J 


1 
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adoption of Professor Michael Stone's theory of *maximum 
affordable shelter costs· as a basis for setting rents in 
public and subsidized housing. 

4. 	 Funds should be targeted to benefit those most in need, 
i.e., priority should be given to programs which will 
serve lower-income and very low income families and 
individuals. 

5. 	 Funds should be utilized in cost-effective ways. Direct 
financing of low-income housing, for example, is pre
ferable to indirect financing through tax credits and 
other market incentives. Manufactured and modular housing 
may also be a way to provide housing in a cost-effective 
manner so long as quality is assured. 

The following section consists of more specific suggestions for 
improving axisting programa or designing new ones based upon the 
above-described objectives and themes. In some cases the sugges
tions are merely stated without elaboration, while others may 
include both discussion of the problem and the specific proposal for 
addressing it. 

Objective 1: Preaerviftg Exiatiftg Affordable Booaiftg 

(1) 	 public Housing 

This is by far the largest federal housing program and, 
despite its reputation, a successful one. It provides 
affordable housing for a very large number of the nation's 
poor, and is both more affordable and less expensive than 
federally subsidized but privately owned housing. Many of 
these units in Los Angeles and elsewhere, however, are in 
a state of serious disrepair. There is an immediate need 
for modernization and operating subSidy funds to rehabili 
tate existing units and avoid their sale to the private 
market, conversion, and/or demolition. Many of the 
problems associated with public hOUSing stem from poor 
management and the lack of tenant involvement in the 
operation of the projects. Tenant management and involve
ment in the operation of public housing should be 
encouraged. 

(2) Subsidized Units [Sections 221(d)(3), 236, and 202] 

Mechanisms must be developed for the avoidance of the 
expiration or pre-payment of mortgages and the resulting 
loss of the corresponding low- income commi tments. 
Congress should explore theories and mechanisms by which 
in can require or encourage private owners of subsidized 
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housing to retain the low-income nature of the housing.
This might inolude sale of the buildings to non-profit
organizations who would then reoeive operating subsidies 
to continue operating the projeots as low-inoome projeots. 

(3) 	 Federally Owned Units 

Foreolosures on HtlD, FHA and VA finanoed or subsidized 
single-family and multi-family units have resulted in a 
large inventory of low-income housing units owned by the 
federal government. It is essential that Congress take 
steps to preserve the existenoe of these units and their 
low-inoome character. Suoh steps might include: 

(a) 	 Restriotions on the dispoSition of such units by HtlD 
and the other agenCies such as requiring that the 
uni ts retain their low-income oharacter upon
disposition: 

(b) 	 Legislstive mandates requiring that HtlD and the other 
agencies limit the number of permissible vacancies in 
government owned units and maintain the oondition of 
such units: 

(0) 	 Greater acoeptanoe by federal agencies of 'oooupied
delivery' of FHA and VA insured foreolosed 
properties: 

(d) 	 Signifioant strengthening of the HtlD assignment/TMAP
(Temporary Mortgage Assistanoe Payments Program) and 
the Veterans' Administration Refunding Program, both 
of which were designed to assist homeowners with FHA 
or VA insured loans to avoid foreclosure and prevent
the loss of their homes. Nationally, the rate of 
foreolosure on FHA and VA loans is nearly double that 
on conventional loans. Savings Institutions Source
book 87, United states League of Savings Institu
tiOns. As evidenced by the extensive litigstion in 
Farrell v. H.U.D., the Department of Housing and 
Urban Development has steadfastly refused to 
implement the FHA assignment program in a manner that 
aotually assists low-income homeowners and prevents 
foreclosure. The Reoord of the Veterans Administra
tion is even worse. See, Rank v. Nimmo. Given the 
reoord of these agencies, serious study should be 
given to a program which would fund a non-profit 
agenoy or agenoies to aooomplish the original 
purposes of the assignment and refunding programs. 
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(e) 	 Bstablishment of restrictions on the use of funds 
that become available to the agency as the result of 
the disposition of government owned property. An 
account separate from the general fund might be 
established for this purpose, the sole use of which 
would be the finsncing of housing to replace the lost 
units, with minimum affordability requirements. 

(4) 	 Private Units 

(a) 	 Without intervention, many of the units on the 
private market that are currently affordable will be 
demolished or be lost to low-income fam!lies by 
private rehabilitation and pass-through rent 
increases. This includes older buildings which ara 
viable but in a state of disrepair, as well as 
buildings which are subject to seismic safety 
enforcement that is prohibitively expensive. 
Financing mechanisms should be developed and made 
available to non-profit agencies and owners for the 
purpose of rehabilitating dilapidated and seismic 
buildings without a pass-through to present and 
future tenants. Such mechanisms should restrict or 
prohibit rent increases following rehabilitation. 

(b) 	 Federal assistance or finsncing to non-profit 
agencies should be made fo~ the purpose of engaging 
in single-f8lllily foreclosure assistance and for the 
purpose of acquiring foreclosed properties and 
reselling those properties on a non-profit besis to 
those families who lost them or to other low-income 
fam!lies. 

(c) 	 Federel incentives should be developed and imple
mented to encourege local governments to engage in 
strict code enforcement and to adopt anti-demolition 
and replacement housing measures. 'l'hese might take 
the form of direct incentives such as the withholding 
of desired federal funds for those jurisdictions 
which fail to enact such measures. 
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Objective No.2: 	 :Increasing the Supply of Existing Affordable 
Housing Available to the Poor 

The existing housing stock in most major cities, including 
Los Angeles, is insufficient to house everyone, even if it was 
available to low-income people. It is therefore obvious that 

must be developed in order to alleviate the 
eral overnment must renew its commitment to 

le housin which it has absndoned in the 
recent past. In so 0 ng, it will join local and state governments 
in their continuing efforts to produce more affordable housing. In 
keeping with the foregOing themes, the federal housing pOlicy 
should: 

(1) 	 Enlarge the public housing inventory 

Improvement in the design end management of new projects 
and providing opportunities for tenant management are 
necessary to remove the stigma attached to this program 
and improve the qual1ty of the housing provided. The 
program is clearly one of the most cost effective ways of 
produCing new low-income housing, however, and should not 
be abandoned. 

(2) 	 Give full priority to the funding of projects undertaken 
by and managed by non-profits and limited equity co-ops 

utilizing non-profits and limited equity co-ops eliminate 
the initial and continuing expense caused by building 
profit margins into the financing and operation of 
affordable housing. In this regard, we support the 
suggestions put forth by the National low-income Housing 
Coalition in their Community-based Housing Supply Program. 

(3) 	 Create incentives for the infUSion of private limited or 
non-profit capital 

Research is necessary to develop mechanisms for getting 
other sources of capital into housing. One mechanism 
worth exploring, for example, is federal guarantees for 
the investment of private pension funds in housing. 

(4) 	 Fund alternative and cost-effective housing production 
techniques 

Housing production techniques have remained essentially 
unchanged for several decades, with the exception of a 
limited incursion of manufactured housing techniques in 
the single-family market. Current data suggests that 
manufactured housing technOlogies can produce housing at 
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about half the cost per square foot of traditional 
technologies at the single-family scale. Very little, 
however, has been done in utilizing this technOlogy to 
produce multi-family housing, which is essential in urban 
markets because of land costs. The federal government 
should invest Research and development dollars toward 
developing workable models of applying manufactured 
housing and other alternative technologies to IllUlti-unit 
urban housing. 

(5) 	 Strengthening fair housing laws to make more housing 
available to low-income 

Because families with children experience discrimination 
in housing low-income families with children have their 
housing opportunities doubly restricted. In addition, 
since a high percentage of poor people are children, such 
discrimination falls disproportionately on the poor. The 
Fair Housing Act should be amended to include families 
with children among the classes of persons protected. 
Federal Fsir Housing law should also be strengthened by 
enactment of pending legiSlation sponsored by Senator 
Kennedy, which would establish Administrative Law Judges 
for individual discrimination cases, and by establishing 
minimum statutory damsges. 

Objective No.3: 	 Preventing displacement of low-income flllllilies 
and individuals from affordable housing. 

Aside from the hardship imposed on poor families and individuals by 
displacement from their residences, displacement is either caused by 
or results in speculation and the eventual rise in the cost of the 
housing, whether by resale or by rental increases paid by new 
tenants. It is important. therefore to severely limit the amount of 
displacement that occurs. A considered federal housing policy can 
seek to accomplish this both by prohibiting or restricting diS
placement resulting from its own programs and by creating diS
incentives for displacement resulting from local activity. 

(l) 	 Displacement caused by Community Development Block Grant 
activities 

Last year the subcommittee considered and rejected 
amendments to the law that would provide strong anti 
displacement protections. These· provisions should be 
reconsidered and approved. 
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(2) 	 Displacement caused by Federal activities generally 

The Uniform Relocation Act (URA), the primary federal 
anti-displacement and relocation legislation is presently 
not within the jurisdiction of the Senate Subcommittee on 
Housing and Urban Affairs, or the full Senate Committee on 
Banking, Housing and Urban Affairs. Although historically
it may have made good sense to have other committees 
legislate federal relocation programs because highway
construction and other non-housing programs caused signi
ficant displacement, housing construction ~nd community 
development are probably the primary causes" Of displace
ment today. Federal relocation legislation should be 
within the jurisdiction of the committees which have as a 
top priority, anti-displacement and relocation legisla
tion. The lack of such legislation only exacerbates the 
present housing crisis. 

In terms of specific recommendations in the area of 
federal relocation, we support the amendments to the URA 
which were passed in April 1987. Significant protections 
for low-income displacees have been inCluded in these 
amendments and it is important that these changes not be 
eliminated or undercut by the lead agency, the Department 
of Transportation (DOT) , BUD or OMB. The amendments do 
not become effective until DOT issues regulations or two 
years from the date of Congress' passage of the amead
ments. We support the timely implementation of these 
amendments. 

There are several areas where the URA could be 
strengthened even further. Our recommendations are ae 
followa: 

(a) 	 The URA should cover displacement resulting from 
federally assisted code enforcament activities. 

(b) 	 The financial assistance should be increased to 
adequately compensate the displacee. 

(c) 	 A prior written relocation plan should be 
required for all displacement covered by the 
URA. 

(3) 	 Private displacement 

As indicated previously, federal funding for rehabi
litation of private dilapidated housing, with limits on 
rental increases, will help avoid displacement caused by
demolition or private rehabilitation. 
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In addition, federal efforts in this area might make use 
of incentives for encouraging local anti -displacement 
measures. Desirable federal funds such as UDAG and CDSG 
funds, for example, might be tied to the enactment of 
strong anti-displacement laws and relocation requirements 
which apply to all displacement causing activity. 

Funding for federal financi~g of low-inca.e ho~aing programs 

Many of the above-described suggestions require major commitments of 
federal funds. This is to be expected. There is no magical way to 
produce affordable housing without a commitment of capital. If the 
Congress is committed to the goal of defeating the housing crisiS, 
it must make that commitment along with state and local legislative 
bodies. In making budgetary decisions, the Congress should consider 
housing among its foremost priorities. 

We obviously cannot here engage in a detailed analysis of the 
federal budget and identify areas in which funds can be made 
available for the production and preservation of low-income housing. 
We suggest, however, that one source to which Congress look is the 
expenditures it already makes for housing in the form of tax 
subsidies for homeownership. See statement of Cushing DOlbeare, 
President, National Low Income Housing Coalition, before Committee 
on Finance, United States Senate, May 18, 1981. 

While an estimated 50,000 LA residents are forced to live in 
garages, and another 35,000 are estimated to be homeless at anyone 
time, the federal government continues to subsidize extravagant 
housing expenditures by the very rich. We have two suggestions: 

(1) 	 That Congress revisit the mortgage interest deduction on 
second homes, or at least on second homes with a market 
value above a certain limit; and, 

(2) 	 That the federal government either impose, or encourage 
states to impose, transfer taxes on luxury housing. The 
proceeds of these funding mechanism should be targeted 
toward the homeless and very low income persons. 

We hope the Congress considers these and other mechanisms for 
financing housing programs which attempt to achieve the objectives 
stated herein and are consistent with the prinCiples we have 
suggested. 
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Thank you again for your solicitation of our input. We look forward 
to the opportunity to participate further in this process, and 
sincerely hope that it results in the enactment of legislation which 
begins once again moving the country towards realizing the goal of a 
decent home for ev~ person. 

i1c~relY~ 

lL~s!j:>.-~----
Directing AttoC 
Housing Law Unit 
Legal Aid Foundation of 

Los Angeles 

MTJ:kims 
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October 14, 1987 

Honorable Alan Cranston, Chairman 
Subcommittee on Housing & Urban Affairs 
United states Senate 
Dirksen Senate Office Bldg., Room SD-535 
Washington, D.C. 20510 

Re: Corrections to Letter of October 5, 1987 

Dear Senator Cranston: 

On October 5, 1987, we forwarded a letter to the office of the 
Senate Subcommittee on Housing and Urban Affairs in response to your 
request for input on possible a proposed federal hoUSing legisla
tion. At page 6 of that letter, two federal cases were referred to 
as illustrative of the problem pertaining to the HUD assignment and 
Temporary Mortgage Assistance payments Programs and the veteran 
Administration's Refunding Program. Unfortunately, the citations 
for those cases were omitted. Those citations are as follows: 

Ferrell v. Pierce, 560 F.Supp. 1344 (N.D., Ill.) (1983), 
(amended by. unpublished order to July 11, 1985) Aff'd, 743 
F.2d 454 (7th Cir. 1984). (Finding that HUO's proposed 
TMAP regulations violated a 1979 settlement and the intent 
of Congress). 

Ferrell v. Pierce, 743 F.2d 1372 (7th Cir. 1986) (reversing an 
unpublished opinion of the district court finding HUD's "two
month" rule to calculate the date of the homeowner's default a 
violation of the 1979 decree and requiring HUD to reprocess all 
cases rejected due to the two-month rule). 

Rank v. Cleland, 460 F. Supp. 920 (C.D. Cal. 1979), rev'd 
sub nom. Rank v. Nimmo, 677 F,2d 692 (1982), Cart. den. 
459 U.S. 907 (1982). (Finding that homeowners havano 
right to sue the VA for its failure to implement. the 
refunding program which would provide foreclosure relief). 

The Ferrell case was originally filed as Brown v. Lynn, 385 F.Supp. 
986 (1974), reconsideration denied, F. Supp. 559 (1975) The sub
sequent litigation cited above concerned changes in the assignment 
program by HUD following settlement of the case. 
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Please accept my apologies for the omission of this information from 
the original letter. 

I would also like to request that you include this office on the 
list of those persons and agencies who receive a copy of the pub
lication containing the assembled suggestions of the various or
ganizations from which you have sought input. Please let me know if 
there is any cost for receiving that publication. 

v~~' 
Uark T. JoL'on ~ 
Attorney at L 

MTJ:kims 
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()etober 5, 1987 

senator Alan Cranston 
Senator Alfonse K. D'Amato 
united states Senate 
COlllllittee on Bankinq, Housinq 

and Urban Affairs 
Subcommittee on Housinq and Urban Affairs 
Dirksen Senate Office Building 
SD-535 
Washinqton, D.C. 20510 

Dear Senators Cranston and D'Amato: 

Thank you for your letter of July 20, 1987, in which you 
invite our help in developinq an effective, new framework 
for national housinq policy. As a member of the Housinq Policy
Task Force chai.red by James Rouse and David Maxwell, I will be 
participating in this effort. However, we think it is important 
to express our views, for the record, in response to your written 
request. 

The Local Initiatives support Corporation (LISC) is a 
national, nonprofit lendinq and grant-making o~anization founded 
in 1980 to marshal private sector financial and technical 
resources for housinq and colllllercial development in distressed 
communities. With total capital resources of about $140 million 
~- received from over 400 aajor corporations and foundations -
LISC has supported several bundred nonprofit community develop
ment corporations (-COCS-) nationwide ia the construction or 
rehabilitation of more than 11,000 units of affordable housing 
and 3.3 million square feet of commercial and industrial space.
These production levels have been achieved over the past seven 
years with little or no direct federal qovernaent support. 

During this period of federal 90vern.ent withdrawal, a new . 
delivery system for the production and preservation of low-income 
housinq has started to _rqe. Perhaps the most promisinq 
approaches involve the establishment of local publicI privatel
community partnerships. These partnersbips asaa.ble a ranqe of 
financial and technical support resources to enable CDCs to 
produce and preserve low-income bousinq. As part of these 
partnerships: CDCs act as project developers, often in concert 
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with for-profit builders, private lenders provide market-rate 
loansl state and local governments provide long-term subsidies; 
private corporations make tax-advantaged investments, and 
nonprofit intermediaries attract foundation and corporate
donations and provide seed capital and technical assistance. 

These new partnerships have demonstrated significant 
progress toward producing low-income housing at meaningful
levels, but they are constrained by the resources at their 
disposal. Active federal leadership and financial support are 
essential if these initiatives are to succeed on a broader scale. 

Building BlockS for a New Federal Housing Policy 

We wholeheartedly agree that it is time to move housing
back up on the national agenda, and that a fresh new framework 
should be developed. It is clear to us that the federal govern
ment should not return to past policies that have been criticized 
for involving massive and inefficient deep subsidies and only
loose targeting of assistance to those in greatest need. 
Furthermore, given ongoing budget deficits, the federal govern
ment cannot be the only actor in addressing the nation's housing
needs. Highly targeted, modest investments by the federal 
government can leverage substantial private, charitable, city and 
state participation. In sum, the federal government should be 
one of several partners, acting as catalyst, risk-taker, and 
subsidy provider. 

We believe that the following principles should guide the 
development of new federal housing initiatives: 

o 	 Federal polioy shou14 eDoouraqe p&rtDerships &aODg the 
fe4eral, state an4 local qoverDmeats, CDCs, an4 the private 
seotor. 

Federal policy should stimulate housing investments by
other partners. 

The use of nonprofit financing and technical assistance 
intermediaries should be encouraged. 

Federal policy should encourage the leveraging of new 
dollars, and not replace existing spending. 

o 	 BousiDq shou14 be olosely liDke4 with ooaaUDity 4evelopaeat. 

The effect of housing development on distressed 
communities is substantial, especially when undertaken 
as part of a comprehensive community development 
strategy. 
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Neiqhborhood stability is iaportant to the preservation 
of low-incoae housinq -- Whether the housinq is 
federally assisted or not. 

Involvinq community residents -- especiallY through
CDCs 	 and other nonprofit housing developers -- is 
essential to achievinq this liRkage. 

Homeownership increases residents' stake in their 
communities. The opportunity to own an affordable 
home 	 should be provided to low-ineoae faailies. 

o 	 Policy should reooqaise an4 reapoB4 to .the 4iffereat housinq
aee4s of various ocaaunities. 

Low-income housinq needs differ from city to city.
For example, in cities like New York and Boston, 
housinq supply shortaqes and affordability even for 
moderate-income households are critical problems; in 
cities like Cleveland and Baltimore, deterioration of 
existinq sinqle family houses is a greater concern. 

Different neiqhborhoods within a qiven city vary. 

Federal policies should not impose a sinqle rigid view 
of local housinq needs. Rather-, proqraas should offer 
flexible tools that can work under different market 
conditions to meet the needs of low-income people and 
communities. Project fundinq decisions should be made 
at the state and local levels, not by the federal 
qovernment. 

o 	 Fe4eral policy shou14 ancourage a range of local 
initiatives. 

There is no sinqle solution to low-income housinq
problems; instead, there are literally hundreds of 
solutions. 

Local initiatives have been the source of numerous 
successful housinq efforts over the past several years,
especially since relatively inflexible federal 
programs, such as section 8, have been curtailed. 

It would be wasteful not to harness local creativity, 
enerqy, and financial resources. 

Local initiatives have important research and develop
ment value; they are a cost-effective way to test new 
proqram ideas. 
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o 	 Low-iaGOae bou.iaq opportunitie. Gr..ted ..4er feteral 
pr09r... .boule be •••taiaable over tbe loaq tera. 

Previous federal proqraas often did little to encourage
quality construction, sound ..nagement, and long-term
low-income use. 

CDCs 	 and other nonprofit sponsors, li.ited equity
cooperatives, mutual housing associations, and other 
public purpose organizations ca.aitted to providing
long-term low-income housing opportunities should be 
utilized to the greatest extent possible. 

Residents should participate and have a long-term
interest in the housing they occupy. 

Profit-motivated sponsors should be encouraged to 
transfer ownership of housing to public purpose
ownership. 

o 	 Pederal provr... .bould be .ad. .. oo.t-.ffioi.nt a. 
po••ible in tera. of tbe co.t per low-iaoo.e unit. 

It should be acknowledged that some earlier federal 
housing proqrame were too costly, and that this 
inefficiency undermined public support for these 
proqrams. 

Federal assistance amounts should be limited based on 
the number of low-income households served. 

Subsidies should be repayable when low-income use is 
discontinued. 

LIse is currently formulating specific legislative proposals 
that will build upon these basic principles. I will be present
ing these proposals to the Housing Task Force and the Subcom
mittee in the coming weeks. 

We thank you for the opportunity to participate in this 
very important·effort. 

Sincerely, 

~!i;;
President Un 

http:oo.t-.ffioi.nt


National Association of Regional Councils 

Issues Paper--Housing 


Background: 

Housing is and will continue to be a high priority issue for the entire 
country into the 1990s. Major revisions in national housing policies
are currently being considered in Congress, by the private sector 
through a national forum, and in many state and local governments.
Decisions will be made and will go into effect early into the neKt 
Presidential administration. 

Recommended Policy Positions: 

Most issues surrounding the provision of housing for the elderly and 
low income individuals as well as affordability for millions of middle 
income families are regional in scope, i.e. they transend 
jurisdictional lines and are based on markets that are larger than a 
city or county but smaller than a state. Housing and community
development policy in the 1990s should recognize this regional
dimension. 

Decent, safe and sanitary housing is a basic human need. Although the 
bulk of housing for all income levels has been provided by the private 
sector, continued federal assistance is necessary to produce housing
for low and moderate income persons. A realistic level of federal 
assistance is essential if the nation is to meet its commitment to 
ensure equal opportunity and access to housing. Cutbacks in the public 
housing maintenance programs have the potential of reducing available 
housing stock and increasing the financial burdens of local governments
and public and non-profit housing authorities. 

The solution to many housing problems demands a regional perspective. 
Many local governments are working together to improve affordable 
housing opportunities for people of moderate incomes, particularly
first time buyers. On behalf of member local governments, regional
councils have undertaken comprehensive studies to determine how local 
regulatory processes (zoning, subdivision standards, codes) can be 
reformed to reduce costs. The following recommendations should be 
implemented: 

(a) 	 HUD should recognize and administer its programs on the basis 
that housing market areas transcend individual jurisdictional 
boundaries. 

(b) 	 The Congress and HUD should provide for supplemental. bonus 
housing units in regions willing to undertake areawide 
housing programs. 

Access for low and Moderate Income Households 

The federal government also has a significant legal responsibility to 
ensure equal opportunity and access to housing for all, especially for 
low and moderate income persons. Recommendations include: 
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(a) 	 Rehabilitation of existing housing represents the most produc
tive means of providing future low income housing needs while 
preserving neighborhoods. NARC recognizes the need for 
additional new housing units, particularly in growing
communities where housing supplies are short. 

(b) 	 Priority should be placed on lowest income households in 
housing assistance programs. 

(c) 	 Federal incentives, such as community development funds 
should be made available to regional and local governments to 
assist the federal government in housing low income people. 

(d) 	 A housing voucher system should be allocated on an area 
housing market or subs tate regional basis and should 
encourage new production where housing supplies are short. 

(e) 	 The federal government should encourage corporate social 
responses to meeting local and regional housing needs. 
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INTROD'UCTION 

A crisis in housing coat, efficiency and availability has developed in the 
United States in the laet 15 years. In addition, the housing of the past is 
not meeting the needs of the present. Housing appropriate to today's families, 
including single parent, elderly, blended families and singles, is not being 
developed. Instead, the models of the post-war period continue to dominate the 
development of communities and urbsn areas, despite the costs to individuals 
and society. 

During the same period, the federally supported system of public and subsidized 
housing has run into difficulties and soaring costs. In many areas, low-income 
Americans are facing extreme hardship due to lack of affordable, adequate 
shelter, and homelessness is increasing in many communities. 

The housing crisis isn't limited to the low-income. Rapid increases in the 
costa of construction, energy and property taxes have made renting or 
purchasing an affordable and desirable home difficult for those of moderate 
income, as well. 

The speculative and decentralized nature of the housing industry has made for 
difficulty in improving the energy efficiency, quality, affordability and 
community appropriateness of today's housing. Hew developments often add 
inordinate fiscal burdens to local communities through unaffordable 
infrastructure costs. Yet, the federal tax structure generally discourages the 
maintenance of rental property for low- and moderate-income families, and 
landlords are prompted to abandon rental shelter at rate estimated to be 
600,000 - 800,000 units per year. 

Due to the fact that no coordinated network of housing assistance services is 
available, it is difficult to even gather the relevant information about the 
scope of the current housing crisis. For many years, the nation has been 
without a cohesive, well-developed housing policy. In recent years, the 
federal role in housing has been shrinking, and this had led to confusion and 
further acceleration of the aforementioned problems. 

However, the current housing crisis affords many opportunities to improve the 
lives and communities of Americans, if innovative, multi-level solutions are 
implemented. This policy brief provides several proposed solutions for policy 
makers, solutions that recognize the difficulty our nation faces in addressing 
these problems while setting up a structure to provide relief to those in 
greatest need. 

Background 

The National Center for Appropriate Technology (NCAT) was founded in 1976 by 
Congress to investigate, critique, develop and transfer applications of 
appropriate technology that hold promise for meeting the long-term human needs 
for energy, shelter, food, education and transportation. HCAT's primary 
constituency has been the low-income. The organization developed an innovative 
small grants program, which provided funding for local energy conservation and 
renewable energy projects for the low-income throughout the nation. NCAT has 
strong programs of research and development in building technology, and has 
monitored the mounting problems of the low-income in obtaining affordable 
shelter and affordable utility costs since its inception. 

-1
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The baeic premiae of the appropriate technology approach ie to foeter local 
eolutione to problema, eolutiona that aati.!y a number of interrelated 
problema. The following policy propoaala heve local empha.ia and control aa 
their key feature, while calling for a consistant federal reaponse to key 
policy problema. 

I. Low-inca.e HouaiDi ae a Mational a.aource 

NCAr'. contention i. that low-income bouaina .bould be removed, from a policy 
standpoint, Iro. the ·coaaodity· market, aad inetead ahould be .een aa 
a public reeource to be developed aad eupported. 

The current .peculative epproach to housing development cannot, given current 
coets and returns, provide the needed etock of permanent low-income housing. 
However, if federally aponaored or planned low-income housing ia "set aaide" 
from the apeculative market ayatem and aeen aa a national reaource, It will 
reault In banefita for the housing Industry snd the natlon aa a whole in e 
number of waya. 

Rather than being seen aa a burden on taxpayera and society in general, 
low-income houaing can proVide eolid bensfits to all ssctors of society, by 
being the front-line of the national movement to improve and change our housing 
so that it maets our needs aa a people. 

Dus to the nature of the housing industry, such changea and improvements may 
take decadea to transfer to the bulk of new or exiating houaing. lor example, 
through changes in construction practice, it is currently poaaible to build 
housing that ia 50 percent more enarly-afficient than that currently 
conatructed at no overall extra cost. but it ia very difficult to tranafer 
the.e method. and technololiea to tha decentralized, apeculative hou.ing 
induatry, which may not aee a "market demand· for .uch improvements. 

Yet, low-income houalng can demonstrate and document the adventagee of 
innovatione of deaign, conatruction and planning. while providinl for local 
economic development for disadvant..ed individual. and familiea. The.e 
innovation. can than be ·trickled up· to houaing for the more affluent, a. they 
are adopted by the epeculativs housing induetry. Thus, well-planned government 
inveetmante of reaearch, development and.demonetration in the reeource of 
low-income houslng would provide overall improvements in housinl, and In time 
upgrade our nation'e competitive stance in regard to the trade in foreiln 
hou.ing component. and ey.tema. 

Policies must ba developed to build a aolid, lasting infrastructure of 
affordable, innovative, energy-efficient low-income housing, housing that 
promotea family and community well-baing through proper desiln, location and 
intelration into existing support services. !mphesie should be given to 
projects and programs that feature proper local planning, involvement of the 
usera of the houeing, attention to employment and transportation issues, and 
low-income economic development. 

Through support for local organizatlon and planning, thie houainl can serve a. 
the focal point for s variety of related activitiea that will enaure local 
control over low-lncome houaing, while tUrning over ra.ponslblilty for future 

-2
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development, maintenance and .anagement of this housing resource to the local 
low-income community. To accomplish this end, federal support is needsd to 
spark activity on the local level. 

2. A Network of Housing Assistance and Development Associations 

NeAT supports the creation of a coordinated network of local and neighborhood 
housing associations that are designed to address, on a local level, the 
problems of low-income housing supply. management and maintenance. 

Today, responsibility for low-income housing development. production and 
management are scattered among a variety of local. state and federal programs, 
agencies and private systems. In order to make improvements in low-income 
shelter possible, this disorder must be sddressed, with a new model developed. 
Federal policy should be geared toward the orderly move toward the new model, 
through federal sponsorship of the best local housing associations and 
organizations and through the incentive of federal support of a network of 
appropriate local organizations. 

These associations could provide the focal point for local resourcee. as veIl 
as manage federal support toward the goals of job creation. job training, 
housing maintenance, management and production of further low-income housing 
and model community housing developmente for low-inco~ persona. 

In the last decade, pilot programe have been conducted that were aimed at 
providing low-income and tenant involvement in the production, management and 
maintenance of low-income housing. Such programs can also ensure that 
low-income rental housing is permanently svailable. For example. the model of 
the "Mutual Housing Associstion" in Baltimore provides for low-income tenant 
participation and governance of housing, while providing for support for new 
housing, appropriate maintenance and the need for tenant security through an 
indefinite lease agreement. The tenants do not own the property, but they have 
some of the responsibilities and benefits of ownership. In other programs, 
low-income tenants are provided with education to allow them to manaae and 
maintain neighborhoods of low-income housing. 

The housing policy of the future must include the development of a network of 
such model associations, to provide for effective housing delivery as well as 
accountability for program resulta. Such aBBociations would alBo facilitate 
the transition of low-income housing from a commodity to a resource, they could 
be the basis of participation in the new community housing models needed for 
the future of all housing. 

These associations could also branch into self-eufficient housing service 
businssses that would provide local low-income employment and training while 
providing desperately Deeded housing rehabilitation and maintenance eervices, 
to low-income housing ae wall as houaing owned by lov- and moderate-income 
persons, such as single parents, the elderly and the handicapped. 

Federal support for this network should be a priority. Thie support could best 
be phased in on a competitive basis that would allow for performance evaluation 
and study to ensure that the network is developed in the moet effective, 
cost-effective fashion. The foundation for such a network must be carefully 
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laid if it is to be a prime building base for the resource of low-income 
housing. A thorough evaluation of the current -system" of low-income housing 
delivery should be a psrt of the development of euch a network, in order to 
maximize current low-income housing resources, attract available dedication end 
talent already working at the local level, and avoid unnecessary dislocation or 
loss of low-income housina resources currently in place. 

3. Technicel Assistance end Reseerch Aimed at Low-Incom. Housing 

NCAT contends that federal support and emphasie should be placed on 
multi-disciplinary, objective reseercb, demonstration, evaluation and 
technical asaietance for the development of low-income housing aa a reaource. 
Without aucb aupport, Innovation and improvement in bousing and comaunity 
design and development will never occur in tbe current speculative housing 
system. 

In order to make the most of local reeources and provide for other auxiliary 
benefite from investments in low-incoma housing, local housing associations 
need acce.s to sound tecbnical assistance. Thie assistance is best based on 
thorough replicable research and damonstration efforts. 

Housing must be elevated to a major national priority for such research and 
development to have impact on remedying the current housing crisis and slOWing 
its uncontrolled expansion. But, even with this emphasis, it is unlikely, due 
to the interdisciplinary nature of housing, thst the current education and 
research system will on its own provide the needed momentum for technical 
change, innovation in design and development, and the connection to local 
economic development initiatives in low-incoma housing. Thus, special federal 
support should be considered for centers of reeesrch and education dedicated to 
addressing housing problema in e holistic fashion on the local level. 

In addition, this federal support la criticsl to balance tbe boom-and-bust 
cycles in housing and provide desperately needed continuity to tbe overall 
development and improvement of housing in this country. 

4. KnerSl Bfficiancy of New and Existins Housinl 

Barriere to anergy-efficiency investments in low-income houeing must 
be e1 imineted • 

The soarina costs of energy in low-income housing hsve been a wasteful end 
unnecessarily large segment of federal costs to support low-income housing. 
Current federal policies bave encouraged this waste for more than 10 yeers. 
The housing policy of the future must consistently eradicate programmatic 
barriers to energy conservation investments in low-income housing, and provide 
incentivee for the production of the most efficient new units possible. 

From a technical standpoint, energy efficiency improvements must be intearated 
into the overall epproach to building technology to ensure the bast reeults. 
More than e decade of experience in improving the energy efficiency of ahelter 
has shown thet energy-related improvements must be made such that the overall 
result is positive. quick fixes that ceuse problems to arise leter must be 
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.voided. The l ...on. of th. l ••t d.c.d., lnclu4inl the n••d for t.chnic.l 

...i.t.nc. and continued r••••rch, mu.t not be ilnor.d In a.tting • policy for 
enerlY efficiency inve.tmenta in low-income houainl. 

Aa haa been ahown rep••tedly. inveetmente in energy conserv.tion improvemente 
h.ve atronl positive imp.ct. on loc.l economiee, offer opportunitiee for 
low-income job training and cre.tion, .nd help avoid the further lose of needed 
low-income unit. through combiniDi m.intenence and enerly-efficiency work. 

In .ddition, the enerlY impacts rel.ted to tranaport.tion should be • p.rt of 
any incentives to reduce energy conaumption. Low-income houeiDi should be 
protacted from the devaatatinl imp.cts of aharply rialnl enargy coata - both 
for heetins and coollns and for transport.tion to workplacea and childc.re 
centera. 

-5
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Ootober .5, 1987 

The Honorable Alan Cranston 
United States Senate 
Washinqton, D.C. 20510 

Dear Senator Cranston: 

Thank you for your interest in reoeiv
inq broad-based input into the formulation 
of 1988 oonqressional housinq initiatives. 

OUr orqanization alonq with the newly
formed National Resident Manaqement Assooia
tion is qreatly appreoiative of the leader
ship your oommittee has provided in oonven
inq hearinqs and establishinq a national 
authorization for resident manaqament in the 
100th Conqress. We are particularly pleased
with the resident manaqement prOVisions of 
S. 82.5 sponsored by Senator Alan J. Dixon, 
and hope that the basic elements of his 
proposal will oontinue to reoeive attention 
in 1988 • 

There are several additional areas of 
ooncern we hope the oommittee will examine 
in the upoominq hearinqs on housinq
authorization: 

1) 	Provision of LoW-InoOme Housing by the 
Non-Profit Seotor 

The ourrent analysis of housinq produo
tion by the non-profit seotor should be 
broadened to inolude resident manaqement 
oorporations. In several oities, these 
orqanizations have established oonstruc
tion manaqement firms which have enqaqed
in oreative joint ventures for new hous
inq qeneration outside of their publio
housinq sites. By involvinq low-inoome 
residents in Comprehensive Improvement 
Assistance Proqram (ClAP) projeots, resi 
dent manaqement entities have oreated a 
larqe pool of expertise and trained 
workforoe for these more ambitious enter
prises. We recommend that resident 
manaqement oorporations qualify to 
partioipate in ·Urban Homesteadinq" and 

"Turning Problems Into Opportunities" 

http:1IIlb:hII.nd
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Honorable Alan Cranston 
October 5, 1987 
Page Two 

other federal housing initiatives. 

2) Training and Job creation 

In New York, Chicago, Los Angeles, Philadelphia, and other cities 
across the country, public housing tenant associations have 
expressed a great willingness to participate in site menagement,
routine maintenance, and other economic ventures to create new 
resident employment opportunities. Training programs offered 
through both the O.S. Department of Housing and Orban Development 
and the Department of Labor should be targeted to provide greater
opportunities for improved management capacity and job creation 
involving the residents of public housing. 

3) Economic or Ceiling Rents 

As expanded opportunities are provided for tenant employment, it 
is critical to refora the current rent payaents system which 
mandates a flat 30' payaent of aggregate femily income. The 
present system provides a strong disincentive for working
families and economic stability within low income public housing
collllllunities. This inequity should be chllJ\ged with the 
implementation of economic or ceiling rents. 

These comments are not meant to provide a conclusive list of the 
concerns of public housing resident management experts. I do hope 
that you will include resident management leadership such as Kimi Gray 
(Kenilworth-parkaide Resident MAnagement Corporation), Berth Gilkey
(Cochran Tenant MAnagement Corporation), Mildred Hailey (Bromley-Heath
Tenant Hanagement Corporation), Irene Johnson (Laclaire Courts 
Resident Hanagement Corporation) and our organization in the upcoming
round of hearings on low income housing issues. 

Thank you for prOViding this opportunity for cOllllllents on the work 
of the Housing Subcommittee. Plesse do not hesitate to contact us for 
any needed assistance or further information. 

fir;~~UDaKd~~ 

Public Housing Resident 
MAnagement Demonstration 

CCI 	 Senator Alan Dixon 
Resident MAnagement Association 
xational Housing Task Force 
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October 2. 1981 

The Honorable Alan Cranston 
and 

The Honorable Alphonse D'Amato 
U, S, Senate 
Subcolllllittee on Housing and 

Urban Affairs 
Washington. D,C, 20510 

Dear Senators Cranston and D 'Amato: 

Thank you for contacting the National Congress for Comnunity 
Economic Development (NCCED) to request ideas on developing a new 
national housing pol icy, We are delighted that the subcomnittee 
is going to address the preSSing national need of affordable 
housing, 

NCCED and its membership. composed of over 165 cOIIII1unity
based development organizations. think strongly the federal 
government has a major role to play in supporting affordable 
housing for millions of Americans, We also think that non
profit cOlIIllUnity-based housing development organizations are 
a critical national resource for producing affordable housing 
units throughout the U,S. 

In developing a national housing policy. there are several 
themes which we encourage the conmittee to pursue, The first 
theme is that housing cannot be divorced from the context of 
the neighborhood/rural area where it is located, Policies and 
program are also needed for nurturing neighborhood revitaliza
tion such as human services. decent paying jobs. and a degree 
of local control of resources. Secondly. an affordable housing 
pol icy must insist on high quality hOUSing that is affordabl e 
over a considerable period of time, Examples are replete of 
abandoned hous i ng un its/projects that do not meet the needs of 
the local COlmllnity and provide inadequate housing shelter. 
Finally. there is a pressing need for affordable housing 
financing to be made on a permanent basis, The "start" and 
"stop" cycles of previous housing programs has caused havoc 
with the supply of low-income housing. We urge the subcOllll11ttee 
to explore programs and initiatives that provide long term 
sources of funding for housing production such as an endowment 
or quasi -government entity chartered by Congress but operating 
independently of federal agencies. The National Cooperative 
Sank and quaSi-state housing and development programs serve 
as excellent model s. 

http:J(Weo.Vb
http:RowIoIM.VA
http:NECo-\Ik.IC
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and 

The Honorable Alphonse D 'Plnato 
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In tenns of specific programs and initiatives, we hope that the cOlmlittee will 
pay serious attention to the National COJmlUnlty Housing Partnership Program devel
oped by the National Low.Income Housing Coalition, A special emphasis in the 
National Community Housing PartnerShip Program should be placed on building the 
capabilities of non.profit cOJmlUnity-based housing development organizations to 
produce affOrdable housing, flCCED, the National Low-Income Housing Coalition, 
and a number of other national and local organizations are recommending that an 
additional "Title II on Capacity Building" be added to this legislation, 

The purpose of this title would be to provide flexible funding to build the 
capacity of small housing organizations to engage in housing production, Support 
should be provided for activities ranging from staffing to organize tenants to 
planning to site acquiSition to pre-development activities to project management, 
In order to receive funds, non-profit organizations should be required to demon
strate that they will be able to increase their production capability through 
measured criteria, As was stated earlier, we are recOJmIending that funds be 
allocated through a national non-profit entity chartered by Congress that will be 
able to provide flexible resources in a timely manner with staff familiar with 
housing production, A state government and local government challenge grant 
proviSion should be developed since there have been an increasing number of 
innovative state and local government housing initiatives geared toward generating 
affordable housing production, 

We welcome the opportunity to work with the subcommittee members and staff 
to pursue affordable housing objectives for low-income communities and individuals 
throughout the U,S, 

Very truly yours, ' 

k~{\l.L{ ( .j(tc.u/L 
Robert 0, Zdenek 
President 

ROZ/vqa 

P ,5" We are enclosing a copy of the report of The Task Force on Community-Based 
Development, Community-Based Development: Investing in Renewal, The task force 
;s composed Of leadIng prIVate funders, 
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October 5, 1987 

The Honorable Alan Cranston 
112 Senate Hart Office Building 
Washington, D.C. 20510 

Desr Senator Cranston: 

on behalf of the National Cooperative Business Association, 1 appreciate 
this opportuait1 to offer ideas a8 you foraulate the "next generation" of 
federal housiq progrds. 1 coaend you for undertaking this iIIporunt task 
and cOIlplillent you for iDViUng such broad participaUon in tbis creative 
process. 

The National Cooperative Business Association (HCRA) , founded in 1916 as 
the Cooperative League of the USA, is a national aa.bership and trade 
association representing America's cooperative business community. HCRA's 
_bership includes fara supply, agricultural ..arketing, insursnce, banking, 
bousing, health care, consumer goods and services, student. credit union, 
worker, fishery, rural electric and telephone, atate associations and other 
types of cooperatives. 

HCRA's diverse .....bership comprises four tiers of cooperative 
organizations, national, regional, state and local organizations. These 
tiers are represented in each of several ..e..bership sectors and personify the 
one in five Americans who belong to a cooperative, 

HeRA's housing aector includea housing cooperatives and professionsl 
housing organizationa coamitted to the development of cooperative bou.ing. 
Several levela of organizational involv_nt are evidenced through tbe 
_bership of such groups as the Cooperative Housiq FOundation, the National 
Associstion of Housing Cooperatives, the Couneil of State Housing AlIeneies, 
the National Corporstion for Housing Partnerships, the Nassschusetts 
Cooperative Task loree, the Hew York Council of Cooperatives, and Greenbelt 
Cooperative Homes. 

HCBA supports tbe development and expansion of cooperative businesa in the 
United States and in lesser developed countries; represents the cooperative 
busine8s co.unity before Congress, governmental bodies and other national and 
world organi&ationa; and prOllOtes internstional c_rce, banldng and joint 
ventures by and a.ong the world's cooperatives. HCBA's bousing progr.. 
encourages the development and successful operation of bousing cooperstives in 
the unlted States through legislstive advocscy, education and training, 
development services and public relations work" In recent years, HeRA' s 
bousing prograa bas eaphasized senior and affordable cooperative bousing 
development" 

NaIIona.1 CooperaIIve ~ CenIier 

1401 New Yorlc Avenue. N.W.· SUite 1100 ".Washlngton. DC 2000S-2160 


(202) 638-6222" Telex 440344 
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FEDERAL HOUSING POLICY AND COOPERATIVE HOUSING 

NCBA believes that the federal government is primarily responsible for 
ensuring that all Americans have access to decent and affordable housing. We 
view the federal government' 8 response to the nation's housing needs in recent 
years as seriously deficient. 

To address today's critical shortage of affordable housing, we urge the 
Congress to adopt a strengthened federal housing poUcy which both preserves 
and expands the inventory of assisted housing. In achieving these objectives • 
.. e strongly recoaaend that opportunities for resident participation and 
control through cooperative and mutual housing structures be .aximized. 

We are not recommending a specific program structure for accompUshing 
these goals. A wide range of programs, rather than any single approach, will 
be needed to satisfy the diversity of housing needs. We do, however. 
recommend that the following elements he incorporsted in any new program 
structure. 

.. 	 Federal funding must be made available to support the preservation, new 
development, rebabilitation and ongoing operation of an adequate supply 
of affordable hOusing. State and local governments do not have 
sufficient resources to meet the gro.. ing need. 

Funding recipients should be given maximum flexibility to utilize 
federal resources in 8 .aoner most responsive to area needs. 
Approaches which make the most efficient use of federal subsidies, such 
as limited equity housing cooperatives. should be encouraged. 

.. 	 The existing assisted housing stock should be preserved for extended 
lo.... income use. Financial and tax incentives should be offered to 
private owners of subsidized projects to encourage them to retain 
properties for low-income use Or to sell to non-profit or tenant groups 
who will maintain the low-income chsracter of the property. 

Housing cooperatives and mutual housing associations should play a majnr 
role in the provision of affordable housing. For this to occur, however, 
cooperatives mufjt he placed on at least equal footing legislatively with other 
housing fot'1ll8. Too often, the hybrid nature of the cooperatives fora, part 
"rental" and part ·ownership,· has been viewed as a disadvantage. rather than 
an inherent strength. 

Federal housing progr...s should be structured to directly support 
cooperative and mutual housing develo~ent. Housing cooperatives and 
sponsoring groups should have direct access to funding, including aubsidies 
where needed; financing; technical assistanee and organizational support. 

f 
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Below are sOlIe of the IUny reasons tilly cooperative housing,should be a 
cornerstone of our federal houa1ng policy: 

* 	Cooperative ownership and control of housing has a stabilizing effect 
on communities. 

* 	 Cooperatives offer persons of modest means the opportunity for 
homeownership and tbe sense of control, pride and self-reliance 
hOlIeownership fosters. 

* 	 Cooperative ownersbip offers residents security and protects them from 
displac....ent. 

* 	 Cooperatives benefit from a strong sense of community and democratic 
partie1pation. 

* 	Limited equity resale structures enable cooperatives to remain 
perpetually affordable to moderate and low income residents. Subsidies 
used to develop such properties are in effect pet'lll8nent subsidies. 

• 	 Cooperatives eliminate the profit 11ne, providing housing at the lowest 
possible cost. 

• 	 Cooperatives historically have had lower turnover rates and more 
responsible and involved residents. Lower vacancy rates, less 
vandalism, lower collection losses and lower lUintenance costs 
translate to lower operating budgets and monthly costs to residents. 

* 	 Cooperatives often discourage leaSing, increasing owner occupancy and 
and continuity of residency. 

* 	 Stable and responsible residents mean lower defaul t rates in 
cooperatives. BUD's Section 213 mortgage insurance program for 
cooperatives has the lowest default rate of any of BUD's multifamily 
insurance programs. 

* 	 Cooperative homeowners have all the same tax benefits as single-family 
or condoeinium owners, including mortgage interest and real property 
tax deductions. 

• 	 Cooperative developaents often attract other local subsidies. In many 
areas, cooperatives receive favorable tax treatllent and other benefits 
from local governments, who restrict or forbid condominiu. developaent. 

* Cooperatives are in aany areas assessed ss rental rather than ownership 
properties, resulting in lover resl property taxes. 
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* 	 Flexible financing structures which c01Ibine both blanket and share 
loans can result in lower down payments and monthly charges. The 
blanket mortgage permits mortgage assumptions, second mortgages and 
take-back financing whicb facilitates rental property conversion. The 
ability to secure additional underlying debt, pledging the property as 
collateral, avoids resident assessment. 

I have attacbed a fact sheet wbicb describes tbe legal and finance 
structure of housing cooperatives, In addition, it briefly describes 
variations of the cooperative structure which have evolved to serve special 
need s and income levels, 

Again, thank you for tbis opportunity to express tbe views of the National 
COoperative Business ASsociation on federal housing policy and cooperative 
housing. If we Can provide further information, please let us know. 

32::j!~
Barbara J. Thompson 
Vice President for Housing Developoent 

BJT:emd 

18-541 0 - 81 - 33 
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COOPERATIVE HOUSING: THE FACTS 

Legal Structure. Housing cooperatives are a fora of multifaaily 
homeownership. In a cooperative housing project. there are two ownership 
entities, the cooperative corporation and the corporation owners, cOBPOnly 
known as tenant-stockholders. The cooperative corporation owns or leases the 
project, including the land, dwelling units and comaon areas. The cooperative 
corporation in turn is owned by the tenant-stockholders. who by virtue of 
their stock ownership are entitled to live in a specific dwelling unit if 
their obligations to the cooperative are met. 

A tenant-stockholder of a housing cooperative does not directly own a dwelling 
unit. The tenant-stockholder owns stock. sometimes called ma.bership 
certificates or shares, in a corporation. Stock ownership carries with it the 
exclusive right to occupy a dwelling unit and to participate in the governance 
and operation of the property either as an elected board member or a voting 
stockholder. 

The tenant-stockholder is a lessee as well as an owner of the corporation. 
The corporation leases the unit specified by the tenant-stockholder's stock to 
the tenant-stockholder through an occupancy agreement or proprietary lease. 
This contract between the corporation and the tenant-stockholder spells out 
the rights and obligations of the tenant-stockholder to the corporation and 
the corporation to the tenant-stockholder. Specifically. it gives the 
tenant-stockholder an exclusive right to occupy a unit, participate in the 
governance of the corporation, and receive tax benefits and equity increases 
in return for financial and personal support of the corporation. 

Finance structure. A major distinction between cooperatives and condominiums 
is that cooperatives can use both underlying blanket mortgage financing and 
individual share loans. The cooperative corporation often finances the 
project by obtaining a project or blanket mortgage based on the property's 
rental value. As mortgagor, the cooperative is responsible for meeting this 
debt obligation, which is passed on to the tenant-stockholders as part of a 
monthly charge called a carrying fee. This monthly payment represents the 
tenant-stockholder's contribution toward the payment of principal and interest 
on the blanket mortgage, insurance, taxes and maintenance. 

The purchase of the tenant-stockholder's interest in the cooperative and the 
accompanying occupancy rights can be financed with cooperative share loans. 
Share loans are loans made to the individual purchaser and secured by a pledge 
of the stock and an assignment of the occupancy agreement. 
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Variations on the Cooperative Structure. By modifying the basic legal and 
finance structures, a variety of different cooperative forms have been 
developed. 

* 	A market rate cooperative sells stock at full market value in the 
original sale and permits a market rate of return on resales by 
tenant-stockholders. 

* 	 A limited-equity cooperative limits the return allowed wben stock is 
sold. The amount of return permitted is determined by a formula 
established in the corporation's bylaws. 

* 	A leasing cooperative leases the property from an inveator on a 
long-term basis, so.etimes with an option to buy. The residents 
operate the property as a cooperative. 

* 	A mutual housing association is a non-profit corporation set up to 
develop, own and operate houaing. Often tbe corporation is owned and 
controlled by the residents of tbe housing produced. 

* 	 An elderly housing cooperative hss design and service features 

supportive of a senior residency. 


* 	A subsidized cooperative has received sose form of subsidy from a 
governaent or non-profit entity to lower the cost of the housing to the 
tenant-stockholders. Subsidized cooperatives generally are 
limited-equity cooperatives. 
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Housing for Older Aaericans: Reoo..endations o£ the Rational 
Council on the Aging and its National Institute o£ Senior Rousing 

I. A Decent Home for Every American 

Although primarily concerned with the needs of the elderly, 
the National Council on the Aging and its National Institute of 
Senior Housing is committed to improving the housing lot of all 
of America's citizens. Accordingly, the primary objective in the 
area of housing and related matters in the post-Reagan years must 
be to fulfill the pledge of the Housing Act of 1949 of a decent 
home for every American. Decent housing for all is a reasonable 
and humane goal for the richest nation on the earth. It has been 
our goal for almost 40 years -- since the Housing Act of 1949. 
It is the Nation's shame that the promise and the goal have not 
been achieved, and that the attempt to fulfill that goal has 
never been given sufficient priority or appropriate funding. It 
is time that we take the goal and the pledge seriously. 

It has been estimated that as of about 25 years ago, five 
million older people were living in -deficient" housing. Another 
recent estimate suggests that about 1.5 million units of 
Federally subsidized housing, or about 45 percent of the total, 
were occupied by persons 62 years of age, or over. Thus, with at 
least several million older people still needing appropriate 
housing, and with current Federal efforts for development largely 
restricted to funding of 12,000 units a year under the Section 
202 direct loan program for the elderly and handicapped, the 
likelihood is that little or no dent is being made in the 
backlog. Compounding the problem is the fact that there is 
continuing deterioration of the housing stock, with the result 
that we are falling even further behind in meeting the needs of 
the elderly population, as well as that of the population at all 
age levels. 

II. Implementing the Goal of a Decent Home for America's Elderly 

A. Expansion of the Section 202 Direct Loan Program 

Current Federal funding for housing for the elderly is 
limited largely to the Section 202 program at a minimal level of 
around 12,000 units for the past few years. Unfortunately, it 
appears at this writing that the Fiscal Year 1988 funding for the 
Section 202 program will be reduced to support only about 10,900 
units (12,689 units were funded in Fiscal 1987). This level of 
funding is far below the approximate 30,OOO-unit level funded 
under the Section 202 program in Fiscal 1976, the first year of 
funding following the re-implementation of the program as 
provided by the Housing Act of 1974. 

- 1 
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NCOA/NISH recommends a 30
fi
ooo-unit program annually as a 

minimum acce table level. Art au h this would be a substantial 
~ncrease over recent ears, we must reco n~ze t at ~s 

eve , t e goa 0 a decent ome for every ow 
~ncome older c~t~zen w~11 still not be met. 

In addition to increasing funding for the Section 202 
program, careful consideration should be given in the immediate 
future to the sharp fall-off in applications for Section 202 
which occurred in Fiscal Year 1987. The reason for the fall-off 
has not been explored, but such factors as continued concern over 
application requirements (i.e., the expense of forming Borrower 
corporations, purchasing land options, and developing the 
substantial amount of data required in sUbmitting applications, 
"burn-out" as a result of failing to obtain fund reservations in 
the highly competitive selection process, tedious processing of 
applications, severe cost containment limitations, political 
considerations, etc.) may have contributed to the decrease. 
Clearly, something needs to be done to increase the volume of 
applications given the need and demand -- often characterized by 
waiting lists for admission to housing for the elderly of five 
years or more and the lack of suitable alternatives. NCOA/NISH 
recommends that the Congress initiates a GAO stud~ of the 202 
aprlication process toward a reeort w~th recommen at~on for 
re orm. The report should be t~mely enough to affect fiscal 1989 
processing. 

In its' efforts to seek economies in the development cost of 
subsidized housing, the Administration has imposed rather severe 
cost containment requirements. While some such economies may be 
warranted, there are many valid complaints among the sponsors and 
owners of Section 202 and projects that "cost containment" has 
been excessive and has resulted in unwarranted program cutbacks 
in housing design and services. 

The Congress should mandate an intensive study of the 
present cost conta~nment measures ~n force for subsidized housing 
erolrams so that a1eropriate chan§es can be ~ntroduced for 
~mp ementat~on In. lscal ~ear 198. without a hait to these 
bO us cost containment inltlat~ves, man rojects rna well be 
1 ent~ le as aVlng 2en eve ope w~t p anne 0 so escence in 
~ 

B. Make the Pr ram (CHSP) a 
Permanent an 

The Congregate Housing Services Program(CHSP) has proven its 
value as a congressionally mandated demonstration program. Even 
though the CHSP has been limited to a very small number of 
participants, it has demonstrated its effectiveness in meeting 
the needs of residents and allowing them to remain living in the 
community for as long as possible. Legislation is needed to make 

2 
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the CHSP a permanent, rather than a demonstration program. 
Authority also needs to be provided so that thousands -- perhaps
millions -- of older persons could receive the various kinds of 
services made available under the program to enable them to live 
in relative independence in Section 202 housing and other senior 
housing. It should be noted that the Select Committee on Aging 
of the House of Representatives has described the CHSP "as a 
model of service delivery that is progressive, cost-effective, 
and, most of all, humane.- The CHSP should be amended to 
encourage State sarticieation and the fund~ng levels be increased 
In order to reac a broader spectrum of older res1dents. Such an 
expanded program would be a response to concerns ra~sed by a 
recent survey conducted by the National Center of Health 
Statistics. That survey found that three of five persons 
entering nursing homes move into such facilities because their 
families no longer have the resources or energy to care for them 
and not because of medical reasons. 

islation to Fund Develo ment of AssistedC. 
are ous~ng 

There is a growing recognition and support for the funding 
and development of assisted or care-type housing. These 
facilities would be intended for older people, who, while not 
requiring nursing or medical care on a regular basis, are having
difficulty in living fully independently. They may need help
with housekeeping, cooking, shopping, dressing, bathing, and 
other activities of daily living. These are persons whose needs 
are not met in fully independent housing, but who do not require 
daily, or regular nursing or medical care. 

The need for assisted housing should not be used as 
justification for a reduction of support for independent housing 
as developed under Section 202. It is urged that Congress fund a 
substantial number of assisted housIng proaects, fInanced through
dIrect loans, wIth subsIdized occupancy an personal care ana 
other servIces avaIlable to its residents. 

E. 	 Bar Prepayment of Loans and Mortgages on Housing for the 
Elderly. 

There is a real need to assure not only an increasing supply
of housing designed for occupancy by the elderly, but that the 
housing already developed for their occupancy remains available 
to t~em. It is particularly appropriate that housing developed
for the elderly with Federal assistance not be removed from 
serving that purpose by the prepayment of Federal loans in the 
case of the Section 202 program, or by the prepayment of FHA
insured mortgages on housing specially designed for the elderly.
Legislation should be enacted in the lOOth con~ess to assure 
that the fac~lIt~es constructed or rehab1l~tat for occupancy by 
the elderly -- especially the low and moderate income elderly - 

-3
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continue to be used to meet their needs for the full term of the 
ori inal loan or mort a e or subsId a reement, whIchever 1S the 
ongest. 

F. 	 Extension or Replacement for Section 8 Housing

Assistance Payments Program. 


The 20-year terms of Section 8 housing assistance payments 
contracts will start expiring in the 1990's. In the absence of 
extensions of the present contracts through legislation, there is 
potential for a considerable reduction in the supply of decent 
housing for the low-and-moderate-income elderly, even while the 
need expands. Unless subsidies continue to be available, many of 
the low-income elderly and handicapped could not afford to pay 
the increased rents they would have to pay (let alone any
increases in market rents). The result probably would be mass 
evictions without suitable replacement housing. The homeless 
problem already is a massive one. It is likely to get much worse 
in the absence of an extension of the Section 8 program or a 
suitable new program to replace it. NCOA/NISH recommends 
a ro riate Con ressional action to extend Sect10n 8 contracts 
or anot er ears an or to ensure au 1C ent re acement 

hous1ng at compara e rents 1n tea sence 0 an extension. 

G. 	 Expansion of Eligibility for Subsidized Occupancy 

Many older people of very modest incomes find themselves 
ineligible for subsidies that would help them pay market rents in 
their communities. When the Section 8 Housing Assistance 
Payments Program began, eligibility for Section 8 assistance was 
available for persons with incomes of up to 80 percent of area 
median income. While limiting eligibility to a substantial 
degree, a significant number of low income people were able to 
obtain occupancy in decent housing through this subsidy 
mechanism, which they would not have been able to afford 
otherwise, since rents in the private, unsubsidized market were 
beyond their ability to pay. Unfortunately, changes in the 
Section 8 program were enacted to limit eligibility generally to 
those with incomes no greater than 50 percent of the median 
income for the area. This change removed many low income people 
from the ranks of the Section 8 eligibles and subjected them to 
finding whatever housing was available in the community, often at 
rents far beyond reasonable rent-to-income ratios. Recently, 
this problem was recognized in H.R. 4, the House-passed housing 
authorization bill, in which provision was made to permit up to 
25 percent of the families assisted under Section 8 to be in the 
50-80 percent of area median incomes. The Senate, in the 
meantime, has approved a provision retaining the five percent 
limit on tenants with incomes between 50 and 80 percent but would 
require HUD to permit the five percent limit to be met on an 
aggregate basis, rather than placing a five percent limit on each 
individual project. What the final outcome of these provisions 
is not known at this time. 

- 4 
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NCOA NISH recommends that the Section 8 

percent of area median Income. 

H. Alternative Housing for the Elderly 

In addition to specially designed multi-family housing for 
the elderly, there are other types of housing and living 
arrangements which have considerable potential for helping to 
resolve the housing needs of the Nation's elderly. NCOA/NISH 
recommends that financial incentives be ~rOvided for the 
development of these alternatives, 1nclu ing, among others 
shared housIng, accessor¥ apartments, and ECHO housIng, These 
11vIng arrangements are 1mportant optIons that enable older 
persons to continue to live in the community for as long as 
possible. 

I. User-Friendly Housing 

Many older people find that their homes are not designed to 
accommodate to their changing physical conditions. Shelves 
become too high and too deep to reach; counters too high, back 
burners too far to reach, electric plugs too low/ stairs too hard 
to climb, etc. 

uire HUD to invest in 
the an eve t at meet t e nee s of 
o er reS1 ents. 

J. Assistant Secretary of Housing for the Elderly 

Federal assistance to help finance the development of 
housing specially designed for the elderly has been in existence 
since the Housing Act of 1956, when such housing was authorized 
under the Public Housing Program. Since then, housing programs 
for the elderly have expanded to the point where billions of 
dollars have been invested in housing for older people with about 
1.5 million units of subsidized housing (not necessarily 
specially designed for older people) occupied by senior citizens. 
Given this investment, the hundreds of thousands of units 
designed for them, and the increase in the number of housing 
programs focusing on the elderly, it is long overdue that the 
Department of Housing and Urban Develo!ment have at 1ts top level 
an Assistant Secretary of Hous1ng for enior CitIzens to 
coordinate the varIous programs, re~resent the Deaartment as the 
Secretary's spokesperson for the el erly and to a vise and 
consult w1th the Secretary and the Convress on all matters 
related to older people and their hous1ng needs. 

-5
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K. Housing for the Next Generation of Older People 

The huge bulk of housing specially designed for the elderly 
in this country has been developed over the past 25 years. with 
the passage of a quarter of a century, the housing to be 
constructed for occupancy by the next several generations of 
older people should be designed in recognition of the fact that 
their needs and preferences probably will be quite different in 
many respects from those of the older people who have been the 
occupants of such housing in the past several decades. These 
later generations of senior citizens are likely to be better 
educated, even more involved politically than now, healthier, 
more independent, and less willing to accept the dictates of the 
rest of society. They may question the kinds of housing offered 
to them and be dissatisfied with the housing built in these past 
several decades. In short, older people may be so different in 
terms of how they look at their housing and living arrangements 
that we need to plan now to conduct in depth research on their 
needs and preferences before we add many more billions to the 
existing investment on their behalf. 

-6
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NEW YORK HOUSING CONFERENCE 
1780 BROADWAY SUITE 600 
NEW YORK, NEW YORK 10019 

(212) 265-6530 

STATEMENT 

FOR 


SENATE SUBCOMMITTEE OK 

HOUSING AND URBAN AFFAIRS 


Without a substantial commitment of federal funds to low 
income housing, we can expect torrential homelessness, starting
in the urban areas and expanding to the suburbs. Condominium 
conversion, sale and demolition of public housing, the loss of 
assisted units to "buy-outs" and the end of section 8 contracts 
are all factors that will mean a loss of several million low 
income units over the next decade. New York, where public 
housing remains sound, has over 5,000 homeless families, 20 
percent doubling up in public housing and an 18 year waiting list 
for section 8 and public housing. Although New York is 
struggling valiantly to commit funds to local housing programs, 
at best 5,000 new low income units can be produced annually. New 
York State has estimated a need for 665,000 new or rehabilitated 
apartments. The problems keeps growing. 

The New York Housing Conference would like to· see a revival 
of secti~, 8 and new public housing. However, political reality 
seems to eliminate the reinstatement of these "tried and true" 
programs. Therefore, we would advocate the following 
alternatives to be considered by Congress: 

Capital Grants or Deferred PaYment Loan 

Capital construction grants or deferred payment loans to 
nonprofit agencies or profit motivated partnerships, which would 
own and operate apartments for low and moderate income families. 
Rents would cover maintenance and operations on buildings which 
would be virtually debt free. Localities would set cost limits, 
income limits and rent-income ratios, thereby accounting for 
regional differences. Similarly rent increases would be 
determined by local housing agencies. 

However, at lesst thirty percent of the units in each 
locality would be reserved for very low income occupants. Grants 
could cover up to 100 percent of acquisition, new conatruction, 
substantial rehabilitation or moderate renovation. 
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STATEMENT FOR SENATE SUBCOHHITTEE ON 
HOUSING AND URBAN AFFAIRS 

Page -2

Tax Credits 

The Low Income Tax Credit program established in the 1986 
Tax Reform Act, should be revised to work in tandem with the 
capital construction program outlined above. 

Certificates as an Entitlement 

The Section 8 Cerfiticate Program should be vastly expanded 
to an entitlement program. Even in debt free buildings many low 
income families cannot afford to pay operating costs. In New 
York it costs $300 - $350 a month to operate a building.
Families earning less than $12,000 need additional subsidies even 
to pay for operating costs in their bUildings. If utility costs 
or other costs increase, the certificate program becomes all the 
more important. Expanding the certificate program to an 
entitlement program sounds expensive. However, as a measure to 
prevent bomelessness and future crisis, tbe certificate program
is extremely cost-effective. By spending $3,500 a unit a year,
it might be possible to avoid spending in excess of $20,000 
annually for a homeless family. One way. to minimize the budget
impact would be to estimate eacb year's expenses, rather tban 
calculating the multiyear expense for a specific unit, and 
placing that enlarged number in the first year budget. 

New York Housing Conference 
Clara Fox and Duncan Elder 
Co-Chairs 

Carol Lamberg, Staff Director 
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.July 31. 1987 

Senate HOusi~&lbeominittee . . .~ 
Room 535 
Dirksen Senate Office Building 
Washington, D.C. 20510 

Dear Committee Members: 

As a member of the Public Housing Authorities Directors Association, I thAllk 
you for the opportunity to share my views on needed legislation. Thesuhould 
include the following: 

L Minimum Rents Inclusion 
2. Ceiling Rents Reinstatement 
3. Grant Funding of Agencies on an equitable basis 
4. Further Deregulation of PHAIs 

Still better, Deputy Assistant Secretary James E. Baugh of HUD, has formulated 
an idea he entitles defederalization of rents. Perhaps it would behoove you to 
have Mr. Baugh expound on his concept. I certainly would support what 1 have 
beard of his Idea to date. 

Thanks again. 

~ 
David W. Madden 
Executive Director 

pb 

Copies to: 	PHA/DA 
James E. Baugh' 

COMMIBIIONERI 
8111_·CHAIRMAN 
811181b1ey ·IfICE.CHAIRMAN 
/.iou_til.-
AoIaW_ . F";' 
_car-
IlIiYIcI W. MIddeI!. EXECUTIVE DIIEC'I'OR 
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SACRAMENTO ROOSING AND REDEVELOPMENT AGENCY 

SU9gestions for Changes in Federal Housing 
and Community Development Legislation 

A. Specific Issues Needing to be Addressed 

1. 	 Increased Program Flexibility: One of the major 
strengths of the COBG program is the flexibility it 
provides local governments in meeting the needs of their 
low-income populations. It is essential that this 
flexibility be retained and even increased in order for 
the program to truly adapt to varying local 
circumstances. 

2. 	 Home OwnerShip: In Sacramento County and throughout the 
nation, lOW-income residents are increaSingly unable to 
become homeowners because of the disproportional 
increases in housing costs. Funds need to be made 
available in the form of deferred, low or no interest 
loans to move low-income renter families into home 
ownership. We are especially interested in being able 
as a government agency, to purchase boarded units, 
rehabilitate them, and then make them available to 
low-income families. 

3. 	 Rehabilitation Funding: Also to address critical 
housing affordability issues, jurisdictions need an 
infusion of funds to provide housing rehabilitation 
assistance. In our area, substantial numbers of units, 
both rental and owner-occupied, need rehabilitation; the 
majority are currently occupied by low-income residents 
few of whom as renters can afford rent increases or as 
owners can afford housing expense increases. In order 
to conserve this housing in a safe and liveable 
condition, we need to offer very low or no interest, 
deferred loans to cover the full cost of rehabilita
tion. Currently our grant is too small to provide 
adequate funds to rehabilitate substantial numbers of 
units. 
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4. 	 Homeless programs: Great pressure has been put on the 
CDBG program to address homelessness especially since 
the demise of revenue sharing and reductions in the 
Community Services Block Grant. " The flexibility of CDBG 
has made it an excellent funding source to provide 
emergency shelters for homelessness caused by a variety
of factors and to provide programs to help homeless 
people obtain permanent shelters. However, the limit on 
public services and the dearth of funds have severely
constrained the impact of these programs. 

5. 	 Capital Improvements: Particularly in the City of 
Sacramento, large residential areas are in need of 
substantial infrastructure improvements. These older 
areas were developed without adequate requirements for 
provision of curbs, gutters, sidewalks, drainage, and 
fire protection and were later annexed to the City.
They are now occupied by very low to low income 
residents who cannot afford special assessment district 
fees, the only other mechanism for infrastructure 
construction. 

6. 	 Pair Housing: Fair housing can be funded two ways: as a 
public service under Section S70.201(el, or as an 
administrative cost under Section S70.206(c). There are 

"disadvantages 	with both approaches. Onder the public
serVice category, fair housing is subject to the 15\ 
pUblic service limit, an extremely competitive category,
and the program must primarily aSSist low-income 
people. TO be effective, a fair housing program should 
decide how to pursue complaints based on an analysis of 
the case, not the income level of the client. As an 
administrative cost, fair housing would be subject to 
the 20\ limit. Pair housing should be made an eligible
activity under a separate section of the regulations
which would not be subject to either the IS' or 20' 
limits. 

7. 	 tong Term Pinancial Commitments: The current year to 
year authorization/funding cycle causes unnecessary
complexity, uncertainty and inefficiency at the local 
administrative level. To avoid these problems and 
provide a sound basis for local planning, federal 
legislation should provide greater stability in local 
funding. Some means to accomplish this include, but are 
not limited to, three year or longer program
authorizations, grants indexing to account for 
inflation, and hold harmless provisions. 

(2) 
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8. 	 Automatic Administrative Transfer of Unused HAP Contract 
Budget Authority for Section 8 Opt outs to the Local PHA: 
Section 8 opt outs currently result in a net reduction 
in subsidized units because replacement units are funded 
with budget and annual contributions contract authority 
authorized for the current year. Another problem from 
the local PHA viewpoint is complexity and time delays 
associated with applying for and receiving discretionary
replacement units from HUD Central. This causes 
confusion bordering on panic for low income renter 
families fearful of being displaced. 

As a 	practical matter it seems unlikely that the Federal 
Government would deny continued assistance to low income 
families victimized by opt outs. This being the case it 
would be more straightforward and far more efficient to 
allow the direct administrative transfer of tenant 
subsidies from the opt out project to the local PHA. 
Such 	 transfers should be for the remaining term of the 
HAP contract for the opt out project in a sufficient 
amount to fund the pre-existing unit mix. 

B. New Housing Policy Concepts 

1. 	 Replacement of the Performance Funding System (PFS) for 
Public Housing with a Subsidy Standard Geared to Local 
Rental Market Conditions: The PFS is based on an 
abstract statistical calculation whic~ is difficult for 
local PHAs to relate to and which by most accounts is 
not capable of prodUcing accurate projections of PHA 
operating costs. This system should be replaced by a 
subsidy mechanism which is more directly related to 
local rental market conditions and at the same time 
provides incentives for efficient local program 
operations. An outline of such a system follows: 

a. 	 HUD would establish a fixed subsidy amount by 
bedroom size for a particular area based on the HUD 
Fair Market Rent (FHR). The subsidy amount would 
essentially be the FMR adjusted for differences in 
debt serVice costs, utility costs, and a tenant 
rent factor which would generally represent the 
average amount that subsidized renters typically 
pay for subsidized units of the same bedroom size 
in the general market area under all subsidy 
programs. 

(3 ) 
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b. 	 A PHA would be entitled to claim the above fixed 
subsidy amount for each unit month of occupancy
through a process similar to that used to make 
payments to private landlords under the Section 8 
Existing Housing Assistance Payments program. HUD 
would continue to monitor for such things as 
compliance with income and occupancy criteria, unit 
conditions, reserves, etc. 

c. 	 PHAs able to operate successfully within the 
subsidy level described above would benefit from 
simplified record keeping and reporting 
requirements and would be allowed to use surplus 
revenues for other low income housing related 
purposes. 

d. 	 PRAts not able to operate successfully would be 
subject to more detailed record keeping and 

. reporting requirements and would be required to 
develop approved management plans for correction of 
deficiencies within a reasonable time. 

2. 	 COMBINED HOUSING/CD BLOCK GRANT (HCDBG): Housing and 
CDBG funds would be combined into a single HCDBG grant 
to local jurisdictions made on a needs based formula 
basis. The grant would replace and hopefully exceed 
amounts currently. allocated by the federal government
for the CDBG program and the various housing production 
and related development programs, i.e., Section 312, 
rental rehabilitation, HODAG, public housing 
construction, Section 202, Section 8 construction/
rehabilitation, etc. 

First priority for use of HCDBG funds would be the 
provision of low income rental housing. Jurisdictions 
with high housing costs would be required to spend a 
high percentage of their RCDBGs to meet low income 
rental housing needs. Jurisdictions with lower housing 
costs would be allowed, not required, to use a greater
portion of their HCDBGs for housing programs oriented 
towards low/moderate income home owners, neighborhood 
improvement, economic development and related activities. 

( 4) 
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The allowable mix between low income rental housing and 
other activities would be determined by a housing 
affordability index determined statistically for each 
jurisdiction. The index would be sensitive to both the 
price of available rental housing and the ability of the 
population to afford such housing as determined by such 
things as wage rates, unemployment rates, costs of other 
necessities, etc. 

The allocation formula would encourage and reward local 
efforts to foster development of affordable housing
through a variety of means, not just direct construction 
or rent subsidies. As a general rule local government
tends to be less sensitive to low income rental housing
needs than to neighborhood improvement, economic 
development and home owner housing issues. The combined 
grant approach with a priority for rental housing would 
create a powerful incentive for local jurisdictions to 
weigh these needs more heavily in their planning and 
land use decisions. Jurisdictions which exercise their 
discretionary powers in such a way as to increase 
affordability would be rewarded with greater flexibility
in the use of their HCDBGS. Those with poor
affordability would be required to take direct action to 
correct this situation. 

Since high housing costs tend to be associated with high
economic growth and job creation, and vice versa, the 
allocation rule would tend to allocate federal resources 
in accordance with widely held national priorities. In 
high growth low affordability areas the formula would 
dictate a local strategy of bringing people to the jobs
by requiring that more resources be spent for low income 
rental housing to improve access of needy families to 
economic opportunities. In areas of economic decline 
and a relative surplus of low cost housing the 
flexibility would exist to pursue a strategy of bringing
jobs to the people by allowing greater use of funds for 
economic development. 

3. 	 LOCAL FLEXIBILITY TO COMMIT TENANT BASED RENT SUBSIDIES 
TO INDIVIDUAL PROJECTS: As with the Section 8 Existing
and Voucher programs, local governments would annually
receive an increment of funding for housing subsidies 
determined through a needs based formula similar to that 
used to allocate BUD budget authority between regions.
As with the Housing Voucher Program, each jurisdiction's
entitlement would be expressed in terms of dollars, not 
Units. Jurisdictions able to achieve a low subsidy cost 
per unit would be able to subsidize more units. 

( 5) 
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Unlike current programs jurisdictions would be 
authorized and encouraged to link rent sUbsidies with 
specific housing programs and projects in an effort to 
decrease subsidy costs and/or increase coordination with 
support services. Examples include residential hotels, 
group quarters, projects financed with HCOBG funds 
(described above) or tax credits, and programs that link 
housing with other services, such as independent living 
skills training for the handicapped, job training for 
the unemployed, or provide emergency assistance to 
certain groups such as battered women people who have 
lost their jobs through no fault of their own, etc. 

The minimum term of the local rent subsidy entitlement 
would be five years. However, to permit long term local 
commitments to specific projects, a jurisdiction would 
be permitted to commit a certain fraction of it's total 
multi-year entitlement to projects with subsidy
commitments of between six and ten years and between 
eleven and fifteen years. 

The basic rules for tenant income eligibility and rent 
payments would be the same as current subsidy programs. 
Payments from the rent subsidy fund for designated 
development projects would be based on the Section 8 
Pair Market Rents (pMRS) for existing units regardless 
of whether it is a new construction or rehabilitation 
project. However, additional subsidies could be 
provided from other sources to reduce rents to 
established FMRs. 

Rent subsidy funds would be allocated according to 
priorities established in the local Housing ASSistance 
Plan (HAP). 

A locally controlled flexible subsidy approach would 
foster creativity in the development of programs to meet 
highest priority local needs. It avoids the costly, 
cumbersome and time consuming exercise of establishing 
comprehensive national standards applicable to a wide 
variety of local situations. By creating a local 
awareness of susidy costs for various types of projects 
and providing incentives for meeting those costs, it 
would encourage greater efficiency and economy in the 
allocation of scarce subsidy resources. 

0964M 
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In this Chapter we examine the potential role of the federal government 

in directly promoting programs aimed at low and moderate income 

households. Drawing heavily on the work of a national task force on 

housing policy,l we oCfer an approach which fundamentally rethinks the 

ways in which housing is produced, allocated, and consumed in the United 

States. This rethinking takes as a point of departure the goal originally 

established by the National Housing Act oC 1949, "a decent home and a 

suitable living environment Cor every American family." In the proposed 

Program, this commitment would be .expanded into a legal declaration that 

every Anerican household has the· right to housing which is decent, saCe, 

sanitary, affordable, compatible with resident needs and under democratic 

resident control. Adequate and affordable hOI/sing would thereby become a u/li-

IThis Chapter is based on a National Comprehensive Housing Program that 
was drafted over a three-year period by the members oC a national task 
Corce on housing policy, working under the auspices of The Institute for 
Policy Studies' Alternative Program Jor America Project (see Appelbaum et 
at, 1986). Task force members include Emily Paradise Achtenberg, Richard 
P. Appelbaum. John D. Atlas. Art Collings, Peter Dreier, Bob Goodman. 
Chester Hartman, Jackie Leavitt, Dan Lindheim, Peter Marcuse, Christine 
Minnehan, Carole Seiter Norris,. Mike Rawson, Florence Roisman, Joel 
Rubenzahl, and Michael Stone. Richard Appelbaum took overall 
responsibility for final drafting of the Program, although key components 
were initially drafted by other Task Force members, in particular Emily 
Achtenberg. Peter Dreier, Chester Hartman, Jackie Leavitt, Peter Marcuse, 
Christine Minahan, Carole Norris, and Michael Stone. The task force was 
funded by grants from the Shalan Foundation, Sunflower Foundation, and 
Seed Fund. The version in this Chapter departs in some significant ways 
from the original Program, and is of course the full responsibility of the 
authors of the present volume. 
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versal national entitlement: all citizens would have the right 10 adequate housing 

at an affordable price. Such housing would be secure with respect to tenure; 

permit locational choice; and respect the special housing problems of 

women; minorities, and the disabled. The attainment of such housing would 

become a national goal of the highest order, to which substantial public re

sources would be devoted. In order to achieve this goal, the Program would 

provide that local, state, and federal governments have a responsiblity to 

use their powers to meet the housing needs of all segments of the 

community. 

Throughout this book we have sought to demonstrate that the market 

economy has failed to provide adequate housing to those who need it most 

in either of its two principal streams: private ownership or rentals. The 

Program would therefore establish that alternative forms of housing 

allocation and tenure must be implemented for a significant portion of the 

housing stock. We term this portion the third stream of community-based 

housing. It would exist alongside the existing two streams, to serve the needs 

of the growing numbers of households who are iII-served by the 

marketplace. By community-based housing we simply mean housing that is 

non-profit, and is produced and operated according to the principles of the 

national housing goal. There are already many examples of such housing, of 

which the two most familiar are existing public housing and cooperative 

housing with resale price controls. Other examples include university 

student and faculty housing, military housing, and in general any housing 

owned by a non-profit- 01' governmental entity. The principal difference 
/ '---

among tl;'es~ forms of such housing lies in the deg~6 the unit. In 

cooperative housing, residents are considered to be tenant-owners, while in 

2 
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other forms they are regarded as solely as tenants. Tenant-owners a~e 

permitted some investment stake in their unit, while pure tenants are not. 

Other differences may have to do with tenants' rights (for example, 

modifying one's unit, or subletting), management style, and security of 

tenure. Under the proposed Program, however, tenants in all community

based housing forms would be guaranteed the rights ordinarily associated 

with ownership, as well as full protections against eviction, involuntary 

displacement, or other threats to secure tenure. 

In exchange for these rights, tenants in community-based housing would 

forego the right to resell their housing at a speculative profit. The role of 

profit in community-based housing would be eliminated over time, 

substituting instead the basic principle of community control. This would 

apply not only to the production, financing, ownership, and sale of housing, 

but to decision-making in the housing sphere in general. These guarantees 

need not entail centralization of housing progr~ms in a federal bureaucracy . 

. The federal government's role would be limited to setting standards and 

minimal requirements, providing financing, and assuring enforceme~t. 

Administration would be local. 

Community-based housing would be created through a series of 

mechanisms which: 

o 	produce significant amounts of new and substantially rehabili

tated housing for community-based ownership; 

3 
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o 	actively promote the transfer of existing privately-owned rental 

housing to the community-based sector, while encouraging the vol

untary conversion of private homes to social ownership through 

fostering opportunities for homeownership without speculation; 

o mandate the conservation, 	 upgrading, and general enhancement of 

existing public and subsidized units; and 

o assure residential rescurity in the remaining private rental housing. 

Each of these mechanisms would be embodied in a separate Act 

(reviewed below, following the discussion of short-term measures). Localities 

would be required to develop and implement plans for the creation of 

affordable, community-based housing by utilizing a combination of 

strategies, taking into account specific local needs and market conditions. 

Federal fund~ would be provided for a variety of programs that could be 

designed at the local level to accomplish these objectives, consistent with 

federal standards and specified national housing goals. The Program would 

also call for a variety of tax and financing measures intended to enhance 

the growth of community-based housing sector. 

Although much of the Program would not be attainable in the immedi

ate future, many of its starting points could be implemented today. Indeed, 

some components are based on initiatives and experiments already being 

carried out in Sweden as well as other parts of Europe and America, albeit 

in a limited way. Building upon these examples, the Program seeks to be 

responsive to current conditions as well as supportive of broader changes. 

4 
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We therefore begin with a consideration of some short-term measures which 

might constitute an interim bridge to the more radical. long-term 

components. These proposals are designed to alleviate some of the immediate 

difficulties confronted by tenants and other low- and moderate-income 

households. although they do not address the root causes of the problem. 

They are moderate measures that are consistent with past approaches to the 

housing problem. 

Short-Term Proposals 

Tax Measures 

Although parts of the Internal. Revenue Code aTe ostensibly intended to 

encourage productive investment in housing. in fact as we have seen they 

promote . ~peculation. resulting in higher prices and over-consumption of 

housing. The present tax system contributes materially to inflation in rents 

and prices. while costing the Treasury billions of dollars annually in 

revenues lost to income tax deductions and other loopholes. 

The overall goal of any progressive tax reform measure is to promote 

community housing goals, end speculation in housing. and redirect resources 

into productive housing investment in the non-profit sector. A secondary 

objective is to render the tax system more progressive. through eliminating 

measures which redistribute wealth upwards. Finally. to the extent that tax 

reform generates increase!! public revenues, they could be used to finance 

the long-term community housing programs proposed below. While these 

reform measures will not by themselves generate sufficient revenues to fund 

s 
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the entire housing program, they do have the potential of recapturing tens 

of billions of dollars lost to tax loopholes. 

The homeowner deduction for mortgage interest and property taxes cost 

the U.S. Treasury an estimated $70 billion in 1986. Allowing homeowners to 

deduct mortgage interest and property taxes is extremely costly, while 

contributing to overconsumption and inflation in housing. Furthermore. 

homeowner deductions almost entirely benefit upper income owners, both 

because homeownership is in part a function of income, and because those 

homeowners who do in fact itemize deductions fall almost entirely into the 

highest tax brackets. Only one-quarter of all households claim the 

homeowner deduction, while 60 percent of all benefits accrue to the top 10 

percent of the income distribution. 

On the other hand, it is clear that the homeowner tax deduction enjoys 

considerable popularity. and is widely if (in our view) incorrectly perceived 

as being of general benefit to homeowners. In the short term, therefore, 

several measures are possible which would extend the benefits of this 

deduction to all homeowners, reduce its contribution to inflation and 

overconsumption of housing, and generate some additional tax revenues by 

reducing the overall level of tax expenditure. 

As a first step, the homeowner deduction on second homes (such as 

vacation homes) could be eliminated. In the somewhat longer term, however, 

the homeowner deduction could be replaced with a tax credit and cap, This 

would make it available to the large majority of homeowners who do not 

itemize deductions, since tax credits are claimed directly on the 1040 form. 

The credit would be set at a rate equivalent to the tax bracket of middle 
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income homeowners--around 25 percent prior to the 1986 Tax Reform Act. 

That is, 25 percent of interest and property tax payments could be used to 

directly offset other tax liabilities, regardless of the taxpayers' income tax 

bracket. A -cap would be set on the amount of credit that could be claimed, 

based 00 median home prices, interest rates, and property taxes in the local 

housing market. Such an interim limitation would not generate large 

amounts of revenue, since at the same time it will extend tax benefits to a 

much larger number of households than presently claim them. It would, 

~ however, reduce housing demand at the top end, and thus have a dampening 
\ 

effect on inflation. 

A second set of tax reform measures would address the problem of 

depreciation allowances for rental property. While the costs of maintaining 

rental property are rightfully capitalized as ordinary business expenses, 

fully depreciating the property's value over 15-18 years (or, under 

accelerated depreciation, writing off 46 percent in the first five years) 

provides a windfall to the owners of rental property, is costly to the U.S. 

Treasury, and encourages' the rapid turnover of rental property as its short-

term benefits as a tax shelter are exhausted. Depreciation thus encourages 

rental housing to be regarded as another short-term component in an 

investment portfolio, to be bought and sold according to the conditions of 

the capital markets. This is perhaps one reason why there has been a trend 

towards greater professionalization of rental housing ownership in recent 

years. 

While the 1985 Tax Reform Act will partially address this problem by 

extending the depreciation period and reducing acceleration (see Chapter 4), 
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we feel the Act does not go far enough. We propose the following measures. 

As a first step, alt accelerated depreciation for rental housing should be 

eliminated. As an interim measure, ordinary (straight line) depreciation 

could be exte,nded to 30 years, and its availability made contingent on 

certified code compliance and demonstrated evidence of adequate 

maintenance. In the long run, all rental housing depreciation allowances for 

the original cost basis could be eliminated, although provision would also be 

made for depreciating capital improvements or deducting the cost of a 

replacement reserve. While there will' undoubtedly be some reduction in 

private rental construction, the federal revenue savings resulting from such 

measures could fund offsetting community-based housing construction. The 

elimination of the depreciation allowance would remove a major incentive 

for speculative and inflationary trading in the existing private rental 

housing stock. 

A third set of reform' measures concerns capital gains and anti

speculation taxation. It makes little economic sense to give preferred 

treatment to capital gains realized upon the sale of land or housing. Capital 

gains taxation, like the depreciation allowance. is intended to encourage 

productive investment by reducing the tax liability of profits that are 

earned as a result of such investment. In the case of housing, however, it is 

difficult to argue that profits from sales result from such productive 

investment in the ordinary sense of the word. Rather, in most cases profits 

result from inflation alone-particularly inflation in the value of land. 

In the long run, therefore, capital gains preference for income from the 

sale of rental housing could be replaced by a wind/all pro/its tax on all 
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.sales.2 As an interim measure. local allti-speculation or deed transfer taxes 

could be encouraged. Such taxes, which have been adopted by some 

localities, have tax rates which are inversely graduated according to the 

length of holding. For example, the gain on property held less than one year 

might be -«lted at 951'ereent, with the rate declining by S percent per year 

through the tenth year, and 2 percent per year thereafter, eventually 

levelling off at 10 percent for property held longer than 30 years. Such a 

tax would likely be, politically popular, particularly if sales or profits below 

a minimal amount were exempted. Such a tax would have the advantages of 

raising revenues while discouraging speculation; this. in tUrD, would help 

cool off overheated housing markets, stabilizing neighborhoods threatened 

by'rapid inflation. 

Finally. there are a number of possible measures directed at local tax 

reform. The present property tax is regressive, since low-income households 

pay a higher percentage of their incomes for housing than higher income 

households, and local assessment practices have been shown to exacerbate 

the inequities. This is particularly true in places where property values have 

2There are several caveats to this proposal, however. 

o 	An overly steep windfall profits tax could eliminate virtually all 
incentive to buy and sell rental housing. Therefore, the tax would 
have to be restricted to an appropriate range, to insure market 
allocation. 

o 	 Such a tax might have the effect of reducing the incentive to 
construct rental housing. To partially mitigate this effect, the tax 
could exempt the first sale of any building by its developer, in which 
case profit would be taxed at the ordinary rate. 

o 	Similar considerations should apply to substantial rehabilitation or 
other capital improvements. Such productive investment should be 
encouraged. and the resulting increase in value therefore be taxed at 
ordinary rates. 
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inflated much more rapidly than incomes in recent years. (It should be re

called that rental property owners pay these taxes out of rents.) The wave 

of anti-tax measures, beginning with California's Proposition 13, is a re

sponse to these inequities; the benefits of such measures have gone largely 

to the wealthy. 

The property lax could be made more progressive by charging higher tax 

rates for more highly valued property. Such a reform might apply to all 

residential real estate, including residentially-zoned vacant lots. A minimum 

full tllx exemption, tied to local conditions, could provide circuit-breaker 

relief to low income homeowners and low income residents of private rental 

housing (in this case, rents would have to be controlled to assure that the 

tax savings were passed through to tenants). A portion of the local property 

tax could be earmarked for community housing programs. In a similar 

fashion, a luxury 'housing lax could assess higher taxes on certain classes of 

luxury housing.' 

Financing Affordable Housing 

A number of programs could generate various forms of subsidy withill 

the private credit economy, To the extent that costs are borne by private 

SThe principal features of such a tax might include: 

o A progressive tax on the landlord's rental income from luxury units-
that is, units that rent for more than a specified amount, the amount 
determined by median local tenants' incomes; 

o a progressive deed 	transfer tax on luxury rental units·-that is, units 
that sell for more than a specified amount, based on local market 
characteristics; and, 

o a similar progressive deed transfer tax on luxury homes. 
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credit institutions, they involve no significant public costs. They are 

intended to ·steerW private credit towards community housing objectives. For 

example. an extension of the existing Community Reinvestment Act concept 

could include not only geographical responsibility, but also an affirmative 

obligation to meet the housing needs of low and moderate income and 

minority households, by expanding and upgrading the housing supply. 

Differential taxes could be levied on private credit institutions, with rate 

differences rewarding preferred types of lending. Revenues raised by such 

taxes can be targeted for use as direct grants to the non-profit housing 

sector. Loan setaside requirements. could be established. according to which 

lenders would be required to invest specified· amounts (e.g., 5-10 percent of 

assets) for designated community housing objectives. Differelltial reserve 

requirements constitute another means of steering credit allocation. Under 

this approach, special reserve requirements would be established for 

mortgage loans, with larger reserves for higher-cost mortgages. Low-cost 

mortgages could be exempted altogether, and lenders given a reserve credit 

for such loans as well. The mortgage reserve balances could then be invested 

in low-cost housing. To the extent that lenders meet housing targets, the 

differentials would be reduced or eliminated. Finally. a below markel 

interest rate requirement could be established. whereby a certain percentage 

of loans would be made at below-market rates for community housing 

purposes. This would result in an internal transfer (cross subsidy) among 

borrowers. whereby recipients of low interest loans would be subsidized by 

other borrowers. This approach is similar to inclusionary zoning. whereby 

developers are required to price a targeted percentage of units for low- or 

moderate-income occupants. 

11 
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Given the increasing role of insurance companies, pension funds, and 

other non-banking institutions as a source of housing credit, care must be 

taken that such measures, if adopted, are not punitive towards traditional 

lending institutions. Any legislation which creates such measures should 

apply them -equally to all sources of credit, and carefully monitor the results 

to insure that the private credit economy is not destabilized. 

Building on Existing Government Programs 

There are a number of federal programs which could be modified to 

provide some community housing. In any federal project where private 

developers receive funding (such as through Urban· Development Action 

Grants), a federal requirement could be estabiished whereby some 

community housing be provided as a part of the project. For example, urban 

redevelopment programs often offer the potential for public acquisition of 

land as well as public control over the development process, and could thus 

be used to facilitate construction for community ownership. Tax exempt 

bond financing could be replaced with direct federal financing through 

Community Development Block Grant and Urban Development Action 

Grant programs. Despite their limitations. these two programs do constitute 

already existing mechanisms whereby direct disbursements are made from 

the federal Treasury to localities for public purposes. Finally, turnkey-t)'pe 

programs, including the few remaining public housing projects under 

construction, can continue to provide units, so long as projects are subject to 

appropriate design and construction standards. 
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A Long-Term Program 

To reiterate, our intention is to provide housing that meets the needs oC 

those low- and moderate-income households not served by the present 

system. To achieve this end, we oCfer a number of long-term measures 

which can serve as a guide for future action. These measures arc intended 

to secure and enhance the rights of usc ordinarily associated with private 

ownership: security of tenure, privacy, the right to modify one's living 

environment. Only the right to profit in housing would be unavailable to '. 

those households who choose this alternative. Because community-based 

housing eliminates profits Crom production, financing, and ownership, its 

cost will include only operating and maintenance expenses. Nonetheless, 

subsidies will be provided where necessary to assure that rent payments 

reflect true ability to pay. Under this Program, housing is operated only for 

resident and community benefit. 

The community-based housing stock will increase both as a result of 

production programs, and from conversion of market housing to various 

Corms of non-profit or public ownership. At the same time existing housing 

which is subject to some form of similar ownership or control-osuch as 

public housing, limited equity cooperatives. and some assisted housing--must 

be safeguarded against demolition or sale to private ownership. The 

Program will arrest these processes, maintaining and enhancing the existing 

stock. 

It is important to recognize that low and moderate income housing. in 

whatever form it takes, can be designed in such a way as to create a 

~ommunity feeling and inhibit crime. Newman (1980) has persuasively 
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demonstrated that multifamily housing that fulfills certain minimal design 

requirements can be as liveable as the conventional home. Newman calls for 

low-rise units with a clear demarcation between private, semi-private, and 

public space, affording optimum surveillance of all exterior communal 

space. Where appropriate, childcare and playground facilities can be 

incorporated in the design, which should in any case complement prevailing 

community standards. Part of the opposition to public housing stems from 

its often drab, jail-like atmosphere. There is no reason, however, why such 

housing cannot incorporate a "human feel" of uniqueness and individuality 

that makes residents and neighbors proud--as numerous individual examples 

of high quality public housing attest. As we argued in Chapter 2, housing is 

a symbol of self that confers status within society. 

Cooperatives with resale restrictions offer a useful example of 

attractive multifamily community-based housing, since they provide many 

of tile guarantees ordinarily associated with home ownership.' Such 

cooperatives are operated through a non-profit corporation which holds a 

single mortgage on the property. The corporation is democratically run with 

an elected board of directors. Under typical arrangements, each new owner 

purchases a share for a minimal down payment. Monthly payments then 

include each owner's share of the common mortgage, plus a fee for 

maintenance and operating expenses. When an owner wishes to move, she or 

he seUs the share back to the cooperative, which then resells it to a new 

owner. Since the whole process takes place within the cooperative 

corporation, no new financing or real estate fees are ever involved. 

'The following discussion is adapted from SClP, 1980 (as reproduced in 
Gilderbloom el ai, 1981: 240-241. 
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The cooperative is termed limited equity because the appreciation in the 

value of each member's share is limited by common agreement to a low 

level.s Cooperative members cannot sell their shares for what the market 

will bear. In this way the sales price of units quickly falls below the market 

price for comparable housing. While a typical home or condominium is sold 

and refinanced at ever-inflating prices many times over its lifespan, a 

limited equity cooperative is never sold. The original mortgage is retained 

until it is fully paid off, at which time the monthly payments of the owners 

decrease to the amount necessary to operate and maintain the units. The 

principal difference between cooperative and private ownership is that 

within cooperatives, owners may change many times without the cooperative 

itself ever changing owners. Owners share the full rights and privileges of 

private owners, including the tax benefits which are not available to tenants 

in rental housing. 

Producing and Financing Community-Based Housing 

With this example in mind, we now turn to the first of several Acts, the 

National Housing Production and Finance Act, which sets national production 

and rehabilitation goals for community-based housing. Under this Act, 

Production would be directed increasingly towards non-profit developers. 

Finance would become the responsibility of the federal government rather 

than private credit institutions, and would be achieved through a system of 

direct capital grants. Ownership would rest in the hands of residents, public 

agencies, or community organizations. In all instances, management would 

SFor example, California law currently limits appreCIatIOn to 10 percent 
annual on the original downpayment plus approved improvements. 
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be structured so as to promote resident involvement and encourage resident 

control over the use of space. 

In growing 10caJes new construction of community-based housing would 

be a first priority under this Act. In areas that are not growing, or are 

-declining in population, acquisition and rehabilitation of the existing 

deteriorating rental housing stock might prove more suitable for ownership 

as public housing, community-owned housing, or limited-equity cooperatives. 

Community-based housing units are the only units to be constructed, 

rehabilitated, or financed under this Act, which calls for a redirection of 

all federal financial assistance to the non-profit sector. All such units would 

be targeted towards low- and moderate-income ~ouseholds. The Act's 

production and rehabilitation goals would take into account the -quality of 

the existing housing stock; preservation and upgrading of existing 

community-based housing units; goals for converting private rental units to 

the non-market sector; and shortages confronted by specific population 

groups (see Angotti and Dale, 1981). Needs- assessments would be conducted 

by localities as part of their federally-mandated housing plans (see below), 

taking into account their fair-share housing needs. Production and 

rehabilitation goals would be reassessed and revised every four years, on the 

basis of actual performance. 

While in the short run it is anticipated that construction will be done 

initially by private for-profit builders, in the long run it is the objective of 

this Act to steer production towards the third stream of non-profit 

developers and public agencies. whose principal concerns are with providing 

decent. affordable housing rather than profit maximizing. This would be 
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accomplished by offering technical assistance and additional funding to 

such groups . 

. All federal financing for housing construction and rehabilitation would 

be limited to either the community-based housing sector, or to privately 

owned units that are converting to that sector. Financing would consist 

exclusively of direct grants. Only in this fashion can costs be controlled and 

the production of affordable housing disentangled from private credit 

markets, whose economic cycles and volatile interest rates were shown in 

Chapters 4 and 6 to add appreciably to costs. 

While we believe the most cost-effective method for producing 

subsidized housing is through the use of direct grants for both equity and 

debt capital .. we recognize that the federal government can raise the money 

for such grants through two methods: taxation and borrowing. In terms of 

the principles and objectives of this program, there is a distinct trade-off 

between these two approaches. Taxation, provided it is progressive, is the 

most equitable of the two. Debt financing, in contrast, adds the burden of 

interest expenses to capital costs, a profit which is typically realized by 

wealthy investors. Furthermore, over time debt service becomes an enormous 

component of on-going costs. resulting in mounting political pressure to 

reduce new allocations. Such pressures could jeopardize the housing program 

in the long run. On the other hand, borrowing has the im~ediate advantage 

of reducing current costs, thereby permitting a greater extension of limited 

resources in the short run. Given the urgent need for additional housing, 

borrowing may provide the best way to produce the most units in the 

shortest period of tfme. 
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The preferred financing method would depend on such considerations 

as interest rates, expected inflation, and the rate at which future costs are 

discounted to their present value; the valuation of present need over future 

costs; the long-term economic danger of contributing to a mounting national 

debt; and the political difficulties inherent in debt financing. The balance 

between the two methods would necessarily reflect economic and political 

consideration.at the time annual allocations are made through the ordinary 

federal budgetary process. To the extent that borrowing is used, however, 

we offer two guidelines: first, the borrowing and repayment plan should be 

as progressive as possible; and second, firm commitments should be sought 

for the level of actual housing production in future years. Regardless of 

how the federal government might raise its reve~ues for the proposed 

housing programs, however, localities and other agencies would realize their 

r·evenues for such programs through direct federal grants. 

We believe that any impediments to direct federal financing of housing 

are largely ideological and political, rather than economic. Military housing 

is a prime existing example of such an approach. In communities where the 

private housing stock is inadequate, the armed services have built over 

400,000 units of family housing for their personnel. Construction, 

maintenance, and modernization has been largely by means of direct 

allocations from Congressional appropriations to the Defense Department 

budget. Other examples include FmHA's Section 514/516 program, which has 

been successful in producing low-cost rural housing, and mOre recently 

HODAG and Rental Rehabilitation grants. (These direct grant programs are 

of course not restricted to community-based housing, and therefore, in our 

view, serve also to subsidize the inefficiencies of the marketplace.) 
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A portion of federal capital funding should go towards public site ac

quisition. through land banking or other means to acquire sites for housing 

under this Program. While the exact portion devoted to such purposes must 

f 	 be determhled in accordance with local plans. the objective would be to 

reduce futvre 'COsts of public development by acquiring suitable land as it 

becomes available. 

Costs of operating community-based housing will be considerably lower -
than in the private sector. since they reflect only operation and main

tenance. Direct federal financing of construction would remove the substan

tial capital cost component ordinarily included in rental charges, while 

community or resident ownership would eliminate ordinary landlords' 

profits. Despite the lower costs. however, many households will still have 

incomes too low to cover monthly operating and maintenance costs, and so 

each project would receive a commitment of universal operating subsidies. 

These subsidies would also be available to privately-owned rental units in 

communities that have adopted adequate local housing plans. The operating 

subsidies would serve to greatly enhance affordability, while increasing the 

attractiveness of community-based housing. 

As noted. operating subsidies are necessary initially because. given the 

present income distribution. there will frequently remain a gap between 

ability to pay and rents. even in the community-based housing sector. As we 

have seen in Chapter 4, ability to pay is a function of disposable household 

income alter spending outlays on such non-shelter necessities as food. health 

care, clothing. and so forth. This. of course, varies with income, household 

size and other characteristics. These operating subsidies will, however, be 
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only approximately one-half of currept Section 8 subsidies, reflecting the 

lower rents. 

Unlike Section 8, which requires recipients to pay 30 percent of their 

income regardless of how low the income or how large the household (and 

therefore its non-housing expenses), the proposed operating subsidy levels 

will not reduce family income needed for other necessities. As a first step 

towards the replacement of the arbitrary "30 percent formula" with one tied 

to a true ability to pay criterion, the 30 percent ratio would be applied to 

adjusted annual income on rents, the adjustment consisting of a $1,200 

deduction for each household member, plus child care and extraordinary 

medical expenses (Table 9.2). Under this formula a four-person family with 

an annual total income of $20,000 and no childcare or unusual medical 

expenses would pay 5380 in monthly rent (23 percent of total income), with 

any difference between rent and actual housing cost covered by the 

operating subsidy; a four person family earning $10,000 annually would pay 

5130 per month, or 16 percent (Stone, 1983: III). Over time the formula 

could be adjusted to take into account actual non-shelter expenses as 

estimated by the Bureau of Labor Statistics, an approach that would be 

more accurate and equitable although somewhat more complex to 

administer. 

ITable 9.2 about herel 

If a Program were enacted that initially provided 200,000 newly con

structed units and 400,000 substantially rehabilitated units per year, the 

first-year cost would be 520 billion, assuming new construction costs of 

560,000 per unit and rehabilitation costs of roughly one-third that amount. 
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Additionally, operating subsidies will reach a total of 6.5 million units, at a 

total cost of $13billion--assuming an average per-unit subsidy of $2,000 per 

year (or $167 per month). The total cost of the production program, with 

operating subsidies, would .therefore be $33 billion per year. 

Converting Existing Market Housing to tlie Community Sector 

Conversions from the private to community-based housing would be 

encouraged under a National Housing Conversion Act, the second major 

·component of our Program. Such conversions may occur either because an 

existing owner wishes to sell; is forced to do so because s/he faces mortgage 

or property tax foreclosure, or costly required code. enforcement; or finds 

_him/herself in receivership. HUD-held units constitute yet another source. 

In any case, there must exist a non-profit owner who is technically and 

financially capable of acquiring the property, rehabilitating it if necessary 

whilcr avoiding displacement, renting it at an affordable level, and 

administering operating subsidies. 

Under the provisions of this Act, the federal government would provide 

financial and technical assistance to localities, which in turn would set local 

targets for rental housing conversion to the community-based sector. In 

addition to administering the funds and providing technical assistance to 

groups undertaking conversions, localities would be responsible for 
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establishing legal mechanisms which to facilitate such conversions.S The 

purchase price for conversions would necessarily be determined by market 

value. If the proposed Program were adopted in full. under conditions of 

adequate supply and in the absence. of tax sheltering and speculation, 

market value ~uld be expected to fall to more closely reflect the value of . 

the unit as a place of residence, taking into account such factors as location, 

condition, space, and amenities, while excluding the effects of tax sheltering 

and speculation. In the absence. of such conditions, however, the paying of 

fun market price may in some places be costly as well as supportive of a 

speculative pricing system. For this reason localities would have to set 

maximum purchase prices for different types of units. 

Tor example, legal mechanisms could be developed to: 

o 	grant the right of first purchase option to tenants' organizations, 
community groups, government entities, or other legally defined 
community-based owners; 

o establish a formula for determining the maximum buy-out price 	that 
may be paid using public funds, fn order to discourage purchases 
that are excessively costly (e.g., luxury units. speculatively priced 
units); 

o 	 spell out procedures for determining the proportion of tenants 
required for first option purchases, while protecting tenants who 
choose not to buy into the conversion; 

o require permanent community-based ownership once 	transfer is com
pleted (i.e., no housing is ever sold out of the non-profit housing 
stock unless some clear public purpose is served); 

o 	 establish procedures for speedy local tax title search. to enable 
localities to obtain control of housing that is in tax arrears; and 

o provide a legal 	definition of the various community-based ownership 
forms that will qualify for funding under the provisions of this Act. 
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In addition to these measures, provision could be made for a permanent 

offer of purchase at a reasonable price of any low or moderate income 

rental property in which the mortgage has been paid in full and to which 

the owner holds clear title. The local government, using federal funds, 

would be the principal purchasing agency, and would subsequently either 

transfer such housing to an appropriate community-based owner or would 

administer it through the local housing authority. The purpose of such a 

provision is to facilitate property transfers in which the owner, for 

whatever reason, wishes to divest him/herself of property at a fair price. 

Such a provision would be well publicized, would be especially attractive to 

owners who support the concept of community-based housing, and would 

expedite quick transfer by providing what is essentially a standing offer to 

buy. 

Low- and moderate-inco~e rental property that is being, foreclosed by 

the bank or tax collector could also provide an important source of housing 

conversions. Notice of impending foreclosure proceedings could be provided 

to the appropriate local housing agency. In those foreclosure cases where the 

market value of the property exceeds the back taxes or debt, the locality 

could offer to purchase the properties frqm their owners for an amount not 

to exceed that value, thereby acquiring the property for the community

based sector. Such an offer would be subject to the maximum price 

limitations for conversions, as indicated above. Back taxes would be paid 

upon purchase. In most instances the loans would also be paid in full, 

although the non-profit owner might in some cases wish to assume the Joan 

(as when the interest rate is extremely low) in order to lower short-term 

costs. (Long-term costs are minimized by paying all debts upon acquisition.) 
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In those cases where the debts exceed the market value, the property could 

simply be allowed to go through foreclosure proceedings. Under the 

provisions of this Act, the local government or other community-based non

profit entity would have first option to purchase the property from the 

bank or the tax collector for the amount of the remaining debt or less. 

Properties that are in substandard condition would be required to be 

brought up to code. Owners who could not afford to do so could choose to 

sell the property to a community-based owner, at a price that could not·. 

exceed the market value. Alternatively, direct capital grants could be made 

available to the owner to bring the property up to adequate health and 

safety standards, provided that the owner agreed to sell the property to a 

community-based owner after a specified period of time. The buyout price 

could be determined by negotiation between the locality and the owner, and 

would reflect the curre1/t value of the unit c:xcluding the amount of the 

improvement grant. This approach would enable the owner to derive benefit 

from the property for a specified period, while securing future community

based housing at below-market prices. 

Although were are primarily concerned with rental housing, the single

family housing stock constitutes another potential resource for community

based housing that should not be overlooked. In particular, housing that is 

under foreclosure proceedings can be readily and inexpensively converted to 

the community-based housing stock, at the same time protecting homeowners 

against foreclosure and eviction. Such a program will· be of particular ben

efit to elderly homeowners who find themselves in mortgage or tax arrears. 

For example, homeowners could have the option of deeding their house: to a 
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community-based entity, in exchange for lifetime security of tenure at an 

affordable monthly cost. This option would be especial1:y attractive for those 

homeowners who face mortgage or property tax foreclosure. This form of 

protected Dwnership. which lies between private and community-based 

ownership, would safeguard the continll1:d residence 'of the existing owner, 

while banking the unit for future inclusion in the community-based sector. 

A related program could provide home improvement grants in exchange for 

deeding the property to a non-profit entity after a specified time. This 

program would operate in a similar fashion to the rehabilitation grant 

program for rental property. 

Initially, we propose the annual conversion of 160,000 rental units at a 

per·unit cost estimated at S35,000, and an equal number of homes at $50,000 

each.' Additionally, 81,000 HUD·held units would be acquired at an 

estimated total cost of SI.2 billion. The total annual cost of all conversion 

programs is thus estimated at $14.8 billion. 

Upgrading and Protecting The Existing Assisted Housing Stock 

Assisted housing-·such as public housing··is presently in danger of being 

demolished, sold, or otherwise converted .out of the non-profit or 

governmental housing sector. Such housing represents an important existing 

resource that embodies many of the characteristics we call for in our 

community·based housing sector. Accordingly, a National Home Protectioll 

and lmprovment Act would address these problems, while also providing for 

the upgrading of such units. Under the provisions of this Act, for example, 

when the removal of assisted housing residents might be required for some 

public purpose, adequate relocation benefits and compensation would have 
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to be provided (along with one-to-one replacement or lost residential units). 

Grievance procedures would also be mandated to insure tenants due process 

and the right of appeal. Stringent removal protections could be cnacted, 

including prohibitions against conversion to private ownersbip or demolition 

(unless some clear public purpose were being served). To assure adequate 

maintenance of the existing assisted housing stock, the Act could mandate 

code enforcement. while providing adequate federal funding for capital 

expenditures, maintenance, modernization, and ordinary operations. A 

program that might reach approximately SOO,OOO units (about 10 percent of 

all socially owned units) would cost an estimated S5 billion initially, at an 

average or SIO,OOO per unit. 

A related problem is that assisted units are sometimes lost to low- and 

moderate-income households--either because they become occupied by 

households that no longer meet the original income qualifying standard, or 

because government housing assis~ance payments fall in absolute terms or 

relative to the cost of living. The" Act would seek to assure continued 

affordability of existing assisted units by reserving all such units 

exclusively for qualifying households, and by using the universal operating 

subsidy program to assure that no such household spends more than it can 

reasonably afford. 

A final problem concerns poor management in existing assisted housing 

projects. One of the principal attractions of single family home ownership is 

the degree or control it affords over the use of space. Private rental 

housing, by way of contrast, typically affords residents little control over 

common areas and often even over immediate living space. Further"more, 
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since tenants are often subject to arbitrary eviction--either directl y, or 

through rent increases--they often don't experience strong personal 

identification with place. The -pride of ownership· is structurally absent 

from most-rental situations. Other provisions of the Program are intended to 

provide residents in the community-based housing sector with all the 

benefits and securities of home ownership, excluding the right to resell at a 

profit. In this Act we seek to maximize democratic resident control over 

housing in the community-based sector (including existing assisted housing), 

moving towards eventual management control on the part of residents. The 

Act accordingly would mandate resident participation in all significant 

aspects of management in the community-based housing sector, while 

providing training and technical assistance as needed., 

Assuring Residential Security in Private Rental Housing 

The private rental housing stock should be regulated to protect tenants 

in privately-owned rental units from inadequate maintenance, arbitrary 

evictions, and unreasonable rent increases. A National Private Teltallt 

Protection Act would seek to achieve these objectives by a mixture of 

binding regulation and voluntary local compliance. First, it would prohibit 

certain classes of tenant evictions, including evictions for luxury 

rehabilitation, demolition, or condominium conversion (unless prior one-to

one replacement and relocation benefits are provided), as well as eviction 

for any temporary inability to pay rent that results from involuntary loss of 

income. Second, it would tie federal housing grants, block grants, and other 

funding to demonstrated local compliance with the overall objectives of this 

housing program. Localities would be placed under an affirmative 
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obligation to provide adequate and affordable housing for their present and 

projected population, and required to demonstrate such compliance, subject 

to local conditions, in order to be eligible for any federal funds connected 

with housing or urban developent. Finally, The Act would establish a series 

of model ordinances whose adoption would automatically meet federal 

requirements. Such ordinances would include (but not be limited to) such 

tenant protections as rent control, condominium conversion and demolition 

controls, just cause eviction, warranty of habitability, resale controls, and 

receivership. 

Some measures would be universally mandated, while others would be 

local-option measures that would become mandatory only when it was 

determined that a local housing emergency existed. 'Such a determination 

would be based on vacancy and unemployment. rates, inflation in rents, and 

other local conditions which would be specified as part of the local housing 

program. 

Specific measures would include the following: 

o 	 Anti-Discrimination: All localities would be required to insure 

maximum freedom of choice in the selection of housing. Specifically. 

localities would be required to legislate against arbitrary 

discriminate against any person in the sale or lease of residential 

property. Arbitrary discrimination in this context would includes 

(but is not limited to) discrimination based on race, national origin, 

religion, sex, age, source of income. physical disability, marital 

status, sexual preference, family size, or presence of children. 
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o 	 WarraDty of Habitability: All localities would be compelled to 

required landlords to provide housing that complies with minimum 

standards of health, safety. and livability. Over time, these standards 

would be upgraded to achieve adequate levels of residential amenity 

with-regard to-cnergy-efficiency, space utilization, security; and 

resident services such as child care. 

o EvictiOD CODtrois: All localities would be obligated to protect tenants 

from arbitrary eviction without such "just cause" as non-payment of_ 

rent, willful destruction of property, or gross violation of community 

standards. In these cases, tenants being evicted would be afforded 

due process guarantees. When a local housing emergency was 

determined to exist, evictions for luxury rehabilitation, demolition, 

or condominium conversion would also be prohibited, except where a 

compelling public purpose is served (see below); in any case, adequate 

relocation assistance would be provided. Other exceptions would be 

established based on local needs and conditions, subject to federal 

approval. Additionally, during a local housing emergency tenants 

could not be evicted because of any temporary inability to pay rent 

that resulted from an involuntary loss of income. 

o 	 Reat Coatrol: Local regulation of rents would be required whenever 

it was determined that a local housing emergency existed. Local rent 

control ordinances would meet minimal federal standards, including: 

a) allowable rent adjustments limited to reasonable operating cost 

increases, and b) retention of controls for all units subject to the 
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ordinance regardless of changes in tenancy, until the emergency 

conditions that triggered the ordinance were determined to be over. 

o 	 Conversion Controls: Local regulation of conversions to 

condominiums or non-residential use would also be triggered by the 

existence of a local housing emergency. Acceptable local ordinances 

would have to contain a blanket prohibition against conversions, 

with two exceptions: conversions to community-based forms of 

ownership, and conversions approved by three-quarters of the 

existing residents which also provide for prior one-for-one 

replacement with equivalent housing. In both cases, adequate notice 

provisions, relocation benefits, and other safeguards would be 

required for tenants being displaced. 

o 	 Demolition: Also where a local housing emergency was determined to 

exist, localities would also prohibit all demolitions of rental housing 

except those required for a compelling public purpose, with prior 

one-for-one replacement of equivalent units and with adequate 

tenant notice and relocation benefits. Arson-for-profit, which as we 

saw in Chapter 2 results in significant housing losses in some 

communities, would be combatted by strict enforcement of existing 

anti-arson laws, as well as local legislation requiring that paid 

insurance claims be reinvested in the damaged housing. In ex~reme 

cases, unsafe housing would be acquired by local government through 

the use of eminent domain. 

Total first year Program co.sts, summarized in Table 9.1, are estimated 

at approximately $55 billion. While this would appear to be a large sum, it 
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is less than the annual tax expenditure on homeowners' deductions, and less 

than one-fifth the proposed 1987 military budget. The question of housing 

finance ultimately depends on national spending priorities. There is no 

shortage of ·capital for this or any other public objective. There is, however, 

a shortage· of affordable capital, which results from three sources: the 

misallocation of resources to non-productive uses, principal among which in 

our view is the military budget; the reliance on private credit markets for 

funding; and wasteful speculation rather than productive investment. 

Although we have addressed only the latter two problems, it should be clear 

that no adequate housing program is possible without the redirection 0/ a 

siglli/icant portion 0/ current military spending. There is no magic formula by 

which the necessary amounts of new funds can be. generated, short of a 

major reduction in military spending. Although. some limited funds can be 

generated by.eliminating inequities in the present tax system, an adequate 

housing program will eventually require a shift in national priorities and 

commitments. 

ITable 9.1 about here.) 

Program Implementation: Federally-Mandated Local Housing Programs 

Most of the measures discussed in previous sections of this Program are 

implemented at the local level. The role of the federal government would be 

.twofold: first, to establish general guidelines and minimal requirements 

which assure that the housing needs of low and moderate income people 

would be met; and second, to provide the financial and technical resources 

for localities to meet those needs. In other words, administration of the 

various elements of the program is to be as decentralized as possible. This 
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would simultaneously avoid federal bureaucratization, and maximize 

resident participation and control.7 

Local compliance with the various Acts of the Housing Program would 

be a threshhold requirement for receiving federal funds. Yet the Acts would 

operate through existing state and local planning or housing departments, 

utilizing the police powers through which state and local governments are 

able to regulate the private sector. As a consequence, each locality would 

exercise a great deal of control over the housing plan's design and" 

implementation, although the overall plan parameters would be established 

and monitored federally. 

The principal provisions of this Act would establish that: 

o it would be a state and local duty to evaluate, plan for, and adopt a 

program that responds to the needs of all households, including :l 

regional fair share of lower income and minority families; 

o federal funds for housing, highway and sewer co"nstruction, economic 

development (including small businesses), Urban Development Action 

Grants (UDAG), Community Development Block Grants (CDBG), and 

other rederal programs which directly and indirectly impact housing 

would be restricted to states and localities that are affirmatively 

satisrying their housing responsibilities; 

7We estimate first year federal administration costs at approximately $2 
billion (see Table 9.1), 
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o local governments would be required to adoPt .. complying local housing 

plans, utilizing all their powers and available resources to carry out 

the programs in those plans; 

o states would be required to adopt statutes which designate an agency 
i 

I 
I 	 (presumably an existing one with housing or planning 

responsibilities) with primary enforcement responsibilities for 

ensuring that localities comply· with the Act; and, 

o 	 HUD would be designated the secondary enforcement body, with 

authority to certify the adequacy of state statutes and state· 

compliance, and with additional authority to block or delay grants 

from federal agencies to non-complying states •. 

Each locality's housing plan would be required to make adequate 

provision for the existing and projected needs of all economic and racial 

segments of the community, and provide for adequate sites for new 

construction. The Act would further require that each local government not 

only assess its own needs and adopt broad goals and policies consistent with 

those needs, but also include in its housing plan an action plan for meeting 

those needs. The local housing plan would provide for the production and 

reh.abilitation of community-based housing, conversion from private to 

community-based ownership, and the regulation of private rental housing. 

Conclusion: Housing As An Entitlement 

As a growing portion of our national housing stock is acquired, pro

duced, financed, and owned by the community-based sector, with 

increasingly adequate public resources channeled for these purposes, 
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adequate and affordable housing will become a matter of universal national 

entitlement. Accordingly, in the long run this Program will guarantee every 

resident the rights provided by all the legislative Acts. These will include 

the following: 

AffordabililY 

The basic non-speculative nature of community-based housing, with op

eration and resale for profit prohibited, will significantly reduce housing 

costs and enhance affordability over time. Additionally, since housing in 

the community-based sector will eventually be debt-free (with new 

construction and rehabilitation funded through direct grants and the 

mortgage debt on converted properties retired), capital costs will be 

permanently eliminated from ongoing shelter expenses. Occupancy costs will 

be further reduced through progressive property tax reform and increased 

reliance on non-profit management, making community-based housing 

affordable for the vast majority of residents. 

Universal operating subsidies provided on an entitlement basis will fur

ther assist those residents who are unable to meet even the basic cost of 

housing operations in the community-based sector. With rents increasingly 

geared to true ability to pay, taking into account the variability in 

household income and non-shelter expenditure levels for different types of 

families, housing affordability will be permanently guaranteed for 

residents. An equivalent level of affordability and subsidies wifl be 

guaranteed for tenants and owner-occupants whose units are in transition to 
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community-based ownership. Tenants remaining in the private sector will 

also find their housing considerably more affordable, as rent control and 

other components of the program which reduce opportunities for speculative 

profit are implemented. 

Over time, housing operating subsidies will become increasingly resi

dent-based (as distinguished from project-based) to maximize freedom of 

choice for residents within the community-based sector. This approach, of 

course, can only be accomplished within the context a strictly regulated 

housing market that includes a substantial non-market component, to avoid 

inflationary effects. Ultimately. housing subsidies might be replaced by a 

negative iI\come tax which -would enable lower income people to meet their 

shelter and other needs adequately. 

Habitability 

; 

As the community-based housing sector expands, the quality of the 

housing stock and the physical standard of habitability to which residents 

are entitled will be progressively upgraded. For housing that i~ owned by 

(or in transition to ownership by) non-profit entities, the provision of direct 

grants will assure an adequate level of capital repairs while operating 

subsidies facilitate ongoing project viability. Unlike the present market-

oriented system where resources are invested in housing upkeep and 

renovation only when it is profitable for an owner or lender to do so, 

community-based ownership, financing, and production will guarantee both 

the incentive and the resources for continuing residential improvement. 
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Over time, with adequate capital and operating resources, both new 

housing that is produced di.rectly for the community-based sector and 

housing that is converted to such ownership will be upgraded to achieve 

increasing levels of residential amenity. "This includes improved physical 

features such as unit layout, apartment configuration, and site and building 

design, especially in response to the needs of special constituencies (such as 

the handicapped, and single women with children). It also encompasses 

operating amenities such as increased energy efficiency and security, as well 

as social amenities such as day care and other services that are logically 

residentially-based. 

Additionally, increased voluntary upgrading by residents with enhanced 

security of tenure and control of their housing will continuously improve 

the quality of the community-based housing stock. Finally, tenants in 

housing that remains within the private sector will also achieve significant 

improvements in the quality of their living environments. as higher 

standards of residential amenity are adopted over time. 

Security 0/ Tenure 

Under the proposed system of community-based ownership. production, 

and financing, security of tenure-the right to continued occupancy of a 

housing unit of choice-will be achieved as an aspect of residential 

entitlement. All community-based housing residents, including tenants and 

owner-occupants whose units are deeded or optioned to the community
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based sector, will be guaranteed a permanent life-estate except where 

removal of the housing unit is required for a compelling social purpose, or 

removal of the occupant is necessitated by significant and repeated 

violations .of community standards. With occupancy charges based on true 

ability to pay and management policies subject to resident 'control, intances 

of non-payment, destruction of property, and other traditional causes of 

eviction in our market-oriented housing system will be minimized. 

Additionally. increasing regulation of conditions. use conversion. demo

lition, and eviction for other than a "just cause" will protect tenants remain

ing in the private sector from forced displacement, while rent control and 

other measures will further enhance security by promoting greater af· 

fordability. Finally, the creation of new ownership and tenure options not 

based on the protection of property values will encourage greater acceptance 

of neighborhood change and inclusionary housing patterns, providing a new 

basis for community security. As the discriminatory uses of housing in our 

profit-oriented economy are eliminated, with affirmative efforts to expand 

housing mobility and to revitalize existing minority communities, the right 

of residential security will encompass a locational aspect: the right to re

main in place or to move to an alternative neighborhood of choice. 

Control 

The right of residents to control their living situations will be progres

sively achieved under the proposed Program. Low and moderate income 

homeowners'ability to maintain control over their housing in the face of 
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burdensome mortgage debt, property tax, and repair obligations will be en

hanced through programs offering increased affordability and security of 

tenure, without opportunity for speculation. Increased protection of tenants' 

rights in the private sector, through collective bargaining as well as limita

tions on landlords' authority to dictate rents, occupancy terms, tenure, and 

Jiving conditions will free residents to some extent from the arbitrary con

trol exercised by others over their living situations. At the same time, our 

Program for the regulated conversion of the private rental housing stock 

will significantly expand opportunities for direct ownership and control by 

resident associations, tenant cooperatives, and individual owner-occupants, 

on an affordable, non-speculative basis. 

Ultimately the level of control afforded to community-based housing 

residents as a matter of entitlement will be significantly greater than that 

experienced by most homeowners today. Positive features of conventional 

homeownership-such as the ability to modify and adapt one's living space 

to changing needs-·will be retained and enhanced as residents achieve 

permanent affordability and security of tenure. And since resident and 

community benefit is the sole purpose of housing production and ownership 

through the community-based sector, residents and neighbors will be entitled 

and motivated to participate actively in housing design, development, and 

management decisions. As more and more of the community-based housing 

stock is actually developed and managed by resident-controlled non-profit 

entities, opportunities for building and operating housing in a way that is 

truly responsive to resident needs will be significantly enhanced. 
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Finally, the removal of opportunities for speculation in housing will 

enhance community control by increasing neighborhood stability. Enhanced 

resident and neighborhood control of housing also implies an obligation for 

increased collective responsibility, that is for mediation and settlement of 

resident disputes and· grievances. It also requires that control be exercised 

responsibly within the framework of basic democratic and non-exclusionary 

principles, and not be misused to deny housing access or opportunity. As the 

concept of residential entitlement is progressively realized, the correspond

ing notion of residential responsibility will also be achieved. 
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Table 9.1 

National comprehensive Housin~ Pro~ram: 
First Year Costs 

cost/unit no. units total cost 
(thousands) (thousands) (billions) 

New construction tor $60 200 $12.0 
Social ownership ca) 

Rehabilitation for $20 400 $8.0 
social ownership (b) 

Operatin~ Subsidies $2 6,500 $13.0 
tor Social Housin~ (c) 

Conversion of Private $35 160 $5.6 
Rental Units .(d) 

Conversion of $50 160 $8.0 
Homeowner Units (e) 

Conversion of 81 $1.2 
BUD-held units (f) 

Modernization of Exist- $10 500 $5.0 
in~ Social units (~) 

Administration (h) 	 $2.0 

TOTAL 	 $54.8 

Source: Appelbaum et al, 1986 

NOTES: 
Ca) 	 Based on 1984 construction costs, addin~ land and 

subtracti~ tinance costs, since financin~ will be 
throu~h direct c;rrantsl see Hartman and stone (1986

(b) 	 Rehabilitation only (acquisition costs are include 
under conversion el_ent), per unit cost is based 
various rehabilitation projects.

(C) 	 Operatin9 expenses only (debt service included und 
conversionelament). Derived trom 1983 operatin~ c 
data, adjusted to 1985, and applyin~ Stone's 
affordability scale (See Hartman and Stone, 1986: 

(d) 	 Assumes full payment of ne~otiated price in year
purchased Csee Hartman and Stone, 1986: 500-501).

Ce) Assumes full payment at time of acquisition for . 
mo~age balance and n~otiated equity.

Cf) Based upon Achtenberq, 1986. 
(g) 	 Existin~ assisted stock only, assumes that most un 

need modest but not major rehabilitation. 
Ch) 	 Conservative estimate. 
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Table 9.2 


Subsidized Rents Under Proposed Rent Formu1a* 


gross annual income 

$1,000 

$2,000 

$3,000 

$4,000 

$5,000 

$6,000 

$7,000 

$8,000 

$9,000 


$10,000 

$11,000 

$12,000 

$13,000 

$14,000 

$15,000 

$16,000 

$17,000 

$18,000 

$19,000 

$20,000 


*Rent-30% net income 

-----rent-----
amount % income 


$4 5.0% 
$8 5.0% 

$13 5.0% 
$17 5.0% 
$21 5.0% 
$30 6.0% 
$55 9.4% 
$80 12.0% 

$105 14.0% 
$130 15.61 
$155 16.9% 
$180 18.0% 
$205 18.9% 
$230 19.7% 
$255 20.4% 
$280 21.0% 
$305 21.5% 
$330 22.0% 
$355 22.4% 
$380 22.n 

(gross income less $1,200 deduction per 
person). Assumes minimum rent ot 5% ot gross income. 

Source: Stone, 19831 Tables 4.1 and 4.2 (pp. 111-112) 
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TIlE NEED FOR A NBII NATIONAL HOUSING POLICY 
by 

Joe Carreras 

At the lover end of the housing market, ve face a triple threat from a lack of 
housing availability, housing affordability and unit quality. Pederal housing 
development programs are phasing out and resources are being cut. Local 
governments are trying to adapt to this situation by developing residential 
space policies and occupancy standards. 

The local occupancy policies that are eaerging relate to three characteristics 
of residential living: 

o Under-occupancy 	due to "empty nesters· and higher income persons 
living 111 aore space than they need. 

o Over-occupancy or ·overcrovding" due to social change and economic 
circumstances. 

o No occupancy due to an inability to afford any housing at all. 

Bach of these situations pose a challenge to local government and invoke 

different regulatory responses. They alao make it clear that a new 

national housing policy is needed to support and focus shelter assistance 

efforts. 


SPACIOUS LIVDIG 

'According to the 1980 census, half of all homes with 5 or more bedrooms vere 
occupied by people over 65 years old, an ase group in vhich the average 
,household contains fever than tvo people. This housing situation is a result of 
changing demographics, and in effect warehouses units needed today by larger 
,families. Bow to make sore efficient use of existing housing is a regulatory 
'problem for local government when it considers rules which perait unit 
:additions, splits, ..rgers and conversiona or secondary units on suitable lots. 
,In a fev coaunit1es, house sharing has been tried. 

,Also, alternative housing is needed if older households that are "house rich and 
'inco.. poor" are to find a hOM IIOre suited to their lifestyle. Ironically, 
'here in California, Prop. 13 acts as a disincentive to IIOve due to the higher 
'property tax burden that results frOll a new hOM assesalleDt. It aey be cheaper 
:to stay 1n your residence vith no IIOrtgase or en old low interest rate IIOrtgase 
,than IIOve to a SEller hOM. 

'Another problem 1s how do you make ~ership affordable? Today, 7 out of 10 
'fuilies in California eannot afford the edian pd..ced hOM (about ,160,000 in 
:L.A. County). Pirst-tie buyers that rent have a parti~ularly difficult tiae 
, purchasing a unit vith a reasonable proportion of their incOM (30%). 

,The 1980 census indicates that the Mltian in_ of renters is half that of 
'owners. And, in California, the percent of households who own their hoe is 52% 
, COllpared to the national average of 64%. lore so than in other places, there is 
, a vide gap between those who own and those who rent. The separation has 
: economic, geographic and racial diaenaiODlJ which divides our region into rich 
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and poor areas, bedrooa and c_rdal areas and ethnically balanced and 
unbalanced areas, etc. 

In ter118 of rental bousing, because of a abortage of units relative to daand, 
landlords have a tendency to lease units to as few people as tbey can In order 
to ainiaize vear .and tear on tbeir apart_ts. It is also c_n for thea to 
require an UIOunt equal to first and last IIOntba rent for a security deposit and 
a cleaning fee before tbey lease a unit. In tbe Blrr...te, tbese deposits and 
fees can be quite bigb. 

The stroDs daand for rental units and stiff IIOve-ln costs are an aspecially 
vexing probl.. for lover in_ persons, espedally in cOMUDities that have 
adopted rent controls. Units are regulated at affordable levels but landlords 
lease (decontrolled) vacant units to biJber inco.e tenants, particularly single 
persons or childless couples, who ..y be willing to pay for iaprovuents, extra 
space and for vboa bigb .ove-in deposits and fees pose no special probl.... 

The practice of leasing units to as fey people as possible bas tbe effect of 
under-utilizing rental bousing resources. It also works &pinst a nuaber of 
local gowmant goals to: 

o provide affordeble bousing by bigher density standards, 

o 	prohibit age diBcrtainsUon, espedally against fuilies vltb 
children, 

o 	prevent tbe _rgence of 11legal uni ts outside of the lIUDidpal peral t 
Byst.. to .eet the daand for shelter. 

o 	provide bousing opportunities for all econoaic segaents of the 
cOllllUDity 

Vhere does all tbiB lesve the poor - recent i_igrants, aodest In_ fu11ies 
vitb children, our Senior citizens and otbers on lOY fixed inco.es! In tbe 
bidding war for space, they lose. Local goveI'IIIIaDts try and intervene on their 
behalf tbrough local prograas using liaited federal and State resources and 
local redevalopant funds, where available. In a few c:asea, local inclusionsry 
linkage prograas that exact units or contributions for affordable bousing as a 
condition of c_rdal and/or residential developaent are put in place. Under 
extr... conditions, rent controls are adopted. 

But vhat bas been done is s..11 coapared to tbe need. Using tbe Soutbern 
California Association of Govemant's regional bousing allocation aodel, ve 
found that about 802,000 lover income bouseholds (persons earning less tban 801 
of their COunty's _ian Inco.e) vere paying IIOre tban 30% of their inc:_ for 
sbelter in 1980. These vere households vitb an affordability need and did not 
count bouseholds living in substandard units but not overpaying for housing. It 
is a coaaon perception that tbe .utet for 11lagal units is expanding, as our 
need for affordable housing bas increased since 1980. 

Illagal units are part of a -shadov bousing .utet" which includes living 
quarters such as garages and unautborized additions or conversions. A recent 

78-541 0 - 87 - 35 
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Los Angeles TilleS survey estiates tbat there are 200,000 people (lIOstly 
illlligrants) living in 42,000 garages in Los Angel.s County. They are typically 
overcrowded and substandard dwellings. The supply of this cheap housing 11 
expanding as the available supply of better quality affordable housing is 
shrinking due to~ 

o private apartllent owners upgrading their older buildings to .eet 
earthquake safety standards. The costs of rehabilitation are being 
passed through to tenants in the fora of higher rents, vi th the fear of 
displacement posing its greatest threat .-ong people living in Single 
Roo. Occupancy hotels in downtown areas. 

o Private landlords tearing down lover cost units and building IIOre 
expensive apsrtJleDts or cond~ipiums to aeet the strong deaand for neY 
housing, or to aske way for c~rcial developJIeDt. Better qualily 
apartaents are also being converted to higher cost condoainiums. This 
delll8lld is fueled by our healthy regional eco!lOllY. If the Southern 
California area vere its own nation, it vould rank 14th in tbe vorld in 
teras of GNP. 

o Popular sentiaent in favor of Wno grovthWand dovnzoning for the sake 
of envirOPJleDtal concerns may liait future higher density building 
opportunities and raise housing costs near job centers. This lat. 
1980's aood is evident in our coastal counties where IIOst of our 
eaployaent centers are located (Ventura, Los Angeles and Orange 
Counties), and vhere vacancy rates are loy and housing prices high. 
People are particularly concerned about traffic congestion, air 
pollution and lengthy ho.e-vork trips caused by the additional housing 
deaand generated by Dey commercial/industrial developaent and expansion. 

¥bile Federal Governaent policies affecting national debt, inflation, interest 
rat.s and aortgage interest deductability bave a tremendous iapact on housing 
affordability and prices, other Federal housing and tax policies focus .ore 
directly on the ponr. For instance: 

o The production of neY subsidized hOUSing by the Federal Governaent has 
dropped draaatically. Since 1981, the Federal housing budget has been 
cut by 701. Kaking up for this loss is a major problea for State and 
local governJlePt. 

o Federal restrictions on privately owned subsidized housing projects 
are expiring, and these units may be leased to higher incOlle tenants in 
the future. According to a recent BUD study, nationally, 3243 projects 
are eligible to opt out, vith 268 of thea located in 
Southern California alone. ¥bile the dropout rat. is projected by BUD 
to be 251 nationvide, in our region it is projected to be nearly 7511 
About 80% of the projects eligible to opt out are located in Los Ang.les 
County, vith the City of Los Angeles alone baving 551 of the projects.
OVer the next 7 years, 141 projects repr.senting alllost 12,500 units 
vill be eligible to rellOve th....elv.s fr~ the Fed.rally assisted 
housing inventory. 

o R.cent changes in the tax lay may lead to higher shelt.r costs as 
owners try and aske-up for their lost tax advantages through high.r 
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rents. It ruaina to be seen 1£ this is even partially offset by the 
new tax credit progr.. for lover in_ housing. 

1A'H0ImfG SPACE FOR '1'IIB POOll 

All this ..ana that, vith l ..s units for rent and facing higher shelter costs, 
lover incOlle persona are crowding into those uni ts which are available. This 
brings us to one of the IIOst controversial arau of ruidential space policiu: 
Occupancy Standardll. 

lousing Occupancy Standards are adopted by local governaent and applied only to 
rental housing. Due' to a Supr_ Court decision, local ordinanc.. lill1Ung the 
IlUllber of persona in an a-I .oned single f&ll1ly unit or a IIObUe hoM vere 
struck dovn, i.e City of Santa Barbara tut cue. .Typically, rental housing 
occupancy standards find their buis in local IJOvernaent he&lth and safety 
CODcerns,-and lill1t the extent to which overcrovding yill be penitted. 

'or instance, .the City of Los Angelu has an occupancy ordinance that calla for 
a .inLBua of air and· floor space per person in a rental unit. Bffectivaly, it 
allOYS 2 people per 70. square feet of sleeping area, yith each additional person 
allocated another SO sq. ft., or up to 1() people in a lIOdestly sized two bedroom 
unit. This occupancy level permts a high degr..·of ·overcrowding.· 

The U.S. Canaus defines overcrowding .. 1.01 persona per r_. In a typical tvo 
bed~ unit, vith a living ~, dining _ and tvo sl..ping rooms (kitchen 
and bathr_don't count), up to 4 persona could be accOllllOdated before the 
un1 t could be tUlled ·overcroved.· 

Occupancy standards are also rec~ed by 'ederal Govarnaent through the 
·DepartHDt of Bousing. and Urban Devalop!l8l)ts' housing ..sistance progr... (e.g. 
Section 8 and Public Bousing). The.. standards do "DOt penit any degree of 
overcrovdingin a uni t. They c.all for a aax.t_ of 2 persona per bedroo., vl th 

"chUdren over 5 of the opposi te sex having their OVD roo.. In a typical two 
bedr_ unit; four-persona would be the aaxl_ penitted. 

BUD·also has II1n~ occupancy standards of one person per bed~, so at laut 
two people would occupy a no bed~ unit. As you can s .., BUD tries to 
prevent both over.occupancy and under-occupancy •. 

Applicationa for BUD funded housing ..sistance, adainistered by local Public 
Housing Apnci... ere loaed and filed by the bed~ size that a f&ll1ly 
qualifies for given the federal standards. 'or exeaple, if there are 2-4 
persona in the f&ll1ly, they would be placed on the two bedr_ vaiting list. 

VBO All fBI PBOPLI AlPBCTBD fBI HOST BY OCCUPANCY ST.AHDA.RDS? 

According to-the 1980 U.S. Census. one in every eight iDigrants to the U.S. 
bet_ 1975-80 settled in Southern California, vith 4/5 tba IIOving to L.A. 
County. Alaost half (44%) of all recent i_rrants vere found to be living in 
overaoved housing. 'or the population .. a whole, only 8% lived in overcroved 
housing. IIost of these households vere recent i_igrants from Mexico, central 
.tMrica and Asia. 

!IIOng ethnic rroups, Bispanica had the highut incidence of living in overcroved 
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housiDg. Thirty percent of all Hispanic households - alaost 3 tiaes that of any 
other .inority group and 15 tiaes that of RB ¥bites - were liviDg under this 
condition (Hispanics:30%;¥bite:2%;Black:l0% and Asian:3%). 

Additionally, illegal aliens liviDg in federally subsidized housiDg or assisted 
housiDg will be asked to .ove when new BUD regulations prohibitiDg assistance to 
undocu.nted aliens, amy of who. are Hispanic, are i.pluented later this year. 

Then there are the Boaeless. They are the "exiles in the kiDgdoa·, abject and 
i.poverished. The hoaeless are the people who have fallen out of the botto. of 
the housing _rltet, and spilled out on to our streets and parks. Although 
there is no census of the ho.eless, Los Angeles County is considered by so_ to 
have one of the largest concentrations of the hoaeless in the country. 
Bsti_tes raDge fro. 35,000-50,000 persons. AccordiDg to a recent u.s. 
Conference of Mayors report, faailies with children are the fastest growiDg 
segment of the homeless population. 

The ho.elessj like the tip of an iceberg, are the visible portion of the aassive 
problea we face in Southem califomia and around the nstion - the lack of 
affordable housiDg. Their plight is aore than just a utter of personsl tragedy 
and bad luck. The co_on need that cuts across every type of hoaeless person is 
the need for affordable shelter and peraanent housiDg. 

A NEll NATIONAL HOUSING POUCY 

The weal thy have aore space than they need and the ·poor don't have enough space. 
Ulti_tely, we need to be concemed less about occupancy standards, and how they 
are defined, and aore about producing low incoae housiDg that is decent, safe 
and sani tary, retainiDg people in our housiDg aarltet and retrieviDg persons 
froa our streets and parks. The need for affordable housiDg bas never been 
greater, but the national inventory of federally assisted housiDg and other 
resources is shrink1Dg. 

iithout Federal resources to equalize the capacity to respond to our housiDg 
crisis aaoDg States and jurisdictions, the poorest areas with the highest needs 
will be underserved. Local regulations will substitute for dia1nished national 
subsidies and fractionalize the provision of assistance across broad housiDg 
_rltets. More units will be lost to higher incoae occupancy than are added by 
new prograa initiatives. 

A new national housiDg policy is needed which is sensitive to regional housing 
_rltet dynaaics, and bold enough to provide the fiscal and taz incentives needed 
to stiaulate local solutions. One of the first steps should be to save as auch 
of the federally assisted housiDg inventory as possible. Another is to 
eapbasize the use of nonprofit developers. 

Deep one way subsidies, with a 20 or 30 year fuse on affordability requireaents, 
should not be incentives for induciDg private developer participation. 
Organisations dedicated to addressiDg social goals should be used. Locally 
supported private nonprofits _y be the aechanis. to link public resources and 
private capital and expertise. 

Private nonprofits can also help assisted tenants buy back privately ovned· 
projects when subsidy teras expire, or help the Federal govemaent buy back 
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these develo~ts. The need to assure the continued affordability of 
subsidized developalents is a lesson tbat should not be lost on us as ve try and 
reformulate our national bousina strategy and goals. 

The federal governaent needs to charge forward, inatead of bacltvards, on bousina 
issues, and like" the 7tb Calvary, come to the rescue of our ..battled poor, and 
our beleaguered cOlllllunities. This is especially true bere in Southern 
california. 
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Rd #1 Box lQ21 
Harbor Drive 
Annapolis, Maryland 21403 

October 5, 1981 

Senator Alan Cranston 
Senator Alfonse D'Amato 
Subcommittee on Hous~ng and 

Urban Affairs 
SD-535 Dirksen Senate Office Building 
Washington, D.C. 20510 

Re: National Rural Housing Policy 

Dear Senators Cranston and D'Amato: 

I appreciate this opportuniti to comment on future rural 
housing policy as requested in your July I, 1981 call for 
suggestions on the development of a new national housing policy. 
My comments are limited to rural housing policy and programs. 
Overall, I endorse the recommendations made by the Housing 
Assistance Council (HAC), and will spare you repetitious detail. 
There are areas of difference, and/or which merit highlighting, 
and for which I have provided brief comment. I have Identified 
seven areas of concern relative to the development of a 
meaningful, efficient and cost effective national rural housing 
policy. 

1. Reliance on tax codes for the development of assisted 
housing should be abandoned or curtailed. It is ultimately more 
costly than direct financing. In the rural programs investors 
only provide five percent of the development costs, so that their 
financial contribution is minimal and more than offset by 
substantial tax losses to the treasury. Investors have no 
interest in holding note for the long term, a fact Which is 
contributing to the current prepayment crisis. While mitigating 
the problems associated with current mortgage loans is a thorny 
issue, it makes no sense to compound the difficulties by 
continuing the policies Which are the root of the prepayment
crisis. Finally, if the sheltered funds could be co}lected as 
taxes by the government, the resulting SUbstantial increase in 
revenues would provide a means for expanding federal financing, 
more commensurate to need. 

2. A direct federal program is essential in rural areas. The 
problems unique to rural America require separate consideration 
and programs, much as those in the inner cities also require a 
particular apyroach. , 
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3. The rural housing programs must be made more flexible so 
that they mai be combined with state or local ~rograms, when 
available, to stretch service or serve even lower income 
households. Tne truth is that rural housing need far surpasses
currently available federal state and local resources. 

4. The Congress must continue to legislate and monitor 
,programs 	and amendments to programs which target rural housing to 
those most in need. If there is budget constraint it sho~ld fall 
upon those most likely to obtain housing without federal 
assistance. 

5. New programs, and amendments to those existing, must be 
developed which either expand our ability to serve those with 
very low-incomes or reduce costs or both. I refer you to the HAC 
recommendations for specifics. One illustration is their three 
alternative approaches for utilizing the Section 502 very low 
income program and funds. Another is the creation of capital 
grant financing for a portion of the Section 515 program to 
reduce long term cost and enhance participation by the public and 
private nonprofit sector (desireab1e for avoiding prepayment and 
tenant displacement). 

6. Farmers Home Administration (FmHA) must be institutionally 
reformed, or replaced bi a cabinet level Department of Rural 
Development, as a vehicle for the direct delivery of rural 
hOUsing programs. Reforms are needed in many areas including 
curbing the authority of State Directors to ignore appropriations 
acts, redesigning an appeal procedure which will guarantee due 
process to the public, vigorous affirmative active enforcement, 
overhaul (I recommend subdividing) the finance office, improving 
data collection ability and, training employees as to the social 
service nature of the agency, etc. What once was loved is now 
too often despised. However, there is much worth saving in the 
FmHA structure. Ideally Congress would transfer FmHA into the 
rural development department,thus freeing it from the burden of 
the Department of Agriculture, where FmHA ~rograms have never 
been well received or supported. • 

7. However the committee decides to proceed, it should not 
anticipate development of ~ policy that will be inexpensive. 
Providing housing for low income families requires either 
increased income or subsidy. Technology alone will never bridge 
the gap. The cost also cannot be directed to the states, for 
many cannot afford the undertaking. As noted earlier it will 
"a~e ~he resources of all leveis of government to come close to 
meeting rural housin; needs. 
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I have a long list of more specific recommendations, eorne of 
which are reduced to legisl:3.tive language. More important is 
some recognition of the seven areas of concern and a thorough 
examination of the HAC paper. 

Thank you .for your work in reexamining national housing
policy. 

Sincerell. 

MM~ 
Arthur M. COllin~r. 

AMC/lr 

Attachment 

\ 
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Arthur M. Collings Jr. 

Currently retired f~om Farmers Home Administration (FmHA) and 
employed as a consultant for the Housing Assistance Council, Inc. 
(HAC) 

Formerl~ a Special Assistant to the Administrator of FmHA in 
a rural housing policy capacity (1977-1981) 

Worked for HAC from 1972-1977 while on leave of absence from 
FmHA, and 1981-1985 on an I.P.A. detail. 

Originator of a number of amendments to Title V of the 
Housing Act of 1949. Co-originator of Section 521 Rental 
Assistance. 

Advocate for program beneficiaries, i.e. low income 
homeowners and tenants, believing that both FmHA and the industry 
are of secondary importance. 

Member of the Board of Directors, National Rural Housing 
Coalition. 
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"TENANT-BASED" RENT SUBSIDIES 

and 


COORDINATED REHABILITATION OF RENTAL HOUSING 


An Essential "Building Block" 
In the New Legislative Strategy for Housing 

LEGISLATIVE RECOMMENDATIONS 


By 


Robert I. Dodge III 

former Director, Office of Urban Rehabilitation 


Department of Housing and Urban Development 


(Originator and initial manager of the 

RENTAL REHABILITATION PROGRAM) 
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"TENANT-BASED" RENT SUBSIDIES 

and 


COORDINATED REHABILITATION OF RENTAL HOUSING 


SUMMARY 

"Tenant-based" rent subsidies, primarily Section 8 certificates 
and vouchers, are an important and successful segment of Federal 
assistance for lower income tenants. These tenant-based subsidy 
programs are generally accepted as the most cost-effective tool to 
house a low income family. They give the best "bang-for-the
buck" of all low-income housing programs thus far tried in 
America. 

The Rental Rehabilitation Program renovates rental housing to be 
available for tenants receiving tenant-based subsidies. That 
program also has proven itself to be productive, inexpensive, and 
very helpful to lower income families and lower income 
cOllllllunities. 

Certificates, vouchers and Rental Rehabilitation all work well 
because the rental subsidy is tenant-based and not "attached" to 
the unIts or buildings. The tenant has the ability to shop in the 
market to get full value for the public rent subsidy. If a new 
housing legislative strategy is to be successful in helping a 
large number of families with limited funds, the new strategy must 
also include a significant "building block" based on tenant-based 
rent Subsidies. 

The present combination of Section 8 certificates and vouchers 
combined with the Rental Rehabilitation Program would be a 
satisfactory "building block" to include in a neW OVerall housing 
strategy. The certificate/voucher Rental Rehabilitation 
combination could, however, be improved by using a more flexible 
format giving greater management latitude to local officials. 

This new ~uilding block" is a formula allocation of funds to 
State and local governments. The funds could be used for either 
tenant-based rent subsidies or shallow production subsidies 
(primarily rehabilitation on the model of the present Rental 
Rehabilitation Program). Among the choices to be delegated to 
local officials would be the setting of local rent subsidy
ceilings and the choice between the certificate approach of a 
ceiling rent set by a "fair market rent" or the voucher technique
of a fixed "payment standard" with no limits on rent paid. 

For the neW "building block" to match or exceed the success of the 
present tenant-based rent subsidy programs and Rental 
Rehabilitation Program, the new "building block" must require by 
statute that any rent subsidy using this segment of Federal 
housIng funds shall also be "tenant-based." If that is not done, 
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the flexibility of the new program would lead to a diversion of 
funds to local housing production programs which use rent 
subsidies tied to housing units or buildings. Those "project
based" programs do not assist as many families per dollar of 
federal money as the tenant-based rent subsidies and Rental 
Rehabilitation. 

To be fully effective, the new tenant-based rent subsidy "building 
block" should have a complete management plan thought through at 
the time the statutory framework is designed. That was done 
successfully with the Rental Rehabilitation Program and that model 
is available and suitable for the new "building block." 

OVERVIEW 

Senator Cranston's mandate is to set forth broad housing
legislation addressing the full range of Federal involvement in 
housing. The following legislative recommendations address only a 
limited sector of the subject matter to be included in the new 
legislation. The recommendations are for only one of the many 
"building blocks" needed for a coherent overall Federal housing
legislative strategy. 

The primary focus of this recommendation is to emphasize the 
importance of continuing direct "tenant-based" rent subsidies as 
a primary method for funding new housing assistance for lower 
income tenants. "Tenant-based" rent subsidies refer to programs
like section 8 certificates and vouchers which permit the lower 
income recipient to shop in the market place to find the best 
available housing unit. Use of "tenant-based" rent subsidies also 
very much includes the Rental Rehabilitation Program which is a 
housing production subsidy which works with and in support of 
"tenant-based" rent subsidies. 

The overwhelming reality facing any new housing effort is the 
problem of the Federal deficit and the resulting budgetary 
limitation on the national government. The expiration of old 
subsidies for assisted tenants adds even more demands to be met by 
limited resources. We must, therefore, use the most cost
effective tools and "tenant-based" subsidies (certificates, 
vouchers and Rental Rehabilitation) consistently show far and away 
the greatest result for each public dollar expended. 

The most significant argument against reliance on "tenant-based" 
rent subsidies is that they do not meet the need for increased 
housing supply for tenants receiving assistance. The Rental ' 
Rehabilitation Program has proven that in most cases, it can meet 
the supply need of assisted tenants. Rental Rehabilitation 
subsidy costs for rehabilitation of $3,500 per unit are very, very 
low; program production is high and the targeted population is 
benefitting as intended by living in the rehabilitated units. 

"Tenant-based" subsidies differ from "project-based" rent 
subsidies in which a tenant must live in the designated "project" 
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to receive assistance. Examples of "project-based" subsidies are 
Public Housing and all of the low-income housing production 
programs except Rental Rehabilitation. 

As a general observation, it can be claimed that there has been no 
"tenant-based" low income housing program in the history of the

! 	 Department of Housing and Urban Development which is generally 
considered a failure. (Examples are the Housing Allowance 
Experiment, section 23 Leasing, and certificates and vouchers.) 
Conversely, there has been no "project-based" low income housing 
program which is generally accepted to be cost-effective and 
succ.essfull (If there were a successful "project-based" low 
income housing program model, we would not have to keep thinking 
up new ones.) 

For a variety of reasons, some carefully constructed project-based 
production programs will continue to be needed: but, in the future 
as is the past, the most cost-effective benefit for lower income 
tenants will come from "tenant-based" programs. 

CERTIFICATES SHOULD BE 

The Rental Rehabilitation Program and Section 8 certificates have 
certainly proved to be effective and should be continued. The 
programs can and should be improved, primarily by giving local 
governments more flexibility in setting rent levels, allocating
funds between rehabilitation subsidies and rent subsidies and 
targeting assistance to special groups such as the elderly. 

outlined below is a specific legislative recommendation for a more 
flexible program as the next evolutionary stage for the "tenant
based" subsidy approach of Section 8 certificates and Rental 
Rehabilitation. 

It must be stressed, however, that the fundamental element of 
"tenant-based" subsidies must be maintained in any replacement 
program. If that is not feasible, then the current Rental 
Rehabilitation Program and Section 8 Existing Housing Certificate 
Program should be continued as is! 

NEW PROGRAM -	 TENANT ASSISTANCE AND RENTAL HOUSING REHABILITATION 

Maior problems to be addressed: 

1. The Section 8 program is rigid and bureaucratic and thus less 
effective than it could be. 

2. Some communities need less rehabilitation and more rent 
subsidies and the opposite is needed in other communities. 
Similarly, in some limited cases, new construction is more cost
effective than rehabilitation. Program rules are too restrictive 
to permit such local judgments. 
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outline of the new program: 

1. Fund distribution. A formula distribution should be made of 
funds to be used for both tenant subsidies and for rehabilitation 
of rental properties. 

- each year's allocation should be used by the local or state 
government grantee over a seven year period - to fund rental 
subsidies, on the section 8 "finders-keepers" certificate 
program model, for that number of years. 

- the local government COUld, at its option, use up to 15 
percent of each year's allocation for rehabilitation subsidies 
on the Rental Rehabilitation Program model. 

2. "Fair Market Rent" levels. HUD would continue to prepare 
"Fair Market Rents" as it does at present. A local government or 
state grantee could continue to use those rents in the local 
program or could set higher or lower rates if appropriate in 
expending its fixed share of program funds. 

The tough choice of aiding fewer families at higher rents or more 
families at lower rents would be made by local officials who best 
understand the realities and needs of the local market. 

Rents set by local governments must be "community-wide" with 
tenants free to move to any unit within the jurisdiction
affordable at that rent. 

Grantees could follow, or modify. either the "certificate 
approach" of setting a maximum rent which can be paid by a tenant 
with a variable subsidy based on rent and income or the "voucher 
approach" of a fixed subsidy based on a "payment standard" and 
family income with no limit on how high or low the actual rent 
paid by the tenant. 

3. Targeting to specialized needs. The legislation would 
continue to mandate that rental subsidies would only be used in 
units which meet minimum housing quality standards. In addition, 
Grantees could design specialized housing resources with tailored 
rent levels for specialized needs. 

For example, a grantee could define a set of services appropriate
for the frail and elderly to be made available by a provider in 
addition to and along with housing services. The Grantee would 
then decide on appropriate market rents for that package of 
services in its jurisdiction. Tenants with the specialized needs 
would receive the specialized rent subsidies which would be used 
to pay a local non-profit (or, for-profit) organization, providing
the services. If more than one provider were available, the 
tenant (as with any "tenant-based" subsidy) would be permitted to 
shop among the providers. 
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4. Rehabilitation subsidies. Rehabilitation subsidies would 
generally have to follow the rules of the Rental Rehabilitation 
Program, e.g., at least half of the construction cost to be 
financed by the developer with funds other than program funds and 
rehabilitation would be targeted to making market rate rental 
housing available to lower income tenants receiving tenant-based 
rent subsidies. Some specific program limitations of the Rental 
Rehabilitation Program such as per unit cost restrictions would 
not be needed or appropriate. 

s. New construction. The Rental Rehabilitation Program works 
well as a housing production program because it does not permit 
tying rental subsidies to "projects" or "units," not because the 
program is limited only to rehabilitation and excludes new 
construction. 

With limited funds and "tenant-based" subsidies, rehabilitation 
will in most cases be more cost-effective than new construction 
and, given a choice, Grantees will tend to choose rehabilitation. 
Grantees should, however, be given that choice. There are some 
circumstances when new construction is more cost effective and 
Grantees should not be forced to rehabilitate buildings which 
should better be torn down and replaced. 

CONCLUSION 

A Formula distribution of funds for rental subsidies and 
rehabilitation of rental units could give greater flexibility and 
efficiency to the already successful programs of "tenant-based" 
rental subsidies and the related Rental Rehabilitation program. 

The success of the present programs can be continued by assuring
that the rent subsidy element remains "tenant-based." That means 
that any time the program calls for a tenant to be able to have 
housing services for less than the free market value of those 
services, the tenant can shop in the market to get the best 
possible benefit from the public subsidy which is lowering the 
cost to the tenant. 

As part of that approach, property owners are never guaranteed 
above market rents or protected from having to provide competitive
services to maintain their income. 

The "tenant-based" subsidy is implemented through rules similar to 
those of Rental Rehabilitation and Section 8 certificates which 
prohibit tying a certificate to a unit and prohibit the public 
sector setting of rents for rehabilitated units. 

If a successor program does not incorporate strict rules 
continuing the "tenant-based" rent subsidy, it would be good
public policy to continue the Rental Rehabilitation Program and 
Section 8 certificate programs without major change rather than 
adopt a new program which changes that crucial element. 
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VENABLE &COMPANY 


October 4, 1987 

The Honorable Senator Alan Cranston 
Chairman 
Subcommittee on Housing and 

Urban Affairs 
Senate Committee on Banking, Housing and 

Urban Affairs 
Dirksen Senate Office Building SD535 
washington, D.C. 

Dear Senator Cranston: 

You and your Subcommittee on Housing and Urban Affairs 
are to be commended for the comprehensive review of Federal 
housing policies and programs which you are undertaking. r 
appreciate the opportunity to share my views with you. 

r am currently a partner in a real estate appraisal 
firm based in McLean, Virginia. Between 1979-1985, I was 
the Deputy Director of the Office of Urban Rehabilitation in 
the Department of Housing and Urban Development in 
Washington. During my service with HUD, I designed and 
implemented a national technical assistance effort 
supporting city-run property rehabilitation programs, helped 
draft and implement the legislation for the Rental 
Rehabilitation Program, and managed the Section 312 
Rehabilitation Loan Program. Prior to my service in HUD I 
worked in local government rehabilitation programs in New 
Jersey, New York and Connecticut and was a tenant organizer 
in New York City. 

I have the following recommendations for new policy 
and program initiatives: 

A flexible Housing Block Grant Program (HBG), to be 
implemented by local, and state governments, should become 
the main component of HUD's housing subsidy efforts. Similar 
to the successful Community Development Block Grant (CDBG) 
Program, the HBG should have national standards for program 
eligibility and benefit but leave specific program design up 
to local and state agencies receiving annual formula 
allocations of Federal funds. 

The Departments of HUD and HSS should be instructed to 
coordinate the billions of dollars each agency spends on 
housing for lower income tenants. Congress should fund 
local and state demonstration efforts which link housing and 
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Senator Alan Cranston 
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welfare agencies and funding: previous demonstration 
legislation was never funded due to Reagan Administration 
opposition. In addition, HUD and HSS should be required to 
undertake a comprehensive joint review of all of their 
programs to identify duplicative funding, low income housing 
needs which are not being met by either agency, and 
opportunities for improved coordination. Funding should 
provided for outside consultants and the two departments 
should be required to report their findings to Congress 
within a year. 

Following are more detailed comments on my two 
recommendations: 

Housing Block Grant (HBG) Program 

There are many ways to structure an HBG and I will 
discuss several alternatives below. However, the major 
point of my recommendation is that it is time to end a 29+ 
year effort to design Federal housing programs providing 
subsidies to private developers at the national level and 
then implement them through HUD's regional and area office 
structure. None of the "core" Federal subsidy initiatives 
of this period- including the Section 223D(3}, Section 236, 
and Section 8 New Construction and Substantial 
Rehabilitation Programs- reached their tenth anniversaries 
before major flaws became apparent and they were replaced 
with a new program. For example, many Section 236 projects 
went into default in the early seventies because the program 
was too rigid to handle unanticipated increases in operating 
costs. 

The successor Section 8 development programs solved 
the operating cost problems, but became so expensive that 
they were under strong attack during the last years of the 
Carter Administration. When the Reagan Administration set 
out to kill these programs after 1981, there was little 
effective opposition. 

All of the Federal housing development subsidy 
programs were designed at the national level and then 
implemented through the HUD structure. It is significant to 
note that the Federal housing programs with real longevity, 
i.e. public housing and the unsubsidized FHA insurance 
programs, were designed nationally but implemented through 
networks of local housing authorities and private sector 
mortgage brokers and lenders. Of course, these efforts are 
now more than 59 years old. 

The history of the Community Development Block Grant 
Program (CDBG) contrasts markedly with the "revolving door" 
of the national housing subsidy programs. The CDBG, which 
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has never made an attempt to dictate detailed program design 
standards, is now in its 14th year of operation. Although 
there have been numerous legislative changes regarding 
program eligibility, funding formulas, and low income 
benefit, the basic structure has remained intact since its 
initial enactment. I am convinced that the CDBG has 
outlived all of the housing development subsidy efforts 
primarily because it has never had rigid national program 
guidelines or been directly administered by HUD. I believe 
this country is too large and diverse to fit one program 
design and a Federal agency , no matter how well staffed, 
cannot effectly administer hundreds of local programs or 
development efforts. 

The effort to implement nationally designed subsidy 
programs has also resulted in initiatives which have have 
been enormously complex and expensive. HUD always 
recognized the difficulty of having a Federal agency ensure 
that subsidy funds are properly used. Agency officials 
usually had limited direct involvement in the markets in 
which development was to take place. Furthermore, control 
of impact and expenditures was particularly difficult in 
programs whose income occupancy and rent rules had little 
relationship with the dynamics of the private market. 

The housing subsidy programs were probably inherently 
uncontrollable by a Federal agency, but HUD certainly tried 
to do its job. Each of the initiatives have been heavily 
laden with massive paperwork requirements, building 
standards which are invariably higher than local rules, and 
income occupancy and rent limitations which require frequent 
oversight. Not surprisingly, these controls resulted in 
lengthy processing delays and resultant cost increases. 
Developers "charged" HUD heavily for the hassles they were 
put through. I will always remember a visit I made to two 
residential rehabilitation projects in Stamford, Connecticut 
about 4 years ago. One building, financed with CDBG or 
Section 312 loan funds administered by the City, had rents 
of $33S/month. The other property, located two blocks away 
and with similar sized apartments, was rehabilitated through 
the Section 8 Pro~ram administered by HUD. It had rents of 
about $8S&/month! 

State housing finance agencies have a long history of 
effectively designing and implementing housing development 
programs. Local government involvement is more recent, but 
recent experience shows that localities are ready to playa 
central role in delivering housing services. Over the past 
three years more than 8&,9&& housing units have been 
rehabilitated, primarily under local government direction, 
using funds from the Rental Rehabilitation Program (RRP). 
The RRP is limited to moderate rehabilitation and has a 
number of national rules. However, since it permits a great 
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deal of local design flexibility and gives HUD no role in 
approving individual projects, it represents a significant 
step towards the HBG I am proposing. 

I recognize that many housing professionals remain 
opposed to the idea of a block grant. For example, numerous 
liberals in Congress and elsewhere still believe that 
complete national rule making is necessary to ensure that 
Federal funds will have adequate low income benefit. Their 
mistrust of state and local governments is not justified.
The state financing agencies have a proud tradition of 
developing low income housing. Localities administering the 
Rental Rehabilitation Program have chosen projects with 
nearly 90% low income occupancy. 

I suspect that the most serious opposition to a HBG 
would come from the development community. There is now a 
relatively large group of developer/builders skilled in 
dealing with HUD and using the Federal subsidy programs. 
These entrepreneurs are understandably reluctant to have to 
do business with a variety of local and state governments, 
particularly on projects which will still require HUD 
approval for FHA insurance. However, I think it is time for 
the HUD "specialists" to rejoin the general development 
community and work on projects on an individual local market 
basis. In a period of severe budgetary constraints, I 
believe that we can no longer afford the major design and 
cost inefficiences of nationally designed and HUD 
administered housing subsidy programs. 

The first issue to be resolved in the design of a HBG 
would be the scope of the new program. I see three major 
options: 

- Consolidation of all current HUD housing programs 
except for unsubsidized FHA insurance. Under this option, 
state and local governments would be responsible for all 
aspects of public housing, including both new construction 
and modernization, and design their own rental assistance 
programs. 

- HUD maintains separate funding for public housing, 
with all other programs consolidated into the HBG. 

- HUD continues to operate public housing and the 
Section 8 certificate/voucher rental assistance program.
Programs to be incorporated into the HBG would include 
Rental Rehabilitation, the Housing Development Grant (HODAG) 
Program, and the Section 202 Program for senior citizen 
housing. 

In order to implement the first two options, state and 
local governments would have to be provided with annual 
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grants of multi-year funding. It is impossible to operate 
either a public housing construction or rental assistance 
program without the ability to make advance commitments of 
funds to be available in subsequent years. The mUlti-year 
feature would also be useful for the third option. I 
recommend that HBG budget authority be limited to a period 
of 19-29 years, depending on which programs are consolidated 
into the program. It is important to note that even if 
longer-term budget authority is provided, I expect that most 
local/state grantees would utilize significant portions of 
their funding for one-time up front subsidy grants. capital 
grants are easy to administer and cost efficient- they 
utilize available funds before their impact has been reduced 
by inflation- but they have never been a feature of the HUD 
subsidy programs. 

I believe that the initial HBG should not include 
public housing, but should have sufficient budget authority 
to allow grantees to operate rental assistance programs. 
Although the Section a rental assistance certificate/voucher 
program continues to operate with reasonable success, there 
are numerous problems due to its national design. Several 
states already are operating effective rental assistance 
efforts. It might be a good idea to phase in this aspect of 
the HBG, initially dividing funds available for rental 
assistance between a continuing HUD Section 8 program and the 
new block grant. 

Several years ago I participated in an unofficial 
effort at HUD to draft legislation for a HBG. I have 
updated the material we developed at that time and have 
included it as part of these recommendations. Note that the 
proposed limits on outlays are designed to ensure that some 
of the HBG funds will be utilized for rental assistance, 
rather than to be used entirely for up front capital grants. 

Coordination of HUD-HSS Programs 

This recommendation requires only limited comment. 
am sure your Subcommittee is aware that HSS now spends 
almost as much on low income housing as HUD. Unfortunately, 
the HSS programs are not well targeted to stimUlate improved 
housing for welfare recipients. Furthermore, there has 
never been a comprehensive effort to coordinate the impact 
of the HUD and HSS programs on low income housing. Several 
years ago Congress approved a demonstration program designed 
to stimulate better coordination of HUD-HSS programs at the 
local level, but it was never funded. Approximately 
ten years ago then HEW Secretary Califano proposed that HUD's 
rental assistance programs be integrated into the welfare 
system. However, the Secretary's initiative got caught in a 
turf battle between HUD and HEW and was soon dropped. 
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My recommendations are that the previously approved 
demonstration program be re-enacted and funded as soon as 
possible and that Congress establish its mandate for the 
proposed joint HUO-HSS review in a manner which does not 
permit this effort to disintegrate into new turf battles. If 
the two agencies cannot work together, it may be necessary 
to establish an outside commission to undertake the review. 

Once again, I appreciate the opportunity to address 
these remarks to you. I would be happy to testify on these 
issues as well as work with your staff on further 
development of the ideas in this paper. 

Sincerely. 

yY\A~I11,~ 
Michael M. Ehrmann 
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Housing Block Grant 

section 118(a) (1). In order to promote the development of viable 

urban communities and,specifically, to provide improved housing 

resources and housing assistance to citizens in designated localities, 

of the total amount of authority approved in appropriation acts 

under section l03(c), the Secretary shall make housing block grants 

to units of local government participating in the community development 

program authorized by this title and to state governments. 

(a) Grants made under this section may be used for all activities 

eligible under Title 11, Assisted Housing, of the Housing and 

Community Development Act of 1974 and other housing related activities 

approved by the Secretary, subject to conditions incorporated 

in subsequent paragraphs. 

(b) Total funds available for the housing block grant program shall 

be divided among designated juristictions on a fair share basis. Block 

grants shall be provided in an annual grant which shall remain available 

for the grant year and fourteen subsequent Fiscal Years, with the 

following limits on annual outlays: 

(1) Jurisdictions may not expend cumulatively more than the 

following amounts of an annual block grant by the end of the grant year 

and each succeeding year: 

first year of the grant - fifty (50) percent 

second year sixty (69) percent 

third year seventy (7~) percent 
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(f) In order to minimize displacement and ease relocation 

burdens, the Secretary shall by regulation establish appropriate 

rules governing relocation resulting directly from local housing 

block grant activities. 

Localities and states eligible for funding under this section 

shall submit applications including the following elements: 

(1) 	 identification and primary descriptions and costs of 

proposed activities and, if applicable, program area(s), 

including certification that the program will meet the 

requirements of subsections d-h above; 

(2) 	 an administrative plan, including staffing, funding 

and responsibilities, for management of the housing 

block grant program; and 

(3) 	 description of an ongoing citizen participation process 

which is consistent with the provisions of subsection (g) 

below. 

(g) prior to submitting annual applications for housing block 

grant funds, each participating jurisdiction shall provide 

interested individuals an opportunity to comment on the proposed 

effort. 

(h) At least on an annual basis, the Secretary shall make 

reviews and audits of recipients of funding pursuant to 

this section as neccessary to determine the progress made in 
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fourth year seventy-five (75) percent 

fifth year. eighty (81ll percent 

sixth year eighty-five (85) percent 

seventh year - ninety (91l) percent 

eighth year one hundred (lIlll ) percent 

(c) Funding provided under this section shall not result in 

modifications in the public housing development and operating 

subsidy funds to be assigned to the jurisdiction for the Fiscal 

Years and shall not affect the amount of federal single and 

multifamily insurance authority available during the same period 

and shall not affect the resourcesto be made available by the 

Secretary within the jurisdiction to aid projects previously 

assisted by the Secretary. 

(d) At least 85 percent of all units rehabilitated or 

constructed with assistance of housing block grant funds shall, 

upon completion of construction or rehabilitation, be available 

and affordable to low and moderate income persons receiving 

rental or homeownership assistance under the program. Rental 

assistance payments supported through housing block grants shall 

only be provided to low and moderate income individuals and 

families as defined by the participating locality. 

Ie) Localities' use of housing block grant funds shall be 


consistent with community development programs and housing 


assistance plans required by this title. 
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I 
carrying out activities substantially in accordance in program1, 
regulations, local objectives, and sound and efficient management 

practices. The Secretary shall adjust, reduce, or withdraw current 

or future housing funds, or take other action as appropriate 

in accordance with the findings of such review and audits, except 

that funds already expended on eligible activities under this title 

shall not be recaptured or deducted from future allocations to the 

recipient. Funds withdrawn from participating localities for poor 

performance may be added to the grants of localities determined to 

have better performance with such waivers or modification of the 

outlay restrictions of (cl above with respect to the use of such 

additional grants as the Secretary deems appropriate. 

(1) Of the funds available for carrying out the housing block 

grants authorized by this section, the secretary may, through grants, 

contracts, and other financial arrangements, in an amount not to exceed 

five percent of the funds appropriated, provide technical assistance 

to local governments and others as appropriate to the 

achievement of the objectives of this section. Funds for technical 

assistance shall be deducted from the total appropriation before 

allocations to individual localities and states are computed. 

o 

78-541 (1120) 
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